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Dr. Livingstone's African Explorations.

In the Geographical Section of the British As-

sociation, recently, a very interesting paper, by Dr.

Livingstone, was read. We subjoin a few ex-

tracts :

In the upper part of the Lower Shire, in the

highlands, and in the valley of the Upper Shire,

there is a somewhat numerous population. The
people generally live in villages, and in hamlets

near them. Each village has its own chief, and

the chiefs in a given territory have a head chief, to

whom they owe some sort of allegiance. The par-

amount chief of one portion of the Upper Shire is

a woman. The sites of their villages are selected,

for the most part, with judgment and good taste.

A stream or spring is near, and pleasant shade

trees grow in and around the place. Nearly every

village is surrounded by a thick hedge of the poi-

sonous euphorbia. During the greater part of the

year, the inhabitants could see an enemy through

the hedge, while he would find it a difficult matter

to see them. By shooting their already poisoned

arrows through the tender branches, they get

smeared with the poisonous milky juice, and inflict

njost painful, if not fatal, wounds. The constant

dripping of the juice of the bruised branches pre-

vents the enemy from attempting to force his way
through the hedge, as it destroys the eye-sight.

The huts are larger, stronger built, with higher

and more graceful roofs than any we have seen on

the Zambesi.

Many of the men are very intelligent looking,

witb high foreheads and well shaped heads. They
show singular taste in the astonishingly varied

styles in which their hair is arranged. Their bead

necklaces are really pretty specimens of work.

Many have the upper and middle, as well as the

lower part of the ear bored, and have from three

to five rings in each ear. The hole in the lobe of

the ear is large enough to admit one's finger, and
some wear a piece of bamboo about an inch long in

it. Brass and iron bracelets, elaborately figured,

are seen ; and some of the men sport from two to

eight brass rings on each finger, and even the

thumbs are not spared. They wear copper, brass,

and iron rings on their legs and arms ; many have
their front teeth notched, and some file them till

they resemble the teeth of a saw. The upper-lip

ring of the women gives them a revolting appear-

ance. It is universally worn in the highlands. A

puncture is made high up in the lip, and it is gra-

dually enlarged until the pelele can be inserted.

Some are very large. One we measured caused

the lip to project two inches beyond the tip of the

nose. When the lady smiled, the contraction of

vhe muscles elevated it over the oycs. " Why do

the women wear these things?" the venerable chief,

Chinsurdi, was asked. Evidently surprised at

such a simple question, he replied, "For beauty!

They are the only beautiful things women have

;

men have beards, women have none. What kind

of a person would she be without the pelele ? She

would not bo a womau at all, with a mouth like a

man, but no beard."

They seem to be an industrious race. Iron is

dug out of the hills, and every village has one or

two smelting houses ; and from their own native

iron they make excellent hoes, axes, spears, knives,

arrow heads, &c. They make also round baskets

of various sizes, and earthen pots, which they orna-

ment with plumbago, said to be found in the hill

country, though we could not learn exactly where,

nor in what quantities ; the only specimen we ob-

tained was not pure. At every fishing village on

the banks of the river, Shire men were busy spin-

ning bauze, and making large fishing nets from it;

and from Chihisas to the Lake, in every village

almost, we saw men cleaning and spinning cotton,

while others were weaving it into strong cloth in

looms of the simplest construction, all the processes

being excessively slow. This is a great cotton-

growing country. The cotton is of two kinds

—

" Tonji manga" or foreign cotton, and " Tonji

cadji," or native cotton. The former is of good

quality, with a staple from three-quarters to an

inch in length. It is perennial, requiring to be re-

planted only once in three years. The native cot-

ton is planted every year in the highlands, is of

short staple, and feels more like wool than cotton.

Every family appears to own a cotton patch, which

is kept clean of weeds and grass. We saw the

foreign growing at the Lake, and in various places

for thirty miles south of it, and about an equal

number of miles below the cataracts on the Lower
Shire. Although the native cotton requires to be

planted annually in the highlands, the people pre-

fer it because, they say, " it makes the stronger

cloth."

It was remarked to a number of intelligent na

tives near the Shire lakelet, " You should plant

plenty of cotton, and perhaps the English will come
soon and buy it." "Surely, the country is full of

cotton," said an elderly man, who was a trader,

and travelled much. Our own observation con-

vinced us of the truth of this statement. Every-

where we saw it. Cotton patches of from two to

three acres were seen abreast of the cataracts dur-

ing the first trip, when Lake Tamandua was dis-

covered, though in this journey, on a different

route, none were observed of more than half

acre. They usually contained about a quarter

an acre each. There are extensive tracts on the

level plains of both the Lower and Upper Shire,

where salt exudes from the soil. Sea Island cot

ton might grow well there, as on these the foreigi

cotton becomes longer in the staple. The cotton

growers here never have their crops cut ofi' by the

frosts. There are none. Both kinds of cotton re-

quire but little labour—none of that severe and
killing toil requisite in the United States. The
people are great cultivators of the soil, and it re-

pays them well. They grow lassaver in large

quantities, preparing ridges for it from three to four

eet wide, and about a foot high. They also raise

maize, rice, two kinds of millet, beans, sugar cane,

sweet potatoes, yams, ground-nuts, pumpkins, to-

bacco, and Indian hemp. Near Lake Nyassa we
saw indigo seven feet high.

Large quantities of beer are made. We found
whole villages on the spree, and saw the stupid

type of drunkenness, the silly sort, the boisterous,

talkative sort, and on one occasion the almost-up-

to-the-fighting-point variety, when a petty chief,

with some of the people near, placed himself in

front, exclaiming;—"I stop this path; you must
go back." Had he not got out of the way with
greater speed than dignity, an incensed Makololo
would have cured him of all desire to try a similar

exploit in future. It was remarked by the oldest

traveller in the party that he had not seen so much
drunkenness during all the years he had spent in

Africa. The people, notwithstanding, attain great

age. One is struck with the large number of old,

gray-headed persons in the highlands. This seems
to indicate a heaivhy climate. For their long lives

they are not in the least indebted to frequent ab-
lutions. " Why do you wash yourselves ? our men
never do," said some women at Chinsurdi to the

Makololo. An old man told us he remembered
having washed himself once when a boy, but never
repeated it; and from his appearance one could

hardly call the truth of his statement in question.

A fellow who volunteered some wild geographical
information, followed us about a dozen miles, and
introduced us to the chief Moena Moezi by saying,
" They have wandered ; they don't know where
they are going." " Scold that man," said a Mako-
lolo headman to his factotum, who immediately com-
menced an extemporary scolding

;
yet this singu-

lar geographer would follow us, and we could not

get quit of him till the Makololo threatened to take
him to the river, and wash him.

The castor oil with which they lubricate them-
selves, and the dirt, serve as an additional clothing,

and to wash themselves is like throwing away the

only upper garment they possess. They feel cold

and uncomfortable after a wash. We observed
several persons marked by the small-pox. On
asking the chief Morgazi, who was a little tipsy,

and disposed to be very gracious, if he knew its

origin, or whether it had come to them from the

sea. " lie did not know," he said, "but supposed
it had come to them from the English." They
have the idea of a Supreme Being, whom they

name Prambe, and also of a future state. The
chief Chinsurdi said they all knew that they lived

again after death. Sometimes the dead came back
again, they appeared to them in dreams, but they

never told them where they had gone to. This is

an inviting field for benevolent enterprise. There
are thousands needing christian instruction, and
there arc materials for lawful commerce, and a fine
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healtby country, -with none of the noxious insects

with which Ciiptaius Burton and Spake were tor-

mented, and, with the exception of thirty miles,

water communication all the way to England. Let

a market be opened for the purchase of their cot-

ton, and they can raise almost any amount of it,

and the slave trade will speedily be abolished.

—

Late Fairer.

From the British Friend.

Remarks on John S. Kowntree's "(inakerism, Past

and Present."

(Continued from page 411, vol. xxxiii.)

How, in the face of these clear and express de-

clarations to the contrary, J. S. Rowntree can pos-

sibly believe and say that Fox, Penn, and Barclay

(" more especially the two writers last named,")
" magnified the inward and spiritual oiEces of

Christ at the expense of his outward appearance,

as Jesus of Nazareth, and of his vicarious offering

for sin," is to us inexplicable. We say nothing of

the modesty of this attempt to impugn the vital

principles of these truly eminent men, without the

shadow of proof, but we do complain that so mis-

chievous and baseless a charge should be alleged

against them and the Society, in obvious ignorance

of their writings and of the principles they really

professed. Common honesty required that an

author who thus deals with great names and vital

principles, should at least be thoroughly acquainted

with the works he censures, and the faith he con-

demns. The essay is replete with such empirical

dogmatism ; as, for instance, in page 174, we ai'e

told that " the measure of Quakerism is smaller

than that of Christianity," with many others, some

of which we have already exposed.

Having thus proved the assumed fact to be base-

less, it follows that all the inferences are equally

erroneous, and nothing more is really required to

be said in refutation of these assertions. Yet there

are some incidental passages in this chapter, which

ought not to pass unnoticed ; among others is that

in which the author charges George Fox and his

colleagues with distorting the truth (p. 46,) be

cause "they did not see so clearly, that the grea

Master-builder is usually pleased to employ out

ward means in establishing the temple of true

piety in the heart of man. Seeing that God some-

times works immediately by His Spirit, and that

He is able always to employ this direct spiritual

influence in drawing souls to himself, it was argued

that it was His will principally to employ this Di-

vine afflatus in nurturing the christian life, to the

disparagement of instrumental and secondary

means ; and it has been a principal object in the

Quaker system, to isolate its members from the

influence of aught that was supposed to divert

their attention from the inward teachings of that

heavenly vi.-itant, even though it might necessitate

the abnegation of deeply-seated elements in the

constitution of man's spiritual nature," (p. 47.)

That is, as we understand it, the early Friends

distorted the Truth, because iu spiritual things

they disparaged '' instrumental and secondary

means"—they approved not of teaching based on
" the legitimate exercise of human reason," (p. 48.)

and because the essayist has no sympathy with

"the Quaker system, which requires its spiritual

teachers to be .spiritually influenced by the Holy
Spirit, which the essayist irreverently terms the

Divine afflatus. This is a mere assertion, unsup-

ported by a titile of evidence, and no attempt is

made to prove that the doctrine of the Society is

contrary to the Scriptures ; if it be consistent with

Holy Writ, as we contend it is, how can its pro-

mulgators have distorted the truth?

in pursuing the subject, the author repeats what

has been already quoted, and cites the halves of

two sentences from George Fox's epistles to prove

the existence of " the theory that the operations of

the Holy Spirit are facilitated by the entire nega-

tion of the human reason," (p. 48.) We will

venture to give the whole paragraph, which is the

concluding one of the 20th epistle :

—

" But ye all, in whom the immortal seed is

brought to light, who are raised up to sit in hea-

venly places with Christ Jesus, and are become

children of the day, walk as children of the day,

and as children of the light, and let your light so

shine before men, that they may glorify your Father

which is in heaven. All loving the light, ye love

the one thing, which gathers your hearts together

to the fountain of life" and light ; and walking in

it, ye have unity one with another, and the blood

of Jesus cleanseth you from all sin. The know-

ledge of the letter which you formerly got into

your notions and comprehensions, the dark mind

gave dark meanings to it, and so kept you in the

broad way ; but now wait all, to have the same

spirit manifested in your understandings, which

was in them who gave forth the Scriptures, who
were come out of the broad way, holy men of God
who had escaped the pollutions of the world. And
if every particnlar of you knoiu not a princijik

ivitkin, which is of God, to guide you to ivuit upon

God, ye are still in your own knowledge, which is

brutish and sensual ; but waiting all upon God in

that which is of God, ye are kept open to receive

the teachings of God. And the pure wisdom and

knowledge is that which comes from above, which

is to know God and Jesus Christ, the way which

is hidden from the world ; and to walk out of your

own ways, and out of your own thoughts. And
dwelling in that ivliich is pure, up to God, it

commands your own reason to keep silent, and to

cast your qwh tlioughts out; and dwelling in that

which is pure, it discovereth all this. So dwell'

in the Spirit, it keepeth all your hearts to God, to

whom be all praise, honour, and glory for ever!"

The words italicized are those quoted by J. S.

Rowntree.

Yet, without adducing any other evidence than

these fragmentary extracts, J. S. Rowntree does

not hesitate to charge George Fox and the Society

with " di^torting the Truth (p. 40)—excluding the

human reason from the exercise of its legitimate

prerogatives— of upholding the theory that the

operations of the Holy Spirit are facilitated by the

entire negation of the human reason (p. 48)—of

an unhealthy disparagement of outward means in

the culture of the religious life (p. 51)—of silencing

the reason as well as the natural will, and assign-

ing a very subordinate position to the intellectual

faculties in everything connected with religion (p.

173,) and the neglect of the culture of the under-

standing in connection with religion," (p. 174.)

We entreat the patience of our readers whilst

we endeavour again to exhibit the disingenuous

manner in which this author treats those eminent

men whom he professes to quote, and whose ob-

vious meanings he perverts to suit his own views.

If he had been desirous, fairly and honestly, to

represent the opinions of George Fox, he would

not have contented himself with mutilated frag-

ments, but would have given the whole context

bearing on the subject. The reason for his not

doing so is evident ; for, had he given the sentence

immediately preceding his first extract, and the

words intervening between the two, it would have

disproved his own assumptions, and given iucreased

publicity to those good, sound and scriptural, al-

though old-fashioned doctrines, with which he ob-

viously has no sympathy. George Fox tells us

that " the knowledge of the letter," that is, merely

human learning, darkened the mind, and kept mec
the broad way ; and adds, " now wait all, tc

liave tite same spirit manifested in your under-

standings, which was in them wlw gaveforth the

Scriptures, wlio were come out of the broad way,—
Iwly men of God, icho had escaped tlie pollution

of the world.'" He does not say that human rea-

son or the intellectual faculties are to be disparaged

and negatived ; on the contrary, he tells his friend;

to wait on the Lord, so that they may have the

same spirit manifested in their understandings

which was in them who gave forth the Scriptures

And the essayist himself, in pages 36 and 49, in-

stances Paul as an example of the effect producec

on his " understanding," or " powerful intellect,'

by a manifestation of "the same spirit." Thi

sentence which follows this, and part of which i;

quoted by J. S. Rowntree, is every whit as trui

and scriptural as that preceding it, when not sepa

rated from its context. We all feel that " thi

heart is deceitful above all things and desperatel;

wicked," and that " the carnal mind is enmit;

against God ;" and therefore, as G. Fox truly says

if we know not the principle within, which is o

God, to guide us to wait upon God, we are still ii

our own knowledge (which knoweth not the thing:

of God,) and which is brutish and sensual ; au(

he adds, what the essayist omits, " but waiting al

upon God, in that which is of God, we shall hi

kept open to receive the teachings of God." Thi

next sentence which is explanatory of the one jus

mentioned, is omitted altogether from the essay

J. S. Rowntree then quotes from the sentence fol

lowing that omitted, only a portion of it. G. Fo;

says, "dwelling in that which is pure, up to God
it commands your own reason to keep silent, auc

cast your own thoughts out;" and on this the es

sayist evidently relies as authoritative evidence c

the justice of his allegations. But why did he no

give the remainder of the sentence, viz., " auc

dwelling in that which is pure, it discovereth al

this." And this discovery is ever made by thos(

who earnestly strive after a holy communion will

God, whilst worshipping Him in spirit and in truth

and whilst dwelling in that which is pure. Thi.

is the meaning of this passage, and any other con

struction is not warranted, when the whole of tbi

paragraph is taken into consideration. It is spirit

ual advice to spiritually-minded men, and from thi

beginning to the end of it, there is nothing pro

hibitive of the proper exercise of reason, of an;

legitimate influence of the intellect, of mental ao

quirements, nor of the culture of the understand^

iug in connection with religion, science, or othe:

subjects. Those who think otherwise

apprehend, on mistaken data; and we regret tha

an attempt should have been made in this essay t<

uphold an antiquated but once popular error. \Vi

cannot help believing that the means adopted ti

effect this are discreditable to the writer of thi

essay ; and that in thus endeavouring to set up i

system of teaching repugnant alike to the principle

and practice of the Society of Friends, he ha

sorted to certain literary expedients, which neve

reflect credit upon an author. Still more deepl;

do we regret his attacks upon such men as F(

Penn, aud Barclay, and his attempts to undermiui

some of the great fundamental principles of ih'

Society, which have stood the test of many fier

ordeals for the last two centuries ; and which, be

ing founded, as we believe, on eternal Truth, will

we tru.st, survive many more.

CTo be continued.)

When we are alone, we have our thoughts {

watch; when in the family, our tempers; when ii

company, our (



THE FRIEND.

The Catacombs.

The following is from Rawlinson's Bampt'

lectures, a work we have already noticed and r

commended :

—

The arguments hitherto adduced have be^

drawn from the literary compositions of the first

ages of Christianity. Till recently these have been

generally regarded as presenting the whole existing

proof of the faith and practice of the early church;

and skeptics have therefore been eager to throw

every possible doubt upon them, and to maintain

that forgery and interpolation have so vitiated this

source of knowledge as to render it altogether un-

trustworthy. The eflForts made, weak and contemp-

tible as they are felt to be by scholars and critics,

have nevertheless had a certain influence over the

general tone of thought on the subject, and have

caused many to regard the early infancy of Chris-

tianity as a dim and shadowy cloudland, in which

nothing is to be seen, except a few figures of bishops

and martyrs, moving uncertainly amid the general

darkness. Under these circumstances, it is well

that attention should be called—as it has been

called recently, by several publications of greater

or less research—to the monumental remains of

early christian times which are still extant, and
which take us back in the most lively way, to the

first ages of the church, exhibiting before our

eyes those primitive communities which the apos-

tles founded, over which apostolical men presided,

and in which confessors and martyrs were almost

as numerous as ordinary christians. As when
we tread the streets of Pompeii, we have the life

of the old pagan world brought before us with

a vividness which makes all other repre,sentations

appear dull and tame, so when we descend into

the catacombs of Home, we seem to set the strug-

gling, persecuted community, which there, " in dens

and caves of the earth," (Heb. xi. 38,) wrought
itself a hidden home, when it went forth at last

conquering and to conquer, triumphantly establish-

ing itself on the ruins of the old religion, and bend-

ing its heathen persecutors to the yoke of Christ.

Time was, when the guiding spirits of our Church
not only neglected the study of these precious

remnants of an antiquity, which ought to be far

dearer to us than that of Greece or pagan Rome,
of Egypt, Assyria, or Babylon, but even ventured

to speak of them with contempt, as the recent crea-

tion of Papal forgers, who had placed among the

arenaria, or sandpits of heathen times, the pre-

tended memorials of saints who were never born,

and of martyrs who never suffered. But, with in-

creased learning and improved candor, modern
Anglicanism has renounced this shallow and un-

tenable theory, and it is at length admitted univer-

sally, alike by the Protestant and the Romanist,
that the catacombs themselves, their present con-

tents, and the series of inscriptions which have
been taken from them, and placed in the Papal
galleries, are genuine remains of primitive christian

antiquity, and exhibit to us—imperfectly, no doubt,

but so far as their evidence extends, truly— the

condition and belief of the church of Christ in the

first ages.

For it is impossible to doubt that the catacombs
belong to the earliest times of Christianity. It was
only during the ages of persecution that the chris-

tians were content to hide away the memorials of

their dead in gloomy galleries, deep below the

earth's surface, where few eyes could ever rest on
them. With liberty and securil;y, came the prac-

tice of burying within, and around, the churches,

which grew up on all sides ; and though undoubt-
edly the ancient burial places would not have been
deserted all at once, since habit and affection would
combine to prevent such disuse, yet still from the

time of Constantino, burying in the catacombs

must have been on the decline, and the bulk of the

tombs in them must be regarded as belonging tc

the first three centuries. The fixed dates obtain-

able from a certain number of the tombs, confirm

this view ; and the style of ornamentation and form

of the letters used in the inscriptions, arc thought

to be additional evidence of its correctness.

What, then, is the evidence of the catacombs?

In the first place, it is conclusive as to the vast

number of the christians in these early ages, when
there was nothing to tempt men, and everything to

disincline them, towards embracing the persecuted

faith. The catacombs are calculated to extend

over nine hundred miles of streets, and to contain

almost seven millions of graves ! The Roman
christians, it will be remembered, are called by

Tacitus " a vast multitude"—(ingens multitudo)

—

in the time of Nero ; by the age of Valerian, they

are reckoned at one half the population of the city
;

but the historical records of the past have never

been thought to indicate that their number ap-

proached at all near to what this calculation

—

which seems fairly made—would indicate. Seven

millions of deaths in (say) four hundred years

would, under ordinary circumstances, imply an

average population of from five hundred to seven

hundred thousand—an amount immensely beyond

any estimate that has hitherto been made of the

number of Roman christians at any portion of that

period. Perhaps the calculation of the number of

graves may be exaggerated, and probably the pro-

portion of deaths to population was, under the pe-

culiar circumstances, unusually large ; but still the

evidence of vast numbers which the catacombs fur-

h cannot wholly mislead : and we may regard

it as established beyond all reasonable doubt, that,

spite of the general contempt and hatred, in

spite of the constant ill usage to which they were

exposed, and the occasional " fiery trials" which

proved them, the christians, as early as the second

century, formed one of the chief elements in the

population of Rome.
In the next place, the catacombs afford proof of

the dangers and sufferings to which the early

christians were exposed. Without assuming that

the phials which have contained a red liquid, found

so many of the tombs, must have held blood,

d that therefore they are certain signs of martyr-

dom, and without regarding the palm-branch as

unmistakable evidence of the same—we may find

"n the catacombs a good deal of testimony con-

firmatory of those writers who estimate at the

highest the number of christians who suffered death

in the great persecutions. The number of graves,

if we place it at the lowest, compared with the
' 'ghest estimate of the christian population that is

at all probable, would give a proportion of deaths

to population enormously above the average—

a

It which, at any rate, lends support to those

who assert that, in the persecutions of Aurelius,

Decius, Diocletian and others, vast multitudes of

christians were massacred. Further, the word

martyr, is frequent upon the tombs ; and often

here it is absent, the inscription otherwise shows

that the deceased lost his life on account of his re-

gion. Sometimes the view opens on us, and we
se, besides the individual buried, a long vista of

similar sufferers— as when one of Aurelius' victims

exclaims—"0 unhappy times, in which amid our

sacred rites and prayers—in the very caverns—we
are not safe ! What is more wretched than our

life ? What more wretched than a death, when it

is impossible to obtain burial at the hands of

friends or relatives? Still at the end they shine

like stars in heaven. A poor life is his, who has

lived in christian times !"

Again, the catacombs furnish a certain amount

of evidence with respect to the belief of the early

christians. The doctrine of the resurrection is im-

plied or expressed on almost every tombstone which

has been discovered. The christian is not dead

—

he "rests" or "sleeps"—he is not buried, ^^depo-

sited"' in his grave—and he is always at "peace"

—

{in pace.) The survivors do not mourn his loss

despairingly, but express trust, resignation, or mo-

derate grief The anchor, indicative of the chris-

tian's " sure and certain hope," is a common em-

blem ; and the phoenix and peacock are used as

more speaking signs of the resurrection. The
cross appears, though not the crucifix ; and other

emblems are employed, as the dove and the cock,

which indicate belief in the sacred narrative, as we
possess it. There are also a certain number of

pictures in the catacombs ; and these represent or-

dinarily, historical scenes from the Old or New
Testament, treated in a uniform and conventional

way, but clearly expressive of belief in the facts

thus represented. The temptation of Eve—Moses

striking the rock—Noah welcoming the return of

the dove—Elijah ascending to heaven—Daniel

among the lions—Shadrach, Meshech and Abed-
nego in the fiery furnace—Jonah under the gourd

—Jonah swallowed by a whale, and Jonah vomit-

ed out on the dry land, are favourite subjects from

the Old Testament ; whilst from the New Testa-

ment we find the adoration of the wise men

—

their interview with Herod—the baptism of Christ

by John the Baptist—the healing of the paralytic

—the turning of the water into wine—the feeding

of the five thousand—the raising of Lazarus—the

last supper—Peter walking on the sea, and Pilate

washing his hands before the people. Peter and Paul

are also frequently represented, and Peter sometimes

bears the keys, in plain allusion to the gracious

promise of his JMaster, (Matt. xiv. 19.) The para-

bolic teaching of our Lord is sometimes embodied

by the artists, who never tire of repeating the type

of the "Good Shepherd," and who occasionally

represent the sower going out to sow, and the para-

ble of the wi.se and foolish virgins. In this way,

indirect evidence is borne to the historic belief of

the early church, which docs not appear to have

differed at all i'rom that of orthodox Christendom

at the present day.

—

Late Paper.

Our Young Friends—Keep Close to Meetings.

—Be sure, that you forsake not the assembling

yourselves with God's people, as the manner of

some was, Heb. x. 25, and is at this day, especially

among young people, the children of some Friends,

whom the love of this present evil world hath hurt

and cooled in their love to God and his Truth.

But do you keep close to meetings, both of worship

and business of the church, when of an age and ca-

pacity proper for it ; and that not out of novelty,

formality, or to be seen of men, but in pure fear,

love and conscience to God your Creator, as the

public, just and avowed testimony of your duty

and homage to him. In which be exemplary both

by timely coming and a reverent and serious de-

portment during the assembly ; in which, bo not

weary or think the time long till it be over, as

some did of the sabbaths of old ; but let your eye

be to him whom you come to wait upon and serve,

and do what you do as to him, and he will be your

refreshment and reward ; for you shall return with

the seals and pledges of his love, mercy and bless-

ings.

—

William Fenn's Advice to his Children.

Whatever differences may elsewhere exist among
men, in the presence of the Divine Being, the rich

and the poor meet (equally) together ; for the Lord
is the maker of them all.



THE EKIEND.

For "The Friend."

BIOGRAPKICAl SKEICflES

Of Ministers and Elders and other concerned members
of tlie Yearly Meeting of Pliiladelphia.

(CoDtinned from page 412, Vol. xxxiii.)

THE JORDAN PAMILT.

It is a consolatory observation, that where pa-

rents have been unusually subject to the Truth iu

themselves, that we often find in some of their

descendants, marks of the distinguishing favours of

the Most High. Although it does not always hap-

pen, that those who have been faithful in their

day to the Lord's requirings, leave behind them
descendants bound to uphold the doctrines and
testimonies which were so dear to them, yet, never-

theless, it is often so remarkably the case, that we
can therein see the gracious fulfilment of the cha-

racter the Lord Almighty gave of himself as " show-

ing mercy unto children's children of such as love

me, and keep my commandments."

THOMAS AND MARGARET JORDAN.

Thomas and Margaret Jordan, o-f Naneemond
county, Virginia, were two valuable Friends, who
felt bound to endeavour, as the Lord gave them
strength, to bring up their children in his fear.

Their labours of love in this good cause were abun-

dantly blessed, and they were permitted to see the

wholesome restraints parental discipline had im-

posed, superseded by the more effectual and heart-

reaching inSuenoes of the Lord's good Spirit, con-

trolling and directing their steps through life. Ot
the time of the decease of these early labourers in

the Lord's vineyard, we are not informed ; but it

was not until after they liad seen of the fruit of

their earnest labour on behalf of their children,

and being satisfied thereby. Some of the children

at least were valuable members of religious Society,

and earnestly concerned in the love of Christ, that

poor sinners should be invited to that fold of peace
and true spiritual rest, which their dear parents

had so earnestly loved, before these parents were
removed to receive the reward of faithful dedica-

tion to the Lord's service.

ROBERT JORDAN THE FIRST.

Eobert Jordan, son of the above Friends, was
born in Virginia, Seventh month 11th, 1668; he
was, says a memorial concerning him, " carefully

educated in the way of Truth, by his worthy pa-
rents, who lived to see the religion of his educa-
tion become that of his choice and practice in his

mature years. In this he was preserved to the

last, without wavering ; in great peace with the

Lord, and unity of his brethren. In the time of

his illness, which continued about two weeks, he
seemed to be very patient and resigned to the will

of God, and much concerned for the everlasting

welfare of his children. This he expressed in

sweet and sensible exhortations, setting forth the

benefit that would thereby accrue, in words of
living experience. He often, iu fervent prayer, de-

sired that they might be preserved from the vani-

ties and corruptions of this world, and that they
might love and fear the Lord in their youth. At
one time he said, ' Lord ! preserve my flock !

—

let them never go astray, nor forget thee, nor one
another ! my God ! hold them in thy arms, that

none of them be lost ! Let not the enemy prevail

over them.' "

He was favoured to be humbly thankful for the

mercies shown him by his dear Savic ur from youth
up, and blessed God that he had supported him
under every dispensation of his Providence, even
until that very time.

" He was," says a memorial of him, " a man

given to hospitality, very ready to entertain stran-

gers, especially the Lord's messengers, whom he

treated with great respect and affection, honouring

them for their work's sake. He was also charita-

ble to the poor, and had frequent opportunities of

doing them service in free cost, in the practice of

physic. As a man of trade and commerce, he had
obtained a good reputation in the world, and he

declared he had never wronged any man know-
ingly in his life. In short, he was a loving hus-

band, a tender father, a kind neighbour, and a

good master. He departed this life the 3d of Eighth

month, 1728." Before Robert was removed from

works to rewards, he had the satisfaction of seeing

two of his sons eminent ministers of the gospel.

His son Robert, at the time of his death, had just

left on a religious visit to Europe, and his son Jo-

seph had just returned from a similar engagement.

BENJAMIN JORDAN.

Benjamin Jordan was also a son of Thomas and
Margaret Jordan, and was born at Naneemond,
Seventh mouth 18th, 1674. His pious parents,

who had suffered in support of the Truth, which
they professed, had endeavoured carefully to re-

strain him from evil, and to educate him in the

belief of the same blessed doctrines and testimonies

which they themselves held. Their godly example,

restraining influence, seasonable advice and exhor-

tations, were sanctified, through the all effectual

influence of Divine grace, to him as well as several

others of their large family of children. Benjamin,
after that be had, through the teachings of the

Holy Spirit, attained to some experience in the

work of religion, gave up much of his time, and
devoted his talents to waiting upon God, and per-

forming services for his church and people.

He was much employed in the discipline, was
clerk of both Monthly and Yearly Meetings, and
was not only a believer iu word, but in deed and in

truth, being a good example of piety and charity,

holding fast his integrity to the last. The day be-

fore his close, several of his neighbours came to visit

him in his sick chamber. To one of them, who
was in a prosperous condition as to worldly mat-
ters, and to whom, in his self exalted state, the

way of Truth seemed low and despicable, he said,

" Rejoice, oh, young man, in thy youth, and let thy
heart cheer thee in the ways of thy heart, and in

the sight of thine eyes, but know thou for all these

things, God will bring thee to judgment." To an-

other one of his visitors, who had been under se-

rious impressions, but had not been obedient to the

requirings of duty, he said, " Blessed are they that

hear the word of God, and do it." Another one,

who, he believed, was more anxious to obtain the
honour of this world, than the honour which the
Lord gives to his faithful little ones, he told, he
" looked too big to enter in at the strait gate."

During the days of his health, he had borne a
testimony against making the time of a funeral a

season of feasting, and now in the prospect of his

own speedy departure, he gave directions, that no
more than sufficient provision should be made. One
of his brothers then asked him, " How is it with
thee ?" He replied, " As to my eternal state, no-
thing but well." He soon afterwards held up his

hands, and said, " Lord Jesus, into thy hands I

commit my spirit! Lord, help me at this time."
He then, in great quietuess, passed away. Twelfth
month 12th, 1716, aged about forty-two years.

About the year 1707 or 1708, Benjamin Jor-
dan married Sarah Robinson, an exemplary young
woman, who, with her mother and step-father, that
eminent minister of the gospel, Joseph Glaister,

had shortly before settled in Virginia. After the

decease of Benjamin Jordan, who left her with

three children, she married James Bates, a vak
ble minister. By him she had two children, who
lived to maturity. He also deceased whilst

offspring were young in years, leaving them to hei

care. It is recorded of her, that " she discharged

the duty of a mother, and governess of a numerous
family in a becoming, steady and exemplary i

ner." She survived her last husband more than

thirty years, " and was a woman endowed with a

truly quiet and christian disposition, which seems

to have made good and lasting impressions on heij

children. She departed this life the 9th of Twelfthj

month, 1756, aged nearly seventy years, and left

a good name behind her."

(To be continued.)

For "The Friend."

THE CROWN AT THE END.

"Then shall the righteous man stand in great bold-

ness before the face of such as have afflicted him, anc

made no account of his labours. When they see it, thej

shall be troubled with terrible fear, and shall be amazei
at the strangeness of his salvation, so far beyond all I

they looked for; and they repenting and groaning foi

anguish of spirit, shall say wiihin themselves, This wa
he, whom we had sometime in derision, and a proved

of reproach. We fools accounted his life madness ani

his end to be without honour. How is he numbered
among the children of God, and his lot is among tt^t

saints."

—

Wisdom of Solomom, v. 1—5.

The paths of the good are oft trodden in woe,

Sharp arrows may wound them whilst heavenward the}

go;
Bitter words of the scornful, who jeer their meek talk,

And count them as fools for their pure lowly walk
;

But the day hastens on, soon its light shall arise,

When sinners shall kuow, that the good are the wise;

That the wicked are madmen, ne'er judging aright.

Who, for moment of sin-joy, lose endless delight.

And for low, trifling pleasure, which fades ere possessed

Giving up endless glory, awaiting the Blessed.

The scorners, sore troubled with terrible fear,

When the good in salvation's pure garments appea

In the courage of innocence cheerfully bold,

Amazed at the strangeness of that they behold.

And the glory that closes the humble one's day.

Repenting and groaning in spirit shall say,

"This is he, who ourjeerings and mockings has borne,

Our daily derision, our proverb of scorn

;

We fools thought him mad ;
without honour he passed;

How now with the children of God is he classed?

And his lot is with saints." Yea, in glory most bright

Exalted to honour, with love-crown of iight,

His portion is blessing, without an alloy,

Where loving and praising give sweetest employ,

To all, who on earth in pure patience, have borne,

The cross of the Saviour, 'mid scotBug and scorn.

N.

A man should keep his friendship in constant repair ; for;

As similarity of mind,

Or something not to be defined,

First fixes our attention
;

So manners decent and polite.

The same we practis'd at first sight.

Must save it from declension.

A}i Inch.—The British inch had its origin, says

John Taylor, a high authority, in the measure-

ment of the earth, by the founders of the Great

Pyramid. They determined, with great exactness

the proportion which the diameter of a circle bean

to its circumference, and having ascertained th«

measure of the circumference of the earth,

posing it to be a perfect sphere, they divided tb(

diameter into 500,000,000 of units, which we cal

inches. This appears to have been the origin o:

our inch. The polar diameter of the earth, ac-

cording to — Airy's calculation, is equal to 500,-

491,440 of these inches, which measure so littli

exceeds the mean diameter of the earth, accordinj

to the ancients, as to require the addition of onlj

one-thousandth part to render it, with all boi

mathematical precision, the five hundred-milliontb

part of the earth's axis of rotation.
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For " Tbe Friend."

Our usefulness and strength as a Keligious So-

uiety, depend upon the members living in the Spirit,

and fellowship of the gospel of Christ Jesus, the

Shepherd of his sheep. In a spiritual body, of

which he is the Head, the members will be organ-

ized by Him. Every one will have his place as-

signed by Him, and receive direction from Him of

what his duty is, and power to perform it under

fais bidding and guidance. As all keep their places,

acting in his authority, when he puts them forth in

tbe work, which he appoints to them severally,

there will be among them a harmonious labour for

his honour, and for one another's good, and there-

by unity will prevail, and the circulation of divine

love and life from member to member, will be ex-

perienced. There could be no breaking in or out

in such a divinely organized and governed body,

where every member has his will brought into con-

formity with the will of God. The strong would

boar the burdens of the weak, and sympathize with

them, and the child would not behave himself

proudly against the ancient, but would wait for

further openings and instruction in the Truth.

A letter written by that faithful man of God,

William Dewsbury, showing his views of the peace

and unity belonging to the church of Christ, which

those who abode in tbe Truth, experienced in his

day, and the distress brought upon them by those

who were taken with a dividing spirit, contains

3ounsel that is valuable and appropriate in this

day. It is addressed to Edward Nightingale, of

York, as follows :

—

" ^My ancient friend, whom the Lord counted

,worthy to receive his blessed truth with many in

jthat city and county, when he sent forth his

servants, and called me to forsake wife and chil-

dren, and to eive up my life daily unto his will

;

to endure stripes and bruises in many tumults,

iwith the rest of my faithful brethren, who loved

not our lives unto death for your sakes, to gather

thee and all that received the Truth, that you
'might enjoy the presence of the Lord. And
amongst many others, we counted thee worthy to

receive his servants, who meet together in the hea-

,venly unity in the Truth ; for which both thou and

1, with many of the servants of God, were put

into prison, as many of his servants are this day.

And the blessed presence of God kept and doth

keep them that truly fear his name, in sweet unity

and peace with himself, and with one another, to

their everlasting comfort, and to the confounding

the enemies of God, who beheld their steadfast

standing, and entire union in bearing their faithful

Itestimony, in whatever they were called unto for

;the truth of God. This did not only confound

God's enemies, but many were convinced, and re-

3eived tbe Truth in the love of it, beholding the

sanity of faithful Friends, to their comfort and the

(honour of the name of the Lord ; which caused

by soul with the rest of the faithful labourers, to

praise the name of the Lord, in having blessed the

travail of our souls, and given us to see the fruit

of our labour in his vineyard, and the peace and

unity of his people.

!

" But of late, I have heard that thou, my an-

teient friend, Edward Nightingale and John Cox,

iwith some others in that city, do meet together in

a separating spirit, apart from the rest of Friends

sin the city, which casts a stumbling-block in the

iway of many. Instead of gathering people to

receive the Truth, you scatter and drive them
iaway ; and it gives great advantage to them that

'watch for evil, and is of a bad savour, and wound-

ing to the spirits of them that truly fear the Lord.

'lean truly say, your meeting in that separating

spirit, which is such an evil savour in tlie nation,

hath been, and is more afflicting to me than all

the persecutions atul imprisonments Ihave endured
unto this day.

" Therefore, I entreat and beseech thee, my an-

cient friend, with all that meet in the separation

from the rest of Friends in the city, to turn your
minds to the light of Christ in you, which will let

you see you have not done well, and with it, judge

that which hath led you to separate from Friends

;

and return to meet with them in the city, in the

sweet concord, love and unity of the life of the

blessed Truth, as in the days of old and years

past. lama witness with the rest of faithful Friends,

that in all our meetings, whether in the prison or

in the city, we never wanted the sweet appearance

of Christ, our life, in us and among us, according

to bis promise, and to our comfort. And so it is

now with all that meet in his name, and in unity

with his people, as we did in those days. It was
many years before the enemy could get any en-

trance, to make a breach amongst those that pro-

fess God's blessed Truth, to draw some into a self-

separation, as he hath done you and many more
elsewhere.

" I do assure you, it is the work of the enemy of

yoursouls. You should not have separated, but have
kept your places amongst Friends; and not have

taken offence, because they saw there might be

some service for Truth, in meeting twice on the

First-day of the u-eek. It is very likely that some
in that city, who had a love to Truth, might get an

opportunity to come to one of those meetings. It

is very much to me how you let the enemy so get

over you, as to cause you to separate from Friends;

whereas, had you kept your places in meeting with

them, you, in time, might have seen a service in

meeting twice a day, as well as they. You may
be sure that separation neither restores any to the

love of Truth, nor gatliers any to God, but rather

scattereth and driveth some that were gathered in

love to Truth, by the painful and faithful labourers

who were sent of the Lord. Therefore, in the

yearnings of the love of God to you, I once more
beseech you, that in humiliation you wail in the

light of Chritt, and he will let you see bow the

enemy led you out of your places, when you sepa-

rated from meeting with Friends ; and in yielding

obedience to the light, it will bring you iuto your

places again, to meet with Friends to your comfort,

and the honour of the name of the Lord, accord-

ing to the counsel of the Lord in my heart, here

sent unto you.
" But if you reject the counsel of the Lord in

these lines, which in his love I am moved to send

unto you, then shall I lament your condition, be-

cause of the evil consequence your separation will

produce, to your sorrow, and the wounding of

many whom God would not have wounded ;—for

which you must give an account. And before you
lay down your heads in peace, you will remember
me, who have not hid from you the counsel of the

Lord. W. D."

"Warwick, 21st of Eleventli month, 1G34."

Bottom of the Ocean.

— Green, the famous diver, tells singular stories

of his adventures, when making search in the deep

waters of the ocean. He gives some sketches of

what he saw on the Silver Banks, near Huyti.
" Tbe banks of coral on which my divings were

made, are about forty miles in length, and trom tan

to twenty in breadth.
" On this bank of coral is presented to the diver

one of the most beautiful and sublime scenes the

eye ever beheld. The water varies from ten to one

hundred feet in depth, and so clear, that the diver

can see from two to three hundred feet, when sub-
merged, with little obstruction to the sight.

" The bottom of the ocean, in many places on
these banks, is as smooth as a marble floor

; in

others it is studded with coral columns, from ten

to one hundred feet in height, and from one to

eighty feet in diameter. The tops of the more
lofty, support a myriad of pyramidal pendants,each
forming a myriad more

;
giving the reality to the

imaginary abode of some water nymph. In other
places the pendants form arch after arch, and as

the diver stands on the bottom of the ocean, and
gazes through these into the deep winding avenue,

he feels that they fill him with as sacred an awe as

if he were in some old cathedral, which had long
been buried beneath ' old ocean's wave.' Here and
there the coral extends even to the surface of the
water, as if those loftier columns were towers be-

longing to some stately temple now in ruins.

" There were countless varieties of diminutive
trees, shrubs, and plants, in every crevice of the
corals, where the water had deposited the least earth.

They were all of a faint hue, owing to the pale

light they received, although of every shade, and
entirely different from plants I am familiar with
that vegetate upon dry land. One in particular

attracted my attention ; it resembled a sea-fan of
immense size, of variegated colours, and of tbe

most brilliant hue.

" The fi-h which inhabited those Silver Banks I

found as different in kind as the scenery was varied.

They were of all forms, colours, and i-izes—from
the symmetrical goby to the globelike sunfish

;

from those of the dullest hue to the changeable
dolphin ; from the spots of the leopard to the hues
of the sunbeam ; from tbe harmless minnow to the

voracious shark. Some had heads like squirrels,

others like cats and dogs ; one of small size resem-
bled the bull-terrier. Some darted through the

water like meteors, while others could scarcely be
seen to move.

" To enumerate and explain oil the various kinds
offish I beheld while diving on these banks would,
were I enough of a naturalist to do so, require
more space than my limits will allow, for 1 am
convinced that most of the kinds of fish which in-

habit the tropical seas can be found there. The
sunfish, sawfish, starfish, white shark, ground shark,

blue or shovel-nose shark, were often seen. There
were also fish which resembled plants, and remain-
ed as fixed in their position as a shrub. The only
power they possessed was to open and shut when
in danger. Some of them resembled the rose in

full bloom, and were of all hues.
" There was the ribbon-fish, from four to five

inches to three feet in length. Their eyes are very
large, and protrude like those of the frog. Another
fish was spotted like the leopard, fromtliree to ton

feet in length. They build their houses like the
beaver, in which they spawn, and the male or
female watches the eggs until they hatch. I saw
many specimens of the green turtle, some five feet

long, which I should think would weigh from four

to five hundred pounds."

—

Late Paper.

1738. Forasmuch as we are called with a high
and holy calling, to all holiness and purity of con-

versation, let your behaviour among men be un-
blameable, and such as may adorn the gospel of
Christ. Let not the vain and foolish fashions and
customs of the world prevail over you. Avoid
sports, plays, and all such diversions, as tend to

alienate the mind froui God, and to deprive the

soul of his comfortable presence and power. Be
temperate and sober ; shun all excess in eating and
drinking; and let your moderation be known unto
all men.
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For " The Friend."

Extracts from tlie Letters and Memorandums of

our Late Friend, H. Williams.

"SevoUh mo. Qth.—At our meeting to-day, Lad

the company of our friends and .

Our members generally there, with some of the

neighbours round ; and truly our state was minis-

tered unto. In the first place, was engaged

to show what our forefathers in the Truth were,

and how much the Society fell short in the present

day; that had we as a people been faithful, we

should, ere this, have possessed the gates of our

enemies. Then, remembering the poor, struggling

ones, encouragement was found adapted to our

several exigencies ; the close provings in our dif-

ferent allotments, the stratagems of our common
adversary, suiting his baits to all ages and stations,

prowling around our habitations, until we are

ready to fear we shall fall, and indeed, that we

are gone. Dear got into the condition of

things, as it seems to me, and closely pressed

dwelling with our sufl'ering Lord. He seemed to

believe further trials than the Society had yet

seen, awaits it; but a rising out of this low state

will come, when there will be a looking unto, and

drawing unto, this Society. This is scarcely the

outlines of a long communication, every word to

the point.

" Dear supplicated afterward for the

states brought to view iu the address. It was a

favoured time, and more than we had a right to

ask."

"llth.—What a fine, quiet, soaking rain we

have had, refreshing, indeed, to the parched

ground. The harvest has commenced in many
places. I thought, as I came home, the country

looked rich indeed; some fields cut and shocked,

some lying in swaths, and some waving, near

ready for the reaper, of bright yellow ; the oats

bluish, and grass aud trees a fine green. Ah !

were we served according to our deserts, little

would be left us; but our great Giver is bountiful."

" ' The meeting small ;' well ! attend faithfully

aud not formally, but with praying hearts, and lie

will regard with an eye of compassion."
" We had a clever call of a visit of one day,

lately, from S. and A. 11 , the latter is much
broken ; but the quiet, subdued and patient state

of mind that was to be felt in her company, and

easily observed, was very agreeable and comfort-

ing to me. I remembered that ' these light afflic-

tions which are but for a moment, work for us a

far more exceeding and eternal weight of glory.'

May she indeed realize it, is my prayer for her, as

for my own self."

2Uli.—Speaking of some outward comforts,

says, " So we are cared for by the good Husband-

man, with all our failings and shortcomings ; to

sit djown and mourn over these will not do, we
must be up and be doing, for the day hasteneth."

^'Seventh mo. 2Sth,—More and more is it need-

ful, yea positively so, for Friends to keep the dear

children from mixing with the multitude. I fear

many of the young people within my knowledge

are hurt thereby ; even the children of Friends

congregating together, unnecessarily. I do see it

leads to no good."
" We may reasonably expect a sifting and win-

nowing season in society everywhere almost. I do

believe, there is too much of a mixing with the

world in its various customs and fashions, and many
self-pleasing things. It is impossible in this little

compass to lay before thee n)y feelings on these

matters ; but I am all the time sad, almost; now
aud then a bright spot."

" It did me good to hear that Robert had called

and to account for being too late

at meeting. Then J. reported his care of hira on

First-day
;
queried, ' Wast thou not well on Fifth-

day?' Yes; I was well; I was hauling wheat.

'Ah, I was afraid so ; a little faith was wanting.'

Yes, was the acknowledgment. Well, it seemed

good to hear this, there was a sound in it, that be-

tokened right zeal. I wish we could find time and

inclination to go see our members in the right

way; it would have an encouraging effect. There

are some of our members, who hardly feel as if

they were linked to society ; so little noticed ; I

might say, none; for instance, and
,

and some others ; they may never be able to do

much for society, but society may do something

for them."
" I want to hear from our dear friends J., and

S. E., and from you all ; toiling on from day to

day. That concern is like a great machine,

always in motion ; should the mainspring cease,

then it would stop ; when there is no induce-

ment offered to parents to send children, then it

would clog. It was in the first outset, a religious

concern for the guarded education of our youth
;

I have desired it might be carefully kept iu view

by the Yearly Meetiug's Committee, the superin-

tendents, the teachers and the officers in the house
;

it is a great strength to be all united in furthering

this concern." * * * *

" Thomas Scattergood used to say, ' Children

were like a narrow-necked vessel, quickly filled.'

It is not good to pour in too fast or too much ; it

runs over, and is lost."

"Eighth mo. ie?/j.—Came safely to Philadel-

phia ; attended on Third-day, Sixth Street meet-

ing. * * * It was a meeting, at which a

table was spread with many good and salutary

things for hungry souls. I mourned over the ab-

sent who belong there ; the sons left in the

stores, lie; many flimsy reasons assigned for the

omission. Most surely, we as a people, will be

visited for these things, and the like cold indiffer-

ence ; robbing Him to whom only houour is due,

and following our own ways and pleasures.

, with their four children, were at meeting

;

these friends, it seems to me, are trying to do right

with their family ; and I do look for a further

advancement, if faithfulness is abode in.

" has been very sick. He seems very

sensible he has narrowly escaped being brought

low, if through at all. 1 do desire every admoni-

tory call to us may have a proper effect : in great

mercy we are spoken to in different ways, by our

Great Preserver, in order that we may escape the

wrath to come, which will inevitably come on those

who do not obey the call of ' Walk before me, and

be thou perfect.'
"

" '2Sth. * * * The ' leaven' of our testi-

monies, if faithfully adhered unto by our Society,

will have an influence on the community at large
;

so said , in the conversation I had with

him, when I excused myself and family from at-

tending his lecture on 'slavery.' ' It is your lea-

ven (he said) that is out in the world, and as you
are faithful, it will more and more spread and

prevail ;' he mentioned ' war' and other of our tes-

timonies."

1691. Advised in God's holy fear to watch

against, aud keep out the spirit, and corrupt friend-

ship of the world ; and that no fellowship may be

held or had with the unfruitful works of darkness,

nor therein with the workers thereof. Avoid un-

necessary frequenting of taverns and alehouses ; all

looseness, excess, and unprofitable and idle dis-

courses, mis-spending their precious time and sub-

stance to the dishonour of Truth, and scandal of

our holy profession.

Perilons AdTentnre of Two New York ladies in H

Coal Mine.
ft

During the past summer, two young ladies froi:|

the city of New York were visiting at the residen
1

1

of the Superintendent of the Great Forest Improv
ment Company's mines, in the Schuylkill coal r,

gion, Pennsylvania. The younger was but eighte( I

years of age, and both possessed that love of adve "jl

ture which appears natural to a city belle when r ,1

lieved from the contracted and confining influenc
j

of metropolitan life. After sojourning some wee!

amid the wild and beautiful scenery of " WoodsiJe
they became anxious for a novel excitement, ai

determined to "go down into a mine." This idi

once conceived, could not be reasoned away ; in

a mine they must go, and the deepest one must 1

selected for the excursion.

An intelligent and brave Scotchman, whose pra

tical knowledge of mining is of the most thoroug

character, was appealed to, and he decided that a

old drift, (a drift, reader, is an opening leading hor

zontally into the side of a mountain,) known
the " Otto Mine," was the most suitable for tl

proposed visit. The drift extended into the moui

tain a distance of one mile and a half, and had I

worked for years. The dangers attending the e:i

cursion were not concealed, but these only adde,

zest to the undertaking. Two young gentleme'.(

also from New York, volunteered as escorts, am
the company was formed. It was arranged that

drift-car was to be taken to the entrance of tl'

mine, aud that this, drawn by mules and drive

by a miner, was to convey the party into the earth

bosom, while the Scotchman was to aceompan

them as guide.

Having equipped themselves for the journey, the

departed at five o'clock in the afternoon, and read
ed the end of the mine in safety. Here an hoi

was spent in examining the coal formations and tL

subterranean chamber, and their curiosity beiu

thoroughly gratified, they prepared to returi

Mounted on their novel conveyance, they wei

proceeding merrily along, when one of the youn

ladies expressed a desire to break off a piece v

coal as a memento of their visit. The car was stoj

ped, and, armed with a stone, the lady commence •

battering at the granite like coal. While thus eu

ployed, a miner, who had been stationed at th

outlet of the mine, entered hastily and informe

the Scotch guide that the earth over the passage

way had commenced to crumble.

This, to miners, is an almost certain indicatiO'

that a fall will take place—the dropping pebble

being but the forerunner of the crushing rocks an

earth. The car was immediately put in motioi

with the hope that the exit might be gained befor

the danger arrived, but their efforts were in vaii

They had gone but a few hundred yards, when
rumbling like distant thunder was heard—a ru?

of cold air blew over them, and then all was sli!

as the grave !

There could be no doubt as to the cause of thi

phenomenon—the mine had caved in. Their mule

were brought to a stand, and tlie Scotchiuan, ae

companied by the miner who had served as th

Jehu of the party, proceeded onward to make a

exploration. In a short time they returned, an

reported that the fall of the earth and rock wa
so great, that it would take at least three days t

dig a passage-way out; and that thore was gre;'

danger of further falls, the earth being now looseii

ed. Here was a predicament. Buried beneath

mountain, beyond any possible help for three day:

I

with no water or food, and the air so close thiU

unaccustomed lungs could hardly breath it—thI

heart might well quail at the contemplation of sue!

a condition. But female heroism rose superior t'

•U
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ie misfortune, and the ladies of the party " stood

S those who championed human fears." One of

iem declared that they could "kill the mules
tad live upon them for three days, or until they
bnld be dug out."

I After a consultation among the miners, the
cotch guide announced that there was an
laft ascending from the end of the mine to the
immit of the mountain, and that it was barely
pssible that this might afford a way of e"-]

Ihe party therefore returned to the extreuiTty of
ne drift, and the miner who had accompanied them
|as sent up the shaft to ascertain if it was open
|i the surface. For near two hours the company
bxiously awaited the return of their messenger.
It the end of that time he came back with the'^re-

brt that he had reached the surface with great dif-

pulty, and that the shaft was open, but in a very
jingerous condition. Time had rotted away the
jnber which kept its sides from falling together,
jid the stones hung loose in many places, ready to

ill at the slightest touch. But still there was a
(ipe of escape; and when humanity is reduced to
^speration, feats can be accomplished which, in
jlmer moments, would be considered impossible.

J

The air-shaft was less than two feet in diameter,
jd rose to a height of nearly six hundred feet. In
Bme places it was perpendicular, and in others it

IS carried up at an angle. The dampness of years
Id covered the timbers around it with slime, and
lere they had rotted away, a soft mud oozed out
the earth. But notwithstanding all these diffi-

Ities, added to the danger that a falling rock
ght wedjie them in beyond the power of escape,
d leave them to die the lingering death of being
ried alive, they determined to attempt the as°
It,

The party consisted of the two ladies, the two
itlemen who acted as their escort, the Scotch-
in who was their guide, and two miners. The
Wies prepared themselves by removing all their
fcerfluous clothing, and the ascent was com
need. The guide, with one miner, went first, the
D gentlemen followed, then came the ladies, and
tly the remaining miner. Painfully they toiled
ward, now dragging themselves over decayed
ibers and projecting rocks, now forcing them
ves through spaces where it seemed almost im-
isible for them to pass, and now drawing each
ler by the hand, from stop to step, where the as-
It was perpendicular. Through all this, the forti-

e of the ladies never deserted them. They
re cheerful and hopeful, when the men who ac-
Bpanicd them were ready to despond. After
> hours of almost superhuman exertion, the bl
appeared above them, and the fragrant air

Bd them with delight. Thank God ! they were
ed.

Jut what an appearance did they present!
m head to foot they were covered with mud
filth. Their clothes were in tatters, and their
ds were lacerated and bleeding. Night had
iended, and they were three miles awly from
16, in the midst of a wilderness. But the great-
danger was passed, and with a cheerfulness
eh almost banished their fatigue, they corn-
iced their homeward journey. At length tbey
ihed the circle of their friends, who had suffer-
in anxiety almost as painful as their own terri-

cxperience. It was not until the haven of rest
reached, where tearful faces welcomed them,
i,_the peril being all over, and the occasion for
)ism passed, feminine delicacy resumed its

y, and those who had borne so much and so
ly, sank into a swoon.

—

Philadelphia Press.

tigh buildings require firm foundations.

For "The Friend." might be wcaued from outward dependence, and
How comforting and encouraging, to the rightly 'made to rely solely on the Divine arm of pow.

exercised, is every token of returning faithfulness

and favour, after seasons of temptation and trial,

wherein the enemy of the prosperity and peace of
Zion, has threatened to prevail over us, by the

exaltation of his power, magnifying the difficulties

which surround our path, causing them to appear
almost insurmountable, and our deliverance to bi

well nigh hopeless. Yea, what encouragement
have we, in view of the continued mercy and
goodness of our God, and the fresh extension of
his mighty arm to restore us to his favour, through
the co-operation of our spirits with His, who

'

our Mediator and Intercessor with the Father, and
is seeking to draw us unto us unto himself accord-
ing to his gracious promise, that if he be lifted up,

he would draw all men unto him.
And may wo not believe that, however great the

trials and discouragements in many places may be,

yet there are still preserved in all parts of our
widely-spread society, those who are engaged to

uphold the standard of Truth; meekly and patiently

bearing the burdens laid upon them for the church
and cause' sake, according to the apostolic injunc-

tion, to " bear one another's burdens, and so fulfil

the law of Christ," the stronger bearing the in-

firmities of the weaker.
That there are individuals, as well as bodies,
ho have need of the help of those that are

stronger than themselves, seems to afford an incen-
tive to close watching and deep searching, in order
to discover the direction and extent of individual
duty and the action of the body, lest there should
'je a falling short in the discharge thereof, to the
ncrease of weakness, and the discouragement of
the church ; which is looking for the fruits of the
Spirit; that they may be reuewedly witnessed, as
in earlier times, when "love, joy, pe;.ee, long-
suffering, gentleness, goodness, faith, meekness, and
temperance," did more eminently and generally
prevail,—when there was more of a looking in-

ward for the secret direction of Truth, and less of
an outward looking to man, for guidance, comfort,
and help,—more of a forgetting of the things that
are behind, and pressing forward towards the mark,
for the prize of our high calling.

May we not believe, that the Lord is graciously
regarding the cries of his poor, trembling di.,ciples,

and that he will arise and rebuke the wind and
the waves, which have so long threatened the tossed

vessel, and in a signal manner, cause a great calm
affording abundant evidence that we are not for

saken, even though the great Master may seem to

have been sleeping, and not observing the fearful-

ness and distress of the poor mariners, while, in

danger, almost ready to give up the ship as lo:~t.

Is not his gracious voice being hoard, saying, " It

is I, be not afraid," in answer to the cry which
has arisen from many hearts, " Lord, save or we
perish?"

The degree of outward ease and prosperity en-
joyed by Friends for many years, seems to have
proved too strong a test of our fidelity, and a much
more unfavourable one than the days of outward
adversity, wherein the church was more closely

united to its Holy Head, and the members, one
unto another, in the fellowship of suffering

; sym-
thizing one with another, when under deep trial

and affliction on Truth's account ; seeking to pro-
mote one another's strength and comfort, and the
love and unity which must ever subsist amonf the
disciples of Christ—among the members of the
body, of which he is the exalted and adorable
Head. May it not, therefore, have been permitted,

ihould be tempted and troubled with severe
trials and difficulties from within, in order that we

which brought our forefathers through all their
trials and difficulties, and established them as pil-

lars in his house, which should go no more out?
Oh ! for more of a willingness to sacrifice out-

ward ease and luxury and our own wills, for the
precious cause, and our own soul's sake, that there
might be witnessed more of a growth in grace, -land

in the knowledge of the Truth, through submission
to the Divine will concerning us, as members of
the visible and militant church ! Then we may
believe that in our associated capacity for the pur-
pose of divine worship and discipline, we should
witness our sitting down before the Lord, to wait
upon, worship and serve him, to be more eminently
accompanied with refreshing from his holy presence,
as in earlier days, before a worldly and a dividing
spirit found entrance amongst us, separating us
from the love of Christ, and one from another.
May that spirit be cast out by One that is mighty
and able to save, even to the uttermost ; and may
He bring us again under the restoring influence of
the gentleness and meekness of Divine wisdom, the
savour of which is already witnessed, to some de-
gree, as in the churches formerly, so that we " can
bear and have patience," and for the blessed name
and cause' sake, "labour and not faint," having an
eye to the promised recompense of reward. He
is "the rewarder of all them that diligently seek
Him," and not their own glory; who is the healer
of breaches and the restorer of paths to dwell in,

who buildeth up the waste places in Zion, blessing

the provisions thereof, and satisfying her poor with
bread.

Selected for " The Friend."

How beautiful and proper a trait is that of true
iiiilUy, and how deairable and comfortable to

the possessor. We select from the writings of
Matthew Hale his views thereupon, who thus re-

rds and compares the feelings of the proud man
and of an humble man. He says :

—

Glory is out of its place, when it is not re-

turned to the God of glory, or in order to him.
It is the natural, as well as the reasonable tribute

of all His creatures, and a kind of proper reflec-

tion of the bounty and splendor of all His works
unto the God who made them. Now, when the

proud man usurps that glory which is due to his

Maker, and takes it to himself, he intercepts that
due and natural return and reflection due unto the

Creator of all things ; takes that tribute that is

due to God, and applies it to himself; puts glory
out of its place and natural course, which it should
hold towards the Glorious God, as the rivers do to

the sea ; and this usurpation, as it is a kind of re-

bellion against God, so it inverts and disorders the
true and just natural course of things; and there-

fore, as the proud man herein walks contrary to

God, so God walks contrary to him. Tlwy that

Ibonour Die, I ivill honour ; they that desjnse me,
shall be lightly esteemed. (1 Sam. ii. 30.) And as

this is a most reasonable act of Divine justice, so

there are two things, that, even upon an account of
natural congruity, must needs make the condition

of a proud man uneasy and unhappy, in relation

to Almighty God.

1. Everything is beautiful and useful and con-

venient in its proper place ; but when it is out of

its place, it becomes troublesome and disorderly

;

like a bone out of joint, it causes discomposure.

When, therefore, the proud man arrogates to him-

self glory, and intercepts its free return to the God
of glory, to whom it belongs, glory is out of its

place, and disorders and discomposeth the usurper

of it, so that he grows sick of it, sometimes to
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madness, but always to distemper and discompo-

2. The proud man is so full of himself, and of

the honour and glory which he usurps and attracts

to himself, that he is incapable of an accession of

grace or favour from God ; for he thinks he hath

enough of his own, and this obstructs the accesses

and Irradiation of the divine favour, grace and

benediction.

But, on the contrary, tlie humble man hath these

two opposite advantages :

1. He carries glory and honour to Him, to whom

it belongs, to its proper centre and country, namely,

to the ever-glorious God, and that ocean of good-

ness and perfection that resides in Him : and this

gives the man ease and quietness and composure

of mind, for he doth not intercept the tribute that

is due to his Maker, but pays it over to the right

owner. If he doth any good, noble, or becoming

action, he checks the "first motion of pride and

ostentation in himself, and receives not the ap-

plause of others, but directs all the praise and

glory of it to that God who hath done it by him,

or in him, or for him. Not unto us, but to thij

?iame give Hue glonj. And this gives him singular

quietness, serenity, and evenness of mind, because

he is not surcharged with that which does not be-

long to him, nor under those tortures and boilings

of mind which this tribute due to this Maker,

raiseth, when usurped by man, to whom it belong-

eth not. It is the empty soul, empty, I mean, of

pride, self-conceit and vain glory, that is capable

of satisfaction with the Divine Goodness.

2. By this humility and lowliness of mind, the

soul is empty, not of what it should have, but of

what it should not have ; and by that means be-

comes receptive and capable of blessing from^the

God of -heaven, who filleth the hungrij with good

things, but sends tlie rich empty away.'''

To mention anything that is sacred with levity,

is a certain mark of a depraved heart, and weak

understanding. A witty sneer or sarcasm, on such

subjects, is a species of sacrilege, and shocks all

the sensible and better parts of mankind.

ture efforts ; and we are encouraged by the belief,

that " The Friend" continues to meet the wants

and wishes of a large body of true-hearted Friends;

and that many of those who at one time were in-

clined to blame us, for declining to swerve from

the course marked out for our Journal at its com-

mencement, in order to give publicity to views or

acts of doubtful propriety, involving controversy,

and which we could not defend or support, are

now convinced that it was more prudent, and more

conservative of the best interests of our beloved

Society, steadily to pursue the even tenor of our

way; and to employ whatever influence we might

exert, in efforts to remove those obstructions to

true unity and harmony which are essential to a

successful resistance of the fearful assaults now
making by the spirit of the world, on the princi-

ples and practices of Friends as held by them from

the beginning.

We trust that Friends generally, will continue to

give us the support and encouragement which have

been heretofore afforded, and will be willing to in

terest themselves to extend the number of our sub

scribers among their friends and acquaintances.

THE! FRIEND.
NINTH MONTH 8, 1860.

The present number commences the thirty-fourth

volume of" The Friend," and we feel that at this

advanced age, there need but little be said to its

readers, in reference to its objects and character, as

a religious and miscellaneous periodical. Through-

out the whole course of its existence, the contri-

butors to " The Friend" have laboured earnestly

and conscientiously to defend and to promulgate

the religion introduced and enjoined by our Lord

and Saviour Jesus Christ, as understood and held

by the Society of Friends ; and to supply to our

subscribers, both older and younger, a variety of

instructive and interesting reading. While feeling

ourselves bound to expose and to oppose the diflfer-

eut unsound sentiments, and inconsistent practices

that have been, and still are being introduced into

different parts of our religious Society, we have

been solicitous to inculcate true christian charity,

and to draw all those who are sincerely attached

to the doctrines and testimonies given to Friends,

to maintain before the world, into unity and a

harmonious labour for the defence of the gospel;

and the support of the order and discipline insti-

tuted by the blessed Head of the church, for its

preservation and edification.

Our past performances must speak for our fu

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Edbope.—News from England to the 23d ult.

The wheat harvest had commenced in the south of

England, and the crops were reported good. The wea-

ther, however, continued wet and unsettled, aud warn
sunshine was much needed.

In the House of Commons, Gladstone moved for ai

dditional vote of £2,000,000 for government require

ments, by way of exchequer bills. He said this increase

in the estimates was attributable to the prospects of the

harvest, which, if bad, would entail additional expendi-

ture on the government. After some opposition, the re-

solution was agreed to.

The Liverpool cotton market was firm. Breadstuffs

had an advancing tendency. Consols, 92 J a 93.

The French government has abandoned the project of

raising Spain to the position of one of the Great Powers.

The weather in France continued very variable, with

much rain.

It was stated, that the French government had sold

to Sardinia, at a reduced rate, 50,000 rifles and a num-
ber of heavy guns, with powder and ammunition, and
that a further quantity would also be supplied.

The war preparations of Sardinia continued with much
activity. The fortifications of Bologna have been placed

in a formidable state, and Placentia, which Austria eva-

cuated, is now a Sardinian strongliold.

Several corps of Garibaldi's forces had been landed in

Calabria, where it is reported the inhabitants were in

open revolt against the King of Naples, and in fiivour of

Garibaldi. The revolutionists are said to have met
some successes. Two companies of Neapolitan dragoons

had joined the insurgents. The preparations for the

defence of Naples were continued. The city remained

tranquil. Two thousand volunteers had been recruited

n Greece for Garibaldi.

The finances of the Austrian empire are said to be in

I state of great embarrassment. It is stated, that eq

lity in civil and political matters is to be proclaimed for

U Austrian subjects of whatever creed, on the

ary of the Emperor's birth.

Advices from Constantinople to the 8th, state that

vventy churches and two convents were burnt .at Balhec

during the recent disturbances, and a great multitudi

of Christians destroyed. At Damascus, on the 27th of

Seventh month, the commotion had not subsided. Large

bodies of fanatics were parading the streets, demanding
the Christians who had sought refuge in the citadel.

Mexico.— The latest advices from this wretched coun-

try state, that President Miramon had been totally de-

feated, in an engagement with the "Liberals," com-
manded by Doblado, near Lagos. Miramon effected his

escape with a few of his cavalry. The rest of h

army were nearly all either killed or made prisoners.

Centkal America.—The notorious Walker, with

party of desperate men, having, by an unexpected movi

ment, taken Truxillo, in Honduras, great excitement h;

been caused in that State, and the adj.icent one of N
caragua, upon which it was supposed he designed to

operate as soon as his schemes were matured.
United States.—New York.—Mortality last week,

524. The money market has become more active; and
in view of the heavy exports of specie, together with the

demands for the fall trade, the rate of interest has ad

vanced 1 a 1 .V per cent.

Philadelphia.—MoiUVAy last week, 240.

Census Returns.—By the census just taken, San Fran

ciso, Cal., is found to have a population of 78,083,

white males, 40,343; white females, 23,985; Chinesi

3150; coloured, 1605. The number of buildings in th

city is 10,123. Cincinnati, Ohio, has a population

158,851; in 1850, the population was 115,435; increasi

43,416. Detroit, Mich., has a population of 46,834;

1850, it was about 20,000.

California.—By the overland route, San Francisc

dates to Eighth mo. 22d have been received. A larg

export of wheat was going on at $1.50 a $1.52 per ic'

pounds. Tonnage was very scarce, there being not

vessel in the harbour unengaged. The principal shi]

ments of wheat were for Australia.—Col. Fremont
"

issued a notice to the Chinese, who are working the go

mines on his grant, forbidding them to pay any mo
license tax under the State law, taxing foreign minei

He claims that all the gold contained in the soil belon

to him, and the State has no control over the disp

sition of private property. The question arising is, wh
ther the owners of land under our government are al

the owners of the minerals, gold and silver contained

the soil. A question never yet determined by the S

preme Court of the United States.

Oregon.—Vhn dates are to Eighth month 15th. T
farmers were cutting by far the largest and best crop

wheat ever grown in the State. Rich gold mines h

been discovered at Walla-W.alla, and of course a ro

had commenced to the new diggings.

The Virginia Canals.—Tae James river and Kana^t

canal has been conditionally sold to a French compa

of capitalists, the action of the Legislature being nee

sary to make the agreement final. The capital of

new company is to be not less than twenty nor xa'

than thirty millions, and the canal is to he finished

the Ohio river in eight years.

RECEIPTS.

Received from Willis R. Smith, 0., $3, to 52, vol.

from Jesse John, 0., §2, vol. 33; from Ann Kaig

N. J., §2, vol. 33 ;
from Wm. S. Kirk, per N. K., Pa

vol. 34 ; from Barton Dean, 0., §3, to 52, vol. 34, ai

Jos. Winder, $2, vol. 33; from E. Bundy, agt., O.,

Barak Michener, $4, vols. 32 and 33 ;
from J. Bu

P. M., R. I., for Luke Aldrich, $8, to 52, vol. 34.

WEST-TOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.

The Winter session of the School will commence

Second-day, the 5th of Eleventh month. Parents

others intending to enter their children as pupils,

please make early application to David Roberts, Su

intendent at the School, or Joseph Scattergood, Ti

surer, No. 304, Arch street, Philadelphia.

West-Town, Ninth mo. 4th, 1860.

EVENING SCHOOLS FOR ADULT COLOUREl
PERSONS.

Principal and Assistant Teachers are wanted for tl

schools, male and female.

The schools will open. Tenth month 1st, and conti

five months ; five school evenings per week.

Apply to John C.Allen, 321 N. Front street, or

S. Fifth street ; William Evans, Jr., 252 S. Front sti

or Samuel Allen, 524 Pine street.

WEST-TOWN SCHOOL.

A Friend is wanted as Teacher of Reading in the I

lepartment of this Institution. Apply to

Samuel Hilles, Wilmington, Del.

James Emlen, West Chester, Chester Co., Pa

Alfred Cope, Germantown, Pa.

Sixth mo. 6th, 1860.

WEST-TOWN SCHOOL.

A Friend is wanted to fill the station of Govern

the Boys' department of ihis Institution.

Application may be made to Nathan Sharpless,

cord. Pa.; Samuel Hilles, Wilmington, Del.; J

Emlen, West Chester, Pa.; or Thomas Evans,

Twelfth mo., 1859.

Died, at West Chester, Pa., on the 19th of Sixth

Martha, relict of the late John Wood, of New York

in the seventy-third year of her age ;
an esteemed !

ber of Rahw.'iy aud Plainfield Monthly Meeting.
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African Esploration.

The half ceDtury which has elapsed since the
[sath of Mungo Park, the pioneer of modern ex
oration in Africa, has been rich in men who hav
'Urted danger, and often suffered death, in effort

open up in civilization and commerce, the interior
ble-lands of that singular continent. But never
ive these efforts been so numerous and so full of
esage of success, as at the present moment. It
somewhat remarkable, that while the progress of
e world has peopled America, has colonized Aus-
ilia and Now Zealand, has subdued India, has
tablished a lucrative trade with the remotest na-
ins of the East, and has mapped the ice-bound
ands and bays of the polar seas, the larger por-
m of one of the great divisions of the globe
ould have remained inaccessible and unknown,

causes of this isolation of Africa are to be
ight in its peculiar geographical formation, and
the peculiar character of the races which inha-
it. The vast central plateau which foruis the
dy of the continent, is surrounded upon two of
triangular sides, by a broad belt of marshy,

uvial land, whose exhalations bleed one of the
)st fatal of febrile diseases. Against this African
er medical science, until within a few years, has

lingly attempted to protect the constitutions
foreignL,rs. At last, however, the dozen expedi-
ns now proceeding inward from every point of
compass, promise to pluck out from the heart
Africa its old impenetrable mystery. The por-
I which have been kept closed through all the
toric ages, by the repulsive inhospitality of na-
e, and the savage barbarity of man, are yielding
the enterprise, the greed of trade, and the mij-

ry zeal of the nineteenth century. In Saharan
i Nilotic Africa, the scientific labourers of Eu-
le have already passed far beyond the southern

-

St traces of Kouian exploration ; in the east, an
ensive system of lakes has been discovered,
ose water will soon foam around the peaceful
'WS of commerce : south of the equator the lines
trade established by the early Portuguese ad-
iturers now lie within the domain surveyed by
zealous travellers and fearless hunters of the

i_ decade
; while in western Africa steamers are

ing up the branches of that great river whose
iery bed stretches from the desert to the line,
whose course was until recently a fertile sub-
of dispute among geographers.

Some years ago Henri Duveyrier, a young and
well educated Frenchman, began to feel an interest

in African research. With an ardent enthusiasm,
tempered by unusual patience and perseverance, he
set about preparing himself for an extended survey
of northern Africa. In France, in Germany, and
finally in Algiers, he visited the best informed men,
stored his mind with the results of their experience
and study, and made his tongue familiar with the

accents of the vulgar Arabic and the Berber dia-

ect. Enriched by this useful learning, and pro-

vided with proper instruments, he entered in May,
1859, upon a thorough scientific exploration of the

desert of Sahara. He proposes to measure the

heights and distances, the oases and gorges, of that
sandy and sterile waste, to collect specimens of its

geology, zoology and botany, and to report upon its

physical geography and ethnology. At the last

accounts he had reached a point two hundred and
fifty miles south of Algiers, and had determined
the astronomical bearings of a number of localities,

Not long after the departure of Duveyrier from the
capital of Algeria, Baron Krafft, a German, travel-

ling in the garb of a Mussulman, and under the
Arabic name of Hadj Skandcr, left Tripoli for

Timbuctoo, the entrepot of North African trade.

Krafft carried with him a boat, by means of which
he hopes to descend the Niger from Timbuctoo to

the Atlantic. The proposed route of the French-

,
M'Garthy, who still lingers to complete his

arrangements in Algiers, is very similar to that
'aid down by Krafft. He will endeavour to cross

north-western Africa, by way of Timbuctoo, from
Gallic colonies on the Mediterranean to the

Gallic colonies on the Atlantic. The governor of

Senegambia has sent messengers to the tribes

along the upper Senegal, to inform them of the ex-

pected arrival of a stranger from the north, and to

ask their assistance in the prosecution of his re-

searches.

In addition to all this, Egypt is to be the basis

of some interesting operations during the present
year. Guillaume Li'jean, whose reputatiun as a

geographer has made him vice-president of the
Geographical Society of Paris, has just been sent

on a mi.-sion to the White Nile. His instructions

horn the imperial government authorize him to

push on to the long sought for sources of the an-

ient Egyptian stream. He is likely to have for a

coadjutor, — Petheriek, the British consul at

Khartum, who promises, provided his government
shall consent, to go and meet Captain Speke, who,
adopting an opposite course, purposes descending
the river from its head. The endeavours of these

various travellers and the rapid growth of the
trans-Mediterranean colonial possessions of Franco,
will result in speedy and important acquisitions to

our knowledge of northern Africa.

In tlie east.ru portion of the continent, a similar

a^etivity prevails. Captain Speke, to whom, and to

ptain Burton, the world is indebted for the dis-

covery of the two great lakes of Nyanza and Tan-
ganyika, in the equatorial regions, left England
last spring for the scene of his former signal suc-

cess. He asserts, and the assertion is supported
by the chief geographical authorities of the old

world, that one of the now found bodies of water,
the Nyanza, is the fountain of the Nile; and he
will attempt to make his way from the lake down
the river to Egypt, meeting Lejean and Petheriek
as they come from the north. Preceding Speke by
some months, is an important expedition, fitted out
by the Geographical Society of Bombay, under the
leadership of its secretary, — Kenelly, an excel-
lent astronomer, and accompanied by an excellent
physicist. Entering Africa at Zanzibar, in the last
weeks of last year, they shaped their course directly
for the lakes, intending to complete the researches
of Burton and Speke, and thereafter to penetrate

far into the interior as circumstances should
permit.

But both the English and Indian expeditions
lack that glow of personal interest which distin-
guishes the attempt of Albert Koscher. A native
of Hamburg and very young, his fondness for
knowledge induced a desire to imitate the exam-
ple of his countrymen, Barth, Vogel and Overweg,
all of whom have risked, and two of whom have
sacrificed their lives in extending the boundaries
of science. Want of wealth seemed to him no in-

surmountable obstacle, and, after a tedious jour-
ney, he landed at Zanzibar, in September, 1858.
His first design was to visit Kilmandjaro, " mon-
•Trch of African mountains," in order to settle the
disputed cause of the white appearance of its lofty
summit, ascribed by some to snow, and by others
to a kind of glittering stone. But he subsequently
changed his plans, and resolved to turn his foot-
steps towards Nyassa, a lake of great size, and
perhaps a continuation of the most southern of
Speke's inland seas. He now experienced a pecu-
liarly malignant and tenacious attack of the terri-

ble fever. But sickness failed, as poverty had done,
to subdue his unconquerable spirit. Provided wuh
means by the generosity of a Hamburg merchant
resident in Zanzibar, he started on foot, and still

very feeble, for the south ; and, following the line

of the coast, reached Quilon, having examined
on his way the lower waters of the Sufidji, a fine

river, supposed to be an outlet of Nyassa. While
engaged on this stream, he was compelled to face
numberless dangers and disasters, and the manner
in which he encountered them plainly evinced his
fitness for the task he has undertaken. He left

Quilon with a native caravan, bound for Nyassa,
the 25th of August, 1859. The leader of the

caravan, who has since returned to the coast, re-

ports that Eoscher had found the noble sheet,

which was the object of his search, more than three
hundred miles from the sea, and thouoh carried in

a litter most of the way, his fever, under the heal-
ence of the breeze from the lake and hills,

was rapidly leaving him. All who love science,

and admire a self-denying devotion to its pursuit,
must await, with an anxious interest, further and
more precise information from the intrepid young
traveller.

In the meantime, furnished with a well freighted
steamboat and abundance of means, the hopeful

persistent Livingstone has been at work in
South Africa, and already stands upon the south-
ern shores of Nyassa, untrodden until to-day by
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European feet. Looking before him, he sees a

boundless internal sea, and does not dream that on

its eastern side, nearly four hundred miles to the

north, the heroic Roscher is at the same time gaz-

inc at its waves, and wondering at its broad ex-

pa°nse. Entering the Zambesi, which, after cross-

in<' the continent, pours its massy volume of water

into the Indian ocean just opposite the island of

Madaoascar, Livingstone steamed up its chief tri-

butary, the Shire, to its cataracts, thence accom-

plished a pedestrian journey of two hundred and fifty

miles to its sources in Nyassa, discovered another

body of fresh water, sixty miles by thirty in ex

tent, called Shirwa, and established friendly rela

tions with the tribes along his whole route. Be-

tween the Shirwa and Nyassa, he climbed to the

top of a lordly mountain, named Zoniba, and dis-

covered a curious white lichen, which at a dis-

t mce resembles snow or marble, and accounts for

the shining peak of Kilmandjaro.

In the more central regions of the south, An-

dcrsson, the Swede, and Ladislas Magyar, the

Hungarian, are gradually pushing the limits of

the known district, towards the equator. The for-

mer in his exploration of the Kuncne, had gone

from the Ondonga to a point on the Tioge, in about

10 den-. 30 min. south lat., and 18 deg. east long.,

wherelihe party were attacked by fever, and the

leader was compelled to send his servant, Pereira,

back to the missionary station of Otjimbingue for

means and assistance. They were encamped among

a people styled the Ovakuangari, comprioing some

ten thousand souls, and living totally beyond^ the

territory traversed by the hardy bushmen. Ladislas

Mairyar has visited or ascertained the existence of

the following large lakes in the interior of South

^fi-ica :—The Ngami, already well known to Eu^

ropean and American readers ; the Oval^ between

the lands of Kanymae and Handa; the Kamba, in

the neighbourhood of the Kunene stream; th"

Ivantuh, having its origin in the overflow of th

river Kakuluval ; and finally, the great inland sea

of Mouva, or Gyiva, which stretches away to the

north from the country of Kazembe-tambalambe,

and which may be identical with the Nyassa.

Less active, for the moment, are the scientific

operations along that long line of the African coast

which looks to the west. The details of Du Chaillu's

bold explorations among the equatorial mountains

are yet to be published, but the late visit of Bas-

tian to the ancient city of St. Dtimingo, the capi-

tal of Conco, is full of matter interesting to tlie

antiquary and the ethnologist. The governor of

Senegambia has established a geographical com-

mission, charged with the labour of surveying and

mapping the whole Senegal country. This com-

mission does not confine itself to the French pos-

sessions, but has just despatched two expeditions to

the interior. But the Niger is the scene of th

of lakes ascertained, the mountains which fringe

the elevated plateau ascended and measured— all

of which, if unforseen disaster do not intervene, will

be accomplished within a score of months—and

how small a portion of the great African problem

will remain unsolved !— TAe World.

immediate revel ition, which in degree he realized

in his own experience. While he was secretly

looking towards the Lord, and desiring the know-

ledge °of his ways, he had a dream, of which he

gives us no interpretation, but which would appear

to represent man s unconverted condition, in which

greatest present activity the west. The Niger

expedition, under the command of W. B. Baikie.

sailed from England more than two years since,

but overcome by misfortune, left the wreck of its

first steamboat upon the hidden rocks of the river,

near Rabba. A second has been sent out by the

British admiralty, and at the latest dates was

awaiting a favourable season to ascend the Benuo,

that branch of the Niger which experience has

emphatically proved to be the most suitable for

navii^ation. Far in the interior, Barth reached his

most' southerly point, on the banks of the Benue

and found it, at an immense distance from it:

mouth, of great depth and breadth.

The sources of the Nile attained, and the causei

of its wonderful periodical overflow satisfactorily

explained, the vast and tortuous course of the Niger

laid down, the relative position of the great chain

For "The Friend."

Those who hold their birthright in the Society,

and the beneflts it confers, as of little more value

than a mess of pottage, should look back at the

errors, out of which their forefathers were released

by the illuminations of the power of Truth mani-

fested in their hearts, and at the seasons of hea-

venly consolation they were blessed with, as they

submitted to its humbling influence upon them.

Thomas Story was a person of extraordinary

strength of mind, and from his education in the

churcli of England must have been prepossessec"

in favour of its faith, and yet by the secret opera

tion of the Spirit of Truth, he had doubts raised

of the scriptural soundness of some points of its

doctrines, and of its ceremonial performances, be-

fore he joined Friends. It does not appear that

those doubts arose from the mere exercise of hir

reason, or from any desire to be singular amoii;^

men, but from the light of Christ detecting those

errors, and leading him out of them. He says,

" I have a solid evidence to believe, that the Lord

in his great mercy and kindness, had an eye upon

me for my good, even in my infancy, inclining my

heart to seek after Him in my tender years. From

hence I may reasonably conclude, arose that early

inchnation I had to solitude ; where I sometimes

had religious thoughts, and frequently read in the

Holy Scriptures ; which I ever loved and still do,

above all books, as most worthy and most profit-

able ; especially the New Testament, in which I

chiefly delighted."

The disadvantages, under which he was placed

by the course of education, into which his father

introduced him, not only operated unfavorably to

a life of self-denial, but led him into practices which

he afterwards condemned and relinquished. " In

this state,'' he remarks, " my mind suflered many

flowings and ebbings, and as I grew up towards a

young man, I found myself under great disad"""-

tawes in matters of religion, as I was the:

tanced. For my father, intending mt

study of the law, which was esteemed a genteel

profession, he first sent me to the fencing school,

as a fashionable and manly accomplishment. Here

I became a considerable proficient in a short time

by which my mind was greatly drawn out, and too

much alienated from those beginnings of solitude

I had once known. Having also acquired some

skill in music, the exercise of that occasioned an

acquaintance and society not profitable to religion

;

though I was hitherto preserved from such things,

as are generally accounted evils among mankind.

After this, I was put to the study of the law under

counsellor in the country, thereby to be initiated,

with the design to be entered afterwards into one

of the inns of court, to make further progress and

to finish there. But being much in the country,

and the family sober and religious in their way, of

the most moderate sort of Presbyterians, I had

again the advantage of solitude and little company,

and that innocent,°so that my mind returned to its

former state, and further search after tlie Truth.

And though I had at times some youthful airs, yet

through secret grace, I was preserved from g:

evils, and gained respect from all the family."

He observes that the Lord in mercy to save the

soul, hath in time past, as we may see in Holy

Writ, awakened and informed the mind, sometime

by dreams, signs, prophecy, and at other times by

circum

for the

when the Lord began to work, all secondary lights

he thought, were thrown into confusion and ob-

scurity,°the sun was also hidden, and a sense a

thick darkness overspread the mind. Fear and

amazement came upon him, the great day of th(

Lord's righteous judgment appearing to be come

that he thought he fled to hide himself, but re

mained in agony, expecting the earth would bi

dissolved, the elements would melt with ferven

heat, and he should receive a reward according t.

his works. In this state he thought that he re

signed all to Him, who shaketh the heavens an(i

the earth, when immediately, though all hope wai

gone, the sun arose as in the strength of summei

and all his fears vanished. He was then intro

duced into a verdant valley, as he thought, over,

run with fragrant flowers, where he saw youa]

men and women walking in full strength, beaut

and perfection, like innocent children ;
their coun

tenances bespeaking a sense of deliverance fror

the corruption that had fallen upon them; and be

intr delivered from the horrible darkness, by th

refurn of the glorious Light, they all rejoiced tc,

gether in unspeakable love.

It is probable he regarded the termination (|

this vision as illustrative of the redeemed soul

then brought out of darkness into the marvelloii

ght of the Lord. Having several times visite,

London with the counsellor at law, he says, " B

he fear of God, I was preserved from vice an,

evil company, which much abounds in that popi;

lous city, though not without temptations ;
an'

some not otherwise to be resisted than by the secrr

influence of divine grace, which supersedes then,

though it may not always be immediately appr.i

hcndt'd by such as are preserved by it. I wi

educated in the way of the national church, yet

had no aversion to any class professing the chn

tian name ;
occasionally I heard several sorts, b

did not fully approve any sect in all things, as

considered them closely. I was occasionally at

Friends' meeting in the county of Cumberlan

where I applied my mind with as much diligen

as I could, to examine what I could discern in the

way. I observed they were very grave, seriot

and solid in the time of their worship, but coui

<'ather little, at that time, either from their mann

or doctrine ; only I took them to be an hones

innocent, and well-meaning sect.

" Towards the end of the year 1687, we canj

out of the country, and had chambers in Carlis'^

I went diligently to the public worship, especial,

to the cathedral, where, in time of public prayti

soon as the creed called the Apostles' creed, Ij

gan to be said, we all used to turn our faces
J

ards the east; and when the word Jesus wj

lentioned, we all kneeled towards the altar-tabj

i they call it, where stood two common prayij

books, one at each side of the table, and over thi

painted on the wall, L H. S. signifying Jo

Hominum Salvator—Jesus the Saviour of ms,

kind. As I was concerned to inquire more a

more after the truth of religion, the manner^

our worship in the cathedral often put me in mi

of the popish religion and ceremonies, and ma

me conclude that the way we were in, retail

abundance of the old relics; our prayers, postal

rgans, cringings and shows, appearing (

little else than an abridgment of the popish m«

and the pomp and show attending it. I began

be very uneasy with it, and though I went thep
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little longer, I could not comply with several of the

ceremonies, which, being noticed, in a familiar con-

ference with an acquaintance, I asked pleasantly,

' What is that we worship towards the east? and

why towards the altar, more than any other place,

'at the saying of the creed?' The person replied,

' Sure you are not so ignorant as you would make

yourself seem. The Scripture says, 'At the name

of Jesus every knee shall bow, of things in hea-

ven, and things in earth, and things under the

earth.' And ' as the lightning cometh out of the

east, and shineth even unto the west, so shall also

the coming of the Son of man be.'

I " To the first I returned, That our pagan ances-

tors were worshippers of the sun and all the host

bf heaven ; and this looked very like that, and

could not certainly be grounded on that Scripture,

:which I cannot understand to signify any other,

^han the gradual manifestation of the power and

Iglory of Christ in the world. But if he should

literally come from the east in an outward sense,

which, considering the revolutions of the earth, its

Irelation to the sun and other planets, cannot be in

|the nature of things, that being west to one place

Iwhich is east to another; yet that coming would

bot excuse our superstition, if not idolatry, in the

meantime before he so come ; though I grant, if he

should so come, and we see him, then, and not till

then, may we lawfully and reasonably worship

towards the place, or imaginary place of his com-

ing. As to bowing at the name of Jesus, I under-

stand it to be in the nature of a prediction, that in

the fulness of time all powers in heaven and earth

shall be subjected and brought under the power of

Christ, as the next verse imports, which is explana-

tory of the former, viz., that ' every tongue shall

confess that Jesus Christ is Lord, to the glory of

God the Father.' Agreeing also with what the

Lord Jesus himself saitb, 'All power is given unto

me in heaven and in earth.' And, therefore, thi

fbowing towards a cipher of the words, Jesus thi

ISaviour painted upon a wall, whilst the heart an(

Ispirit of a man is not subjected to the power of

his grace, is but a mockery of Christ, a relic of

popery, and hath some show of idolatry in it, from

which I thought all Protestants had been tho

(roughly reformed. This a little surprised my ac

iquaintance at first, coming from one, in whom so

|little of tLe work of religion appeared outwardly,

(but as I remained in the diversions of fencing,

tdancing, music and other recreations of the like

(sort, little notice was taken for a while."

( God is and will be with his People.—Above all

[things, my dear children, as to your communion
[and fellowship with Friends, be careful to keep

i the unity of the faith in the bond of peace. Have
( a care of reflectors, detractors and backbiters, who
( undervalue and undermine brethren behind their

I backs, or slight the good and wholesome order of

! Truth, for preserving things quiet, sweet and ho-

I nourable, in the church. J lave a care of novel-

i ties, and airy changeable people, the conceited,

I censorious and puffed up ; who at last have al-

i ways shown themselves to be clouds without rain,

I
and wells without water; who will rather disturb

! and break the peace and fellowship of the church,

I where they dwell, than not have their wills and

j
ways take place. I charge you in the fear of the

j

living God, that you carefully beware of all such :

I mark them as the apostle says, Rom. xvi. 17, and
! have no fellowship with them; but to advise, ex-

I

hort, entreat and finally reprove them. Eph. v. 11.

I For God is and will be with his people in this holy

j

dispensation which we are now under, and which

I is amongst us, unto the end of days : it shall grow

j

and increase in gifts, graces, power and lustre, for

it is the last and unchangeable one : and blessed

are your eyes, if they see it, and your ears, if they

hear it, and your hearts, if they understand it;

which I pray that you may, to God's glory and your

everlasting comfort.

—

W. Penn to his Children.

Oyster Cnllurc.

The enormous and increasing consumption of oys-

ters, may well awaken in the minds of the lovers of

the bivalves a well grounded apprehension that ere

_ the demand will exceed the supply. Experience

in regard to the salmon and other valuable species

of fish, gives additional reason for the apprehen-

sion. The failure will not result from the les-

sened energy of the reproductive power of the oys-

ters, but from the thoughtless greed of man, who
destroys them by millions while they are multi-

plying, or before they have attained maturity. Docs

science indicate the means of repairing this wanton

mischief?

The oysters generally spawn from June to the end

of September, and do not leave their oma like many
other marine creatures. They incubate them on the

folds of their coverlet, (mantle,) and among the

lamincE of the bronchia, (lungs.) There they remain

urrounded by mucous matter, necessary to their

development, and within which they pass through

the embryo state. On leaving the mother, they have

swimming apparatus, by which they are enabled

to move to a distance in search of solid bodies, to

which they may attach themselves.

The oyster is said to produce not less than from

one to two millions of young, so that the animated

matter escaping from all the adults on a breeding

bank is like a thick mist dispersing from the central

spot from which it emanates, and so scattered by

the waves, that only an imperceptible portion re-

mains near the parent stock; all the rest is dissi-

pated. And if these myriads of wandering ani-

malcules, borne about by the waves, do not meet

with solid bodies to which they may attach them

selves, their destruction is certain; for those which

do not become the prey of the lower animals

living on the infusoria, fall at last into some place

unsuitable to their development, and are frequently

smothered in the mud.

The time may come when we shall depend for

our supply of oysters upon the labours of the scien-

tific naturalist, who is acquainted with the laws of

generation in fishes, and is able to turn them to

account. This is understood at Lake Tusaro (be-

tween Cumas and Cape Blisenum,) a mud-bottomed,

volcanic, black, salt lake—the veritable Acheron

of Virgil, in fact. The whole vicinity has, from an

known period, been occupied by spaces, gene-

rally circular, filled with stones transplanted thi-

ther. These stones are imitations of rocks, which

are covered with oysters from Tarentum, so that

each of them forms an artificial bank. Round
each of these artificial rocks, generally of the diam-

eter of from six to nine feet, stakes are fastened

so near each other as to inclose the central space

where the oysters are. These stakes are a little

above the surface of the water, so that they can be

easily laid hold of and removed when this is desi-

rable. There are also other stakes arranged in

long rows, and bound together by a cord by which

are suspended small twigs destined to increase the

number of moveable pieces awaiting the gathering

season.

f hese stakes and enclosures are arranged for

the purpose of arresting this generative dust, and

supplying it with points of attachment, just as a

swarm of bees settle in the bushes which they meet

with, on their exit from the hive. It does, in fact

become fixed; and each of the animated particles

of which it consists grows so rapidly that in two or

three years it become edible. In the work of M.
Coste, of France, we see it stated that he saw stakes

pulled up from the artificial banks, covered with

three distinct crops of oysters, which had been fixed

in about thirty months. The first of these was fit

for the market. When the fishing season has ar-

rived, the stakes and branches are pulled up, and

one by one relieved of all the oysters reckoned

marketable, and then replaced. At other times,

the oysters are detached by means of a hook with

many branches, without removing the stakes.

To harvest oysters without destroying the young,

the following process might be successfully follow-

ed, as at Tusaro :

Timber work, loaded with stones at the base,

might be made of many pieces, covered with stakes

firmly attached, and armed with iron cramps, kc.

Then, at the spawning season, these apparata eould

be let down into the sea, either upon or around the

oyster beds ; they might be left there till the repro-

ductive seed had covered the different pieces; and
cables, indicated on the surface by a buoy, might

permit them. t» be drawn up when it was judged

convenient.

M. Coste says that, of from one to two millions

of young oysters produced by an oyster, only from

ten to twelve remain attached to the shells of their

mother. How shall these swarming mollusks be

fixed on the bottom of the sea, instead of being

scattered on the waves ? We have only to deposit,

on sheltered banks, hurdles and stakes still retaining

their bark, kept at the bottom by weights, and laid

flat, so as not to interfere with navigation. The
progeny of the oysters, placed below these, will rise,

like a cloud of animated dust, through the branches

and the embryos, and will encrust every part of the

apparatus. After remaining on it for a certain pe-

riod, the young shell fish will spontaneously be de-

tached and fall to the bottom (previously cleaned

by the drag) like the seed of the sower in the ground,

prepared by the harrow; and then the enthusiastic

naturalist promises, that if some Louis Napoleon
will supply the very moderate expenditure to be in-

curred, the whole coast of France shall be converted

nto a long chain of oyster-banks, interrupted only

in those places where there is an accumulation of

mud. Oysters shall swarm on every rock from
Dieppe to Havre, from Havre to Cherbour};, from
Cherbourg to the depopulated banks of La Ro-
chelle; and other famed localities shall resume more
than their ancient prosperity.

By the second report of M. Coste, made after

thorough test of his theory it appears, by a bril-

liant result, that wherever the bottom is free of mud,
ndustry, guided by science, can create in the bosom
of oeeans, fertilized by its care, harvests more abun-

dant than are yielded by the land.

M. Coste protests against beginning oysters fishing

n September, and recommends that it be delayed

till February or March ; because, he argues, though
September spawning be over, the shells are cov-

ered with a recently formed population. The drag
thus makes havoc of fields in full germination, like

a rake drawn across a tree in full blossom. In

March the greater part of the young oysters will be

detached.

Why may not the theory of Coste have equal

force upon this side of the Atlantic, and the avail-

able portion of our line of sea coast be devoted to

the cultivation of oysters by a mode which has been
demonstrated to be successful?

—

Ledger.

We are surprised at the fall of a high professor

;

but, in the sight of God, he was gone before ; it is

only u-e that have now discovered it. " He that

despiseth the day of small things shall fall by little

and little."
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BIOGEAPHICil SKETCHES

Of Ministers and Elders and other concerned members
of the Yearly Meeting of Philadelphia.

CCoutiuued from page 4.)

THE JORDAN FAMILY.—^JOSEPH JORDAN.

Joseph Jordan, the third son of Robert Jordan,

Tvas born in Nancemond county, Virginia, in the

jear 1695. He was, says a memorial concerning

him, one of " the third generation who have walk-

ed in this dispensation of Truth ;" his parents

and grand-parents having, through the Lord's

sustaining virtue, borne the cross of Christ, and

walked in the narrow way which leads to everlast-

ing life. He was of a sprightly turn of mind, of

an affable disposition, and of a pleasant, even tem-

per, which made his company generally acceptable,

and opened the way for his associating with many,

esteemed of the better sort. But whilst he walked

in his own will, and had not taken up the cross of

Christ, all bis natural gifts and talents, which made
him popular amongst men, were but in his way as

to the one thing needful, the salvation of his soul.

About the year 1717, when he was twenty-two

years of age, Lydia Lancaster and Elizabeth Raw-
linson, ministers of the gospel from England, visit-

ing Virginia, were made the instruments of good to

him and his younger brother Robert. His memo-
rial says, " It pleased the propitious Goodness to

give him a signal call, which he, like Zaccheus,

ingenuously made haste and with joy embraced,

both the message and messenger of salvation."

Having, with all earnestness and with full purpose

of heart, given up to the Divine visitation, he

rapidly grew in the Truth, and very soon after,

both he and his brother received a gift in the mi-

nistry of the gospel of Christ.

He had an excellent gift, and waiting in fervent

exercise upon the Lord, his alone Qualifier for ser-

vice, he became a workman who needed not to be

ashamed. His manner was grave and modest, his

matter well adapted to those amongst whom he

laboured, so that he had great place amongst men
of different denominations. " Many have been the

short systems of divinity which he declared in

apostolic language." Although he was not a

scholar, as to human acquirements, yet had he

truly the tongue of the learned. He was " both

correct and concise in speaking the word in season,

insomuch that sundry persons of note and good

judgment, have confessed to the Truth, and em-

braced the doctrine he preached."

He suffered persecution, but " being patient in

tribulation, he had the joy of hope which affords

content and solace of mind." In the year 1724,

ho went to Europe on a religious visit, which oc-

cupied him more than three years. In that time

he laboured in most parts of England, in Ireland,

and some places in Holland. His memorial say;

" At his return, which was attended with peace, he

found his presence necessary, even in a tempor

respect, for upon the death of his aged father,

[Eighth mo. 3d, 1728,] he was constituted father

of the family, his brother Robert being then absent,

which trust he discharged with good judgment and

moderation. He was a steady friend, a kind neigh-

bour, and good economist. He often intimated

that he should not continue long, wherefore he used

diligence to set his house in order. Some small

time before his death, he visited the meetings of

Friends in Virginia and North Carolina, and edi-

fied them with his gift."

In the early part of the week before his death,

nlthough very feeble in body, he attended the

Quarterly Meeting to which he belonged, and at

his return expressed the great satisfaction it had

been to him, and said he believed it would be the

last meeting of the kind he should ever be at. It

proved to be according to his impression. He ne-

ver left his home afterwards, except once to attend

a week-day meeting held near his residence. The
day before his death, to some young ministers, he

aid, " Mind your gifts, and the Lord will bless

you, and you will be a blessing to the church. Be
humble and obedient. Obedience brings sweet

peace. When you are at meeting together, if the

Lord should favour one of you with the word of life

to preach in an extraordinary manner, let not either

of the rest murmur at it, or be discouraged, but

rather [endeavour inwardly to] labour, [to assist]

him or her, who is so favoured. It may be this is

not thy time to speak. As thou keeps humbly
waiting on the Lord, he will, in his own time, bring

thee forth in an eminent manner. So thou wilt

have peace in thyself, and grow in his grace from

one degree to another. Be not very desirous of

speaking much at a time. Some who are small

in their beginning, the Lord makes mighty in his

own time. I have a great desire there might be

a right ministry continued in the church. There

are many, not strictly of this fold, which in d

time the Lord will bring in. As you come to have

an experience of the work of Truth, in your own
hearts, you will be able to confute them, who
persuade themselves there is no living without sin

in this world. I say you will be able, from youi

own experience, to confute them; then you wil

be made, in measure, like the stone which the pro

phet Daniel saw, cut out of the mountain, with

out hands, which was able to break in pieces al

things contrary thereto. I am not in a condition

to speak much, neither is it, I hope, very ni

ful. As you are taught of the Lord, you will have

cause to rejoice in him in whom you have be

lieved."

So having completed his exhortations, and, as wf

believe, finished his short day's work, he, in much
resignation of mind, in the enjoyment of sweet

peace with the Lord, departed this life on the 26th

day of the First month, 1735, being forty years of

age.

Of Robert Jordan, the second, the brother of

the above Joseph, an extended biography has al

ready appeared in these biographical sketches. Of
Samuel Jordan, probably a younger brothe:

find but little to record, save that he was eminent

as a minister, and several times visited Friends ir

the Middle and Northern provinces. One of the sis

ters of Robert and Joseph married Thomas Plea

sants, who was a valuable minister, as we shall

see hereafter.
(To be contmued.J

The New Light-house on Minot's Ledge.—Thii

structure, which has just been completed, is empha
tically the Eddystone of America. The time for

its construction has been necessarily extended

owing to the very exposed situation of the rock oi

which it is built, which made it impossible for the

workmen to pursue their labours continuously

Sometimes in an entire year, the hours of actual

labour performed were very few. It is said, that

great credit is due for the speedy completion of

the work to Capt. B. S. Alexander, corps of en

ginners U. S. A., the superintendent of the con

struetion. The light-house is built upon one of the

Cohasset rocks, or Minot's Ledge, wbieh lie eight

miles S. E. J E. from Boston light, and six miles

N. .} W. from Scituate light. There are fifteen

large rocks comprising the group, and their head;

are constantly above water. Heretofore these rooks

have proved very dangerous to vessels on the

coast.

The nearest land is Scituate, which is three miles

distant. These rocks extend from three and a half

to four miles north and south; there is a channel

through them by which small vessels can, in fine

weather, pass. The water around the rocks is

quite deep, varying from five to six fathoms.

The work of building this light-house was com-
menced in the summer of 1855. There was for-

merly an iron pile light-house on the ledge, which
was destroyed in a violent storm, in the fourth

month, 1 851 . Its place has been temporarily sup-

plied by a ship anchored on the ledge, which dis-

plays two fixed lights, at an elevation of forty-five

feet from the sea. There were 3514 tons of rough
stone and 2357 tons of hammered stone used in

the construction of the light-house, and as the build-

ing stands, it is composed of 1079 stones.

The tower is round, and solid for some distance

up, and is built in the most substantial manner.
The following are the dimensions :

—

ft. in.

Height from the bottom of the lowest stone

to top of pinnacle .... 114 1

Height of focal plane above the lowest point 96 1

Height of plane above mean high water . 84 1

Diameter of third and first full course . 30
Diameter of twenty-second course, solid part 23 6

The new light is a very powerful one, and may
be seen at a great distance.

For " The Friend."

The following is a description, by the late Ed-
ward Bell, of Blair county, of the old continental

flour-mill, still standing at Green and Company's
forge on the Little Juniata, and tlie only one of

eight, built prior to 1775, in the upper part of that

beautiful and picturesque valley, now thickly in-

habited. He says, it was a curious piece of ma-
chinery when I first saw it. The house was about

twelve feet high, fourteen feet square, made of

small poles, and covered with clap-boards. T'here

was neither floor nor loft in it. The husk was made
of round logs built into the wall ; the water or tub

wheel was some three feet in diameter, and split-

boards, driven into the sides of the shaft, made the

buckets. The shaft had a gudgeon in the lower end,

and a thing they called a spindle in the upper end,

and was not dressed in any way between the claws.

The stones were about two feet four or six inches

in diameter, not thick, and in place of a hoop they

had cut a buttonwood-tree that was hollow and

large enough to admit the stones, and sawed or

cut off to make the hoop. The hopper was made
of clap-boards, and a hole near the eye of the

stone answered for the dampsil, with a pin driven in

in it, which struck the shoe every time the stone

revolved. The meal trough, made out of a part ot

a gum, completed the grinding fixtures. The bolt-

ing che=t was about six feet long, two and a hall

wide, and four feet high, made of live wood punch-

eons, split, hewed, and jointed, to hold flour, with

a pair of deer-skins sewed together, to shut the

door. There was not one ounce of iron about the

chest or bolting-reel. It had a crank or handh
on one end, made of wood—the shaft, ribs, and

arms made of the same material; and the cloth

was Leona muslin, or lining that looked like it. Iti'

capacity must have been about as one to a thou-

sand, compared with the mills of the present ao

How would some of the people of the valley now
relish bread baked from flour bolted throuirh Leona
muslin. It might do for dyspepsia;

probably known in that day.

nsease no

There is nothing that is able to appease the trou

ble of a wounded conscience, but the mercy of Go(
in Christ Jesus.
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For "The Friend.'

SILENT MEETINGS.

Shall I give way to a moment's mooJ,
And speak the thoughts that hare come to me,

God, and Father and King, I would
That all our lives were nearer to thee,

That we were nearer the only good.

And the only peace that can ever be.

We are sinners, and sin is wrong,

—

(Old and worn are the words I say,)

We must all of us die ere long.

And our souls must live in the night or day,

Krrors and dangers and templings throng.

And there may be need to watch and pray.

Yet here I will own what our life has been,

—

We have scorned the world for its faith in form,

Moored on a sileut light within.

That has kept our life from every storm.

Till we hard'y counted that w€ could sin,

Living at ease in our own reform.

We are happy, Father, we do not kneel,

Poor nor naked, nor blind nor meek.
With all the passion and peace we feel,

All the fullncf's,-—what shall we seek,

Saving to thank thee, thou reveal

All that is sinful, and base, and weak.

And Lord, dear Lord, if our souls have strayed

From the life, and the light of the christian course,-

If the thankful words we have sometimes prayed,

Be dark and aimless, and have no force,

O, teach us our need to be afraid

—

Humble our souls in a long remorse.

Take from us all that has made us sure.

Let us feel our need of thee all day long.

Keep us loving, and make us pure.

Pure from the silent human wrong,
For we know that the world shall not endure.

And the years of our trials shall not be long.

Germantown, Eighth mo., 1860.

TO AN EARLY PRIMROSE.

Mild ofiFspring of a dark and sullen sire!

Whose modest form, so delicately fine,

Was nursed in whirling storms,

And cradled in the winds.

Thee, when young Spring first questioned,

And dared the sturdy blusterer to the fight,

Thee on this bank he threw
To mark his victory.

In this lone vale the primrose of the year,

Serene thou opeuest to the nipping gale,
• Unnoticed and alone,

Thy tender elegance.

ms, brought forth amid the storms
iity, in some lone walk

So virtue bli

Of chill adv(

Of life, she rears her head,

Obscure and unobserved.

While every bleaching breeze that on her blows.
Chastens her spotless purity of breast.

And hardens her to bear

Serene the ills of life. B. K. White.

Voracity of Ants.—Dionisio Carli, of Piacenza,

missionary, in Congo, Africa, was once sick in bed
vfhile there, when his little pet ape suddenly jump-
ed upon his head. He thought that some rats had
probably frightened the little animal, and tried to

tranquilize him, when several negroes shouted to

him to get up, because the ants had entered the

house. He was then obliged to be carried into the

garden, in order to save his life, for the ants had
already commenced crawling on his feet, and the

floor of the room was covered with them to the

height of one foot. Those ants, he relates, ate up
every living object within their reach ; and of one
cow which was accidentally left over night in the

stable, through which they passed, nothing but the

bones were found the next njorning.

—

Jaeger's

North American Insects.

For "The Friend."

I think the excellencies of the following letter of

I. Pennington's, shine forth with unusual bright-

ness, in contrast with the great restlessness and

man's own righteousness of the present day

:

ponder well its meaning, weigh its spirit, watch thy

own heart, and turn inward and see if the teach-

ings of God's Holy Spirit are not the same now

that they were in 1G78; and that all our devotional

acts, of whatever kind, must spring immediately

from the fountaiu-head of all purity, to be availing

—and that all else, are but as filthy rags.

" Because my not praying in my family, ac-

cording to the custom of professors, seemed to be

such a great stumbling to thee, it sprang up in my
heart to render thee this account thereof I did

formerly apply myself to pray to the Lord, morn-

ing and evening, believing in my heart that it was

His will I should do so. And this was my condi-

tion then : sometimes I felt the living spring open

and the true child breathe towards the Father ;
al

other times I felt a deadness, a dryness, a barren-

ness, and only a speaking and striving of the natu-

ral part, which I even then felt was not acceptable

to the Lord, nor did profit my soul; but, appre-

hending it to be a duty, I durst not but apply my
self thereto. Since that time, since the Lord hath

again been pleased to raise up what he had formerly

begotten in me, and began to feed it by the pure

giving forth of that breath of life which begat it,

(which is the bread that comes down daily to it, as

the Lord pleaseth freely to dispense it,) the Lord

hath shown me that prayer is his gift to the child

which he begets; and that it stands not in the

will, or the time, or understanding, or affectionate

part of the creature, but in his own begetting, which

he first breathes upon, and then it breathes again

towards him ; and that he worketh this at his own

pleasure, and no time can be set him when he shall

breathe and when he shall not breathe, and that

when he breathes, then is the time of prayer, then

is the time of moving towards him, and following

him who draws.
" So that all my times, and all my duties, and

all my graces, and all my hopes, and all my re-

freshments, and all my ordinances, are in His

hand who is the spring of my life, and conveys,

preserves, and increases life of his own good plea-

sure.

" I freely confess, all my religion stands in wait-

ing on the Lord, for the riches of his Spirit, and in

returning back to the Lord, (by his own Spirit,

and in the virtue of his own life,) that which he

pleaseth to bestow on me. And I have no faith,

no hope, no love,. no peace, no joy, no ability to

anything, no refreshment in anything, but as I
"

his living breath beginning, his living breath con-

tinuing, his living breath answering, and perform-

ing what it cabs for—so that I am become exceed-

ing poor and miserable, save in what the Lord

pleaseth to be to me by his own free grace, and

for his own name's sake, and in rich mercy. And
if I have tasted anything of the Lord's goodness,

sweeter than ordinary, my heart is willing, so far

as he pleaseth, faithfully to point others to the

same spring ; and not discourage the least sim-

plicity and true desire after God in them. But,

when they have lost the true living Child, and

another thing is got up in its stead, (which, though

it may bear its image to the eye of flesh, yet is not

the same thing in the sight of God;) and where

this nourisheth itself by praying, reading, medi-

tating, or any other such like thing, feeding the

carnal part with such a kind of knowledge from

scripture, as the natural understanding may gather

and grow rich by ; this, in love and faithfulness to

the Lord, and to souls, I cannot but testify against

erever I find it, as the Lord draweth forth my
spirit to bear its testimony. And this I know
from the Lord, to be the general state of professors

at this day ; the spirit of the Lord is departed from

them, and they are joined to another spirit, as

deeply as ever the Jews were ; and that their

prayers, and reading of the Scriptures, and preach-

and duties, and ordinances, are as loathsome

to the Lord, as ever the Jews' incense and sacri-

fices were. And this is the word of the Lord con-

cerning them—Ye must come out of your know-

ledge, into the feeling of an inward principle of life,

if ever ye be restored to the true unity with God,

and to the true enjoyment of him again. Ye must

come out of the knowledge and wisdom ye have

gathered from the Scriptures, into a feeling of the

thing there written of, as it pleaseth the Lord to

open and reveal them, in the hidden man of the

heart. This is it ye are to wait for from the Lord
;

and not to boast of your present state, as if ye

were not backslidden from him, and had not entered

into league with another spirit; which keeps up the

image of what the Spirit of the Lord once formed

in you, but without the true, pure, fresh life."

Preserving Shingles on Roofs.—The following

article we copy from the Rural Intelligencer^ as

worthy of attention by those who desire to pre-

serve the roofs of their habitations and buildings.

Some paint roof-shingles after they are laid.

This makes them rot sooner than they otherwise

would. Some paint the courses as they are laid
;

this is a great preservative, if each shingle'is paint-

the length of three courses. But about as sure

a way to preserve shingles, and that with little or

no expense, is a mode recommended in a letter to

us by David Hunter, of Clinton, on the 23d of Se-

cond month Ifst. We republish so much of his

letter as relatesto this subject, in hopes that it may
be of service to many of our readers :

" There is one thing more that nearly all people

know, if they would only attend to it; that is, to

sprinkle slaked lime on the roofs of their buildings

on rainy days. Put it on considerably thick, so as

to make the roof look white, and you will never be

troubled with moss ; and if the shingles are cover-

ed ever so thick with moss, by putting the lime on

twice, it will take all the moss off, and leave the

roof white and clean, and will look almost as well

as if it had been painted. It ought to be done once

a year, and, in my opinion, the shingles will last

almost twice as long as they will to let the roof all

grow over with moss. I tried if on the back part of

my house, ten years ago, when the shingles were

all covered over with moss, and they appeared to

be nearly rotten. I gave the roof a heavy coat of

lime, and have followed it nearly every year since

then, and the roof is better now than it was then ;

and, to all appearance, if I follow my hand, it will

la;t ten or fitteen years longer. The shingles have

been on the roof over thirty years. There is no

more risk about sparks catching on the roof than

on a newly shingled roof Those that do not have

lime near by, can use good strong wood ashes, and

these will answer a very good purpose to the same

This is the end of the testimony of the gospel of

our Lord and Saviour Christ Jesus, that we may
all come to partake of his life, and that by par-

taking of it, we may live upon it, and being made
alive to him, we shall then be made able to serve

him ; then shall we be enabled to worship him, to

glorify him, and to declare of his glory, and of his

power, and of his wisdom, and of his goodness to

those that are strangers to hini.— Robert Barclay.
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For " The Friend."

The "word to Zion's mourners," in the fifty-

first number of the last volume of The Friend, has

produced a feeling of sympathy, which seems to

call for expresbion. Under an appreciation of the

prompting to such a communication, the hearts of

many of its readers have doubtless been struck

with a view of its timely fitness, as an incitement

to patience and faithfulness, aifording evidence of

an affectionate concern for the general welfare.

As such, it recommends itself to thoughtful and

serious perusal, especially by those whose faith

may have been greatly tried, so as to cause them

at times to waver in doubt, respecting a continua-

tion of those requirements by which our worthy

forefathers were led into great simplicity and

plainness of language, dress, and demeanour, and

out of a worldly conformity in respect to worship,

ministry and prayer, and every other religious

performance.

In reflecting upon the sorrowful innovations of

latter time, and their fearful encouragement, caus-

ing lamentation and mourning, many, doubtless,

have been led to inquire, with the prophet, " What
shall be the end of these things?" and the reply

given to him may now be applicable; "Many shall

be purified, and made white, and tried ; but the

wicked shall do wickedly." Though many may
be scattered from the fold of safety, in this day of

great trial and weakness, yet the Lord will pre-

serve those whose eye is kept single to his truth

and honour, not seeking the exaltation or gratifica-

tion of self, either in opposing or encouraging evil

;

but being " faithful to the Truth, and against

error, in that living upright zeal which is of the

Lord's own begetting ; in the meekness and gentle-

ness of Christ ; not mistaking the forward runnings

and willings of the creature, for his putting forth."

In keeping near to the Truth, minding its point-

ings and restraints, were our worthy predecessors

preserved from harm or ofi'ence, in times of suffer-

ing and trial, such as we of the present day know

little or nothing of. Their minds being " kept in-

ward with the Lord, in a watchful frame, they

were favoured to see and shun the snares of the

enemy," not being terrified by his roarings, or se-

duced by his specious wiles, into licentiousness or

vanity, over-zeal, or lukewarmness ; but were pre-

served in purity and moderation, adorning the doc-

trine of God their tSaviour. Thus were they, and

are some even now, kept from those extremes into

which the spirit of error doth lead
;
patiently con-

tinuing in well doing, not taking offence because

of suffering or trial ; but patiently enduring, " as

seeing Him who is invisible," and is still waiting

to be gracious to his church and people.

The faithfulness and reward of many, whose

names n)ight be mentioned, as standing firm in

their opposition to the workings of the spirit of

enmity, in any direction, or under any covering,

should indeed incite tis to greater watchfulness and

care, lest we be led to err on one hand or the other,

and fail of the great recompense of reward pro-

mised to the righteous.

Eighth mo. 28lh, 1860.

English Opinion about the Slave- Trade in

America.—The London Star, the special organ of

the liberal party in England, defends the United

States Government from complicity in the s"

trade, charged by the Times, and then turns upon

the English Government with some facts which the

Times ought to have meditated and to have made
some allowance for

:

" But then England is accused of insincerity and

hypocrisy in this question, and in the United States

Senate language is uttered, which had better have

ers to be equalled only by that noble animal, the

horse ; while for the quantity of meat they yield,

they are superior to the Durham, and their niilk,

for butter, is fully equal in richness to the Alder-

ney, or Brittany, as some call them. Our corres-

pondent thinks the Brahmin cattle to be particu

larly adapted to the Southern climate ; and he
expresses the hope that some of our planters, who
have experience in the use of this particular stock,

will be kind enough to lay before the public the

results of that experience, especially in. the accli-

mation of this useful animal.

—

N. O. Ficayune.

The knowledge and clearness bought by suffer-*

ing, are generally worth what they cost. i
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been left unspoken. Yet it is not for us too warmly

to resent it. Of the unselfishness, sincerity, and

pure humanity of the British people on this sub-

ject, no man, we believe, either in Europe or

America, entertains a shadow of doubt. But the

arrangements, under which our African squadron

act, together with other circumstances, are such

as not unnaturally to suggest the possibility of

other motives in the government than the desire to

ppre.ss the trade simply. When it is pointed out

that those negroes which are captured by British

cruisers, are not returned to Africa, but are turned,

on the contrary, to valuable use for the interests

of British colonies, what have we to answer? It

is notorious to all the world that labour is so much
wanted in Jamaica, that the planters there would

willing and anxious to revive the slave-trade,

if they could, and are actually carrying on a trade

in coolies, which is a slave-trade under another

name. Well, why should the British Government
expose itself to misrepresentation, by taking cap-

tured negroes to Jamaica ? An American, whose

nation cannot possibly derive any advantage from

capturing slave-ships and their cargoes, may be

llowed to ask whether the negroes taken by the

British cruisers, are captured for the purpose of

uppressing the slave-trade, or of supplying the

wants of the British West India planters. As the

British ofiicers receive £5 a head for all captured,

too, it is evident that it is their interest rather to

allow cargoes to be shipped, than to prevent the

slavers from taking them on board. But the chief

blot in the arrangement is the carrying of them to

British possessions, where labour is wanted, and

where they are not landed as freemen, but under

obligations to work. Add to this, that the British

Government, to which Spain has bound herself

over and over again to put down the trade to Cuba,

and which has actually paid Spain immense sums

of money as a consideration for such suppression,

does nothing to exact the fulfilment of this duty

from the Court of Madrid. This is unaccountable,
j

the benign religion of Christ, are yet, very far

The trade is carried on notoriously with the sanc-ifrom being admitted by mankind generally to rc-

tion of Spain, the great functionaries of whose Igulate their every-day life ; but we believe it may
government, and members of whose royal family, jbe safely asserted, that the number of its sincere

make immense fortunes out of it. Why does not disciples is much larger than ever before; while it

the British Government insist on the execution of is obvious that it has triumphed over many false

this treaty? By doing so, it would be doing more 'principles that were once arrayed in its supposed

to end the trade in African slaves, than can be support, by cruel persecution, and subverted not a

accomplished by the united exertions of the British few superstitions, once fostered among those who
professed to be the alone true church.

The present condition of the world is calculated,

we think, to impress every refiecting mind with

feelings of seriousness, and to encourage anticipa-

tions of impending changes, that naturally awaken
more or less anxiety, and invite to a more fervent

and practical reliance upon the great Disposer of

events, who ruleth in the kingdoms of the children

of men.

The unreasoning antipathy or ferocious enmity

that formerly so generally pervaded each people

towards every other, have now been mostly laid

aside ; or at least, they are not allowed to mani-

fest themselves in the conduct and intercourse of

civilized nations. Commerce, and more widely dif-

fused knowledge, have succeeded in demonstrating

the unity of man's interest, however politically

separated, and in eradicating many of the national

prejudices that so long and so potently tended to

embroil nations in contests, destructive to their

moral and material well-being. The precepts of

and United States squadrons united ; but, if in-

surmountable obstacles, of which we know nothing,

interpose in the way of this, why not cease appro-

priating the captured negroes to our own use, and

so remove from our arrangements that which leaves

our motives naturally open to the suspicion of those

to whom a thoughtless or mischievous section of

our press and politicians never omit an opportunity

of unjustifiably denouncing as favourable to the

slave-trade?"

Brahmin Cattle in the Southern States.—One
of our neighbours, who has had much experience 'expectancy, each apprehending some outbreak,

in the importation of foreign breeds of sheep and within its own borders or those of its neighbours,

cattle, writes us a note that seems to us to contain which must bring antagonistic classes and princi-

somo useful suggestions. He says that Brahmin
j

pies into collision, and light up an " irrepressible

cattle were first'Tntroduced into the United States jcoufiict," that will finally break down long-estab-

about ten years ago, and, as in the case of the lished assumptions of hereditary superiority, and

mule, had to work their way into the good graces place within the reach of the lower orders of the

of our people, by positive proof of their real value.
|

people, those rights and privileges which are theirs

It is becoming more and more apparent, that, ini

the progress of improvement, light has penetrated

to a depth in parts of the human family, where,'

half a century ago, there seemed little or no sensi-

ble evidence of the presence of its faintest ray

;

and the expansion it is producing even there, is

challenging the attention of all ; and awakening

the fears of many, who, in their political and so-

cial position, stand above the class just feeling its

influence. The different nations of Europe appear

to be continually kept in a state of suspense and

There are no cattle, he maintains, on the face of

the earth, which render a profit to the holder equal

to these. England may boast of her Durhams,

Devons, Ayrshires, Alderneys, &c., and there is no

question that, with high feeding, the English have

ght their favourites to perfection, as fat cattle,

by an inalienable title, but of which they have

been cheated and forcibly deprived, by an usurped

power and rank, claimed to be held by divint

right, and justified upon the ground of populat

ignorance and degradation, which themselves hav£

mainly contributed to produce and foster. There

The Brahmins, for active work, our friend consid- is just cause to fear for the consequences that maj
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,ttend the migtlij upheaval ; for though the por-

eption of these masses is so far improved that

hey are rousing to a consciousness of the false

losition they occupy, and have begun the struggle

jr rights, which, they are sensible, possess intrin-

ic value, and were designed for their enjoyment,

et they see but as " through a glass darkly," and

now not how rightly to attain, or properly to esti-

aate those rights, when placed within their reach.

The power of the Turk is fast waning ; and

bough the Sultan still tits upon his tottering throne

t Constantinople, it cannot bo concealed even

rom his own fanatic subjects, that he is the mere

gent of the great Powers of Europe; and that it

rill not be long before he must evacuate the pro-

inces he has, for centuries, held on that continent

nd open his dominions in Asia to the uninter-

upted advances of christian civilization. The
lurposes for which the Mohammedan hordes were

lermitted by Divine Providence, to flaunt their

ictorious crescent over so large a portion of the

lirest countries of the earth, have doubtless been

lainly accomplished, and the signs of the times

eem clearly to indicate, that the organization of

lie bold imposture and heartless tyranny it has

ver symbolized, is about to be broken and de-

troyed.

It has long been obvious, that the power and au-

bority of the Koman Pontiff, were .'lowly, but

irely fading away; the effect of the "deadly

'ound" received through the reformation ; but by

is recent futile bull of excommunication against

'ictor Emanuel, Pius Ninth has conclusively shown
lat the thunder of the Vatican has lost all its

jrrors, and that however much of ignorance and

aperstition remain among the nations, over which

'apistry has for centuries exercised its baleful in-

uenee, light and knowledge have made sufficient

aroads upon their deep and long-brooding dark-

ess, to emancipate them from the degrading thral-

om heretofore attendant upon a belief, that their

jmporal and eternal well being, were in the keep-

3g of one fallible man, and could be blasted at

ny time by his malediction. But while suffering

rom the deceit and cruelty, the hatred of liberty,

nd opposition to general educational improve-

aent, that characterize the pretended vicar of

Jhrist, his advisers and abettors, and mark with

leculiar atrocities the efforts made and making to

uppress the rising tide of popular improvement

;

here is danger of the common people of Italy learn-

ng to regard all religion as a cunningly devised

Lible, contrived and enforced by their superiors in

ank, to exalt themselves and secure their own iu-

erests, at the expense of their dupes.

If we turn our eyes on our own country, we see

. condition of things, which while giving hope of

:, still more enlarged extension of liberal and en-

ightened principles, is yet well calculated to awaken
ears and anxious forbodings. The rapid develop-

ment of the various resources of the country ; the

normous increase of population, and extension of

State and Territorial government, that have taken

iilace within the last half century; together with

he multiplication of periodical literature, and the

ystem of common school education organized in

learly all the free States, are perhaps unprece-

|.ented in the history of any other nation. Freed

rom the turbulence and privation of such oppressed

.lasses of citizens as are agitating the governments
;if Europe; exempted froiu the enormous expendi-

rUres there required for payment of immense stand-

ing armies, and numerous wide spread fleets ; with

iibundant harvests, rich mines of iron, coal, and the

precious metals ; a world-wide aud lucrative com-
pieroe, and freedom to enjoy all the blessings thus

jSvishly bestowed upon them ; the people of these

United States would seem to be possessed with

every mundane requisite for universal comfort and

happiness ; and, making the profession of religion

they do, to have little or nothing more to ask for,

but grateful and humble hearts. But there are

prevalent vices, easily discovered, that taint the

domestic circle, bringing trouble and distress into

the homes of thousands; and there are national

sins of a dark dye, involving all classes, more or

less, in responsibility, and jeoparding, if they do not

marr, the peace of all, by the evil passions they

foment, the agitation and commotion they produce

and aggravate, and the fearful punishment they

threaten. We have become so accustomed to liv-

ing under a free and mild government ; we are so

uniformly sensible of its existence and its power,

only from the protection and safety it affords in all

our religious and civil relations, that we are apt to

think and speak of it as a thing of course ; forget-

ting that, under the blessing of an overruling Pro-

vidence, it is the elaborate construction of the wis-

dom and virtue of a generation that has passed

away from among us ; and that to preserve it un-

injured, and perpetuate the liberty, security and

comfort it is designed to, and has heretofore con-

ferred, we must be grateful receivers of our mani-

fold blessings, and by the whole tenor of our lives,

strive to promote and diffuse the moral rectitude

and practical regard for the requirements of Chris-

tianity, which are essential to the existence and

enjoyment of free institutions. But, while arro-

gating great superiority as a free people, we are

unblushingly permitting unjust governments and

oppressive laws, to crush out the rights of the poor,

aud place the persons and the lives of an innocent

though ignorant people, at the mercy of hard-

hearted and arbitrary men. Instead of regarding

slavery as a deplorable evil, to be eradicated as

speedily as the interests of the enslaved would

justify—as did the statesmen of the revolution

—

long indulged indolence, and love of the gold sla-

very produces, have blinded the eyes, and hardened

the hearts of so many, that it is now claimed to

jbe an institution of the Almighty, guaranteed un-

limited expansion by the constitution of our coun-

try, and the African slave-trade advocated as a

j

mission of Christianity and civilization, to the dark

coloured children of that benighted laud.

It was the testimony of one of the most-popular

statesmen that America has ever produced—him-

self a slave-holder— that one of the most fearful

evils of slavery, is its invariable tendency to call

forth and inflame in the master, the worst passions

of the human heart; and in the reckless course ad-

vocated, and the violent measures pursued by

many of the hot-headed defenders of this iniqui-

tous system at the present time, there is ample

and fearful evidence of its truth. From this cause

proceed the fierce sectional excitement, aud deter-

mined party hostility, which now characterizes the

political movements in the South, while the North,

angered by the threats and taunts it has long re-

ceived, seems determined, in like spirit, to assert

and enforce the power derived from its numerical

superiority; thus arraying one portion of the Union
against the other, in bitter conflict, and threatening

to rend assunder the bands that hold us together

as one people. Unprincipled men, greedy of place

and power, are employing the talents and oppor-

tunities they possess, in stimulating the passions of

the people, for the purpose of carrying out their

party measures ; and this, in communities where

tlie fear of servile insurrection must always, more
or less, exist, has naturally intensified the excite-

ment, until, in many places, not merely the " mob,"
but men occupying respectable positions in society,

are ready to disregard all law and justice in order

to remove their supposed dangers, or to revenge
themselves on those they suspect to be their enemies.

Thus party spirit and sectional strife run high,

threatening the most serious results; while all

parts of our country are deservedly chafed and
disquieted on account of this enormous national sin,

for which the whole people are more or less re-

sponsible. For, though slavery in the respective

States is placed beyond reach of the general go-

vernment, there can be no reasonable doubt, that

had the citizens of the free States maintained a

continued protest against it, in all its branches, in

a christian spirit, acting in accordance with that

protest—which it was their duty to do—both indi-

vidually, and through the legislative power that

speaks the will of the people of each State, slavery

would either have come to an end ere this, or been
in a fair way for extinguishment throughout the

whole country. But instead of acting thus, the

people generally have willingly and knowingly con-

sented to the policy and the demands of the slave in-

terest, and they are not now fondly to imagine that

they can make the peculiar form of our govern-

ment, a scape-goat for their folly and their crimes.

The circumstances to which we have thus briefly

alluded, illustrate the observation we made in the

beginning of our remarks, that the present condi-

tion of the world is calculated to impress every re-

flecting mind with feelings of seriousness. The
period is big with events that portend extraordi-

nary changes, near at hand ; and amid the fluctua-

tions of the conflict which truth is everywhere

waging with error, there are occasional inroads of

the latter, upon ground long since conquered by
the former, that involve the battle-field in dark-

ness and gloom, and sadden and discourage the

heart of the combatant for the right and the

true. But he has studied the eventful page of the

history of his race to little purpose, who has not

marked therein, the finger of the Almighty direct-

ing ultimate results; and learned that, amid the

confusion and strife of contending parties and

principles. He withdraws not his controlling hand,

and by the force of his inscrutable counsel, often

causes the most adverse actions, and most un-

worthy instruments, to accomplish his own purposes.

The mutations in society and the revolutions of

States, are the results of laws that are in them-

selves unalterable and harmonious. Departures

from that which is right, whether in individuals or

nations, must be followed by loss and suffering

;

and in bringing them back to the position they

were designed to occupy, Infinite Wisdom often

employs agents comparatively contemptible, and

causes the most unpromising circumstances to work

together for their good. As in the setting up of

the church of his new covenant, He chose the fool-

ish things of the world to confound the wise ; the

weak things of the world to confound the things

that are mighty ; and base things of the world,

and thintrs that are despised, and things that are

not, to bring to naught things that are; so now,

although those who occupy places of authority, and

many who are gifted with great intellectual power,

may defy and oppose the principles and precepts

which that covenant enjoins, He will, either in

judgment or in mercy, overrule their mightiest

efforts, and extend the kingdom of his dear Son,

in a way that shall manifest the insignificance of

human greatness, and display the shallowness of

man's boasted abilities.

But let none presume upon this acknowledged

controllingprovidcnceof the Almighty, educing good

from evil. Though He has wrought, aud will doubt-

less continue to work, until He has given to thj

Prince of Peace the heathen for an inheritance,

and the uttermost parts of the earth for a posses-
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sioD, yet does He hold every one of us to a strict]

accountability for our thoughts, words and actions,
j

To each one is applicable his injunction to thai

kings and judges of the earth by the royal:

Psalmist, and the signs of the times loudly ad-

monish us all to hear and obey it :
" Be wise now,]

therefore, ye kings, be instructed ye judges of

the earth. Serve the Lord with fear, and rejoice

with trembling. Kiss the Son lest he be angry,

and ye perish from the way when his wrath is

kindled but a little. Blessed are all they that put

their trust in him."

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
EnROPE.—News from Liverpool to the 31st ult.

Advices from Genoa to tlie 29th, state thiit a council

of generals of the Neapolitan army have resolved to ad-

vise the King to leave. It is also rumored that the of-

ficers of the army and navy have tendered their resig-

nations en masse to the King.

The London Post says, the Neapolitan government

has offered Garibaldi the territory of Naples, in order to

prevent the effusion of blood in the capital.

The Neapolitan funds had fallen ten per cent.

Garibaldi had met with additional successes in Cala-

bria, and bad been proclaimed Dictator.

The English Parliament was prorogued on the 28th.

The Queen's speech says the relations of England with

the foreign powers were friendly and satisfactory. She

trusts there is no danger of an interruption of the gene-

ral peace of Europe. She believes that if the Italian

people of Italy are left to themselves, they will settle

their own difficulties. She expresses the hope that the

independence of Switzerland will be maintained. She
laments the atrocities committed in Syria, and signifies

her willingness to concur with the other powers to re-

establish order there.

The latest despatches report that the royalists have

been defeated in Calabria.

It was reported at Paris on the 2flth, that the King
of Naples had left on the previous evening in the frigate

Strombli, and that the Piedmontese occupied the Nea-

politan forts. This rumor has not been confirmed.

Disturbances at Naples were imminent. Appeals to

the people to revolt were publicly distributed in the city

The Neapolitan Minister of War and General Basco

had left Naples for Calabria, with six battalions, as reiU'

forcements.

It was said that the Pope is ready to agree to the eS'

tablishment of an Italian confederation.

The French Emperor, in a speech at Lyons, condemn-

ed the unjust distrust abroad, and declared that nothing

should make him deviate from the path of justice

moderation. His sole desire was to advance the general

interests of France, and he urged the people to give their

attention to works of peace. He was determined that

with divine assistance, France should not di

under his dynasty.

The pacific nature of this speech of the Emperor had
caused an advance in the French funds.

The Paris Constitulionncl publishes an article, stating

that the relations between France and Austria are ex

ccUeut, and congratulating Austria on the reform ten

deiicy of its administration.

An imperial decree had been issued, opening th

French ports for the admission, duty free, of all kiuds of

foreign grain and flour, irrespective of flag. Vessel

laden with breadstuffs, will be exempted from tonnage

dues. This is regarded as an admission of the great

deficiency in the French harvest. The weather con-

tinued wet.

At the latest dates, all was quiet in Syria, Fund Pasha
having completely tranquilized the people. He had
caused the ex-governor of Beyrout to he convicted of

high treason. In the House of Commons, Lord Palmer-

ston acknowledged the services of Abd-el-Kader in pro-

tecting the Christians of Syria, and stated that the Bri-

tish consul had been instructed to tender the thanks of

the government to him.

Lindsay, a member of Parliament, had been authorized

to proceed to Washington, to lay before the government
the views of Great Britain relative to the navig.ition

laws and belligerent rights, and enter into negotiations

for opening the coasting trade, &c.

The .Manchester advices were favourable. The Liver-

pool cotton market was unchanged. The quotations for

breadstuffs were as follows :—American flour, 30s. n

Zis. 6d. ; red wheat, lis. hd. a 12s. Gd. ; while, 12s. 9rf.

a 13«. Id. per 100 lbs. ; white corn, SSs. a 38s. 6</.
;
yel-

low, 35s. Qd. Consols, 92' a 93.

United States.—Census Returns.—According to the

census just taken, St. Louis, Mo., has a population of

160,557. In 1850, it had only 75,000 inhabitants. In

that year, the population of Chicago, III., was 28,620. It

is now found to be 109,420. Rochester, iV. Y., has a

population of 48,096, being an increase of 11,693 since

1850. Berks County, Pa., has 93,974 inhabitants, being

an increase of 16,843 over the enumeration of 1850. Of

this increase, 7,428 is in the town of Reading. The State

if Rhode Island has a population of 173,869 against

147,549 in 1850, a gain in ten years of 26,320, or nearly

iighteen per cent.

New York.—Mortality last week, 514.

Philadelphia.—Mortality last week, 228.

Brooklyn.—Mortality last week, 133.

New Bedford, Mass.—The assessed valuation of real

ind personal property at New Bedford, is $23,112,000,

being a greater' aggregate of wealth, in proportion to

the population, than is to be found in any other city in

United States. In case of an equal distribution of

property among all the inhabitants, every man, woman
d child would receive a sum exceeding $1000.

The Treasury.—The Secretary of the U. S. Treasury

s advertised for the reception of proposals till noon of

the 22d of Tenth month, for a loan of ten millions, un
der the treasury note redemption act of the last Con
gress.

Appalling Catastrophe.—On the 8th inst., about half

past two o'clock in the morning, the steamer Lady Elgin,

which left Chicago a few hours previously for Lake Su-

perior, was. run into by a schooner off Winetka, in Lake
Michigan. There were a large number of passengers on

board, including many of the citizens of Milwaukie, who
had gone on an excursion of pleasure. From the state-

ment of one of the survivors, it appears that at the time

of the collision, the passengers were mostly in the cabin,

dancing. A moment after the crash was heard, all was
still, and in a short time she sunk, carrying down seve-

ral hundred persons. The number of individuals on
board is not known with certainty, but the following is

estimated as nearly correct:—Excursion party, 300; re-

gular passengers, 50 ; steamer's crew, 35 ; total, 385.

Of these, but ninety-eight were s.aved I The Lady Elgin

was a fast and favourite boat, of about 1000 tons bur-

den, and had been run on the Lakes for the last nine or

ten ye.ars.

The Markets.—The following were the quotations on
the 10th inst. New York—The wheat market is better;

the demand is mostly for export; sales of 190,000
bushels, at $1.35 and $1.37 for soft, red Western; $1.38
a $1.40 for good do.; $1.45 a $1.50 for white Michigan
and Indiana; $1.60 for white Tennessee, and $1.28 for

Ohio spring; sales of 121,000 bushels corn, at 68 ets.

a 70 cts. for mixed, and '74J cts. for yellow; oats, 41

cts. a 42 cts. Philadelphia—Red wheat, $1.40 a $1.43;
white, $1.45 a $1.58; yellow corn, 74 cts. a 75 cts.;

Delaware oats, 35 cts. a 36 cts. ; New York barley, 80

cts. a 85 cts. The number of beef cattle sold at the

market during the week ending Ninth mo. 8th, was
1848 head; a diminished supply, not equal to the de-

mand. Prices ranged from $8.00 to $9.25 per 100 lbs.

Sheep sold at from $7.50 to $8.50.

Miscellaneous.—The Strife in Mexico.—Vera. Cruz dates

to the 3d, state that Miramon, after bis defeat, succeeded
in reaching the capiiai, where he was endeavouring
concentrate his forces. The Liberals were advancing
upon the capital.

Walker's Invasion.—Late accounts from Honduras
mention that Walker and his associates had been com
pelled to abandon Truxillo. He was ordered away by
the commander of the English war steamer Icarus, and
obeyed the summons, retiring down the coast. H
force had been reduced to a very small number of men
by the continued attacks of his enemies, and he had
himself been severely wounded in the face.

The Mormons.—The present indications are, that this

singular jicople have no intention of leaving Salt Lak
valley. A late letter says, "They are busy erecting ii

every settlement substantial buildings for council houses
court-houses, meeting-houses, and school-houses. Grist

and saw-mills, nail factories, foundries, and every ki

of machine shop are becoming common. A few miles
from the city, Brigham is laying out a nursery, with
million of trees, which he calculates will, in twi year
turn him in as many dollars. The building of the great
temple has recommenced, and every spare team is haul
ing the massive rock from Cotton-road into the city.

the magnitude of this edifice, your readers will form
some notion from the fact that the foundation alone cost

$60,000, and a contract has recently been concluded for

the hauling of the rock for the basement story, a
tance of ten miles, for $80,000. The Ijuildiug is to

er an area of 21,850 feet."

Loss of Life on Mont Blanc.—Three English travel-

lers who persisted in ascending Mont Blanc on the 15th

of Eighth month, during a snow storm, in spite of the

remonstrances of their guides, slid from a precipice

while descending the mountain, and were killed. They
tied themselves together with a rope, for safety, at

the instance of their guides, three in number, each of

horn had hold of it, to assist them on their way. One
of the guides fell over the precipice with them, and

so killed.

The Crops in England.—A letter, dated Eighth month
23d, written by a Philadelphian, now in England, says

that the average grain crop is quite a poor one as re-

spects quality and quantity. The berry was down for

want of sun, and much of it could not ripen into good
our making grain. The hay crop had been much i

jured by the rain. Hops also had been badly hurt.

The Summer in England.—It is stated that so change-

able has the weather been in England, during the sum-
mer, that fires in dwellings for comfort were in con-

stant requisition, and thick winter clothing in use in the

pen air. Cloudy and wet weather has generally pre-

ailed during the summer, both in England and France.

RECEIPTS.

Received from Sarah Minard. Pa., $2, vol. 34 ; fron:

Sarah Roberts, Ind., $2, vol. 33 ;
from David Whitall

N. J., $2, vol. 33 ; from Gideon Wilcox, Pa., $2, vol. 34

WEST-GROVE BOARDING-SCHOOL FOR GIRLS

Situated within a few hundred yards from West-Grovt
station on the Philadelphia and Baltimore Central Rail-

road, from which place trains communicate with Phila

delphia several times dally. The Winter session wil

open on Second-day, 5th of Eleventh month, prox.

For circulars, &c., address

Thomas Conahd, Principal.

Ninth month, 1860.

FRIENDS' ASY'LUM.

Committee on Admissions.—Samuel Bettle, Jr., No.

N. Tenth street; Charles Ellis, No. 724 Market street

William Bettle, No. 426 N. Sixth street, and No
S. Third street; John C. Allen, No. 335 S. Fifth street

and No. 321 N. Front street ; Horatio 0. Wood, No.

Race street, and No. 117 Chestnut street ; John M.Whit
all. No. 1317 Filbert street, and No. 410 Race sti

Wistar Morris, No. 209 S. Third street; Nathan II

Frankford.

Visiting Managers for the month.—Jeremiah llai

John Carter and John C. Allen.

Physician and Superintendent.—Joshua H. Wortl

WEST-TOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
The Winter session of the School will commence o:

Second-day, the 5th of Eleventh month. Parents am
others intending to enter their children as pupils, '

please make early application to David Roberts, Super
Intendent at the School, or Joseph Scattekgood, Trea
surer. No. 304, Arch street, Philadelphia.

West-Town, Ninth mo. 4th, 1860.

WEST-TOWN SCHOOL.
A Friend is wanted as Teacher of Reading in the Boyti

department of this Institution. Apply to

Samuel Hilles, Wilmington, Del.

James Emlen, West Chester, Chester Co., Pa.

Alfred Cope, Germantown, Pa.

ixth 1

WEST-TOWN SCHOOL.
A Friend is wanted to fill the station of Goveri

the Boys' department of ihis Institution.

Application may be made to Nathan Sharpless, Coi
cord, Pa. ; Samdel Hilles, Wilmington, Del.

; Jami
Emlen, West Chester, Pa.; or Thomas Evans, Philad.

Twelfth mo., 1859.

Married, on the 29th ult., at Friends' Meeting-hous
Spring Water, Winneshiek county, Iowa, Daniel Sa'
terthwaite, of Tecumseh, Mich., to Cornelia J. Hoa
daughter of Amos Hoag, of the former place.

PILE A M'ELROT, PRINTERS,
Lodge street, opposite the Pennsylvania Bank.
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[In the North British Review for Eighth month,

60, there is an interesting article on Recent Dis-

reries in Astronomy, some extracts from which,

: think, will interest the readers of "The
iend."]

Within a few years, new satellites have been
ind circulating round some of the remoter planets,

lile the structure and condition of the planets

imselves have been studied witli the improved
escopes now in the bands of astronomers.^ No
ver thaMjiJty-eight new planets, or asteroids, as

;y have been called from their smallness, have
en discovered between Mars and Jupiter ; and,

lat is more interesting still, M. Leverrier, one of

s discoverers of Neptune, had, from theoretical

Dsiderations, suggested by irregularities iu the

Jtions of Mercury, predicted the existence of a

met, or a ring of planets, between that body and
3 sun ; and M. Lescarbault has actually disco-

red this intra-mercurial planet, while it was
ssing in the form of a round black spot over the

>c of the sun.

The history of this discovery, if it is a discovery,

one of the most curious chapters in the annals of

ence. It has been characterized as " the Ro-
ince of the New Planet ;" and astronomers of no
ian celebrity are now marshalled in hostile array
discussing the question of its existence.

iOn the 2d January, 1860, M. Leverrier com-
inicated to the Academy of Sciences a remark-
le paper on the Theory of Mercury. In study-

,; the twenty-one transits of that body over the

n between 1697 and 1848, be found that the ob-

I'vations could not be represented by the received
iments of the planet, but that they could be all

)resented, nearly to a second, by augmenting by
rty-eight seconds the secular motion of the peri-

lion of Mercury. In order to justify such an in-

iase, we must increase the mass attributed to

:dus o)ie-tciitli at kast of its value, which, from
!ty years' meridian observations, has been found
!be the four hundred thousandth part of that of

|3sun. If we admit this increased mass of Venus,
: must conclude, either that the secular variation
the obliquity of the ecliptic, deduced from ob-

i'vations, is affected with errors by no means pro-
'ble, or that the obliquity is changed by other
uses wholly unknown to us. If, on the other
nd, we regard the variation of the obliquity of

the ecliptic, and the causes which produce it, as

well established, we must believe that the excess

of motion in the perihelion of Mercury is due to

some unknown action.

"I do not intend," says M. Lcrerrior, "to de-

cide absolutely between these two hypotheses. I

wish only to draw the attention of astronomers to

a grave difEoulty, and to make it the subject of a

serious discussion." We must therefore, as he sug-

gests, find a cause which shall impress upon the

perihelion of Mercury these thirty-eight seconds of

secular motion, without producing any other sensi-

ble effect upon the planetary system.

M. Leverrier then shows that a planet between
Mercury and the sun, the size of Mercury, situated

at half his mean distance from the sun, if moving
in a circular orbit slightly inclined to that of Mer-
cury, would produce the ^thirty-eight seconds of

secular motion in his perihelion. But when he con-

siders that such a planet would have certainly a
very great brightness, he cannot think that it would
be invisible at its greatest elongation, or during

total eclipses of the sun.

"All these dilRculties," he adds, " disappear, if

we admit, in place of a single planet, small bodies

circulating between Mercury and the sun;" and he

thinkstheir existence not at all improbable, seeing

that we have already a ring of lifty-eigbt such

bodies between Mars and Jupiter. As these bodies

must frequently pass over the sun's disc, he advises

astronomers to search for them with care. * * *

During the last century, various continental as-

tronomers had observed, among the spots that so

frequently appear on the sun's surface, one more
round than the rest, and bad fortunately recorded

the fact, and the date of its appearance. They do
not seem, however, to have suspected that it might
be a planet, and therefore did not attempt to trace

it across the sun's disc, or to watch for its re-ap-

pearance. The phenomenon was at last seen by a

more sagacious observer, who was able to appre-

ciate its importance, and anxious to trace it to its

cause. This observer was M. Lescarbault, a doc-

tor of medicine of the Faculty of Paris, and car-

rying on bis profession at Orgeres, a small town in

the arrondissement of Chateandun, in the depart-

ment of the Eure and the Loire. Having been
fond of astronomy from his infancy, and having,

since 1837, observed that the law of Bode was far

from representing accurately the distance of the

planets from the sun, he imagined that, independ-

ently of the four small planets, Ceres, Pallas, Juno,

and Vesta, which Piazzi, Olbers, and Harding had,

between 1801 and 1807, discovered in the wide

space between Mars and Jupiter, there might be

another elsewhere. But as be was then situated,

he found it difficult to make the necessary observa-

tions.

When he was watching the transit of Mercury
over the sun, on the 8th of May, 1845, the idea

occurred to him, that if there was any other planet

between the sun and the earth than Venas and
Mercury, it ought to be seen in its passages across

the disc of that luminary ; and that, by frequently

observing the margin of the sun's disc, we ought

to see the appearance of a black spot entering

upon the sun, and traversing his disc, in a line of
a greater or loss length.

At this time it was impossible for bim to insti-

tute this plan of observation, and it was not till

1S53 that he was able to commtace it. Between
1853 and 1855, he seldom directed his telescope
to the sun ; but in 1858, when he bad a terrace at
his command, he constructed a rude instrument,
by which he could measure, within a degree nearly,
the angle of position ; and he tested its accuracy
by measuring the position of spots on the moon,
and comparing his observations with a map of that
satellite published by John Dominique Cassini.

This instrument was a telescope, with an object-
glass about four inches in aperture, and four feet

ten inches in focal length, madejin 1838 by M.
Cauche, and having a magnifying pojver of 150
times. The finder of the telescope iaagnified six
times. In the focus of both telescopes were placed
three parallel vertical ' wires, and three parallel
horizontal ones, the distanc%between the two outer-
most being from thirty-two to thirty-four minutes.
A circle of card-board, five and a "half inches in
diameter, and divided in its circumference to half
degrees, was placed on the eye-piece of the finder,
and concentric with it. The telescope had a -ver-

tical and horizontal motion, and was supported by
a wouden pillar with three feet, the points of which
rested on a frame also with three feet, and having
screws, in order to level the instrument.

With his telescope thus mounted, and by the aid
of other pieces of rude apparatus, which it is un-
necessary to describe, he was able to measure the
distance of any well-defined spot on the sun's disc
from its margin.

Whenever our observer expected that the duties
of bis profession would allow bim a little leisure
for observation after mid-day, he regulated his
watch by the sun's passing the meridian, by means
of a small transit instrument; and having adjusted
the rest of his apparatus, he directed his telescope
to the sun, and, during a period varying from half
an hour to three hours, he surveyed the whole con-
tour of the sun's disc, keeping his eye at the eye-
glass.

After these repeated surveys of the great lumi-
nary, he was at last gratified with the object of his

ambition. On the 26th March, 1859, about four
o'clock in the afternoon, he saw a black point en-
ter the sun's disc. Its circumference was well de-
fined. Its angular diameter, as seen from the
earth, was very small ; and he estimated it as much
less than one-fourth of that of Mercury, which he
had seen with the same telescope and the same
magnifying power, when it passed over the sun on
the 8th of May, 1845. * * *

The time which the black spot took to pass over
the sun's disc was,

In mean solar time . . . . Ih. 17m. 9s.

In sidereal time 1 27 22
The least distance from the sun's centre was 0'

1.5' 22-3".

The distance between the points of entry and
emergence was 9' 13-6", and

The sidereal time necessary to describe the sun's

diameter would have been 4h. 29m. 9s.
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After giving these results, M. Lescarbault ex-

presses bis conviction that, on a future day, a black

spot, perfectly round and very small, will be seen

passing over the sun in a line situated in a plane

comprS^ed between 5j= and 7^^ and that this orbit

will cut the plane of the earth's orbit towards 183^

in passing from the south to the north.

" This°point," he continues, " will very probably

be the planet whose path I observed on the 26th

March, 1659, and it will be possible to calculate

all the elements of its orbit. I am persuaded also

that its distance from the sun is less than that of

Mercury, and that this body is the planet,_or one

of the planets, whose existence in the vicinity of

the sun, M. Leverrier had made known a fe

months ago, by that wonderful power of calcula-

tion which enabled him to recognize the conditions

of the existence of Neptune, and fix its plac(

the confines of our planetary system, and trace its

path across the depths of space."

CTo be continued.)

For " The F:

Extracts from tlve Letters and mmorandums of

our Late Friend, II. Williams.

"Ninth mo. 8?^.—My best love to S. E. Her

time seems lengthened out, doubtless for a good

and wise purpose. It is not a great deal we com

municate to each other outwardly, but I believe

we are not strangers in hidden exercise. I set

more value on that- sort of acquaintance, yea,

much mors, than an outside show of friendship,

without any foundation, but the natural feelings of

unstable mortals I thought we had a

good meeting, after deep wading ;
a fresh call, our

friend thought, was sent forth to the young peopl

which she believed it her duty to revive ;
tboug

had thought for a considerable time that the way

would not open for her exercised mind to be re-

lieved ; the call was to the children of this people,

and to the children of others present, to come out

and be ye separate, touch not the unclean thin

&c. The way was clearly opened and shown thei

with very suitable encouragement, that the way of

the cross is the way to the kingdom ; it is a sa"'-

way, and peace is the result Oh th

we were more in earnest to hold up the " stand-

ard," for the people to rally to.

" Our afflicted brother is a little better. It is a

great and heavy affliction ; may we all bear a part,

and as near as possible for humanity to do, make

the case our own, so that some solid benefit may

accrue to us ; for we are all, we must allow, sadly

wanting in coming up to the right standard.

" Oh ! I do wish for myself, that I could see

and feel more fully, the poverty and emptiness of

my condition."

''Ekveiith mo. 8th.—T feel much for
,

who is wading under a load of exercise, and pass-

ing through the dispensation of judgment and of

burning, under which the old enemy buffets and

upbraids, oasts down, and will seek to destroy. . .

my heart has been strengthened in being

afresh made to see how good the Lord is in remem-

berin" us in our low and sinful condition, and in

great mercy reaching forth a helping hand, when

utterly unable to help ourselves."

" Our Quarterly Meeting seemed a solid time,

and some suitable communications; but my feel-

ings resembled the wintery appearance without

doors. I was poor and destitute, yet I loved my
friends, which seemed the only good spark left,

do not want to complain; have more than I deserve.

So, dear , try to be travelling on, that at th

end of time, having done what we could, we may

be received with the answer of " Well done,''

this is all that is worth our concern ; by little and

ttle we progress, not great matters at once."

" \-2t/i.—Thy mourntul scrap 1 received; were it

ot that it answered as face to face in a glass with

ly own condition, increasingly so of latter time, I

might put a wrong construction on it, but it may

belaest
;
yes, doubtless, it is best, to wait the whole

appointed time, the night season ; a brighter mo-

ment will come ; faith and patience work wonders,

for the blessing attends.

I thought of and looked some for thee at our

Quarterly Meeting, and no doubt thou would have

been comforted through the ministry of and

; whose exercises agreed together. s

concern was to strengthen some who were stripped

and in prison, no light, and very little comfort,

where their judgment was taken away, and were

ready to call all the good they had ever experi-

enced in question ; he encouraged such to hold on

to keep near to their dear Lord, and He in his

own time will come, and in the twinkling of an eye,

can change the dispensation ; that_ these proving

seasons were among his choice blessings. To me,

it was plain preaching. Then addressed those of

younger experience, who were in danger of being

led away by some near friend, who did not intend

to mislead, but who were looking out too much,

and the appearance of things was so specious, and

the many voices out in the world, if a watchful

care was not maintained, and a close walking with

the good Guide, by prayer and humbling them-

selves before Him, some who had set out well,

were in great danger of suffering loss.

Then a spirited and energetic call to the poor

' prodigal,' who had wasted his substance in riotous

living,°feeding on that which does not satisfy, while

there is bread enough and to spare in the Father's

house, who yet stood graciously disposed to receive

such a returning, repenting prodigal one ; -it- was

addressed to an individual.

" It is a great bles.sing to have a living gospel

ministry preserved in our Society, with a judgment

to discern it, and strength to keep it separate from

alloy. ' The ear tries words, as the mouth taste

meats.'

"

" 24^/2.—By cousins M. and J., we received thi

account of the issue of the case of illness ; nr

mind had been buoyed between hope and fear;

deeply did I feel for all interested ;
the care-takers

there, and her dear friends ; close must the be-

reavement have proved, and caused, no doubt

deep searching for the cause, why she, who sc

lately gladdened the eyes of her parents, should

the family circle, for such a good reason as

obtaining school learning, many miles from home,

and almost immediately on entering, fall sick ;
and

though no doubt anxiously watched over and

faithfully cared for, should there be summoned to

her ever-enduring home.
" Oh I saith my soul, may the Lord so bless the

dispensation to all concerned, that it may help

prepare for the same final wearing out of the

strength of these poor mortal bodies, and through

the gracious interposition of the blessed Redeemer,

qualify for an entrance into the mansions of rest,

where I humbly trust, this dear child, through the

above means, is safely landed after those agonizing

suSerings."
" Turlfth mo. 1st —Our Monthly Meeting was

a remarkable one ; by ourselves as to any stran-

gers. Encouragement flowed to the tried, wrestling

spirit, that as sure as Jacob was blessed after

wrestling the whole night season, so would the

same concern now be blessed. Then a state was

mournfully spoken to, a state of being at ease in

Ziou ; indifi'erent, unconcerned. Oh ! what can be

done for these ? was the query. Then R, Scotton

was concerned to address a state that was trusting

in a form without the power, making a goodly ap-

pearance and sliding along unconcerned. It seemed

connected with the foregoing. Robert pressed ai

individual examination—'Is it I? is it I?' ' Wt
might hide our states from one another, but a da^

was hastening when we should appear just as W(

really were, naked and bare, before the judgment

seat.' Truly, I may say, that it felt solemn alto

gether. Then dear mentioned that early ii

the meeting she had felt a concern to revive thi

passage of the vineyard, planted in a fruitful hill

fenced it, gathered out the stones thereof, &.O., am

planted it with a choice vine, and when He lookei

for grapes, behold it brought forth wild grape;

The'result then was, the hedge was to be take:

away, and it should be eaten up; the fence re

oved, and it trodden down, and the clouds com

manded to rain no more rain upon it ;
that ;

would be a lamentable situation, should any of u

be thus left ; that the clouds should be commande'

to rain no more rain on us. It had an alarmin

feeling. What will become of us, I cannot say

but I'^believe all this homeborn exercise was bt

gotten by the great Head of the church for Hi

poor, erring, backsliding, rebellious people presen

yet once more to sound the alarm, that whethf

we will hear or forbear, He will be clear, and hi

faithful servants clear."

"As regards , I may say, it is not fc

every truly exercised soul to appear publicly, " H
ways are a great deep," while it becomes us to li

low and wait all the appointed time, through

long, dark time, when neither sun, moon, nor .stai

appear ; He may be working a work in and for u

which will not only be acceptable to Him, but ri

dound to His glory and praise eventually, and w

be fiUing up our measure of the sufferings of Cbris

which y€t remains for the church's sake. In ui

younger days it was .sealed to my understandir

and best sense, that no great or public place wi

forme; but a good example was required in a

things, and a voice followed close, saying intellig

bly to the ear of my soul in early days, " This

the way, walk thou in it," when tempted to tui

either to the right or left, the monitor was at ban

and even to this day I see no more required, b'

a sound, steady example, not many_ words ai

them to the point, in the business laid upon d

from one period to another; and greatly have

been comforted and strengthened, in this my wa

when I have found my exercises have been in a

cordance with the faithful, either of the prese

day, or those who have passed away. But I ha

not always been careful enough, sorrow has be.

the result ; temptations yet await in this lone

path, a whispering, why not do and be as otha

who are better than I'l Then the first and ear.

injunction presses for place: ' This is the way,' &

I cannot be too thankful, that the rod and st.|

still corrects and comforts me." _i

" 2lsl.—Thy letter written Seventh-day ti]

received, giving account of the further afflictK

dispensation. It was a great surprise, and C|

feelings were, indeed, deeply afl'ected ; it seems

through as if the case was nearly our own. I

not tcdl what to say, the subject feels so serious

Wisdom is profitable to direct us in

things, while we believe that our life, &c., are

His hands, who will do right."

" 29th.—Thy letter has been received and re

with much interest. It was all touching, but

account of that little boy who died there, was

unusual moving case throughout. How dumb

are, when dealing with children ;
we do not

ourselves believe they understand much or tb

much, and yet the very best sense is often all
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md our duty is, to cherish it. What could have

leen more striking than his appeal, ' Can't thee

iray for me V Then, as if there was no tin;e to

Dse, and being ready himself, broke forth in all

be fullness of feeling, with such a sound ejacul

ion or little prayer ; one thing only, and yet, all

re need, ' mercy.' I do not remember ever bein;

jore sensible of true prayer, nor for the moment
usness of our responsibility, who have little folks

deal with."

^^First month, 1844.—I bear you in very tender

emembrance, having sorrowed in your .sorrow anc

artook, I trust, with you, according to my mea
lire of a quiet settlement of mind, as regards that

recious little child, who was too good and too pure

3 be trusted here. ' Too ripe for heaven, to tarry

)ng on earth.'
"

" 3/(7.—Yesterday was yonr Monthly Meeting
;

ope thou and both got there, and that the

ttle ones were cared for. That account E. F.

ave thee, was remarkable, and showing the wo-

lan's faith. When the little ones are left sincerely

1 the care of our great Caretaker ; and with sin-

3re hearts we meet to worship Him, we may with

lith trust. I have been thinking this evening, if

lere was more sincerity and simplicity of heart,

would be better for us as a Society. I just now
;member dear Sarah Cresson's communication to

9 in our women's Monthly Meeting, shortly after

le ' separation.' She spoke so feelingly, ' No mat-

!r how low we are, so that we are preserved from

espair.' That was a day of close besetmcnt and
ial, and so is this."

From the Leisure Hour.

Snbalpine Railways.

While so much is heard about Piedmont and
'ranee, it may be interesting to call attention to a

reat work of engineering skill and art, which is

kely to have a more lasting influence than any

olitieal event, on the relations of the two coun-

ies.

That George Stephenson was right, when he

lid that " tunnels were a nuisance, and ought by
11 means to be avoided if possible," is a trutji

nown to many a disappointed shareholder. The
id millions needlessly and injuriously sunk in

lese odious perforations, here in England, are a

id reuiiniscence to too many amongst us. There
re, however, in the development of the great rail-

ay system, situations in which tunnelling becomes
Q obvious necessity; and this is clearly the case

hen great mountain-ranges cross the line of route,

ad pre-eminently so in respect of that great Al-

ine chain which separates Italy from the rest of

le continent of Europe. Much interest has been

;lt through all classes of our travelling population,

1 the great question of sub-alpine tunnelling; and
s the operations are now so far advanced that

)me reports of real progress have reached this

Duutry, a brief notice of the matter may be ac-

jptable to our readers.

In common with others not in the secret, we had
urselves formed vague, and, as it seems, erroneous
leas of the nature of the machinery which, it was
:ated, was to be employed in perforating the base

f the Alpine barrier dividing Piedmont from
'ranee. * * * # *

It appears, from the report sent to the Academy
f Sciences at Paris, by M. Manebrea, a member
f tiie Piedmontese Parliament, that the real ope-

ation of tLe machine is confined to the boring of

oles, for blasting in the ordinary way; and that

lie advantages of this system over the older ones
onsist simply in the possibility of boring a great

umber of holes at one time, with, of course, the

uperior speed and eflGciency obtained by mechani-

cal, as compared with animal power. The holes

once made, the rock is blasted, and the rubbish

removed in the usual manner.

This, divested of needless technicalities, is, by

M. Manebrea's account, all that has been done by
the adoption of machinery in t"his grand under-

taking. By keeping this in view, and imagining

the operations to be carried on simultaneously at

each end of the proposed tunnel, it will be under-

stood that the chief object gained is the abbrevia-

tion of the time required for the completion of tlie

work. This, under the old method of mining,

would have extended to a period of thirty-six

years—rather a disheartening " look-out" for some

of the present generation ; but now it is hoped

that the sub-alpine tunnel, opening the glorious

land of Italy to northern Europe, as it has never

been opened before, will be completed in the short

space of six years.

The actual length of subterraneous road between

Modane and Bardoneche, will be about nine Eng-
lish miles, while that which is spoken of as in-

tended to open the communication between Italy

and South Germany will, it is said, be sixteen

miles long. It will readily be understood by the

general reader, that the usual mode of expediting

such works as these, by sinking shafts from above

at different points, so as to allow of several gangs

of miners being employed simultaneously, is in this

case inapplicable, as many thousand feet of granite

and other rook stand perpendicularly over the line

of the tunnel. The expeditious mode which we
have described, is all the more valuable on this

account.

Some very interesting particulars remain to be

noticed ; the first of which is the nature of the

power employed. We remember seeing, a year or

two since, in one of the Turin journals, a sugges-

tion by a Piedmontese engineer as to the possibility

of making the water-power, which nature so abun-

dantly provides in the Alpine regions, perform all

the work which, in flat countries, is necessarily

thrown upon the steam-horse. Thus, it was stated

that water might be employed to haul up trains

upon steep inclines to about half the height at-

tained by the present carriage roads, and to pro-

pel them through the tunnels, which, entering the

mountains at that elevation, would, of course, be

very much less costly and slow of execution. A
very ingenious application of water has certainly

been adopted in the case now before us, with com-

plete success, as a substitute for steam-power. The
ater is not, however, the direct agent ; it is cm-

ployed only to act as an air-condenser, and the air

hus condensed becomes a vastly more manageable,

ind not less effective power, than the water itself

would have been. To effect this, a simple yet ef-

fectual plan is adopted, which we shall attempt to

describe.

Most readers will know what is meant by a

syphon, it being nothing more than a tube bent

into somewhat the form of the letter U. The
yphon, when in use, has its ends turned down-

wards
; but in this case the bent tube, of propor-

tionate dimensions, has them turned up. Into one

d of this tube, the water from above is let fall,

of course forcibly driving the air before it up into

the other branch, and, its escape being prevented,

condensing it. A reservoir is connected with this

end, which the condensed air is allowed to enter by

a valve, and this is ultimately charged with air at

' six atmospheres" of pressure, constituting a power

ully as effective as any steam-boiler or water-wheel

could supply.

Any one who has seen an air-gun in use fan

ve no difiiculty in conceiving that condensed air

is the moving power of the machinery connected

with sub-iilpinc tunnelling. The same agency
might be employed in many instances, in which
steam is now considered indispensable. In many
parts of our own country, a water-power capable

of condensing air for charging locomotives to any
possible required extent might easily be found

;

while it is well worth considering how far the sta-

tionary engine might in this way be substituted for

the fiery locomotive. Should this idea ever be
reduced to practice, it will be satisfactory to think

that at least o?ie danger of the iron road—that

from fire—is done away with ; while the nuisances

of smoke and gas would cease to act as draw-
backs to the railway traveller's comfort and en-

joyment.

Another very curious and interesting phenome-
non has been developed—for it is not now for the

first time brought to light—in connection with the

uses of compressed air, namely, its congealing or

refrigerating power. It would seem that, as soon

as a stream of air, issuing from a reservoir, where
it has been held at a pressure of six atmospheres,

passes into the mine, all water in its neighbourhood
suddenly congeals, or freezes, even although the

surrounding temperature be as high as 72"^ Fah-
renheit. It is observed upon this point, that as

the great distance from the surface will render the

interior of the subalpine tunnel very warm, the

injection of cold air for ventilating purposes,

(which, we should have mentioned before, forms

an essential part of the plan adopted by the Pied-

montese engineers,) will have the happy effect of

equalizing the temperature, as well as supplying

fresh air for respiration and all other require-

ments.

Granting that air escaping from a given pres-

sure of six atmospheres will freeze water when
brought into contact with it, and that it will do
this in any climate, and under all possible circum-

stances, it follows that a method of supplying so

essential a necessary of life and preserver of

health in warm climates, and so acceptable an
addition to comfort even in our northern latitudes,

must, sooner or later, attract the attention of

scientific men and of the public at large. In the
" Mechanics' Magazine" for 18.51, there was an

account of a machine, invented by Dr. Gorrie. of

New Orleans, by means of which water is frozen

in large quantities by exposure to condensed air,

in the act of its subsequent expansion. It is

worked by either hand or steam power. We re-

member hearing, some years ago, of something

like this naturally occurring in a German mine,

where a rush of water and air taking place simul-

taneously, from under great pressure, into the

atmosphere, the water was frozen and fell about in

small balls of ice.

As to ventilation, a great deal has been written

upon the presumed impossibility of ventilating a

tunnel passing under the Alps ; and calculations

have been made in the most elaborate way, of the

cubic measurement of air destroyed by every loco-

motive which enters the tube. It is singular that

any engineer should have been so ignorant of the

power of Wilkinson's "iron bellows," or "steam
blower," now so generally used in blast furnaces of

every sort, as to doubt the possibility of throwing

by its means a stream of air into the very heart

of the tunnel. Whatever other objections may be

urged against these colossal works of human skill

and daring, there can be no doubt that they are

capable of being supplied most abundantly and

cheaply with the " vital fluid" for any number of

passengers, and any possible waste of air by the

engines.

Such are some of the reflections naturally sug^

ested by a perusal of the report alluded to, and
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which is, we believe, the first reliable information

as to -what is actually doing in reference to the

great undertaking of sub-alpine tuDtels, necessary

as they are to the completion of the European

system of iron roads, from -which so much is ex-

pected in the promotion of harmony and good will

between man and man, and between nation and

nation. Mere knowledge will not do all that we

rccjuire ; but free intercommunication will doubt-

less do much, by tending to the removal of that

barrier to all improvement—ignorance.

For " The Friend."

BlOGRirniCAl SKETCHES

Of Ministers and Elders and other concerned members
of the Yearly Meeting of Philadelphia.

CContinued from page 12.)

THE PLEASANTS FAMILY OF VIRGINIA.

JOHN AND JANE PLEASANTS.

John Pleasants, the first settler, bearing that

name, in Virginia, was born in the city of Norwich,

old England, some years previously to 1650.

When he had arrived at man's estate, he was sent

over to America as a factor for a merchant, and

after some time took up his abode at Curies, in

Henrico county, '\"irgiiiia. His education had,

without doubt, been in the established church, but

ho was convinced of the Truth as held by Friends,

and became an honest, humble walker therein, and

suffered in support of the Truth he professed. About

the year 1670, he was married to Jane, the widow

of Captain Samuel Tucker, from Bristol. There

was, at that time, no Monthly Meeting of Friends,

in the neighbourhood of Curies, and probably not

in Virginia. Being unable, therefore, to lay their

intentions before a meeting of that sort, they con-

vened a company of Friends and other.s, in his own
store-house, before whom they made public that

they intended marriage with each other. Having

thus given opportunity for any who thought they

had cause to object to come forward, and none ap-

pearing, they some time afterwards went to a pub-

lic meeting of Friends held in York county, where

the marriage was solemnized. By this connection

John cbtained a valuable help-meet, as re.^pects

time and eternity. She was an earnest advocate

for the Truth, a practical living example thereof

in her own conduct and conversation, and was

dowed with a gift in the ministry of the gospel of

Christ. A testimony concerning him says, " They
lived together many years in a comfortable and

exemplary manner, agreeable to the principles of

Truth, and were diligent in attending meetings,

well those at a distance as that at Curies, in the

settlement whereof they were the principal in-

struments in the hand of Providence. He was a

man so generally respected amongst his neigh-

bours, that without his solicitation he was twice

chosen representative for the county." The ofiEce,

however, he never filled, as he was conscientiously

restrained from taking the customary oaths. After

a life of usefulness in the community, and of faith-

ful dedication in the church militant, he was called

to the recompense of reward, about the year 1698.

His memorial adds, " As he was much beloved, so

he was much missed by his neighbours, friends

and family."

Of his widow, a memorial says, she " was zeal-

ous for the cause of Truth, and had a gift in the

ministry which was very acceptable to Friends,

and particularly serviceable at that early time in a

wilderness country, the good effect whereof was
very visible in the place where she lived for a long

time." She survived her beloved husband, and

although advanced in age, was very diligent in the

attendance of religious meetings, and earnest in

fulfilling her social duties. As long as her bodily

trength enabled her, she rode on horseback by

herself; but becoming feeble, several ye'irs before

her death, she rode behind one of her servants

;

" and so," adds her memorial, " continued to visit

Friends, and attend meetings, to near the last pe-

riod of her time." She " departed this life in a

good old age, in the year 1708."

JOHN PLEASANTS, THE SECOND.

John Pleasants, eldest son of John and Jane

Pleasants, was born at Curies, in the year 1671.

He was early visited by the Lord's Holy Spirit,

throu'i-h submission to which he became convinced

of the Truth, and, in the words of a memorial con-

cernincr him, " was in a good degree faithful to the

measure of (Jraee, he had received, which enabled

him to suffer persecution for the cause of Truth,

and to be serviceable iu his day and station." He
married Dorothy Caircy, daughter of Thomas
Caircy, of the county of Warwick. She proved a

valuable and exemplary wife. They were con-

cerned to govern their family of six children in the

fear of the Lord, and his grace accompanying it,

caused their labours to be blessed. Says his me-

morial, " He was a good neighbour, a loving hus-

band, a kind master, and a tender father, whom it

pleased the Lord to call from works to rewards in

the prime of life." He died in the year 1713,

aged about forty-two years.

testimony against priest's wages, and was once im-

prisoned on that account." * * He " left a prettj

numerous offspring, some of them young, for whose

eternal welfare, we have great reason to believe.

he was particularly solicitous. Being once verj

ill, while on a visit to Friends at some distance

from home, he seemed most ardently to desire thai

he might finish his course among his dear children

in order that he might have an opportunity at thai

awful period to enforce his advices, and promote

the cause of God, to which he was much devoted

to the last."

His death took place at his own dwelling.

Eleventh mo. 24th, 1744.

CTo be continued.)

Selected.

DARE TO BE RIGHT.

Pare to be right ! dare to he true I

You have a work that no other can do.

Do it so bravely, so kindly, so well,

As to gladden all heaven, and silence all hell.

Dare to be right I dare to be true 1

Other men's failures can never save yon
;

Stand by your conscience, your honour, your fai

Stand like a hero, and battle till death.

Dare to be right ! dare to be true 1

Keep the great judgment-seat always in view;

Look at your work as you '11 look at it then,

Scanned by Jehovah, and angels, and men.

THOMAS PLEASANTS.

Thomas, the eldest son of the last named Friends,

John and Dorothy Pleasants, was born Ninth mo,

3d, 1695. He was blest with a good natural un-

derstanding, and his father procured for him the

advantage of a good literary education, whilst en

deavouring to bring him up in the nurture and ad-

monition of the Lord. The advantages he derived

from the care and religious oversight of his parents

were manifest, and although still in his minority at

the time of his father's death, and deprived thereby

of his advice in that critical period of life, yet he

was preserved in outward innocence amongst men,

and in a good degree of holy stability and faithful-

ness before the Lord.

As he increased in age, he married Mary, a

daughter of liobert Jordan, and a sister of Robert,

the eminent minister of that name, and thereby be-

ing furnished with a companion, of a religious cha-

racter, he still grew in grace, and gave proof of

increased dedication to the Lord's will. In the

twenty-ninth year of his age, [1724,] he was called

to the work of the ministry. He accompanied his

brother-in-law, liobert Jordan, in 1725, on a reli-

gious visit to Friends of Maryland. Robert styles

hira " a hopeful minister."

His memorial says, " He laboured both amongst

Friends and other people, where no meetings had
been before, much to the satisfaction of all." His

labours were " much confined to his own country,

where there was much need of faithful labourers.

lie was not discouraged at the smallness of the

number from endeavouring to discharge his duty,

as well amongst Friends belonging to the adjacent

meetings, as those at a distance, and was instru

mental in the convincement of several in the upper

parts of the colony, as well as in the settlement of

two or three meetings. He wrote an epistle a few

years before his death, directed to Friends in every

station, but more particularly the ministers, which

tends to confirm that his diligence and labours pro-

ceeded from an earnest concern for the promotion

of Truth and a right gospel ministry. Indeed he

was a man much devoted to the service of Truth

and was a considerable sufferer for bearing his

Dare to be right I dare to be true !

Love may deny you its sunshine and dew.

Let the dew fail, for then showers shall be given

Dew is from earth, but the showers are from heave

Dare to be right ! dare to be true I

God, who created you, cares for you too

;

Bottles the tears that his striving ones shed

—

Counts and protects every ha'ir of your head.

Dare to be right! dare to be true 1

Cannot Omnipotence carry you through ?

City, and mansion, and throne all in sight.

Can you not dare to be true and be right?

Dare to be right ! dare to be true I

The sun may burn red, and the planets burn bla

God may toss back the systems to chaos again.

But his promise forever is yea and amen.

Dare to be right! dare to be true!

Prayerfully, lovingly, firmly pursue
The pathway by saints and by seraphim trod.

The pathway that climbs to the city of (iod.

'G. L. Taylor.

TO THE YOUTH.
Ye rising youth, the hope of future times,

You who have felt the cords of heavenly love,

To draw and disengage you from the world,

Keep near that quick'ning, vivifying power,
That freed from bondage Israel's favour'd suns;

So shall you grow to glad paternal care.

And stand as warriors in defence of Truth,

On you the important cause must soon devolve
;

Oh I be you faithful, upright, and sincere.

That Sion thus may shake herself, and shine

With the bright lustre other ancient days.

thatKidnappers in Kansas.—It is stated,

organized band of kidnappers is at the preser

time keeping the coloured population of Kansas i

constant alarm. Their victims are selected priiJ

cipally from among the Arkansas exiles, who,
few years since, were driven from that State, aD

took up their abode in Kansas. Their free paper

it is alleged, are taken from them by the kidnaj

pers, and destroyed, and they are then coerce

into the admission that they are runaway slave

when they are taken into Missouri, and sold for

more Southern market.
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For " The Friend."

In looking over the " Transactions of the Medi-

cal Society of the State of Pennsylvania," at its

session recently held in Philadelphia, we were

struck with the justice of many of the remarks

contained in the loUowing extract from the report

of the " Indiana County Medical Society." We
believe that the experience of physicians is almost

uniform, respecting the very injurious eflfects of

tobacco upon the human system, and that whether

its poisonous principle is introduced by smoking,

chewing, or snuffing, it always so deteriorates the

nervous system, as materially to interfere with a

healthful performance of its functions in some one

or more ot the organs ; often produces disease that

undeimiues both physical and mental strength, and

invariably renders its victim less able to throw oif

maladies not originating from its use, than those

who have not subjected themselves to the bondage

it imposes upon its lovers. There are serious con-

siderations of responsibility connected with some
of the views presented in this report, that ought to

induce every one who has been betrayed into the

habitual use of this narcotic, to abandon it at once,

even though they may think they have and will

themselves escape unharmed.

TOBACCO.
Most persons are sati^hed that many of the

hereditary diseases are increasing among us, with

fearful rapidity. We cannot help pausing at

times, and ask ourselves the question, Why is

this so? What is the cause or causes of this

change in the human family? No one will doubt

that there are many causes for it; but, by ex-

amining one by one, the supposed or real causes,

carefully and impartially, we must say that the

excessive use of tobacco, so common in our coun-

try for many years past, is the principal. No arti-

cle so injurious to the human economy is in so gene-

ral use—we might say universal use. The habit is

so common, that persons not addicted to it might

be termed exceptions. Wood & Baehe, in the

United States Dispensatory, speaking of the effects

of tobacco, say, that ' Tobacco, when used in ex-

cess, enfeebles digestion, produces emaciation, and
general debility ; and lays the foundation of seri-

ous nervous disorders—sometimes mental disorder,

closely resembling delirium tremens.' It is liable

to disorder the digestive organs, and produce gene-

ral debility. Can the blood be in a healthy state

during the use of an accumulative toxic principle ?

I think not. If the blood is not affected, why the

emaciation and serious nervous derangement ? Is

not the blood the source from which the component
parts of every tissue derives its material ? The
modification of its elements must then modify the

secretory—the nutrient, as well as the nervous ac-

tion.

Are not hereditary diseases produced by some
primary modification in the constitution or elements

of the blood ? It is well known, that this agent

will affect the system, applied locally, taken into

the mouth, or inhaled into the lungs. It

proved latal in many cases, administered in di

cut forms. In all tUe defects and changes in the

blood, each particle must participate, and the

solids suffer in proportion to their physiological

relation ; hence the corresponding changes in th(

secretions.

The nervous derangement is another evidence

of its destructive property, as the nervous system
is subject to influences through the blood, and is

deeply implicated in all the phenomena of the livi:

being, in health and disease.

I think it will not bo disputed that the system of

the tobacco chewer and smoker becomes saturated

*ith the substance; for instance, subject one of

them to a process, like what the hydropathist calls

jpacking, and then examine the linen. I need not

offer more.

Now, the main question maybe put: Can an
healthy being, diseased, poisoned, and emaciated,

get the reverse ? We all know that there are

certain tendencies and predispositions ; and these

are generally inherited. Will not everything that

impairs health, and depresses the vital organism,

favour the natural tendency ? We have the law

that the ' parents eat sour grapes, and the chil-

dren's teeth are set on edge.' We have no evi-

dence that the persons eating the grapes suffered

like the children.

W^e may venture one step further. Is not this

habit the foundation of drunkenness in our land ?

By an impartial investigation, we not only find

disease produced, but morbid appetites. It is not

often that we see a person fond of strong drink,

that is not a slave to tobacco in some form. In

most of our villages and towns, we see boys from

seven to ten years of age, chewing and smoking.

If we watch their course, the majority of them will

be drunkards at twenty-five.

Many are of opinion that it is the tasting of in-

toxicating drinks that makes t'ae drunkard ; close

investigation will not sustain this opinion. Many
years ago, these western counties were studded

with small distilleries, and the young men that

were raised up about them, are among the most

temperate in their neighbourhood ; many of them
not tasting a drop. Occasionally you will meet

with one addicted to strong drink ; in these in-

stances you generally find that they spent much
time in idleness, and used tobacco in some form;

and had companions with the same habits.

I have neither time nor ability to do justice to

this subject, nor in a report of this kind is it ex-

pected ; but I wished to notice it merely, that the

subject may be taken up by those who are able to

do justice to one of so much magnitude.

For "Tlie Friend."

Robert Barclay's Apology for the true christian

Divinity, as held and believed in by the Society of

Friends, has always been regarded as a sound and

true exposition of their faith, by all the substantial

members. Some time in the past century, a Friend

loaned a copy of it to a person not belonging to

the Society, and after reading it, he returned the

following note, expressing his conviction of its truth.

For Barclay's learned Apology is due,

My heariy thanks and gratitude to you.

The more I read, the more my wonder 's raised,

1 viewed him often, and as often praised
;

Commanding reason through the whole design,

And thoughts sublime appear in every line.

Sure some diviner spirit did inspire

His pregnant genius with celestial fire

;

In what he writes seems more than man to be,

Throughout the whole of his Divinity.

Long had I censured with stupendous rage,

And blamed their tenets with a foolish age,

Thought nothing could appear in their defence,

Till liarclay shone with all the rays of sense.

No more with the censorious world I '11 sin,

Condemning those who own the light within

;

If they can see with Barclay's piercing eyes,

The world may deem them fools, but they are wis

In reference to his Apology, Robert Barclay

says :
" What I have written comes more from my

heart than from my head ; what I have heard with

the ears of my soul, and seen with my inward eyes,

and my hands have handled of the Word of life.

Wh 1 hath been inwardly manifested to me of the

things of God, that do I declare ; not so much re-

gar 'ing the eloquence and excellency of speech, as

desiring to demonstrate the efficacy and operation

of truth. And if I err sometimes in the former, it

) great matter; for I act not here the gram-
marian, or the orator, but the christian ; and there-
lore in this I have followed the certain rule of the
Divine Light, and of the Holy Scriptures."

In his address to the clergy, he says, " Your
school divinity, which taketh up almost a man's
hole lifetime to learn, brings not a whit nearer

to God, neither makes any man less wicked, or

more righteous than he was. Therefore hath God
aid aside the wise and learned, and the disputer,

of this world ; and hath chosen a few despicable

and unlearned instruments, as to letter learning, as

he did fishermen of old, to publish his pure and
naked truth, and to free it of these mists and fogs

wherewith the clergy hath clouded it, that the

people might admire and maintain them. Among
ral others whom God hath chosen to make

known these things, seeing I also have received

measure, grace to be a dispenser of the same
gospel, it seemed good unto me, according to my
duty, to offer unto you these propositions; which,

though short, yet are weighty, comprehending
much, and declaring what the true ground of

knowledge is, even that knowledge which leads to

life eternal ; which is here witnessed of, and the

testimony thereof left unto the light of Christ in all

your consciences."

That kuowledge which is life eternal, and the

way to obtain it, are referred to in the following

propositions :

" Seeing the height of all happiness is placed in

the true knowledge of God, ' this is life eternal to

know thee the only true God, and Jesus Christ

whom thou hast sent,' the true and right under-

standing of this foundation, and ground of know-
ledge, is that which is most necessary to be known
and believed in the first place." " Seeing 'no man
knoweth the Father but the Son, and he to whom
the Son revealeth Him,' and seeing the revelation

of the Son is in and by the Spirit, therefore the

testimony of the Spirit is that alone by which the

true knowledge of God hath been, is, and can be

only revealed. As by the moving of his own Spi-

rit, he converted the chaos of this world into that

wonderful order wherein it was in the beginning,

and created man a living soul, to rule and govern

it, so by the revelation of the same Spirit, he hath

manifested himself all along unto the sons of men,

both patriarchs, prophets, and apostles ; which re-

velations of God by the Spirit, whether by outward

voices and appearances, or inward objective mani-

festations in the heart, were of old the formal object

of their faith, and remain yet so to be; since the

object of the saint's faith is the same in all ages,

though set forth under divers administrations.

Moreover these divine inward revelations, which

we make absolutely necessary for the building up

of true faith, neither do nor can ever contradict

the outward testimony of the Scriptures, or right

and sound reason. Yet from hence it will not fol-

low, that these divine revelations are to be sub-

jected to the examination, either of the outward

testimony of the Scriptures, or of the natural rea-

son of man, as to a more noble or certain rule or

touchstone. For this divine revelation and inward

illumination, is that which is evident and clear of

itself, forcing by its own evidence and clearness,

the well disposed understanding to assent, irresisti-

bly moving the same thereunto ; even as the com-

mon principles of natural truths move and incline

the mind to a natural assent—as that the whole is

greater than its part; that two contradictory say-

ings, cannot be both true, nor both false."

We have had no member of our religious Soci-

ety, who has so fully, and with such force and

clearness, set forth the doctrines of the christian

religion, as held by Friends, and the operation of
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the Holy Spirit in tbe work of regeneration, and
the performance of the various duties in the wor-
ship of Almighty God, and in the services of the

church, as our highly gifted and honourable Friend,

Robert Barclay. However some worldly members
may now strive to lay waste the Apology, for the
want of that spiritual understanding and discern

ment, with which he was divinely favoured in an
extraordinary degree, and because of their unwill-
ingness to submit to the religion of the cross of
Christ in their own hearts as inculcated by hi

their shafts will fall to the ground, and fail to de-

stroy the unchangeable truths which it declares,

and multitudes now living and of those yet unborn,
will own the work, and maintain its christian doc-

trines, as in strict accordance with the revelations

of the Holy Spirit in themselves, and the testimony
of the Holy Scriptures. We would advise our
beloved young Friends to read the work carefully

and seriously, and we believe that in the light of

the Lord, its truth will be sealed upon their under-
standings, and contribute to their love of the things

of God's kingdom, and strengthen their desires to

be found following the Lord Jesus, our Saviour
and Redeemer, in the path which he casts up.

No work written by a Friend, we believe has been
so instrumental in convincing others of the sound-
ness of our faith as this has. It has been presented
to men in high stations, in the different govern-
ments in Christendom, as an official and regularly
acknowledged exhibit of the religious principles ot

the Society of Friends, from its rise to the present
day.

From the British Friend.

Ccmarlis on John S. Rowntree's "(Inakerism, Past

and Present."

(Continued from page 2.)

Tke Holy Scriptures.—In seeking for reasons
for the alleged decadence of the Society, it is ob-
vious to the readers of this essay, that in default
of better evidence the author has freely availed
himself of the oft-refuted calumnies, with which
the Society was assailed during the early stages of

its existence. He not only charges the Society
with undervaluing the Scriptures, but says also

that some thought " it a part of their profession to

avoid the regular daily reading of Holy Scripture,"

(p. 54;) and that "the consequences" were
wide-spread ignorance of scriptural truth, most
hurtful to the growth of vital religion," (p. 175.)
He adds :

" It may easily be understood how con
siderable was this deficiency of intelligent scriptura
knowledge, which existed in the Society, previous
to the close of the last century

; at which period
the daily family reading of the insrired volume
was recommended by London Yearly Meeting,
and this practice has been generally adopted," (p.

The legitimate inference from this is, that until

the close of the last century, the Society had never
before urged upon its members the reading of the
Scriptures as an incumbent duty, and that when
it did so, " the practice had been generally adopt-
ed." This would be, if true, a heinous delinquency
in any religious body, and more particularly in one
which especially professed true spiritual Christian-
ity. So serious a charge, when so confidently al-

leged, ought to have been supported by irrefragable
evidence, or never to have been made. The charge
is incapable of proof, and is unfounded in fact. It
is a libel on the Society. Its complete refutation
is easy, and maybe given in a few words. In
thirty-eight of the one hundred " London Yearly
Meeting Epistles," issued by the Society in the
eighteenth century, "the frequent and diligent
reading of the Holy Scriptures" is earnestly and

energetically recommended as " an incumbent duty practice had been generally adopted !" It maybe
on Friends," (1709,) and the query as to the fre- observed, too, that whilst he studiously ignored the
quent reading of the Holy Scriptures was insti- Friends in America as members in the census of

1696, and Monthly the Society, yet he has no objection to consider
them as brethren, when endeavouring to discover

tuted for Yearly Meeting;

Meetings, 1755.

It is therefore indisputable, that so far from
the Society having even negatively discouraged
the reading of the Scriptures, it has, ever since its

first establishment to the present time, considered
the subject as of the highest importance, and never
ceased with apostolic earnestness to advise its

members to " a frequent reading of the Holy
Scriptures."

With these records of the Society before us, the
essayist cannot be surprised, if we differ with h"

causes for his " decadence."

Leaving those unsupported assertions and incon-
sistencies to the judgment of our readers, we shall
content ourselves by observing, that after havin<'
mixed much with both the ministers and people of
other religious denominations for many years, we
are most decidedly of the opinion, that, if we ex-
cept the ministers, there is no other religious So-
ciety, in which its members have a better know-
ledge of the Scriptures, or a more intelligent ap-

when he says—It may easily be understood how preciation of gospel truths, than the members of
considerable was this deficiency of intelligent scrip
tural knowledge which existed in the Society,"

—

for we confess we can neither understand nor cre-

dit it. Nor do we know where any evidences of it

are to be obtained. We are tolerably conversant
with Friends' books of the seventeenth, eighteenth
and nineteenth centuries, but in them we have
searched in vain for " this deficiency." We have
conversed with the living, and see it not in them.
We have looked into the pages of contemporary
authors with the like success. On the contrary,

]

Society. We are q°uit'e d"ispo"'sed tradmU that'
from all these sources of information, as well as'

'

the Society of Friends
; and numerous as are the

errors in the book before us, there is not one, we
conceive, so utterly destitute of everything that is

requisite to command our credence, or that so
needlessly and recklessly exposes the Society to
unjust and unmerited reprobation.

Marriage.—The author gives us a long disserta-
tion on this subject, and dwells especially on the
hardship inflicted on parties who have been dis-

owned for marrying contrary to the rules of the

from reliigious ministrations in meetings
,
as well as the exercise of its disciplinary rules, the Society

_ for worship, may not at all times have exercised that christian
luu the answers to the queries, we have derived charity and forbearance which ou^ht to influence
uch information as impels us to precisely an oppo- ^its decisions ; and that in some Monthly Meetinas

.ite conclusion. Whoever has read the Society's I there has been a closer adherence to the letter of
literature, commencing with George Fox, and con- the law, than to its constitutional spirit and inten-
cluding with Stephen Grellet, cannot but bear tion. Nay more, we admit that where the disci-
ffilling testiu.ony to the thorough knowledge of the pline has been administered by those members who
Scriptures, which is displayed in these truly esti- were not " rightly exercised"—who were not touch-
mable works. - Even in those of the early Friends, Ud with a feeling of their own infirmities, and who
which were written at a time when copies of the sought rather to execute the law than to lure back
Bible were comparatively scarce and costly, there a wandering sheep into the fold-it may have and
IS ample evidence of a most intimate acquaintance doubtless has happened, that a serious wron^ has
with the " best of books.

In the Epistles, written and printed, as well as

in every other official document issued by the So-
ciety, from the earliest times to the present day,
the authority of the Scriptures are unequivocally
recognized, and passages from them are frequently
quoted in confirmation of its principles and the

advice which they may contain.

In the Society's schools, the most sedulous atten-

tion has long been, and continues to be paid to the
instruction of the children in scriptural knowledge

;

and the members of the Society have been among
the foremost and most earnest supporters of the
British and Foreign Bible Society.

And yet, with all this concurrent testimony to

been inflicted. Yet this is incident to the ad^ __

istration of all laws, and necessarily arises from the
imperfections of our nature; but it is absurd to
contend that, because of this imperfection in ad-
ministering them, all rules of discipline should be
either altogether abrogated, or so constructed as to
deprive them of all penal force.

J. S. Rowntree freely admits that " mixed" mar-
riages are evils, and that it is " within the legiti-

mate range of a church's duty to endeavour to
prevent the formation of such unions," (p. 147.)
And in pp. 152, 153, he says, " Experience might
have taught the Quaker legislators of the 18tb
century, th it the direction of mankind in the affair
of marriage is one of the most difficult and deli-

the unceasing efiorts of the Society to promote the cate ta.ks that can be undertaken, and that it is
acquisition^ of scriptural knowledge among its (pre-eminently one in which, whilst men maybe

Rowntree urges " its once iuade- influenced by christian counsel, by public opinion
members, J. S,

quate estimate of the value ot~the Holy Scripture,"

(p. 167,) as one of the operative causes of the So-
ciety's decline

!

Nor does his inconsistency rest here. He tells

us that the most flourishing period of the Society's
existence was in the first half century of its his-

tory, when, according to his own account, the
Scriptures were undervalued ; and again he says,
the desolating heresies which, within tbe last sixty
years, swept away so many thousand members in

Ireland and America, were officially recognized as
caused by a defective acquaintance with Scripture;
notwithstanding he tells us in the sentence imme-
diately preceding, that the daily family reading of
the Scriptures had been generally adopted at the
close of the last century. So that, according to

his prize essay, the Society flourished, when the
regular daily reading of the Bible was "avoided,"
and was rife in heresies and declension, " when this

by education, and by persuasion, it is aiso one in
which they will not be driven or dragooned. The
latter was chosen by the Quakers of the ' middle
age,' and has been maintained, with little relaxa-
tion, to the present day. . We consider it as the
most influential proximate cause of the numerical
decline of the Society."

(To b6 continuBd.J

Old Families Dying Out.—It is stated in an
English paper, in speaking of the failure in descent
in many of the families of the nobility, that of the
twenty-five Barons who were appointed to enforce
the observance of the Magna Charta, there is not
now in the House of Peers a single male descend-
ant.

It is often better to pray for tho3e who are mis-
taken, than to dispute with them.

\
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The Value of a Loiuloii Dust. Heap.—From
an article ou the Loiidou poor, ia the July number

of the Quarterly Review, we clip the foUovviug ex-

tract. It is a quotation from a book culled " The
Missing Link."

" The contents of every dust bin in this vast

London are carried away periodically. The dust-

man receives a small gratuity from each house-

holder, and when he has collected a cart load, he

demands another shilling at the gate of the Fad-

dington wharves, as he deposits it within their pre-

ciuts. A dust heap is very valuable to the eon-

tractor, and a large one is said to be worth four or

five thousand pounds. It has to be silted, sorted

and disposed of. We can give but a slight idea of

its miscellaneous contents. Its chief constituent

element is cinders, mixed with bits of coal, from

the carelessness or waste of thousands of servants,

which the searchers pick out of the heap to be sold

forthwith. The largest and best of the cinders are

also selected for the use of laundresses and braziers

whose purpose they answer better than coke. Tht

far greater remainder is called breeze, because it is

the portion left after the wind has blown the cin-

der dust from it, through large upright iron sieves,

held and shaken elbow-high by the women who
stand in the heap, whilst men tbrow up the stuff

into the sieves. The breeze and ashes also are

sold to brickmakers, the ashes are mixed with the

clay of the bricks, and the breeze is used as fuel to

burn between their layers.

" But the heap likewise includes soft ware and

hardware. The former includes all vegetable and

animal matter— all that will decompose. All these

are carried off to be employed as manure. Stale

fi^h and dead cats come into this list, the skins of

the latter being stripped off' by the sifters, who can

sell them for \d. or ^d., according to their colour,

white being most in request. The hardware does

not merely mean broken pottery, though of this

there is great abundance. Part of the pottery is

matched and mended by the women who find it,

and becomes their perquisite; the rest, with the

oyster shells, is sold to make new roads. But
'hardware' in the dust heap means rags, which go

to the paper-makers; bones, which go to the bone

boilers; old iron, brass and lead, to salesmen of

those metals; broken glass, to old glass shops;

old carpets, old mattresses, old boxes, old pails,

old baskets, broken tea boards, candlesticks, old

fenders, old silk handkerchiefs, knives and salt-

cellars—not forgetting old shoes, which go in

baskets to the translators, who turn old shoes into

new; everything, in short, that the householder

Las thought not worth mending, besides many a

wasteful addition which the masters never knew,
from mansions where recklessness and extrava-

gance bear rule.

" Some of the contents are the sifter's perquisite

—a certain amount of cinders and as much paper
and wood as they can carry, and corks or bottles,

by which alone some boast they can find themselves

;d shoe-leather
;

pill boxes also and gallipots are

their lawful property. Jewelry, silver forks and
spoons, and money are occasionally found, and too

jften appropriated by the finder. One day, a

jheck for a considerable sum was discovered among
;he waste paper."

—

Ledger.

THS FRIBND.
NINTH MONTH

Our readers are probably familiar with the gene-

al features of the dreadful massacre of the Ma-
:onites or quasi-Christians, inhabiting Mouut Le-

banon, in Syria, which has recently occurred ; and

the details of which have been spread before the

civilized world, and shocked the sensibilities of

every one capable of feeling. It has been well

known that ever since the stipulation entered into

by the Sultan of Turkey, in 1856, with England
and France, that thereafter his christian subjects

should be entitled to equal rights and protection

as the iMohammodans, the latter have allowed their

long-cherished and fanatical hatred of every one

professing Christianity, to be greatly inflamed and

embittered. Wherever and whenever they could

do so, they have forcibly resisted the action of the

" Hatti Humaigoun," as the decree of the Sultan

is designated, so that in almost all parts of the

kingdom, it remained a dead letter. Inflamed by
the conviction that the hated " Infidel" had tri-

umphed over their head and chief, and that unless

some decisive step was speedily taken, the power of

Islam must pass away, and the followers of the

" Prophet" hereafter accept toleration and protec-

tion from the hands of those they had ever looked

upon as accursed, the ignorant and infatuated

populace, raised the cry, throughout the land, of

extermination to the " christian dogs." They de-

manded that the doctrine of conversion to Islam-

ism or death, so long carried out by the faithful

successors of the '' Prophet," should be revived

and enforced against all those who owed allegiance

to the throne of the Sultan.

The present occupant of that throne, had given

so many proofs of his desire to introduce into his

government and country, some of the improvements

of civilized nations, that his orthodoxy, as a good

Musselmau, has long been greatly doubted, aud

the apprehension expressed that he was disposed

to embrace another faith, and permit christian in-

stitutions to break up the obstinate indolence, the

ancient and barbarous habits, and the blood-thirsty

intolerance of the Turkish nation. A wide-spread

conspiracy, embracing many of the high officers of

the court and many of the principal chiefs, was

entered into; having for its objects the death or

seclusion of the reigning Sultan, aud to place his

brother—a bigotted Turk—upon the throne ; who,

when in power, should repeal the obnoxious Hatti,

and devote his infidel subjects to slavery or death.

This was in last year ; but its timely discovery by
the government, prevented its being carried into

execution ; though so extensive were the ramifica-

tions of the plot, and so numerous and influential

its originators and abettors, that the Sultan was
obliged to overlook the guilt of very many, and in-

flict but light puniohment on others.

The state of feeling existing throughout Turkey

in Asia, arising from the constantly increasing

hostility of the professors of the two creeds, has

been long known ; and expectation has been kept

excited to hear of some dreadful outbreak which

would light up a conflagration that could be extin-

guished only in blood. The Druses, who have

figured so largely in the late murderous scenes, are

a tribe of heterodox Mohammedans inhabiting

Mount Lebanon, in common with the Maronites
;

and repeated collisions between the two have served

to augment the deadly hatred that has long existed

one towards the other. It is difficult from the

conflicting statement made, to ascertain which were

the aggressors in the present instance ; but there

appears to be little doubt that tfce Druses, renew-

edly excited by the prevalent fanatical feeling, and

aware that the Turkish Pasha and his subordinates

would screen, if not co-operate with them, had

been for some time ready to rise upon the " chris-

tians," and revenge themselves for their real or

supposed injuries.

The charge has been publicly made, that the

French had been tampering with these ferocious

I

mountaineers, and had fomented the long-existing

hostility between them and the Maronites, in order

to bring about some disturbance that would afford

a pretext for their interference. But we have not

been able to discover any sufficient ground for this

grave accusation, nor could the French Emperor
have supposed that he could interfere, without the

consent aud co-operation of the other great Pow-
ers of Europe.

As we have before said, our readers are proba-
bly aware of the dreadful carnage that took place,

when these poor, benighted heathen, giving loose

to their demoniacal passions, were permitted by the

Turks to fall upon the unarmed and defenceless

Maronites. Thousands were murdered in cold

blood; women and children often sharing the same
fate as their husbands, fathers, and brothers; while

thousands of women are said to have been sold to

fill the harems of their purchasers.

The five great Powers of Europe having resolved

to interfere for the protection of the professing

christian subjects of the Sultan, he has entered

vigorously into measures for the suppression of

the murderous conflict, and to bring the aggressors

to condign punishment. He evidently fears the

result of a continued tarrianee of the troops of the

Allies in his dominion ; well knowing there are

millions of his subjects, professing a common faith

with them, who would be rejoiced to unite with

them in driving the Turks from power, and par-

celling out his provinces among the sovereigns who
have so long had a covetous eye upon them.

It is a sad reflection, that there has been a gene-

ral cry for " vengeance,—for a retribution in blood,

for the cruel crimes of these sav^ages—from the

nations professing the benign and forgiving religion

of the Prince of Peace; who came to save men's

lives, and not to destroy them. Whether from the

promptings of his own heart, or actuated by this

unmistakable demonstration of the wishes of his

christian allies, the Sultan has sent Faud Pasha,

with an army, to the scene of destruction ; clothed

with unlimited power to restore order, protect the

innocent, aud punish the guilty. In executing the

latter part of his commission, this minister has had
several hundred of the more active participants in

the massacres arrested, and by the last accounts,

already nearly two hundred of them had suffered

death. The Pasha of the province has been de-

graded and imprisoned ; and, in the spirit that ac-

tuates man in his natural state, the halter and the

sword are likely to be sedulously employed for

some time to come, in recompensing for the blojd

already shed.

There has been a stipulation obtained by the

Sultan, that the European troops landed in Syria,

shall not remain there more than six months ; and

unless there should be some extraordinary and
palpable cause for delay, Louis Napoleon will

hardly dare to violate the engagement. But the

result of this outbreak and interference, cannot be

foreseen ; and many anticipate the overthrow of

the Mohammedan dynasty and destruction of its

traditional policy, as their ultimate effect. It is

one of the inscrutable mysteries of Divine counsel,

that the Almighty has permitted so large a portion

of the finest country on the earth, including the

land which he gave to Abraham and his seed for

ever, to be, for so long a period, in possession of the

followers of the false "Prophet;" and the time

may be near at hand, when He will cast them

down, and cause the light of his glorious gospel,

to shine more eminently within its borders, and the

sacred truths of Holy Scripture to supersede the

absurd dogmas and sensual fallacies of the Koran.

How deplorable it is that the policy and actions
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of those who profess Christianity, are so little cal-

culated to commend it to the benighted Musselmans

:

that in their iDtercourse with them, they see so little

display of the intrinsic power of the religion which

christians profess, to transform man from his natu-

ral condition, to enable him to curb his passions, to

do justly, love mercy, and walk humbly; but are

too often led to think there can be nothing divine

in it, or its disciples would not live in the unres-

trained indulgence of the lusts and propensities

common to all mankind, when they have the power

to gratify them, and show their own disbelief in

its truth, by violating the precepts and practices it

enjoins. The ill-coucealed coveting of their coun-

try by the high professing Potentates of Europe,

the hatred of and wars of professing christian

nations, with one another ; the prevalent use of

intoxicating drinks among them, from which the

Turks are free; the squalid misery of their poor;

must all be powerful arguments in the mind of the

better class of Mohammedans, against embracing

a relicion which, while it sets up so exalted a

standard, appears to him to effect so little of good,

and to tolerate so much of evil.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
El'KOPe.—News from Liverpool to the 6th inst.

The weather continued comparatively fine throughout

England aud Ireland, and the harvest prospects were

more promising.

The first street railway in England, upon the Ameri-

can plan, had been formally inaugurated at Birkenhead

near Liverpool, and the general impression was highly

favourable. Measures were about to be taken for
"

troducing the system in London, Dublin, Manchester,

and other cities.

The London Times protests against Lindsay's mission

to the United States relative to the shipping interests

ordered by Parliament, and the Ship Owners' Society of

London had passed resolutions regretting Lindsay'

semi-official visit to America, and declaring that he does

not possess their confidence.

The Arctic steamer Fox had made a satisfactory sur

vey of the Faroe Islands, for the proposed line ot tele

graph to the Western continent, and had proceeded to

Iceland.

Smith, Sinclair & Co., linen factors of London, 1:

suspended payment ; their liabilities were estimated

£150,000. It was feared that their failure would lead

to that of other houses in the same trade.

The Liverpool cotton market was active at a small

advance. Sales of the week, 95,000 bales. The stock

in port was 1,022,000 bales.

"The Manchester advices were favourable. The mar
ket was buoyant, and prices of all descriptions of yarns

and goods slightly higher.

The market for all kinds of breadstuffs was dull, and
prices declining. Flour had fallen fully Is. per barrel

and wheat, about 4d. per 100 pounds; corn was 6d. pel

quarter lower. Consols, 93} a 93J.
The revolution in Italy appeared to be steadily pro-

gressing. A Naples despatch of the 6th, announces the

arrival of Garibaldi aud his forces at Salerno. He was
expected at Naples almost immediately.

Eight Sardinian war vessels were in the Bay of N
pies, and it was reported that the Sardinian government
was about to send a large force thither for the purpos
of preventing anarchy. It was uncertain what course
would be taken by the King of Naples

; some reports

say that he had made preparations for leaving his dc

minions, and others that he would await his late in tli

capital. The city of Naples was perfectly tranquil.

The French garrison at Rome is to be increased by
force of 3500 troops.

Cholera was prevailing to a serious extent in Spaii

At JIalaga, six hundred persons were attacked in one
day.

The Austrian ministry was endeavouring to induce
the Emperor to take the needful steps for allaying th

discontent in Hungary. An attack upon Venetia beiu]

anticipated, the government was urging to completioi

the branch line to connect the Venetian railways witl

those of Germany. The existence of a revolutionary
committee had been discovered at Verona, and the a
bers had been arrested.

A part of the French troops which had been sent to

Syria, had arrived at Beyrout.

Uy order of Fuad Pasha, seventy individuals convict

ed of having taken part in the late massacres, had been
hung, and one hundred and ten soldiers shot. He had
compelled 3000 inhabitants of Damascus to enter the
Turkish army. The late Governor of Damascus was
publicly degraded at Constantinople on the 5th, by or-

der of the Sultan. Sickening details relative to the late

massacres, continue to be received.

At Hasleya, out of 3200 Christians, only 1400 were
found remaining, nearly all women and children. The
corpses remained unburied.

General Beaufort, the commander of the French forces,

in a proclamation, had prohibited the Christians from
renewing the conflict. It now appears pretty clearly

that in the commencement of this horrid strife, the so-
called Christians were the aggressors.

China.—Hong Kong dates to Seventh mo. 24th, have
been received, by way of California. The allied expe-
dition of Fiance and Great Britain remained at the

mouth of the Peiho. There were 150 sail of the allies

there, the troops being encamped on the shore. It was
understood that the Taku forts were to be taken before
any peace overtures were made. There was no further
information with regard to the movements of the rebels,

though the Chinese of Shanghai believed that Hong-
Chew had either fallen, or was in great danger. A
party of five, most of whom were English missionaries,
had visited the rebels, and been well received by them.
Their forces appeared to be numerous, well armed and
disciplined.

United States.— Census Returns.—The census ofNew
Hampshire has been completed, and the total population
is found to be 326,175, being a gain of only 8211 since
1850. Washington, D. C, contains 61,400 inhabitants,
which is an increase, since 1850, of 21,399. The whole
of the District of Columbia contains a population of

75,365. The number of slaves is 3231, against 3687 in

1850. The city of Cleveland, Ohio, has 43,550 inhabit-
ants ; its increase since 1850 is 26,516. The population
of Salem, Mass., is 22,486; in 1850 it was 20,263; that
of New Brunswick, N. J., is 12,156, an increase of 4,303
in ten years.

New Tork.—Mortality last week, 474.
Philadelphia.—lioTiaWiy last week, 232. The mean

temperature of the Eighth month, according to the re-

cord kept at the Pennsylvania Hospital, was 73.12 ; the
highest temperature was 94°, and the lowest 58°. The
amount of rain measured was 8.40 inches. The average
of the mean temperature of this month for the past
venty-one years, is stated to have been 72.69 deg.

;

highest during that entire period was 77.50°, and the
lowest 66°. The mean temperature of the three sum
mer months of 1860 was 73.95°. The highest summe
mean occurring during seventy-one years, was in 1828
and 1838 when it was 77.66 ; the lowest in 1816 when
it was only 66°.

California.—San Francisco dates to the 6th instant.

There was 535,000 worth of silver ore shipped for New
York, on the steamer of the 1st instant. The ship St.
Helena had cleared for Liverpool with 24,500 sacks of
wheat. The cost of sending California produce to Eu-
rope is about the same as to New Y'ork. Overland im-
migrants were arriving in considerable numbers. A
rich quartz lead had been struck in Tuolumne county
and upwards of $60,000 taken out in five days. Th<
lead which is two inches wide, is nearly all gold.—Japai
dates to Seventh mo. 22d, had been received. Thi

barque Pursuit sailed from Kanagawa on thf

full cargo of teas and silks, valued at §500,-
000. This is said to be the most valuable cargo 1

shipped from that port. The state of the country was
peaceful. The commander of the steamer Candimurrah
had made a highly coloured report of the brilliant man-
ner in which he and his crew were entertained while in
San Francisco.

Miscellaneous.—The Anthracite Coal Trade.—The ship-
ments from the Pennsylvania coal mines the present sea-
son, had amounted, about two weeks since, to 5,519,291
tons, beingan increase of 720,630 tons, as compared with
the shipments of last year.

A Uard Case.—The St. Louis (Mo.) Express says, that
H. A. Marsh, formerly of that city, has been sentenced
to be hung at Camden, Arkansas, for circulating the
New York Tribune, which in that State is considered an
incendiary publication.

3Ianiimission.~Dv. Thomas Butts, of Southampton,
Va., who died recently, has directed in his will that all

his slaves, 105 in number, shall be freed.

The Slave Trade to Cuba.—The Captain General of
Cuba has issued a circular, declaring it to be his inter
lion by every means in his power to prevent the cont:
nuation of the slave trade, and cautioning all the civ
functionaries to use every exertion to put a stop to it.

Submarine Telegraphs.—According to the London Ob-

server, the Atlantic telegraph cable is not the only deep
sea telegraph communication which refuses to work.
The Red Sea telegraph is out of order ; the Malta and
Cagliari line, of about 300 miles in length, has long been
interrupted. The line to Algiers has been abandoned,
the cable from Malta to Corfu has also gone the way of
its predecessors ; that from Aden to Kurachee has con-
tributed nothing for some time past to the stock of
weekly despatches. The failure of all these is attributed
to want of knowledge of the qualities of the materials
employed, and the peculiar character of the electric fluid.

There has been not only insufficient experience, but a
great want of care in the manufacture of submarine tele-

graphs, and a desire to economise expenditure. Not-
withstanding these failures, there are projects in Europe
for laying down other deep sea telegraph lines, including
one across the Atlantic from Denmark to America.

RECEIPTS.
Received from W. D. Stephens, 0., S3, to 52, vol. 33;

from Amos Battey, agt., lo., for N. M'Donal, $2, vol. 33,
for Russel Taber, $4, vols. 32 and 33.

WEST-TOWN SCHOOL.
The Committee to superintend the Boarding-school at

West-Town, will meet in Philadelphia, on Sixth-day,
the 5th of next month, at 7 o'clock, p. m.

The Committees on Instruction and Admissions meet
on the same day

; the former at 4 o'clock, and the lat-

ter at 5 o'clock, P.M.
The Visiting Committee attend the semi-annual ex-

amination of the Schools, commencing on Third-day
morning, and closing on Fifth-day afternoon of the same
week.
Ninth mo. 20th, 1860. Joel Evans, Clerk.

WANTED.
A Female Friend to teach a family school.

Address Joseph H. Satterthwaite,
Oxford Valley, Bucks Co., Pa.

WEST-GROVE BOARDING-SCHOOL FOR GIRLS,

Situated within a few hundred yards from West-Grove
station on the Philadelphia and Baltimore Central Rail-

road, from which place trains communicate with Phila-
delphia several times daily. The Winter session will

open on Second-day, 5th of Eleventh month, pros.
For circulars, &c., address

Thomas Conard, Principal.

Ninth month, 1860.

WEST-TOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
The Winter session of the- School will commence oi

Second-day, the 5th of Eleventh month. Parents and
others intending to enter thfit children as pupils,

please make early applicatioiiio^DAviD Roberts, Super-
intendent at the School, or^fe,EPH Scattergood, Trea-
surer, No. 304, Arch stre«t,'a|t^delphia.

West-Town, Ninth mo. i0, "!"

-ko^iWEST-TOWK SCHOOL.
A Friend is wanted as Teacher of Reading in the Boya

;

department of this Institution. Apply to

Samuel Hilles, Wilmington, Del.

James Emlen, West Chester, Chester Co., Pa.
Alfred Cope, Germantown, Pa.

Sixth mo. 6th, 1860.

WEST-TOWN SCHOOL.
A Friend is wanted to fill the station of Governor

the Boys' department of ihis Institution.

Application may be made to Nathan Sharpless, Con-
cord, Pa. ; Samuel Hilles, Wilmington, Del. ; Jame(
Emlen, M'est Chester, Pa. ; or Tuomas Evans, Philad.

Twelfth mo., 1859.

Died, on the 7th of First month, 1860, after a shor
illness, at their residence in Hesper, Winneshiek county
Iowa, Phebe Jane, wife of Benjamin J. Taber, iu he
thirty-second year. Being of a mild and innocent de
portment, she was much beloved by the community ii

which she lived. She patiently bore her painful sick|k

ness, manifesting resignation to the Lord's will as to th

issue of her disease.

PILE & M'ELROT, PRINTERS,
Lodge street, opposite tbefeiajsylvania Bank.

1^^
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Eecent Discoveries in Astronomy.

(Continued from page IS.)

The letter of which we have given the substance

was dated the 22d December, 18.59, and was

jrought to M. Leverrier by M. Vallee, honorary

nspector-general of roads and bridges ; and he

was led, from the details which it contained, to

place in them a certain degree of confidence. He
ivas surprised, however, that M. Lescarbault, when
be had made such a remarkable discovery, should

bave allowed nine montlis to elapse without com-

aiuuicating it. This delay, which was not suffi-

ciently justified by the statement that he wished

to see the black spot again before he made his dis-

covery public, induced M. Leverrier to set out im-

mediately for Orgeres, to which he was aecompa-

aied by M. Vallee, junior engineer of roads and
bridges.

On their arrival at Orgeres, without any pre-

pious notice, they found in M. Lescarbault a man
who had been long devoted to scientific pursuits,

urrounded with instruments and apparatus of

svery kind, constructed by himself, and provided

sven with a small revolving cupola. He permitted

bis visitors to examine in the most careful manner
the instruments which he used, and he gave them
the most minute explanations regarding his works,

and especially regarding all the circumstances of

the transit of the planet over the sun.

The entry of the planet on the sun's disc we
Dot observed by him, as might be inferred from h

letter. It had, before he saw it, described a lit

jf some seconds on the sun's face, and it was only

from an estimate of its velocity that he deduced the

|:ime of its entry. * *

I

The explanations of M. Lescarbault, and the

simplicity with which they were given, inspired M.
Leverrier and his friends with the most perfect

MDviction that the observations deserve to be ad-

mitted into science, and that the long delay in

publishing them arose only from a modest and
calm reserve, which may be expected at a distance

from the agitation of towns. It was an article in

Cowios, on M. Leverrier's theory of the perturba-
tion of Mercury, that induced i\L Lescarbault to

,
break the silence which he had so long preserved.

The planet, in consequence of the small radius
of its orbit, will never have a greater elongation, or

distance from the sun, than 8^
;
and as the whole

ht which it sends to us i.^, according to Leverrier,

more feeble than that of Mercury, we may readily

understand why it had not hitherto been seen.

Such is the account M. Leverrier gave, at the

public meeting of the Academy of Sciences on the

2d January last, of his visit to Orgeres, and of the

conclusions which he has drawn from M. Lescar-

bault's observations. It excited, as might have

been expected, the liveliest interest in Paris. Ex-

ggerated in its details, and embellished every

time it was told, the scientific melodrame of Or-

geres was the only topic of converse at the seances

of philosophy and in the saloons of fiishion. Guri-

Idi and the weather ceased to interest the Paris-

ians ; and the village doctor, in his extempore ob-

servatory, and his round black spot, appropriately

bearing the name of Vulcan, were the only sub-

jects of discussion, and the only objects of learned

and unlearned admiration.

Leverrier was of course the lion in every gay

saloon, and was obliged to recount the story of his

journey to Orgeres in its dramatic phase, and with-

out the reserve which was required in his commu-

nication to the Institute. Ou one of these occa-

sions, when he was detailing the motives, the inci-

dents, and the results of his vi.>it to Lescarbault to

a brilliant party at the house of his father-in-law,

M. Ohoquet, he was fortunate enough to have

among his audience the celebrated savant, M.

L'Abbe Bloigno, who has reproduced in his Cosmos

the fascinating history, as it fell from the lips of

he greatest astronomer of the age.

For a long time M. Leverrier refused to attach

any credit to the reports which reached him on the

subject. He could not believe that the discovery

of a new planet could have been kept secret for

/ii?ie months, and that a bumble village doctor

could have been the person who discovered it. As

the director oF the imperial observatory, however,

it was his duty to inquire into the truth of the re

port; and having a personal interest in the ques-

tion as the predictor of a planet near the sun, he

resolved to enter upon the investigation. Lescar-

bault's letter to himself, of the 22d December, con

firmed him in this resolution ; and though he had

a secret conviction that the story might be true,

yet the predominant feeling in his mind was to un-

mask an attempt to impose upon him, as the per-

son more likely than any other astronomer to listen

to the allegation that his prophecy had been ful-

filled.

He accordingly set out from Paris by railway,

on Friday, the 30th December, accompanied by

M. Vallee as a witness of the stern inquisition

which he was about to institute. Orgeres was un-

fortunately twelve miles distant from the nearest

station, and our travellers were obliged to perform

the journey on foot. On their arrival at the house

of M. Lescarbault, M. Leverrier knocked loudly

at the door; and when the doctor himself had

opened it, his visitor declined to give his name and

his titles.

" One should have seen M. Lescarbault," says

Abbe Moigno, "so small, so simple, so modest,

and so timid, in order to understand the emotion

th which he was seized, when Leverrier, from

his great height, and with that blunt intonation

whicli he can command, thus addressed him: ' It

is then you, sir, who pretend to have observed the

intra-morcurial planet, and who have committed

the grave offence of keeping your observation secret

for nine months. I warn you that I have come

here with the intention of doing justice to your

pretensions, and of demonstrating either that you

have been dishonest or deceived. Tell me, then,

unequivocally what you have seen.' The lamb, as

the Abbe calls the doctor, trembled at this rude

summons from the lion, and, unable to speak, ho

stammered out the following reply :
' On the 26th

March, about four o'clock, I directed my telescope

to the sun, as I had been in the habit of doing,

when, to my surprise, I observed, at a small dis-

tance from its margin, a black spot well defined

and perfectly round, and advancing with a very

sensible motion upon the disc of the sun. Unfor-

tunately, however, a customer arrived. I came

down from the observatory, and in this painful sit-

uation I replied as I best could to the inquiries

which were made, and returned to the observatory.

The round spot had continued its transit ;
and I

saw it disappear at the opposite margin of the sun,

after having been projected upon bis disc for nearly

an hour and a half.' ' You will then bave deter-

mined,' a^ks Bevca'icr, ' the time of the first and

la.st contact ; and you are aware that the observa-

tion of the first contact is one of such extreme de-

licacy that professioual astronomers often fail in

ob.servini' it?' 'Pardon me, sir,' replies the doe-

tor, ' I d°o not pretend to have seized the precise

moment of contact. The round spot was upon the

disc when I first perceived it. I measured care-

fully its distance from the margin, and, expecting

that it would describe an equal distance, I counted

the time which it took to describe this second dis-

tance, and I thus determined approximately the

instant of its entry.' ' To count the time is easy

to say, but where is your chronometer?' 'My
chronometer is a watch with minutes, the faithful

companion of my professional journeys.' ' What

!

ith that old watch, showing only minutes, dare

talk of estimating seconds ? My suspicions are

„.ready too well founded.' ' Pardon me,' was the

reply, ' I have also a pendulum which nearly beats

seconds.' ' Show me this pendulum,' says Lever-

you

rier. The doctor goes up sta.rs, and brings down

_. silk thread, to which an ivory ball was suspended.

' I am anxious to see how skilfully you can thus

reckon seconds.' The lamb acquiesces. He fixes

the upper end of the thread to a nail, and after the

ivory ball has come to rest, he draws it a little

from the vertical, and counts the number of oscil-

lations corresponding with a minute on his watch,

and thus proves that his pendulum beats seconds.

'This is not enough,' replies the lion; 'it is one

thing that your pendulum beats seconds, but it is

another that you have the sentiment of the second

beaten by your pendulum in order that you may

count the seconds in observing.' ' Shall I venture

to tell you,' says the lamb, ' that my profession is

to feel pulses and to count their pulsations ? My
pendulum puts the second in my ears, and I have
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no difficalty in counting several successive se^

conds.'
"

, ,,
CTo be concluciedJ

From the British Priend.

Eemarks on John S. Eownkee's "duakerism, Past

and Present."

(Concludfil from page 22.)

The author attenjpts to show that in the early

days of the Society, such marriages were allowed

to be solemnized in Friends' meetings ' rather than

drive the parties to the parish church, and alludes

to the 2G4lh Epistle of George Fox as confirma-

tory of his views. We are unable to discover any

thine, of the kind in this epistle. George Fox says

_"\11 such as go to thum (the priests) for VFives

or husbands, must come to judgment and oondcm-

uation of themselves, and that spirit that led them

to the priests to marry them; or else Friends, that

keep their habitations, mu=t write and bear testi-

mony against them both." He then directs that

"
all these things be inquired into and brought to

the Quarterly Meeting, &o. And let all this be

done before they (or any of them be declared as

heathens, or written against; let them be three or

four times admonished, that they may have gospel

order so that if it be possible, they may come to

that which at first did convince them, and to re-

pent and condemn their unrighteous doings; so

That ye may not leave, if possible, a hoof in

E.'VPt
" This clearly refers to marriages which

hiTd been eflfected, and points out nothing more

than the usual disciplinary course of proceediugju

such cases. In his PnmUive Chnstiamty ne-

vmced, William Penn says, (chap. u. sec._6,) We

cannot allow of mixed marriages, that is, to join

with such as are not of our Society, but oppose and

disown them, if at any time any of our profession

so -crossly err from the rule of their communion

;

yet^restore them upon sincere repentance, but not

disioin them." ,,,/-. ,

These, be it observed, are not " the Quaker

aislators'' of the 18th century, or " the Quakers of

the middle age," but of the 17th century—the

most flourishing period of the Society's existence

when, according to this essay, there was no such

thin.r as defined membership, and when " the so

lemnlzation of marriage in Friends' Meeting

houses" was " an easy process," (p. 148.) It we

cancel the rights and privileges ot membership, we

are too obtuse to see how the power of disownmeut

could exist, or what "Draconian" penalties could

be inflicted. Whether this difficulty was felt by

" the Quakers of the middle-age," who were con-

cerued in "the disciplinary revival of 1760, we

cannot tell; but from what is said in this essay, we

infer that they first instituted a " defined mem-

bership," and then put in full force " the pena

exercise of the discipline" to deprive parties of

their newly-acquired rights. That, in fact, like

boys in play, they set up the nine-pins for the ex-

press purpose of having the pleasure to knock them

down again.
,

If the highest authorities are to be credited,

there was both a defined membership and discipli-

nary rules as to mixed marriages, long before "the

middle acre" mentioned in the essay, and the rules

were substantially the same as those rules which

are so freely denounced in this book.

J. S. Rowntree admits that mixed marriages

an evil", and that it is a church's duty to eudeav

to prevent them ; but ho does not tell us how those

endeavours are to be made, or what measures are

Society," yet is silent as to any other disciplinary

course to be pursued. With him it appears that

" numerical decline" is paramount in importance

to every other consideration. An "evil must be

sanctioned-a " church's duty" neglected-to pre-

vent " a numerical decline!" This is the gist of

his whole argument on this subject, and we are

quite disposed to let it go for what it is worth

Before concluding our remarks on this subject.
Betore concluamg our n;maiii=i ^^ -"- ~-~j-- ,

we must allude to another of those numerous mis-

representations with which this book abounds, some

of which we have already noticed. The author

says, (p. 152)-" Whilst the Yearly Meeting di-

rects certain practical ' advices' on the right per-

formance of the varied duties of life (excellent in

sentiment, and beautiful in expression,) to be fre-

quently read in its meetings for discipline, thev are

other. This, however, is only one phase of the

question. Such marriages have been contracted

under a vast variety of circumstances, and we can-

not conceal from ourselves that in some few in-

stances the inflexible administration of this law

has been oppressive to individuals and injurious to

the Society. But this, we conceive, has arisen, not

from any defect in the rules, but in their improper

administration by monthly meetings, which are

silent on the subject of marriage; and m noneot

the Society's published documents does it help its

junior members to a knowldge of what are the con-

ditions of happiness in married life.
_

Without

pretendin-T to know what the author precisely means

by " the conditions" mentioned, it is very evident

to us that the Yearly Meeting has issued many

more advices than the essayist has ever read ;—

the more is the pity, for had he been really cogn-

zant of all that has been addressed to youth on the

" evils of mixed marriages," he would have paused

ere he said, " the natural associations of the

youn^^er Friends who attend meetings for disciphne

re connected with the disownment of those marry-

Qcr contrary to rule, and with the yearly answer-

.u° of the harshly worded query ;" as it this was

their only source of information, and no advices

had ever been promulgated by the Society on this

important subject. Now, the fact is, that in the

Epistles of the Yearly Meeting, from the earliest

times to the present—in the woiks of Fox, Fenn

and numerous other writers, as well as m ofacial

documents of the Society, in the " .selection ot ad-

vices," and in other books published by the Socie-

ty, this subject forms a prominent topic for aflec-

tionate caution and earnest advice.

' As we have said, we are unable to comprehend

what the author means by " a knowledge of what

are the conditions of happiness in married life, in

which he deems it essential that young Friends

should be specially instructed by the Yearly Meet-

incr. Does he think that " the advices," which ho

very justly characterizes as "excellent in sentiment

and beautiful in expression," are applicable only

to the unmarried ;—or does he think" it the duty

of a church to instruct its members in domestic

economy?
, i. , ,\,

Whatever construction the words of the author

may bear, it must be admitted that the censure ot

the Society is implied, and that this censure is

ba^ed on a^sumptions unsupported by facts.

We may be permitted to add, that in most cases

in-which parties have been disowned for marrying

those not in membership, or in any way connected

with the Society, it has been, in our opinion, the

re-ult of a previous indifference as to their mem-

bership or to an alienation from the Society. The

violation of these rules has frequently been pre-

ceded by a non-attendance of religious and disci-

plinary meetings, and the non-observance of other

fhin-s obligatory on membership, all betokening

great lukewarmness. In such instances, therefore,

the penalty of disownment is but a very lenient

measure, and, in fact, is felt by the delinquent as

a relief from responsibilities which he had pre-

viously repudiated in practice. The retention of

nvested with a plenary jurisdiction in these mat-

ters. In confirmation of this view, we adduce tho

following excellent rule in relation to the conduct

to be observed in conducting the disciplinary busi-

ness of the Society :—" It is recommended unto

faithful friends, to watch over the flock of Christ

in their respective places; that they faithfully and

dili>'ently walk up to the testimony of the blessed

rutii, to which the Lord hath gathered us in this

latter age of the world ; that so where any are

found short, weak, or faulty, they may be admon-

shed and sought in the spirit of love, which is the

spirit of the gospel ; and divine charity, wherein

mercy is not only mixed with judgment, but may

appear over all our works, that so it may be seen

by all, that church Iffve abounds be/ore church cen-

sure conies, and that a gospel spirit is the spring

and motive to all our performances, as well in dis-

cipline as in worship. 1703."—{Extractsfrom the

Minutes and Advices of the Yearly Meeting.

Conclusion.—Wavixig noticed some of the most

important errors in this book, and attempted to

correct some of its misrepresentations, we trust we

have done enough to excite the vigilance of its

readers to induce them to pause ere they give cre-

dence to its plausibilities, or suffer their faith in

the principles of the Society to be shaken by its

dan.'erous insinuations. For one of its most cha-

racteristic traits is, that the author insinuates more

than he directly asserts; and sneers where he ha^

not the courage to coudemn. We have shown how

unfairly and di:-ingenuously he has wrested th(

plain and obvious meaning of the high authorities

he has quoted in support of his views, and how

irreconcilable his opinions are with the well-knowi

principles professed by the Society. Numerous a; I

are the discrepancies which have been discussed ii

these remarks, there are unhappily many mor.

upon which we have been silent. Patience has it

limits, and an " oft-repeated tale" becomes tiresom

to even the best and mo,t indulgent of readers

What has been said on the topics which have bee

selected for remark, is but the reflex of what might

with equal justice, have been said on many of th

subjects omitted.

There are but few pages in this essay, whio

are free from all that is objectionable, and whic

do not contain much that is open to reprehensioi

During the last few years a spirit of restles

ness, a longing after a conformity with other rel

.riou's denominations, and a hankering after " syn

bolic rites," intellectual teaching, and " a creature)

activity," has been prevalent among some portioi

of the Society ; and it appears to us that this hoc

has been issued into the world as an exposition ai

advocacy of these views. Such a work can scarce

bl"e t: " coSers it as the most influential; morally, as it will inevitably be a cause of hypo-

be otherwi.se than highly prejudicial to

either from their youth or the lack of opportunit

are but imperfectly acquainted with the principl

of the Society, and are unable to appreciate t

beautiful harmony and consistency which they e

hibit, when considered in relation to each oth

and the close and intimate connection that exi

between them and the evangelical truths promi

crated by our Redeemer and his disciples. \

"
e not hesitated to express our opinion that^t

linciplcs sought to be inculcated, and the practn
fail in their object, lie conaemns ui^owumeu, ........... •;"

; inovntnhlv be a cause of hypo- principles sought to be incuicaieu, auu uuc p. «u..
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those of pure, primitive Quakerism, and if adopted,
would inevitably lead the Society into a departure
from that living faith, that pure and undefiled reli-

gion, that spiritual, holy communion with God
which the great and good men who instituted the
Society, sought after and strove to perpetuate
and in its stead there would be " the golden call

of a spurious Quakerism, teaching the doctrines of
men in words of worldly wisdom, and in meeting;
held professedly for religious worship a reading of
the sacred volume as a matter of form, and a sinc-

ing of hymns, in which the heart, iu many in-

stances, would have no sympathy, whilst the pro-

fession of diverse faiths, and the nominal obser-

vance of a lax discipline would open the portals of

the Society for the admission of the much coveted
multitude.

Sad and lamentable, indeed, would be such a
" decadence," not only as it would aifect the mem-
bers of the Society, but from the effect it would
have on the cause of truth and righteousness in the

world, contrasted with which even the numerical
diminution of its member? is a matter of very little

importance.

We have no disposition, however, to deny that,

as compared with some periods of its history, the

present condition of the Society offers but little

reason for congratulation, whilst on the other hand
we believe that it contrasts favourably with other
epochs of its existence. Mutation is stamped on
all earthly things, and even good men have alter-

nations in their religious experiences ; we see no
reason why even the best of religious societies

should be exempt from days of adversity or de-
generacy.

The most potent enemy the Society has to con-

tend with, is in its own borders. Its prosperity

will and can only be promoted by its staunch ad-

herence to its principles. Any deviation from, or
abrogation of these, will mar its beauty, sap its

foundations, and inevitably induce its ruin. In
some things, doubtless, in which principles are not
involved, ils practice and customs may be im-
proved, but as we believe its faith to be built on
the liock of Ages and to be in entire harmony
with immutable gospel truth, any alterations sug-

gested by the wisdom of man, uninfluenced and
directed by the Holy Spirit, would be highly de-

trimental.

In these as in all times, and in this as in all

other religious societies, there are not wanting, un-
happily, those who, like Esau of old, sell their

birthrights for a mess of pottage—who tempted by
riches and the delusive pleasures of the world, or

lukewarm and regardless of their soul's welfare,

live as without God in the world ; and some who,
although they may observe the form of godliness,

are yet in the bonds of wickedness ; but this does
not militate against the principles of the Society,

Dr prove them to be unsuitable to the exigencies of

Dur condition. Nor does it prove even the expe-
diency, as advocated by the essayist, much less the

Decessity, of lowering the standard of Truth, to

suit the degeneracy of these times. It rather in-

structs us to strive after '• the earnest piety of the
:arly Friends," that we may render that spiritual

religion which was suitable for them" equally effi-

sacious for us.

In our opinion, the remedies proposed by the es-

iayi.-^t for the resuscitation of the Society, are mis-
3rably deficient in those requisites which are essen-
tial to the accomplishment of his proposed object.

Ihe adulteration of gospel truth with the devices
of man's wisdom cannot increase, but must deteri-

srate religious faith, and weaken if not destroy its

sfficacy for the salvation of souls. What is wanted
is a better knowledge and higher appreciation of

the principles of true Quakerism—a greater de

gree of personal faithfulness, and a more earnest

and heartfelt desire to be led and guided in all

things by that "divine light and life within," so

much insisted on by George Fox, and which so

many of the just of all generations have practically

known to be " a lamp to their feet and a light unto

their paths" in their journeys " through the wilder-

ness of this world,'' to that city which " hath no
need of the sun, neither of the moon, to shine iu

it : for the glory of God doth lighten it, and the

Lamb is the light thereof"

Xeaih. J. Richardson.

The Japanese and the Ethnological Society.

AN OFFICIAL REPORT OF THE INTERVIEW.

The committee appointed by the Ethnological

Society, to hold an interview with the scientific

members of the Japanese Embassy, have at last

prepared their ofiicial report, and we find it in the

Century. This interview has never been fully re-

ported in the daily papers, and we therefore make
extracts:

THE EMBASSY TO ROME.

The subject of an embassy, alleged to have been
sent from japan to Kome, A. D. 1528, was broach-

ed. Matsmoto stated emphatically, that no formal

mission to a foreign country ever occurred previous

to the one of which he is a member, accredited to

the United States. He observed that, some 27ti

years ago, several young men, connections and
representatives of three princes, visited Home, but

without any governmental authority.

nrHAT THE JAPANESE OWE TO CHINA,

As it was rumored that some members of the

Embassy had become indignant on their pecpl

being compared to the Chinese, we were agreoebly

surprised at the candour and magnanimity of our

informants, when interrogated respecting the

sources whence they originally derived tea, silk,

porcelain, wood engraving, paper, printing and
gunpowder. The answer was, uniformly, " China."

As it seems possible, if not probable, that naviga-

tion was as early developed by the islanders of

Japan as by the natives of the neighbouring con-

tinent, their opinion was asked respecting the ori-

gin of the mariner's compass. The answer was
the same, and as promptly given, " China." In-

dicative of views and feelings untainted with na-

tional prejudices, these replies are characteristic of

superior minds. They were surprised on being

informed that the seamen of Europe and America
indebted to the'same source as themselves for

that invaluable gift of science to art.

JAPANESE CHEAP LITERATURE.

When asked if such books as that before us

(one printed in colours, were rare, the reply was

—

they were very common, "in much plenty." The
report of old travellers was confirmed, that the

Japanese have what we call encyclopedias, or dic-

tionaries of arts, and collections of " manuals"
ke this, numerous, as it would seem, and certainly

as fully illustrated as any modern French series;

and at one-fifth of the cost, too—cheap as we may
think the Parisian issues are. So far as regards

the production of a cheap and useful literature,

Japan may be said to have been centuries in ad-

vance of Europe. The cost of this book was about

ten cents—from eight to ten cents.

THE ORIGIN OF PUMPS.

As the common pump is known to be of remote,

and believed to be of Asiatic origin, it is, in all

probability, as old in Japan as the bellows, to

which it is, in principle and construction, allied.

It was, therefore, desirable to ascertain if the sa-

vaus of Japan had anticipated those of Europe in

the knowledge of the part which the atmosphere
plays in its operation. We were, however, in the

absence of a competent medium, unable to present

the question with sufficient distinctness to open an
intelligent exchange of thought upon it, though re-

ferring, by way of elucidation, to the operation of

cupping, one, of course, familiar to Matsmoto and
the interpreter. The question must, therefore, be
left, with many others of equal interest, till the
literature and the science of Japan are opened to

us.

JAPANESE MEMBERS OF AN AMERICAN SOCIETY.

With the view of continuing a correspondence
thus commenced with the learned men of Japan

—

which cannot fail to throw light on the origin of

some of the prime elements of European civiliza-

tion—the committee would suggest the expediency
of electing — Harris, United States minister a"t

Jeddo, Matsmoto Sannojo, Josida Sagosayemon,
d Tateish Tokujuro, foreign corresponding mem-

bers of the society.

Ati Inordiale Lovefor Transitory Enjoyme7its.

—Once there was a wonderful time of gathering

nto the vineyard of Christ; but since, with sor-

ow and lamentation it may be said, there has been
I losing, scattering, and dwindling away in many
places; the principal occasion whereof seems to

have been, an inordinate love for transitory enjoy-

ments, lawful in themselves and in their places, but

not to have the chief possession of the mind. When
this becomes the sorrowful state of any, they can-

not savour the things that be of God, but the things

which be of men ; and are of consequence deprived

of that all-sufiicient help, so to live and walk, as to

answer the witness of God in others ; to train up
their children in the nurture and admonition of the

Lord ; and to maintain the testimonies of Truth
with a convincing strength and efficacy. So that

although the form is retained in a considerable

degree by such, and they may also be fortified with

arguments, to maintain the consistency of our pro-

fession with the primitive plan laid down in Holy
Writ, yet wanting the salt of the kingdom in them-
selves, all their pretensions without it will prove

nothing; yea, worse than nothing; seeing that by
how much they have had the opportunity of know-
ing more than others, by so much their condemna-
tion will be greater.

—

John Griffith.

An Intelligent Elei^hant. — Tell my grand-
children, said Daniel Wilson, writing home from
India, that an elephant here had a disease in his

eyes. For three days he had been completely
blind. His owner, an engineer officer, asked my
friend Dr. Webb if he could do anything to re-

lieve the poor animal. The doctor said he would
try nitrate of silver, which was a remedy com-
monly applied to similar disea-^es in the human
eye. The huge animal was ordered to lie down,
and at first, on the application of the remedy, raised

a most extraordinary roar at the acute pain which
it occasioned. The eflect, however, was wonderful.

The eye was, in a manner, restored, and the ani-

mal could partially see. The next day, when he
was brou:;ht, and heard the doctor's voice he laid

down of himself, placed his enormous head on one
side, curled up his trunk, drew in his breath just

like a man about to endure an operation, gave a
sigh of relief when it was over, and then, lay trunk
and gesture, evidently wished to express his grati-

tude. What sagacity I—What a lesson to us of

patience !
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For "The Friend."

BIOCRAPUlCAl SKETCHES

Of Ministers and Elders and other concerned members

of tlie Yearly Meeting of Philadelphia.

CContiuued from page 20.)

THE PLEASANTS FAMILY OF VIRGINIA.

MAEGAUET PLEASANTS.

Margaret, a daughter of Robert Jordan, of

Naiicemond couuty, Virginia, was one who not

only had heard the call of her dear Saviour, but

had submitted thereto. She was endowed with a

good understanding, and manifested a good degree

of piety and humility, and was conspicuous for her

plainness and christian example. She was married

to John Pleasants, the third of that name, who

liad walked in the truth, and becoming a mother,

she was anxious, by precept and example, to bring

up her children in the path of self-denial and dedi-

cation to the Lord's will. In the language of her

memorial, " Though of a more than common ten-

der and indulgent disposition towards them in other

respects, she was very careful to restrain them from

every hurtful or unprofitable thing."

She was one of exemplary patience under suf-

fering, some remarkable instances of which fell to

her lot. Soon after the birth of her first child, the

sheriff of the county came to her husband's house,

and on account of demands for priest's wages,

which for conscience' sake they could not pay,

seized the very bed she was on. These trials and

difiiculties did not shake her faith. She was con-

cerned to attend religious meetings whenever able,

and was an example of humble waiting therein.

She was diligent in the perusal of the Holy Scrip-

tures, and very glad of the company of Friends.

Her economy and diligence in her family concerns

were remarkable, and her household always ap-

peared with a becoming decency. She avoided

superfluities in her house, and on her table, even

when, through the blessing of the Lord on their

industry, they were favoured with an affluence.

She was a kind and charitable neighbour, a loving

dutiful wife and a good mistress. One of her sons

being absent in Philadelphia, she wrote to him, as

follows, viz :
" Oh ! the goodness of the Almighty

'

very great every way ; for which we bave cause to

bless his great and worthy name. We have

much need as ever, dear child, to look unto the

Lord for help and strength every moment; for all

our time is a time of need. I trust in the Lord

that he is and will be with thee. The desire and

prayer of thy tender mother is, that thou may
abide in his blessed counsel. Then all will bt

well."

Her last illness was of four weeks' continuance

Looking forward to her approaching dLssolution, she

bore the pains of her afflicted body with christian

patience, and on the 5th of the Tenth mo., 1746

she departed this life at Curies.

SARAU PLEASANTS.

Sarah, a daughter of Thomas and Mary Plea-

sants, who was born at Curies, about the year

1732, was a religiously minded young woman,

Although exemplary in her conduct and conversa-

tion, yet being brought to a sick bed, in view of an

awful eternity, she found that she had some thing-

to look back to with sorrow and repentance. Sb

was taken ill on the 26th of the Seventh month,

1749, being in the seventeenth year of her age.

Durinir her illness, she uttered many things which

struck those around her with surprise and admira-

tion. On one occasion she called to several per-

sons, who were with her " to view her in the bloom

of youth, ' how changed.' Likely, in a very short

time, to be called to bid adieu to the world and

all its enjoyments." She then was enabled to pray

vocally, that when she was fully prepared therefor,

she migtt be released. She, on one occasion, in a

particular manner, requested the physician who

attended her, to observe the frailty of poor flesh

and blood, and the uncertainty of life. She said,

" Look on me, doctor ; I am like a bud cropt from

the vine before it is fully blown. Young as I am,

I have something to repent of, [something] which,

in health and strength, we are apt to overlook, and

flatter ourselves, is no crime. I have been too

much given to laughter and jesting, with those of

my companions, who fondly embraced and returned

he same." She then named one in particular, ex-

pressing a great desire to see her before she died,

that she might say how she now felt respecting this,

and also because she had taken too much delight in

dress. She then again addressed the doctor, and

said, "Nothing else have 1 to charge myself with;

yet, dear doctor, I find it enough ! Therefore, let

me prevail with thee to take warning by me. I

am sensible that some things thou art in the prac-

tice of, are full as dangerous, if not more so, than

those which now lie so heavily upon me. Give me

leave to mention one or two of them. The word
' faith,' I observe thou often makes use of. Thou

may not as yet consider the consequence of it. Also

drinking, to oblige company, as thy excuse, as it

is that of many others. These things thou wilt find

of greater weight, when thou comes to be in the

condition I now am in, than now thou may think

possible. Thou wilt then surely wish they had

been left undone, with all other unprofitable things."

The physician was affected to weeping, and said,

" I take it very kind, and hope 1 shall observe

it."

She at different times had much advice to give

him, which he highly valued. She one day culled

her brother Thomas, and said, "Dear brother, I

know thy situation is very lonesome, and destitute of

suitable company. I pray thee, keep as much as

possible out of low company. Not the poor, do I

mean, because they are poor ; but the loose and

vulgar, whether rich or poor; that which is of

a corrupting spirit, and will tend to the hurt of

those who associate with them. Keep thy place,

and thou wilt be like a light set on a hill, as a

guide to others, who will praise God on thy behalf."

(To be coutiDued.J

Heat and Cold as Disinfectants.—At the N
tional Sanitary Convention, in Boston, Dr. Harris

read a puper on " Heat as a disinfectant. It ap-

peared that the boiling of clothes exposed to infec-

tion had proved an efficient disinfectant. The heat-

ing of hospital wards by common stoves to 160

degrees Fahrenheit for two days, had eradicated

infection. Dr. Harris referred to his own experi-

ence in the Quarantine Hospital, and showed that

the washerwomen avoided infection by boiling the

clothes before washing. When this was not done,

every washerwomen caught the disease. Heat ap-

plied to clothing and rooms, had produced the same

effects in scarlet fever and other diseases. H'

observations had shown that nearly all fabrics would

boar a higher degree of heat than was required for

complete disinfection.

It may be instructive to some to consider, that

however unimportant things may appear to the

human understanding, there is nothing in which

the Lord requires us to deny ourselves, however

little it may appear, but that if we retain it, it will

mar our peace, and stop our progress in the way of

life.

Selected.

EVENINa SONG OP THE TYROLESE PEASANTS..
" The loved hour of repose is striking. Let us comei

to the sunset tree."

—

Notes on Germany.

Come to the sunset tree

!

The day is past and gone;
The woodman's a.-se lies free,

And the reaper's work is done.

The twilight star to heaven,

And the summer dew to flowers,

And rest to us is given,

By the cool soft evening hours.

Sweet is the hour of rest,

Pleasant the wind's low sigh,

And the gleaming of the west,

And the turf whereon we lie.

When the burden and the heat

ur labour's task are o'er,

And Uindly voices greet

The tired one at his door.

Come to the sunset tree!

The day is past and gone;
And the woodman's axe lies free.

And the reaper's work is done.

Yes, tuneful is the sound
That dwells in whispering boughs,

Welcome the freshness round.

And the gale that fans our brows.

But rest more sweet and still

Than ever night-fall gave.

Our longing hearts shall fill.

In the world beyond the grave.

There shall no tempest blow,

No scorching noon-tide beat;

There shall be no more sno'w,

No weary wandering feet.

And we lift our trusting eyes.

To the hills our fathers trod.

To the quiet of the skies,

To the sabbath of our God.

Come to the sunset tree

!

The day is past and gone;
The woodman's axe lies free,

And the reaper's work is done.

SPEAK GENTLY.
Speak gently to the little child.

Its love be sure to gain
;

Teach it in accents soft and mild
;

It may not long remain.

Speak gently to the young, for they -

Will have enough to bear;

Pass through this life as best they may,
'Tis full of anxious care.

Speak gently to the aged one,

Grieve not the care worn heart;

The sands of life are nearly run.

Let such in peace depart.

Speak gently, kindly to the poor

;

Let no harsh tone be heard
;

They have enough they must endure.
Without an unkind word.

Speak gently to the erring; know
They must have toiled in vain;

Perchance unkindness made them so;*
Oh, win them back again.

Speak gently I He who gave his life

To bind man's stubborn will;

When elements were fierce with strife,

Said to them, "Peace, be still."

Speak gently; 'tis a little thing
Dropped in the hearts deep well;

The good, the joy which it may bring.

Eternity shall tell.

Salem {Mass.) Register.

ire days are the enemy's busy ones, for

Satan finds some mischief still

For idle hands to do.
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For " The Friend."

Gospel Ministry.

This letter of Samuel Bownas, addressed to

Friend on the subject of gospel ruinistr}-, is we
worth reading by those who are called to that

(vork by the Head of the church. It contains a

pretty direct testiujouy against ail man-made min-

stry, designed to gratify itching ears, or please the

canity of the preacher, rather than to hold meet-

ings in silence, when no one has been divinely put

forth in the work. A ministry originating in and

fed by a party spirit, which is full of flattery to its

3wn kind, and of denunciations against those who
lo not unite with the sentiments of the speaker, is

equally condemned by it. There are also good

lints respecting disagreeable habits in preaching,

ivith a very loud voice and a great flood of words,

IS though the power was in proportion to the

quantity, and loudness of sound, and they were

in indication of divine authority.

''Bear Debby,—The small time I had with thee,

'urnished me with an opportunity of observing the

lisposition of thy mind, and gave mo a small taste

)f thy ministry, both which, under proper cultiva-

,ion, I think, may be improved, so as to render

hee a member of good service in the body. In

)rder to which, and that thou mayest in thy public

mgageraents appear in the beauty of the Spirit,

vithout any mixture of the flesh, or of that weak
ind womanish part, which, in both sexes, ought

!ever to speak in the congregation of the saints, I

»ill give thee a short sketch of some of my hits

ind misses, when, in my youth, I publicly appeared

n the gallery; the observation of which, i hope,

nay tend to thy profit and instruction, viz.

" I was seldom, for near two years after my
nouth was first opened to preach the Gospel, with-

)ut some degree of Divine love and virtue on my
nind, but after I was called out to the service of

fisitmg meetings abroad, I found my mind very

iften barren and weak, and as I then thought, void

)f all good, in which state, (being companion to

ny dear friend J. A. J.,) I cried out that I was
leceived, to his great surprise; he fearing my af-

liction would be too hard for me. I had impru-

lently thought, that having such aboundings of

Divine love and life, when I was daily at my work,

[ should be much more favoured therewith when
ibroad in the service of the Gospel, disengaged

rem all other employments. But finding the re-

/erse, I wished myself at home again, rather than

travelling in such a barren state as I was then in,

hough at times I had eminent enjoyments ; but,

lias! they were soon gone. In due time, I was
avoured with the design of Providence in dealing

bus with me ; and the very cattle in the field, by
meaning of their young and turning them to shift

or themselves, taught me, that it was meet I should

)e left a little to myself, and not always be kept

the breast and dandled upon the knee like an
nfaut ; but that it was needful I should grow and
idvance above this infant state, to a degree more
it for service.

" When I was thoroughly informed in this point,

,. longed to be a man
;

yea, sometimes, I verily

bought I was so ; but met often with great dis-

ippointments therein, by undertaking matters above
ny growth and experience ; and the weak part
appearing at times to my great shame and confu-

ion, humbled me again for some time. But re-

covering strength and courage, I began, as I thought,

advance above the danger of making such blun-
ilers : a confidence arising in me, on imprudently
Comparing my service and growth as a minister,

|vith others, that were in the work before me ; sup-
)osing myself (and it was self that did suppose)
nore eminent than thej. Thus self prevailed, and

the weak part appeared again, to my shame and
sorrow; but my Master's kindness and gracious

regard was soon after evidently manifested in let-

ting me plainly see the weakness and folly of tak-

ing the honour to ourselves, which alone is due to

him, when we have been drawn forth in the beauty
of the Gospel, beyond what we ourselves, or those

that heard us, did expect. Now I perceived the

necessity of guarding against the inclinations of

the flesh, which would sometimes be decking itself

with the jewels of the Spirit, saying, I did this, or

that, fishing for and seeking the praise of men
more than of God. I also saw a danger of fall-

ing into a formal way of preaching a form of words,

almost without variation, which, ttiongh sound, and
perhaps pleasing to many, yet wanting the renew-
ing of Divine virtue, are tasteless and unprofitable

to the hearers. The view I had of the unprofit-

ableness of such a ministry, would have carried

me too far, to my own dijad vantage, had I not

also been favoured with a clear prospect of the

lawfulness, expediency and necessity, of speaking
the same matter, or preaching the same doctrine

to-day, (being divinely opened and engaged there-

to,) as yesterday, though then entirely new to me;
for nothing can be said that hath not been said,

and it is the renewed evidence of the Spirit that

makes it savoury, both to us and our hearers.
" Superfluous words, tones and gestures—ahs !

and groans— I was never under any temptation to

make use of; but the impertinence of self some-
times, to my shame and trouble, would appear, in

my imprudently aifecting eloquent terms and scho-

lastic expressions, which seemed to me, in that

weak state, to adorn my doctrine, and recommend
it better to the audience. All this proceeded from
an affectation of appearing an able or skilful min-

ister ; a piece of unprofitable vanity ; but I soon

found it most safe and edifying, to use no more
words but what I well understood, and could pro-

perly apply, and that truth shines brightest in a

plain dress. No embellishments of ours can add
to its lustre.

" I have also, sometimes, for want of a patient

and humble waiting to see my way opened, and
discover clearly the leadings of the Divine gift,

warmed myself with sparks of my own kindling,

to a degree of zjal and passion, and begun to

thrash the assemblies, judging and charging the

unfaithful, whether any such or none there, it was
all one to me. Thus, in the dark, mistaking the

cause of that uneasiness and straitness I found in

myself, imagining myself loaded and oppressed by
dark and unfaithful spirits in the assembly; after

wearying myself with denouncing judgments upon
them, I have sat down in sadness and trouble.

Though I have found this sort of preaching please

many, and was commended, it was ever afflicting

to me, when, on reflection, I found the true cause
of that uneasiness was in my own breast. Yet, it

may sometimes happen, that the unfaithful may
bring great grief and uneasiness upon us, and this

may be hard to bear; but let us take care we move
not till the cloud is removed from off the taberna-

cle, because it is unsafe going forward till then.
" I have, from experience, found it my safest and

best way, carefully to attend to my gift, endea-
vouring to keep my place without judging others;

patiently bearing my own burden, and earnestly

desiring I may judge nothing before its time, but
that my understanding may be opened to see the

true cause of my own barrenness, that I may be
enabled to address myself suitably to the Father
of Spirits for help ; that first, if it be in myself it

may be removed, then the effect will cease
; or

secondly, if the weakness or backsliding of others,

be the cause of our barrenness and seeming de-

jection, when we are .sympathizing with the true
seed in its oppressed state, that we may patiently
iwait the Lord's time, to receive a word from him
fitly to speak to the present state of the people

;

or, thirdly, if the people's too imprudent expecta-
tion of what cannot be had, unless I am favoured
with a superior aid, qualifying me to answer their
desires— I say, if by any or all of these causes, at
times, I am shut up, the best way I have ever found
is to be patient in waiting the Lord's time for re-
lief. To seek it in our own time, will be but add-
ing sorrow to affliction.

" To conclude : the most safe way I ever yet
found in the exerci.se of n)y gilt, is to stand up. as
little regarding anything besides my opening as I can;
and deliver it, in my beginning, just as I°do other
matters in my common discourse, not endeavouring
to beautify it either in matter, tone, or address"
As I keep my place, and go on as doctrine is opened
in my understanding, I feel at times my voice gra-
dually filled with virtue and power; and even then
I find it safest not to speak too fast, or too loud,
lest I lose sight of or outrun my guide, and so lose'

the sight or sense of that inward strength I felt
increasing in my mind. This care seems to me
necessary to my taking the Apostle's advice, ' Let
him that ministers do it of that ability which God
giveth;' this has a double signification; first, re-
.specting the matter which we deliver: if we keep
to our openings, we shall be furnished with suitable
doctrine; secondly, the wisdom and strength of the
spirit and power of the Gospel will be felt in it,

and, at times, by our thus going on according to
the ability God gives, the very spirit and mar°row
of religion will appear plainly laid open to the
understanding of the hearers. But when we raise
our voices, or hurry on, above or beyond that in-
ward strength we feel in our minds, we are apt to
cloud our own minds, lose sight of or outrun our
guide, and then run into a wilderness of words,
which I have too often done, and found the conse-
quence of such imprudence, poverty and death

;

though even this kind of preaching i.s, by some
unskilful auditors, admired. They will say, ' O,
how matter flowed from him ! how full was he' (of
emptiness and confusion, say I,) ' of power and
authority,' say they; or rather the passion and
blind zeal of the creature

; the fleshly part not be-
ing thoroughly mortified and subdued. But when
I am so happy as to begin with the Spirit, and
follow its leadings in my ministry, I feel strength
by degrees cover all my weaknesses; wisdom, illu-
minating my mind, hides all my folly, so that no-
thing appears inconsistent with the beauty and
wisdom of the Spirit. This is the vestment, the
Urim and Thummim, that covers the whole man
that is to be covered

; so that no weakness will
prevail or appear in our ministry. When I am
thus conducted, (which sometimes happens,) though
I may be accounted, in my beginning, a dull,
heavy, or lifeless preacher, yet I rarely miss of
concluding with peace and inward satisfaction

;

and feeling the gradual increase of Divine virtue,
in the patient exercise of my gift ; finding myself
both furnished with matter and skill to dfvide the
word aright ; both which coming from the Spirit,
and not being the product of my own wisdom or
apprehension, I dare assume no part of that honour
to myself, which, at such times, by an imprudent
audience is lavishly bestowed upon one, who am
only the instrument by which the Lord of the
harvest works ; but find it my safest way, humbly
to make thereof an offering unto Him who is wor-
thy forever.

_" Thus, dear friend, I have stained some paper
with a few observations on my own conduct, aim-
ing at thy good ; and conclude with desires, thou
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mayst endeavour to improve thy skill in this work,

and rightly divide the word of Truth, so as neither

thou thyself, nor those that hear thee, may have

cause of shame or uneasiness."

For " Tlie Friend."

The True Position of Woman.

Extracted from the late Prof. Reed's Introductory to his

Lectures on Eaglish Literature.

Literature is to be employed for culture of cha-

racter—mauly character and womanly character.

1 speak of them separately, not because it is neces-

sary so to do with reference to that which is essen-

tial literature, but because attention has lately been

drawn to the subject of the social position of wo-

man, and there is heard at least a sound of con-

fiicting opinions and opposing theories. Let me
say, in the first place, that I question whether it is

proper, or even practicable, so to detach woman-
hood from our common human nature, as to make
it a topic of distinct disquisition ; it seems to me a

little too much like a naturalist's study of some

subject in zoology—the form and habits of some

other species of created things. Again, as to all

controversies respecting the equality of the sexes,

or relative superiority, or inferiority, I have only

to say, that to me they are simply odious,—wrong,

I believe,—in faith, in philosophy and in feeling.

Vv'hy should our minds be perplexed with modern
speculations on this subject, when we have inspired

teaching, which, in a few words, if we will but look

at them, will'show us the whole truth : "And the

Lord God said, It is not good that the man should

be alone; I will make him a help-meet for him."
" God doth not say," observes an old English di-

vine, (Bishop Donne,) " it is not good for man to

be alone." " He doth not say it is not good for

this or that particular man to be alone ; but it is

not good in the general, for the whole frame of the

world, that man should be alone." Thus we find

the creation of woman, and that providential law
which preserves the equal numbers of the sexes,

resting on the divinely instituted principle oi com-
2Mnioitsldp, not alone of marriage, not alone of

mother and child, but the manifold companionship

of woman, single or married ; companionship in-

volving, of necessity, reciiirocal dejKudence, but

having nothing to do with equality, or superiority,

or inferiority, on one side or the other. There is a

law of companionship far deeper than that of uni-

formity, or equality, or similarity; the law which
reconciles similitude and dissimilitude, the harmony
of contrast, in which what is wanting on the one
side finds its complement on the other; for,

Heart with heart, and mind with mind,
When the main fibres are entwined

Through Nature's skill,

May even by contraries be joined
More closely still.*

Such was the exquisite companionship of the sexes

as they were represented in our first parents, and
so, however since disturbed, it remains as the ideal

for all generations of men and women. There was
adduced another law, when the words were pro-

nounced to the woman :
" Thy desire shall be to

thy husband, and he shall rule over thee ;" and
thus dominion was mingled with companionship

—

dominion of one sex over the other, which no sophis-

try can evade ; for it is divine, and to endure with

the earth, and with the race. Having its origin

in evil, it grows with evil, and the woman sinks

down into the slave, and the man into her mere
imbruted tyrant ; but goodness can still find the

beauty of the primeval law of companionship un-

defaced by the element of dominion ; for the pen-

* Wordaworth—" The Grave of Burns."

alty of dominion may, like the curse of labour, be

converted into a blessing. As willing, dutiful la-

bour brings gladness more than sorrow with it, so

shall the fulfilment of the law of obedience win a

glory of its own brighter than any achievement of

power. It is not by clamoring for rights, it is not

by restless discontent, but it is by tranquil work-

ing out of the heaven-imposed law of obedience,

that woman's weakness is transmuted into strength

moral, spiritual power which man shall do

homage to. Ambition, pride, wilfulness, or any

earthly passion, will but distort her being; she

truggles all in vain against a divine appointment,

and sinks into more woful servitude, and the pri-

meval curse weighs a thousand fold upon her, and

the primeval companionship perishes. But bowing

beneath that law which sounded through the dark-

ening paradise, she wins for her dower the only

freedom that is worthy of woman,—the moral

liberty which God bestows upon the faithful and

obedient spirit. It is from the soil of meekness

that the true strength of womanhood grows, and it

is because it has its root in such a soil, that it has

rowth so majestic, showering its blossoms and

its fruits upon the world. Her influence follows

from the cradle to the grave, and the sphere

of it is the whole region of humanity. We marvel

at the might of it, because its tranquil triumphs

are so placid and so noiseless, and penetrating into

the deep places of our nature. It was the sun and

wind that in the fable strove for the mastery,

and the strife was for a traveller's cloak ; the quiet

n had naught to do with such fierce rivalry of

the burning or the blast ; but as in her tranquil

orbit she journeys round the earth, she silently sways

the tides of the ocean.

For "The Friend."

Thoughts on Company and Sooks.

SELECTED FKOM LETTERS OF WILLIAM GROVER, 1822.

I wish to feel for young people, under the vari-

ous temptations and trials, to which the years of

inexpL-rience are exposed. They are naturally and

reasonably inclined to learn, and to accomplish

themselves in ornament and usefulness. To this

end, as well as for temporary gratification, they

value and prefer company and books. Most of

them, perhaps, would say good company and good
books ; and it is a delicate and very interesting

matter to determine in what degree to discourage

or to counienance this inclination. It is an un-

speakable favour, however, early in life, to know
that in the silence and retirement of the mind,

humbling view of thyself, and of thy many frai

ties and infirmities, and to increase the ardour '

by mind, in the pursuit of divine help, of iuwar

quietude, and sweet, enriching peace, thou may:

conclude so much of it is good for thee ; but

either of them be such, or indulged in to such

degree as unprofitably to occupy thy mind, an

rather indispose than encourage thee in the love

nward recollection and meditation, thou may
afely conclude there is a snare in it, and there

danger lest the durable and precious substance ma
be lost in pursuit of the shadow.

For "Tile Friend."

Patiently Wait, and ftnietly Hope.

; are they which have continued with me in n

temptations.—Luke xxii. 28.

The trial of faith, through which the church

now passing, will doubtless tend to its ultima'

purification, as patience is allowed to have its pe

feet work, until the end of "the abomination thi

maketh desolate," which hath been set up, and

"standing in the holy place," when the assurani

given to the mourning, trembling, and inquirii

prophet, shall be verified, "Blessed is he th

waitcthr Dan. x. 2, 11 and 12; viii. 12.

A time of deliverance was promised to thn

whose record should be found in the book of lit

and this is what is confidently looked and u-ait>

for, by the rightly exercised, in this " time of tro

ble," wherein the enemy hath magnified himse

and by his transforming power deceived man
whose feet have been turned from the true and li

ing way, to follow lying vanities ; whereby the

own mercies have been forsaken.

Is it not, therefore, for the undeceiving of the

who may have been, and are deluded, that t

righteous are called and engaged to labour, ui i

whom appertaineth the promise, that they " .-^h;

shine as tiie stars forever and ever?" This labo|i

of love is believed to be going availingly forwar

of which there are evident tokens; although tf

true labourers are suflFering the contradiction coiN

plained of by the apostle, when he and his c
labourers testified to the resurrection of Christ, |>

which these are made experimental witnesses. 1

The true gospel labourer, whose eye is kept sin;|

to the grace bestowed upon him through the resil

rection of Christ, by which he is raised from tl

dead, cannot now look for the sympathy and siP

port of the unbelieving, any more than in forn?

times, when self-righteousness did also aboui^

causing men to become vain in their imaginatio

to the darkening of their minds, in whom Chithere is instruction and comfort to be met with

beyond what can be expected, either from even I was iiot the hope of glory,

good company or good books. It is observable. For want of faith in this mighty and ever liv;

by the attentive mind, that there maybe an enjoy- power, how many are led to forsake the standi:

rnent of books and of company, which strengthen;

us in the love, esteem and pursuit of this silence

and retirement ; and there is an enjoyment of good
books and good company, which weakens and en-

feebles the mind in its capacity to love, pursue and
enjoy this profitable silence and meditation. Here,

then, dear young friend, whosoever thou art, is

the point of wisdom. Blind, day by day, through

all, an inward sense respecting thiiiws, and thou

sed thereby against the enemy, whose fl(

threaten the desolation of the church ! But th

the victory of the saints, even their faith, wherijT

they are made partakers of the triumph of Chrt,

who bid his disciples " be of good cheer," evenD

tribulation; saying, " I have overcome the worlf''

As the calling and power of this saving gr«i

are unchanged and unchangeable, so are the cP

dences of its aboundings; manifested by
mayst be favoured to perceive what thy duty calls cumspection and holy fear of its loyal subject

for at thy hands, as to thy outward, temporal

domestic, or social occupations ; and then what
time thou canst properly spare for company and
books, and how much of either thou canst enjoy,

with religious benefit to thy own mind. Much
company and many books, or much reading, have
often a direct tendency to draw the attention of

the mind outward, instead of inward.

And here is the need of wi=e discrimination. If

thy company, or thy reading, tends to give thee a

which, through great watchfulness and

they are brought and preserved, to the hououDf

Truth ; of whom we feel assured there yet rciiiils

a gcodly number, who have not yet bowed to 15 1,

or kissed his image ; but are standing firm in t v

allegiance to the King of kings, and Lord of loiij

and others who are desiring and aiming to be fo A

in their ranks.

In view of this, there is cause of encouragcm >t,

though the enemy may seem to be gathe ig

^
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;rength from the opposite extremes of departure
ito wLicb some are being led, through deceit and
nwatohfulness. These he njay be suffered to

raw aside ; but the righteous, we are assured,
mnot be moved, of which we have abundant evi-

ence, in the firmness of many who are continued
3 upright pillars, that shall go no more out. May
le Lord " establish, strengthen and settle" others,

I the glory of his name, and the advancement of
is precious cause ;—causing a succession of testi-

lony and standard-bearers, upon whom the bur-
3n of the word shall rest; whose eyes shall look
ght on; and their eyelids straight" before the
-turning not to the right hand nor to the left,

—

iving their feet removed from evil.

The Illinois Central Railroad, at a place called

^attoon, is crossed by the Terre Haute and Alton
ailroad. Every day at about two, p. m., are seen
ur trains coming from four different directions,

riving at this point at the same time, to a second,
ery day. They can be seen as they approach,
r ten miles in each direction, the prairies there
ing a smooth, broad expanse, stretching away to

e horizon without any inequalities to obstruct

3 sight. As these trains arrive, their cow-catch-
3 approach to about twelve feet of each other, as

3Ugh exchanging salutations, when gracefully
eking as though bowing an adieu, two of the
lins go on the switches, while the other two
•eam away over the iron-bound prairie.

—

Lute
iper.

For "The Friend."

Selected Proverbs.

A man shall be commended according to h
sdom : but he that is of a perverse heart, shall

despised.

Correction is grievous to him that forsaketh the

ly; and he that hateth reproof, shall die,

He that refuseth instruction, despiseth his own
il : but he that heareth reproof, getteth under-

ndii ^
A seorner loveth not one that reproveth h
ither will he go unto the wise.

Where no counsel is, the people fall : but in the

iltitude of counsellors, there is safety

Without counsel, purposes are disappointed : but
the multitude of counsellors, they are estab

bed.

He that trusteth his own heart, is a fool : but
loso walketh wisely, he shall be delivered.

Evil men understand not judgment : but they
It seek the Lord, understand all things.

The wicked is snared by the transgression of his

s: but the just shall come out of.trouble.

A hypocrite with his mouth destroyeth his neigh-
ur ; but through knowledge, shall the just be de-
ered.

Where no wood is, there the fire goeth out ; so

lere there is no tale-bearer, the strife ceaseth.

As coals are to burning coals, and wood to fire:

is a contentious man to kindle strife.

An angry man stirreth up strife, and a furious
in aboundeth in transgression.

A man's pride shall bring him low : but honour
ill uphold the humble in spirit.

If thou hast done foolishly in lifting up thj'self,

if thou has thought evil, lay thine hand upon
? mouth.

A man that doeth violence to the blood of any
son, shall flee to the pit; let no man stay him.
Whoso causeth the righteous to go astray in an
1 way, he shall fall himself into his own pit.

The righteous man wisely considorcth the house
the wicked : but God overthroweth the wicked
their wickedness.

The man that wandereth out of the way of un-
derstanding, shall remain in the congregation of
the dead. An evil man seeketh only" rebellion :

therefore a cruel messenger shall be sent unto him.
Do they not err that devise evil ? but mercy and

truth shall be to them that devise good.
He that followeth after righteousness and mercy,

findeth life, righteousness, and honour.
The righteousness of the upright shall deliver

them : but transgressors shall be taken in their
own naughtiness.

Enter not into the path of the wicked, and go
not in the way of evil men ; for they sleep not i

cept they have done mischief; and their sleep
taken away, unless they cause some to fall : for
they eat the bread of wickedness, and drink the
wine of violence. But the path of the just is as
the shining light, that shineth more and more unto
the perfect day. The way of the wicked is as dark-
ness: they know not at what they stumble.
A naughty person, a wicked man, walketh with

a froward mouth : frowardness is in his heart, he
deviscth mischief continually; he soweth discord.
Therefore shall his calamity come suddenly ; sud-
denly shall he be broken without remedy; but
'-' -sings are upon the head of the just, and the in-
tegrity of the upright shall guide them.

Europeayi Deks.—The debts of the several
Statesof Europe, at the close of Sixth month, 18fiO,
were as follows :—Great Britain, §5,366,000,000;
France, $2,880,000,000 ; Russia, SI ,745,000,000

;

Austria, §1,600,000,000 ; Spain, §1,050,000,000
;

Prussia, §284,000,000; Portugal, §196,OOo'oOO
;

"' key, §185,000,000; Belgium, §100,000,000.

THE FRIEND.
NINTH MONTH 29, 18

In all ages of the world mankind have found,
that in order to ensure adequate protection to the
individual, in the pursuit of profit and happiness,
and to promote the safety and well-being of asso-
ciated communities, it is neccs.sary that government
of some kind should be established and maintained.
In every government, each individual composing
the community, is obliged to give up a certain por°
tion of the liberty whici may be said to belong to
him by nature, and to clothe those who are set
over him by form of law, with authority to enact
and enforce regulations, which it is his duty to
obey, so long as they do not violate the relation and
responsibility existing- between his soul and its

Creator.

This authority, thus vested in governments, is,

therefore, a trust, held for the benefit of the peo-
ple governed, and is to be employed exclusively
lor their advantage, collectively and individually.
Government thus constituted, and thus adminis-
tered, may properly be called a divine ordinance,
and as such, rightfully claims the obedience and
support of all good citizens living under it.

In our country, where Constitutions have been
carefully eliminated and deliberately adopted,
which clearly define the limits and prerogatives of
the General and the State Governments, all their
component parts of officers and citizens are equally end ; each denies the
bound to submit to their requirements and the while common sense may readily perceiv'e'that thJaws enacted un er them, so long as they remain policy and standard-bearers of ^one and all, wl nunaltered; but the people, to whom is guaranteed tried by the standard of the gospel of ChrLr oofreedom of thought and speech if not satisfied generally fall miserably belowSts purity and up°

tl l.lr:
' nf . "IV"'- "^"u^

°^
'T""''"^

"g'^'"^^^'^- ^^--'^ ^''^''^S is contagious,^and it
Ae-

thers ; t. e,r I'lJ ^ -rt"""
'^'""''^ '"^'''" ^"''^^ '^"'^ ""''^'""S '° 1^-P clear^of it^ influence.

itjLltljlTk . '°T^f '°.
"^'"'l^^

""^ "-^ '^"^'''^' "" ''' i'^dependent of its per-
its climate so diversified

;
its agricultural and mine- Iverting power, we find, that at best, we can select

ral products so multiform ; the habits, the domes-
tic and social relations of the people so difl'crent,
in different widely-separated sections, that it re-
quires a comprehensive and nicely adjusted system
of legislative enactments to meet their varied de-
mands, and give satisfaction to all ; and, with the
imperfection of our nature, it is hardly to be ex-
pected that such a perfect political system could be
initiated and carried on. Selfishness, which is too
generally the predominant active principle with all
classes, prompts each separate interest to urge its
peculiar claims upon the fostering care of the
government. From this, and from the form of our
government and the principles that characterize it,

-spring the party creeds and party policy, which
have existed ever since it was established, and
which, though liable to great abuse, when kept
within the limits prescribed by justice and sound
discretion, may be instrumental of good

; by stimu-
lating those in power so to act for the general wel-
fare, as will secure place and popularity; while they
incite those in the minority or opposhion, to watch

jealous eye the course pursued by the
party holding the reins of government, in order to
detect and expose whatever appears calculated to
njure the public weal. But this competition for
political superiority necessarily exposes our coun-
try to the dangers which ever attend party spirit,
i'he ungoverned passions and misguided prejudices
Df the people, soon convert the aims and enthusiasm
of party organizations into the intolerance and vio-
'ence of faction

; men substitute its dictates for the
voice of justice and truth, and laud or condemn
persons and measures, as they are approved or
denounced by the partisans with whom they are
associated. The aspirants to office, in order to
promote their own selfish views, play upon the pas-
sions of the ignorant and unreasoning, to induce
them to support an administration they may ap-
prove, or to aid in hurling their opponents from
office, and lifting their own favourites into the places
left vacant. The people, as well as those whom
they follow, are too easily influenced by the ex-
citements of the day; while the politicians who
set up for statesmen, act in obedience to what ap-
pears expedient for the present occasion, or to
meet the popular clamor, rather than to carry
out measures based upon a far seeing system,
that while it promotes or secures the present well
being of the community, lays the foundation of
future improvement.
Amid the angry criminations, the inconsistency

and low-toned morality of party leaders and fa-
vourites; the sectional selfishness and blind devo-
tion to unworthy men, manifested by contending
factions, a conscientious christian, desirous to use

influence for the suppression of evil and the
promotion of his country s true interest, often feels
himself straightened to decide the course he should
pursue, as to the exercise of the elective franchise.
This is peculiarly the case with a consistent Friend.
The government must be maintained, or anarchy
and bloodshed will ensue

; and it cannot be ad-
inistered, unless men of some kind are chosen to

execute its functions. All parties are equally loud
•n professing that it should be carried on, so as to
ubserve and promote the public good ; each claims

virtue and the ability necessary to secure this

requisites to its opponents
;
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but from among very incompetent instruments, to

attain the high object which should ever be kept

in view,—the exaltation of truth and righteousness.

The principles that should govern all, in giving

their voice and influence to elect the rulers of our

country, in no way difi"er from those that are bind-

ing upon us in our every-day life. Experience has

ever proved, that the requirements of the moral

law, are as applicable to governments as to indivi-

duals ; and that the same considerations which

bind each citizen to act towards his fellow with

justice, love and forbearance, rest with equal force

on governments, in all their conduct towards the

people governed, and in their transactions witli each

other. With nations as witli individuals, therefore,

to be unju^t, always is to be unwise. Presidents

and Governors never will act safely ; Senators and

Kepresentatives never will legislate so as to pro-

mote the real interest of the country and people,

while they presume to reason and to determine

upon different principles than those which the Su-

preme Lawgiver has laid down for the regulation

of the conduct of each one of his fallible crea-

tures ; and we may be sure they will always miss

of the good professed to be aimed at, while the

course of the government they control, contravenes

the immutable decrees of their Creator.

At the present time, political excitement runs

high, and parties are more than usually hostile to

each other. The issues involved in the contest,

appear likely to affect the policy and well-being of

the country for a long time to come, especially upon

the subject of slavery. While Friends will indivi-

dually exercise their discretion as to voting at all,

or to which candidates they will give their support,

it will be a great preservation to their equanimity

and influence for good, to keep out of all party

spirit and party associations. The counsel given

bv S. Crifp to Friends of his day, when the same

kfnd of ex^-itement was rife in England, and the '^^::::^t:::::Z^r^::^^:^^ ^^e ^e ,o,

freedom and immunity from suffering of our reli- -~

gious Society, seemed likely to be materially af-

fected by the success or defeat of one contesting

party or the other, may be profitably acted upon

now: "And when you see divisions and parties,

and rendings in the nations, and rumors and tem-

pests in the minds of the people, then take heed of

being moved to this party, or to that party, or

giving your strength to this or that, counselling

this way or that way; but stand single to the

Truth of God, in which neither war, rent or divi

sion is. Take heed of that part in any of you,

which trusts and relies upon any sort of the men of

this world, in the day of their prosperity; for the

same party will bring you to suft'er with them in

the time of their adversity, which will not be long

.after; for stability in that ground there will be

But when they shall say, Come, join with us in

this or that, remember you are joined to the Lord

by his pure Spirit, to walk with him in peace and

righteousness ; and you feeling this, this gathers

out of all bustlings, and noises, and parties, and

tumults, and leads you to exalt the standard of

truth and righteousness, in an innocent couversa

tion, to see who will flow unto that."

the cabinets of Vienna, Munich and Dresden have ad-

vised him to take refuge in Germany, and not in Spain.

Garibaldi entered Naples on the 9th, and was received

with great enthusiasm. He proclaimed Victor Emma-
nuel as King of Italy, and consigned the fleet and the

arsenal of Naples to the charge of Admiral Persano.

The dictator condrmed Romano as Minister of the In-

terior, and appointed persons to fill the office of Director

of Police, Minister of War, and Minister of Justice. Gen-

eral illuminations had taken place. After the flight of

the King, a great rise took place in the public funds.

Gariiruldi had found an immense quantity of war ma-

terial, and a large amount of money in the bank.

Insurrections liad broken out in the Roman States,

and the Papal government was in great consternation.

The Sardinian troops were advancing through Tus-

cany and the Romagua, to be in readiness to enter the

Papal States.

It is believed the attitude of Austria will be purely

defensive, as long as her Italian frontiers are not in-

ded.

The Liverpool cotton market was active, at advanced

tes. breadstufl's dull. Consols, 9aJ-.

xMexico.— The latest accounts state that a force of

20,000 Liberals was marching on the capital, where

resident Miramon, with 750U men, had fortif

self. An attack was expected on the 8th iusta

United States.—The Foreiyn Trade.—T:hs ofacial

tables of the foreign trade of the United States for the

fiscal year ending Sixth mo. 3Uth last, show that the

total exports of the country during the year, amounted

to $400,167, 461. The imports amounted to §361,797,-

209. The exports are classified, as follows. Specie,

$56,916,851; American produce, exclusive of specie,

$316,220,640; foreign produce reshipped, $27,000,000.

A further classification by articles gives the following

results :

Cotton ,. . .

" "
Vegetable food

Animal food, hides and w
Manufactures
Tobacco .

Produce of the forest .

Specie

The total exports of 1858-9 amounted to $356,789,462

including $63,887,41 1 in specie ; tbe imports were $338,-

786,130. The foreign commerce of the United States

25,656,494

20,206,265

35,454,644

15,906,547

11,756,000

56,946,851

Miscellaneous.— Walker's Expedition. — This band o

marauders, after their departure from Truxillo,

captured by the Honduran troops, assisted by a B
armed vessel. Walker and his second in command
sentenced to be shot, and, it is supposed, have been al

ready executed. The remainder of the party,

seventy in number, were permitted to return to th

ted States, under the promise never to engage agai

in a similar enterprise.

First American Cotton in England.—It has been state

as an historical fact, that the first export of cotton froi

the United States to England, was in 1784, when a ve:

sel arrived at Liverpool with eight bags of cotton, :

part of the cargo, and that it was seized by the Custon

house officers under the conviction that it could ni

have been tbe growth of America.

The Vine Disease in France.—The wine crop of Franc

is very poor this season, and, it is supposed, it will fa

short of the last one. Vines are all affected by tl

oidium, especially in the south of France, and the grap'

are all nearly destroyed. In some places sulphur h:

been successfully used in destroying the disease.

RECEIPTS.

Received from Jehu Fawcett, agt., O., for Saml. Dixc

Israel Wilson, and Sarah Hole, $2 each, vol. 33, for J(

Taylor, H. W. Harris, Reba. Woolman, Jos. Winery, a

Stacv Cook, $2 each, vol. 34, for John Leech, $2, to -

vol. 34 ; from Jesse Hall, agt., 0., $2, vol. 33, for Da\

Binnsand Jos. Walton, $2, vol. 33, for Ann M'Brii

$2, vol. 34, for Peter Thomas, $2, to 44, vol. 33.
'"

WEST-TOWN SCHOOL.

The Committee to superintend the Boarding-school

West-Town, will meet in Philadelphia, on Sixth-d;

the 5th of next month, at 7 o'clock, P. M.

The Committees on Instruction and Admissions m
on the same day ; the former at 4 o'clock, and the !

ter at 5 o'clock, p. m.

The Visiting Committee attend the semi-annual

amination of the Schools, commencing on Third-i

morning, and closing on Fifth-day afternoon of the s£

Ninth mo. 20th, 1860. Joel Evans, Clerk

SUMMARY OF EVENTS
-News from England to Nintl 13th.

fouth-
EOROPE
The weather continued fine

;
the harve

crn counties was nearly completed, and the result ex-

ceeded expectations. The harvest was progressing in

the more northern counties, with encouraging prospects.

The intelligence from Italy was important. The King

of Naples quitted the capita"l on tbe 6th, in a Spanish

vessel, for Gaeta, a fortified seaport, in his dominions,

about forty miles N. W. from Naples. There was some

doubt as to his ultimate place of refuge. The Queen of

Spain had offered him an asylum, but it is stated that

on of Boston, Mass., 177,902; in 1850, it was 138,788,

Louisville, Ky., has 75,196 inhabitants: in 1850, there

were 43,190. St. Louis, Mo., has a population of 161,-

000; in 1850, it was 77,860. Cincinnati has 158,000 in-

habitants ;
Providence, R. L, 44,914; Rochester, N. Y.

48,096; Trenton, N. J., 17,206.

Kcw Fori.—Mortality last week, 480.

Philadelphia.—Mortalitv last week, 188. The Com-

missioners of Public Buildings acting under authority of

the Legislature of the State, have decided to locate them

upon Penn Square, and have awarded the contract foi

their erection to John M'Arthur, Jr. The buildings are

to be of Pennsylvania white marble. The contract is

subject to the approval of the City Councils. The offi-

cial census returns show a population in twenty wards

of the city of 473,197; the estimated population of the

four remaining wards is about 110,000.

California.—San Francisco dates to the 12th instant.

The steamer John L. Stephens sailed on the 11th, with

$1,009,000 in gold, and a quantity of silver ore. The

Mariposa gold mines on J. U. Fremont's grants are un-

derstood to be yielding large returns. A camel express

was about to be established between Los Angelos and

Fort Mahone.
New Orleans.—On the night of the 22d, a fire broke

out in a large liquor store, and communicated to the

adjoining property, much of which was destroyed. The

explosion of the spirits caused a house near to fall with

I heavy crash, burying from forty to fifty persons under

he ruins. The number killed was not certainly k

Thirteen dead bodies were found the next moriiiu

Storm in the Gulf.—The late equinoctial storm was

very violent in the vicinity of Mobile. About a third

part of the city was flooded, causing a loss of about a

million of dollars. A number of vessels were wrecked

or damaged, and a considerable number of lives lost.

Pikes Peak.—Vrom Sixth mo. 7th to Seventh mo. 26th

$202,169 in gold was sent from the Pike's Peak mines

by express, eastward. Discoveries of silver continue to

be made, which promise to yield well.

Fort Smith, Ark.—On the 20th, a fire broke out in this

town, which destroyed the post-office and 4000 letters,

A number of valuable buildings were burnt; total loss,

$200,000.

WANTED.
A Female Friend to teach a family school.

Address Joseph H. Satterthwaite,
Oxford Valley, Bucks Co., Pa.

WEST-GROVE BOARDING-SCHOOL FOR GIR

Situated within a few hundred yards from West-Gr

station on the Philadelphia and Baltimore Central R

road, from which place trains communicate with Ph

delphia several times daily. The Winter session

open on Second-day, 5th of Eleventh month, prox.

For circulars, &c., address

Thomas Coxard, Principa

Ninth month, 1860.

"WEST-TOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.

The Winter session of the School will commenci

Second-day, the 5th of Eleventh month. Parents

others inte"nding to enter their children as pupils,

please make early application to David Roberts, Su

intendent at the School, or Joseph Scattekgood, T

surer. No. 304, Arch street, Philadelphia.

West-Town, Ninth mo. 4th, 1860.

WEST-TOWN SCHOOL.

A Friend is wanted as Teacher of Reading in the Ir'»

department of this Institution. Apply to

Samuel Hilles, Wilmington, Del.

James Emlen, West Chester, Chester Co., P;

Alfred Cope, Germantown, Pa.

Sixth mo. 6th, 1860.

WEST-TOWN SCHOOL.

A Friend is wanted to fill the station of Govern

the Boys' department of ihis Inslitu

Application may be made to Nathan Sharpless,

cord. Pa. ; Samuel Hilles, Wilmington, Del. ; J

Emlen, West Chester, Pa.; or Thomas Evans, Phi!

Twelfth mo., 185

PILE & M'ELROY, PRINTERS,

Lodge street, opposite the Pennsylvania
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Eecent Discoveries in Asfronomv.
(Concluded from page 20.)

"
'
This is all very w^ll for the chapter of time,'

jrs the doctor
;

' but in order to see so delicate a
ot, you require a good telescope. Have you one ?'

'es, sir, I have succeeded, Dot without difficulty,
ivation, and suffering, to obtuin for myself a
escope. After practising much economy, I pur-
ased from M. Cauche, an artist little know
3ugh_ very clever, an object-glass nearly four
hp^ I'n diameter. Knowing my enthusiasm and

vertical, and the angles of position, which he did
by the systems of parallel axes we have mentioned,
and the divided circle of card-board placed upon
Lis finder.

Leverrier next inqulr'-' if he had made any at-

tempt to deduce the planet's distance from the sun
troui the period of four hours which it required to
describe an entire diameter of the sun. The doc-
tor confessed that he had made attempts to do this,

but not being a mathematician, he had not suc-
ceeded

;
and that this failure was the reason why

he had delayed the announcement of his discovery.
Leverrier having asked for the rough draught of
these calculations, the doctor replied, " My rough
draughts ! Paper is rather scarce with us. I am
a joiner as well as an astronomer. I calculate in

my workshop, and I write upon the boards ; and
wben I wish to use them in new calculations, I re-

move the old ones by planing." On visiting, how-
ever, the carpenter's shop, they found the board,
with its lines and its numbers in chalk still unob-
literated.

hes

1 poverty, he gave me the choice among several
Bellent ones; and as soon as I made the selec
n, I mounted it on a stand with all its parts
d I have recently indulged myself with a revol
ig platform, and a revolving roof, which wil
)n be in action.' The lion went to the uppe)
ry, and satisfied himself of the accuracy of the
.tement. ' This is all well,' says he, ' in so far
the observation itself is concerned

; but I want
see the original memorandum which vou mad
it.'

''

" ' It is very easy,' answered the doctor, ' to say
a want it; but though this note was written on
iniall square of paper, which I generally throw
ay or burn when it is of no further use, yet it is

s»ible I may still find it.' Kunning with fear to
1 Conmnssatice des Temps, he finds the note ol
i 2Gth March, 1859, performing the part of a
.rker, and covered with grease and laudanum,
e liou seizes it greedily, and, comparing it with
! letter which M. Vallee had brought him, he
Jlaims : ' But, sir, you have falsified this ob-
vation

;
the time of emergence is four minutes

late.' ' It is,' replied the lamb. ' Have the
)dDess to examine more narrowly, and you will
i that the four minutes is the error of my watch,
;ulatud by sidereal time?' 'This is true; but
.V do you regulate your watch by sidereal time?
have a small telescope—here it is—which you
1 find in such a state as to enable me to tell the
le to a second, or even to some fractious of a
ond.' "

Sati.-fied on this point, Leverrier then wished to
3w how he determined the two angular co-
linates of the points of contact, of the entry and
ergeuce of the planet, and how he measured the
)rd of the arc which separates these two points
scarbault told him that this was reduced to the
asunug the distances of these points from the

When this cross-questioning, which had lasted
in hour, was finished, Leverrier was convinced that
an intra-mercurial planet had really been seen,
and with a grace and dignity full of kindness, he
congratulated Lescarbault on the important disco-
very which he had made. Anxious to obtain some
mark of respect for the discoverer of Vulcan, Le-
verrier made inquiry concerning his private charac
ter, and learned from the village cure, the juge de
paix,^ and other functionaries, that he was a skilful

physician, and a worthy man. With such high
recommendations, M. Leverrier requested from M.
Rouland, the minister of public instruction, the
coration of the legion of honour for M. Lcscarb:
The minister, in a brief but interesting statement
ot his claim, communicated this request to the Em-
peror, who, by a decree dated January 25th, con-
ferred upon the village astronomer the honour so
justly due to him. His professional brethren in

Paris were equally solicitous to testify their re-

gard; and M.U. Feli? Koubaud, Legrande, and
(Jatfe, as delegates of the scientific press, proposed
to the medical body, and to the scientific world in

Paris, to invite Lescarbault to a banquet in the
Hotel de Louvre, on the 18th of January. A
similar offer had been made to him by his profes-
sional admirers in Chartres and Blois ; but he de-
clined all these invitations, pleading as an excuse
his simple and retired habits, and the difficulty of
aving the patients under his care.

The interesting documents which we have at-

tempted to analyze and abridge, excited the greatest
sensation in every part of Europe ; and the records
of astronomical observations were diligently search-
ed, in order to find if any round black spots had
been seen on the disc of the sun. Astronomers,
too, of all ranks, whether occupying well-furnished
observatories, or supplied only with a telescope and
darkening glass, have been watching the little

planet during the time when it was likely to pass
over the sun. No rc-discovery of it, however, has
yet been made; but very interesting cases have
been found in which a round black spot has been
seen upon the sun. * * # *

Upon the supposition that the black spots seen
upon the sun by the astronomers above mention-
ed are bodies between Mercury and the sun, M.
Wolff is of opinion that the observations can only
be reconciled by the admission of at least three

intra-mercurial planets. * * *

The history of astronomy presents- us with few
instances in which her observations have proved
false, or her observers faithless. The telescopes of
one age have corrected, doubtless, the imperfect
forms of sidereal groups and planetary bodies as
observed in another, and the astronomical tables
of the present day have thrown into the shade the
calculations and predictions of earlier times ; but
we have no instance in which the 'discovery of a
primary planet, or even of a satellite, has been long
the subject of doubt or of controversy. Such a
case has now occurred, and one which may long
remains source of disquiet, personal, if not na-
tional, in our planetary annals.

When the astronomers of the Old and the New
World, and especially our distinguished friends be-
yond the Channel, wore rejoicing in the discovery
of a planet in the very presence of the sun—a dis-

covery predicted by one French astronomer, and
confirmed by another, and one likely to suw^est
some new phase in the condition of planetary life,

hen thii excitement vfas at lis height, the for-
tunate astronomer decorated with the legion of
honour, and the salons of fashion instinct with
scientific life,—an eminent astronomer, and that
astronomer, a Prenohinan, has presented himself
boldly in the face of Europe, not only to question
the existence of such a body, but to charge its dis-

covery with dishonesty, and impugn the very theo-
retical principles on which one of the greatest as-
tronomers of the age had foretold its discovery.
M. Liais, a French astronomer in the service of

the Brazilian government, and himself the disco-
verer of a comet on the 26th February last, has
just published in a Danish journal a severe criti-

cism of the letter of M. Lescarbault and the cal-
culations of Leverrier. * * *

To this remarkable paper no reply has yet been
made by Leverrier, or any French astronomer. * *

Since the first notice of the discovery of Vulcan,
in the beginning of January, 1860, the sun has
been anxiously observed by astronomers; and the
limited area round him in which the planet niu&t
be, if he is not upon the sun, has doubtless been
explored with equal care by telescopes of high
power, and processes by which the sun's direct light
has been excluded from the tube of the telescope
as well as the eye of the observer; and yet lo
planet has been found. This fact would entitle us
to conclude that no such planet exists, if its exist-

Dce had been merely conjectured, or if it had
been deduced from any of the laws of planetary
distance, or even if Leverrier or Adams had an-
nounced it as the probable result of planetarv per-
turbations. If the finest telescopes cannot redisco-
ver a planet that has a visible disc, with a power
of .301), as used by Liais, within so limited an area
as a circle of 16 degrees, of which the sun is the
centre, or rather within a narrow belt of that cirelf ,

e should unhesitatingly declare that no such
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planet exists ; but the question assumes a very dif-

ferent aspect when it involves moral considerations.

If, after the severe scrutiny which the sun and its

vicinity will undergo before, and after, and during

his total eclipse in July, no planet shall be seen

;

and if no round black spots distinctly separable

from the usual solar spots, shall be seen on the

solar surface, we will not dare to assert that it does

not exist. We cannot doubt the honesty of M.

Lcscarbault ; and we can hardly believe that he

was mistaken. No solar spot, no floating scoria,

could maintain, in its passage over the sun, a cir-

cular and uuilbrm shape ; and we are confident that

no other hypothesis but that of an intra-mercurial

planet can explain the phenomena seen and mea-

sured by M. Lescarbault—a man of high charac-

ter, possessing excellent instruments, and in every

way competent to use them well, and to describe

clearly and correctly the result of his observations.

Time, however, tries facts as well as speculations.

The phenomena observed by the French astrono-

mer may never be again seen, and the disturbance

of Mercury which rendered it probable, may be

otherwise explained. Should this be the case, we

must refer the round spot on the sun to some of

those illusions of the eye or of the brain, which have

sometimes disturbed the tranquillity of science,

1688. Advised to keep under the leadings and

guidance of the Spirit of Truth in tlieir outward

habits andfashions tliereof not suffering the spirit

of the world to get over them, in a lust to be like

unto them, in things useless and superfluous ; le

prevail upon them by giving a little way to it, till it

leads them from the simplicity and plainness that

For " The Friend." help'

Extracts from the Letters and Memorandums of

our Late Friend, 11. Williams.

"First mo. I5th, 1844.—I received thy two

letters by ; they were truly acceptable ; thy

awaking up ' wide awake,' at that early hour, and

getting thoughts, &c.,

ike readina; over
after the succession

did much interest me, it seemed

my own case, morning by morning. The intrusion

of unwelcome thoughts on my most sacred mo-

ments, is a grief and affliction that I did not know

thou wast troubled with. We are drawing towards

the evening of our day ; I am concerned how we

shall answer : many weaknesses, shortcomings,

omissions and commissions are mine; when I am

weak, then the enemy is strong. I am not always

able to remember that ' help is laid on One that is

mighty." I crave the sympathy and aid of thy

spirit and of dear 's, so that my way may be

cleared, and the better part unshackled, that I may

feel a little evidence of Divine approbation, and be

able to work out my soul's salvation in the way

prescribed,
" Your afflictions have caused near feeling of

sympathy, and I have out of great weakness de-

sired you might be strengthened to bear it pa-

tiently, trusting a blesbing is in it, though unseen.

I felt much for ; the complaint wore a

threatening aspect ; but from thy letter yesterday,

there seemed reason to trust it would pass by for

the present. Oh, that all might be awakened to a

true sense of their spiritual condition, while time

is allowed. ' It is a fearful thing to live, and it is

a fearlul thing to die' (unprepared.) I do not

how it is my pen will run this way ; but

becomes the gospel ; and so from one vain liberty

to another, till they come to lose the blessed liberty

that is in Christ, into which they were in a mea-

sure redeemed, and fall back into the bondage of

the world's spirit, and grow up into the liberty of

the flesh, with the lu^ts and concupiscence thereof,

and so lose both their name and place in the Truth,

as too many have done.

Porcelain.—The name porcelain is applied to the

finest varieties of earthenware. It is composed of

a very pure, white clay, called kaolin—derived

from the decomposition of feldspar—very finely

divided silica, prepared by crushing and grinding

calcined flints, and a little lime. The utmost pains

are taken to thoroughly incorporate -those ingre-

dients, and to avoid the introduction of particles of

grit, or other foreign bodies. The mixture, having

somewhat eased thereby."
" 2\st.—We hear our dear friend C. H. has a

minute to come within the limits of Abiugton Quar-

ter to hold meetings, principally for other people.

The call to the highways and hedges seems to be

going forth, and, I believe, there is a fresh invita-

tion to many amongst us ; to me it does appear to

be a very interesting period in our Society ; though

on many accounts, discouraging; to see anything

like ' a standard-bearer' giving out, in any part of

our favoured Society."

" SQth.—I think often of thee, and thy many
cares and concerns, as far as I know them ; besidi

this, there is a sympathy with unknown and hid

den exercises; with a sincere desire that thou and

I, with those nearly connected with us, may wit-

ness the blessing of preservation, which, in all

lowlines-!, is our duty to wait for, to ask lor; the

Fhe consistency and appearance of dough, is then hindering, trying, unthought-of, unlooked-for trials

fashioned upon a peculiar kind of lathe, called a and difficulties that crowd in, calculated to unfit

potter's wheel, or in moulds of plaster of Paris, into I the mind for breathing after our daily food, are s

^are dried and baked in a kiln or oven for a pe- [abundant, that I find without great watchfulness,

riod of about forty hours. The porcelain in this

condition is technically termed " biscuit," and is

compact and solid, but so porous as to readily im-

bibe water, and even allow it to filter through its

surface. This difficulty is remedied by covering

the ware with a glassy coating called a glaze, which

generally consists of a more fusible mixture of the

same materials as the porcelain itself These, in a

state of fine powder, are made into a cream with

water, and into this the ware is dipped for a mo-

ment and then withdrawn ; the water sinks into its

substance, leaving the powder evenly spread upon

the surface, which, when submitted to a moderate

heat, fuses, and forms a uniform, vitreous coating.

In ornamental porcelain, the designs are printed or

painted upon the surface with various metallic

oxyds, which develope their colours only after

fuiiion with the ingredients of the glaze. Much

beautiful work of this kind is now done in this

country.

I am traversing a barren desert where no refresh

ment is Some of us here seem to be led

about and instructed : if the arc'i-enemy can only

be still watched in his insinuations, and the

' blessing of preservation' still extended, it may be

well."

'* Second month Qtk.—On Seventh-day follow-

ing our Monthly Meeting, notice came to hand,

of Christopher lleuly's prospect of an appointed

meeting at Plymouth on First-day afternoon,

three o'clock, and wished public notice given— he

came ; the house was full, having extra benches,

and we had a good meeting. Next afternoon

to Norristown, to one appointed for him there.

As we came into the town, a great bell was ring-

ing in the steeple of the house, (the meeting was

held in the basement story of the Baptist meeting-

house;) when we entered, a pretty large company

were collected. When seated, and I saw cousin J.,

brother J., and M. M. ; these along side of C. as

md myself near; the feeling was humili

atmg, and the query, ' Has it come to this?' tha

should be exhibited here, facing a large and

appearance, very respectable and well-behavin;

audience, (for I had ventured to cast my eye ove

the company,) humiliating, yes, and abasing, am
seized, why, 'the Truth will suffer!' whei

an involuntary breathing of ' Lord, help us,' cam^

into my mind, and dwelling quietly under thi

feeling of solemnity, which seemed to me prevail

fear, slavish fear, vanished, and the meetin;

very quiet, and crowned with the presence c

the Great Minister of ministers. If it were no

so, then I had no right sense of it. A whip o

small cords was not given C, but an encouragin.

and inviting communication with life and powei

I do not know how better to describe it than dii

the Presbyterian minister, who, after meeting, in

troduced himself to Christopher as such, acknow

ledging his thankfulness for the meeting ; that th

communication was cordial to his feelings. It was

he said, ' the very cream of the gospel ;' ' that i

had distilled as the dew.' I observed the ma
during the time C. was engaged, (for he sat d;

rectly before me,) he was much affected and brc

ken ; it may be said, he shed many tears, leanin

on the top of his umbrella. He is a young mai

1 should say, not over thirty-five, without ostentt

tion; what his real character is, I do not knov

but likely, as Nicodemus did, so would he. Chri;

topher treated on that of Nicodemus coming b

night, for fear of the Jews.

The man was sensibly reached, and my desii|

for him was, and is, faithfulness to manifestei

truth and to his duty. He offered his Louse to Cj

and welcome, when he came again, but C. informSi

him, he did not know that he ever should coa

again.
•' When we got into the carriage, and were m

turning, C. seemed much relieved, and especiall

rejoiced in believing the way was open for oi

friends ; should they incline from a sense of dut

to appoint a meeting at Norristown.
'' W^e came to brother J.'s to tea, and spent tl

evening ; the greater part was spent in suitab

conversation, but yielding to a little intimation fi

stillness, comparable to the cloud that was the si:

of a man's hand, a shower was poured forth wil

life and power, truly. Thus, again and again, tl

Lord was good to us poor things, and we have n

thing to pay with. May a ready obedience 1

yielded."

" On Fourth and Fifth days, attended our Sele

and Quarterly Meeting. In our Fifth-day mee

ing was engaged in testimony for the wt

fare and preservation of our Society in its prese:.

peculiar situation. In the last meeting. Alii

Knight was concerned to speak of the hurt \

sustained by reading publications of conspicuo

persons of other religious denominations, whii

contain many sentiments and views correspondii

to Friends, and yet in other parts are entirely

variance, and striking at the root, the fundament

principles of our Society, as held by our car

Friends, and which they had come to throu;

much suffering, and [in the maintenance of whic

some even sealed their testimony with their livi

giving all up. We had not, I think, before hea

the matter treated of in this way in meeting, b

she was helped to manage it well. I travail

with her in near feeling, from a trial of this kir

I am all along under, and have been a great whi;

We shall, indeed, have to do better, or we shall

sifted out, for this kind of reading is opening t

way to a relish for the sounding brass and (

tinkling cymbal, while it renders tasteless the pi

fitable reading of the Holy Scriptures and go
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books, which have beea penned in the savour of

life."

" There are some very poor families in our

neighbourhood, not enough of victuals or clothes

)r wood, it is a great tax upon our feelings ; we
aave endeavoured to do what we could, but it is

nsufEcieut. I am not asking help of you, but I

lo ask nearer home ; some are very generous, and

some are right hard and close ; accusing the

leads of the families of being undeserving, &c.

;

md so excusing themselves from helping the chil-

3ren ; I do not understand that kind of talk and

icting—if the best of us had ju^t what we deserved,

t would be very little. We make mistakes by

•ating ourselves above our deserts, and so sit down
ielf-satisfied by our finely polished stoves, and

iparm fires, and plentiful tables. I believe the

iries of the afflicted and poor in our land have

•eached the ears of the Most High, and I should

•eally tremble to be found using the part which

Delongs to the poor."
" * * * X have looked through thy book,

md have seen no lesson which would draw the

ittention of the learner to believe in an after-state,

)r believe the good actions and deeds recommended
vould at all affect his future well-being, but only

IS a moral good, and to be thought well of here

)y men. It contains no lesson, sliowing God sees

)ur actions and will reward accordingly. I believe

t indispensable that such lessons and hints should

iccompany early instruction. Not finding anything

)f this in thy book has surprised me, and I cannot

)Q that account recommend it. Though Comly's

nay have some words in spelling repeated, and
)thers not pronounced rightly, yet, as regards the

essons for young readers, in my opinion, his book
s greatly to be preferred."

'^Second mo. '22d. * * * I often think, if

n the moment of trial and vexation, we could stop,

md not speak until the right time, how much heart-

)urning it would save us. The tongue is a troubie-

lome member to a headlong and unguarded indivi-

lual. I can speak from experience, and need im-

)rove even in old age."

"26th.— I came to the city in the car yesterday.

Attended Sixth-Street Meeting : a quiet, solid sit-

ing. Near the close, dear spoke to a

owly proved condition, answering as face to face

a a glass with that of thy poor mother's case,

laving felt, and especially on approaching the city,

IS if all my ' goodliness was as filthy rags.' Thought
nyself paid for coming, if I should then return

lud see no one who knew me. When meeting
closed, I quietly left the house ; rested and took

ca at . Attended evening meeting—a full

louse. Our Carolina friends D. and A. C., whom
'. came down to see, both ministered to the people

;

0., in a close manner, touching upon the rending
md dividing spirit in church and state. I spoke
ivith them after meeting; they look well, and I

feel easy they go on their embassy, desiring the

ilessing of preservation for them.
I " This morning, at eight o'clock, they went on
|)oard the ship ; many Friends attended there.

I

and went, but I felt most inclined to

Itay in 's nursery and hear those dear little

fioys and their sister their Scripture lessons, and
Ihen read the second number of T. Scattergood's

lournal, which I cannot read without shedding
taany tears ; so much feeling is couched in the

iiccount, and knowing him as I did, and some-
ivhat of his exercised spirit and sorrowful turn of

fflind at times ; the attitude in which he was ac-

tustomed to sit, plain before me."
I

" has been very poorly ; I never saw
Dim so sick ; he has passed through a great deal

latterly, and whether Best Wisdom may see meet

to finish the work or prepare through further bap-

tism for furtiier usefulness, I leave ; so greatly

have the toils and troubles of time weaned me. . . .

I was glad to hear of your good meetings ; they

are among the rich blessings of our heavenly
Father to the poor and needy."

" Third nio. Zd.—It is a nice matter, in this day,

to be a clear-sighted elder, one who is united to the

true seed in himself, and in the exercised ministers,

able to judge of fitness of communications to the

company ministered unto ; in short, to live in the

life, that the life in public communications may
answer to the life in us. I do believe, it is as quick
as a touch, and I would advise thee to see for thy-

self, and to be quite satisfied ; then I am easy thou

should encourage or discourage, but not to go at

the instigation of another; that is a poor way of

doing, and will hurt thyself and the one thou may
be sent to. Faithful, clear-handed, clear-sighted

Friends may be a great blessing one to another.
' They who feared the Lord, spake often one to

another,' &c. Beside faithful ' watchers,' concerned

to give the alarm at the approach of the enemy
;

we have watchers through jealousy, and they are

listeners and whisperers; I meet with them, but it

is best to be wise and harmless. Do let us try to

do nothing against the Truth ; while we be very

much concerned to keep our places and act up-

rightly, 'A word to the wise is sufficient.'
"

loceniliary Mice.

Mice, aptly described by Johnson as being the
" smallest of all beasts— little animals that haunt

houses and corn-fields," are usually considered

as being merely mischievous nuisances, whose sole

destructive propensities are directed against candle

ends, cheese and corn ; nibbling through skirting-

boards, cupboards and boxes, and other trivial

depredations. We shall find, however, by a fur-

ther investigation of facts, that mice, powerless as

they may seem to be of producing evil on a large

scale, may, nevertheless, cause a large and destruc-

tive loss of property, and even of life.

We find, by contemporary journals, that in the

bed-room of a certain individual, a fire is suddenly

found to be raging—an odd circumstance, consider-

ing that no light or fire of any description had been

in the apartment for some time ; but still more odd

was the locality of the fire in this case—a chest of

drawers, shut and probably locked. The myste-

rious nature of the origin of this fire will be best

seen by quoting the account given of it by a local

journal at the time of its occurrence.
" E. Lewis, of Broadheath, discovered a fire

in his bed-room a day or two ago, the origin of

which is enveloped in the most profound mystery;

it occurred in a chest of drawers. What renders

it so mysterious is the fact, that for many weeks

past there has been no light, or fire of any descrip-

tion, in this apartment. The fire originated in a

chest of drawers, the contents of which (lace and

some volumes of the {^"Illustrated London jVncs'')

were burnt or damaged before the fire was de-

tected."

It would not be the object of an ordinary incen-

diary to burn a few books. A fire lighted in a

drawer and that drawer subsequently closed, could

but smoulder and smoke, and expire for want of air

to support combustion. This smouldering might

destroy, as it actually did in this case, the contents

of the drawer, but the flames would not extend ; the

premises would be safe, for the smoke engendered

would be such in quantity and quality as to injure

early detection.

Now, from this plain statement of a fact, what

can we infer ? A tire is discovered : how did it ori-

ginate ? What the green fat of the turtle is to the

alderman—what curry and rice are to the Indian

—

what fat puppy and kitten-pie are to the China-

man—such is phosphorus to the mouse—a decided

luxury, an epicurean morccau. Advantage of this

well known partiality is taken by the commonly
used vermin poison, now extensively sold under the

name of" vermin destroying paste" the basis and
active principle of which is phosphorus. This is

self evident from its smell, its being luminous in the

dark, the manner in which it burns, and the phos-

phoric acid produced by its combustion. A thin

layer of this, spread upon bread and butter, and put

in the neighbourhood of its holes, will lure the un-

suspecting mouse from his ordinary cheese or can-

dle diet to the poisoned and invariably fatal bait

We have watched its effects: at first it appjars

to act as a narcotic, or stupefying agent ; the mouse

walks and stumbles about, unheeding the presence

of man : it seems intoxicated. Death, however,

soon follows, and upon examining their bodies a

few minutes afterwards, evidence of extensive in-

flammation of the bowels is to be found. We have

seen rats similarly under its influence, and detected

the same post mortem appearances.

We will now adduce another fact, as bearing

considerably upon the subject under investigation.

Some few years ago, a fire originated in a cupboard

very mysteriously. Satisfactory and conclusive evi-

dence was given at the time, that no lighted candle

or fire had been in the room for months. The
shelves of the cupboard, the floor and the ceiling of

the room underneath were burnt, when, fortunately,

discovery took place, and the ravages of the flames

were stopped. As we have before explained, had the

fire originated in a closed drawer, it must soon have

been stifled ; but the mischief could extend, and did,

to greater lengths, in an airy and large cupboard.

All that was found wore the remains of a luoifer

match-box, and the ends of a few burnt matches.

Evidence of the existence of numbers of mice was

apparent, froiu the great quantity of the droppings

of these little animals.

It is hardly necessary to state that the power of

ready ignition possessed by lucifers, is derived,

amongst other things, principally from phosphorus.

In all probability, the mice endeavoured to get at

the contents of the box, attracted by the smell of

this phosphorus ;
the friction caused by their conti-

nued nibbling was sufficient to ignite the matches;

the box the shelf, the floor would follow ; and hence

the cata-trophe.

The explanation appears to us to be more cre-

dible than that of wilful incendiarism, or spontane-

ous combustion ; for the incendiary aims at more

than the spoiling or destruction of a few books in a

drawer, and all the elements necessary for sponta-

neous combustion are not present in a match box.

A few words would not be out of place here, to

caution our readers as to the deadly nature of this

poisonous paste, and to impress upon them the

necessity of extreme circumspection as to where

they place this bait. Being usually—as, indeed, is

ordered in the directions for its use—spread upon

thin bread and butter, children would, if they got

at it, eat and be poisoned. Cats, dogs, pigs and

poultry would devour it and die. Nor must we
forget that an animal dying from being thus poi-

soned, and eaten by another, would prove equally

deleterious to the latter ; in the same manner that

partridges, killed by eating wheat soaked in ar-

senic, would prove poisonous to man or beast, if

eaten.

To the uninitiated we may here observe, that

wheat is usually " dressed," as it is termed, with

arsenic, as a preventive against smut—a diseased

or blighted condition, of the grain, by which it is so

blackened as closely to resemble smut, or soot. We
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have eaten of such black bread, and feel bound to say I found it. Although no one ever discovered

confess that it offends tbeeye more than the palate, or knew anything of it, yet when I came coolly to

my animal dy:In the event of any animal dying from eating this

pa.ste, bury the carcase; don't tbrow it carelessly

away. We cannot advocate this system of poison-

inf vermin, for several reasons. As to the cruelty

of causing a painful and lingering death, we will

say nothing. But—and this is important— the poi-

soned animal frequently crawls away to its bole

to die, where its putrefying carcase may, in hot

weather, be productive of disagreeable effL-cts in the

way of stench, while fever, of a low typhoid, and

exceedingly dangerous nature, is often engendered

by breathing and living in an atmosphere tainted

with decayed animal and vegetable remains.

—

Re-

ligious Tract Society.

For "The Friend."

BIOCRAMICAl SKETCHES

Of Ministers and Elders and other concerned menaberi

of the Yearly Meeting of Pbiladelphia.

(Contiuuod from page 2S.)

.JOSnUA BROWN.

The following account has been principally

abridged from the memoirs, journals and other

papers left by our Friend, Joshua Brown. Al-

though not in the exact order as to time, it is now

introduced into our series, as the materials for pre-

paring it are complete, whilst some sketches which

should precede it, cannot as yet be perfected.

"I was born on the 5th day of the Fifth month,

1717, at West Nottingham, in the county of Ches-

ter, and province of Pennsylvania. My parents

were religious persons, who professed tlio Truth,

and endeavoured to bring me up in that way. My
grandfather, James Brown, came from England,

and first settled at Burlington, in New Jersey, and

afterwards [about 1683] at Marcus Hook, in Ches-

ter county, in Pennsylvania.* There my father

was born. When Nottingham was settled, [1702
—1703], my grandfather removed there, taking

my father with him. My mother was born in Scot-

land. When twelve to fourteen years of age, she

was, with many others, forcibly taken, carried on

board a thrp, and brought to Pennsylvania. She

was here sold as a servant to Caleb Pusey, near

Chester, and served her time out. [During this

time she probably became convinced of the Truth

of the principles professed by Friends, and was re-

ceived as a member amongst them.] When free,

she married William Coles, and tettled at Not-

tingham. [Uer husband in a few years died, leav-

ing her a widow with two children.] Some time

alter my father married her."

From the accounts preserved, it appears that

Joshua received a religiously guarded education

and that his father was careful that he should have

Buch instruction in reading, writing and arithmetic

as should qualify him for filling the station in life,

for which he was designed. The God of his fa-

ther watched over him in youth, and the guidance

and instruction of the Holy Spirit, were mercifully

granted him. He says, " In my tender years, 1

felt the Lord's goodness in reproving me when 1

did that which was wrong, even before I distinctly

knew what it was, that was working in my mind
[to bring into] a conformity to his holy will. One
instance I am free to mention. When I was seven

or eight years of age, I was sent by my father on

an errand to a smith's shop. [Whilst there] I saw

a small knife, which pleased me, and I was tempt-

ed to take it. I carried it home, and was tempted

to conceal how I came by it, and to tell a lie, and

* James Brown was a single man, when he removed
from England. He afterwards married Honour Claj ton,

a daughter of William Clayton.

think of it, the witness of Truth begot such horror

of mind in me, I could not sleep, night or day, with

any comfort, till I went and carried it back, and

left it where I was sure it would be found by the

owner. Then I enjoyed comfort for my obedience

herein, and [the anguish I bad endured] was a

warning to me ever afterwards. My father and

mother were careful to make me go to meeting,

which was never disagreeable to me. Many times

beholding the gravity, solid behaviour, and the

plainness of garb Friends appeared in, I thought

they looked beautiful, even before I was convinced

of the necessity of dressing plain, from a religious

principle in myself. The Lord who was pleased

to preserve me from being guilty of gross evils, fa-

voured me with tenderness of spirit. Though the

natural propensities of youth were often seen in

me, yet the Lord begot an aversion to drinking to

excess, which I saw many guilty of.

When about sixteen years of age, I had the

small-pox, which reduced me very low, so that few

expected me to live. The Lord however mercifully

preserved me, so that I came to a state of health

again. Soon after this, our worthy Friend, Eliza-

beth Levis, came on a religious visit to Nottingham

and the njeetings adjacent, and by her labour of

fospel love, my mind was much reached, and

tly humbled through the power of truth at-

tending her ministry. I was made sensible of the

need I had of knowing a real change from th

propensities of nature, and the work of the new

birth [going on.] I was much concerned that I

ight not be deceived in a matter of so great con

quence. She was at West Nottingham meetin<

which I also attended. Her labour there was as

the clinching of the nail. Her testimony went

forth in life and power, and it brought me into

great searching of heart, t'jat I might adopt right

principles. Though I had been educated in the

way 1 now profess, yet I was desirous that my
ligion might be the religion of my judgment. In

order that it might be so, I furnished myself with

books containing the principles of several other

societies, and read them without prejudice. I also

;ot Robert Barclay's Apology, which gave me full

atisfaction. I was never more capable of judgin,

of the doctrines of Truth, than in this, the time of

my humiliation. I was very desirous I might not

receive any point of faith, not consistent with the

purity of the doctrine of Christ, delivered in tht

Holy Scriptures. I much desired to be a true dis-

ciple, and in order thereto, I often retired alone

d poured forth many tears with supplications to

the Lord, that he would lead me, and direct me
aright. In this state I was engaged to attend rel

gious meetings as they came in course, and often

found meeting-days long a coming. I always had a

love for meetings which now was much increased.

In this time of the Lord's favour to me, I had a

clear prospect, that if I was faithful, I should be

favoured to receive a gift, to minister to others.

' I went on in a very humble manner, and made
some improvement for several years, yet afterwards

suffered loss, by not living near enough to that,

which I knew had convinced me of duty. Thinking

all was pretty well with me, I grew more easy, yet

my heart was always desirous that I might be a

real christian.

" When near the age of twenty, I was married

to Hannah, the daughter of Elisha and Rachel

Gatchell, of East Nottingham. She proved a ten-

der, affectionate wife, and, in time, became truly a

religious woman. At the time I married her, she

was much in the air, but abhorred gross evils. My
father settling me in West Nottingham, gave me a

piece of land, on which I lived upwards of twent

years. I used industry that I might get an houet

livelihood, and was blessed to live well.

I had suffered loss in my religious progres:

and it made me a long wilderness travel. But m
gracious Father did not forsake me. He agai

ed me, and made me sensible of my loss, an

favoured me with his presence. I all along ha

kept steadily to meetings on First-days and otht

days of the week, and now again I made som
progress in religion."

do be continuedj

THE BELL AT SEA.

The dangerous islet called the Bell Hock, on the coa

of Fife, used formerly to be marked only by a bell, wliic

was so placed as to be swung by the motion of tl

waves, when the tide rose above the rock.

ffhen the tide's billowy swell
H.id reached its height,

Then toned the rock's lone bell

Sternly by night.

Far over cliff and surge
Swept the deep sound.

Making each wild winds dirge
Still more profound.

With fearless breast.

E'en so may we, that float

On life's wildsea,
"U'ekorae each warning note

Stern though it be. F. Uemans.

Selected.

SOFTLY L\TO HEAVEN SHE FADED.
Softly into heaven she faded.

As the star when morn appears,

Whi; - - ..stood i silence round her.

Gazing at her through our tears.

Death, she said, had not a shadow
;

All the vale was full of light

;

And she left us smiling sweetly,

Bidding us a last goud night I

Saying, as she kissed us fundly,
" Du not drop for me one tear,

Jesus, Jesus stands beside me,
I am safe while He is near."

She is gore, and I am lingering

In this weary world of ours,

Bearing on my heart the ashes
Of alfection's broken flowers

;

Ever lunging to be with her.

In that better home above,

Where the heart rejoices ever

In the deathless bonds of love;

For a moment death divides us,

But, when I have crossed its gloom,
I shall then be resting with her,

Ever, evermore at home.
Salem [Mass.) Register.

Minor Effects in Money- Spending.—A corr

spoudent of the Anurican Agriculturist writes

;

follows on a subject of much interest :
" There

one thing I would be glad to see more parents i

derstand, namely, that when they spend mom
judiciously to improve and adorn the house
the ground around it, they are in effect paying the

children a premium to stay at home as much
possible, to enjoy it; but that when they spei

money unnecessarily in fine clothing and jewel)

for their children, they are paying them a premiu
to spend their time away from home; that is,

those places where they can attract the most i

tention, and make the most display."

Be kind to thy friends, that they may contio'

such ; and to thy enemies, that they may becoi

thy friends.
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Selected for "The Friend."

1 Testimonyfrom Lewes aiid Chichester Monthly
Meeting, concerning Piiscilla Rickniun, de-

ceased.

When contemplating the character of those

vhom we regard as having, through the boundless

ove and mercy of God in Christ Jesus, passed

hrough death unto life, and who had been in good

neasure enabled, whilst on earth, to walk worthy

if the name of a disciple of Jesus, how forcibly are

ve reminded of the truth, that by the grace of God
hey were what they were. We see that they were

hereby redeemed from the spirit of the world, led

)n in their heavenward journey, enabled to over-

iome their besotting sins and to manifest to all

iround that they were followers of a cruciiied Sa-

dour.

Our beloved departed friend was the daughter

)f John and Sarah lliekman, of Wellingham, near

Lewes, in the county of Sussex.

The decease of her last surviving parent occur-

•ed only a few months before her own death, and

ilmost her whole life was spent under the paternal

roof.

She had the advantage of a very guarded edu-

;ation, under the influence of parents whose care

t may truly be said to have been, to educate their

jhildren in the nurture and admonition of the Lord.

At about the age of twelve years, it was very

Derceptible, that her heart was given to the Lord,

lud her affections set on things above. She sought

;o commune in secret with her God, and closely to

scrutinize her thoughts, words and actions ; she ob-

served much simplicity in all things, and as she

idvanced from childhood to youth, was remarkably

preserved in the early warmth of her first love

She possessed a loving, tender heart, ever ready

to extend the hand of help to those who as!

Deeded it. Self-denying, a true sympathizer with

all, she came to esteem it a pleasure and a privi-

lege (using the language of an apostle,) to wash the

saints' feet, and to do good unto all men.

Although eminently cheerful iu her disposition

ind deportment, ever ready to enter into all the

rational enjoyments of a large and energetic fa-

mily, and throughout her life an ardent admirer of

the beauties of Creation, yet her Bible, and books

of a decidedly spiritual character, very early be-

came her favourite study, combined with the prac-

tice of daily private retirement to wait upon the

Lord.

In her thirty-eighth year, she first appeared as a

minister, and in the prospect of this solemn en-

gagement, she was deeply humbled before her

Lord, feeling herself as one of the very least in the

family of Christ, and many were her fears lest she

should enter on the work unbidden ; but after

obeying what she believed to be the voice of her

iMaster, her mind was relieved, serene and peaceful,

Eor did He in whom she confided, leave her to her-

;lf, or require at her hands what He did not grant

istreiigth to perform.

I

She was frequently engaged in the exercise of

Iher gift, and her words were accoujpaiiied with

wnction and weight, meeting the witness in many
ttiearts.

Whilst she gave clear evidence of the soundness

jof her faith in the propitiatory sacrifice and atone-

EQent
made by the Lord Jesus Christ, on the cross,

or the sins of the whole world, a more frequent cha-

acteristic of her gospel ministry was a very simple

land affectionate invitation to her hearers to lova

him, their dear Redeemer, with the whole heart,

and to submit themselves unreservedly to his in-

iward work of grace in the soul.

I There are probably none within the limits of this

Monthly Meeting who have not, along with many

others beyond our boundary, shared and acknow- of thy love always burning

ledged the sweet influence of her cheerful piety, impurities may be consuiu

her christian counsel, her faithful yet gentle ad- may become a burnt

monitions, or the lively exhortations in which she

was wont in word and doctrine, and also by her

life and conversation, to invito all to follow Christ.

An instructive instance of her devotedness and

simple dedication once occurred when she was
travelling with two of her friends in a railway car-

riage with a rough and boisterous company, whom
she was constrained in the love of the gospel to

address, remioding them that whilst they all were
j

Lord, that throu,

travelling together upon the same journey they mercy, it may agai

on the altar, that all

;d, and ray whole soul

to thy praise."

Ttntli mo. 20th, 1857.—My spirit craves on
behalf of the religious Society of which I am pri-

vileged to be a member, that it may be kept in the

secret place of the Most High, and thus abide un-

der the shadow of the Almighty. May the princi-

ples and testimonies thereof, be upheld in faithful-

ness and integrity by those who profess them.

May they be bowed in true lowliness before the

boundless and condescending

become strong for his name
were also travelling upon another journey of much
more importance, and pressing upon them the need

of being prepared for its termination. The coarse

language which had called forth her exercise,

ceased at once, and before separating each iudivi-

dual acknowledged with gentleness and gratitude

the words which were thus shown to have been fitly

spoken.

She visited, with the cordial unity and concur-

rence of Friends, and generally in company with

her sister, Rachel Rickman, many parts of Eng-

land and Scotland, almost universally including

the families as well as the meetings of Friends.

She would often say, " If I have a service, it is to

individuals, my heart goes out to each ;" and ma-
ny were the precious seasons with very lowly and

hidden ones which resulted from her faithfulness

to this call.

For several years. Friends in Ireland claimed

much of her thought, under an apprehension that

a general visit to them would be required of her,

and this feeling was confirmed on her attending

the Yearly Meeting in Dublin, in 1852, allusion to

which is made among her memoranda, as follows :

" I feel inclined here to record an impression

that has dwelt upon my mind, that, all unworthy

as I am, it may be my call to spend a little time

in Ireland, the attraction to my friends in that na-

tion has felt so strong
;

yet, whether an opening or

strength for it, physically or spiritually, may now
be granted I cannot see. May the good Shepherd
graciously watch over and preserve his flock of

every class in that part of the fold, and in an espe-

cial manner my heart goes forth to my fellow

members in religious profession. May He kee|

them as the apple of the eye, may He bind them to

a reception of his counsels and his guidance, may
He lead them in and out and continually to the

place of watering."

Although the fulfilment of this embassy of love

was evouiually prevented by her declining health,

yet it appears from her further memoranda that

her heart was completely dedicated to the service,

and we tru>t that her exercise of mind and even

this record of her gospel love and solicitude may
be grateful and profitable to many of our dear fel-

low-professors in Ireland.

The few following extracts from her memoranda
have been selected as characteristic of the habitual

frame of her mind :
—

Twelfth mo. 26lh, 1840, being about the time of

her first speaking as a minister. "
' Be ye clean

that bear the vessels of the Lord,' is a command
which is often brought to my remembrance, but

when I look within and see and painfully feel how
much remains that has not passed through the fire,

it seems an awful thing to raise a finger iu any

service, however small, for the dear Master."

"L\rst mo. 'ith, 1842.—My mind has of late

been greatly tried by impatience. thou Gra-

cious One, who wa?t meek and lowly, be pleased

in thy mercy and power to subdue this evil tem-

per, and to sanctity my vessel, that it may ""

and cause, out of the nothingness of the creature,

bringing praise unto Him who can enable both to

will and to do of his good pleasure."

Her last illness was long, and her decline very

gradual. It was borne with great patience and
resignation ; she felt its termination to be very un-

certain until a short time before her decease, and
on one occasion, conversing with a friend, she very

simply said that it seemed very pleasant to her

whichever way it might be.

On another occasion, at much later period of

her illness, she repeated, " A foretaste of heaven,

how sweet it is ;" and upon several messages of

love being given her from distant friends, in ac-

knowledging their kindness, she replied, " I would
send love to all, for I love every body, but I have

not strength to particularize." During a trying

paroxysm of her decease, in reply to an expression

of sympathy she said, " I am very comfortable, I

have nothing left to wish."

A few hours before her death, recurring to her

early life, she said, ' It was in my thirteenth year

I found luy Saviour. He has been with me all my
life long, and I have loved him, and endeavoured

to serve him, and he is with me Jiow.'^ She re-

traced with a heart full of gratitude and praise,

and as one tlien unbound in spirit, and on the con-

fines of the eternal world, the numberless mercies

vouchsafed to her during her earthly pilgrimage

by her never-failing Friend and Almighty Helper.

Her strength gradually declined until the even-

ing of her death, when the family was gathered in

her chamber, not at all expecting that the close was
so near. A holy solemnity prevailed, reminding

those present of the words of the patriarch, " The
house of God—the gate of heaven." It was a sea-

son of prayer and praise.

During its continuance, and unperceived by all,

her purified spirit passed the boundary of earth, to

be, we reverently trust, forever with her Lord, an-

other added to the great multitude which no man
can number, of all nations and kindreds and

tongues, who stand before the throne, and before

the Lamb, clothed with white robes, and palms in

their hands, crying with a loud voice, and saying,

Salvation to our God, which sitteth upon the

throne, and unto the Lamb forever and ever.

She died on the 30th of Tenth month, 1859, iu

the fifty-seventh year of her age, and was buried

at Lewes on the 4th of Eleventh month, ensuing.

Tli£ Slave Trade.—It is remarkable, if we may
believe the current rumours of the day, how the

slave trade is progressing. It is stated that a

regular fleet of vessels clear from dift'erent ports

of the United States at the same time, and that

distributed among them are stores and water to

fit out two or three of them for slavers, and that

when the coast is clear, they all combine to aid

the selected vessels in receiving stores and slaves

with the greatest possible despatch. By these

means, seven or eight vessels may be all engaged

in the slave trade, without having on board suffi-avin;^

pure incense unto Thee continually. Keep the fire|cient slave material to convict any one of them.
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Druses and Maronites.

The painful interest excited by the butcheries in

Syria will naturally give rise to a desire to know
something more of the parties engaged In this fero-

cious internecine warfare. These parties are the

Druses and Maronites. Both the origin and the

religion of the former are involved in considerable

mystery. They derive their name from Moham-
med Eben Ismael. surnamed EI Drusi, a follower

of Hakem, who is supposed to have founded the

sect in the eleventh century. To this Hakem they

pay supreme homage, as an incarnation of the

Deity. They regard him as the Creator of all

things, the only Lord of all, and the final Judge of

the earth. They practise neither circumcision,

praying, nor fasting. They drink wine, eat pork,

and allow marriages between near relatives. They
have many singular rites, known only to the ini-

tiated. And this is about the sum of our know-
ledge of their religion, which has nothing in com-

mon with that of either Mohammedans or Jews.

They are governed by an Emir or Prince, chosen

by themselves, but approved by the Turkish go-

vernment. They are an exceedingly brave and

warlike people, numbering about one hundred
thousand souls. They occupy forty large towns in

the southern portion, pnd on the western slope of

Lebanon proper, and eighty villages in Auti-Le-

bauon. "Besides this, there are upwards of two

hundred villages occupied by a mixed population

of Druses and Christians, and scattered through

the mountains.

The Maronites are a sect of Christians which
had its origin among the Monothelites, who, having

been condemned by the council of Constantinople

in the seventh century, found a refuge in Lebanon.
They took their name from John Maro, their first

bishop. In the twelfth century, they renounced

the opinions of the Monothelites, and were received

into the church of Home, making it, however, as a

condition of acknowledging the supremacy of the

pope, that their religious tenets and rites should

be respected. Their Church Constitution resem-
bles that of the old Greek Church. They are still

nominally connected with Rome, and the Pope pays
the expenses of their public worship. There is

also a college at Rome for the education of their

clergy. They number about one hundred and
eighty thousand. They inhabit (or did inhabit

until now) many villages scattered throughout Le-
banon, and have two hundred convents for men
and women. They are a peaceful, and perhaps
we might add, a cowardly people.

Between the Druses and the Maronites there

has always existed the most intense hostility. This
hostility has frequently broken out into open war
fare, which has raged to a greater or less extent

and with varying fortunes. But never has a war
arisen which has assumed such vast proportions as

t!ie present one. It seems to be a war of extermi-
nation, and accompanied by atrocities that make
the blood run cold. The advantage is altogether
on the side of the Druses. They have laid waste
the whole country with fire and sword, destroying
every Christian village they could find, and mur-
dering indiscriminately even women and children.

This completes the destruction of the Christian
power, and makes Lebanon truly a desolation.

How many mission stations have been swept
utterly away, and how much missionary labour
Las thus been brought to naught, we have not yet
learned.

There is one feature of this war which will

arrest particular attention, and undoubtedly lead
to the gravest consequences. It has been partici-

pated in largely by the Moslem authorities, and
the Turkish government is directly responsible for

the wide destruction which it has either directed,

nked at, or been unable to prevent. We are

not among those who have ever believed in the tole-

rance of the present Sultan, or that Mohammedan-
ism is a whit more liberal now than it ever was.

But even supposing this to be the case, ought a

government to be longer tolerated that cannot or

will not control its own subjects—a government
that will permit such atrocities as those we have

just witnessed ? It is a question of humanity, and

not of diplomacy. We believe it was a grand

mistake in the Allied powers, to use the mildest

possible term, to prop up such a despotism, and then

permit it to bear such fruits in Syria. Our own gov-

ernment has an interest here, too. Our missiona-

ries have been insulted and maltreated, and our

citizens, who traverse that country more and more
every year, are always in danger of their lives.

The only way to improve the condition of things

is to get rid of the Turk altogether. We hope it

will be done, and that the Eastern question will

again arise, and this time be settled in the interests

of religion and humanity.

—

Late Paper.

For "The Friend."

The Savour of life and Gracious Language.

The prevalence of Divine life and love amongst
Friends are remarkably enforced in the epistles of

George Fox. He was a zealous man against every

attempt to disturb the order and harmony, which
he sought to build up in the church, but the meek-
ness and gentleness which he inculcated and press-

ed upon Friends in conducting their meetings for

discipline, and with which he desired they should

treat one another, when different sentiments ap-

peared, are very conspicuous. In those meetings,

when subjects of general interest are introduced

for deliberation, and all, who are divinely anointed

and put forth in the work by the Head of the

church, have the right to speak to the business, it

is important to pay christian respect to the feelings

of one another, to guard against all interference

with the rights of others, and the improper use of

the time of the meeting. No'safe conclusions can
be expected, where attempts to act are made in a

wrong spirit and manner. The following conveys
an excellent savour, and appropriate counsel to this

day.

"Dear Friejids,—In Christ, in whom we h

peace, purity, holiness and righteousness, you must
be kept holy and righteous to the glory of God.
Righteousness, holiness, and purity must wear and
outlive all that is contrary to it ; and patience, and
meekness, and kindness, and sobriety must wear
out passion, envy, strife and wrath, high-minded-
ness, and loftiness and wilfulness. Therefore con-

sider, the holy men and women must not strive,

but be gentle to all ; and in that alone keep their

dominion. For truly Friends, love gathereth into

love, and edifies the body of Christ, and let nothin^

be done with strife, but in love, to the glory of

God, and in the name of Christ, and in his power;
so that you all may see and feel Christ among you,

ordering you all to his glory with his wisdom
which is pure, peaceable, and easy to be entreated,

that none may be burdened nor oppressed in your
meetings ; but that the Life and Seed may r
in you all, and so the Lord may have the glory of

all, and ye may all have comfort in Him your Head
Do not strive much with unruly talkers, but keep
your peace in the Spirit and power of Christ, that

will overcome and wear out all that is contrary to

it. So that all may keep their own habitation in

Christ Jesus, who is over all, the first and last. In

his power and Spirit live and walk, that you may
all be trees with fruit, and wells with water, and
have bread in your own tabernacles, and your own

lamps trimmed and burning; and that there ben
strife among you, but dwell in love; for he tha

dwelleth in love, dwelleth in God ; so God who i

love, is to be your salvation. Condescend to th.

meek, and to every appearance of the Lord God
and make every one's condition in the Truth you
own. In that you will deny yourselves, and be

come all to all in the Truth, so that none may b^

hurt in the Truth, nor made to stumble, nor th.

blind caused to wander, but be directed into thi

right way; and all as the tender plants may grot

together, as the Lord's planting, and he waterin;

them, and giving the increase and growth to

glory, so that the Lord may have the praise an(

glory of all his works. Amen.
" And be careful in all your meetings, that the;

may be kept peaceable, in the wisdom of God, tha

is pure and peaceable, and easy to be entreated, S'

that wisdom may be justified of her children. Tha
there be no harshness or fierceness, but meeknes
and mildness, and gracious language, which wil

edify and season the hearers, and be of a good

vour. This will honour the Seed, Christ, fn

whence grace and truth cometh, and will be

your comfort, and show forth whose children yo;

are; for as Christ said, 'Blessed are the peace

makers, for they are children of God.' Therefor

all do this work, that you may have this blessinj

And so with my love to you all that arc convincei

of God's truth, as though I named you all ; an(

all to dwell in love; then you all dwell in God, a

I said before ; and so the Lord God Almighty pre

serve you all in Christ your Sanctuary. Amen.
" Kingston, Ilk of the Xiutli mo., 1683. G. F."

Cattle's Tongues—Curry Combs.—The tongu

of a cow or ox is suggestive. It is armed with ;

compact bed of spines, very rough to the touch

and adapted to a variety of uses. With this pli

able member, it draws grass between the teeth fo

chopping, and all other articles of food when
cessary. It comes in play in reaching up into th.

limbs of trees for fruit, or in reaching over wall

and fences after forbidden crops. The tongue i

also used in disturbing the hair and skin on al

parts of the body within reach, and the inacccs-ibl

parts of the head are curried by mutual accom
modation. No sight is more common in a hen
of cattle, than this reciprocal toilet of the tongue

Here is nature's hint for the use of the card am
curry-comb. These tools are especially called for ii

winter, when cattle are kept in stalls, with thei

heads confined, so that they cannot use their tongu

upon their own skins. It is said by old hostlers

that a good currying, brushing and rubbing dow>

once a day, is equal to a feed of oats for a horse

However this may be, there can be no doubt tha:

it greatly promotes the comfort and health of horse

and cattle. It removes all filth from the skin

which is apt to accumulate in stables, unless cur

rying is attended to daily. The skin is constant!

throwing off effete matter, which collects arouni

the roots of the hair, and stops up the pores, unles

it is in some way removed. The tongue does thi

partially, but the card and curry-comb do it stl

better. This office is performed for the horse quit

regularly, because he is more frequently exhibite

in the presence of his owner, and the cleanliness >

the carriage, and of the clothes of the f imily, dt

pend somewhat upon the condition of the skin c

the horse. But the ox, the cow, and the youn
animals, are sadly neglected. It is not unfre

quently that a yoke of oxen will come out of th

stable in the spring, with a thick plaster of filt

upon their hams, the accumulation of a whol

winter—a disgrace to humanity, and to the goO'

husbandry of the owner. All these animals man
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est their pleasure at the use of the card and cur-

y-coiub upon tlioir skins, and after a little practice

le young stock will come as regularly for their

irding, as for their food. It is an excellent me-

lod to tame heifers that are to bear their first cal-

3S in the spring.

—

Agriculturist.

Sdci-tod for " Tho Friend."

letter of ffiliiam Grovcr,

ISQS, Sizlh mo. M. * * * I have repeatedly

ad in view the expectation I gave thee of a little

splanation of my views concerning the investiga-

on of certain points which have often been con-

dered as mysterious ; and which I should gladly

Epress in such a manner as would tend to thy

itisfaction.

I am inclined to believe that it is not the design

^ Unerring Wisdom, that the mind should be sat-

fied about these things, by the exertions of its

ivn powers ; but that He has wisely reserved to

ttiself the communication of this satisfaction, dis-

'.Uixng it to the minds of his creatures, when, how,

id in what degree he sees meet, from time to

Be. It seems that a real progress in divine know-
dge is very differently to be attained and expo-

cnced,from what may generally be expected and
isired by mankind. If any man will do his will,

; shall know of the doctrine. (See John vii. 17.)

It is very gratifying to the natural mind, to have
very full and comprehensive view of the subject

religion, at the beginning of the work ; but the

ligion of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ ap-

iars to be very d'"

it. Thus thou wilt perceive that the religion of

Christ to be a religion of faith in Him ; and that,

as in Him are hid all the treasures of wisdom and
knowledge, so, as we are brought into a state of

true waiting and dependence upon Him, and upon
the manifestations of his spirit on the soul, we are

in the way to be rightly introduced, from time to

time, into such degrees of knowledge in di

things, as is truly best for us, and best adapted to

the state of our minds ; and that it is not cousi

tent with divine wisdom to communicate the trea-

sures of heavenly mysteries, but as the mind
comes through true obedience, refined and prepared
for the reception of them.

The most insignificant cottage of a true christian

may be called a palace, since it is the king's pre-

sence which constitutes a court.

THE FRIEND.
TENTH MONTH C, 18C0.

There are perhaps few, if any, who, when look-

ing back over the scenes of their past lives, are

not conscious that, in the difficulties they have had
to overcome, and the trials they have had to en-

dure, while passing through those scenes, they have

felt their native energies cramped, and their capa-

city for endurance enfeebled, by an early educa-

tion more or less defective. Experience of the

rently intended to be opened
j

practical business and general aims of the society

ittleiin which it has been their lot to move and mingthe mind ; beginning, frequently, with a iuoic i

;ht or manifestation of the divine will, as to has shown them how great is the loss they have

me point or part of duty. And as obedience is sustained, for want of the early and more com-

elded to this small manifestation, let it be re- plete development of their intellectual powers and

ecting whatsoever it may, greater and greater moral faculties, whether that want was owing to

;grees of light and of strength are afforded, to : their own negligence in improving the opportunities

llow on to know more and more of the divine afforded them for learning, or to the injudicious or

ill, and of divine things. contracted system of teaching, under which the

This is very humbling to the natural mind, which season of their youth was allowed to pass away.

Duld willingly be getting on faster; but the real. The extent and scope of all that is truly com-

vine manifestations of light and of life must be prehended by the term education, is too little un-

imbly waited for, and the mind clothed with re- derstood or kept in view. As applied to the train-

;reuce and fear, lest it get on in its own wisdom, ing of children, it properly includes the whole

id mix something of its own with the communi- 1 system of precept and example, together with the

itions of divine light and life; for it is well to impress, through accidental influences, by which

member that "in Christ (the Word) was light, [an immortal being, in the earlier stages of its ex-

id that light was the life of men." Now, as the istence, is indoctrinated with the principles, ini-

ind is really favoured to believe that all good tiated into the knowledge, and moulded into

imes from God, and that its own conceivings and habits, which, by their joint action, arc to form his

archings, in its own -wisdom and strength, will i
character through all afterlife. W^e are hardly

id in disappointment, and short of that clearness aware how little originality belongs to us indi-

jd evidence, which truly satisfies, it is brought jvidually, and how much we are indebted to those

to a humble, waiting state; as anything is made above and around us, for the character and tone of

lown from the source of all true good, I believe jour thoughts and feelings. The existence of in-

sweet, substantial something will attend it, which jnate ideas has been a subject for dispute among
lithe exertions of the mind, in its own wisdom metaphysicians, and some have contended for a

^d activity, cannot afford. And as this comes to revelation from Omniscience, of the first correct

I really known and believed, a fear possesses the [knowledge obtained by his creature man. Be
fnd of entering into abstract speculation concern- this as it may, it is probable the mind of any one,

ig divine things
;

preferring rather to wait in if left altogether to itself, unaided by anything

Imility
and reverence upon God; not doubting but the senses connected with his physical organi-

t He will be pleased, if we yield obedience, day zation, would find all its ideas confused and evane-

day, to the manifestations of his light in our scent. The intellectual powers of a mind so sit-

nds, to make to us such discoveries as He judges uated, unless aided superuaturally, would be deve-

st and most suitable for us. loped and directed solely by the impressions made

i'Now,
as the Holy Scriptures are read in this 'upon it by those objects in the world in which it

iposition of mind, depending upon God, through lived, that forced themselves upon its attention,

! spirit of Christ in the soul, for the opeuing'of jthrough the medium of the several senses. Hence,

im to our understandings, we may, 1 believe, until experience had supplied a criterion or stand-

ten be sweetly refreshed, cojnforted, and edi- ard, the knowledge suppo,-ed to be obtained could

jd, even in reading a very few verses. And if! not be pronounced true or false. This ignorance

: meet with anything which is not cjuite clear 'and uncertainty would be relieved as tho number
us, we may rather feel disposed to leave it, of observing minds multiplied, and through the

an to reason, search, and contrive concerning 'medium of language, communicated their thoughts

one to another. Whether this was the origin of
all the knowledge acquired, pertaining to this world,
or not, we do not pretend to decide, but we may
safely say that the benefit of a good education in

our day, results from communicating to the mind of
a child, as it is capable of receiving them, the cor-

rect ideas that have been accumulated and pre-

served by the minds that have preceded it, and
fortifying it with the principles of right and wrong
which the All-wise One has himself revealed for

the government of his fallible and accountable
creatures.

Our words and our actions speak forth the cha-
racter of the thoughts that occupy the mind, and
the principles or feelings that govern the heart;
and these external manifestations of what is pass-

ing within, impress themselves, more or less, on the

minds of those who observe them. Hence the early

education of a child has its source in all those of
its kind, with whom it is associated. The deepest

impressions are made when the observation of
what is taught arises spontaneously, without being
prompted by authority ; and that knowledge is

most readily acquired and most tenaciously re-

tained,when the understanding is addressed through
the feelings.

If these things are true, and we think they must
be admitted, it is easy to perceive how little good
is to be anticipated from stated exhortations de-

livered on set occasions, however fraught they may
be with correct sentiments, urged in forcible lan-

guage, and accompanied with a serious manner, if

the child is daily and hourly exposed—at study or

it play—to the contaminating iufi'ience of corrupt

issociates when abroad, ur to see when at home, in

he example of parents or other relatives, the dic-

tates of truth and love, or the lessons of humility

and peace, habitually set aside for the indulgence

of pride and covetousness, or other selfish passions

and pleasures. Where this is the case, the dis-

cernment of the child will soon detect the contrast

between the in.-truotion he occasionally receives by
the book or the lecture, and those lessons taught

him by the constant force of example ; and will

lardly fiiil to draw the conclusion, that while the

lauded truths of the former are very well to put

for show, the practical incitements of the latter,

more applicable to the occurrences of every-

day life.

The present age is perhaps not more remarkable

for the extraordinary discoveries in science) and
the happy application of those discoveries to the

provement and development of domestic and
social life, than it is for a general diffusion of

holastic education among the lower classes, in

most Protestant countries, and the urging of it in

11 its higher branches among those who aim at

jingling in what is called '' refined' society. But
?hile we fully approve of a truly liberal education,

we apprehend there is a great fault committed by
parents and others having the control of children,

n too much forgetting or undervaluing the infinitely

important fact, that the ductile and impressible

uds entrusted to their training, belong to ac-

countable as well as intellectual beings ; and that,

herefore, it is of at least as much importance to

satisfy themselves whether the system of education

by which their characters are to be formed, is in

accordance with the principles and precepts of

Christianity, illustrated in the consistent conduct of

christian preceptors, as it is to know that it em-
braces the means for developing the various facul-

ties of their children, while acquiring a knowledge

of sound literature, and the cultivation of a chaste

nd correct taste.

It is undoubtedly true, that the tendency of

knowledge in the several branches of Bcience or
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literature, is to enlarge the sphere of intellectual more elevated signification, and with the great re-

action, to increase habits of reiiection, and extend sponsibility that attaches to them as delegated

the powers of ratiocination; thus offering the' sbepherds of the lambs of the flock, they would not

means and multiplying the opportunities for draw- i only keep a more vigilant watch over themselves,

incT pleasurable emotions froui higher and more
j

for the right performance of their own part in its

refined sources, than those which minister to sen- 1
daily progress at home, but they would feel it to

sual gratification. This is certainly a great good,! be a great privilege to be able to avail themselves

and should be highly prized ; especially when con- of the schools provided in the society, where their

trasted with the iguorance that allows the uiiud to, offspring, while receiving scholastic instruction, may

find little or no entertainment at home, and urges become theoretically and practically acquainted

the unenlightened sufferer, in seeking relief irom

mental vacancy and indolence, to plunge into fri-

volous amusements or degrading dissipation.

But the avocations of life and the interchange of

the services and courtesies called for between man

and man in his domestic and social relations, are

not such as ordinarily make demands for their just

and happy performance, upon high mental cultiva-

tion and extensive literary knowledge, so much as

upon firmly fixed principles of christian love and

truth, and a well established habit of conscien-

tiously substituting their requirements, for the

promptings of self-indulgence.

We wish not to be understood as depreciating

the great value of a liberal education in the com-

mon acceptation of the term ; nor yet as attributing

to religious instruction—invaluable as we thiuk it

is—the power of bestowing upon its recipients the

capacity rightly to estimate, and consistently to ap

ply on all occasions, the requirements of truth and

righteousness; or to clothe them with the beautiful

ornament of the christian graces. That Divine

grace which bringeth salvation, can alone do this;

and by the all-powerful aid of that free gift, child

ren may be preserved in innocency, amid the infec

tious atmo-phere of wicked associations, or brought

out of evil, even after its indulgence has been con

firmed by the power of habit. But we believe the

sober reflection of all rightly minded persons will

lead to the conviction, that in the education of the

infant man, obliged as he will be, should life b(

prolonged, to enli=t in the harassing warfare inci

dent to it, nothing is of so much importance as t(

implant in his mind the seeds of virtue, and to cul

tivate those peace-bearing dispositions, which wil

prove a strong defence in the hour of combat, and

aid him amid the distracting cares of the after-

season of his existence, in performing aright the

duties which appertain to his condition, as a respon-

sible being.

But cannot the two kinds of education be com-

bined, and cannot the high capacious powers which

lie folded up in the mind of the child, be developed

and stimulated by the acquisition of a liberal lite-

rary education, while at the same time he is train-

ed in a knowledge and practice of the simple truths

of the gospel, exampled by those who are striving

to walk consistently with the rules of moral recti-

tude they teach, and in good measure sheltered

from close and hurtful contact with vicious co-upa-

nions? We have no djubt of it; and we think

that the children of Friends are pre-eminently

blessed with the offer of these advantages. Wi

fear that the peculiar value of the schools provided

by the society, or conducted under its auspices and

supervision, are not sufliciently estimated by many
of its members. Some are caught by show in the

variety of branches said to be taught in other se

minaries, and some deceived with promises of turn-

in" out scholars, proficients in what claims the title

par excellence of accomplishments ; and which,

if acquired at all, are too often obtained at the ex-

pense of more substantial and more useful learning,

while the children are exposed to the liability of

imbibing defective religious opinions.

We fully believe, that were all our members duly

impressed \Tith the high objects of education in its

ith the principles and testimonies

3 imbued with a love for them. While wealth,

power and distinction are the prizes held up to en-

list the energies, and provoke the emulation of all

classes, schools of high literary pretension, but

exposed to the influence of low-toned morality,

may meet the wants of those parents among us,

who really appear to admit of no more worthy objects

in life ; but let those parents once be brought rightly

to see and to feel the high and heavenly character

offered for attainment to every human being, to

which the apostle alluded when he addressed the

believers as " called to be saints," and they will be

prepared to subscribe to the truth of the opinion,

that the wisdom of the schools, with all its true

and fancied worth, sinks into insignificance, com-

pared with the possession of those religious princi-

ples and virtuous habits, that contribute to the for-

mation of such a character.

We would that these considerations would induce

the members of our religious Society universally, to

entrust the tuition of their children to the teachers

employed in seminaries provided by it, and und

the care of their consistent fellow-professors.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

-News from England to Ninth mo. 20th.Edrope.
The weather having been more unfavourable for ths

crops, breadstuff^, which had declined in prices, have
.ignin advanced. The Liverpool quotations of American
dour were from 285. 6d. to 31«. 6d. The Manchester ad-

vices were favourable. The cotton market was steady.

Consols, 93J- a 93|.

The news from Italy is important. The threatened

invasion of the Roman States by the Sardinian army,

had taken place. The Sardinians took Perugia after

a severe contest, and made fifteen hundred prisoners, in-

cluding Gen. Schmidt. The citadel of Spoletto had ca-

pitulated, and the garrison of 60U men were taken pri-

soners. The Sardinians had also occupied numerous
other places. It was rumored that Gen. Lamoriciere

and the Papal troops under his command, have been de-

feated with great loss by the Sardinians.

It is stated that the Emperor of France had used every

e.\ertion to prevent the invasion of the Roman States
;

the governuients of Russia and Prussia had also pro-

tested in the strongest terms against the invasion by

Sardinia. Count Cavour has issued a note explaining

the new attitude of Sardinia. Tlie relations between
France and Sardinia are stated to be in a critical con-

Garibaldi was understood to be exclusively occupied

in organizing a large army and navy. There were indi-

cations that he contemplated an attack upon Venetia.

A Russian envoy has arrived at Vienna, with a formal

invitation to the Emperor of Austria to visit Warsaw, for

the purpose of meeting the Emperor of Russia.

Several officers of high rank had been shot at Damas-
cus, for participating in the ma.ssacres of Christians.

United States.— California.—The Sau Francisco d.ates

are to Ninth mo. 15th. The Washoe miuing accou

continue favourable, but are a mere repetition of former

accounts.—The receipts of ore at San Francisco con-

tinue large, and there seems to be no doubt that when
the necessary works are erected for extracting the silver

at the mines
;
the yield will be sufficient to form an im-

portant item in the treasure products of the world.—

A

new woollen factory is nearly completed in San Fran-

cisco, being the second establishment of the kind that

has been erected within, about fifteen months. The
manufacture of blankets and other coarse woollen fa-

brics is proving highly lucrative.—Several apparently

well authentieateil statements have recently been pub-
lished in the San Francisco papers, announcing a disco-

very of a new forest of mammoth trees, on the eastern

borders ofTulasse county. The group is represented ti

extend a distance of eiglit miles, embracing a vast num
ler of trees, exceeding thirty feet in diameter, and threi

lundred feet in height. One tree, supposed to be thi

argest matured, is one hundred and twenty-three fee

n circumference.

A^cw York.—Mortality last week, 413. The assessei

aluation of real and personal estate in this city, for thi

lurposes of taxation the present year is $550,078,773

.'he taxable property in the entire State, including the

ity, is valued at §1,419,155,520.

Philadelphia.—iiloTiaWiy last week, 206.

i?rooAr/,i/«.—Mortality last week, 122.

More Annexation.—Late accounts from Jamaica repre

sent the industry of the Island as in a languishing st.ite

d property much depressed in value. The Jaiuaic:

pers are discussing the policy of annexing that colony

to the United -itates as a remedy for the social and poll

tical evils under which it is suffering.

Miscellaneous.— The Walker £xpedition. — A Britisl

steamer has arrived at New Orleans, with a remnant o

Walker's party, and news that h^ was executed oa lh(

12th inst.

Coal Oil.—The number of coal oil companies anc

firms in the United States, is said to be fifty-seven, th.

works being principally situated in New York and Bos

ton, in the valleys of the Ohio and its tributaries. Be

side these, there is a numlier of smaller establishment

for its manufacture in Philadelphia, Baltimore and othe

places. The quantity of coal oil produced is estimate

at 30,000 gallons per day, or nine millions per annum
The capital invested in coal oil works and cannel co.i

mining, is stated to.be about §4,000,000. Beside tli

oil thus obtained, a large quantity is furnished from th

petroleum or oil welis. Extensive as the business ap

pears, it is probably yet quite in its infancy.

Foreign Immigration.—The number of European im

migrants landed at New York since the commencemen
of the year, a period of nine months, is 79,363. In th

corresponding portion of 1859, the number was 58,544'

Capture of Slavers.—K brig called the Storm Kino

was captured off the Congo river by one of the U. t^

cruisers, in the Eighth month last. She had 619 ne

groes on board, who were landed at Monrovia. On th

same day the ship Erie was captured by the U. S. steam

er Michigan, and taken into Monrovia. The Erie ha

er 800 slaves on board.

The Weight of il/e«.—It is stated that 4369 men ha

been weighed at the Mechanics fair in Boston, and tha

their average weight was 146 lbs. 13 ounces. The mea

weight of men in Belgium is 140J pounds.

WANTED.
A Female Friend to teach a family school.

Address Joseph H. Satteiithw.vite,

Oxford Valley, Bucks Co., Pa.

WEST-TOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.

The Winter session of the School will commence o

Second-day, the 5th of Eleventh month. Parents an

others intending to enter their children as pupils, wi

please make early application to David Roberts, Supei

intendent at the School, or Jos'eph Scattergood, Trc.>

surer. No. 304, Arch street, Philadelphia.

West-Town, Ninth mo. 4lh, 1860.

WEST-TOWN SCHOOL.

A Friend is wanted as Teacher of Reading in the Boy

department of this Institution. Apply to

Samuel Hilles, Wilmington, Del.

James Emlen, West Chester, Chester Co
Alfred Cope, Germantown, Pa.

Sixth mo. 6th, 1860.

WEST-TOWN SCHOOL.

A Friend is wanted to fill the station of Go
the Boys' department of his Institut

Application may be made to Natha
cord, Pa. ; Samuel IIilles, Wilmington, Del.

;
Jami

E.MLEN, West Chester, Pa.; or Thomas Evans, Philad.

Twelfth mo., 1859.

Died on the 25th of Ninth month last, after

though painful illness, Jacob T. Lukens, in the fifty-fif

year of his age ; a member of Horsham Particular at

Abington Monthly Meeting.

PILE A M'ELROY, PRINTERS,

Lodge street, opposite the Pennsylvania Bank.
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There are probably many of the readers of
The Friend," who will remember the individual,
hose name stands at the head of this article.

[e was indeed a man to be remembered—not for

ay brilliant or showy accomplishments, but for
le rare combination of solid sense and sound
tdgmcnt, with meekness, humility, and dignified
>ntleness, which, with other christian graces,
3orned his character, and conferred a peculiar
;traction upon his society. In his estimate of
.mself he was .specially modest—not in word
.erely, or from voluntary humility which even the
oud heart may assume or put off at pleasure, as
lits its aim ; but his whole life testified that while
JDoured and beloved by others for his work's
ike, he felt himself an unworthy and unprofitable
rvant of Lis Divine Master. Having bought tbe
ruth, he was firm in maintaining it, and devoted
uch of his time, talents and means to its ad-
inccraent; yet he was no sectarian or dogmatist;
If, clothed with christian charity and forbearance,
hile he stood unflinchingly for the riuht, he
iDced toward those who differed from^him, a
lirit of love and tenderness which not only soughl
couvince and gather them, but won their estee'm
id opened their hearts to receive his admonitions
id listen with respect and deference to his ar.Tu-

ents. His aim was to convince, not to coerce
;

id while he wished a candid hearing for his af
ctionate remonstrance, his entreafy, or his argu-
cnt, he did not lose sight of the fact that others
id a .similar claim on him. Steadfast to the end,
showing forth by a consistent life the excellence
the principles and testimonies of the religious

icicty, of which he was a worthy member, he
lished his course in peace, and with a lively hope
everlasting life through Jesus Christ his'Lord,
ymg a little before his death, " I do not tru^t in
life of dedication, but in the Lord's mercies."
The experience of such a man speaks in autho-
ative language to survivors, and conveys lessons
instruction, of encouragement, of comfort, or of

irning, which have strong claims upon our seri-

3 attention. It is of such the apostle says,
Who,se faith follow—considering; the end of their
nversation, Jesus Christ, the same yesterday, to-

J, and forever." Amid all the discoveries and
.mentions of modern times, which have done so
ich to improve the civil, social and material con-

dition of mankind ; the religion of the gospel re-

mains unchanged and unchangeable, having its

origin in Him, " with whom is no variableness, nor
shadow of turning." Man and his works may be
altered and improved, but not so with th " "

of the Saviour; it is a finished work, perfect and
immutable. This fact gives additional value to the

experiences of those who have been its humble,
sincere and faithful subjects, and makes them way-
marks, which will be useful to the heavenward tra-

veller to the end of time.

I have thought it might be interesting as well as

profitable, to bring into notice some of the events
in the life of Henry Hull; and to revive his nar-
rative of the baptisms and exercises, by which he
was gradually prepared to receive the Lord's gifts,

as well as the successive steps in his spiritual pro-
gress, by which he grew from the state of a child
to that of a young man, and a strong man in

Christ, until- he became an elder worthy of double
honour, and 'a pillar in the church, to go no more
out. He thus prefaces his memorandums, viz. :

—

I have from my early youth derived satisfac-

tion from the perusal of the writings of religious

persons, wherein their experiences of the tender
dealings of the Almighty by his Holy Spirit, are

described, and have thereby received some encour-
agement to submit to his refining power, by which
Ihave been brought to advocate the cause of reli-

gion, and labour for the promotion of Truth and
righteousness in the earth. And having found this

to be a great work, and the preparation therefor,

humbling operation, I feel willing to transcribe
some memorandums and remarks,"written at dif-

ferent times, and also to record some occurrences
from recollection, with desires that the reading of

them may encourage others to pursue the path in

hich I have endeavoured to walk, and to feel the
same tender solicitude for the welfare of those who
may come after them. For truly no earthly enjoy-
nient can afford the comfort and satisfaction which
is experienced by the humble follower of Jesus, the
Lamb of God, who taketh away the sins of the
world. Their life and peace are in him, and they
are borne up above the billows of the world ; their

rejoicing being in the strength and consolation
which he affords by his living virtue, witnessing the

redemption of their souls, even to a complete over-
coming, as he, their blessed Leader, also overcame.
Whether this will ever be my happy experience, I

know not ; but this I know, that as far as I have
followed Him, I have found him condescending and
just in his commands; and if I am finally enabled
to triumph, it must be through my continuance in

the highway cast up for the redeemed to walk in."

He thus notices his parentage, viz. :

—

" I was born at or near Harrison's Purchase, in

my

Westchester county, State of New York, the 16th
of Third month, 1765. My ftither was Tiddeman
Hull, son of John Hull, of Conanicut, Khodo Is-

land
; and my mother, Elizabeth, the daughter of

Henry Franklin, of the Purchase— all of whom
were respectable members of the religious Society
of Friends. My paternal grandfather followed the
business of a sea-captain, for a livelihood, as did

also his father, who had the training of Charles

Wager, afterward, Sir Charles Wager, Vice Ad-
miral in the British navy, who always retained au
affectionate regard for his former master, offering
to promote any of his children who would enter

gionjthe king's service; but my grandfather and his
sons preferred pursuing their avocation, consist-
ently with the pacific principles which they pro-
fessed."

When he was about six years old, his father re-
moved into the city of New York, and soon after,
being at a meeting for divine worship, where a
woman Friend was powerfully engaged in the min-
istry, Henry's mind was deeply affected. "Her
words," says he, " made an impression which has
never been effaced ; and often has it revived in
my remembrance, and been of use to

passage through time."

"From this period I date the commencement of
my religious experiences, being then probably not
more than seven years old ; and though my views
were imperfect, corresponding to my childish years,
yet desires were raised in my heart that I might be
better than some I saw, who spoke bad words and
behaved naughtily. I loved to attend religious
meetings, yet dreaded to go there or to school, as
there were then but few Friends in the city, and
my garb distinguishing me as one, the boys in the
street would call me Quaker, and use other reviling
anguage. This was especially the case when the
cholars went to meeting in a body, walking two
and two, as was the practice at William Rickman's
school, where I attended.

" I would gladly have changed my dress, but my
parents would not indulge me in it, they being
concerned to keep their children from following the
vain fashions of the world. This, I think, was the

of preserving me from improper associations
and some idle amusements, which might have been
very hurtful to me. I cannot say that I was clear
of the company of all, whose example was injuri-

ous, nor of indulging mj'sclf at times in foolish

and extravagant play; yet I was considered an
orderly boy, both by my elder friends and my
school- fellows. One of the latter being taken sick,

and apprehending he would not recover, told his

mother as she was watching by bis bed-side, that
if he was as good a boy as I, he should not be
afraid to die. This being reported to me, I was
much affected, knowing he was mistaken, and that
I was not so good as he thought me, but I resolved
to endeavour to do better for the future, than I

had done.

"A few days after this, as I was passing through
tbe street, I gave way to some noisy and improper
conduct, and looking behind me, I saw the mother
of the aforesaid lad near, and thought she observed
my foolish conduct, at which I was so distressed,

that I sought a place of retirement, and wept bit-

terly. I mention this occurrence of my childish

days, to show that a sense of propriety of conduct
is early awakened in the minds of children ; and
if parents and those who have the care of their

tuition, were careful to cherish this feelinc, and
lead their infimt minds into the paths of piety and
virtue, there would be more sons and daughters
found walking therein. A neglect of this religious
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duty leaves tlietn exposed to the force of tempta- goods in his window at fabulously low prices, to

tiou, liable to be drawn away by the influence of induce the supposition that all his wares are sold

evil example and their own corrupt inclinations,

into the broad way that leads down to the cham-

bers of death,—and parents are thus often pierced

through with many sorrows."

Trade lies.

It is a vulgar fallacy, that lies are only lies when

spoken. Some persons even assume that lies are

not lies if uttered to push the sale of merchandise

—at least, that they are only "white lies." The

essence of a lie consists in the attempt to deceive-

in making a false representation. Whatever be

the motive, if it involves deception, it is a v-—""!^

of the moral law.

There can be no doubt that the shopman who

asserts that a print will wash, when he knows i

will not, utters a deliberate lie. If he make th

assertion, with the mental reservation that " all the

colours will vanish under the process," it is still a

lie ; and, even if he is doubtful on the point, it is

equally so, because he attempts to make an im-

pression on the mind of his customer that may be

adverse to the truth. The tickets, with minute

figures and hair like strokes, too often exhibited

in windows—the calling prints " Hoyle's" which

are not Hoyle's, and flannels " real Welsh" whicb

are cot real Welsh, and the like, are lies of too gross

a character to require a word of comment.

Concealment of the truth comes under the same

category of lying. The publisher who appends

critical notices of reviewers to his list of books,

leaving out qualifying passages, lies. So does the

shopman who purposely conceals defects—the ma-

nufacturer who sends a 34 inch cloth for what is

usually 36 inches wide—and the shoemaker who

supplies Northampton made for " bespoke" boots.

The sale of adulterated goods, or articles with

false labels, must be condemned by all as unadul-

terated lying; but it is said by some whose moral

perceptions are not very clear, that to label a 2U0

yard reel of cotton, " Warranted 300 yards," is

not wrong, because it is generally understood not

to measure what it is called. Then why is it done ?

AVhy not label it 200 yards, which is ttie truth 1

Simply because there are those who do not under-

stand it, and, placing reliance on the dealers, pur-

chase it for what it is called. Lies consist, not in

the verbal utterance, but in the idea they are in-

tended to convey. The footman, who says that his

mistress is " not at home," although he utters a

verbal falsehood, is not really guilty of lying, for

it is a mere polite form of expressing her wish not

to be seen, and is recognized in higb life as such.

It is, however, an immoral custom, as it famiha-

rizes the servant with a tampering of truth.

It is possible also to speak a verbal truth which

is substantially a lie. ilorrocks is an eminent

manufacturer of calicoes. Another man of the

same name might start a manufactory of similar

goods, but of an inferior quality ; and the trades-

man who assured his customer that a roll of hi;

calico was Ilorrock's make, would be uttering a

lie which at the same time would be verbally true,

his intention being to impress the buyer with tht

idea that it was from the loom of the famous Ilor-

rocks—the Ilorrocks par exccile/ice.

Lies may be acted as well as spoken. The
wearing of imitation jewelry is a he ; the physi

who directs his servant to call him out of church

in the middle of the sermon, acts a lie—so does the

grocer who has his cart emblazoned with bis name
driven hither and thither—without any other ob

ject than to lead his neighbours to imagine he is

doing a large trade—and the draper, who tickets

at similar prices. Indeed, in trade, there are more

lies acted than spoken. Placing the best fruit at

the top of the basket—turning in the dirty end of

a piece of goods—displaying an article in a ficti-

tious light—placing packages outside the door ad-

dressed with aristocratic names—and a thousand

other false actions which might be cited, are all

acted violations of the truth ; and although they

are looked upon by tbe commercial world as very

venial peccadillos, are really as much lying as the

most deliberate verbal falsehoods ; and so long as

this systematic deceptiveness characterizes the Eng-

lish tradesmen, the sneer wbich the first Napoleon

threw in our teeth, that we were a " nation of shop-

keepers," possesses a sting which, without that,

would be indicative of our greatest national glory

—to wit, universal national industry.

—

Lilwalls

{Britisk) Mercantile Circulur.

For " The Friend.'

Thomas Sliillitoe.

Thomas Shillitoe, while travelling on the conti-

nent of Europe, met with a woman at Kiel, with

whom he had the following conversation, which,

I think, may be interesting to the readers of " The

Friend :"

Third-day, to comply with the request of an

invalid, I ventured to make her and her husband

visit; she spoke English well ; with them 1 spent

about two hours, to my own, and, I believe their,

satisfaction. It would almost appear as if she had

previously known of my intention of coming to

Kiel, and as such had been storing up questions to

put to me respecting the members of our Society,

Its practices, and on various religious subjects.

Although, in my present state of bodily health, I

felt unequal to much exertion of this sort, yet so

fully convinced was I of the purity of her motives,

that I knew not how to refuse doing my best to

answer her inquiries. In many respects, the in-

formation she had received respecting our princi-

ples and practices, was very erroneous, but which

she acknowledged I had been enabled to clear up

to her satisfaction ; and that I had removed from

her mind sentiments which she had imbibed unfa-

vourable to our religious Society ; especially an

opinion that we had no regular ministers amongst

us. Un returning me my c.-rtificates, she said, she

had not only read them with attention, but with

pleasure, being fully satisfied that these reports were

not correct, and in observing the watchful care, the

society exercises over its ministers; she added,
' From the account you have given me of your prin-

ciples and practices as a society, it appears to me
you come the nearest to the first christians, of any

i have heard of in the present day ; but when I

was visiting at a watering place, I observed the

professors of the established religion, who called

themselves Protestants, attended play-houses, dance-

houses, and card-parties, on the sabbath-day; there

was also a settlement of some who called them-

selves Methodists in this place, who protested

against these practices of the members of the esta-

blishment; but I observed these Methodists in

dulged themselves in eating and drinking beyond

what I consider true moderation allows, also in

dressing themselves, having their houses furnished,

and conducting themselves in other respects like the

people of the world, aiming at great business to get

riches. I also met with some lloman Catholics,

who appeared to think much of themselves, because

of their abstinence and fasting on certain occasions.

As I am persuaded you will give me an honest re-

ply, pray tell me how is it with your Society in

these respects. Do they make great entertain-

ments, having many dishes on their tables ? Ai

their houses furnished after the manner of tl

Id ? Do they love to get money to keep it

Are they covetous, and do not distribute accordin

to their means, to those who have need ?'

" I felt myself brought into a great strait, £

inquirer looked for an honest answer to her pla

questions, and for the moment was reduced to

state of awful silence. I however replied, ' I bo]

I am safe in saying we still have preserved among

us, as a religious Society, those of whom it may I

said, they are endeavouring to be found walking

the path of true self-denial and the daily cross,

these and every other respects
;
yet there are othe

amongst us, who are sorrowfully departing froi

the law and those testimonies which we are call'

upon to hold up to the world.' To which s

again queried, ' Are these departures mostly wii

those who have joined your Society by what y 1

call convincement, or such as were born member
I did not feel myself under difiiculty in making

reply, as it is obvious this departure is to be fou

among,-t those who have had a birth-right : ti

matter being so far set at rest, another query w

brought forward more diflScult for m? to clear

to her full satisfaction :
' But what does your fc

ciety do with those who live, and furnish thi

houses, and dress after the manner of the wor

and those who aim at doing great business to

rich because they are covetous? Do your mei

ings for discipline, as you call them, disown sue

which you say is the case with other disordei

members ; for such I consider them according

the account you have given me of what your pr

ciples are, and, if lived up to, will lead to the pr;

tice of.' It was trying to me to converse so lo

together, and I was obliged to return home, hr

ing done my best to satisfy her inquiring min

but as her store of inquiry was not yet exhausti

she engaged my company for the next day."

—Mr. Gallatin, after the m
makes the whole number

B-iijnd Increase.-

careful researches,

slaves imported into the United States up to i

suppression of the slave trade in 1805, not to i

ceed 300,000, and — Gary, including Louisla

states it at 330,000. In the year 1790, the t;

census took place :

1790—The slave population then num-
bered .... 697,0,

" Free coloured . . . 59,r.l

Aggregate of African extraction

1800—Second census gives slave popu-

lation . . . .

" Free coloured

Total

1850—Last census the number of slaves

r57,

896,bl

llo,t;

1,006,'

2,204,1

Free coloured

2,633,11

iO will t

W^hole number
It is estimated, that the census of

give less than 4,500,000 for the coloured poj:

tiou of the United States—an increase pertt

unknown in the history of the race.

An English Mistake.—A very unfounded noi'i

prevails in England that in the New World, Li

liant hues of the bird take the place of the poweD

song. On the contrary, it would appear from \ 1

son's American Ornithology, that the Ameri.i

song birds are infinitely more numerous than tl*

of Europe, and many of them superior to the i;6

celebrated songsters of the old world.
\
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Frum CbauibLTs' Journal.

A Boltle Dcparlmenf.

Id the month of May, 1859, a South Austra-

ian fisheruian saw a bottle washed on shore near

,he mouth of the river Murray. He picked it up,

ind fouud it quite inorusted with small shells. Uu
)penii)g the bottle, a piece of paper appeared, on
Thich a few words were written, to the effect that

he writer was on board a ship coming from Liver-

)ool ; that on the 4th of May, 1657, the ship was
lear the Cape de Verd Islands ; that the paper,

inclosed in a bottle, was about to be east into the

ea ; and that the finder of the paper, whoever he

night be, was requested to send it to the writer's

irother at Sheffield.

Let us make the singular voyage of this paper,

be text for a brief discourse.

That light, solid bodies, floating on the surface

if the ocean, will move hither and thither by the

iction of ebb and flood tide, we all know; that a

trong wind will have the same efi"ect, irrespective

pf tide, we also know; and sailors know, if lands-

nen do not, that there are moving currents in the

icean, independent both of winds and tides. But
t is not known, until after long-continued and
iarefully made observations, what is the average

imount and direction of movement at any particu-

ar place. In all probability, he was no very pro-

bund philosopher who first conceived the idea of

lesting this matter by watching floating bodies on

,he surface of the water; it was rather the man-
ler of realizing the idea, than the idea itself, that

leserves notice. A glass bottle, or a metal vessel

ihaped like a bottle, will sink in water if left open,

jecause the specific gravity of glass and metal is

greater than that of water ; but if the bottle be

iecurely corked and sealed, it will float, on account

)f the interior being filled with air instead of water.

Let us suppose that a passenger, on the way to

Australia, throws such a bottle overboard : unless

t strikes against a rock, it may float about for a

ong period of time. But how is the thrower ever

;o know whither the bottle will float, or on what
shore it may be thrown? " Well," says some in-

genious individual, whose name has not been handed
iown to posterity, " let us write a few words on a

piece of paper, requesting the finder of the bottle

:o send the paper to some particular address."

rhe right plan is hit upon. If the finder be good-

natured enough to respond to the appeal, and,

moreover, make a record of the when and the

where of the finding, he may render it certain that

the bottle has performed a long and curious voyage,

ilthougb the details of the voyage are yet unknown.
Thus the Australian fishernjan picked up a bottle

tfhich had for two years been knocking about the

Dcean, and must, under any circumstances, have
travelled many thousand miles, let its course have
been what it might.

Seventeen years ago, it occurred to Commander
Becher that the Nautical Magazine might be made
:he vehicle for a systematic record of these interest

ing bottle-voyages. For a period of thirty or forty

jrears previously, the newspapers had oci

paragraphs to the cflfect that a bottle had been

'picked up," containing such and such items of

information; and the question arose, whether these

records, col.lectcd and tabulated, might not in

time give useful information concerning the cur-

rents, tides, and winds of the ocean. Each re-

3ord, it is true, is subject to possible calamities,

numerous and varied. If the bottle be not well

sorked and sealed, water will enter, and bottle and
paper will go to the bottom. If it strikes against

a rock, its fate is equally disastrous. If it floats

to some shore, it may be at a spot where it escapes

ihuman observation for a year or more, or even

forever. If it be really picked up and opened, the

contents may be unreadable by the finder; or he

may not care about it ; or he may be too poor or

too ignorant to forward the paper to the required

destination. Any one of these contingencies may
happen. Still, good may result from a collecting

of those papers which do come safety to hand,

even if they be only one in a hundred. So Com-
mander Becher thought, and he carried out his

plan in an ingenious manner. In order to keep
his plan within practicable limits at first, he con-

fined his attention to a portion of the Atlantic

Ocean. He laid down a chart on Mercator's pro-

jection, extending from six degrees south latitude

to sixty-three degrees north latitude ; and from
the coasts of Europe and Africa on the east, to

those of North and South America on the west.

This chart he caused to be engraved, to the size of

bout eighteen inches by twelve. On it he laid

own a sort of history of every bottle-voyage of

fhich authentic information had come to hand.

He made a black spot to denote the place of the

hip when the bottle was thrown into the sea; an-

ither spot to denote the place where the bottle was
picked up ; and a straight line connecting the two.

He would of course have preferred to trace the

iked route—often, doubtless, a very crooked

route—which the bottle had really followed ; but
this was precisely the kind of knowledge which he

did not possess, and which, indeed, was the very

problem to be ultimately solved. One hundred
and nineteen bottles had their voyages and travels

put into print in this way. Very curious it is to

the lines of route as thus marked out. Some

—

let the actual course have been what they may

—

display a tendency from ea-t to west; others as

decided a leaning from west to east ; and each is

a member of a group pretty constant in its travel-

ling characteristics. For instance, most of those

which were thrown into the sea near the north-

west coast of Africa were, if found at all, discovered

on the shores of some or other among the West
India Islands. If set afloat anywhere on the route

between England and New York, they have a ten-

dency to effect a landing about the Scilly Islands,

or on the Cornwall or Devon coasts. If our arctic

explorers launched a bottle when about to enter

the stormy seas of Greenland, there was a fair

chance that it would land somewhere on the

Orkneys or the Hebrides ; on the other hand, some
of the bottles appear to have made most eccentric

voyages; and it was evident that much had yet to

be learned, before the varying effects of currents,

tides, and winds could be known.
This bottle- chart attracted a good deal of at-

tention among nautical men. It was rendered

more useful by several pages of appended text,

giving the chief particulars of each bottle-voyage

such as the name of the ship, the signature of the

person who cast the bottle into the sea, the date,

the latitude and longitude, the place where, and

the time when, the bottle was picked up, and the

interval which had elapsed between the immersion

and the finding of the bottle. A correspondence,

which followed the publication of the chart, ren-

dered evident the fact, that large numbers of these

erratic bottles are always floating about, havinj

much greater chance of being lo.st altogether than

of ever coming to hand. A surgeon on board an

Indiaman stated that he threw bottles overboard
every day during the voyage, each bottle contain

ing a paper with a memorandum such as thosi

above averted to ; so far as he knew, very few of

those bottles reached the hands of persons who
took any farther interest in the matter. Some-
times the bottle, or its paper, had much to go

through, before the wishes of the writer could be

fulfilled. In one in.stance, the commander of the

CImiitxclccr threw a bottle overboard in the Atlan-

tic ; it was picked up by a peasant on the coast of

'n four months afterwards ; he kept it two
months, not knowing what to make of the matter

;

it passed into the hands of a more intelligent Spa-

niard, who sent it to the British consul at Corunna,

y whom it was forwarded to the secretary of the

druiralty. Sometimes the object of the writer

as evidently a useful one—that of contributing

his mite towards a history of the winds and waves

;

hile others displayed mere vanity and waggery,

the paper being filled with odd scraps of verses and
jokes. If there was a request that the paper
should be sent to the admiralty, foreign officials

"i>played readiness in complying with the request

;

nd even if the parties concerned were only moving
i private life, the same thing was often courteously

done. Thus, a bottle was picked up on the French
oast, near Bayonne, which had been thrown into

the sea nine months before, by a passenger on
board the merchant-ship Lady Louisa. The writ-

ng within directed that the paper should be sent

to the passenger's brother, to a particular address

at Woolwich ; and after passing through many
ands, the paper was transmitted by the minister

of marine as directed.

The NuiUical Magazine became a recognized

treasury for narratives of these bottle- voy ages

;

ud the nunjber increased so fast, that Commander
Becher deemed it desirable to revise in 1852 the

hart which he had prepared in 1843. He added
sixty- two to the former number, and rendered his

chart a much more fully occupied piece of paper

than before. Again did the contributions accumu-
te, and again was the engraver set to work ; for

in 1856, Commander (now Captain) Becher caused

a third edition of the chart to be prepared. A
Mediterranean series was also commenced in 1853,
and beginnings have been made for an Indian and
Pacific series ; but for a long time to come the

Atlantic will be the chief scene of bottle-voyaging,

owing to the large number of ships that are always

crossing it.

CTo be concludedj

Let us take heed we do not sometimes call that

zeal for God and his gospel, which is nothing else

but our own tempestuous and stormy passion. True
zeal is a sweet, heavenly, and gentle flame, which
maketh us active for God, but always within the

sphere of love. It never calls for fire from hea-

ven to consume those that difi'er a little from us in

their apprehensions. True zeal is a loving thing,

and makes us always active to edification, and not

to destruction. If we keep the fire of zeal within

the chimney, in its own proper place, it never doth

any hurt, it only warmeth, quickeneth, and en-

liveneth us; but if once we let it break out, and
catch hold of the thatch of our flesh, and kindle

our corrupt nature, and set the house of our body
on fire, it is no longer zeal— it is no heavenly fire

—it is a most destructive and devouring thing.

A Jug an Emblem of the Human Heart.—
The jug is a most singular utensil. A pail, tumbler

or decanter, may be rinsed, and you may satisfy

yourself by optical proof that it is clean: but the

jug has a little hole in the top, and the interior is

all darkness. No eye penetrates it—no hand
moves over the surface. You can clean it only by
putting in water, shaking it up and pouring it out.

If the water comes out clean, you judge you have

succeeded in cleaning the jug, and vice versa.

Hence the jug is like the human heart. No mortal

eye can look into its recesses, and you can only

judge of its purity by what comes out of it.
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For "The Friend."

BIOCRAPBICAl SKETCHES

Of llinisters and Elders and other concerned members
of the Yearly Meeting of Philadelphia.

(Coutiuued from page 36.)

JOSHUA BROWN.

Joshua Brown being once more earnestly en-

gaged in humbleness oi heart to serve his God and

Saviour faithfully, soon manifested such consistency

of conduct and religious stability, as to justify bis

friends in placing him on the most important ap-

pointments in religious meetings. On tlie 16th day

of the Fourth mouth, 1744, he was appointed with

John Churchman and others, to pay a visit to the

families of the Monthly Meeting. This committee

stood under appointment for more than three years,

visiting as occasion seemed rightly to open for it.

Joshua says, " I vi,-ited Friends' families pretty

generally. It was a time of some improvement to

me, and I was sometimes concerned to speak a few

words in the families, in great fear and dread." A
report of the labours of the committee was made

to the Monthly Meeting, Ninth month 16th, 1747.

Joshua says, " Soon after this, I was concerned to

appear in public meetings with a few words, in

great humility of mind. About the same time

several others appeared in like manner. It seemed

a time of favour to us in East Nottingham Meet-

ing. I continued to speak a few words in public

meetings, though I thought I made slow progress.

In the Tenth month, 1752, I was again appointed

with others on a visit to Friends belonging to East

Nottingham. I attended to [the appointment], and

went through, to a good degree of satisfaction."

On the 18th day of the Third month, 1753, as

he sat in meeting, his mind was baptized into the

low condition of things amongst them, and also in

other parts of the church militant, and in a sense

of the power and subtilty of the unwearied enemy
of righteousness, he felt constrained to offer the fol-

lowing prayer

:

" Gracious God, thy penetrating eye beholdeth

the many snares the adversary hath laid to bring

thy spiritual Israel to naught. Grant, God!
that we may often sit at the gate of thy presence,

as Mordecai of old did at the king's gate, in humi-

lity of mind, waiting for admittance before thee,

that we may entreat for preservation. That so in

the strength of thy might, we may defeat the coun-

sels of the evil one, who, like proud Haman of old,

hath sought the dowufal of thy spiritual Israel.

Grant that those who are sleeping as in their

palaces, like Queen Esther, thinking themselves

in safety therein, may be awakened from their

lethargic drowsiness, and become petitioners for

their own, and our, preservation ; so that we, being

heard of thee, and preserved by thy power, may,
as the Jews of old, ascribe thanksgiving, and ho-

nour, might, majesty, and dominion unto thee;

to whom be it rendered now and forevermore.

Amen !"

" Having felt a draft of love to visit Friends

settled about Hopewell, in Virginia, and having the

approbation of the Monthly Meeting I belonged to,

1 set out the 18th day of the Eleventh month,
1756, from my house, in West Nottingham, and
rode to Sadsbury week-day meeting. 1 went that

night, and lodged with Joseph Haines, a Dutch-
man, who had married a kinswoman of mine. On
the 19th, went to Lampeter week-day meeting, and
sat with Friends mostly in silence.* Rode from
Lampeter to Isaac Whitelock's, in Lancaster-town,

where I remained all First-day, the 21st, when I

the mos pr.ach-

attended meeting there, which was to some satis-

faction. Here, Thomas Carleton met me. We had

solid [religious] opportunity in Isaac Whitelock's

family, several other Friends being present, after

which we left Friends of Lancaster in much affec-

tion, Thomas and I travelling on towards New-
berry, in York county. That night we lodged at

a tavern, and on Second-day, the 22d, we had a

meeting among Friends at Newberry. From thence

we rode to Thomas Heald's, and lodged. On the

23d, we had a meeting at Warrington, which was

satisfactory. We called at William Garretson's,

dined, and had a comfortable sitting in his family.

From thence we rode to Alexander Underwood's,

and lodged. On the 24th, we had a meeting at

Huntington, from which we rode to Jacob Beal's,

and lodged. On the 25th, we had a meeting at

Monallen to some satisfaction, and dined at John

Mickle's. That night we rode to John Everitt's,

and, on the 26th, had a meeting there, in which

we witnessed the Master's kindness. From thence,

we rode to llichard Ilichardbon's, near Monaquacy,

in Maryland, and, on the 27th, had a meeting

there, in which we had some service. Here we

met with our Friends, Grace Croasdale and Sarah

Keery, and had a meeting together. They were

on a religious visit to Friends in this place, and in

some parts of Virginia. We rode in company with

them to Mary Janney's, in A'irginia, where we
lodged. On the 28th, we had a meeting at Goose

Creek, in which we were favoured. After calling

to see William Hatcher, we went and lodged at

Jacob Janney's. On the 29th, we had a meeting

at David Potts'. From thence we crossed the

Shauandoah river to the house of John Vestal.

Here my companion and self, with several others,

who had accompanied us, lodged on the floor, the

Friends having no beds for us.* On the 30th, we
rode to Hopewell, and lodged at Isaac Hollings-

worth's, near Winchester, in Virginia. There were

here seven young men, who had been brought up

out of old Virginia, by militia officers under Colo-

nel George Washington, who had been condemned
to imprisonment for sis months, because they were

not free to bear arms. During that time they had
suffered much threatening and hard speeches, and,

on one or more occasions, had been taken out to

be whipped. This was not however done. The
great Master had preserved them in faithfulness,

and they had thereby gained the favour of the

oflScers, so that they had allowed them to live [the

latter part] of their six months amongst their

friends. The time that they had been condemned
for, was now out, and they requested me and my
coujpanion to go with them [Twelfth mo. 1st] to

see if Colonel Washington would discharge them.

We readily granted the request. Their steadiness

and innocent behaviour had gained the favour of

the chief officer, so that he was very pleasant, and

discharged them. This is great encouragement for

any who may meet with the like trials, to stand

faithful, and bear a steady testimony to the peace-

able doctrine of Christ, which, I believe, will, in

the Lord's time, be more generally exalted.
" On the 2d day of the Twelfth month, we had

a meeting at Hopewell, and after it, rode in com-
pany with Martha Mendenhall and a young wo-
man named Elizabeth Walker, to John Menden-
hall's. He had at that time a fort built about his

house, it being in the time of the Indian war. As
we came from Hopewell, we had ridden by places

where the Indians had burnt some houses. We

* His original minutes say, "They wore very kind, but
had no bed for ns lo lie upon. Some part of the night we
lodged in the fodder house, and tlie rest, by the fire-

side. We slept but little; but through mercy, caught
no cold, and went cheerfully on the next day.''

expected we must lodge in a fort, or lie in th

woods. My mind was much distressed about ii

and I thought I could much more freely lodge i

the woods, than in the fort. When we came t

John Mendenhall's house, we met Samuel Strou

coming out of the fort. He had been carryin

some people's goods there for safety. He invite

us to go and lodge in his house, which offer w
readily accepted, and went, hoping it might be be

ter than lodging in a fort. When we came then

we found a woman and many children, in a loni

some, distressed condition. I had the same fee

ing of distress, as I had had before. Although \^

were not in a fort, we were at a fort-builde

house, who had carried most of his goods to tl

above-mentioned fort for safety. After some tin

we went to bed, but my mind was so aiilicted

distressed that I did not sleep any that night. 1

the morning we had a sitting in tbe family, and

feeling of their situation, which was very aiilictic

They with others had dependence on the arm
flesh to support them, and had in some sort. It

that holy arm of Power, which ought to be oi

dependence. Wo went back to John Mendenhall

and thought to have had a sitting with him and 1

wife. We did join and sat down with them; b

oh, the darkness that seemed about them ; dar

ness that might be felt. As it had the name of

fort, many soldiers were there gathered, drinkii

and behaving very rudely and wickedly. We calh

him and wife out of doors, and had something

say to them. We then left them, and rode abo

twenty-seven miles to Isaac Hollingsworth's, at

lodged."
(To be continaedj

TTif Great Metropolis—London now covers 12

square miles, having increased three-fold since tl

year 1800; and bricks and mortar still ii

and capture the green fields. The populatio

according to the report of the Registrar Geners

augments at the rate of about one thousand p
week, half by birth and half by immigration. Nc
withstanding the enormous wealth of themetropoli

it is recorded in the report of the Registrar Gen
ral, as a remarkable fact, that " one in six of tho

who leave the world, die in one of the public inst

tutions—a work house, hospital, asylum or priso

Nearly one in eleven of the deaths, is in a wor!

house." This shows that poverty follows close

the heels of wealth, and fastens on the multitui

with relentless grasp. Every sixth person dies

pauper or a criminal! Can this be said of ai

other city on the globe ? And how great a

ber there must be who barely manage to escaj

this fate. The severe competition for subsitteni

and wealth which characterizes London life, is

terrible ordeal for any human being to pass throug

and thousands fail in the attempt, crushed benea

the golden Juggernaut. It is now notorious, sa

a London paper, that in the large estahlishmeu

where some hundreds of assistants are employe

the great majority ot them are broken down trade

men, crushed by the competition of capital. Evi

these occupations are obtained with difficulty, at

the less fortunate, gradually sink lower and Ion

in the scale, till they are driven into the public

stitutions, where they meet an untimely deal

The list is further swelled by that numerous cla

who, born in a respectable sphere and well educ

ted, sink into degradation from the sheer lo

display, and the vanity of living beyond their mean

It is on record, that out of 8000 convicts who ha'

passed their probation in Pentonville, 1000 fi

through this wretched vice, and it is added th:

most of this number were "originally respectab

in more than ordinary degree."

—

Latter.

J
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libcrian Esploratisns.

In the development of traits which contribute to

ational greatness, the young Republic of Liberia

as uiauilested several, which have proved emi-
ently significant and useful. Recent intelligence

om that prosperous and progressive comiiiou-

ealth has furnished the reports of the explora-

ons of James L. Sims, who has returned from a

lurney into the interior east of Liberia, far beyond
er territorial and political jurisdictions. He rep-

»sents tlie country as beautiful and productive
;

le climate refreshing and salubrious ; the soil as

ch and unsurpassed, and the natives peaceful,

appy and industrious.

J. L. Sims is a nativ^of Virginia. He removed
1 1852, to Liberia, from Manchester, in that State.

[e became very popular in Africa, and has always
een noted for his courtesy and intelligence. At
le expiration of a year's residence in his adopted
md—during wliich he was engaged in the grocery
usiness—he returned to the United States. The
sssel in which he embarked, was wrecked, but
Fter much delay and trouble, it made St. Thomas,
^est Indies, whence J. L. Sims took passage in a
lip to Newport, R. L, and then to New York,
'hiladelphia, Baltimore, and to Richmond.
Having settled his father's estate—whose death
as the occasion of his visit to America—he pur-
lased a stock of goods, and proceeded to Liberia,

mding in July, 1854. The former were des-

itched by the brig Harp, which went ashore in

ont of Jlonrovia, and were lost or much damaged,
hey were not insured, and his means were thus
Barly all swallowed up by the sea.

Alter a sojourn at Cape Mount, he started from
lay-Ashland, one of the Liberian towns, January,
358, on a journey into the interior, accompanied

f twenty-seven natives, and provided with articles

tlculated to enable him to travel among the abori-

nes. He succeeded admirably in his mission, and
;turued in the following October, in good health,

^e is now in the service of Vice-President Yates,

iving charge of one of his farms on the St
aul's river. J. L. Sims is about twenty-eight
iars of age, tall and thin, and a dark-brown
)mplexion.

\Ve give an extract from his journal. It is a
.ir specimen of the style of his entire report, and
resents the ciiaracter of the tribes and country
sited by him :

" The most important tribes in the interior of
iberia are the Coudors or King Boatswains, Bar-
ins, Bousas, and the Mauni people. As reo-ards

,e Condors, owing to their savage and warlike
ode of life, a cureless observer would, without
isitation, pronounce them to be ready and fit only
r destruction. But I am of a different opinion,

hey are a powerful tribe, and are feared and
spected for hundreds of miles around. Their
esent degradation is owing to the avaricious
laracter of some of their chiefs and headmen,
he most of them are friendly towards the Libe-
ins, and embrace every opportunity to imitate
I'ilized habits

; they are in favour of the Libe-
»ns building settlements in their country, and
dy submit to the rule of their tyrannical chiefs

rough sheer necessity. Taking all things in con-
leration, it is my opinion that the Condors will
I the first to embrace civilization.

" The Birlains are decidedly a superior tribe to
ly in the immediate vicinity of the Republic,
ley are an agricultural people, and punish idle-

ss as a crime. Theft is a capital crime. They,
3, are anxious for an American settlement to be
tablished among them; and that a settlement in

irlain could not fail of success, is incontestible,
c several reasons. 1. The Barlains and other

tribes in their neighbourhood are in favour of such
a scheme. 2. The soil is of extra fertility, well
adapted to the raising of sugar-cane, pepper, gin-

ger, ground-peas, and unsurpassed for the produc-
tion of cotton. 3. One-third, if not more, of the
forest of Barlain consists entirely of camwood. 4.

Any quantities of iron may be purchased at the
market-place at a very reasonable price, and it

might be made a special article of trade, and
enough might be purchased with ease, to supply the
wants of the Republic, at least. With these ad-
va.i "wpOS, I think the settlers would soon find them-
selves, in a very prosperous condition.

" The Bousas are noted for the immense quan-
tity of cotton raised by them, which is woven into
cloth. Cloth is the only article of trade produced
by the Bousas. These cloths are brought from
Bousa, on the backs of slaves, and are disposed of
for calicoes, guns, powder, salt, etc. This is an-
other proof of the advantages an American settle-

ment in the interior would have ; for it is hardly
to be supposed that the Bousas would prefer going
to the trouble of converting their eotton into cloth°
carrying it to the beach, a distance of three hun-
dred miles, when, if there was an American set-

tlement in Barlain, they could carry their cotton
to the settlement, and dispose of it for the same
articles ; and, besides, this would be an encourage-
ment to them to enter into the raising of cotton on
a larger scale. We have no conception of the
amount of cotton that could be purchased in Bousa
in one year. The longest tobacco I have ever seen,
I saw at Souloang. And as very good tobacco has
been produced on the St. Paul's river, I have no
doubt but that as good tobacco as any in the world
may be raised in the interior.

" The Mauni kingdom is situated about one hun-
dred miles interior of Barlain ; I made special in-

quiries about this place from persons living there,
and others who had visited it. Musa-du is the
capital ; the present king is named Vai-Mami or
Vey-31ami. Musa-du is said to be a city several
miles in circumference. A Veyman who had visited

both Musa-du and Timbu, the capital of Futa, said
that Musa-du was the largest. The Mauni peop e

raise a great many horses and cattle, which they
bring down to Barlain for sale. There are no trees

in Manui ; the whole country is prairie ; for fire

wood the people have to substitute cow-dung, and
a kind of moss wh'ch grows abundantly in that
country."

"As regards the religious and moral character
of the interior natives, it is useless to comment.
However, I will make a few remarks. About one-
third of the population living within five hundred
miles of the coast, are Mohammedans, and one-
half of that number are hypocrites; the rest are
Pagans, all of whom, however, have some idea of
a Supreme Being, whose dwelling place is known
to Himself alone ; and whose anger, when kindled,
may be appeased by sacrifices, the shedding of
blood, the juice of kota nuts, and penitence; and
whose vicegerents or representatives are the gree-
gree men. All this is well known to most people.
The morals of the interior natives are far superior
to those of the natives living near the beach, who
have had intercourse with foreigners.

" In regard to the social intercourse and the
every-day habits and customs of the African, I

believe the whole continent to be synonymous.
From the information given of the moral character
the manners and customs of the people of Africa,
by travellers and traders, an unprejudiced person
can but allow that Africa is Africa all over

—

Jloors, Arabs and Negroes; and that a Guinea
Negro, one free from the contamination of foreigners,

is no lower in the scale of humanity than his bre-

thren of the Caucasian
; and that there are white

men in America and Europe, who can do things
with as much brutal apathy as the blackest and
most woolly-headed negro that ever sweltered
beneath the burning rays of an African sun."

—

Led",er.

TUE RIVER PATH.
No binl-song floated down the hill,

Tbe taugled bank below was still

;

No rustle from the birchen stem,
No ripple from tbe water's hem.

The dusk of twiligUt round us grew,
Wu felt the falling of the dew

;

For, from us, ere the day was done.
The wooded hills shut out the sun.

But on the river's farther side
AVe saw the bill-tops glorified,—

A tender glow, exceeding fair,

A dream of day, without its glare.

With us tbe damp, the chill, the gloom;
With them tbe sunset's rosy bloom

;

While dark, through willowy vistas seen,
The river rolled in shade between.

From out the darkness where we trod
We gazed upon those hills of God,

Whose light seemed not of moon or sun.
We spake not, but our thought was one.

We paused, as if from that bright shore
Beckoned our dear ones gone before

;

And stilled our beating hearts to hear
Tbe voices lost to mortal earl

Sudden our pathway turned from night;
Tbe hills swung open to the light;

Through their green gates the sunshine showed
A long, slant splendor downward flowed.

Down glade and glen and bank it rolled

;

It bridged the shaded stream with gold

;

And, borne on piers of mist, allied

The shadowy with tbe sunlit side I

And the night cometh chill with dew,
0, Father!—let thy light break through 1

So let the hills of doubt divide.

So bridge with faith tbe sunless tide I

So let tbe eyes that fail on earth
On thy eternal bills look forth

;

And in thy beckoning angels know
The dear ones whom we loved below."

J. G. WiiUicT.

CHEER UP.

Never go gloomily, man with a mind

!

Hope is a better companion than fear.

Providence, ever benignant and kind 1

Gives with a smile what you take with a tear.
, All will be right.

Look to the light,

—

Morning is ever the daughter of night,
All that was black, will be all that is bright,

Chetrily, cheerily, then 1 cheer up!

Many a foe is a friend in disguise,
Many a sorrow a blessing most true,

Hel|iing the heart to be happy and wise
With love ever precious, and joys ever new.

Stand in the van.
Strive like a man !

This is the bravest and cleverest plan,
TruslinK in God, u-inle you do whiil you can,

Cheerily, cheerily then ! cheer up !

Tapper.

How swift tlie torrent rolls.

That hjstens to the sea;
How strong tbe tide that bears our souls
On— to Eternity!
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Thrilling Scene.

Four Mexican Drovers and their Cattle Sur-

rounded by Fire. Two Men Consmned.—A cor-

respondent writing from Barclay s Fort, New Mex-
ico, under date of Seventh mouth 9th, says, "A
friend, just arrived from Santa Fe, states that four

Mexican herders were driving a herd of cattle

through the mountains north of that place, a short

time since, when the following incident occurred,

which I give as I received it.

" The mountains were on fire at the time, but

thinking the way clear before them, they proceed-

ed up a valley until they found their way barred

by an impenetrable wall of fire; in alarm, they

hastily retraced their steps, in the vain hope thiit

escape might still be possible. But alas ! they

were (oo late ; fire had closed the avenue by which
they had entered the valley, and a broad belt of

fl;ime encircled them on every side, the area of

which was rapidly diminishing every moment. The
long drought had rendered the rubbish and under-

growth below as dry as tinder, and the flames lick-

ed them up with fearful rapidity, and springing

upward, caught the pine leaves above, glossy with

rosin, and then leaping from tree to tree, formed a

billow of fire awful to behold. The affrighted herd,

bellowing with fear, dashed through the flames

;

the most of them escaped, badly burned, but some
perished. Two of the herders attempted to follow

them ; but who can breathe in such an atmosphere,

walk on burning coals, enveloped in flame, and live/

A few steps only were taken, when their nerves be-

came contracted with the intense heat, their limbs
refused to perform their ofiice, and they sunk
shrieking on a bed of fire, never more to rise. Their
comrades heard the dying groans of their compa-
nions, the wild bellowing of the herd, as they
dashed through the sea of fire, and the roarinc and
crackling of the flames, as they came surging on-
ward, and maddened by despair, they dashed
wildly from side to side, eagerly seeking that which
they dare not hope to fiud, and already sufferinir,

in anticipation, the agonies of a death too fearful

to think of, when a huge rock barred their way,
and they saw with a thrill of joy, that a small
fpring of water gushed out at its foot. Hope
revived within them at the sight, and with an
energy, such as the emergency only could inspire,

they improved the few remaining moments ere the

flames should reach them, in preparing to resist

them. Everything combustible was removed, un-
til the increasing heat forced them to desist, then
inserting some dry branches in the crevices of the
rock above the spring, they saturated their blankets
with water, and spre;id them out upon them, and
seating themselves under their shelter, continued to

apply the water as fast as their scanty supply per-
mitted.

" Ashes, coals, and burning branches fell thickly
around them, and their hopes fluctuated rapidly
between hope and despair, as their chances of es-

cape increased or lessened. Moments seemed
lengthened into hours, and doubtless more than
the agonies of death were passed by these poor
herders, ere hope ripened into certainty, and they
knew that they were indeed saved as ' brands from
the burning.' ''

—

Late Paper.

strong that it bore nothing but leaves, I was

therefore obliged to cut it in this manner; and

when it was almost cut through, then it began to

bear plenty of fruit." This explanation affording

a striking illustration to his mind, he weut home
comforted and instructed ; saying he had learned

more in these circumstances than from all th

books he ever read—" Whom the Lord loveth, h

chasteneth."

The Bible in Italy.—At a meeting held in

Scotland lately, J. R. Maedougall from Fld^-ce.

made an interesting statement as to the steps which

had been taken to spread the Bible in Italy. Hi

began by noticing the great change which ha(

taken place in Italy—last year, people were impri

soned for reading the Bible, and now they enjoy

comparative freedom. The demand for the Bible

and for evangelical treatises in Florence and over

the whole country, was so great, that two depots

had been opened in that city, and neither the one

nor the other had been interfered with by the Gov-
ernment, and privately there had been every encour-

agement given for the establishment of such things.

They had also established two schools, one for boys

and another for girls, and this was a most impor-

tant branch of their work, as all who knew the

Italians considered that they would have much
more success with the rising than with the adult

generation. They employed a number of colpor-

teurs, and they had several gratifying instances of

the blessings which had attended the circulation of

the Bible. The colporteurs met with no opposition

from the people, but only from those dressed in a

little brief authority, such as the prefects and dele-

gates. He alluded with regret to the divisions

which existed in the Protestant Church at Florence,

which had done a great deal to retard its progress,

and mentioned that a church on the Presbyterian
basis, with elders, deacons, and evangelists, had
beei^ established. The statement was listened to

with great interest by a numerous audience
Late Paper.

It is said of the well known Richard Cecil, that
while he was at college, he had many deep and
secret conflicts of mind, and had to meet with ma-
ny insults which profligate men offer to piety ; and
that under these trials, he was one day walking in

the Physic Gardens, where he observed a very fine

pomegranate tree, cut almost through the stem,
near the root. " Sir," said the gardener, on his

inquiring the reason, "this tree used to shoot so

The Amount of Hay Required for Cows—the

Cost of Milk.— Otis Brigham, of Westborough,
Mass. , after seventy years' experience in farming,

says, in the Keio-E>tgla)id Farmer, that good cows
will eat, on an average, 20 pounds of hay per day,

when giving milk, and 15 pounds when dry—not

by guess-work but tested by actual weighing for

months at a time. Then it is easy to calculate the
cost of milk. In the neighbourhood of New York,
the average value of hay is one cent a pound,
and the quantity of milk not over six quarts. At
5J cents a quart it will pay the hay bill and one
cent a day over. If other feed is given, the increase

of milk must pay for that. The manure will be
worth at least the cost of attendance and milking.

If the milk is worth more than 3j cents, it gives

a profit, and if less, a loss.

The Chinese Language—Sir John Bowring,
at a recent Tract Society meeting, said :

" The
Chinese are a proud nation, and naturally enough.
Their language has existed four thousand five

hundred years and everybody reads it. Our lan-

guage is a language of yesterday. A person who
lived in the Island of Great Britain eight hundred
years ago could not understand one of us, and we
could not make ourselves understood by him. But
Confucius wrote six or seven hundred years before

Jesus Christ, and his language is read, not by fifty

or sixty millions who understand the English lan-

guage, but by five hundred millions of the human
race. What a wonderful power !"

Wild and Tame.

The influence of civilization upon man, is chroM
cled in the records of history ; but the influence <

civilization upon certain races of animals is moi
obscure, and has not been taken cognizance <

perhaps so much as it deserves. We all of i

know something about the civilization of individua

pets : it is not to that class, however, that I direo

my remarks. What my observations would esp^

cially point to here, is the series of gradual afl

more occult changes which have been brouJ
about in the course of hundreds, sometimes thffli

sands, of years, and by virtue of which the ch*

racteristics of a race are so modified, that we los

all cognizance of the wild^progenitors from whic
the members of it have de.-cended. Already tb

domestic cat has afforded the readers of " Th
Leisure Hour" one example of what is mear|

to be conveyed. Another case of similar impoi

is furnished by the dog. Less obscure, but sti

well marked, are the cases of modified race, tb

change due to civilization, furnished by the pij

the sheep, the cow, and, perhaps, more than al

the domestic barn-door fowl.

There are two ways of testing this no less diff

cult than interesting subject. Firstly, in son

cases, historical records exist of what the eharai

teristics of certain animals were, in ancient tiuK

when the process of reclaiming them first began

secondly, the naturalist has it often in his powt

to appeal to modern records, of what tame anima
have become, when allowed once more to run wih

Both these means of investigation are open to u

as respects the common barn-door fowl : supposi

then, we examine them. When barn-door cod
and hens began to be so inconsiderate as to abai

don their native forests, and, for the sake of

little good living, to lay eggs and get fat for tl

benefit of their civilized but gormandizing protc

tors, is more than naturalists, at this late period (

the world's history, are able to determine ; hov

ever, as regards those pioneers of civilization, tl

Greeks, testimony enables the inquirer to form

pretty accurate guess. In neither the " Iliad," n

the " Odyssey," does old Homer say anythi

about cocks and hens, which is strange, if he reall

was cognizant of their existence. Getting up
mornings by times to mingle in the fray, as tl

Homeric heroes are represented to have done, wh:

more natural than the assumption that cock-cro

should have been the signal. Neither docs Hesic

(another very old Greek author) say anythii

about them ; but, in addition to the " Iliad

the " Odyssey," Homer is the reputed author >

auother poem, the " Batrachomyomachia."

any rate, whoever the author of it, that poem wii

a long name is a very old composition. In

domestic fowls are not mentioned.

Next we take a loug jump indeed—from Ilomi

and Hesiod to Varro, who wrote about forty-fi'

years before Christ. He gives us some very d

iled and particular statements about the cool

d hens of his time ; but they are statements ;

apparently at variance with what the prcconce

tions of a modern would lead him to, that, we
he particulars not established by later observ:

tions, made in a very particular way, one might 1

excused for not believing the Roman historia

Fowls, both wild and tame, were known, accordii

to Vario, in the Roman poultry market of his tin;

Wild fowl," he says, " are rare at Rome, beii

Idom met with except in cages. They do n

crow," he preceeds to remark, " nor do they r

ble domestic fowls in appearance, but approai

nearer to the African bird.* Many other par'

Known to us moderns as the Guinea-fowl, or piutac
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liars respecting these wild fowls does Varro nar

ite ; but the reader will probably have beguu to

ispeet that, by uo possibility, could a wild bird,

aving the characteristics of form as described b}'

arro, get modified by civilization into an ordinary

)ck or hen. Yet, curiously enough, the strange

istimony of Varro has been confirmed iu a very

itisfactory manner ; the evidence being as fol-

ivvs :

—

In the year 1842, Captain William Allen led

ae of those fatal explorations up the Niger, which

ist a blight on the memory of that ill-fated re-

ion. The expedition proved mortal to about half

lose who took part in it ; and the survivors were

;duced to an almost unexampled condition of

iffering and prostration. In order to recruit their

rengta, the survivors were ordered to the isles ol

ascension and St. Helena ; but, happening on their

ay to touch the little volcanic island of Auua-
Dno, in the Gulf of Guinea, they not only found

plentiful stock of good poultry, but became ac-

rainted with a fact of great interest to the natu-

llist ; confirming, as it does, the statements handed
)wn by Varro. According to the testimony of

le natives of the little volcanic island, at a period

' some twenty years before the advent of Captain

'lien, a few cocks and hens, escaping from an

nglish ship, took to the woods, and, finding cir-

imstances congenial to their natures, multiplied

lingly. Now, twenty years is no long time,

iparently, to work out changes iu the organiza-

of a race ; but, strange to say, it was a period

ng enough to have degraded (it the term may be

rmitted me) once civilized English barn-door

wis back to the level and the characteristics of

wild fowls described by Varro. Not only had
cocks ceased to crow, having adopted a cry of

ir own, but, in form as well as colour, the ordi-

;ry type of common barn-door fowls had become
dely departed from. Fortunately, and to place

e testimony beyond any reasonable doubt, Oapt.

ilen and his surviving associates were accompanied
a naturalist.

In this way Varro and Captain Allen, between
3m, undoubtedly prove the strutting chanticleers

d clucking hens, who go pecking away iu modern
yards, to trace their pedigree back to the

Id fowl common enough in the forests of Bengal.

is indeed, is just the pedigree naturalists had

de out for them ; but so apparently profounil

I the differences between the form and colour of

i two, to say nothing about the fact of tame
cks crowing, and the inability of wild cocks to

rform the vocal feat, that ordinary people might

ve been held excused for not implicitly believing

! statements of the naturalists.

And here, writing about the vocal powers of

lized chanticleer, it strikes me as a curious cir-

rastance that be should learn his song in eap-

ity, and that he should forget that accomplish-

nt when consigned to the woods again. Not
3 curious is it, as well as a matter of precisely

• import, that the barking of dogs is also a

iguage of civilization. The wild dogs of Aus-
lia never bark ; the half reclaimed dogs of

nstantinople do not excel in that line ; and, as

the progeny of tame dogs allowed to run wild,

:y soon lose their barking power altogether. A
y, however, I may here remark, seldom runs

d, if he can help it. To the majority of aui-

,1s which man reclaims, making them compa-
ns of his steps, and denizens of his fields and
ne, civilization is a lot chequered to them with

)d and evil. If the horse, wild running in Tar-

ian steppes, be innocent of bruised oats and
in mashes, physic when he is out of sorts, a

table-roof over his head, and curry-combing o'

mornings; so he escapes a large per contra of

equine troubles lain athwart his shoulders,

upon his convenient back, by the perhaps too

acting biped. Then, woe to the civilized bird or

beast, good to be cooked and eaten ! Dogs, I think,

have a particularly happy lot of it. To them th

change from savage to civilized life brings with i

few or no disagreeiibles—save, perhaps, when fat

may have cast their lot amongst natives of that

central flowery land, where puppies are held

culinary repute.

Some of the most interesting changes which ti

and wildness have wrought out upon animal races,

are perceptible in the American continent. I need

hardly remark that, before the Spaniards set their

conquerors' feet upon American soil, horses, goats,

pigs, dogs, sheep and a few other animals, were

strangers to that continent. Of these, I believe

the dog alone has never totally escaped from m
fellowship and congenial domination. As regards

that other companion of man, scarcely less inti

mate than the dog—the horse, of course, I mean-
it is far otherwise. Hundreds of thousands of

horses, totally wild, roam at this time over th;

pampas and llanos of both North and South Ame
rica. The soil and climate of North Americ;

are probably no less congenial to the horse than

those extensive plains in Central Asia, from which

the equine race is supposed to have ramified

Probably the wild American horse has all thi

characteristics of the originally wild stock ; there

fore, any peculiarity of type recognisable in the one,

we may expect to be recognisable in the other

Well, what facts does testimony supply in this

matter '! We will see. Don Felix Azara, I believe

was the first to notice the circumstance that,

amongst these wild American horses, there is

hardly a black, grey, piebald, or sorrel-coloured

individual to be seen. They all present the uni

form type of brown short hair and black manc;

and tails. So far as the testimony of the natural

ist just mentioned goes, the presumption is indi

cated that brown, with black manes and tails, was
the colour of original wild horses—the very colour

stated by Pallas, as belonging to wild horses of

Tartarian steppes.

The American descendants of tame pigs run

wild illustrate, in their own personal characteris-

tics, the mutation of type which an animal species

may experience. Not only have the wilding pork-

ers lost their slow, slouching gait, and becorat

veritable wild beasts of the forest

—

that might
have been expected—but their colour is invariably

black, and their ears, instead of being pendulous,

as is the case of tame pigs, prick up and stand

well forward. Whilst grunter was a denizen of

the farm-yard, with no enemy to fear, save the

butcher (whom he never learned to fear,) and

having no care for his dinner, a state of blunt

hearing was of no particular disadvantage to him.

Far otherwise is it with a wild forest pig, having

to shift for himself the best way he can, and to

whom the ability to hear quickly, and to remain

wide awake, is a matter of the utmost consequence.

To such' a pig, prick-up ears are a sort of necessity,

and accordingly God has supplied them.

America presents sheep and bullocks for the

naturalist's investigation, under the somewhat rare

very interesting condition, of neither quite wild

nor quite tame. Iu them the mutation of race in

passing from civilized back to savage life, is not

wrought out, but is yet in a state of transition.

Before more specially pointing out what has hap-

pened to both these races, I would just, in passing,

direct the reader's attention to a series of animals

of the sheep tribe, the skins of which are stuifed

and preserved iu the zoological department of the

British Museum. Without particularizing the ani-

mals in question by the hard names which natu-

ralists apply to them, it will be enough for my
purpose, it the reader observes that certain sheepy-
lookiug animals are there to be seen, sheep-like in

form, face, horns, and, in short, everything save
the one characteristic of wool. Glancing now the

mental eye far away from the stuffed skins of the
British Museum, and contemplating all the solici-

tudes of which sheep are the objects, by reason of
their fleece—considering how those warm coats of
theirs have to be bathed, anointed, and otherwise
Cared for to prevent ill results—a question might
arise of the following kind :—How would a wild
sheep manage with no kind shepherd at hand to
see to the wool toilette ? On this point the half-

wild sheep of America furni-ih an instructive les-

son. Their lambs have wool like any civilized

lambs, and the wool continues growing for a pe-
riod ; but mark now the curious result. If the
shearer comes before a certain period, and shears
the fleece, well and good : another fleece begins to

grow, lengthening to maturity. If, however, the
shearer so far neglects this operation, that a certain

time, a little too long, elapses, ofi' falls the wool of
its own accord, a crop of hair takes its place, and
wool never grows on the hairy part again.

What can be more beautiful than this illustra-

tion of the way in which the Almighty modifies the
characteristics of a race in favour of mankind ';

The young lamb with woolly fleece would seem to
say mutely, and once for all, "Wild or tame?
which is it to be ? Take your choice, but choose
at once."

Pa,5sing now from sheep to cows, just contem-
plate the enormous quantity of cows' milk con-
sumed by human beings, and how freely cows
supply it. But this facility of milk-yielding is a
characteristic impressed on the species after many
centuries of contact with humanity. The half-

wild cows of America yield milk, indeed, for their

own progeny, but they have very little to spare
besides. Neither the Spaniards at home, nor the
descendant of Spaniards abroad, are much of a
milk-loving people ; but whenever a travellimr

milk-lover wanders amidst the half-wild cows of
certain parts of America, he finds it no easy mat-
ter to get a little of cowo' milk. The animals
have lost the function of continuous supply. To
finish our account of tame animals run wild in

America, I may remark, that only the goat and
the donkey have grown handsomer for the change
which has come over their fortunes. As to the

goat, his head has become smaller, and bis eye
brighter; and, who wojld have thought it? the

wild donkey actually seeks out the wild horse to

do battle with, fi/htiug, I am bound to say, most
treacherously— the very reverse of all that is noble

and chivalresque—but, for the most part, success-

fully. In short, the wild donkey seems to be a
' How of more intelligence than the wild horse, but
at the same time more treacherous, resentful and
unforgiving.

—

Religious Tract Society.

They that soar too high, often fall hard, which
akes alow and level dwelling preferable.

THE FRIEND.
TENTH MONTH 13, 1860.

It is particularly gratifying to us to find an in-

creased interest taken in our Journal, by Friends

in diff'erent parts of our widely extended Society,

to note that whatever fears or doubts may
have been in the minds of some, whose good opi-
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nion and assistance we value, in relation to its firm

and consistent support and defence of the truths

of the gospel as held by our religious Society,

have passed, or are passing away.

As private emoluiueut is no object in the publ'

paring to attack the Neapolitan troops. The Sardinian

continued their advance in the Papal States. The fort

ress of Santa Leo had surrendered, after some hours

fightinc;, and was occupied by the Sardinian troops. Thi

cannonade of Ancona by land and sea, was continued a

intervals. The S.irdinians had occupied the fort of

cation" of "The Friend," we maybe allowed toj CartiUan. The otBcial Roman journal contains a note

.ay that we think its .ore widely extended eirct.
^-.C-^^^^^;, Ant^elli,^claauKng .sis.^^^

lation, especially m newly formed_ fainihes and|
^jj^^^ ^^^j ^^^ ^-^^^ ^^.^^ reverses near Capua, losing

Garibaldi has issued a fresh proclama-amonf the younger members of the Society, is

very desirable ; and to ask our agents and sub-

scribers to renew their elForts to eflFect it. It is

certainly of importance in this reading age, when

the press teems with periodical literature, much of

which is of a doubtful, if not a manifestly injuri-

ous tendency, that Friends should introduce into

their families a weekly visitor, which supplies in-

teresting and instructive reading, and inculcates

sound christian morality, and a correct taste. We
think we may claim these traits for " The Friend,"

and appeal to its completed thirty-three volumes,

as evidence of the justness of the claim.

There are other considerations which should in

fluence our members to a more general difl'usion of

such a journal. There is comparatively little now

done in bringing forward, and making our young

people familiar with the writings of our early

Friends, and holding up their clear and evangel

cal views of the doctrines and testimonies which

we, as a Society, and individually, are called upon

to maintain. " The Friend," by extracts from, and

frequent comments on, portions of these works,

contributes to creating and maintaining a know
ledge of, and taste for them. There never was a

time in the history of our religious Society, when

there was a greater necessity to keep its doctrines

and testimonies before the members, as set forth

in their original purity and integrity, in the works

approved by it, and to point out and warn agai

modifications of, and innovations on them, than i

present. Our Society is participating in the spirit

of change and unsettlement that pervades all, or

nearly all other religious bodies, and which may
be said to be one of the characteristics of the age

in which we live. Its faith and discipline have

been and still are assailed, and it is an indispensa-

ble duty resting upon every member, and especially

upon those who desire that it may pass through the

ordeal without betraying the one, or compromising

the other, to give his and her help and strength

towards their support and defence.

The Contributors to " The Friend" are desirous

to perform their share of this duty, and to prompt
and encourage their fellow-members in the good

work ; and they appeal to their readers everywhere

and however situated, to lend a helping hand
thereto. These know—many of them from over

thirty-three years' observation—in what way and

spirit this duty is performed by the contributors,

and we trust their common interest in this common
cause will unite us together in the support and cir-

culation of our Journal.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
EoBOPK.—News from Liverpool to Ninth mo. 2'rth.

The Queen of England embarked on a visit to Prus-

sia on the 23d ult. She was accompanied by Lord John
Russell, who, it is stated, will have a conference on poli-

tical matters with the Prussian -Minister of Foreign Af-

fairs.

The Liverpool market for breadstuffs was firm, with

an advancing tendency. The quotations were as fol

lows—American flour, 28«. a 31s. Gd.; red wheat, lis.

white. 12j. a 13s. 6d.; yellow corn, 36s.; white, 38s. i

39«. Consols, 93j.

Four submarine cables between Valencia and the Is

lands of Majorca and Minorca, and thence to Barcelona,

have been successfully laid.

Italian affairs are unchanged. The Garibaldians had
concentrated on the heights of Volturiia, and were pre-

tion, the tone of which indicates that he will jom the

Sardinian troops at Rome, and begin his march against

Venice. Four thousand Papal troops capitulated on the

19th ult., but Garibaldi conceded to them the rights of

prisoners of war, and consequently they will all return

home. The antagonism between Garibaldi and the

Piedraontese government still remained. The King of

Naples publishes a decree at Gaeta, ordering a state of

siege to be raised in all the provinces where the revolu

tiouary struggle exists, and cashiering all the officers c

the marine as guilty of treason, except those on the on
vessel which went to Gaeta. The Republicans are gain

>ng ground in Naples and an influence over Garibald

Cardinal Sporsa has been expelled from Naples by the

dictator's government.
Breadstuffs were advancing in France. The Austrian

protest against the invasion of the Roman States hi

reached Paris. Austria will not interfere at present u

less Venetia is attacked, but holds herself free to choose
her own time of attacking the revolution.

Military 0[ieration3 in Syria would commence after tbe

hot weather. Achmet Pa'cha, Osman Bey and Mustapha
Bey, who betrayed the Christians at Hasbeya, and Os
man Bey, who commanded the troops during the mas
sacres, were shot at Damascus on the 8th.

The French Moniteur de I'Armee says, there is no
thing in the state of European politics to prevent the

usual six mouths' furlough being given on the 1st of

Tenth month.
Considerable uneasiness was felt at Paris, lest a col-

lision should occur between the French troops at Rome
and Garibaldi's legion. The hope that more serious
complications of the question may be avoided, is chiefly

founded on the expectation that the Pope will shortly

leave Rome.
The Sacred College is exerting its influence to induce
tu to seek an asylum in Spain or Austria.
If the Pope departs, and the French follow his exam-

ple, the Sardinians will at once occupy Rome.
It is said that Victor Emmanuel has determined to

proceed to Naples.

United Status.— The Slave Trade.—The fact is no-
torious, that a great number of American vessels are

engaged in this nefarious business, and also that they
rally fitted out in New York, and sail from that

port without hindrance or molestation. The United
States vessels on the coast of Africa, occasionally cap-

a slaver. One such, the Orion, was recently sent
into Boston. The captain (Morgan) was tried, not for

highest penalty punished by death, but he pleaded
guilty to a less offence, and was sentenced to a fine of

$2000 and two years' imprisonment. Chamberlain, the
mate, was sentenced to two years, and the second mate,
Dunham, was sentenced to one year and nine months'
imprisonment.

I^cw York.—Mortality last week, 422. Under five years
of age, 191. Natives of the United States, 2G3.

Philadelphia.—Mortality last week, 219. Under five

years of age, 105. Natives of the United States, 108.

The last weekly statement of the banks of this city pre-

sented the following results. Capital stock, $11,790,675
;

dne depositors, $16,879,463; circulation, §3,005.851;
specie on hand, $4,561,947; loans, $28,113,980.

SckuyltciU C-iunty, /'a.-'-The population of Schuylkill
county has increased, since 1820, as follows: Popula-
tion in 1820, 11,339; 1830, 21,744; 1840,29,053; 1850,

60,713; 1800,92^02.
The Roekn Mountains.—Captain Reynolds, of the U. S.

army, who has just returned from an exploring tour in

the Wind river country, reports haviug discovered a
pass, twenty five hundred feet lower than any heretofore

known on the line of the Rocky mountains. It is in

about the 40th parallel of latitude.

Cali/ornia.—SAn Francisco dates to Ninth mo. 22d.
The steamer Uncle Sam sailed for Panama on the pre-
vious day, with 204 passengers and $1,130,000 in trea-

sure. The steamer John L. Stephens which left San
Francisco on the 11th, had not reached Panama on the
29th ult. It is feared some disaster had befallen her.

She had on board 230 passengers and $1,009,000 in

gold.—The baniiie JIary Agnes sailed on the 20th for

.Sydney, with 000 sacks of wheat and 4000 quarters of

flour. The ship Locket, for Melbourne, sailed with
sacks of wheat, 4000 sacks of oats, and 4000 qu.ati

flour. The barque What Cheer, for Melbourne, ca

3000 sacks of wheal and oats, and 4000 quarti

flour. The barque Johanna Still sailed on the 22d fu

rpool, with 15,000 sacks of wheat and 08 bales

.. The clipper ship Pamphero has cleared for Ne\

:, with 14,500 sacks of wheat, 9000 hides, 350 bal

of wool, and other articles of merchandise. The expoi

of wheat and flour from San Francisco since Sixth mt
D, equal 172,000 barrels of flour. The ship Da
own is loading with wheat for Liverpool, and will sa

the close of the week, carrying 1800 tons.

The Markets.—The following were the quotations o

the 8th inst. Xew York—The demand for wheat good
sales of 180,000 bushels, at $1.45 for prime whi!
Michigan

;
$1.37 a $1.40 for white Ohio, $1.25 for Mi

waukle club, and $1.18 a $1.20 for No. 2, Chicago spring

rye, 79 cts. ; barley, 84 cts. a 86 cts. ; corn, 70 cts.
^

cts. Philadelphia—White wheat, $1.45 a $1.50 ; Penn
sylvania red, $1.30 a $1.32 ; rye, 77 cts. a 85 cts. ; con
73 cts. a 74 cts. ; oats, 36 cts. a 37 cts. The market wa
well supplied with good fat cattle. The offerings amounl
ed to 2306 head, which brought from $7.00 to $9-00 p€

cwt. ; a few extra bringing $9.25; of sheep, about 650
were sold, at from 8 cts. to 9 cts. per pound, dressec

and 4J cts., live weight. Corn-fed hogs sold at $8.00
$8.75." .Batonore—Flour, $5.62 a $5 75 ; red whea
$1.30 a $1.36 ; white, $1.40 a $1.60. Cincinnati—¥lou
$5.00 a $5.10.

RECEIPTS.
Received from E. Haworlh, for J. Ballard, 0., $5, vo

33 ; from P. P. Dunn, N. J., $2, vol. 34 ; from SI. Cha
bourne, C. W. $2, vol. 33 ; from Joshua B. Pusey, Pa

rol. 33, and for Sarah Harry, $2, vol. 33, for MiP
Cooper, T. Cooper, G. W. Cooper, and Thos. H. Whi
son, $2 each, vol. 34 ; from Ellwood Comfort, Mich., pi

M. Comfort, $4, vols. 33 aud 34 ; from S. Hull, li

"

to 27, vol. 34.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM.
Committee on Admissions.—Samuel Bettle, Jr., No. 14

N. Tenth street; Charles Ellis, No. 724 Market streei

William Bettle, No. 426 N. Sixth street, and No.
S. Third street; John C. Allen, No. 335 S. Fifth str(

and No. 321 N. Front street ; Horatio C. Wood, No. 61

Race street, and No. 117 Chestnut street ; John M. Whil
all. No. 1317 Filbert street, and No. 410 Race stree

Wistar Morris, No. 209 S. Third street ; Nathan Hille

Frankford.

Visiting Managers for the month.—John C. Allen, Jol
M. Whitall, and William Bettle.

Physician and Superintendent.—Joshua II. Worthin;
ton, M. D.

WEST-TOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
The Winter session of the School will commence (

Second-day, the 5th of Eleventh month. Parents ai

others intending to enter their children as pupils, w
please make early application to David Roberts, Supe
intendent at the School, or Joseph Scattekgood, Tre;

surer. No. 304, Arch street, Philadelphia.

West-Town, Ninth mo. 4th, 1860.

WEST-TOWN SCHOOL.
A Friend is wanted as Teacher of Reading in the Boj

department of this Institution. Apply to

Samuel Hilles, Wilmington, Del.

James Emle.v, West Chester, Chester Co., Pa
Alfred Cope, Gcrmantown, Pa.

Sixth mo. 6ih, 1860.

WEST-TOWN SCHOOL.
A Friend is wanted to fill the station of Governc

the Boys' department of his Institution.

Application may be made to Nathan Sharpless, Co
cord, Pa.

;
Samuel Hilles, Wilmington, Del. ; Ja

Emlen, West Chester, Pa. ; or Thomas Evans, Philad.

Twelfth mo., 1859.

Married, on Fourth-d.ay, Tenth month 3d, 1860,
Friends' Meeting-house, East Whiteland township, Cht
ter county, Pa., Joseph Scattergood, Jr., of West G
sheo, Chester county, to Elizabeth, daughter of Dav
Cope, of the former place.

PILE &. M'ELROY, PRINTERS,
Lodge street, opposite the Pennsylvania Bank.
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Henry Hull.
(Continued from page 42.)

' Wil'iam RiekmaD, whose school in New York
tenry Hull speaks of attendiug, was a valued and
onourable minister of the gospel, who made a re-

gious visit to Friends in America, in the years
S18, 1819 and 1820, and died in 1840, in the

inetj-fourth year of his age. He was born in

Dgland, and, when about fourteen years old, was
aced apprentice in the city of New York, where
3 passed about twenty-six years of his life, during
considerable part of which, he taught a school for

riends' children. His humble christian walk, his

insistent example and pious care, were blessed to

any of bis pupils, and to Henry Hull among
e number. He was favoured with a peaceful

id happy close to his long and useful life, retain-

g his faculties clear to the last, and with a firm

It bumble a.ssurance of salvation through Jesus
arist our Lord.

Henry Hull's narrative proceeds, viz :

Tbe power of heavenly love wrought early

ion my mind, begetting a dislike to evil practices

id wicked words, whilst I loved good people, and
company was very pleasant to me. About

e ninth year of my age, I bad a severe illness, by
aich I was reduced very low. I noticed the

ixious solicitude of my parents on my account,

d my heart was tendered with tbe evidences of

love to me, thinking myself unworthy of it.

'ter my recovery, I continued in delicate health,

d the air of the city being too oppressive for me
the summer season, I was sent into tbe country,

netimes to my uncle Matthew Franklin's, at

ushing, and sometimes to my uncle Joseph Hull's,

Peach Pond, in Dutcbess county. Here I often

ubled alone among the forests and over the
Jen fields, indulging my contemplative turn of
nd. The remembrance of these solitary walks is

en revived, especially when I behold the places
the groves, and rocks, and birds, were the

ies of my plaintive soliloquies, whilst viewing
! beauties of nature ; by which my tbougbts were
•ned to reflect upon the infinite wisdom of tbe
sat Creator, and desires increased that I might
e in his fear, and partake of his favour.
" Notwithstanding this, the evil example of rude

*d wii-ked boys, by degrees, drew me to join with
*'m iu folly, and I often sinned, and felt great
udemnation, frequently weeping for my miscon-

duct. I beard the doctrine held up by the minis-

ters of our Society, that tbe grace of God which
bringeth salvation appeareth unto all men, and
teaches the denying of all ungodliness and worldly

lusts. I construed this, as though something would
appear to condemn me, and make ine unhappy for

my evil conduct, and sometimes after I had done

wrong, and was willing to think my actions were
not very bad, 1 would presumptuously say to my-
self, ' now if the Almighty is offended with me, I

wish I could feel bis inward reproof;' thus willing

to justify myself by my own hardness of heart,

while at the same time I was afraid my parents

should know of my conduct lest they should cor-

rect me, for they had taught me to do better. I

sought therefore to hide my conduct from them

;

but knew not that it was indeed tbe good Spirit of

grace who enlightened my understanding, so far to

see the evil of my ways, as to make mo wish to

hide them from man, not considering that the all-

seeing Eye continually beheld me.
" Samuel's want of experience caused him to run

to Eli when the Lord called him, being a stranger

to the Divine voice ; and my ignorance left nie in

a situation somewhat similar, so that I did not con-

sider the uneasiness I felt and the desire to hide

my conduct, as proceeding from the reproofs of

Divine grace. But, although I long remained in a

state of ignorance, yet in process of time I came to

know tbe voice of heavenly Wisdom. Eli instruct-

ed Samuel how to answer the Lord's call, and by

obedience be became an eminent Seer in his day;

and this induces me to think it right for parents

and tutors to use great simplicity of language when
instructing children, and to teach them to live in

the fear of the Lord, though their capacities may
not be so matured as to comprehend the sublime

doctrines of the gospel.

For want of this knowledge, many are mere

professors of the letter, while they deny the power,

the spiritual appearance of Christ to the soul ; when
as the holy ' VVord which is quick and powerful,

and sharper than any two-edged sword,' he appears

unto them, as he did unto Saul, whilst he was a

persecutor of the diijciples of our Lord. When
Saul knew who it was that thus pierced and smote

him, and gave up in obedience to his requirings, fie

became to him and his fellow labourers, as he ex-

presses himself, ' Christ in you the hope of glory.'

" Nominal christians, while ignorant of his pow-
er, may satisfy themselves with a belief in an im-

putative righteousness, and say much about the

merits of the Kedeemer
;
yet if they do not obey

him, but live and act in opposition to his teachings,

t may be said of them, that they persecute the

dear Sou of God, as Saul did ; who was zealous in

way, yet ignorant that redemption was obtained

through faith in Jesus Christ, the Lord from hea-

n. It is his ' quickening Spirit,' that brings man
under condemnation for transgression ; and as a

faithful witness, teaches children, even in their

early days, to know good from evil ; and were suit-

able examples set before them, instead of evil, join-

ed with pious labour by parents and guardians, to

train up children in the fear of the Lord, and turn

their attention to this inspeaking word of Divine

grace, they would, I believe, be more likely to

choose the ways of piety and virtue, than the more
frequented ways of the wicked, which lead down to

the chambers of death.
" We are the descendants of Adam, who, through

disobedience, fell ; and ' are by nature children of
wrath, even as others;' and if we continue to dis-

obey the voice of the Lord, which teaches us ' to

do justly, to love mercy, and to walk humbly with
God,' we shall become as some in the apostles' days,
who ' were dead in trespasses and sins,' ' walking
according to the course of this world, according to

the prince of the power of the air, who worketh in

the children of disobedience.' From disobedience
to Divine instruction, spring all the evils that are
in the world, and the prevalence of evil examples
is such as to draw away the minds of youno- peo-
ple, as with 'cords of vanity;' pressing them on-
ward as a mighty torrent that cannot be resisted

by the strength of man. ' But God, who is rich in
mercy, for his great love wherewith he loved us,

saith the apostle, even when we were dead in sins,

hath quickened us together with Christ; by grace
ye are saved.'

" Here we see the infinite condescension of Di-
vine Goodness, who declares by his servant, the
prophet Ezekiel, ' Have I any pleasure at all that
tbe wicked should die, and not that he should re-

turn from his ways and live ?' ' The wages of .sin

is death,' but life is obtained through Jesus Christ,
who was sent as a light to enlighten the Gentiles,
and for God's salvation to the ends of the earth.
But if men hate the light, because their deeds are
evil, and will not come to it or have faith in it, but
continue in their ways, they are circumstanced as
Jerusalem was formerly, when Christ, in his expo-
stulation with her, says, ' Jerusalem, Jerusalem,
thou that killest the prophets, and stonest them
that are sent unto thee, how often would I have
gathered thy children together, as a hen gathereth
her chickens under her wings, and ye would not.'

" It is evident, therefore, that those opinions are
fallacious and deceiving, which induce people to

think that the work is accomplished by Christ's
sufferings on the cross merely, without their endei-
vouring to follow him in the way of redemption, as
they have him for an example. Through him, the
quickening Spirit, man has access unto the Father,
who is ' faithful and just to forgive us our sins, and
to cleanse us from all unrighteousness.' It is a
precious experience to have faith in Jesus Christ,
the Son of God, who said ' I and the Father are
one;'—and of whom the apostle John saith, ' Who-
soever shall confess that Jesus is the Son of God,
God dwelleth in him and he in God :' 'He that
hath an ear let him hear.'

" It is the Spirit that quickeueth, saith Christ,
the flesh profiteth nothing; the words that I speak
unto you, they are spirit, and they are life.' If
our hearts are sincerely directed to him as the
Emmanuel, 'God with us,' and living under his
government, we shall know by happy experience,
that 'God is love, and he that dwelleth in love,

dwelleth in God, and God in him.' Christ is then,

to us, the way, the truth and the life, and we wit-
ness redemption from evil, and receive strength to
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walk in the bi^'hway of holiness, where the unclean fulness keeps guard over us. All night through,

is not found, nor any ravenous heastj a way so
|

that bell sounds at his season, and tells how our

plain, that the way-faring man, though a fool, may ,
sentinels defend us. It rang whe

not err therein ; and by which ' the ransomed of

the Lord shall return and come to Zion, with

Bongs and everlasting joy upon their heads—they

shall obtain joy and gladness, and sorrow and

sighing shall flee away.'
"

'1 he condemnation I felt for evil was great,

and I clearly saw, that I must forsake evil com-

pany if I ever became what I desired to be. Some-

times I left my playmates, and spent my time

reading to my aged grandmother, by which means

I early read Sewell's History of the rise and pro-

gress of Friends, as well as other books of a simi-

lar character, which had a good effect upon my
mind.

" I was often tendered at the recital of the cruel

Bufferings, inflicted upon those who stood faithful

to the testimonies given them to bear for the Truth

on earth. Frequently after reading, my mind

would be absorbed in serious meditation, and a

belief was gradually settled upon it, that if I lived

to be a man, I should espouse the cause for which

they suffered. But the instability of human na-

ture was evinced in my subsequent conduct. These

seasons of tender visitation were soon forgotten,

and by associating with wicked boys, I found my
inclination to evade the cross increased, and it be-

came very unpleasant to me to be called a Quaker.

I avoided the use of the plain Scripture lauguage

of thou and thee, and much wished to change my
dress so as to conform to the custom and fashion

of the day ; but in this I was not indulged by my
parents, tbey being careful to keep their children

plain while young, and not to suffer them to at-

tend places of diversion, which care I believe was

of use to us, though we thought at the time that we

were hardly dealt by."

the Amazon

was on fire, and chimed its heroic signal of duty,

and courage, and honour. Think of the dangers

these seamen undergo for us, the hourly peril and

watch, the familiar storm, the dreadful iceberg, the

long winter nights when the decks are as glass,

and the sailor has to climb through icicles to bend

the stiff sail on the yard. Think of their courage

and their kindness in cold, in tempest, in hunger,

n wreck.

—

Conihill Mag.

Sea Reckoning.—In a voyage to America some

nine years since, on the seventh or eighth day out

from Liverpool, Captain L came to dinner at

eight bells as usual, talked a little to the persons

ri^ht and left of him, and helped the soup with

his accustomed politeness. Then he went on deck

and was back in a minute, and operated on the

fish, looking rather grave the while. Then he

went on deck again ; and this time was absent, it

may be three or five minutes, during which the fish

disappeared, and the ewin'« arrived, and the roast

beef. Say ten minutes passed— I can't tell, after

nine years. Then L came down with a

pleased and happy countenance this tiuie, and be-

gan to carve the sirloin. " We have seen the

lio-ht," he said. " Madame, may I help you to a

little gravy, or a little horse-radish ?" or what not.

I forget the name of the light, nor does it matter.

It was a poiut of Newfoundland for which he was

on the look-out, and so well did the Canada know

where she was, that between soup and beef the

captain had sighted the headland by which his

course was lying. And so through storm and

darkness, through fog and midnight, the ship had

pursued her steady way over the pathless ocean

and roaring seas so surely, that the officers who

sailed her knew her place within a minute or two

and guided us with a wonderful providence safe on

our way.

By this little incident (hourly, of course repeated,

and trivial to all sea-goimg people) I own I was

immensely moved, and never can think of it but

with a heart full of thanks and awe. We trust

our lives to these seamen, and how nobly they ful-

fil the trust! They are, under heaven, as a provi-

dence for us. While wo sleep, their untiring watch-

Solected for " Tho Friend."

letter of J. G. Bevan.

1800. Eleventh mo. 25^/j.—It is indeed no

small charge to undertake the direction of the in-

fant mind : but then I believe there will be no

small reward for those who faithfully, sedulously,

and early endeavour to form it for the reception

of the gospel. The gospel, as the word imports, is

a system of glad tidings ; and doubtless, the less

the youthful mind is contaminated with those things,

which are opposite to the gospel spirit, the gladder

will its tidings be, when it unfolds its treasures, as

reason advances. I have no cause to blame any

one but myself, for any of my failures; yet, I

think, had I always been in very early life, (for I

was not under my mother's eye,) with such as them-

selves lived in the love, and under the power, of

the gospel, they might have restrained some pro-

pensities, which have caused me much conflict.

Anger and impatience are very early discoverable

children. Love and calmness are their natural

tidotes; and these may consist, if needful, with

sufficient firmness ; and firmness, when children see,

they soon can, that it is used in love, tends to

mcrease it in them; whereas, foolish indulgence is

the parent of vexation on both sides. The grand

thing is, to dwell, (ah! I do not speak as having

ttained,) in the go.-pel spirit one's self, and to feel

its incalculable benefit ; and ^ihen, strong will be

the motive to cherish it in the lambs under one's

care, and fervent the breathing to its divine Au-

thor, for assistance to train up minds in which IL

will delight to dwell." Lines 4 to 8 of page 129,

Book of Extracts, express something of the matter.

[They are, " There were of old, tho'se who brought

children to Christ, in the days of his flesh; and

now the religious parent can breathe no warmer

aspiration for them than when he spiritually com-

mends his tender offspring to the protection of his

Lord.")

Wandering Minds, Drousincss, and Sleeping

in Meet.ings~—DeAX Friends, keep your meetings

in the fear and name of the living God ;
and be

very diligent in waiting upon him in his gifts:

give not leave for your minds to wander, and none

give way to drowsiness and sleeping in meetings;

for surely, it is even a shame to us that this thing,

to wit, sleeping in the assem'blies of the saints,

should be found among any of us : truly, Friends,

this very thing oftentimi?s greatly burdens the seed

of God in the hearts of many of his children;

—

wherefore, watch and war against it, and wait to

feel him in yourselves, to quicken both soul and body

in the work, worship and service of the living God
;

that a living sacrifice from his own Spirit we may

offer unto him. For his worship is a living wor-

ship, and performed in and by his living Spirit; in

which let us wait diligently upon the Lord, and a

preparation we shall witness thereby; and feel

and enjoy his presence, and be edified, enlivened,

and warmed thereby, though no words be heard

amongst us.

—

WUliiini Bennit. 1668.

Respiration of Frogs in Winter and Summe:

—Has it never occurred to you when standing bi

side a pond in early spring, that there was somt

thing paradoxical in the fact of frogs and toac

crawKng at the bottom, and never once rising 1

the surface to breathe 1. They are animals wit

lungs, and in summer live mostly on land, perisl

ing, indeed, if unable to get out of the water fro

time to time
;
yet during the whole winter, la

autumn, and early spring, they pass their time ui

der water. Puzzled by this fact, we applied to

zoologist for an explanation, and received in rep

one of those explanations with which the majorr

of mankind are willing to be content, namely a r

statement of the fact in different language. 0'

own experiments and observations gave no expl

nation. We found, for instance, the two species

newt—land and water newt—behave very diffe

ently. Both have gills when young, and lungs

a more developed condition. When the gills

the land newt disappear, the possibility of livi

under water disappears ; the animal quits the w
ter forever, and you meet him on your stair-cai

while his companion, the water newt, is still in t

aquarium, and only occasionally thrusting his he:

above water. As the season advances, the wat

newt also feels the need of occasionally quittf

the water, and he will lie basking on the bit:

stone or wood for hours together, descending ir

the water as the coolness of evening descends,

keep him under water for many hours in the I

weather, is to kill him. It is the same with frc

and toads ; and the reason was made clear to

by the experiments of W. Edwards. He foil

that as long as the temperature of the water

no more than fifteen or sixteen degrees abo

freezing point (47°—48°), frogs will live the whi

year round, without once rising to the surface,

this condition they breatlie only by the skin. ]

has shown the relation which surface-respirati

bears to pulmonar3'-respiration in these anima,

and he finds that the skin exhales sufficient c

bonic acid, and absorbs sufficient oxygen, to sup]

all their needs of languid life at this temperatu

No sooner does the temperature of the water ri

than the vital activity of the frog increases; a

with this increase there is a greater need of oxyg

greater production of carbonic acid—in oti

words, a greater energy of respiration, for wh

the skin no longer suffices, the lungs are cai

ipon to do their work; they cannot do this wi

n the water ; and if the frog be prevented fr

ising to the surface, it is prevented from breathi

and it perishes. We see this in spring. The i

or newt occasionally rises, to expire carbonic a.

nd absorb oxygen by its. lungs. It then di

nder the surface again. As the season advani

the risings become more frequent, till in the

weather the frog lives chiefly on land, and

newt also is forced to expose itself to the air

Physiology of Common Life.

1705. It is our earnest desire, that above

Friends hold fervent charity in the body, that i

keep the members together in a blessed cone

and communion, which is esteemed by the apo

the more excellent way, excelling other gifts wl

pass away ; but charity, that is the love of (i

from which our christian and brotherly affeci i

springs, shall endure forever. This envieth t

vaunteth not, boasteth not itself, and seeketh '

its own, but is patient, beareth all things, suffer!

all things, and watcheth not with ati evil eye ; J

nor thinketh ill, but is kind ; in which blessed la

dear friends, hold your fellowship one with a

other, which was the character of the piimi'i

christians.



THE FRIEND.

For " The Fl-ieod."

Eetracis from the Letters and Memorandums oj

our Late Friend, II. Willianis.

" Third mo. 8th, 1844.—I feel as if I ought to

icknowledge thy visit ; it has been seasonable,

ierviceable and truly acceptable. We ought to be

ihankful we are helped along, from time to time,

IS we are such poor unworthy creatures. I want

hou should look sharp with thy best eye, and then

lot be drawn from thy judgment, ' there is that

bat can direct to a hair's breadth :'—so said John

Jhurehman. I do sincerely desire the preserva-

ion of all in the right line."

" The time for writing a few lines has again

lome, and I am quite able, through the kindness

if Him who careth for the sparrows, to write my-

elf, which this day a week since, I could not very

rail, if at all do Think I can say, I feel a

legree of thankfulness to my heavenly Father for

ill, and as much as any for the 'severe.' If food

,nd raiment and a home of my own be allowed

a the end of this life, 1 ask no more of these

hings ; feel very difl'erent about them, to what I

ised to in gone-by years ; am glad I can say I think

ay faith increases, as nature fails. Any one might

ay, there was a natural cause for this ; well, be it

0, it is very comfortable to be easy in our feelings.

Jeside these outward good things, to have those

bout me studying my comfort all along; I cannot

?ant more, except a glimpse, now and then, of my
lOod Guide with the ' erook of his love' to steer

ly, that that which remains of labour, any way,

jr the best of causes, may be going on, and I

)und in my allotment, though in a little, simple

fay, this is the height of my desire.

" There are many wrong things amongst us as a

ople ;
' the golden wedge,' and ' Babylonish gar-

lenti^with other wrong things, for which there

re mourners, and true watchmen and watch-

omen: but the enemy has entered, and will lay

aste much good ; but, I have a sure hope, I

link, that the ruins will be viewed, and strength

iven to rebuild even through retsuke like this.

What do these feeble Jews,' &c. So let us not

e over-much discouraged ; strength for the day, I

illy believe, will be furnished for those who are

reparing for the work.

The account of dear S. Emlen's exercise was
loving ; surely not to be lost, but after many days

(athered, to the strengthening and help of some

|oor, untoward, wayward youth. Her way in the

iiinisterial line there at W., of latter days, seems

) be generally close and searching; her secret

apti-iiis deep and oft: my whole heart is filled

nh desire for her help and safe-keeping ; her

Mul'oit, too, in tribulation. Remember my love

) her. If I knew how to write a suitable letter

) litr, I would, but, I think, I see she has better

jUitMit, and I am measurably satisfied, nay,

rcatly comforted, in being able to feel where she

,
and see her safe, that to write would be a poor

ilj.-titute for this. This secret unity and sym-
uh} how precious, whether in suflfering or re-

" lot/t.—Do send me some good report of mat-

rs and things, either in doors or out, of meetings

Friends ; should like to hear something from
,. II., as well as any one, and her clever sisters

id uood old-fashioned mother. I had a very
joil meeting, at their meeting, when last in the

(y. I thought, though dear T. Scattergood, R.
jijcs aud other valiants were removed long since

0111 the church, yet others were there ; and I said

my heart, the Lord continues to be good to his

"Fifth mo?ith.—I feel, my dear friend, as if I

wanted to write a line to thee ; we have so many
things to be thankful for, that the cup overflows

;

that unworthy as we are, we had such a favoured

meeting, so sensible an evidence that the great

Head of the church was caring for us. I felt a

hope that many solitary and tried souls would be

strengthened and encouraged ; truly, it is good for

us to meet together on these occasions, as well as

in our little meetings, and there wait in all humi-

lity and lowliness where the food convenient is

handed. Amongst our favours, and not the least,

was that thou and
, after all you have passed

through this long winter, should be permitted to

dden our feelings with your company, a favour

had no right to expect."

'Seuentlt, month.—I have but little time to say

thy truly welcome, and for many reasons accept-

able, letter was received, when not looking for it.

I tliought of many things on perusing it; 'As face

answers to face,' &c. ; ' Deep uttereth unto deep,'

&c., &c. It is all comfortable, and like a brook by

the way.

I had a pleasant visit from , and his two

very well-behaved children. Parents cannot be-

gin too early, nor be too vigilant to meet and keep

down the evil seed."

" '2oth.—I can truly say, I feared the great ob-

ject would not be attained, in going to meeting to-

day; so weak, I felt scarcely able to rai:je a peti-

tion for help
;

yet heavenly regard was near

;

ability was afibrded, and we were favoured with a

"ively meeting, very quiet indeed four

niles to meeting. It will require faith and patience

;ometimes to accomplish it, and perseverance too

;

but He who is strength in weakness, and helps us

when we cannot help ourselves, I do hope, will be

near;"

" l^th.—We must all try to do our part to have

the dear children rightly instructed ; then we may
with more confidence hope for help, even for grace.

It is a great blessing, ' early grace;' it puts wrong
things right.

" There is something very good in meeting.

I never was more sensible of it in any meeting,

taking it as a meeting. There is truly a living

seed there, and not confined to the aged alone,

though a solid few of this class; but young Friends

and even children, solid and settled. It is more

than a little encouraging, that in this day a solid

meeting should be held, and not depending on

outward ministry ; no public Friend belonging to

this meeting, I think, since 's death, now long

since."

''Eighth mo. \st.—Attended Goshen Monthly
Meeting ; had the company of our friend

,

who ministered in Truth's authority. He was
favoured with counsel and encouragement, suitin^

difl'erent states, with an affectionate invitation to

the young people to come, taste, and see for them

selves, that the Lord is good. His first concern

was earthly-minded ness, the effect of it justly

shown ; then the reverse, the effect of that alsi

set forth. On arising a second time, addressed i

rightly concerned number; was very encouragini

to these; alluded to the ' Lo heres!' and ' Li

theres!' but this class moved not; they had built

on Christ the Rock, and could not be moved ; were

enabled to see the snares and the gins, by which

our adversary draws away the unwary."

"Ninth mo. 5th.—I received thy truly feelinj

epistle, but have not yet felt as if there was muol

to send thee in return, except the above acknow
ledgment ; so low has my spring become, that

I was strengthened and encouraged un- drought is all around ; and I seem moving lik

dear 's rightly authorized communication machine out of order, endeavouring to perform

hat time." from day to day, yet it is dragging work : how

ever, we get little for complaining ; and when I

think of my good-for-nothingness, I say, what could

I expect more ? When I look around at the state

of things in Society and out of it, I say how can

any one feel cheery ? Truly, the land mourns.

But I think, my best friends never felt nearer to

me than they do in these days ; and I often think

it a favour to feel, in the life, a unity with living

s. It makes me care less to live by conversing,

visiting, ka.
;

yet these come in at times, with

great propriety, and use and comfort too.

To-morrow, the sixth of Ninth month, will be

thirty years since my dear hu.^band's death ; to

look back, it seems as if it could not be so long.

lie escaped from much trouble and suffering by
his early removal, and was blessed with a sight

and evidence of a safe entering into rest and peace.
" Many conflicts have been mine since that day.

If allowed to have admittance where he is, oh,

hat more need mortal want. Think of me, and
desire good for me when able."

Tuo Swallou-s, in looking about for a place

to build their nests, discovered a cosy little nook
in the rear part of the cabin of the steamer Young
America, which was lying moored to the old hulk
at the corner of K street, and forthwith commenced
their labors ; the female flying to and fro, carrying

straws and sticks and feathers, and the male bird,

tanding like a master workman, overseeing the job,

ind lending his aid in placing and completing their

tiuy homestead. The first day saw the foundation
of their home well laid, and the happy birds rested

from their labours that night, and finished it, per-

5, in their dreams. The next morning, bright
and early, they were again at work as busy as

nailers ; but, alas ! the hour of seven came, the
steamer's whistle sounded, and away went the

steamer, nest and all, en route for Marysville. The
frightened birds chirped, chattered, and flew back
and forth, but the captain never heeded their cry.

On went the boat, and away went their new made
home. It was a clear case of squatterism, but
they were sensible birds, and knew they would be
" plucked" if they went to law, so they quietly

submitted to their hard fate, and after following

the steamer as far as the Sacramento bridge, they
returned to the old hulk. That was a sad day for

the little couple, and what thoughts crowded on
their little hearts He only knows who "holds the
sparrows up."

The next day came, and with it they saw the

steamer come back to the landing, and the nest

they had partly built still undisturbed. With
merry chirpings of delight they began again their

task, only to be again anguished on the morrow by
the departure of the steamer, and gladdened on the

succeeding day by its return. Thus it has conti-

nued with them for nearly a fortnight, and the

nest is not yet completed. They are kept in a
constant flutter of hope and fear, and labor and
loss; but they do not despair, nor have they sought
another and more secure place for their domicil.

But, strange to say, they have actually learned to

recognize the steamer, and watch for her coming,
and meet her at the bridge above the city, to wel-

come her back to her old moorings. How it will

be when the nest is finished and the egL's are laid,

and the time comes for the regular trips—whether
the mother will cling to the homestead and take
the voyage to Marysville, and the father accompany
her, travelling backward aud forward as dead heads
—or whether theirs will be " broken up" by the
" irrepressible" divorce and desertion, as hundreds
of other families have been in California, we shall

wait to see. The above is a true story.

—

Sxcra-

I

m.ento Bee.



THE FRIEND.

For "The Friend."

To the Elect Seed of Cod wherever Scattered.

We live in a day and time of close proving,

and of " deep searching of heart," yet I trust that

all these things will yet be overruled by the Most

High for good ; many of those worthies gone before,

have left on record many things for our instruction,

that we should not faint, nor grow weary, although

we may be as " pressed beyond measure." Our

valued Friend John Griffith, after alluding to the

low state of things in his day, and the exceeding

many discouragements of that time, records, (to

strengthen our faith,) " I am fully persuaded

our Society will not cease to be a people, nor the

glory ever depart therefrom wholly, as it did from

the Jewish, and in a great degree the lapsed chris-

tian church," and that there would always continue

to be raised up within our borders, Calebs and

Joshuas, Priseillas and Aquilas, to maintain an-

cient ground, and to expound to the uninitiated

" the way of the Lord more perfectly ;" those " tc

contend for the faith once delivered to the saints,

and to maintain the same with the doctrine and

principles resulting therefrom, so eminently revived

in our predecessors, and most surely believed by

us.'' But, (he adds prophetically,) oh ! the bitter

cups that must be drank, and the vials of God's

wrath that must be poured out upon nations and

kingdoms, before mankind in general will submit

to the yoke of Christ, and learn of Him who is

meek and lowly in heart. To be of the kingdom

of Christ we must be meek and lowly, men of sor-

rows and acquainted with grief, first for ourselves,

and then for others, and not as those whose hopes

are only for the things of this world. Oh ! my
Friends, it is the attraction of the cross, that is so

much wanting. If I be lifted up, (said the Savi-

our,) I will draw all men unto me." It is the

same willingness to be drawn, that Elisha mani-

fested, when the prophet Elijah cast his mantle

upon him, and he gave up all and ministered unto

him, that is lacking. It is not by austerity, severity

or any coercive measures, it is by the drawings and

sweet heavenly influences of a dear Saviour's love.

Oh ! the meltings, the breakings, the drawings of

a Saviour's love; may we then, my dear brethren

and sisters, seek for this holy influence, this which

is sweeter than " the sweet influences of Pleiades,"

(and stronger than) " the bands of Orion." It was

this holy anointing that was so much experienced,

by the apostles and disciples of Jesus, immediately

after his ascension on high, when so many " te-

lieved," " were pricked to the heart," and said,

"men and brethren, what shall we do?" It was

this sacred effusion, that caused all of them, " to

be of one heart and of one soul," so much so, that

" no man counted aught that he possessed his own,"

but they " had all things common." Oh, happy days

!

no grovelling, earthly, nor yet contentious hearts.

They were enabled to bear each other up, and to

give themselves one for another. And how was this

again made manifest in the early days of our pre-

decessors. It was truly this tinctioufroni the Holi/

One, that was so eminently the crown of all th

assemblies, as well as a ministry of light, life and
power, which dispelled the clouds and darkne:

from the minds of their hearers: and as darkness

flees before the sun, and the cold and chill of win

ter is dispersed thereby, even so now, may each of

us wait for, and be faithful to, the light of the Son
of God in our own hearts; there is no other way
Satan and all those whom he has darkened, floe

before the light of Christ. We have many and
repeated testimonies and declarations, by many of

our most favoured ministers, that the Lord would
frustrate every attempt to draw the Society from

its ancient faith and principles. Sarah (Lynes) child th

Grubb, writing to a Friend, of her visit to London

Yearly Meeting, 1838, (immediately after the se-

of the Beaconites who had counted greatly

on their strength in the Society,) says, " I had to lay

things open, as led to it by the gitt—that the great

Head oj the church would render unavailing every

effort to new model us as a Society," and that He
would " renew us in the original character of our

Society ;" her declaration continuing nearly four

hours. Also to a Friend in Ireland, who had been

one of the chief of a body of separatists, and with

whom she had once been "sweetly united" in the

cause of Christ, she says, " There is in this Yearly

Bleeting, much remaining to be done away, before

we are prepared to assume the lustre which at-

tracted the minds of many in our early times. I

believe the Divine hand is upon us in this day, for

the great end of refining the gold that has become

dim, and the most fine gold that is changed; may
we be willing to bear our allotted portion of exer-

cise a?id si'Jf'cring, keeping our habitations in

the truth," kc. 1839. So that whatever turnings

and overturnings may be permitted by the Lord's

hand over us, we may rest assured that it will

11 in the end for all those who have not

swerved from duty in the line cast up for them

Oh ! then may we be watching as at the gates of

wisdom, our minds kept free from care of every

kind that might prevent the Most High from using

us as his chosen vessels of mercy, love, and grace,

to his degenerate, but not cast-off people : for it

is only such as have been refined as silver is re

fined, that have passed through the furnace, and

become as gold, pure gold, seven times purified,

having passed through the furnace prepared for

us, that we are meet for the Master's use. I some-

times fear that many are held by the enemy, and

prevented from usefulness in their day and gene-

ration, by looking too much at the dark or shady

side of things, ready to despair, magnifying the

power of the enemy. Are our enemies more nume-

rous than in the day of early Friends? Is not the

same strength vouchsafed to us ? Was the Captain

of our salvation ever foiled in battle ? Why was

it the apostle said, " If the Lord be for us,

who can be against us." Is not the Lord's power

infinite ? Shall any be too wise for the Truth ?

that which cannot be gainsaid, nor resisted. The
dear Saviour promised his disciples, to give them

power and wisdom which none of their adversa-

ries should be able " to gainsay or resist.^' And
has it not been evidenced by thousands in different

ages, and is it not the same now as ever ? There

Iso a danger at this time, and I fear many are

beguiled by a notion, that the mere belief of certain

principles, doctrines and testimonies, is vital chris

tianity; not but that these may be correct; yet it is

absolutely necessary that the Spirit of Christ rule

within us, that all selfishness and self-will be brought

down, and the meek, lowly, gentle spirit, even as

that of a little child be put on, which will enable us
" to bear all things, believe all things, hope all

things," that so we may testify for the Truth in the

simplicity of Christ. S. C.

Burre, East Slielby, Ninth mo. 29th, 1860.

—be taught ? Strong meats for weak digestion;

make not" bodily strength. Let there be nursery

tales and nursery rhymes."

"I would say to every parent, especially t'

every mother; tell your children pleasant storiet

If in the country, be not too careful lest they ge

a little dirt upon their hands and clothes ; earth i

very much akin to us all, and in children's out o

door play, soils them not inwardly. There is in i

a kind of consanguinity between all creatures; b;

it we touch upon the common sympathy of our firs

substance, and beget a kindness for our poor re

ations, the brutes.

" Let children have free open air sport, and fea

not though they make acquaintance with the pigs

the donkey, and the chickens; they may fori

worse friends with wiser looking ones. Encourag

familiarity with all that love to court them—dum
animals love children, and children love them.

" There is a language among them which th

world's language obliterates in the elders. It is c

more importance than that you should make thei

wise ; that is, book-wise.
' Above all things, make them loving, then the

will be gentle and obedient; and then also, pf

rents, if you become old and poor, these will I

better than friends, and will never neglect yoi

Children brought up lovingly at your knees, wi

never shut their doors upou you, and point wher

they would have you go."

Smart Children. — A writer in Blackwood's
Magazine thus discourses on the habit of trying

to stick "book larnin' " in the heads of children

while they are yet" babies."
" How have I heard you, Eusebius, pity the poor

children! I remember you looking at a group of

them and reflecting :
' For of such is the kingdom

of heaven ;' and turning away thoughtfully and
saying, ' Of such is the kingdom of trade.'

"

A child of three years of age ! What should a

ree years old—nay, five or six years old

1738. Bo careful to avoid all backbitings, wbi;

perings, and tale-bearings ; for " the words of tl

tale-bearer are as wounds," tending to the di

famation and lessening the characters, one of ai

other. Be not like those, of whom the prophi

complains, " Report say they, and we will report

but when you hear a thing tending to the defami

tion of any, inquire of the reporter, whether 1

has acquainted the person afiected thereby wii

report. If not, caution him to forbe;

spreading the same, lest the reputation of the ii

nocent be injured thereby. Endeavour to put

speedy stop to all such wicked practices and worl

of darkness, justly condemnable, not only in tl

authors, but the eucouragers thereof. " He th.

worketh deceit, shall not dwell within my house

he that telleth lies, shall not tarry in my sight."

Tlie Black Fly.—A deadly enemy to the who

race of caterpillars, ever on the alert, wingit

about in the shape of a small black fly, in scare

of an exposed and defenceless caterpillar. Havii

selected her victim, she pierces his body with a sha)

cutting instrument she is armed with, and in til

wound deposits an egg; the caterpillar winces

little at this treatment, but seems to attach litt

importance to it. Meanwhile, his enemy repea

her thrusts till some thirty or forty eggs, germs

the destroyers, are safely lodged in his body, ai

his doom is certain beyond hope. The eggs quick

hatch into grubs, which begin to gnaw away att

unhappy creature's flesh, thus reducing him grad

ally, but by a profound instinct keeping clear

the vital organs, as if knowing full well that t

creature must keep on feeding and digesting too,

their own supply would speedily fail ; as usure

while draining a client, keep up his credit with t

world as long as they can. Weaker grows the <

terpillar, as the gnawing worms within grow stroD

er and nearer maturity. Sometimes he dies a cati

pillar; sometimes he has strength left to take t

chrysalis shape, but out of this he never comes

butterfly ; the consun)ing grubs now finish viti

and all, turn to pupae in his empty skin, and coi

out soon, black flies like the parent.

—

Briti

Butterflies, by W. S. Coleman.
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THE TIDES,

he moon is at her full, and, riding high,

ith light,

summer sky
Floods the calm fields

be airs that hover in the

Are all asleep to-night.

bere comes no voice from the great woodlands i

That murmured all the day
;

eneath the shadow of their houghs, the ground
Is not more still than they.

Deep

;

ut ever heaves and moans the restl'

His rising tides I hear,

far I see the glimmering billows leap;

I see them breaking near.

ach wave springs upward, climbing toward the fair

Pure light that sits on high—
prings eagerly, and faintly sinks to where
The mother waters lie.

Ipward again it swells; the moonbeams show.
Again, its glimmering crest

;

Lgain it feels the fatal weight below,

And sinks, but not to rest.

irief respite I they shall rush from that recess

With noise and tumult soon,

ind tling themselves, with unavailing stress,

Up toward the placid moon.

restless Sea ! that in thy prison here

Dost struggle and complain
;

through the slow centuries yearning to be near
To that fair orb in vain.

?he glorious source of light and heat must warm
Thy bosom with his glow,
nd on those mounting waves a nobler form
And freer life bestow.

'ben only may they leave the waste of brine
In which they welter here,

Ud rise above the hills of earth, and shine
In a serener sphere. W. C. Bryant.

Selected.

0, ye children of affliction ! know
Yours is no despicable lot. E'en He
Who died that ye may live, that ye may reign.

Embraced affliction, and conversed with grief;

A servant's form assumed, though Lord of all;

And led to glory, through a suffering path.

If ye wish to share His kingdom's bliss,

See that a portion of His patient mind
Be yours. Let no repinings pass your lips.

Or even enter your well-guarded thoughts
;

But take the cup His sovereign wisdom gives,

And say, or strive to say, " Thy will be done."

From Cliambei

A Bottle Department.

Some of these bottles make very long voyages,

and, considering the circumstances, often in a short

pace of time, though in other cases the period has

extended over several years. As we have already

remarked, however, both ti)?te and space are left

very vaguely determined, for there is a great doubt

whether the bottle will be picked up just when it

has concluded its voyage ; while the route followed

in almost every instance, much longer than a

straight line between the two points. So far as

concerns the measured distance in a straight line,

we find instances of 690 miles, 2020 miles, 2260

miles, 3600 miles, and 3900 miles. The bottle

found on the Australian coast in 1859, adverted

to in our opening paragraph, must have made a

voyage of very many thousand miles, for the edi-

tor of the Nautical Magazine, judging from the

known directions of currents, inferred that it had

been carried from the Cape de Verd Islands east-

ward or south-east by the Guinea current, th(

westward by the equatorial current, then along the

American coast by the Brazilian current, then

across the South Atlantic, eastward towards the

Cape, of Good Hope, and then across a wide stretch

of ocean to Australia. In 1858, a bottle travelled

from Manilla to the Moluccas, about 1000 miles,

in six months, showing that there are pretty active

influences at work in those seas, even without a'

lowing for any unknown sojourn of the bottle on

the shore. This sojourn is indeed sometimes a lon^

one. A bottle from the Thunder, in 1847, was

nearly three years before it was picked up ; one

from the Lark, in 1838, four years; one from the

Maiming, in 1810, five years ; one from the Lady
Louisa, in 1830, nine years; one from the Sym
metry, in 1825, ten years ; one from the Carshal-

ton Park, in 1827, eleven years. The most length

ened delay ever recorded, was that of a bottle from

the Blonde, which, thrown into the sea on the 23d

of September, 1826, on a voyage from Liverpool

to New York, was picked up on the French coast

on the 15lh of June, 1842—nearly sixteen yean

afterwards. How long it had remained in that

spot no one can tell.

It has been contended by some persons, seamen.

savans, and others, that the voyages of the bottles

are often too capricious to render much scientific

service ; and they appeal to the bottle-chart for

many curious instances of this. Some authorities

assert that there is a current to the east from La
brador and Newfoundland towards the British Is

7/ie Idea of Fire among tlie Ancients.—Ac- [lauds; yet Sir John Ross asserts, that in 1818, h

Bording to Pliny, fire was for a long time unknown 'threw into the sea twenty-five copper cylinders

|to some of the ancient Egyptians, and when Euxo- when his arctic ship was about entering Davis

jlus, the celebrated astronomer, showed it to them, I Strait ; and not one of these floating cylinders was

|they were absolutely in raptures. The Persians, lever known to come to hand—a fact which

[Phoenicians, Greeks, and several other nations, 'peared to him somewhat incompatible with received

notions. In 1819, two bottles were thrown out

one day from the Newcastle; one was picked up

on the coast of Ireland, and the other at the ft

distant Azores.

But it is very fairly contended, on the other

hand, that these so-called "capricious" voyages

are not capricious at all; but depend on physical

causes which, though not well understood at pre

sent, may by and by, be rendered intelligible by

jackuowledged that their ancestors were once with-

jout the use of fire ; and the Chinese profess the

(same of their progenitors. Pompanius, Mela, Plu-

[tarch, and other ancient authors, speak of nations

jwho, at the time they wrote, knew not the use of

|fire, or had but just learned it. Facts of the same
,kind are also attested by several modern nations.

|The inhabitants of the Marian Islands, which were
jdiseovered in 1551, had no idea of fire. Never
was astonishment greater th

saw it on the descent of Mag
islands. At first they believed it was some kind! moment snugly housed in" some creek or cove bottles which arc taken out annually by ships leav-

of animal that fixed to and fed upon wood. The among the scantily inhabited Hebrides. Of the
\

ing our shores, any one is suitable for this purpose

inhabitants of the Philippine and Canary Islands two bottles, one of which travelled to Ireland, and if properly secured
;
but Captain Fishbourne, of thi

were formerly equally ignorant. Africa presents, the other to the Azores, both may have travelled

(even in our own day, some nations in this deplo- :
together to the last-named place, where one ran

irable state. I ashore, while the other got into another current

1 theirs, when they these very voyages themselves. One or more of

Ian ou one of their |Koss' cylinders may, for aught we know, be at this

hich swept it round to Ireland ; for it is known
that some of the bottles take remarkably circuitous

routes, according as they are caught in particular

currents. Thus, a bottle was thrown into the sea

from the Prima Donna ship in 1850, off Cape
Coast in Africa ; it was picked up on the coast of

Cornwall ; and from the course of the various cur-

rents, it is believed that this bottle had been first

carried south by the Guinea current, then west by
the equatorial current, then north-west into the Gulf

of Mexico, and then by the Gulf Stream to Corn-

all. Many singular examples are on record, tend-

ig to show that, on an average, there is an east-

ward movement of the surface-drift in the northern

part of the Atlantic, and a westward in the tropi-

al part. The Corsair threw out two bottles in

1838
; one was picked up 160 miles ofi', the other

250 miles, but both had followed nearly the same
general direction. The Blonde, already mentioned,

threw out two bottles in 1826, within five days of

each other ; one was espied fourteen years aiter-

rds, and the other nearly sixteen years, but both

nearly on the same part of the French coast. The
Akxander threw out two bottles on the same day
in 1818; both were found fourteen months after-

wards on our western coasts. When Captains Col-

linson and M'Clure started for Behring's Strait in

1850, in search of Sir John Franklin, they both

threw bottles into the sea while sailing down the

Atlantic : the bottle from iha Investigator (M'Clure)

was launched on the 22d of February, about 600
miles north of the equator ; that from the Enter-

prise (Collinson) was launched nearly at the equa-

n the 3d of March. After voyages of 186
367 days, respectively, these bottles were

picked up almost exactly at the same spot on the

Honduras coast. The Wellington threw out two

bottles in 1836, on two consecutive days : one was
found nine months afterwards, the other, not till

after four years ; but this was due to the fact that

the second bottle happened to reach the same coast

at a spot very little frequented. The direction of

the current, or at least of the surface-drift, was
very singularly shown by the voyage of a bottle in

1842. A ship left Thurso with Highland emigrants

for Canada; when 1500 miles out, a bottle was
launched ; and this bottle found its way to a part

of the coast within two miles of the very port

whence the ship had sailed five months before.

Few persons now doubt the usefulness of this

system. All we have to guard against is, hasty

inferences from the details of any particular voy-

age. Captain Beecher remarks, in connection with

one of his charts :
" The uniformity in the direc-

tion of the courses between the points of departure

and arrival, is very remarkable in most parts of

the chart. In the equatorial regions, and in the

more northern latitudes, when the effects of the

Gulf Stream and westerly winds prevail, this uni-

formity of direction is remarkable ; as also the

courses of those few which have been thrown over

on the eastern limits of that stream. So that in

many parts of the ocean before us, a good guess

might be made at the direction which a bottle

would take when committed to the sea. So far as

the surface-drift is concerned, the experiment has

been successful." The admiralty share this opi-

nion ; for they have encouraged the ofiicers of the

Queeu's ships to launch a bottle occasionally.

Of the thousands— nay, millions—flf beer-bottles,

pale-ale bottlts, wine bottles, brandy bottles, pickle

yarographer's departtmut, has suggested a better

arrangement for those who really wish to regard

this matter as one of scientific interest. He sug-

L
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gests that the bottles should be made white by the

introduction of oxide of arsenic into the liquid glass

of which they are made, in order that they may be

more visible while floating. He also advises that,

when a bottle is picked up at sea (not on the shore),

it should be opened, the paper read, and another

paper inserted with it, stating the particulars of

the finding ; after which the bottle is to be again

sealed, and thrown into the sea at once. If this

were done three or four times in succession, three

or four points in the track of the bottle would be

made known, and a rough approximation to its

curve of movement might be made. So far as we

can detect, by examining the chart and records,

this ingenious suggestion has not yet been acted on.

One of the most remarkable examples on record,

not of the voyage, but of the finding, of a floating

messenger, occupied the attention of newspaper

readers eight or nine years ago. It is known that

in 1493, Columbus, when near the Azores, encoun-

tered a dreadful storm ;
and it is stated in an old

book of voyages that, on that occasion, being doubt-

ful whether he would hve to reach Spain again, he

wrote a few particulars of his voyage on a piece of

parchment, enclosed it in a keg or small wooden

cask, and cast it into the sea—hoping that the docu-

ment might reach the hands of his joint sovereigns,

Ferdinand and Isabella. On the 27th of August,

1851, (so said the Times, on the authority of an

American newspaper), Captain d'Auberville, iu

the bark Chieftain of Boston, picked up a floating

substance on the African coast, opposite Gibraltar.

It was so covered with barnacles and sea-shells

that its nature could not at first be determined;

but on closer scrutiny, it proved to be a small cedar

keg. When opened, the keg displayed within it a

cocoanut shell, coated with some resinous compo-
sition ; and within the cocoanut was a piece of parch-

ment covered with very old writing, which none on

board could read. A merchant at Gibraltar, how-

ever, deciphered it, and found that it purported to

be written by Christopher Columbus in 1493; that

the ship was in a dreadful storm between Spain

and the Azores; and that Christopher Columbus
had determined to throw these documents, in three

kegs, into the sea, in the hope that one of them,

at least, might reach the shore. This story is so

interesting, that one yearns to believe it true. A
keg might have remained for more than three cen-

turies and a half unseen on the African coast ; but

still, we ask, where is the keg, and where is the

parchment? There are persons in Europe who
would almost give its weight in gold for such a pre-

cious testimony of the great navigator.

Selected for " The Friend."

A Testimony of York Quarterly JMeeting, concern-

ing Mary Wright, deceased.

Our late beloved friend, Mary Wright, was the

daughter of James and Elizabeth Bishop, of Edin-

luigb, and was born tliere on the 31st of the

Twelfth month, 1755. Her parents were Presby-

terians ; and though her father died when she was
only nine years old, his devotional spirit and pious

instructions made a deep impression on her mind.

When about fourteen, she left home to reside in

London, where she obtained a situation as a milli-

ner. During the few succeeding years, her vola-

tile disposition led her to take delight in dress, in

attending the theatre, and in the company of young
persons as thoughtless as herself; yet she was often

favoured with the tendering visitations of her hea-

venly Father's love, through the convictions of the

Holy Spirit.

Whilst in London, she became acquainted with

some members of our Society residing in a neigh-

bouring house, and frequently in her lei-sure, visited

the young people of the family, whom she was ac-

customed to entertaiii with songs aud the imitation

uf theatrical performances. When upon one of

these errands, she was met by the late Sarah Ste-

phenson, a minister in the Society, who laid her

hand upon her arm, and with great solemnity ad-

dressed her in the.se words,—" Be thou faithful

unto death, and I will give thee a crown of life."

Mary Bishop was astonished, and quite unable

to understand the meaning of this singular saluta-

tion. She had paid so little attention to her Bible

as not to know that the words were a text of

Scripture, and she was ready to conclude that the

person who had so accosted her, was not in her

right mind. Nevertheless, an impression remained

that she was unable to shake off, and she had no

longer the disposition to amuse her young compa-

nions as had been her wont.

Shortly afterwards she accepted an invitation to

accompany her friends to one of our Meetings for

Worship. On this occasion the word preached

was closely applicable to her condition, setting

before her her state of darkness, and the awfulness

of a continuance in sin : this was accompanied

with tender exhortations to embrace the mercy
ofi"ered in Christ Jesus, and faithfully to follow him.

Her soul was greatly humbled under a feeling of

her sinfulness, and of the goodness and forbear-

ance of the Lord towards her. After a time of

severe conflict, she was enabled, with the eye of

faith, to " behold the Lamb of God, that taketh

away the sin of the world," and was strengthened

to enter into solemn covenant with the Lord.

Although thus awakened to the best interests of

her soul, our friend had still much to contend with.

She gave up many vain and frivolous pursuits, yet

the love of gay attire was still indulged in ; but,

continuing to be followed by " the reproofs of in-

struction," both in her own heart, and under the
" ministry of the word," she was at length enabled

to make a final surrender; and it became her

earnest and abiding desire " not to be conformed

to this world, but to be transformed by the renew-

ing of her mind. She continued to attend our

Qieetings, and, accepting from conviction the chris-

tian principles of our religious Society, she was in

due time admitted into membership by Devonshire

House Monthly Meeting.

In 1779, she was married to John Witchell, and
a few years later they settled in Edinburgh. Dur-

ing her residence in Scotland, she was brought into

deep exercise of mind, under the belief that it was
her duty to speak as a minister ; and she was at

length enabled to yield to the apprehended require-

ment, by uttering a few words in a meeting for

worship.

In 1802, John and Mary Witchell removed to

the United States. The early portion of their six-

teen years' residence in America was spent at

Frankford, near Philadelphia ; and it is believed

that there Mary Witchell was recorded as a min-

ister of the Gospel.

In common with other new settlers, our friend

had frequent change of residence, and in some of

the places where they sojourned, she was instru-

mental in establishing meetings, where none had
previously existed. She performed, with the unity

of her friends, more than one extensive visit of

Gospel love in North America, and was diligent in

attending her Yearly Meeting, not shrinking from

the long and difficult journey, on horseback, from

Ohio to Baltimore, of which Yearly Meeting the

Western States then formed a part.

While residing in America, our friend was sub-

jected to much temporal vicissitude, but through

all, maintained great cheerfulness of spirits, and

was sweetly prepared to sympathize with, and to

comfort others, with that comfort wherewith si

herself had been comforted of God.
Not long after their return to England, in 181.

Mary Witchell was left a widow ; but in 1 82
she again entered into the married state, wii

William Wright, of Sheffield. A few years aft.

the death of her second husband, our dear frien

removed to Leeds, and during the last eightee

years of her life, resided in a cottage near tl

meeting-house. She esteemed it a great priviler

to be thus enabled to attend meetings with muc
regularity, and to enjoy frequent opportunities (

seeing her friends, whose best welfare lay ver

near her heart. During her protracted old age

she was a bright example of christian cheerfulnes

of the industrious occupation of her time, of th

diligent perusal of the Holy Scriptures, of ovei

flowing sympathy with the poor aud afilicted, an

of the prevalence of that love which is a distir

guishing mark of true discipleship. The chit

characteristic of her ministry was love to her hea

venly Father, love to Christ, to his cause, to hi

flock, and to the whole family of man. She ha
had lengthened experience of the faithfulness c

her Lord, and earnestly did she entreat her youngc

friends to devote themselves to his service. He
memory, which was retentive to the last, was re

markably stored with Scripture, and with devc

tional poetry, which she had great enjoyment i

repeating. She was no stranger, even in ad

vanced age, to inward trial aud the assaults c

the unwearied enemy of souls ; but when, throug

infirmity or unwatchfulness, a shade passed ove

her spirit, her contrited heart breathed forth de

sires for restoration, through her Saviour, to th

joys of God's salvation. It was her regular prac

tice, especially in an evening, to wait in retire

ment upon God for the renewal of her strength

At some of these seasons, her spirit was so closel

engaged with her Lord, that she was often no

aware when a stranger entered her little parlour

and one who was sometimes privileged to be wit'

her, says that the sense of the overshadowing o

the love of God, to be felt on these occasions, wa
inexpressibly precious. At other times the agei

christian had to wait long, and to wrestle ear

nestly, ere she was permitted to partake sensibl

of the fulness of the blessing after which her sou

panted.

About three years before her decease, our be

loved friend became blind ; this affliction she bor|

with much patience, although she greatly felt th

privation, especially as it prevented her readio

the Bible ; but her hands were still busily en

ployed in knitting various articles, which she sol

for the benefit of the poor. She was able to attea

our religious meetings and to minister in them, tili

within about two weeks of her death.

Her last illness was short. During its coursi

she continued to manifest her interest in the eter

nal welfare of those around her, and on the dai

previous to its termination, she addressed some o

her grand-children at considerable length, in i

lively and instructive manner. A few hours befon

the-close, she unexpectedly awoke from a slumber

which it was supposed it would have been her lasti

and said, " I must wait patiently ; I am ready.'

And thus, waiting her departure, iu humble hopn

of acceptance with God through the redeeminj

love of Christ Jesus her Saviour, her purified spiri

was gently released from its long probation,—w(

reverently believe, to join the just of all genera^

tions in ascribing everlasting praises to Him wh«
loved them, and redeemed them to God by hii

blood.

She died on the 14th of Third month, 1859
and was interred in Friends' burial-ground
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leeds, on the 20th of the same ; aged a hundred

ad three years ; an acknowledged miuister up-

ards of fifty years.

Origin and Pi(ypeities of tlie JDiamond.—The
rigin of the diamond has been a subject of much
irious speculation, inasmuch as the circumstances

Qder which it is found in nature afford no clue to th(

rocess of its formation. The structure of the dia

ond itself, however, furnishes us with some posi

ve information on the subject, and indicates that

is a product, either directly or indirectly, of the

jgetable kingdom. Thus, diamonds have been

und inclosing vegetable matter, and, when the dia-

ond is burned, a minute yellowish ash is left,

hich generally possesses a yellowish structure.

ir David Brewster, who has given much attention

the subject, is inclined to the opinion that the

iamoud is a drop of fossilized gum, analogous in

ime re.-peets to amber. The diamond is remark-

sly indestructible, and is not acted upon by any

(Ivent; neither is it affected by heat alone—since

may be heated, when removed from the access of

r, to a white heat, without injury. In the open

r, it burns at about the melting point of silver, and

converted into coal, or carbonic acid gas. Blany

tempts have been made to fuse or crystalize some
ire form of carbon, or, in other words, to manu-

.cture diamonds, but all without positive success.

French chemist succeeded, after long-continued

)ltaic action, in depositing at one of the terminal

lies of a galvanic battery a quantity of carbon in

le form of minute microscopic grains. These grains

ppeared to be octohedral crystals, and were ca-

,ble of cutting and polishing diamonds and rubies

;

nee it has been inferred, though incorrectly, that

ley were actually themselves diamonds.

Medical Qualities of the Carrot.—Stewart, in

s excellent work on Stable Economy, says:

—

Not only do carrots give strength and endurance
sound horses, but also give recovery and health

\ such as are sick. There is nothing better, per-

ips none so good. When first given, they are

rictly diuretic and laxative, but as the horses

jcomo accustomed to them, these effects cease to

3 produced. They also improve the state of the

:in. They form a good substitute for grass, and
1 excellent alterative for horses out of condition,

osick and idlehorsesthey render corn unnecessary.

|hey are beneficial in all chronic diseases con-

ected with breeding, and have a marked influence

a chronic cough and broken wind. They are

frviceable in diseases of the skin, and in combina-

on with oats, restore a worn horse much sooner

iian oats alone."

A Touching Incident.—Incidents are not rare

pong the poor and down-trodden in society, of

tie true marks of manhood. Many a poor, bare-

loted and ragged boy, carries within his bosom
ke true elements of affection and kindness; and
lere these boys allowed a fair opportunity with

e more wealthy and favored class of children,

ley would rise to eminence and renown. The
Uowing little incident reveals the real character

true manhood in the little hero of it. May he
re to reach a life of honor and usefulness.

" When, three weeks since, some forty of the

lildren in charge of the Children's Aid Society,
' New York, were arranging for removal to the

''est, a boy was observed folding with great care

s old cap, having previously taken out of its lin-

g a small piece of faded calico. " John," called

friend, " what are you going to do with that

eased calico?" " Please sir it is not greased, it

all that I have to remember my dead mother

by; it's a part of her dress which I cut off when 'explanation or defence of them, they were "laid
she lay dying in the garret in street." The|upou the table" by an unanimous vote. Subse-
question and the answer were too much for the lit-

1

quently, J. Jay brought the subject again before
tie fellow, and putting the strip under his shirt, the convention, and availing himself of a previous

decision of the body, thathis handsnext to his breast, he buried his face

and filled the room with his sobs."

Man ! woman ! whoever you be, speak tenderly to

that boy across the way. He may be an orphan.

His mother and father may both be in the grave-

yard yonder. Dear child ! he has nothing but
his own little hands by which to work his way in

the world. Speak kindly to him. Perhaps some
day an orphan may walk the earth whose name
and yours shall spell alike.

—

Christian Secretary.

1700. Keep all your meetings, as well those for

good order, charity, and christian discipline, as

those set apart entirely for the worship of God, in

his love and in the name, power, and peaceable

Spirit of his dear Son Jesus Christ, which is the

a/one true autlwrity of all our meetings ; for with-

out Him ice can do nothing. And in his blessed

power stand fast in righteous judgment over all

unruly and disorderly spirits that would break in

upon the good order and discipline settled among
us, as well as over all those that seek to lay waste

the testimony of Truth, and cause the offence of

the cross to cease.

Toads Living when Shut in Plasterfor Years.— " M. Seguin," says the Medical Times and
Gazette, " wishing to asertain what amount of truth

there is in the marvellous tales told of batraehians

being found living within the substance of stones,

has undertaken some experiments upon the matter.

He enclosed some toads very firmly in plaster and
left them for years in the middle of these blocks

of factitious stone. At various intervals he ha;

broken some of these blocks, and has tbund a cer^

tain number of the toads alive. One of the animals
had remained thus deprived of air during ten

years, another twelve, and a third fifteen ye

Two still continue enclosed, and as M. Seguin is

very old, and fears that these two blocks may be
lost to the purposes of science, he offers them to

the Academy uf Sciences, in order that it may
hereafter test the truth of the phenomenon. BI,

Flourens announces on the part of the Academy its

willingness to accept them, intending, after a verifi

cation of the dates of sequestration, to have the plas
ter broken in presence of a commission ad hoc.^^

THE FRIEND.
TEXTH MONTH 20,

In the convention of the Protestant Episcopal
Society of New York, held in the city of New
York, in the latter part of last month, John Jay,
a grandson of the distinguished John Jay, of the
Revolution, brought forward a series of resolutions,

to the effect, that their bishop be requested to ad-

dress a pastoral letter to the members'of his diocese,

in reference to the African slave trade, as now
prosecuted from the port of New York, within the

limits and jurisdiction of this diocese ;" warnin"-

the people against being engaged in " this wicked
&c;" that the "clergy" be recommended to

preach " against the wickedness of the slave trade

as now prosecuted in this diocese;" and that the

laity" be recommended to exert their influence
" stay the further prosecution of the traffic within

the limits of this diocese."

The reading of the resolutions are represented

to have produced great excitement in the conven-
tion, and without allowing their author to speak in

member might speak
prior to offering a resolution, he delivered an ad-
mirable address to his fellow delegates, from which
we take the following extracts relative to the exist-

ence of slave-trading from the port of New York

:

" In the first place, I ask your attention to proofs
of the fact that the slave trade is being actually

prosecuted from the port of New York, in this

your diocesan limits and jurisdiction.

'T/je St. Louis Litelligencer, published in a
slave State, says

:

" ' The re-opening of the slave trade is an ac-

complished fact At this very time, cargoes
of ignorant, barbarous and heathenish Africans,
from Congo and Ashantee, are being landed in the
inlets and creek-mouths of the gulf coast of Flo-
rida, Alabama, Mississippi, Louisiana and Texas,
(I shall refer again to Texas presently,) driven into

the interior, and distributed among the cotton
plantations. A fleet of vessels, fitted out in the
ports of New Orleans and New York, is enlaced
in the prohibited traffic, and barracoons and depots
have been established in the several large towns
near the Gulf, where the freshly imported negroes
are confined until they can be disposed of to the

neighbouring planters.'

"A correspondent of The New York Times,
writing from on board the United States ship Ports-
mouth, on the coast of Africa, under date of De-
cember 20, 1859, says:

"
' The few months' experience we have had on

the coast of Africa, has not been altogether thrown
away. It has thoroughly convinced us that tlie

wliole coast is, we may say, lined ivith slavers, ivho
are generally from New York, cleared from the
Custom House, bringing all the appliances of the
trade with them, and manoeuvring about on the
coast under various pretences and disguises of
legal traffic'

" The writer proceeds to give an account of the
capture of the brig Tavernier, of New Y''ork, by
Her Majesty's ship Viper. It aftbrds a glimpse of
the character of the traffic, as prosecuted from this

diocese. He says :

" ' The brig Tavernier had nearly 600 slaves on
board of her when captured. Most of them were
mere children from eight to sixteen years old, with
some women—all naked. When visited by the
officers of the ship, although in better condition
than when captured, the scene was frightful—some
were dying, many sick, all miserable and suffering

from the effects of cold, damp night-air, producino'

bronchitis and cough. The officers were so horri-

fied that they desire never again to look upon such
a scene.'

The' modus operandi of shipping the negroes is

thus described by the same writer

:

On the night determined on, they sail cau-
tiously yet boldly in, anchor, and in two or three
hours are filled with negroes, who are carried off

to them in canoes. The refractory ones are clap-

ped in irons, or made drunk with rum, and in this

stupefied condition they are carried on board,
stowed in a sitting position, with the knees drawn
ip so closely that they can hardly breathe, much
ess move.

' Now, their sufferings become dreadful, horri-

ble—indeed language is incapable of describing or
lagination of sketching even the faint outline of
dimly floating fancy of what their condition is.

Home-sick, sea-sick, half-starved, naked, crying for

air, for water—the strong killing the weak or dy-
ing, in order to make room—the hold becomes a
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perfect charnel-house of death and misery

Ophthalmia breaks out—every new case is thrown

overboard, under the supposition that the disease

is contagious, and those who are dying, meet the

same fate. This is no fancy sketch ; only the

other day a remarkable instance of it came under

our own observation."

" The New York Evening Post published a list

which I hold in my hand, prepared by one of its

correspondents, " South Street," under date of

July 28, 1860, of eighty-five slavers, under the

American flag, from February, 1859, to July,

1860, derived from New York and English jour-

nals, a large portion of which sailed from New
York. And another city journal, in commenting

upon it, said :

" ' The conclusion is inevitable that this trade is

at the present moment more active and more pro-

ductive of profit to those engaged in it than in any

former period, and that its management is concen-

trated in our own city.-'

" The New York daily World, of July 31 , 1860,

remarks; ' The fact that nearly a hundred slavers

have been fitted out from this port within the last

eighteen months, ought to arrest public attention.

" In the Senate of the United States, Mr. Se-

ward, in a debate on the African slave trade,

declared that the trade was ' an American trade,

carried on from ports of the United States, ac-

quiring slaves in Africa, and selling them either in

the United States or Cuba.' He said further, ' the

root of the evil is in great commercial cities, and,

I frankly admit, in tlie city of New York.'' And
he added, ' I say, also, that the objection I found

to that bill (a bill he had introduced for the more

effectual suppression of the traffic,) came not so

much from the slave States a^afrom the commercial

interest of New York '

" Mr. President, I will not pursue this point; I

do not suppose there is a sane man in this house,

who can doubt, upon the evidence I have adduced,

that New York is, as the London Times declares,

' the greatest slave-trading mart in the world ;'

and they have the distinct assurance of our distin-

guished Senator, that the chief opposition to legis-

lation for its suppression came not from the South,

but from the commercial interests of this city

—

this seat of the Episcopate of New York.
" I repeat his remark, for it disposes at once of

the objection that by acting against the slave trad

we would be meddling with the institutions of

other dioceses, and shows that the African slave

trade has become a diocesan institution peculiarly

our own.
" I might multiply similar proofs. I might re-

fer you to the almost daily rumors in our papers

of the slavers that leave our ports—of the charges

of complicity made against the marshal and his

aids—of the straw bail accepted by federal com-

missioners—of constant acquittances of slave tra-

ders pronounced by judicial officers. I think it

unnecessary, and pass to the question,
" What is the duty of the church touching the

New York slave trade?"

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
EtiROPE.—News from Liverpool to Tenth mo. 0th.

The chief items of interest relate to Italian atlUirs.

is staled, via Genoa, that GKribalJi announces a victory

along the whole lines, and that the royal troops '

being pursued. A Naples despatch of the 2d states,

that the Papal troops were repulsed from Gasertie, and
surrounded. The Garibaldians made 2000 prisoners.

It is reported that Garibaldi has invited Victor Emma-
nuel to Naples, to assume the reins of government, and
that he would retire to his home. The Pope has issued

an allocution condemning and protesting against th

Bacrilegious attack made on the property of the Churcl

by the King and government of Piedmont, and calling

u Europeans for assistance. He deprecates the policy

f non-intervention, expressing his conviction that the

Catholic princes would come to his assistance. Napo-
eon had replied to the Pope, sustaining the policy of

ion-intervention.

Spain has proposed the holding of a Congress of Ca-

tholic powers. It is stated, that a communication from
the Pope has reached Paris, in which he declares that

if France does not interfere against Sardinia, he will at

once quit Rome. Ancona capitulated on the 29lh
;

Lamoriciere was a prisoner of war with all his troops.

Some of these reported victories, it is said, lack con-

lirmation.

There was great dissatisfaction in Naples and Sicily

ith some of Garibaldi's appointments, and much con-

fusion prevailed.

The cholera in Malaga, Spain, caused 631 deaths,

from Eighth mo. 1st to Ninth mo. 5th last. The popu-
lation of Malaga is about 105,000.

The Liverpool cotton market was buoyant, with a

slight advance. Sales of the week, Ul, 000 bales. Stock
in port, 835,000. The Manchester advices continued

favourable. The quotations of breadstufts, as follows.

American flour, 295. tid. a 31s.; red wheat, lis. 8d. a

12s. Gd.; white wheat, 12s. 6d. a lis. per 100 pounds;
yellow corn, 36s. 6rf. a 37s.; white, 38s. a 40s. 6d. per

480 pounds.
The London money market was unchanged. The

bullion in the Bank of England had decreased £387,000
during the week. Consols, 93J^ a 93|-.

United States.—New York.— Mortality last week,
385. Under five years of age, 181.

Philadelphia.—iiorUUty last week, 238. The largest

vote ever polled in this city was given at the late elec-

tion. The vote on the.Governor's ticket was, for Foster,

42,119; for Curtin, 40,223 ; total, 82,342.

Louisville, Ky.—The official census returns for this

city show a popuLatioa of 70,172, including 5401 co-

loured persons.

Annapolis, Md.—The census shows a population of

4658, including 475 slaves and 1056 free coloured per-

The Elections, in Pennsylvania, Ohio and IndL^na, all

show Republican majorities in ttiose States. In Penn-
sylvania, Curtin, the Republican candidate for Governor,
has been elected by a majority of over 30,000. The
same party has a majority in the State legislature, and
has elected at least eighteen out of the twenty-five mem-
bers of Congress.

Loss of an Ocean Steamer.—On the 6th inst., the steam-
ship Connaught, on her voyage from Europe, when
about 150 miles from Boston, sprung aleak in the engine-

room, and in spite of the great efforts of all on board,

the water gained rapidly ; in a short time it was disco-

vered that the vessel was also on fire, and the captain

immediately lowered the boats, and filled them with
passengers. A small brig, which saw the signals of dis-

tress flying, bore down and rescued the entire crew and
passengers, about 600 persons in all. The Connaught
was an iron steamer of over 4000 tons burden, and
nearly new. Vessel and cargo, a total loss.

The Suffering in Kansas.—lu consequence of the ex-

treme and wide-spread suffering from the failure of the

crops in that territory the last season, the President and
Secretary of the Interior have been appealed to, in order

to obtain a postponement of the land sales, which were
shortly to take place. The subject, it is said, will re-

ceive the consideration of the President.

California.—Sun Francisco dates to Tenth month 3d,

have been received. The e-^cport demand for wheat con-

tinued good; price, $1.50 per 100 pounds. The steam-

ship Sonora sailed on the 1st, with $935,000 in gold,

and $24,000 worth of silver ore. The total exports ol

gold from San Francisco, during the year, and up to the

15th ult., were $29,681,195, which is $5,193,179 less

than in the corresponding portion of 1859. The steam
er John L. Stevens arrived safely at Panama. Her voy-

age had been delayed by an accident to her machinery
Miscellaneous.—A Profitable Patent.—Howe's sewinj

machine patent has been extended by the Commissioner
of Patents, for seven years. The value of this extensioi

to the patentee is variously estimated at from $500,000
to $700,000 for the whole term.

The Slave Trade.—Laie advices from Havana mentior

that on the 1st inst., a Spanish man-of-war steamer dis-

covered a vessel ashore near Sierra Movena, which
proved to be the American screw steamer City of Nor
folk. She had landed, on the night previous, 800 ne

groes from Africa, about half of whom had already been

disposed of. The remaining negroes, together with th

crew, were captured. The latter were sent to Havana,
and confined for a few days in the Navy-yard barracks,

and finally sent by the American Consal to Key We:
in the U. S. steamer Crusader.

Camels in Texas.—Capt. Eckels, of the Topographic
Engineers, has fully tested the fitness of the camel f

service in the south-west, by his exploring expeditio

in north-eastern Texas. The labour was very s«

and for six days, in the heat of mid-summer, the ci

did not have a drop of water. On the d.ay that i

was discovered, they indicated by their increased spei

that they were approaching water, though the strea

was ten miles distant.

The First Snow.—On the night of the 14th inst., snc

fell at Mauch Chunk, Pa., to the depth of two inchf

At Binghampton, N. Y., the fall of snow was about thr

inches in depth.

New Planet.—Chacornai, of Paris, has discovered,

the constellation of the whale, another new planet of tl

ninth or tenth magnitude, the fifty-ninth of the group
asteroids.

Death of a Tennessee Uermil.-The M'Minnville (Tenn
New Era, mentions the death, on the 23d ult., of Dani
West, at the age of seventy-eight. He was a soldier

the war of 1812, but for many years past had lived

the hollow of a large poplar tree, in the opening
which he had fitted a rude door, and supported himsi

by the manufacture of chairs, boxes, cider mills, &c.

A Good iaw.—The last legislature of New York pas

ed a law that no person having a husband, wife, chil

or parent, shall, by will, give more than one half of b

property to any benevolent, charitable, literary, i

tific, religious or missionary society, association or co

poration, in trust or otherwise.

RECEIPTS.
Received from Smith Upton, agt., N. T., $2, vol. 3

and for P. Upton, A. M. Underbill, Mary Wing, and
H. Griffen, $2 each, vol. 34, for H. Bedell, $2, to 17, v(

35, for P. Griflfen, $2, to 27, vol. 35 ; from Mead Atw
ter, agt., N. Y., $2, vol. 33, and for A. Boone, Willia

Brownell, and Levi H. Atwater, $2 each, vol. 33, for 1

Fuller, Joshua Haight, Katy Haight, and Abm. Deu(

$2 each, vol. 34.

WEST-TOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
The Winter session of the School will commence i

Second-day, the 5th of Eleventh month. Parents ai

others intending to enter their children as pupils, w
please make early application to David Roberts, Supe
intendeut at the School, or Joseph Soattekgood, Tre

surer. No. 304, Arch street, Philadelphia.

West-Town, Ninth mo. 4th, 1860.

WEST-TOWN SCHOOL.
A Friend is wanted as Teacher of Reading in the Bo;

department of this Institution. Apply to

Samuel Hilles, Wilmington, Del.

James Emlen, West Chester, Chester Co., Pa.

Alfred Cope, Germantown, Pa.

Sixth mo. 6th, 1860.

WEST-TOWN SCHOOL.
A Friend is wanted to fill the station of Governor

the Boys' department of ibis Institution.

Application may be made to Nathan Sharpless, Co
cord. Pa. ; Samuel Hilles, Wilmington, Del. ; Jam
Emlen, West Chester, Pa.; or Thomas Evans, Philad.

Twelfth mo., 1859.

Died, on the 13th of the Ninth month, in the eightic

year of his age, Joseph Rakestraw ; an esteemed men
ber and elder of the Monthly Meeting of Friends of Phil

delphia for the Northern District. This dear Friend w:

a diligent attender of meetings both for worship and di

cipline, and was, it is believed, concerned to be made
true partaker of the benefits thereof. He was a man
an innocent life and conversation, and, by his circumspt-

walk, had gained the respect of both Friends and otht-

to whom he was known. Though his decline was gr

dual, he was spared much acute suffering, and we b

lieve he freely resigned himself to the will of the Lor

In this sweet frame of mind, he quietly passed away, th

giving evidence to his bereaved friends that his end w
peace.

, on the morning of the 5th instant, Rebecca I

Cresson, daughter of Joseph and the late Mercy Cre

son ; a member of the Monthly Meeting of Friends

Philadelphia.

PILE &. M'ELROT, PRINTERS,
;

Lodge street, opposite the Pennsylvania Bank.
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There are many others beside Henry Hull, who
've experienced that a pl.iin dress aud the plain
iguage have proved as a hedge about them, con-
jbuting in no small degree to their preservation

fxa evil. Irksome as the parental restraint in

iise particulars has been at the time to the un-
l)rtified will, years of experience under the tcach-
;s of Divine Grace, have changed the whole
brse of feeling in the matter, and Raised a tribute
gratitude to those who would not yield to the
tying of the natural mind, but steadfastly stood
iir ground again.-it indulgence in gay aud fash-
lable attire aud address. Many have had occa-
n to rise up and call those blessed, who thus
bed their wayward inclinations.

It is not unusual to find these testimonies desig-
(ted as small matters

; and we have no disposi-

JD to magnify them beyond their proper impor-
ice. But the Bible assures us in several places,
|.t they are not too small to claim the notice, and
(call forth the commands of the Most High,
|ough his in.=pired servants, and we have signal
>ofs of his hot displeasure against those who

3d themselves in ornamental apparel. No-
can he small, which the Almighty ordains;

if we disregard the expression of his will in

the least matter, our compliance in greater
;s will not be likely to meet with acceptance,

e simple and seemingly unimportant injunction
Mo=es, " Put off thy shoes from off thy feet,"

from the same source as the command to de-
!r the Lord's chosen people out of Egyptian
idage, and equally obligatory ; and had Moses
sumed to disregard it, there is no probability
would ever have been honoured as the servant
he Most High, to stand unawed before the proud
pots of the earth, and to become the mighty
Iverer of Israel.

t is not for finite reason to presume to arcue
inst these things, and because it has pleased
heavenly Father to reveal the great truths of

istian redemption, to diminish by contrast with
le, and affect to despise and ridicule, his com-
ids in minor affairs. Such cast opprobrium on
Holy Scriptures and their inspired writers, and
in danger of being found "fighters against

Chose members of religious Society, who

have been most devoted to do the Lord's will, have
found the cross in dress and language, one that
must be borne, if they had any hope of wearing
the crown

; and being faithful in this, has not only
yielded them enduring paaee, but opened the way
for further disclosures of their Lord's will, and H
has clothed them with strength, as a fruit of their
obedience, by which they have been enabled to run
with holy stability and joy in the further ways of
his requiring.

Henry Hull writes :

—

" The difl5culties which preceded the war of the
American revolution, had now commenced, and as

they increased, our situation became more exposed
to danger. My father was extensively engaged in

mercantile business, importing goods and selling

them to his customer.? on credit, which was then
the u-ual mode of conducting trade, by which he
became involved in difficulties. Being anxious to

secure the moneys due to him, in order that he
it meet his engagements, his time was so occu-

pied that he had little opportunity to watch over
his children

; and our mother not having the same
thority over us, we took great liberties, going

when and where we pleased. The city at this

was crowded with soldiers, newly raised to

oppose the British ministry in their attempts to tax
the colonies, aud I was delighted with the sou;;cl

of the drum aod the martial appearance of the
Idiers. I eagerly sought their company, aud

often spent mo=t of the "day in the barracks and
encampments. Amid the corrupting examples
which I there found, I lost ground in best things,

aud being fired by the kindling flame of strife, was
t times ready to regret that I was too young to

take a part with my countrymen, being as thought-
less respecting the unlawfulness of wars aud fight-

in;:s, under the christian di-pensation, as the poor
soldiers, rioting and living in wantonness, were, of
the fate which awaited them. Most of the poor
fellows with whose company I was so much taken,

were soon after killed in battle, or taken prisoners

d thrown into jails, where they died miserably.
" It being apprehended that the British wuld

storm the city of New. York, many of the inhabi-

tants retired info the country, among whom were
my father and his family. Young as I then was,

situation to which we were reduced, had an
humbling effect on my n)ind. 'We sailed up the
East river to Sawpit, and from thence some of us
went on foot to Purchase, where my uncle Jo.-hua
Franklin lived ; and I well remember the sympa-
thy manifested by some of the inhabitants on the

d, who called us into their houses to rest, and
ired us refreshments. The recollectiou of these

calamities has often caused tears to flow from my
eyes, our flight from New York being but the pre-
'ude to greater sufferings.

"At my uncle's we found an asylum for a short
ime, and then my father hired part of a house, in

which we lived but a few mouths in the year 1776,
when a battle was fought by the contending parties

at White Plain.?, and the American forces under
General Washington being routed, we were obliged

eek a more retired dwelling-place, our house
being so filled with sick and wounded soldiers that

we were obliged to step over them, as they lay on
the floor, in passing about on the common business

of the family. We procured an old house at

Kidgefield, in Connecticut, which, though built for

a dwelling, had been occupied as a barn, and
moved there in the fall of the. year. Here mj
mother and seven of her children spent the winter,

mostly without the company of my father, who was
necessarily absent, attending to his business.

" I was in the twelfth year of my age, and be-
ing of a delicate constitution and tenderly brought
up, I found the fatigue and hardship we had to

endure, very trying to my nature. Although we
had the means of purchasing fire-wood, yet the

men in the neighbourhood being mostly engaged in

the war, we could get little more than what my
younger brother and I procured from the forest by
our own labour; and not having been accustomed
to the use of the axe, we made out but poorly.

We struggled along through the winter, and con-

tantly attended Friends' meeting at Peach Pond,
which at that time was pretty large on First-days;

d before spring, my father purchased a farm and
ills in the town now called Stanford, about

forty-five miles from Kidgefield, to which we com-
menced our removal, as soon as the roads became
settled.

"A few days before our family were ready to

take their departure, the British troops landed and
burnt the stores collected by the Americans at

Danby, as well as the town, after which they pro-

ceeded up the country within a few miles of us, so

that we were apprehensive of being prevented from
following our goods, which had been sent forward

to our new residence. We staid one day, anxiously

awaiting the approach of the army, whose progress

was marked by rapine and bloodshed ; but they

took another road, and on the day following we
arrived in safety at our proposed habitation. This

is a place in which I have seen much to admire,

and have passed through many scenes, of a pleas-

as well as peculiarly painful nature, and I

purpose to record some of these in my simple style,

that such of my descendants as survive me, may
know how marvellously the Lord hath dealt with

, both in mercy and in judgment.
" In the Fourth month, 1777, I arrived with my

father's family at Stanford. The country then

presented a wild aud uncultivated appearance, only

a small part of the land in the neighbourhood be-

ng cleared, and many of the fields enclosed with

the logs which had been cut off of them. There

were but two families of Friends near us, viz.,

Benjamin Hoag and Paul Hoag from New Eng-
land, and most of the other inhabitants were of the

her sort. A small meeting of Friends was
held about four miles from us, in a log-house be-

longing to Paul Upton, who, with his wife, Phebe
Upton, have been valuable members of our Sou'ety

from their first settlement here, and were truly as

nursing father and nursing mother to many who
were brought forth in religious services. I can

bear testimony to their worth from the fresh re-

membrance of their pious and affectionate care over

,
kindly, though prudently noticing me in my

first coming forth in the ministry.
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'The meeting was attended by a number of | travelling to and fro n that work, we often had

and larcfe numb
raw rustic-lookin. people, most of whom were not their company at our meetings, ana large numocr,

F^'ud" and they^ould often gather together of people not of our Socety attended them, and

B
'

r the house, before the meeting time, and engage the work of Truth prospered. Some who had been

L iLnfP. nW, the war. sometimes with high oppressors of Friends, and others who had been of
disputes about tne war, sometimes

words and angry looks; but when the appointed

hour came, Phebe Upton would come to the door

and inform them ;
upon which all controversy

would cease, and the company sit down with ap-

parent reverence to wait upon the Father of mer

cies. There is good reason to believe, that many

of these persons were sincere-hearted, for some of

them who were not then members of our Society

atterward joined in religious fellowship, and became

united in bearing a christian testimony against war,

by p;itiently sufi'ering the spoiling of their goods.

When I consider that our meeting was then mostly

held in silence, and look at the wide spreading of

the Society in those parts and elsewhere, and the

new meeting? set up, I am bound to say, Surely it

is the Lord's doings, and marvellous indeed.

'I frequently listened to the di-putes I have

mentioned, and felt an interest in them, yet the

impropriety of such engagements just before sitting

down in meeting, appeared great ; and although,

throu'h adorable mercy, all were not carried away

from die fear of the Lord, yet there is reason to

apprehend that many were hurt by them. It is

lory of my father

oppressors ..

bad conduct, became serious, joined the Society

and continued to be useful members.
" In taking a retrospective view of my past life,

I saw that I had lost ground, and bewailed myself

as one astray in a waste howling wilderness. 1

was afraid to be alone, or in the company of good

people, for I thought they could discern my situa-

tion, and would reprove me ; and indeed their very

looks seemed to administer reproof to me. So

sensible was I of the loss I had sustained, that I

ady to conclude I should never obtain for-

giveness; but in process of time I felt a secret hope

niised in my soul, that, like the prodigal, I should

be received into favour, for which 1 was very

thankful, and a belief arose in my heart, that one

day I should bear a public testimony to the good-

ness of Israel's Shepherd, who careth for the lost

sheep.
" My love to my friends increased greatly, and

I delighted to be in their company, although the

natural diffidence of my disposition prevented me

from entering into conversation, and Irarely s^-'"-

except to answer a question or to deliver

from north to south as far as the eye can see, the

central summits of which are capped with clouds,

or tipped with snow. The altitude of Lebanon is

so great, that it appears, from the combined reports

of Travellers, to have snow on its highest mountaina

all the year round.

No country in the world—not even excepting

Switzerland—is more rich in the sublime and the

picturesque than the Lebanon. As the traveller

mounts higher and higher, the scene opens out a

new and magnificent prospect. Ever and anon

Dru-e families or Maronites are seen travelling

downwards towards the Beyrout markets, carrying

with them the rich produce of the soil; the huge

Iocs of timber which obstruct the mountainous as-

cent give rise to many unchristian exclamations.

Here and there also are Druse ladies, with the

preposterous horn on their heads, worn sideways,

and which reminds one of the horn of the rhinoce-

ros ; indeed, if a Druse lady were spitefully in-

clined to charge one, ram-fashion, the assault might

prove dangerous. When, after hours of toil, the

highest summit is attained, then indeed the pro-

spect is sublime. Far as the eye can reach are

seen the silvery, calm waters of the Mediterranean,

only undulating in little blue curves here and there,

where some stray zephyr ruffles the surface. Far-

ther, under the crimson sky of Asia Minor, rises

but justice to the

that I never knew hiin to be present at any of

them • he was a man of sound discretion and ex-

emplary in his conduct and conversation, even be-

fore he was evidently brought under the government

of religious feeling.

" I do not think I derived much benefit for

several years from attending meetings, having so

lost the precious tender feelings I hud been favoured

with in former days, that perhaps few went to them

in a state more insensible to good than myself, and

1 was always glad of an opportunity of staying

from them, choosing rather to be rambling about

with idle boys. The meeting, however, increased,

and the house becoming too small to accommodate

thosawho met, it was removed to Elijah iloag's,

and was held in his barn during the summer, and

in his dwelling-house through the winter. Soon

after this, it increased so rapidly, that Friends built

the stone-house now called "the Creek Meeting,"

which was the first settled in Nine Partners, west

of the creek. From this a meeting was set ofi' and

held at the house of Obadiah Gifford, at Little

Nine Partners, and in a few years, another branch

was established at Crura Elbow.

"About the sixteenth year of my age, I was

again favoured with serious iiiipressious. My
father had come forth in the ministry, and we be-

gan to have the company of Friends who were tra

veiling in the service of the Gospel ; and beholding

the seriousness of their demeanour and the sacri-

fices they made in these acts of dedication to the

cause of religion, togelher with the great sufferings

of Triends, by reason of rapacious men who dis-

trained their property, because they would not vio-

late their peaceable testimony, my heart was deeply

affected. I thought of what I had read when a

child, of the sufferings of Friends in the beginning,

and my judgment was convinced that those who

stood faithful now, were upon the sau;e foundation;

and that'wars and fightings were iu opposition to

the precepts of the Go>pel, which teach us to do

unto others as we would have others do to us.

" I now lost that martial spirit which had s(

much actuated me at the commencement of th(

syar—my love for Friends increased, and I de

lighted to go to meetings. Several young Friend

had lately come forth in the ministry iu a lively

manner, and others who were more experienced.

sage ; and I now often admire at the confidence of

some of the young people, when I observe their for-

wardness, and their wish to take the lead in oonver

sation. My mind was often filled with the love of

God, which overflowed toward my fellow-creatures,

so that it seemed as if I could lift up my voice like

a trumpet, to declare unto others the goodness of

the Lord, and invite them to come and partake

thereof.
" Whilst under the preparing hand for the min-

istry of the Gospel, I was preserved from running

before I was sent, and from giving to others what

was designed as food for my own soul to live upon,

which it is to be feared some have done to their

own great hurt, compassing themselves about with

sparks of their own kindling, and in the end have

had to lie down in sorrow. Such do not profit the

people, but run into disorder and cause confusion.

God is a God of order, and leads out of all con-

fusion and mixture, into beautiful order and har-

mony, so that his church becomes ' as a city set

upon a hill, which cannot be hid.'
"

[An exchange paper states, that the following

account of the Druses—of whose barbarous cruelty

to the Maronites and murderous assault upon tl:

missionaries and their families we have had sue

heart-sickening accounts—is taken from the proof

sheets of the forthc amber of the G>

Magazine, published by the Harpers.]

THE DRUSES OF MOUNT LEBANON.

Lebanon or Libanus—signifying white, from

snow (the Arabs call milk and curds kba/t to this

(iiiy)—is the most elevated mountain-chain iu

Syria, celebrated in all ages for its cedars, which

furnished wood for Solomon's temple. The cedar

has failed nearly from the land, but the fir-tree is

yet a refuge for the stork. Lebanon is the nucleus

of all the° mountain -ranges which from the north,

south, and east, converge towards this point, and

it overtops them all. This configuration of the

mountain-ridges, and the superior altitude of Le-

banon, are particularly striking to travellers ap-

proaching either from the Mediterranean in the

west, or the desert in the east. The appearance

presented ia that of a clouded ridge stretching

cool-looking Taurus, always crowned with snow.

Nearer, is one vast extent of vegetation, plains o

emerald, with clusters of fig-trees and wide-spread-

ing apricots, and a dense profusion of mulberry

trees. The ascent from the celebrated cedars i:

amidst perpetual snows; but once accomplished

upon a grand 'panorama, the scene of grea

events during centuries of past history. Dowi

those rugged declivities the myriads of Se

herib rushed in tumultuous array, flushed will

spoil and victory. Through that defile went th^

Grecian phalanx laden with the spoils of Issus, an(

xulting iu the promised spoils of Tyre. Througi

these passes the Crusader chiefs led their delude,

hosts; and up them soon may clamber the Zouave

and Chasseurs of France, to revenge the bloodshei

of Christians. Stout British arms and hearts, au'

cordial British sympathy, are there also.

ORIGIN OF THE DRUSES.

The Druses are said to have derived their nan:

from Druzi, who was possibly a tailor, or a trozt<

as they are now called; many Eastern surname I

finding their origin in the occupation or calling (

the founder of the family. This personage lived i

the eleventh century, and preached the divinity

Hakim, a Caliph, whose reign was long and moi

strously iniquitous, but who is adored as a god 1

the Druses, and looked to as their future delivere

Like the Jews, they are expecting a Messiah, wl

is to be this said Hakim the Second, and who

advent uill be from China, through India, Belo

chistan, Persia, and over Central Asia. They a

also said to worship a calf, in remembrance boi

of the Egyptian god Apis, and of the golden c:i

worshipped by the Israelites ; but they conceal tl

rites of their religion. This tribe, which was po>

erful iu the la^t century, was decimated sijity yea

ago by the celebrated Emir Be^-hir, a great priii

among the Maronites, but an unchristian man. T!

embers of that long-slumbering feud have now, 1

some underhand means, been fanned into a flai

°The Druses are divided into two classes, t

Okals and the Jakals—or the learned and the ii

learned. To the Okals are intrusted all aff^.

connected with the political and domestic econoif

of the mountain territories belonging to that s

They are essentially the peace-makers between ccj
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tending parties, and go-betweens in negotiations for

marriage, or for buying and selling; they are, to

a man, bold and venturesome soldiers, always in

the van in the battle-field. In former days, thi.^

Emir Be(,chir was wont to invest the most learned

of the Okals with a cloak of hoi.our, conferring on

him the title of Sheik of the Okals. The Okals

were presumed to practise the most strict morality,

and their conduct was generally exemplary. They

practised the most rigid self-denial ; some devoting

themselves to celibacy, others turning anchorites,

and retiring to secluded Holowus, or Hemuktges^

where, despite the severe cold experienced in win-

ter, a mat was their bed, a stone their pillow, and

a coarse woolen garb, girt round the waist with

a leathern girdle, their only garment; a little

dry bread, twice a day, being their only food.

They assume the greatest humility, by returning

courteously the salute of the poorest peasants ; and

they are held in the highest respect by all classes,

unwillingly submitting their hands to receive the

kiss of veneration. In this respect their humility

contrasts not unfavourably with the haughty bear-

ing of the Christian priests, who extort such tokens

of respect as their rights. The Holawas, inhabited

by that sect of Okals devoted to perpetual celibacy,

are situated on the summits of some of the loftiest

mountains, commanding noble and extensive views;

they are surrounded in the immediate vicinity by

well cultivated lands, their own property, and the

proceeds of which are devoted exclusively to cha-

rity. Some of these Holoivas are dedicated to

Job and others of the old prophets ; and in one, at

a place called Nehor, in the di^trict of Shoof, there

is a lamp kept burning night and day.

THEIR RELIGION.

Of the religion of these people little or nothing

is known—indeed it is a mystery. Those that

have lived longest amongst them have not been

able to obtain any satisfactory information on th

subject. A Frenchman, who was originally in the

household of Lady Hester Stanhope, and had, there

fore, many means and opportunities of intercourse

with the Okals, was very near acquiring the secret

of the Druses' creed. By long and friendly in.

tercourse with one of the Okals, he at last sue

ceeded in persuading him that he was a veritable

disciple, thirsting alter a knowledge of the myste-

ries of Hakim, and the day and hour had been ap-

pointed when he should be initiated. The weathei

was uupropitious ; but despite of wind and rain

hail and snow, the inquisitive Frenchman started

off at midnight ou foot, and traversed the

tain-passes alone. Weary, and wet, and

he reached the indicated Holowa an hour or so be-

fore daybreak, when his spirits revived upon find-

ing the old Okal ready to receive him. His initia-

tion into the deep mysteries of Druseism was about

to commence, when the small oil lamp burning

dimly, and the Okal's eyesight being bad, he re-

quested his disciple to snufF it with a pair of scis-

sors ; unhappily, in complying with this request,

the Frenchman extinguished the light—-a terrible

omen, in the estimation of the Okal, who at once

renounced all former promises, and for no consid-

eration could be induced to initiate the disappoint-

ed Frank.

The Druses meet every Thursday evening for

devotional purposes at their llolmvas, on which oc-

casions, during the earlier part of the evening,

strangers, and even Europeans, are admitted ; the

Koran is also read, as a blind to any Mohammedan
spy who may chance to be present: sweetmeats

and dried figs are ranged in saucers on the floor.

But little or no attention is paid to the readers, who
are for the most part lounging upon the floor. Con-

versation on common every-day topics never flags
;

and some walk about, while others are squatted

upon the floor, and all keep chatting and laughing

incessantly. With the lovely scenery around, the

crimson tints of the setting sun reflected on the

snow-capped hills, and the varied and picturesque

costumes of the different groups, the scene consti-

tutes a strange and striking tableau. At a later

hour of the evening, the devotional business com-

mences in earnest. The doors are suddenly closed,

all strangers and Jakals ejected, and the Okals

enter into the mysteries of their creed—guarding

with Freemason-like precaution all avenues leading

to the Holowas, by sentries well armed and equipped.

ORDER or OKALS.

It is most remarkable that amongst the Druses,

and in a country like Syria, where the generality

of native Christian women are almost secluded from

society, and held in the utmost contempt, the order

of the Okals should be open to persons of both

sexes—women as well as men belonging to it. This

) utterly at variance with the practices of all

other Oriental people, including Christians and

Jews, that it seems like some germ of past civiliza-

tion still springing up amidst a field of rank super-

stition and ignorance. Yet such is kuown to be a

fact by those who have resided longest amongst

them, and whose position and character are a

guarantee as to the truthfulness of the statement.

At the Okal meetings the public and private cha-

racters of individuals are freely commented upon;

indeed they form a kind of Druse senate, for con-

certing and arranging all things requisite for the

general weal of the clan.

Very strict and very rigid are the laws of initia-

tion to Okalship. It is indispensable, as a first

step, that the aspirants should leave off all display

in apparel, and henceforth be clad only in the

roughest material. They must entirely and for-

ever, abandon the use of wines, spirits, and to-

bacco—the latter a very severe self-denial to a

people who, almost from their infancy, are addicted

to a free use of the aromatic weed from Latachia

—

the famous Abou-Reah, the father of essences from

Gibili. They must undergo a probation of two

years, (similar to deacons in the church,) during

which interval their behaviour is narrowly watched

to see that they are possessed of firmness and per

severance, and that their moral conduct is irrepre

hensible. During this period they are inculcated

with a profound sense of the immense importanc

secresy in connection with the order. In Oriental

metaphor, an Okal will exclaim, whilst presenting

one of them with a fig, " This is religion, not a

Jig ;" signifying thereby, that as the fruit once

swallowed will never come to light again, so they

that accept and imbibe Druse secrets, must never

suffer them to appear before men, but faithfully

conceal them in the recesses of the heart, and trea-

sure them as a gem of priceless value. If at the

expiration of the germ of probation the Jakals have

satisfied the consciences of those who have scruti-

nized their every action, and secretly dodged their

footsteps, they are then permitted to attend the

Holou-as, and remain during the earlier portion of

the service. They obtain, however, but a faint no-

tion of what they have yet to learn. On the se-

cond year, the men assume the white turban, as

the emblem of faith and purity. And so, by de-

grees—" shua, shua," as the Arabs say—by little

and little, according to the zeal displayed and the

deportment of the Jakal, he is ultimately meta-

morphosed into the Okal.

CTo be concluded^

Humility seeks neither the first place, nor the

last word.

The remembrance of our late friend, Mary
Wright, when in this country, revived by the testi-

mony concerning her in the last number of " The
Friend," is particularly pleasant to some, who then

had the opportunity of knowing her. Her ministry

hich she manifested a lively concern for the

spiritual welfare of the flock, in the inward work
" Truth upon the heart, by the regenerating power

of which they should be made Sanctified members

of the church and body of Christ, gave evidence

of her christian experience, the authority of her

services, and of what she believed was indispen-

able to prepare the soul for union and communion

fith God through our Lord Jesus Christ. At a

oeeting in Philadelphia, perhaps towards the close

of her tarriance in this country, she was engaged

n preaching the gospel, in which she impressively

nade use of the Psalmist's description of the

church of Christ, and the invitation to come unto

Him. " Hearken, daughter, and consider, and

incline thine ear; forget also thine own people, and

thy father's house. So shall the King greatly de-

sire thy beauty, for he is thy Lord, and worship

thou Him." " The King's daughter is all-glorious

ithin ; her clothing is of wrought gold. She

shall be brought unto the King in raiment of

leedle-work."

Her animated countenance and voice, with the

lolemn, earnest manner in which she addressed the

meeting, seemed to carry home the important doc-

trine of the purity and holiness that Christ's com-

panions and members are to be brought into ; the

effect of which, enforced by her fervency of spirit,

has not been effaced from the memory of one who
was present. To have evidence of her preserva-

tion in the Truth, to the age of more than a hun-

dred years, is very precious ; and while it shows

the unfailing mercy of the Lord our God, and the

possibility of holding out to the end of a long life,

through faith and watchful obedience to his will, ii;

affords encouragement to old and young to keep

hold of the shield of faith, and their confidence in

Him, who found them in their lost estate, and said

unto them. Live. May the humility and persever-

ance of such a beloved Friend, be an incitement

to our dear youth, to choose the Lord for their

portion, and to love and serve Him faithfully; and

also cheer many aged ones who are patiently wait-

ing for the coming of their Lord, to hope to the

end for the crown of life in store for them.

The experience of his preserving power, to guard

us from the snares, with which a cruel enemy is

constantly seeking to effect our destruction, and to

have a place given us in the Lord's house, are

among the highest blessings that can be conferred

upon an impotent, responsible creature, and which

should call forth our watchfulness and prayer, and

humble gratitude to our compassionate Father in

heaven. The inspired prophet says, " Behold, O
God, our shield, and look upon the face of thine

anointed. For a day in thy courts is better than

a thousand. I had rather be a door-keeper in the

house of my God, than to dwell in the tents of

wickedness. For the Lord God is a sun and shield.

The Lord will give grace and glory ; no good thing

will he withhold from them that walk uprightly.

Lord of hosts, blessed is the man that trusteth

in thee."

The Bishop of Ripon, of the English church,

objects to professional singing in churches. He
has just addressed a letter of remonstrance to an

incumbent in whose parish the announcement had

been made that a professional singer had been

engaged to sing on the re-opening of his church.

He writes strongly against the practice.
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For " The Friend."

Photographic Printing.

In tlie Scientific American of Ninth month 8th,

it is stated that G. H. Babcock recently read a

paper before the American Pljotographical Society,

describing a remarkable machine, the invention of

Charles Fontayne, of Cincinnati, which produced
photographic pictures with a rapidity, exceeding

even the " lightning" printing press.

i;
In the first place, a photographic negative is

produced on a glass plate. Against this, a slip of

prepared paper is closely pressed, on which the

light shining through the negative, almost instan-

taneously impresses a positive picture. The ma-
chine, by the turning of a crank, immediately re-

moves this, replacing it with another blank to be

acted on in the same manner. G. H. Babcock ex-

hibited to the society a sheet, containing about three

hundred pictures, produced by this machine at the

rate of twelve thousand an hour. This was done

by means of concentrated light—twenty-five hun-

dred an hour, being the rate under the direct rays

of the sun. ''This," observes the writer, "opens
a field for photography hitherto impracticable, in

consequence of the time and expense of printing, as

ordinarily practised. The illustrations for a book,

having all the exquisite beauty and perliiction of

the pliotograph, may be turned out by the use of

this machine, with a rapidity wholly undreamed
of either, in plate-printing or lithography. The
expen.se of engraving may be dispensed with, and
the negative come direct from the artist's hands,
(or from nature, through the camera,) drawn upon
a prepared glass, from which, in the course of

few hours, the plates for a large edition miay be

printed, each one a perfect duplicate of the original

drawing."

The Commerce of the East.

The second course of lectures under the direc-

tion of the Kane IMonument Association, was de-

livered by Captain W. F. Lynch, United State;

Navy. His subject was " The Commerce of the

East, its Developments, and the probable Efi'ect of

these Developments on the Great Future of th(

Holy Land." The lecturer, in introducing hi:

subject, gave a very interesting account of the ori-

gin of the art of navigation, traced up from the

floating tree of the Phenician, to the raft, tbe ga^

ley manned with oarsmen, and the ship propelled

by sails, to the maritime commerce which sprung
from the art of navigation. He traced the progress

of that commerce witb the East; the Arabian
caravan in the dawn of history, the trade carried

on by the Phenicians via the Elanitic Gulf of the

E,ed Sea, the change efiected by the founding of

Alexandria, the shortest route from the Pied Sea
to India, discovered by the daring of Ilippalus, the

commander of the Egyptian vessel ; the route

through the desert by the Ilomans, who extended
it to China. The vast territorial resources, com-
merce, and commercial importance of China

; its

immense population of 350,000,000 ; the restless

activity and industry of the people ; their prone-
ncss to traffic, and who give employment to more
than 150,000 tons of American shipping, and fr

whom in 1856 we bought 40,000,000 pounds of

tea. He then referred to the efforts of llussia to

divert the Chinese trade, and those of England to

monopolize it. England, he said, commands the

south-west and eastern gate of the China Sea, by
her possessions of Singapore and a part of the
magnificent island of Borneo. Hong Kong, an is-

land at the entrance of Canton river, is a part of
the English domain. England has been successful

in monopolizing the trade of Canton river. In the

rivalry between Russia and England, our sympa-

thies should be with the latter power in her efibrti

to break down commercial restrictions in China

in doing this, she has sought no immunities for her

self, but claimed and obtained an equal participa-

tion for all.

The approaches made by Russia toward India,

—During the last fifteen years, that power has

seized upon and obtained Manchooria, which in

territorial extent is equal to Great Britain, France.

Germany, including Austria and Turkey in Eu-
rope, all put together. Russia has built her Pa-
citic railroad, connected by railroad and canal to

the Mediterranean and the Black Sea with the

Sea of Azof and the Caspian seas, and placed

herself within striking distance of Erzeroum. By
the improvement of the Araxes, and by found-
ing Cossack settlements, and the building of wells

in the desert of Tartary, Russia has laid the foun-

dation for connecting Balk or the Oxus with Cabul,
one of the principal tributaries to the Indus. The
lecturer then noticed the great wealth and wonder-
ful resources of Hindostan, its fast increasing com-
merce, its 900,000 tons of shipping in the coastino-

trade, its 300,000 men emp'oyed in the navigation

of the Ganges, its four thousand miles in operation,

and under contract its twelve thousand miles of

railroad, contracted for by seven chartered com-
panies, under the guarantee of the government, at

an estimated cost of §200,000,000 ; and its canals,

one of them the Grand Ganges, eight hundred and
ninety miles in length. Attention was then called

to the markets of immense extent being opened just

when the .supply by manufacturing skill far exceeds
every present demand, and requires just such re-

sources as China, India, and Persia are bringing
forward. The central portion of the Persian Gulf,
bisected by the east and west lines from New York
to Shanghae by the eastern route, why not now a

mart of commerce with which New York would be
brought as near the cape of eastern commerce
as San Francisco is to Shanghae ? The speaker
made a comparison of the air lines east and west
from London to Sydney, and from San Francisco
to Shanghae—the last by much the longest—the
probability of the Asiatic trade of Europe passino-

directly over this continent ; for if the western
route were adopted, European trade with Asia
ould proceed via Panama. The speaker then re-

'ng,ferred to the steamer Spread Eag[e ha
summer, ascended the JMissouri river upward of
three thousand miles, to within a short distance of
the navigable waters of the Columbia ; that by the
last accounts a wagon road from stream to stream
was nearly completed. He asked how long before
the wagon road would be succeeded by a railroad

;

and how long, therefore, before the JMissouri would
be the transportation route for merchandise to the
Pacific? He then called attention to the rivers of
China and India; the Yangtse Kiang risino- in

Thibet, passing near the Irawady and the Pegu,
which flows south through Siam and Burmah

; and
the sources of the last interlacing with those of the
Bramahpootra, which empties into the Bay of Ben-
gal, side by side with the river Ganges. The
speaker asked how long before produce instead of
descending will ascend the Yangtse Kiang, the
Irawady, and the Pegu, and, crossing the naviga-
ble waters of India, be conveyed to the Bay of Ben-
gal or the Arabian Sea ? He spoke of Kurachee,
its selection by England as its commercial entrepot,
the lines of telegraph and railways, completed and
in progress, leading to it. He also urged the ne-
cessity of Eastern commerce a.scending the Persian
Gulf. When, he asked, reaching the head of the
gulf, shall

•
. .

6.

line, be embarked at El Arish, or JaflFa, for Lon-
don, Liverpool, or New York? He then alluded

to Grane, its commercial position and its deep and
capacious harbour, equal in extent and facilities to

that of New York. He also alluded to the cer-

tainty of a line from San Francisco to Japan and
China, and in connection with it a Pacific railroad.

He urged the necessity of further exploration in

Arabia, with a view to develop its resources and
commerce ; to search out the ruined cities and tbe

line of ancient wells which marked out each day's

journey of the pilgrim caravans. He spoke of the

success of French engineers in digging artesian

wells in the Arabian desert, the character of the

Arabs, and alluded to the fact that the Jew is des-

tined to be the first agent in the civilization of
them ; the Jewish villages in Arabia, their influ-

ence on its trade, the reviving energies of Pales-
tine, the increase of the population in Jerusalem,
the measures taken by the Turkish government for;

the security of travel and commerce in Palesti

the efi'orts of Protestant associations for the resto-

ration of the Jews to the latter place, the remark-
able points of the Holy Land, and the connection

of present and coming events witb the prophecies

of the Bible. In the development of commerce,
the great Eiist is to be reconstituted. He closed

his lecture with an earnest appeal to American en-

terprise to engage in this work, and thus add new
luster and new honours to our national character.

The lecture was replete with valuable informa-
tion to the extending commerce of the world ; add-
ed to this, the fact that the illustrations and remarks

3 from the lips of one who had travelled over
the grenter part of the countries alluded to, re;

dered the lecture at once interesting and familia

The lecture was illustrated by a large Oriental

ip, twenty-seven by twenty feet, on which were
drawn the established and projected routes to In-,

by railroad, with a line of proposed exploration
from the Mediterranean to the Persian Gulf.

Remission and Justification from Si'n.—As we
3 only justified from the guilt of sin, by Christ

the propritiation, and not by works of righteousness
that we have done ; so there is an absolute neces-

sity that we receive and obey, to unfeigned repent-
noe and amendment of life, the holy light and

Spirit of Jesus Christ, in order to obtain that re-

mission and justification from sin : since no n

be justified by Christ, who walks not after the

Spirit, but after the flesh ; for whom he sanctifies,

them he also justifies. And if we walk in the light,

as he is in the light, his precious blood cleanseth
us from all sin ; as well from the pollution as from
the guilt of sin. (Rom. iii. 22-26

; chap. viii. 1, 2,

3, 4; 1 John v. 7.)—Wiliian/, PeiuVs Gospel.
T, ulhs.

^

1734. We earnestly exhort all Friends and
brethren, that under a living concern of spirit for

the honour of God and welfare of his people, they
diligently watch over one another for good ; and
where any weakness or unfaithfulness, touching amj
branch of our christian testimony, appears in any

king profession with us, let such be timely and
tenderly advised, and in the wisdom of Truth stir-

red up to their duty.

Bird's Nest in a Lettcr-Box.—A bird has built
its nest, and reared its young in the letter-box of
the parish of Sparham, Norfolk, England. Not-
withstanding the frequent approach of the public
to deposit letters, and the postman's daily calls to

It contmue up the circuitous channel of take them, the bird is not disturbed. Sometimes .

the Euphrates, or, turning to the left, be disem- the postman has taken the letters from the
barked at Grane, and, crossing Arabia in a direct I back

umeuiiies <<

;he bird's
|
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BIOfiRAPUICAl SKETCHES

)f Ministers and Elders and other concerned members
of the Yearly Meeting of Philadelpbia.

(Continued from page 44.)

JOSnUA BROWN.

From Isaac Holliugsworth's, they rode to Jo-

eph Luptou's, where, on First-day, the 5th of

.welfth mouth, 1756, they had a meeting. From
hence they rode to Hopewell, and attended the

lonthly Meeting, where some service fell to the'

" After this, I continued at home, attending

meetings for worship and discipline as they came
in course, and minded my business and outward

calling, that I might support my family reputably.

My endeavours herein were blessed. On the 7th

day of the Twelfth mouth, 1758, I left home in

company with Richard BuUer, of Londongrove, we
having been appointed by our Quarterly Meeting

to pay a visit to Friends at Hopewell, in Virginia.

It was a difficult time with Friends at that place,

yet as I still felt an engagement to visit their fami-

lies, I gladly closed in with the request of the

hare. Joshua writes thus, "Whilst I was at
^

Quarterly Meeting. We went the Fir.st-day to

lopewell settlement, I was much exercised, and 'Henry Wilson's, in Baltimore county, Maryland

t often opened in my mind to visit the families oflwbere we lodged. The next day, tlie 8th,

riends in that place. I could see no way open

) have it, and seemed to be hedged in as between

nountains, and yet at meetings I was favoured. I

nformtd my companion, Thomas Carletou, how I

elt. He said, if I believed it my duty, he would

lear me company, but the weight of such a service

iiid not so mucb lie on him. As he was older and
jDuch more experienced thrn I was, his remark
lauch discouraged me. I also informed Isaac Hol-

jingswortb, an experienced minister, who lived

(here, of my exercise of mind, and he rather dis-

[ouraged it. So we came away without engaging

In that service. I was fearful of entering on so

ireighty a service on the feeling 1 had of it, [with-

out the fellow feeling of these Friends.]

" On the 7th of the Twelfth mouth, we rode to

Ibraham Haines', about sixteen miles, and, on the

,itb, rode twenty-six miles to John Hough's. On
he 9th we attended Fairfax meeting, and at John
lough's, after dinner, bad a satisfactory time in

he family, and with others who were present. We
hen went to widow Mary Janney's, one mile,

vhere we lodged, and had a sitting in her family

satisfaction, some others being present, and she

laving some hopeful children. On the 10th, we
et oat for Manoquasy, fifteen miles, and reached

it by meeting time. After sitting with Friends

ihere, we went on to William Ballinger's, and
lodged. On the 11th, we had a meeting at Bush
breek, twelve miles from Manoquasy. My mind
jvas exceedingly distressed in this meeting, and I

lould see nothing but the mountains behind me.

! remembered the prospect I had at Hopewell, and
'elt the terrors of the Lord for disobedience. That
ifteruoon we went to William F.irquar's at Pipe

Dreek, seventeen miles. On the l'.ilh, being Se-

venth-day, we rested. My miud coniiiiued ex-

ieedingly distressed, so I spent that day as much
nlone as I could, walking by myself in the woods,

jonsidering what I had better do; I was fully con-

vinced that I ought to have staid and visited the

'amilies of Friends at Hopewell, but knew not now
what was best to do. That night I slept little, and

whilst in bed, told ray companion my situation.

We concluded to go back to Hopewell, and engage

W the family visit. When I had given up to per-

L'orm the service, my mind was relieved, and in the

laiortiing we went to the meeting at Pipe Creek,

Which was satisfactory."

i Finding his mind continued easy, notwithstand-

|ing all he had suffered about Hopewe.l, he the next

day set off homeward, hoping that he might be

;2xcused, and the surrender of the will be accepted

for the deed. On Secoud-day night they lodged

at Mordecai Price's, and on Third-day, the 15th,

they reached his residence in West Nottingham.

He says, " we found my wife and family well,

which was cause of thankfulness to the Author of

rode to Thomas Matthews' at Patapsco falls

lodged. On the 9tb, we reached William Farquar's

at Pipe Creek, and the 10th, attended meeting

there. On the 11th, we went to John Hough's at

Fairfax, and, on the 12th, rode to William Jolliff's

at Hopewell. I informed William what I had in

view in coming there. He rather discouraged it,

saying, they had lately had a visit, and that it

would take me a long time to perform it. I told

him I had come a great way in a belief of duty,

and if he would be so kind as to give me a plan

how Friends lay, and we could get any one to show

us the way from house to house, we were willing

to make trial. He gave us the account, and ou

the 1 3th, we began our visit at George Ross' family,

he undertaking to show us where Friends lived.

We that day visited Samuel Littlcr's, Thomas
Berry's, and Henry Recce's. At this last place,

we met with several Friends belonging to Hopewell

meetinsr, with whom we had a solemn uniting sea-

son together. We lodged that night at James
Wrights, and visited his family. We met with

encouragement at each place, the Master being

pleased to favour us measurably with his presence

from house to house, enabling me to speak to the

states of the families. On the 14th day we visited

George Holliugsworth's family, and attended Hope-

well week-day meeting. After this, we visited the

families of James Barrett and John Barrett, and

then went to lodge with Benjamin Barrett. On
the 15th we had a sitting in the family, and then

visited the families of Jacob Barrett, David Ruble,

Nicholas Hanshaw, Thomas Reece, John Hanshaw
and Jeremiah Archer. That night we lodged at

John Ridgway's. On the 16th, after a sitting in

his family, we visited the families of George Follis,

the widow Merchaut, William Hiatt, Jacob Chan-

dler and Robert Stewart. We lodged at George

Ross'. Od the 17th, being the first day of the week,

we sat in Mary Littler's family, and then attend-

ed Hopewell meeting. We dined at Mary Bal-

linger's, and then crossed the North mountain to

the house of Sarah Howard, a widow. On the 1 8th,

we had a sitting in her family, and those of William

Pearson, Jesse Pugh, Thomas Pugh, John Rogers,

and Azariah Pugh, and then we returned over the

mountain to Mary Ballinger's. On the 19th, we

visited her family and those of Jacob Jenkins,

Thomas Batt, Philip Batt, Edward Messer, Wil-

liam Lupton, and John Lupton, with the last of

who u we lodged. On the 20th, after visiting

Richard Fawcett and John Fawcett, we rode twelve

miles to Crooked Run, where we visited Thomas
Sharp's family, and then lodged at the house of

Mary Haines. On the 21st, visited her family

and those of Alexander Ogilby, William Branson,

Robert M'Coy and John Painter, and returned to

er house to lodge. Here I was obliged to leave

all good. My not performing a visit to the fami- my companion, who, by a fall, was disabled from

lies of Friends at Hopewell, was an exercise to my
|

travelling. Benjamin Thornberry, who had been

mind, and I was not clear thereof, until about two in company with us as pilot since we left Mary

years after, when I paid them a visit.
1
Ballinger's, continued with me. On the 22d we

visited the families of Thomas Ellis, Jonathan
Perkins and Simeon Taylor, and went to widow
Brook's, near Hopewell, where we lodged. On
the 23d, we visited the families of Thomas Taylor,
Anthony Moore, Hugh Haines, Lewis Neale, Jo-
seph Lupton, and lodged at Jonathan Perkins. On
the 24th, First-day, we visited the families of

Charles Perkins and John Milborn, and then at-

tended their meeting held at John Luptou's. On
the 25th, I attended Hopewell Monthly Meeting,

where were several Friends from Fairfax Monthly
Meeting, who had come to assist them in the man-
agement of the aff'airs of Truth. I lodged at Wil-
liam Jolliff's, after visiting his family. On the

26th, John Hough accompanying me, we visited

the families of Evan Thomas, Edward Dodd,
widow Southerling and Jonathan Taylor, and then

after a ride of fifteen miles, Samuel Pearson's, at

whose house we lodged. On the 27th, crossing the

Shenandoah, we visited Samuel Brittaiu's family

ou our way to John Hough's.

"Now I can say with thankfulness, that though
I had to pass through various trying dispensations

in performing this visit, having to beg entrance

from house to house, yet the great Master was
pleased to favour me with faith and patience in

assing along, and resignation to his Divine will

;

praised be his holy Name forevermore.
" Ou the 28th, in company with Francis Hage,

I went to Goose Creek meeting, and thence to his

house. The 29th, was spent in visiting Friends

about Fairfax. On the 30th, my companion, Rich-

ard BuUer, met me at Fairfax Monthly Meeting,

which was a comfortable season. We, from thence,

turned homeward, four miles, to John Poulteny's.

On the 31st, crossed the Potomac, and attended

Monoquasy meeting, after which rode twenty-eight

miles to William Farquhar's. The next day, First

mo. 1st, 1759, we rode to Yorktown. Here we
met Israel Pemberton, who had been industriously

employed in getting goods over the Susquehanna
on the ice, in order to create a friendly correspon-

dence with the Indians, who had been killing the

back inhabitants; came over the Susquehanna on

the ice ; called at Isaac Whitelock's at Lancaster,

and thence to a house in Little Britain, where some
of my family lived. The next day I rode home."

tTo be contianed.J

Tfie Red Ssa.—De. Bdist has lately com-
municated to the Geographical Society of Bombay,
some careful observations on the temperature of

the Red Sea, without doubt the warmest body of

water of its size, on the earth. We are told that

exactly in its centre lies a watery region of terrible

heat. This seat of high temperature is situated in

a tract rich in volcanic indications, and between
14° and 21° north latitude. Even in the winter

months, the water is seldom less than 80^, reaches

84° in March and April, and in May sometimes

attains to 90°. September, however, is the sea.son

of greatest warmth, the temperature of both air

and water rising in that mouth above blood-heat.

At this time, a person leaning over the bulwarks

of a vessel whose deck has been lately cooled by a

shower of rain, experiences a feeling like that of

holding the head above a kettle of boiling water.

In November, 1830, the temperature of the atmo-

sphere being 82°, that of the water between 17°

and 23', north latitude, on one occasion reached
106'.

Not the Heir.—That which can talk and not walk,

and can profess and not suffer, is not the heir, nor

must be respected as the heir : for all respect shown

to that birth, puffeth it; but the true birth is low

in heart.— Stephen C/isp.
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The Currant.—Propagation. — The currant-

bush is a shrub easily propagated from cuttings,

or short pieces cut in the spriug from shoots of the

last year, and in most cases it is preferable to have

a joint or two of the former year's wood at the

bottom of them. A proper situation for planting

them is the borders of a garden, where they may
Lave the benefit of the manure and culture annually

bestowed upon that part, which will make the ber-

ries large and the juice rich. Take the most luxu-

riant slips or shoots of a year's growth, set them
singly in the ground about eight inches deep, and

not less then twenty-four inches distant from each

other. They never fail of taking root, and gene-

rally begin to bear in two years. They should be

so trimmed that no limbs be allowed to branch

out nearer the ground than sis inches. An acre

planted with currants, and well cultivated, would

probably yield on an aver.ige a quantity of fruit

sufEcient to make several hundred gallons of wine.

They require an improved soil, clayey, and

somewhat moist. It should be well dug up two

feet deep ; then set the thrifty sprouts of last year's

growth at the depth and distance apurt already

mentioned, and cutting off the tops so as to leave

but three or four buds above the ground. The
cuts should be performed with a sharp knife, so

that there may be nothing ragged or bruised about

either wood or bark, and a good time for taking

off cuttings is that of the breakiug up of the frosts.

They should be planted where the region is very

hot, in a shady place, and watered with rain water

in dry weather, until they have got shoots several

inches long. A common practice is to take a bush
that has stood in the nursery two years, and plant

it where it is to stand, taking care that it has only

one stem, and allowing no limbs to grow nearer

than six inches of the ground. The bush is pruned
every year, so as to be kept thin of wood, the mid-

dle being kept open, and the limbs extended, and
when these get to about three feet in length, all

the last year's shoots are at the proper season cut

off.

On account of their hardiness, currants are com-
monly too much neglected in culture, and are suf-

fered to be overrun with grass and weeds, and
to become crowded with suckers and numerous
branches. Inferior fruit is always the result. In-

stead of allowing numerous shoots to spring up
from each root, it is a frequent and successful prac-

tice to train them to a single upright stem, to the

height of a foot, at which point tbe branches are

made to radiate on all sides, in an upward direc-

tion, so as to form a handsome spreading top. In
this way, air and light are freely admitted, and
the fruit is not too much crowded upon the bushes.

Another plan has been pursued by an eminent
grower of fruit, and which is said to have resulted

in the production of currants of very superior qua-
lity. As a good deal is known to depend on the

manner in which the bushes are treated, especially

during the ripening of the fruit, the bushes are

pruned at the usual season of midwinter, shorten-
ing the last year's shoots to an inch or an inch and
a half. Next summer the plants show plenty of

fruit, and at the same time throw out strong shoots.

As soon as the berries begin to colour, the summer
shoots are cut off to within five or six inches above
the fruit. Sun and air thus get free access, and
more of the vigour of the plant is directed to the

fruit, the berries being found to bo not only of

higher flavour, but of extra large size.

—

N. Am.

1710. Let the christian duty of visiting the sick

be timely remembered and practised ; it having
often left comfort, ease, and sweetness upon the

spirits of many to their very end.

For " The Friend,

Although no christian doctrine is more plainly

asserted in the Holy Scriptures, than the imme-

diate revelation and guidance of the Spirit of Truth,

yet nothing is more disregarded and even ridiculed

by some professors. How many consider them-

selves christians, who are evidently strangers to it,

and appear to disbelieve its existence at this day,

though in the primitive church, none were judged
christians but such as had the Spirit of Christ, and

lived under its teachings and preserviug power.

The apo-tle says, " But ye are not in the flesh, but

in the Spirit; if so be, the Spirit of God dwell in

you. Now, if any man have not the Spirit of

Christ, he is none of his." " For as many as are

led by the Spirit of God, they are the sons of

God." Many, in these days, who make high pro-

fession of belief in Christ as their Saviour, plainly

show that they are not daily actuated and led by
his Spirit. They shut their ears from hearing, and
their eyes from seeing this inward guide, for fear

of the yoke and cross which he requires to be

borne, and are therefore strangers to it. Such
must be ignorant of the true and saving knowledge
of God, and of Jesus Christ whom he has sent, or

this knowledge is acquired without immediate re-

velation. But there is an impassable distinction

between the spiritual knowledge and the literal,

the heart-saving and the head-knowledge. The
last may be obtained divers ways, but the, first in

no other way than by the immediate manifestation

and revelation of God's Spirit, shining in and ope-

rating on the heart, enlightening and opening the

understanding, purifying the soul that it may see

God, and know Him to dwell there.

Testimonies of ancient writers confirm this es-

sential doctrine. Hierom says, " The law is spirit-

ual, and there is need of a revelation to understand

it." "So great things," says Athanasius, "doth
our Saviour daily ; he draws us to piety, persuades

unto virtue, teaches immortality, excites to the de-

sire of heavenly thing.s, reveals the knowledge of

the Father, inspires power against death, and shows
himself unto every one." Cyrillus Alexandrinus
plainly affirms, " That men know that Jesus is the

Lord by the Holy Ghost, no otherwise than they w'ao

taste honey, know that it is sweet, even by its pro-

per quality." Luther avers, " This is certain, that

no man can make himself a teacher of the Holy
Scriptures, but the Holy Spirit alone." "No man
can rightly know God, or understund the word of

God, unless he immediately receive it from the Holy
Spirit. Neither can any one receive it from the

Holy Spirit, except he find it by experience in

himself; and in this experience the Holy Ghost
teaeheth as in his proper school, out of which
school, nothing is taught but mere talk." Melanc-
thon says, " Those who hear only anvjutward and
bodily voice, hear the creature. But God is a

Spirit, and is neither discerned, nor known, nor
heard, but by the Spirit; and therefore to hear the

voice of God, to see God, is to know and hear the
Spirit. By the Spirit alone, God is known and
perceived."

A writer concerning book-divinity, says, " To
seek our divinity merely in books and writings, is

to seek the living among the dead ; we do but in

vain many times seek God in these, where his

truth is too often not so much enshrined as en-

tombed. Seek God within thy own soul. He is

best discerned, as Plotiuus phraseth it, by an in-

tellectual touch of Him. We must see with our
eyes, and hear with our ears, and our hands
must handle the Word of life—to express it in

John's words. The soul itself hath its sense as

well as the body. Therefore, David, when he
would teach us to know what the divine goodness

is, calls not for speculation, but sensation :
" Ta

and see that the Lord is good." That is not t

best and truest knowledge of God, which is wrong
out by the labour and sweat of the brain, but tl

which is kindled witliin us, by an heavenly warm
in our hearts." " There is a knowing the tru

as it is in Jesus, as it is in a Christ-like natm
as it is in that sweet, mild, humble, loving Spirit

Jesus, which spreads itself, like a morning i

upon the souls of good men, full of ligLt and

It profits little to know Clirist himself after t

flesh ; but He gives his Spirit to good men, th

searches the deep things of God." Again, " It

but a thin airy knowledge that is got by

speculation, which is ushered in by syllogisms

demonstrations; but that which springs forth fro

true goodness, as Origen speaks, brings suet

vine light into the soul, as is more clear and co

vincing than any demonstration."

After the darkness of the apostacy from spiritu

Christianity, Friends were raised up to call the pe

pie to the light and Spirit of Christ revealed in tl

heart, that they might be made by obedience to :

true disciples and followers of the Lord Jesus, aii

many were gathered to his inward teaching, ar

made an army in his cause. But have not tl

world, the lust of the flesh, the lust of the eye at

the pride of life, eclipsed tbe brightness of th

day amongst us, and settled hundreds upon the

lees, so that they reject the light, and are no

practical unbelievers in the immediate revelatic

of the Holy Spirit ; and though unsubjected by i

crucifying power, think they believe in Christ i

their Saviour. All of us have need to search ai:

see in the light what manner of men we ar

" Not every one that saith unto me. Lord, Lo
enter into the k: ugti Df heaven ; but .

that doeth the uill of my Father which is in he;

ven. Many will say unto me in that day, Lore

Lord, have we not prophesied in thy name, and i

thy name have east out devils, and in thy nau

done many wonderful works'? And then will

profess unto them, I never knew you; depiirt froi

me, ye that work iniquity." Fearful condition f(

any to be in, when the end comes.

Tlie Auburn (N. Y.) State Prison.—Its

closure now embraces 10 acres of ground, bein

lOUO feet by 500 in extent; the massive wal

enclosing the grounds are built of limestone, ai

are 20 feet in height, by 3 feet thick, within whii

are the buildings where branches of industry a

carried on by contractors, with the labor of tl

convicts. There are now 860 convicts engaged i

the service of the State, of which 139 are employe

in the manufacture of carpets, 103 manufactur

saddlery hardware, 57 making various kinds

machinery, including steam engines, 38 coopen

54 cabinetmakers, 67 making tools of viiriou

description, 108 in the manufacture of Biickey

mowing machines, cradles, rakes, &c., and 138t
the shoe department.

Powerful Burning-glass.—An Islington artisa

has contrived a burning-glass of such estraordinar

power, that it has not only served to coneentrat

the rays of the sun, but the attention of the learnoi

societies in England. Its diameter is three feel

d the hardest and most solid substances, such a

steel, flint, and even platina, are melted by it in ,

few seconds. Nor is the diamond able to resist il

One weighing ten grains, after having been exposei

ae lens for half an hour, was reduced to

grains. During this ti:ue, it opened and foilatei

ke the leaves of a flower, and emitted whitisl

fumes. When closed again it retained its forn

and polish.
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\Bliinching Celery with Sawdust.—A corres-

tadent of tlie London Gardeners^ Clironide re-

nimends the use of sawdust for blancliiu:^ celery,

he fiuds it to answer the purpose better than

y other material, and is especially valuable for

i late crops, to be kept during the winter. He
ys :

" Having had some trouble in the winter of

57 in keeping late celery from rotting in a new
chen garden, where the soil was very retentive

tl damp, and the plants earthed up in the usual

inner, I have since used sawdust for the purpose,

4 find that it answers perfectly. Last winter,

the late celery was earthed up with sawdust, and

kept quite sound till the Fourth month, and no

igs or insects attacked it under ground, the head

ing very solid, clear, and crisp, and well-flavoured.

kad some doubts that the sawdust from resinous

les might give the celery a disagreeable flavour,

t on trial i found this not to be the case, and the

vdust is now taken indiscriminately from the

pits, where different kinds of trees are sawn up.

fore the late severe fro.st occurred in the Tenth
nth, I had just finished the earthing; up of all

late celery with sawdust, and I find it is now
nderfully fresh, the frost not having penetrated

through the surface to the hearts." Another
respondent recommends charred earth in pre-

ence to sawdust, " as it will not only answer the

rpose as well, but will allow the rain water to

colate more freely to the roots of the plants,

i be of infinite service to a soil of a damp, re-

live nature." The sawdust, he thinks, will in-

Be an injurious growth of fungi in the soil.

Many contentions arise out of sheer misunder-
ading. Disputants often become metaphysical

ording to the explanation given by the Scotch-

n, who said :

' Why, ye see, metaphysics is when twa men are

kiug thegither, and the 'ane of them dinna ken
at he is talking aboot, and the ither canna un-

rstand him."

Drs. Chalmers and Stunrt must have been " wee
' metaphysical that day they got into a contro-

sy about the nature of faith. Chalmers, com-
led at length to leave his friend, said :

"I have time to say no more; but you will find

views fully and well put in a recent tract, called

ifficulties in the way of believing "

" Why," exclaimed the astoni.shcd Dr. Stuart,

hat is my own tract! I published it myself!"

That man was surely wise who prefaced every

Date with. " Gentlemen, define your terms. "

uriug the peninsular war, an ofiicer of artillery

just served a gun with fatal precision against

ody of men posted in a wood to his left. When
' Duke rode up, after turning his glass for a mo-
nt in the direction of the shot, he said, in his

il way :

'Well aimed, captain; but no more; they are

own 39th !"

Chis sad blunder has been repeated too often

the armies of Jesus. With what fatal frequency

re great guns of the church, which might have
tered down citadels of Satan, been misdirected

linst christian brethren I There are surely

viltrifs enough in the world to shoot at, without

nto each other.— S. Culley.

There is not a nobler sight in the world than an

id and experienced christian, who, having been

ed in the sieve of temptation, stands forth as a

ifirmcr of the assaulted—testifying, from his own
ds, the reality of religion ; and meeting by his

rniugs, and directions, and consolations, the

of all who may be tempted to doubt it.

Rules For Using the Tongue.

The tongue is called in the Bible " an unru'y

member." Our own experience accords perfectly

with the statement, and observations on the tongues

of others have satisfied us of the fact. We think

the following rules, if carefully followed, will be

found of great use in taming that which has not

yet been perfectly tamed :

1. Never use i/our tongue in speaki?ig any-
thing but the truth. The God of Truth who made
the tongue, did not intend it for any other u,se. It

will not work well in falsehood—it will run into

such inconsistencies as to detect itself To use the

organ for publishing falsehood, is as congruous as

the use of the eye for hearing, or the ear for smell-

2. Do not use your tongue too much. It is a

kind of a waste-gate to let off the thoughts as they

collect and expand the mind ; but if the waste-gate

is always open, the water will soon run shallow.

Many people use their tongues too much. Shut the

gate, and let streams of thought flow in till the mind
is full, and then you may let off with some elFoot.

3. Never let the stream of 2}'issio?i move the

tongue. Some people, when they are about to put

this member in motion, hoist the wrong gate—they

let out Passion, iilfetead of Reason. The tongue

then makes a great noise—disturbs the quiet of the

neighbours, exhausts the persons' strength, but does

no good. The whirlwind has ceased, but what is

the benefit?

4. Look into the pond, and see if there is water

enough to move the wheel to any purpose, before

you open the gate; or, plainly, think before you
speak.

5. Never put the tongue in motion while your
respondent lias his in -motion. The two streams

will meet, and the reaction will be so great, the

words of neither will reach the other, but come
back in a blinding sprinkle upon himself.

6. See that your tongue is hung true before

using it. Some tongues, we have observed, are

so hung, that they sometimes equivocate consider-

ably. Let the owners of such turn the screw of

conscience until the tongue moves true.

7. Expect that others will use their tonguesfor
what you do yours. Some claim the privilege of

reporting all the news, and charge others not to

do so. Your neighbor will not allow you to mono-
polize the business. If you have anything to be

kept secret, keep it yourself

1676. Let none strive nor covet to be rich in

this world, in these changeable things that will

pa.ss away ; but let your faith stand in the Lord
God, who changes not, that created all, and gives

the increase of all.

THE FRIEND.
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Two short obituary notices, received ten days

ago, have been mislaid at the printer's oflice, and

cannot be found. We would, be obliged by the

parties interested forwarding us other copies.

OHIO YEARLY MEETING.

From difi'erent sources, we have received infor-

mation respecting Ohio Yearly Meeting, and rejoice

to learn that it was held to satisfaction. Both sit-

tings of the Meeting of Blinisters and Elders are

represented to have been " seasons of the extension

of divine regard, and through its solemnizing in-

fluence. Friends were comforted together."

A correspondent says, " The Yearly Meeting

opened on Second-day, the 8th of the present

nth. It was thought to be not quite so largely

attended as last year, owing, in part, to the pre-

lenee of epidemical disease in some portions of
the country ; and a few of the younger members
may have remained at home, on account of its

being the week of the State election. The Repre-
sentatives all answered to the call of the clerk."

In addition to the usual routine business trans-

acted at the first sitting, a communication from one
of the Quarterly Meetings was read, calling the

attention of the Yearly Meeting to the isolated

condition of its members settled in the more west-

ern States, in reference to the location of their right

of membership. The subject was given to a com-
mittee to report to a future meeting.

The former clerk and assistant, were continued
in their respective stations; and after giving solid

attention to the state of the subordinate meetings
and members, as represented by the answers to the

Queries ; a communication, which had been laid

upon the table, was given in charge to a few
Friends, who, after examination, reported it might
be read, which was accordingly done. A corres-

pondent says, " The communication was signed by
forty men and women, most of whom had sepa-

rated from Red Cedar Monthly Meeting in Iowa,
on account of the proceedings of that meeting in

the disownment of a Friend, condemnatory of the

course then taken by them.* The most or all of

these had been disowned. Although they had be-

come sensible that the course then pursued by them
was not justifiable, yet as Indiana Yearly Meeting
had become identified with the separatists in Ohio,

they did not think it right to look towards a re-

union with that body, and asked the Yearly Meet-
ing of Ohio to take their situation into considera-

tion. Much feeling on their account was elicited

by the reading of their paper, but the meeting did

not see its way to move further in the case at this

A proposition was made, that the Yearly Meet-
ing should issue a minute, advising its subordinate

meetings to proceed in treating with, and if they

persisted, in disowning those who separated from it

in ls54; but alter a full and free discussion, it

was evident that the meeting was not prepared to

take such a step.

The reading of the Report of the Boarding-

Sehool Committee brought the meeting under exer-

cise on the subject of the education of the children

of Friends, and that that interesting institution

should receive the fostering care of the members of

that meeting ; it being remarked by one who had
had considerable acquaintance with the subject,

and had made close observation, " that where any
of our members had gone to other seminaries, not

under the care of Friends to finish their studies,"

he did not remember an instance in which they
'' had retained an attachment to the principles of

our religious Society." The meeting closed its

session on Fifth-day evening.

Our correspondent remarks, " Friends generally

parted under an increase of the feeling of brotherly

love one towards another, having cause to acknow-
ledge that it was " good for us to be here." It was
very evident that the spirit of separation is much
declining, and we think the number that would now
look towards such a measure, is very limited," and

that he would be deficient in performing his duty,

did he not acknowledge his conviction " that un-

worthy as we are of the least of the Lord's mer-

cies, the ancient wing of his goodness was merci-

* We understand the cljarge .igainst the Fri<

iwned was based upuii his e.xpre3sing unity s

' smaller bodj," in New England.

—

Ed. Friend.
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fully spread over the meeting during our being

together. To Him only be ascribed the praise."

On the receipt of tlie printed minutes, we will

lay such parts of them before our readers as are of

general interest.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
United States.— T/ie Ten Million Loan.—The bids

for tUe new loan of ten millions of dollars were opened

on the 22d instant. There were about forty-six bidders

for various amounts. The aggregate of the offers ex-

ceeding the ten millions by about half a million. The

premiums offered are much smaller than heretofore.

They were from par up to l.-tS premium.

New York.—Mortality last week, 414. Natives of the

United States, 270.

Philadelphia.—Mortality last week, 202. Natives of

the United States, 144. The cattle market, the last

week, was dull. Beeves sold at from §7.00 to $8.50

per cwt. ; sheep, 8 cts. to 9 cts. a pound, and hogs, 8 cts.

Richmond, Va.—The late census shows a population

of 37,968. This is an increase of 10,398 since 1850,

when the population was 27,570.

Charleston, S. C.—The census returns makes the num-
ber of white inhabitants amount to 23.327—an increase

in the last ten years of 3315; the number of slaves, to

13,006—a decrease of 5926; and of free coloured, 32.=i7

a decrease of 184; total of white and black, 40,848.

Pennsylvania.—At the late election for Governor of

the State, 492,606 votes were polled, which is th(

largest aggregate vote ever given in Pennsylvania. Thi

largest previous vote was at the Presidential election ii

1856, as follows: Buchanan, 230,710; Fremont, 147,

510, Fillmore, 82,175 ; total, 460,395. In the next Le
gislature, the'House of Representatives will consist of

71 Republicans, and 29 Democrats; the Senate, of 27

Republicans, and 6 Democrats. The Congressional de-

legation consists of 20 Republicans and 5 Democrats.

The Republican majority in the State on the vote for

members of Congress is 48,825; on the vote for Go-

vernor, it is 32,093.

Oregon.—On the 2d inst., the Legislature elected two
United States Senators. J. Nesmith and E. D. Bake:

were chosen ; the 'former for six years, and the latte

for five years. Nesmith is called a Douglas Democrat, and
Baker a Republican. An emigrant train of 19 men and
27 women and children, was attacked by the Snake Ii

dians, in the neighbourhood of the Salmon Falls, and
the entire party, it is believed, were killed, except one
man, who effected his escape.

California.—^ia Francisco dates to the 10th, by thi

overland route. On the 8th, the telegraphic communi
cation between San Francisco and Los Angelos was in

augurated. The line is to be continued further east, a

fast as practicable. The ship Hornet cleared for New York
on the 9th. Her freight consisted of quicksilver, wool,

hides, and 21,000 sacks of wheat.

Miscellaneous.—Earthquake in Canada. — About ten

minutes before six o'clock, on the morning of the 17th

an earthquake occasioned alarm over a large part of

Canada. It was also felt in the State of .Maine. No
serious damage was done by it, but the motion was suf-

ficeut to shake down old chimneys, and cause the fall of

plastering in many of the houses.
Even Handed Justice. —According to late Russia " Cri-

minal Returns," it seems no less than twenty-three here-

ditary nobles, thirty-nine persons of rank, enjoying what
is called " personal nobility," and twenty-two ecclesias-

tics, were among the convicts of last year, and they were
punished as though they had been the meanest villains

iu the land, so impartially are the scales of justice held

in that despotic realm.

The Tea Trade.—During the year ending Fourth mo,
30th, 1860, there were exported from China to the Unit-

ed States, 31,661,426 pounds of tea ; the export to Great
Britain, for the same period, was 78,416,052 pounds.

The Survivors of the Revoluiiunary Army.—.A late let

ter from the U. S. Commissioner of Pensions says, ther
are now but eighty-nine survivors of the army of the

Revolution, whose names were placed upon the rolls for

pensions.

Egyptian Metal Foundry Brought to Light.—Mariette,

an eminent Egyptian antiquary, says: " The excavation
made at Memphis has brought to light a metal founder's

work-shop. We have already discovered his tools, about
forty pounds of unrefined silver, gold medals, twenty
silver medals never seen before, and other objects des

tined to the crucible."

A Noble Park.^Gea. Harding, a wealthy man, resid

ing near Nashville, Tenn., has a park of 800 acres, ii

which are 300 deer, 30 buffaloes, and a herd of elk.

A Swift Boat.—The steamer Daniel Drew, a few days

since, ran from New York to Albany, a distance of 156

liles, in 6 hours 50 miuutes, actual running time. This

hows a sustained speed of nearly 22 J miles per hour.

RECEIPTS.

Received from John King, N. Y., $2, vol. 34, and for

Saml. Simkin, jr., and Francis Armistead, $2 each, vol.

34.

WEST-TOWN BOARDING-SCHOOL.
The Winter session of the school will commence on

Second-day, the 5th of the Eleventh month. Pupils will

be conveyed from the city to the Street Road station on

the new Philadelphia and West Chester railroad, where

conveyances will be in waiting to take them to the

school, on the arrival of the 7.45, 10, and 2.30 trains on

Second-day, the 5th, and Third-day, the 6th. The pas-

senger depot is at the corner of Thirty-first and Market

streets, West Philadelphia. The Market street passen-

ger railroad cars pass the depot. Baggage may be sent

to the depot, corner of Eighteenth and JIarket streets, or

to the passenger depot. West Philadelphia. If sent to

the depot at Eighteenth and Market streets, it should be

there an hour before the departure of the trains. Tickets

will be furnished by the ticket agent at the depot, to

such pupils as have been regularly entered, which with

the stage fare from the station, will be charged to the

pupil at the school.

The stage will connect with the early morning train

from the city daily, (except First-day,) and also with the

1.45 train to the city, if there are passengers.

Small packages for the pupils and others left a

Friends' bookstore. No. 304 Arch street, belbre twelv

o'clock on Sixth-days, will be forwarded to the school

Letters are to be forwarded through the post-offic(

directed to West-town Boarding-School, Street Road
P. 0., Chester Co., Pa.

Tenth mo. 23d, 1860.

WEST-TOWN SCHOOL.
A Friend is wanted as Teacher of Reading in the Boys

department of this Institution. Apply to

HiLLES, Wilmington, Di
'

James Emlen, We
Alfred Cope, Ge

Sixth mo. 6th, 1860.

Che Che Co., Pa.

WEST-TOWN SCHOOL.
A Friend is wanted to fill the station of Governor in

the Boys' department of .his Institution.

Application may be made to Nathan Shakpless, Con-
cord, Pa.

;
Samuel Hilles, Wilmington, Del. ; James

Emle.v, West Chester, Pa.; or Thomas Evans, Philad.

Twelfth mo., 1859.

Died, at her residence in Westmoreland, Oneida Co.,

N. Y., on the 20th of Fourth month, 1860, Eleanor M.

Peckham, wife of Samuel Peckham ; an esteemed mem-
ber of New Hartford .Monthly Meeting, in the forty-ninth

year of her age She was early made acquainted with
the workings of Divine grace, and as she yielded thereto,

she experienced its blessed and peaceful fruits ; being

preserved from falling into many of the snares and
temptations incident to youth. As she continued faith-

ful to the manifestations of Truth, with which she was
favoured, she found it her religious duty, to adopt the

plain Scripture language, about the fifteenth year of her

age, while attending school with those who knew but

little about such exercises. The cross was great, but

as she yielded obedience, great was the peace she en-

joyed. She also felt constrained to lay aside all su-

perduity of apparel, believing that Truth leads its fol-

lowers into plainness, simplicity, and circumspection of

dress and manners. Continuing faithful to the requ

tions of the Holy Spirit, as manifested in the secret of

her soul, she united in religious fellowship with the So-

ciety of Friends, about the twenty-third year of her age
and was enabled to live a careful and inoffensive life

clothed with a meek and quiet spirit. She was a firii

believer and supporter of the ancient principles and tes-

timouies of the Society of Friends, was exemplary in thi

attendance of religious meetings, and in her solid, quiet

wailing therein. She was several years afflicted with a

hard cough, and at times suffered greatly from soreness

and oiipression, which terminated in consumption. As
the earthly house of this tabernacle gradually gave w.ay,

she felt an increasing concern to know of having a build-

ing of God, not made with hands, eternal in the heavens.

when speaking of the approaching change
I knew I should be happy, if I could fee

: I want to feel, if I knew every thing w
ready, I should not care how soon the time comes.

g to trust to but the Lord's mercy." Oi
getting up on the morning of the 15th of Fourth month

uch exhausted, and said, " I cannot last lonj

if I do not get better ; I may not live a week." He
id being much affected, she said, " Don't mouri

for me, but give me up, and be company for each other

(meaning her husband and only surviving daughter:

are strong ties; we have lived together, (referrin;

to her husband,) nearly thirty years, and Samuel, [he

husband,] has done all he could for me." She express

ed mnch feeling for him, and gratitude for what ha
been done for her. At another time she said, " The Sa
viour knows what is best for us. He is all love ; hi

knows our weaknesses and infirmities ; he knows
sincerity. I am willing to suffer until it is enoug
desire not to complain." 16th. Feeling herself fast i

ing, she said, " This is a solemn time; there are man,i

strong ties ; and then to think ' as the tree falls, so i

lies :' to be ready, this is the greatest of all. I have de

sired, from my youth, to do right, to live as I ought
but in looking back, I can see many misses; our Sa-

viour is able, and, I hope, willing to forgive. ' He will-

eth not that any should perish, but that all should re

turn, repent and live.' He is all goodness and me
without him we can do nothing; he is all in all." Oi

the 17th, being very weak and oppressed for breath, shi

said, " When the right time comes, I am willing t

I hope there is nothing in my way ; if there is, I don'

see it. I hope my work has kept pace with the day. I

is a great thing to be prepared to die. I don't want an;

to think I am better than I am. I am a poor, weak crea

ture ; it is all of his mercy ;
all good comes from him

He gives the ability ; He looks at the sincerity and
derness of the heart ; He is just and holy ; He is all

and mercy. I can resign all to him. I am willii

go at any time ; his time is the right time." After ma
ny other expressions, she observed, " I see my Savi

coming nearer and nearer. His love is great ; it fills

heart; I am a poor creature, all weakness; I never '

more sensible of it, although I have often felt it so ; i

all mercy; I have no merit of my own; I take nothin;

to myself; let him have all the praise." A little aftei

'•I feel such love in my heart; I believe It is a
"

aste of what is to come. I long to go and be at rest

;

ong more and more to go. Oh, the Saviour's love,

ove my friends ; oh, I love my friends ; but there is

ove beyond this. I want to be remembered to all in

ibsent friends wherever scattered, that inquire after n
ind tell them I hope to meet them in that better lau

i want every thing done, that I may not have anythii

to do, but to die. I have nothing of my own to depei

upon ; it is all through Christ. When I was a chi:

reading of the sufferings of the Saviour on Calvary, fo

terested me very much, and often, through life, i

reading the Scriptures of Truth, I have felt that love t

my heart, that I never felt in reading any othe
" believe it was a measure of that love tha

; them forth ; they are a dead letter of themselves

if we lived close to the mark, and looked to tha

it which gave them forth, when we read them,

should understand them to our profit." She bore he

sufferings, which were great, with christian patience ant

resignation ; often saying, " I am willing to suffer
;

no disposition to be impatient." Thus she continuet

until the 20th, when she gently passed away, leaving t

survivors the consoling belief, that she has entered iafa

a glorious immortality.

, at the residence of his son-in-law, David Peck
ham, in the town of Westmoreland, Oneida county, N. ¥
on the 24th of Fifth month, 1860, Joseph PowellJ
the eighty-second vear of his age. He was a meraOT
of Western Monthly Meeting and Le Ray Quarterly MeC
ing, and for many years stood in the station of an elde

He was an example of christian simplicity, plainne
meekness, and was concerned to uphold the doctrin«

and testimonies of our religious Society, in their simplt

city and purity. Without much disease, he gradai^
wasted away, and quietly breathed his last, retaiuing'n

mental faculties to the end. In the decease of this i"

Friend, the society of which he was a member, has loi

a pillar, that will not readily be supplied ;
his family,

kind and affectionate husband and father, and the con
luunity in which he lived, a good neighbour and frien'

" Blessed are the dead which die in the Lord fro'

henceforth, yea, saith the Spirit, that they may rest fro

their labours and their works do follow them."

PILE & M'ELROY, PRINTERS,
Lodge street, opposite the Pennsylvania Bank.
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(Continued from page 5S.)

rhe religious experience of Henry Hull, in his

thful days, is much like that of many others.
grace of God begins to work in the heart at a

y early period, resisting the indulgence of the
/ward and corrupt propensities and passions of
?n nature, reproving and condemning their in-

^ence, and encouraging and comforting the mind
well doing. This is the commencement of the
k of restoration, and many have felt it whi
young to know who it was that was thus deal-
with them.

^n attentive and pious observer will often per-
e seasons when the Divine Witness is thus plead-
with the little ones ; and, by seeking' for best

), may be made useful in encouraging the mind
;iye diligent heed to Him, who is at work in it,

implicitly to obey His leadings. When we
ember that we cannot of ourselves think a good
ight, or breathe a holy desire, and that the
igs of God cannot be perceived by the natural
1, but are foolishness unto him ; it is plain that
litever that is really good, we are enabled to

tk, or say, or do, must be the work of the Holy
Ht in us; who is given to lead into all truth,
low important then that children should, from
incy, be taught to give the most scrupulous at-

iion to these inward manifestations, and impli-
t/_ to obey them, as the tender pleadings of a
jour's love, and the only way in which they

w in vital practical religion. It is equally
artant that no course of instruction in religious
gs should be adopted, the tendency of which
Id be to substitute something else for these
hings of the Holy Spirit, and to turn away the
ntion of the child to some other and inferior
dard.

;he truly pious parent can desire nothing more
•liestly for hi^ child than that it may be brought
I'hrist. It was the concern of some of old, and
't'aviour owned it, and put his hands on the
ilren, and blessed them. But He is no longer
»\y present in his bodily appearance among
<, and the only way in which the little ones
i|now be brought to Him, is by turning to and
ling with his spiritual manifestation in the
H. There they must find and know Him, if

'. He is known by them, and as they diligently
<'e to cultivate an acquaintance with him there,

He will reveal himself more and more fully, take
them in his arms, and bless them, and lead them
safely in the pathway of peace.

We have no disposition to undervalue human
instrumentality in the religious training of the
youth. It is the duty of parents earnestly enjoined
in our excellent discipline, diligently to instruct

their offspring in the doctrines and precepts of re-

ligion as set forth in the Holy Scriptures, and ir

the approved writings of the society. When thi;

is properly done, it is a great blessing, to the chil-

dren
; and we would encourage all heads of fami-

lies in so good a work, and to seek for divine abi-

lity to do it rightly.

In the performance of this great duty, however,
let none overlook the important fact that the agency
of man alone cannot do the work, let him be e

so full of Biblical knowledge. If our children h

any true religion, it must be the work of the
Holy Spirit in them, and care is necessary that we
do not in any way draw them from His teachings

to ours, and substitute a system of knowledge of
sacred things acquired by study and human efforts,

for His living heart-changing work in the soul. In
this day when literature and science are making
great advances, and men are cultivating their minds
to an extent heretofore unparalleled, while the

things which please and develop the imagination
and the tastes, are multiplying around us, it be-

comes the christian to be especially and diligently

watchful, lest, by little and little, a mere intellect-

ual and sentimental religion, beautiful in appear-
ance, and speciously attractive in its forms, but
destitute of vital power, should push aside, and
take the place of, that humbling self-denying, and
heart-changing religion, which only is the fruit of
the Spirit of God, and alone will find acceptance
in his .sight. The narrative proceeds

:

" The revolutionary war continuing, the sufierings

of Friends greatly increased. They were stripped

of nearly all their personal property, and some-
'mes where they had large herds of cattle, the last

cow was driven away. But even wicked men re-

pect consistency ; and those who suffered mo.-t

were such as had indulged too freely in political

disputes and conversation, while the oppressors
were evidently more favourable toward those who

ddled not with the prevailing contentions, but
patiently and quietly suffered as the peacjable fol-

owers of Him, who said, 'My kingdom is not of
this world." The collectors would frequently go
away without taking anything from such ; and
when compelled to distrain, they manifested much
reluctance.

' My father built a fulling-mill, in order to fur-

nish me with employment ; and with a view of hav-
ing me instructed in the business, engaged a man
who understood it ; but there being'little oppor-
tunity of choice, the person he hired was very ob-

jectionable in point of morals, and I was greatly
posed in his company. He was, however, soon

dismissed, and I was thrown into other company.
The man who next took the mill, had an interest

n the proceeds of my labour, and kept me very
closely at work, early and late, to which I quietly

submitted, being desirous to learn the business.

His unwillingness to permit my attendance at week-
day meetings, was the only difficulty I met with
from him.

" The practice of employing immoral or irreli-
gious per.'ons in families where there are youn''
children, is often attended with very injurious con°
sequences to their tender minds. Parents who are
desirous of training up their ofi'spring in the fear of
the Lord, should exercise great care as reo-ards those
they employ. I well remember the corrupting
conversation and conduct of some who were en-
gaged in my father's business, when he was alto-
gether ignorant of what was passing. The sons of
farmers who are left to labour with the workmen
without the presence of their parents, are in a par-
ticular manner exposed to contamination, many of
that class being of the lowest grade, and hardened
in wickedness.

" It is no less important that in the education of
children, suitable teachers should be sought for.
Greatly have the children, in many parts of the
country, suffered from the want of this care; too

ny being more anxious to obtain a teacher at a
low rate, than to get one of good character, whose
services may cost a little more ; and hence some
persons, who would rank among the dregs of man-
kind, have been entrusted witli the oversight and
tuition of tender children. One of this de.scription,
who had been a soldier in the British army, was
employed in the neighbourhood where I lived' and
from him I derived much of my small share of
school learning. He would often leave his pupils
luder the care of one of the elder boys while he
pent his time at a tippling-house with his drunken
companions, and returning to the school intoxicated
would beat the boys unmercifully, while his owii
face bore the marks of the blows he had received
from his quarrelsome and inebriated associates.
This, however, is a strong case, and I believe
Friends are now more careful ; and the concern to

,'e suitable teachers, appears to be generally
ning ground.
' While at work one evening in the cloth-mill,

word was sent to me, that my father wished me to
come to the house. I immediately went, and found
several Friends there, who proposed a relio-ious

opportunity with the family. When I found what
I was wanted for, I felt disturbed in my mind, that
my father should call me from my work, upon,
what I then thought, such a trifling occasion, and
I could scarcely speak pleasantly to the Friends.
But soon after we sat down together, the power of
Truth spread over us, and the Friends were ena-
bled to speak so plainly to my situation, that my
spirit was broken into tenderness, and when I left

the house, tears flowed from my eyes. Reflecting'
on the solicitude of my dear father for my ever-
lasting welfare, and on the goodness of the Ancient
of days, in that he did not leave me in the hard-
ened state of mind I was in, when I went into the
room, my heart was humbled

; and I entered into
emu covenant whh the Lord, that if he would

pass by my offences, I would endeavour to be
mindful of his favours, and walk more worthily.
At another time, my mother reproving me for
levity, I replied to her in rather unhandsome
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terms, at which I saw she was grieved. This

affected me much, so that I wept to thiuk how
thoughtless I was, fearing I should be cast off bj

the Almighty, for my ingratitude to her who had

done so much for me.
" From the time of the afore-mentioned oppor-

tunity in the family, the work of religion seemed

to take root in my mind. I could not take the

liberties 1 had formerly done in vain and idle con

versation, but seriousness covered my mind for ma
ny months, and I was glad when the meeting-day

came. I remembered my former covenant;

wept in secret at the remembrance of how often I

had broken them. Frequently, in the silent hours

of night, when all nature seemed slumbering, I sat

ruminating on my sad situation, thinking no poor

mortal was so miserable as myself. Yet I had

none but myself to blame for it, knowing I had

very often been favoured with the sweet incomes of

heavenly love, which I had slighted, running after

the follies incident to youth. At other seasons

the Beloved of souls was pleased to renew the of

fers of his love in my heart, and I was filled with

joy and rejoicing. Thus I continued through th

time of my apprenticeship, which being expired, I

undertook the management of the business myself,

diligently attending meetings, sometimes walki:

four miles over the mountain ; and I was oft

much comforted while we sat together, and could

return to my employment rejoicing.

" In the eighteenth year of my age, I became
acquainted with Sarah, daughter of Edward Ha
lock, of Marlborough. The first time I saw her, I

thought she was the person with whom I shuuld be

willing to spend my days, but being young, I was

not hasty to move in the matter, but frequently

contemplated upon it, and at times felt humbi'

desires, that if it was right, I might have her for

my companion, and that the Lord would prosper

us in the undertaking. In the year 1785, we took

each other in marriage, under a sense, I trust, of

the importance of the solemn compact ; the meet-

ing being favoured with the overshadowing of Di-

vine goodness.

"For nearly two years after our marriage, I

was greatly tried with a spirit of unbelief, and
sometimes was near giving up to close in therewith,

but being blessed with a pious wife, she proved a

true help-meet to me, both in my religious pro-

gress and in the cares of life. Few men have been

more blest in this respect than I was."

(To be contiaued.J

For " The Friend."

Drise Sheiks.

(Concluded from page 59.)

The habitations of the Sheiks of the Lebanon
consist of large masses of buildings, erected upon
a somewhat similar principle to the model lodging-

houses in London, and with an eye to mutual se-

curity, comfort, and protection. They are, in

short, ranges of barracks, wherein each Sheik oc-

cupies two or more apartments according to his

means, and he dwells there with his wife and fa-

mily. Happily for themselves, they are a people

wholly unacquainted with the European luxury

of suites of elegantly furnished apartments. The
boudoir of the Sheik's wife is the family sleeping

apartment, where, in the absence of anything more
elegant, a pile of mattresses and pillows (which

will be spread out upon the floor to sleep on at

night) serve as a substitute for more costly divans

or chairs. The Sheik himself holds his morning

levee out in the open court-yard opposite his house

in fine weather ; and in winter, within the single

salle de reception, where the visitors congregate

round a brasier of burning charcoal, looking like
I

so many witches round a mystic incense-pot, and

discussing more tobacco-smoke than anything else.

Opposite to these dwellings are their respLCtive

Meidans or " lunges" for horse exercise, where the

very favourite game of the djereed is practised.

To the gateway, in summer, as in the days of Job

and David, resort the great, the wealthy, and the

indolent, accompanied by their male children ; for

these are a glory and a pride in their eyes, and

blessed is that man supposed to be, even to this

day, who has his quiver full of them. Amongst a

people that are continually at feud with their neigh-

bours, or with aggressors from the plains, every

additional arm that can wield a weapon, offensive

or defensive, is, as a matter of course, an acquisi-

tion, whereas a poor girl is more likely to prove

an incumbrance and a source of anxiety, than a

solace or comfort in times of trouble. This has

been sadly illustrated during the recent massacres,

for the assassins made a point of destroying every

male adult and infant, while the women were left

to perish by starvation.

Lounging in their gateways, the Sheiks accost

every passer-by, their conversation being chiefly

limited to agricultural matters; for both Druses

and Maroniles are, strictly speaking, an agricul-

tural people and hewers of timber, though they

certainly have not yet beaten their swords into

plowshares. Resembling as they do, in some re-

spects, the Highlanders of Scotland, with their

clans and mountain homes, it is not very singular

that they themselves should be imbued with no-

tions that the Scotch are mystically related to them,

and profess the same secret faith. Another curious

fact that it is well to bear in mind, is the uncheck-

ed disgust and horror the Druses displayed on

bearing of the atrocities committed by the Indian

sepoys : one chieftain even went so far as to volun-

teer his services to help in quelling the rebellion
;

yet to these people are attributed crimes equally

revolting. When casual European travellers stum-

ble across them, their conversation takes a wider

range, and the new comer is nearly questioned to

death by the more inquiring and enlightened

Sheiks. The Druses have a decided preference for

the British, and openly express their gratitude

;

any of them having been in former times saved

from exile and death through British agency.

SHEIK GAMES AND HORSE.MAXSUIP.

The Druse Sheiks are noted for their breed of

horses, to the rearing and training of which they

devote great skill and pains; and they treat them
ith the utmost kindness and consideration. They

use little of the whip, and less of the spur ; and

never goad their steeds to vain exertion, nor un-

necessarily expose them to damp or cold. Indeed,

hey are essentially a horse-loving people ; and of

:11 the manly games in which cavaliers delight,

none surpasses the Meidan.

The Meidan is usually opposite to the entrances

to these Sheiks' houses ; and few things can pre-

sent a more picturesque or striking tableau than

the gathering of these mountain chiefs and their

followers. The sublime mountain scenery around;

J snow-caped hills gleaming with gold and
irlet in the sun's bright rays ; the purple and

mson hues of the firmament flecked with silvery

clouds; the azure tint of the distant mountaius

contrasting with the deep brown hue of the nearer

hills and the emerald carpet spread over the Meidan
by the ever-bountiful hand of nature— all these

combined form a beautiful picture ; which is ren-

dered more brilliant and animated by the groups

of richly dressed horsemen, and superbly capari-

soned steeds—the handsomest of men and the

blest of steeds—curveting and prancing to and fro

in the pride of strength and health, and the fi

enjoyment of the exhilarating breeze, which

cooled by the snow, and rendered fragrant with tl

scents of the wild shrubs and flowers. All the

combined render the scene a magnificent and sj

rit-stirring spectacle.
*

The Sheiks and their principal attendants wl

intend to take part in the sports, congregate he

at an early hour ; and though the sight is a cor

mon one to the natives, it invariably attrac

crowds of spectators. The horses are put into ti

requisite paces to get them into good breath, tl

riders poising their djereeds, and practising tl

fling of the arm, to prepare for the contest. Aft

about a quarter of an hour's practice, the horsemi

divide into two parties, stationing themselves

opposite extremities of the Meidan, about a dozi

opponents on either side being on the field, and t

sport of the day commences. The djereed is

long stick, about an inch in diameter, and a ya:

and a half in length, but blunt and round at bo

ends. Armed with this, and skilfully poising it

his hand, the Sheik himself is not more impatie

for the commencement of the game than is the fie

steed he bestrides, who paws the earth, and sni

the air with dilated nostrils. Suddenly there rid

forth from the ranks a challenger, who leans slight

backwards in his saddle, his right arm carried b

low his waist, grasping the djereed in the centi

and with the clasped fingers uppermost. Aft

traversing about two-thirds of the Meidan,

abruptly wheels his horse to the left, without se

sibly checking its speed, and in the act of whei

ing, throws the djereed with his full force at t

opponent he has selected, and immediately aftc

wards putting his horse to its utmost speed, gallo

back to his own party, pursued by some other o

ponent. The djereed thus delivered, derives a

ditioual impetus from the swift curve made by t

horse in wheeling abruptly round, and it cu

through the air with a whiff like that of a sh'

The pursuing horseman from the opposite side

his turn aims at the fugitive, and the greatest a:

lity and skill are displayed by the retreating pa

ties, who avoid the blows aimed at them, by tea

of dexterity that would do credit to any acroba

hanging over by the horse's neck, and dodging frc

one side to the other, so that sometimes nothii

more than the rider's foot presents itself to his o

ponent. Sometimes the pursued will sudden

wheel round, and with consummate address, sei

the djereed by the left hand in the full velocity

its flight. Soon the melee becomes general, ai

presents a most exciting spectacle to those not a

tively engaged in it. 5len on foot find ample ai

fatiguing occupation in supplying the riders wi

djereeds.

In this game of the Meidan, severe and dange

ous blows are sometimes exchanged ; the combatau
get angry, and throwing away their djereeds, dra

their swords, and fall to fighting in earnest, t

such occasions, however, prompt interference pr

vents bloodshed. After about three hours, bo

horses and men are fairly knocked up ; and o

liged to relinquish the sport. There are niai

anecdotes of tlie strength and dexterity of tht

celebrated djereed-throwers. One, named She

Hottar Amul, is said to have sent a dejerei

through a two-inch deal-board. His father i

the best horseman iu all Syria, and it is told

that on one occasion, being present at Mc
dan at Grand Cairo, Mahomet Ali bantered hi

about a certain favourite black eunueh, of enormo

gth, who was the champion of the Meida

and challeged him to enter the lists with the ncgr

The Sheik accepted the challenge, stipulatin

however, that he should not be held responsible i
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Dj consequences ; and then riding boldly into the

fl'ray, after a few harmless passes that ivere skil-

11 y parried, he delivered his djereed with such

irce at the retreating eunuch, that it entered his

ack between the shoulders, and came out at his

reast. There is rarely a 31eidan without some

'ound or other being inflicted, and the horses are

Centimes greater sufferers than the men ; a rider-

ss and half-frantic steed has been seen tearing

cross the Meidan with a djereed sticking up from

3 haunches like a signal-staff.

Extracts from the Letters and J\l£morandur}is oj

our Late Friend, IL WiUianis.

" Tenth mo. 1 Wt,.—Thou hast been so very

nd since my indisposition, in putting pen to pa-

er with intelligence of your welfare, and inform-

how your afflicted parent is faring, that I am
luch indebted. This is truly a season of proving

;

o doubt but that those of his children who watch

ith him, feel the necessity of lending the aid of

spirits, that his faith fail not; according to

ly measure, my sympathy is awakened, and de-

ires raised that he may be supported to the end.

'To-day, our meeting rather fuller than often.

The account was set before us of the disciples be-

ng tossed with tempestuous seas, and the Master

eiug seen walking on the waters ; Peter desiring

16 would bid him to come unto him, which he did,

)ut assaying to go unto the Master, and seeing the

yaves boisterous, he began to sink ; here faith

'ailed ; but in great kindness a helping hand was
ent; with this query, ' wherefore didst thou doubt?'

The opening of the passage afforded relief to me,

md some encouragement, who have lately had too

much of an eye to the boisterous waves; if sink-

ng be the consequence, great need to look to the

oreat Helper of all. There are so many discour-

|aging things in our poor little meeting and circles,

that my mind has not been high nor proud ; trust

nm willing to be low, ' if so be, there may be hope.'

" Beside what strength I found at meeting, I was
comforted to-day in reading Francis Howgill's pre-

diction in the last number of ' The Friend :' it is

seasonable ; and then those accounts of Thomas
Nicholson, of Perquimon Co., N. C, which have
been inserted from week to week.

" So if a little is gained here and there, so that

with a little sense remaining of good at home,
maybe, I may be sustained to the end, that I die

not."
" \9th.—I received thy welcome communication

whereby I felt again introduced into some sense of

your situation, on account of your father's [J. H.]
protracted illness, my sympathy for him and those

about him is awake. That light and peace should

be his experience after desertion and a withdraw-
ing of light, (as I understand thee has been the

case,) is a great favour; we have known similar

instances ; so it was with J. W. When that sea-

son passed away, all was peace and assurance of

being received intoglory,— waited patiently through

the remaining conflict of nature. I seemed to read

and thought I could see clearly how it was with

J. 11.
;
patiently waiting : no doubt with me, but a

safe entry into the port of rest will be granted,

when a little more bodily suffering is over. I seem
to think it very desirable you should be there now
to witness the close, and receive what he might
have to say, at last, if only a final ' Farewell.' If

convenient, let me hear when the change takes

place, that, at least, I may think of you."
'' 2~tli,.—I was greatly comforted to receive a

letter from , last evening. Says, ' she has to

struggle hard for her life;' 'her enemies are lively

said I, than to luke-and many :' better

warm."
"Eleventh month.—Our Quarterly Meeting—no

strangers ; we are weak, when left to ourselves :

two gone, who helped bear the burden. It is a

low time in Society ; there is need for every one

to look to the principle, or they will certainly be

blown away: to find ourselves rooted and grounded

tliat, we need not fear storms nor any assaults

of the cunning adversary, trying to deceive ; so

t us see to it. Time is precious ; we all stand

accountable. When I think of these things, other

business seems small and of less moment. I would

be glad to send you some good tidings, but have

none just now.
" I have often recurred to our conversation a

ttle before I left thy room to set out home, where

we were speaking of the ' fancy-work' made by the

<;irls at West-Town.
" The specimens thou showed me were mode-

rate ; thou thought it better to let them do it than

excite feelings which did more harm than the ' lit-

tle foxes.' 1 thought it over and over, and if I had

written under the fresh feeling, it would have been

better done. Thy view of the subject, I appre-

ciated, but have not been able to make it fit in

th that restraint over inconsistencies, which

Friends recommend. I would by no means lay

rude hands on these (as many would think) inno-

cent pastimes, and excite feelings worse than the

ittle foxes.' Yet dear , is there not a way

to do right things rightly, preserve the feeling, and

yet convince the judgment. Thou doubtless re-

members the conversation ; look it over, and please

call to mind, that if the ' little foxes' are suffered

to hurt the tender vines, there will be no fruit.

I want us in our different allotments, and very

especially at West-Town, not to get into an easy,

clever, well to look at, way of doing ; keeping alive

something which ought to die ; and the sooner the

better for us, if prepared we see to it.

" The heads of our mothers in the Truth, are

now laid low, who did faithfully stand against the

showy fancy work at West-Town ; that I remember,

and we yielded, no doubt for our good

Thou wilt not love me, if I continue this strain and

lay burdens."

Dear Friends,—To all the rightly-exercised

teachers and care-takers of the scholar girls at

West-Town. I feel concerned for the right setting

in of the present session, and would encourage you

in your great charge, to endeavour to join hand

and heart in laying hold on wrong things; all such

things as are not proper and suitable to be allowed

at West-Town. You will have some women Friends

with you; they will help, and it will be best to

mention to them such things, one and all, that have

crept in through some of the girls, such as plait-

ing of the hair, combing and fixing each other's

hair ; the bead and worsted work, and whatever

else may have felt to you a burden. Do, dear

Friends, try to seek for the right way, from time

to time, to have wrong things stopped

Do all you can now, while the committee are with

you, and during the session, as wrong things ap

pear, at once call on the girls, and with the help of

dear , in a proper manner, have it put away

;

it will save much trouble, and the comfort you wi

have in this honest discharge of duty, as faithful

watch-women, over a very precious part of the

Lord's heritage, will be a reward.
" These creeping things, fashions, unsuitable

fashions, may indeed be compared to the ' foxes'

which spoil the tender vines."

" 29z/i.—At our Blonthly Bleeting yesterday,

received an acknowledgment from ; there

seemed a good deal of feeling in the meeting on

the occasion, and it appeared to be received freely,

and, I believe, it was honestly offered. But we
have, as a meeting, many low, poor times. If the

young people do not got ready to come up to our

help, the cause will suffer, and others will take our
places and our crowns; and we be altogether left

in weakness, darkness and dismay: for these things,

I feel truly sad often, and want we may lay hold

of the little strength left."

"Ticeljth mo. 13th.—I was glad to see
,

and to get thy letter, also to hear you all keep well,

it is the greatest thing nest to the immediate pre-

sence of best help, which, I trust thou hast a share

of, though the path is so closely beset with cares.

Under the proving dispensations allotted,

I do sympathise with thee, and desire patience may
continue to abound, and that thy head may be kept

above the waves, ' then thou wilt never drown.'

Continue to ' bake the little cake first,' then good
feelings and good fruits will follow.

" The School Committee met to-day. That is

an interesting concern ; if well managed, it will

prove a blessing to our children. I look back
with great comfort to the days, when I was a child

there."

"The account of the Yearly Meeting in 1844,
omitted in its proper place.

"Left home on Sixth-day morning the 12th of

Fourth month ; felt as if many home-cares were
wrapped about me, though disposed of them so as

to feel pretty easy. Came safely to brother B.'s.

After dinner, I took up the fourth number of
' Friends' Library,' containing the account of our

dear departed Friend, Thomas Seattergood, and
read with interest his deep wading and trials in and
around London, where he had been a long time.

glad of having the back-parlour pretty muchIwa:
to myself, while the front one was occupied by
many Friends, who had come to attend the Yearly

Meeting. I was thoughtful whether it appeared

selfish to sit thus alone; soon found it needful to

retire to my bed to rest; there I remained till ne.".i"

evening; my mind very quiet and thoughtful on

my own account, respecting attending this annual

meeting, solicitous not to forget myself, not even

for a moment.
" In the evening, attended the School Committee.

An exercise pervaded, on account of the

use of the plural language among some of the

scholars; also the dress of some of them not be-

ing as Friends' children ought to be dressed. It

was believed that this of drawing little by little

into the ways and manners of the world at that

school, would, if not discouraged, be a real hurt to

the Society, eventually; but I hope that a concern

will be cherished by those alive in the Truth, and

the school retained on its original ground.

"At our afternoon meeting Seventh-day, our

dear friend, Sarah Emlen brought her concern

before the meeting, (which, no doubt, was generally

known,) under a baptizing feeling afresh extended

to her, of which the meeting largely partook. She

arose and opened it with these words: —'I may
say as a servant formerly, " Unless the Lord had

been my help, my soul had almost dwelt in silence,''

" When I said my foot slippeth, thy mercy, Lord,

held me up." Had this not been the case, I should

not care to tell my friends that a concern which

was left nine years ago in the bosom of the church,

has rested with weight, now for several years, in-

ducing a belief that it would be required of me to

visit in the love of the gospel the isles afar off,' and

that she apprehended the ' full time' had come.

She alluded to the deep baptisms and close prov-

ings, and how low she had been brought; said too,

her family was poor in Manasseh, and she, the least

in her father's house, yet through mercy had been

I.
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sustained. It left a precious feeling over the meet-
ing, under which much unity and sympathy was
felt and expressed very generally, so much j^o, that
our friend compared it to a sky without a
cloud. After full time allowed for Friends to ex-
press themselves, a committee was appointed to
prepare her a certificate."

The Physical Effects of a Total Eclipse.
The aspect that nature puts on is remarkable

The distant prospect becomes contracted consider-
ably, the sky assumes various colours, the landscape
has an unnatural, gloomy look, whilst the darkness
is totally different from that at night. Every thing
appears to change its colour and appearance. In
the animal kingdom, cattle return home or con
gregate together in the fields

; horses in vehicles
have been recorded to have remained motionless,
and could not be induced to stir; dogs howl, fowls
return to roost, bees return to their hives, birds
cease singing, and rooks fly back to their rookeries,
animals and birds being evidently terrified, and
conceive that night has suddenly returned upon
them. On the reappearance of the sun, the birds
resume their songs, and cocks crow incessantly as
in early morning. During the eclipse of March,
1858, I witnessed, on the central line of eclipse at
Isham— the position which I selected for observing
this eclipse from—rooks returning in pairs, one
after the other; and on the increase of light, those
that had not reached the rookery were seen to turn
round abruptly in the air and retrace their flight
to the fields they had previously left. The tele-
graph posts on the railway were not visible at the
distance of a quarter of a mile ; whitewashed houses
had a decidedly warm yellow look, and the people,
who were congregated together in great numbers,
did not speak a single word, a death-like stillness
prevailing. Crocuses closed their blossoms, the air
became cold and more humid, and the wind, which
was blowing briskly, became almost motionless.
To ascertain the direction of the wind, I had taken _
light silk flag which was flying at full length until

the time of greatest obscuration, when it was ob
served to be lying close to the flag-pole. Many of
these particulars were further verified in the neigh
bourhood of the Highland House Observatory, 1)y
those whom I had left in charge. Flowers closed,
turkeys ran home from the fields, fowls went to roost,
peacocks flew into the trees, cows came to the gates
of the field awaiting to be fetched home, and ducks
wandered about the grass in search of snails, as they
do at dusk hour, whilst hares rose from their forms.
A person ploughing could not see the end of the fur-
row one hundred yards off, and another who had
tried ineffectually to light his pipe with a common
match on account of the strength of the wind, said
that at the time of greatest darkness he had not
the slighest difficulty. A fox-hunter described that
he was hunting, and the scent very good until the
centre of the eclipse, when all scent vanished, and
the sport had to be relinquished. In the eclipse of
1858, at the time of the greatest obscuration, the
darkness was not felt to be nearly as great as was
expected, especially to those who had no means of
testing it accurately, and the reason of this is very
easily explained. The sky was overcast, conse-
quently the pupil of the eye was much dilated, and
therefore enabled to take in a much larger surface
of what small amount of light remained

; and it

must be borne in mind that this was an annular
eclipse. Had the sky been cloudless, the pupil
would have contracted, and the loss of light conse-
quently rendered much more perceptible. As a
practical proof that there was a considerable amount
of darkness, the indices of some delicate thermo-
meters could not be read without the aid of a lamp

;

and again, on a subsequent date, during a thunder-
storm, when it was remarked by several persons that
the darkness was greater than in the eclipse (and
indeed it really appeared to be so,) nevertheless
the delicate instruments could be read without any
difficulty.

—

Recreative Science.

How guarded should we be when we speak to
the unhappy, whose sorrow and dejection are apt
to interpret into an unkind and bitter sense, every
expression that does not breathe the greatest gentle-
ness and affection

AN ORIENTAL SCENE.
While " Fanny Forester" sat by the bedside of her

dying husband in India, she composed a poem entitled
T.

of the most exquisite pictures of
Watchi
Driental scene ever painte

Sleep, love, sleep!
The dusty day is done.
Lo ! from afar the freshe

groves of balm,
ng breezes sweep,

Wide
Down from the towering pala.,
In at the open casement cooling run,
And round thy lowly bed,
Thy bed of pain,

Bathing thy patient head,
Like grateful showers of rain,
They come

;

While the white curtains, waving to and fro,
Fan the sick air;

And pityingly the shadows come and go
With gentle human care,
Compassionate and dumb.

The dusty day is done,
The night begun

;

While prayerful watch I keep.
Sleep, love, sleep

!

Is there no magic in the touch
Of fingers thou dost love so much ?
Fain would they scatter poppies o'er thee now:
Or, with its mute caress,
The tremulous lip some soft nepenthe press
Upon thy weary lid and aching brow;
While prayerful watch I keep.
Sleep, love, sleep I

On the pagoda spire
The bells are swinging,
Their little golden circlet in a flutter
With tales the wooing winds have dared to utter.
Till all are ringing,

As if a choir

Of golden-nested birds in heaven were singing:
And with a lulling sound
The music floats around,
And drops like balm into the drowsy ear;
Commingling with the hum
Of the Sepoy's distant drum,
And lazy beetle ever droning near,
Sounds these of deepest silence born.
Like night made visible by morn;
So silent that I sometimes start,
To hear the throbbings of my heart.
And watch with shivering sense of pain.
To see thy pale lids lift again.

The lizard w
Peeps from t:

At such strai

Then boldly
And looks about,
And with his hollow feet
Treads his small eveniti

Darting upon his prey.
In such a tricksy, winsome sort of way.
His delicate marauding seems no sia.
And still the curtains swing.
But noiselessly

;

The bells a melancholy murmur ring.
As tears were in the sky

:

Wore heavily the shadows fall,

Like the black foldings of a pall,
Where juts the rough beam from th
Tlie candles flare

With fresher gusts of air •

The beetle's drone
Turns to a dirge-like, solitary moan

;

Night deepens, and I sit, in cheerless doubt, alone.

eyes.itn Dis mouse-
he mortise in s

ige quiet after day's harsh dii

ventures out,

beat,

ill;

Selected.

I WILL BLES.S THE LORD AT ALL TI.\IES.'

thou whose bounty fills my cup
With every blessing meet,

1 give thee thanks for everv drop.
The bitter, and the sweet.

I praise thee for the desert road,
And for the river side,

For all thy goodness hath bestowed,
And all thy grace denied.

I thank thee both for smile and frown,
Both for the gain and loss

;

I praise thee for the future crown,
And for the present cross.

I thank thee for the rod of love,
Which stirred my worldly nest.

And for the stormy cloud that drove
The flutterer to l/iy breast.

I bless thee for

And for the i

And for this ca
Which nothing cai

e glad increase,

ningjoy,
and settled peace,

destroy.

Restoring the 5oi7.—Among the niysteric„
Nature's work, an incident of Cheshire farmin
related at the meeting of the New York Sta,
Agricultural Society, by J. Stanton Gould,
exceeding interest.

Cheshire, as everybody knows, is the most di;

tinguished in the kingdom for the richness of i

dairy products, and the farmers believe it is owin
to the fact that they returned to the earth all tha
the earth gave, as the reward of culture, except tb

k. Of that they formed the delicious produc
so identified with their name all over the world c

good eating. Superb, indeed, were their field;
They looked like the plains of the land that sprea>
out to sight when the river was passed.

But with all this richness of appearance, th
dairy product of Cheshire grew less, and as ii

England the aid of science to agriculture is no
deem unworthy, the savans were consulted. They
like sensible men, looked closest at that which wai
taken away, and they discovered in this that whicl
the milk needed—the phosphates—and they re-
commended an application of bone dust to the lands
Then orders went out for the terrible riches o
battle-fields, and the bones that whitened them—
monuments of great men, as the world calls thea

were brought over to England, peaceful Eno-land
over whose Edge Hill and xMarston Moor the°deep
grass had grown.
And those bones anticipated their destiny of dust

and were scattered over the meadows of Cheshire'
and in a short time the riches of that country was
the fat of land. Then some men thou.rht of the
strange steps in that history—of the food°that when
those bones were knit together in all the parts of the
human structure caused their increase, and by what
wild war of endurance and death they came to be
the soiirce of that which had been their own forma-
tion. Thus in the circle, the man living and dead,
goes from participation in the life above the earth
to the scarcely less mysterious life beneath the
earth.

Profitable and Safe.—To be bowed down under
a sense of our infirmities, is profitable to the best,
and safe at seasons for all ; and whilst we may
look upon these dispensations, as some small proof
that we are not left without chastisement and
fatherly correction

; they turn out not unfrequent-
ly, to be the forerunners of further displays of
mercy, and wholesome preparatives for usefulness
and enlargement. We often mar the benefits that
are in store for us, and the intended effects of our
trials, by too great eagerness for deliverance.—
Jokn Barclay.
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For " Tho Fiiend."

Wherever a diminution takes place of the reli-

giously experienced aicmbers of a meeting, it must
naturally aft'ect with sadness, those who are left, if

they retain a love for the cause of truth and right-

eousness, and are properly sensible of the great-

ness of the work of salvation. The society of simi-

lar purified spirits, has a cheering influence upon

each other. The recollection of beloved Friends

residing within convenient reach, having constantly

in view the glory of their great Creator, walking

by the same rule, and minding the same thing, is

a source of comfort and support, often without any

outward channel of knowing one another's thoughts.

There is a coumiunion in spirit, and a strength in

the remembrance that they have the same cup of

suffering to partake of, the same constant need of

keeping a single eye to the Rock of defence, the

same divine love at times shed abroad in their

hearts, and access to the same river that makes
glad the city of God. In these reflections there is

consolation, and the recollection that association

with each other is easily attained at any time, often

satisfies the mind without immediate intercourse.

This is a fellowship which true Friends enjoy, known
by the sanctified in Christ Jesus in precious de-

grees; but where the number of this character is

few, and they are necessarily far distant, the

strength and comfort derived from the countenance

ancf religious help of such, must be much withdrawn,

While we mourn to see our beloved Society di-

minishing in number in any place, we greatly want
to see those we have in membership, more redeem-

ed from the world, becoming more deeply inte-

rested in their own salvation, more weighty in spi-

rit, more expanded by experience in divine things

and preparing to be pillars in the church; so that

they may be fitted for judges and counsellors,

elders and overseers, and ministers of the word of

life, as the Head of the church may see fit to call

and anoint for the work to which He allots them
In how many meetings is it diflieult to find those,

who have been made wise in the things of the hea-

venly kingdom by obedience to the Truth, ready

to be placed in the stations of elders and overseers

where they are wanted.

The Hicksite separation drew off many youn;

members, who, had not that heresy divided am

I

scattered the Society, might have been planted in

i
the house of the Lord, and fioarished in the courts

!
of our God. Not only have they been scattered

I but it is to be feared that not a few have been al-

! most irretrievably poisoned in their principles. Be-

; fore Elias Hicks could make a thorough inroad on

I
the peace and harmony of the Society, many of the

i
substantial ministers and elders had been removed

;
by death. Emigration to the west bad also thinned

out the members in some places, and as the aged

I
and experienced ones died, the rising generation

I were left more exposed to his sophistry, to the love

; of novelty and change, and the desire to throw off

i
the restraints, maintained by the faithful adherents

I

to the christian principles and order, which had
i existed from the rise of the Society. They then

, wanted a government of their own, with an " un-

l shackled ministry," and liberty unrestrained to

hold and advocate such opinions as they might
' choose, and a course of conduct that would accord

with their inclination, without being subject to dis-

ciplinary restrictions. This libertinism gave a great

shock to the society, which had for nearly two
hundred years been almost universally bound to-

gether in unity of faith, and a general diffusion of

love and kindness towards one another. Some
other doctrines were also spread, which those who
Stood upon the ancient ground, could not approve,

so that the society was still further divided ; while

a spiritual exercise for preservation on tho immo- he prophesied, the breath came into them, and they

vable Rock, was greatly lessened in many. Ad- lived, and stood up upon their feet, an exceeding

verse opinions on the subjects of worship, ministry great army." Those who wish to see the Society

and prayer, have been latterly set afloat, and a renewed and re-establi.shed in its former vigour

constant practical reliance upon the guidance of and beauty, must come to the light of Christ, wait

the Holy Spirit in the decisions of the church, and

in the administration of tho discipline, have iDcen,

it is to be feared, much lost sight of, in many
places. Different views of proposed measures have

been taken by members, wbo profess the original

faith, which have produced alienation, and abated

the love which ought to subsist among brethren,

and has become another cause of weakness in the

society.

Although there are evidences that not a few are

increasingly alive to all these causes of diflioulty,

and are gathering more into the quiet habitation,

from the strife of tongues, being brought to see that

all must come back to the only safe ground of re-

liance upon the Lord alone, to know Him to rule

and reign in his church, and in his people indivi-

dually, yet much unsettlement remains. Self-

confidence, the pride of man, and a disregard of

the exercise and judgment of sound, experienced

members, are too much indulged by some, affect-

ing their vision and safety, and standing in the

way of our restoration to peace and harmony, and

the right support of our ancient testimonies. Have

not the results of divisions of meetings been suffi-

ciently tested to show, that instead of refining the

Society, and enabling it to uphold with more effect

the doctrines of Truth, and the fruits of a gospel

spirit, every additional division weakens it, and

those engaged in producing them ; and puts further

off the probability of recovering its former strength,

and the sweet unity and fellowship it mostly en-

joyed, before any attempts, either by Elias Hicks

or any other, since his death, were made, to change

the compact of gospel principles, which held it to-

gether as an outward bond.

If the love of the world, its maxims and honours

have blinded its members, so as to disable them

from seeing the heavenly excellency of the Truth,

and of walking in the pathway of holiness, and

prepared them to adopt strange views, it is plain,

that before the Society is restored, the causes of

our degeneracy must be removed, and the mem
bers individually must come back to the true faith

and foundation ; not in opinion only, but in bring-

ing forth the fruits of the Spirit, and fulfilling the

great commandment, "Thou shalt love the Lord

thy God with all thy heart, and with all thy soul

and with all thy mind, and with all thy strength
;

and thou shalt love thy neighbour as thyself;"

which can only be done through obedience to the

manifestations of the Holy Spirit in the heart, and

the offers of saving help from it to the soul. When
all are brought and abide here, the doctrines which

the Lord opened to Friends in the beginning, will

be made plain, and accepted, and defended, and

lived up to, in the love of Christ and by the obe

dicnce of faith. Then the same christian unity

and love will be restored amongst us universally

the healing waters will close up the wounds which

the world and the devices of Satan, and the de-

ceivableness of unrighteousness, operating thrqugh

pretended reformers of faith and practice, have

effected upon us.

No contrivances of man whatever, will restore

health and brotherly union to the diseased body.

He who brought us together out of various denom-

inations, can alone do it by the working of his

mighty power ; as the prophet saw in the vision of

the dry bones, representing the condition of the

house of Israel ; when " the bones came together,

bone to his bone, and the sinews and the flesh oame

upon them, the skin covered them above ;
and as

upon the Lord to show them their condition, whe-
ther they have forsaken the Fountain of living

waters, and have hewn to themselves broken cis-

terns that can hold no water : whether they have

been attempting to steady the ark, or to defend the

Truth in their own wills and strength ; or whether
they have been despising the just conclusions of the

body, and the men-servants and maid-servants who
have patiently borne suffering for their Lord and

his cause, in conscientiously adhering to all our

religious principles. All that have departed from

humble abiding in Christ, not taking up the

cross, even to what worldly wise men esteem little

things, and denying self, must renounce their own
will and imaginary wisdom, and by the transform-

ing power of Divine grace, be changed into the

state of a little child ; led about by the hand of

the Shepherd, and taught and fed and defended by
Him, that they may grow to the stature of a per-

fect man in Christ Jesus.

We believe there are spread through all parts

of our religious Society, living members, many of

whom are plunged at times into great distress for

the degeneracy of their people ; and the Lord is

enabling them to put up their prayers to Him for

themselves and their brethren. And we trust that

He has, in his mercy, begun once more to preach

good tidings to the meek, to bind up the broken-

hearted, to proclaim liberty to the captive, the

opening of the prison to them that are bound. He
will comfort all that mourn, give beauty for ashes,

the oil of joy for mourning, and the garment of

praise for the spirit of heaviness. In his time,

these shall build the old wastes, they shall raise up

the former desolations ; and strangers shall be

brought in to feed the flocks, and the sons of the

alien shall be ploughmen and vine-dressers.

Ap2}Ie- Tree Roots.—Farmers ought to know
more of the spread of apple tree roots. We some-

times hear people say that these roots spread out as

far as the limbs. Therefore, when they set a tree,

they dig around it, and cultivate the soil as far

from the trunk as the roots are supposed to extend.

We have heard old farmers assert that, in their

opinion, the roots of the apple-tree extend out as

far from the trunk as do the limbs of the tree. This

is admitting a great deal, for many farmers go on

the supposition that the roots are not half as long

as the branches; therefore they dig a small hole in

a grass field, as large as a wash-tub, and expect a

tree to thrive and make limbs, when the roots have

no chance to extend and obtain nourishment from

the soil. We find in our own orchard, set out but

seven years ago, that the roots of the trees now

extend from tree to tree, twenty-five feet apart.

The ground has been tilled ever since the trees

were set; therefore, the roots have not been obliged

to contend with the green sward. It is folly to

set trees of any kind in sward land. Digging

around the trees a few feet will not answer the pur-

po.se. When you set a tree, let the roots have

a chance to spread, or you lose your labour.

—

Ploughman.

It is not right to judge of another by thine own

pattern. Art thou a warm and active christian?

condemn not him whose endowments may be more

placid and contemplative than thine. He who

now creeps as a snail, in humble silence, may by

one lift of divine power, be raised higher than

thou art. " Many that are first, shall be last."
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The Poiso7ious Winds of India.—At the last

meetiog of the Meteorological Society of London,
a paper was read on dust storms and dust columns,

and the simoon, or poisonous winds of India, by
H. Cook, M. D. The author remarked that there

are certain days in which, however hard and vio-

lent the wind may blow, little or no dust accom-
panies it ; while at other times every little puff of

air or current of wind raises up and carries with it

clouds of dust, and at these times the individual

particles of sand appear to be in such an electrified

condition that they are ever ready to repel each
other, and are consequently disturbed from their

position, and carried up into the air with the slight-

est current. To so great an extent does this some-
times exist, that the atmosphere is positively filled

with dust, and when accompanied by a stron"
wind nothing is visible at a few yards, and the sun
at noon-day is obscured. This condition of the

atmosphere is evidently accumulative, it increases

by degrees till the climax is reached, when, after a
certain time, usually about twenty-four hours, the

atmosphere is cleared, and equanimity is restored.

Dust columns appear under a similar condition

of electrical disturbance or intensity. On calm,

quiet days, when hardly a breath of air is stirring,

and the sun pours down his heating rays with full

force, little circular eddies are seen to arise in the
atmosphere near the surface of the ground. These
increase in force and diameter, till a column is

formed of great height and diameter, which usually

remains stationary for some time, and then sweeps
away across the country at great speed, and ulti-

mately, losing the velocity of its circular movement,
dissolves and disappears. The author had seen
in the valley of Mingochav, which is only a few
miles across, and surrounded by high hills, on a

day when not a breath of air stirred, twenty of
these columns. These seldom changed their places,

or but slowly moved across the level tract, and they
never interfered with each other.

The author then spoke of the simoon, that deadly
wind, which occasionally visits the deserts of Cut-
chee and Upper Scinde, which is sudden and sin-

gularly fatal in its occurrence, invisible, intangible,
and mysterious. Its nature alike unknown, as
far as the author is aware— to the wild, untutored
inhabitants of the country which it frequents, as to

the European man of science, its effects only are
visible— its presence made manifest in the sudden
extinction of life, whether of animal or vegetable,
over which its influence has extended. The author
gives the results of his information respecting the
simoon as follows :

1. It is sudden in its attack.

2. It is sometimes preceded by a cold current
of air.

3. It occurs in the hot month;
and July.

4. It takes place by night as well as day.
5. Its course is straight and defined.

6. Its passage leaves a narrow "knife-like" tract.

7. It burns up or destroys the vitality of animal
and vegetable existence in its path.

8. It is attended by a well-marked sulphurous
odour.

9. It is described as being like the blast of a
furnace, and the current of air in which it passes
is evidently greatly heated.

10. It is not accompanied by dust, thunder, or
lightning.

thereof; by which the aiBiotions of the distressed

will be mitigated, and even outward substance ren-

dered a means of laying up a good foundation
against the time to coiue :

" For he that hath pity

upon the poor, lendeth to the Lord, and that which
he hath given, will he pay him again."

bs—usually June

1757. Those in affluence especially ought ever
to bear in mind, that none are intrusted with
riches that they may indulge themselves in plea-
sures, or for the gratification of luxury, ambition,
or vain glory, but to do good and to communicate

Summary Punishment.—While Howard was
in the Dardanelles, on his way to Constantinople,

an instance of this kind occurred, and it formed
one of the topics of conversation for some time
after. One day, the grand chamberlain, the func-

tionary charged with the supply of bread to the
capital, received a summons to attend the grand
vizier ; and surrounding himself with all the pomp
and circumstance of his oifice, he repaired to the
palace of the latter.

" Why is the bread so bad ?" asked the great
Turk, with the laconism of his race.

"Because the harvest has been bad," was the
prompt reply.

Apparently satisfied with this answer the first

speaker continued :
" Why is the weight so short ?"

On this point the answer was not so ready; in-

deed, a good excuse was impossible. The minis-
ter did not dare to deny the fact, and tried the
policy of extenuation.

"That," he said, "may have happened in one or

two instances out of the immense number of loaves
required for so large a city; but care shall be taken
that it does not occur again."

No more was said. The grand chamberlain,
dismissed, left the palace with his train, and was
returning home in great state, when an executioner,
sent after him from the vizier, overtook him in the
street, and without a word of parley, struck off his

head, in the midst of his followers. For three
days his body lay in the public thoroughfare where
it had fallen, to satisfy the people of his death :

and three light loaves were placed beside it, to de-
note the crime for which he had suffered so severe
a penalty.

1723. As parents have a natural right to ap-
prove of and consent to the marriage" of their

children, so this meeting doth earnestly desire that
Friends' children would consult and advise with
their parents and guardians, in that great and
weighty point so essential to their happiness and
comfort, before they let out their minds, or do en-
tangle their affections. The too frequent examples
that have happened to the contrary, have caused
lamentation in honest parents, and great affliction

to themselves.

THE FRIEND.
ELEVENTH MONTH 3,

When recurring to the beautiful harmony and
christian zeal which characterized the religious

Society of Friends, in its earlier days, and con-
trasting its then flourishing condition with its pre-
sent broken ranks and isolated members, and the
great lapse, in many places, from a faithful sup-
port of the doctrines and testimonies it is its duty
to maintain, it is very natural for its sincere lovers

to feel, as though nothing but increased degeneracy
could be anticipated, as the final result. But there
are considerations which ought to modify such a
conclusion, and to console the true mourner for the

ictions of his people ; while they animate him to

ewed dedication in the labour and suffering

necessary to bring about the good, designed to be
accomplished thereby, by Him whose mercy is over
all his works.

We think that the history of our religious So
ciety, for some years back, strikingly illustrate,

two effects resulting from the love of wealt
and the prevalence of a worldly spirit within it

borders. The first is the benumbing, paralyzin
influence they have had upon very many, who wer
thereby rendered unfit for, and indifferent to th'

performance of the duties that would have bee)l
rightly laid upon them, had they become trui

members of the militant church; and the other i

the ambition they have finally awakened in th(

hearts of many, claiming to be interested in thi

Society's welfare, to make it rank high among th(

denominational churches, by an increase of it:

power through numbers and mental culture.

In proportion as the members have approximatec
to the world, in their habits and associations, and
accustomed themselves to draw their strenu'th and
enjoyment from its turbid streams, the deceiving
spirit has led them to conclude that the ability of the
Society, and its opportunity to do good, would be
consonant with the position for respectability and
learning it could assume in the world ; and that

this is to be attained, by the multiplication of means
for enlisting the members in so-called religious

activity, in diffusing a knowledge of the Scriptures,

and labouring in the cause of philanthropy and
benevolence. As this delusion has gained ground,
the doctrine of the immediate guidance of the Holy
Spirit, and the absolute necessity for its qualifying
power in every act of worship, and for conducting
the affairs of the church, has been more or less

rejected or lost sight of, and many of the humbling,
elf-denying testimonies which Friends were raised

p to maintain, have been lightly esteemed or en-
tirely disregarded.

It is very natural for us all to desire, that the
religious Society to which we belong, and to which
our forefathers have belonged, should stand high in

the estimation of all men, and be considered as

influential for good in the world. But let us not
forget, that a church may be apparently strong
from the number of its adherents, and the men of

intellect and learning, and the men of wealth, it

may number among its members; and it may be
largely engaged in building up a system of religion

that will enable it to maintain an imposing array
of works, and so far accord with the maxims and
fashions of the world, as to make it popular among
a clasis, that would be christians without bearing
the daily cross ; so that it may suppose itself to

be " rich and increased with goods, and to have
need of nothing," and yet, in the sight of Him
who "walks in the midst of the golden candle-

sticks," it may be " wretched and miserable, and
poor and blind and naked."
How far this may have been, or now is the con-

dition of the religious Society of Friends, it is not

for us to say ; but we think it mu<t be granted by
that it has not kept faithfully in the " good old

way," in which it ran with alacrity, when blessed

th the dew of its youth, and its dependence for

strength and guidance was more continually and
nreservedly upon the secret revelations of the

will of its Almighty and Omniscient Head and
High Priest. In those days, it was poor, compara-
tively illiterate, despised, and without worldlypolish
or influence. Its most zealous and highly gifted

nembers, were often shut up for months and years
n noisome dungeons and prison-houses, while their

families were obliged to struggle for the bread
necessary to support life ; so greedy were the ruth-

hands stretched forth to despoil them. But
they were an upright, a spiritually-minded, a zeal-

ous, and a humble people, living in watchfulness
and prayer; and in their assemblies for divine
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worship and for transacting the affairs of the

phurch, the power and presence of their great

Lawgiver and King wore patiently waited for, and

sensibly known and felt. Here was the secret of

the great influence they obtained, uotwithstandiug

the world heaped upon them persecution and con-

tempt. Keeping close to their crucified but all-con-

'ijuering Captain, and bearing his cross daily. He
'made them "the light of the world;" and as a

'jity set upon a hill, that could not be hid.

]3'it how is the gold become dim ! how is the

most fine gold changed !

However, many may seem disposed to doubt or to

'3eny it, or may glory in the cunning workmanship

jf their own hands as the means of restoration,

ihere is but one way, by which the Society can be

OTOught back to its original standing and har-

icnony ; and that is " not by might or by power,

but by my Spirit, aaith the Lord of hosts." All

jther means, however specious their appearance to

he eye of human wisdom, and however plausible

he reasoning, by which they may be recommended
IS adapted to the circumstances of the times, or

he peculiar condition of the members or meetings,

ipill no more bring us back to original purity, and

genuine religious exercise and authority, than the

waters of Damascus would have washed away the

eprosy of Naaman, and restored his flesh like

into that of a little child.

May not then the present divided condition of

he Society, if allowed to have its proper effect

ipon the members who are really attached to its

loctrincs and testimonies, in turning them to the

Ijord, help in bringing it back to a state of more
ervent piety and religious watchfulness, more
;odly zeal, and a more practical adherence to its

'.ardinal doctrine of the absolute necessity for the

lirection, the authority and the help of the Holy
spirit, in everything pertaining to the salvation of

he soul, and the performance of all religious acts ?

.t certainly may ; and will, if it humbles our pride,

lestroys our self-reliance, drives us to where ac-

leptable prayer is wont to be made, and helps us

be watchful over our own spirits.

1 Especially should it make the members of Ohio
imd Philadelphia Yearly Meetings mindful of their

esponsibilities, in these respects, to themselves, to

he whole church, and to its adorable Head. Those

ueetings occupy a peculiar and, in some respects,

I trying position. Doubtless their members would

ejoice, if it were rightly changed. But the train

'f events which has resulted in this position, inter-

upting epistolary correspondence, had not its

irigin with them ; nor can they be justly charged

fith any compromise of the doctrines, or departure

Irom the discipline of the Society. Believing that

ts faith and its principles of church government
lave been violated, and their existence endangered,

hey have frankly said so, and pointed out where

be violations existed, and the dangerous conse-

uences necessarily resulting therefrom ; informing

beir brethren why they felt it laid upon them to

3Stify against these manifest and hurtful innova-

ions, and to do what they could to preserve their

iwn members, and if possible, the whole Society,

rom the devastating consequences their unrebuked

oleration must inevitably produce. But, unhap-
ily, the ear was not open in other Yearly Meet-

Jgs, to hear their warning voice, or to listen to

beir pleadings to look upon this important and
eeply affecting subject in the light in which it

resented itself to them, and, as brethren of the

ame household of faith, to unite in probing the

ause of disunity and divi.-ion to the bottom, and
laving that which let and hindered, removed out

f the way. On the contrary, these two meetings

-fere treated as factious, and as troublers of the

church; their motives and objects were misrepre-

sented by many, misunderstood, and resented, as

though they aimed at something else than what
they declared to be their sole object, the defence

and support of the Truth.

Much unmerited reproach might have I

spared, much crimination and obloquy—from

abroad and at home—escaped, could these two

meetings have laid aside their scruples and con-

victions, and quietly acquiesced in treating with

indifference, for the future, this painful subject
;

which, for years, had clothed the minds of their

most dovoted, and most deeply experienced mem-
bers with distress and anxious concern, under a

firm conviction that the best interests of the So-

ciety they dearly loved, were directly involved in

its clear exposition and right settlement. But this

immunity from the trials these meetings have long

had, and now have to bear, must have been pur-

chased by a sacrifice of principle ; a conscious and
wilful departure from what they believed to be the

path of known duty ; and surely no true Friend

no worthy representative of those noble Quakers
who counted bars and bolts as jewels, rather than

violate their consciences, but would feel that all

the difficulties and privations that may be permit-

ted to attend their faithfulness to what they believe

to be right, are as nothing compared with paying
such a price.

The course, then, taken by these two meetings

being in maintenance or defence of principles, which
all true Friends believe to be of vital importance

to the well-being, and even the existence of our

religious Society, nothing ought to be done by them
that will compromise those principles, or derogate

from theircontiuued consistent support as heretofore.

We know there are not a few of the members of

other Yearly Meetings, who have entire unity with

that course ; and who confidently trust that by
these meetings faithfully maintaining the position

assigned them, they may be instrumental in stay-

ing the tide of change and defection that is so

fearfully undermining the original character and

religious standing of the society, and in finally unit-

ing all its consistent members in the support of its

faith and discipline. It is of little consequence

what may be said in derogation of the motives that

prompted the good men and women, who first

pointed out the cause for, and took a prominent

part in enabling these meetings to bear their testi-

mony against the spread of unsound sentiments,

and a course in violation of the acknowledged prin-

ciples of our church government. Blost of them

are now gathered to their everlasting reward : the

unjust accusations of being influenced by ignorance,

by envy, by jealousy, or by self-righteousness, can

do thera no harm ; nor should they influence those

who are striving to walk in their footsteps. Time
has established the correctness of the judgment
first come to upon the subjects referred to ; and the

course of events within the society at the present

day, is strikingly illustrating the clearness of spi-

ritual vision and the nice discernment, which, un-

der the guidance of divine wisdom, dictated that

judgment. Witness the authorized abandonment
of plainness in speech, behaviour and apparel ; the

open admission of mixed marriages; the cultiva-

tion of music ; the free mingling of members with

others of different religious persuasions in Bible

readings and expositions; the unrebuked attend-

ance, in many places, of members who take part in

directing the affairs of the society, at meetings for

stated prayer; and other departures which we need

not name, and which, alas ! have become so fami-

liar, as to excite little attention among many of the

members ; and beside these, the separations and
divisions that have sprung from the same root.

The contemplation of those departures, and the
popularity of the system, which initiated and sanc-
tions them, is saddening and discouraging. But;

if this, and the consciousness of the responsibility of
the position they occupy, by humbling the members
who have openly taken a stand against error, bring
them under a proper sense of their own weakness
and unworthiness, and their entire insufiiciency of
themselves to contend with the difficulties, and to

extricate the church from its lapsed condition, so

that they, individually, and the Yearly Meetings
to which they belong, shall be led to apply, in liv-

ing faith, to the only and all-sufficient Source of
help; and under the ability and authority thus
afforded them, to labour to prevent the spread of
these innovations within their own borders ; their

having been set apart by the other Yearly Meet-
ings, and epistolary intercourse suspended, may
have been a real benefit to them, and may finally

result in good to the whole body.
The brethren of Joseph took offence at him, be-

cause he narrated to them a true vision; they
called him a dreamer, and consigned him to a pit

;

but his rejection and humiliation did not prevent
Him who saw his sufferings and knew his integrity,

from employing him in bringing about his own pur-

poses, and making him the instrument to save thoie

who conspired against him, with their families,

from perishing in the time of famine. Let then
each member, according to his and her measure,
seek to be clothed with that meekness and patience,

which will enable them to bear the labour and pri-

vations of the prison-house; without seeking to

deliver themselves in their own time, and by tneir

own contrivance. Wait with resignation for the

summons of the king ; striving, in the meantime,
to maintain a constant watch lest they give way to

temptation to swerve from purity and uprightness;

or to let the testimony of Truth fall from their hands
by a tacit compliance with that they have openly
condemned ; or by gradually sliding into a prac-

tical disregard of the same testimonies which some
other Yearly Meetings appear, by their decisions,

to have virtually set aside.

It is thus that we can readily understand how
a great good may be finally educed from the

present broken ranks of the society, and the posi-

tion of those two meetings, which are supposed by
their fellow members to have been unnecessarily

sensitive and alarmed about the doctrines and dis-

cipline of the society. But we are equally con-

vinced that no good can arise from Friends allow-

ing their minds to become soured towards, or

estranged from those of their brethren, who, they

are sincerely persuaded, have, in this dark and
cloudy day, withdrawn from a consistent support
of soaie of our important doctrines and testimonies.

They may feel it a close trial to suffer by the hands
of their fellow members, for what they believe to be

the truth, and for conscience' sake ; but shall they

allow feelings of estrangement and dislike to take
the place of former love and fellowship, so that

they shall gradually become entirely forgetful of

the numerous points and interests, both as to

doctrines and discipline, upon which they still

agree ? We trust not.

Let it not be forgotten, that within every Yearly
Meeting in the society, there are yet preserved

those who are sincerely attached to its original

principles and testimonies; and who, like them-
selves, are longing for a brighter day, when these

principles and testimonies shall be more faithfully

supported by all who bear the name of Friends.

Should we become entirely alienated from our
brethren of those meetings, we shall mar our own
peace and religious standing, and greatly injure

the cause we profess to espouse. Katlier let us act
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in accordance with that Spirit which prompted the ii^my in this engagemeat to have beea 4500
apostle to declare to his brethren, " My heart's de^

sire and prayer to God for Israel is, that they
might be saved. For I bear them record that they
have a zeal for God, but not according to know-
ledge." Thus endeavouring to keep the unity of
the Spirit in the bond of peace among ourselves,

and not faltering in rightly contending for the
faith once delivered to the saints, we may " stand
fast in one spirit, with one mind, striving together
for the faith of the gospel ;"' and patiently wait and
quietly hope for the coming of the day to our poor,
chastened Society, when—her wounds being healed
and unfeigned love restored—the command will go
forth, "Arise, shine, for thy light is come, and the

glory of the Lord is risen upon the

The following notice has been handed to us for

insertion in " The Friend," and at the same time
we have had an opportunity to peruse a letter from
a Friend in Indiana, who speaks from personal
knowledge, confirming the truth of the accounts
publi.-hed in the newspaper.*, of the starving and
suffering condition of most of the inhabitants of

the southern section of Kansas. In those settle-

ments where there is food enough for those ordi-

narily residing in them, famine threatens them in

consequence of the influx of men, women and chil-

dren from less favoured portions of the country.
"" appears to have been an almost entire fail-Ther
ure of crops, owing to the long continued drought,
and the pasture having been destroyed, the cattle'

are dying in large numbers. There are members
of our religious Society residing in the territory,

who, in common with their fellow settlers, are likely

to suffer severely. We commend the subject to the
attention and liberality of our readers.

As Friends are no doubt aware, there is a great
amount of sufTering in Kan3as, in consequence of the
drought which desolated so large a portion of that ter-
ritory, during the summer months. It is proposed to
send to a responsible Friend there, some supplies of
clothing, Ac, which he will distribute principally among
members of our religious Society. Any donations of
clothing or money sent to Samoel R. Shipley, 112 Ches-
nut street, Philadelphia, or to Elliston P. Morris, Ger-
mantown, will be forwarded as above stated.

Tenth mo. 29th, 1860.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Europe.—News from England to the 17th ult.
The Liverpool cotton market was active, with an ad-

vance of 1-lBrf. a id. per pound. The Manchester trade
report states, that the market for yarns had an improv-
ing tendency, while that for cotton cloths was steady.
American flour was quoted at from 28«. to 30s. GJ. ; red
Western wheat, Us. 6d. a 12«. Gd. per cental; white
Southern, 14«.

;
yellow corn, 36s. 6!^. a 37s. : white, 39«

a 41s.
'

The Sardinian Chamber of Deputies has voted to an-
nex Southern Italy to Piedmont, the vote being nearly
unanimous. Cavour urged the matter in a strong^speech
in which he declared that Rome is to be the capital of
United Italy, which, he hoped, would eventually include
Venetia also.

The Russian and Prussian ambassadors have present-
ed formal protests against the Sardinian invasion of the
Kingdom of Naples. The Russian ambassador at Turin,
it is said, will demand his passports, if no attention is
paid to the protest. The great Powers, except Encrland,
had signifled to the Turin Cabinet the non-recogliition
of the blockade of Gaeta. Victor Emmanuel was to en-
ter Naples on the 17th. He had already entered the
Neapolitan town of Guilannove, amid the enthusiastic
cries of the populace.
The King of Naples has a large and well disciplined

army, which remains faithful to his cause. He com-
manded in person at the battle of Volturno, exhibiting
great and unexpected bravery. The engagement was a
sanguinary one, several thousand men being killed and
wounded on both sides. The King's troops at first over-
powered the revolutionists, but were 6nally driven back
to Capua. The Paris Patrie states the loss "of Garibaldi's

rhile
that of the Roy
France is stated to have supplied Sardinia with 50,-

000 muskets, and eleven millions of percussion caps.
The monthly returns of the Bank of France show a

decrease in the cash on hand of ninety-one million
francs, and an increase in the bills discounted of nearly
twenty-nine millions.

A vote on the question of annexation to Sardinia was
to be taken in Sicily on the 21st ult.

The Roman Journal announces that the sum contri-
buted by the faithful in aid of the Holy See, was 1,600,-
000 crowns, and that it had all been expended.
The continued preparations for war by the Austrian

government had given rise to a report that a forward
movement was in contemplation.
The London Globe asserts that Austria's preparations

were caused by the threats of Garibaldi, and that she
has no aggressive intentions.

Advices from China state, that the allied troops had
reached the Peiho, and established camps at Pehtang
They found the northern and southern forts evacuated,
and attacked the Tartar camp, when the Chinese lied in
disorder.

At the departure of the mail, the allies were opposite
the Taku forts, where the Chinese had made prepara-
tions for resistance. The forts were to be attacked on
the 15th of Eighth month.
Shanghai was attacked by the rebels on the 18th of

Eighth month. The rebels were repulsed.
United States. —The Kansas Land Safes.—Notwith-

standing the urgent solicitations for the postpouement
of the Kansas land sale*, in consequence of the pre;
distress in that territory, the Secretary of the Interior
has not regarded it as proper, under the existing laws, to
recommend the President to allow the sales to be post-

ned.

Ohio.—The population of this State by the late census,
is said to be 2,555,982. The increase since 1850 has
been nearly 600,000.

Delaware.—According to the census returns, this State
has a population of 1 10,542 free persons, and 1805 slaves
—in all, 112,347 inhabitants. There are in the State
19,257 dwellings, 6,666 farms and 615 slave owners.
The increase in the population since 1850 is 19,815. The
number of slaves has decreased 485.
New rbri.—Mortality last week, 390.
Philadelphia.—V.ovt&Mty last week, 228. The new tur-

bine water wheels, now being constructed in this city, for
the extension of the water works at Fairraount, will be the
largest ever made in this country, each of them being
nine feet in diameter, two feet more than the one now in
use at Fairraount. It is calculated that the three new
wheels will force as much water into the reservoir as
the eight breast wheels and the turbine, just doubling
the capacity of the works.

The Markets.—The following were the quotations on
the 29th ult. A^'ew For*—Sales of 190,500 bushels of
beat, at $1.75 for white Michigan; §1.44 a §1,48, fair

t^o good white Ohio
;
§1.32 a $.134 for red Western and

State
;
oats, 38 cts. a 39 cts.

;
yellow corn, 72 cts. a 73

cts.
;
mixed, 68 cts. a 69 cts. Philadelphia—Red wheat,

Sl.32aSl.33; white, $1.40 a §1-50; yellow corn, 72
cts. a 73 cts. ; oats, 35 cts. a 36 cts. For some time past
the market for beef cattle has been well supplied, anc
prices have had a downward tendency. Such has been th(
case the past week, the supply being beyond the demand
The offerings this week amounted to 2603 head of fat
and stock cattle, and the former sold at from $7-50 to
S8 25 per 100 lbs. net, that is 45 lbs. off every 100 which
the beef may weigh upon the hoof. This is a decline of
about 25 cents on the 100 lbs. for the best stock. The
stock cattle which are mostly bought for gVazing farms
in New Jersey, sold at from $2.50 to $3.00 per 100 lbs.
live weight. Baltimore—Red wheat, $1.25 a $1,37;
white, $1.45 a $1.65; yellow corn, 66 cts. a 68 cts.;
white, 71 cts. a 73 cts.

Slaves Bmancipated.—Tbe Paris (Ky.) Citizen says-
Noah Spear left here the other day for Xenia, Ohio,
taking with him a family of valuable negroes, consisting
of a man, his wife, and two children, whom he has eman-
pated and handsomely provided for. He purchased

them an excellent fVirm, at a cost of nearly fifty dollars
gave them a wagon and pair of mules, a large

quantity of provisions, &c. This is the second lot of
groes, N. Spear has taken to the same place.
Miscellaneous.—The Population of Spain.—A. late enu-

meration shows that Spain has 15,464,000 inhabitants
The four largest cities are Madrid with 281,170 inhabit-
ants, Barcelona with 183,787, Seville with 112,529, and
Valencia with 106,435.

iXewspapers in Great Britain and the United States.—
There are at present 411 journals published in England;

22 in Wales; 121 in Scotland; 123 in Ireland; and 11
in the Channel Islands. There are thus in the whole
United Kingdom, 688

;
while in the State of New York

alone, there were in 1858, 613. Pennsylvania had 418 :

Ohio, 393; Massachusetts, 223
; Illinois, 221

; Virginia,
138

; Missouri, 103, and the remaining States and Ter-
ritories, 1643.

News from the Hayes Arctic Expedition.—The United
States vice-consul at Copenhagen, Denmark, furnishes
the gratifying intelligence that an " otficial" package
from Dr. Hayes, commander of the Arctic expedition,
had been received by one of the Royal Greenland Com-
pany's vessels from Upernavik. This assures the friends
of the expedition of the prompt arrival of Dr. Hayes at
the port nearest the field of his labour.

Superiority ofAmerican Ships.—The clipper ship Light-
ning, built by Donald M'Kay, in Boston, Mass., for Bain's
line between Liverpool and Australia, has beaten every
ship on that route. In 14 voyages out ani^ back, her
average time was only 77 days, the shortest passag

'

ing 63.} days, the longest 88 days. The American built
ship Red Jacket is also very fast, and is in the same
line. In 17 voyages her average time, out and back,
was only 80 days.

RECEIPTS.
Received from Thomas Lee, Pa., $2, vol. 34 ; from

J. Huestis, agt., U., for Burwell Peebles, $2, vol
from Geo. M. Eddy, agt., Mass., $2, vol. 34, and for Benj!
Tucker and Saml. Tucker, §2 each, vol. 34.

A Stated Meeting of the " Female Society of Philadel-
phia for the Relief and Employment of the Poor," wilt
be held at the House of Industry, No. 112 N. Seventh
street, on Seventh-day, Eleventh month 3d, at half past
three o'clock. Jplian.na Randolph, Clerk.

WEST-TOWN BOARDING-SCHOOL.
The Winter session of the school will commence on

Second-day, the 5th of the Eleventh month. Pupils will
be conveyed from the city to the Street Road station on
the new Philadelphia and West Chester railroad, where
conveyances will be in waiting to take them to th
school, on the arrival of the 7.45, 10, and 2.30 trains oi

Second-day, the 5th, and Third-day, the 6th. The pas
senger depot is at the corner of Thirty-first and Market
streets, West Philadelphia. The Market street pass

- railroad cars pass the depot. Baggage mav be l_ _

the depot, corner of Eighteenth and Market streets, or
to the passenger depot, West Philadelphia. If sei
the depot at Eighteenth and Market streets, it should be

i an hour before the departure of the trains. Tic
be furnished by the ticket agent at the depo
pupils as have been regularly entered, which

the stage fare from the station, will be charged to the
ipil at the school.
The stage will connect with the early morning train

from the city daily, (except First-day,) and also with the
1.45 train to the city, if there are passengers.
Small packages for the pupils and others left at

Friends' bookstore. No. 304 Arch street, before twelve
o'clock on Sixth-days, will be forwarded to the school.
Letters are to be forwarded through the post-office,
directed to West-town Boarding-School, Street Road
P. 0., Chester Co., Pa.

Tenth mo. 23d, 1860.

depart:

WEST-TOWN SCHOOL.
A Friend is wanted as Teacher of Reading in the Boys

f this Institution. Applv to
Samuel Hilles, Wilmington, Del.
James Emle.v, West Chester, Chester Co., Pa.
Alfred Cope, Germantown, Pa.

Sixth mo. 6th, 1860.

WEST-TOWN SCHOOL.
A Friend is wanted to fill the station of Governor i

he Boys' department of ihis Institution.
Application may be made to Nathan Sharpless, Cor

cord. Pa.
:
Samuel Hilles, Wilmington, Del. ; Jame

Emlen, West Chester, Pa.; or Thomas Evans, p'hilad.
Twelfth mo., 1859.

Died, on Fourth-day, the 24th inst., Mary N. Smith,
in the seventy-seventh year of her age, widow of the
late Stephen W. Smith, of this city.

PILE & M'ELROT, PRINTERS,
Lodge street, opposite the Pennsylvania Bank.

mm
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In the year 1786, he commenced recording some
if the deep exercises and conflicts of spirit he

3sed through." His religion was not of that

iy, superficial character, which is without tribu-

ions, in which the will of man has as much
3ncy as the Divine will, and the daily bearing

the cross and the warfare against sin in every

ipe, are shunned. The natural mind may be

•y active in such a religion, find very little in it

krerse to its inclinations, and go on in it smoothly

i even with pleasure ; but all the while " the

oDg men armed may keep the house and his

j)ds, bo at peace." Such wa.s not the religion of

)nry Hull. Many were his struggle.^, and deep

(i sore the proviugs of his faith
;
yet they tended

tpurify and to establish on the immoveable Rock,

i'\]& the humility, and cheerful gravity with which

iy clothed his spirit, formed one of its loveliest

d most attractive ornaments.

We shall give a few extracts from his diary, viz:

"1786, Third month 16th. This day I have en-

;(ed my twenty-second year. I have not been
lly sensible of the favours of the Lord to me, and
litimes a fear fills my mind, that if he should cut

U: thread of my life, and number me with the

Ipnt dead, I should not be admitted among the

»ssed. Great indeed are my trials, but my faith

ifenewed, that the grace of God is sufiicient for

ti. May I love the Lord more, and be thankful
ii the least of all his manifold favours.

' ITtli. At our Monthly Meeting, the advice

:• u by a ministering Friend to those under tria'

IS, tli:it they should patiently wait and quietly

Ine. () that I may bo one of the number of
t 'sc who do so."

' 19th. During the forepart of the meeting this

irniug, 1 sat destitute ot good. Fears arose in

( mind that a Friend spoke too harshly to the
nth. There needs a care that they are not driven
im our meetings by needless severity. The lat-

< part of the meeting proved a heavenly and
>sscd season to me, several Friends being en-

Ked to speak in a manner which relieved my
»)r soul

; blessed be the name of the Lord.
:'24th. I have not been sufEciently engaged in

'king to the Father of mercies, although I trust

H altogether unmindful of his favours. 0, Lord
td Almighty, be pleased to pity and not to cast

me off—thou seest my instability—one day bowed
in humility, then levity prevails, and I seem to soar

away, not knowing whither. Whom have I to look

unto for help, but thee only ? Thou knowest I am
no longer safe than while on the watch—keep me
sensible of this, I pray thee, and suffer me not to

go astray—grant me the favour of thy presence,

and that my affections may be loosened from tem-

poral, and placed on heavenly things.

" Fourth month. Attended our Monthly Meet-

ing, which was a memorable time, the spirits of

many present being tendered under the powerful

and living ministry of John Storer, from England.
" Fifth month 2d. This day the love of God and

the love of the world, have alternately been pre-

ted to my mind, with an intimation to make my
election between them. What is poor man if left

to choose for himself. Lord 1 I pray thee, leave

-thou knowest what is best for me, better

than I do for myself. I desire to cleave close unto

thee— when shall I come before thee without

spot or blemi^h.
' "th. Staid away from meeting for too light a

reason, and reaped poverty.
" 1 1th. This day renewed my resolution to serve

the Lord my God. But what are all my resolu-

tions ! now as fresh and lively as the flower in the

field ; to-morrow, withered and faded away ! Thus
it has been with me for years ; at times filled with

heavenly love, then poor, ah, poor indeed, even

when my desires have been to do right. Art thou,

my soul, serving a hard master? No, this state

of poverty is the result of thy disobedience. I

have partaken of too many mercies to think the

Lord is an hard master. He ii a God full of com-

passion.

" 24th. While attending our Yearly Meeting at

Westbury, on Long Island, about one hundred

miles from home, I heard of a melancholy accident

which had occurred in our neighbourhood, by the

explosion of gunpowder, killing a Friend, and in

juring other persons. The remembrance of my
dear wife and child, and the reflections on this sad

event, raised fervent desires, that I and my family

may so live as not to fear death. 0, Lord God
Almighty, I pray thee; in the riches of thy mercy,

lay thy hand upon me, for I have need of thy

help; without thee I can do nothing. II
be in thy hand, that I may serve and worship thee

acceptably.
" In the autumn of this year, I penned the fol

lowing remarks, the exact date, I cannot now give

it being mislaid.

" Of late I have suffered much, for not giving

up publicly to advocate the cause of Truth. It

was the cross I stumbled at, reasoning myself into

the conclusion that I was the least qualified of any

that ever appeared in meetings, and that the work

was too great for me. I thought I had rather d"

than give up to it, and thus darkness covered my
mind, and I was ready to conclude I had been un-

der a delusion in thinking myself called to the

work. But through the renewed mercy of my God,

I was enabled to say that I truly loved him, and

was desirous to serve him ; and after a close con-

flict of spirit, I covenanted that I would give up

and be obedient, if the command was again given

forth. But when I came to meeting, and saw my
former young companions, a fear seized me, and I

again gave way to reasoning, so that I returned

e in great distress of mind.

A few weeks after this, as I sat in meeting,

ng the fore part of it, I seemed quite insensi-

ble of any good, when a Friend stood up and spoke

of the situation of the children of Israel, in their

journey through the wilderness, showing that

through disobedience, many fell and perished.

Suddenly a voice intelligible to my inward ear,

sounded in my soul, as if it were the voice of a

,
saying, ' Thou art in great danger of being

lost in thy rebellion.' Great, indeed, was the con-

sternation I was thrown into ; a trembling seized

my frame, which I endeavoured to hide, but could

not, and Friends who sat near me noticed my sit-

uation.

In this awfully awakened state, the language

of my heart was, 'Lord, do what thou wilt with

me, I am willing—Come life, or come death, I will

give up all for thy sake, and to be received again

nto thy favour.' And the Lord, who is not slow

to hear, nor yet in showing mercy, condescended

to appear as a morning without clouds, comforting

my mind in an extraordinary manner with his love,

and spreading over it a sweet calm. Then I saw

clearly that it was required of me to kneel down

and publicly acknowledge the goodness and the in-

ncible power of God, which causes the tall cedars

to bend, and the sturdy oaks to bow; and being

fully sensible of the mercy of God from the love

which then filled my heart, I was made willing,

and falling upon my knees, uttered with an audi-

ble voice, a few sentences to the above import.

Oh ! then, inexpressibly precious, yes, inconceiva-

ble to the natural man, was the ushering in of

peace and joy to my mind. Language is insufiS-

cient to set forth the sweet serenity 1 partook of

for several days ; it seemed as though I had be-

come the inhabitant of another world, and left all

my sorrows and perplexities behind mo. My work

was pleasant, more so than ever before, and I now

concluded I had got to the end of my toilsome

journey through the wilderness, and had entered

the heavenly Canaan. But, alas ! I found I had

only just entered on a field of arduous labour, and

had greater trials yet to endure than any I had

heretofore known. Notwithstanding the marvel-

lous display of Divine power that humbled and

brought me into obedience, and the peace that fol-

lowed my submission, I again got into reasoning,

and lost the enjoyment I had known, even that peace

which the world can neither give nor take away."
" Deeply sensible of my frailties and folly, I fear

I have not been enough guarded and watchful.

' Lord, I pray thee, leave me not in the hour of

temptation.'
"

His Journal then continues, viz :

'• I did not suddenly lose the sense of Divine

favour ; but in consequence of indulging my na-

tural reluctance to stand as a spectacle in meetings,

I was left for a time in a beclouded state, and lost

all enjoyment of heavenly good, as well as the con-

fidence in Divine power, with which I had been
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favoured ;
yet not without intervals of sensibility,

like the breaking forth of the sun at times during

a cloudy day. I was at these seasons made sensi-

ble of the offers of pardon, on condition of future

obedience. But I reasoned against light and con-

viction, slighting the favours of which I had par-

taken, until I came to the miserable conclusion that

reli"ion was a cheat, something invented by design-

ino- men to captivate the simple. I read the Scrip-

tures in a disposition to ridicule them, and sought

to get rid of all my whims, as I was willing to call

them. But blessed be the name of Israel's Shep-

herd, I was followed with the reproofs of instruc-

tion ; and the remembrance of my past enjoyment

in the assemblies of the Lord's people, now in the

days of my rebellion and poverty, caused me to feel

his chastisements more keenly.

"My life became a burden to me, and I was at

times afraid to be alone, lest I might do myself

some mischief; at other seasons I spent great part

ot the night alone, meditating on my past condi-

tion and present forlorn state. It was during

Bome of these solitary hours, that I was again

made sensible of the renewings of Divine visita-

tion, by which my hard heart was broken, and I

wept much. By little and little, I recovered that

confidence I had lost in Divine power and the su-

perintending care of the Most High, over man.
' On one occasion, as I was walking over a hill

covered with trees, I saw a large one that had been

struck by lightning. I sat down under it in silent

meditalioa on the power of the electric fluid, think-

ing it but a common accident from natural causes,

and that it was well I was not there at the time

the tree was struck. As I thus sat, all my
thoughts were stayed and brought into subjection,

and an awful silence prevailing in my soul, a lan-

guage intelligible to my mind, proclaimed within

me, ' Thou seest how awfully powerful the lightning

is,—thus, as in the twinkling of an eye, I could

deprive thee of thy existence.' I was struck with

amazement, and as I walked home, pondered what

I had heard ; and believing it was the voice of the

Almighty, 1 felt a degree of reverence spring in

my heart, as also of gladness, in thinking I was

not wholly cast off. I was led to contemplate my
past religious experience, and was strengthened to

forsake my foolish consultations with flesh and

blood ; and feeling myself to be a poor creature, I

resolved to seek afresh the favour ot Uim who is

infinite in power and goodness.
'* In our religious meetings, my mind was now

sensible of receiving instruction from Him who is

the Teacher of his people, and the Teacher of

teachers, qualifying servants and hand-maidens to

serve him in the ministry of the Gospel. In this

weighty work I again engaged, about two years

after my first appearance, and having now fully

given up to it, I appeared pretty often in our meet-

ing at the Creek, in Nine Partners. The meeting-

house was large and frequently crowded, and

though I often felt much reluctance at standing up,

yet I considered that the intent of speaking was to

be heard, and therefore, endeavoured to ^peak so

plainly and audibly as to be heard by all. Now
I again became a happy partaker of sweet peace

and satisfaction in th-j Lord's work, yet not without

interruption ; as the following extracts from my
diary will evince, viz:

" Twelfth month 14th, 1788.—Confined at home

by indisposition, and have felt but little of the Fa-

ther's love. Having heard of a public appearance

in our meeting, but little expected, my own situa-

tion has been feelingly brought to my view, with

fervent desires that the Lord will not forsake me.

Some suppose that I have forsaken him, but the

Lord sees not as man sees, he looks at the heart

and knows that my desires are unto him, and that

thout his favour I cannot enjoy any real satisfac-

tion, even in the midst of temporal blessings.

Awake, my soul, unto righteousness and sin no

more, that with the saints, thou mayest feed on the

bread of life. Thus being clothed in the robe of

righteousness, the beautiful garment, and walking

'n newness of life, thou mayest worship the Lord

in Spirit and in Truth.

Wisdom is justified of her children.' But

who are her children? Surely they only, who are

endeavouring to do justly, to love mercy, and to

walk humbly with God. Great and marvellous

are the works of the infinite and incomprehensible

Creator
;
great are his mercies to the intelligent

part of his creation, and manifold the blessings be-

How presumptuous isstowed upon them by him
that man who can partake of these, and forget the izen. Those who have these trees upon their far

gracious Giver! May the inconsiderate be awakened should not suffer them to waste their sweetness u;

to think of these things, and no longer be living

carelessly.

Second month 17th, 1789.—In looking over

our religious Society, there appears an encouraging

prospect, notwithstanding the backsliding of some.

Many are awakened both in Europe and America

;

some in Germany and even in France, that dark

land, where the craft of man has

Wild Pear Stocks.—We see it noticed in one

our cotemporaries, that wild seedlings, general

known as perry trees, make the best stocks 1

standard pears. Some six years ago, the writ

transplanted about one hundred and fifty of tht

from a pasture into a portion of the garden, a

grafted them. They have proved to be exceedi

hardy and remarkably thrifty. The finest trt

we have are from these wild seedlings. In t

older portious of the country, where the pear b

been cultivated, these seedlings are often found

considerable numbers in neglected pastures

woods. The spring is a good time to transpla

them. The smaller ones may be grafted as so

as they are set out. The larger trees, three incl

or more in diameter, are best transplanted in

winter, or early in March, when the ground is fi

the desert air. A day or two spent in transplanti

and grafting, will yield abundant fruit a few yea

hence.

—

American Agriculturist.

Mourning Dress.—The practice of putting

sombre garments as an exhibition of grief for t

death of friends, is so general, that those who ne

long held the lect the custom attract notice by their singulari

people iu bondage. When I contemplate these en- Twenty-five or thirty years ago, an attempt w

couraging prospects, and the examples of the obe- made by some excellent clergymen and leaders

dient servants, I do not forget myself, who am public opinion, to subvert this custom, and with soi

wading along in a path where there are many success. But the change did not last long, a

hindering things. But I have a hope that the Lord the practice of putting on mourning is now as ge

will yet favour me with a more willing mind, and eral as ever before. But there are really ve

suffer nothing to prevent me from obeying his holy serious objections to it.

commands; for truly, I love the ways of the Lord, I It is often a very heavy burden on the bereave

better than I do the ways of man. ' I had rather
]

Mourning garments are more expensive than othe

be a door-keeper in the house of the Lord than to 'and when the head of a family is cut off, it is

dwell in the tents of wickedness.' [severe tax upon the diminished resources of t

I9th.—At our Quarterly Meeting, we had the I household to add to the expenses of sickness a

company of three young men, who evinced a com- burial, an entire outfit of black for the family. W
mendable zeal for the sacred cause of religion.

]

those to whom the expense is not an important cc

They far outstrip me, at which I do not murmur, I
sideration, the confusion and incongruity of turni

but am glad to see the work prosper, and re- [the house of death into a milliner's shop, and brea

joioe to find that the Lord is raising up standard jiug up the hours which should be sacred to sol

bearers in Zion. May I take heed to my ways, land grief, by talk about dress, is exceedingly i;

and be faithful in my allotment. So enable me. Oh pleasant lo the bereaved. Besides, what is

Lord, that I may stand in humility, with accept- jnignificance of a mourning dress? It is worn to

ance before thee. I am grieved that so many of Ipi'oss grief; but is it necessary to parade our g

us are found spending our time unprofitably."

CTu

-The excavations at

before the world

the christian

we put nothing upon our garments to signify chi

faith, hope and consolation. It is only

And is grief the only feeling

grave of the departed ? 1

T}ie Wroxeter Exc ivation.

Wroxeter, England, have been carried ou with dreary waste of black, expressive of unmixed, ho]

vigour and success. In one of the rooms recently le-^s, inconsolable sorrow. For this reason it woi

opened, a pavement of small white tesserse wasjseem, that if we are to wear any peculiar costu,

found. On opening a large square apartment, it to signify we have been bereaved, uumitigat

presented the appearance of having been the work- 'black is most inappropriate, and fails entirely,

shop of a worker in metals. On the sill lay a express the emotions with which the chri=ti

small heap of Roman coins, about sixty, and contemplates the death of a friend. Custom

near them the fragments of a small earthen vessel, quires of a man only the wearing of a " weed''

which had probably contained the money, and had crape about the hat—why should not some simi

been dropped by some one who was carrying it emblem of sorrow answer every purpose in the dr

away, 'i'he uncovering of the room containing the :of woman ? A band of crape, perhaps across I

forge, &c., has been continued, and several new bonnet—a cloud of black lace resting upon a

features have been brought to light. The reniaius half-covering the more cheerful colors of the tri

of another furnace have been found, and from ming. " Deep mourning," as it is called,

some fragments of material which have been picke 1 |express the christian view of death. It is, in f i

up, it now appears that it was the workshop of an too dismal and hopeless for any form that base

enameller. Among the objects found within the last been taken by the religious element. It is of t

few days, is a well-preserved steelyard. The 'tendency, by continually reminding the mourner

i

men are now partly employed in preparing the
|

his sorrow, and never suggesting hope or conso-

ruins for the meeting of the British Archaeological tion. Why then should it be worn? The he.

Association at Shrewsbury, which will begin on
|

does not need to aggravate its grief by contim

Monday, the 6th of August, and will, on one of i
mementos of it, and the truly bereaved never det

the days of the meeting, visit the buried city ofito make an ostentatious display of their sorro

Uriconium, and be conducted over the excavations, on what aceount then can the wearing of mourn ;

by Mr. Wright in person.

—

London Times. |be justified ?

—

Christian Advocate.
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Insects on Trees.

Canker Worms.—The canker worm, where it

revails, is one of the most destructive insects which

ifests fruit trees. It is believed by many to be pro-

uced from the eggs of a moth or bug, of which the

lale has wings, but the female has none. These

ags having continued under ground during winter,

ass up the bodies of the trees in the spring, and,

rawling toward the extremities of the twigs, there

eposit their eggs. The eggs hatch about the time

16 trees put forth their leaves, and the worms im-

lediately commence their ravages, attacking every

reen leaf, so that the trees frequently have the ap-

aarance of being burnt. One of the most import-

Qt means of preventing the ravages of these worms
to keep the females from ascending the trees to

ly their eggs, and for this purpose various methods

ave been devised. One of these methods is call-

3 tarring—which is done by applying strips of

nen or canvas cloth, about three inches wide,

ose about the tree, filling all the crevices in the

ark with clay mortar before the strips are ap-

lied. On these strips the tar is laid with a brush,

nd the operation repeated every night, commencing
le work as early as the ground becomes thawed

1 the spring, and continuing it till some time in

una. On the lower edge of the canvas some kind

f a rope or raw material is bound, in order that the

ir may not drip or run down the bark of the tree.

Lnother method to prevent the insects rising is that

f strewing air-,slaked lime around the trees to the

istance of three or four feet, the ground being first

:ug and made smooth. Three hogsheads of lime

ppropriated according to this plan, are found to

|e a sufiicient quantity for sixty trees. Sometimes

i
has been found beneficial to make a close fitting

i)llar of boards around the base of the tree, and

jeep them covered with tar. A circular leaden

jough filled with oil, and placed around the tree,

I
found advantageous. According to some ob-

irvers,
this insect will in some cases rise during

e late autumn and winter months. The eggs are

id in clusters of sixty to one hundred in each,

(iued to each other and to the bark, by a grayish

lirnish, impervious to water.

I Lice.—These insects are in form like half a

lernel of rye, but not more than one twentieth so

i.rge, with the flat side sticking to the smooth bark

|F the tree. They resemble blisters, and are simi-

lir in colour to the bark of the tree. These blis

LTS contain from ten to thirty nits or eggs each, it

iirm like a snake's egg, and which ordinarily begin

> hatch toward the last of May, and finish about

11' si'cond week in June. The nits produce white

jiiualeulse resembling lice, and being so small that

11} are hardly perceptible by the naked eye. Im
utliately after they are hatched, they open th(

issaire at the end of the blister, and crawl out on

le lurk of the tree, where they remain with bu
ttle motion about ten days, when they stick them
Ives fast to the bark of the tree and die. Fron
lis little carcass arises a small speck of blue mould,

ihich is generally most plain to be seen between
lie tenth and twentieth of June, and continues

iDout fifteen days. It then gradually wears
'i^til the old carcass appears, which by this time

I [formed into a new blister, and contain the spawt
}'. nits. These blisters have the efi'ect of prevent-

I g the circulation of the sap, and sometimes they

I 'ove fatal to the tree. One of the remedies recom
Mended consists in washing the trees, in the month
('June, with lye or brine, made by dissolving one

luart of salt in two gallons of clear water. Al
" lOugh the small branches cannot be cleansed in

(lis manner without much difiiculty, still if the

i)dy of the tree, together with the branches near
le body, are kept clean until there comes a rou;

bark, they will not kill the tree. Smoking the

tree with tobacco, mixed with a small quantity of

brimstone, is sometimes found to kill these insects,

and does not appear to injure the leaves or stems,

The two kinds of lice which are found to be most

injurious to fruit trees are green and black, small

soft insects that appear suddenly on the young

shoots of the trees, suck their juices, and conse-

quently arrest their growth. The apple, pear, and

cherry, are especially infested with them. They
multiply with wonderful rapidity. It has been

estimated that one individual in five generations

ght be the progenitor of six thousand millions.

Tobacco juice, as well as the smoke, will destroy

iltitudes of them, if a little skill be exercised.

Caterpillars.—There are many kinds of cater-

pillars that are more or less destructive to the

foliage and thrift of fruit trees; but that known as

the American tent caterpillar is the one that com-

mits such general and extensive devastation in

orchards, especially in particular seasons. The
moth deposits its eggs in July, in large rings, on the

branches of the trees. These remain in that state

until the following season, when they are hatched in

the latter end of May or beginning of June. Each
ring produces three or four hundred caterpillars, and

these weave a sort of web to live in. They should

be thoroughly cleared from the trees before or at

the time of hatching. A little practice readily en-

bles one to perceive the little knobs of eggs near

the end of the twigs, and to cut them off and burn

them. Every one of these little knobs is an embryo
nest of caterpillars. They hatch simultaneously

with the opening of the buds ; and if not before

removed, the white spider-web down which the

young worms thickly wind about their nest, even

in the short space of a day or two, greatly facilitates

their ready detection. Of course, it is much easi

to rid a branch of a nest when only the hundredth

of an ounce in weight than after the size has greatly

increased. The foliage of the trees is in many
instances almost entirely eaten up, when a little

care would almost entirely have prevented it-

for the insect may be easily killed if taken when
young. A good way is to take them early in the

morning before they get out of their nests, and wipe

them oft" clean, web and all together, and crush

them under foot. If there are any that cannot be

reached by the hand, use a conical brush, attached

to a pole, which will take them ofi" pretty well.

Spirits of turpentine, oil, and some other substances,

are also used for killing them.

Borers.—The borer in an insect which perforates

and enters the wood of the tree, at or a little below

the surface of the earth. It is generally supposed

that the apple-tree beetle, or borer, the parent of

the grub or larvae—in which stage the mischief

done by the insect is produced—makes its ap-

pearance on the stage in June ; and about the first

of July she is in the habit of making provision for

her offspring ; that she usually lays her e^gs, ten in

number, on the body of the tree, near the surface

of the earth, the eggs being no larger than the head

of a pin ; that the eggs are hatched out in a little

more than eight days, when a white maggot ap-

pears ; that the maggot or grub burrows in the

bark of the tree, and proceeds no further the first

season ; that during the second year he bores into

the body of the tree, upward ; that in the third

year he is found up eight or ten inches higher than

where he commenced ; and that in June of the

third year he or she comes out of the tree fully

winged, when she is ready to lay more eggs. Many
trees in different parts of the country have been

destroyed by this insect. A large number of the

pests may be got rid of by digging round the trees,

clearing away the earth, and then with a sharp-

pointed knife, chisel, or gouge, and a small wire

to probe if they are deep in the tree, they are readily

troyed ; or the trees may be washed with lye,

care being taken first that the following points be

attended to, viz : that all grubs existing in the

tree are thoroughly eradicated by cutting them

out with a knite or narrow chisel, or destroying

them with a flexible barbed wire ; that the trees

are thoroughly scraped before the wash is applied
;

that the lye wash be applied twice in the season,

an interval as shall embrace all the eggs

deposited, or the grubs hatched ; and that the

hings be repeated for two or three seasons, or

until the insect has wholly disappeared. Peach

nd nectarine trees are liable to great injury from

the insect. The presence of the worm is readily

detected by the gum mixed with excrementitious

matter oozing from the trunk or the surface of the

ground. The best and probably the only effectual

remedy is thought to be that of scraping the earth

from about thelree, and then with a knife to fol-

low the holes made by the worm to their termina-

tion, and destroy it. As the insect merely con-

fines itself to the bark, its destruction is very easy.

It rarely occurs that trees are completely de-

stroyed by this insect, unless they are small. The

borer also attacks the quince tree, and various

means have been suggested and tried to prevent

the injury. Incasing the lower part of the trunk

in a box of coal dust, pulverized blacksmiths' cin-

ders, tar, or unleached ashes have been tried with

various degrees of success. But Thomas, an ex-

perienced judge in such matters, recommends direct

attack as the best method. According to this plan,

the soil should be scraped away from the trunk to

a depth of two or three inches, and then cut in

with a knife lengthways, and not across the bark

where it is possible to avoid it, until the insects are

found. The operation should be repeated once a

week for several times, as there are generally a

number in each tree, and some are almost certain

to escape the first examination. Afterwards the

wounded parts should be coated with a suitable

composition, as a mixture of tar with ochre or

brickdust, or thick paint.

—

North American.

Let the Children Sleep.—We earnestly advise

that all who think a great deal, who have infirm

health, who are in trouble, or who have to work

hard, to take all the sleep they can get, without

medical means.

We caution parents, particularly, not to allow

their children to be waked up of mornings—let

nature wake them up, she will not do it premature-

ly ; but have a care that they go to bed at an early

hour ; let it be earlier and earlier, until it is found

that they wake up themselves in full time to dress

for breakfast. Being waked up early, and allowed

to engage in difficult or any studies late, and just

before retiring, has given many a beautiful and

promising child the brain fever, or determined

ordinary ailments to the production of water on the

brain.

Let parents make every possible effort to have

their children go to sleep in a pleasant humor.

Never scold or give lectures, or in any way wound

a child's feelings as it goes to bed. Let all banish

business and every worldly care at bed-time, and

let sleep come to a mind at peace with God and all

the world.
_

Be Silent.— It is a great art in the christian

life to learn to be silent. Under opposition, re-

bukes, injuries, still be silent. It is better to say

nothing, than to say it in an excited or angry man-

ner, even if the occasion should seem to justify a

degree of anger.
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For " The Friend."

West-tovn Boarding-School.

Surely, this is a yinejard of the Lord's own
planting—and not only so—but he has from time

to time smiled upon it, and mercifully granted its

caretakers ability to perform good service there.

It has been a signal blessing to many hundreds
of our children ; and although it may have to

pass through dreary seasons, I would not have
discouragement to creep in, but go to work with
renewed energy, trusting confidently in the arising

of the Lord's power, when he will come again in

his immaculate love for his erring but repentant
children, to heal their bruises, and to give them
strength for the varied services required of them.
When this Institution is watched over by com-
mittees, superintendents and teachers conscien-

tiously solicitous for the eternal as well as the tem-
poral welfare of the pupils, what more could be
asked for our children, during the anxious, and I

would almost say dangerous period of their educa-

tional probation, than the advantages here present-

ed ? Parents, on the look out for schools for their

children, should go there and examine for them-
selves, to properly appreciate all that has been
done, and is still doing for the health, comfort and
advancement of the pupils. Why should parents
grow indifferent about tbe necessity o{ select exam-
ples being combined with educational advantage
—is it an evidence of a lapse of religious concern
I leave it with you and your heavenly Father to

determine.

It is my fervent desire that the Lord would, i

his unmerited mercy, prepare the hearts of sons

and daughters to come up for acceptable service

in this portion of his vineyard—that they would
freely enlist in his cause, and lend their aid ii

sustaining it. What is wanted more than any
thing else, is an unquestioning, unselfish
tion.

The Broker and his Clerk.—^Many a man who
has become a hardened criminal might have been
saved to society by a little tender sympathy and
discriminate kindness in the beginning of his vicious

life. Few men have grace to act like the broker
in the following incident, but success would follow

often such kindness. It is easy to ruin, and it is

easy to save a young man. One of the leading bro-

kers of New York had a young man in his employ
The vast amount of money in his hands was a great
temptation to him. Small sums were missed day
after day ; a quarter once, then fifty cents, then
one dollar, then two dollars were missed. He was
charged with the peculation. The broker showed
him how he could detect the abstraction of the
smallest sum of money ; tbe young man stammered
and confessed. "Now." said the broker, "I shall

not discharge, I shall not dishonour you. I intend
to keep you, and make a man of you. You will be
a vagabond if you go along in this way. Now let

me see no more of this." He went to his work.
He did not disappoint the confidence. He did honour
to his employer. And the other day he was inducted
into one of our banks in an honourable position, and
his employer became his bondsman to the amount
of 810,000. Had he conducted as some would
have done—sent the boy away, proclaimed his

dishonour—perhaps he would have ended his days
in the State Prison, and been sent to his tomb in

the garb of a convict. But a young man was re-

scued from ruin who had been placed amid the
temptation of money, and for a moment was over-

come.

—

Presbyterian.

Selected for " The Friend."

An Address to loang Persons,

Beloved Friends.—In turning my view towards
a rising generation, in which description I include

all who have not attained to middle age, and feel-

ing a renewal of that cordial interest in their

highest well-being, which has been often peculiarly

awakened on behalf of a wide circle with whom 1

have been personally acquainted, I believe myself
warranted to address the present salutation to a

still wider range of the same class, and to solicit

their attention to those sentiments and subjects

which from time to time have been impressed on
my mind; not, I apprehend for my own sake only,

but for the especial purpose of extending or con-

firming their important influence through the pre-

sent medium.
I am duly aware of the great diversity, as to

states, stations, and circumstances which are com-
prehended under this division of our society, as also

in reference to endowments, natural and spiritual.

Some among them, of whose progress from infancy

to maturity I have been an interested witness, have
themselves become heads of families; yet are they

not less surely among the appropriate objects of

that religious solicitude, which has been often re-

vived in my heart for their growth "in grace and
in the saving knowledge of our Lord and Saviour,

Jesus Christ."

I have a consoling hope that among this number,
not a very few of both sexes may be ranked with

those of whom the Apostle John observed, that he
" wrote unto them not because they knew not the

truth, but because they knew it, and that no lie is

of the truth." # * * *

The writer believes that He who declared to his

disciples, " Where two or three are gathered to-

gether in my name, there am I in the midst of

them," will not be wanting to extend a portion of

his blessing to any number, whether few or many
who are collectively engaged in promoting the

knowledge of his truth, though conveyed throuffh

channels inferior to those who denominate them-
selves "earthen vessels;" for his power, though
secret in its operation, is as efficient as ever in con-

verting the water into wine, if the vessels prepared
to contain it are filled according to his purpose and
command. Without the communication of this

living virtue, the purest elements of human instruc-

tion, comparable to elementary water, would re-

main like water still, capable of supplying natural

but not spiritual wants.

The writer would willingly draw the attention

of that class of readers she is addressing, to the

importance of their continually seeking a growth in

the Root of religious knowledge; for if this be not

proportionable, and in some degree, antecedent
to an expansion in the branches, the latter will

infallibly wither and become fruitless, and will be
susceptible of restoration to vitality only by some
humiliating process, comparable to that of being
cut down' even with their parent stem, as to the

very ground ; whereas if the root is suffered and
encouraged to shoot deeply downward, so as to de-

e its nourishment from the well-spring of Divine
Life, the plant of the Lord's right hand planting

be preserved green and fruitful in its season,

able also to sustain, without injury, times and dis-

pensations similar to those of external drought and
heat.

It is better to live

a great deal.

little, than to outlive on

'

ai

Corresponding with these distinct characters,

II be the difference between speculation and ex-

perience, even among those who may have been
equally desirous of entertaining a right theory.

The Tree of Life and the Tree of Knowledge, origi-

nally placed in Paradise, the former representing! confident as they who have not sufficient knowled
a fountain of soul-sustaining blessedness to mari, in to discover their own errors.

his primeval state—the latter furnishing a test

his obedience—are virtually accessible to the rt

somed race during their present probationary c<

dition. The first, which is described in the apoi

lyptic visions, as the Tree bearing all manner
fruit, whose leaves are for the healing of the i

tions, is the true emblem of Him who i

immediate Author of soul, restoring virtue

whom are hid all the treasures of wisdom
knowledge." The latter, having its growth in I

unregenerate nature, is characterized only by tl

knowledge which is held in a state of disobedici

and of alienation from " the law of the Spirit

Life in Christ Jesus," and therefore is product
of corruption, sin and death.

It is not assumed that the simple, literal knoi
edge of that inspired record which Divine wisf
has committed to a portion of mankind, is to be (

sidered as any part of this forbidden fruit, unB
such literal knowledge is maintained to the exc
sion of that which is spiritual, or is so pervert

by the inventions of men, as to exemplify

thing of that mixture of good and evil which is

distinguishing property of the Tree of Knowled
Hence the letter of Scripture, or the more li

ral meaning of its words and phrases, thoug'

necessarily comprehending essential goodness,

good in its appointed office, as a medium to com
spiritual nurture and intelligence under the il

minating influence of the Holy Spirit, by whici

was dictated; but if received independently oft
holy influence, the letter of Scripture will cease

present the words of Christ, as he has declai

them to be, even as " spirit and as life." It is

this sense that " the letter killeth, but the Spi

giveth life." Knowledge maintained without t

life, may prove to be that food which nourishes

evil propensities of fallen nature, fitting the mi
for nothing higher than a participation of th(

things which will perish with the Ubing ; and le:

ing it destitute of that which only can sustain a
satisfy an immortal spirit.

AVhat have beeu just described are not the or

dangers which may be incident to every class

disciples. To a class of a more numerous a

diversified character than has been already

dressed, dangers and temptations are manif(

and multiform; yet merciful preservation fri

them may be witnessed, by all who have tast

that the Lord is gracious, and are engaged to (

unto Him, as unto that " Living Stone, disallow

indeed of men, but chosen of God and precious

to Him who has been revealed in their soul as t

Way, the Truth, and the Life—the only
foundation of reconciliation and acceptance w
the Father. Being not only instructed where
seek and wait for his appearance, but quickened
this good Word of Life, may such desire to be co

tinually fed with the sincere milk of that pi

Word, both as immediately and iustrumenta
administered, that they may grow thereby;
may they be no further solicitious for strong

meat, than as it is afforded them according to t

appointment of Him, who "feeds his flock like

shepherd; gathering the lambs and carrying th(

in his bosom, and gently leading" along those

whose hearts are raised living, though feeble c

sires after the knowledge of Him and His tiuth
* * » * #

CTo be concludedj

Ignorance.—Ignorance is often the source oft

most intrepid action, and the most implicit fait

ince there are none so fearless as those who ha

not lifiht enough to see their danger; and none
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For " The Friend."

"1 Know I Onght to."

Then why not do it? Why is it that with most
unaccountable reasoning we acknowledge we ought
to do a thing, and wrap that very coulession about
us as a sort of excuse, and rest there, never grow-
ing from knowing to doing. When we know what
we ought to do, there is no excuse left : for " that

servant which knew his lord's will and prepared
not Idmse/J] neither did according to his will, shall

be beaten with many stripes." If we were but
ignorant of our duty, how much better it would be
for us

;
yet strange enough we plead good desires,

we see the need, we feel our duty, and yet hold
back. If we would help ourselves out in our faith-

lessness by any other considerations, such as fear,

doubt, unfitness, want of time, &c., we should re-

member these considerations come too late, after we
know we ought to do a thing.

I

It may be the words are lelt and said oftentimes

(too lightly, it may be they are sometimes acted
jupon too hastily; but that they are oftener said as

Ian excuse than as a resolution all will acknowledge.
iTo be sure, we may embarrass our occupations with
jmany imaginary duties, but there is a proverb that
lis excellent as a straightener, and that is " Duties
never conflict." Often some seemingly important
Ithing to be done is a species of self-indulgence or
self-activity, while the little domestic care, the act

of kindness or affection, is the duty of the hour.

It is dangerous in such cases to judge according to

seeming or inclination; self is so apt to be wrono',

it serves as a rule sometimes to choose what denies
self. Then again, the inertness of our natures has
to be combated ; we must beware lest we be be-

guiled into ease
;
grow quite comfortable in our list-

lessness ; we must remember with fear how number-
less may be our sins of omission, and that we shall

be accountable for them every one.

Yet after all, one and one only test is sufficient:

I" In which shall I please my Guide?" What
ipleases him, I ought to do, it is my duty : for the

^est he will provide. The thing is to be tliorough

lin thus referring, that there may be no waste :

Ithorough, first in the inward keeping of the heart
Iwith all diligence, and then in the outward deeds

;

Ifor from the heart are the issues of life.

I

For as our first duty is toward Him who gave
tus life, so nothing can be duty that hinders our
("drawing nigh unto Him." "They that wait upon
the Lord shall renew their strength." Yet how
many are mourning over their weakness and
know this remedy and yet seek it not. Oh how
different would we be as Christians, how would
bur light shine among all professing Christians, if

teach and all, we were faithful in our own hearts to

iwhat we know we ought to do! How would we go
from strength to strength, and how would our
Strength be all of Him, the only sufficient source

;

fand looking to Him who has promised " I will guide
thee with mine eye," the inquiry in devotedness of
teart, would be, "Lord what wilt thou have me to

fio ?" There would be no hanging back, no press-
ing away from the " openings" of Truth, but an of-

fering of all the gifts to the Giver, that by His
baptism of fire, all the dross and tin and reprobate
Mlver should be purged away, and by the renew-
|ng of His spirit they should be made fit for His
iervice.

Ah, we know enouah. Whatknow enough. What we need is that
;oming unto Christ our Redeemer, in and by His
Dower, that "He may thus thoroughly purge the
ioor of our hearts, gather the wheat into His gar-
ner, and burn up the chaff with unquenchable
ire." We need that willingness to be, and that
ability to do what He wills, which are alike of
Him. But let us remember that the kingdom of

Heaven is like a grain of mustard seed, or a little

leaven. Much is lost, much weakened or discou
raged, by too great expectations. A little gleam of
light, a little sense of pardoning love, a little faith

to support in trial, a little pointing of duty, are
rich, unmerited mercies, and the same wisdom that
now withholds, now gives, will in the fullness of
time, as " all the tithes are brought into His store

house," " pour out a blessing that there shall not
be room enough to receive it."

For " The Friend."

Camden Evening School for Coloured Adults.

Many Friends in Philadelphia are aware, that
there is an evening school in this city for the free

instruction of coloured men and women, under the
care of an association of Friends. It was started
about thirty years ago, in Willing's alley, and was
at first taught by the members of the association in

rotation, but this plan not being found to answer
very well, annual subscriptions were solicited from
interested persons, and regular teachers were en-
gaged for the session. Through some vicissitudes,

the school has been steadily maintained from year
to year, and a large number of persons who scarcely
were acquainted with their alphabet or the first

elements of arithmetic, have been taught to read
the Bible, and to keep their own accounts; acquire-
ments, rudimental as they may seem to us, which
must have proved of exceeding benefit to them.
Having been aroused, .too, to a realizing sense of
the advantage of education, many have doubtless
taken care to send their children to the schools
provided for them, (of which there are four under
the care of members of our Society,) and it is be-
lieved, that the result is a sensible improvement,
both social and moral, among our black popula-
tion.'^

The object of this article is to call attention to a
new field of labour, which has lately opened for

the same association. In the neighbourhood of
South Camden, N. J., numerous coloured families

are settled, among whom recently a spirit for si

improvement has been awakened. They have beg-
ged sufficient means to erect a small school-house,
in which the children are taught in the day-time
by a coloured teacher, whose salary is paid from
the public educational fuud of the place. But
many of the parents and others of the adult popu-
lation having never had any opportunity of school
learning, are desirous of attending an evening school
in the same house, and after making several futile

efforts in other directions, they applied recently to

the above-mentioned Philadelphia as,sociation, to

help them. A committee was deputed to inquire
into its feasibility, who appointed a meetimi- with
the black people, where upwards of one hundred
of both sexes were present, and gave in their names
as intending to avail themselves of the benefit of
such a school, should it be started. The members
of the association sympathize with the effort, and
although they are aware of the disadvantages at-

tending the care of a school on the other side of
the river, and would prefer that it could be man-
aged by citizens of Camden, yet they are willing

to incur the increased responsibility, provided the
means can be obtained. The estimated expenses
of a session of five months, (the rent of the building

being free,) are about three hundred dollars, and if

this sum can be raised, steps will be immediately
taken to engage teachers, and open the school. A
co-operation is solicited from the friends of the
blacks, and particularly from those resident in the
State of New Jersey. Contributions will be received
by John M. Kaighn or William B. Cooper, Camden,
N. J. ; George J. Scattergood, Fifth and Callow-
hill; J. Wistar Evans, 817 Arch street; William
Evans, Jr., 352 S. Front street, Philadelphia;
Chas. Albertson, Germantown, Pa , or by any
other member of the association.

* The adult school is at present located at the corner
of Raspberry a'nd Aurora streets, near Ninth and Locust,
and is open five evenings in the week, from seven to
nine o'clock, from the 1st of Tenth month to the 1st of
Third month. The association are at all times glad to
have Friends visit the Institution, and particularly those
who contribute to its support, those who have not yet
witnessed the sight, could hardly fail to be interested in
seeing old and young bending over their books.

A WOMAN'S SONG TO WOMEN.
Pull the needle, swing the broom,
Tidy up the litter'd room,
P.atch the trowsers, darn the shirt.

Fight the daily dust and dirt;
All around you trust your skill.

Confident of kindness still.

Stir the gruel, knead the bread,
Tax your hands, and heart, and head

;

Children sick, and household hungry,
(Though some thoughtless words have stung ye,)
All are waiting on your will,

Confident of kindness still.

Never mind the glance oblique,
Never cause of coldness seek.
Never notice slight or frown,
By your conduct live them down

;

All at last will seek your skill.

Confident of kindness still.

Lift your heart, and lift yonr eyes,
Let continual prayers arise

;

Think of all the Saviour's woe.
When he walked with man below,
What poor sinners sought his skill,

Confident of kindness still.

Sing the song, and tell the story.
Of the Saviour's coming glory,
To the children whom he blesses,
With your guidance and caresses,
AVho for all things wait your will,

Confident of kindness still.

Feed the hungry, and the weak,
Words of cheer and warning speak.
Be the angel of the poor,
Teach them br.avely to endure

;

Show them this, the Father's will,

That they trust his kindness still.

Look for nolhing in return,

Let not wrath within you burn
;

Gratitude mai/ be your lot,

Then be thankful ; but if not.
Are you better than your Lord,
Who endured the cross and sword,
From those very hands whose skill

Waited ever on his will 7

Noble is a life of care,

If a holy zeal be there
;

All your little deeds of love.

Heavenward helps at last may prove.
If you seek your Father's will.

Trusting in his kindness still. F. L. B.

Washington, D. C. Sunday School Timet.

Selected.

It wins my admiration,
To view the structure of that little work,
A bird's nest! Mark it well within, without.
No tool had he that wrought, no knife to cut.
No nail to fix, no bodkin to insert.

No glue to join
;

his little beak was all.

And yet huw neatly finished I What nice hand,
With every imidement and means of art.

And twenty years' apprenticeship to boot.
Can make me such another ?

What is the christian's course? The Scriptures say,
" Brighter and brighter, to the perfect dav."
His warfare is within. There unfatigned.
His fervent spirit labours. There he fights,

And there obtains fresh triumphs o'er himself.
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For " Tho Friend."

Hoth

We are prone to notice the conduct of others,

and rigidly to scrutiijize every act of our friends,

as well as to make unwary remarks immediately

affecting the welfare of individuals, without suffi-

cient investigation into the nature of the circum-

stances attendant.

It would doubtless be to the advantage of

many, if not to the most of us, more narrowly to

investigate our own motives, when about to express

our sentiments liberally and unreservedly in re-

spect to the acts of others. Does our object for

this sort of conversation, have its origin in chris-

tian kindness, having the desire to relieve or pro-

tect from error or misapprehension ? or does it

arise from those low, grovelling propensities of our

fallen nature, which strive to afflict and injure,

and that rejoice in iniquity, rather than to shelter

the scattered of the flock, endeavouring to restore

all who may have wandered from the eternal fold

of safety?

The signs of the times portray a departure from

first principles, a relapsing from christian zeal and

integrity ; and the members of our once awakened

and favoured Society appear, in too many in-

stances, to be descending to contrivances and ima-

ginations of their own ; the fearful result of for-

saking their first love, instead of waiting patiently

for instruction from the true " anointing," which

"is truth and is no lie," and which would, if suf-

ficiently heeded, lead and guide into all truth.

Thus a gradual assimilation with the language and

customs of the world appears to be sorrowfully

obtaining, depriving many of the members of a

living exercise and a right concern for the strength-

ening of the stakes of Zion and the enlargement

of her borders. If, for want of watchfulness,

—

ease, worldly favor and prosperity may prove a

fatal snare to many, by lulling into forgetfulness,

remissness or a false charity, till the precious pre-

serving spark of living faith has become almost ex-

tinct, we are by no means exempt from falling into

error and danger in the opposite direction, unless

we dwell strictly on the watch-tower. Though it is

necessary for the living members to stand firmly

against those innovations, if, as we believe, it has

been for want of a close and strict attention to the

great Teacher of his people, that those breaches

and rents have been made in our Society ; it be-

comes highly important, that we humble ourselves

as in the dust, before the Healer of breaches and

Kestorer of paths to dwell in, and strive to be im-

bued with heavenly virtue ; evincing it in our daily

intercourse ; and endeavouring to put on and ex-

emplify true charity, which is the bond of per-

feciness, in all our movements. If this is not our

leading engagement, however earnestly we may
proclaim the correctness of those glorious and un-

fading gospel truths, so beautifully illustrated and

set forth by Fox, Penn, Barclay and others, it can

avail us nothing. Unless we can show forth a

measure of the same humility, christian kindness

and godly zeal, which actuated those faithful co-

workers in the Truth, what will the most preten-

tious efforts and testimonie.s, do for us? They cat

have no more power than sounding brass or s

tinkling cymbal. How necessary, then, frequently

to examine our own motives. " Examine your-

selves, whether ye be in the faith
;
prove your own-

selves. Know ye not your ownselves, how that

Jesus Christ is in you, except ye be reprobates

And endeavour to ascertain the origin and tendency

of every thought, word and deed. Here we shall bo

led often to this query. Do we pursue our present

course, purely to do the Master's will, and to sta

acquitted in the Divine sight ? remembering that we

are his servants, to whom we give ourselves up to

obey. If servants then of One who was meek and

lowly of heart, we shall find ourselves imbued with

patience, long-suffering, kindness and gentleness,

'th the other works of the Spirit, which will have

a restoring tendency, under the benign and pro-

tecting care of the Good Shepherd of Israel ; for it

is well to remember this declaration, " and other

p I have, which are not of this fold : them also

I must bring, and they shall hear my voice; and

they shall be one fold and one Shepherd." It is

possible, however, by neglecting self-examination

and an honest scrutiny into our motives, that we
may profess to support the ancient principles very

rigidly, while our actions partake of the works of

the flesh. Here hardness ensues and bitterness of

pirit increases against those who do not harmonize

with our views; and instead of viewing those who
are mistaken with compassion, and a desire for

their restoration, an unkind and unfeeling carriage

d demeanour so far prevails towards them that t be

common courtesies of life are almost excluded.

This spirit, instead of proving an antidote to the

separating tendency of unsound doctrine and other

nnovations, only serves to widen the breaches and

to consummate and extend the spirit of alienation

and division.

Seeing that our beloved society is in confusion

and trouble, what other can we do than, as help-

ss children, to extend the suppliant hand for relief

towards Oue whose arm is not shortened that He
cannot save; for if the chufth ever comes out of the

Iderness it must be by leaning ou its beloved
;

seeking to learn of Him who will teach us of His

ways and lead us in the paths of righteousness; per-

mitting Him to have the entire rule and government
over our conduct. Unless this is the case with us

individually, we cannot expect to partake of the

true communion with the just of all generations
;

either to realize a living in the unity of the spirit

hich is the bond of peace, nor to experience the

truth of this declaration in its beauty, " One is

your master, even Christ, and all ye are brethren."

The lamb-like nature of the Prince of Peace
must of necessity shine forth in the daily walks

of every true Christian, breathing peace on earth

nd good will towards men; and this will prevail in

the end over the wild and the devouring nature.

The wrath of man never wrougat the righteousness

of God : from which truth we may see the insuffi-

ciency of the impulsive and excited feelings of our

nature to advance the kingdom of righteousness

and peace. The Pharisees made broad their phy-

lacteries, ai.d held forth many imposing claims to

righteousness; yet they were ready to oppose and
condemn the simple and plain teachings of the

blessed Jesus, the Lamb of God, who taketh away
the sins of the world. Hence the great necessity

arises of a frequent examination, whether we are

moved in society matters by the meek, the lowly,

and the restoring spirit of the dear Master, living

as on the Lord's holy mountain, where nothing can
hurt nor destroy, or whether, like clouds without

water, we yield ourselves to be governed and tem-

pestuously driven by angry feelings and the un-

subjected will, which are incapable of bringing

the returns of permanent peace and quietude of

mind, or of promoting the prosperity and unity of

the church.

Ledyard, Cayuga Co., N. Y., Tenth mo. 21, 1860.

The Newfoundland Dog.—As is the case with

most of the large dogs, the Newfoundland permits

the le?scr dogs to take all kinds of liberties without

showing the least resentment ; and if it is worried

or pestered by some forward puppy, looks down
with calm contempt, and passes on its way. Sonie-

times the little conceited animal presumes upon th

dignified composure of the Newfoundland dog, an'

in that case, is sure to receive some quaint punish

ment for his insolence. The story of the big do

that dropped the little dog into the water, and re

cued it from drowning, is so well known, that

needs but a passing reference. But I know of a dc

belonging to one of my friends, which behaved in

very similar manner. Being provoked beyond al

endurance by the continued annoyance, it took th

little tormentor in its mouth, swam well out t

sea, dropped it in the water, and swam back agaic

Another of these animals belonging to a workmat
was attacked by a small and pugnacious bull-do

which sprang upon the unoffending canine giani

and, after the manner of bull-dogs, "pinned"
by the nose, and there hung, in spite of all endea
vours to shake it off. However, the big dog hap
pened to be a clever one, and spying a pailful

boiling tar, he bolted towards it, and deliberately

lowered his foe into the hot and viscous material

The bull-dog had never calculated on such a recep

tion, and made its escape as fast as it could rut

bearing with it a scalding memento of the oc

casion.

—

Rutkdge's Natural History.

Grape Culture.—From all accounts, the grap

crop in the United States will be an abundant on

the present year. It is stated that there are n

about four thousand acres laid out in vineyards

Ohio, half of which are in the immediate vicinit

of Cincinnati. The yield last year is estimated

three hundred and fifty gallons per acre for th

whole State, which is much above the usual averag(

From a careful estimate of the vintages for the las

twelve years, the average yield for the Ohio valle

is two hundred gallons per acre ; on well cultivate

vineyards, in favourable positions, three hundre
gallons, which is about the average product

France and Germany. In Missouri and Illinois th

yield did not exceed two hundred gallons per acrt

owing to the prevalence of rot ; and in Tennessee

Georgia, and South Carolina, it was very much re

duced, by a destructive frost in Fourth month. Th
hills of South Carolina and Georgia are rapidly be

coming covered with vineyards. One vine-.

Dr. M'Donald, has already planted ninety

with the grape. In regard to the variety, the Ca

tawba suffers greatly from untimely frosts wheneve

they occur. Several new species that seem less sul

ject to disease have already been partially tried, an

found to yield wines superior in quality to the Ca

tawba. Cape, or Isabella. The Delaware is th

best; the Venango, the Herbmont, the Diana,

the Norton's Virginia for red wine, all of very s«

perior quality ; and it would seem a matter c

wisdom m the planting of new vineyards, to intrc

duce several varieties in about equal proportii

instead of planting exclusively the Catawba, as w
have been too much in the habit of doing. In thi

way there would be a chance of securing a crop c

one or more kinds in seasons when others fail.-

Exckangc paper.

Press Forward in the Straiglit Way.—Y)vtt
in the pure wisdom, and it will teach you what t

do ia all things. Walk in the light, and the

be no occasion of stumbling and falling ; but be

ing disobedient to the light, then there is stumblin

and falling down. Everyone mind your own cor

dition and your growth daily : press forward

the straight way, and so be kept in the cross, tha

keeps humble and lowly : and being kept in tb

cross, it will bring you to lay aside every weigh

and burden, and to run with patience the race tha

is set before you ; that you may so run as to obtai

the crown.

—

Richard Farnsworlk.
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English Cotton Mills Owned by Operatives.—

In a recent debate in the English House of Com
mous, tbe fact was stated that in Lancashire there

are co-operative cotton mills of which laboring men
are the owners, which they manage successfully

themselves, and which, as paying speculations, are

Fsry flourishing and well conducted. One concern
jf this kind was mentioned as having 1,900 mem-
Ders, all workmen, which had a capital of $220,000;
mother doing a business of $470,000 with 500
nenibers; another, commenced in 1844, which be-

;an with twenty-eight members, who subscribed five

iollars each, and at the end of fifteen years had
10 fewer than 2703 members and a capital of

5135,000. Many more of these undertakings were
n existence, to which were attached reading rooms,
ibraries, maps, globes, telescopes, microscopes, and
(ther scientific apparatus of the most recent con-
truction.

There has recently been presented to the Mu-
seum of the Medical College, Mobile, a beautiful

pecimen of the legatta, or lace-wood tree. The
leculiarity of it is in the fibrous nature of the bark,
?hich is about an eighth of an inch thick. From
his bark has been dissected more than twenty coats

f apparently real crape or lace—most of them
Jrge enough to serve as a small handkerchief. It

|an be washed and ironed like ordinary muslin. The
iree is a native of the West Indies, and is very rare.

j
Tlie Christians in Madagascar.—Late accounts

|-om this island state that there was much rejoic-

;ig among this portion of the inhabitants, at the

ormal appointment of the Christian Prince, as the

liccessor to their cruel, persecuting Queen.

i

THE FRIEND.
ELEVENTH MONTH 10, 1860.

We have received a printed copy of the Minutes
F the Yearly Meeting of Ohio, from which we take

jie following extracts :

U Ohio Yearly Meeting oj Friends, Ittld at Mount
i
Pleasant on the 8th, and by adjournments, to

' Wth inclusive of the Tenth nwnth, 1860.

The Quarterly Meetings have all forwarded their

•ports, by which it appears their representatives in

|iis meeting are

:

^ho, on being called, all answered to their names.

i A certificate was received from Goshen Monthly
Meeting, Chester county, Pa., for our beloved

riend Phebe W. Roberts, a minister, bearing date

pth of 8th month last, liberating her to attend

fis
meeting ; also a certific.ite for our esteemed

lend Ann Cope, from Bradford monthly meeting,

jiaring date 5th of last month, as companion to

!ir Friend Phebe W. Roberts, and also one from
'6 same meeting, bearing the same date, for our
iteemed Friend Ebenezer Worth, companion to

lie same Friend, the two latter being in the station

I'
Elders : their company is satisfactory to this

leeting.

i

A reference was received from Short Creek
luarterly Meeting, in relation to the rights of our
jenibers who have removed or may remove beyond
^e limits of this meeting. The following Friends
|e appointed, in conjunction with a like committee
( women Friends (if they think right to appoint
jie,) to take the subject into consideration, and if

(Way opL-ns for it, propose to a future sitting some
iy by which our subordinate meetings may be

relieved from their present embarrassed condition,

viz

:

* * * #

The following Friends are appointed to examine
the treasurer's account, and report to a future sit-

ting, the state thereof, what sum, if any, they may
think necessary to raise the present year for the
use of this meeting, and the name of a Friend for

treasurer, viz

:

* * * *

By a minute from the meeting for Sufferings, we
are informed that George Smith, a member of that
meeting, appointed by the Yearly Meeting, requests
to be released from that appointment, on account
of age and infirmity; the representatives are de-
sired to confer together and propose to a future
sitting, the name of a Friend to be appointed ir

his stead.

William Heald, on account of age and infirmity,

requests to be released from being correspondent for

Middleton Monthly Meeting; the representatives
from Salem Quarter are desired to confer togeth
and propose to a future sitting the name of a
Friend to be appointed in his stead.

The meeting is informed that by the removal of
the correspondent of Flushing Monthly Meeting,
that meeting is without a correspondent ; the rep-
resentatives from Short Creek Quarter are desired
to confer together and propose to a future sitting

the name of a Friend for that appointment.
The representatives are desired to confer to-

gether and propose to the next sitting the name of
a Friend to serve this meeting as Clerk the present
year, and one to assist him, and also the names of
two Friends to serve as messengers to the Women's
meeting.

Then adjourned to 11 o'clock to-morrow.
Third of the iveek and ninth of the month.—

The meeting gathered at the time adjourned to.

Joseph Ilobson, on behalf of the representa-
tives, reported that they had conferred together,
and that most of their number were united in pro-
posing that the two Friends now at the table, be
continued to fill their respective places the present
year, the rest of the representatives submitting
thereto, which was accepted by the meeting, and
George Gilbert was appointed Clerk, and Robert
H. Smith to assist him.

That they also agreed in proposing that the
same Friends should be appointed messeniTers to
the Women's meeting who served last year; there-
fore, Elisha Holling-worth and Joseph Wilson are
re-appointed to that service.

The consideration of the state of society was
now entered upon by reading the queries and the
answers thereto, from the Quarterly Meetings, and
the following is the summary of the answers, viz:

SUMMARY.
1st.—All our meetings for worship and disci-

pline have been attended, and generally by the
greater part of the members, though some are re-

miss in this important duty; unbecoming beha-
viour therein generally avoided, except some in-

stances of sleeping; the hour of meeting nearly
observed. In some of the above cases of defi-

ciencies, care has been extended.

2d.—Most Friends maintain love toward each
other in a good degree becoming our Christian pro-
fession; tale-bearing and detraction are discouraged
by most, though one report says not so much as

Id be best; and when differences arise endea-
vours are used to end them.

3d.—Many Friends endeavour, by example and
precept, to educate their children, and those under
their care, in plainness of speech, deportment, and
apparel, to guard them against reading pernicious
hooks, and from corrupt conversation, and encour-
age them frequently to read the Holy Scriptures

;

but more faithfulness in the support of these testi-

monies is desirable.

4th.—Except one case of vending. Friends ap-
pear clear of importing, vending and distilling,

and (with a few exceptions) of the unnecessary use
of spirituous liquors ; mostly clear of frequenting
taverns, or attending places of diversion ; in some
of the above cases some care is reported to have
been taken ; moderation and temperance in a good
degree observed.

5th.—The necessities of the poor, and the cir-

cumstances of those who appear to be likely to

require aid have been inspected and some relief

afforded ; they have been advised and assisted in
such employments as they are capable of, and due
care has been taken to promote the school educa-
tion of their children.

6 th.—Friends appear to bear a faithful testi-

mony against a hireling ministry, oaths, military
services, clandestine trade, prize goods, and lotte-

ries
; except a few of our members have attended

meetings where a hireling ministery is maintained
;

and oue report states that a few of its members
have dealt in gift book stores, in which cases some
care has been extended.

7th.—Friends appear careful to live within the
bounds of their circumstances, and avoid involving
themselves in business beyond their ability to
manage; generally just in their dealings, and
punctual in complying with their engagements, anJ
where any give reasonable grounds for fear iu
these respects, care has been extended to them.

3th.—Friends bear a testimony against slavery;
those under our direction who have had their free-

dom secured are suitably provided for and in-

structed in useful learning.

9th.—A good degree of care is taken to deal
with offenders seasonably and impartially; and to

evince to those who will not be reclaimed, the spirit

of meekness and love before judgement is placed
upon them; some of the reports state that those
who have separated from us are not included.

ANSWERS TO ANNUAL QUERIES.

1st.—No new meeting settled.

2d.—Some encouragement has been given to
schools for the education of our youth under the
tuition of teachers in membership with us.

3d.—The queries addressed to the Quarterly,
Monthly, and Preparative Meetings, are read and
answered therein, nearly as directed.

Jonathan Sharpless, an elder and member of
Providence Monthly Meeting departed this life

20th of First month, 1860, in the 93d year of his

gf;Then adjourned to 10 o'clock to-morrow.
Fourth of the week and tenth of tlie month.—

Agreeably to adjournment Friends met.
The Quarterly Meetings have all forwarded re-

ports on education in primary schools, which being
now read it appears that there have been, within
the past year, twenty-seven schools taught, exclu-
sively under the care of Friends, some for the
terms of 6 months and some for 3 months each.

That within our limits and attached to this

meeting there are 1,123 children of suitable age to

o to school.

361 of these have attended Friend's schools ex-
clusively.

519 have attended district schools exclusively.

133 are reported to have attended different

classes of schools.

104 have not been going to school the past ye? r,

except to family schools; three of which only are
reported to this meeting, though these are nearly
all represented to have been receiving instructions

at home.
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Sorrow was feelingly expressed that so small a

proportion of the children of Friends have been

taught in schools under the care of the society, ac-

companied with desires that Friends would more

generally encourage the schools under care of the

society, as heretofore recommended, and Quarterly

meetings are desired to send up to this meeting,

next year, explicit accounts thereof.

Then adjourned to 2 o'clock to-morrow after-

noon.

Fifth day afiertwon.—Yiiends met as agreed

upon

A memorial concerning Abigail Wilson, from

Flushing Monthly Meeting, being introduced

through the meeting for Sufferings, was read to

our edification and comfort, and was directed to be

returned to that meeting.

The committee having charge of our Boarding

School produced the following Report

:

From the minutes of the acting committee we

find that the amount charged for board and tuition

for session ending Third month 15th, 1860, for an

average of about sixty-seven pupils, is $2,680
;

" * [with other receipts] a total of $3,421 56

Expenditures, 83,203 13; balance in favour of the

school for session, $218 41. Amount charged for

board and tuition for session ending Ninth month

6th, 1860, for an average of 21| pupils, $745 54;

making [with other receipts] a total of $1,781 28.

Expenditures, $1,591 25 ; balance in favour of the

school for the session, $190 03; balance in favour

of the school for the year, $408 41. For improve-

ments and repairs, $138 01. Repair account—
Received for the purpose of repairs expressly, from

Friends of Ohio Yearly Meeting by subscription,

from Third month 18th, 1858 to Third month 2d,

1859, $511 73; since that date from same source,

$63 86; from Friends of Philadelphia Yearly

Meeting, $488 30; from general cash of the

school, $66 01; making, $1,129 90. Expendi-

tures from Third month, 1858, to Third month 2d,

1859, $493 62; from Third month 2d, 1859, to

Sixth month 7th, 1860, $636 28; making,

$1,129 90. * * * *

By an examination of the finances of the school,

it appears that there is due the Institution, be-

lieved to be collectable, $1,070 73; cash on hand,

$281 85; produce of farm, $450; stock and

provisions, $455; making, $2,257 58. That

there are debts due to sundry individuals including

interest, to the amount of, $2,501 78 ; balance of

indebtedness, $244 20, subject to the addition of

a few small bills not yet presented.

The committee propose to the Yearly Meeting

that the sum of $300 be raised the ensuing year,

to assist in relieving the Institution from the em-

barrassment it is labouring under for the want of

available funds.

Meetings for worship continue to be held in the

Institution as heretofore.

Asa Garretson, Clei-k.

Tenth month 16th, 1860.

Which Report was satisfactory, and our Quar

terly Meetings are desired to raise and forward

their respective quotas to the superintendent of the

school.

The committee continued last year to raise mo
ney to reduce the indebtedness of our Boarding

School, report that they have raised the sum of

$135 45, which has also been paid into the hand;

of the superintendent.

The committee to settle with the treasurer, made

the following report which was united with, and

the Friend therein named is appointed treasurer,

The minutes of the Meeting for Sufferings sin

last year were read and their proceedings ap-

proved.

The committee appointed on the reference from

Short Creek Quarter, produced the following,

which was satisfactory and adopted by the meet-

ing, viz:

The committee on the reference from Short

Creek Quarterly Meeting, agree to suggest to the

Yearly Meeting :

That in future all our Monthly Meetings be

placed on an equality, in relation to the care of

our members who have removed or may remove

beyond our limits, and that they be encouraged to

move in accordance with our discipline, whenever

application may be made for the setting up of any

meeting. And believing as we do, that the sepa-

ration in 1854 was a violation of our good order

and discipline, and Indiana Yearly Meeting hav-

ing acknowledged said separatists, and by its sub-

sequent action identified itself with them, thereby

closing the way for further correspondence and re-

ligious fellowship with us, we deem such a course

to be necessary, so long as such a correspondence

is continued with the separate meeting in Ohio, in

order that the way may be clear for the setting up

of such meetings in the west.

Signed on behalf of the committee by * *

The representatives now report that they were

unable to agree upon any name to fill the vacancy

in the Meeting for Sufferings.

The representatives from Salem Quarter pro-

posed the name of Israel Heald, for correspondent

for Middleton Monthly Meeting, which was ap-

proved, and he accordingly appointed to the service.

Address, East Fairfield, Columbiana County, Ohio,

The representatives from Short Creek Quarter

reported they were united in proposing the name
of Isaac Mitchell, for correspondent for Flushing

Monthly Meeting, which was satisfactory, and he

appointed to that service. Address, Flushing,

mont County, Ohio. * * *

The meeting having now brought its business to a

close, solemnly concludes, to meet again if permit-

to do. George Gilbert, Clerk.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

Europe.—News from Liverpool to the 27th ult.

The Liverpool cotton market was nearly unchanged.

The stock in port was 727,000 bales. Tiie market for

breadstuffs was quiet, and previous quotations barely

maintained. Consols, 92| a 92|-.

The Emperor of Russia, the Emperor of Austria, the

Prince Regent of Prussia, together with Prince Gorts-

chakoff. Count Rechburg, and other prominent ministers,

had held a conference on European affairs at Warsaw.
The conference was in session several days, and ad-

journed on the 26th ult. The French Emperor received

an autograph letter from the Emperor of Russia, explain-

ing the nature of the Warsaw meeting, depriving it of

any significance hostile to France.

The affairs of Italy were without material change.

Garibaldi's forces had been successful in several encoun-

ters with the troops of the King of Naples.

Victor Emmanuel was expected to be in Naples on the

28th. His proclamation of the vote of Naples for an-

nexation was to be made on the following day.

The vote of Sicily was almost unanimous in favour of

annexation to Sardinia.

Garibaldi has officially announced that he would lay

down the dictatorship on the arrival of Victor Emma-
nuel. It is supposed that Garibaldi will be offered the

rank of Prince and General after the annexation of the

kingdom of N.aples has been effected.

The Pope has assured the representative of France at

Rome, that he has no intention of leaving.

The Sardini.in troops were encamped at Pieti, ten

leagues from Rome.
The text of the Russian note to Sardinia protesting

against her course in the affairs of Italy, and ordering

her legation to retire, is published. It is very strong in

its tone.

The Prussian dispatch, relative to the invasion of the

Papal States, is also published. It censures the action

of Sardinia, and rejects Cavour's justification, but does

not threaten any active hostility on the part of Prussia

The Spanish erab.assy has been withdrawn from Turin
The Austrian demonstrations on the Italian frontier

3re increasing. There were 100,000 Austrian soldier

in Venetia, but it was believed Austria would not en-

gage in hostilities unless an attack was made on Rome,
or Venice was threatened.

The Austrian official gazette publishes a reform ma-
nifesto from the Emperor. Many sweeping changes in

the constitution are proposed. Legislative power is only

to be exercised henceforth with the co-operation of the

Provincial Diets. The Court of Chancery is restored in

Hungary, and other important concessions are made in

that province. The Hungarian Diet was to be convoked
without delay, and the Emperor will then be crowned
King of Hungary.
The population of Russia by a recent census is found

to be seventy-nine millions. It is asserted that Russia

has positively refused to enter into any engagements
with Austria, which might lead to war.

The Papal Nuncio had left Paris, in obedience to or-

ders from Rome. An imperial decree raises the price

of tobacco in France twenty per cent.

United States.—Census Returns.—Michigan is found

to have a population of 749,969. In 1850, it was 397,-

6S4. Minnesota has 176,535 inhabitants. The totnl

area of the State is 81,259 square miles, so that the pre-

sent population is not much over two persons to the

square mile.

Philadelphia.—ilortuVity last week, 226.

Cotton by Railroad.—Cotton is now being carried tiy

rail, from the Mississippi to the Eastern States. Tiie

Illinois central railroad recently concluded a contract

to convey 2000 bales of cotton from Cairo to Chicago,

Illinois, whence it will be forwarded to the New Eng-

land States.

Steamboat Explosion.—The boilers of the steamboal

H. W. Hill exploded a few days since, while on her trij

from Memphis to New Orleans. Thirty-nine persons

were killed, and from fifteen to twenty were scalded.

New Haven, Conn., has 40,477 inhabitants, includina

1200 students. In 1820, the population was 22,533

The capital of this city invested in manufactures, ii

$4,016,965 ; the number of operatives employed is 7222

annual value of goods made $8,724,000. The carriagt

making business gives employment to 1596 persons, wbi

are paid $707,930 in wages. The vehicles made in oni

year are valued at $2,228,000.

RECEIPTS.

Received from Jos. Snell, agt., Pa., $2, vol. 34, and foi

Aaron M'Carty, C. Elwood and Geo. Schill, $2 each,
'

34, for Sarah Winner, $2, vol. 27, for M. Battin, $5
27, vol. 34; from Hannah Roberts, Pa., $2, vol. 34

from Geo. Harrison, agt., Eng., £19 0, for subscriptiot

for vols. 32 and 33.

WANTED.
A Female Friend to teach a family school.

Address, Joseph H. Satterthaite,

Oxford Valley, Bucks Co., Pa.

WEST-TOWN SCHOOL.
A Friend is wanted as Teacher of Reading in the Boye

department of this Institution. Apply to

Samuel Hilles, Wilmington, Del.

James Emlen, West Chester, Chester Co., Pa.

Alfred Cope, Germantown, Pa.

Sixth mo. 6th, 1860.

WEST-TOWN SCHOOL.
A Friend is wanted to fill the station of Governor i

the Boys' department of ihis Institution.

Application may be made to Nathan Sharpless, Con

cord. Pa. ; Samuel Hilles, Wilmington, Del. ; Jamk

Emlen, West Chester, Pa. ; or Thomas Evans, Philad.

Twelfth mo., 1859.

Died, on the 16th of Eighth month last, Phebe, reli'

of the late George Roberts, in the seventy-seventh yc:

of her age ; a member of Gwynedd Monthly meeting, P

, on the 12th of Tenth month, 1858, Phei

LuKENS, grand-daughter of the above, in the twenl>

fourth ye.ir of her age; a member of Horsham Month I

and Particular Meeting, Pa.

PILE & M'ELROY, PRINTERS,
Lodge street, opposite the Pennsylvania Bank.
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(Continued from pajiu 74.)

thougbtful reader of modem religious litcra-

cau scarcely fail to be i-truck with the pro-

nt position and great iuiportancc, which the

ars geuerallj as.sigii to active participation in

s of a benevolent or religious character. In

Incases it is made the test of growth in grace

Souri.shing vitality, as regards both congrega-

)d individuals.

idea of discriminating as to the preparation

isefulness, the gifts conferred on different in-

uals; or the no less important eonsitier:-

whether there is any gift at all—or whether

idividual is called and qualified by the only

uatc authority, the divine Head of the church,

gage in such activity, seem to be much over-

The great aim appears to be, to set all to

ho are willing, and to represent tuch work
omoting religion, and as proper and necessary

well ordered family, there are services al-

ii to each member, to be performed in the pro-

|;d time and way, and all regulated and con-

d by the will of the ruler of the household.

ch member should assume to choose his own
and to engage in it when and as he pleased,

3or qualified or not ; it is easy to see that con-

and disorder would be the consequences,

jrobably no little injury be done.

rist's church is no less under his government
)idding than is such a family under that of

ud each member of it can only be rightly

)yed as he is filling the station, and perform-

lie service assigned him by the heavenly

and husband. Those who thrust themselves

den into religious activity, however great the

d variety of their performances, or how-
they may be applauded for their usefulness

clt-saerifice, are in danger of being met by
[uery, '' Who hath required this at your
V
the warmth of natural emotion, from feelini

ipatliy and kindness, or from a desire to do
persons may engage in works ostensibly re^

i, and evince much devotedness and perseve

iu them, and yet there may be no religious

tion or principle involved in the matter, and

may be wholly beside the proper business

I individuals employed iu them. The effort

may be the mere prompting of the natural mind.

Desirous of doing something which bears a religious

aspect, and which will commend them to themselves

and to others as religious persons, they may " kin-

lile a fire of thiir own, compass themselves about

with its sparks, and walk in the heat and light of

the fire they have kindled;" and yet there may be

nothing in all their zeal and activity to shield them

from the sentence, " This shall ye have of mine

hand—ye shall. lie down iu sorrow." External

performances may be very correctly gone through

by those whose hearts have never been changed.

They may assume to instruct others iu religion,

w hen they have never learned of Christ themselves,

or are even disobedient to his requirings. Hence

the impropriety of making such things a test of reli-

gion, for it settles persons at case in the idea of

their having attained, when they may need to be

taught the very first lessons in christian knowledge.

Far be it from us to discourage even the least

chirJ from the discharge of any duty assigned it

by the Head of the church. We would rather have

all incited to faithfulness in all the Divine requisi-

s, even to the smallest particular. But let it

' be borne in mind that religion is an inward

work ; a work of the heart, and not of the head
;

d that to live and walk in the Spirit, with Christ,

comprehends its essence. There may be a great

danger of turning from this inward vfork, which is

crucifying to self, and attended with many humili-

ations and mortifications ; and substituting for it

the more easy routine of specious religious activity,

and thus suffering great loss—becoming lean and

iwarfish in a spiritual sense, instead of grswing

in grace and daily waiting on the Lord, and in-

wardly watching against sin, so as to be perfecting

holiness in His fear.

There is room in the church for the exercise of

every gift, which the Holy Head of it sees meet

to dispense to his servants, and there is no short-

ness or stinting on his part. What is wanting is,

humble submission to those fiery baptisms which

purify the soul, and prepare it for the reception of

the Lord's gilts. Where these baptisms are pa-

tiently endured, until the limes are fultilkd, and

the period for being shown unto Israel is fully come

then " a man's gilt maketh room for him,'' what-

ever that gift may be ; and a door of usefulness in the

church is opened to him, under the leading and

government of the great Giver, who will always

help every obedient servant to occupy the gift pro-

fitably and acceptably, in bis fear.

These reUections have arisen, while reading

Henry Hull's account of the work of preparation

through which he passed—his great caution lest

he should run unbidden into religious performances,

the clear evidence he received of his right calling,

and the peace and acceptance he enjoyed in hum-

ble obedience to the Divine will therein. The nar-

rative holds out encouragement to all the sincere-

hearted, not to be cast down uuduly, nor yet to

give out, if they .seem to themselves to be of very

little use ; but patiently wait the Lord's time, and

endure His purging until He sees it is enough, so

they will not fail to become, and to be kept, fruit-

bcarinir branches of the true Vine.

" About this time," says H. Hull, " I was de-

prived of the society of Stephen Hoag, a young man
whom I highly esteemed. He was received into our

Society by convincement, and had appeared as a

minister several times in our meeting-; ; and being

generally beloved, his death had an awakening

tfi"ect upon many, and on me iu a particular man-

ner. 1 saw that my day's work was behind hand,

and earnest were my desires to have it accom-

plished. I had many temporal blessings bestowed

upon me, particularly a precious wife, with whom
I was now settled in a neat, though small house,

and we spent our time very pleasantly together.

She was of a pious turn of mind, and our enjoy-

ments were increased by the opportunity of read-

ing religious books, the tendency of which, was to

animate us to follow the footsteps of the righteous.

My business was small, but I was contented. In

the season of fulling, I was employed in my shop,

and in the summer, in my garden, and with my
small stock, I envied not the rich nor the great.

I believe there were few happier men than myself;

but my happiness did not continue as it might have

done, if I had not launched out into greater business.

"1790. Lord God of heaven and earth, I

pray thee, in the riches of thy mercy, be pleased to

look upon me from heaven, thy holy habitation, for

I am a poor unstable man, tossed about with pros-

pects pleasing to my natural inclination, and which

keep me from surrendering myself wholly unto Thee.

Cast me not off, I pray thee, thou holy One,

but enable me to dedicate my all unto Thee and

thy service. Condescend to baptize me, and re-

baptize me, that I may be prepared to serve thee

acceptably, for thou art worthy—Amen.
" Ninth month 5th. ' Lord, what is man, that

thou art mindful of him, or the son of man that

thou visitest him !' I am not worthy of the notice

of the Most High, yet such is his condescension,

that I have a little confidence given me to look up

unto Him, and ask for his help to enable me to

persevere in the way that is well pleasing unto Him,

und not to run in the ways of my own choosing.

May all that is in me be so huujbled and reduced,

as that I can truly say, iu addressing the holy

One, ' Thy will, not njine, be done.'

"Sxth month Uth, 1791. Although I have

often testified of the goodness of God, yet I am
also bound to declare, that it is dangerous to tam-

per with his mercies, by living in idleness, unmind-

ful of how much we owe him. We have need to

watch daily and endeavour to keep the fire kindled

in our hearts, that we may manifest a holy zeal for

the Lord and his cause; and there is also a care

to be maintained that we do not compass ourselves

with sparks of our own kindling. I had rather be

a poor but diligent waiter iu the house of my God,

than attempt to advance by own strength.

" 22d. O Thou, who regardest the poor and the

afBicted, be pleased to remember the poor Africans,

whom profesbing christians are holding in slavery,

"Eighth month 18th and 19th. Attended our

Quarterly Meeting, and was comforted in the be-

lief, that there is a revival of ancient zeal for the

maintenance of our christian discipline. Near the

close of this meeting, David Sands expressed that
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the impressions made on his mind were such, that

he believed it right to declare, as the word of the

Lord, ' The people are too many— I will thin them

—I will thin them—I will thin them.'

"23d. O that I may be more redeemed from

the world and its spirit, and be enabled to look up

unto God with greater confidence in times of diffi-

culty. I am now tried with the loss of property,

yet not so much, I think, for this, as from the ap-

prehension that I have not done as I should. O
Lord, be pleased to pass by my offences, and re-

ceive me into thy favour agnin.

"29th. Lord, I pray thee, leave me not in

this pinching time, when trials assail me, which

nDt only put my patience to the test, but my faith

also—I desire in humble dedication of heart to

serve thee.

"Winth month 1st. At our mid-week meeting, I

felt it to be cause of thankfulness that so poor a

creature as I am, should be favoured with Divine

light, illuminating my mind to see the nature of

prayer, and how it is to be acceptably put up to

the Uod of my life.

" 7th. Attended our Preparative Meeting, where

there was a united labour to encourage all to guard

against a lethargic and drowsy disposition in meet-

ings for Divine worship.
" 9th. Felt renewed encouragement to trust in

God, with a hope that I shall be careful not to

suffer my temporal concerns to engross too much
of my attention.

"12th. Notwithstanding I have so often been

forgiven my sins, and partaken of the Lord's mer-

cies, yet to-day I suffered my natural temper to

rise iuto anger, and this without any real cause.

that I may hud a place of repentance for my folly.

" 13th. Too little sensible of my folly yesterday,

being almost wholly engrossed in attention to my
worldly concerns. When Balaam went forth to

curse the Lord's people, and the angel met him

with a rebuke, he said if his going offended the

Lord, he would return. But, alas ! be loved a re-

ward, and went forward. I fear it is thus with

me : the riches of this world look desirable, and I

keep pressing on.

" 14th. Felt a humble hope that the Lord will

again pass by my offences. may I be found

worthy to receive bis continued mercies.

"22d. Worldly miudedness prevailed over me,

in our meeting to-day, and I was very dull and

lieavy. O how enchanting is the world, and how
its profits load us as with thick clay. What ad-

heres to me niay not prove a hindrance to another,

but it greatly retards my progress heavenward.
" Tenth month 2d. O, thou who knowest the

hearts of all men, be pleased to look down upon
me, and if my heart is not right before thee, cleanse

thou it. Let not thine eye pity nor thy hand
spare— I long to stand approved before thee, and
to be preserved from disgracing thy holy cause.

" 12th. At meeting there appeared a living en-

gagement among Zion's children, but I had scarcely

strength even to rejoice thereat. In returning home,
1 stopped to see a poor widow's son, who was badly

wounded, and left them all the money I had with

me, and though but little, yet it afforded me satis-

faction.

" 14th. Blessed and adored forever be the great

God, the everlasting Father, who in great conde-

tcension was pleased to appear to my .eoul, while

engaged in my workshop, and assure me that if I

live in his fear, and serve him, I shall not want for

a provider."
(To bo contiuucd.J

Knowledge without justice ought to be called

cunning rather than wisdom.

A Trip to the Oil Eegiens of Pennsylvania.

Starting from Warren, we descend the right

bank of the Allegheny river about twenty miles

to Tideout, and here first encounter the " derricks"

— a frame structure composed of four upright

timbers eight or ten feet square at the base, slightly

inclined towards the top, enclosed at intervals by

horizontal frames, the whole forming a truncated

pyramid twenty to thirty feet high, and used for

the purpose of guiding and raising the rods to

which 'the " drill" is attached.

Their elevation and peculiar appearance make
them conspicuous, and the number in view as we

drive along the river bank give evidence that we

are now amongst '^tli£ oily Li a distance of

about two mile.s, dotting both sides of the river,

there are here over thirty " borings," and others

commencing almost daily. At the time of our

visit, five of them were in oil sufficient for working

—of which one had their pumps in operation then

three days, and others were preparing to fit up.

The " surface indications" here consist of per-

colation of oil through the gravel that lines the

river shores, small springs in the river bed and on

Gordon's run, and other ravines in the neighbour-

ing hills. At some points along the shore, the

sand and clay saturated with oil has a dark brown

colour; and the gravel compactly cemented, forms

a hard concreted mass, all emitting the peculiar

odour that distinguishes petroleum and coal oil.

In one case, in attempting to reach the rock by

a shaft through the gravel of the river bank, prepa-

tory to boring, the water that came in brought

with it oil equal to about a quart per bucketful.

Except, however, as an "indication" the surface

oil is not relied on, it is only found in paying

quantities in the underlaying rocks, where it is

reached by boring.

Thc"wf&" here vary in depth from 120 to

about 300 feet. Oil in sufficient quantity for

pumping is generally found at from 150 to 200

feet—but two or three wells have gone beyond the

latter depth without finding it; but, as much the

largest number have not yet reached it, no one can

say what the grand result at Tideout will be. A
few weeks more will bhow whether the majority

will be a success or a failure.

Owing to the imperfect arrangements for gaug-

ing the only well yet in operation, it was impossi-

ble to ascertain its yield with accuracy, but it is

safe to put it at seven barrels of oil per day. The
pump showing 3 per cent, of oil and 97 per cent, wa-

ter—the latter very salt. The pump, however,

did not exhaust the well, and if the detective ma-
chinery that we noticed throughout the region, as

well as at this point, was replaced by better, there

is no doubt but the product of the wells would, in

many cases, be largely increased.

From Tideout, the river that flows almost due

south for about 15 miles, and then slightly south

of west to Franklin, is said to exhibit more or less

of the "indications" for the entire distance, and

has many " borings" in progress along it; but, as

we did not visit them, we have no personal know-
ledge of their success.

Leaving the river, and crossing a country that

has no reason to boast of either corn, wine or oil,

we reach Titusville, 15 miles distant, in the south-

east corner of Crawford county. Within two or

three miles of Titusville, the "derricks" again

make their appearance—and here we are, on Oil

Creek, in the heart of the region. Here we talk

oil—smell oil—live, move and have our being in

oil. "Indications"—" strikes"—leases''
—"smells"—"blossoms"—"yields''—are discussed on every

side, and the only measure of quantity is the " bar-

rel." A well and its owner are both estimated by

the " barrel"—^just as a Southern planter is

by his "bales."

About a mile south-east of Titusville are the fc

of Oil Creek—each branch of which is some f

feet wide. Between them for about half a

from their confluence the flats are low, in m;

places swampy and covered with a heavy gro-

of beach, maple, elm and oak timber. Here

visible the traces of ancient " diggings"—ap
rently pits for the collection of the surface <

they have been sunk through the loam to the gro

beneath ; some of them are yet three or four

deep, and although seen at a very dry season, 1

water standing in them covered with a film

From the mounds at their sides in many
stances, trees of great age are growing, giving pi

that many—probably hundreds of years agi

locality was the scene of busy "operations in o

On this ground is a well 118 feet deep, fi

which is pumped daily from 18 to 21 barrels of

Within 175 feet of it another well was sunt

boring which at a depth of 143 feet a stream

oil was struck, which rose to the surface, and

about two weeks fiowed 12 barrels of oil per d

It then nearly ceased and the drill was resortet

for the purpose of sinking deeper. In about

feet a crevice in the rock was pierced, and the

gushed out, filling the pipe (5 inches diameter) ;

spouting three or four teet above it. Buckets :

barrels were brought into active use ; but desj

all exertions, it is estimated that 20—sou

30—barrels of oil were lost. The rapid flow

oil was soon checked by driving a plug into

top of the pipe, permitting the escape only

what could fiud vent through the openings

joint about three feet from the top, and through

crevices around the plug.

This vein of oil was opened about 6 p. m. on

24th of July. We visited the well next day,

were among the crowd of admiring spectators v

witnessed its wonderful performances, and cc

mented thereon with theories more marvellous tl

the fountain before us. The flow from the \

was intermittent, after a few moments rest—ap
rently to recover breath—a violent rush of gas i

oil would occur, hissing through the cracks of

joint, and spouting in jets from around the p
six or eight teet high. It would partially subsi

then gush with renewed vigour, and thus boil

for several minutes would seem to exhaust iti

and take a breathing spell preparatory to anoti

desperate attempt at escape.

Around the mouth of the well was a pit tl

would contain ten or twelve barrels, and from

two men were steadily dipping the oii with bu

ets, and tilling the barrels that covered the grou

around them.

Inserted in this pit, and extending to the bottc

was the stock of a small hand pump, by means

which a boy would pump out the water. The p
portion of water did not appear to be one-eigl

the quantity of oil. About 4 p. M., its breathi

stopped. A period was put to its flow, as well

to some bright hopes that had gushed responi

in the breasts of anxious operators. One hundi

and fifty-three barrels were tilled with oil

the twenty-two hours' run; which, together w
wha"t was lost at the start, made a yield in tl

time of fully 170 barrels.

After resting nearly two days, it again start

flowing with diminished force for a short time, i

from information since received, I learn that it,

repeats the eruption—in one case yielding 30 b

rels in two hours. During all this eccentric p

formance, its more sedate neighbour continued

furnish its regular flow.

On the same flats there arc several other b
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2S in progress, of various dspths, from 100 to

'0 feet, none of thorn have anything but the sur-

ie oil.

iAbove Titusville many wells are in progress,

amiuations have been made to the sourees of

1 Creek, but the result does not appear to have

en very favourable. Not having visited that

W of the region, we are unable to speak of it

th certainty. It does not have the reputation

the portion below.

Down Oil Creek, working wells are numerous,

d those in progress much more so. The ones in

3ration are of various depths, from 70 to 300

t, and they yield from 5 to 20 barrels of oil per

y. The valley of the stream is studded with

!m through its whole extent to the Allegheny

|er, (about 15 miles from Titusville,) but the

,)und is not all equally profitable—in some places

!re are barren tracts—but in many localities

py are generally successful. As we approach the

er, similiar remains of old works are visible as

the forks, and one well, gauged in that vicinity,

nished 20 barrels of oil. This well is 118 feet

nd yields about 6 per cent, of oil to 94 per

It. of water.

On the Allegheny river, both above and below

mouth of Oil Creek, wells are numerous and

d to be generally successful, especially in the

inity of Franklin, 7 miles below, but we did not

it them for want of time.

(To be concluded.)

For "The Frieud."

Scripliiral Ill.ustrations.

Dr. Thompson, who was for many years a mis-

nary in Palestine, in his interesting work called

Land and the Book," gives some striking

istrations of Scripture. In speaking of the

untains of Lebanon and the numerous flocks of

lep, under charge of shepherds, which are seen

re now, as in ancient times, he says, " I never

e over these hills, covered with flocks, without

dilating upon the Good Shepherd when he put-

h forth his own sheep, goeth before them, and

ly follow him." (John x. 4.) This is true to

letter. They are so tame, and so trained, that

y follow their keeper with the utmost docility.

leads them forth from the fold, or from their

uses in the village, just when he pleases.

As there are many flocks in such a place as

each one takes a different path, and it is his

siness to find pasture for them. It is necessary,

irefore, that they should be taught to follow,

d not to stray away into the unfenced fields of

which lie so temptingly on either side. An?/

Z that thus wanders, is sure to git into trouble.

. hepherd calls sharply from time to time to ^^^ ^,, ^^^ j^,,^

nind them of his presence. They know his (.j-own of clorv

descriptions of the downright and desperate fights

with these savage beasts. And when the thief and

robber come, (and come they do,) the faithful shep-

herd has often to put his life in his hand to defend

his flock.

I have known more than one case, in which he

had literally to hiy it duwn in the contest.

A poor faithful fellow last spring, between Ti-

berius and Tabor, instead of fleeing, actually fought

three Bedouin robbers until he was hacked to pieces

with their khanjans, and died among the sheep he

was defending.

Some slicep always keep near the shepherd and

are his especial favourites. Each of these has a

name to which it answers joyfully, and the kind

shepherd is ever distributing to such, choice portions

which he gathers for that purpose. These are the

contented and luippy ones.

They are in no danger of getting lost or into

mischief, nor do wild beasts or thieves come near

them. The great body, however, are mere whirligigs,

intent upon their own pleasure or selfish interests.

They run from bush to bush, searching for variety

or delicacies, and only now and then lilt their heads

to see where the shepherd is, or, rather where the

general flock is, lest they get so far away as to oc-

casion remark in their little community, or rebuke

from their keeper. Others, again, are restless and

discontented, jumping into everybody's fold, climb-

ing into bushes, and even into leaning trees, when
they often fall and break their limbs. These cost

the good shepherd incessant trouble.

Then there are others incurably reckless, who
stray far away, and are often utterly lost. I have

repeatedly seen a silly sheep or goat running hither

and thither, bleating piteously after the lost flock,

only to call forth from their dens the beasts of prey

or to bring up the lurking thief, who quickly quiets

its cries in death.'"

The Right Side of Fifty.—1{ christians oftener

cherished the hopes of the apostle, and felt, like

him, that to die is gain, they would talk like —
Venn, in the following anecdote :

It is said of the humble — Venn, in one of his

excursions to preach for the countess of Huntington,

that he fell in company with a person who had the

appearance of a parish clergyman. After riding

some time together, conversing on difi'erent subjects,

the stranger, looking in his face, said :

" Sir, I think you are on the wrong side of fifty."

" On the wrong side of fifty !'' answered Venn.
" No, sir, I am on the right side of fifty."

" Surely," replied the clergyman, " you must be

turned of fifty."

" Yes, sir," added the christim veteran," but I

the right side of fifty, for I am nearer my

nd follow on ; but if a stranger calls, they

p short, lift up their heads in alarm, and if it is

leated, they turn and flee, because they know
the voice of a stranger. This is not the fanciful

itume of a parable; it is a simple fact. I have

Ide the experiment repeatedly. The shepherd

p before, not merely to point out the way, but

Isee that it is practical and safe.

IHe is armed, in order to defend his charge, and

Happy that person who can thus feel ; who ha;

the right to believe he is nearer his crown of glory.

How feelings like these would cause us to rejoice

as year by year passes away, and our salvation

becomes nearer.

Origin of the Ujjas Tree Story.—A real valley

of death exists in Java; it is termed the Valley of

Poison, and is filled to a considerable height with

(this he is very courageous. Many adventures carbonic acid gas, which is exhaled from crevices

h wild beasts occur, not unlike that recounted in the ground. If a man or any other animal en

David, 1 Dan. xvii. 34-30 : and in these very ters it, he cannot return ; and he is not sensible o

untains; for although there are now no lions his danger until he feels himself sinking under thi

re, there are wolves in abundance, and leo- influence of the atmosphere which surrounds him,

:ds and panthers exceedingly fierce, prowl about the carbonic acid, of which it chiefly consists, risin

;8e wild wadies. They not unfrequently attack to the height of eighteen feet from the bottom of th

1 flock in the very presence of the shepherd, and valley. Birds which fly into this atmo-phere drop

must be ready to do battle at a moment's warning, down dead; and a fowl thrown into it, dies before

lave listened with intense interest to their graphic reaehing the bottom, which is strewed with ear-

cases of various animals that ha

disastrous gas.— Tropic.

Frighl in tlic Catacombs of Paris.

The catacombs of Paris extend beneath a con-

siderable part of the Faubourg St. Germain, and
especially the rues St. Jacques, de la Harpe, de

Tournou, de Vaugirard.the Theatre de I'Odeon, the

church of St. Sulpice, the Pantheon, Valde-Grace,

the Observatoire, etc., and they go beyond the for-

tifications to Monrouge. In them, as is known, are

deposited the bones which were collected from tlie

different burial-places of Paris, on the .suppression

in the time of the Revolution, of cemeteries within

the walls ; and these ghastly objects are piled up
in such a way as to form galleries or streets, which

extend for miles. It is recorded, that at different

times numerous persons have lost their
^
way in

these dreadful regions, and have died of hunger and
terror.

From a French paper we learn that four men
have recently escaped, almost by miracle, from
this terrible death. M. Katery, one of the keepers

of the catacombs, having occasion to change a lock

of the door of one of the galleries, went, on the

previous afternoon, to the spot, accompanied by a

locksmith named Chabral, that nian's apprentice

of the name of Moron, and M. Ozanne, an architect's

pupil. Incredible to relate, they took only one

caudle, and did not even place it in a lantern, and,

more extraordinary still, did not carry with them
any m:itches. No sooner had they reached the

door where the job was to be done, than a .sudden

puff of air blew out the light ! Under the guidance

of Katery, they attempted to find their way back
;

but notwithstanding his minute knowledge of the

road, they went astray, and spent hour after hour

in going up one gallery and down another. In

total darkness, they could not find any clue to direct

them to an outlet, and the further they walked,

the more desperate their situation appeared to

become. At length, after several hours spent in

pacing up and down, they were completely ex-

hausted by fatigue and terror. Then Katery had

a happy idea :
" Let us shout for help," he said

;

" perhiips we may be heard !" They did shout,

but for hours more, their cries remained unheard,

amid the din of the noise above. Nor was the

ui^ht more favourable, as few persons pass through

that part of the city at night. At length, towards

ten o'clock in the morning, a journeyman printer

named PhiUippart, employed on a journal, was

returning to his residence, 10 Hue Duguay Trouin,

near the Luxembourg, and, when near his door, it

seemed to him that he heard cries of distress froni

under the earth. At first he fancied he was labour-

ing under an illusion, but on listening, he distinctly

heard human voices from below an iron slab which

covers an orifice opening into the catacombs. He
summoned some police officers, and they, hearing

the same cries, caused the slab to be removed.
" 'A'ho are you down there '( and what are you do-

ing ?" asked one of the oflSeers ; and the answer

was given :
" We are four men lost in the cata-

combs I Pray give us a light !" Some matches

and candles were let down, and one of them having

struck a light, said :
" We know our way now

;

we will go out by the door in the Rue Notre Dame
dts Champs !" and they went away. Shortly after,

four men, pale and haggard, presented themselves

at the guard-house in the Rue de Fleurus, and re-

lated these facts. Having told their tale, the poor

men were of course warmly congratulated on their

escape from a dreadful death, and they, on their

part, expressed hearty gratitude to PhiUippart, and

to the officers who removed the slab.
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Selected.

("IF I) HAVE NOT CHARITY, I Alt NOTHING.'

Oh I Charity, thou holiest thiag

!

How praised ia word, how scora'd in deed

;

While still thy precepts cherishing,

We give to them but little heed.

And (saddest truth,) do those who bear

The christian's name, this error share.

Peace was the Saviour's last beqnest,

To all His followers left below;

But do thev seek to attain that rest

Of spirit", that He will bestow?

'Tis passing strange to see such strife,

" Love is the only sign of life."

But severed sects, (oh ! sight of shame !)

We see with wrath and clamor rife

;

Each party blends the Saviour's name.
With this unhallowed earthly strife.

As tho' the Lord of love and peace,

Had aughf to do with scenes like these.

Hast thou not said that love, Lord I

Is that which must thy followers prove

;

So stands it in thy written w-ord

That cannot change—the law of love

Within the heart, and on the lip,

The badge of true discipleship.

How can we hope that war's dread strife

Shall cease—the sr:>bb;irJ veil the sword;
When still round all our daily life,

Ever its spirit walks abroad
;

Let but that spirit cease to breathe.

And then the sword itself will sheathe.

But while our judgment proudly sits.

As tho' it could not sin or err

;

We may condemn, wliere God acquits.

Destroy, where He delights to spare

;

Sternly we judge with bounded view.

Father ! we know not what we do.

If we could read the inmost heart

We should be slower to condemn;
More likely that our tears would start.

Than bitter, scornful words for them
Who err—nor say as we do now.

btand off, I'm holier than thou !

He did not thus who came of old

To bind the bruised and broken soul,

To seek the wanderer from the fold.

To make the sin-sick spirit whole;
Who called all to share His rest.

The haven of a Saviour's breast.

The monarch on the throne of state;

The wretch who home or friend knows not;
Statesmen who bear an empire's weiglit

;

The peasant in his lowly cot

;

The noble in his marble hall;

We know that Jesus loves them all.

None are so high, but that His care.

Guards them, and wraps them round about;
None are too low His love to share,

And who art thou this truth to doubt ?

He died for them who e'er they be,

And He has only died for thee.

Thou canst not harm thy brother's cause
Before God's bar—deem'stthou that He

To carry out His holy laws
Needcth or askelh aid from thee?

What were thy doom from hand's divine,
Were thy God's judgments harsh as thine?

Judge us not as we judge—we pray
Oh! Father 1 from such doom we shrink

;

If thou shouldst mark our erring wav,
If thou shouldst mark each brokeii link

In the great chain of right, as we

If thou shouldst mete to us alone
The mercy we to others mete.

We dare not come before thy throne,
It is no more a mercy-seat

—

How could we in thy presence live:

Did'st thou forgive as we forgive ?

Far wilder waves than those Thou trod
In Galilee, around we see?

Walk o'er their crest, oh ! Son of God I

And lay the tempest—then may we
In the calm hear thy voice, now drowu'd
By passion's waters raging round.

Yet may we thankfully believe.

That as the restless sea will wreathe
Its snowy foam, its billows heave.

While all lies still and calm beneath

;

So 'neath this wilder storm's dread swell

Some walk in calm, immovable.

Their faith by scorn is never shown,
By gentle words and deeds 'tis proved

;

Still blessing all, and judging none
;

These are the Saviour's " own beloved"
They eye not with pharasic pride

The brother for whom Christ has died.

The pure in heart to whom Is given.

The promise that we yet may trace;

It is not crowns and thiones in heaven,
But they shall see their Father's face;

Casting away their own work's dress.

Clothed in Christ's robe of righteousness.

To Him who felt temptation's might.
To Him who knows we are but dust;

To Him who reads the heart aright.

Whose judgment cannot ert^the Just,

Let us leave all—to mercy true.

Knowing how much we need it too.

The Eye.

The eye was inteoded by its Maker to be edu-

cated, and to be educated 4'/o;ci'/y; but if educated

fully, its powers are almost boundless. It is as-

suredly then a thing to be profoundly regretted,

that not one man iu a thousand develops the hid-

den capacities of his organ of vision, either as re-

gards its utilitarian or its aesthetic applications.

TUb great majority of mankind do not and cannot

see one fraction of what they were intended to

The proverb that " None are so blind as those that

will not see" is as true of physical as of moral vi-

sion. By neglect and c-irjlessuess, we have made
ourselves unable to discern hundreds of thincs

which are before us to be seen. Thomas Carlyle

has summed this up in the one pregnant sentence
" The eye sees what it brings the power to see."

How true this is ! The sailor on the look-out can
see a ship where the landsman sees nothing; the

Esquimaux can distinguish a white fox amidst the

white snow ; the American backwoodsman will fire

a rifle-ball so as to strike a nut out of the mouth
of a squirrel without hurting it; the red Indian
boys hold their hands up as marks to each other,

certain that the unerring arrow will be shot be-

tween the spread-out fingers
; the astronomer can

see a star, in the sky, where to others the blue
pause is unbroken ; the shepherd can distinguish

the face of every sheep in his flock ; the mosaic
worker can detect distinctions of colour where
others see none ; and multitudes of additional

amples might be given of what education does for

the eye.

Now, we may not be called upon to hunt white
foxes in the snow ; or, like William Tell, to save
our own life and our child's, by sp'itting with
an arrow an apple on its head ; or to identify

stolen sheep by looking in its face, and sweari

to its portrait; but we must do every day many
things essential to our welfare, which we would do
a great deal better if we had an eye trained as we
readily might have. For example, it is not every
man that can hit a nail upon the head, or drive it

straight in with a hammer. Very few persons can
draw a straight line, or cut a piece of cloth or pa^

per even; still fewer can use a pencil as draughts
man

; and fewer still can paint with colours. Yet
assuredly there is not a calling in which an edu
cated eye, nice in distinguishing form, colour, size

distance, and the like, will not be of inestimable

service. For although it is not to be denied,

some eyes can be educated to a much greater

tent than others, that can be no excuse for any
neglecting to educate his eye. The worse it is,

more it needs education ; the better it is, the n

it will repay it.

To describe the mode in which the eye she

be trained is not my purpose : and it would be i

to attempt a description of its powers when e

cated to the utmost of its capabilities. But let

before parting with it, notice that in all ages,

by all peoples, the eye appears to have been

most honoured of the organs of the senses. Iti

owed this, doubtless, largely to its surpas.

beauty, and to the glory with which it lights

the countenance. But it owes its place as qu

of the senses mainly to the fact, that its empii

far wider than those ruled over by its sisters.
'

ear is fabled to hear the music of the sphere?,

in reality, is limited in space to those sounds wl

the earth and its atmosphere yield, and in time

the passing moment. The starry abysses for it

silent; and the past and the future are equ
dumb.
The nostril, the tongue, and the hand are si

larly bounded, perhaps even more so ; but the

so triumphs over space, that it traverses in a i

ment the boundless ocean which stretches bey
our atmosphere, and takes home to itself si

which are millions of miles away ; and so far i

from being fatigued by its flight, that as the ^

king said :
" It is not satisfied with seeing." (

only physical conception of limitless infinity is

rived from the longing, of the eye to see further t

the farthest star.

And its empire over time is scarcely less bou
ed. The future it cat not pierce ; but our eyes

never lifted to the '

.glit heavens without be

visited by light which left the stars from whicl

comes untold centuries ago ; and suns which 1

burned out asons before Adam was createil,

shown to us as the blazing orbs which they v

in those immeasurably distant ages, by be;

which have survived their source through all I

time.

How far we can thus glance backwards alon

ray of light, and literally gaze into the deepest

cesses of time, we do not know; and as little

we tell how many ages will elapse after our si

torch is quenched before he shall bo nunibe

among lost stars, by dwellers in the sun most

tant from us
;
yet assuredly it is through the

Uiat we acquire our most vivid conception of w
eternity in tlie sense of unbeginning and unend
time may mean.

It is most natural, then, that the eye which

thus triumph over space and time should hold

place of honour among the senses. Of all the

racles of healing which our Saviour performed

we except the crowning one of resurrection f]

death, none seems to have made such an imp
sion on the spectators as the restoration of sigh

the blind. One of the blind whose S'ght was
stored by Christ, triumphantly declared to

doubters of the marvelousness of the mira(
" Since the world began, was it not heard t

any one opened the eyes of one that was b

blind !" The perplexed though not unfaithful Ji

inquired :
" (Jould not this man, which opened

eyes of the blind, have caused that even this ii

should not have died ?" And the opening of

eyes of the blind would startle us as much did

witness it now. To the end of time men will

knowledge that He who formed the eye justly

clared of it, that " The light of the body is

eye.;" and all tender hearts will feel a pecu

sympathy for those whom it has pleased God,
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his unsearchable wisdom, to deprive of sight, and

for whom in this hfe " Wisdom is at one entrance

quite shut out."

—

Dr. Wilson.

For " TLe Fricua."

BIOCKAPHlCAl SKETCHES

Of Ministers and Elders and other concerned members
of the Yearly lleeting of Pliiladelphia.

(ContimK!d from page Gl.)

JOSHUA BROWN.

On returning to his residence, our friend found

that his daughter Sarah, who had been but a short

time married, was dangerously ill, and she soon

afterwards departed this life. This was a sore af-

fliction to the affectionate father, yet he informs us

that the comfort he inwardly experienced in Ihe

retro-pect of his late journey was such, as to ena-

ble him " to bear this trouble the bettor."

He had been for some time preparing to remove

his family to Little Britain, in Lancaster county,

Pennsylvania, and in the beginning of this year,

1759, he effected it. He appears to have remain-

ed at home during the rest of that year ; but, on

the 1st of the Third month, 1760, he set out for

religious service in Delaware and ilaryland, hav-

ing been liberated therefor by Nottingham Month-

ly Meeting. Isaac Williams was his companion

during the most of this journey. The first day

;
they rode down to Thomas Browning's, in Kent
county. The next day, being the fifth of the week,

tation to the youth to mind the gift that was in I the 20th, we had a meeting there, in which I had

them. From the meeting, wc rode to the house of to set forth the extraordinary privileges we enjoy

William Troth, and, on the 7th, had a meeting at|Uuder the gospel, above the preceding dispensations.

Choptank. In this meeting the necessity of rege- On the 2lst, with Beijamiu Barrett as companion,

neration, the work of the new birth, was spoken to, I rode to Fenwick Fisher's at Duck Creek. On
and the danger of depending on any ceremony or the 22d, attended Monthly Meeting there. It was

outward observation, or anything short of a p
fied state. That night we rode to Joseph IJarcliff 's,

and lodged. On the 8lh, rode to the bay side.

We lodged with John Kemp, who was a slave-

holder. Our Yearly Meeting had made a move
that none should buy or sell slaves. Our landlord

was not well pleased with what the Yearly Meet-

ing had done. I showed him my sentiment which

was, that Friends should not only abstain from

buying and selling them, but should set free those

they had in possession. He said, ' Thou talks of

setting them free ; my negroes wont go free. I will

call them and ask them before tliee.' I told him

if he would give them freedom if they would ac-

cept it, he might call them. He said no ! he would

not .set them free. I told him he might let them

alone then. His answer showed plainly that he

was not genuine in his pretensions.

" On the 9th, I had a meeting there ; a few

Friends and some others. I showed them the ne-

ce^sity there was of confessing Christ here on earth,

of a diligent adherence to the gift received that we

might be enabled rightly to confess him, and point-

ed out the danger of not believing in his spiritual

appearance. We returned to Joseph Barcliff's,

they attended the meeting at Sassafras. Here, land, on the 10th, had a meeting at Thirdliaven.

says Joshua, " I had to recommend that disposi-jin it I had to set forth through the similitude of a

tion of mind in the multitude, which drew the com- well instructed builder, the necessity of laying a

pas.-ionate regard of the blessed Saviour to feedlgood foundation, [spiritually] and carefully build-

them in a miraculous manner. This represented ling thereon. I also spoke concerning the Scrip-

typically the spiritual condition, which may expect tures, and the way they must come to be opened,

"lis feeding; a sense of want, a humble desire to that we might be profited by tiiem. From thenee

follow him in his requirings. The meeting was to we rode to William Wilson's, and lodged, and, on

satisfaction. Lodging at Joshua Vansant's, we the 11th, had a meeting at Marshy Creek. I had

rode next morning, tbe 3d inst., to Cecil, twelve

miles, and had a meeting with Friends there.

Here I had to recommend a solid consideration of

the solemn meeting before the great Judge of quick

and dead, and the way whereby they might witness

a happy resurrection. Showing them that the Lord
will be clear of the blood of ail men, and that thoy

will be left without excuse. We dined with George
Razin. Before leaving his house, I found my mind
engaged to drop some caution and advice to him and
his children, (ieorge accompanied us to Cliester

meeting. On the way thither, we called to see

Southey Mifflin, who was in a distracted condition.

It appeared to arise from the weight of some re-

quiring, which was hard for him to give up to. He
seemed glad to see us. We lodged at Abraham
Milton's, and, on tbe 4th, rode to Chester meeting.

Therein I had to set forth the loss sustained by
profes-ion without possession, which appeared to

be their state too generally. We crossed Chester

fl river, and rode sixteen miles to the house of Mary
;, I Wright, widow. On the 5th, we had a close and
lexereising meeting at Queen Ann. I had in it to

;iurge the necessity of a risjht belief as respects the

I ministry of the gospel, for want of which many
! Igross errors had prevailed. Setting out for Tucka-
Ihoe, we stopt at Nathan Mainer's, and refreshed

!, 1 ourselves and horses, and then rode down to James
;

I Kemp's, about twenty miles. On the 6th, we had

L i
a meeting at Tuckahoe, to which many Friends
land others came. In the meeting I had to set

forth the evil tendency of knowing men in judg-

imeut, and judging partially, even in civil affairs

and how much more evil in religious matters, and
1 particularly [warned them] not to suffer a selfiili

.partial judgment of their own selves, and their own
j

a meet
I state to prevail. I had likewise an earnest exhor-

\
We lodged at Jacob Joh

this meeting to set forth the excellent privileges

we enjoyed under a good king and a mild govi

meut ; in being permitted to think for ourselves in

matters of religion, save as respects the imposition

of the clergy. This was opened, and also how t

judge of the true ministry, by the motives inducin;

men to undertake the office of preacher. Afte

meeting, called at William Wilson's, and then rode

twenty-four miles to Isaac Turner's, in Queen

Ann's county. On the 12th, attended Cecil Month-

ly Meeting, had some service, and rode to Joshua

Vansant's, where my companion, Isaac Williams,

left me. On the 13t.h, I pursued my journey into

the three lower counties of Pennsylvania, and

lodged at Samuel Hanson's at Little Creek. On
the 14th, with Jacob Johns as companion, I set off

for Lewiston, and rode as far as Samuel Spencer's,

in Sussex county. On the 15th, rode to Samuel

Rowland's, in Lewistown, where we had a small

meeting in the evening. On Fir^t-day, the 16th,

attended Cold Spring meeting, wherein I had some

service, and then rode to Joseph Palmer's, six

miles. On our way there, it snowed extremely

fast, and continued to do so all night. In the

morning it was nearly or quite three feet deep.

We had a meeting appointed to be held in Benja-

min Truitt's house, and another the nest day, at

Motherkill, but could reach neither. On the 17th,

wo rode about twelve miles towards Mitherkill,

and had difficulty in obtaining quarters in a pub-

lic house. On the 18th, wo pursued our journey,

and with a good deal of fatigue to ourselves and

horses, we reached Benjamin Waring's at Mo'her-

kill, about twelve miles. On the 19th, on our way

to Little Creek, we stopt at Ezekiel Knox's, and had

!a meeting' with a few Friends there to satisfaction,

t Little Creek. On

to me a close afflicting season, and I had to enjoin

upon those present strict justice, tenderness, and
doing unto all men, as we would be done unto.

The engagement of mind I was under appeared to

me to be on account of the unjust practice of keep-

slaves, which prevailed among some of them.

I stayed here until the 2;3d being First-day, and
had some service there. After meeting, rode eigh-

teen uiiles to John M'Cool's, at Creorge Creek. On
the 24th, had a meeting there, and then rode to

Wilmington, twenty-five miles. On the 25th, I had
a meeting at Wilmington ; on the 2Gth, at New
Castle, which was satisfactory. I called to see

John Lowdon, and then rode home thirty-five miles.

I was out nearly four weeks, and rode about three

hundred miles. I found my wife and family well,

which was, with the peace of mind I enjoyed, great

satisfaction, and I was truly thankful to the Au-
thor of all good for his many mercies."

On the 22d of the First month, 1761, a close

trial cime upon our Friend, in the death of one of

his sons, who was suddenly killed by the falling of

a tree. Joshua was from home at the time the

accident occurred, which occasioned the shock to

be sensibly felt by his wife, who was in a delicate

state of health. He writes, " She vras preserved

through this trouble to my admiration, but it was
greatly afflicting to us both, and brought us to a

close examination, why it was suffered to come
upon us, and greatly humbled us."

CTo be continuod.i

Rearing Children.

1. Children should not go to school until six

years old.

2. Should not learn at home during that time

more than the alphabet.

3. Should be fed with plain substantial food at

regular intervals, of not less than four hours.

4. Should not be allowed to eat anything within

two hours of bed tim".

5. Should have nothing for supper but a single

cup of warm drink such as very weak tea of some

kind or cambric tea, or warm milk and water, with

one slice of cold bread and butter—nothing else.

6. Should sleep in separate beds, on hair mat-

tresses, without caps, feet first well warmed by

the fire, or rubbed with the hands until perfectly

Iry ; extra covering ou lower 1 but little

on the body.

7. Shou':d be compelled to be out of doors for

the greater part of day-light, from after breakfast

until half an hour before suu-down, unless in damp,

raw weather, when thoy should not be allowed to

go out.-ide the door.

8. Never limit a healthy child as to sleeping or

eating except at supper ; but compel regularity as

to both ; it is of great importance.

9. Never compel a child to sit still nor interfere

with its euj'iyment, as long as it is not actually inju-

rious to persons or property, or against good morals.

10. Never threaten a child, it is cruel, unjust and

dangerous. What you have to do, do it, and be

done with it.

11. Never speak harshly or angrily, but mildly,

kindly, and when really needed, firmly—no more.

12. By all means, arrange it so that the last

words between you and your children at bedtime

especially the younger ones, shall be words of un-

mixed lovingness and affection

—

Ildl's Jonnud of

Health.
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The Art of Soldering Metals.

This is one of the most necessary and univer-

sal manipulations connected with several of the

mechanic arts, and a knowledge of it is also verj

useful to almost every amateur mechanic. Its na-

ture consists chiefly in joining the edges of plates

of metal—principally tin and lead—with a softer

metal than themselves, so as to form a close and

perfect union. As a general principle of primary

importance in soldering, it is necessary that the

solder with which a joint is to be efl'ected, should

be fusible at a lower temperature than the metal

to be joined ; were it otherwise, the heat would fre-

quently injure or destroy the article under manipu-

lation. It is also generally desirable that the

solder should be similar in color to the metal

to be joined. To meet these requirements, various

kinds of solder are used in joining difl'erent metals;

the simplest to manage is known as " soft solder.''

"S'arious recipes are given for making it. It is

usually composed, however, of one part of tin, and

one part of lead. Where the most fusible solder

possible is required, the compound should consist

of three parts of tin to two of lead.

In all soldering processes, it is necessary to add

something to assist lu the fusion of the metal, which

is know as the "flux." In using soft solder, either

common rosin or chloride of zinc, are generally

used as fluxes. To prepare the latter, a wide-

mouthed bottle is half lillKd with hydrochloric acid,

and into this is thrown a few fragmeuts of zinc;

this should be placed in the open air until efl'ervet-

cence has ceased, as the fumes given ofi' will be

found noxious in a room. To be assured that no

free acid is left, a few pieces of zinc should remain

undissolved. The preparation is then ready for use,

and will keep good for any length of time.

The exact method of procedure in eflecting a

joint will much depend on the shope and nature

of the article. Suppose two pieces of lead are to

be joined ; the ends of both are to be well cleansed

by scraping or filing ; one of them is then covered

with a little powdered rosin, and a small piece of

solder is to be laid upon it, and then submitted to

sufficient heat, when the solder will run over and

coat the whole of the cleansed metal.

There are various modes of applying heat in

soldering ; it may be effected either by a blow-pipe

or the " soldering-iron." The hitter consists of a

piece of copper attached to a piece of iron, which

is held in a wooden handle. Its end, for use,

should always be tipped with solder. To effect

this, the copper should be filed clean and heated
;

its end should then be rubbed on a piece of

ammoniac. On applying it to the solder it will at

once be coated. Care should be taken in the sub

sequent heating not to burn off this tinned point

or it will be necessary to repeat the process. Just

less than a red heat will generally be sufilcieut.

The flame of gas, where available, nill be found

very convenient, being comparatively free from

smoke and giving great heat.

To return to the joining of the lead. If any
part of the scraped metal becomes smoked, it will

be necessary to throw on such part a little more
powdered rosin, and the heat again applied, using,

if necessary, a piece of brass or copper wire to

spread the softened solder over the part. If the

smoking is not considerable, this will be suflicient,

but sometimes it may be necessary to begin afresh,

cleaning off and rescraping the smoked part, again

adding fresh rosin and solder, and applying heat

"When a coating of solder is applied, whiljt it is

still soft, it is to be rubbed with a piece of cloth

and all but a thin film or coating is to be removed
The process will be very nearly the same if clilo'

ride of zinc be used as the flux instead of rosin.

In this case the trouble will be a little less, and the

solder will more rapidly flow ; but it is thought by
some that the joint is not so strong.

In some cases difficulty is experienced in holding

pieces of metal in firm contact during the process

of soldering. They may sometimes be held suffi-

ciently firm by the aid of a small vice. In other

cases, slightly riveting previous to soldering, will

be desirable ; or, where the circumstances admit of

it, binding by means of fine wire will be found

efficient. The ends to be joined are then to be

scraped or filed perfectly clean. In cases of this

kind, the chloride of zinc will be a more con-

venient flux than rosin; the parts to be joined

being moistened with the solution, the wire sup-

ports are to be arranged so as to hold the pieces

firmly, and a few fragments of solder being laid

on the joint, the heat of a flame or soldering bolt

being applied, the solder will run and attach itself

to all the metal to which the chloride of zinc has

been applied. After cooling, the superfluous solder

may be filed or scraped away with a knife.

Various kinds of hard solder are used, their

composition varying with the metal to be joined,

and the colour thus rendered desirable. The flux

will also vary ^rith the composition of the solder

—

borax being used with several kinds of hard solder.

The use of the blow-pipe will be generally neces-

sary to effect a junction with hard solder, the heat

of the soldering bolt being insufficient ; but soft

solder will generally best serve in all the operations

of the amateur. Hard solder for brass is made
with eight parts of copper and one of zinc. The
copper is first melted in a crucible, the zinc in the

meantime being heated. When the copper is

melted, the hot zinc is thrown into it, and the cru-

cible being covered up, the whole is shaken to-

gether. In a few minutes it is poured out into a

vessel of cold water. In order to granulate it, the

twigs of a birch broom are held over the water

—

and the metal, passing between them, is divided

into grains as it drops into the water.

In making hard solder, it should be borne in

mind that it is harder and less fu-ible in propor-

tion as it contains more copper. A somewhat
softer and more fusible hard solder is made of six

parts of brass, one of zinc and one of tin. The
brass is first melted, the tin then added, and lastly

the zinc, which should, as before described, be pre-

viously well heated. The whole then being well

agitated, it is to be granulated and cooled, as be-

fore described.

The parts to be joined are to be scraped or filed

perfectly clean, and a portion of the flux—borax
dissolved in water being commonly used—added,

with a grain or two of the solder : the whole is

then to be submitted to the flame of a blowpipe,

until it runs. A well soldered joint, managed in

this way, is often little less strong than the metal

itself.

Solders must be selected in reference to their

appropriate metals. Tin plates are soldered with

an alloy consi.-ting of from one to two parts tin,

with one of lead. Pewter is soldered with a more
fusible alloy containing a certain proportion of bis-

muth, added to the lead and tin. Iron, copper and
brass are soldered with spelter—an alloy of zinc

and copper in nearly equal parts. Silver is sol-

dered, sometimes with pure tin, but generally with

silver solder—an alloy consisting of five parts of

silver, six of brass, and two of zinc. Zinc and
lead are soldered with an alloy of from one to two
parts of lead with one of tin. Platinum, with fine

gold. Gold, with an alloy of silver and gold, or

of copper and gold, &c. In all soldering processes

the following conditions must be observed :—The
surfaces to be united must be entirely free from

osyd, bright, smooth and level. The contact of

air must be excluded during the soldering, because

it is apt tooxydizeone or the other of the surfaces,

and thus to prevent the formation of an alloy at

the points of union. The exclusion of air is effected

in various ways. The locksmith encases in loam
the objects of iron or brass that he wishes to sub-

ject to a soldering heat ; the silversmith and brazier

mix their re.'-pective solders with moistened borax

powder; the coppersmith and tinman apply sal

ammoniac, rosin, or both, to the cleaned metallic

surface, before using the soldering iron to fuse

them together with the tin alloy.— Scieniijic

American.

The Pursuit of Riclies and Worldhj Great-

ness.—Then, the things of this world were of

small value with us, so that we might win Christ,

and the goodliest things of the world were not

near us, so that we plight be near the Lord, and
the Lord's truth outbalanced all the world, even

the most glorious part of it. Then great trading

was a burden, and great concerns a great trouble ;

all needless things, tine houses, rich lurniture, and
gaudy apparel was an eye-sore ; our eye being

single to the Lord, and the inshining of his light

in our hearts, which gave us the sight of the kn
ledge of the glory of God ; this so affected our

minds, that it stained the glory of all earthly

things, and they bore no mastery with us, either

in dwelling, eating, drinking, buying, selling, mar-
rying, or giving in marriage; the Lord was the

object of our eye, and we all humble and low be-

fore him, and self of small repute : ministers and
elders, in all such cases, walking as good example
that the flock might follow their foot-steps, as they

followed Christ in the daily cross and self-det

'

This answered the Lord's witness in all consciences,

and gave us credit amongst men.— Williani EL-
muntUon.

Two Sunsets in One Day.—One of the fiuest

sights Professor Steiner, the seronaut says, that he

ever saw, was the view he had of two sunsets,

while on his balloon trip from Milwaukee, recently.

He was at a certain altitude the first time when he

saw the sun go down upon Lake Michigan, and
then descended to the waters of the lake. After-

wards he commenced rising very rapidly, and

soon reached such an altitude that the fiery orb

again began to rise, apparently, from the western

waters, and ere long he was once more in full sun-

light. Then, as he descended again, the sun sank

beneath the waters a second time, thus affording

two sunset views in a single day. The profe-sor

says, as the sun appeared to rise the second time,

it was one of the finest visions he ever witnessed,

,

and the spectacle was of the most magnificent

:

description.

Nclsnji Worshipped as a Heathen Jdol.—A lc(r '

ter from Ilayti says—"Among the Acul mountains '

there has been found, in an old house, a bust of i

Lord Nelson. It is of white marble, somewhat
stained by time and neglect. Nelson is represented

in his costume of admiral, and bears on his breast

five decorations. One in commemoration of the

battle of Aboukir, has the inscription : 'Rear Ad-
miral Lord Nelson of the Nile.' Another medal
bears the words: 'Almighty God has blessed Lis

Majesty's glory !' This bust, interesting in its ar-

tistic and historical association, was found on an

altar devoted to the fetish worship, \\here for half a

century, it has been reverenced as the Deity of

the Mountain Streams. The name of the sculptors

were ' Coale and Lealy, of Lambeth.' Thus, for

fifty years, a bust of an English admiral has been

worshipped as a heathen idol."
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Selected for " Tho Friend."

An AJilress to Young Persons.

(Coucludud fruui page 70.)

TIioso who have received these truth,? on the

authoi'ity of inspired witnesses and coiiiinissioned

teachers, in the simplicity of a rightly prepared

heart, that good ground in which the seed of

the liiiigdom takes deep root and becomes fruit-

ful, may be compared to the human frame in a

state of perfect organization ; through which the

vital principle may freely &ow, and all the func

tions of the animal economy be properly per
formed;—whilst an ignorance of such import
ant truths and facts as it hath pleased Divine

Wisdom to impart by instrumental means, or a

partial, erroneous, and distorted apprehension of

them, resembles the enfeebled and unhoalthful

state of a deformed body; in which the operations

of animal life must be much obstructed

which is incapable of maintaining the vigour that

;WOulJ be necessary to its full usefulness, though it

lis admitted that a vital principle may subsist and
circulate therein after a less perfect manner.

Thus a form of sound doctrine, as well as a

form of sound words, which is earnestly recom-

mended by an apostle, becomes truly desirable.

But though Gospel views of (iospel truths arc pre-

cious, a Gospel spirit is yet more so ; and where
these are combined in a proportionable degree,

even in youthiul disciples, they become fortified

against invitations and examples of less consistent

believers, tempting to "go away" from Him, who
to their spiritual preceptiou, both by external and
internal manifestations, has been thus revealed as

having the " words of eternal life;" and who, they

therefore '' believe and are sure," can be no other

than " Christ, the Son of the Living God."
To be induced to turn from Him in this his

spiritual appearance, has happened to many in a

comparatively infantile, as well as in a more ad-

vanced stage, who are far from designing to re-

nounce his authority, or to cease to be his true dis-

siples ; but they appear to prefer, and accord-

ingly to obtain a more distant station from their

blessed Teacher, than that to which they have
been primarily invited, by their birth-right in a

society, which has been raised up in an especial

manner, to manifest and testify the realities of his

immediate presence, power and government in the

soul.

It is indeed a consolatory truth which was ut-

tered by the Gracious Master, to those of hig dis-

3!ples who told Him they had forbidden one who
Ibllowed not with them, when Jesus said :

" For-

bid him not ; for he that is not against us is for

as." Yet, if on hearing this encouragement on be-

hall of more remote followers, those disciples had
;hosen to decline the post to which they had them-
jelves been peculiarly appointed, would they have
oeen privileged to see and to hear those things

iivhicli many prophets and righteous persons had in

7ain desired to see and to hear ? Or had they

leased to be the intimate companions of bis most
-riljulated path, would they have been likely to par-

ake in an equal degree of that distinguished glory

vhieii was promised to such as continued with Him
n his temptations?

lu like manner, however diversified may be the
vork assigned to us, an incalculable loss will be in-

mrred by those, who in their confidence of natural

visdom, reject their proper place amongst the nu-
uerous vessels that may be needed for different

lurposes. Not only may the gracious designs of
be Divine blaster be thus frustrated towards
)tliers, but their own sphere of usefulness may be
lius abridged, and themselves accordingly de-
graded from " vessels unto honour," that is, of espe-

cial service for the Master's use, " to vessels unto

di.^houour,'' that is, of contracted and inferior im-

portance in his sight, should he even condescend

to retain them in any part of his spiritual fimily

The diversity of religious professions now sub

sisting in the world, though not constituting even

a presumptive proof of equality of their respective

principles, may be considered as the natural result

of the state of the Christian Church, as being yet

in a wilderness travel, and having been subjected

to various interruptions in its progress from the

deepest darkness and captivity towards tho resto-

ration to that light and liberty which distiuiiuishcd

its first establishment ; and which in the final re-

union of all its living members, however at present

separated and distinguished from each other, will

again shine forth aird enlarge its borders, in more
than pristine splendour and extension.

But while that diversified state of the churcli

exhibits unquestionable evidences that He who i:

the God and Father of all the families of the

earth, continues to sanction his true children, und-

every denomination, by enabling them to produce
fruits unto holiness, and in many instances to be-

come instrumental in turning others from darknesi

to light ; so this diversity may be rendered, under
His gracious superintendence, subservient to va-

rious purposes of His wisdom and goodness. It

remains, however, to be a point of true wisdom for

those who are seeking " Him of whom Moses
the law and the prophets did write," to weigh the

motives which may influence their conduct, as in

the balance of the sanctuary, in order that in

changing from one profession to another they may
find good ground to believe they shall experience

an ascending, instead of descending the ladder,

which in a spiritual sense, still reaches from earth

to heaven, and which none can truly ascend but as

they are conducted by Him who came down from
heaven.

* * * But what can be said effectually to

those whose spiritual ears remain stopped to the

voice of the true charmer, and whose spiritual

eyes continue so blinded by the god of this world

as not to behold Him of whom it is said, " sweet

is thy voice, and thy countenance is comely?"
Surely nothing is available unless He who miracu-

lously opened the ears and eyes of the naturally

blind and deaf, should be pleased to extend a

measure of his efiioacious power in opening the

eyes and ears of the spiritually blind and deaf to

behold and to receive the wonderous things of his

Then will even such as these perceive that

their former apprehensions of Him whom they are

now favoured to know as " the chiefest of ten thou-

sand," had been no less erroneous than the appre-

hensions of the infatuated Jews, who, when they

Him in his humiliated appearance on earth,

did not desire Him, considering " his visage was
marred more than any man, and his form more
han the sons of men," a description which was
indeed verified respecting Him, by those who
scourged and crucified the Lord of glory.

But as Christ rose from the dead and ascended

into heaven, where he sitteth "on the right hand

of the Majesty on high," and from whence he shall

come to judge the quick and the dead, and as " he

ever liveth to make intercession for us," so will he

Iso arise in the hearts of those who are willing to

open the door unto him, and will cause them to

know that he is indeed '' the resurrection and the

life," in whom those who believe, though they

wore even dead in trespasses and sins, should be

made alive; and those who live and believe in

him through this experience of the power of his

resurrection, shall never die the second spiritual

death.

it is therefore to such as are in any degree made
sensible of their state of alienation from this saving
knowledge, that the writer would thankfully hold
forth, if so enabled, a hand of help ; if only by
persuading them that there are treasures yet to be
unfolded to their view—truths of the deepest inte-
rest and most consolatory influence, which though
hitherto unknown to them, will assuredly repay tho
most earnest pursuit and highest cost which the
possession of them may require : yea such are the
boundless love and mercy which ofier them to our
acceptance, that their purchase, to which we are
graciously invited, is declared to be " without money
and without price." P. H. G.

Genius n7ul Labour.—A\a-s.ixn^ax Hamilton once
said to an intimate friend :

" Men give me some
credit for genius. All the genius 1 have lies just
in this: When I have a subject in hand, I study it

profoundly. Day and night it is before me. I
explore it in all its bearings. My mind becomes
pervaded with it. Then the efi'ort which I make,
the people are pleased to call the fruit of genius.
It is the fruit of labour and thought."

D. Webster once replied to a gentleman who
pressed him to speak on a subject of great import-
ance :

" The subject interests me deeply, but I

have not time. There, sir," pointing to a huge pile

of letters, on the table, " is a pile of unanswered
letters, to which I must reply before the close of
the .session, (which was then three days off.) I
have no time to master the subject so as to do it

justice."

" But, Mr. Webster, a few words from you would
do much to awaken public attention to it."

" If there be so much weight in my words as

you represent, it is because I do not allow myself
to speak on any subject until my mind is imbued
with it."

Demosthenes was once urged to speak on a great
and sudden emergency. '' I am not prepared,"
said he, and obstinately refused.

The buv of labour is equally binding on genius
and mediocrity.

Be Still and Quiet, and Join not with Parties.

—My advice and counsel is, that every one of you,
who love and believe in the Light, be still and quiet,

and side not with any parties; but own and
cherish the good, wherever it appears, and testify

against the evil in all, wherever it appears; not

like the children of this world, warring with carnal

weapons against flesh and blood, to destroy men's

lives ; but like ctiristians with spiritual weapons,

warring against spiritual wickedness, and all sin-

ful floshly lusts, which war against the soul : not

striking at creatures, but at the power that capti-

vates the creatures; that so the creatures may be

redeemed from the bondage of corruption, into the

glorious liberty of the sons of God. So be not ye
overcome of evil, but overcome evil with good ; so

hall ye have peace with God, and true unity with

.11 who are of God.

—

Alexander Parker, 1660.

Talc.—A mountain of pure talc exists in Chero-

kee county. North Carolina, west of Murphy. It

is termed the " French chalk" by the tailors, who
use it as a substitute for chalk. It is now exten-

sively used in the manufacture of fine soaps, and
as an anti-frictionist on heavy machinery, and
wagons and carriages, moistened with oil. In the

vicinity of navigation, this vast "formation" would

be of great value in the arts; but where it is, the

expense of transportation would leave no profits to

the miner, and it must, therefore, remain unused,

ntil a dense population, with accompanying fac-

tories, encompass it.

—

Dahlonegu Signal.
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The Value of Accuracy—It is the result of

every day's experience, that steady attention to

matters of det;iil lies at the root of human progress

;

and that diligence, above all, is the mother of good

luck. Accuracy is also of much importance, and

an invariable mark of good training in a man.

Accuracy in observation, accuracy in speech, ac-

curacy in the transaction of affairs. What is done

in business must be well done ; for it is better to

accomplish perfectly a small amount of work, than

to hulf-do ten times as much. A wise man used

to say, " Stay a little, that we may make an end

the sooner."' Too little attention, however, is paid

to this highly important quality of accuracy. As
a man eminent in practical science lately observed

to us, " It is astonishing how few people I have

met in the course of my experience who can define

a fact accurately." Yet, in business affairs, it is

the manner in which even small matters are trans-

acted, that often decide men for or against you.

With virtue, capacity, and good conduct in other

respect?, the person who is habitually inaccurate

cannot bo trusted ; his work has to be gone over

again ; and he thus causes endless annoyance,

vexation, and trouble.

THli
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(Continued from page 82 .)

The reader will have noticed in the last number,

memorandum respecting a remarkable communi-
tion of a prophetic character made by David

nds, at Nine Partners Quarterly Meeting, in

ghth month, 1791. Its apparent fulfilment speed-

followed. Under date. Tenth month 15th, in

at year, Henry Hull says

:

" 15th. Received affecting intelligence of great

Drtality in the city of New York, and of an in-

rrection of the coloured people in one of the West
dia Island?, whoro several members of our So

ty are detained to assist in the defence of the

fin. I feel for them and their families ; but have

ey not contributed to the calamity, by encour-

ing the trade to those islands, which has been

e inducement to the whites to increase the num-
r of their slaves. Lord, have mercy upon blacks

id whites 1—How ereat are the cruelties prac-

led amongst mankind, and to what a pitch have

(ey reached ! I long to have my mind more and

iore redeemed from the world, that I may leave

icheerfully if called away therefrom
;
yet I think

jam also willing to live and suffer, if thereby I

.ay be useful to my fellow-mortals.

"19th. Poor indeed, and almost insensible of

,iod, yet a hope revives, while I am writing, that

am not wholly cast off—I will therefore endea-

lur to trust in the Lord, and walk in true humi-

!y before him."

"27th. Felt the influence of a worldly spirit at

jeeting ; and fear I shall lose ground unless 1 give

I) some of my business.
' " 28th. Bly morning prayer was, that neither

;3hes nor any earthly enjoyment might be able to

iparate me from the love of God.

j
" Eleventh month 10th. Greatly fatigued in bu-

jaess, yet I humbly hope I was not without a due
igard for the concerns of religion. thou, who
jiowest all things, if I have this day suffered my
lind to go too far in planning worldly matters, I

•ay thee, suffer me not to accomplish my designs

-leave me not to grope in the dark, lest 1 stumble
id fall."

An instructive feature in these memorandums is

e watchfulness they evince lest a worldly spirit

lould obtain ascendency, and his mind becjme
isorhed in temporal pursuits. When we consider

lat his business consisted in the nianajremont of a

small fulling mill, it furnishes strong evidence of

great tenderness of conscience, and of narrow scru-

tiny into the secret motives and workings of the

heart, that he should have guarded so vigilantly

against the approach of the enemy in that quarter.

Looking at the vase extension of business which

has taken place in our times, the keenness of com-

petition, and the eager desire to secure a large

traffic, is there not reason to fear that many visited

minds have almost insensibly been drawn into the

popular current, allayed the uneasiness of a ten-

der conscience, by pleading the example of others

and an imagined necessity, until they have become

absorbed in their worldly concerns that they

can spare little or no time for better purposes
j

have gradually lost the inclination as well as the

fitness for usefulness in religious society, and are

in imminent danger of reaching that state, in which

the cares of this life, the deceitfulness of riches,

and the love of other things, choke the good Seed.

May we not trace to these causes much of the

weakness and degeneracy apparent among us, and

ament that there is not more of that living faith

n God, which overcomes the world, and enables

to trust a/l to his providential care, devoting to his

blessed cause and service our lives, and everything

we possess. Were the kingdom of God and his

ghteousness sought fo'st, and with earnest dili-

gcccc, a Lapp^ t'uau^c woaU oooa bo -.^ro-agUt in

the society—the holy zeal and heavenly minded-

uess of its best and brightest days would again ap-

pear, it would once more arise, shako itself from

the dust of the earth, and put on its beautiful gar-

ments.

Twelfth month 31st. The affecting situation

of the enslaved and oppressed Africans, has much

occupied my attention, and my hope is, that the

great number of advocates who have appeared in

behalf of their cause, will open the way for some

relief.

" The beginning of the year 1792, was to me a

od time. I had an opportunity of accompanying

a Friend, who was visiting families in our part, and

was also favoured with the company of many other

precious Friends, who were labouring in the Lord's

vineyard."
" In the year 1793, I travelled some short jour-

neys within the compass of our Monthly Meeting

;

and also accompanied Hannah Barnard to some of

the adjacent towns in Connecticut. She had passed

through much exercise of mind to prepare her for

the work of the ministry, and evinced much love

and zeal for the cause of religion. Although she

lived forty miles distant from where our Monthly

Meeting was held, yet she often attended it, and

travelled some long journeys in the work of the

gospel.

"But after all her dedication to the Lord's

cause, she fell away, and caused Friends much

trouble, imbibing and promulgating principles in-

consistent with what she had once so zealously

propagated, denying the literal accuracy of some

parts of the Holy Scriptures, and rejecting the doc-

trines of the divinity and atonement of our Lord

and Saviour Jesus Christ, for which she was dis-

owned from society.

" Being a woman of high mind, and her gift pro-

curing her much respect and attention where she

travelled, she was weak enough to be carried away

by vain imaginations and carnal reasoning—slight-

ing the advice of her friends, who loved her, and

saw the danger she was in. Several years before

she quite fell away, I had tears on her account,

having frequently been in her company, and had

opportunity of seeing the temptation to which she

was exposed. ' Let him that thinketh he standeth,

take heed lest he fall.'
"

"Sixth month 28th. Near the close of thia

day, had a sweet time in humble contrition before

the Father of mercies, and received strength to ask

for the greatest of blessings, viz : true faith.

" Seventh month 5th. Took measures for a gra-

dual retreat from much business.

" 9th. At a meeting with a Friend at Philips-

town, where are several professors of Truth, who

have greatly cumbered themselves by the love of

the world, and the inordinate pursuit of riches.

The meeting was a time of trial, but afterward we

had a select opportunity with some of them, in

which a degree of relief was obtained.

" 15th. Had the company of Richard Titus, a mi-

nister from Long Island, whose awakening testimo-

ny brought me into serious reflection upou the_ pre-

sent situation of mankind,—which, if duly consider-

ed, mJglit appro,tQ t,r> avoMse tl-e careless professors

to greater diligence in the work of salvation. While

pestilence prevails in some places, famine and the

sufferings attendant on war afflict others, the na-

tions ofEurope being generally engaged in a de-

structive war, and confusion and bloodshed prevail-

ing in some of the islands by fire and sword, in the

hands of the blacks.

"Eighth month 3d. My health not good, but I

thiuk relieved from much worldly mindedness, be-

ing made willing that the glory and beauty of the

world should be stained in my view, and my mind

more engaged in pursuing heavenly treasure.

" 28th. The cares of this life engaged my atten-

tion this day, yet not so, but that through marvel-

lous condescension, I had a sweet time in spiritual

communion with Him, who is the Alpha and the

Omega—the praise is due to him. In this time of

heavenly favour, I asked for strength to walk more

uprightly than I had heretofore done, that so I

might enjoy these favours more frequently.

"Ninth mouth 18th. Received the affecting in-

telligence of the death of that dear and eminent

servant of Christ, Daniel Offley, who died in Phi-

ladelphia, of the malignant fever raging there. The

remembrance of him is precious to me, his minis-

try having been instrumental in turning me into

the paths of obedience.

"21st. Received accounts of the death of two

more ministers in Pennsylvania, and that two hun-

dred persons were buried in the city in one day

—

my mind much affected under the consideration.

A merchant of that city writes thus to his friend in

New York, viz :
' Scenes like the present, destroy

our relish for earthly enjoyments and the pursuit

of wealtli, in which I fear we have both been too

much engaged.- I feel very sensible of its having

been the case with mc, and I do not look back with
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comfort and satisfaction on my employment for

some years back. No earthly good is equivalent

to the loss or diminution of that peace and calm-

ness which flow from a faithful and upright atten-

tion to religious duties.'

"27th. OLord! I have need of thy help to bear

up my soul, and keep me from sinking, the heavi-

ness of my heart is so great. And why it is so, 1

know not. If it be for my further refinement, good

is thy will, Lord ! I am thankful that thou art

mindful of me. Have mercy upon me, I pray thee,

and set me in a place where I may praise thee. I

am willing to leave all, and follow thee in the way

of thy rcquirings. Although the cross has been in

my way, so that I have not at all times given up,

thou knowest I have not withheld through wilful

disobedience. I knuw myself to be a poor weak

creature, a mere worm in comparison to many of

thy servants, whom thou sendest forth on thy er-

rands. be pleased to forgive all my short com-

ings, purify me in whatever way thou, in thy wis-

dom, seest fit, that I may be received iuto thy

favour, and be qualified to serve thee, who art for-

ever worthy.
" Eleventh month 17th. A season of renewed

favour and help at meeting; and agreeable news

received from Philadelphia, that the fever is abat-

ing. In this month I visited the families of Friends,

and others who attended our meeting at Stanford,

held in my father's housti."

(To bo continued.}

Tobacco—We find that the pupils of the Poly-

technic school in Paris, have recently furnished some

curious statistics, bearing on tobacco. Dividing the

young men of that college into groups, the smokers

and the non-smokers, it is shown that the smokers

have proved themselves in the various competitive

examinations, far inferior to the others. Not only in

the examinations, on entering the schools are tlie

smokers in a lower rank, but in the various ordeals

they have to pass through in a year, the average

rank of the smokers had constantly fallen, and

not inconsiderably, while the men who did not

smoke enjoyed a cerebral atmosphere of the cleares'

kind.—ia^e Paper.

isylunia,A Trip to the Oil Kcgisns of P

(Concluded from piige 83

The process of obtaining oil may be generally

described as follows :—Where an alluvial dcp^

of any considerable depth covers the rocks, cast-

iron pipes 5 inches inside diameter and 1 iuch

thick, in sections of ten feet, are driven with ai

ordinary pile driver, and the enclosed material re

moved by use of drill and sand pump—the sec-

tions of pipe are turned smooth 3 or 4 inches from

each end, and when the top of one section is driven

nearly to the surface, a wrought iron band 6 inches

Avide is shrunk on, the lower end of another section

inserted, and a. continuous tube thus formed, ex-

tending to the rock. The length of piping varies

from 20 to 100 feet. The greatest depth in wells

visited by us was 93 feet.

When the rock is thus reached, or when it ap-

proaches the surface so that no pipe is required, it

is bored by a heavy cast-steel drill, with a bit 4

inches wide, 1 inch thick, and the edge very obtuse.

The rod to which the drill is attached is usually in

sections of about 12 feet in length, the lower one

generally of iron, and the remainder of wood.

They are connected by screw and socket, and

generally worked by hand, with the aid of a

spring-pole—two, frequently three men at a drill

;

through sometimes a steam engine is used. At

the top of the derrick, before described, is a pulley,

used for raising or lowering the drill. In some

cases, instead of a rod the entire depth of the well,

but two or tliree sections are used, attached to a

rope for the remainder of the distance, but this

plan is not generally preferred. A sand pump, or

sheet iron tube about four feet long, with a valve

in the botom, is used to extract the material from

the well ; and it may be well imagined that each

successive pumping is anxiously watched for " indi-

cations." A " smell" is quite an event, and the

ppearance of oil on the water brought up by the

pump is hailed with delight.

The region is now well supplied with drillers and

their tools"; and wells are usually sunk by contract.

When sufiicient od to justify working has been

obtained in the well, a pump is inserted formed of

gas pipe or copper tube, as may be desired— the

latter is necessary when the water is salt. They

are about two iuches inside diameter. There is

much want of economy in availing of the small

space at command, the valves in many cases being

of very small diameter, thus reducing the capa-

city of the pump below that required to clear

the well of water. It then becomes necessary to

shut off the water that enters the upper part of the

well, and of course all the oil that accompanies it.

This is done by means of a " seed-bag"—a leather

sack 18 or 20 inches long, surrounding the pump
stock and filled with flax-seed. When wet th'

swells and effectually closes the aperture around the

pump, which then only operates on what enters at

the bottom of the well. In some cases, owing to

the small capacity of the pump, it is necessary to

place the seed-bag very near the bottom.

The pumps are worked by portable steam en-

gines of from three to five horse power. All those we

noticed were made in Buffalo, and a more misera-

ble set of machines could not easily be turned out

of any shop than most of them in the oil region

are.

No better field is now open for the introduction

of the small engines so well made in Philadelphia
;

and he will be a public benefactor who accom-

plishes it.

The water and oil pumped from the well pass

into a tank holding from 400 to 800 barrels. It

is kept well filled, to allow the oil and water to

separate. The latter is allowed to escape through

a faucet near the bottom ; the oil is drawn off by

one at the top, put in barrels, and is ready for the

market.

All the works around the well are of a tempo-

rary character. The derrick is boarded up and forms

the pump-house. One frame shanty covers the

engine, and another the tank ; and as this is also

a lumber region, the cost of the building is slight.

Most of the oil goes to New York ; it is hauled

about 20 miles (16 from Titusville) over very bad

roads to the nearest station on the Sunbury and

Erie Railroad. Some of it descends the Allegheny

river by keel-boats during low water, and by steam-

ers, when the navigation permits, to Pittsburg.

is'^o reliable account is known of the quantity

produced up to this time, but it may, I think, be

safely assumed at 8000 barrels.

The daily yield cannot now be less than 500 bar-

rels, and is rapidly increasing by the opening of

new works. It sells at the well at from 18 to 20

cents per gallon, according to cost of transportation.

Experience seems to indicate a diminution of

the flow at many of the wells now worked, espe-

cially in those that yielded largely at first—seve-

ral that were 30, 50, and some over 100 barrels

daily at the start, are now down to a regular yield

of 20 barrels and under. It would, therefore,

seem probable that an accumulation of oil furnishes

the abundant supply to newly opened wells, greater

than the subterranean steams can maintain.

The laboratories that furnished the stock now c

hand are doubtless yet in operation, but what the

capacity is for a regular business cannot yet be tol

It may be they are affected by the seasons, h
the early wells of large yield that are now dia

nished, were opened during the last winter

spring, when the ground was wet and the sprin;

flu^h. Many of the latter are now dry, or runnii

with greatly diminished flow ; and, inasmuch

the oil accompanies the water, it is reasonable

infer that the quantity brought out is temporari

reduced by this cause.

The cost of a derrick is from §20 to §30. Ca

iron pipe delivered, about §2.50 per foot line

Drilling, 82 per foot for the first 100 feet, and

cents per foot added for each additional 25 fee

The same rate is paid for driving and boring o

the pipes as for drilling rock. The cost of a w
200 feet, with 40 feet piped, would therefore

about §563.

The entire expense of a well, with machine

and buildings ready for operation, is §1200

§1500, depending of course chiefly on the dept

The latter may be assumed as the cost of a 2(

feet well. A working force of three men
operate one night and day.

A few wells are owned by the proprietors of t

soil, but most of them by lessees of the " oil pri

lege," who pay a royalty of from one-fourth uud

the old leases, to five-eighths under recent ones,

favourite localites; many of them are sub-let two

three times, so that an operator's profits are n

in all cases as large as they look. The worki

xpenses do not exceed one half barrel of oil
j;

day, with a ten-barrel well, even after paying a rt

of five-eighths, an operator can make a very hau

some thing of it. In fact it is hard to imagine a

business wherein an investment of §1500 will

better.

The source of these subterranean oil streams

also a matter of doubt. They are attributed

many to the great Appalachian coal basin, whf

north-western rim they border ; and are suppos

to have their origin in the coal that caps the hig

lands, extending from McKean to the south-wi

Were this so, it should be found escaping from t

hills with the outcrop of the coal strata, and t

off by the deep ravines of the intervening wal

courses ; in addition to which their flow would

against the dip of the entire geological formalin

thus refuting the belief that water will not flow

It is much more probable they result from t

carboniferous slates and shales of the cadent a

vergent series of Professor Rogers, many of whi

are highly bituminous. These have their outcrc

to the north and north-west, and it is among t

vergent shales and their interlaying sandstones tl

the oil is found. Their dip is to the south-ea

with a general trend to the south, and the flow

a liquid generated among them would natura

follow their direction.

It a remarkable fact, that in the entire rep

on the State Geological Survey, but a single ii

dental allusion (Vol. l,p. 583) is made to wha

now rapidly becoming an item of great importaui

and this does not lessen the necessity of a thoroi

examination by a competent person. The groi

is too extensive to be disposed of by a mere visii

and it would be much easier to undertake a relia

description of the Schuylkill coal basin, with all

thousand local details of mines, works and \

ductions, than to obtain complete geological i^

statistical information of this opening oil reg i

Is there not sufiScient enterprise among the usd

and scientific associations of Philadelphia to i

dcrtake it. It is understood that an applicali

_J
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as been, or is to be made, to the Smithsonian In-

titute for that purpose; but surely Philadelphians

'ill not wait until all the credit, as well as pro-

t, resulting from opening a new source of State

'ealth is appropriated by others, before they wake

)a consciousness of its importance? By all means,

;t one competent to the undertaking be sent out

J collect all reliable data ; he can add something

) our scientific knowledge, do much for the de-

elopment of a new but fruitful field of industry,

nd, if he escape the oil fever, will be more for-

mate than most of those who have visited the land

f Petroleum.

;

For " The Friend.''

iclracis from t/te Letters a7id Memorandums oj

I
our Late Friend, U. Williams.

! Third-day Morning.—The queries and answers

:ere all read and considered. Suitable advice on

irious subjects was handed forth in life and au-

^ority. The neglect of week-day meetings by

^me was shown to be the result of not keeping the

Ight thing uppermost. Our aged friend ,

icoramended to seek first the kingdom of God
|]d the righteousness thereof and all things need-

iil would be added ; that godliness with content-

lent was great gain ; we brought nothing into this

iorld,and we could carry nothing out; with more

lat was excellent and to the point; and encou-

iged concerned Friends to speak in love to those

ho are remiss. Several Friends were concerned

this subject and spoke to it in a lively manner.

On the subject of love and unity, set forth

le only true ground on which it could be inain-

ined : "I and my Father are one;" "continue

i in my love that ye may be one, even as I and

y Father are one." The necessity of keep-

ig low—not seeking our own honour, but the

Dnour of Him who hath called us; no self-exal-

ition, &c. A silent, hidden seed, was sweetly

Idressed : also addressed these, " who hath

elieved our report, and to whom is the arm of

le Lord revealed ;" described the union between

hrist and his followers, " whosever does the will

my Father, who is in heaven, the same is my
lother, and sister, and brother;" " ye are my bre^

iren if ye do whatsoever I command you." It

hown very plainly, there might be a unity out

F this, but it was not the true unity.

The attendance of some under our name on

ireling ministry, was very feelingly spoken t

lat any should grow weary of our little silent

leetings, and be willing to sit under a man-made
liuistry, supported by pay, while He whom we
rofess to serve is able to teach his people himself.

was earnest for a: more lively zeal God-wards,

|nd did encourage all to be careful in attend

jieetings. She is aged, and very lively in best

lings.

Fifth-day Mor?iing.—Attended meeting;

ither a remarkable communication from ,

icomniending, not to trust to or lean on man;
lat by so doing, if such as were leaned on stum-

led and fell, the consequence was, we fell with

lem. We could not lean too little on man, nor

10 much on the Saviour.

On Fifth-day afternoon, had the report of the

oarding-School, and the right governing and train-

ig of the youth, that plainness of speech, behaviour

ad apparel should be seen there. Parents were

irticularly enjoined to be careful to encourage

leir children and to prepare them for the school,

I a proper and suitable manner.

The conclusion of this, our yearly meeting was
ilid; and with becoming weightiness and dignity

lis large gathering separated," after sitting five

aye, wherein Friends were refreshed with the

presence of the Great Head of the church, enabling

to transact the important business thereof in har-

mony."
Retract from a letter written shortly after the

Yearly Meeting.—" Sarah Emlen had an excel-

lent certificate ; no superfluous words, but all that

were needful ; a good sound one.

" We had a very good [select] meeting Fourth-

ing. I said to dear Sarah, she would

look back to this Yearly Meeting with interest.

" Yes, spiritually,' was her answer, ' it will be like

a staff to lean on."

To S. E. before leaving on a religious visit to

Great Britain a?id Ireland.—" I feel as though I

could not let thee depart without a fresh testimony

of my sincere love for thee, and concern for thy

comfort both of body and mind. The evidence of

the Divine sanction vouchsafed in the meeting in

which thy concern was considered, did exceedingly

cumfort and console me, and I did not doubt but

thou rejoiced that a oneness of feeling prevailed.

Now the time is drawing nigh for thy embarking,

it may be that a foretaste of hard things to be

dured and borne, will be meted out, both on the

water, and on entering on thy mission. Accord'

to my small measure, I do crave thy preservation

and patient abiding under the close provings and

very likely, new exercises ; as Friends and others

are differently circumstanced in different places

and countries; but to dwell with the seed, which

I think, in many places is much out of sight, will

be no easy task ; while they who may be (at times')

thy caretakers, as thou art passing about,

dwelling too high. Oh ! have a care, dear Sarah, of

rising with the light stuff of the day ; thou whi

hast been from thy youth to the present time, mar
vellously helped through and over uncommon hard

ships, trials, besetments within and without ; led

about and instructed, fitted and qualified by the

Great Head of the church for his service and

work. It has been secretly my sincere desire

that He may continue to be thy leader, the lifter

up of thy head out of low seasons, which I have

no doubt will be the case, as thou lookest to Him
alone.

As regards a companion, this does not so very

much discourage me. From the first, my faith has

been, thou would be cared for everyway as hereto

fore. He who puts thee forth can make all up

thou wilt not now be suffered to need what can

not be supplied ; so in faith let us rest it.

" xMy mind will visit thee in the cabin, in thy

little bed-chamber, and in every turn, as far as 1

can see thee in my mind's eye, with a hope of all

being well, and of seeing thee face to face in this

land again, unless I should be removed. Some^

times, I think my way is so hedged up and weak-

ness so attends, that though I have out of the

abundance of my heart offered thee the little con

solation which seemed with me, together with i

hint to be careful of one thing in particular, as if

I knew something, yet poverty and nakedness and

blindness attend thy friend, and many fears on my
own account and on account of some who stand

feeding the flock; This is a hard day ; I am try

ing to bear it as well as I can ; if favoured with

ability to keep a clear conscience, shall be con-

tented, without expecting to do much or any good
" I have no claim, I know, on thy time or on

thy care, yet if thy mind inclines to write to me,

shall be very glad to hear how thou fares ; no

one more glad out of thy own dear family."

Reply to the foregoing.

Wakefield, Yorkshire, Third mo. 15th, 1845

My beloved friend, Hannah Williams:—

I

have determined to write unto thee with pen and

nk, ever since thy feeling and comforting letter was

put into my hands ; but from various causes it has

hitherto seemed to have been impracticable.

I tell the truth and without flattery, that thy

pithy letter has been my constant companion over

and land, and that very many times have I

recurred particularly to the twenty-third line, and

many a time have its contents been a help and a

strength to me ; and this may be an encouragement

to thee, though coming from one of the least and

the hindermo.st of the flock, to discharge faithfully

every debt, however small it may seem, to the

poor and needy ; and thus wilt thou out of thy
' poverty' and ' nakedness' and ' blindness' and
' many fears,' and sometimes sorrowful heart, be

made to rejoice, and though ' very poor,' yet thou

wilt make others rich, and having nothing, thou

wilt possess all things."

Thou hast doubtless heard long since of my good

passage over the great deep. I shall ever esteem

it a peculiar favour. Not a sail did our clever

captain ever have to reef, from the time we left Cape
May till we were in sight of Liverpool ; and all his

crew were so prompt at the word of command, and

free from improper expressions, that it really did

one's heart good to see them, and to be among the

honest hearted tars.

There were one hundred and fourteen in the

steerage, (poor Irish returning home affrighted)

[time of the riotj and but ten cabin passengers;

so that any one of us could be as retired as we

wished ; and oft was my little cup so filled to the

brim, that I was glad to retreat into my state-room

to pour it out. Ah, how does the sensible presence

of the dear Master assuage all our griefs and pri-

vations ; and in every situation gives peace and

contentment.

When our little bark reached the wharf, there

was, as is always the case, a great bustle, each

caring for themselves. There I stood, gazing;

every face and every object new and strange ; till

pretty soon a gentle squeeze of the elbow caused

me to look round, when I saw to my relief and joy,

two nice, plain looking lads, the elder who had

hold of me saying, " we are 's sons ;
mother

has been down several times since the vessel was

in the river, but as it had not come she sent us

with her love, and wishes thee to come to our

house." This again filled my heart to the brim
;

I was not lonsr getting into the carriage, nor long

going through the tedious, dark, gloomy looking

streets of Liverpool before I was welcomed by

But how I felt is not for my pen to describe
;

not a word could I utter. She kindly helped me
up stairs, and after giving me many assurances

of her sympathy, and that her home should now

be my home, she left me ; of which I was glad,

that I might give full vent to my heart. After tea

I began to feel better ; went to bed and slept and

rested sweetly.

But oh, what a contrast does the busy scene of

such a city afford, and the one we had just left,

where we had only the quiet and beautiful bosom

of the ocean before us and on all sides, without

noise of whip, or horse, or wheels; and we

seemed to be the 'lords of all we could survey.'

Now, as in a moment, we were lost in the crowd of

human beings. I think a person must experience

something of the kind, to form an adequate idea of

the effect of such a transition. The next day, in

company with our friends, went to Lancaster Quar-

terly Meeting. I felt hardly fit to go, but my
friends seemed to think a little change would be

beneficial. It was not a large meeting, and we

were favoured, I thought, with a little of the oint-

ment. It fell to my lot, to remind some present,
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that wbile they were so careful to provide bread
! 333. The reason assigned for the cheapness of

and so-forth for their children, it was vastly ' the construction of railroads at the South, is that

more importact they should instruct them how to they were built on the cash plan,

labour for that bread which cometh down from

heaven, &c. ; and some relief was afforded to my
poor overflowing mind by returning thanks for my
safe arrival, and [petitioning] that the angel of His

presence who had been with me, might overshadow

my beloved ones at home. * * * *

There is a spirit in this land that is trying to insin-

uate itself into the church, and would fain persuade

the Daughter of Zion to believe that " more liberty

is now granted to her children than could have

been in the beginning ; that this is a different age

of the world, and a different state of the church and

of things altogether." And these things bring the

living members into great straits, and cause them
to go heavily on their way. We are not to remind

the children of the danger of love of dress, etc., "for

tlieir minds are not in such trifles." We are not

to tell them that " Foxes have holes and the fowls

of the air have nests, but the Son of Man hath not

whereon to lay his head," " because they have a
little fur about them." * # # #

I have ventured to tell some, that I hope we shall

not lose the Quaker badge. And yet among all

this " light stuff-^ there is that which is excellent

;

things that are true and just, and things that are

lovely, and of good report ; so if there is any
praise, or any virtue, we ought to think on these

things. But that the chaff will be sifted out, with-

out a ' grain of the weighty wheat falling to the

ground,' I have not a doubt; and the testimonies

of Truth given this people to uphold, in the face

of the world, will be supported by others, who will

come in by convincement. How many, very many
times. Lave I thought of late of the centurions

conversion, and how our blessed Redeemer should

have marvelled at his faith, and said, ' many shall

come from the east and west, and shall sit down
with Abraham and Isaac and Jacob in the king-

dom of heaven. But the children of the kingdom
shall be cast out into outer darkness.' If this should

happen to us, as a people, through unfaithfulness,

what a mournful thing will it be. S. Emlen."

' THE DISBURDENING."
my dream, that just as Christian came

OSS, his burden loosed from his shoul-

Lay down thy burden here
;

With such a weary load

Thou canst not climb yon hill,

Yon steep and rugged road.

'Tis rough, and wild, and high.

Thickets and rocks impede;
Scant resting-place between,

How canst thou onward speed ?

Lay down thy burden here,

Poor weary son of time

;

So shall thy limbs be strong,

—

So shalt thou upward climb.

The sun is hot, no cloud

To shield thee from his ray.

It scorches up thy strength,

Stay now, poor climber, stay.

Thou breathest hard, the drops

Are on thy burning brow
;

Try not another step,

Lay down thy burden now.

So shalt thou climb you hill,

Up to its steepest height;

Like eagle of the rock

With easy, joyful flight.

So shalt thou bear the toils

Thy God appoints to thee
;

So shalt thou serve thy God
In happy liberty.

Railroad Progress in the United States.—The
Railway Annual for 1860 states that in nine years,

or from 1850 to 1859, the railroads of the United

States have increased from 7,355 to 27,944 miles

in length. In this period the increase in the New
England States amounted to 62.74 per cent., while

in eight of the Western States the increase was
1,201.41 per cent.

At the same time the former gained in population

1G.12 per cent., and the latter 46.22. The total

cost of the roads up to 1859, amounted to §365,-

451,070, of which large sum it is supposed one-

third has been wasted in construction. At this

time there are 28,000 miles of finished roads in

the United States, and about 16,000 either under
construction or projected, requiring §400,000,000
for their completion. It is estimated, however,

that many years must elapse before sufficient capi-

tal can be diverted from other objects, to carry

them through. In the meantime, many projected

in a spirit of rivalry to other roads will be aban-

doned. It is calculated that 20,000 miles of rail-

road are sufficient to do all the business of the

country at the present time, and that 8000 miles

have been constructed in part in rivalry to other

roads, which have proven a dead loss to stock-

holders, and in the main will pass into the hands

of the bondholders. The average cost of railroads

per mile in the New England States has been 836,-

328; in the Middle States 840,019 ; in the South-

ern States §22,906 ;
and in the Western States 836,-

Selected.

HAVE CALLED THEE, THOU ART MINE."

Here I find, what long I've sought,

Cooling draught, with healing fraught,

Flowing free from Fount Divine,
" I have called thee, thou art mine."

Jesus, grant Thy kind control,

Visit, cleanse, and make me wlaole

;

Bid me not this pledge resign,

" I have called thee, thou art mine."

While I read Thy death for me.
Through my tears of love, I see

If I weakly dare to sigh

For Earth's pomp and vanity,

Thou dost speak—no more I pine,
" I have called thee, thou art mine."

Wanderer oft, do I desire

Israel's token, cloud or fire?

This I have, my constant sign,

" I have called thee, thou art mine."

Has my spirit faithless grown ?

One assurance, one alone,

Bids me all my fears resign,
" I have called thee, thou art mine."

When, with God's Elect, I stand,

Sword of Truth in ready hand,

On my Banner's folds shall shine,
" I have called thee, thou art mine."

When Death, at the Outer Gate,

Summons brings, for which I wait.

Let me hear from Lips Divine,
" I have called thee, thou art mine."

Salem, Mass. f

Najjles.—Naples disputes with Constantinopl

the claim of occupying the most beautiful site i;

Europe. The city stands on the north shore c

the bay of the same name, and is built at the has

and on the slopes of a range of hills, which hav

the general form of an amphitheatre. Its chit

edifices are a cathedral, built on one hundred gra

nite columns which belonged to the temple c

Apollo ; the churches of the holy apostles, built o

the ruins of a temple of Mercury ; San Pauo!

Filippo Neri, Spiritu Santo, and San Martino ; th

royal palace—the whole palace used as a record

office ; the Pelazzo degli Studii Publico, whie

contains the Borbonico Library, museum of ant

quities, &c. Naples was the usual residence c

the sovereign, seat of an archbishop, and of th

central administration of the kingdom, and has

commercial tribunal, arsenal, and cannon-foundr

ship-building yards, and a royal marine hospita

Its university, occupying the old college of tb

Jesuits, has fifty-four professorships. It has a

episcopal lyceum, medico-chirurgical school, vet<

rinary school, deaf mute Institution, royal militai

school, schools of design and music, an observator;

a botanic garden, and a mint. It is the centre <

all the learned institutions of the kingdom, an

has four public libraries, and many public schools

but education is of the lowest kind, and not generall

diffused ; an exchange, ten theatres, among whic

the opera, San Carlos, is one of the largest in Ital;

The charitable establishments comprise hospitals fc

the sick, aged, and foundlings, but its streets an

notwithstanding, infested with mendicants of all ag(

and both sexes. The Marinelli, a long open beacll

beyond the Castel del Carmuno, was formerly tb

abode of the Lazzaroni, a class which has lost ii

distinctive features, and the term is now applied t

the fishermen. There are sixty charitable institi

tions, comprising hospitals for the sick, (sometimt

with 2000 patients,) blind, aged, poor, and tb

orphan. Its manufactures are gloves, soap, pei

fumery, silks, artificial flowers, corals, earthenware

hats, carriages, &c. It has royal type-foundrie;

and iron and glass works. It is the first port (

the kingdom; its harbor is formed by a mole, whic

extends from the centre of the city into the baj

Naples was founded by the Greeks, who called

Parthenope. Virgil studied here; the city, enlarge

by Adrian and Constantine, was sacked by Bt

lisarius in 536; peopled successively under thi

Normans, the emperors of Germany, and the kins

of Spain. It has often suffered from earthquake-

and from eruptions of Vesuvius. The French too

.

it in 1799, and again in 1806. Joseph Bonapart

was made king of Naples, but was replaced b
|

Murat in 1808, and the latter was driven from i,

by the Austrians in 1814. Naples was the seen]

of an outrage in May, 1848, when it was plunderc
|

by the Lazzaroni, and 1500 lives were lost. Amon
the numerous objects, of interest in the vicinity c

Naples are Vesuvius, Pompeii, and Herculaneum

and the Isle of Capri, in its bay. Its populatioi

in 1857 was 419,850, excluding a garrison of aboo'

20,000.

1724. Advised that Friends, in meetings of

business, watch over their own spirits, that no in-

decent warmth get in, whereby the understanding

may be hurried, and hindered from a regular judg- 1 best to attract the 'attention of" its finny fellows

ment on the affairs of the meeting. [The man held a small arrow-pointed trident, witl

IIoiv tlie Japanese Fish.—In walking alon,-

the banks we came upon a man fishing in a mos

peculiar way. He -was perched on a low bridge

leading over a stream that joined the canal. A
first I thought he had hooked an enormous fisl

but on closer inspection found it was merely

live decoy. Its dorsal fin was laced to two smal

sticks, one on each side ; from these it was tetherei

to what I first took to be his rod. The poor fisl

ported about in the water, apparently doing it
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lich he dexterously struck any large fish that

me wondering at the antics of the tethered decoy,

he whole apparatus was so simple, that I wonder
e same system is not applied elsewhere.

Serious Consiilerations.

We were created for a great and good purpose,

id our Creator is watching over us day by day,

d knows which of us is engaged in this work, in

icordanoe with his divine will. The glorious orb

day rises at his command, and pursues its

[urse through the vast expanse. Do we let it go

l)wn without bowing in humble suppliealion before

[im, and returning thauks for the rising and set-

jig thereof; knowing that we could not do with-

lit the light to cheer us on our way ? Do we try

I

live soberly, righteously and godly, in humbl
[biuission to Omnipotent power '! Oh ! the glo

Dus crown that is laid up for those that follow on

I

the footsteps of our dear Redeemer, without

jrning to the right or the left, or listening to th(

I

here's, and lo there's, or taking up a rest in

jrthly enjoyment, or following the vain fashions

1 the world. When the sea was divided for the

iildren of Israel, they passed straight on without

irning either to the right or the left, according to

le commands of their great Leader. Had they

rned to the right or the left, they would have

;en swallowed up in the mighty deep. But they

|.d suffered, and were made willing to obey his

lUimands. I have no doubt we shall witness deep

ffering, before we will be willing to become faith

1 cross-bearing followers of the lowly Jesus ; but

iwe could gain the whole world, and lose our own
uls, it would profit us nothing. If we acoumu-

ce riches, and live in the indulgence of all our

isires, joining in all the frivolity of the world, and

tending places of diversion,—which too many do,

i-what hope or pleasure will we have in the re-

aspect? Will these things help us on our way
lavenward ? if they do not, let us do nothing that

ill retard us in our christian course, for heaven is

it a place of diverision and mirth.

!We cannot commence our heaven on earth, by
ving ourselves up to these things; which at best

eld but momentary pleasure, and when it is

»ne, what anchor have we for our never-dying

uls ? If we have not treasure laid up in heaven,

aich fadeth not away, when our health and abi-

,y fail, and we can do nothing more for this

esent world ; will it not be heart-rending to

ive nothing but never-ending misery to look for-

Vrd to '! We cannot always be inhabitants of this

orld. Therefore, let us all be entreated to pre-

're for a never-ending eternity while God, in his

itchloss mercy, affords us health, strength, and

ason. For, oh ! the happiness, the serenity and

iavenly joy, that are vouchsafed to those who are

iepared to meet the Bridegroom of souls. It is

pre than language can express, and if there is any

bh thing as heaven upon earth, it is witnessed at

B close of one whose day's work has been done

the day-time,- and the soul is prepared to leave

b world, praising and glorifying the God of their

|.vation. But that hour, how awful must it be

the unprepared, when death summons them from

;irks to rewards ! They must then obey the

^ndate of the Judge of the just and unjust. They
\i no longer neglect his commands as they have

often done in the course of their lives, nor escape

im his awful presence. He placed them here to

•ve and honour him, and to proclaim glad tidings

the earth, but they have not fulfilled their stew-

dship ; they have almost forgotten the God from

;iom they received all the blessings of life, and

|iom they were bound to love and serve through-

out their earthly sojourn. Alas ! how would such
groan in spirit, and be ready to cry out to their

offended Creator to forgive their sins, and remem-
ber their iniquities no more, and to grant them a
little time longer that they may live to his glory
and honour, and make amends for their past lives;

but it is too late, they have not served Him in their

lives, and they must then share the rich man's
fate, who fared sumptuously every day ; but when
he was done here, his happiness was ended forever,

and misery was his portion. How much better is

it for us all to be willing to suffer with the people
of God for the little while we may be continued
this side the grave, and to have a well grounded
hope of being admitted into those glorious man-
sions, where the wicked cease from troubling, and
the weary are forever at rest. Yes, at rest with
Him, who has led us safely along through life, and
through the dark valley and shadow of death, to

where we need not the light of the sun, nor of

the moon, for the Lord God and the Lamb is

the light thereof. It is a time in both church and
state, that calls loudly for more faithfulness to the

Truth, more diligence, more willingness to give up
our natural desires and propensities, and to follow

in the footsteps of our worthy predecessors, who
found by experience that all must be in submis-
sion to the will of Him, who led them, and fed them,
and fitted them for his kingdom, and enabled them
to lay down their heads in peace.

Columbiana, Co., Ohio, Eleventh mo. 12th, 1860.

lightQing—Disarming a Thunder Cloud.

The remark is often made, that casualities by
lightning are annually increasing in number, not-

withstanding the multiplied precautions taken to

guard against them. But it may well be doubted
whether they occur more frequently in proportion

to the increased population than in former years.

There are now so many newspapers in the rural

districts, that every local incident of the kind is

quickly caught up, put into print, and sent off on
its travels. It must be to the modern thoroughness

with which they are reported by the local press,

that the idea of their increased frequency is to be

attributed ; for a careful record kept by Mr. Me-
riam, of Brooklyn, shows that there is but little

annual variation in the number of these casualities.

In 1858 there wore 56 persons killed and 66 in-

jured by lightning, while in 1359 there were 76
killed and 44 injured, being two less than the year

before. During the many years of observation

which this gentleman has devoted to the phenome-
na of lightning, he says that no case of death has

happened to a person lying on an iron bedstead, or

in a house or building having a metallic roof. He
avers that persons in- iron buildings, iron vessels,

within railroad cars, ou board steamboats or ocean

steamers, or in vessels furnished with metallic con-

ductors, continue to enjoy complete protection from
death or injury from lightning. So also with those

in ordinary buildings furnished with proper con-

ductors. Mr. Meriam thinks that thunders and
lightnings are engaged in other labours than those

usually recorded as lightning incidents. Distant

thunder, for instance, will curdle milk and stop the

fermentation of brewer's yeast, while active light-

ning putrefies the fresh meat hanging on the

butcher's stall. The potato rot will yet be identi-

fied as the result of electrical influences. Diseases

in the human system have long been suspected of

a similar origin, while others are undoubtely ag-

gravated by this mysterious agent of the Almighty.

Cholera and kindred complaints are largely influ-

enced by thunder and lightning, and so with yellow

fever ; for in countries where no thunder and
lightning are active, these scourges are unknown.

India, where the lightning is awful and the thunder
terrific, has in cholera an ever present scourge,
while California, where the thunder gust is un-
known, has been pronounced the healthiest climate
in the world.

It is remarkable that large cities enjoy an al-
most perfect immunity from danger to life by light-
ning. This remark applies as well to American as
to European cities. Between 1800 and 1851, not
a single death by lightning is recorded as having
occurred in Paris, while throughout France, from
1835 to 1852, the annual number of deaths from
the same cause, was 72. In 1835 the number
killed was 111. During 30 years, in which
750,000 deaths occurred in London, two only had
been produced by lightning. Twenty-five per
cent, of all the deaths from this cause happen to
persons under trees. From this data it is evident
that lightning finds more victims in the open coun-
try than in cities. There are definite reasons for
this immunity enjoyed by citizens. Large towns
are made up of lofty buildings, multitudes of which
are covered with metallic roofs, from which tin or
iron gutters lead oft" the rain water. They contain
many churches, most of which have ostentatious
spires armed with lightning rods. Private dwel-
lings are protected in the same way, so that the
city in reality bristles with metallic points, each of
which, presented to the thunder cloud, discharges
silently but surely, a portion of its destructive en-
ergy. This vast array of conductors grouped up
within a limited area, must, of necessity, carry off

the electricity of an overhanging cloud, not, it is

true, as rapidly as it is generated in Nature's great
laboratory, but rapidly enough to mitigate its inten-
sity. When the bolt does fall it lights on some one
of these multitudinous points, which thus performs
its wonderful office of carrying the explosion harm-
lessly off.

The facilities for insuring protection from the
ravages of lightning have so multiplied within
twenty years, that thousands have in consequence
adopted them. Formerly, the only person who un-
dertook to put up a conductor was the blacksmith.
Many times when applied to he had no suitable

material, and was compelled to forge a clumsy
rod, containing three times the quantity of iron
really necessary, with clumsier joints and staples,

which he placed upon the building without any in-

telligent reference to either how or where it ought
to be secured. Such a fixture necessarily costs so
much as to prevent many householders from pro-
tecting their buildings. Farmers, it is true, fre-

quently supplied their barns with conductors
;
yet

the intelligent reader can bear testimony to the
fact that liarns were certainly destroyed more fre-

quently in former years that now, though their
number must have prodigiously increased. This
immunity is owing to the increased facilities en-
joyed by the community for obtaining conductors.
Now, instead of going to the village blacksmith,
the lightning-rod pedlar comes to the farmer's
door, displays a light, neat, artistic article, which

sells at qne-third the price the blaeksmith
charged, and, being provided with staples, points,

nd ladder, puts the rod upon the house imme-
diately, the whole cost being only a few dollars,

and moves off to repeat the process on the adjoin-
ing farm. It is well known that these pedlars
have traversed nearly every State in the Union,
•and that they are doing so while we write. They
have put up millions of feet of iron. So great a
business has been done in this line, that a dozen
patents for lightning rods have been taken out, and
being vigorously urged on the community, have
made their owners rich. It is to the thoroughness
with which these men have canvassed the country
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that any dimunition of casualties must be attri-

buted. It is true, that an enlightened public senti-

ment has demanded more generally than twenty
years ago, an increased protection from the ravages

of lightning, but these men have ministered to it by
bringing to every man's door the protection he was
anxious to secure. It must be evident, that at

least nine-tenths of these pedlars were the merest

mechanics that could be set to work at such busi-

ness ; that though they knew how to drive a staple

and screw up a joint, yet that they were utterly

ignorant of the whole theory and science of elec-

tricity, and that when they did put up a conductor

correctly, it was altogether an accident. The
owner left everything to the pedlar, and the pedlar

put up the rod, not in quantity or position as true

science would have dictated, but as he found it

most conveniently and most quickly to be done.

A ride through any part of the country will satisfy

the intelligent observer, familiar with the duties a

conductor is intended to fulfil, the dangers it is to

avert, and with the rules to be observed in erecting

it, that the whole business has been entrusted to

ignorant men. Most unfortunately, those who
bought the rods were themselves too ignorant to

correct the blunders of those who put them up.

Yet, in spite of these mistakes, they have given a

measurable protection to thousands of houses,

many of which have received a shock on their

blundering conductors, and found safety in them.

CTo be continued.)

For " The Friend."

Be not Conformed te this World.

True religion consists in the kingdom of God be-

ing set up and established in the heart. Nothing
unholy and contrary to his will can be tolerated

where he rules and reigns. It is the pure in heart

that see God, and hold communion with him through
Je.sus Christ our Lord. These are changed by the

washing of regeneration, in obedience to the Divine

will, and in the state of new-born babes, are led

into deep humility before Him, and into simplicity

of heart and spirit, and in outward things, not seek-

ing great things for themselves, but daily desiring

that they may be more and more brought into the

image of the dear Son of God, which was lost by
transgression, and cannot be recovered but by his

transforming power. As the inside is made clean,

the outside will also be regulated by Divine grace.

From the Spirit of Truth, the apostles of Christ ad-

vised the believers not to be conformed to this world,

not to fashion themselves according to their former

lusts, not to adorn themselves with outward adorn-

ing, and costlj array, but in the hidden man of the

heart, in that which is not corruptible.

The same Holy Spirit led our first elders and
fathers in the church out of the changeable fash-

ions of the world, its corrupt customs, language,

finery, superfluity of apparel and furniture, and to

testify against them as not proceeding from the

Spirit of Truth, but from the vain unsettled spirit

of the world, as they most certainly do. Some
members cavilled at this testimony, which real

Friends bore at that day, as well as at this time,

and strongly pleaded for what they termed their

christian liberty, to act in these respects as they

plea.sed, but finally they dwindled away, and came
to nothing. Joseph Pike, remarking on some of

the objections of mere professionalists, says, " As
to that frivolous objection, that plain Friends do'

not all go exactly alike in these respects, they

never desired nor pressed a precise conformity in

every trivial thing, provided there was a care and
tenderness preserved to keep from edging towards,

or copying vain and foolish fashions ; and if the

objectors differed from plainness, only so far as

plain Friends differ from each other, and kept

within the bounds of true moderation, no fault

would be found with them."
" With regard, to the question, who shall judge

or decide such things? Certainly not those w'

gratify a high, vain spirit, in using such things as

grieve faithful Friends, and who have themselve

known but little of the work of Truth upon thei

hearts. The most proper outward judges in those

things, are- rather such as are spiritual men, whos

eyes are single to the Lord, and whose bodies, a

saith Christ, are full of light. These, as the apo:

tie -writes, judge all things, but themselves are

judged of no man, that is, of no carnal man. Such
are good examples to the flock of God, and havin:

nothing in view but his honour and the good of

souls, may be safely followed, and we are bound to

submit ourselves to them. As to those objectors

not seeing evil in these things, or being convinced

of this or that, it may be said of them, ' They see-

ing, see not, neither do they understand,' and it will

be long ere they, while they continue in this spirit,

can rightly see the things that belong to their peace,

nd safety, and growth; and it is preposterous in

them to pretend matter of conscience, to wear gay
clothing."

' I suppose none who plead for, and wear such

fine and fashionable things, as grieve faithful

Friends, will pretend that they are more spiritual

or see further into the things of God, than the

apostles did, or our first elders have done; neither

that the Holy Scriptures do justify them in the

practice of such things. If this be granted, which,

I think, cannot be denied, it follows, that as the

apostles and our elders were more spiritual, and
from the movings of the Holy Spirit advised to

plainness, they, together with those who follow

their example, are in the right, and those on the

opposite side are in the wrong. As to the objec-

tion of things being small and trivial, and that re-

ligion does not consist in plainness, I have already

allowed that religion does not consist therein,

[merely,] yet as proceeding from a sincere mind,
obedience in them is one of the effects of pure reli-

gion, or the Holy Spirit would not have led the

apostles in their day, and the elders in our day, so

repeatedly to press plainness. And indeed the

wisdom of God is great, as seen by those who walk
in the light, in leading our first elders into plain

ness, and out of the fashions and ceremonies of th

world." Robert Barclay says " that there is n<

greater property in the church of Christ, than pure
unity of spirit, which yet admits of different growth
and measures, but never contradictory ones. And
to preserve this unity and oneness, the apostle Paul
repeatedly recommends the church to be all of one
mind ; speak the same thing ; to be of one accord

and perfectly joined together in the same mind and

judgment, and that there should be no divisions

them. They were not only to be advised,

governed, and obedient to the apostles and elders,

but they were also to follow their example. ' These
things which ye have both learned, and received,

and heard, and seen in me, do; and the God of

peace shall be with you.' "

Paul recounts unto them his own experience in

the way of righteousness, and his pressing on to

perfection, to the mark for the prize of the high
calling of God in Christ Jesus ; and says, ' Let us

therefore, as many as be perfect, be thus minded
;

d if in anything ye be otherwise minded, God
shall reveal even this unto you. Nevertheless,

whereunto we have already attained, let us walk
by the same rule, let us mind the same thing.

Brethren, be followers together of me, and mark
them, which walk so, as ye have us for an exam-
ple.' R. Barclay observes largely upon these texts,

that ' when any shall arise to teach and practi

things contrary to such as are already received :

true, and confirmed by God's Spirit in the hear
of the saints, whether in prmcipk or practic

however small in themselves, such things are to 1

judged and condemned ;' consequently, thoug

finery and fashions are by some accounted sma
things, yet as they have been testified against b

the apostles, and also by our elders, through tl

Spirit of God, they are accordingly to be judge
and condemned."

We sympathize with conscientious parents, wl
feel bound to bring up their children according i

our religious principles, but who find their difiicu

ties increased by sentiments of active member
treating plain dress and language as of no accoun
and to be left altogether to the whims of self-sufl

eient men and women, who know little of bearir
the cross to their own wills and propensities,

they love the Lord above all, doing his will, 1

will enable them to bear the cross in all thing

and they will grow in grace, and receive from Hi;

the reward of enriching peace.

Memory as affected by Disease.—A gentlema
of Brooklyn, who was once waylaid by robber
and almost killed, afterwards recovered his physic,

health, but his mind was much shattered.
~

seemed to have forgotten every thing he learne

during his life, and began to learn his letters agai:

as if he were a child. The sounds of his voice, it

said, constituted his chief source of amusement.
Dr. Beattie relates the case of a gentleman wh

in consequence of a blow on the head, lost

knowledge of Greek, but did not appear to ha\

lost any thing else.

Dr. Abercrombie also relates a case of a lad

who, in consequence of protracted illness, lost tl

recollection of a period of about ten or twelve year

but spoke with perfect consistency of things i

they stood before that time.

Some ten years ago a young man residing i

Northern New-York, after having made conside

able progress in Latin, as well as in the Engli:

branches, received a kick from a horse over tl

left eye, which rendered him senseless for s<

days. On recovering the use of his faculties,

memory was found so much impaired that he ha

forgotten all his knowledge of Latin.

In other cases, disease, particularly fever, causi

a quickened mental action.

Flint, in his Recollections of the Valley of tl

Mississippi, says that, during the derangemei

occasioned by a violent fever, his memory was moi

than ordinarily exact and retentive, and that 1:

repeated whole passages in the different languagi,

which he knew, with entire accuracy ; this he wi

unable to do on recovering his health.

Dentistry. — Few persons realize the rapi

growth of dentistry as a profession. Forty yeai

ago doctors officiated as tooth-pullers, and if deca

seized upon a molar, it accomplished its work
impeded. It is an actual fact, that in 1820 thei

were hardly more than thirty practising dentists i

this country. Ten years after that, the invention i

artificial teeth had given such an impetus to til

profession that the thirty had increased to 20i)

In 1842 it was estimated that there were 1400 ; i|

184S, 2000. In 1850 the census reported 292
practising dentists, and at the present time thei

must be at least 5000. American ingenuity Iob

since superseded the artificial teeth which we
first manufactured by the French. In twent I

years the number of teeth made here has increaseii

from 250,000 to 5,000,000. For all these grim
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•s we cannot find occupation, and a large portion

•e exported. The capital employed in this single

ranch of industry is upwards of §500,000. A
ngle firm in Philadelphia use 700 moulds, pro-

acing 9000 different shapes and styles of teeth,

isting upwards of §18,000. Of platina alone,

30 ounces are used a month, simply for pins to

sten the teeth in their places. This firm manu-
ctures 180,000 finished teeth per month. The
ilue of gold foil it sells amounts to §109,200 per

inum. It is estimated that the 5000 dentists in

16 country use no less than §2,500,000 worth of

)ld per annum.

THE FRIEND.
ELEVENTH JIOiNTH 24, 18G0.

It has been remarked by both the moralist and
.e poet, that the true value of blessings conferred,

not known or properly estimated until they have
en withdrawn. Their uninterrupted enjoyment,
generally betrays into forgetfulness of their be-

g a gift from the Source of all good ; and while
uewed from day to day without any striking ex-
nsion of divine power, or necessary effort of hu-

m agency to retain them, we soon learn to look
ion them as things of course ; as circumstances

1
conditions which appertain to the sphere in

liich we move, or the country in which we live

;

be received as a right, inherent to our particular

)de of existence, and without imposing any spe-

ll obligation upon us. Thus, long continued en-
jrment of peace and plenty under a government
it respects the liberty of its citizens, and affords

ery one security in his private rights, and faoili-

3 in the prosecution of all his reasonable engage-
nts and enjoyments, is a blessing of immense
lue, to attain or perpetuate which, the christian

ilosopher and philanthropist have striven in every
Jcessive age, but which may be possessed so long
rd so undisturbed, as to be overlooked as a divine

*our or altogether undervalued.

We fear that this is too generally the case with
ft people in these United States. The presence
jgovernmental power and control, exercised either

(the State or the United States, is hardly felt

ong us, except in its simple but effective provi-

QS for protecting each individual while perform-
his duties to his Maker, to his family, the reli-

us society to which he may belong, and in the
ious benevolent enterprizes in which his fellow-

n may require his aid.

'pince the close of the revolutionary war—about
Jenty-seven years—there has occurred compara-
lily little to retard or disturb the peaceful and
li'sperous course of our country. The war of
iibteen hundred and twelve—wicked and des-

Jctive of human life as it was—was of short du-
ioD, and its disturbing effects were felt but little,

|ay from the northern frontier and the seaboard,
riculture, manufactures, foreign and domestic
imerce, have each yielded a rich reward for the
our bestowed upon them, and have been pur-
d according to the option and capacity of every
! engaged in them. In those States where the

ftem of slavery has been abandoned, the soil has
n greatly improved by methodical cultivation,

;ely increasing its annual yield ; mines of va-
kinds have been opened, and their rich con-
brought forth for the service of man ; ample

lities for rapid and extensive transportation have
n provided

; the electric messengers traverse the
ntry in every direction; and prosperity has re-

warded the genius and industry of the people,

throughout their broad domain.

It is true, there has not been universal happiness,

because sin has made sad inroads among us; and

where sin abounds among a people, suffering and
misery, its bitter but natural fruits, will inevitably

be produced. Poverty and crime have each num-
bered their victims, especially in the large cities, by
thousands, deriving the most of their recruits

through the active and wide-spread agency of in

temperance. But to relieve and counteract thcsi

evils, not only has a general and becoming libe

rality afforded the necessary pecuniary means, but

the Spirit of Ilim who came to seek and to save

that which is lost, has softened and expanded the

hearts of thousands of christian men and women in

the different religious denominations, inciting them
to seek out their suffering fellow creatures, to in-

vestigate the causes and extent of their wants, and

give them present relief; and also to devise and
bring into action means for their permanent help,

and to elevate them from the low estate into which

they have fallen through sickness, want of employ-

ment or evil habits. Education has been very

generally placed within reach of the poor as well

as the rich, and above all, various efficient mea-
sures for extending a knowledge and promoting the

influence of the benign precepts of the gospel, have

been carried into effect ; under a conviction that the

dreadful consequences of sin must be suffered in

every community, so long as religion is not per-

mitted to change the corrupt heart, and to bring

mankind universally under the government of the

Prince of Peace.

Since these United States declared their indepen-

dence and took their position among the nations of

the earth, their population has increased with aston-

ishing rapidity, and now numbers near thirty mil-

lions, being nearly ten times as great as it was se-

venty-five years ago. In addition to the natural

increase, which, owing to the healthfulness of the

climate and the facility with which the necessaries

of life are procured, has been large, tens of thou-

sands of men and women, attracted by free insti-

tutions and the prospect of comfortable homes, have
crossed the broad Atlantic yearly, and spread

themselves over our widely extended domain

;

bringing with them whatever of wealth they pos-

ed, the habits and artistic skill, and too many
of them, the vices and follies of the old world.

Our country has sent forth its invitation to all, of

ry land, who wished to leave their native homes,
to come and partake of the rights aad privileges

of her citizens, and repose in safety beneath the

oad asgis of her national power; and when we
fleet upon the great diversity of the hundreds of

thousands of people who have availed themselves of

the invitation ; their discordance as to language, edu-

cation, moral and religious principles, their modes of

acting and living, and their ideas respecting govern-

ment ; and that with all this heterogenious mass
poured in among us, year after year, there has been
no serious interruption to the peacefulness and well-

being of either the Federalor the State governments

;

d that this tranquillity and law-abiding has been
lintained without stauding armies or sanguinary

punishments, we are led, almost irresistibly, to the

acknowledment, that the blessing and the control-

ling power of the Dread of nations, and the Pre-

server of men, have been eminently extended to

as a people, and that we may unpresump-
tiously believe it to have been his design, that these

Uoited States should display to the world the safety

and happiness of a people, who lived according to

the requisitions of the christian religion, and have
been brought into the peaceable kingdom of His
dear Sou.

With bl&ssings thus showered upon them, how
have the people of these United States met their

responsibilities, and showed their gratitude to their

Almighty Benefactor? We rejoice in believing
there are thousands of righteous men and women
throughout the land, who, having experienced the
heart-changing power of the Holy Spirit, are living

in the fear of the Lord, and striving to fulfil their

obligations to their country, by promoting the wel-
fare—both temporal and spiritual—of their fellow-

citizens. These, wherever situated and of whatever
religious profession, are the salt of the earth, and
their restraining preserving influence, is felt for

good by all those around them. Their number is

probably far greater than is known to any but the
Searcher of hearts, and doubtless their prayers and
their alms-deeds ascend as a sweet memorial before
Him, and draw down his divine regard. But, as
we have before said, there are very many of both
sexes, sunk in wickedness of various kinds, who fill

our almshouses and prisons, and are kept in re-

straint by the law alone ; and there is no lack of
others, who although not looked upon as depreda-
tors upon the public, or offenders against the laws,
are yet very far from being virtuous citizens ; their
" way," though more concealed, being " an abomi-
nation to the Lord." There are also great depar-
tures from justice and equity, which, from their pe-
culiar character, and the manner in which they are
connected with the operations of the government,
or the conduct of its controllers, may be properly
considered as national sins. Conspicuous amontr
these, is the exterminating policy long pursued to-

wards the aborigines of the country ; and the sys-

tem of slavery, which holds four millions of human
beings as chattels, with no more legal rights than
the beasts which perish. Official corruption has
become so glaring of latter years, and of such fre-

quent occurrence, that the public mind seems to

have become so far vitiated by it as to be willing
to uphold men in office whose infidelity to the trust

reposed in them cannot admit of a doubt, or whoso
complicity with fraud is clearly demonstrable.
Legislative enactments, involving the interests, pe-

cuniary or otherwise, of the whole country, or of
large portions of the inhabitants, are not unfre-
quently the product of bargain and sale, carried
on in various ways by those on whose behalf the
official or legislative services are required. We
cannot shut our eyes to the fact, that so gross and
obvious has this profligacy become in the Federal,
and some of the State governments, it has ceased
to call forth public indignation ; indeed it hardly
creates surpri^e. We merely refer to these things,

without wishing to dwell upon them ; they are
causes for shame and fear ; and have called forth

humiliation and grief in those who recognize in the

free, the protective and the weal-promoting institu-

tions of their country, blessings dispensed from the
Divine bounty, and reflected, that for all these things,

nations, like individuals are accountable, and are

liable to have them withheld, in punishment for

their persisting transgression.

Again and again has the rod of correction been
applied, though in unmerited mercy, we have been
beaten as with few stripes. The pestilence has en-

tered some of our cities, at different times and in

widely separated sections of the country, and hur-
ried thousands to the grave. The early or the

latter rain has been withheld, in some districts,

and the ground has refused to yield her increa.-e; or

when the growth has been almost perfected, and
the husbandman has rejoiced in the prospect of his

teeming fields, storm, frost, rust, or armies of des-

troying insects have been sent to prostrate his hopes,

and spread ruin and want, in places that had been
boasted of as the granaries of the world. These
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lessons were doubtless intended to bring down our

self-exaltation, and to teach us our entire depend-

ence upon Him who holds all that we enjoj in his

almighty hand. He saw that in our prosperity,

and our making haste to be rich, the people were

forgetting him and his righteous law ; were glory-

ing in what their own hands could do, and practi-

cally disbelieving that He exercises control in the

government of the world, and that governments

themselves, exist only by his good pleasure.

But have we learned the lesson He has conde-

scended to set before us 1 have the people broken
" off their sins by righteousness, and their iniqui-

ties by showing mercy to the poor," that so there

may be " a lengthening of their tranquillity." We
fear not; and the signs of the times proclaim the

continued displeasure of Him, who said of his

favoured people of old, " if they break my statutes

and keep not my commandments, then will I visit

their transgressions with a rod, and their iniquities

with stripes." Ten years ago, who would have

believed that these United States would so soon

see the permanency of their Union, and the stability

of their power iminently endangered ? that the mad

schemes, the wicked sophistry, and the fanatical

cant of interested and unprincipled partizans.

have so stirred up the passions of the inhabitants

of some States, as to precipitate them into secession,

and urge them to seek to break up and destroy the

system of federative government, under which the

whole country has advanced with such rapid strides

to power, and witnessed such general prosperity ii

all its branches 1 This, however, is now the case

and it is well for all of us to take such a view of

our critical position, as will bring us to feel that, if

our beloved country is to be rescued from this im-

pending and tremendous evil, if, as a people, w«

are to be held together by the bonds of fraternity

and retain our high position among the nations of

the earth, it will not be by the crooked policy or

cunning devices of noisy politicians whatever their

creed or organization, nor yet by military or naval

power, but by the renewed favor of our long suffer-

ing Creator, who alone can restrain the wrath and

self-destruction of man. His favour and merciful

interposition are to be sought for and obtained by

doing justly, loving mercy, walking humbly before

him, and by fervent prayer. No great good is to
'

expected, merely from the ascendency of this or that

party, nor can it be effected by wicked men in un

righteous ways. Great principles are at stake, and

blessings of incalculable worth are in peril. It will

not do for Government to fold the bands, and sit idle

while the work of destruction goes on ; but no mea-

sures that exclude a recognition of our duty to God
and our obligation to obey his law, to do unto others

as we would have them do unto us, can produce per-

manent settlement and peace. Every member of the

community is personally interested, is loudly called

upon to use his and her influence, to turn back the

Stream of corruption that is creeping over the land

to identify the political principles and actions of the

nation, with the principles and precepts of the gos-

pel, and humbly and earnestly petition the all

merciful One that He would not in anger leave us

to ourselves, nor visit our sins with his righteous

judgments. How are the members of the highly

favoured society of Friends fulfilling their duty in

these respects?

goon, was about to leave England. Its length :

In London, the demand for money wag full, but the

no pressure. There is some doubt whether the

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

EcROPE.—News from Liverpool to the 7th inst.

The Liverpool market for breiidstufl's was dull, at a

small decline in prices. Cotton also had declined Jrf. a

Id. Consols, 93 a 93j.

The telegraph cable to connect Singapore and Ran

bank will raise the rate of interest.

After the capture of the Taku forts by the allies, nego-

tiations were opened with the Chinese. The latest des-

patches from Shanghai say, the negotiations were not

progressing satisfactorily.

The harvest had been unusually late in the British

Islands. On the 1st instant, there was still wheat uncut

in both England and Ireland. The hay crop was abun-

dant, but inferior in quality. The potato crop was de-

ficient, and not equal in quality to the produce of other

years. The season has been remarkably cool and wet.

The despatches from Italy report further successes of

the Sardinian troops. In an engagement on the 3d inst.,

11,000 of the Bourbon troops were taken prisoners. A
large body of the Neapolitan troops remaining outside

of the forts at Gaeta, have sent proposals of surrender

to the Sardinians. Garibaldi remained at Naples. Vic-

tor Emmanuel had not yet entered the city. The vote

in the kingdom of Naples was as follows :—for annexa-

tion to Sardinia, 1,302,064; against it, 10,312.

In France, there have been destructive inundations in

several of the departments ; many houses have been

thrown down, and much damage done. It is surmised

that the French Emperor is wavering in his Italian policy,

and may perhaps yet interpose in favour of the King of

Naples.

Large quantities of stores and war materials have ar-

rived at Rome for the use of the French army. The
enlistment of foreigners for the Papal army has been

stopped. Great enthusiasm prevails in the Marches and

Dmbrie, in favour of annexation.

United States.—The Presidential Election.—Partial

returns from Oregon and California show that those

States have probably chosen Republican electors. The

vote of New Jersey will be divided—four for Lincoln,

and three for Douglas. All the remaining free States

are for Lincoln, making in the aggregate 180 votes, or

28 more than the requisite majority.

Pennsylvania.—At the late election, 474,518 votes wen
polled, of which 268,518 were given for Lincoln; thi

remaining 206,000 votes were divided between Breckin

ridge, Douglas and Bell.

Maine.—la this State, 93,070 votes were polled, ef

which Lincoln received 57,393, and 35,677 were divided

among the other candidates.

Maryland.—In this State, 92,441 votes were given,

viz: for Breckinridge, 42,497; Bell, 41,777; Douglas,

5873 ;
Lincoln, 2294.

Delaware.—The vote in Delaware was as follows

—

Breckinridge, 7344; Bell, 3868 ; Lincoln, 3826; Doug-
las, 1069 ;

total, 16,107.

Indiana.—The population, by the census of this year,

is 1,347,000, being an increase of 346,742 in ten years.

New York.—'Ybe interments in this city last week
were 344 in number. The census returns, complete, ex-

cept one ward, which is estimated, makes the population

821,113. Business is greatly depressed at present, in

consequence of the revolutionary movements in the

South. In financial circles, uneasiness prevails nearly

amounting to a panic, and making it almost impossible

to borrow money.
Philadelphia.—Mortality last week, 200. The number

of deaths in this city, for the first half of the year, from

First month 1st to Sixth month 30th, inclusive, amou
ed to 5213, of which 2390 were adults, and 2823 w
children. Of the whole number, 2705 were males, a

2508 females. According to the recent census, there

are 89,978 dwelling-houses in Philadelphia, and 586,034

inhabitants. There is strong reason for believing that

the census has been very imperfectly taken, and that

some of the wards, especially, the number of residents is

many thousands greater than that returned.

Georgia.—The financial condition of this State ap-

pears to be prosperous. The receipts into the Stat(

treasury, during the past year, were $1,453,930, and the

disbursements, $1,179,110. The total amount of pi

perty returned on the tax digest for the year, amounts
to $672,322,777, which, if divided among t'

white population of the State, would make an average

of about $1200 for each individual. The Legislature

has passed a hill appropriating one million of dollars

for the purch;ise of arms and military equipment
Dedine in the Price of Slaves.—At recent sales of slaves

at auction, in Alabama, the prices brought were from 30

to 40 per cent, below the ruling rates of last winter.

Manumission of Slaves.—Daniel Sidener, of Fayette

county, Ky., manumitted eight slaves in the Probate
Court at Cincinnati, Ohio, on the 12th inst.

Hayes' Mxpcdilion.—Dr. Wm. Longshaw, Jr., of Mass.,

ho went out in Dr. Hayes' expedition as surgeon, ha:

•rived home, and reports the officers and crew all well

He left the vessel, after her arrival at winter quarters

When he left, she was frozen up, and would be compel
to remain there until next summer.

WEST-TOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
A Stated Meeting of the committee, who have charg

of the Boarding-School at West-town, will be heli

there on Fourth-day, the 5th of Twelfth month, at 1

o'clock, A. M.

The Committee on Admissions meet at 8 o'clock th

me morning, and the Committee on Instruction, a

half past 7 o'clock on the preceding evening.

The Visiting Committee attend at the School on Si

venth-day, the 1st of the month.

Eleventh mo. 22d, 1860. Joel Evans, Clerk.

FRIENDS' SCHOOL ^T GERMANTOWN.
Wanted at this Institution a Female Teacher, a men

ber of the Society of Friends, competent to give instruc

tion in the usual branches of an English education.

Apply to Sarah Ann Fell, Rebecca B. Cope, Becla
S. Morris, Germantown, Philadelphia, or to Amy Ai
EERTSON, at the school, adjoining Friends' Meeting-housi
Germantown.

WANTED.
A Female Friend to teach a family school.

Address, Joseph H. Satterthaite,
Oxford Valley, Bucks Co., Pa.

WEST-TOWN SCHOOL.
A Friend is wanted as Teacher of Reading in the Bo_\

department of this Institution. Apply to

Samuel Hilles, Wilmington, Del.

James Emlen, West Chester, Chester Co., Pa.
Alfred Cope, Germantown, Pa.

Sixth mo. 6th, 18G0.

Married, on the 15th inst., at Friends' Meeting-houi
it Cropwell, N. Jersey, Clayton Cooper, of Camden,
5LIZABTH E., daughter of Isaac Haines, deceased.

Died, on the 12th of Seventh month, at the residen

of her son-in-law, Joshua L. Harmer, near Moorestow
Rdth W., widow of the late Jacob R. Brown ; an esteem

member of Chester Monthly Meeting, New Jersey, in t

fifty-fourth year of her age. As her close drew ne:

calmness of her spirit bore evidence to those arouii

; of the peaceful prospect that awaited her ; and
that state she very quietly passed away, we belie'

i

join the just of all generations, in those mansions n

everlasting rest, whose walls are salvation, and whcll

tes are praise. ,

, at the residence of her son, John Vail, Bclmt

county, Ohio, on the 28th of Ninth month last, Hann<
relict of the late Benjamin Vail, in the eighty-seco

year of her age. She was an esteemed elde

berofPlainfield Monthly and Particular Meeting. Thou
long deprived of the privilege of mingling
friends, in consequence of indisposition, she neverthel

manifested a lively interest in the welfare of socie

She bore a lingering illness with remarkable patien

evincing that her hope and trust were in the mercj
God in Christ Jesus. She was deeply sensible of i

own insufficiency, and remarked to those about her, tl

if she was admitted into rest, it would be through met
and not of any merit of her own. Her suffering

many wearisome days, and restless nights. On it be

remarked to her, that many poor creatures would g

all that they possess, for a few more days to prepa
their latter end, she said, " I have not that now to do,

am favoured with a quiet, peaceful mind;" a

time ascribing it all to mercy. She patiently

time of deptirture.and once expressed herself ii

that if her continuance here would be of any ben

to survivors, she was willing to suffer, " if not, 1 lon|

go to everlasting rest." The constant direction of

mind seemed to be towards the Source from
our blessings proceed, so that it was a privilege to vrt

by her ; her last expression was, " I want living wat
Those who mourn for her, have a lively hope that

has been permitted to enter into the rest prepared

the righteous, having, as we humbly trust, come to

grave like a shock of corn fully ripe.

PILE & M'ELROY, PRINTERS,
Lodge street, opposite the Pennsylvania Bank.
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Having passed thraugh the necessary prepara-

iy baptisms to fit him for an instrument of good
others, it was his concern to ob.serve and prac-

i the lesson conveyed by the divine declaration,

behold I lay in Zion for a foundation, a stone, a

2d stone, a precious corner-stone, a sure founda-

n; he that believeth, skall ?wt make haste."

pove all things he was engaged to know his own
Inding to be upon this precious stone and sure

Ipdation, even flhrist Jesus, and to be <!iibje(?t to

Is will, ordered and governed by Him in all things

;

I

patiently waited the divine command, and his

|t in the ministry of the gospel being acknow-
iged by the church, he was engaged to travel in

exercise of it beyond the limits of his own
larterly Meeting.

In the Sixtb month, 1794, he set out on a visit

New England, and attended the Yearly Meet-

;
at Newport, where he met with John Simpson,

,niel Mifflin and Joshua Evans. Of this meet-

; and these Friends, he remarks :

' Harmonious labour in the Lord's cause pro-

ced a love for each other, and the meeting ended
isfactorily. Being the youngest amongst them,

vas mostly silent, except at the public meeting

First-day, which was largely attended ; and
i Divine help afforded to the humble labourers,

s known by me to my admiration. The meet-

;
Avas frequently spoken of afterward as a pre-

us one, and all the praise was and is due to our
ly Helper."

From the Yearly Meeting they proceeded to visit

,ny of the constituent branches. Kespeeting one

Seabrook, he says

:

" I had to controvert an opinion that was spread-

;
through the.se parts, that atonement being made
the bins of mankind, through the one great

aring, viz. the sufferings and death of Christ on

i cross, it was impossible for any to miss of

aveu and happiness. The danger of this doc-

ne, and the nature of true faith in Christ, were
arly set forth, and the people invited to submit
him in his spiritual appearance, so as not only
believe in his outward coming, in the prepared
dy, in which he came to do his Father's will, but

to know him, as the apostles and primitive be
vers did, to be ' Christ in them the hope of glory.'

iny not of our Society being present, and feel

ing love to flow in my heart towards them, at the

close of the meeting, I expressed my satisfaction

in having their company, and requested them to

attend in the afternoon, and to invite their neigh-

bours. We accordingly had a very large com-
pany, many of whom, it was said, hnd never be-

fore been at a Friends' meeting; and although the

subjects of ministerial communication were doc-

trinal, there appeared no dissatisfaction, the meet-

ing ending under a precious solemnity, an evidence

of the love of the heavenly Father, vouchsafed to

Again, he remarks

:

" We had a large meeting at the house of

Richard Dame, where we sat nearly an hour in

silence. The expectations of the people were

great, for word had gone abroad that a boy was
to preach, and I was sensible my friends were
"ooking too much for my appearing, as very many
not of our Society were present. I was reminded

of the time when the host was encamped against

Israel; and there seemed an anxiety in the minds
af some of my friends, comparable to what there

svas when David was about to engage the cham-

pion of the Philistines, and Saul clothed him with

his own armour. I felt as if this was put on me,

but like David, I found it would not do. My spirit

mercifully brougUt iiUo a lioly oaW, and I

was willing to be a spectacle to the people, and my
d at length became invested witb a concern,

which produced a willingness to appear as David

did, with the sling and the stone. Forever blessed

the name of Israel's Helper, he was with us,

and the spirits of tbe Goliaths were measurably

humbled ; and there seemed a union of heart

among the different professors, to offer up praises

and thank.*givings to the Lord Almighty, and to

crave the continuance of his regard toward us.

" On our way from thence to Berwick, we dined

with two young women, who had neither father nor

mother living. I was comforted in observing their

commendable appearance and conduct, and under-

stood they were very diligent in the attendance of

meetings, and in other respects were precious ex-

amples to youth who have had greater privileges.

I love my young friefids, but have been at times

grieved at seeing the raw and uncouth behaviour

of some, and tlie no less unseemly affectation of

others; while the graces and charms of true reli-

gion were wanting. Oh ! that the youth might be

persuaded to fear tbe Lord, and thus escape the

snares of death."

After a favored meeting at Winthrop, he con-

tracted a severe cold, followed by pains and fever

which rendered travelling difficult. He remarks:
" We, however, got to Green, and put up at a

house built of logs, and covered with strips of

bark, which did not look a very commodious place

to be sick at. I, however, got to bed, pensive and

low in mind, and to add to my affliction, a violent

gale of wind arose in a few minutes after, and

blew off a part of the roof, while the rain de-

scended in torrents. My fever was very high, and

my anxiety of mind considerable; but through the

merciful interposition of Him who, for the relief of

his poor di.-cipies formerly, arose and rebuked the

winds and the waves, saying, ' Peace—be still,'

all my fears were dissipated, and my mind became
as quiet and resigned, as though I had been in my
own house, surrounded by my family. I passed
the night pretty comfortably, and the day follow-

ing attended their mt'eting held iu Cyrus Dean's
house. He and his wife were young Friends, who
with a few others, newly convinced, keep up the

meeting. One of them was a woman of colour,

the first of the African race I had taken by the

hand as a member of our Society.

"A meeting having been appointed for next day,
feeble as I was, we attended it ; and I felt the
goodness of the holy Helper of his people; stand-

ing up with these words, ' It is a common saying,

that the world is full of fashion, and preaching and
praying have become very fashionable in our day;
although it is not my intention to rank them with
the vain and foolish fashions of the world, yet there

is reason to fear, some enter upon these engage-
ments, without a valid commission for so doing.'

I then proceeded to set forth the difference, be-

tween those who were really called by Christ to

the solemn work of the ministry, and such as have
never known either the preparation or the call.

Whatever the effect may be, I believe the opening
was in Divine wisdom, and the help dispensed to
me, from heaven, for I Lad words given me to my
humble admiration.

"At the close of the meeting I was scarcely able
to stand, and could not for some time get away
from the people, who seemed much affected with
tenderness of spirit. My fever now increased, and
my appetite for food failing, and my dear friends

Jeremiah Hacker and wife being about to leave

me, I was brought very low—many discourage-

ments presenting, with the probability that I might
lay my bones in this country, never more to see my
tender connexions. But, blessed be the name of

the Lord, who is a place of sure defence, and as

the shadow of a mighty rock in a weary land, he
graciously supported me, and the language of my
spirit was, ' Good is thy will—if thou seest meet
that my labours should now terminate, thou know-
est what is best for me.' In a few hours my fever

left me, and next day we rode to Falmouth, and
the following day being their Monthly Meeting, I

sat during the time of worship, but my fever com-
ing on again, I was obliged to return to our lodg-

ings, at our kind friends John and Lydia Win-
slow's. I was now compelled to relinquish travel-

ling, and was brought very low in body, but was
tenderly cared for by my host and hostess. Hav-
ing at length recovered my strength, so as to be

able, I attended Falmouth Meeting, where my im-

pressions were not of a very pleasant character.

I have, however, a comfortable evidence, that I

endeavoured not to give any just occasion of of-

fence in the testimonies I have had publicly to bear,

being desirous to conduct myself as a servant of

Christ, not seeking to embellish my ministry with

the enticing words of man's wisdom, and to deliver

my message to the people respectfully, they being

my brethren.

" My dear aged friend, Jeremiah Hacker, came
to see me while confined here. He had been very
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kind in accompanying me through the wilderness

journey in the eastern part of Maine, evincing a

commjudable zeal for spreading the principles of

Truth. His company was particularly agreeable

to me, a young traveller, and his conversation on

religious subjects instructive."

" In consequence of my late sickness, travelling

was very difficult for me ; but we found good ac-

commodations at Sandwich, where we were kindly

received. One Friend, at whose house we were,

entertained us with a great deal of conversation

about the disputes he had had with priests and

professors, and the victories he had obtained over

them in argument; which to me was very unplea-

sant, as I saw the man valued himself on his sup-

posed abilities to foil his opponents ; whilst ho was
unwilling to come under the government of the

Prince of peace. I left the company, and sought

retirement, looking toward home with strong de-

sires to proceed thither by the nearest route, and

leave the rest of the meetings which I had had in

prospect. But strong as these desires were, the

love of my heavenly Father was stronger, filling

my heart, and turning it toward Gilmanton, to

which I gave up and concluded to proceed that

way. Ntxt day attended Sandwich meeting,

where many Gospel truths were declared in the

hearing of the people. At the close, a Baptist

minister cavilled at what I had said, and went into

a train of reasoning to prove water baptism an or-

dinance of Christ, demanding my assent to his

position^, without giving me, or any other Friend,

an opportunity to reply to him. I turned to the

Friend who was to accompany me, and inquired

the route we were to go ; upon which the preacher

stopped. I then turned to him, and observed I

had no inclination to dispute with him, for two
reasons ; the first was, that I had a considerable

distance to ride that evening ; and the other was,
that I had met with persons who had a peculiar

way of darkening counsel by words without true

knowledge; to dispute with whom, was to little or

no advantage; and I apprehended it would be the

case now. I afterward understood, the man was
of a contentious disposition. To be ready at all

times to give the sincere inquirers a reason for the

hope that is in us, is necessary and proper; but it

is also a part of true wisdom, to guard against

controversy with contentious persons.

"At Gilmanton, we had a good meeting, many
professors of different societies attending; where I

was led to speak of the nature of a free gospel
ministry, and to show that, although those who had
spent much time and money in obtaining an edu-
cation at colleges and academies, might plead that
as an excuse for taking pay for preaching, yet such
only were true ministers, as had been taught in the
school of Christ, and been called by him. These
were bound to obey the charge of their Divine
Master, ' Freely ye have received, freely give;"

and it became unto them as their meat and their
drink to do the will of their heavenly Father.

" From Gilmanton we proceeded toward home,
on reaching which, my heart was bowed in reve-
rent thankfulness, for the favours vouchsafed to
me through the journey ; and that Infinite Good-
ness had been mindful of my beloved wife and
children, during my absence, so that I found them
in health, and my desires were, that I nu'ght en-
deavour to live worthy of such favours. After my
return, I was reduced very low by sickness ; but
was favoured to feel the answer of well done good
and faithful servant, as respected my labours; but
I ?aw that I had been too anxious to return home
and that it would have been better for me not to
liave returned so soon,—but as my omission was
more from a fear of running where I was not sent

than from wilful disobedience, upon resigning my-
self to return and finish what might be required of

mc, I found peace."

As his health returned, he was diligent in at-

tending his own meetings, and in the spring of

1795, feeling it required of him to finish his reli-

gious engagements in New England, he prepared

to obey the call. " The prospect of the under-

taking," says he, " together with the reluctance I

felt at leaving my precious family, at times almost

overcame me; yet I dare not give up the attempt.

My uncle, Paul Upton, concluded to accompany
me, and after an aflFecting parting with my dearest

connexions in life, we rode to Salisbury, where I

slept sweetly all night, a favour I had not enjoyed

for some time, which with the peaceful serenity that

covered my mind as I rode along, was a confirma-

tion to me that my movement was in the counsel of

the blessed Head of the church.
" We arrived at Newport previous to the open-

ing of the Yearly Meeting, in 1795, which we
attended ; and the sight of many dear Friends

with whom I was acquainted, was truly comforting

and reviving, and I was bowed under a sense of

the preciousness of that fellowship which is wit-

nessed by the truly baptized members of Christ's

church.

"After the Yearly Meeting, we crossed to Conani-

cut Island, where we had a good meeting; then to

Westport, South Kingston, and Perry, and on the

following First-day visited the Indians who reside

at Charlestown. Being directed to one of their

elders, to consult about holding the meeting, I told

him we were strangers, visiting our friends, and I

thought I felt love enough for the Indians to induce

me to come and have a meeting with them, and
that if they were free to meet us, and sit down in

our way, we should be glad to have a religious

opportunity with them. He replied, he was very
free and willing, but wished the meeting to be put
oflF until next day, that more general notice might
be given, as they were scattered in the woods, a

number of miles round. As there were meetings
of Friends coming on, which we wished to attend,

we could not wait ; but I proposed that notice

should be given for a meeting at one o'clock, which
was done, and the love of the heavenly Shepherd
was sensibly felt amongst us, uniting our spirits in

reverence before Him, and many important sub-

jects were brought before their view. Several of

them expressed their satisfaction, particularly their

elder, who said he believed the Lord had sent us
to vijit them, and hoped we would come again.

After leaving them, I was led into a train of re-

fl(.clions on the present and past situation of the

poor natives who inhabited this land before the

Europeans came among them, when the seas, the

rivers and the forests afforded them a plentiful

supply of food
; but now, by the encroachments of

the whites, they are mostly driven back, to inhabit

the distant and desolate wilds of America ; and
such of them as remain, are often reduced to great
straits and diflSeulties. Certainly we who inhabit

their former ample possessions, are in duty bound
to assist them."

At Long Plain meeting was Samuel Wetherill,
a preacher aujong those who had separated from
Friends in Philadelphia, known by the name of
Free Quakers. He had taken a voyage into these

parts for the purpose of discouraging Timothy
Davis from returning back to the Society of
Friends. Timothy was once a favoured minister
in the Society, but had separated from it, and
drawn many away with him ; but being made sen-

sible of his error, he had offered an acknowledg-
ment, condemning his conduct, and was re-instated

in membership. Many of those whom he led

away, are still exposed to trouble, particularly th

dear youth, who are left to wander in the wildei

ness of this world, as sheep having no shepherc

But I believe a visitation of tender love is txtende

to them from on high, and in the meeting we ha

there, a good degree of its precious influence we

felt, and strength given me to testify against th

worship set up and supported by the will of mai

and they were invited to the heavenly Father

house, where they might receive forgiveness and

plentiful supply of spiritual bread."

Again he writes :

—

" On First-day we were at Long Plain meetinj

which was larger than usual, and the testimony c

Truth was borne against those liberties which lea

away from the sure foundation ; while a stream <

consolation flowed to the mourners in Zion.
" Whilst in these parts, my spirit was poure

forth in humble desires, that the everlasting Fathe
of all our sure mercies would be graciously please

to remember my beloved family left behind, au'

that I might be preserved from going astray; ai

being renewedly enabled, through holy help, t

commit them and myself to the Lord's keeping-

I worshipped in reverence before him, and pre

ceeded on my way to attend the Quarterly Meet
ing at PortsuiOuth. This meeting was held to ou

comfort and edification—Friends parting in muc
love and tenderness toward each other, and
thought I had never before, so fully enjoyed th

sweetness of christian brotherhood.
" I thought much of returning directly hom(

but could not feel quite easy to do so, althoug

my beloved family, and in an especial manner
little children, often occupied my mind. Yiewin

their helpless, dependent condition, and the man;
dangers to which they were exposed, my feeling

were much affected, and my tears flowed freely

but after reviewing the motives which actuated

in leaving them, my mind became calm; and con

templating the help I had hitherto experienced fr

the merciful Helper of his people, enabling me t

stand as an advocate for him and his Truth in th

assemblies of the people, and that at times he ha
unfettered my mind Irom earth and earthly object

and concerns, and permitted me to behold Him
with an eye of faith, in his majesty and purity, th

Almighty Being, the language was now raised

my soul, ' Shall I now distrust his Omniscienc
and goodness, when I know that he regards evei

the sparrows ! Nay, verily. Be mercil'ul then.

Lord ; be merciful to my little children, and d

with me whatsoever seemeth good unto thee-

will serve thee.'

" During this season, the situation of the dea
children in some places I had visited, was presentei

to my view ; their parents anxiously grasping afte

the treasures of this world, for purposes of earthl_

aggrandizement, while they neglected to train i

their dear off-pring in the fear of the Lord, or t

improve and form their susceptible minds, so tha

they are too generally estranged from the Truth
as it is in Jesus, and brought up in great ignoranc
and rusticity, and the parents having settled into

lifeless formality— though they may endeavour t

train up their children in this form, and to enforc

a compliance therewith
;
yet too often they ar

driven off from the Society, and the appearance c

Friends quite lost among some; my heart

moved with pity toward them, and I thought I wa
made willing to pay them another visit."

tXo be continaecLJ

Flatter not thyself in thy faith towards God,
thou want charity to thy neighbour; for wher
they are not both together, they are both wanl

ing.
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Althoug

g—Disarming a TlinnJcr Cloud.

Franklin identified the flasli from a

buuder-cToud as electricity, yet it was reserved to

k.ndrew Crosse to dissect the cloud itself. By a

lost elaborate arrangement of metallic wires, he

ucceeded in obtaining an insight into the tremeu-

ous composition of a tbunder-cloud, such as the

heap and temporary apparatus of Franklin was

acompetent to afford, and such, indeed, as bis mind

lever contemplated. Franklin resolved the grand

roblem, while Crosse added the details. He
tretched a vast net- work of wires across the tops

f the trees composing a large forest, and so insu-

lted them as to prevent a di>persion of the fluid.

Those wires were feelers thrust out to gather in

rom distant clouds and fogs a more terrific volume

f electricity than human temerity bad ever ven-

ured to collect, so that it might be examined at his

eisure in the laboratory. This was a chamber with

{in arched roof, filled with voltaic batteries, electric

jars, galvanic piles, and other paraphernalia of the

Electrician. Subtle streams of the mysterious fluid

lowed in in silent but ceaseless currents, piling up

little mineral fabrics, and fashioning the obedient

jxtoms into exquisite crystalizations. Here, too,

fts fiercest wratti might at any moment be develop-

j;d, for this net-work of wires poured its perilous

iiccretious into a large brass conductor fixed and

Insulated on a table. When these accretions be-

[jame dangerously great, a contrivance permitted

fcini to tui^n off the current, and discharge it into

jthe earth without entering the chamber. An
irangement of balls enabled him to detect the sm

;est quantity of electricity in the atmosphere. These

balls gave token of an approaching thunder-cloud

ilong before it made itself known to the multitude

Spark following spark, and explosion suoceedint

Icxplosicn, rapidly repeated, and increasing in en

ieri'v as the commotion gathered force, enabled the

adventurous observer to look into and dissect the

icloud, and to listen to its language, in his chamber,

'long before those outside could distinguish even its

nmtterings. As the margin of the approaching

'cloud overhung the net-work of wires in the tree-

tops, a spark was seen, a detonation heard, and

these flashes and explosions were repeated at inter-

vals. A pause ensued, and then the apparatus gave

forth another set of sparks and snappings, but dif-

fering from the first, which were negative, while

these were positive. After a second pause a more

energetic dk-.pl ay succeeded, but of negative elec-

tricity, to be succeeded by another display of posi-

tive. Then followed a more numerous and bril-

liant succession of flashes, announcing that another

zone of vapour was sweeping by, to be followed,

after a brief interval, by a corresponding zone of

positive electricity. As the cloud drew nearer, the

intervals of repose became shorter, and a stream of

livino- fire was seen to pour from one conductor to

the other. When the centre of the cloud stood

directly over the tree-tops, the effect was awful.

The wires, plunging into the electric atmosphere

which invariably precedes and surrounds a thun-

der-cloud, sucked out the lightning from its very

heart, and it leaped madly from ball to ball, in-

stant death being in every explosion to him who
imprudently approached too near. This terrific

exhibition of the forces embodied in the cloud con-

tinued for a longer or shorter period, according to

the magnitude of the storm and the consequent

disturbance of the electrical equilibrium. As the

excited vapours rolled by, the explosions diminish-

ed in number, and a series of twin eruptions alter-

nating with periods of repose, showed that the lat-

ter half of the cloud corresponded in its electrical

anguid flash and snap announced that the disturb-

ance bad ceased, and that the storm was travelling

some new locality, there to let loose the unex-

pended remnant of its wrath.

This dangerous but really successful effort to

explore the mysteries which are locked up in the

thunder-cloud, has yielded no practical result. The

cience of protecting human life from lightning re-

nains precisely where Franklin left it. His smgle

iiscovery placed it, at a single bound, in the front

ank of the definite arts, and we know no more now

than he taught us a century ago. His first light-

ning-rod he put upon his own house, in Market

trcet, Philadelphia. This rod descended to the

ccond story window, where it entered the cham-

ber of the philosopher. Here, being disconnected

the distance of a few feet, the intervening space

was occupied by a string of bells. At the approach

of a thunder-cloud the same disturbances were no-

ticed and recorded, which A. Crosse has so elabo-

rately caused to be repeated. The bells were rung

by the electricity as it passed in a silent stream

through the rod to the earth. It is curious to note

how absolutely perfect in all its details this won-

derful discovery came from Franklin's mind. He
has given in his own brief directions not only the

germ of his great invention, but a specification so

minute and accurate that the advancing science of

an entire century has been unable to improve on it.

In bis Poor Richard's Almanac for 1753, he pub-

lishes the following

:

" How TO Secure Houses, &c., trom LionT-

NiNG.—It has pleased God, in his goodness to man-

kind, at length to discover to them the means ot

securing their habitations and other buildings from

mischief by thunder and lightning. The method

is this ; Provide a small iron rod (it may be made

of the rod-iron used by the nailers,) but of such a

length, that one end being three or four feet in the

moist ground, the other may be five or eight feet

above the highest part of the building. To the

upper end of the rod fasten about a foot of brass

wire, the size of a common knitting-needle, sharp-

ened to a fine point; the rod may be secured to

the house by a few small staples. If the house

or barn be long, there may be a rod and point at

each end, and a middling wire along the ridge from

to the other. A house thus furnished will not

be damaged by lightning, it being attracted by the

point', and passing through the metal into the

ground without hurting anything. Vessels also

having a sharp-pointed rod, fixed on the top of

their liiasts, with a wire from the foot of the rod

reaching down, round one of the shrouds, to the

water, will not be hurt by lightning.''

These directions are correct in every particular

but one—and that is, they seem to contemplate the

protection of small houses only. He should have

added that the number of points on which the

shock might fall, and the number of outlets through

which it might be discharged into the earth, should

be multiplied in proportion to the dimensions or

magnitude of the building to be protected ;
for the

_^reatcr its size the greater should be the number

of receiving and discharging points. But, brief

__d simple as they are, they have been the mean

of saving numberless lives on land and sea, and

it is only when they have been violated and ne-

lected that the lightning-rod fails to be a comple

protection. A year ago we noticed that a Western

school-house had been struck and nearly demolish-

ed by an explosion of extraordinary energy, and

teacher and scholars knocked senseless on the floor,

Such a rod as Franklin describes would have ef

fectually protected the building and its inmates

The shock would have been received on one of the

arrnngements with the former half. Gradually the|two points he recommended. Being supplied with
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two outlets, and the rods connected by another rod

across the ridge-pole, the discharge, intense as it

would have been instantly broken up and

distributed from one rod to the other, diluted as it

were, over a great surface, and being thus divided

nto two streams, each having only half the destruc-

tive energy of the original, would have passed ofl'

harmlessly by two discharging points into tb(^

earth. Such a rod would not have cost the school

committee more than S6, yet it is probable not

more than one school-house, or church, in five

thousand, is provided with this cheap and reliable

protection. A striking illustration of this occurred

atCooperstown, in New York, in Seventh mo., 1659.

A hop-yard, at that place, covering 3-2- acres of

round, had the vines supported on strings, which

were attached to iron- wires running from post to

post. These wires were connected by other cro.ss

wires, forming a sort of metal lace-work overhead,

but having no outlet to the earth. The wooden

poles which supported it were non-conductors ; it

therefore, the spot on which lightning would

play the most riotous havoc. A thunder-cloud

coming up it let fly a single bolt on one of the out-

ide poles, and from this point the lightning flew

over the whole net-work of wire, thence down the

strings, vines and poles to the earth, but shattering

some seventy of the latter into splinters, tearing

many of the vines up by the roots, and utterly de-

stroying all the rest. The defect of this other-

wise excellent arrangement must be obvious—it

held up to the bolt a multitude of receiving points,

but it furnished no discharging points. Had the

latter been present, the vines would have been

but little injured. If there had been no net-

work of wire, the destruction would have been

confined to the single pole on which the bolt had

fallen.

The theory of a thunder-cloud and a conductor,

ought to be better understood in this country than

seeing that it lies almost in a nut-shell. Light-

ning obeys one unvarying law—it uniformly fol-

lows the best continuous conductor—but no con-

ductor can be considered a good one, unless it is

continuous. Numerous evidences of this have been

afforded by broken or otherwise defective rods. A
flash takes the rod, and follows it to where the

break exists, then finds its next best conductor

within the building, immediately opposite the spot

where it discovered the break, crashes through the

wall perhaps where the family are sitting, an 1

deals death around it, finding its way into the earth

by tortuous channels, the stove-pipe, the gas-p'pe,

or in their absence, by shattering the wood-work

and plastering. Defective rods of any kind are

mere traps to bring lightning into a house, instead

f keeping it out. They are the most dangerous

fixture a man can have about him, and though

numerous crudely written paragraphs are constantly

afloat of houses being damaged, though provided

with rods, yet it may bo as.sumed as absolutely

certain that in every such instance the rod has

been miserably out of order, or put up meanly and

cheaply by direction of a penurious owner, or by

an ignorant and incompetent pedler. The princi-

ple 'of protection developed by Franklin remains

sound, and all that is needed to secure perfect im-

munity from danger, is a strict adherence to what

we know it demands as the condition of safety.

Every careful householder should have his light-

ning-rods examined, and if found defective, put in

portcet order. The joints should be seen to be

close and tight, for continuity is indispensable to

safety. If the winter's storm has bent that part

which projects above the roof, it should be taken

down and straightened. See, also, that the lower

section which goes into the ground, has not ruUed
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oflF, as is often the case ; and this thorough exami-
nation should be made every year.

(To be concludedj

letter from Mary Capper, in her Eiglity-fiftL Tear.

To K. B.

Birmingham, Tenth mo. 4th, 1839.

I have.just parted with my endeared niece, I

cherish the hope that we have been favoured to

encourage each other, in our desire to be submis-
sive learners in the school of the lledeemer, and to

poi^sess an increase of that availing faith, which is

the root of holiness in all its branches, working by
love, to the purifying of the heart. I hope I do
not presumptuously express my thoughts on this

important subject, or on that of prayer. I have
pondered it much, and this morning it has opened
to my yieiUjthat to ma7iifest by consislenmj of con-
duct, tliat we live in the spirit of prayer, may
have an influence on those arou7id us, which we
are not co7iscious of, though our family and con-
nexions may not see us on our knees, nor witness
our supplications in secret, when the door bein-

shut, we bow low at the feet of the Redeemer.
With regard to thy last communication, I have

thought that when manifested duties succeed each
other, how unspeakably great is the mercy that
gives the willing mind in the day of power! Tn
this the subjugated heart has nothing to boast, but
may persevere in lowly obedience, whether secret

conflict be the alloted portion, or a chastened joy
be permitted in the promotion of the gospel of
peace and salvation.

I am daily conscious of diminishing powers, but
continue to wrestle for patience ; and in unison
with, or in answer to the prayers of my endeared
relations, I experience the Comforter to be my help
and my shield. Mart Cappee.

The Ear.

"We know far less of the ear than of the eye
The eye is a single chamber open to the light, and
we can see into it, and observe what happens there
But the car is many-chambered, and its windino
tunnel?, traversing the rock-like bones of the skull^
are narrow, and hidden from us as the dungeons of
a castle are ; like which, also, they are totally dark.
Thus much, however, we know, that it is in the
innermost recesses of these unilluminated ivory
vaults that the mind is made conscious of sound.
Into these gloomy cells, as into the bright chamber
of the eye, the soul is ever passing and askino- for

news from the world without ; and ever and anon
as of old in hidden subterranean caverns, whore
men listened in silence and darkness to the ut-
terance of oracles, reverberations echo alone the
resounding walls, and responses come to the waitino-
spirit, whilst the world lifts up its voice and speaks
to the soul. The sound is that of a hushed voice,
a low but clear whisper ; for as it is but a d
shadow of the outer world we see, so it is but a
faint echo of the outer world we hear.

Such, then, is the ear
; and it is in some respects

a more human organ than the eye, for it is the
counterpart of the human voice ; and it is a sorer
affliction to be cut off from listening to the tongues
of our fellow-men, than it is to be blinded to°the
sights on which they gaze.

Those who are born, or early become deaf, are
far more isolated all their lives from their hearing
neighbours, than the blind are from those who see°
The blind, as a class, are lively and cheerful ; the
deaf are shy and melancholy, often morose and
suspicious

;
and naturally so, for our interest in

each other far exceeds, and ought to exceed, our
interest in the world, and from all this human

sympathy the deaf are almost totally cut off;
whilst the blind, excused from many duties which
the seeing only can discharge, are peculiarly free

to indulge in gossip with their more favoured ueio-h-

bours, and can largely exchange opinions with
them. Moreover, the blind can scarcely fail to find
their own tastes suited in some portion of tne talk
of their^ neighbours, and may thus gratify their
inclinations to a considerable extent ; whilst the
deaf, unless they have a great aptitude for such
occupations as employ the eye and the hand, are
far more narrowed in their circle of studies, and
much more solitary than the blind. No one has
ilbstrated 'this so touchingly as Dr. Kitto in his

striking book on the lost Senses, when referring
to his never having heard the voices of his children"
"If there be any one thing arising out of my con-
dition which more than another fills my heart with
grief, it is this ,- it is to see their blessed lips in

motion, and to hear them not ; and to witness others
inoved to smiles and kisses by the sweet pecu-
liarities of infantile speech which are incommuni-
cable to me and which pass by me like the idle
wind."

And a similar diiference appears, though to a
less extent, between those who have lost sight, and
those who have lo=t hearing, after having enjoyed
them. iMilton, in one of the noblest passages of
the Paradise lost, bewails his blindness

; but in
passage sti 1 nobler, he rejoices at what is left to
him. I need not quote these passages in full to youj
or recall those two sonnets unsuipassaed in our
language, in the one of which he answers
tion he has raised :

li is a matter of universal experience, that we c:

;

more easily and vividly recall and conceive sidi

!

than we can recall and conceive sounds. It co;|
us no effort to summon before us, even though del
titute of the painter's gifts, endless landlcapd
cities or processions, and faces innumerable; b'
even rarely endowed musicians can mentally repr
duce few, comparatively, of the melodies or ha
monies they know, if debarred from utterino; the
vocally, or through some instrument

—

Dr. WilsJ,\^

ques

" Does God exact day-labour, light denied ?"

and in the other tells his friend that though his
eyes

"Their seeing have forgot;
Nor to their idle orbs doth sight appear
Of sun, or moon, or star, throughout the year,
Or man or woman

;
yet I argue not

Against heaven's hand or will, nor bate a jot
Of hetirt or hope

; but still bear up and steer
Right onward."

Contrast with Blilton an equally great genius,
Beethoven, the musician, who in the prime of life

had the misfortune to lose his hearing, and could
find almost no alleviation of his misery in gratifyino-
the senses which remained. Gloom, anguish, and
often the blackest despair, darkened alfhis later
years onward to the tomb.
No doubt, as men, they were very differently

constituted. Milton was a man of serenely cheer-
ful, versatile temperament, and of unusual mental
culture, so that he had many things to fall back

on in the way of work and pleasure
; and in spite

of his blindness, be could gratity to the full hi:

passionate love of music, and sing his immorta
song

; moreover, he was full of faith and trust in
God.

Beethoven, on the other hand, was wayward, irri-
table, and fitful in temper, and even before his deaf-
ness came on, afflicted with gloom. Music was the
one and only art for which he cared, and in its soli-

tary channel he poured forth all his soul. He had
thus no other outlet for his genius ; and his religious
faith (I do not refer to his doctrinal belief, which
was that of the Church ofRome, but to his personal
trust in a Saviour) was not strong.

But conceding all this, those two mighty masters
may be fitly regarded as furnishing characteristic
examples of the relative severity of blindness aud
deafness, when they befall those who once saw and
heard. We should every one of us, I suppose,
prefer the lot of Milton to that of Beethoven, and
find it more easy to console a blind painter than
a deaf musician. I speak thus because I presume

TENNTSO:*.

Her eyes are homes of silent prayer
;

Nor other thought her mind admits
But—he was dead, and there he sits,

And He that brought him back is there.

Then one deep lore doth supersede
All others, when her ardent gaze
Roves from the living brother's face,

And rests upon the life indeed.

All subtle thought, all curious fears,

Borne down by gladness so complete,
She hows, she bathes the Saviour's feet

With costly spikenard aud with tears.

Thrice blest whose lives are faithful prayers,
Whose loves iu higher love endure

;

What souls possess tiiemselves so pure.
Or is there blessedness like theirs?

Tlie Morals of Wales. — At the recent Car
marthenshire assizes in Wales, Baron Bramwell, ii

addressing the grand jury said

:

" I have really no materials whatever for mak
inga charge to you. I may say of this count'
what has been said of a country, ' Happy is tha
country which has no history;' and I may now say
happy is that country which has no materials fo)

a charge to its grand jury. The clerk of assiai

tells me that it is an unprecedented state of things—that it has never been before known, that the

county of Carmarthen has not had a single prison-
er, nor a single cause for trial at the assizes. In
Cardiganshire there were two prisoners committed
for two oflFences, and they were strangers to that
county and to South Wales. In Pembrokeshire
there were two prisoners, and one of them was
acquitted, and the other convicted and sentcnced|
to three months' imprisonment. It is a very re-!

markable circumstance, that the three western coun-
ties of South Wales, comprising an extensive district,

with a large population, varying in their habits and
pursuits as they must necessarily do—for they
present mining, agricultural, and trading interestui—have furnished only one criminal out of the
entire population, and that is a woman who was
convicted at Haverfordwest for attempting to con-
eal the birthof her child, the other prisoners being
trangers."

No man can Serve tivo Masters.—" When you
see a &o-^ following two men," says Ralph Erskiue,
n one of his sermons, " you know not to which of
them he belongs while they walk together ; but let

them come to a parting road, and one go one way,
and the other another way, then you will know,

ich is the dog's master. So, at times, will

you and the world go hand in hand. While a
man may have the world and a religious profes-
sion, too, we cannot tell which is the man's master,
God or the world ; but stay till the man comes to a
parting road

; God calls him this way, and the
world calls him that way. Well, if God be bis
master, he follows religion, and lets the world go

;

but if the world be his master, then he follows the
world and the lusts thereof, and lets God, and con-
science, and religion go."
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For " The FrioDd."

BIOCRAPUICAL SKETCHES

f Ministers and Elders and other concerned members
of the Yearly Meeting of Philadelphia.

CContiuucd from page 85.)

JOSHUA BROWN.

Joshua Brown, after this journey, continued

bout home, diligently attending to his domestic

ad religious duties, until towards the close of the

ext year 1.761, when, with the approbation of his

riends, he visited the meetings belonging to some

f the Quarterly Meetings in Jersey. Leaving

ome the 22d of the Tenth month, he rode to

amuel Levis's at Kennett, about thirty miles. He
lys, " The extremity of rain was such that night

nd next day, that 1 did not move till the 24th."

'he freshet in the Brandywine was so great that

e was detained several hours, but at last crossing

;, he rode to Philadelphia by way of Chester,

roing to the ferry-house on the DL^laware, he found

young man intending to cross the river and go

bout ten miles beyond. Joshua joined with him,

nd although it was night by the time they reached

le Jersey shore, they rode on " to a place called

loorestown, near Chester Meeting, and lodged at

•enjamin Heritage's." He had travelled forty-

76 miles that day. The next day John Cox, a

rother of the young man who had accompanied

im from Philadelphia, joined him, and tliey rode

)wards Shrewsbury, stopping for the night at a

ivern in Freehold. Leaving Freehold early in

le morning of the 28th, be rode to Shrewsbury
) the Quarterly Meeting of Ministers and Elders,

16 next day he attended the Quarterly Meeting

tr Discipline, and on the 2Sth their closing meet-

ig for worship. After meeting, leaving John
filliams',with whom he had lodged at Shrewsbury,

3 rode eight miles to the house of Nathan Tiltoa.

la the 3fe»th, in company with Benjamin Shotwell,

;3 rode thirty miles to Benjamin's house. On the

3th he attended Woodbridge Meeting, wherein he

und it his place to recommend " an awful atten-

jn on God, and a seeking to him for wisdom "

|hat afternoon he had a meeting at Rahway, in

ihich he was led to set forth the christian's pro-

j'ess, and the difficulties attending it. He returned
' Benjamin Shotwell's that evening, and in the

iorning had a meeting at Plainfield. At this

eeting he was concerned to show how desirable it

as for brethren to dwell together in love, as love

as the mark of disciplesbip. That night ho spent

the house of Elijah Pound, and tlie next day
rode through ''Brunswick town" to Nathan

Iton's house. The next day. Eleventh mo. 1st,

was again at Shrewsbury Meeting. In this

eeting he had to recommend silent waiting upon
•od, showing the excellency thereof, and of an

(ward attention to Him to know his will. He had

iso

to show the need there was of receiving im-

adiate help from him, and instruction in the mys-
ries of his kingdom. That afternoon he hud a

ligious opportunity in the family of Joseph War-
11, and was constrained to show forth to his

ildren the danger there was in pride, and to re-

aimend a state of humility. Ou the 3d he was
Shrewsbury Monthly Meeting, in which his mind
s covered with sorrow, under a .sense of the un-

thfulness of many of tho5e present. Their

ertine spirits caused a feeling of death and
rkness to prevail over the meeting. Leaving

ase of his old friend, John Williams, on the

rode with Thomas Tilton, jr., to his father's

use, at Squan. On the 5th he had a meeting

re, in which he set forth the great blessing en-

ed through the coming of Christ in the flesh

i his propitiatory sacrifice for the sins of man-
id, and yet that a mere faith in him, which pro-

duced no good works in the believer, was not suffi-

cient for salvation. On the 6th, in company with

Joseph Potter, he set off down the coast, lodging

that night at Tom's lliver. On the night of the

7th they lodged at the house of Samuel Andrews,
attending the week-day meeting at Little Egg
Harbour next day. Here his labour in the minis-

try was to show the need there was of abiding

under Divine direction in our daily walk, that we
might be enabled thereby to bring forth stones of

memorial which would prove to the advantage of

those amongst whom we had our conversation in

the world. On the 9th, in company with James
Belangee and Thomas Ridgway, he rode over and
th.rou<ih about seven miles of Salt Mar.^h, crossed

Little Egg Harbour lliver, and then rode to Japhet

Leed's, at the upper part of the Great Egg Har-

bour settlement. Here, on the 10th, he held a

meeting, in which he found it his duty to recom-

mend a conformity to the inward instructions of

the Holy Lawgiver, and a non-conformity with the

world and its ways, and incited his hearers to

labour that they might witness a being transformed

through a renewal of the mind. After meeting,

with the same companions, he rode to Gideon

Scull's, at the lower end of Great Egg Harbour.

On the 11th, it being the first day of the week, he

had a satisfactory meeting there, which was gra-

ciously owned by the Lord's good Spirit. Under
a precious feeling of that presence, in which is life,

he felt bound to encourage those assembled to

labour after a renewed hope of eternal life, and to

set forth that the way to attain it was through self-

denial, and a bearing faithfully the daily cross.

After the meeting, accompanied by Gideon Scull,

Joseph Mape and Richard Dole, he was ferried

over the Great Egg Harbour River. That night

he lodged at the house of John Willets, and the

next day had a meeting at Cape May. Here he

had to encourage his hearers by showing that

Satan's power was limited, but the power of God
was without limits. He also opened to them the

way the Lord operates to save the children of men,

convincing the understanding, wooing and inviting

them to come unto him, but not forcing any into

his service. After lodging at Isaac Townsend's,

the next morning he rode ten miles to a meeting

at Millisent Townsend's, which was held to satis-

faction. After meeting, with Joseph Townsend he

started for Greenwich, and reached the house of

Joseph Reeve late at night, having ridden nearly

fifty miles. On the 14th, in the meeting at Green-

wich, he was led to set forth the only way of

attaining a peaceable possession in the Truth.

Lodging with William Bradway, he next day at-

tended Alloway Creek Electing. This was a dull,

afflicting time, in which he said but few words,

which wore to recommend those there, to wait for

the arising of life in an immediate, not instrument-

al way. This waiting, he told them, was accept-

able to the Lord. That night he rode to Benjamin

Thomson's, at the glasshouse, at the head of Allo-

way Creek. Near by, on the 16th, he had a

meeting, in "which, after setting forth the goodness

of God in sending his Son into the world to redeem

man out of the fall, he warned his hearers of the

danger there was of depending on an imputative

righteousness, without having witnessed a purifica-

tion of the heart, even the washing of regenera-

tion and the renewing of the Holy Ghost. Going

on to Salem, he attended the Quarterly Meeting

there, which held three days. On the 20th, he

had a meeting at Pilesgrove, after which he rode

to Solomon Lippincott's. On the 21st, he attended

a meeting near by, in which he was concerned to

exhort those gathered to labour to be made wit-

nesses of the baptizing power of Christ, which

would thoroughly cleanse them from all dead works,

and prepare them for his kingdom ; warning theni

against depending upon any outward ceremonies,

or baptisms in water. That night he went to

James Cooper's, and on the 22d he attended a
meeting at Woodbury Creek. Here he found him-
self led to open the fall of man, and the way
whereby the state of primitive purity might be at-

tained. He was led here also to caution his hearers

not to depend for salvation on the righteousness of

Chri.st being imputed to them, unless they had ex-

perienced through the operation of his Holy Spirit,

the heart cleansed from sin. After meeting, he
rode to Haddonfield, to the house of his kinsman
Ebenezer Brown, where he rested on the 23d. On
the 24th, after attending meeting at that place, he,

with Joshua Evans, rode to the house of his father,

Thomas Evans, a valuable minister of the gospel,

where they lodged, and then attended meeting at

Evesham, where they met with Grace Fisher, of

Philadelphia. With Grace Fisher in company, he

attended Chester Meeting, and then made the best

of his way homeward. He says, " I rode on this

journey six hundred miles, and was from home five

weeks and one day. I found my wife well, but in

trouble of mind, because one of our daughters had
gone out in her marriage in my absence. This

was cause of much trouble to us both. Yet I was
notwithstanding, thankful to the Great Master,

who had been with me and preserved me to return

to my own habitation."

(To be continoed.3

Geography of Consumption.—Consumption ori-

ginates in latitudes—from the equator, where the

mean temperature is eighty degrees, with slight

variations, to the higher portion of the temperate

zone, where the mean temperature is forty degrees,

with sudden and violent changes. The opinion,

long entertained, that it is peculiar to cold and
humid climates, is founded on error. Far from this

being the case, the tables of mortality warrant the

conclusion, that consumption is more prevalent in

tropical than in temperate countries. Consumption

is rare in the Arctic regions, in Siberia, Iceland,

the Faroe Islands, the Orkneys, Shetlands, and

Hebrides. And in confirmation of the opinion that

it decreases with the decrease of temperature, it is

shown, from extensive data, that in Northern

Europe it is most prevalent at the level of the

sea, and that it decreases with increase of elevation

to a certain point. It is uniformly more fatal in

cities than in the country.

Cause, Trcat.ment, and Cure of Calumny a7id

Detraction.—When James Hervey was misrepre-

sented or calumniated, ho used to say, "Our enemies

are sometimes our best friends, and tell us useful

truths; and then we should amend our faults, and

be thankful for such information. If what they

say be not true, and spoken from malice only, then

such persons are to be considered as diseased in

their minds, and ought to be prayed for. They are

to be pitied ; and I might as justly be angry with

men, who are diseased in their bodies." And it is

te.-tified of Herman Bocrh:iave, a great and good

man, that " he never regarded calumny and de-

traction ; nor ever thought it necessary to confute

them. ' They are sparks,' said he, ' which, if you

do not blow them, will go out of themselves. The

surest remedy against scandal is, to live it down

by perseverance in well-doing ; and by praying to

God, that he would cure the distempered minds of

those who traduce and injure us.'
"

Truth often suifors more from the heat of its de-

fenders, than from the argument of its opposers.
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life in Switzerland.

The taste and skill of the Zurichers in the me-

chanic arts is not less decided, and the hum of in-

dustry is heard literally in all her borders. The

manufactures are not crowded into one corner of a

great city, but occupy the leisure hours of those

who live in the country. Especially is this the

case in the weaving of silk. All those beautiful

fabrics, which now equal those of any part of the

world, are produced in the cottages scattered over

hill and dale, and by those who perhaps work in

the field in summer and weave silk in the winter,

or devote the leisure hours of every season to this

light and tasteful labour.

First, you must see the weavers, who wear a

white linen cap, ornamented with glass-beads on

both sides, and tied under the chin with a velvet

ribbon. A short, blue jacket, with light blue bo-

dice, on which appears the letter V, wrought, or

formed with coloured velvet ribbon. What the

letter signifies we do not know, and they do not

know themselves.

The house is of two stories, built first of timbers,

and then a wall of coarse bricks or stones, covered

with plaster. On the first floor are a sitting-room,

two small rooms, and a kitchen. These are finished

with panels, painted light green, looking beautifully

neat. The most conspicuous object is the great

stove of potter's work, veneered and painted, and

wrought into three walls, so as to spread its genial

influence in every apartment below and above.

These stoves are everywhere at the North, and

very comfortable when thoroughly heated night

and day, but require much wood, and in the mild

weather of spring or autumn not very economical,

unless permitted to remain cold, which is often the

case.

Under the windows are long wooden benches,

and before these the table, set around with wooden

chairs. The unfailing chest, with its various com

partments, is near, and on it a tin pail and copper

wash-basin ; a book-shelf is suspended over, and

on a nail at its side a towel and a brush. On a

little table in the corner is the folio family Bible,

and upon two nails over the door rests the family

gun, polished to brightness. The next article is

curious relic of the olden times, and here we are

able to state exactly what marked the times as oU
When they use this term, they mean the ago of

oatmeal pudding made so thick that the .-poon

would stand upright in the centre. These are the

days their grandmothers still remember, and the

great wooden spoon hangs by a string to the wall

as does also the bread-knil'e, with the initials of

the heads of the household thereon, and the date

of their marriage. It is a curious article on which

to preserve the record of so important an event

;

but being the one they would oftenest have to use,

it is not, on the whole, so inappropriate. A slate,

an almanac, a looking-glass, and a pair of scales,

occupy their wonted posts, and in aoordauce with

their humble oflices, the cat's dish, the cricket, the

cradle, and standing stool. Under the s-tove are

the unoccupied shoes and playthings, and in the

most honourable positions pictures from the Bible,

Swiss history, and the never-to-be-forgotten Black

forest clock.

Near the window is the loom. Does it seem

marvellous how one of those beautiful and delicatt

tissues of green, or gold, or purple, can come forth

from the midst of such a medley without spot or

blemish ? We can only answer, that we wonder

all the same, though everything is remarkably

The loom is like any others, except that it is

delicate in its construction. The reed, through

which the warp is drawn, is fine as gossamer, and

the shuUle for t\\Q filling might answer for a fairy.

The web goes underneath, and winds on a beam

like any other web, of tow or of more plebian pre-

tensions. The threads break and fingers which

are not at all fairy-like tie them together with mar-

vellous celerity, and we watch the checks and stripes

or figures form, with never-ceasing interest and

amazement.

These arc the homes, and the happy homes, of

free and industrious people, who may be said to lack

nothing that is absolutely necessary to comfort and

happiness. There is none of the abject poverty

which is seen in exclusively manufacturing dis-

tricts, and none of the luxury attendant upon sud-

denly acquired and immense fortunes.

—

Cottages

of the Aljjs.

selected.

Lately my spirit hath been pretty much in secret

mourning and lamentation, feeling my own frailty,

and being sensible of the miserable condition of

some in high profession, who, nevertheless, are

making beds for themselves, and stretching upon

couches
;
yea, as to the spirit of this world, are tak-

ing in large draughts, like drinking wine in bowls
;

even that wine which mystery Babylon presents

in her golden cup : but these are not " grieved for

the afilictions of Joseph ;" and when the gracious

call is going forth, " Come out of Babylon, my peo-

ple," &c., they are evidently asleep in a spiritual

sense. Yet i remember that there are many un-

der our name, whose spirits are very different in

the holy sight; whose tents are goodly, whose

dwelling-places are beautiful; whose fortification

is the fear of the Lord ; whose language is, " Walk
about Zion, and go round about her ; tell the tow-

ers thereof. Mark ye well her bulwarks ; consi-

der her palaces," &c.; and I have no doubt but

this Zion of God, this true church, will call a na-

tion that she knew not, and nations that knew not

her shall yet run unto her, because of the Lord her

God, and because of the Holy One of Israel in the

midst of her ; and I often feel grateful in being a

member of this society.

—

Sarah Lijnes Gritbbs.

The Bible.

Sitting alone in my study, I fell into a train of

reflections on the preservation of the Bible, and its

influence on the history of man. Here before me
lies an unpretending little book. What a volume

of thought docs it suggest ! It is by many centuries

the oldest book in the world. More than three

thousand years ago the first word of it was written

in the deserts of Arabia ; more than seventeen

hundred, the last word was written on the rocky

isle of Patmos. It has been read by more people

than all other books in the world put together.

More of it is remembered by men than all the books

that were ever written. It treats of questions of

the highest moment to all men, and proposes to

reveal that for which the wisest of all ages have

sought in vain—the secret of true happiness. These

very letters that pass under my eye are the same

as those traced by the finger of God on the tablets

of stone amid the thunders and lightnings of Mount
Sinai. The language in which the New Testament

was written is the same in which Solon, Plato, and

Demosthenes wrote and spoke.

This book has survived the revolutions and

changes of three thousand years. It has seen

Nineveh, Babylon, Memphis, Thebes, Tyre, Sidon,

Carthage, Rome, Athens, and a thousand other

cities, rise, flourish, and fall. It has lived amid wars

the most bloody, amid desolations the most com-

plete, amid tyranny the most grinding, amid dark-

ness the most profound, amid superstitions the most

degrading, amid idolatry the most repulsive, amid

blasphemy the most heaven-daring ; and has been

gainst all these, the great witness of God. Ttl

book has outlived all the efforts made to shake tli

faith of man in its revelations, and to banish it fro

the world. Celsus, Porphyry, Julian, and a he

of others, fiercely attacked it in the first ages of tl:

Church ; but it still lived ; Hume, Hobbes, Voltaii

Paine, and many others of the rabble rout of in

delity, in modern times ; but it still lives, whii

its enemies sleep in dishonoured graves.

This book has laid hold of all classes. It h

been laid upon the throne of the monarch as k'

safest guide-book in the administration of justic

It has been exalted by the priest in the cathedrs

amid solemn chants and penitential confessions

sin. It has been sought by the world-sick for i

healing balm ; by the hermit in his cell for l

consolations ; by the poor man for its promise^

more than earthly riches ; by the homeless w4
derer for its promise of a " home in heaven;" \

the guilty for its assurance of pardon ; by the livii

for its guiding principles of truth ; by the dyii

for its password into " the heavenly places."

This book has been given to the world in all ;

babbling tongues. In more than two hundred la

guages and dialects it is read by a sinful rac

it has long been unchained from the high altars

gray old temples, and sent out to all the tribe

nations, and people of all the world ; and yet

cannot be supplied fast enough, though a Bible

printed every minute in the day.

This book has marched at the head of civilizatii

in all ages. It went with the Jews into Palestin

it invaded Greece, Home, and all the States of t

ancient world under thepreachingof the first he

aids of the truth. Its principles have been at t

base of all revolutions that have pushed forwa

the human race. It was so in Germany, Englac

France, and Scotland, and in our own counti

The Pilgrims fled to American iriWs that th

might enjoy the blessings of Bible truth and Bit

teachings, unmolested and unoppressed by the la'

of tyrants. It was devoutly recognized as a bo'

especially needful for a people struggling for fre

dom, by the fathers of our Republic. In the dark*

and stormiest hour of the Revolution, when mot*

could hardly be found to pay the starving, nakS

and bleeding soldiers of liberty. Congress in 17'

appointed a committee to confer with a printer, wi

the view of striking off thirty thousand Bibles at t

expense of the Congress ; but it being difficult

obtain paper and type, the committee of commei
were ordered to import twenty thousand from H
land, Scotland, and elsewhere. They gave as t

reason, that its

ance so great.

In 1780, Conp!

tend to printing

phia, and voted that they highly approved thepi^

and laudable undertaking as .subservient to t!

interests of religion, and recommended this ediJSI

of the Bible to the people of the United States. '|

the committees which reported these bills wl

such men as General Livingston of New York, i

H. Lee of Virginia, Roger Sherman of Conncctio!

Elias Boudinot, and James Madison. Some'

these signed the Declaration of Independence, ili

most of them were engaged in procuring the C||

stitution, and knew its true spirit. I

Thus was the Bible honoured by these aposf

of freedom. When these children, who enjoy

fruits of their labors, shall case to cherish it

the palladium of civil and religious liberty, tl

moment will the nation begin its downward ma:

to ruin.— Selected.

i, and elsewhere. J bey gave as t

iS use is so universal, and its impoj

ongress appointed a committee to J

32 an edition of the Bible in Philam

A zealous soul, without meekness, is like

in a storm, in danger of wrecks.
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"The Spirit Uclpelli onr lufirmities."

There are luours of mental depressiou in liumau

!, which can neither be prevented nor remedied,

the most prof^perous worldly circumstances, or

the greatest skill of man. The healing art,

lich Haller applied with singular success to the

leases of the body, could not, as he experienced

his own case, reach that dissatisfaction with the

jsent, and that apprehension of a future state,

ich so frequently disturb the breasts of man-
id. But he found other aids, which proved a

rereign remedy to all his fears and depressions.

e divine law was to him a delightful subject of

entiou, and a joyful object of hope. His conli-

[lee in the goodness of God, refreshed his mind
;

i so fortified it, that he contemplated, without

may, the king of terrors. Thus saith the bio-

ipher of Baron Haller, a pious professor of me-

iue, who himself testifies, in a letter to his daugh-

, when viewing himself on the verge of the

ive, as follows, viz

:

'By the mercy of God, we are restored from

I lowest state of abasement and dejection. We
! animated with the most comfortable promises.

lur father who now addresses you, has had his

ibts ; he has sometimes been mistaken ; and has

ihed, in those moments, that the consequences of

were not so grievous. He has not been exempt

m falling ; but the victorious grace of God has

idly come to his relief. The king of terrors ap-

laches me with hasty steps; but I behold his

i^ances without dismay."

Honours to a Pliilunthrojnst.—On St. Bartho-

jew's Eve the French Academy held its annual

eting publicly, to award prizes for literary merit

il peculiarly virtuous deeds. Among the latter,

first was proclaimed for M. John Bost—the

t time a Protestant pastor has had his name
oiled in the Academic list. Most interesting

j it to hear, from the lips of the Academician,

eloquent words of the absent M. de Remusat,
cribiug the life and acts of " A young man,
jcended from a family formerly proscribed for

cause of religion, who came to Paris to follow

career of art. He appeared to care but for

light pursuits of his age, when the sight of a

iaken child, in reminding him of our duties to

weak and unfortunate, brought him to more
ous ideas, and revealed his vocation. M. John
it then resolved to embrace the ministry of the

pel, and, after the requisite studies, became
tor at Laforce." Then follows the description

collecting of funds, and the personal labour

parishioners, to build a suitable house for

lected or forsaken girls ; the enlarging of the

les of charity ; the transformation of a poor

pedler into an energetic, spirited school-

iter; the reception of little idiots; the happy
lovery of the possibiHty of elevating their in-

ts, and developing their reason ; the forraa-

of the asylum of Bethesda. The first verses

Fohn v. Were read as an explanation of the

•: Then came the description of Siloam, or

sylum for incurable boys ; and this remark-
! conclusion :

—" Such, gentlemen, are the bene-

ot institutions agglomerated in the humble dis-

;3 of Laforce. Credible witnesses have re-

ed a deep impression of what they have seen,

all are agreed to attribute this common worli

ollective charity to the impulse of one man.
alone still remains the soul of what he has
ted. He, doubtless, has no need of recom-
•c, and the love of man takes the name of

•ity only when it is sanctioned by the love of

.. It is therefore as a testimony of eminent

esteem, and as an encouragement and exhortation

addressed to all, that the Academy awards to M.
John Bost a prize of 3000 francs." Other re-

compenses were then awarded. None of the candi-

dates are present on these occasions.

—

Late Fuper.

A Cure for Wandering Thoughts in Meeting.
— So many wandering thoughts prevailed, that I

seemed likely to get no benefit by my meetings.

l?o, in fervency of spirit,! said in myself. What is the

matter that 1 cannot be master over my own mind '!

I saw I was altogether wrong, and wanted inward

strength to help me to get to a stayedness of mind
upon God. I was made sensible that there was a

spiritual warfare to be passed through, and that no

stayedness of mind could be attained to, till the

inward enemies of the soul came to be destroyed.

I now saw my business was, to get into inward re-

tirement, hoping thereby I might get to be master

over my own mind. Being thus closely engaged,

before the meeting broke up, I got to a sight of the

possibility of obtaining what I was then deeply en-

gaged for, and this answered the end of my com-
ing to the meeting; and I could then have wished

that it would hold longer.

—

BenJ. Bangs. 1671.

Gold and its Results.—It is a question of phi-

losophy, whether gold improves the relative condi-

tion of man. It said that from 1851 to 1850,

8500,000,000 in gold has been produced from the

various mines throughout the world. Siuoe the dis-

covery of the California gold mines, or rather since

1848, when they began to be actively worked,

81,000,000,000 in gold have been added to the

public wealth. Notwithstanding this immense
amount of constantly increasing wealth, vice still

increases, and pauperism is common as ever.

Zeal should be limited by discretion, error by
truth, passion by reason, and divisions by charity;

which is the bond of perfectness, and the end of the

commandment.

THE FRIZ3ND.

TWELFTH MONTH 1, 18

In the Eleventh month number of " The British

Friend," we find reference to an account taken from

a series of letters published by H. G. Guinness, of

the meetings held by him, while in Philadelphia,

professedly for the members of the Society of

Friends ; with some comments thereon by the

editors of that journal, from which, we are not

surprised to find, they are at a loss to understand

how members of the religious Society of Friends

could be found attending such meetings.

From the extracts given, we learn that H. G.

Guinness held eleven meetings while in this city,

to which Friends and Hicksites were specially in-

vited, and which he represents as being largely

attended. How many of those who "crowded"

these meetings, were members of our Society, we

do not know, but we apprehend the number was

not large.

Of the meetings themselves, H. G. Guinness

says, according to the British Friend, " la the

manner of conducting the services, I conformed

very much to the usages of " Friends," remaining

silent for some time after we were all collected,

and endeavouring to spend the time in seeking a

blessing upon the service—then engaging in prayer

with them—then waiting in silence at the throne

I

of grace still further—and then rising and ad-

I dressing them, as I was enabled, upon the most

solemn and important of all subjects, the way of
salvation by the grace of God, through faith in a
once crucified but now exalted Redeemer."

Alter some observations on the manner in which
he speaks of Friends in this country, and " the

untouched field" they present for the labour of
" one who clearly understood and proclaimed the

gospel," and " who would be willing to conform to

their customs in worship, while worshipping with

them," the editors say, " In the absence, however,
of any account from Friends themselves, as to the

part they may hsve taken in this matter, it would
be premature to throw out any censure upon them.
We shall, therefore, be glad to learn, on good au-

thority, that the part which they acted, in no de-

gree, contravened the Society's testimony in regard

to ministry and worship."

With H. G. Guinness we have no acquaintance,

nor have we any disposition to sit in judgment
upon him or his labours within his own Society; to

his own master he must stand or fall : but in rela-

tion to the inconsistency and impropriety of the

members of our religious Society attending his

meetings, we think no true Friend can have a doubt.

His own account of those meetings shows that iu

" conducting the services," he "conformed" to the
" usages" of Friends, merely to please those of the

members who gave him their company; not be-

cause he united with or approved them, and that

the "service" consisted in his speaking and pray-

ing according to the matter, mode and time pre-

scribed by himself.

At the time the meetings alluded to, were held

in this city, the subject caused much concern and
anxiety among Friends ; it was mentioned in the

Quarterly Meeting, and in nearly if not all the

Monthly Meetings, the members being strongly

advised to abstain from attending them, inasmucli

as by so doing, they must necessarily " contravene

the Society's testimony in regard to ministry and
worship." So that Friends of Philadelphia, as a

body, are clear of having in any wise approved of

or countenanced those or any similar meetings. It

is to be regretted that any of our members should

be so weak in the faith, as to have been caught by

the shallow plea, that inasmuch as H. G. Guinness

took no pay for preaching, they compromised no

principle of Friends, by attending his meetings, as

though the testimony of the Society referred only

to " priest's wages." We should rejoice, if all

those who hold the office of minister in other reli-

gious Societies, had come to see the requisitions of

the gospel so clearly, as to give up pecuniary com-

pensation therefor ; it would certainly soon break

down the present unrighteous system of clergy and
laity, and make it allowable for any in a congrega-

tion, who felt " called of God as was Aaron," to

preach the gospel, as they were moved, without

regard to man's ordinatiou ; but Friends' testimony

is not only against priests' wages, but also against

a man-made ministry and will-worship, and re-

mains the same that it was in the days of Bar-

clay, who says, " Every true minister of the gospel

is ordained, prepared and supplied in the work of

the ministry," by " the light or gift of God ;" and
" by the leading, moving and drawing hereof, ought

every evangelist and christian pastor to be led and

ordered in his labour and work of the gospel, both

as to the place where, as to the persons to whom,

and as to the time wherein he is to minister." And
so also as to worship. After speaking of the true

worship being " by the stirring and secret inspira-

tion of the Spirit of God" in the heart, he con-

tinues, "All other worship, then, both piais'S,

prayers and preachings, which man sets about in

his own will, and at his own appointment, which

he can both begin and end at his own pleasure, do
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or leave undone as himself seeth meet, whether

they be a prescribed form, as a liturgy, &c., or

prayers conceived extempore by the natural

strength and faculty of the mind, they are all but

superstition, will-worship and abominable idolatry

in the sight of God ; which are now to be denied

and rejocted and separated from in this day of his

spiritual arising : however ic might have pleased

£or may please] him—who winked at the time of

ignorance with respect to the simplicity and inte-

grity of some, and of his own innocent seed, which

lay, as it were, buried in the hearts of men under

that mass of superstition— to blow upon the dead

and dry bones, and to raise some breathings of his

own, and to answer them ; and that until the day

should more clearly dawn and break forth." We
trust the day will never come, when the Society of

Friends will lack members with christian firmness

and magnanimity to maintain this noble testimony.

In relation to the remark of H. G. Guinness

that "some of the Friends of Cincinnati invited

me to attend and address their meeting, which I

did," we can give no information. If the fact was

as stated, we can only say, it is a sad evidence,

among many others, of the manner in which the

testimony of Friends in regard to ministry and

prayer, is set at naught, in some places, by those

professing with them.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
E0ROPE.—Liverpool dates to the 14th last.

The Bank of England had raised the rate of discount

to 5 per cent., in consequence of the withdrawal of

.£300,OUO tor the Bank of France, to be followed by

XJUO.UOO more. The Bank of France had advanced the

rate to 4j per cent. Consols closed at 93| a 93J- for

money.
The Liverpool cotton market was quiet and nominally

unchanged, though the quotations are barely maintained,

Breadsluffs were all lower and declining. Flour dull,

at a decline of &ii. ; red Western wheat. Us. 6d a 12s.

Id. per 100 pounds; Southern, 12s. Zd. a 12s. lOd.

;

white wheat, 12s. &d. a 14s.

Advices from China state, that the settlement of the

negotiations for peace had been delayed. The allied

army was marching on Pekin, where a large force of

Chinese was posted to defend the city. The progress of

the allies was hindered by the desertion of the soldiers,

and the difficulty of obtaining cairiage. The Canton
trade was obstructed by the rebels.

The monthly returns"of the Bank of France show a

decline in specie of more than twenty-five millions of

francs. The inquiry made by the Superior Council of

Commerce, preparatory to fixing the duties on various

articles of British industry, has come to a close. The
evidence collected by the Superior Council, shows the

great advance made by French manufacturers in the

last twenty-five years, and demonstrates that France

possesses immense industrial wealth, and finds markets

for the sale of all the manufactures she is able to pro-

duce.
King Victor Emmanuel entered Naples on the 7th inst.

He entered the city, in company with Garibaldi, amid
the acclamations of an immense multitude of people;

they proceeded to tlie cathedral, and afterwards to the

palace. The King has formally accepted the sovereignty

of Naples and Sicily, tendered him by a nearly unani-

mous vote of the people. Garibaldi has resigned the

dictatorship, and retired to his home in the island ot

C iprea. Francis II., Ex-king of Naples, still held pos-

session of Gaela, with 13,000 men, the remuaut of his

army. He rejected the proposal to evacuate the town,

relying on the strength of the fortress and the fidelity of

his troops. The siege works before Gaeta were actively

progressing, and, if the King di/es not capitulate, the

place will soon be bombarded.
The number of royalists taken prisoners at Capua, was

10,500, and six generals; 200 brass guns, 20,000 mus
kets, and military stores of all kinds, fell into the hand
of the Sardinians.

The Emperor Napoleon, in a recent letter to the Em
peror of Russia, is stated to have expressed his regret a

recent-events in Italy, which it was not in bis power t<

prevent. As to the eventualities of the future, tlie Em
peror said th;it if Sardinia were attaclied, France woulc

hold herself bound to defend her; but if, on the con
ti'ury, Sardiuta should attack Auiiiriu, France would ab

stain from taking part in the struggle, on the condition,

however, that Austria should declare that whatever

might be the issue of the war, the Villafranca arrange-

ment should be undisturbed—that is, France guarantees

Sardinia the possession of Lombardy.
It is now stated, that the orders given to the French

admiral to sink the Sardinian squadron, in the event of

its attacking Gaeta, was not intended as a departure

from the policy of non-intervention on the part of France,

but was designed to protect the family of the King of

Naples, and to leave open a door of escape from his do-

minions.

It is reported that the army of the Pope will be dis-

solved, and only a guard of 3000 men retained.

The vote in Sicily, on annexation to Sardinia, was,

yeas 432,054, nays 667.

According to documents issued by the War office in

St. Petersburg, no new levy of men for the Russian army

is to take place for three years. After the peace, the

Emperor decided that no levy should take place until

185t», and now a new exemption for three j ears has been

accorded.
The Order of Burgesses and the Order of Peasants in

the Swedish Diet have adopted an address to the crown,

praying for reform in the national representation. The
address sets forth that the pi-esent representative system

is incompatible with constitutional liberty, and with

progress. The bills relative to liberty of conscience and

of public worship, lately voted by the Diet, with the ex-

ception of the Order of the Clergy, have been sanctioned

by the King.

"The close of the session of the Swedish Chambers

took place at Stockholm lately, with the usual ceremo-

nies. Among the measures which the King congratu-

lated the Chambers on having adopted during the ses-

sion, was one for the perfect toleration of all religious

creeds.

United States.—The Secession Movement.—In South

Carolina, the people are apparently united in the deter-

mination that the State shall go out of the Union, and

no doubt seems to be entertained that the Convention,

which is to meet on the 17th proximo, will pass an ordi-

nance to that effect, in accordance with the wishes of

their constituents. There are probably many of the

wiser and more reflecting of the citizens, who are averse

to the measure, but a system of terrorism prevails, and

for the time, excludes the consideration of all calmer

counsels. In Georgia, Alabama, and Mississippi, there

is also a strong feeling in favour of secession, though

the people of these Slates do not appear to be disposed

to act with so much precipitation as those of South

Carolina. The result of the late Presidential election,

although the pretext, has probably little to do with this

movement. Its causes may be found in the loss of the

power and patronage, which have hitherto been held by

the South, with the probability that they will not be re-

gained, and the belief which of late years has unhappily

become prevalent in the cotton-growing States, that

their wealth and prosperity would be greatly promoted

by free trad^ with all the world, and the removal of legal

obstacles to the introduction of slaves from Africa. In

the more Northern slave States, Virginia, Kentucky,

North Carolina, &c., a different feeling appears to be

predominant, but as yet there has been little decided

expression of opposition to the secessionists.

Financial Troubles.—At a time when business gene-

rally was prosperous and safe, and the condition of the

country such as to call for gratitude to the Author of

all good, the revolutionary proceedings in some of the

slave States have destroyed confidence between the

North and South, greatly interrupted trade, and pro-

duced no little embarrassment in monetary affairs. Last

week the banks, in several of the slave States, suspend-

ed specie payments, and their example was followed by

those of Pennsylvania. The suspension is now general

throughout the United States, except in New England

and N'ew York, where the banks, it is believed, will be

able, as in former financial revulsions, to meet the de-

mands upon them. The money pressure is not so severe

as in 1857, and it is hoped the mercantile failures will

not be so numerous as that year.

New York.—M the late election in this State, 673,577

votes were polled, Lincoln receiving 361,210, and the

other candidates, 312,367.

New Jersey.—-The population of this State is now said

to be 660,093 ; in 1850, it was 480,913.

Massachusetls.—The number of inhabitants, by the

late census, is 1,231,496 ; in 1850, it was 994,514.

Vermonl.—The number of votes in Vermont was 44,-

703, Lincoln receiving 33,888, and 10,815 being divided

among the other three candidates.

Mississippi

icicasc of 177,189 in

•pop ilation of 783, 71E

Wisconsin.—The population of this State is said to

777,771. In 1350, it was 305,391.

Kentucky.—The vote in this State was as follows

Bell, 66,016; Breckinridge, 52,826; Douglas, 25,64

Lincoln, 1,366 ; total, 145,849.

North Carolina.—The vote was as follows—Brecki

ridge, 48,539 ; Bell, 44,990 ; Douglas, 2,701 ; total, 9-

230.

Georgia.—The vote was as follows—Breckiuridj

52,131 ; Bell, 43,050; Douglas, 11,613; total, 106,79

Philadelphia.—Mortality last week, 205.

Boston.—By the recent census, the population is 17

902 ; in 1850, it was 160,508.

Kansas.—Disturbances are reported to have aga

broken out in this territory, a band of armed men ha

ing, it is stated, organized to prevent the land sales ta

ing place in the approaching month. They are al

charged with various outrages on those opposed to the

Gen. Harney has been ordered by the War departmt

to take effectual means to restore order.

Land Sales.—The amount received into the U. S. tre

sury for lands sold during the year ending Sixth mon
30th last, was $1,814,000.

New York.—Mortality last week, 369. The Journal

Commerce estimates the number of persons thrown c

of employment in that city, since the election, at 25, 0(

a large portion of whom are young women. One clol

ing establishment has discharged 1000 persons—a X

establishment nearly the same number; a manufactc

of saddlery has reduced its force about 500, and carta

ment is said to be very general.

The Markets.—The following were the quotations

the 26th inst. New Fori—Sales of 93,000 bushels

wheat, at $1.10 a $1.12 for Chicago spring; $1.22

$1.25 for red Western
;
$1.35 a $1.40 for white Mic

gan; oats, 36 cts. a 38 cts. ; corn, 66 cents a 69 cen

Philadelphia—Pnme red wheat, $1.15 a $1.20; whi
$1.27 a $1-35

;
yellow corn, 64 cts. a 65 cts. ; oats,

cts. a 34 cts. Baltimore—Red viheat, $1.05 a $1.1

white, $1.20 a $1.45; old corn, white and yellow,

cts. a 63 cts. Cincinnati—Flour very dull, at $4.2

whiskey, $15.50; hogs, $5.75 a $5.80.

RECEIPTS.

Received from J. Lewis and E. Lowens, per J. E., F
$2 each, vol. 33 ; from H. Kuowles, agt., N. Y., for Be
Boss, Robt. Kuowles, D. Naramore, David Peckham, a

Daniel Peckham, $2 each, vol. 34 ; from Nathl. S. Ba

cock, R. I., $6, vols. 31, 32, and 33 ; from Ann Pusi

Pa., $2, to 13, voL 35.

WEST-TOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
A Stated Meeting of the committee, who have chai

of the Boarding-School at West-town, will be h-

there on Fourth-day, the oth of Twelfth month, at

o'clock, A.M.

The Committee on Admissions meet at 8 o'clock 1

same morning, and the Committee on Instruction,

half past 7 o'clock on the preceding evening.

The Visiting Committee attend at the School on i

venth-day, the 1st of the month.

Eleventh mo. 22d, 1860. Joel Evans, Clerk

For the accommodation of the committee, there 1

be a conveyance at the Street Road Station on the ai

val of the 7.40 a.m. and 2 o'clock, p.m. trains,

venth-day, the 1st, and Third-day, the 4th of Twel
month. The cars leave Eighteenth and Market strei

FRIENDS' SCHOOL AT GERMANTOWN.
Wanted at this Institution a Female Teacher, a me

ber of the Society of Friends, competent to give instr

tiou in the usual branches of an English education.

Apply to Sarah Ann Fell, Rebecca B. Cope, Beoi

S. MouRis, Germantown, Philadelphia, or to Amy
BERTSoN.at the school, adjoining Friends' Meeting-hot

WANTED.
A Female Friend to teach a family school.

Address, Joseph H. Satterthaite,
Oxford Valley, Bucks Co., Ps

Died, on Fifth-day evening, the 11th of Tenth
last, at his residence in Upper Darby township, Di

ware county, Pa., Charles Garrett,
fifth year of his age.

PILE & M'ELROY, PRINTERS,
Lodge street, opposite the Pennsylvania Bank.

._J
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Respecting a meeting he had at Cumberland, he

rites:

" I was led to contrast the different natures of
iC lion and the lamb ; showing, that when man is

ituated by the meekness and gentleness of the

)spel, comparable to the disposition of the lamb,
s conduct is very different from what it is, when
c lion-like spirit prevails. On our way from the

Friend who accompanied us as

'id, he was fearful the people would conclude he
^d informed me of the differences which existed

I

that' neighbourhood, as I had so plainly struck

their conduct. This, with the peaccfuluess of

iind I enjoyed, after several days of inward con-

evivcd the belief that I was in the way of

y religious duty, and that the Lord had not cast

"; which I sometimes greatly feared, while

bouring under depression of spirits. As I had
ceived no information respecting the state of the

eeting, and the people were altogether strangers

me, I ascribed the favour to the condescending

(odness and mercy of my holy Leader, whom I

:sired humbly to love and serve, both in heights

(id depths."

j"Our dear Friends, Deborah Darby and Re-
tcca Young, having appointed a meeting at North
Hdge, and none being laid out for me, I staid

!id attended it with them, and we afterwnrds had
( very comfortable religious opportunity in the

Imily where we dined. Deborah Darby was en-

ged in solemn supplication to the Father of all

r mercies, that he would be pleased to strengthen

who were engaged in his service ; after which
! parted in near unity. May I ever conduct so

to witness more and more this precious favour."

After attending several meetings in the prosecu-
n of his religious concern, he gives the following

teresting account, viz:

" I then proceeded up the Connecticut river to-

ird Coos, in Vermont, and on the way lodged at

tavern, where was a pious young man, a travel-

, who entered into conversation with me on re-

;ious subjects, and expressed his surprise on find-

I
that I held views respecting war, and on some

ints of doctrine, which did not accord with his

m. I told him I admired that such sentiments
ould be new to him, as he had informed me he
IS educated at college, and I understood Bar-

clay's Apology was in the library ;—querying of

hin), ' Didst thou never read it ?' He replied, ' No.
But, there is a man near where I live, who has be-

come crazy by reading it, so that our priest has
advised us not to have any discourse with him.'

" When we were about to part, I inquired of

him where this crazy man lived, and he told me
we should pass through the town on our way to

Coos. I took his name, and on the day following

called at the door of his house, and in(juired, be-

fore getting off our horses, if he were at home. A
woman who came to the door, said he was not;

on which the Friend who was with inc proposed

going on ; but I said, I had rather stop and go
uto the house, suspecting the woman did not speak
the truth. When we went in and sat down, the

man came from another room, and sat down by us,

appearing very serious. I informed him that we
were strangers in the country, and wished to know
if he could inform us, where any of the people

called Quakers lived. He replied, that he had
heard there were some of that people living twenty
or thirty miles to the northward, but had no know-
ledge of them, except from report—and then ask-

ed, ' Are you of that people V I answered that we
were

;
on which he arose and took down Barclay's

Apology from a shelf, saying, ' Here is a book I

have read, auu my mind has become satisfie.l with

the doctrines of the Quakers; but you are the first

of the people I ever saw.'

" The aforesaid woman, who was his wife, now
appeared extremely agitated, her countenance be-

peaking great dissatisfaction with our company,
,nd upon her husband asking us to have our horses

put up, and take some victuals ourselves, she hastily

replied, ' there is none for them.' He very mildly

aid that they had enough in the house, but we
excused ourselves, not being willing to increase the

poor man's difficulties. He seemed very cheerful,

asking us many questions, and making remarks as

he turned to different parts of the Apology, from
which we found he was fully convinced of Friends'

principles. He had been a colonel in the militia,

but had resigned his office, and was grieved that

his sons, in opposition to his advice, continued to

mu<ter. Wo saw nothing like his being crazy,

and found that the priest's advice arose from his

fears that others might be led away from a depend-
ence on himself; and such was Lis influence, that

he had persuaded the people to think this poor man
was in a state of mental aberration, not fit to be

discoursed with. Alter spending about an hour
with him much to my satisfaction, we proceeded."

Sustained and guided by the Spirit and power
of his divine Master, though often feeling keenly

the separation from his wife and children, and
many domestic comforts, he was enabled to sur-

render them all as a sacrifice on the Lord's altar,

and press onward in the work assigned him. In

the course of his travels, he lodged at Montpelier,

Vermont, then containing only two or three

small houses besides the inn, where they were ac-

commodated.
" As we were about to mount our horses in the

morning," says he '' the inn-keeper told me there

were a few friendly people in the neighbourhood.

not members of our Society, who held a meeting,

and he believed would be very glad to see us. I
thought upon the subject, and feeling my mind
strongly turned toward them, concluded to appoint
a meeting in the house where they usually met.

Our proposal was heard with gladness, and they
exerted themselves to spread the notice in different

directions among the new settlers, so that about
the middle of the day a large number assembled,
and the Master of our assemblies was graciously
pleased to bless the opportunity. Several who were
present soon after joined the society, and a meet-
ing was settled according to the order of Friends,

which has continued ever since. Several came forth

in the ministry, and have been useful labourers in

the good cause. Our stay with them was short, aa

we had a prospect of attending the Monthly Meet-
ing at Ferrisburgh, which we reached in season.

" Here I met my brother-in-law, Stephen Keese,
who, with several men and women Friends from
Peru, had crossed Lake Champlain in an open
canoe, to attend this Monthly Meeting, to which
they belong. We were rejoiced to see each other,

and mutu;>lly refreshed in the meeting, through the

kindness and condescension of our dear Lord, who,
for the encouragement of his immediate followers,

and all who should believe in his Divine power in
after ages, declared, ' Where two or three are ga-
thered together in my name, there am I in the
midst of them.' In these words he assuredly al-

luded to his Divine power or nature, as the Imma-
nuel, not to his personal appearance in the flesh

;

precious and comforting as this was, when, in the
prepared body he went up and down in the land
of Judea, healing the sick, and comforting the af-

flicted, and doing his Father's will. By his Divine
power he comforted the mourners, and bound up
the broken-hearted, as well as alleviated their out-

ward sufferings, in that day; and by the same liv-

ing baptizing power, the faithful in all after ages
have been comforted and saved ; for, says he, ' Lo,
I am with you always, even unto the end of the
world.'

" I visited the settlements of Friends on the east-

ern side of the lake, and then went over to Grand
Island, where we had a good meeting with a few
Friends and others who have settled on that fertile

spot. In company with a number of Friends from
Ferrisburgh and the island, we embarked in a
canoe, about two o'clock, p. m., for Peru, on the
western side of the lake. The wind was light, but
it soon increased and blew hard, which raised the
waves so high, that when our tottering bark de-
scended into the trough, we could not see the land.
We however were favoured to reach the shore at

Perry's landing before night ; and being unable to

hire carriage or horse to convey us, a part of our
number set out to walk to the settlement of Friends.

" We found it extremely difficult to keep the
road in the wilderness, the night being dark, and
the stars obscured by clouds. By the light of
torches, made of the bark of birch trees, we suc-
ceeded in making our way until we got within a
short distance of the settlement, when our torches
were burnt out, and the inhabitants having gene-
rally gone to bed, there was no light in any direc-
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lion to guide our steps. Wliile consulting what to

do in this awkward situation, the noise of geese

convinced us that we were near the habitations of

men ; and one of our company hallooing, we were

answered by a voice not far off, and by calling and

responding, we made our way through the wilder-

ness to a house, where we were kindly received,

and sheltered from the rain, which soon began to

full.

" Next morning I walked to Stephen Keese's,

and met with my beloved sister Kuth his wife.

Although they had moved from a comfortable re-

sidence, and in conformity with the custom of new
settlers, lived in a log-house, yet they seemed to

enjoy their home pleasantly. We were truly glad

to see each other, and after having a meeting at

the house of John Keese, senior, we set out with a

view of getting back to Grand Island, the same day.

But on reaching the shore, we had to relinquish

the prospect, as the waves were running exceedingly

high. \Ve therefore walked to Plattsburg, where

we found accommodations for the night, and the

following day returned to the island, and thence to

Ferrisburgh, having but one meeting on the way
From Ferrisburgh, I rode home, it being in the

fall of 1795.
" Frequently in the course of my visit to these

new settlements, the recollection of my home and

the dear and tender connexions I had left there,

greatly affected my mind, and on one occasion,

ing seated on a log in the woods, in a very pensive

mood, I took out my almanac, and was looking

over the time I had been absent from my family,

thinking also how long it would be ere I saw them,

when my mind was impressed with a belief, that 1

must be at home on a certain day, which I mark-

ed in the book. The belief that I mu=t not let that

time pass over, without reaching home, continued

with me, and I accordingly arrived there in

son, by which means I had the opportunity to see

my dear father, who was taken from us by death

in two days after. My being at home at that

solemn time, was much to his satisfaction, as well

as my own, he being very desirous of seeing

before I arrived. I cannot but believe, that the

day was pointed out to me by the same Divine

fiuger, that pointed out the way and time to pro
ceed in the arduous journey ; and have great cause

to admire the care and kindness of the heavenly

Shepherd, to whom my heart was filled with

thanksgivings and praises. I greatly enjoyed th(

company of my beloved wife and tender children

for whose support I willingly entered into my bu-

siness, although bereaved of a parent who had
been a counsellor to me in my inexperienced days,

and in maturer years an encourager to dedication

in the Lord's work."
(To be continued.)

What are Sponges ?—At the last sitting, M.
Lecoq continued his remarks on sponges, comparing

the opinions of different naturalists regarding the

animal or vegetable nature of those productions.

M. Lecoq himself sides with those who consider them
in the light of animals, although he still entertains

great doubts as to the reality of the contractions

which he thinks he has observed in their oscula, im-

mediately after water has been presstd out of them
As to the i-pongilla, or freshwater sponge, it putre-

fies like animal substances when taken out of the

water. The sea-sponge and spongilla he thin

closely allied to algse, and inclines to the opinio

that while the sea-sponge prefers the warm waters

of tropical climates, the fresh-water sponge, on the

contrary, requires the cold water of lakes and rivers

in temperate and northern latitudes.

—

Paris Ga
lignani.

liglitoiDg—Disarming a Tlinnder Cloud.

(Coucludt'd from page lUO.)

Thunder-clouds are charged with different de-

grees of intensity, some heavily, some lightly.

Some sweep over the earth at greater altitude than

others. Those which hang low discharge their

contents, whether of water or electricity, with the

greatest energy. All our thunder-storms, with few

exceptions, come up from the north-west. Hence
the conductors should be erected at those points of

the building with which the cloud will first come

in contact. This is necessary, because every thun-

der-cloud is surrounded by an electric atmosphere

which precedes the cloud itself. This may be easily

verified by placing the knuckle to the conductor as

the cloud approaches. Sparks will frequently be

drawn from if, while the thunder yet rolls in the

distance, showing the electrical haze has already

enveloped the building, and that the rod is silently

conducting the fluid into the earth. The rod is

already performing its functions with the mere

"ectrical atmosphere, just as it would seek to do if

isailcd by an explosion from the cloud. But thou-

sands of rods have been put up by pedlers in direct

violation of this rule, even when the prominent

points of the building were in the proper quarter,

The gable- ends of barns most remote from the ap-

proaching cloud are selected by them as frequently

as the proper end. Persons of the highest preten-

sions in their business of making conductors an
constantly committing this grievous error. It can-

not be too speedily and generally corrected. Some
five yeara ago a young woman was picking cherries

in a tree which stood near her father's house,

Warren county, New Jersey. A cloud was seen to

be approaching, though at a great distance. But
it was surrounded and preceded by a highly exci

electrical atmosphere. There was no rain, as the

cloud was a great way off. Yet persons in the

neighbourhood saw a flash traverse the air in an

almost horizontal line, and shatter the tree in which

the girl was seated, and she was killed. This was
an unusual occurrence, and yet a similar discharge

has been seen to leave a cloud, and traverse a great

distance, until it reached a stream of rarefied air.

sent up from a barn but recently filled with new
" ay. It followed this stream as a choice conductor,

struck, and destroyed the barn.

This presence of an electrical atmosphere has

sometimes exhibited the most remarkable pheno-

mena. The great lightning storm of Sixth month

1848, was especially productive of them. Cooper's

extensive rolling-mills at Trenton, N. J., seemed to

be charged in every part with electricity. Thougt
tbat storm extended over a surface of 700 miles,

yet no place witnessed a more singular display of

its mighty energies than Trenton. The lightning

struck the earth there repeatedly. A workman at

the rolling-mill attempted to lower the iron damper,

which was connected with iron chains, but he no

sooner laid his hand on the latter than he received

a shock which prostrated him. A second work:

repeated the attempt, and was in turn knocked
down, while the third also received a severe shock

A fireman attempted to stir the melted iron in the

furnace, but the instant his iron stirrer touched

the fluid metal he received a violent shock. Other
similar facts occurred, showing that the whole at

mosphere was charged with electricity to an extra

ordinary extent, and that chains, bars, furnaces

and even the melted metal, were silently acting as

conductors between the cloud and the earth, giving

out neither shock nor spark unless touched by the

unconscious workmen. The masses of metal which
surrounded the 300 hands employed in the mill,

were so many potent protectors ; but the same pre-

cautions should be used to guard against the elec-

trical atmosphere which invariably precedes an

surrounds a thunder-cloud, as against the clou

itself.

The true position to which the rods should b

affixed having been ascertained as mentioned abovi

the next important question is as to the quantity i

iron to be used. A wire one-quarter inch thic

will effectually protect any building, providin

there be a point of stiff metal set up on every pn
minent part, with as many outlets into the grouD

as there are points in the air, the whole being coi

nected by cross wires extending over the buildin

Galvanized wire is preferable to all others, as it

not liable to oxidation. The greater the quantil

of iron, and the more numerous the outlets, tl

greater the safety. This is in accordance wi(

Franklin's directions, except that the quantity

iron is increased. A large building should ha'

some hundreds of feet of rod, and any buildii

whatever should have not less than two points ai

two outlets. There is a good reason for this app

rent profusion of iron. Explosions of eleotricil

vary in intensity, some being very feeble, whi

others are of awful power. No certain calculati(

can be made as to whether the coming shock w
be light or heavy ; hence it is prudent to guai

against the latter, as in doing so we effectually di

arm the former. A light shock will be carried i

by a single rod without injury; but the dischar

ing power of such a rod being uniform with its r

ceiving power, because of its single outlet, an e

plosion on its point may occur, charged with i

prodigious a volume of electricity that the capaci

of the rod is not great enough to carry it o

Herein lies the great danger of an insufficient co

ductor. The discharging power being fixed ai

limited, any excess of electricity will leave the co

ductor, fly off into the house in search of anotht

whether it be the stove-pipe or the human bod

and do its deadly work. Innumerable cases whe
such results have followed an excessive dischar;

on a conductor having a single outlet to the eart

are on record. Accounts are often published

injury to buildings, though protected by condu

tors ; but careful examination into the facts of tl

case has invariably shown that though the conduct

was free from defect, its capacity was too small

break up and carry off a heavy shock. It foUov

then, that the discharging power of. a conduct

must be equal to its receiving power ; that a bull

ing should be armed with points on all its pron

uent projections, because no calculation can be ma
on which prominence the shock may fall, that the

receiving points should have numerous disc-hargii

points descending to moisture in the earth, ai

that the whole should be connected by wires in i

veral directions across the roof, so that whiehev

point way happen to receive the shock, will be aid^

by the entire network of metal, in instantly mi

gating its intensity by distributing it over a lar

surface, and passing it off by numerous outle

The fluid concentrated in this shock had been pi

viously distributed over the surface of an immer

body of clouds. How unreasonable it is to exp(

a single discharging point to pass off the voLui

of electricity accumulated in so great a body

vapour. It is for these reasons that the cheap co

ductors are found so often mere traps, bringing t

dangerous element into a building, instead of lea

ing it away.

It is a mistake, as well as a useless expense,

put up glass insulators to prevent the lightning frd

leaving the rod, and passing into the house. Jj

flash will quit a properly constructed rod, becaij

lightning never avoids a good conducting mediil

to follow a bad one. Hence, the rod being cou

uuous, and the staple not so, iron staples are i-
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tirely safe. An explosion will shatter glass ones

into fragments, and the sleet and ice of wiutor will

IS certainly destroy them. As few thunder-clouds

pass over without discharging their watery con-

Dents, the glass insulators become wet, and while in

ihat condition are as good conductors as the iron

staples. An immense amount of humbug has been

propagated among the people by ignorant pedlers

jngaged in selling rods, on the necessity of glass

insulators. They have introduced and sold them

as indispensable to protection, either through entire

ignorance of their worthlessness, or to enhance the

profit on their wares. So, also, with respect to gold

jr platinum points, costing several dollars each,

rhese serve no other purpose but to prevent osida-

,ion. iBut the point of a lightning rod rarely or

never oxidates. Its exposure to the air causes it

,o dry rapidly. If galvanized iron be used, as re-

jommended for the wire, it will stand for centuries

ininjured. The great object is to make every pro-

ninent part of the building bristle with points, and

:o supply them with an abundance of outlets to the

;artb| giving to the whole rod a discharging power

oroportioned to, or even greater than its receiving

DOwer.—iV. York Tribune.

Tor "Thn Friend."

Extract from the life of Saninel Neale.

In relating a visit made by him and William

Brown, in 1752, to two persons who had joined in

1 separation from Friends, S. Neale remarks :

i
" Satan, the accuser of the brethren, tries all

ways to disunite from the body, and cause a sepa-

ration. Rents and divisions are the strength of

bis kingdom. And as his insinuations are adapted

to all persons in their different states, finding out

the weak side, there he plants his battery, trying

bne temptation after another, sometimes as an angel

bf light, and sometimes (as he really is) as an

tingel of darkness.

I
" But let a faithful examination be entered into,

[and the rjuery raised : Am I influenced by that

ppirit which governs by love, in the believers? Is

[there no root of self-love or of self-sufficiency ? Is

here no zeal kindled by the accuser of the bre

Ithren, tiiat would introduce contention and discord,

pride and bigh-mindedness ? This cannot be from

hat Spirit that baptizes into the one body, and

akes us one in Christ, No—there would be in

hat bearing and forbearing, a forgettinj; and for-

rivmg ; a persuading, and a trs

of one heart, and to love a

rill manifest who.se disciples w(

)ur Master."

in soul to

brethren. This

are, and who is

Injlue7ice of Horticulture.—Philanthropists are

ginning to appreciate the reformatory influence of

;ardcning. At a late meeting of the British As-

iociation for the Advancement of Science, the

ishop of Pupon said, that the parish of Skipton,

in Yorkshire, England, was inhabited principally

by a rude, unrefined, and to a considerable extent,

fimmoral population, when — Boyd was appointed

fits rector. The first step he took towards their

^amelioration and improvement was to lay out and

'plant a beautiful flower-garden attached to the rec-

jtory, to which he gave free access to his parishioners

'at all times. He afterwards encouraged some of

Ithem to ornament the gardens attached to their cot

jtages by giving them plants and seeds ; and in the

Icourse of a very few years, this rude population

]was, by the kindly iufluence of horticulture and
ifloricuUure, transformed into a most orderly, gentle,

'and refined community.

—

Rural New Yorlcer.

They that speak or write without care, often

member their own words with sorrow.

For "ThB Frioiid.''

Extracts from t/ie Letters and Memorandums oj

our Late Friend, 11. Williams.

''First mo. lltk, 1845.—A few lines in ackuow-

dgment of thy several letters of late, would be

ght. I have perceived from thy accounts, that

best help, at times, has been near, sufficient for the

occasion. My heart was warmed with gratitude

for the favour, and an engagement felt that thy

abiding might be low and humble, not reaching

after even a word which was not in due course of

feeling and immediately given, so that life

may be administered unto life. Keep little and

then there is nothing to fear ; be contented if

only a few words be given, more will be given if

the great Giver sees it is best. He leads safely
;

this, thou knows
;
yet to be reminded of what we

already know, is sometimes a help

The Head of the church is sufficient for his own
work."

" 2Gtk.—There seems a routine of concerns in

society and out of it ; which, while time and abi-

lity lasts, we pursue and attend to. If our ' eye

be single,' in the doing, it may be well ; but forci-

bly are we struck with the uncertainty of our time

here, when those with whom we associate, are sud-

denly brought low and see their hold on time

loosened. Our neighbour is very poorly

and low from the rupture of a blood-vessel ; I feel

interested for him. Poor man ! his late comfort-

able prospects are turned backward ; low and

weak as he is, he sent for to write his will

;

whether he will be able to direct it, is a doubt.

The good rule of making a ' will' and settling out-

ward affairs while in health, is not generally

enough regarded.
" Thy letter received this morning, gives an

account of the illness of our friend Thomas Kite,

we feel much interested about him, I want thee to

write soon again. Glad to hear had been

down to inquire for him ; it was a good omen ; so

we arc watched over, cared for and brought along,

by our great Caretaker, who willeth not the death

of any, but that all should return, repent and live.

That this may be the case with all of us indivi-

dually, who are in arrears, is my desire."

31s?.-^As regards ,
there was not a

giving up in early life in honest faithfulness, and

when people get old, they learn slowly; now as

day is far spent, and the night is approaching,

there is no time to waste. I want us, each one, tc

try to hold on, to look straight before us, with the

"

ttle ' faith' which may, in great mercy, be vouch-

safed, though under many weaknesses.

" Dear Thomas Kite's escape from us seems to

3 to be one of those dispensations of inscrutible

sdom, about which we have nothing to say ; but

the lesson it teaches we must remember, ' Be ye

also ready.' "

Third mo. \Qlli.—l would refer to thy account

of 's communication
;
glad it was in ' gospel

authority;' when our preaching' is not in titat, and

the elders and others who sit and listen, cannot

discover it, we are in a lapsed state as a Society.

I sincerely hope we may be preserved ; some will

likely fall off, but, may not the body. I do feel

strong desires for 's preservation ; I want her

natural feelings may not rule in her, but her bet-

ter."

" We have nearly gotten through with the pre-

sent concerns of this place [West-Town,] a deeply

interesting ' concern.' I have been comforted in

finding a united labour for the right order and dis-

cipline of this large family through vigilance in

those immediately interested. I have as to health

and strength fared better than I had anticipated
;

the Friends seem to know my frailty, and have

been as sisters and daughters caring for me at

jvery turn ; so that I have need to mind I am net

.spoiled.'

" Since writing the above, we have breakfasted,

and at the close, a few verses were read (as usual)

by , at the head of a long table of solid

Friends, (among whom I feel unworthy to be,) but

as this privilege has been given, not sought myself,

I accept it gratefully. To return to the reading,

it has seemed so good each time. is a

spiritual-minded man, one who strives t» live near

the root of life in himself, so that his movements

are not superficial."

'Fourth month, 1845.-^Thou has been so much
my mind, dear , latterly that I have thought

it might be allowable to write unto thee. The
nearness of feeling remains, which thy visit left

with me ; though poor as any one can be, yet I

did feel such cordial unity, and as time rolls on,

and provings close are at hand, we naturally re-

member each other. I am concerned that thou

and I should never forget the early impressions of

good ; how clear did we see the things we ought to

do, the path was plain, and our convictions strong,

great simplicity in all respects was laid on us

;

now, never, never let us forget tlus ; for we hive

need to fear, the way the current is rolling, [lest]

we entirely lose or forget the dew of our youth.

There is something getting in, and in places [has]

got into our Society, a good deal harder to detect

and to see by careless observers, than the spirit

which eighteen years ago rent us ; it is a nice,

easy spirit, very accommodating, full of profession

of love, has found an easier way for enquirers after

truth ; in short, as I heard a dear, aged father in

the Truth express, ' It is a religion without the

cross.' Thou knowest it, hast seen plenty of it,

doubtless, to understand me well ; now let us mind

and be watching ; sure I am, if I fall, this will

witness against me."

Yearly Meeting account of 1845—"22nd of

the month, and 3d of the week.—Went through

at this sitting with the reading and consideration

of the answers to the queries. There was not as

many remarks on the deficiencies as at some Y'early

Meetings ; vet there were lively and feeling re-

marks from several Friends. The neglect of reli-

gious meetings ; the sensible want of true unity

;

the placing of children out of society, and of

young women placing themselves in stores and

other .situations, exposed to temptations which they

were not able to bear; to evade and depart from

our testimonies in dress and address. This, dear

J. C. opened in a sensible, feeling manner ; saying

if such, who are obliged to seek a livelihood, would

place themselves under the care of careful Friends

either as instructors to the children, or assistants

in family matters, they would not only be ten-

derly cared for, but be brought on their way in a

religious sense. Many in her country were now
heads of families, and as princesses in our Society,

who had filled such situations in early life. This

exercise obtained a feeling in the meeting, which

I hope may not be lost. In regard to living within

the bounds of our circumstances ; there was a good

sound remark made by one Friend, ' that by not

limiting our wants to needful things, our husbands

and brothers bad to keep trudging at the labouring

oar to support us.'

"A lively communication from , at the close

of last evening's sitting, addressed to some who had

ventured, though fearfully, to attend this large

Yearly Meeting ; hidden ones, she encouraged

them, reminding them of the poor widow whom
the prophet commanded to borrow of her neigh-

bours, vessels, empty vessels, and they were filled
•

it was like a little refreshing shower."
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The Works on the Snez Canal.

This undertaking really is progressing, if we are

to credit the statement of a correspondent of thi

Courrier des Elats TJnis, which, as it contains

some interesting particulars, we translate for the

benefit of those who feel interested in the extension

of the French empire in the East.

" If we were to calculate the amount of the

works completed up to the present moment, from

the extent of ground on which the head of the

canal has been dug, we should be very far from

forming a correct idea of the operations necessary

to carry out the undertaking. It is not much, in-

deed, to dig a canal. The diflnculty is to combine

the means for excavating it so as to remain within

the estimates. These means once found, it is ne-

cessary to construct the materiel to transport it to

the spot, to set up the machinery, and to prepare

beforehand for the subsistence of numerous work-

men. This is what the directors in Paris have

been occupied with, while in Egypt they have been

completing the preparatory works described in M.
Lessep"s general report to the shareholders. These

preliminary works comprise, principally, a wooden

jetty for the unloading of ships ; a light-house,

work-shops, dwellings for the workmen, the com-

pany's servants and the engineers, digging wells

for giving pure water to the cattle, and for water-

ing the ground ; the laying down of rails and the

construction of steam-cranes and other engines.

"A quarry of stones has been tried at Gebel

Geneffe, but as the results of this trial are to be

reserved chiefly for ulterior works, another quarry,

situated at Mex, to the west of Alexandria, in the

vicinity of the sea, which offers a ready mode of

transport, has been opened with the authority of

the Viceroy. Useful galleries have been dug; rails

carry the stones from the foot of the road to the

jetties constructed near the sea, forming a provi-

sional port, where six ships belonging to the com-

pany, receive by turns the products of the excava-

tion. There are not less than five hundred thou-

sand cubic metres of stone to be extracted from the

quarries of Mex. The excavation will be conducted

on a large scale as soon as the materiel, now on its

way out, shall arrive. This materiel is composed

of steam-cranes for lifting the stones from the

quarry into the wagons, of other steam-cranes for

loading the ships, of eighty wagons and two hun-

dred tons of rails. A veritable flotilla will bo em-
ployed in the transport of stones to Port Said, at

the mouth of the canal, and it is calculated that

this flotilla will carry not less than a million of tons

in the space of fifteen months. The expenses of

excavation and of transport are estimated at eight

francs and a half per cubic metre ; and, according

to the estimate of the international commission,

these expenses had been estimated at fourteen

francs the cubic metre. The excavation of the

quarries of Mex will therefore save five and a half

francs per metre.

"At Port Said, at the entrance to the canal on

the Mediterranean side, twelve sand-shovels have
been mounted ; others are on their voyage out. In
order to estimate the services expected of these

machines, the nature of the ground must be taken

into consideration. In disembarking on the

isthmus, on the Mediterranean side, there is a

tongue of sand which is very narrow, and beyond
which extends the Lake Menzaleh. This lake is

filled partly by the waters of the sea, which pass

over the tongue of sand, and partly by those of

the Nile, at the time of the overflowing of that

river. The water is very low at the ebb ; and as

it is exposed to the evaporation caused by the in-

tense heat of the sun, it is saturated with salt. It

'ecomes sweeter, on the other hand, at the over-

flow, or neap tide. During the heats of summer,
it was scarcely practicable to use the.se sand-shovels

iu this great marsh, transformed as it was into a

sort of salt-pit. The cauldrons would have been
burnt, and rendered useless. Any how, the loss of

the ship Jason, which was transporting a porti

of the motors, would necessarily have retarded the

employment of the dredging-boats. Two have
been tried, with small results. The time has not

been lost, however ; for, instead of concentrutiuL

all the efi'orts of the workmen on the complete

equipment of three or four of these apparatus,

they have been employed in riveting the twelve

shells which are now ready to receive the new
motors.

"At present the overflowing of the Nile has

commenced ; the lake is filling with sweet water.

The twelve dredging-machines (or sand-shovels)

may now act without danger of too strong salt in-

crustations at the moment the most propitiou,s for

employing them. Beyond Lake Menzaleh rises a

kind of threshold or little mound, about four leagues

in length, which must be removed. It is a very

delicate operation ; not that it presents any J

culty, but because it will be nece.ssary to d

economically. This problem has been resolved by
the chief contractor, M. Hardon, in the follow!

manner :—The height of the ground to be removed
in order to reach the bottom of the canal, which
has been provisionally dug at two metres and
half, is from twenty-two to twenty-three metres.

Four difi'erent apparatus have been adopted to efi'ect

this. Simple as they are, they have, nevertheless

required very serious study. The first four metres

from the surface will be excavated by an ingenious

and, we believe, new machine. It consists of s

sort of cross, of which the two arms form a see-

saw ; one of these arms descends to the ground
and hooks on to a wheel-barrow which the work
men fill with earth. The arm rises, and the wheel
barrow thus raised runs upon an iron cord which
carries it to a considerable distance, where it is

emptied. It then returns by means of the same
movement of the sce-saw to the point whence it

started, and is again filled and goes through the

same process. The use of this machine will enable
the workmen to remove the earth with as much
promptitude as economy, to a distance of a hun-
dred and fifty metres from the banks of the canal.

One hundred and twenty-five of these apparatus
will soon be in full play.

" The next five metres will be dug by means of
an apparatus, which appears quite primitive, but
which has not the less been used with advantage
in the works of Paris. It consists of a beam fixed

upright in the earth, and surmounted by a pulley.

On this pulley turns a rope, at each of the ends of

which a man and a wheelbarrow are made fast

One of these wheel-barrows is filled at the foot of

the cutting, while the other is emptied at the sum-
mit. The movement of the full barrow which
ascends, is facilitated by the traction of the bar-
row which descends— a traction which is the less

difiicult, as it operates naturally by the downward
motion.

" The next six feet which follow, and make in

all fifteen feet in depth of open cutting in the whole
of the extent to be cut, will be executed by means
of a piece of mechanism composed of several end-
less linen straps, superposed so as to carry the
earth to the height of the brink of the cutting.

These endless straps are a series of goikts metal-
liques, (metallic cups,) into which the earth is

thrown, and which, turning upon themselves by the
movement given to them, somewhat like the leather
straps of steam-engines, carry the stuff where it is

intended to be thrown. The workmen at the bot-

tom of the cutting will only have to cast the c;

cavated earth upon the endless cloth, for it to 1

carried and discharged at the upper extremity

the slope, where the wagons will be ready to r-

ceive it and carry it further. Thus the cutting .,

the soil will be carried to a depth sufficiently grea

so that the dredging-shovels, in their turn, ma
finish the piercing, and open the canal to the lal

Timsah. This lake is situated in the middle of tl

isthmus, beyond the mound of El Guirs.
" This is not all. In a country like the Isthmi'

of Suez, whose ancient fertility has disappeared i'

consequence of revolutions and wars which gi

back to the remotest antiquity, and have deprive)

the country of its natural or artificial means (i

watering, it was indispensable to provide befon

hand for the alimentation of the numerous wori^

men engaged on the works we have just described

For this purpose the directors have been obliged fi

provide ovens, biscuit-making machines, mills an!

bolting-rooms, with a considerable supply of whea
j

bran, etc. It has also been necessary to setui

apparatus for forcing the sweet water up to th

surface. This water had to be procured ; and fa

this purpo.se use has been made of a lake which i

fed by the Nile, and is situated at the height c

Lake Timsah, near the middle of the isthmus

This lake is called Lake Masamah. An appara

tus for drawing the water has been tried, and b;

means of this it is carried to the foot of the ex

cavations by pipes p'.Bced in a trench, either opei

or covered. The preparations completed, the open
ing of the canal from the Mediterranean to Lak.i

Timsah is merely an affair of a few months, and

the contractor is satisfied that he will accomplisl

this portion of it by May of next year.

" The workmen will be taken from the nativi

population. Three hundred Arabs are now em
ployed in the quarries of Mex and in the timbe:

yards at Port Said. Not only have they beei

found useful in digging, but in superior kinds o

work, such as mounting the sand-shovels. Emu-
lation is promoted among them by the distributioc

of cards of different colours, which mark the de-

gree of their aptitude and zeal, and entitle them tc

an increase of wages. Each one strives to obtair

the be.st card, and the humiliation they feel whet
they have to descend to an inferior card, encourage.-

them to the most determined and sustained efforts.

It is useless to say that in the timber yards, pre-

sided over by Europeans, mostly Frenchmen, the

workmen are exposed to bad treatment. It is quite

the reverse. The works of this canal will greatly

ameliorate the condition of those who take part in

them. Hence, up to the present time, engage-

ments in the company's service are very popular in

Egypt. Such is the position of the works of the

Suez canal. The constant protection of the Vice-

roy, the sympathy of the continental governments,

and the inviolable character of the property which

European capital is creating on the isthmus, more

than ever assure to this great enterprise steady

progress and ultimate success."

Such, we may add, are the glowing terms iu

which our French friend describes the undertak-

ing. With him everything is couleur de rose. We
hope his sanguine expectations may not be disap-

pointed. As for the very ingenious machines which

e is so proud of, it strikes us that we have heard

of them before, but not being a professed engineer,

we cannot speak positively as to their antiquity or

their novelty. Success to the Suez canal.

—

Late

Paiier.

Humility is the forerunner of advancement and
honour; and ambition the harbinger of destruc-

tion and ruin.
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For " The Friend."

BIOfiKAPDICAL SKETCHES

f Ministers and Elders and other concerned members
of the Yearly Meeting of Philadelphia.

(ColitinuoJ from rnge IM-)

JOSHUA BROWN.

After his journey into Jersey, Joshua Brown

emained for several years at home, diligently la-

ouring for the support of his family, and in ful-

Uing hia domestic and religious duties there. On
be 7th of the Eleventh month, 1763, he lost his

elovod wife, with whom he had lived about tweuty-

eveu years in much harmony. They had had

leven children, eight of whom survived her.

Having felt his mind drawn in gospel love to

isit Friends throughout Bucks Quarterly Meeting,

nd some parts of Jersey, and having the unity of

is Monthly Meeting with his concern, he left home

I'irst mo. 29, 1765, to perform the service. The

,rst day he rode twelve miles to David Brown's,

t Nottingham, and the nest thirty miles to the

ouse of William Trimble. On the 31st he was

t Darby Monthly Meeting, wherein he was led to

upplicate the Almighty Father, that through his

•ower he would enable those who were then gath-

red before him, to lean on Ilim alone for help and

trength ; and that he would furnish them such

fferiugs as would be acceptable to Him.

Lodn-iniT that night with that faithful minister of

Ihrist, William Uorue, he rode the next morning,

Jecond mo. 1st, into Philadelphia, where his home

'as with Joshua Emlen. He attended the Quar-

jrly Jleeting of Ministers and Elders there on the

d of tbc month, the Meetings for Worship on the

d, the Meeting for Discipline on the 4th, and

fterwards the meeting appointed for negroes.

)urino' the course of these meetings he was at

imes strengthened to minister the gospel of life to

he people. On the 7th he crossed the Delaware

n the ice, and accompanied by his host Joshua

jmlen, rode to Haddonfield to their week-day

leeting. Here his concern led him closely to press

ibose gathered to beware of covering themselves

ifith any covering which was not of the Lord

ing. In this meeting he pressed the necessity of a

real cleansing from sin and the danger of trusting

for salvation to having the righteousness of Christ

imputed to them, if they were not purged from the

purity of sin. That night he lodged at the house

of James Moon, and on the 18th, was at Middle-

town Meeting, in which he was constrained to ex-

hort those present to an earnest labour that they

might be found worthy of attaining that rest, which

is the privilege of the children of God. Lodging
with Samuel Keery, he, on the 19th, rode to a

meeting at Makeficld, wherein he was concerned

to be an example of silence, yet, before the close

of the meeting, found a necessity of praying for

himself and those assembled with him. Lodging
that night at Bernard Taylor's, he the next day
was at a meeting at Wrightstown. In this meet-

ing, after showing that we were by nature children

of wrath, he urged the necessity of witnessing a

change of heart, through the powerful working of

the gift and grace of God, mercifully afforded unto

all men. Going that night to Samuel Wilson's,

he the next day had a meeting at Plumsted. Here-

in he set forth the goodness of God in creating

man in a state of innocence, the sorrowful fall of

man, and the continuation of God's favour to him,

in opening for him a way of redemption through

Jesus Christ. That night he lodged with his aged

friend, Hugh Ely. The next day, the 22d, at a

meeting at Buckingham, he was led to show the

necessity of following the Lord in all his requirings,

however foolish to man's wisdom they might ap

pear. Lodging with Samuel Keery, he the next

morning rode to Bristol, and crossing over thf

Delaware, attended the Quarterly Meeting of Min-

isters and Elders, held at Burlington. In thi;

meeting he recommended true inward labour after

a quiet, watchful state of mind, in which they

might receive ability to judge themselves, and also

a capacity to administer help to others. After at-

tending the several sittings of the Quarterly Meet-

ing, on the 25th he crossed the Delaware river

once more, and rode to the house of Samuel Keery
On the 26th he was at the Quarterly Meeting oi

[Ipirit. He likewise exhorted them to be willing [Ministers and Elders, held at Wrightstown. Here

p remain in the furnace, the trials and provingsjthe favour of experiencing a being engrafted into

tito which their Holy Leader had plunged them,
j
the true and living Vine was commented on, and

ntil thoroughly purified, they might be brought

.jrth vessels to His honour, on which He might

itamp Holiness.

I Dming with Sarah Hopkins, he rode to Joshua

iloberts', where he lodged. On the 8th he had a

Meeting at Chester, wherein he was measurably

javoured. That night he lodged at the house of

[5dmund Hollingshead, where he rested the next

lay, it being the seventh of the week. Attending

^vesham Meeting on the 10th, he lodged that night

jfith Willfam Foster, and on the 11th, was at a

(aeeting in Mount Holly. Not feeling relieved

Ihereby, he had one appointed for the evening,

tbich was held in silence. On the 12th he was

It Rancocas Meeting, wherein he had service. That

i.fternoon, in company with Elizabeth Smith, he

ode into Burlington, where he lodged at the house

If John Smith. On the 13th, with John Hoskins,

lie rode five miles into the country to a school-

i^iouse, where a meeting was held ; and, returning

jo Burhngton, he was, on the 14th, at a meeting

ihere. In this meeting he was engaged to press

i;iis hearers to close in with the offers of salvation,

ijvbilst the day of visitation was extended to them.

Crossing the Delaware again on the ice to Bristol,

le had a meeting there on the 15th. It was a

;lose, exercising season. On the 16th he rode to

he house of his friend and faithful fellow-labourer

n the gospel, Joseph White. On the 17th, the

irst-day of the week, he was at the Falls Meet-

also the necessity of abiding therein, and of wit

nessing the pruning hand of the great Vine-dresse;

to keep down all the puttings forth of the first

nature. At the close of the Quarterly Bleeti

on the 28th he rode homeward, and lodged at the

house of John Lloyd. On the 29lh, passing

through Philadelphia, he rode to the house of

William Harvey, on the Brandywine ; and on the

30th, reached his own residence. lie sayi

Through mercy I found my children and family

well in health, and I was favoured with a good

degree of peace of mind, and thankfulness of heart

to the great Master, who had preserved in health,

and measurably favoured with his presence, ena-

bling me to perform this visit."

On the lUth day of the Ninth month, 1767,

Joshua Brown was married to Zillah Maule, widow

of Thomas Maule, of Radnor, and daughter of

Daniel Walker, of the Great Valley.

CTo be contiQued.J

Laboriously Doing Nothing.—It is related of

Hugo Grotius, a man of great genius, industry, and

learning, who engaged strenuously, in the contro-

versies of his time, respecting religious opinions

;

by which he was brought into great trouble and

perplexity; that he replied to one who admired his

great industry, to this effect: "Ah! I have con

sumed much of my life, in laboriously doing no

thing."

Working for a Penny a day.—When in our
boyhood we read in the Bible about the men
working in a vineyard for a penny a day, we re-

member that it seemed like very small wages in-

deed. But let us see about this. In those days a
penny was about as large as fifteen of our centB,

d as money was some ten times as valuable as

now, the penny a day was as good as 150 of our
cents, so that those men really got as good wages
as the best men now generally have in harvest time,

that is, a dollar and a half a day. So also when
that good Samaritan gave two pence to the land-

lord to take care of the man who fell among thieves,

see it was equivalent to about §3, which would
probably pay for his board two weeks in a coun-

try tavern, where board was very cheap. This
gift of the Samaritan was in addition to the rai-

ment, the oil and wine, and to the promise to pay
any thing more that the landlord might expend.

By the same reckoning, how much was that box
of " very costly" ointment worth, which Mary used

upon the Saviour? When the disciples asked if

they should buy 200 penny-worth of bread, how
many loaves were they calculating for, at about G
cents a loaf—a large price iu those days? Re-
member to reckon money worth ten times as much
as now, and to call a penny-worth 15 cents.

—

Am. Ag.

Pride.—Survey the things that raise your pride;

consider how vain they are. Is it silver and gold ?

The dust of the earth ! perishing treasures ! poor
comforters in an hour of inward distress, of sick-

ness or death ! Is it beauty, and youth, and
strength ? What withering flowers are all those !

what gay and dying vanities, that are wasting

hourly, and may be blasted with an east wind ! Is

it honour and tame among men ? What an empty
thing is the breath of mortals 1 how subject to

change ! IIow unjust and feeble a foundation ! Is

it high birth that makes you proud and scornful?

This is the honour of your ancestors more than

your own, and perhaps it was not raised at first

upon virtue or true merit ; then it is a worthless

thing indeed ! Is it your wisdom and knowledge
that puffs you up with conceit? It is a sign you
lack one large branch of it ; that is, the knowledge
of yourself, for that would make you humble.

—

Watts.

Hoiv the London Times is printed.—They use

nine tons of paper a day—enough to reach to Dover,
eighty-three miles. The water to wet the paper

is raised by an engine, and going through a perfo-

rated zinc cylinder, falls on an endless blanket,

and wets twenty-four sheets at a time. They use

twenty-seven kegs, or two tons of ink, a week.

Moulds for eloctrotyping are made of popier-mache,

from which lead impressions are taken, and ready

for use in a half an hour—can take six plates from
a mould : the manner of doing it without burning

the mould is a secret ; save six hours by electro-

typing. Have an eight-cylinder Applegath press,

that takes twelve thousand five hundred impressions,

and a Hoe's ten cylinder, that turns out sixteen

thousand four hundred in nine hours, working six

men. The latter press, moving horizontally, is not

near as complicated as the former. They prefer Ap-
plegath's, as it does its business more neatly. Em-
ploy 360 men and issue 55,000 copies ; have a

man who counts 300 a minute, and they are all

delivered five minutes after the stoppage of the

press.

Positiveness is a certain evidence of a weak judg-

ment, and obstinate persons usually regard neither

truth in contradicting, nor benefit in disputing.
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The leliigh Valley. disastrous revolution. The lack of coal would ope- was grappling in death with the polish lancer.
Within the last three or four years the Lehigh rate like a paralysis on all human energy. Itsj* On the summit of the ridge, where the grou:

Valley railroad, from Easton to Mauch Chunk, has production and cheap access to market are, there- .was cumbered with dead, and°trodden fetlocli-de

been opened to passenger travel as well as to coal fore, matters of the first importance, and should lio mud and gore by the frequent rush of
tonnage, thus affording favourable opportunity to enlist the liveliest interest and support in its behalf, cavalry, the thick-stewn corpses of the Imper:

rr, T, 1 V f a',',- T,, rr, T
,[tJuard, pointed out the spot where Napoleon h

The Rock a Safe Ahulmg P/ace.—The Lord been defeated. Here, in column, that favored cori
Almighty IS drawing near to judgment, and will on whom his last chances rested, had been
judge in righteousness, according to the root in nibikted

; and the advance and repulse of t
which everyone grows, and the fruit they bring Guard was traceable by amass of fallen Frenchme
forth. All the worshippers in the outward court

" -

will be trodden down under his judgments, and

outsiders to witness the richest and most inviting

valley in the world. This road, for its entire

length, is studded with furnaces, forges, and iron-

works, and additions are steadily made to their

number. A night ride along its line from Easton

up is greatly enlivened by the brilliant lights from

the tops of their stacks. The Lehigh valley has

become the centre of iron-making in the United

States. There are now in full operation in it

twenty or more iron furnaces, all of them fully em-
ployed, and several more preparing to go into

blast. There are, here and there, works in other

sections of the Union, but in no other quarter have
they been put in operation so rapidly as here, and
at no other place is iron of better or equal quality

made for the price. The several ingredients are

at easy command and in great abundance. The
various ores, the coal, and the lime, are all favour-

ably located, and point to the Lehigh valley as a

location by nature especially designed for the ma-
nufacture of this great staple. The facilities of

outlet, to all the great markets of the country, is

equally favourable, and between the produce of

iron and coal, promise to the carrying companies
of the region a growing and most lucrative busi-

ness. The Lehigh Valley railroad, the Beaver
Meadow railroad, the Ilazleton, and the Lehigh
canal, all, in some measure, competing works for

the same trade, are severally in the enjoyment of

a business that puts their securities among the most
favoured on the market. What this business and
the resulting profits may be in the course of the

next ten years, it would be difiicult to estimate.

While old coal mines are industriously worked,
new ones are continually coming into use, and with

an increase of product of a million a year, outlets

for tonnage will hardly keep up with the demand
for them. Gradually but rapidly coal has, for the

last generation, been establishing itself as the

versal motor of the social mechanism. As has been
truly said, " it warms and lights our houses, cooks

our food, spins, weaves, dyes and washes our clothes.

illuminates our streets, bears our letters and our-

selves swiftly over land and sea, makes our paper,

prints our books and journals—in a word, what
does it not do for us ? What movement, in the vast

and complicated machinery of modern society

not dependent on coal ? Should this motive force

be now, or at any future time, withdrawn, what
would be the effect on the world ? Locomotion and
the transmission of letters would instantly return to

the rates of fifty years ago. Our ocean and river

steamers would speedily be rotting at our wharves,

and our rail cars stand motionless and useless on

their tracks, for all the accessible forests would
speedily disappear under the immense demand.
New Orleans would again be a fortnight from New
York ; England a month from America, and Cali-

fornia be almost lost sight of. Here and there the

dim light of an oil-fed lamp would twinkle through
the streets as of old, instead of the brilliant and
abundant light afforded by gas. Books and news-
papers would forthwith rise to a cost entirely be-

yond the reach of the million. Even that primary
element of home comfort, and, in fact, of all culti-

vated and pleasurable existence—warmth—would
be wholly unattainable by the mass of mankind,
and ere long be beyond the reach of all." And what
would become of the rapid and cheap multiplica-

tion of books which are wholly dependent on coal

fed steam, if coal were withdrawn

own under hi

made desolate. Therefore, in his name that lives

for ever, I say unto you everywhere, be inward,

haste inward into the Divine nature, in which alone

will be a safe abiding place, in the dreadful day
that comes on apace. In his name I warn all who
have gone from the obedience to the daily cross of

Christ Jesus, and abide not in the holy watch, and
thereby have got into a false liberty, in their ways,
words, conversations, meats, drink and apparel, to

return speedily, under the operation of the spiritual,

circumcising knife, that all which offends the Lord,
and grieves his good Spirit given to profit withal,

may be effectually removed, and you brought into

your first fear, awe, and holy watchfulness in the
"ght of the Lamb. So will the Lord be with you

In the hollow below, the last struggle of Franc
had been vainly made ; for there the Old Gi
attempted to meet the British, and afford time
their disorganized companions to rally.

A New Race of Me)i in South America.-
Professor Newberry, in his paper, read befo?

the American Scientific Association at Newpoi
llhode Island, gave a vivid description of the g&
graphical features of the great plateaux sweepii!

east and west from the Rocky ^fountains, illustrate

by coloured drawings. His well-browned, fiercelj

bearded face, gave evidence of the effect of it

sun and the winds on the vast treeless plains thsl

skirt the Colorado. He incidentally gave a moi
interesting description of that strange people, tl

3Ioqui, whose cities we have seen
'

.

- .__ __ _,„„ ^_., .,„ „„.^ ,.^^„ .„ New IMexic
in the day of the dreadful overthrow, when both land but a small remnant of whom now exist. Tht
the sandy foundations, and the buildings thereon, 1 belong to a hitherto unknown race. Professc
will fall together. Therefore, in the name of Al- Newberry thinks they may be the remains of tl

mighty God, and in the sense of the majesty of Aztecs, who ruled that region on its discovery t
his glorious presence, I cry to you, To the rock, the Spaniards. From the characteristics, howeve
To the rock. To the rock, so will the Lord favour of the melancholy remnant who now exist, it seen
you, and compass you, and make you sing of his more probable that they are to be referred to tl

praise; here is safety, food and water, heavenly
and never-failing.

—

Charles Marshall.

Toltecs, who were displaced by the Aztecs
Prof. Newberry describes them as a race aj

parently entirely distinct from any other Indiar

Waterloo the Day after the Battle.—On a sur- °° ^'^'^ continent. They are smaller, have a dis

face of two square miles, it was ascertained that ''°''*' conformation of the skull and face, and ar

fifty thousand men and horses were lying ! The peace/ul agriculturists. They weave cloth,' wor
luxurious crop of ripe grain which had covered the ^'"^ implements of stone, and build towns of stone

field of battle, was reduced to litter, and beaten ^P^
mortar, on the mountain table-lands whic

into the earth; and the surface trodden down by the '''^'^ ^'e^' hundred or one thousand feet above th

cavalry, and furrowed deeply by the cannon wheels, P°^'^'^^^
P'^t^*"^- They build walls round thei

strewed with many a relic of the fight. Helmets
I

^°^''^' ""^^ their only means of ingress and egres

and cuirasses, shattered fire-arms and broken!'* % ladders, which they draw after them whe
swords; all the variety of military ornaments, I ^'^^J s^ffrt^ie town. There are seven of these sma
lancer caps and Highland bonnets; uniforms of ' '°^°^ ^'.'" '"^^'''^'^ ^J 'tis fast-fading race. Bu
every colour, plume and pennon ; musical instru- 1

*'''*^''' ™°* extend over the whole valley of the Sa;

the apparatus of artillery, drums, andj"'^""?—apparently ruins of a race once numberin,

bugles ; but why dwell on the harrowing picture of
a foughten field?—each and every ruinous display
bore mute testimony to the misery of such a battle.
* * Could the melancholy appearance of this

scene of death be heightened, it would be by w itness-

ing the researches of the living, amid its desolation
for the objects of their love. Mothers, and wives,
and children, for days were occupied in that mourn-
ful duty

; and the confu-ion of the corpses— friend
and foe intermingled as they were—often rendered
the attempt at recognizing individuals difficult, and

cases impossible. * * In many places
the dead lay four deep upon each other, marking
the spot some British square had occupied, exposed
for hours to the murderous fire of a French bat-
tery. Outside, lancer and cuirassier were scat-

tered thickly on the earth. Madly attempting to

force the serried bayonets of the British, they had
fallen in the bootless essay by the musketry of the
inner files. Farther on, you trace the spot where the
cavalry of France and England had encountered

;

chas.seur and hussar were intermingled ; and the
heavy Norman horses of the Imperial Guard were

'th the gray chargers whiinterspersed with the gray chargers which had car-
ried Albion's chivalry. Here the Highlander and

Every intc-j traileur lay, side by side, together; and the heavy
rest of society and humanity would undergo a ^dragoon, with green Erin's badge upon his helmet

millions of men and many of them (the towns
five hundred or one thousand years old.

Many of the truly pious have been called to finisi

their course without those vivid and transportiuj

joys which others have experienced. It frequently
and perhaps generally happens, that the disease
which terminate in dissolution, so affect the frame
as by a certain law of nature, to disturb or imped,
the regular movements of the mind. We have n(

right in such cases to expect miracles. When tht

Christian, who_-e strength is exhausted, whosi
nerves are shattered, and whose whole frame i;

worn down with sharp pain, or long protractec
sickness, finds himself unable to meditate or prai
with that fixedness or fervour of soul, which h'!

has often experienced heretofore; his hope mai
"" be firm and steadfast, while with broken, faf

tering accents, he appropriates the language of the

Psalmist—" My heart and my flesh faileth ; bu"

God is the strength of my heart, and my portior
forever."

Pleasure is a rose, near which there ever grows
thorn of evil. It is wisdom's work so carefully

to cull the rose, as to avoid the thorn, and let th«

perfumes exhale to heaven in grateful adoration t*

Him, who gave the rose to bloom. ^
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Friends, I warn you, in the presence of the living

od, not to speak of the things of God out of the

ar of God, at random, in a presumptuous mind,

roud boasters are excluded out of the kingdom of

od, and with the light of Christ condemned, and

,ey are judged by the life that gave forth the

jriptures. Thert-fore, to you this is the word of

e Lord, Wait in the light with which Christ hath

ilighteucd every one of you ; love it, and ye

lall have the light of life; and it will bring

pu to stand in the counsel of God, and keep

,m from all wicked ways. With it ye will see all

e enchanters, false prophets, who speak a divina-

on of their own brain, whoso minds are turned

om the light of Christ ; with this light are they

fndemned. All whose minds are turned from it,

[ad hate it, whose deeds are evil, are condemned

lith this light, though they may make a profes-

\n\ of the words, which proceeded from the light,

om them who lived and walked in it. They that

i.rn from it, and hate this light, making a profes-

pn of their words that dwelt in it, and hate them
jat walk in it now. Oh ! high deceit, all such are to

t condemned with the light. They that hate the

i;ht, and deny it, though they may profess the

brds that proceeded from the light, and be full

i'
them, they turn no people from their wicked

;ays, for in the counsel of God they stand not.

[Every one in your measures, wait and walk in

le life which gave forth the Scriptures, which will

;)en them to you ; else I do deny you all, and you

18 to be turned away from, as having the form,

tt not the power. Know the life and power of

ad in one another ; but that knowledge in the form

fthout the life we deny, though it be never so

jely painted, and the harlot be never so beautiful,

his is the harlot who dresseth herself with the

ords that proceeded from the Light, who perse-

,tcth them who dwell in the light; with the words
lat proceeded from the light doth she clothe her-

If, and is harlotted from the life; and all that

,e brings forth, is contrary to the light. But if

P love this light, and your minds be guided by it

I
see the face of Jesus, and Him the Head, then

(th this light ye will see the mother of harlots,

here she is and what she is joined to. The light

that by which ye come to see; he that walketh

1 it, stumbleth not. I charge you every one in

iC presence of the living God, to take heed to the

>ht. Loving it, it is your teacher ; hating it, it

your condemnation. 1653. G. F.

' Farmers' Tools and Tool House.—Every farmer

•ould have a good supply of tools, not only ploughs,

irrows, cultivators, reapers and mowers, with the

'ythes, forks, rakes, spades and shovels, which no

'pod farmer can do without ; but the smaller,

ough no less useful kinds, that are so handy
hen the larger ones get broken or out of order,

' when it becomes necessary to make a nice new
nee or gate, or repair the thousand and one things

'at need fixing up about the premises. If the

irmer must go to the carpenter or blacksmith for

'ery little repair that is needed, he will lose a

leat deal of time, and often at a season when a

ky's work is worth a whole week's at another time.

'The first essentials for the proper keeping of

ols is a good tool-house, with a door and good

zk and key. If every one about a farm works

hen he chooses with edged tools, they will not

ng have an edge. It is better to let one man do

,1 the work of this kind, and he will find it neces-

ry to keep all the tools in good order ; for it must

; recollected that dull tools will never do good

prk, neither will a good workman use such. A
lol-house enables you to keep everything in its

proper place, where you can find it at once, with-

out asking every one of the family, " Where's that

saw ?" or " Where's that hatchet?" and then dis-

covering that it must be sharpened before using

In such a hou.se—and it need not be large—yoi

can put up a carpenter's bench, with screw. The
latter will cost but a few shillings. Have a littl

rack on the wall behind it, in which to put your
half dozen chisels and gouges, screw-driver, kc
and above it hang your ripping, cross-cut and
tenon-saws. These, with a set of planes, braces

and bits, whetstone, square, hammer and hatchet

will do well for a beginning, not, however, forget-

ing a few good augers. When you need more tools

buy them ; but with those named you can repair

almost anything of wood. A vice for iron work
will be found of great use, and may be put up at

one end of the room, having a good three-i

plank for a bench top. A twenty-five pound vice

will do, but a heavier one is better. With it you
need a chipping-hammer, two cold-chisels, and two
or three bastard-cut files, the largest a fourteen-

inch flat. One may be a half-round twelve-inch

The " iron" tools will not come into use as often as

the others, but will be sometimes found very neces

sary.

Put all these tools in the best order, and keep

them so. Let no rust disfigure them. Kust is best

prevented by the use of a little tallow rubbed over

them occasionally, and moisture not allowed to en

ter where they are. Profit by these suggestions

and you will always find your tools most valuable

and pleasant friends, provided you are not troubled

with borrowers.

—

Oliio Farmer.

Useful Fjfccts of Light.— Sir James Wylie, late

physician to the Emperor of Russia, attentively

studied the effects of light as a curative agent in

the hospitals of St. Petersburg : and he discovered

that the number of patients who were cured in room;

properly lighted, was four times greater than that

of those confined in dark rooms. This led to a com-

plete reform in lighting the hospitals of Kussia, and
with the most beneficial results. In all cities visited

by the cholera, it was universally found that the

greatest number of deaths took place in narrow
streets, and on the sides of those having a northern

exposure, where the salutary beams of the sun were

excluded. The inhabitants of the southern slopes

of mountains are better developed and more healthy

than those who live on the northern sides ; while

those who dwell in secluded valleys are generally

subject to peculiar diseases and deformities of pe:

son. These different results are due to the agency
of light, without a full supply of which, plants and
animals maintain but a sickly and feeble existence.

Eminent phyjicians have observed that partially de-

formed children have been restored by exposure

to the sun and the open air. As scrofula is moit
prevalent among the children of the poor, this is

attributed by many persons to their living in dark
and confined houses; such diseases being most com-
mon among those residing in underground tene-

ments.

The health statistics of all civilized countries have
improved greatly during the past century. This

may be justly regarded as due to the superior con-

struction of houses, by admitting more light into

them. The old-fashioned dwellings were built with

narrow dwarfish windows; and as glass, until with-

in recent years, was very dear, its application to

windows was proportion^bly limited. Dwelliug

hou.ses of the present day are generally built with

windows of four times the dimensions of those be-

longing to the olden times ; and the streets of our

cities—upon which houses depend so much for their

light—are made much wider than those of a past

age. Light is now more valued, for its influence
is better understood than was the case fifty years
ago

;
and the most gratifying results have followed.

But we are not at the end of city improvements
yet ; as it is felt, in almost all our cities, that if

the streets (even the broadest of them) were twice
their present width, a general benefit would be the
result.

1718. Advised that nothing be done through
strife and contention, or vain glory, murmuring or
disputing ; but in the spirit of meekness, love and
humility, carry yourselves towards one another.
And ye younger brethren, endeavour to know your
places, as living members of one body, and pre-

serve a due regard to your elders in Christ Jesus.

THE FRIEND.
TWELFTH MONTH

It is difiicult to ascertain the exact position of
the Roman Pontiif at the present juncture, or how
long and how far he is likely to retain possession
of his temporal kingdom and power. From the
last accounts, it would appear that the native in-

habitants of the provinces which have heretofore
been subject to his sovereign authority, have mani-
fested a decided inclination, if not a detormiuatiou,
to transfer their allegiance to Victor Emmanuel,
now king of Italy

; and that they are prevented
from so doing only by the presence and active in-

terference of the French troops. The government
of imperious cardinals and crafty priests has be-
come hateful and intolerable to them ; and so far
as the oversight or indifi"erence of the foreign sol-

diers will admit, they appear to embrace every op-
portunity to make their feelings known and felt by
the Pope, and their mitred oppressors.

There is mucji speculation indulged, as to whether
the overthrow of the Papacy is at hand ; and
many, judging from its present crippled and pre-
carious condition are sanguine in their predictions
of the speedy and final termination of this unright-
eous system of priestcraft and despotic power. But
the Papacy has at difi'erent times been in a worse
condition than it is now, and what is surprising,
has always been humiliated and punished, by its

own spiritual children, those who, according to
their faith, looked upon the Pope as Christ's vice-
gerent upon earth. Rome has been sacked, and
the Pope taken prisoner or driven into exile ag.iiu

and again, by generals with armies professing the
Romish religion. There have been long interreg-
nums, during which there was no Pope, and again,
for years there have been two Popes—each selected
by cardinals—holding their separate courts, and
fulminating their excommunicating bulls against
each other. In 1800, the papal chair was vacant
for near a year, Pius VI., having died at Valen-
cia, an exile and a prisoner. The popular fury
and libertinism of the French republicans inocu-
lated the impulsive Italians, and rendered their
country unsafe for the arrogant pretensions of a
Pontifl', and even for the consistory to meet to choose
a successor, until the cardinals could avail them-
selves of the presence of a Rus.'-ian army, whi m
they looked upon as schismatics, in order to slut
themselves up in conclave, and select some one who
would be willing to accept the then barren and
dangerous honour. Hardly had the new wearer of
the tiara succeeded in persuading the catholic pow-
ers to restore the curtailed states of the church,
when they were again seized upon by Napoleon tlio

First, who seemed well-disposed to wring out the
remaining life-blood of the Papal power, by the
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rigor with which he enforced the requisitions of the

treaty of Tolnntino. The French minister at Home,
in writing to Napoleon, says :

" The levy of thirty

millions which Kome has bound herself to pay by
the treaty of Tolentino, has drained out all the blood

that was left in the veins of the old carcass. We
will burn it to death over a slow fire. It will fall

of itself."

Three times, since this declaration of the French
minister, has this wicked, mysterious power been
resuscitated, and again been apparently brought
near to destruction; the last time being in 1848,
when the people of Rome rose in rebellion, mur-
dered Count Rossi, the Prime Minister, and so

threatened the Pope, that he was glad to escape in

disguise as a footman on a coach-box, and leave

the " Eternal City" to the tender mercies of the

excited populace, with Garibaldi at their head. It

was then that the French Emperor claimed the
right as " the eldest son of the church" to inter-

fere on behalf of the dethroned and exiled Pontiff,

and once more brought him back to issue his spiritual

and temporal mandates from within the walls of

the Vatican.

From that time to the present, the real support
of the Pope's temporal kingdom has been the

bayonets of France ; and although Louis Napoleon
has advised him to abandon all his claims as an
earthly prince, there is no probability he will vol-

untarily do so; and such is the power he still exer-
cises over the minds and consciences of the sub-
jects of the great Catholic Sovereigns of Europe,
that they will be loth to do anything that may
incite him to employ it to create discontent and
revolution among their subjects, lest it finally

load to the subversion of their own authority. In
the mean time, this marvellous system of antichrist

shows that it changes not in its pretensions, or in

the mystery of iniquity, by which it seeks to main-
tain its hold upon its blinded and superstitious ad-
herents. It is probable that most people in our
country suppose that the sale of indulgences has
long since ceased, and that even the Pope, in these
days of light and knowledge, would hardly dare
publicly to proclaim his readiness to sell to who-
ever would buy, the right to sin with impunity, and
a clear passport to heaven, without reference to

what kind of life may be led, from the time of
purchase to the day of death. Such, however, is

not the case. In the Presbijterian, we find the
following advertisement, which shows that the
trade is still recognized by the Catholics as a legi-

timate one, and that in the present distressed state
of the Pontiff and his court, his wares may be
bought cheap. The Presbyterian

That it is a ei

says :-

genuine proDunciamento, is evijenced bi
the fact that it is taken from the Tablet, the organ of
the Papacy in London, and that it has Cardinal Wise-
man's name at the head of it, and that of the Vicar-
general at the foot of it—both agents of the firm. Here
it is:

"Fellow Catholics—Vms IX., our common Father, sur-
rounded by a host of enemies, and unsustained by the
great Catholic Powers, appeals to the loyalty and devo-
tion of all his children for combined aid. While infi-
dels, Protestants, and dissenters are combining to enrich
the piratical invader of Sicily, will the CathoUcs of Eng-
land refuse a penny a week to the sacred cause of tbeii-
persecuted Father?"
And for help given in the coin current of Queen Vic-

toria, the pontiff pays with large drafts on Paradise
The inducements are:

"Firstly. A Plenary Indulgence upon the day of Re-
ception

;
upon the 2d of August, the Feast of St. Peter's

Chains, the Patron Feast of the Association • upon the
29th of June, the Feast of SS. Peter and Paul, and at
the point of death, for all the members. Secondly An
Indulgence of Seven Years on any four Feast days named
by the Ordinary of the District. Thirdly. An Indul-
gence of One Hundred Days for every good work ner-
fnrmprf hv tlio UamKa...-. »p .1... a • ,. ,.

^

SUxMMARY OF EVENTS.

Europe.—Liverpool dates to the 17th ult.

The minimum rate of discount was raised by the Bank
of England, on the 15th uU., to six per cent. This
movement was telegraphed to the Bank of France, and
the contemplated withdrawal of more gold from the
Bank of England by that bank was suspended. The
London money market was stringent. Three months'
paper was not negotiable below 7 per cent., and six
months' paper at 8 per cent. Consols, 93'J a 93i. The
Liverpool markets were without material change.
The French Empress Eugenie arrived in London on

the 14th. She was about to visit Scotland on account
of impaired health.

It is said that England and France have concluded a
treaty with China. The combined forces advanced
within twelve miles of Pekin. The Emperor at first re-
fused to attach his seal, but finally yielded to the de-
mand.
The position of Italian affairs was unchanged. All

Italy may now be considered as under the government
of Victor Emmanuel, except the territory still held by
the Pope, and Venetia. The united government is now
composed of Sardinia, Lombardy, Naples, Sicily, Tus-
cany, Modena, and Parma, having about 100,uOO square
miles, and 20,000,000 of inhabitants. The government
will be a constitutional monarchy, and the expectation is

general, that the remaining provinces—the States of the
Church and Venetia— will sooner or later be relieved of
their present enthralment, and form a portion of united
Italy.

United States.—Conyreas convened on the 3d inst.,

quorums being present in both Houses. The two Sena-
tors from South Carolina having resigned their seats,
were not present ; all the Representatives from that
State, except one member, were in attendance. Inform-
ation being received that the President's message would
not be sent to Congress that day, both Houses ad-
journed, after transacting some unimportant business.
On the 4th the message was read in both bouses. It

attributes the secession movement to aggressions of the
North upon tbe slave interest ; advises the repeal of all

acts which give offence to the South ; and the adoption
of an amendment to the Constitution, expressly recog-
nizing the right of property in slaves wherever it now,
or may hereafter exist: the duty of protecting this right
in the territories : and declaring all State laws embar-
rassing the carrying out of the Fugitive Slave Law, as
unconstitutional.

The Electoral Vote.—The result of the Presidential
election in all the States is now ascertained with suffi-
cient accuracy to show that the 303 electoral votes will
be divided as follows, viz: Lincoln, 180: Breckinridc'e,
78; Bell, 33; Douglas, 12.

Philadelphia.—V.ott-A\\.y last week, 229. The pro-
gressive growth of this city is shown in the following
statement of the number of dwellings at different pe-
riods. In 1810, there were in the entire county 16,682

;

in 1820, 20,565; in 1830, 27,968; in 1840, 53 078- in
1850, 60,278; and in 1860, 89,978.
The Secession Movement.—A special despatch from

Washington to the Charleston Courier says, that the
President hopes that Sou h Carolina will appreciate the
delicacy of his position, and will not compel him to use
force in the collection of the revenue, but he will main-
tain the laws, and protect public property under any
circumstances. The Florida Legislature have passed
unanimously a bill calling a State convention to assem-
ble on the 3d pro.'cimo. That of Georgia has authorized
the suspension of specie payments by the banks, and
has also suspended the legal collection of all debts for
one year. The Charleston Mercury publishes a bill,
which is to be brought before the Legislature of South
Carolina, proclaiming all free negroes to be slaves on
and after the Istof ne.xt month, the free coloured popu-
lation to be sold at public auction, and the proceeds to
be applied to the tax funds of the various counties. The
number of this class of persons in South Carolina, in
1850, was 8956.

The Uevenue.—The balance in the tJ. S. treasury, at
the close of last week, was $3,456,000. The revenue
from customs has greatly declined within the last few
weeks, so that without a new loan there will probablv
soon be a difficulty in meeting the demands on the trea"-
sury.

Curtailment of Business.—The cotton manufacturers
of Philadelphia, have mostly agreed to run their mills half
time until a revival of demand takes place. In Bridge-
port, Conn., upwards of 1000 empiovees are out of work
and in New Haven, 2000. The prdspect is, that many
branches of business will be greatly depressed throuo-h
the winter.

"

Miscellaneous.—Murine Losses.—The number of Ame-

rican sea-going vessels, reported as totally lost a I

missing during the past month, amounts to 37, and th ;

value, exclusive of cargoes, is estimated at §560,000. '

British Marine Losses in 1859.—The loss of prope !•

caused by wrecks on the British coasts, in 1859, amou i

to $10,000,000. There were 1415 vessels lost and d
abled, on board which were 10,538 persons, exclusive t

passengers; of these, 1645 were drowned. This is li

largest number on record that have perished in any Ci
year.

Tobacco Forbidden in French Colleges.—The Minister

:

Public Instruction has received so many complaints :

specting the use of tobacco and cigars by the studei

"

in the French colleges, and the injurious effects of t

weed on their physical and mental development, that
is said to be about to interdict the use of tobacco, in a
form, in the educational establishments of France.
A Profitable Article.—The income to the French g

vernment from tobacco, nearly one half of which is fn
the United States and Cuba, was, last year, about S3
000,000.

Census Returns.—Georgia has a population of 1,07.

977, being an increase of 169,978 in ten years
;
that

'

Kentucky is returned as 1,156,000. Nashville, Ten
has 23,757 inhabitants, being an increase of 12,197
ten years. i

Second Crop of Corn in Texas.—The Galveston (Texf
Civilian says :

—" The aboriginal festival, known as I

green-corn dance, may be celebrated semi-annually
Texas. We have already noticed the second crop
roasting ears this season on the Rio Grande. The

'

vocate mentions the second crop of corn grown this s<

son by Capt. James Scott, of Victoria county. The i

was planted in Eighth month, and is now safe from fro

making about forty bushels to the acre, besides
yield of fodder."

The Markets.—The following were the quotations
the 3d inst. New York—The money market very str:

gent; discounts obtained with difficulty at 12 to 18
i

cent. The wheat market dull, and prices lower ; 97,

C

bushels were sold, at $1.05 a $1.07 for Chicago eprii
and $1.20 a $1.30 for red Western. Philadelphia—Pvi
red wheat, $1.20 a $1.25 ; white, $1.28 a $1.38
65 cts. ; oats, 33 cts. 34 cts. Baltimore—Ked whe
$1.10 a $1.15; white, $1.20 a $1.40; corn, old, whi
60 cts. a 61 cts. Cincinnati—'Eloav, $4.20 a $4.3
hogs, $5.25.

RECEIPTS.
Received from Jehu Fawcett, agt., 0., for Ed. Bonss

senr., and Richard Schooley, $2 each, vol. 34, for 1

Harrison and Jos. Lynch, $2 each, vol. 33, for Willii
Fisher, $3, to 52, vol. 34, for Jehu Allman, $4, vols,
and 34

;
from Ezekiel Bundy, agt., 0., for Wm. Green, %

to27,vol.35,forNathanHall,$4, to 14,vol. 35,forMano
Heartley, $2, to 16, vol. 35, for Robt. Plummer, $2, '

33, for Jesse Bailey, jr., $2, vol. 34 ; from David Buffu
R. I., $2, vol. 33 ; from John Boadle, Mass., $2, vol. 3
from Geo. Gilbert, agt.. Pa., $2, vol. 34, for Amos Co)
$2, vol. 34, for Elizabeth W. Cope, $2, vol 34.

FRIENDS' SCHOOL AT GERMANTOWN.
Wanted at this Institution a Female Teacher, a me

ber of the Society of Friends, competent to give instri

tion in the usual branches of an English education.
Apply to Sarah Ann Fell, Rebecca B. Cope, Bedl

S. MoBKis, Germantown, Philadelphia, or to Amy
BEKTSON, at the school, adjoining Friends' Meeting-hou
Germantown.

WANTED.
A Female Friend to teach a family school.

Address, Joseph H. Satterthaite,
Oxford Valley, Bucks Co., Pa

Died, on the 19th ult., Rebecca Allen, widow
Charles Allen, aged nearly seventy-nine years ; a I

and valued member, and for manv years an overseer a

elder of the Monthly Meeting of Friends of Philadelpl
for the Southern District. In profession and practi
this dear Friend was a firm and consistent supporter
the doctrines and testimonies of our religious Society
the end of her pilgrimage, and as she expressed
the close of life, it was ber " desire that her exam
should not encourage any in wrong things." Throu
much bodily weakness and at times suffering, her mi
was preserved clear and bright, and calmness was
covering of her spirit. She was sensible that her i

was approaching, and we doubt not that through
mercy of her Redeemer, in whom was her hope e

trust, an entrance has been granted her into the ev
lasting kingdom of our Lord Jesus Christ. " He t
shall endure unto the end, the same shall be saved."
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U enry Hull.
fContlnued from page lOG.)

In an age like the present, when so much is

assing under the name of religion, and so many
lings are urged as required by or promotive of it,

je reader may not find it unprofitable to consider

bat the Saviour of men bim.self indicates as its

isentiiil, and consequently indispensable, charac-

rl'tic. No critical research, nor any elaborate

efinition, will be required to satisfy us on this

oiut. A few words will suffice. " Not every one,

aat Kiith unto me. Lord, Lord, shall enter the

ingdom of heaven, but he that doeth tlw will oj

ly Fatlier which is iu heaven." Here, then, reli-

ion, if it be that which entitles to an admission

moiig the blessed in heaven, is described as being

jply tlie performance of the will of God.
Iu connexion wiih the words quoted above, there

re others, delivered at the same time, which are

deep and serious import. " Many will say to

le iu that day. Lord, Lord, have we not pro-

hesied iu thy name, and in thy name, have cast

ut devils, and in thy name done many wonderful

orks? And then will I pro 'ess unto them, I

ever knew you : depart from me, ye that work
aiquity." No one will deny that the matters

alluded to by our Lord, would be pronounced

•y the world to be good works—promotive of reli-

ion, or connected with it. Yet it appears evident,

here was something lacking which, in the eye of

)u)niscience, deprived them of the character of do-

ng the will of God in the sense which prepares the

oul for the enjoyment of heaven. Another strik-

(ig fact is, that though the " many" could thus re-

ount their •' wonderful works," and even claim to

avc " cast out devils," yet He who seeth not as

nan seeth, but looks at the heart, pronounced them
workers of iniquity whom he never kiinv.

Nothing, then, can be clearer than that the per-

jruiauce of what the religious world calls good
Iceds, even the best and most applauded, does not

f itself constitute religion, but the doing of tli

bings which the Divine will calls for at our hands,
f this conviction could be allowed due place in th

learts of professors, though it might lessen their

ictivity, and cause them to cease from many things

jfhich bring them the praise of men, as well as

lend to fo.-iter a spirit of self-complacency, it would
'ead to a deeper and closer individual search to

know the Lord's will, re.specting each one ; and

this should introduce into humiliating views of

lurking sins, and hitherto hidden corruptions, and

to a patient, quiet endurance of the fiery baptisms,

which are necessary thoroughly to purge these

away; though there might be less outward show of

religion, fewer branches and leaves, there would be

a growth in the root, preparatory to bearing fruit

acceptable in the Divine sight, and the praise of

such would be from God, and not of men.

The dear Redeemer, who has left us an exam-

ple that we should follow his steps, declared, I

came down from heaven, not to do mine own will,

but the will of Him that sent me. I seek not mine

own will, but the will of the Father. My meat is

to do the will of Him that sent me. Whosoever

doeth the will of God, the same is my brother, aud

sister and mother.

Where the heart has passed fully under the re-

generating power of the Holy Spirit, and the natural

will has been subjected to his government, it be-

comes the first and most earnest desire, to know and

to do or sufi'er the Lord's will. While the holy Scrip-

tures inform us of ni'any general duties which that

will enjoins, such as faith in God, and in his Son

Jesus Christ as the Redeemer and Saviour of the

world, love to Hiu*, and to all mankind—forgive-

ness of injuries, meekness, gentleness, justice, truth,

humility, &c., which are obligatory upon all ; there

are also special duties for individuals, which can

only be made known by the immediate openings of

the Holy Spirit in the heart. Thus, one is called to

preach the gospel, another to exercise the gift of

eldership, others to perform the duties of an over-

seer, &c. It is from the teaching of this spirit, we

learn the calls of duty to extend a word of admo-

nition, warning, comfort, or encouragement to a

brother or a sister ; and a minister of Christ ascer-

tains the will of his Divine Master that he should

go to any particular place or country to preach the

gospel. Without such instruction and call, as well

as the qualifying power and aid of the same Spirit

in the discharge of the duty, it can be of no help

to the soul.

These views appear to have influenced the mind

of Henry Hull, and led him to deep searching of

heart, that he might be favoured with a clear evi-

dence that, in leaving bis home, and beloved wife

and children, often for months together, and en-

during many trials and privations, he was not act-

in" in his own will and running unsent.

After his return from his second journey to New
England, he writes:

"Pleasant as it was to me once more to engage

in domestic concerns, it was with desires that I

might at all times give the preference to those of

a religious nature, when the impressions with which

my mind was favoured from a Divine source, point-

ed to such services, either at home or at a distance

from it."

Soon after this, he felt himself called to engage

in a religious visit of still more extensive character,

and havini' the unity of his Friends, he proceeded

in it. Ho says :

" In the Fifth month, 1799, on First-day morn-

ing, in nmob tenderness of spirit, I parted with my
atfecliouate wife and dear children, and set out to

pay a religious visit to Friends and others, in .some

parts of the Southern and Western States. Bav-

in"- no companion, I rode along in a solitary state

of^'mind toward Crum Elbow. On the way I stop-

ped to take leave of a Friend's family ;
after doing

which, the Friend took me into another room, and

opened a drawer which contained his money, and

requested me to take as much as I would, to help

bear my expenses. This I declined doing, on

which he took up a handful of pieces, and urged

until I accepted them.

We then parted, but I soon felt uncomfortable,

thinking of the charge given by Christ to the apos-

tles, ' Freely ye have received, freely give;' and I

thought that, if through the grace freely bestowed

upon me, I was engaged to preach the gospel, it

would be no more consistent for me to make a

gain of the gospel, by receiving gifts which were

the efl'ect of the place I had in the affections of my

friends, in consequence of the gift dispensed to me,

and occupied to their comfort and edification, than

to make a trade of preaching. Therefore, though

I believed the Friend's motives were good, and his

gift the result of true friendship, I returned the

money on the same day, with a due acknowledg-

ment of his kindness."

His wife appears to have met hira in New York,

here they attended the Yearly Meeting, of which

he writes

:

, r tv
" The Annual Bleeting proved a season ot Di-

vine favour, much love and harmony uniting the

hearts of Friends, with desires for the preservatiou

of all in continued faithfulness in our different al-

lotments. We had the help and company of Gervas

Johnson from Ireland, and of John Hosk.ns and

others from Philadelphia. In the evening, after

the close of the Yearly Meeting, a number of

Friends came to my lodgings to take leave of me,

with some of whom we had a heart-tendering sea-

son in solemn supplication to the God of grace for

protection and comfort, when far separated from

each other, and that through the remaining days

of our lives we might be found grateful partakers

of those mercies which are new every morning, to

the praise of the Lord God and the Lamb.
_

" On the 1st of the Sixth month, I parted with

ny beloved wife and other of my connexions, and

n company with John Hoskius, Joshua Lord and

another Friend from Jersey, I rode to Benjamin

Clark's, at Stony-brook. The day following at-

ended Mansfield meeting, 3d the one held at

Mount Holly, in the afternoon. John Hoskins.

parted from us after Mansfield meeting. He was

an elder in Israel, of good report, and excelled

perhaps by none, in dedieation to the cause ot

Truth aud righteousness. His company and en-

couran-ement proved seasonable and strengthening

to me? who was but little experienced in the work.

Next day attended a Quarterly Meeting at Eves-

ham to good satisfaction, and crossed the Delaware

to Philadelphia. I attended the meetings in the

city as they came in course, one at Germantown,

in company with Samuel Emlen, a father in Israel

visited some persons who were confined by sick-

ness, and became acquainted with a number of

Friends, by whose friendship and unity 1 have
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profited, as a weary traveller does from the refresh-

ment of a brook hy the way.
" In attending the meetings in the city, my mind

was dipped into sympathy with some who had been

bereaved of their near relatives during the late

awful visitation by the yellow fever, and also with

other Friends, who appeared humbled under the

dispensation and the apprehension of the return of

a similar calamity. In the ability vouchsafed, I

had to condole with the aiBicted, and also to en

courage all to seek for Divine support, should i

renewal of the scourge be permitted, which I be-

lieved could not be averted by human prudence,

when it pleased the sovereign Ruler of heaven and

earth to pour forth the bitter cup of his just judg-

ments."

Arsenic-Eating.—Dr. Charles Heisch has re-

cently been making investigations into the disputed

question of arsenic-eating in Styria, regarding which
it is so difficult to obtain information, as the greatest

Becresy is observed by the arsenic-eaters. They
obtain it in an illicit manner from the Tyrolese, as

it is difficult to procure it otherwise, the law prohi-

biting its purchase without a doctor's certificate.

But Dr. Heisch has now settled beyond further

dispute, that arsenic is really eaten by the Styrian

peasantry, and that, too, in the most incredible

quantities. One person who confessed to its use,

commenced with three grains per diem—a dose

we should consider fatal—and gradually increased

It, till now in his forty-fifth year, he takes twentT/

three grains of pure white arsenic in his coffee

daily ! The complexion is said to be much im-

proved, and the countenance made to appear ex-

ceedingly juvenile by the use of this potent drug.

The wood-men and hunters of the Tyrol also take
it to improve their wind and prevent fatigue. As a

rule, tiie arsenic-eaters are very long-lived, but in-

variably die suddenly at last. The effects of leav-

ing it ofi" when one is once habituated to its use

almost equal in horror those which De Quincy nar-

rates as the result of his leaving off opium.

For "The Friend."

[From a short but interesting article on " Re-
cent Geographical Researches," published in the

last number of the Edinburgh Review, we take the
following extracts for " The Friend."]

Of the northern portion of Siberia, borderinir for

some thousand miles on the Arctic Ocean— the
country of the Samoyedes and other half-starving
tribes—we have little to say, since very little is

known, beyond the course of the three mighty rivers,

which traverse it in their passage from the central
parts of the continent to the sea. The exit of these
rivers is such in latitude that they could never
minister to external commerce, even were the coun-
tries through which they flow more prolific of pro-
duce than they are likely to become. Baron Wranyel
has been the intrepid explorer of these high norfh-
ern latitudes in Siberia, and we owe to him most
of what we know of them. His expedition over
the ice from the mouth of the Lena towards Beh-
ring's Straits ranks as one of the most arduous feats

in northern enterprise. We further obtain from
him aconfirmatiou of the facts before furnished by
Pallas, iMiddendorf, and others, of the enormous
deposits of the tusks, bones, and even carcasses of
elephants, on the banks and near the mouths of
those great Siberian rivers, which enter the sea
beyond the arctic circle ;—a strange problem in
natural history, and hardly yet solved, even by
the ability which Sir C. Lyell has brought to bear
upon it.

We have jiist spoken of Chinese Tartary, and

this notice brings before us that vast central reg

of Asia, two-thirds of which is thus denomiua
—a vague name for a vague dominion. The other

or western part of this region is as vaguely known
under the name of Independent Tartary, the whol

area stretching from the Caspian and sea of Aral

to the coasts opposite Japan, with a breadth in lati-

tude of from twelve to twenty degrees—a space

well nigh doubling Europe in total esient. Scarcely

can we give the name of geography to the scanty

and broken knowledge we have of these countries.

We may be said best to know them, though this is

also very obscurely, through the history of those

successive swarms and races of people, which mi-

grated thence as invaders or settlers of the more
fertile and temperate regions of southern Asia and

to Europe. No field of geographical discovery equal

to this in extent and interest exists on the globe. Lit

tie more than the mere margin has yet been passed

by the civilized travellers of our own day ; but here

again we must refer to our countryman, Mr. At-
kinson, as one of the most intelligent and suc-

cessful of these. His travels during several years,

which were undertaken for the express purpose

of depicting the scenery of a continent hitherto

little known to civilized man, carried him throu

many unexplored parts of the Altai chain and the

Kirghiz deserts, forming the border line of Russian
and Chinese empire. The Russian government

'

actively pursuing research in this direction; but

it is still only a frontier to the enormous tract of

almost unknown continent de.-cribed above ; and
Central Asia yet remains a sort of mythical region

to our knowledge. Even aided by the authority

of Humboldt and Klaproth, we can hazard little

more than conjecture as to its physical outlines and
geography. Taking the Altai and Himalayan
chains in their extreme prolongation, as forming
its northern and southern boundary, we have as an

intervening belt those vast Mongolian and Tarta-

rian steppes, vaguely called in part the Desert of

Gobi ; elevated more than 4000 teet, and stretching,

it is believed, fully 4000 miles from east to west.

We have reason to suppose these steppes to be tra-

versed or interrupted by other mountain ranges,

parallel, we may presume, to the great border
chains

; and the journey of the brothers Schlagint-

weit indicated one such range of great elevation,

which they believed to be identical with the Kuen-
Luen chain of Humboldt. But we cannot go fur-

ther here than to point out this part of Asia as

a wide field for further adventure ;—adventure
sanctioned not solely by common curiosity, but by
the certainty of finding, in its physical character
and natural history, objects of high interest to sci-

ence. The fauna and flora of a region so peculiar

position and surface, must needs afford much
that is new and curious to the naturalist ; while
tlie ethnologist may perchance discover here some
rudimental traces, serving to the better understand-

of those vast migrations, by which the shep-

herds of the steppes of Central Asia have more
than once shaken the world.

The geography of China Proper is becoming
every day better known, through that strange
medley of simultaneous war and commerce which
for many years has been our normal relation to

a people equally singular in their language and
religion, as in all their institutions and usages of
life. Yet this knowledge is still very much confined

to the maritime provinces, and probably does not
equal that acquired by the Jesuits, during their

early and successful missions to China. The jour-

ney accomplished by Hue and Baudot from Pekin
to Lassa, affords recent proof of what may be
effected by that corporate zeal, which, while usurp-
ing the character of religion, has given such con-

tinuous vitality to the wonderful institutions of t

Roman Catholic church : but in this, as in so ;

other instances, the zeal of the missionaries for

triumph of their faith, and perhaps the simplic

of their characters, detract considerably from t

services they might have rendered to scientific

vestigation. Our former diplomatic missions

Pekin, even though returning across the empi

have travelled under such close constraint as to ma
very slender additions to our knowledge of its v;,

interior. The more recent voyage of Lord Elj

up the Yang-tze-keang to Han-kow, 600 mi

from the mouth of this great river, the girdle

China, forms a remarkable step in the progress

Chinese discovery. It is a stream doubtless

tined hereafter, under the agency of steam, to 1

come one of the great watery highways of the wor

Population clusters in crowded cities along its ban

and cultivation is rich in its tributary valleys,

gives opening to that wide western portion of Chii

of which we know little save from native repoi

but which may hereafter, through this channel, enl

largely into the traffic of nations. The establis

ment of a British factory at Han-kow, which woi;

create a market to European trade in that part

the Empire, and o, en the navigation of the Ya
tze-keang to our ships, is strenuously advocated

the naval officers who accompanied Lord Elgin

that expedition. What the events now in progn

in the empire, from European force and native :

hellion, may bring about, we hardly dare surmi:

so often have all expectations been frustrated

this quarter. But half a century now is more pi

lific of change than any five centuries heretofor

and China, with all its immobility of ages, cam
escape that tide which is sweeping over and ami

gamating, through commerce or conquest, all oth

nations of the earth.

Those portions of Asia which appertain to t

Persian and Turkish Empires, though better kno\

than the interior of China, yet present still gre'

lacuiue in our knowledge ; and are nowhere la

down with the exactness which modern geograpl

requires. The more perfect examinaiion of the

countries will have a further and higher interest

llustrating the history of the most ancient perioc

ind most remarkable races of mankind. It is

region where fable and reality come concurrent

before us ;—sometimes in conflict, sometimes in m
tual illustration. The wonderful results of the 1

hours of Rawlinson, Layard, and Botta in the a

cient Assyria, and those more recently obtained 1

Mr. Graham in the Hauran, the scene of the d

plorable events which have again drawn a Freni

army to the coast of Syria, are the augury and indi

of what may be accomplished by further researc

We still want the more ancient links which co

nect together the several branches of the Ary;

and Semitic races, their languages and migration

and it is in these regions of Asia, if anywhei

that we may look for such illustration. Spectr

shadows of history, they must be at best
;
yet wor

all that labour and enterprise can do for their r

covery.

There yet remains a portion of Asia, almc

equal to half of Europe in extent, but which, fro

position and physical characters, might better pe

haps come under the African division of the glol

This is Arabia ; separated from Africa only I

that long and narrow cleft, which, filled from tl

Indian ocean, has borne from ancient time the nan

of the Red Sea. Along this extraordinary gu

continually pass those magnificent steamers whii

connect England by the shortest transit with b

Indian empire ;—the electric telegraph has be(

laid underneath its waters;—the fortress of Adc
our Gibraltar of this sea, guards its narrow egrc

-^^m^r^
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^jto the lodian ocean;—the mountain group of

ilnai, and the two cities which cradled the reli-

uow dominant in the East, lie upon its Ara-

an shores. And yet the va>t tract, forming the

ole interior of Arabia, is completely a ttrra in-

llgniia to geography ;—its physical aspects, its

iliimal and vegetable products, its human popula-

Dn, all alike unknown to European eyes. Even
lie boldest map-makers have not gone beyond a

iftrrow coast margin, with some imaginary raoun-

lin ranges, and a few vague lines of native travel

lorn the Red Sea to the Persian Gulf. But infer-

ijioe comes here in the place of observation. The
|)sence of any great river estuaries on its coasts,

i.e character of the adjoining countries, and the

janty notices obtained from native sources, all

Istify the belief that the interior of Arabia is a

(ist sandstone desert ; with scattered oases like

ose of the Sahara, the vague domicils of wander-

Ig Arab tribes, who feebly represent that extra-

fdinary race, which in the seventh and eighth

Inturics, under the fervour of a new faith, con-

rtered or shook some of the greatest empires of the

Drld. That such events should have had their

igin on the coasts of that desert region, is a fact

bich history records, but cannot easily explain.

A Floral Question.—Nobody ever yet saw a

'ue dahlia, or blue rose, or a yellow aster or ver-

3na. Will such things ever be seen ? Some per-

ms think so, and foreign florists are hard at work
I hybridizing, hoping to acccomplish it, but their

iccess is very doubtful. And for his good reason,

iz :—Blue, red, and yellow, are the three primary

slours, and the different hues found in the varic-

es of any species of flower are produced by cross-

ig flowers which have these different colours,

'bus, the original colours of the verbena in a wild

;ate were red and blue ; and by crossing these, we
an get shades of red, blue, and purple, but tiot

ellow. The wild dahlias are red and yellow, and

y crossing them, we get shades of red, yellow, and
range, and white, but not blue. So far as our ob-

srvation extends, no genus of any flower contains

II the primary colours : hence, if the above theory

e correct, none of the varieties can monopolize all

he shades of colour. One will lack red, another

ilue, and so on: hence the necessity of combining
lowers of different sorts, if we would get all shades

f colour.

Christmas.
For "The Friend.''

It is no light privilege to be released from the

uperstitious observance of days and times, insti-

uted by men under the plea of favouring religion.

Phe so-called christian world abounds with them.

Jot only does the keeping of them seriously inter-

Bre, in some places, with the proper fulfilment of

laily duty in the necessary business of life, but
pens a door for a flood of wickedness committed

inder the specious name of amusement. Let any
me look over the calendar of the Romish and
ilpiscopal organizations, and he will be surprised

find how many "saints' days" and other " holy

lays" (oftener M/;holy,) there are to be kept; the

ibservance of which, in Ireland and other priest-

idden countries, absorbs a large portion of the

ime of the poor, which ought to be spent in main-
aining themselves and those dependent on them,

ind it is to be feared, tends to demoralize them.

These humanly-devised burdens are a part of

hat great system of outward ceremonies which the

lesire to substitute form for substance, and to

nake external compliance compensate for the want
)f inward holiness, has imposed upon the professors

of the christian name. Is not the language of the

apostl Paul peculiarly applicable, where he says,

" But now, after that ye have known God, or rather

are known of God, how turn ye again to the weak
and beggarly elements, whereunto ye desire again

to be in bondage. Ye observe days, and months,

and times, and years. I am afraid of you, lest I

have bestowed upon you labour in vain."

For many centuries, the twenty-fifth day of the

Twelfth month has been kept as a festival in hon-

our of the birth of our Saviour. For the first

three hundred years afier his death, there was no

such observance. The Latin church first begun it,

d another century elapsed before the Eastern

Christians took it up, and then they adopted an-

other day for the celebration.

There is no foundation in sacred or profane his-

tory for fixing the birth-day in the Twelfth mouth.

S ripture does not inform us of the precise time of

the birth or death of our Lord, of any of his

apostles, or of one of the other distinguished per-

sonages of the Bible ; and its silence which, we
think, cannot be accidental, is a loud rebuke to the

active, prying spirit of man, which has invented

these worse than useless observances.

Much learning and great research have been

rought to bear upon the nativity of our Lord
;

and the opinions arrived at, are almost as various

as the persons engaged in the inquiry.

Even the year is uncertain; the probabilities

deduced from close examination and careful com-

parison of all the data, placing it at from four to

six or seven years before the commencement of our

present era. The opinions of learned writers about

are stated by Fabricius, to amount to 136. With
respect to the month, there is quite as great diver-

sity of opinion among the most laborious investiga-

tors. They have goue through the whole twelve

;

each claiming the best authority for his selection.

The Egyptians decided it to be in the first ; Wag-
enseil in the second ; Bochart in the third ; Light-

foot on the 15th of Ninth month; Scaliger, Cal-

visius and Casaubon in the Tenth, and others in

the Fourth, Fifth, Sixth, Seventh and Eighth

months. But the Romish church selected the 2oth

of Twelfth month, the day on which the ancient

Romans celebrated the feast of the goddess Bruma,

No chronological authority is quoted for this deter-

mination, which appears to have been made frou:

the fanciful idea, that as the sun had passed the

winter-solstice, at which the greatest cold and dark-

ness usually prevail, and was about to return north-

ward, lengthening the days, and lessening the cold,

and presaging the approach of spring ; these, sym-

bolized the blessings offered to mankind in

arising of the spiritual Sun of Righteousness. A
more flimsy and absurd pretence could hardly ha

been invented, and it may serve to show those who
are accustomed to regard the day with a sort of

superstitious reverence, how shallow is the founda-

tion on which they are acting.

The late Adam Clarke wrote thus respecting it

viz. : " The matter has been considered of no mo-

ment by Him who inspired the Evangelists, as not

one hint is dropped on the subject, by which it

might be possible even to guess nearly to the time."

" Learned and pious men have trifled egregiously

on this subject, making that of importance, which

the Holy Spirit by his silence has plainly informed

them, is of none."

John Kitto says :
" There is no one now, who

will stand up either for the season [of the year]

the day. Neither has even ancient tradition

practice in it; favour. The earliest writer who
alludes to the matter, is Clement of Alexandria,

who wrote about the middle of the third century;

and ho speaks with compassionate scorn of the at-

tempts made by persons in his time, to fix, not only

the precise year, but the exact day, of Christ's

birth ; both of which he considered equally futile

and impracticable."

That Jesus was not born in winter, seems proba-

ble from several circumstances ; one is the Let of

the " shepherds abiding in the field, keeping watch
over their flocks by night." The flocks were kept

in the open country during summer, and not being

penned or folded, required to be kept from harm
and from straying during night as well as day,

by the watchful shepherds. In the latter part of

autumn, the rainy and cold season commenced,
which put a stop to this practice, as the winters

in Palestine were too cold to admit of the nightly

exposure of the shepherds.

On the whole, then, it is clearly apparent that

Christmas is merely a Popish festival, instituted by
the Romish church, in honour of the advent of the

Messiah ; but without any, even the slightest, pre-

sion to being the day, or even in the month,
en that event occurred ; and those who observe

it, may, with equal propriety, celebrate any other

of the numerous days set apart as holydays by
that corrupt body.

CHRI.STMAS AND NEW YEAR GIFTS.

While on the subject we may remark upon the

growing practice of making costly presents at that

season, and on the opening of the New Year. We
think it has become a serious evil. A spirit of

ostentation will probably be found, on strict exam-
nation, to lie at the bottom of the motives which
prompt it. The receiver often feels placed under

obligation to make a return, which is not con-

venient or agreeable, and no real good grows out

of it. We would not censure the simple and inex-

pensive tokens of affection, which the welling up
of loving hearts leads them to bestow on kindred

or near friends, though we see no good reason

for making such little presents at these times

more than any other ; but we think every con-

siderate mind will see that the money expended
on elaborately wrought or elegantly ornamented

articles for Christmas or New I'^ear Gifts, would

be put to a far more noble and christian use, in

feeding the hungry, and clothing the naked pooh;
a course which would be consonant with the bene-

volent injunction of our holy Redeemer, " When
thou makest a dinner or a supper, call not thy

.... rich neighbours, lest they also bid thee again,

and a recompense be made thee : but .... call

the poor, the maimed, the lame, the blind ; and

thou shall be blessed ; for they cannot recompense

thee ; but thou shalt be recompensed at the resur-

rection of the just."

7he Botany of Japan—The botany of the Is-

land of Japan is more varied than that of any coun-

try of the same area, as it comprises the flwa of the

tropics and of the antarctic regions. It possesses

this remarkable peculiarity, that instead of resem-

bling in general features the flora of the western

shores of America, bordering on the Pacific, it is

more like that of the eastern and more distant side

of the American Continent. The Japanese possess

theart of dwarfingaud of magnifying vegetable pro-

ducts in an extraordinary manner. A recent trav-

eller states that he saw a plum-tree, a cherry-tree

and a fig-tree, growing in a small box not more than

six inches long, the plum-tree being iu blossom
;

whilst, on the other hand, cabbages are grown of

such a size that one is as much as a man can lift.

The Japanese horticulturists also have the power

of concentrating the vigour of a fruit-tree in a single

branches, which will thus bear blossoms and fruit

much greater than the common size.

L
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BIOCRAPBlCAl SKETCHES
Of lliniiters and Elders and other concerned members

of the Yearly Meeting of Philadelpliia.

CCiBtiuutci from page 100.)

JOSHUA BROWN.

Joshua Brown coutiuued about Lome until the

year 1770, when he says, "a religious concern

attended my mind to visit the meetings of Friend

in New England. This concern had continued

with me for many mouths before I mentioned it to

any one, except my wife. I now thought it ripe

to spread before Nottingham Monthly Meeting.

They, after deliberately considering it, granted

their certificate of concurrence, and committed me
to the protection of Divine Providence in the un
dertaking. On the 17th of the Fifth mouth, 1770,
I left my home, in order to reach the Yearly xMeet-

iug held at Flushing, Long Island, riding that day
to my father-in-law's, Daniel Walker, in the Great
Valley, about fifty miles. On the 18th, I rode

through Philadelphia, and to the house of James
ThorutoD, at Byberry. On the 19th, I crossed

the Delaware river, and rode to William Morris',

at Trenton, in New Jersey, where, the next day, it

beingthefirst of the week, L attended their meetiurr."

The meeting proved a distressing one to him, be-

ing baptized into the condition of those who were
assembled. In the afternoon he rode to the house
of Samuel Worth, at Stonybrook, where he felt a

concern to appoint a meeting. After notice had
been given, he says, " Satan was suffered to try me.
My mind was greatly distressed, and I was very
sorry I had appointed a meeting, yet knew I must
stay and attend it. My mind continued in this

condition until I went to bed, and I repented I had
come from my home, but could not tell what to

do. Then 1 was brought into close covenant with
the Lord, that if he would be with me, I would
faithfully serve him, and do anything he would be
pleased to grant me ability to do. The exercise
continued for some time, but at length I fell asleep.

When I awoke, I felt a great calm. My mind was
brought into a holy quiet, and remained so when I

went to meeting. 1 was favoured with a good
meeting, and therein was engaged to speak of true
prayer and other subjects, and was thankful to the

Great Master. The meeting which was held on
the 21st, furnished encouragement to proceedino-

on my journey. Dining at Joseph Horner's, ii

Princeton, I there met Thomas Townsend and Ed
ward Perry, of Byberry, going to Long Island
That afternoon we rode to Woodbridge. On the
22d, we rode through R;ihway to Elizabethtown
point, where we were ferried over [the Raritan] to

Staten Island. We then crossed the island to the
Narrows, through which we had a rough passage
to Long Island. We lodged that night at the
house of Matthew Franklin."

On the 23d, Joshua Brown and the Friends,
who had accompanied him, attended Westbury
meeting. On the 24th, the Yearly Meeting at

Flushing began with the meeting of ministers and
ciders. During the course of the various sittings

of the meeting, he found some openings for service.

His home during the time was with Matthew
Franklin. Ou the 29th, he attended a meeting at

Newtown, after which he dined with Samuel Not-
tingham, who for a short period resided there. He
mentions that during his stay there, he had much
close conversation with Samuel Nottingham, rela-

tive to the inconsistency of slaveholding. Samuel
had married a widow of Tortola, who had many
slaves, and Samuel had not at this time set them
free.

On the 30th, he attended Westbury Monthly
Meeting, which was large, and he .set them an ex-

ample of silence. The next day at a meeting held noon meeting, I had a sense of a polluted spirit
at Gowneck, his mouth was opened in the ministry, one or more there, with a clear sense that if the
on the subject of Lazarus and the rich man.

j

was not a repenting and forsakins, something wou
Lodging that uight with Richard Titus, he had a [break out reproachful to the i'ndividual and tl
sitting in his family, and the next day, Sixth mo. |cause of Truth. I had to express this to the mee
1st, he was at Matinicock meeting. In this he was inc. and to encouraee some others to persevere <

led into inward travail and vocal labour, that those
assembled might witness the new birth unto holi-

ness. That afternoon he had a meeting at West-
bury, which proved a suffering time to him. Lodg-
ing with Samuel Willis near Jerico, he, on the 2d,
rode to Bethpage, aud attended a meeting there.

In this meeting he felt constrained to speak to them
en the subject of holding their fellow men in slavery,

recommending them to give serious, thoughtful at-

tention to the subject, and advising them to look
closely to the law of doing to others as we would
they should do to us. Dining that day at Henry
Whitson's with many Friends, the way opened in a

family sitting to relieve his mind of a burthen,
which rested upon it. On the 3d, which was the
first day of the week, he had a meeting at Sekatock,
after which he parted with many of the Long Is-

land Friends in much love. Then, with David
Willits, who had joined him to be his companion,
through some parts of New England, he rode to-

wards the east end of Long Lland, lodging the
first night at the house of William Smith, a friendly
man. The nest day, the 4th, they rode to South-
hold ; on the 5th, to Oyster Pond point, where,
faking a boat, they were ferried over the sound to

Grotton. A fair, strong wind made the passage a

brief one, but the passengers were generally very
sick. They were two hours in ruuniug eighteen
to twenty miles. Riding to the house of Peter
Davis, a miuistering Friend in Rhode Island, they
lodged there, and the next day reached Newport,
making their home with Jacob Barney. The next
day the Yearly Meeting began, with the meeting
of ministers and elders at Portsmouth. At one of
the sittings of ministers and elders, his mind was
attended with an uncommon exercise. A sense of
the corruption of one present was so impressed on
his mind, that the loathsomeness of it seemed to
stand in the way of his public service. At last he
had something so close to deliver, that it was con-
trary to his nature, and he told Friends that he
could not have done it, but that he had covenanted
with his Great Master, that if he would be pleased
to be with him, he would do all that he should re-

quire of him. The message was, " there was one
or more in the meeting, polluted in flesh or spirit,

aud it may be in both; and if it is not timely re-

pented of, it will break out to their dishonour, and
the dishonour of the cause of Truth." He con-
tinues, " After delivering the message, I was made
easy, and thought I should have to say to one,
' Thou art the man,' before I left the country,
which accordingly happened. In the several sit-

tings of the Yearly Bleetiug, I had an opportunity
to discharge myself of the exercise that attended
my mind, aud I visited many families to satisfac-

tion. On the 11th, I rode out to James Mitoheir.s,
and, on the 12th, went onward to Little Uompton,
aud attended a meeting there. In it I had to treat
of worship, and the foundation the church of
Christ was built on. On the 13th, I had a meet-
ing at Centre, in which I had to speak of the value
of the Scriptures, and to set them in their proper
place

; also of immediate revelation, and how true
prayer may be performed. It was a favoured

encourage some
in a religious life, being sensible that there was
living remnant amongst them.

CTo I

For " The Frienii.'

The following was received some months since, ai

among our many papers was overlooked.

LINES SUGGESTED BY THE HYMN:
" I WOULD NOT LIVE ALWAY."

We shall not live ahvay, tlien why do we mourn,
ither are sharp with the thorn 7
[ve crave be forever denied,
portion, His love doth provide.

We shall not live alway, our trials will end,
When greeted at last by our heavenly Friend

;

When the storm and the whirlwind their fury have sper
O'er the reed almost broken, so low was it bent.

We shall not live alway, though dreary our life,

Full soon will be finished its toil and its strife :

The days may seem long, but the years thev are few,
.A.ud " the rest that remaineth" is blessed and true.

We shall not live alway, the tears that we shed
For the loved and the lost, for the dying aud dead—
ft ill be wiped from our eyes in those mansions of peac
Where sorrow and partings forever will cease.

Then live we not alway? ah ! that we call death
Is the opening of life, with the last struggling breath,
'a raptures triumphant, the ransomed then see,

piiit lives ever, immortal and free. K. R.

When the roses

Though the ble

And the cross a

How I

The Flight of Sound.—U. Montigny, in
note addressed to the Academy of Belgium, ques
tions the rate at which sound travels, laid down i

the books. He states that in a storm in Septembe
last, he, while at a distance of three miles froi

where the lightning struck, could count but tw
seconds between the lightning and the thunde:
Had the rate of travel of the sound been no mor
than 1, 100 feet per second, as is generally sup
posed, there would have been an interval of fiftee

seconds. Another geutleman, situated at nearly
similar distance in another direction from the plac
struck by the lightning, could perceive no gre
interval than M. Montigny. Many others fad
are noted by M. Montigny, all tending to prov
that the rate at which the sound of thun'der travel
is much greater than 1,100 feet per second. I
the meeting of the British Association for the Ad
vancement of Science of 1858, it was shown tha
the sound of a cannon travels faster than the soum
of the human voice.

Unitary Ostriches.—The hatch of a single os
trich amounts generally to from thirty to forty egg?
Sometimes several couples unite to hatch in part
nership, in which case a large hollow is duf out
the centre of which is occupied by the oldest pliir o

birds, the others ranging themselves around at re

gular distances. When the eggs have all been laid;
they are pushed over toward the middle nest, bu

xed : aud while the eldest bird is occupigc
in hatching, the others sit around in the place'

ere the eggs belonging to them were laid respect
ly. These associations are composed of bird

of the same family—the old ones in the centr
of the circle being the parents of the others; bu
the social system :, -

,

.,
is only resorted to in places when

.,, nd 1 was made thankful to the great and herbage is very abundant. As many as a hundret
good Master for this, and all other of his mercies, and fifty eggs have been found in one of thes.

V u
* ™'^<^''°g ^^^^ afternoon at Newtown, [combined nests. The Arabs say that those of eacl

which was passed mostly in silence, as to us. On couple are disposed in a heap, surmounted by th,
the 14th, we had a meeting at Acu^hnet, and in 'first egg laid, which is destined for the nourishmcn
the alternoon one at Long Plains. In the after- of the young ones when they break shell
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From the Constitutional Press Magazine.

jiflncucc of Egyptian Archeology on Bible Studies.

I

BY EECINALD STUART POOLE.

I
I have beeu asked, '' What is the good of hiero-

liyphics?" and found it hard to give au answer,

i'he investigation of these primeval records of what

ten thought and did, two, three, and even four

jousaud jears ago. Las been in general pursued

ith little or no reference to what men now think

nd do. Learning and patience have been devoled

b minute questions ; while the grand human sub-

lets, of which these are insigniticant portions, have

a pursuitecn neglected. Th
lise, has beeu confined to a few, and the many
lave not cared for it. Were it generally known
ifhat real good may be derived from this difficult

Itudy, what unveiling of the inner life of the old-

ist of settled nations, what clear recovery of traces

if man's first true belief, what a new and inde

lendeut commentary on the Bible, the learning of

jigypt would not be almost as great a mystery as

phen the priests refused to tell the sacred name o

'

,)siris.

I know that many are weary of the very men
ion of Egyptian or any othtr archaeology in rela

ion to the Bible. They say, " We have read so

nany books and essays on this subject, arguing oi

natters prejudged, that we do not believe in you:

impartiality." I quite admit that on the religious

|iide there has been reason enough to offend any

plear-headed or honest inquirer. But I have found,

iind still find, quite as much written on the other

:iide, which is as repugnant to all notions of judg-

liieut and fairness, 'lo the end of time the major-

ity on both sides will, intentionally or not, wrest

arguments and reason on false grounds, but this

jloes not justify any one ip shutting his ears to a

fair statement of a weighty question.

I

The first point on which I wish to touch, is the

evidence of a primeval revelation afforded by the

lEgyptian mythology. It is now admitted by every

competent scholar, that, inwoven with the tangled

iweb of myths and superstitions which mainly com-

pose the strange belief of Egypt, we trace ever and

anon the golden thread of truth. Base as were

many of the tenets, among which the truth was

thus preserved, it was never lost; and not only

;but it ever maintained its superiority. The whole

moral teaching of the priests depended upon it

To it was due the majestic art of the nation. It

alone had principles of vitality.

The Egyptians believed in life afte

judgment according to man's deeds on earth, and

in future rewards and punishments. Their belief

in these broad truths is quite certain ; the more
minute definition of them may be doubtful. It h

iDot been determined how far the immortality of the

soul was held ; whether the ultimate state was sup-

posed to be one of separate existence or of absorp-

tion or annihilation ; whether the rewards or pun-

ishments were believed to be purgatorial or eternal.

The judge of the dead was (Jsiris, the great foe of

the power of evil. Every man was examined be-

fore him as to his deeds on earth. He had to reply

to forty-two questions, each one relating to the com-

mission of a particular sin. If acquitted, he be-

came an Osiris, taking the name and form of the

judge, and being admitted to the joys of the Egypt-

ian Paradise, the Aiihloo, whence the Greeks de-

rived their Elysian Fields. A woman also became

an Osiris, taking the name of the judge, and not

that of Isis his wife.

If I were to cite late and second-hand authority,

I might much enlarge this account, and show a

greater closeness of agreement with revelation. I

prefer to confine myself to what can be learnt from

the Egyptian Kitual and the early religious repre-

sentations of the monuments. The Ritual was the

d book of the Egyptians. Countless copies of

parts and some of the whole, written on papyrus,

have been found in Egypt, chiefly in the burial-

nds. It cotLsists of prayers mainly to be said

by the deceased in the separate state, and there-

fore to be learnt by him while on earth. Portions

of it are known to be as old as two thousand years

before Christ, and there are copies of the whole

written one thousand five hundred or one thousand

four hundred years before Christ. Much of it is

still uninterpreted, but the general truths I have

entioned, are admitted to be declared in it with

great clearness.

This discovery bears with surprising force upon

a controversy of the highest importauco. The old

idea that Moses based the law upon the Egyptiai

belief, has lately found many adherents in th'

(jerman school. These have been so accustomed

to repeat this old scandal, that they have ceased

to question its truth, and have allowed themselves

to drift away into a very dangerous position. So

long as we knew nothing of the Egyptian religion,

except from the representations of the monument:

and the incorrect statements of ancient writers, it

was easy enough to assert, on the evidence of a

few outward agreements, that the two systems were

identical. Now, however, our fuller knowledge has

enabled us to find the very ground-work of the

Egyptian religion, and the result is this paradox

for the Germans. They derive the law from a

ystem altogether opposite to it. The law taught

the doctrine of rewards and punishments during

fe, the Egyptian religion held out rewards and

punishments after death. Yet the very people who
maintain the Egyptian origin of the law, have al-

leged the absence in it of a clear mention of a

future state, as proving that Moses was not ac-

quainted with that great truth ; which truth we

now positively know to have been the primary doc-

trine of the Egyptian religion.

It may be remarked that the knowledge we now

have of the current belief of the Egyptians, clears

up what was certainly a great diSieulty. Formerly

we held that the learned among them had some

dim idea of a future state, but we had not evidence

to show that even they believed in it universally

or whether it was a religious doctrine, or merely

the result of philosophic speculation. No-,v

know that the whole nation believed in life after

death, and future rewards and punishments ; that

these doctrines were the basis of the moral system

of the priests ; and that the architecture, the lite

rature, and the very life of the Egyptians had

more regard to the future, than to the present state.

Each king occupied years, if not his whole reign

in making his tomb. So important was the work

that he generally began it at his accession, some

times even before. All the ceremonies of burial

the embalming and preservation of the body, had

reference to the after-life of the soul. If thi

were rock-hewn, its walls were decorated with

sculptures or paintings relating to the future state

representing the terrible judgment-scene, the hap-

piness of the blessed, and the misery of the lost

So, too, with the subjects, though their tombs, ir

the earlier ages of the monarchy, bear representa-

tions referring to their occupations during life. The

ancient Egyptian's card represented him as a dead

man, "the Osiris" .... "justified," and he never

"left it," except on such occasions as the funeral

of the bulls Apis. If a young Egyptian chose a

scarabEeus with a device to give to a friend, he

would wish " a perfect life," or more distinctly, a

happy resurrection, " May your name remain, and

your being be renewed." Thus the idea of the

future state and man's condition as depending upon

his works done in this life, was always present to

the whole nation, from the king, who superintended

the making of his tomb, to the priestly sculptor

and the couimon workman. In their very rejoicing

it was not absent, even if the story of the munimy
at the feast be not true. Ilence it is quite clear,

that the Israelites, living among the Egyptians,

themselves Egyptians in everything but race, must
have known that there was a future state of re-

wards and punishments. The Mosaic law did not

take this doctrine as a basis of teaching, but we
nowhere find it denied. Like other points of pa-

triarchal belief, it was retained by the people in

general, and, if almost lost in troublous and igno-

rant days of the Judges, it afterwards gained

greater and greater hold on the belief of the na-

tion, until it was clearly proclaimed under the new
and more distinct revelation of the gospel.

The illustration of details of Biblical history

which the Egyptian monuments afford, is a subject

of great importance, from its bearing upon the

accuracy of the Bible. It has been very much
neglected, in consequence of the extravagant ex-

pectations of many, who, in the early days of

Egyptian archasology, looked for an exact account

f Israel in Egypt from the monuments. They
ever perceived, what is clear enough, though few

re willing to admit it, that we have no consecutive

chain of historical monuments stretching through

my centuries. In the remotest past there is the

group of tombs around the greatest pyramids of

Memphis, which tell us, in their sculptures and in-

scriptions, of the life of the Egyptians of that time,

about four thousand years ago. This group may
xtend over two centuries. Then there is a great

blank, with here and there a doubtful and shifting

stepping-stone in a dark stream of historical obli-

vion, until we reach the monuments of the Twelfth

Dynasty, lasting for about a century and a half,

from Abraham's time. Then there is another great

chasm, still more obscure than the earlier one, and

come to the Eighteenth Dynasty, beginning

about 1500 B. c. The second and more dense time

of darkness is accounted for by the invasion and

subjugation of Egypt by a foreign race, the Shep-

herds, and the paucity of its monuments confirms

the statement of Manetho, the native historian,

that this was a period of terrible intestine war.

From the Eighteenth Dynasty the evidence is more
connected, although often a hundred years or more
is nearly a blank in the history. From this it fol-

lows, that if the Israelites were in Egypt in any of

the times as to which we know nothing from the

Egyptian monuments, we could expect no distinct

account of their sojourn and exodus. If we take

the ordinary reckoning in the margin of our Bibles

— Ussher's Chronology—the sojourn would mainly

fall before the Eighteenth Dynasty, and the exodus

early in that dynasty. If we take the reckoning

of Hales, which many are disposed to consider the

best Bible chronology, both sojourn and exodus

would fall in the time before this dynasty. In

either case, we would scarcely expect any reference

to the Israelites. But setting this aside, although

Joseph's administration might have been recorded,

the disasters of the exodus would have found no

place in the annals of a nation that was especially

averse to chronicling defeat. The kind of illustra-

tion we have a right to expect, does not relate to

the main facts of the history, but to such matters

details of manners.

CTo be conclodei.)

Tlte Familiar Qucstio?i, " How do you get

ah/ig ?" becomes in England, " How do you get

on ?" and, strangely enough, in Scotland, " How
do you gel endtvays V
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For " The Friend."

West-Town School.

The winter session of this valuable seminary was
opened on the 5th of the Eleventh month ; and at

a late visit, we were informed that 190 pupils

—

104 boys and 86 girls—were in the institution, all

of them in apparent health, excepting a few with

slight colds. Judging from the cheerfulness ob
sorvable among them in their familiar intercourse

out of school, we should consider them as enjoying
a good share of happiness. Attention to their stu

dies, and their regard to order and the rules of the

school, afford satisfaction; and we do not doubt
that important advantages continue to be derived

from a course of instruction there, and from the

example and religious concern of the care-takers

for their best welfare. The usual branches of a

good English education are taught ; also, the Greek
and Latin languages to a class of the boys. Lec-
tures on Natural Philosophy are delivered to the
scholars of both sexes, to which Chemistry will

probably soon be added.

It is encouraging to find the institution continues

to command the interest and support which is given

to it by Friends ; and that so many avail them-any
selves of the benefits which it oifers for their cL__

dren. The price charged for board and tuition, is

much below the cost, and is probably less than the
expense of living and schooling at home; so that
there is a considerable annual saving to each parent
or guardian who places a child there.

We have the satisfaction of being able to furnish

the readers of " The Friend" with the subjoined

account of the present session of Friends' Board-
ing School at Mount Pleasant, Ohio, which we
presume, will be gratifying to them. There are
now in this seminary 87 scholars—44 boys and 43
girls

; the number being as large as the house will

comfortably accommodate. General good order
and harmony prevail throughout the establishment
and the pupils manifest a commendable degree of
industry, and interest in their studies. The branch
attended to, are Spelling, Etymology, Heading,
Writing, Arithmetic, Grammar, Geography, Natu-
ral Philosophy, Chemistry, Physiology, Algebra
Geometry, Trigonometry, &c. Lectures on Che-
mistry and Natural Philosophy are delivered al-

ternately each week, and occasionally lectures on
Natural History, and other subjects.

Meetings for divine worship are regularly held
on First and Fifth-day mornings, in which the de-

portment of the scholars is generally satisfactory.

When we recur to the fact, that there are within

Ohio and Philadelphia Yearly Meetings, twenty
four hundred children of suitable ages to be sent

to school, it is easy to perceive that far greater
provision is needful to give them the religious,

guarded school education which Friends have lono-

desired and laboured to provide, than Wett-Town
and Mount Pleasant Boarding-Schools can luruish.

Instead of sending them to public or district schooLs,

every proper effort should be made by the Society
and its members to give the young people a course
of school instruction in our own seminaries, where
the principles and testimonies of Friends, as they
have always been held, are maintained, and the
pupils are under the care of conscientious teachers,

which must prove of great benefit to the rising

generation. The culture of the youthful mind
under consistent Friend.s, may not only counteract
immorality and wrong principles, but implant cor-

rect sentiments on the obligations of christian duty,

turning the attention of the children to the Source
of all good ; and when the Spirit of Truth en-

lightens and draws them into serious thoughtful-

ness, it may be a means of strengthening the child

to yield to its requisitions, and be thereby induced
to follow the Saviour in the path of regeueratii

A right education among those who live up to

our religious profession, will tend to prepare suc-

cessors for the support and spreading of our chris-

tian doctrines and testimonies. But the evil in-

fluence of wrong example and indifference to the

faith and practice of Friends, will tend to create a
like indifference in the youth ; and such teachers,

instead of attaching them to their own religious

Society, may lead them into the spirit and corrupt
ways and fashions of the world.

Wearing India Rubber Shoes.—The tendency
of India-rubber shoes is to make the feet cold, and
in such proportion to endanger health ; hence, they
are useful only in walking when the ground is

muddy or slushy with melting snow—in these
cases they are invaluable, and there is no equal
substitute. Two rules should be observed when-
ever it is possible : when rubbers are on the feet,

persons should keep moving, and remove them on
entering the house, if it is intended to remain over
a few minutes. If the rubbers have been on the

feet several hours, both shoes and stockings an
necessarily damp by the condensation and confine

ment of the perspiration, therefore all should be
removed, and the naked foot held to the fire until

warm and dry in every part; if then a pair of dry
stockings are put on, and a pair of warmed and
loose slippers or shoes, there will be a feeling of
comfort for the remainder of the day, which will

more than compensate for the trouble taken, to say
nothing of the ailments averted. But it must not
be forgotten that as India-rubber shoe:

pervious to water from without, and ought not to

be worn except in muddy weather, and only then
while the wearer is in motion, so leather shoes,

dered impervious to water, by blacking or by any
other means, should be used like India-rubbers
temporarily, and when walking in mud or slush

For common purposes, the old-fashioned leather

boots and shoes are best, if kept well blacked, with
several renewals of dry socks during the day if the

feet perspire profusely. As cold and damp feet

are the avenues of death to multitudes every year,

a systematic attention to the above suggestions
would save many a valuable life.

For " The Friend."

The Faith that Orercometh the World, Workelh by

love.

The law of love is also a law of compensation

;

for who that truly loveth God, and his fiillow, does
not feel the reward within himself? even the re-

compense of peace, unto which Moses had an eye
when he chose to suffer affliction with the people
of God, rather than to enjoy the pleasure of sin

lor a season. And how wonderfully was he re-

warded for his faithfulness in pleading for the
people, on account of the judgments with which
they were threatened, because of disobedience

;

confirming the testimony, that " the fervent effec-

tual prayer of the righteous availeth much."
What encouragement have we, therefore, for the

exercise of charity, such as described by the apos-
tle

; labouring with, all patience, forbearance, and
long-suffering

;
j)raying one for another, that the

sick may be healed of their manifold diseases, and
all prepared for the reception of those precious
gifts designed for edifying the church in love, and
every soul strengthened and comforted through
faithfulness in the occupancy of them ; until He
comes, who will reward with fullness of joy, all

offended in Him, because of the trials of the wa'
cast up to walk in ; even the w^ay of the cross. I

The love of enemies is incompatible with tb!

love of self; but let us remember that one marl
of true godliness is loving those who love not us;
for God so loved us, while we were yet his enemie,'
that he sent his only begotten Son into the worl
for our sakes, even that He might destroy the spir
of enmity, and reconcile us unto himself. 'When
fore, if we have the Spirit of Christ, we shall b
engaged to co-operate in this blessed work, whereb
the serpent's head is bruised, and his crooked way
discovered and avoided. If our spiritual eye i

opened, we shall not only be enabled to discove
and resist his wicked wiles, but our weapons no
being carnal, will be mighty through God ; to th
pulling down of strongholds.

What a wonderful display of saving power i

manifested to us in the gospel, which is declared t
be the power of God unto salvation to every om
that believeth! And how doth the flesh wa:
gainst it! As it is written, " the flesh warretl
gainst the Spirit." How different are the fruit

of the one from the fruits of the other—" love
joy, peace," &c., from bitterness, wrath, conten
tion, &c., which should incite us to watchfulnes:
unto prayer, that we be not beguiled of the rowan
of a faithful continuance with the blessed Maste
in his temptations; casting all our care upon Hia
who hath promised to sustain his dependent child
ren, as they abide and trust in him ; committin.
their souls unto him in well-doing, as unto a faith

ful Creator.

Seeing, then, that the love of God is the sub
stance of all goodness, and the spring of all righ !'

doing, let us seek to cultivate its growth in oui

hearts, by the denial of se/f its great enemy,—
endeavouring to keep in the simplicity, meekness
and lowliness of Christ, our great example,—pa
tiently labouring, and quietly hoping, for the spreat:
and triumph of Truth. Then may'we believe tha'

the Lord God will continue to dwell amono-st am
work for us; and, as in earlier times, grant a mon
eminent display of his goodness and power, the

tokens of v/hich are not now wanting ; neither i:

the fault on his part, that they are not more abun
dantly manifested ; but because of our want o
faithfulness to the manifestations of his witness ii

the secret of our souls.

As in the outward, light is attended by heat, s(

in the inward, the true light produceth love ; as i

is written, "he that loveth his brother, dwellt-tb ii

the light, and there is none occasion of stumblim
in him." " God is light, and in him is no dark
ness at all." " God is love, and whoso dwelletl
in love, dwelleth in God." But this love is opposes
to the wisdom of this worid, which is foolishness
with God, whose controversy is with the power o!

darkness, which is seeking to overturn our faith ir

his secret and living witness. " The secret of the
Lord is with them that fear him ;" but is hid from
the wise and prudent of this world, who walk ac-

cording to the outward sight, and judge according
to the outward hearing, and not according to thd
inward law of love ; which, when obeyed" leads'

out of all darkness and doubt into the Lord's mar-'
vellous light.

In humility, love, and holy fear, is our hope of
preservation

; keeping inward to the little, pure,
unflattering witness for Truth

; which is still load-
ing many to labour, in the love of the gospel, for
the exaltation of the Lord's holy standard, in the
hearts of the people, that it may be lilted uj
against the floods of the enemy, who is seeking tc

quench the teachings, warnings and reproviugs ol

the Word of life,—to destroy that love and feait
who have kept the word of his patience, not being [which are the fru'it of living faith.
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Qaantity of Rain in the Stute of New York.—

rhe amouut of raiu aud melted snow in this State

las beeu apcertaiued by observations made at sixty-

wo literary Institutions over the State, from 18-J9

o 1850. From the meteorology, published by au-

.hority of the State, several interesting conclusions

ire obtained.

The average annual quantity of water is 34.9

nches. Some parts of the State receive miich more

,han others. The greatest average was at New
Ifoik 4G.3 inches. The least at Lewiston 23.2

Dcbes.

Between these we find :

Ogdensburgh 24.6 inches.

26 8 "

27.6 "

27.3 "

28.9 "

29.1 "

29.5 "

31.8 "

36.6 "

40.1 "

40.3 "

42.7 "

44.0 "

34.9 inch.

34.7 "

34.5 "

Monroe
I Governeur

liuff.do

I Millville .

I
Malone, Franklin

I
Pompey

\'.- llochester

i:
Fairfield

I Cambridge
Utica

Erasmus Hill

i
Bridgewater

1 Very near the average

I
Montgomery .

I lied Hook .

Auburn .

; The difference has led to the shading of those

iarts of the map of the State, soon to appear with

|be gazetteer, darker or lighter, in proportion to the

uantity of water which falls, so as to represent to

he eye this great fact. The difference thus be-

omes visible,—even a matter of sense. It is as if

he eye saw the diflorenoe of rain over the State

t once. This shading for rain was presented first

1 our country in the army meteorological register,

nd afterwards in Blodgett's Climatology of the

Jnited States.

I As the above numbers give the average of seve-

ial years, the difi'erence will be more striking for

|he years. Thus in the city of New York the va-

cation is from 55.3 inches, in 1846, to 35.6 inches,

[i 1849; at Rochester, from 25.5 inches, in 1838,

\, 39.0, in 1848; at Erasmus Hill, from 32.1

fiches, in 1845, to 52.1, in 1841; and at Blont-

lomery, from 44.6 inches, in 1841, to 26.3, in

\9Zb.—Rochester Union.

\
Two Kinds of Revenge.—The one is returning

ivil for evil; the other is overcoming evil with

lood. Judge which is the most honourable.

Two men, living in the southern part of Africa,

jad a quarrel, and became bitter enemies to each

ither. After a while, one of them found a little

jirl belonging to his enemy, in the woods, at some

iistance'from her father's house. He seized her,

nd cut off both her hands ; and, as he sent her

ionie, screaming with her bleeding wrists, he said

her, " I have had my revenge."

Years passed away. The little girl had grown

,p to be almost a young woman. One day there

ame to her father's door a poor, worn out, gray-

'caded old man, who asked for something to eat.

'he knew him at once as the cruel man who had

ut off her hands. She went into the hut, and

rdered the servant to take him bread and milk,

s much as he could eat, and sat down and watched

im eat.

When he had finished, she dropped the covering

aat hid her handless wrists from view, and hold-

,)g them up before him, she exclaimed, "I have

jad m/j revenge !" repeating the very sentence he

jad uttered when he so cruelly maimed here. The
iian was overwhelmed with surprise and humilia-

tion. The secret of it was that,, in the meantime
she had become a christian, aud had learned the

meaning of the verse :
" If thine enemy hunger,

feed him ; if he thirst, give him drink ; for in so

doing thou shalt heap coals of fire on his head."

How beautiful the conduct of this injured chris-

tian girl appears, in contrast with that of her hea-

then enemy.

In the courts of earthly kings it is always es-

teemed honourable to do as the king does. Jesus

is our king. He conquers by kindness. When
we " overcome evil with good," are we not like

Jesus? Aud is there any honour in the world like

this?

Watching unto Prayer. — "I prevented the

dawning of the morning, and cried; I hoped in

thy word. Mine eyes prevent the night watches,

that I might meditate in thy word."—Psalui cxix.

147, 148. When the heart is really engaged for

God, time will always be found for secret duties,

and rather will be redeemed, as with David, from

sleep, than lost from prayer. And when we see a

man, like the king of Israel, engaged in the most
active employments of life, yet, '' sanctifying" such

frequent seasons, in the short period of each suc-

cessive day, " with the word of God and prayer,"

we cannot want a clearer evidence of the insincerity

of the excuse, that professes that no time can be

spared from the pressing avocations of the day, for

the service of God. It is not that such men are

busy, and have no time for prayer; but that they

are worldly, and have no heart to pray.

How light are all the troubles of this world, to

those who value everything it contains according

to its real worth ! They may appear insensible to

tho.3e who reckon by a different standard ; but

they can never bear this imputation, for they know
the value of human applause. How happy should

we be, could we always/eeZ as we sometimes think!

THE FRIEND.
T\yELFTH .MONTH 15, 1860.

The great agitation and anxiety that pervade

our country at the present time, in consequence of

the secession movement going on in some of the

more Southern States, and the accompanying em-

barrassment of the trading aud financial affairs of

the whole country, growing out of it, have given

rise to many and various propositions for compro-
mises and changes which, it is hoped, may allay

sectional exasperation, and bring all parties together

again in mutual good-will towards each other, and

iu support of the same Federal Government.

It is certainly very desirable that all should be

done, that can be done, in accordance with the law

of universal righteousness, to prevent the severance

of the bands which have heretofore united the

thirty-one States of the Union under one govern-

ment ; for the consequences that must almost in-

evitably follow the establishment of two rival and
co-ordinate powers, with such opposite interests,

and embittered against each other by alleged mu-
tual grievances, are likely to be so dreadful, that

every proper effort should be made to avert such a

catastrophe.

We have always deprecated the introduction of

the exciting question of slavery into the political

arena, as it is one which affords politicians an ever-

ready opportunity,—of which they did not fail to

avail themselves—to inflame the passions of the

people on both sides ; embittering the feelings of

the two sections, one towards the other; while it

obstructed the free presentation and calm consid-

eration of the arguments and appeals, from time
to time, put forth against that unrighteous system,

and which, under more genial circumstances, might
have found access to the good sense and consciences

of the slave holders, and at least mitigated some of
the barbarities connected with it, while they gradu-
ally prepared them for its final abandonment.

But slavery thrust itself into our legislative halls,

clamoring for protection and extension : unscrupu-
lous partizaus have pandered to its arrogant pre-

tensions, by granting its demands; while too many
of those who opposed them, failed to manifest that
christian spirit in their opposition, which alone can
disarm violence, aud promote the cause of peace
and righteousness. As is usual, where men allow
themselves to be influenced by passion and preju-

dice rather than by christian principles or sober
reason, each party seeks to fasten the blame of the

present deplorable state of the country, upon its

opponents—real or imaginary—and many who.se

position in office or political influence imposes
upon them fearful responsibilities, seem more bent
upon securing party triumphs or defending party
measures, than disposed to employ that influence

in calming the storm that has been long gathering,

and has now burst upon the country, or in seokini'

to ward off the disastrous consequences which are

impending from it.

We do not profess to understand what specific

measures ought to be pursued in this alarming
crisis ; but we may rest assured that no scheme
or compromise, however nicely it may be adjusted,

which contravenes the immutable principles of truth

and justice, as laid down in the gospel, can brini' a

permanent settlement; and that the only sure reli-

ance we can have, is in the inhabitants of our

widely-extended country, more nearly conforming
to the requirements of the Divine law, and seek-

ing in humility and sincerity, for the intervention of

our merciful Creator and Preserver, who alone can
restrain the wrath of wicked men, turn the hearts

of the rulers from their selfishness and folly, and
bring the nation at last into the haven of peace

and safety.

It may be, that to effect his own purposes in

relation to the poor, degraded, down-trodden slaves,

and to humble the pride of our highly favoured

nation. He may permit this confederacy to be bro-

ken, and each portion to scourge the other, that so

the people may learn righteousness, while his judg-

ments are in the earth. We trust that every mem-
ber of our religious Society will feel that it be-

hooves him to keep out of all the party heats and
strifes that are now disturbing the people, aud to

seek for ability to walk among them in a manner
strictly consistent with the peaceable principles

which we profess. As a Society, we must confess

that we have not kept in that straight and narrow
way, in which we know it to be the will of our

Judge and Lawgiver, we should abide; that so

Friends should be an ensample to all around them
of the meekness, the purity, and the spirituality of

the religion of Christ. There is now a loud call

upon us all to strive, in the ability which can be

derived from the Holy Spirit alone, to have re-

moved thore things in the members individually,

and iu the Society collectively, which impede the

circulation of christian life and love, and greatly

weaken, if they do not destroy that influence fur

good, which it once largely possessed ; and which,

in the present difficulties and dangers of our be-

loved country, it might have happily exercised upon

the community, were it a living and united body of

cross-bearing christians. Our privileges have been

many, and our responsibilities are great.

As was to be expected, the serious disturbances

in the government arising out of the antagonism of
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the free and slave States, has become known
among the slaves themselves, and is rendering

them, in many places, more insubordinate, and

probably more disposed to resort to violent mea-
sures, to free or to avenge themselves. The con-

sciousness of the dangers which, from this cause,

surrounds them, and that it must be greatly in-

creased, when separated from the other portion of

the present confederacy, is inducing those slave

States that threaten to secede, to adopt still more
stringent and oppressive measures in relation to

the poor blacks who are dependent upon their

mercy. There can hardly be a doubt that many
of the lives of both whites and blacks, which have

been summarily taken within the last few months,

upon charges of inciting the slaves to insurrection,

have been sacrificed to the terror and vindictive

passions of those who feel that they are living over

a volcano, and are alarmed and excited at what-

ever they construe into evidence of preparation for

its explosion.

From the Philadelphia Press, the following is

taken, and is indicative of what is going on, and

may be expected to be carried out in many of the

slave States.

Id 1822, it appears, further emancipation in South
Carolina was forbidden. All slaveholders giving up the

right of ownership thereafter, were obliged to resign

their " people" to the care of trustees, who vouched for

their freedom, paid their personal taxes, and made legal

disposition of their property. Any number of persons,

up to twelve, might thus be guardians of the emanci-
pated, and a tax receipt, in the free negro's possession,

was evidence of his disenthralment. The month of Au-
gust last was marked by stringent legisl:itive enactments
against the free people of colour. Virtually, they were to

be made slaves. A single man must become their guard-
ian ; they were to be entered in the assessments as his

slaves, and must carry about them certain copper badges,
whereupon they were numbered. If found without a
trustee, they were to be sold at the block ; if failing to

procure badges of servitude, to undergo a line of twenty
dollars ; and if at any time destitute of them, to be fiued
or imprisoned. No security was thus afforded to the
free man aud woman. If their trustees were avaricious,
they could sell them with impunity, and their property
was liable to summary wanton seizure. They were re-

garded as slaves by the law, and their fears magnified
the existing oppression as initiatory to a series of out-
rages eventuating in their practical thraldom.

Despairing, then, of justice or mercy in the Palmetto
State, those of them possessed of sufficient means to re-
move, looked to the North as a refuge. Many were as-
sisted by conscientious guardians, and we have the best
authority for the statement, that, up to November 1st,

more than seven hundred and ninety persons departed
from the port of Charleston alone.

'

It took all the re-
Bources of some to reach New York. Of the number
named, about one hundred and fifty made Philadelphia
their destination, and others, who contemplated a more
Northern home, have since removed to this cily. We
have visited about fifteen families of these, and the
statements we have made are gathered exclusively from
their testimonies.

Of the one hundred and fifty mentioned, two-thirds
are tradespeople. The men are carpenters, tailors, shoe-
makers, and masons; the females, mantua-makers, mil-
liners, laundresses, and nurses.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
EtJBOPE.—News from England to the 25th ult.

Intelligence had been received of the arrival of the
French and British army before Pekin, when negotia-
tions were proposed by the Chinese. The statement
that a treaty had been concluded was premature. Pre-
vious to the last advance of the allies, hostilities were
recommenced by the Chinese, who w^ere repulsed in two
different engagements. The allies were encamped in a
hostile position outside the walls of Pekin.

There is but little intelligence from Italy. The Nea-
politan ministry had been changed, and Beorie had
formed a new cabinet. Victor Emmanuel was expected
at Palermo on the 26th. The Ex-king of Naples still

held Gaeta. It is supposed that the siege had not been
pressed, from motives of humanity, as it was evident
the King's means of resistance were wasting away. He

was in ill health, having ruptured a blood vessel. It

was rumored that negotiations had been commenced in

Paris for the cession of Venetia to Sardinia, or the new
kin^'dom of Italy.

The Emperor of France was expected to visit England,
to meet the Empress at Windsor.
The exploring Arctic yacht Fox, Capt. Young, had

arrived in Portland Roads, from the coasts of the Faroe
Islands, Iceland and Greenland, where she has been en-
gaged surveying the route for the proposed North At-
lantic Telegraph. The severity of the season in the
northern regions has been greater this year, than has
been known for twenty years past.

The Liverpool markets were dull. Flour had de-
clined 6d. ; wheat, Id. a 2d. Consols, 93 J a 93|.

United States.—The Secession Movement.—The Go-
vernor of Tennessee has issued a call lor an extra ses-
sion of the State Legislature, to meet on the 7th pros.,

to consider the condition of the country. The Texan
Legislature will meet at the capital, without a call from
the Governor, and will probably summon a State Cou-
veution to meet on the 8th of next month. In various
towns in Texas, the " lone star" flag has been raised,
and the people seem united in a determination not to

submit to a Republican Administration. Union meet-
ings have been held in Georgia and Mississippi, but the
prevailing impulse is in favour of secession. On the 8th,

there was a conference at Washington of all the Sena-
tors in Congress, from the slaveholding States. A pro-
position for the calling of a Convention of the Southern
States, was discussed, and other suggestions were con-
sidered. Good feeling prevailed, but there seemed no
probability of harmonious action among these States.

Howell Cobb has resigned the Secretaryship of the Trea-
sury. He is a candidate for member of the State Con-
vention in Georgia. The President has been assured,
from an authentic source, that the authorities of South
Carolina will make no resistance either to the collection
of duties or to the federal possession of the forts guard-
ing Charleston harbour during the remainder of his ad-
ministration.

Congress. — There appears but little disposition in

Congress to take up the ordinary business of the session,
as long as the danger of a dissolution of the Onion is

imminent. In the House of Representatives, the sub-
ject has been referred to a Committee of one member
from each State. A proposition has been discussed in

the Senate for the appointment of a Committee of thir-
teen, !o consider the present alarming condition of federal
affairs Most of the speakers deprecated a dissolution
of the Union, and were forbearing and conciliatory in

- remarks. In order to meet the pressing wants of
the treasury, the House of Representatives has passed a
bill introduced by the Committee of Ways and Means,
which authorizes the President to issue treasury notes
to the amount of §10,000,000, of denominations not less
than §100, and bearing 6 per cent, interest.

New York.—Mortality last week, 388.
Pennsylvania.—The entire population of this State bv

the late census is 2,911,104; in 1850, it was 2,311,776.
Vermont.—the present population is 314,170, being

an increase of only 1657 in the last ten years. There is

a constant emigration to the West from this State, which
prevents much increase of numbers.

The Shipping Interest.—The number of registered sea-
men in the United States, appears to be steadily declin-
ing. The number this year is only 5978; in 1840, it

was 8091; in 1852, it had risen to 10,149, and since
then has been rapidly declining. The fleets of New
York and Boston sailing packets and emigrant ships ap-
pear to have melted away before the competition of Eng-
lish capital. The whale fisheries have also fallen ofiF.

The Slave Trade.—The barque Cora, of New York,
was captured on the 26th of Ninth month, off the Congo
river, with 705 Africans on board. A few days since
she arrived at New York, in charge of Lieut. Eastman,
with her officers in irons as prisoners. The negroes, it

is presumed, were landed in Africa.

The Post-office Department.—The expenditures in the
fiscal year ending Sixth mo. 30th, 1800, amounted to
§19,170,610; the total revenue for the same period was
$8,518,067. Upwards of four millions of the expendi-
tures were on account of the business of the previous
year, still leaving, however a heavy deficiency in the
business of the year, to be supplied from other sources.
There are 8502 mail routes, estimated at 240,594 miles
in length. The whole number of post-oflices is 28,552

The Public Debt.—The funded debt of the United
States, Sixth mo. 30th last, was §45,079,203, beside
which there were outstanding treasury notes to the
amount of §19,690,500.

The Revenue.—T:he receipts into the U. S. treasury for
the last fiscal year, were, from duties on imports, §53,-

187,502 87; public lands, §1,778,557 71; miscellaneoi
§1,010,773 31 ; loans and treasury notes, $20,775,20
balance, at the commencement of the year, §4,33S
275 54 ; total, §81,091,309 43.

The Expenditures.—The payments, on account of t
public service, were as follows : War department, §1
409,767 10; Navy, §11,513,150 19; Interior depai
raent, (Indians and Pensions,) §3,955,686 59; civ
foreign intercourse, and miscellaneous, $27,969,870 8-

for the public debt, $17,613,628 ; total, $77,462,102 '

leaving a balance in the treasury of $3,629,206 71.

The Exports, from the United States, in the fiscal ye
ending Sixth mo. 30th last, amounted, including spec
to §400,122,296.

The Imports, during the same period, were $362, 16i

941.

Storm on the Lakes.—On the 24th and 25th ult., the
was a severe gale on Lakes Michigan, Huron at
by which a number of vessels were cast away, and sixt

seven lives lost.

The Fisheries.—The north-eastern cod and mackei
fisheries tne past season are reported to have been ve
successful.

The Markets.—The foUowins were the quotations
the loth inst. New York—The money market was e

ceedingly stringent, the rate for the best short paper be
from 15 to 20 per ceut. ; Chicago spring wheat, $1
a $1.02; red Western, $1.07 a §1.12; white, $1.1
§1.21 ; oats, 36 cts. a 37 cts. Philadelphia—B.eA whe;
§1.20 a $1.27 ; white, §1.30 a §1.37 ; old corn, 66
new, 59 cts. a 60 cts. ; oats, 33 cts. a 34 cts. Baltimc
Red wheat, $1.05 a §1.15; white, $1.10 a $1.35;
corn, 60 cts. a 61 cts. ; new corn, 45 cts. a 55 cts.

RECEIPTS.
Received for Alexander L. M'Grew, 111., $2, vol. 3

from John Hoyle, 0., §2, vol. 34, and for Jas. W. M'Gr
.Mark Willits, John Hoyle, jr., Finley M'Grew. Jam
Megrail, John C. Hill, aud Alfred M'Grail, $2 each, v
34, for BenJ. Hoyle, jr., §6, vols. 32, 33, and 34 ; frc

Johu A. Potter, N. Y., §2, vol. 34, for Deborah Woods
§2, vol. 34, Thos. Bowerman, §2, to 27, vol. 33 ; frc

Asa Garrelson, agt., 0., §1, and for David Lupton, S
vol. 33; from Henry Harrison, 111., §2, vol. 34; frc

Abm. CogiU, agt., for John Edgerton, lo., $2, vol. 34.

A Meeting of the Committee on Instruction of
'

town School, will be held at Arch Street Meeting-hou
on Sixth-day, the 2 Ist inst., at half past 1 1 o'clock, i

Philad., Twelfth mo., 1860.

WEST-TOWN SCHOOL.
A Friend and his wife are wanted to fill the static

of Superintendent and Matron at West-town Boardin
School.

Application to be made to either of the follow!

Friends : Nathan Sharpless, Concord
; James E.mli

West Chester ; Samuel Hilles, Wilmington ; Hen
Cope or William Evans, Philadelphia.

Twelfth mo. 10th, 1860.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM.
Committee on Admissions.—Samuel Bettle, Jr., No. ]

N. Tenth street; Charles Ellis, No. 724 Market strei

William Bettle, No. 426 N. Sixth street, and No.
S. Third street; John C. Allen, No. 335 S. Fifth stri

and No. 321 N. Front street ; Horatio C. Wood, No. t

Race street, and No. 117 Chestnut street ; John M. Wb
all, No. 1317 Filbert street, and No. 410 Race str&
Wistar Morris, No. 209 S. Third street ; Nathan Hill
Frankford; Elliston P. Morris, Germantown, and I

805 Market street.

Visiting Managers for the month.—Uark Balderst
No. 320 N. Sixth street; Benjamin J. Crew, No.
Marshal street; James Thorp, Frankford.

Phi/sician and Superintendent.—Joshua H. Wortbii

FRIENDS' SCHOOL AT GERMANTOWN.
Wanted at this Institution a Fem.ile Teacher, a i

ber of the Society of Friends, competent to give instr
tion in the usual branches of an English education.
Apply to Saeah Ann Fell, Rebecca B. Cope, Beui

S. Morris, Germantown, Philadelphia, or to Amy
BERTSON, at the school, adjoining Friends' Meeting-hoi
Germantown.

PILE & M'ELROY, PRINTERS,
Lodge street, opposite the Pennsylvania Bank.

4,
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Proceccling in the accomplishment of his reli-

t)<is prospects, ho attended a meeting at Newtown,
finnsylvania. In speaking of his ministerial ser-

jces, the following observations occur, which seem
ie a word in season at the present critical and
)rtentous juncture, viz :

The doctrines of Truth were clearly opened
1 my mind, and strength afforded to bear tes-

2iony to the peaceableness of the Messiah's king-

TLe miiidc of the people seemed to be in a

lit from the prospect of war, and Friends

ere encouraged to keep out of the political dis-

ites of the times, the tendency of which always is

inflame the mind with evil passions, and to lead

oui under the government of the Prince of peace.

this excited .«tate, the mind rather seeks revenge

supposed injuries, than cultivates a disposition

' forgive our enemies, and thus individuals and
itions are often introduced into dreadful conteu-

ons and strife, more cruel than even requiring an

je for an eye, or a tooth for a tooth, causing the

uocent to suffer with the guilty, and leaving

ouruing widows and fatherless children to suffer

numerable diiEculties;—these, with a train of

readful evils not easily described, are far removed
cm the benign spirit ofthe gospel, which breathes

Grlory to (jod in the highest, on earth peace, good
'"

to men.' Our blessed Saviour says, ' If ye
ive me, keep my commandments,' and his com-
land is, ' Love your enemies ; bless them that

irseyou; do good to them that hate you; and
ray for them that despitefuUy use you, and per-

icute you.' How widely different from this is the

crce spirit of the warrior and the duellist ! Yet,

are sometimes found among the high pro-

•ssors of Christianity. ' By their fruits shall ye
now them ;"—the effects of war evince, that thi

arrior is not a disciple of the lowly humble Jesus
ho went about doing good to men, and when suf

:ring on the cro^s, prayed for his persecutors in

ae moving language, ' Father, forgive them, for

bey know not what they do.'
"

On the 13th of Sixth month, 1799, he had a
sligious opportunity with the family and pupils at

Vest-town school ; and says, " It was cause of re-

ewed thankfulness, that the concern for the reli-

ious, guarded education of the rising generation, is

preading among Friend.^. The liberality of the

promoters of this and similar institutions, is to be

commended
; for here an asylum is found for the

fatherless and motherless, as weil as for the chiid-

dron of such Friends as incline to send their off-

spring where they are less exposed to temptation,

jthau when placed under the tuition of irreligious

persons at mixed schools, where the principal ob-

ject iu view often is, the cheapness of the price at

which a teacher can be employed. I believe, as

Friends continue this religious care for the guarded

education of the youth, a blessing will attend it."

Of some meetings in Chester county, he writes :

"Next day I was joined by my friend, Joshua

Lord, of New Jersey, who had come to accompany

me in my Southern journey; and on the day fol-

lowing had an appointed meeting at Okesson, where

I had to speak upon the sorrowful fruits produced

by a departure from the love and unity which the

of Jesus Christ leads into; this being com-

parable to the nature of the lamb,—while a de-

parture therefrom produces the fierceness of the

lion ; and that there were instances, even in our

favoured Society, where the chief seats were occu-

pied by those whose conduct did not evince the

meekness of the lamb. I had also to exhort the

youth, not to be discouraged, if such weaknesses

did exist ; but rather to follow the exaniple of

Joshua, who yielded not to the report of the evil

spies, but called upon the people to choose whom they

would serve ; s.aying, ' as for me and my house, we
will serve the Lord.' When the meeting closed, a

deep thoughtl\ilness respecting the close searciiiug

labour that had fallen to my lot, covered my mind,

and I remained on my seat while Friends with-

drew, when an elderly woman Friend came to me,

and in a feeling .sympathizing manner said, ' Don't

be discouraged— I wish not to exalt the creature,

but great truths have been delivered this day—

I

desire thy preservation.' Another Friend, who
sympathized with me on account of the close labour

I had been engaged in, bid me be faithful ; observ-

ing that ' I was rightly led, for the wild boar of the

forest had made ravages in that place, and had set

ministers and elders at variance, much to the grief

of Friends.'
" The meeting at Westgrove was a trying one,

in consequence of the close labour that fell to my
lot ; and after it was over, I mourned my situation,

yet prayed for resignation to whatever service

might be assigned me. Next day, at East Not
tingham, I had an open time, being enlarged ii

tender invitation to those who were not members

to come buy wine and milk, without money, and

without price. The following day, at West Not

tinn-ham, I had a word of encouragement to dclivci

to some present, particularly to a woman, upon

whom my eye fixed, fully believing she was called

to make a vocal acknowledgment of the merciful

offers of a gracious God to fallen man ; although

I did not express myself in such terms as to awaken

the suspicions of the audience. She was altogether

a stranger to me, having never seen each other

before—and believing that 1 had, according to thi

ability given me, cleared my mind for the present,

I felt no disposition to speak to her, as wc passed

each other. She, however, came to the house where

we dined, and being drawn into silence, the same

ligious impressions which 1 had in the meeting,

were renewed upon my mind ; and I had a more

full opportunity, in a plain manner, to encourage

her to faithfulness. I understood, after parting

with her, that she was of a high family in the

world's esteem, and had passed through trials for

joining the society."

Crossing into Maryland, he came to Deer Creek,

of which he says :
" We attended the Monthly

Meeting, in which strength was afforded to labour

iu plainness, to the relief of my own mind, particu-

ly with the youth, whose appearance did not

lome the children of Friends. My mind being

clothed with that love which leads to plain deal-

ing, without fear of giving offence, mixing encour-

gement with reproof, their better feelings were

wrought upon through the power of the gospel,

id love to me seemed to increase while I was en-

gaged in labour ; a tenderness of spirit was also

manifest ; and instead of shyness after meeting,

they seemed desirous of being with me, and their

company was pleasant. A number of them rode

to an appointed meeting, held at Bush river, with

whom and the family where we dined, we had a

solemn season of religious retirement, and the dear

children were encouraged to close in with the in-

vitations and drawings of our Lord Jesus Christ,

that so their talents might be dedicated to his

blessed service—that love unfeigned might abound

among them, and the blessings of heaven be their

happy lot."

Of his visit to Baltimore, he remarks: "The
morning meeting on First-day was a season of fa-

in which great freedom in the ministry was

felt by me. In the afternoon had a good time in

reverent silent waiting throughout the meeting.

Feeling an intimation of duty to appoint a meeting

for the youth of this city, both the children of

Friends and others who inclined to attend our

meetings, I mentioned it to a Friend at the close of

the afternoon meeting, and the members of the

select meeting being consulted, and uniting with

my prospect, notice was given, and a large number

attended, at nine o'clock the following morning. A
precious solemnity soon spread over us, and strength

was given me to minister the word of encourage-

ment to them ; and dear Mary Mifilin was en-

gaged to ofl'er thanksgiving and praises for past

and present favours.

"After attending the week-day meeting at Elk-

ridge, and the Preparative Meeting of Baltimore,

I felt at liberty to leave this flourishing city, which

we did accordingly on the following morning, part-

ing with divers F'riends in near brotherly feeling,

which had increased the longer we remained with

them. There is a number of precious Friends in

this place, and others who have need of more hu-

mility and a greater conformity to the simplicity of

Truth. We rode to Gunpowder, and were cordi-

ally received by Oliver Matthews and family, al-

though they had to leave their beds to admit us.

We were wet and weary, and did not rise as early

next morning as usual, but our aged friend had left

his home as soon as day dawned, and did not return

until near noon, when he informed us he had been
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riding round the country, notifying the people of

our being at meeting, tlius evidencing a love to the

cause, which is much wanting with many. Their

meeting on First-day, was large, and held in solemn

stillness a considerable time, when I stood up with

a view of saying only a few words ; but as I ex-

pressed thorn deliberately, the necessity of the pro-

fessors of Christianity leading a holy upright life,

opened and pressed upon my mind, so that 1 stood

long, which occasioned a hard ride to reach a

meeting appointed at Patapsco falls, at five o'clock

that atternoon. On arriving, vre found a number

of people collected, who were not Friends—some

of them appeared ignorant and unsettled in mind,

others solid and quiet, and it was upon the whole

a favoured season ; humble prayers being put up

to the Giver of every good and perfect gift, that he

would be pleased to bless the people with an in-

crease of knowledge, in those things which belong

to their everlasting peace—that wars and fightings

might cease, and the professors of Christianity be

incited to the due observance of those pure and ex-

cellent precepts, left by Christ for the government

of his followers—and thus be prepared to feel with

the afflicted ; and that by doiug unto others as

they would others should do unto them, slavery

might come to an end."
•' Seventh month 12th. Reflecting pensively upon

my present situation, far from home and from my
dear family, I penned the following petition :

—

'0 Lord! thou hast been with me hitherto, and

by thy power 1 have been preserved in a good de-

gree of resignation to thy will. Continue to afford

me thy counsel, and I will endeavour to obey thee;

send me wherever, or to whomsoever, thou seest

fit. Thou hast separated me from my dear friends

and tender connexions, a beloved wife and child-

ren, but I have no cause to complain—I ask not

for riches or honour from man. It is thy support-

ing presence I crave, that I may be kept in suy

allotment, and be enabled to do whatsoever thou

yet hast for me to do. Bless my dear connexions

and friends with sensible and feeling hearts, that

in the covenant of life, we may be united in thanks-

giving for all the many favours and blessings thou

hast vouchsafed.'
" 14tb. At Fairfax meeting I was concerned

bear testimony against the sin of drunkenness,

many not Friends being present : the audience ap-

peared deeply impressed with the subject, while I

held up to view scenes of suffering, but too com-

mon, which innocent children and wives had to en-

dure, sometimes of personal abuse, and sometimes

the want even of the common necessaries of life,

where husbands and fathers spent their time and

earnings at tippling-houses ; and some, the estates

which had been left to them, in a riotous course of

living. Parents were tenderly pleaded with, to

endeavour to train up their children in the fear of

the Lord, that thus they might escape the snares of

death, liut, alas ! how lamentable is the situation

of some of the descendants of. Friends, whose

rents have been more concerned to obtain a large

share of temporal goods, than to seek heavenly

treasure. Some of these have not only become

alienated from Friends, but have strayed far from

the paths of rectitude in social life, joining in

scenes of dissipation, and thus have wasted what

their parents have scraped together for the purpose

of advancing them in the world.

"Some of this description were present; and

although I was a stranger to it, unacquainted with

them or the manner in which they spent their time

and substance, yet my testimony against such and

their negligent, earthly minded parents, wns clear

and plain, accompanied witb that love which flows

from a Divine source, the influence of which ope

rated on the minds of the hearers, and a solemn

quiet prevailed. Truly, the Lord hath no pleasure

in the death of him that dieth, and his mercy is

extended in this day, as formerly, when his warn-

ings, expostulations and entreaties were often re-

newed unto revolting Israel, to Judah and to

Ephraim. ' How shall I give thee up, Ephraim ?

how shall I deliver thee, Israel? how shall I make

thee as Admah, or set thee as Zeboim?' What
may be the efl'ect of the labours thus bestowed in

the love of the gospel, is not necessary to be known

by the Lord's servants; it is enough for them to

have the evidence of Divine approbation, in the

enjoyment of that peace, which the world can nei-

ther give nor take away.
" This has been to me a greater inducement to

leave all to follow Christ, than instances which have

come to my knowledge of a reformation in indivi-

duals, producing comfort and joy to their families,

and whore the acknowledgment has been made that

my labours had been instrumental to turn their

minds unto Him, ' who is mighty to save, and able

to deliver to the uttermost, all who come unto God
by him.' Yet the knowledge of these instances

also afl'orded me encouragement, for I had often,

in the course of this journey, to advert to the sin

of drunkenness, and its attendant evils, which em-

bitter the lives of so many in this land of boasted

liberty and knowledge."
(To be continued.)

For " The Friend."

Recent Geographical Researches.

(Continued from page 115.)

From Arabia we pass by a short step to Africa
;

—a continent abounding from the earliest time in

geographical problems, several of which are e

now only partially solved. The question as to its

being circumnavigable or not ; as to the sources

of the Nile ; the extent of the Great Desert

;

the existence beyond of lofty mountains and a great

river flowing eastward,—these were points of .s^

culation to ancient geographers, from the time of

Herodotus to Ptolemy, Strabo, Seneca, and Pliny,

We have no space to enter fully into these subjects,

or into the Arabian researches in Africa several

centuries later. We must limit ourselves to thi

notice of recent discoveries only ; and even thi

more briefly than is due to their real and relative

value. It is a continent we may well seek to know
more intimately ; not merely from curiosity or the

contingent benefits it may afibrd to commerce and

manufacture, but for the better prevention of the

curse of slavery which has long hung heavily over

this part of the world. Looking to extent only, it

forms pretty nearly a fifth part of the total land

of the globe. On a rude estimate we may say that

one-third of this vast area is wholly unknown
;

another third so scantily known, as to furnish lit-

tle more to maps than the single lines of travellers

or caravans. The portions thus described form th

great interior of the African Continent. Its coasts

are in every part more familiar to us ;—a know-

ledge dearly purchased by that cruel and di.«graoe-

ful traffic to which we have just alluded. But the

best general notion of African geography may be

gained by taking successive zones of latitude from

north to south ; which division, suggested by di-

versities of physical aspect, as well as by the direc-

tion of recent discovery, we shall here adopt.

The northern zone, bordering on the Blediter-

ranean, from Morocco to Egypt, is that best known
to us. Algeria, to the distance of more than 300

miles inland, and including the several ranges of

what are called the Atlas Mountains, has been

thoroughly suveyed by its French possessors; while

Egypt and the valley of the Nile are becoming

familiar to us as the courses of the Ehone and t

Danube. Morocco, Tunis, and Tripoli are less pe

fectly known as they recede from the coast ; h
their proximity to Europe makes it certain th

these countries will eventually be opened, eitb

by conquest or commerce. South of this cos

zone comes that of the Sahara ; a name vague

applied to the greatest desert of the globe; strotc

ing its high and sandy plateau from the Atlan

to the confines of Egypt and Nubia ; with an av(

age breadth, ill-defined indeed, of at least

miles. Various lines of travel and traffic travel

this wilderness, determined chiefly by the oases sci

tered over its surface ; some of these, large enou

to give abode to wild tribes of the Touarik

Tibboo races ; others mere patches of vegetati

around the springs which here and there well u

wards from the arid surface. The most extensi

exploration of the Sahara which has yet been ma
is due to Colonel Daumas, of the French staff

Algeria, and M. Carette, whose reports were i

viewed in this Journal some years ago. The fi:

modern travellers who crossed the Sahara frc

Tripoli to its southern border were Denham a:

Clapperton, in 1822 ; followed, after the interve

tion of other less successful efforts, by the expei

tion, familiar to our readers, of which Dr. Bai
alone survived to relate the history. The naa
of his companions are added to the many martj

of African discovery, who have succumbed und
the malign influences of climate, privation, or

fanatic cruelty of the native tribes.

Dr. Barth's volumes, though somewhat arid

style, like the country they describe, give a faith

picture of the physical aspect of the Sahara a

of the people scattered over its few habitable par

But they have a higher interest in relation to wl
we would call the third African zone ; stretchi

across the widest part of the continent, from t

Guinea Coast to Abyssinia ; and in its southe

boundary, though very vaguely defined, comi
within six or eight degrees of the equator. Stri

ingly contrasted with the desert plateaux to t

north, this is a region of varied or mouutai

surface ; of rivers, lakes, and periodical rains
;

in efl'ect of these conditions, a region of profi

equatorial vegetation ; and with a large and pn
perous negro population, where not blasted by Ar
rule, or by the wars which minister victims to

foreign slave trade. The English and French

cupy, by their settlements, the mouths of some
the chief rivers on the Atlantic coasts ; and it w
from this that the first attempts were made
Mungo Park to enter the interior, to reach Timbi
too, and to solve the mystery of that great riv

flowing eastward to some termination then unknov
The northern line across the Sahara furnished t

next access to this middle African region, a

plished by the intrepid travellers already mentioni

In a second expedition, starting from the Guin

Coast, Clapperton perished ; but his bold and
telligent servant, Landor, returning, in 1830,

the same route into the interior, finally solved t

question as to the Niger or Quorra, which had
long held geographers in doubt. To Dr. Barl

however, we owe our bettor acquaintance with t

countries between Lake Tchad and Timbucto

while, stretching southwards from this lake,

reached the banks of the Tchadda, of which t:

Niger is now found to be the western feeder. E-

tering the ocean at the Bight of Benin, this migl'

river furnishes a third and more facile access •

Central Africa ; and, though the first attempts >

ascend it were disastrous, or only partially st-

cessful, we believe this to be the channel throui

which commerce and civilization will chiefly fit

their future passage.
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To tho south of these remarkable countries

lomes another wide zone of thLs continent, which

10 European foot has ever jet crossed. The
oasts on each side are known ; and especially

hose of the Portuguese settlements, bordering ou

he Congo, and in the vicinity of Mozambique.

L"'hough deeper ingress has recently been obtained

n the eastern side, there still remains a tract equal

two-thirds of Europe in extent, utterly untrodden

,nd unknown ; a field for curious discovery, even

f not otherwise rewarding European enterprise,

'he great physical question now pending as to this

ortion of Africa is, whether it be a country of lofty

lountain ranges, ministering to periodical river

oods by the melting of snows ? or an elevated

lateau or basin, the receptacle of the six months'

cjuinoctial rains, and the feeder thence, through

ikes or saturated morasses, of these river inun-

ations ? To Sir R. Murchison we owe the first

lear suggestion of the latter view ; and though still

ased chiefly on general physical considerations, all

ibscqueut discovery has tended more or less to

p confirmation.

In the introduction to Dr. Beke's admirable

Essay on the Sources of the Nile," and also in the

jmarks prefixed by Mr. Ravenstein to Dr. Krapf 's

Travels in Eastern Africa," the great principles

re clearly pointed out which have efi'ected a total

bange in our conception of the physical features

f the whole African continent. The principal

lountaiu system of Africa is now found to extend

om north to south, in proximity with the Red Sea

pd the Indian Ocean, instead of running from east

|) west across the continent, as laid down by all

^aps, ancient and modern. Dr. Beke argues, that

le fundamental cause of the erroneous notions

ispecting Africa is, that the Europeans have al-

ays approached thatcontinent in a wrong direction,

nd that the survey of the country must proceed,

ot from the Deserts of the north, or from the

stricken rivers of the west, but from the

lateau or table-land of Eastern Africa ; where, in

ict, the highly important discoveries of the Lake
'anganyika and Lake Nyansa have lately been

lade. In truth, however, the existence of these

iland seas was undoubtedly known to the Portu-

uese geographers of the 16th century, and they

s laid down in the older maps.

And here it is that we touch upon that sovereign

roblem of African geography, the true sources of

iie Nile ; or of that western branch of this river,

'hich, under the name of the White Nile, brings

own the great mass of its waters into Nubia and

Igpyt. It is a problem inherited from the earliest

ges, and has an interest well sanctioned by th

ingular features of this wonderful stream. In a:

rticle -before alluded to, on the Mediterranean
!ea, we spoke of the Nile, as the most remarkable

iver of the world ; as well in its physical characters,

3 in its associations with human history. In mere
iDgth and volume it is surpassed by some, though

y few only. Other tropical rivers have their pe

iodical inundations ; but none come recorded to

s for a period of many thousand years, as giving

ot fertility alone, but its very soil and existence

3 the land of Egypt. No other river on the globe

the physical peculiarity of flowing for the

1st 1200 miles through rainless regions, and re-

eiving not a single stream for this vast distance.

Vithout noticing other physical singularities, as the

esian winds, &c., we may simply advert further

what Sir T. Brown calls " those wi/d enormities

f ancient magnaniinity
^''—the wonderful works

if art, labour, and magnificence, which crowd the

Tubian and Egyptian valley of the Nile ; belonging

a time only faintly reached by fragmentary
ecords, but forming in themselves a living history

and picture of these remote ages. No river or re-

gion of the world puts before the eye of the traveller

such marvellous memorials of the past.

For "Tho Friunrt."

Extracts from the Letters and Blemoraiidums oj

our Late Friend, IL Williams.

Fourth inonth, 1845.—Our Third-day morning

sitting, though long, was a solid meeting ; and a

oint exercise among the rightly exercised prevailed,

io as to furnish a hope there was ability given to

this class not only to labour harmoniously for the

honour of Truth, but to the edification ot the

church. At the close of our afternoon sitting, we
had a remarkable communication from , on

the present situation of our Society and of our

Yearly Bleeting. It was lengthy, and she was

under great exercise ; to me it was relieving and

timely ; such as are able, for these things, must do

it, when strengthened, for the day calls for it ; the

watchmen must give the alarm, when danger ap-

proaches. ' 1 will sift the house of Israel among
11 nations, like as corn is sifted in a sieve, yet

shall not the least grain fall upon the earth.' She

signified it would seem to bo the design of our

Heavenly Father to draw his own nearer unto

himself; that no religious denomination as far as

she knew, were exempt from close trials at this

time, and our religious Society in an especial mau-

. . . Spoke of the mourning of the true-

hearted in Israel ; their hearts made sad with

things they could not speak of. The way was

pointed out to us to move on safely in ; to put our

trust in Him who is able to deliver to the utter-

most all who look unto him. I cannot give a full

d perfect account of this exercise, but it was to

the point.

In our Select meeting on Fourth-day morning,

a few words from , on the subject of the

nistry, ' that Friends be always careful (in our

little meetings he particularly spoke of) to wait for

the motions of Truth ; not think the circumstance

or the occasion calls for something to be said, and

so force an oftering, which would bring death to the

individual, and the living members be burdened.'"

''•Fifth mo.Wth.—I want thou may be strength'

ened and encouraged, from time to time, to do thy

duty, nothing less nor any more, so that peace may
attend ; and I will try to do the same ; though it

may not be exactly in the same line, yet if done

when duty calls, it may be all in place and well

I have great regard for 's best judgment, and

want him carefully to exercise it.

"Ask to tell you something about Zeno

Carpenter. He attended our meeting, and preached

so lively and good, in ancient style, such as I used

to like when I was ' a little girl ; easy to under

stand, answering to the witness for Truth even in

children ; I could wish we had more such.'

" 'Z\st.—I am deeply interested in the ' little

folks' welfare, though my turn is not to make as

much ado with them, as some do. I feel in look-

ing at them like living over my life again.

A great accountability on parents is their chil-

dren ! Careless parents, indulgent to the humors

and tempers of children, will certainly have to

answer for their conduct j and, more, go sorrowing

to their graves. I have seen this in my short p;"

grimage.

Order them aright, it will save trouble another

day ; do not command, unless obeyed ; the will

gains ground, when they get the upper hand ; and

when the will takes a wrong direction, father and

mother must befirm, though tender, and insist on

right
i
begin early ; their first lesson is, to do as

tlwy are bid ; and our lesson is, not to bid, amiss."

"Sixth mo. 1st.—Was early discouraged this

morning (not being at all well,) in looking towards

our meeting ; how I could attend and feel lively or

fit to face the meeting ; but suddenly remembered
' help was laid on One who is mighty,' &c. ; and

so it proved ; helped through to my comfort. E.

Comfort, too, was favoured in a lively communica-

tion, not lengthy. So we move along, were it not

for the ' putting forth (as it were) of his hand

through the hole of the door,' at times our spirits

would fail. I desire to be found daily learning

my dependence on the One who is mighty, in

troublous times, there is great safety in it; and

indeed, at all times."

Let us be concerned to bake the ' little cake

first.' I am assured difiioulties and short-comings

and lo-sses many ways, with perplexities, are the

consequence of a neglect of religious duty : first,

the rightly attending all our meetings, then other

various duties.

I feel more and more sure, that a blessing will

attend, as there is a working with a single eye to

the good of the good cause."

1 'Ath.—I want thou should mind the true spring

of life in thyself, and the true motion for expres-

sion in meeting ; and I believe thy gift will bo

blessed to thyself and others ; use freedom with

, if under fear ; but fear begets care, and

I crave thy preservation. Blind the right time to

begin and end, so the life will be preserved, which

is all we want. It is better to add afterward a

ttle more, than to take in what might be over."

"Seventh mu. &th, 1845.—At the Select Quar-

terly Meeting at ,
these expressions dropped

from the lips of Elizabeth C. Mason, of Philadel-

phia. ' This harmonious labour for truth's honour'

can only be maintained, as self is laid low.

" There was (or is) a zeal which is nut aceord-

ino- to knowledge. We are instructed to believe it

possible to hold the truth in unrighteousness ; so

also we may contend for the truth with a zeal

which is ofi:ensive in the divine sight.

" I know not that these remarks will apply to

any present, but they presented to me, and I was

afraid to pass away without giving them uttcr-

Cotton Regions of Africa. — Livingstone is

quietly awaiting in South Africa the arrival of the

new and serviceable steamer which the Lords of

the Admiralty have just sent out, to replace the

old and worn-out boat with which he has been

steaming up and down the waters of the Zambesi

and its tributaries. A concise and interesting ac-

count of the geography and enthnology of the valley

watered by the most important of these tributaries,

the Shire, was sent by him to the British Association,

and read at its last meeting. He describes the

whole region as beautiful and healthy, and the

soil as rich and productive. The natives are docile,

and eager for trade. The river is navigable at all

seasons for 150 miles, with the exception of a .space

of thirty miles, where the cataracts impeded the

progress of the steamer. Livingstone dwells more

emphatically than ever upon the cotton growing

capabilities of this portion of Africa. He .scarcely

excepts our own cotton belt, when he says that no

part of the world is better adapted to the growth of

this plant, which plays such an important role in

commerce and politics. He looks forward to the

day when the valleys of the Shire and the Nyassa

shall furnish to the looms of Manchester a quantity

of the raw material as great as that now supplied

by the Southern States of the American Union.

He afiirms that one tract in the neighbourhood of

the Shire is especially fitted for the culture of Sea-

island cotton.— Tlie World.
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For " The Friend."

"JOHN'S BAPTISM."

"And he said nnto them, ' Unto what then were ye

baptized?' And they said, 'Unto John's baptism.'

Then said Paul, 'John verily baptized with the baptism

of repentance, saying unto the people that they should

believe on Him which should come after him, that is,

on Christ Jesus.'

"

Why rest ye in repentant tears ?

Why linger in the outer court?

Why wander thus through fruitless years

Lo, Christ is near ! The way is short.

Poor weary weepers I were your sight

With grief and watching not so dim,

Ye might behold your soul's delight,

And find your peace and joy in Him.

Hark ! hear ye not Christ's blessed voice ?

"To thee, my promises are given.

Come, listen, heed, believe, rejoice,

Thou, even thou, art heir of heaven.*

But come to me ! for I alonef
Can bring thee to thy heritage,

Thy penitence can ne'er atone

For sins upon the pilgrimage.

Not faith in tears, not fluth in grief,

But faith in me, thy soul can save,J

Come I I will give thee quick relief.

Come! I will leave thee nought to crave !"?

Oh, weary weepers I heed the voice,

"Then sorrow past, and faith begun,
John's baptism o'er, ye may rejoice

Forever in the Holy One.
A Young Friend.

For "The Friend."

" WHOSE FAITH FOLLOW."
On the death of great men in Scandinavia, in olden

time, a solemn feast was held, called the Gravol. On
these occasions those assembled, after draining what was
termed the " Cup of Memory," rehearsed the noble deeds

of the departed, and uttered vows to perform simil

onea.

Among the sturdy Norsemen old.

When their great ones pass'd from earth.

At the Gravol's solemn feast was told.

Their deeds of might and worth,

When girding armour for the right.

Unstained by fear or shame.
They proved a true heart's manly might,

And won the crown of fame.

Drained was the cup of memory.
Their acts were called to view.

And the living took the vow to be,

As faithful, bold and true.

We too have cups of memory drained,

In silent halls of thought,

As saints who have their crowns obtained.

Before our minds are brought.

We see them as they tolled on earth.

In works of truth and love,

'Mid taunts of scoffers, mockers' niirtli.

With hope and faith above.

They flinched not from assaults of hate,

Yet oft o'er sinners wept.

Whilst swerveless on the pathway strait,

To light and life they kept.

As we can trace their victories now
O'er Satan's wiles and wrath.

Rises not up the secret vow.
To tread as pure a path I

Yes, if earth's warrior's fierce renown,
Could stir to deeds of strife.

Surely the christian's victor crown
Of glory, peace and life.

And the soft brightness of his course.

Meek conqueror over sin.

Whose loving faith foiled Satan's force.

In many a fight within.

* Mat. V. 3. t neb.

2 Rom. V. I.

t Act:

Who gentle word for scoff returned,

Kind act, for every blow.

Whose heart with loving-kindness burned

For every friend and foe
;

Should stir us up with zeal to seek.

Through the dear Saviour's love,

A path on earth as purely meek,

A crown as bright above.

A Journey Under Paris.—A correspondent of

Swedish Journal furnishes an interesting account

of a subterranean voyage made through one of the

admirably constructed sewers of Paris. The boat

which conveyed the party was reached by descend

ing a flight of steps to the depth of about forty

five feet. The boat, a flat-bottomed affair, was

lighted by four lamps. The sewer is an archway

fifteen feet high and of equal breadth, with a ditch

or canal about ten feet wide, wherein all the dirt

and filth of Paris is carried away. On the sid

are sidewalks, which together are about four feet

wide. The whole is built of beautiful white sand-

stone, and is kept remarkably neat and clean

No stench or bad smell was preceptible. The denser

portion of the filth is carried away through lars:e

drains beneath the sidewalks.

The side-walks are excellent, and exhibited no

signs of dampness, while the walls of the archway

are kept white-washed, and are at all times white as

the driven snow. The structure possesses the pro-

perties of an immense speaking-tube, the workmen
being able to converse at the distance of two miles

from each other. The echo is very strong and

lasting. The fabric is said to be built after

model of the catacombs of Rome, aided by all tl:

latest improvements. On both sides, at about

two hundred yards distant from one another, are

openings, through which the workmen can ascend,

by means of permanent iron ladders, in case a sud-

den rain storm should cause the water to rise over

the side-walks, which is however, of rare occurrence

The contents of the sewer, of cour.se, flow into

the river Seine, and the current is sufficient to

carry along the boat used with considerable velo-

city. Large reservoirs are constructed at intervals,

into which the water can be turned for a short

time, in case it should be necessary to have the

canal dry for a little while.

The whole work was completed in two years

Beside the main canal, there are many minor ones,

constructed under the principal streets, all of which

can be made to communicate with one another

These admirable underground works are accessible

from the Louvre, the Tuileries, and from all the

barracks, and should the Parisians take a notion to

barricade the streets in any portion of the city, th

imperial government might, at short notice, and
without any person being aware of it, transport

troops, and, if there is time to make use of the re

servoirs, so can cavalry also be transported the

same way.

There is an end to shooting on the soldiers from

the windows, and a revolution in Paris will soon

only be remembered among things that have b

never to occur again. Through these underground
passages, a prisoner can easily be taken from the

Louvre to the Seine without attracting attention,

and thence sent off by railway, which is near at

hand. This splendid system of sewerage was one

of the pet schemes of the first Napoleon.

—

N. A

Dr. Arnold, when at Laleham, once lost all

patience with a dull scholar, when the pupil looked

up in is face and said, " Why do you speak angrily,

sir? Indeed I am doing the best I can." Yean
after, the doctor used to teil the story to his own
children, and say, " I never felt so ashamed of

my.selfin my life. Th^ look and that speech I

have never forgotton." Is not this a very su

tive fact for many parents and teachers, and i

masters, too, who are oft-times impatient and u
[

reasonable with youths of this class ?
j

Selected.

Sahatlon from Sin. 1

Can Christ be thy Lord, and thou not obey Hi
or canst thou be his servant, and never serve Hii

Be not deceived ; such as thou sowest shalt th

reap. He is none of thy Saviour whilst thou i

jectest his grace in thy heart, by which He wot;

save thee. What has He saved thee from ? H.

he saved thee from thy sinful lusts, thy world

affections, and vain conversation ? If not, then

is none of thy Saviour. For though he be offer

a Saviour to all, yet he is actually a Saviour

those only, who are saved by him; and none a

saved by him, who live in those evils, by whij

they are lost from God, and which he came to i

them from. It is from sin that Christ is come
save man, and from death and wrath, as the waj
of it. But those who are not saved, that is, de

vered by the power of Christ in their souls, frc

the power that sin has had over them, can never

saved from the death and wrath, which are the C(

tain wages of the sin they live in. So far as pe

pie obtain victory over their evil dispositions a:

fleshly lusts to which they have been addicted,

far they are truly saved, and are witnesses of t

redemption that comes by Jesus Christ. His nai

shows his work ;
" And thou shalt call his nai

Jesus, for he shall save his people from their sins

" Behold," said John of Christ, " the Lamb of G
that taketh away the sin of the world." That
behold him, whom God hath given to enlight

people, and for salvation to as many as receive hi

and his light and grace in their hearts, and ta

up their daily cross, and follow him ; such as wou
rather deny themselves the pleasure of fulfilli

their lusts, than sin against the knowledge he
'

given them of his will ; or do that which they knc

they ought not to do.

A mere profession of belief in Christ, and in t

doctrines of the gospel, however important to eve

one to whom they are made known, wir

be sufiicient, without obedience to his Holy Spi

manifested in the heart. We must know the chi

to be consumed by its fiery baptism, and expe:

ence the truth of the apostle's direction :
" Put

on the Lord Jesus Christ, and make not provisii

for the flesh, to fulfil the lusts thereof."

Agriculture.—" Agriculture," said Washingto
" is the most heaUbful, the most noble employme
of men." " Agriculture," added Webster, it

published letter, " feeds us to a great extent

;

clothes us ; without it we would not have manufa(

ures, and we would not have commerce. They !

stand together, but they stand together like pilla

in a cluster, the largest in the middle, and th

largest is agriculture. Let us remember, too, th

we live in a country of small farms and freeho

tenements ; in a country in which men cultiva)

with their own hands, their own fee simple acrt

drawing not only their subsistence, but also the

spirit of independence and manly freedom from tl

ground they plow. They are at once its ownei

its cultivators, its defenders ; and whatever else mi

be undervalued or overlooked, let us never forg

that the cultivation of the earth is the most impoi

ant labor of man."

The history of the world and the church (o Isr

that wrong means will ever intercept good

for without God's assistance we can do noihin

and, without his blessing all we do, will come

nothinn;.
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For " The Frionil."

Camden Evening School for Coloured Adults.

Some of the readers of " The Friend" will re-

lember an article with the above caption, which

ppeared a few weeks since, drawing attention to

jhe fact of an application having been made to the

I'hiladelphia Association to establish a school, in

he neighbourhood of South Camden, N. J. It

pill be gratifying to some, and particularly to

ihose who responded to the application for assist-

Lnce with liberal contributions, to learn that the

jchool has been in successful operation for about

ihree weeks, and that it has been attended by the

oloured people of both sexes, with a zeal and
teadiness quite pleasing to the committee in

Large. It was opened on Second-day evening,

he 3d instant, when sixty-three had their names
egistered, since increased to upwards of one hun-

dred and ten. Four teachers were employed, two

f each sex, who, notwithstanding diligent attention

p their charge, are unable to render all the assist-

nce which would be desirable ; there would be

imple occupation for another instructor, but the

bnds in the hands of the treasurer applicable to

[his purpose, are not quite sufficient to discharge

U the obligations already incurred. The deport-

aent and attention to personal neatness of the

juite satisfactory, and it has been ob-chola

icrved that where two have been seated together,

irho were unequally advanced in acquirements, the

setter scholar has assisted his neighbour, in the

i.bsence of the teacher. The school, it is expected,

.fill be regularly visited at least twice a week, when
he condition of the weather, and of the crossing of

;he river will permit, by a committee appointed for

that purpose.

From the Constitutional Press Magazine.

Influence of Egyptian Arciia;ology on Bible Studies.

(Concluilcd from page 117.)

I

In these matters the accuracy of the Bible is

itrikingly shown. The Greek writers, some of

i?hom, and especially Herodotus, were not inaccu-

rate observers, have been cited to set right the

iJiblical account. In every case the monuments
iave proved that the sacred historian was correct,

|.nd the profane historian in error. The most in-

;eresting illustrations are, however, those which

jhow a perfect knowledge of the country. These

;-re quite as frequent in the Prophets as in the

?entateueh. Thus we read in Exodus, that when
he Israelites saw Pharaoh in pursuit of them,
' they said unto Moses, because [there wore] no

{raves in Egypt, hast thou taken us away to die

n the wilderness." (xiv. 11.) The prophet Ho-
ea declared of the fugitives of Ephraim, " Egypt
.hall gather them up, Memphis shall bury them."

IX. 0.) Egypt is, above all countries, a land of

fncient tombs. The rocky ridge that shuts in the

flain and valley, is honey-combed in its face with

|epulchral grottos ; in the edge of the desert are

iountless mummy-pits ; on its surface are many
^uilt tombs. Scarcely a day's journey passes, but

he voyager up the Nile sees some of these ;
first,

he great chains of the Pyramids ; then, when the

fountain approaches, the entrances of grottos along

b face, sometimes a field of sepulchres. Numer-
ous as are the modern tombs, they are insignificant

l)y the side of their truly innumerable predecessors.

|3ut of all the ancient sites, Memphis has the

;;reatest necropolis. For about fifteen miles, this

fity of the dead extends along the edge of the

Sreat Desert, marked from afar by the pyramids

Using regally above the smaller monuments.

•Vherever excavations have been made, it seems

is though there had been an economy of space,

or there is frequently but a narrow passage be-

tween the lines of tombs. No other grave-yard in

Egypt rivals this. Therefore the prophet spoke of

it instead of Thebes, the seat of empire, or any

other great town better known in Palestine. Amos
again uses the inundation of the Nile, " the flood

of Egypt," as a symbol of the destruction that was
coming upon his land and people, (viii. 8 ; ix. 5.)

I have never seen anything that so coiirpletely

brought before me the idea of a destroying flood,

as the inundation of the Nile. The river bursts

through its banks, and covers the whole valley ; in

the midst rushes a broad, turbid stream, agitated

by the strong north wind blowing against its cur-

rent ; on either side landmarks are carried away,
and the villages stand like islands connected by
dikes, which the water threatens to break. Until

custom has used one to the scene, it is a terrible

realization of the calamities of a flood. I have

dwelt upon these less-known topics in preference to

the histories of Joseph and Moses, which have been

more carefully studied. Yet both these will gain a

fresh interest with those who will read them with

the Egyptian monuments for illustration. There

they may see the investiture of a Joseph with his

badges of office, the robe of fine linen, and collar

of gold ; there they may see the corn carefully

stored in granaries, as though for the years of fa-

mine. Such boats as the papyrus-ark of Moses,

are there shown, and there are foreign brick-makers

under hard task-masters. The whole series of

sculptures is an unintended commentary upon, and
an impartial witness to, the truth of the Bible

history.

I may here mention a modern illustration. It

is well-known that many ancient Egyptian customs

are yet observed. Among these, one of the most

prominent is the wailing for the dead by the women
of the household, as well as those hired to mourn.

In the great cholera of 1848, I was at Cairo.

This pestilence frequently follows the course of

rivers. Thus, on that occasion, it ascended the

Nile, and showed itself in great strength at Boolak,

the port of Cairo, distant from the city a mile and

a half to the westward. For some days it did not

traverse this space. Every evening at sunset, it

was our custom to go up to the terrace on the roof

of our house. There, in that calm, still time, I

lieard each night the wail of the women of Boolak

for their dead, borne along in a great wave of sound,

a distance of two miles, the lamentation of a city

stricken with pestilence. So, when the first-born

were smitten, " there was a great cry in Egypt

;

for [there was] not a house where [there was] not

one dead." (Exodus xiii. 30.)

Perhaps the most important use of Egyptian

arcba3ology in reference to the Bible, is the man-

ner in which it illustrates the fulfilment of prophecy.

Here, again, I know that many, wearied by the

rash and presumptuous interpretations of prophecy

which have of late years abounded, will object to

the very discussion of the subject. Yet if they

acknowledge the truth of the Bible, they must be

prepared to give a reverent consideration to the

prophecies it contains. The belief in the inspira-

tion of these prophecies is a necessary consequence

of a belief in the truth of the Bible. There is no

middle course—a prophecy must either be authori-

tative or an imposture.

In consequence of the uncritical mode in which

prophecy has been studied, this branch of Biblical

inquiry has been neglected by many who have not

felt any doubt as to the authenticity of the Scrip-

tures, and others have adopted views of the nature

of sacred prophecy in some degree tending to lower

its dignity, and to weaken the evidence of its Di-

vine origin. Thus Professor Stanley, avoiding the

rocks on which Keith ran his vessel, steers into

very doubtful shallows. He thus writes in the

preface to his Sinai and Palestine:—
Those who visit or describe the sczenes of sa-

cred history, expressly for the sake of finding con-

firmations of Scripture, are often tempted to mis-

lead themselves and others by involuntary exagge-
ration or invention. But this danger ought not to

prevent us from thankfully welcoming any such
evidences as can truly be found to the faithfulness

of the sacred records.
" One such aid is sometimes sought in the sup-

posed fulfilment of ancient prophecies by the ap-

pearance which some of the sites of Syrian or

Arabian cities present to the modern traveller.

But, as a general rule, these attempts are only

mischievous to the cause which they intend to up-

hold. The present aspect of these sites may rather,

for the most part, be hailed as a convincing proof

that the spirit of prophecy is not so to be bound
down. The continuous existence of Damascus and
Sidon, the existing ruius of Ascalon, Petra, and
Tyre, showing the revival of those cities long after

the extinction of the powers which they once rep-

resented, are standing monuments of a most im-

portant truth, namely, that the warnings delivered

by ' holy men of old,' were aimed not against

stocks and stones, but then as always, against

living souls and sins, whether of men or of na-

tions."—P. xvi.

The principle put forth in this passage would, I

think, reduce all seemingly literal propheay to a

typical sense. * * * How could nations be
punished except by the wasting of their fields and
cities ? Professor Stanley's reply is a citation of

the restoration of certain cities, some yet standing,

which were once denounced as to be utterly de-

stroyed. The prophecies, however, either did not

speak of their final ruin, or else did not declare the

impending calamities to be the last that should fall

upon them. Asealon, Petra, and Tyre, if not at

once destroyed, certainly virtually perished many
centuries ago. Jerusalem is still a city ; but where
has prophecy been more literally fulfilled than in

the obliteration of her old monuments in the time

of desolation that followed the capture by Titus?

The cases of Damascus and Sidon are, I frankly

acknowledge, more diificult of explanation. Yet,

if we admit the veracity of what sacred history

relates as to the fall of the one, and profane his-

tory as to that of the other, there seems to be a

sufficient answer to the requirements of the case.

Very often the dissociation of people and city

might be reasonably supposed to relieve the latter

from the curse that fell on it for the punishment of

its inhabitants. Damascus, be it remembered, was

Syrian, and for centuries has been Arab. Who
rebuilt it we know not, after the As.syriaus had
destroyed it; but in St. Paul's time it was ruled

by an Arab prince ; and from the earlier days of

Mohammedanism, it has been a seat of Arab power.

The case of Petra is well worth looking into.

There the full measure of punishment came surely,

if it tarried long. First the Iduma^ans were driven

into their rocky fastnesses, there for a while to re-

sist the power of Greece and Rome. Even then,

however, the dominant race, that of tLeNabathjcaus,

appears to have been not Edomite but Arab. But

for centuries past, probably for full eighteen hun-

dred years, the Edomite race has disappeared, and

the only population of its mountain and valley has

been a colony descended from its hereditary ene-

mies. Some have cavilled at there being now a

scanty peasant-population of the valley of Petra.

But these very peasants are called " the children

of Israel," Benee-Israeel, and 1 find in their exist-

ence a confirmation of the truth of the Bible-nar-

rative which relates the .settling of a band of
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Simeonites, in Hezekiah's time, in Mount Seir, (1

Chron. iv. 42, 43,) no less than a fulfilment of the

prophecy that Israelites, apparently the most south-

ern, should hold " the Mount of Esau." (Oba-

diah,19.)

I think that here we have witnesses enough to

justify our maintaining those rules of interpretation

which a long series of great divines has upheld.

Let Egypt supply a fresh test, Egypt of which each

site has been well explored, and of which the post-

biblical history presents few gaps. As I travelled

through the country, I was very much struck by

the utter ruin of some cities and towns, and the

long continuance of others, when all the advantages

of position and ancient importance have been in

favour of the former. I have unriddled this diffi-

culty by the prophecies relating to them. For in-

stance, it is said of Memphis, " Noph shall be waste

and desolate, without an inhabitant." (Jer. xlvi.

19;) and "Thus saith the Lord God, I will also

destroy the idols, and I will cause [their] images

to cease out of Noph." (Ezek. xxx. 13.) Except

Sais, Memphis, the greatest city of Egypt, is alone

unmarked by the ruins of temples. The remains

are utterly insignificant, although the tombs are

great and extensive enough to show the size and

wealth of the city. So, too, of Thebes it is proph-

esied, " No, shall be rent asunder." (Ezek. xxx. 16,)

which may merely refer to the distress of its peo-

ple ; but when we stand amid its ruins, torn by a

great earthquake, of which Eusebius has preserved

the record, we incline to the literal interpretation.

Nowhere else in Egypt has the solid masonry of

the temples been thus destroyed. Still more dis-

tinct are the prophecies of the drying of the Red
Sea, which has taken place since the latest date to

which perverted ingenuity has endeavoured to bring

down the prophetic writings. " The Lord shall

utterly destroy the tongue of the Egyptian sea."

(Isaiah xi. 15.) " The waters shall fail from the

sea." (Isaiah xix. 5.) In the last two thousand

years the head of the Gulf of Suez has retired

some twenty miles. Who can look at that dried-

up bed, and doubt " the sure word of prophecy?"

So is the failure of the Nile foretold, (Isaiah xix.

5,) and, apparently, also the destruction of its

seven streams, (xi. 15,) although the latter passage

may mean not that the Egyptian river should be

smitten in " the seven streams," but that " the

river," that is Euphrates, should be smitten " into

seven streams." In any case, the Nile in the Delta

has so failed, that now the only navigable branobei

are the two that were formerly artificial canals, sc

that the seven streams are fordable. Not less de-

finite are the prophecies of the failure of the papy-

rus and other reeds, and the flax, the destruction

of the fisheries, and the consequent ruin of th

main branches of Egyptian industry. (Isaiah xix.)

Not less remarkable is the exact fulfilment of thi

predictions. The papyrus is unknown in Egypt,

the reeds are no longer a feature of its vegetation,

English cotton is sold in its streets, in the place of

its once famous fine linen, and its fisheries can

scarcely support the half-savage population of a

small district. In the political history, the one

prophecy that " There shall be no more a prince of

the land of Egypt," (Ezek. xxx. 13,) has been

literally fulfilled in the stranger rule that has been

the curse of the country since the second Persian

conquest, more than two thousand years ago.

Egyptian archa3ology has had the reputation of

being a narrow and fruitless pursuit. I have en-

deavoured to show that, if rightly prosecuted, it

has the highest human interest, lu these days of

contest, so important a province should not be left

to those who are indifferent or hostile to the best

purpose of honest and earnest inquiry.

"Tlio Friend.'-

Cood AdTice for all Times.

The following letter from John Hunt to John

Pemberton is well worthy the serious consideration

of the true-hearted, deeply tried followers of the

Lord Jesus Christ, in the present day. John Hunt,

previous to the date of this letter, had been twice

from England, in America, on religious service.

He finally removed here, and during the time of

the American Revolution, died near Hopewell,

Virginia, whilst in banishment there.

"London, Third mo. 1, 1V6-1.

^'Bear Friend,—Some accounts lately received

from Philadelphia, of the murder committed by a

cruel banditti of a number of poor, unhappy In-

dians near or at Lancaster, has deeply afiected my
nd, occasioning [me to feel] near sympathy with

Friends in your province, and [to raise] frequent

cries for your preservation in this day of close trial

and probation.
" The times are indeed perilous, and many must

stand as in jeopardy every hour. Who can stand

upright and unshaken and true to the ancient tes-

timony in meekness and stability?—those who have

made the Most High their refuge, and trust singly

under the shadow of his wing for preservation.

To these he will be a Covert from storms, and de-

fend from the arrows of the mighty. His name !

his high and holy name ! shall be to them a safe

"welling-place, and tower of defence ; a sanctuary,

in which no breach can ever be made. May you

flee there, and rest in quietness, solitary till the

storm be over.

There is a time to remain hidden and be silent,

and a time to appear and speak, a time to suft'er,

and a time to reign. The Lamb of God for a time

was dumb. As a sheep before the shearers, so he

opened not his mouth, but in patience endured the

contradiction of sinners, and suffered unto death.

It seems to me you should as much as possible

follow his blessed example. Go not out. Contend

not with men who are of this world, and whose

spirits are on fire, who, though not active with their

own hands to shed blood, yet their hands are not

clean, but polluted. It will be much safer for you

to refrain from discoursing frequently, respecting
[

his well

the outward state of things amongst you, and the

commotions and tumults that are or may be, for if

Friends entertain one another with often convers-

ing about those matters, there will be a danger of

drawing the mind from a proper centre, and a loss

may be insensibly sustained. Let the Lamb's pa-

tience and meekness dwell richly in y

not, their determinations ; binding them in chai

and fetters, so that his hidden purposes are broug

to pass, although they know not who it was th

restrained, and set bounds and limits which th

could not exceed.
" I hope your Meeting for Sufferings will be ke

up, and duly attended, in the unity of the spi

and bond of gospel fellowship, which is charil|

out of all heats and strife for victory, in innocen

and simplicity. Then the Lord will bless you, ai

refresh and comfort you with his precious, livii

presence, making you one another's joy in the Lor
" I very often think of that meeting, and r

member some baptizing seasons I enjoyed there!

when amongst you. At those times I clearly sa

the service of that institution, and also its nece

sity. BIy dear love in the unchangeable truth

the members of that meeting in a particular ma
ad to the whole flock and family of tl

faithful in your province. These things sprii

freely in pure love without forecast, and thou i

at liberty to make such use of them, as freedo

permits.
" Our friend William Home is now here. I

writes thee by this conveyance. BIy very de:

love salutes thy worthy aged mother and yoi

whole family. Please to accept also a large sha:

thyself from me and my dear wife and children.

"John Hunt."

Petroleum or Rock Oil Wells—At the meetir

of the American Association for the advanceme:

of science. Prof Newberry read a very interestii

paper on Rock Oil, the discovery of which h:

caused such a revolution in the price of proper!

in some of the adjoining counties. The oil, it ai

pears from the gentleman's statement, is found

Pennsylvania, Western Virginia and Ohio, Canac

and other places. The wells yield by pumpin;

from ten or twenty-five barrels per day of tl

crude oil. The yield of the refined article of tl

Pennsylvania oil is about 85 per cent, of the whol

He saw a well which gave ten barrels a day

pure oil, without any foreign admixture, and it w;

barrelled and sent to market as it came out of tl

ground. The owner was not satisfied and decpene

ind in eighteen hours one hundred an

ten barrels were collected from it—but this prove

to be very impure. The crude oil burns diml

and is a very good lubricator, and when refinei

has less smoke and less odour than any other oi

and is not explosive, while its illuminating pow(

is equal to the best coal oil, and can be furnishe

i,niuv,Q ttuu .i^tucutco ^.,^.1 i.v,u.j .1. j«- , so shall jcheaper than any other.

you shine with conspicuous brightness in due sea-
1 In Illinois, the oils occur in a limestone, and tl

son, and truth will gain ground, not by open con- loss by distillation is about one-half. These oi

tests and reasoning, but by humble resignation and everywhere occur, for the most part, about or

suffering. The great cause of religion never lost geological level. The Portage sandstone, which

ground by suffering, but spread much when its a porous rock, is the one most frequently peni

professors [in such seasons] kept their places in trated with the hope of getting oil; but this roc

righteousness. There is nothing secret from the only serves as a reservoir for it, as it is forced u

Most High. No humble spirit but He beholds, from below. The chemists must announce tb

No mournful tear which is scattered by the least theory of its formation, but it seems to have di

child of the family, but He noticeth it ; not a sor- tilled from the carbonaceous deposit below, and

rowful sigh or groan from the true birth, but his

holy, attentive ear heareth. And when the mea-

sure of suffering is full, and He says it is enoughffering is full, and He says it is

then will the Lord arise in his mighty power, and

reign in majesty. The spears of the mighty shall

be broken, -and their strength become as the spider's

web. Kings shall be bound in chains, and nobles

in fetters of iron. They shall be confounded and

brought to nought, who trust in their own strength

and policy, and make flesh their arm. The work

is the Lord's, and who can stand before Him. He
ruleth iu the councils of princes as he sees meet,

and influencelh by a secret power which they know

ay be the product of animal as well as vegetab!

remains. Prof. Pugh confiraied the statement

to the practical value of the petroleum. It is use

with great success by the students in the Institutic

to which he belongs, and they found it to bur

better, and to be generally superior to the

oil. Prof. Whitney thought it likely that these oi

were of animal origin, as no vegetables had

discovered in the Hudson river formation, fro:

which also oils had been obtained. Specimens i

the petroleum in its crude and refined states wei

exhibited. Some of the natural specimens wei

translucent as olive or castor oil,
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for "The Frieud."

Immediate Refelation.

It has been one of the devices of Satan, in or-

3r to maintain Lis kingdom, to seduce man from

)edicnce to and a reliance upon the revelation of

le Holy Spirit, as the only means by which the

iving knowledge of God is obtained. After the

^ht and glory of the gospel of Christ had pre-

liled in parts of the world, so as to dispel the

irkness of the heathenish doctrine of the plural-

y of gods, the devil knowing there was no proba-

lity of deluding man any longer that way, began

puff him up with an imaginary knowledge of the

ue God, setting him to seek God the wrong way,

id persuading him to rest in such a knowledge of

le L'ivine Being, as was of his own acquiring, and

)t of the Lord's teaching. This device, accom-

odated to the corrupt disposition of fallen man,

ho would exalt himself, and reject that which

ould bring him under distress for sin, and restrain

a ambition, has proved successful with many. In

.is self-exaltation and conceit, as God is greatly

shonoured, so the devil has his object in keeping

of the heart, who cares not how God is

iknowledged in words, provided himself is always

Wed. He matters not how great and high spe-

llations man entertains of his Almighty Creator,

what devotional forms he practises, so long as

! serves his passions and lusts, and obeys the

ivil's suggestions and temptations. By this means

iristianity becomes as it were, an art with many,

squired like any other art or science, and men
We not only assumed the name of christians, but

:ive procured themselves to be esteemed as mas-

rs of Christianity by artificial modes of man's

vising, though altogether strangers to the spirit

id lite of Jesus.

If we take the true definition of a christian ac-

rding to the Holy Scriptures, that he only is one

ho hath the Spirit of Christ, and followeth it,

)w many professors, even pretended teachers of

irislianity, would be justly divested of that noble

;le. There is no real knowledge of God but by

isos Christ, the Mediator between God and man,
icordiug to his own words :

" No man knoweth

e Father but the Son, and he to whom the Son
ill reveal Hira." " i am the way, the Truth,

id the life, no man cometh unto the Father, but

I me." Hence it is evident that the knowledge

God which is life eternal, is only given by his

3, who manifests himself to man by his Holy
Dirit. He is now withdrawn from us as to his

tward or bodily appearance, and is ascended

where he was before with the Father, but now
reveals himself by his spiritual appearance in

e soul. Before he parted from his disciples, he

id, " Lo, I am with you always, even to the end
the world ;" and after his ascension, he directed

e apostle John to write to the church of Laodi-

laying, " Behold I stand at the door and
lock ; if any man hear my voice, and open the

lor, I will come in to him, and will sup with him,

id he with me." '' He that hath an ear, let him
ar what the Spirit saith unto the churches."

lis must be an inward appearance of Christ to

e mind of man, and a spiritual communion with

u.

Another apostle says, " What man knoweth the

ings of a man, save the .spirit of a man which is

him 'i Even so the things of God knoweth no
in, but the Spirit of God. Now we have not

ceived the spirit of the world, but the Spirit

lich is of God, that we might know the things

lich are freely given us of God." " But the

tural man receiveth not the things of the Spirit

God, for they are foolishness unto hira." In
s natural or uuregenerate condition, the things of

the Spirit are foolishness to him, " neither can he

know them, because they are spiritually discerned."

If things which properly pertain to man, cannot bo

understood by any power inferior to the spirit of a

man, then the things of God and Christ cannot be

known or discerned by anything below the Spirit

of God and of Christ. The revelation of Jesus

Christ and the saving knowledge of Him, is spirit-

ual, and therefore can only be known and discerned

by the Holy Spirit operating upon the heart, and

giving living faith to believe and accept them. The
apostle also asserts that " no man can say that

Jesus is the Lord, but by the Holy Ghost." If no

man can affirm that He is Lord without the Holy
Spirit, it must be plain that he cannot know Him
without it. The inference from which is, that the

knowledge of God and of Christ that is life eter-

nal, is only obtained and conveyed to the soul by
the Spirit of God, and therefore the knowledge

which the carnal man has acquired from the words

and writings of spiritual men, by the exercise of

his natural talents, is not the knowledge that can

nourish the soul up to life eternal.

Friends have always held in high esteem the

Holy Scriptures written by Divine inspiration,

which they are bound to receive and believe, as

" profitable for doctrine, for reproof, for correction,

for instruction in righteousness, that the man of

God may be perfect, thoroughly furnished unto all

good works ;" and " which are able to make wise

unto salvation, through faith which is in Christ

Jesus." Whatever means He may please to use

for the help of his church, and of every member
of it, is effectual because He ordains it, and brings

it home to the mind, and applies it by his Spirit to

the condition of the soul, and thereby gives it

living faith to believe, that it will contribute to

make it wise unto salvation, and to promote its

furtherance in the way that leads to everlasting

life. Man cannot command the spiritual bread that

comes down from God out of heaven ; he must

wait for it, and hunger and thirst for it. This

hunger can only be produced by the operation of
j

the Holy Spirit, giving man a true sense of what]

he needs, and raising the " hunger after righteous-

ness ;" which, in the Lord's time, he will answer,

and give the necessary supplies. Let none attempt

to make bread to satisfy their hungry souls, or to

kindle a fire to soften their hard hearts, but learn

to endure patiently the feeling of their destitute

state, which the Holy Spirit only can bring them

to a sense of, and in the Lord's time He will satisfy

all their needs, through Jesus Christ our Lord.

Manufacture of Wafers.—The mode of making

the best quality of wafers, as practised by the

English manufactures, is as follows :—Fine wheat

flour is taken, and mixed with white of eggs and

isinglass into a very smooth paste ; this is spread

over tin plates evenly, and dried in an oven, seve-

ral of the plates being placed one over the other

to communicate a glos,sy surfjice to the wafers.

When dry, the sheets of paste thus formed are

laid up in a pile, about an inch or more in depth,

and cut into circular pieces by a hollow punch,

which allows the wafers to pass up its tubular

cavity and discharge themselves sideways as the

cutting proceeds, which is effected with great ra-

pidity. The varity of colors that are ordinarily

communicated to wafers, is given to them in the

paste, by the usual pigments in the dry powdered

state, or previously dissolved in the water employed.

The French isinglass wafers, made in France, are

formed of isinglass dissolved in water to the proper

consistence, which is poured out upon plates of

glass provided with borders, and laid upon a level

table ; to prevent the glue from sticking to the

plates, a little ox-gall, or other suitable material,

is rubbed over them. Previous to the isinglass

becoming quite dry, they are cut through along
the borders. The leaves are then removed and cut

out with hollow punches, as in the case of other

wafers. The various colors are also communicated
to them by pigments while in the fluid state.

For " The Friend."

" The glorious Lord will be unto us a place of

broad rivers and streams, wherein shall go no
galley with oars, neither shall gallant ship pass

thereby." I have felt an earnest desire, that my
dear young friends who are seeking after the Truth,

may indeed experience this gracious promise to be
fulfilled. To those who have come unto Jesus as

poor, suppliant sinners, and have, through faith in

Him, received the remission of their sins, having

become, by marriage covenant with the Son, re-

conciled children of the Highest—to these, and
to these alone, is the Lord found to be indeed

glorious, a place of broad rivers and streams,

and so great will be the humility of such, that

there will be found no place for the galley with

oars—armed by human strength, neither shall

proud, gallant ship pass thereby. Oh, the sweet

sense of forgiven sin these experience, " Being jus-

tified by faith, we have peace with God, through

cur Lord Jesus Christ."

Over-Exertion—Violent exercise is exceedingly

ous. Young people are apt to run to ex-

tremes, as in the following instance : A writer in

the London Times says " that almost all young
men who have been at Oxford and Cambridge,
especially those who have meddled much in boat

races, have as a rule diseased blood-vessels, arte-

ries, or veins, and very many of them diseased

and dilated hearts—all brought on by the strain

and undue excitement (' remora,' we, the doctors,

call it,) of the circulation, induced Isy pulling at

boat races. In fact, the matter is now well recog-

nized both at insurance ofiices and in the admin-

istration of chloroform amongst the upper classes,

where a diseased heart is to be avoided. It would

seem the delicate fibres of the hearts of the boya

and lads sent to Oxford especially, at once give

way before this pressure or remora."

Barotrope.—A Frenchman has invented what
is called a barotrope, a sort of human locomotive,

by which a man sits on wheels and walks himself

along five miles in thirty-five minutes on the Bou-
levard Bazaar of Paris at noon, when the street

was most crowded. At another time the same
men made thirteen miles in ninety-six minutes, the

exercises being so easy that they offered to keep

it up alternate hours, day after day, and thought

they could without difiiculty average fifty or sixty

miles a day. A singular thing about it is, that

it beats the best turn outs on steep grades, if they

present a compact or paved surface.

THE FRIEND.
TWELFI'll MONTH 22, 18

In our columns of to-day will be found a letter

from John Hunt, which, we think, will commend
itself to the best feelings of all who really know
what it is to suffer for the cause of the church and

its glorified Head.
John Hunt removed from England to this coun-

try some time prior to the breaking out of the re-

volutionary war, and resided in the immediate neigh-

bourhood of Philadelphia. Together with nineteen
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other citizens, all members of our religious Society

but three, he was banished to Winchester, Vir-

ginia, where he died, after an exile from his home
of a little more than six months. James Pember-
ton, who was a fellow-sufferer with him, after

speaking of the patience and christian fortitude

manifested by him during his sickness, his peace-

fulness and christian composure in the prospect of

death, and his burial at Hopewell, says, " Thus
the last act of respect and love was solemnly paid

to the remains of a dignified minister of the gospel,

whose gift was eminent, and he had laboured in it

forty years. His delivery was clear and intelli-

gible, and his doctrine sound and edifying. He
was often favoured with great power and demon-
stration, singularly manifested in our meetings for

worship we had during our exile at Winchester.

He expressed himself much concerned that the in-

habitants should come to a knowledge of the Truth,

and a due feeling for their own eternal welfare
;

and although but few of them knew us, yet they

were desirous to attend our meetings. Being a man
of clear judgment and strong natural abilities, im-

proved by long religious experience, he was a use-

fiil member of our religious Society, careful for the

support of the disciplin ', and spoke often perti-

nently to matters under consideration."

Truly it may be said, that being dead, he yet

speaketh.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
EoROPE.—News from Liverpool to the 7th ist.

The British Parliament was to meet on the 5th of Se-
cond month. A deputation which includes two mem-
bers of Parliament, has been appointed to convey an
invitation to Garilsaldi to visit England. The Times
publishes full details of the expedition of the exploring
vessels for ascertaining the feasibility of the projected

North Atlantic telegraph. The results are pronounced
highly satisfactory and encouraging.

Further details have been received of the operations
in China. In two engagements with the Chinese, two
thousand of them were killed, and fifty guns taken. The
allies had only eighteen men wounded. The head quar-
ters of the allies were eight miles from Pekin. The
Chinese sent a flag of truce, with the provisions for a
treaty. The Emperor's brother had been aijpoiuted
Chief Commissioner to make a peace.

The London money market was active, but easier.

The best bills were negotiated at 4J per cent.

The Liverpool cotton market had declined ^d , in con-
sequence of the financial panic in the United States.

Sales of the week, 49,000 bales. The Manchester ad-
vices continued favourable. Breadstuffs were dull, and
pressing on the market, in consequence of heavy arri-

vals from the United States. The quotations were as

follow—Red wheat, 12s. a 12s. 9d. per 100 pounds;
white, 13«. a 13s. 6d.

;
yellow corn, 37s. a quarter. Con-

sols, 93J a 94.

A French imperial decree provides for a more direct

participation by the great bodies of State in the govern
ment. The Senate and Corps Legislatif are annually ti

vote an address, in reply to the Emperor's speech. Pro
vision is made for a due expression of opinion and th

publication of debates. Some superfluous offices o

iignity and honour are to be suppressed. It is stated
that no one was aware of the Emperor's purpc
cree these changes in the Const^'

purpose to de-

_ "lie laid the
document before his ministers in council, where it met
wilh-some opposition.

The siege of Gaeta continued. Four batteries had
opened their fire upon the place.

United States.—Congress.—The alarming condition
of public affairs has been the chief topic of discussion.
la both nouses, various propositions have been consid-
ered, and a variety of anieudments to the Constitution
have been brought forward, designed to pacify the
South. We have no space to report them in detail. On
the 17lh, the House of Representatives passed a resolu-
tion in the following words, by a vote of 153 to 14:

—

" Resolved, that we deprecate the spirit of disobedience
to the Constitution wherever manifested, and that we
earnestly recommend the repeal of all statutes by the
State Legislatures, in conflict with and in violation of
that sacred instrument, and the laws of Congress
passed in pursuance thvrcuf " This was explained in

an amendment to include the repeal of all "personal
liberty bills," so called.

On that day, the President sent to the Senate the no-
mination of Attorney-General Black, to be Secretary of
State, which was confirmed.

The Popular Vote.—According to the official returns,
the following vote was given at the last Presidential
election. South Carolina is not included, the electors
being chosen in that State by the Legislature.

For Lincoln 1,866,861
" Douglas 1,002,354
" Breckinridge 685.866
" Bell 560;735

Fusion and scattering . . , 569,803

Total . . 4,685,619
Secretary/ of the Treasury.—Philip F. Thomas, of Mary-

land, has been appointed to the post vacated by the re-

signation of Howell Cobb. The appointment was con-
firmed by the Senate.
Kew York.—Mortality last week, 372.
Philadelphia.—Mortality last week, 223 ; of diptheria,

10
;
scarlet fever, 29.

Pennsylvania.—The complete census of this State
shows an aggregate population of 2,913,441 inhabitants

;

occupying 514,847 dwellings. There are 160,923 farms
the State. Lancaster county has the largest number

of farms, viz., 6721. Forest, the smallest number, 98,
and only 839 inhabitants. The five most populous coun-
ties are, Philadelphia, 568,034 ; Allegheny, 180,074

;

Lancaster, 116,621; Berks, 94,003; Luzerne, 91,089;
total, in five counties, 1,049,821.

The Treasury Note Bill, which passed the House of
Representatives, was amended in the Senate, and finally

passed. It authorizes the issue of treasury notes for

such sums as the public exigencies may require, but not
to exceed at auy time ten millions of dollars, of deno-
minations not less than fifty dollars. The notes bear
interest, and are to be received in payment of taxes and
all public dues.

The Union Committee of Congress, are understood to
have held a number of meetings, and discussed various
propositions designed to restore harmony. On the 13th,
they adopted, by a vote of 23 to 8, a resolution offered
by the member from Arkansas, as follows: " Resolved,
that, in the opinion of this Committee, the existing dis-
content among the Southern people, and the growing
hostility among them to the Federal government, are
greatly to be regretted; and that whether such discon-
tents and hostility are without just cause or not, any
reasonable, proper, and constitutional remedies, and ef-

fectual guarantees of their peculiar interests, as recog-
nized by the Constitution, necessary to preserve the
peace of the country, and the perpetuity of the Union
should be promptly and cheerfully granted." The States
voting in the negative, were, New York, Massachusetts,
Connecticut, Rhode Island, New Hampshire, Vermont,
Maine, and Wisconsin.

The Secession Movement.—A meeting of the members
of Congress from the farther South was held on the
evening of the 13th, at the request of Reuben Davis, of
Mississippi, one of the members of the Committee of
" Thirty-three." A manifesto addressed to their consti-
tuents, was drawn up and signed by them generally, in

which they urge immediate secession from the Union,
and declare that the Republicans are resolute in the
purpose to grant nothing that will or ought to satisfy
the South. They say, "In our judgment the honour,
safety and independence of the Southern people are to

be found only in a Southern confederacy—the inevita-
ble result of separate State secession." The manifesto
was forthwith transmitted by telegr.aph. As this action
of the representatives of the cottou States took place
after the passage of the resolution of the Union com-
mittee, it is obvious they are opposed to any accommo-
dation or compromise, and desire to break up the Union
at all hazards. There is but litile, if any, confidence re-

posed iu the assurances that South Carolina will not
resist the Federal authorities during the administration
of President Buchanan. They are regarded as mere
promises, to quiet the apprehensions in official quarters.
Gen. Scott has expressed the opinion that additional
forces should be sent to South Carolina for the protec-
tion of the public property. The President, however, is

still opposed to such an increase, for prudential reasons,
being apprehensive that it would but augment the pre-
sent excitement. Lewis Cass, Secretary of State, has
resigned his position, in consequence of a disagreement
with the President in regard to the propriety of rein-
forcing the forts, in Charleston harbour. He maintained
that it was the duty of the President to do so, but the
latter was unwilling to sanction a movement, which, he
feared, might lead to a collision and bloodshed. In

view of the distracted and dangerous condition of 0,

country, the President hag issued a proclamation, n
commending that the people of the United States shorn
observe the 4th day of the First month, 1861, as a di

of " humiliation, fasting and prayer." He says, " i

Omnipotent Providence may overrule existing evils f

permanent good. He can make the wrath of man
praise Him, and the remainder of wrath he can restrain
" His Omnipotent arm only can save us from the awf
effects of our own crimes and follies—our own ingrai

tude and guilt towards our heavenly Father."
Sojith Carolina.—The State Convention assembled

Columbia on the 17th inst., and, after organizing, a.

journed to meet the ne.vt day at Charleston, in cons
quence of the prevalence of small-pox in the former cil

The Kansas Sufferers.—According to the reports
the Kansas Relief Convention, liberal supplies of flor

meat, corn and other provisions, have been reeeiv*

from Illinois, Indiana and Ohio, and distributed amoi
the destitute—still however leaving much want unsa
plied.

Saw Mills in California.—There are 400 saw mills
California, erected at a cost of $2,500,000. Of thes
about 200 are propelled by steam, and the remainder I

water. They cut annuallv 500,000,000 feet of lumbi
the value of which is §15,000,000.

Violent Deaths in New Orleans, La.—The coroner
New Orleans, La., reports 85 murders iu that city dc
ing the year, 32 suicides, 109 accidental deaths,
deaths from intemperance, and 105 cases of drowning

Cincinnati.—The municipal authorities of this city t

ing dissatisfied with the U. S. census, have had it

taken, and make the population 171,293, which is abc
10,000 more than were first returned.

RECEIPTS.
Received from John Macy, N. C, $C, vols. 31, 32 a

33 ; from Nathan Breed, per W. B. Oliver, Mass., 3

vol. 33, for V. Meader, §2, vol. 34 ; from Israel Buffic

ton, agt., Mass., §2, vol. 34, and for Senara Lincoln,
Tripp, N. Buffinton, Wm. F. Wood, Miller Chace,
Chace, and M. B. Buffinton, $2 each, vol. 34.

WEST-TOWN SCHOOL.
A Friend and his wife are wanted to fill the static

of Superintendent and Matron at West-town Boardh
School.

Application to be made to either of the follow!

Friends: Nathan Sharpless, Concord ; James E.«li

West Chester ; Samuel Hilles, Wilmington ; Hen
Cope or William Evans, Philadelphia.

Twelfth mo. 10th, 1860.

FRIENDS' SCHOOL AT GERMANTOWN.
Wanted at this Institution a Female Teacher, a me

ber of the Society of Friends, competent to give instn
tiou in the usual branches of an English education.
Apply to Sarah Ann Fell, Rebecca B. Cope, Beui

S. Morris, Germantown, Philadelphia, or to Amy -

EERTSON, at the school, adjoining Friends' Meeting-hoi
Germantown.

Married, on the 8th of Eleventh month, at Frier

Meeting-house, West Grove, Chester Co, Pa., Clmi
T. Satterthwaite, of Salem, Ohio, to Sarah C. t'nxA

daughter of Thomas and Rebecca S. Conard, of the I

mer place.

Died suddenly, on the 20th of Eleventh month, Jij

T. Trotu, son of Samuel F. Troth, aged 27 years
member of Burlington Mouthly Meeting, N. J. It i

lieved that he was daily concerned to walk in the li

of the Lord
; circumspect even to jealousy, in the wa

he set upon the door of his lips, and in the gu
placed upon his actions. Truthful, scrupulously

j
merciful, gentle to all, he inspired unlimited confide
in those with whom he had dealings, and thus, th

very unobtrusive, he adorned the doctrine of which
made profession

; and the fragrance of his memory 1

since his removal, caused the Truth to be well spoke
Our beloved Friend left his peaceful home in health
the morning of his decease, and whilst employed i

business avocations, the sudden caving of a bai
earth and stone, so injured him that his death spe
followed. Many recent incidents and passages of
conversation, now seal the conviction that he wa
for the coming of his Lord.

PILE & M'ELROY, PRINTERS,
Lodge street, opposite the Pennsylvania Bank. )•
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Henry Hnll.
(Continued from page 122,)

The providence of God is over all his works,

lere is not a flower that blows upon the iuhospi-

Ole desert untrodden by the foot of man, nor an
imet that creeps unseen on the surface of the

rth, but is under his immediate notice and care,

sing from the less to the greater, his especial

jard and superintendence are bestowed upon
III, created in his own iaiage, and gifted

salvation of the soul ; and even in outward affairs

which directly or more remotely influence tbe ac

coinplishment of that great end, many have known
it to lift a warning voice against embracing pros

pects which appeared promisina: and attractive, and
to direct the attention to a path less flattering and

popular, and gently, but with authority becoming
its high original, to whi.'per in the secret of the

soul, '' This is the way—walk thou in it."

How many who have, through mercy, been

strengthened to " hear and obey," have afterward

blest and praised the gracious Providence who
thus held them back from their favourite object of

pursuit, which, had they gone on, time has shown
would have led them into danger or even to ruin;

while that which seemed like bitter disappointment

to cherished hopes and glowing anticipations, has

eventually proved the path of safety and of peace

The life of Henry Hull is specially instruetivt

from the many illustrations it affords of the truth

of these remarks, and the steadiness with which

he appears to have endeavoured to follow this hea-

venly Guide. Though it led him to forsake wife

and children, home and business, for the gospel't

sake, yet his dedication not only yielded the pre-

sent reward of peace, while preservation and sup-

nd w

_ th an
mortal soul. The Holy Scriptures abound in

|

port were daily granted, but the evening of his

spent life was crcwcod with tranquillity and
s'ith the humble but firm assurance that there was
aid up for him the '' hundredfold in that life which

s to come."

During his journey in Virginia, he makes the

these views are not "isionary

;

at those who give themselves up to the ordering

the Divine Will, are peculiarly under the guid-

ce and protection of Omnipotence, who will

othing to befall them, which, if received

d borne in a proper spirit, shall not ultimately

k for their good. What a blessing it is to be
ablished in a humble, childlike belief in these

ths. Not a mere opinion held in the head, but

irra faith raised in the heart by the operation of

Holy Spirit ; the source of all true faith.

Happy the man who, amid the vicissitudes of

this lowly confiding trust, is enabled to

er all the events, whether adverse or propitious,

'ch checker his life, to the providence of his

ivenly Father, who permits or orders as He sees

; and can calmly rest in the conviction that He
iith all things well. There is a stability and
tlement evinced by such, equally removed from
ical iudiffercnce and arrogant presumption, and
ich is the fruit of true religion. They tread the

h of life with tranquil dignity and steady step,

• relying on themselves or their own powers or

acity, but on the wisdom and goodness of Him
o numbereth the hairs of their heads, and careth

the sparrows, and who-e promise to every ob'>

nt child is, " I will never leave thee nor forsake

But beside the general Providence of the A\-

hty which governs the universe, and that more
ticulnr manifestation of it which controls the

tiny of nations, and arranges and develops a

irse of life for each individual ; there is a still

immediate and direct guidance offered to

h through the agency of the Holy Spirit.

ose who happily turn inward in humility, and
mtively listen to the precious dictates of this

venly Monitor, find it a sure director in all that

itos to daily duty, and censequeutly affects the

following mep>orandum, viz.

:

" My companion and I, in company with an-

other Friend, pursued our journey toward James'

river, crossing the Blue mountain at a place called

Rock-fi>h gap, where we lodged. A number of

travellers and other persons had put up here,

among whom were several rough and tierce-looking

men, in pursuit of a runaway slave, who, after be-

ing once taken by them, had again made his escape

into the woods.

"As we sat around the supper table, they were

relating the circumstances of his capture and es-

cape, loading the poor slave with hard names, and

drawing from their fellow slaveholders the conclu-

sion, that should they take him again, the most

cruel and severe punishments they could inflict

would not be too bad for hiin. I was grieved at

such conversation, and feeling my spirit stirred

against their conduct, could not forbear advocating

the exertions of the poor runaway to obtain his

liberty— calling upon them to make his case their

own, and think whether there was one among them

all, who, if placed in his situation, would not use

the same means to escape slavery and punishment.

I was soon convinced of the propriety of the cau-

tion given by Christ, ' Cast not your pearls before

swine, lest they turn again and rend you :' their

anger was raised, and manifested towas'd me by
furious and wrathful words, and they were so un-

reasonable in their conduct, that I concluded it

best to say nothing more to them.
" The house was in a very solitary place, and

the inmates alike ho.-.tile to us, they being also

slaveholders, and from their conduct after we rose

from the supper table, we were not without appre-

hensions of pergonal danger. When we were shown
our chamber, we found there was no fastening on
the door, but we placed a chest against it, which
braced against the foot of our bed, concluding they

should not come upon us by surprise. W^e got but

little sleep, our apprehensions being increased by
hearing several persons come up the stairs directly

to the door of our room, where they stood whisper-

ing to each other for several minutes—they then

went down stairs, and soon after came and placed

themselves in the same situation again, without

.speaking to us or offering to come into the room.

These circumstances, added to the noise and con-

fusion which continued below stairs most of the

night, caused us to sleep but little. We did not

feel quite released from apprehensions of danger,

until we rode some miles from the place, remem-
bering that William Savery had been cautioned to

' beware lest he should be popped off his horse,'

for having interfered and cut the rope with which

a poor coloured boy was tied, while receiving a

severe flogging, for not having the cows in the yard
at the usual time.

" The fear I endured, was unusual for me, and
I believe, had I not raised my voice in behalf of

the poor runaway, under feelings of such resent-

n-3ut i:3 I did, (though I do not think I manifested

anything like wrath,) I should not have been left

under the power of fear, fully believing in the

omnipotence of Him who limiteth the proud waves

of the sea. I think the sense of the protecting

power of the holy One of Israel was in great mea-
sure withdrawn, for in seasons of far greater appa-

rent danger of losing my life, when my mind has

been preserved in humility and calmness, I have

felt no fear, but a cheerful resignation to the Lord's

will."

This is an instructive lesson, showing that the

true aniiidote to fear is keeping under the calming

influence of the Lord's Holy Spirit. W'here the

natural will and passions are in subjection to that,

and tbe mind watchfully attentive to its dictates,

true christian courage and fortitude are granted,

which raise the mind above slavish fear, confirming

the truth of the saying, " The righteous is as bold

a lion;" and "If our hearts condemn us not,

then have we confidence toward God."
' The day after leaving this dark and solitary

, being the first-day of the week, we crossed

James' river, at Lynchburg, and attended Friends'

meeting at South river. The meeting was settled

vhen we got there, and we took our seats with as

ittle interruption as possible. The opportunity of

itting down with our dear friends in reverence

before the Most High, was truly satisfactory and

encouraging, and the little labour that was called

for at my hands, was in feelings of brotherly love.

W^e were kindly noticed by Friends, and tarried

with them until tbe Fourth-day following. One
morning, as I sat alone in the parlour of a Friend's

house, I saw a woman ride up to the door, on which

I stepped out and assisted her to dismount. She

came in, and we were seated facing each other at

opposite sides of the room. The descendings of

heavenly good soon spread over our minds, and I
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believe neither of us spoke for half an hour, but

continued sitting in profound silence. My mind

was dipped into feeling with her, and I fully be-

lieved she was a chosen handmaid of the Lord,

and labouring under deep discouragement at the

prospect of becoming a public advocate for the

precious cause of the Beloved of her soul. Our
mental eye, I believe, was mutually directed to

Him who openeth and no man can shut, and shut-

teth and no man can open ; and when He is pleased

to create the fruit of the lips, blessed are they that

obey ; but at present my lips seemed sealed.

"After some time thus spent, we engaged

pleasant conversation, and I found she Lad been

at meeting the day before, and had now come to

have some of our company. My mind became so

interested for her, that I went to visit her at her

own house: her husband not being a Friend, and

of a very volatile disposition ; no way opened for

me to communicate my feelings to her vocally, but

I did so fully and clearly in a letter I wrote to her

a few days afterward, to which she replied, ac-

knowledging that I was favoured with a clear view

of the tried state of her mind. * * *

" We were at Beaver-dam, Goose-creek, and

Upper Goose-creek, and had a public meeting in

the court-house at Liberty, where it was thought

a Friends' meeting had never been held before.

Whilst I was speaking, a woman fell upon the

floor, appearing as if in great agony, and groaning

in a pititul manner, as is not uncommon in the

meetings of some societies, and frequently has the

eiFect to excite the preacher to greater efforts. It

was, however, the reverse with me, and I fell

grieved. The minds of the people appeared to be

impressed with a degree of solemnity, which made
them attentive to what was delivered, and prepares

the mind also to judge correcily, the Holy Spirit

bearing witness witti their spirits, to the Truth. It

was pjiijful to me to think of the meeting being

disturbed, and I therefore requested the people to

endeavour to keeji still, and if the woman was
likely to faint, some persons could take her to the

door for fresh air, upon which she arose from the

floor, and, apparently much confused, walked to

the door, where she sat quietly until the meeting

concluded.
" I am sensible that the influence of the Divine

Spirit will at times tender the mind, as well as

operate upon the body, and that tears will flow so

that it is almost impossible to restrain them. It is,

however, necessary for us to guard against dis-

turbing an assembly whose minds may be gathered

into serious attention to communicationp, which, in

Divine Wisdom, may be made interesting and in-

structive to them. God is a God of order, and
must be worshipped in spirit and truth, an engage-

ment in which stillness and quietude are peculiarly

appropriate, in meetings appointed for the purpose

of promoting the knowledge of the Lord and his

way.s, as well as for (he performance of that adora

tion and worship which is due to Him. I cannot

unite with the confusion and noises sometimes heard

in assemblies professedly religious, and hailed

the mighty effects of Divine power, which it is to

be feared, proceed rather from the passions an

'

will of the creature ; and while these are in a

unsubjceted state, the mind cannot be benefited,

as the humble and contrite heart often is, when t

benign Spirit of the Most High operates as the

refreshing dew upon the tender herb—these are

they that 'shall grow as the lily, and cast forth

their roots as Lebanon.' "

(To be continned.)

For "The Friend."

Eeccnt Cecgrapliical Eesearches.

(.Cuutiuued from page 123.

J

Of the great river thus characterised, the main

source is at this moment still unknown. But a

very short time will, it is our belief, solve the ques-

tion. All former attempts to do so, from the ex-

ploration ordered by Nero, to the later enterprises

of English, German and French travellers, have

been made by ascending the river from the north.

In tracing the great branch, called the Blue Nile,

to its sources in the Abyssinian mountains, Bruce

gained a repute beyond the real value of his d

covery. The origin of the White Nile, bringing a

far larger volume of water to the confluence at

Khartoun, and clearly coming from a more south-

ern region, was still to be found. Followed up-

wards as a large stream to within three degrees of

the Equator, it became clear that its sources lay

beyona this line, and research now took a new

direction ; that which gives the promise of final

success. From the east coast of Africa, a little

south of the equator, the missionaries Krapfl'

and Rebmaun penetrated westward, far enough to

come within sight of mountains seemingly capped

with snow; and, if really so, at least 18,000 feet

in height. These travels, related in a work

cently published, have been followed by the far

more remarkable expedition of Burton and Speke

the narrative of which occupies nearly the whole

of the last volume of the Geographical Society

and is also given, in a more popular and amusing

form, in two volumes recently published by Capt

Burton himself. The main results of this expedi-

tion are briefly as follows. Even as early as three

centuries ago, the Portuguese—a people

vellous prowess in those days,—obtained knowledge

of one or more great lakes in the interior of Africa

east of Zanzibar ; but these intimations were well

nigh lost to the world, until recently confirmed by

the reports of native traders, who described to the

consuls and mis^ionaries on the coast, what might

be interpreted, though vaguely, as an inland sea,

The discoveries of Burton and Speke have done

much to settle this question. From Zanzibar,
6'^

bouth of the equator, cro.ssing a coast range of

mountains, and proceeding westward nearly 600
j

tenanting its deserts, hills, forests, and rivers,

miles, they reached the great fresh-water lake of Kobert James Mann has given us a very use

There are few people more often in the wrong,

than those who think they cannot be so.

region. These rains, in their time, duration, ai

violence, can alone explain the Nile inundatio

Admitting snow-capped mountains under the equ

tor, the melting of such snow must be far too ui

form to account for periods of flood thus strong

marked by the hand of nature. And as the pc

Lucan observed, the period of the Nile inundati

does not coincide with that of floods caused by t

melting of snows.

Captain Speke left England again six mont
ago for the scene of his hitherto fortunate labou

and with the determinate object of following t

Lake Nyanza into the Nile, if such connexion c

ist. He carried with him various aids, but no

f such efficacy as his own energy and experien

If he really does emerge from the lake upon t

river, and thence follows the Nile downwards it i

Egypt, he will have accomplished the greatest g(

graphical feat of the age. Two years at furth

will suflice to decide the question.

We have dwelt disproportionately on this si

ject, yet hardly beyond what its interest warrai

seeing especially the illustration these researci
i

afford to the general geography of Africa, and

:

the discoveries of Dr. Livingstone in that m
:

southern zone of this continent which is defined

the course of the Zambesi and its tributary rivi

The Portuguese, with settlements on each co;

were the first to traverse this part of the Afri(

continent ; but what they thus effected was val

less to the world at large, and in its connexion w
the slave traffic pernicious to the country its.

Not i-o the better directed and more intelligent

terprises of Dr. Livingstone, who has already plm

before us a wide field for future culture ; and w h

present misiion, though checked by some untow;

beginnings, promises much as well for geograpbi

science, as for the spread of a more genial Eu
pean policy into this great river region.

To the several zones we have described as

fining the geography of Africa, succeeds that

treuie part of the continent extending from

Zambesi to the Cape of Good Hope;—a vari.

region, remarkable in the races of its native poj

latiou (amongst whom the Kafiirs in every se <

stand ibremost,) and in the other forms of '

Tanganyika; 1850 feet above the sea, fully 300

miles in length, and from 20 to 50 in breadth.

This inland water they navigated so near to its

north extremity, as to make it almost certain that

no stream finds egress through the mountain
subtend it on this side. No such negative evide

however, exists as to the still greater lake Nyanza,
lying about 200 miles north-east of the former.

Ihe southern extremity of this lake, here 90 miles

in width. Captain Speke reached alone ; his com-
panion being detained on the road by illness. We
may at once avow our belief that if any single

lake-basin represents the main source of the Nile,

Nyanza is that lake. From 2^° south latitude,

where Speke reached its shore, and nearly in the

meridian of the White Nile at a point 3= north of

the equator, this fresh water sea, on credible native

report, stretches far northwards; reducing the un-

known intermediate distance to so short a span, as

almost to force upon us the notion of connexion and
coutiuuity. The level of Lake Nyanza was found

to be neaily 4000 feet above the sea; an elevation

that tallies well with all that is required by the

physical phenomena of the Nile. Other lakes or

morasses on this high level north of the equator,

such as the Bahmal-Ghazal, recently described by
Mr. Pctherick, doubtless contribute to form this

great river and its periodical floods, under the i:

d accurate account of the geographical teatu.i

of the colony of Port Natal, which is probably <(

of the most salubrious and promising British b

,.„ .tiements on the face of the globe. The south.

i

s which extremity of the African continent which forms i

Cape Colony and British Kaffraria has been m;i

well known to us by the misfortune of military

;

well as civil operations. Now, happily, it has ag i

become the seat of peaceful rule, and prosper .

commerce and colonization.

We come now, by geographical sequence, to i

great island continent of Australia ; that landi

problems and paradoxes in every part of its p
sical history ; in nothing more strange than in :

human relation to our own small island, on i

opposite point of the globe's eircuniference. 'J

.

first English settlers, chiefly convicts, landed i

Sydney seventy-two years ago. A populatioui

more than a million now dwells in these colon-

intelligent, energetic, and wealthy, possessing .

political institutions and freedom of the mot

country, and maintaining all the usages of Eng I

social life, even to the very pastimes which am .

and give vigour to our youth. A file of Syd
.

or Melbourne newspapers of this day may fa
;

be counted as one of the most curious doeunu

:

in the history of our race. We have no ro. i

however, to dilate on these matters, or on tLi

fluence of the tropical rains, common to the whole; strange peculiarities in its native Fauna and Fl
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"which distinguish Australia from all other regions

* jf the globe. Mauy of these anomalies are be-

joiniug obliterated by the ingress of European life

" in its different forms. Here, as elsewhere, the

; white man is gradually displacing the coloured

* races; bringing with him the animals and plants

i jf another hemisphere to minister to the wants or

t! luxuries of his new life. It is not, however, simple

3olonization which has peopled and given fortune

II ;o this new continent. The rush to the California

Told region was still going on, when the discovery

}f still more prolitio gold-fields on the flanks of the

sastern mountain chain of Australia—a discovery

sagaciously anticipated by Sir R. Murchison—

d

reeled a sudden stream of niigration towards these

listant lands, which four months of ocean voyage

;ould not check, and which is still going on to en-

,arge their population and -wealth. Upon this

;opic, however, it would be needless to enter here.

4n Australian literature— social, descriptive, and
itatistical— has grown up together with the other

jroductions of this great colony; and there are

)arts even of our own island less familiar to us

;han the country around Sydney and Melbourne,

)r the gold-fields of Ballarat.

Still what we thus familiarly know is little more
;han the margin of the Antarctic continent. From
ts eastern coast alone discovery has been extended

;o distances of 700 or 800 miles from the sea;

md this in scanty lines and at the cost of njueh

)rivation and suffering to the adventurers. The
arger portion of the coasts is known but by mari-

iime survey, and the vast interior is still a void in

)ur geography. In several respects, either proved

)r presumed, Australia has much resemblance to

A.frica in its physical features ; a circuit of coast,

with very few inlets or gulfs; the highest mountain
ranges on its eastern side ; an arid saline desert

within, touching in parts on the sea, particularly

Dn that long and dreary line of southern coast,

svhich Mr. Eyre, with vast powers of endurance,

successfully explored. The existence of this great

sentral desert, the Sahara of the South, though

pot proved by actual passage across it, is attested

to us in every way short of such proof. Without
reciting the names of the many eminent travellers

who have been engaged during the last twenty-five

years, officially or otherwise, in their arduous efforts

to reach the interior, we may state generally that

from whatsoever point of direction ingress has been
attempted, a waterless and barren desert has been

eventuully reached, frustrating all further advance.

In this desert, entering it from the east, we have
cause to presume that Lcichardt and his compa-
nions perished. Of its eastern boundary we now
know more from the recent and very remarkable
journey of Mr. Gregory ; who, going in search of

Leichardt, traversed the continent by the long in-

land line from Moreton Bay (now the new colony

of Queen's Land) to Adelaide, in South Australia.

This traveller has already gained reputation and
the gold medal of the Geographical Society for his

eminent services in the North Australian expedi-

tion of 185.5, which, entering the continent at the

mouth of the Victoria River, proceeded to the S.

and S. W. until arrested, about 300 miles from the
coast, by the same sandy wilderness which had al-

ready, in so many places, baffled the enterprise of

the Australian traveller.

(To be concluded.)

Henry Walton thought it " the greatest happi-

ness in this life, to be at leisure to be, and to do
good," as in his latter end he was wont to say,

when he reflected on past time, though esteemed
a sober and learned man, " How much time have I

to repent of, and how little to do it in
!"

Sir llcnry Vane.

Sir Henry Vane's parts were of the first order,
and superior to the generality of men

;
yet he

would often say, " he owed them to religion." In
his youth he was much addicted to company, and
promised little to business; but in reading a book
called " The signs of a godly man," and being
convinced in himself that they were just, but that
he had no share in any one of them, he fell into

such extreme anguish and horror, that for some
days and nights he took little food or rest. This
at once dissolved his old friendships, and made
those impressions, and resolutions to religion, which
neither universities, courts, princes nor parents, nor
any losses nor disappointments, that threatened his

new course of life, could weaken or alter. Though
this laid him under some disadvantages for a time,

his great integrity and abilities, quickly broke
through that obscurity ; so that those of very dif-

fering sentiments did not only admire him, but
very often desired him to accept the most eminent
negotiations of his country, which he served ac-

cording to his own principles, with great success
and a remarkable self-denial. This great man's
maxim was, " Religion was the best master, and
the best friend ; for it made men wise, and would
never leave them, who never left it," which he
found true in himself. As it made him wiser
than those who had been his teachers, so it made
him firmer than any here, having something more
than nature to support him, which was the judg-
ment as well -of foreigners as of others, who had
the curiosity to see him die, making good some
meditations of his own, viz: " The day of death is

the judge of all our other days; the very trial

and touchstone of the actions of our life. It is the
end that crowns the work, and a good death ho-

noureth a man's whole life. The fading corrup-
tion and loss of this life, is the passage into a bet-

ter. Death is no less essential to us, than to live

to be born. In flying death, thou fliest thyself.

It is no small reproach to a christian, whose faith

is in immortality, and the blessedness of another
to fear death much, which is the necessary

passage thereunto."

for "The FrienJ."

Garibaldi on the State of Europe.

Among the remarkable things transpiring at the

present time, we think the following manifesto put
out by Garibaldi, is not the least. When we re-

flect how much of this man's life h
in fighting, and the celebrity he has attained
warrior, his testimony against war, and in favour
of peace, is certainly striking and important. It

would be well for the nations of Europe, as well

as for our own rulers and people, if the policy he
thus recommends, would be adopted and carried

out by them.

May the reproving voice of a successful soldier,

in the very acme of his military triumph and glory,
^' '-"—'

to with re-^pect and compliance by thosebe li;

in Europe to whom it is addressed, and those

America, who appear to be making ready for fur-

ther deadly conflict, disregardful oflhe pleadings of
those who have akvays been the advocates of peace.

" It is known to all men of intelligence that Eu-
rope is very far from being in a normal state, or in

one which suits its population.
' France, which, without contradiction, occupies

the first rank among the European Powers, main-
tains for her internal security 600,000 soldiers un-
der arms, one of the finest fleets in the world, and
an immense number of functionaries. England has
not the same number of soldiers, but she has a
superior fleet, and perhaps a greater number of

functionaries for the security of her distant posses-

sions. Russia and Prussia, to maintain themselves
ou a level with the others, also require to pay im-
mense armies.

" The secondary States—if only from a spirit of
imitation, and, so to speak, to keep up appearances
— are obliged to keep themselves proportionally
on a similar footing.

'• I will not speak of Austria and the Ottoman
Empire, which are condemned to come to an end,
for tbe happiness of the unfortunate populations
which they have oppressed for so many centuiies.

We may, however, justly ask, why dc this

itated and violent state of Euurope exist? Every-
body speaks of civilization and progress ! It seems
to me that we do not differ much—luxury except-
ed—from primitive times, when men made war on
each other to secure a prey. We pass our lives

in menacing each other continually and recipro-

cally ; and yet the great majority in Europe, not
only of men of intelligence but of common sense,

perfectly understand that we might pass through
this poor life of ours without that perpetual state

of menace and of hostility one against the other,

and without the necessity—which seems fatally

imposed upon nations by some secret and invisible

enemy of humanity—of slaying each other with so

much science and refinement.

" For example, let us suppose one thing—that

Europe formed a single State. Who would think
of disturbing her '[ To whom, I ask, would come
the idea of troubling the repose of Europe, the
sovereign of the world ? In the supposition we
have made, there would be no more armies, no
more fleets; and the immense capital which is al-

most always wrung from the wants and the misery
of the people, and is prodigally spent in murderous
and uijproductive services, would be converted to

their advantage, into a colossal development of in-

dustry, into the amelioration of roads, the building

of bridges, the cutting of canals, the foundation of

public establishments, and the erection of schools,

which would rescue from misery and ignorance so

many poor creatures who, in all countries of the

world, whatever be their degree of civilization, are

condemned to a state of brutishness, to prostitution

of soul and body, by the selfishness, calculation, or

bad administration of privileged and powerful
classes.

" Well ! the realization of the social reforms

which I mention depends simply on a powerful and
generous initiative ; for, I ask, in what circum-

stances has Europe ever more than now, presented

chances of success for these humane measures ? Let
us examine the situation as it is at the present mo-
ment.

" Alexander II. in Russia proclaiming the eman-
cipation of the serfs; Victor Emmanuel in Italy

casting his sceptre into the field of battle, and ex-

osing his person for the regeneration of a noble

race and a great nation ; in England a virtuous

Queen and a generous and prudent nation, which
upports with enthusiasm the cause of oppressed

nationalities; and France called to be arbitress of

Europe by the mass of her concentratid popula-

ion, by the bravery of her soldiers, and the recent

prestige of the most brilliant period of her military

history—to which of them will be initiative of this

great enterprise? To the country which marches
i the advanced guard of the revolution!
" Is not the idea of a European confederation,

hich has been put forward by the chief of the

French empire, and the realization of which would
cause the security and happiness of the world—is

it not better than all the political combinations

which daily agitate and torment the poor people ?

The prospect of the atrocious destruction which a
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FiDgl ; combat between the great Western Powers
would occasion must cause to shudder with terror

the man who should even think of ordering it, and
probably there will never be one so basely cour-

ageous as to take the friijhtful responsibility of it.

" The rivalry which has existed between France
and England, from the fourteenth century down to

the present day, still continues, but with far less

intensity at present; and we mention this fact to

the glory of human progress ; so that an arrange-

ment between the two greatest nations of Europe
—an arrangement which would have for its object

the welfare of humanity—can no longer bo regard

ed as the dream, the Utopia of generous minds.
" The basis of a European confederation i?

therefore, naturally traced by France and England,

Let France and England but join frankly and cor

dially, and Italy, Spain, Portugal, Hungary, Bel

gium, Switzerland, Greece, and Roumelia, wif

come of themselves, as it were instinctively, and
range themselves arouad.

" Lastly, all the divided and oppressed nationa-

lities, Slavonian, Celtic, Germanic, and Scandina-

vian—gigantic Russia included—will be uuwillinr^

to stand aloof from the political regeneration to

which the spirit of the age invites them.
" I am aware that a very natural objection may

be made to the project here propounded.
" What is to become of the innumerable mass of

men at present employed for warlike purposes by
sea and land.

" The answer is easy : With the disbanding of

these forces, nations would be delivered from op

pression and injurious institutions, and the mind of

sovereigns, ceasing to be occupied with schemes of

ambition, conquest, war, and destruction, would be
directed towards the creation of useful institutions

and would descend from the study of generalities

to that of families and even of individuals.
" Morever, by the extension of manufactures and

the security of trade, the mercantile marine would
immediately absorb the active portion of the mil

tary navies, and the incalculable quantity of work
produced by peace, association, and security, would
afford ample occupation for all the armed popula-

tion, even were their numbers double what they are

War being next to impossible, armies would be
useless. But it would still be advisable to main-
tain the people in warlike and generous habits, by
means of national militia, who would be always at

.hand to repress disorder, and whatever ambition
might attempt to infringe the European pact.

" I ardently desire that these words may come
to the knowledge of those to whom God has con-

fided this holy mission of doing good, and that they
will indeed do it, preferring to a false and ephe-
meral grandeur the true grandeur based upon the

love and gratitude of nations."

Value of o!d Rope.—Among the numerous worn
out, and often considered worthless, materials which
the ingenuity of man has discovered means of re-

manufacturing, and rendering of equal value with
the original substance, are old tarred ropes, which
have long been in use at coal-pits. Our readers
will be surprised when we inform them that, out of
this dirty and apparently unbleachable substance,
is produced a tissue paper of the most beautiful
fabric, evenness of surface, and delicacy of colour,

a ream of which, with wrappers and strings, weighs
two and a half pounds. It is principally used in

the potteries for transferring the various patterns
to the earthenware, and is lound superior to any
substance yet known for that purpose. It is so

tenacious, that a sheet, if twisted by the hand in

form of a rope, will support upwards of one hun-
dred weight. Truly we live in an age of invention.

For "The Friend."

BIOGEAPHICAl SKETCHES
Of Ministers and Elders and oilier concerned members

of the Yearly Meeting of Philadelphia.

(Contiuued from page 116.)

JOSHUA BROWN.

On the 15th of the Sixth month, Joshua Brown
had a meeting at Rochester, and, on the 16th, at-

tended Coxet Monthly Meeting, which was exer-

cising although way opened to relieve his mind.

On the 17th, it being First-day, he attended Ap-
ponyganset meeting, in which he had satisfactory

service, and the next day was at their Monthly
Meeting, in which he "exaiupled to silence." On
the 19th, accompanied with Jonathan Hussey and
wife, he sailed for Nantucket; but the wind failing

when opposite Martha's Vineyard, they turned in

thither. A meeting was held there at the house

of David Coffin, he being the only Friend living ou
this island. The wind prevented the vessel sailing

until the 21st, when with difficulty they succeeded

in reaching Nantucket. He says, " On the 23d,
the Yearly Meeting of Ministers began at the

eighth hour, and the meeting for worship at the

eleventh. We attended both and all the succeed-

ing meetings and their Monthly Meeting. There
are many tender Friends on this island, as well as

many who are sitting down at ease and indiffer-

ence about religion, and others in a form without

life. For these my mind was much exercised, and
I was concerned to speak to their states, in many
of the public meetings. We had many sittings i

families to oar satisfaction. In one of these.

Friend who was under exercise, was much affected

I hope he may profit thereby. We visited several

Friends who, by reason of weakness of body, were
confined at home, and, on the 26th, sailed from
Nantucket, in the same vessel in which we went
thither. We had a good passage, landing at Fal-
mouth, where we lodged with Stephen Bowermau,
Sarah Barney, on her way to Boston, came with
us from Nantucket."

On the 27th, they had a meeting at Falmouth,
and Joshua's companion being sick, he remained
in that neighbourhood to recruit, whilst Joshua
went on to the house of Edward Wing. On the
28th, he rode to Yarmouth, with Samuel Bower-
man, and held a meeting, and then after a sitting

n the family of David Kelly, they returned to Ed-
ward Wing's. On the 29th, he attended Sand-
wich meeting in silence, and, on the 30th, was at

their Quarterly Meeting of Ministers and Elders,
which began at the eighth hour. He says, " Here
I met with the Friend on account of whom I had
been afflicted at Newport and at Long Plains,
where he resided. I had some close things to de-

iver. After the morning meeting was over, I went
to the house of a Friend near by, where he and
several other Friends came. He going out of
doors, I walked to him, and said, ' Thou knowest
that everywhere I have met thee, I have had a
sense of unclcanncss and something close to deliver.

I now believe it is my duty to tell thee, thou art

the man on whose account I have been afflicted.'

This was not pleasant to me as a man, but I had
satisfaction and quiet of mind in thus dealing
plainly with him, according to the repeated evi-

dence I had had of his state. I attended the
meeting of worship, and in it had to labour that
the people might witness Christ in them to be
greater than he who is in the world. I had some
service in the meeting for business, and attending
their Fir^t-day meeting, I, in it, exampled them to

silence."

His companion having recovered from his indis-

_ sition, joined him at Sandwich. On the 2d of
the Seventh month, they rode with Samuel Gould

to his house, and the nest day they had a meetii-

at Pembroke, which was dull and discouragiij,

After meeting, calling at a Friend's house, maj-

others came in, and requesting silence, he had |i

opportunity of clearly relieving his mind. Tb,-

then proceeded towards Boston, where the nc;

day they attended meeting. In this meeting ;

exhorted Friends to live in accordance with ti

doctrine of Christ in innocency and simplicity, a
,

to keep out of the commotions of the people of 1

1

world, that if a trying season should be permitt i

to come upon them, they might stand in the bol

ness of innocence, even if brought before the ruli i

and great ones of the earth. He says, " I s

clearly, a trying day would shortly reach tli

place, and was never more confirmed of the neC' -

sity of Friends keeping out of worldly comn.
tions."

That afternoon he rode to Lynn to the house i

Zaccheus Collins, and next day had a meeting
that town, in which he was largely opened in t

ministry. The next day at Salem, he set an e

ample of silence, but his companion had some lit

service. On the 6th, they had a meeting at Ne
berry, mostly held in silence, and the next day h

one at Almesbury, which was not to much sati^ft,

tion. That afternoon they rode to Hampton to

meeting of ministers and elders held for the Qun
terly Meeting, in which he was silent. First-da,

the 8th, two meetings were held, in both of whi
a good portion of labour fell to his lot. The ne
morning at eight, the ministers and elders m
again, and afterwards the meeting for business w
held. In this meeting he was led to spe;ik in

close awakening manner to the heads of the Irib

of Israel in that place, warning them to be got

examples to the young, and to beware of castii

stumbling-blocks on their way. He had to instan

how the heads of the tribes selected to view tl

promised land, brought an evil report thereof, ai

discouraging the children of Israel, cau.sed them
long travel in the wilderness, even until all the
of forty years old and upwards, had perished. I

showed them, that they were in great danger of
similar sad end. At the parting meeting, lar^

numbers of persons of other religious societies we:

present, and Joshua had a few pointed sentenc
to deliver to them. He told them that it was n-

because good words were not preached in their a

semblies, that our forefathers had separated then

selves from them, but because they wanted som
thing more than good words to satisfy their hui

gry and thirsty souls. To this something, tl

Word nigh in the heart, the Spirit, the Light, t!

grace of our Lord Jesus Christ, he recomniendt
these strangers. On the 10th, he had a meetii

at Kellery, which proved an encouraging meetiu
which raised in his heart renewed aspirations an
thanksgiving to the Author of every good. U
the 11th, at a large meeting held at Dover, be ha
good service, as also at a private sitting at

Friend's house, where there were a number -

members present. On the 12th, he attended
meeting at Berwick, and then with James Toi
nd three other young persons he rode towan

Casco Bay. Lodging at a tavern, they the ne:

day rode to the house of Stephen Morrell. I),

siring to have a meeting with a few Friends resii

ng on the opposite side of the bay, they attemptc
to cross in a large canoe. Sufficient hands coul

not be obtained to man her, and after some dangi
from a squall of wind, they were obliged to retui

and run their vessel on shore. They rested unt
First-day, and had two meetings at Falmouth
In the morning, Joshua was engaged to set fort

the nature of the two dispensations,—the law an
the gospel,^the one being outward and ritual, tl
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her inward and spiritual. In the afternoon, he

Lhorted his hearers to examine themselves, and

larch out what right they had to bear the name
; christians. The meetings were both favoured,

ad a hope rested on Joshua's mind, that his la-

Dur would not prove in vain. After lodging two

ights at Benjamin Winslow's, on the 16th, with

X Friends, he set off again to cross the bay. They
ad a good crossing, and had an appointed meet-

ig at four that afternoon, at the house of the wi-

ow Estaw. There both Joshua and his couipa-

ion had favoured service. On returning that

ight towards Falmouth, their canoe ran aground,

nd it was not until after midnight some time,

lat the wearied company reached the house of

,enja Winslow. He now returned westward,

nd, on the 19th, was at the Monthly Meeting at

ilmesbury, wherein he had close service. With
be approbation of Friends of the Monthly Meeting,

e also held a public meeting in Newberry, on the

0th. But little notice was given, and the meet-

ig was small. Not being relieved by the meeting,

e found he could not leave the place without eu-

eavouring to obtain a meeting in the town-hall,

'he select men of the place were courteous, and

ave free liberty, and the meeting was held there

) satisfaction, the principal men of the place at-

inding. Although, to use Joshua's expression,

some there were like the wild fowl continually

1 motion," yet in the openings and authority of

into common use. We all know that one of the

greatest difficulties in introducing the most valua-

ble inventions is frequently to overcome some

little prejudice or difficulty, so as to create a first

demand. The exhibition of any useful invention

in successful operation in Japan, will be a passport

to it in China, where the manners and customs

are sufficiently similar.

The superior friendliness of our relations both

with Japan and China, will be certain to cause

them to seek first to draw from us, provided our

merchants follow up the advantage gained by our

diplomacy, and push business in the Japanese

ports. But by degrees our arts will find introduc-

tion, all of them, in Japan, nor would it be a bad

speculation for some enterprising American to form

a partnership with some Japanese who could better

judge what would do, and what would not, for that

market. The English will be found to have the most

capital ready to embark in such business, but our

advantages are greater in a more friendly state of

feeling, and in the knowledge which the Japanese

have already acquired of us through the late visit.

—Late JPaper.

For "The. Friend."

The editorial remarks in " The Friend," of

he fully relieved his mind, and left them Twelfth mo. 15th, upon the present condition of

ith the hope that some of them might receive our beloved country, in which so much unsettle-

enefit.

(To he coutinuod.j

)ubt that they will learn as much from the expe-

tion, of our mode of carrying on a campaign, as

Chinese will, who are the subject of it. The
ipanese represent everything on paper, not so

uch by words as by pictures, nor would it sur-

ise us, if in a very little time, we should find the

ivernment and private individuals sending over,

rough some of our large commercial houses, for

iwkes' steam plow, or any other instrument.

We are not sure but that an insular position is

vourable to mechanical ingenuity. England, a

lall island off the continent of Europe, is before

e continent in her inventions, and Japan in like

anner insular, is as far before China in mechani-

,1 ingenuity. This uiu.-t occasion Japan to be the

knowledge of our arts, and will first try what of government ; and while seeking for its ameliora-

them are proper for introduction among these ori- tion and gradual extinction throughout the land,

entals, and how they can be adapted so as to come the subject being temperately handled, the petitions
" ' of the Society to this end were respected and read

in Congress.

But alas, for the cause and the country! when
the peaceable means of christian appeal were chang-
ed for wrathful, boisterous and relentless crimina-
tion, then were the hearts of the unconvinced closed

against even the persuasive petitions of those who
aimed at conviction rather than accusation or cri-

mination—at the promotion of the general welfare
rather than self-aggrandizement, or the persecution

and punishment of any. By the exercise of an
untempered zeal, how has wrathful attack been
followed by violent resistance, until the demands of
oppression have farexceedcd their former bounds—
until for the sin of human slavery is claimed the
Divine sanction, and the prosperity and power of
the nation.

If none but gospel means bad been resorted to,

in the endeavour to blot out our nation's crying sin,

how much greater would now have been the hope
of its peaceable suppression. But alas, for the
promotion of this ! Crimination has been followed

by recrimination, and the use of unlawful means
by personal violence; until every prospect of a
speedy return to mutual good understanding would
seem to have been done away, but for the hope of
Divine interposition, whereby the storm may be
allayed, and a sense of mutual dependence and in-

terest may be made the means of restoring mutual
affection, and thereby the disposition to give and
receive the forbearing counsel of wisdom and love.

For this, let us continue to plead and labour, while
yet there is hope in the continued regard and mercy
of Him who ruleth in heaven and among men, and
willeth not the destruction of any ; who restraineth

the wrath of man, and causeth wars to cease unto
the end of the earth ,' who breakelh the bow, and
cutteth the spear asunder ; who turneth the chariot

in the fire ; even our God, who is King of all the

earth.

While deprecating the continued existence and
apparent increase of this more glaring evil, let us
not forget that there are others less prominent, for

for which we are accountable, and against which
we are equally bound to bear testimony ; lest

we be led gradually and almost imperceptibly

into the belief that this is the sum of all iniquity,

and that therefore a testimony against this, is the

substance of religion. This is a snare in which
some seem to have been taken, whereby their gen-

eral influence for good is doubtless much abated,

through the disposition to pronounce against every
individual and association, which may feel restrained

from going beyond the bounds prescribed by their

own sense of duty and propriety ; whereby they are

preserved in moderation, and from joining in railery

and taunting, leaving all judgment to Him who
judgeth righteously.

While we sympathize with " the poor, degraded,
down-trodden slaves,"' desiring the amelioration of

their condition, and their final release from bondage,

should we not bear in mind the claims of the mas-
ters upon our love and forbearance ; as well as

the debt which we, together with them, owe to the

degraded subjects of unrighteous laws, sanctioned

by our coujmou government, whereby they are held

in cruel bondage and servitude, and made to per-

form their unrequited toil for our joint advantage?

Do we not all owe them a debt of education and
elevation, in order to prepare them for the advan-

tages of the boon of freedom, which we so strongly

desire for them? and how can this be rightly ef-

fected without reaching the hearts of the masters

by the strong and persuasive power of go-pel love,

ment and anxiety have been produced, through the

endeavours of unscrupulous and designing parti-

zans to promote their own personal and party ends;

must, it would seem, strike the readers of them

with a view of their conservative and conciliatory

character, setting forth as they do, the only ground

upon which a peaceful and permanent settlement

can be efl'ected, even a nearer and more genera"

"conformity to the requirements of the Divine law

seeking in humility and sincerity for the interven

tion of our merciful Creator and Preserver, whi

alone can restrain the wrath of wicked men, turn

the hearts of the rulers from their selfishness and

folly, and bring the nation into the haven of

peace."

The caution to the members of our religious

Society, " to keep out of all the party heats and

strifes that are now disturbing the people, seeking

for ability to walk among them in a manner con

sistent with the peaceable principles which we pro

fess," seems peculiarly appropriate and timely
;

and, if observed, will doubtless be the means of

keeping us out of much harm, strengthening th

influence of our principles, and rendering more

our intercessions for the stayinc of the

Jap2n and C/d/ia.—Everything indicates the

se of Japan, and the downfall of China, or the

olitical regeneration of China through Japan, as a

edium of communication. The Japanese have

5t the idea of a steam engine into their heads,

ad have learned to navigate a steam frigate.

I'hat is more, they have been thoroughly well im-

ressed by the hospitality of Uncle Sam, have ten-

red thanks through — Harris, for the repairs

leir vessel received at San Francisco, and will no

3ubt be convinced of the hearty good-will of our

ople, and the greatness of our country. Letters

ive indeed been received from their ship, that

16 princes were so much pleased with the crew
' the vessel that carried them home, that they

Bated all hands to as much iruit as they chose,

1 the coast of Africa. It seems probable that

Japanese never thoroughly believed in the

iendly disposition of the Americans, or indeed
' any chriotian nation, but that now they are sa-

fied of that, there is nothing of real value in

echanics or the arts that they will not be anxious availin

introduce. The English expedition against China impending and desolating scourge, which occasions

.s already been supplied at highly remunerating
j

much anxiety and fear; even the rod of separation

ices, from Japan, nor is there any reason to and line of confusion ; with which our Supreme

Ruler sees meet at times to chastise the people for

their sins, and is now threatening our much and

long favoured nation

The part which consistent Friends have taken,

in seeking to hasten the day of freedom to the

poor, enslaved and degraded African, has ever

been in strict accordance with the spirit and pre-

cepts of the gospel, relying upon the convincing

and persuasive power of truth and love, and not

resorting to craftiness, vindictiveness or dishonesty.

When, through the instrumentality of some of its

faithful members, the Society was convinced of the

sin of holding their fellow-men in bondage, means

were taken to purge itself of the blighting scourge
;

which, proving effectual, enabled it to bear a elean-

chanael through which our inventions reach .handed testimony against the great and growing

le Chinese. Japan has already shot ahead in her [evil, which is now threatening the overturn of our
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whereby they may be convinced of their error, and

made willing to act upon this conviotiou, in prepar-

inc the way for the gradual release of the op-

pressed, through the amelioration and elevation of

his condition, in a moral, physical and intellectual

sense ? Without something like this, entered upon

with a view to the final abatement and extinguish-

ment of the evil of slavery within our borders,

what hope have we for the peaceable and perma-

nent settlement of the difficulty.

A Black Man's Story.

A case has recently come to our knowledge,

which affords an unusu;il though not an uufair illus-

tration of the system of American slavery.

A man named Edward Backus, now sixty-three

years of age, was born a slave in Hardy county,

in the great State which has the double honour of

being the " Mother of Presidents," and the mother

of slaves. He was the son of a native African

woman, who was kidnapped on the coast of Africa,

and brought to this country in a slave-ship. The

child, before he was five years old, was ^old three

times—twice with his 'mother, and the third time

away from her.

At the third purchase, the price of his body

was paid in specie, which was counted cut upon

the grass, under a green tree. The money was

afterwards spent to buy a tract of land in Ross

county, Ohio, on the " Eig Bottoms" of the Scioto

river. " Since I have been free," says the vene-

rable man, " I have lived in Ohio, and have walked

many a time over this very piece of ground. Last

year it was covered with corn ; a great field ol

four hundred and eighty acres, without a single

cross-fence to divide it ! But," he added, " no ear

of all the crop fell to my share!'

The incident strikingly illustrates how much
faster, during the last fifty years, land in Ohio has

risen in value, than slaves in Virginia !

At the age of eight, the black boy, then a little,

lively piece of marketable merchandise, was fatally

damaged against ever afterwards bringing a high

price in the market, by au unfortunate cut from his

master's whip, which struck out at a blow one of

the child's eyes ! What made the matter worse,
|
fjuding that th(

the provocation was scarcely sufiicient to be al

white man in the neighbourhood, in whom many

slaves had found a friend.

After twelve years of married life, his wife was

on the point of being sold to a Georgia trad

The act was reaarded

the preacher was Death. Greatest of street prea

ers ! No laws nor penalties can silence him.

tramp of hordes, nor rattling of carriages, nor r

and din of crowded streets, can drown his vo

ndunwarrantable by somelln heathen, papal, and protestaut countries, i

of the neighbours, who protested against such a monarchies and free states, in town and counti,

sunderintr even of a slave's family. I'he owner,
j
the solemn pomp of his discourses is going on.

\

under pretext of humanely revoking his bargain, Isome countries, a man is imprisoned for even dns

offered her for sale to her husband for four hun-'ping a tract; but what prison will hold this

dred dollars. Of course, he little expected that a preacher

plantation slave was the possessor of so much mo-

ney. Few persons knew that the negro had, at

that moment, in a trusty man's hands, the needed

sum to buy and save his wife. He accepted the

offer on the spot, sent for his white friend, paid the

money, and received a bill of sale—to the great

surprise of trader, owner, and spectators !

But after the purchase, when the seller reflected

that by having sold her to Georgia, he could have

realized a higher price, he attempted to annul the

sale. On what pretext? The statutes of Virginia

furnished a pretext! A plea was put in that a

slave could not legally buy a slave; that property

could not possess property ; that a chattel could

not own a chattel

!

To avoid this difficulty, the black man deposited

the bill of sale in the hands of the white man to

\

What chains will bind him? He lifts )

is voice in the very presence of tyrants, and lauj i

at their threats. He walks unobstructed throi) i

the midst of their guards, and delivers the m .

sages which trouble their security and embit-

their pleasures. If we do not meet his sermo
,

still we cannot escape them. He comes to (

:

abodes, and taking the dearest objects of our 1( i

as his text, what terrible sermons does he delic-

to us! Oh, what weeping audiences sometimes 1

1

this silent preacher ! Yet there is a secret doctri
,

an occult meaning running through his discours,

which is often not apprehended. Few " lay it)

heart." His oft-repeated sermons still enforce ;

same doctrine, still press upon us the same exh .

tatiou :
" Surely every man walketh in a vain sh<

.

Surely they are disquieted in vain. Here there i

no continuing city. Why are you labouring t

whom he had formerly trusted his money. It was that which I will presently take from you and

held in this manner for eight years, after which the to another? Take no thought for the morrc

holder suddenly died. Almost at the same time. Prepare to meet thy God."

the slave, enfeebled in health and useless for work,

was turned loose from the plantation, (like a worn-

out horse into the common,) with tree papers in

his hands, commanding him to exile himself from

the State of Virginia, and from his wife and child-

ren, within twelve months

For "The Friendt

"Be Right." I

" Nothing [isj more desired by me than to )

..ght," writes an elder, worthy of double bono.
The trustees of the u -^'q ^g j-ight !" It is the heart of all riaht mo •

deceased man's estate meantime found among his
^.^ f^^ seemingly livmg actions are mere c.

documents the bill of sale. They immediately Lgj-tions, if the heart is not alive. "Be rii;h

2ize theseized the paper, and with it attempted to seize tue i

jj j^ ^^Jg labour of a life-time, and yet
woman. The husband, being at this moment pro- Lj^j^

^f ^ gyij_ j^ jg impossible of ourselves, 1

videntially free, was competent to try the case in
! j^^j requiring of the Most High. Oh, to

the courts. The judge, who had long known the Lig[jj ,
rj^.^^

feefthe answer of a clear conscien.
man and wife from personal acquaintance, declared L^t of a thoughtless, unheeded conscience, whicl
in open court that he would sooner cut off his hand

, y^^^^^ ^^^^ because so long unheeded ; but a c

than award the woman to the estate. The trustees, Lgj^^gg transparent and perfectly clear, which, 1

'^cision would go against them, ^ ^^gU ^f pure glass, lets us see the first faint mo
sorted to the petty dishonesty of applying per- Lent before we hear the ringing note.

leged as an apology by the aristocratic and elegant Uonally to the husband, with a proposition that he i u ^^ j.i,Tht," and then it will be easy and sw
Virginia planter whose undextrous stroke thus costj should pay three hundred dollars as a compromise

|(o ^i^ ri^kt. One is the inside of " the cup and
bim well-nigh a total loss of three hundred dollars

The offence was only this : a sow had broken

through her pen ; the boy was ordered to drive her

back; the master's dog undertook to assist the

boy by leadiug the sow by the ear ; the bite drew

blood ; the boy was charged with having incited

the dog to the mischief; his denial was taken as a

lie ; the whip-lash was raised, and one eye-ball

fell upon the child's cheek !

He was now valueless to be sold, yet valuable to

be kept. lie grew up to a maimed manhood, on

this same plantation. He never afterwards expe-

rienced any single act of cruelty equal to this early

blow, but he now says of his general treatment,

looking back upon his life, " Every day was crowd-

ed with bard work ; I had a strong constitution,

but heavy burdens broke it down ; I wanted to

learn to read, but was forbidden; 1 wanted to be a

man, but was kept a chattel."

In middle life, he married ; three of his child-

ren are dead ; three living; two are free in Ohio,

one a slave in Virginia. His wife was owned on a

neighbouring plantation, where he visited her once

a week, sometimes once a month. He was indus-

trious and prudent, and contrived, by means of

extra work, to accumulate after several years, about

four hundred dollars. This money, slowly earned

was from time to time deposited in the hands of a

ttle a suit which the court had already set-

tled ! This suDi, though it took the last cent out

of his pocket, he blindly paid. He immediately

took his wife and two of his daughters, from Vir-

platter," the other the outside, and do we not ki

who hath said make one clean " and the other si

be clean also?" We must have oil in our vessel

we would desire, —and who that is alive in

ginia into Ohio. Another daughter, now a young Xr^t^, joes not ?—to obey the command " Let y ,

woman of twenty years, was left behind in bond- hjgijt g^ gi^i^g j^gf^re men, that they, seeing y\
age, where she still remains.

j^^^rf works, shall glurijy your Father which is'

The old man is now the owner of himself, and //g„2;g;;

Kind frieof the larger part of his family.

may yet assist him in reclaiming the remainin,

child. He resid(

of one of our Western colleges, and earns a live

hood by cultivating a garden, and by sometimes

driving a team in the service of the professors and

students.

Such is the story of one slave's life for sixty

years ! But how many such unwritten histories

will arise in judgment before God against a free

nation, in which sixteen States, like the mystic

Babylon of the Revelation, are still making mer-

chandise of slaves and souls of men !

Theodore Tilton.

"Bo right!" But how shall we be right? Z

- of ourselves The thing created cannot change
little house nejxr the seat

fo^,,,^ ^or if covered wilh stains or soils, clea

itself. " But if we walk in the light as he is iij

light, the blood of Jesus Christ his Son, cleans^

us from all siu."

" But the anointing which ye have receivei

Him, abideth in you, and ye need not that any n

teach you : but as the same anointing teacheth
;

of all things, and is truth, and is no lie, and c.

as it hath taught you ye shall abide in Him."
"And now, little children, abide in Him; tl

when he shall appear, wc may have confidence, ;

not be ashamed before Him, at his coming.
" If ye know that He is righteous, ye know ti

every one that doeth righteousness is born of Hii
T)te Greatest of Street Preachers.—Archbishop

Leighton, returning home one morning, was asked

by his sister, " Have you been hearing a sermon ?"

" I've met a sermon," was the answer. The sermon

he had met was a corpse on its way to the grave

;

We can never be perfectly humble, till we cc

to have a thorough understanding of ourselves.
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i| Tlie Can'c/s in Texas.—Capt. Eohels, of the 'of the time, thia christian care and labour was
pograpliical Engineers, has fully tested the fit- 1 misrepresented and probably ujisunderstood, and

of the camel for service in the south-west, the party which was bent upon throwing off th(

\\r his recouuoitering expedition iu north-western
j

foreign yoke, manifested much jealousy and suspi
The labour was very severe, and for six cion of Frieuds, aii'ected to disbelieve their decia-

ys in the heat of midsummer the camels did not [rations of being restrained by their principles from
l|ive a drop of water. On the day that water was taking part in the warlike measures going on around
jiscoveri d, they indicated by their increased speed

|

them, and boldly charged them with bei°ng friendly

Ijat they were approaching water, though the to the continuation of British rule, and keeping up
Ijream was ten miles off. a correspondence with their fellow-members ii

iL,
,

T^ :, „ ,.
,

England, calculated and intended to thwart thi

,|
Those who are careful to avoid offending others, Lause of American Independence. Amon;z those

;e not apt to take offence themselves

THE FRIEND.
TWELFTH MUNTH 29

' The introduction into our Journal last week, of

lie letter, recently brought to light, from Juhu
(unt to J. Pemberton, has called to mind the suf- 1

to believe them to be

n power, there were some v/ho understood Friends
principles, and had had opportunity to become ac-

quainted with their peaceable course under all

circumstances, who were satisfied that their refusal

to take part in the struggle, maintained by their

fellow-countrymen, arose from no personal hostility

to them, or to the cause of freedom ; but many
others, who ought to have known better, professed

' tories" in heart, and were
rings undergone by the Friends of this city, who
ere exiled with him for many months, from their

milies and homes, in the course of the Kevolu-

mary war ; and as it is probable that many of

ir readers have little or no knowledge of the cir-

imstances of the case, we have thought it might

ji interesting to them to read a succinct narrative
' the principal facts connected with it.

!
It is well to keep before the view of each suc-

ssive generation in our religious Society, the in-

rity and firmness of their predecessors in the

ruth, in supporting the doctrines and testimonies

the gospel as professed by Friends, and the

less with which, in the hour of trial, they

ve themselves up to suffer, rather than iu any

,se compromise their principles and a correspond

g conduct, which the Holy Spirit had taught them

prepared to give way to, if not incite the popular
prejudice against them. Philadelphia had for

many years been under the control of Friends, and
though from the influx of persons of other reli-

gious denominations, they had ceased to possess
that control, yet, at the time of the Revolution,
there was a considerable body of them among its

citizens, many of whom, from their well-known
integrity and religious standing, exercised no little

influence in the community.
At the period in the war to which we have al-

luded, there were several important bodies holding
their sessions in Pliiladelphia, whence the orders
were issued for the government of the country and
the carrying on of the war. Pennsylvania had
adopted a State Constituiion the year before, and
the Legislature created by it, was then hold

required at their hands, and which they felt to
j

sittings. There was also a Supreme Executive
oved in his holy eye-sight. Council, consisting of twelve members, and a Corn-

It IS a long time since Friends in this country mittee of Safety, all acting on behalf of the State,

ve had to undergo much loss of property, or per- -l-'he Continental Congress which, two years before,

nal restraint on account of their testimony against
j

had put forth the Declaration of Independence,
^r, and all military demands or proceedings; but; was also sitting in the city.

i-eumstances may speedily change, and the sin- Immediately upon the receipt of intelligence that

Tity of our profession be tested in a manner we i

the British army had landed at the head of Chesa-
itle anticipate. It is well then for all of us to peake Bay, Congress, anticipating their march
:amine ourselves, and seek to be clothed with the .through Pennsylvania with the intention of occu-

pek and lamb-like spirit of the Prince of Peace, Ipying its capital, passed a resolution, recommend-
that whatever trials may be permitted to come ling the Executive officers of the States of Dela-

)on us for the proving of our faith, we may be ware and Pennsylvania, to cause all persons within

•epared to hold it fast without wavering. those States, iiotorioushj disnffecled, to be forthwith

The war of the Revolution had been going on \disarmed and secured, until such time as they might
jout two years, when in the Eighth month of be released without injury to the common cause

:

m, a large portion of the Briti.-h army stationed

New York, was embarked on board the fleet,

id proceeding along the coast, entered Cbesa-
lake Bay, and finally was landed near its head,

ithin the State of Maryland, whence they marched
irthward, and after defeating the American forces

the battle of Brandy wine, entered and held pos-

ssion of the city of Philadelphia.

From the commencement of the contest between
e colonies and the mother country, the Society of

•iends had laboured earnestly and affectionately

and also recommending that the Supreme Execu-
tive Council of the State of Pennsylvania cause
search to be made in the houses of the citizens of

Philadelphia, who had not manifested their attach-

ment to the American cause, for swords, fire-arms,

bayonets, &c.

As it was well known by all, that Friends never
armed themselves, or used any warlike weapons in

self-defence, it is apparent that upon any fair con-ltirst and the fourth of the Ninth month, seventeen
struction, this resolution was not applicable to members of our religious Society—men of unim-
them. But the community was in a teriuent, and peacl.able character, and exemplary in all the rela-

withhold its members from entering into the! the fears of the people excited by the prospect ot tions of life— were suddenly taken into custody by
mmotions and contentions n-oiug on throughout [being speedily visited by a hostile army ; and there 'a military force, at their own homes or places of

and without knowing the offence with

month, 1777. It professed to give information
respecting the position of the army under General
Washington, and the detachment under command
ot General Sullivan ; and was otherwise so worded
as to create an impression or belief, that Friends
were engaged in obtaining information for, and
transmitting it to the British, and thus betraying
the cause of their country.

Who the author of this clumsy forgery was, has
never been discovered ; but it seems marvellous
how any one with common sense could have been
imposed upon by it. It was incredible, that a So-
ciety would be engaged in a proceeding, which, if

proved upon them, would subject its members' to
capital punishment, and so date and certify the
evidence of their guilt, that if their despatch should
chance to fall into the hands of those they were
betraying, there could be no difficulty in identify-
ing the authors. Beside this, the date of the pa-
per and that of some of the occurrences it men-
tioned, showed it to be a forgery. It was dated
the 19th of the Eighth month, and yet it gave in-
formation of the lauding of the British army in
Maryland, which did not take place until the a2d
the news of it not reaching Philadelphia until the
^3d, and could not have arrived at Spanktown
before the 24th or 2.ith. It, however, served the
purpose, no doubt intended by its wicked author.
Congress considered the matter ot sufficient impor-
tance to commit the communication from General
Sullivan, and the papers accompanying it, to a
special committee, which, on the 2«th of theEiirbth
month, made a report, in which they make no al-

lusion to the paper purporting to come from a
Yearly Meeting of Friends at Spanktown, but re-
ferring to the epistles sent to the members from the
Yearly Meeting, and the Meeting for Sufferings, at
different times lu Philadelphia, they say that these
testimonies, and the uniform conduct and conversa-
tion of a number of persons who profess to belong
to the Society of Quakers, " render it certain and
notorious that those persons are, with much ran-
cour and bitterness, disaffected to the American
cause;" and that as they have it in their power,
there is no doubt it will be their inclination to

communicate intelligence to the enemy." They
therefore propose that the Supreme Executive
Council of Pennsylvania be recommended to ap-
prehend and secure eleven Friends, whose names

I given, and to seize their papers for examina-
tion ; also to secure any other persons " who have
n theirgeneral conduct and conversation, evidenced
a disposition inimical to the cause of America

;

hat the records and papers of the Meetings
for Sufferings in the respective States, be forthwith
secured and carefully examined." The report of
the committee was approved.

Accordingly, under the special and general re-

commendation of Congress, The Supreme Execu-
tive Council issued orders for the arrest of several
of the most respectable inhabitants of Philadelphia,
nearly all of them buing Friends, and between the

e land, and warned them from having anything' were not wanting those who glad y embraced the

do with the efforts made to pull down one go- occasion, to call into action the popular suspicion

rnment in order to set up another. Philadelphia
|
of and partizan hatred against Friends. To in-

3arly ^Meeting was especially exercised on this
j

crease these passions. Congress, at this juncture,

bject, and both it and its representative body, the received a despatch from General Sullivan, con-
eeting for Sufferings, issued addresses to the mem- taining a paper said to have been found among
rs, intended to guard them against being caught some baggage captured on Staten Island, which
th the warlike spirit prevailing around them, and paper purported to have been prepared in and by
iug thus betrayed into acts inconsistent with the a Yearly Meeting of Friends, held at Spanktown,
ire religion professed by them. In the excitement 'near Rahway, N. J., on the 19th of the Eighth

Dusiness,

which they were charged, without a hearing before
any tribunal, they were placed in strict confine-

ment, with a guard set over them. Before beim'
brought to the place of confinement, some of them
were offered the privilege of remaining at their own
homes, provided they would sign a paper presented
to them, containing a promise not to go out of their

houses
; to present themselves whenever called lor

by the Executive Council; and to refrain, from iu-
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juring the United States. As the signiDg of this

paper would have been an acknowledgmeut of guilt,

it was refused. The desks and drawers of several

of the Friends were broken open, and their papers

seized. At first, the friends of the prisoners were

refused access to tberu, or communication with them,

the guard threatening to fire upon some who were

importunate to be admitted; but in a little time,

this restriction was removed, and they had opportu-

nity to consult with their relatives and brethren in

religious profession. Forty-eight hours passed

before they could obtain a sight of the warrant upon

which they had been arrested. No person appeared

as their accuser, no examination was had, no ques-

tions asked, nor any opportunity afforded the prison-

ers to make explanations, or refute the charges

alleged against them ; but on the second of the

month, the Executive Council informed Congress

they had had these Friends seized and secured, and

asked its advice as to the propriety of sending them

into Virginia, for safe keeping. Whereupon Con-

gress immediately resolved that Staunton, in Vir-

ginia, would be a suitable place for them to be

kept.

Thus arbitrarily torn from the bosoms of their

beloved families, and deprived of any opportunity

for making provision for the sustenance of those

who were dependent upon them, or to take meas-

ures for their safety, during the great diifieulties

anticipated, from the presence of the British army,

the prisoners, however, willing to suffer themselves

in a good cause, felt it to be their duty to present

a remonstrance to the Council, against the course

pursued towards them, in which they claim the

rights of freemen, point out the gross infraction of

law and equity in the several acts committed upon

them, and appeal to the humanity and sense

of justice in the members to induce them to grant

them a hearing, and allow them to defend them-

selves from whatever charges might be brought

against them. Their remonstrance concludes as

follows:—"But if, regardless of every sacred obli-

gation by which men are bound to each other in

society, and of that Constitution by which you

profess to govern, which you have so loudly magni-

fied for the free spirit it breathes, you are still de-

termined to proceed, be our appeal then to the

righteous Judge of all the earth, for the integrity

of our hearts and the unparalleled tyranny of your

measures."
CTo be continned.)

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
EoKOPE.—News from Etifiland to the 1 3th inst.

A despatch received at the Foreign Oliiie, savs, that
Pekin has been captured by the allies, and that the :

peror's summer palace was sacked by them. They
tained immense spoils. The Emperor is reported to have
fled to Tartary. The allies are to winter at Pekin.
A terrible explosion had occurred in a coal pit

Risca, near Newport. There were about 200 men a

boys in the pit, at the time, of whom only 30 escapee
The Liverpool breadstulfs market was firm, with

upward tendency. The cotton market was steady.

No Italian news of moment has transpired. The Sar-
dinians await the fall of Gaeta, before storming th

citadel of Messina, which will be besieged in case of i

refusal to surrender. The Ex-king of Naples has issued
another protest, complaining of the apathy of the Eu-
ropean sovereigns, and denouncing Victor Emmanuel,
Its tone does not indicate a prolonged occupation of

Gaeta. He had concluded a loan at Vienna.
The French Minister of the Interior was issuing

portant circulars to the Prefects. In one, he promises
the utmost liberty of discussion to the press.

It is reported that the Emperor Napoleoi^had declared
to the Bishop of Versailes, that the temporal power ot

the Pope must be put down, as no longer compatibi
with civilization. The French government is about to

grant an amnesty to the journals for previous iufractii

of the laws of the press.

It is reported that the Austrian Cabinet has discussed

the expediency of declaring martial law throughout

Hungary.
Popular agitations prevailed in the Danubian princi-

palities and at Pesth.

A St. Petersburg letter says, the decree emancipating

the Russian peasants, has been signed by the Emperor
Alexander, and that it is to be promulgated on the 1st

proximo.
The French ambassador to Turkey is urging the ex-

tension of the French occupation of Syria, but the Porte

objects.

United States.— Congress.—The House of Represen-

tatives has passed a bill, by a vote of 95 to 74, for the

construction of a railroad to the Pacific. The bill pro-

vides that there shall be two eastern branches, starting

from the western borders of Iowa and Missouri, uniting

two hundred miles westward of that border, and thence

by a sinirle line going to San Francisco, via Salt Lake.

Also, a southern line starting from Arkansas and Louis-

iana, with two branches uniting westward thereof in a

single line, and reaching California by the southern

route. The two houses, when in session, have been oc-

cupied chiefly with discussions, relating to the proposed

secession of some of the States.

The Secession Movement.—On the 20th inst., the South

Carolina Convention, in session at Charleston, passed

the ordinance of secession, by an unanimous vole. An
order was also passed to have it engrossed on parch-

ment, and signed by all the members. It is as follows:

" An Ordinance to dissolve the Union between the State

of South Carolina and the other States united with her,

under the compact entitled the Constitution of the Unit-

ed States of America. We, the people of the State of

South Carolina, in convention, do declare and ordai:

and it is hereby declared and ordained, that the ord

nance adopted by us, in convention, on the 23d day of

May, A D. 1788, whereby the Constitution of the United

States of America was ratified, and also all acts and

parts of acts of the General Assembly of this State, rati-

Hying the amendments of the said Constitution, are

hereby repealed, and that the Union now subsisting be-

tween South Carolina and the other States, under the

name of the United States of America, is hereby dis-

solved." The deed was hailed with loud acclaim, in

Charleston and other parts of the State. The news was

received in New Orleans, with general demonstrations

of joy. A hundred guns were fired, and the "Pelican

flag' unfurled. Similar demonstrations took place in

.\labama, Mississippi, Florida, and even in North Caro-

lina and Virginia. After enacting the ordinance of se-

cession, the convention entered upon the consideration

of a Declaration of Independence—the needful arrange-

ments for continuing post-office accommodations, and

the collection of revenue. Three Commissioners were

appointed to carry an authenticated copy of the Ordi-

nance of Secession to Washington, to be laid before the

President of the United States, with the request that the

same shall be communicated to Congress, now in ses

sion. The Commissioners are also authorized and em
powered to treat for the delivery of torts, magazines,

light-houses and all other property heretofore belonging

to the United States, which will be required by So
Carolina as an independent State. Caleb Cushing,

Massachusetts, returned on the 22d to Washington, from

Charleston, whither he was despatched by the Adminis-

tration, it is supposed, to obtain reliable information re

lative to the state of affairs in South Carolina, and con

vey the President's views to those who lead the move
raent.

South Carolina.—Gov. Pickens has, agreeably with

the ordinance of secession, issued a proclamation

daring to the world that South Carolina is, and has the

right to be, a separate, sovereign, free, and independ

State, and, as such, has the right to levy war, coricU

peace, make treaties, leagues or covenants, and do all

acts whatever that rightfully appertain to a free and

independent State. On the 24th inst., the Representa-

tives from .South Carolina presented a communication
to the U. S. House of Representatives, stating that theii

connection with the house was dissolved, in conse-

quence of the withdrawal of the State they represented

The Speaker, however, has directed that their names
should be retained on the roll, and called as heretofore

Measures of Compromise.—Up to the early part of thii

week, there seemed no probability that the two com-
mittees selected by the Senate and House, would be abh
to agree upon any terms of settlement. The South de-

mands more than the Republican members are willing

to concede.

Heavy Defalcation and Breach of Trust.—On the 24th

the Secretary of the Interior informed Congress that ar

officer of his department had abstracted State bonds helc

in trust by the United States for the benefit of the In-

ians, amounting to $870,000, and that they hud be'

converted to private uses. The delinquent madr a voli;

tary confession of his guilt. A committee was .4i[Mji:

ed to investigate the matter.

Maryland.—The population, by the late census,

731,565—an increase of 148,531 in ten years. The nn

ber of slaves is 112,000, being a decrease of 5000 in t

last ten years.

New rori.—Mortality last week, 377. The presi

police force of fourteen hundred men is to be increas

to eighteen hundred, by order of the supervisors.

Philadelphia.—Mortality last week, 257.

The Markets.—The following were the quotations

the 24th inst. New yori—Chicago spring wheat, §1.

$1.20
i
red Western, $1.25 a $L33

;
.white Ohio, $1.

a $1.38; oats, 36 cts. a 38 cts. ; corn, 66 cts. a 67 c

for Western and new white Southern. Philadelphia

Red wheat, $1.14 a $1.25; white, $1.25 a $1.40;
64 cts. a 65 cts. ; old, yellow oats, 31 cts. a 34 cts

Sewing Machines.—One thousand men are employed
the United States, in the manufac
chine needles, and the profits on th

$300,000 a year.

Postage Statrtps and Stamped Envelopes.—The numl
of postage stamps supplied to postmasters during t

year ended Sixth mo. 30, 1860, was as follows, viz :

1 cent. 3 cent. 5 cent.

50,723,400 159,463,600
10 cent. 12 cent.

3,898,450 1,653,500

579.360
24 cent.

52,350

$5,920,939
949,377

Whole number, 216,379,660; value.

Stamped envelopes, 29,280,025; vale

Total amount for 1860 . .

Total value of postage stamps and stamp-
ed envelopes issued during the year
ending Sixth mo. 30, 18,59 ....

Increase during 1860 . . .

RECEIPTS.
Received from Wm. C. Taber, Mass., $2, vol. 33 ; frc

Burling Hallock, N. Y., $1, to 52, vol. 33 ; from W.
Robinson, R. I., $4 vols. 33 and 34; from R. Drink
Pa., $6, vols. 31, 32 and 33; from H. C. W., for Bt

Sheppard, N. J., and Mary Miller, $2 each, vol. 33 ; frc

David Coulson, 0., $2, vol. 33 ; from John Tyler, N.

$2, vol. 33 ; from Robt. W. Wright, N. Y., $i, vol. 3;

WEST-TOWN SCHOOL.
A Friend and his wife are wanted to fill the static

of Superintendent and Matron at West-town Boardin
School.

Application to be made to either of the foUowii

Friends: Nathan Sharpless, Concord ; James Eji

West Chester ; Samoel Hilles, Wilmington ; Heni
Cope or William Evans, Philadelphia.

Twelfth mo. 10th, 1860.

Married, on the 25th of Tenth month last, at 1

Mecting-honse at Plainfield, Belmont Co., Ohio, Jo:

M. Smith, of Guernsey, Guernsey Co., Ohio, to Lydi
daughter of the late Benjamin and Hannah

Died, on the 15th inst., in the sixty-eighth year of 1

age, Jesse J. Maris
;
a beloved member and elder

Chester Monthly Meeting, Penna. This dear Friend,
yielding to the influence of Divine love in early life, n

humbly abiding under the preparing'hand of the he

venly Shepherd, became qualified, as he grew in re

gious experience, for usefulness in the church, and n
often employed in the service of the society in thi

meetings to which he particularly belonged. Bei
blessed with a strong and vigorous mind, and imbu
with christian love for his fellow men, he was often t

gaged as a peace-maker when differences had occurrs
and devoted much time in advising and assistin

as were comparatively helpless, in the management
their outward concerns, and the settlement of the
culties ; for which duties his benevolent and amiat
disposition, and sympathizing mind, peculiarly

him. Having been concerned, through a long life,

endeavouring to fulfil his religious and social duties,

approach of death brought no terrors with it; but
der feelings of universal love to mankind, and gre

calmness and composure of mind, he was favoured wi

an humble, well grounded hope and trust in the mer
of God through Jesus Christ his Saviour.

PILE &. M'ELROY, PRINTERS,
Lodge street, opposite the Pennsylvania Bank.
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In his long and arduous journey through the

DUthern States, the symppthetic niiud of Henry
uU, was often brought into tender feeling for the

igroes, and in the flowing of gospel love he found

his duty to hold meetings for Divine Worship
Qong them. While acting under the influence of

is love, he was preserved in the meekness of

^avenly wisdom, and qualified to enter into the

Eculties felt by conscientious masters, as well as

plead for tHp rifrhts of the slaves, and in many
stances, his gentle, but firm and persuasive man-
r, seems to have opened the hearts of his audience

receive his message.

Of a religious meeting among the coloured peo-

! in Western Virginia, he thus writes :
—

" We next had a meeting for the poor slaves.

Id in Uoose-creek meeting-house, on First-day

ernoon, with the consent of their masters and
erseers, several of whom attended. The sight

so large a number together, as nearly to fill the

luse, was unusual to me, and their dejected coun-

lauces and ragged appearance affected my mind,

(d awakened tender sympathy for them, under

(lich I expressed my desires for their everlasting

(Ifare—endeavouring, in simple language, to im-

ess OD them the necessity of avoiding every evil

actice, in order that the great God, whose com-
ssions are toward people of all colours and na-

ins, might bless them, and give them patience to

dure affliction in this world, and prepare them
that better world which is to come, where they

uld be freed from servitude and suifering. The
or creatures paid great attention, and sat with

usual quietude.
' Being joined by John Lynch and another

iend, we set out from this place for Kentucky,
the 19th of Eighth mouth; and on the 21st,

1 a meeting at Montgomery county court-house,

the Allegheny mountains. In twelve days after

iving Goose-creek, we got to the settlements in

Ltucky, having crossed stupendous mountains,

d traversed a long dreary wilderness, where we
N many wild beasts, and but few people—seeing

t one cottage in about eighty miles. We were
der the necessity of lodging in a miserable hut,

ere there were eighteen of us, and all but the

man and her child, slept on the floor ; some in

mkets, and myself and another Friend on a bear-

skin, with our saddles for pillows. We had no-

thing to eat, but a scanty portion of sour milk,

with a few ears of green Indian corn ; the owner
ot our hut having gone thirty miles to the nearest

mill to get a little corn ground.
" In the morning, we set out without any refresh-

ment, our stores being quite spent ; and in the

forenoon came to another log-house, inhabited by
a couple from Ireland, who appeared to be above
the lower class, having a number of books upon a

shelf, which I took the liberty of examining, and
among them was Samuel Bownas' Journal. The
man and his wife very cheerfully set to work to

get us breakfast, as they kept a public house ; but

all they could supply us with, consisted of some
Indian cakes baked on a board before the fire, and
tea without milk, having neither meat nor butter.

A traveller who had joined us that morning, kindly

produced the remains of his stores, consisting of a

piece of bacon, which he generously divided among
us, being about two raouthfuls for each. This man
had heard of our intending to go through the wil-

derness, and had rode most of the night to over-

take us, being desirous of having our company, as

the danger of travelling was considered great

;

eral robberies and murders having been recently

committed.

In the evening we came to a neat cottage,

where we found plenty, but got little sleep. Our
dlady, stepping out after dark to a negro-hut

close by, was bitten by some poisonous reptile, sup-

posed to be a rattlesnake—her foot and ancle

welled, and the severity of the pain caused her to

;roan ;—feelings of sympathy for her prevented

ay sleeping much, and in the morning we were
obliged to leave them, without knowing what the

result might be.

" In passing through the lands reserved for the

Indians, our compassion was excited by the situa-

tion of several families of squatters, whose houses

and other improvements had been burned a few

days before, by a party of light-horsemen sent out

for the purpose of dispossessing them, in order to

appease the Indians.
" When we reached the settlements in Kentucky,

we put up at the house of General Kennedy, who
possessed a large number of slaves. iMany of his

neighbours hearing of our arrival, called to see us,

with whom we had much free conversation on the

practice of holding slaves, and the pernicious con-

sequences of the free use of ardent spirits. It was
introduced by my offering them tracts on these

subjects, which I had brought from Philadelphia

for the purpose of distribution. Some readily ac-

cepted them, but others refused : we however read

them to the company, at intervals, offering to their

consideration, such answers to their objections as

we were enabled to make. The General was the

principal objector, and would not admit that the

practice of slave-holding was wrong. He, how-
ever, treated us with hospitality and kindness, and
when we left his house, pressingly invited us to call

again before we left the country. We then went
to see the widow Timberlake, whose husband had
been a Friend—she received our visit in a friendly

manner.

" The following day we had a meeting in a pri-

vate house at Richmond, Madison county, though
there were but six or seven houses in the place, yet

the people assembled from the country around, so

that we had a large meeting, which proved .satis-

factory. After it closed, a Baptist professor offered

us the use of their meeting-house at Dreaming-
creek, where we had a meeting the day following.

At both these meetings we had the company of a
.Methodist minister, who was a stranger to Friends

and their principles, but appeared to be a sensible

man. He assented to our doctrine on baptism as

then held forth ; saying, he had for some time been
persuaded that the baptism essential to salvation

was a spiritual baptism.

"It being the First-day of the week, we at-

tended another meeting in the afternoon, held in

the house belonging to the Methodists. The peo-

ple were very kind to us, and several of them dis-

puted who should entertain us ; so we divided and
were lodged at the houses of two of them. In the

morning we crossed the Kentucky river at Boons-
borough, the place where the first white settler

pitched his tent. A few miles north of the river,

we came to the house of Judge Clark, of Clark
county, who, being related to two of our company,
received us very cordially, and paid great attention

to spread notice of a meeting to be held the day
following, in the Baptist meeting-house.

"A large number of people assembled, and
their minister among the rest, who in a hasty man-
ner objected to the doctrines delivered, as soon as

I took my seat, charging me with discarding the

doctrines of Jesus Christ ; a charge which he fell

far short of substantiating, even in the opinion of

his own hearers. When speaking upon the doc-

trine of baptism, I had confined myself to giving

the reasons which occurred to my remembrance,

why the Society of Friends does not use water-

baptism ; and several of bis hearers expressed their

dissatisfaction with his interrupting the quiet of the

meeting, in which they had been edified with what
they heard. One of them added, that he could

perceive no need of urging those into the water,

who did not see the necessity of it, but who were

pressing after the baptism of the one eternal Spirit.

On our way back to the house of Judge Clark, his

wife remarked to me, that she hoped now to be

released from that distress of mind she had been

under, respecting this subject, for some time past,

and which at times was so great, that she feared

she should lose her reason ; for she could not see

her way to be baptized with water, and the preacher

was continually urging ou her the necessity of it,

or she would be eternally lost ; but now, said she,

I am satisfied, and hope I shall no more be trou-

bled about it.

" In the evening we had a meeting at the Judge's

house, where this preacher again attended, but he

made no further opposition. Many persons were

present, and it was truly a solid season, in which

Gospel truths were freely opened, and reasons given

for the simplicity of our profession and practices

—

particularly our not singing in the customary and

formal manner of most other professors, &c. The
necessity of seeking after weightiness of spirit in
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our devotions, was set forth ; that as God is a Spirit

they who perform the solemn act of devotion aright,

must worship him in spirit and in truth. We had

a pressing invitation to have a meeting next day

at the house of a person who lived nearly ten miles

off, and who was at our morning meeting. I ac-

cordingly accepted it, and Judge Clark, his wife

and daughters, accompanied us thither. We were

favoured with the fresh cxtendings of Divine love,

for which humble thanksgivings were offered unto

Him who is forever worthy.
" This interesting family continued with us next

day, and attended a meeting held in the court-house

in Winchester, where many Gospel truths opened

on my mind, and were delivered with clearness

—

ability being graciously afforded, beyond what I

ever experienced before, to contend for them, in

opposition to the superficial notions of formal pro-

fessors. When the meeting closed, the people ap-

peared unwilling to leave the house, and much

brokenness of spirit and weeping were manifest,

particularly among those who had become most

acquainted with us. The wife of Judge Clark

remarked, that she hoped the Lord would enable

her to be resigned to the reproach that might be

east upon her, for ceasing to depend upon her

former teachers, as she was now desirous to be

inwardly attentive to the Teacher that could not

be removed into a corner. Others assenting to the

doctrines they had heard, joined in the expression

of desires and prayers, that God would bless

preserve us in his work, among whom were some

of the first characters in the country.

" He who knoweth all hearts, knows that I d

not pen these things in a boasting way, but do

ascribe all praise to him ; for had he not voucli

safed his help, I should not have dared to labour

as I did, neither could I. May his preservin

power continue to be with me, and afford mc
strength to move forward in his fear, for hitherto

he hath helped me in this untrodden land, where I

have been earnestly desirous not to move too f;

or in any way contrary to his holy will, so that I

have at times been unable to sleep or take my
natural food. But feeling my contidenoe in my
holy Helper renewed at this season, I once more

surrender myself into his blessed keeping. Thou

knowest, Lord, I am willing to follow thee whi-

thersoever thou art pleased to lead me. Be thou

with my dear family and keep us all in thy fear.

"We rode to the widow Smith's, in Scott county,

where we had a meeting at four o'clock in the af-

ternoon, which was not so satisfactory as some

others. In the evening we had a tendering and

baptizing season with the faujily ; and the follow-

ing day being the first of the week, we had meet-

ings, both morning and afternoon, in the court-

hou>e at Lexington, which were satisfactory oppor-

tunities. We lodged at Thomas Steele's, formerly

a school teacher in New York, and from whom I

received part of the little schooling I had."

CTo be continued.)

It is uell for us that we are born babies in

intellect. Could we understand half what most

mothers say and do to their infants, we should be

filled with a conceit of our own importance, which

would render us insupportable through life. Happy
the boy whose mother is tired of talking nonsense

to him before he is old enough to know the meaning

of it. __^.^__
The consumption of tobacco in France increases

at an extraordinary rate. The income to the go-

vernment last year from this source was about $36,

000,000. In 1835, it was but $3,000,000. For

the past 47 years, it has been over $877,000,000,

rrom " The Leisure Hour."

African Shifts for Money.

Amongst the numerous benefits which civiliza-

tion confers upon us is that of money, or a '' cir-

culating medium.'' We have coins of gold, silver,

or copper, each of a certain value, which no one

dares to dispute. But the African traveller meets

with endless difficulties about his money ;
and the

natives themselves are often sorely perplexed on

this matter. The trouble and inconvenience which

it gives, are often very great. The people of one

town will frequently not acknowledge what goes

for money in the next town ;
and the farmer will

not take the same thing for his corn that the trader

takes: so that a person may have to sell and buy

several times before he can get what he wants.

And it requires a camel to carry as much money

as we co'jld put into the smallest purse. Other

inconveniences will appear in the sequel.^

Coin has been introduced, to a certain extent,

into some of the British and other settlenients of

the western coast of Africa. Yet this is little

known out of the colonies. The native tribes bor

dering upon them, have other standards of value,

if such they may be called. In one place, they

count by so many "bars," referring to " bars of

iron," which are of great value to them. So they

reckon that an ounce of gold or silver, or an

phant's tooth, or a lump of wax, is worth so many

"bars." Here they are really deceived, since the

value of iron is changeable, and the price also de-

pends on the quality. So, in one part of the in-

terior, they used to count by one pound of copper,

which is subject to the same disadvantages.

In most parts of the Gold Coast, and among

bordering tribes, the cowrie, a small shell, is the

ordinary coin. But this is of no real value, and

may be refused in the very next village.
_

Dr. Earth

tells us that the cowrie is, nevertheless, introduced

into some of the chief towns of the interior. He
found it to be one of the circulating mediums of

Kukuwa, the capital of Bornu, a very large and

powerful kingdom, which he explored. One pound

sterling was equal to about 12,000 cowries : con-

sequently, 50 of them were equal to one penny.

He saw a merchant count 500,000 of these little

shells. They were not strung together, as on the

coast, in strings of 100, but were counted out sin-

gly. And, though chiefs and governors use rush-

sacks, containing 20,000 cowries each, yet nobody

would receive them without counting them over.

One hundred thousand, or about eight guineas' value,

were reckoned a load for an ordinary camel. So that

if a person wished to travel with £100, he must have

twelve camels to carry his cash, if it was in cowjies.

There is another kind of coin current in Kano

and other parts of that neighbourhood, namely,

strips of cotton cloth woven by the natives, about

two and a quarter inches wide, which is dyed and

made into vestments. The same standard prevails

in Sarawa, a powerful kingdom south of Ha

lying between it and the Gold Coast,

are the favourite coin, and will pass where cowries

were refused. This is now the standard coin of

Kukuwa, and is generally received by the peasan-

try. These shirts are of different kinds and sizes,

and so have different values attached to them ; but

a good shirt made in Kano, will pass for money

throughout the country. When the travellers

were in want of provisions, as the villagers would

not take cowries. Dr. Overwcg took the shirt from

his servant's back, and readily got a goat for it,

though it was in a tattered condition. In another

village. Dr. Barth was two hours haggling with

two young women for a couple of fowls ; as he had

only cowries, which they would not take as money,

but desired as ornaments to their persons.

Austrian dollars have found their way ir

Kukuwa, where they are recognized, but are_sv|

ject to great fluctuations in value ; so that, with I

bag of dollars, you may be rich one day, and or

half as rich a week afterwards. Keverthele

suppose you had some of these dollars, and wish

3 buy corn in the market, you must first buy co

ies to suit the merchant; then with these j

Just buy a shirt to suit the peasant, and with t

hirt you buy corn ; for, as we have said, differ*

kinds of people will not take the same kind

money. Thus marketing is attended with

small fatigue and trouble; and if not " sh_ar;

you may be cheated several times in procuring

single article.

Barter, or a mere change of commodities, i

still more uncertain mode of dealing. The nati

often think themselves very shrewd and clev

whilst they are easily outwitted by foreigners;

they know not the quality of the metal^ of wh
a mauufaetured article is made. In Kano, tl

refuse to give more than 1000 cowries for a ra2

that is, one shilling and eightpence ; but then

razor which they get for this sum, is sold by 1

mingham manufacturers for sixpence. They \

only give one cowrie for a needle, because bad o

have been sold at that price, and they get worth)

trssh for their money. Near the coast, where i

is valuable, they wish for a heavrj gun, becaus

contains more metal ; and they get a gun wli

originally cost eight or ten shillings, giving fo

merchandise to the value of several pounds. Ti

now demand the full mint price for their gold
j

silver, without considering that alloy is put i

our money ; and they take in exchange sometli

that the British trader offers at four times its pi

cost.

It will thus be seen how much civilization hi

;

commerce, in furnishing a standard and porta i

coin, or medium of circulation. The wants of ;i

negroes are few and easily supplied, or else m
ketiug might occupy half their lives. But moi

'

when in the shape of a shirt, may be always i;

ful ; since, if they do not want anything fori

they can wear it themselves ; and in the count

referred to, it forms the sole or chief artichi

dress.

But shirts

Universalis7n in Smooth Water.—Col.Richfl

son was in a boat along with two Universalists, i

the river some distance above the Falls of Niagis

The Universalists began to rally the Colonel i

his belief of future punishment, and expressed tij

astonishment that a man of his powers of n:i

should be so far misled as to believe the hoii<

dogma. The Colouel defended Lis opinions, and I

result was a controversy, which was carried ou

long and earnestly that, when they, after some tit

looked around, they found that they were hurrij:

with great rapidity towards the Falls ! The Uni i

salists dropped the oars, and began to cry to («

to have mercy on them. Kichardson laid ]<

of the oars, and exerted all his strength, and.

God's mercy, pulled ashore. When they

landed, he addressed his companions :
" Gentlci

it is not long since you were railing at me for

lieving in future punishment. Your opinion is,

when a man dies the first thing of which h

conscious is being in heaven ; now I want to I ,

why you were so terribly frightened wli. u ii

thought that in five minutes you'd be over tin' 1

into glory'?" The Universalists were silent )

some time; and at length one of them, scratclij

his head, said :
" I'il tell you what. Colonel Kb

ardson, Universalism does very well in snutl

water, but it will never do to go over the iall:0

Niagara!"
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Selected from S. Fotlicrgill's Jouroal.

Let it become a constant watch to avoid that

uinous practice of tattling, talc bearing and secret

eflection. These sources of division, arc hateful

Grod and man. This character sets itself as the

bjoct of general contempt ; its hand is against

very one, and every one's hand and heart will be

gainst those who merit it. The concerns of one's

wn mind and family are sufficient to employ a

rudeut mind, without interfering unnecessarily in

he business of others. Notwithstanding this, sa-

red reproof, where just, and immediately addressed

J the party, is a beautiful, useful part of frieud-

hip. 1761.

'The boundaries of innocence once passed, it is

Eeult to say where people will stop.

Neither tradition, former experience, the most

adubitable conviction of true religion seated in the

lead, can ever effectually complete the work in us

r others ; but the renewed daily experience of

edeeming, enlarging virtue, to build us up to His

iraise who hath gathered us in measure to the

Horning, and to the advanced light of a blessed,

leavcnly day.

He who forms day and night, directs the alter-

lation of the seasons, and holds in his hand every

find that can possibly blow on the dwellings of

aen.

To know the counsel of the Lord, is rei dered

n essential blessing only in proportion to our iidel-

iy in correspondent -practice; the simplicity of

"ience is our best covering, and will stand us

a stead when extensive knowledge, and quickness

f apprehension in unpractised truths, will only

ierce the hand that grasps at them, as the princi-

al dependence and treasure.

Stand fast in your own lots ; abide in the faith

nd patience ; be sober, and hope to the end

:

hough the times are gloomy, the outgoings of the

lorning are of God, and he can and will, in his

wn time, cause the wilderness to become a fruitful

ield. Look not too much at the declension of

thers, lest your faith fail; but steadfastly look to,

.nd follow on to know, the Lord Almighty, who
emains for ever, and the defection of multitudes

an by no means impair his unchangeable truth

nd righteousness.

Many make use of the name of the church for

raudulent purposes and lucrative views, the filthy

ucre of pre-eminence. I know them by this mark
they aspire to be great, and not by becoming

ittle, and the servants of all, patient toward all

oen. They say they are zealous, some think them
o, but where the eye is not single, no zeal can be

3re that is of the right sort.

Our nation is intoxicated with success. I can-

lot rejoice with their joy. Methinks there is some
hing behind the veil to teach us righteousness.

Che commotions of the present day have not that

nstructive effect on the people. May the great

jord of heaven and earth magnify his own name
arm. I believe He will do it, and that the

lay is near at hand ; that he will work his won-

lerful work. Oh, that our names may be written

his book, enrolled in his army ; so shall the

trength of salvation and protection be our portion.

Ul other vision is a dream, and all labour fruitless

ir worse, that hath not some tendency to promote

his establishment. Oh, therefore, let our fervour

)e directed to that substance the wise of all ages

lave chosen, and leave the bustles of obstructing

.hinws, to sit at the feet of the Prince of Peace.

—

S. P. to J. Femhcrton. 1759.

May all the labourers in the Lord's service be

ilothed with tbo humility, meekness, wisdom, and

trength of the Lamb ; this will be victorious at

.ast, wiien the zeal, will and wrath of man must

utterly fail. May our minds cleave to the Pre-

server of men, that thereby strength may be re-

newed simply to suffer, and simply to stand in the

counsel of God ; then how, where and what we are,

will be perfectly right.

It is my fervent wish that all the professors of

Christianity may be more anxious to live christian

lives, than either in advancing the consequence of

the sect, or reflecting on our follow servants and

our brethren, the sons of the same Father.—S. F.

1780.

For " The Frieud."

Recent Geographical Ecscarclics.

(Concliid-.'J from pago lol.)

Other physical proofs of the desert character of

this great central region are afforded by the pau-

city and scanty size of the Australian rivers, of

which the Murray alone seems fitted for continu-

ous steam navigation; and by those dry, scorching

and sandy winds, blowing from the interior, which

are %ofeelingly described by all recent colonists.

The suspicion of a central lake, though it cannot

be disproved upon our present knowledge, yet is

now entertained by few. Many vast tracts of fer-

tile country, profitable for settlement, will doubt-

less yet be discovered between the desert and the

sea; of which the recent discoveries of Mr. Stuart

to the northwest of Lake Torrens, furnish a for-

tunate example. By taking its physical characters

in their totality, Australia seems destined to be-

come a Coast Empire only; though vast enough,

as such, to satisfy all the imaginings of the future.

It is impossible not to feel pride in the relation of

England to this southern world. Whether it re-

main ours in colonial union, or be peaceably dis-

severed by the events of the future {peaceably, we
say, because such a war as that of the American
revolution can never recur,) Australia will still be

English in its language, literature, and political

life. We shall not only have created a nation out

of a wilderness, but shall have ennobled the peo-

ple so created, by the gift of institutions, which the

struggles and experience of centuries have happily

won for ourselves.

Though the sovereignty of Australia is virtually

conceded to England, and the most profitable parts

of its territory already occupied by our colonies,

we are led with Sir II. Murchisou to regret that

no settlement has been made on the northern coast.

The proximity to the equator is a drawback; and

we have reason to suppose the margin of fertile

lands narrower and less productive. Still we can-

not but believe that on the shores of the Gulf of

Carpentaria, or elsewhere on this coast, there are

spots profitable for colonization, for commercial in-

tercourse with the lodian Archipelago, and for fu-

ture overland communication with the nothern set-

tlements of the eastern coast. The energy, which

has done so much for us in this region of the globe,

will doubtless in the end accomplish the object to

which we allude.

Our record of geographical research, however

brief, cannot omit mention of the great islands

which lie variously grouped over the vast space of

the Indian Ocean. Madagascar, Borneo, and New
Guinea, the three largest, covering six times the

surface of the British Isles, are still scarcely known
to us but in their coasts. Wherever adventure has

been carried within,-—and in the Indian Archipe-

lago the Dutch, led by commercial instincts, have

ever been the most active and successful explorers,

—these islands give large promise of internal re-

sources, mineral and vegetable; while their Fauna,

including the races of men which tenant them,

offers endless objects of curious speculation to the

naturalist. Sumatra and Java are better known to

us ; the latter island, with its long line of living

volcanos, forming part of that vast volcanic belt,

nearly 3000 miles in length, which traverses the

Indian Archipelago ; skirting or crossing those

crystalliue and sedimentary formations, to which
the same subterranean forces have probably given

their island elevation, as well as the rare and pre-

cious metallic deposits seemingly so abundant in

this region. The vicinity of this great island group

to Australia will doubtless hasten that better know-
ledge o£ their geography and productions, which,

considering their extent and position, it is fitting

we should have. There are obstacles from tropi-

cal climate and savage population. But European
enterprise has overcome these elswhcre, and will do
so here. A handsome volume recently published

in Amsterdam, under the title, " Pastes Militaires

dcs Indes Orientales Neerlandaises," by Captain

Gorlach, is the most complete record with which
we are acquainted of the prowess and enterprise

of the Dutch settlers in the East, which have en-

abled them to found a colonial empire and a trade

in that Archipelago second only to that of Britain.

The Philippine Islands have been vaguely known
to us through the feeble sovereignty of Spain.

Those, far more important, which form the empire
of Japan, after sundry singular fluctuations of Eu-
ropean intercourse, ending in its almost entire ex-

clusion, are now opening themselves to our com-
merce ;—precariously, however, and under a cer-

tain compulsion, which we would fain hope may
hereafter take a more settled and tranquil form.

In a recent article we have spoken of Mr. Oliphant's

valuable work, as one provoking the desire for fur-

ther and more intimate knowledge of those islands;

extraordinary in their physical features, rich in their

productions, and peopled by a race peculiar in their

language, and in their political and social institu-

tions. Many curious questions will be solved by
our closer intimacy with Japan. We earnestly

hope that they may be solved by peaceful inter-

course; without those intermediate stages of strug-

gle and bloodshed which have defaced our rela-

tions with the neighbouring empire of China.

There yet remains, to complete our rapid sur-

vey, that great double continent of the West, form-

ing fully a third part of the total solid land of the

globe. Wholly hidden from our knowledge until

about three and a half centuries ago, the two con-

tinents of America are nevertheless now more fa-

miliar to us than any parts of the world which
come within the scope of ancient geography. In
North America the energy of the Anglo-Saxon race,

whether independent or still under British sove-

reignty, has carried lines of travel across the most
sterile and mountainous tracts between the two
oceans ; and to the mouths of the rivers which, is-

suing from a wild region of forests and lakes, empty
themselves into the Artie Sea. The active spirit

of westward colonization in the United States,

—

the need of direct overland communication between
the Eastern States and those newly created on the

Pacific,—the successive abstraction of Mexican pro-

vinces on the west and South,— and even the ab-

surd fanaticism of the Mormon emigrants—have
all tended, within the last fifteen years especially,

to open out these vast countries to our knowledge.

Hallways already traverse the prairies of the Mis-

sissippi and ascend the valley of the Missouri;

while steamboats make their way up the latter

river, a thousand miles above the confluence of

these two mighty streams. The Rocky Moun-
tains, the great watershed of this continent, are

yielding their difficult and dangerous passes to

the enterprise of traders or settlers ;—the Indian

tribes are disappearing under the pressure of this

new race ; and an overland post now performs
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regular journeys between California and tbe older

States of the Atlantic Coast. The able surveyors

of Canada and the United States will speedily till

up the gaps which yet remain in the geography of

the central and southern portion of the North Ame-
rican continent. By far the most important of these

works is the narrative of the route from Canada to

British Columbia, published by professor Hind, of

Toronto, who went in charge of the Canadian, As-

siniboin and Saskatchewan Exploring Expedition.

The maps and illustrations of this publication are

of great scientific value, and it deserves especial

notice as a contribution of the Canadians themselves

to the knowledge of the vast territory which is thi

inheritance of their own descendants, and which

forms so large a portion of the British-American

Empire.
The British possessions on this continent, lying

to the north and west of the flouri.-hing provinces

of Canada, cover an enormous extent of surface

well nigh equal to the total area of Europe, but

hitherto solely or chiefly known to us as tbe great

hunting territory of the Hudson's Bay Company
It disputes with the kindred region of Siberia the

claim of being the greatestfur-prodiicit/g country

of the globe. The conditions of climate and surface

are such that three-fourths of its extent will proba

bly ever remain a breeding ground for the wild

animals of the chase. But the eager spirit of en

terprise has of late awakened the question whether

the southern borders of this vast territory be not

open to profitable agricultural settlement, especially

along the valleys of the Saskatchewan and its sub

ordinate streams. An exploring expedition sent out

by the Colonial Ofiice about three years ago under

Captain Palliser, in relation to this object, h.

ready obtained many valuable results ; among which

we m ay especi ally notice the observations of Dr. Hec
tor on the passes over the Rocky Mountains; show
ing certain of them to be lower and more facile of

transit than any others yet known across this

great mountain chain. The scale of operation,

however, is so vast in these surveys, that it i

ful to await their further extension, before any
practical measure can be founded upon them.

Meanwhile we are rapidly gaining knowledge of

our colony of British Columbia, on the Pacific side

of the mountains ; incited at the present moment
by the golden harvest there, but justified for the

future by the prospects of those more tranquil and

lasting harvests, promised by a fine climate and fer-

tile soils. It is our belief that Canada and this

new Colony of the West will eventually be united

by a belt of settlements between the boundary of

the United States and 52° or 53° N. L. But
even with the aid of railroads and continuous em-

igration, half a century may be required to work

out this result.

The summary we have thus given of the actual

state of geographical knowledge, will show at once

the voids still remaining to be filled up, and the

energy and intelligence engaged in fulfilment of

this work. The number and extent of such void

places in geography will probably surprise those

not accustomed to largo views of the world they

inhabit. Another century, however,—perhaps even

less,—will make us masters of all that is really

worthy of attainment. And as, in thus discover-

ing new lands fitted for human habitation, it is

clear that we are in efi'cct providing for a lar-

ger amount of human life on the globe, we can

not but express our earnest hope that a highe:

aud more difi'used civilization may obviate or les-

sen those evils which are the appurtenances of

overcrowded world, and which put to severest

trial the political, social, and religious institutions

of mankind.

For " The Friend."

BIOCRAPBICAl SKETCBES
Of Ministers and Elders and other concerned members

of the Yearly Meeting of Philadelphia.

(Coutiiiued from page 133.)

JOSHUA BKOWN.

Returning to Salem, they had two satisfactory

meetings there on tbe 22d, aud, on tbe 23d, went

to Marblehead, to see the Gatchel family, relatives

of his first wife, and at Lynn he found that Zac-

cheus Collins, his old host, had departed this life

during the time of their absence to the eastward.

Here his companion left him, to return to bis own
home. In company with John Southwick, Joshua

rode to Boston. On the 24th, he held a meeting

there at the house of Obadiah Wheeler, in which

he had some service. Before leaving the house,

he requested the members of the family and many
Friends, who still tarried, to sit down and endea-

vour to retire into silence. Joshua was then en-

gaged to exhort them to follow the leadings of the

Lord Jesus Christ, who promised that when he

was lifted on high, he would draw all men unto

Him. That those who were faithful to bis draw-

ings, would be separated from the world and its

ways. After the meeting, in company of Obadiah

Wheeler, he rode to Leicester, where he lodged at

the house of Deborah Earle. At a meeting held

there on the 25tb, be bad large and acceptable

service. A son of the widow Earle had married

out from Friends, with a Presbyterian woman. He
had, however, been again restored to membership,

and his wife having been convinced of the princi-

ples of Truth as held by Friends, had also been

received as a member amongst them. Her father

was at this meeting at Leicester, and afterwards

rode with Joshua, as he says, " to a little town

called Worcester." As he rode along, he spoke

to Joshua, telling him he had a daughter joined

to Friends. Joshua queried, " Is she any worse

child, or worse christian than she was?'' He said,

" be thought not." Joshua said, " that is well, so

far." The father then said, he had a mind to con-

verse, not for contention, but for information.

Joshua said, be was willing, as far as he could,

to satisfy him. He then said, "You profess not

to study your sermons." To this, Joshua assented.

" You mentioned many texts of Scripture, and I

believe they were rightly quoted. I wonder how
you remember them." Joshua, in reply, said, " I

spake as they were opened to me." He then said,

" You always preach when you are at home, don't

you ?'' Joshua, on this, said, " There are several

Friends belonging to tbe meeting 1 do, who some-

times speak [in tbe ministry], and yet we have

many silent meetings." He said, "I cannot re-

concile that." Joshua said, " If thou wilt consider

the nature of gospel worship, and that it is to be

performed in spirit, and in truth, thou need not

wonder." He then said, " You always preach

when you are abroad, and appoint meetings, don't

you V Joshua replied, " I do not." " Do you not

think that you impose upon the people ?" Joshua
said, " I think not, when we appoint meetings, we
do not promise to preach ; but if we feel our minds
engaged to speak, we do it as we find ability.

Your preachers preach for money, and are obliged

to speak, but we do not." He acknowledged that

it was too true. Much more conversation ensued,

and when they reached his dwelling, he kindly

pressed Joshua to alight and refresh himself. This

Joshua was free to do. He found this Presbyte-

rian, convinced of the imposition of the clergy, but

knew not how to get from under them. On part-

ing, he pressed Joshua, if he ever came in that

part of the country, to call and visit him. Riding

to Usbridge, Joshua had a meeting there the next

day, in which he bad to mention and comment (

the passage in the New Testament, where it is sa.

that some who bad been followers of Christ, k
him, being offended at tbe closeness and simplicit

of his doctrine. In the afternoon, he had a mee
ing at Mcndon, in which he had to mention tJ

several sorts of ground, in which the good seed

the kingdom was sown, and that it was not ii

tended that any of the seed should be lost, or sow

in vain. In this meeting, his mind was exercist

in the belief, that there were those present, wl

had often been watered, who yet brought fori

briars and thorns, whose end was night to cursin

On the 27th, he had a meeting at Winesocket, i

which he set forth the harmony, which is found i

the true church, using the similitude of the oui

ward body and its members. lie showed theii

that it was for want of keeping under tbe govenl

ment of the Lord Almighty, who first formed ma;

that there was so much diversity of opinion in tl

world, on religious matters. He laboured fe

vently to persuade all of that large assembly I

come under the government of Christ, which coul

bring all into harmony of faith.

He had another meeting in the afternoon, i

Smithfield, and the next day, the 28th, rode t

Providence, and had a meeting there. He dine

with Bloses Brown and, after dinner, had a rel

gious opportunity with him, and bis family, wb
were then ail gay. He laboured with them in

close manner, much desiring that they might a

be christians, indeed ; that afternoon be had

meeting at Neshanticot, and tbe next day one i

Greenwich. In this meeting, he had to treat o

the two dispensations, and was led to show tbei

that the gospel dispensation would fall short of ths

of the law, if immediate revelation was not coi

tinned to us. That was the foundation upon whic

Christ declared his church should be built. In tt

afternoon, he had a meeting at Warwick, where!

he laboured to incite the people to follow the leac

ings of God's Holy Spirit, and to close in with tb

visitations of bis love, whilst he was working j

them to deliver them from sin. He showed tbei

by the example of Israel of old, how God care

for and preserved bis people whilst they were ob(

dient unto him, bringing them out of Egypt, th

land of bondage, and dividing the Red Sea befoi

them. Joshua pressed on them the necessity (

regeneration, without which no man can be a fo.

lower of Christ, or witness a passing from unde

the bondage of sin and corruption. Re'^urning t

Providence, that night he lodged with Moses Browj

and on the 30th, rising early, he rode to Tauntoi

and had a meeting there, at which the priest of th

place attended. Joshua had close service, an

then rode to Freetown, to a meeting appoiute

there for that afternoon. The lukewarmness (

some who were in attendance, caused it to b

an afilicting opportunity to this lover of the Lor

Jesus Christ, who longed to see the professors c

the Truth, true-hearted, cross-bearing disciplei

zealous and faithful in all things appertaining t

life and salvation. After meeting, Joshua went t

Thomas Earle's to lodge, having ridden fort

miles, and attended two meetings that day. Th'

next day he was at meeting at Swanzey, in th

morning, and Tiverton, in the afternoon, afte

which be crossed to Rhode Island, and lodged wit

Isaac Lawton, an eminent minister of Christ.

On the 1st of the Eighth month, he had a meel

ing at Portsmouth, and notice for one to be bel

at Newport that afternoon, having failed to reac

that place, he passed over the two ferries throug

the island of Canonicot, to the mainland, hopin,

to be able to reach Purchase Quarterly Meeting

in New York. He soon found this was iiapracti
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iblo, and finding he had passed on too fast, he re-

irned to Newport, to theii- week-day meeting,

bich with difficulty was acconiplithed, it being a

3ry rainy njorning. The meeting at Newport, no

ne expecting a stranger there, was small ; but one

sld in Canonicot that afternoon, was pretty largely

ttended. Friends came from Newport, and many
f the inhabitants of the island also came in. In this

leeting, Joshua was led to treat of the way pro-

isEors departed from the faith once delivered to

le saints, and how they must be led if they wit-

essed a recovery. He earnestly exhorted the

Bople to mind the day of the visitation of grace

) their souls, least withstanding the ofiers of that

ay, they should not be gathered. Passing over

) the mainland, on the 3d he had a meeting at

outh Kingston, wherein he was led to set forth

le formality of many of the professors of the

jristian uanjc, and to show those gathered the ne-

jssity of witnessing their religion to be a beart-

ork, that they might know a being taught of the

.ord, and not to receive their faiih by the precepts

; men only, and in order to this, he pressed on

lem the necessity of minding the day of their

isitation. He dined at Thomas Hazard's, where

3 had lodged the previous night, and then at-

indcd a meeting in the afternoon, at Richmond,

ihe meeting was not satisfactory, for he found

lings low as to a lively feeling of religion.

(To be continued.)

For her bands were strong in her Saviour's migbt
fortU to her work she sped.

Then rise, fellow-teacher, to labour go I

Wide scatter the precious grain

—

Though the fruit may never he seen belon-,

Be sure that the seed of the Word shall grow

—

ail on, in faith, and thou soon shalt know.
Thy labour is not in vain!"

II not the Editor of The Friend allow this to be in-

rted?

[We do not much like such "dreams" of heaven, but

the moral is good, we give it place.]

Selected.

NOT IN VAIN I

[ have laboured in vain," a teacher said,

jr brow was marked by care

—

[ have laboured in vain," and she bowed her head,

ad bitter aud sad were the tears she shed

that moment of dark despair.

am weary and worn, and my hands are weak,

d my courage is well-nigh gone,

3r none give heed to the words I speak,

nd in vain for a promise of fruit I seek,

re the seed of the Word is sown."
nd again with .a sorrowful heart she wept,

>r her spirit with grief was stirred,

ill the night grew dark, and at last she slept,

silent calm o'er her spirit crept,

s a whisper of " peace" was beard.

nd she thought in her dreams, that the soul took flight

D a blessed and bright abode—

•

be saw a throne of such dazzling light

arps were ringing, and robes were white

—

ade white in a Saviour's blood.

she saw such a countless throng around,

s she never had seen before

—

heir brows with jewels of light were crowned,
nd sorrow and sighing no place had found,

or the troubles of Time were o'er !

—

I white-robed maiden came forth and said,

Joy! joy I for thy trials are past I

—

am one that thy gciille words have led,

narrow pathway of life to tread,—
welcome thee home at last!"

nd the teacher gazed on the maiden's face,

he had seen that face on earth,

?hen with anxious heart, in her wonted place,

he had told her charge of a Saviour's grace,

nd their need of a second birth,

hen the teacher smiled, and an angel said,

Go forth to thy work again
;

is not in vain that the seed is shed,

only one soul to the cross is led,

fay labour is not in vain."

at last she woke, and her knee she bent

1 grateful, childlike prayer,^
nd she prayed till an answer of peace was sent,

nd Faith and Hope as a rainbow blent

'er the clouds of her earthly care.

nd she rose in joy, and her eye was bright,

!er sorrow and grief had lied,

—

.nd her soul was calm, and her heart was light.

For " TLo Friend,

LIGHT OUT OF DARKNESS.
"And they feared, as they entered into the

nd there came a voice out of the cloud, sayin_

my beloved Son, hear him." (Luke ix. 34, o5.J

True-hearted christian holding thy way.
Onward aud upward toward life's bright day,

Clouds there are many before thee,

—

Whose dark'ning shadows of fear aud ill,

Aud damp-mist sorrows the heart to chill,

Are dimming thy passage to glory.

Lowly in humble abasement bowed,
Thou canst but fear to enter the cloud.

Unseen is its radiant lining;

Of hope and comfort it seems the tomb,
Though still on the back of the coming gloom,

The sunbeams of love are shining.

To thee, on the face of the cloud appear,

An awful warning to waken fear,

Lest its gloom be in anger given
;

Yet passing away to thy spirit sight

'Twill glow in the richest and purest light

Of mercy and grace from heaven I

From the very cloud thou mayst hear a voice.

Bidding thee ever believe and rejoice

In Jesus, the Rock of salvation

;

'Tis the voice the three in the mountain heard
In the hour of fear, when their blessed Lord
Wore the light of transfigi

Thii

" On the ladder of God, that upward leads

The steps of progress, are human needs.

For His judgments still are a mighty deep.

And the eyes of His providence never sleep :

When the night is darkest, he gives the morn
;

When the famine is sorest, the wine and corn !"

["T/ie Preacher." I. G. W.

For " The Friend."

Thi! American Agricnltnrist.

The editor of this popular and valuable journal

makes some judicious and appropriate remarks on

the commencement of the twentieth volume of the

periodical. After calling up some of the remini

sconces suggested by a review of the past nineteen

years, he adds :
" Let us work while the day lasts

Of those whose names stand on the first books of

this office, how few remain on this stage of action.

The word ' deceased' has been written against

many a name during these nineteen years, and

doubtless is written for many others by the record-

ing Angel. We are all hastening onward through

this life's pilgrimage. Our plowing and sowing,

our harvesting and consuming, and marketing the

products of our fields will speedily be over. The
year we now enter upon, will, to many of our

members, be the last. Let us put our houses in

order, at the very commencement of the year ; let

us sow any good seed yet to be sown for the harvest

of the next life, and root out any foul weeds that

have been hitherto permitted to grow. If this be

done, with that Omnipotent aid vouchsafed to all

who will seek for it, it matters little whether pros-

perity, or storms, or drouths, visit our outward

fields. If the soil of the heart be in order—the

fallow ground all broken up and planted with good

seed, and watered with the dews of grace—the new
cycle we enter upon, will be what we heartily wish

to all our readers—A Happy Now Year."

When
kind offic

scar cannot be taken

is to hide it.

away, the nest

Worldly Compliauce.

It was a noteworthy feature in the teachings of
the Saviour of men, when he forewarned his dis-

ciples, that the religion which he introduced, should
not be popular. For the worldly, the ambitious,

the self-pleasing and the voluptuous, it had few
attractions. Instead of alluring followers by pro-

mises of being flattered and caressed, or holding

out to their view the friendships and honours,

the riches and pleasures of this world. He plainly

told them that they should be hated of all men for

his sake, and that in making choice of Him and
his religion, they must be prepared to endure the

loss of everything else, to be despised and perse-

cuted, and -accounted as fools. " If ye were of

the world," says He, " the world would love its

own ; but because ye are not of the world, but I

have chosen you out of ilie world, tkerejore the

world hateth you.''

Here the cause of the hatred is plainly stated to

bo separation from the world ; not being of its

spirit, nor following its fashions and customs, which
is ever the case with the sincere disciples of Him
who declared, " My kingdom is not of this world."

The apostles understood it so, and such force had
their Master's teaching on their minds, that they

wrote in very strong terms to the believers, respect-

ing the subject.

Gentle and meek as was the disciple who leaned

on Jesus' breast, yet such was his zeal against the

spirit of worldly compliance, that he says :
" Love

not the world, neither the things that are in the

world. If any man love the world, the love of

the Father is not in him. For all that is in the

world, the lust of the flesh, the lust of the eyes,

and the pride of life, is not of the Father." Again,
" We know that we are of God, and that the whole
world lieth in wickedness." Another apostle says

of those who are lost, that the god of this world

hath blinded their eyes, lest the light of the glori-

ous gospel of God should shine unto them. The
Apostle James makes a great part of pure and
undetiled religion to consist in keeping ourselves

unspotted from the world ; and another enjoins,

" Be not conformed to this world."

The antagonism between the world and the

christian, as thus set forth by our Lord and his

apostles, is so broad and entire, that the dullest

comprehension cannot fail to perceive it
;
yet there

is a studied and systematic effort, even under the

guise of religion, to bridge over the chasm which

divides them, to reconcile their opposite and hostile

views and practices, to smooth down or fritter away
palpable difl'erences; and, regardless of the express

declaration of our Lord himself, to inculcate the

idea that it is possible to serve two masters—God
and mammon.
Many listen to these flesh-pleasing suggestions

;

nd not liking to give up religion altogether, aud

yet, averse to the cross aud self-denial, and desir-

of shunning them, they readily drink in the

plausible and accommodating theories which pro-

pose to help them to heaven without renouncing the

world, and thus to make them heirs of two king-

doms as widely different as light and darkness, and

Christ and Belial. Of the teachers of such errors,

the apostle says, " They are of the world ; there-

fore, they speak of, or in favour of, the world, and

the world heareth them."

The teachers and the hearers are of the same

spirit, and to both the doctrine of our Lord is very

distasteful, when he says, " Whosoever doth not

bear his cross, and come after me, cannot be my
disciple." " If any man will come after me, let

him deny himself' and take up his cross dailij, and

follow me. For whosoever will save his life, shall
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will lose his life for ray sake, 'than that of Friends, and yet equally comply with
~

" '

'

the requirements of christian simplicity. We would

say to such, If it is your wish to observe the plain-

ness which the gospel enjoins, why do you want
any change? We never hear the objection made,

that Friends' dress is not plain enough ; but, on

the other hand, that it is too -plain ^ too unmodish

and singular, rendering it a cross to be seen in it.

The desire to put it off arises then, not from a de-

sire to be simple, but obviously to be more like

other people, more like the world, and thus to get

rid of the plainness which marks the wearer as a

Quaker, and of the yoke and cross which attach

thereto.

Beside, if you adopt another dress now, even

strenuously in favour of the modern compliances, (though it be according to the prevailing mode, i

lose it : but whosoever

the same shall save it. For what is a man advan
taged, if he gain the whole world, and lose him-

self, or be cast away."

It is not a little surprising to observe what in-

genuity is evinced in endeavouring to appropriate

these unmodish but honest tests, and yet to indulge

in the customs and fashions, the grandeur and show,

the vain conversation, empty compliments and hol-

low friendships of the world, as though the march
of refinement and the social improvements of our

day, had rendered the sayings of Christ and his

apostles obsolete, and changed their plain meaning.

In our own religious Society the tendency is

obvious ; and not a few, perhaps, argue the more

because they are inwardly sensible their cause is

weak one, and feel that they have need of all the

courage and countenance which bold assertion and
sophistical reasoning can give them, to allay the

uneasiness which secret compunctions of conscience

often create. They would gladly be convinced by
their own arguments, that the disregard of plain

ness of speech, behaviour and apparel, and indul

gence in costly and showy furniture and living, &c.

are not incompatible with being good Friends ; but

after they have exhausted all their resources, there

is still in the deep recesses of the heart a consci

ousness which no argument can wholly efface, that

it is not so. We would affectionately counsel such
not to reason against the convictions with which
they are favoured, however weak and faint they
may be, lest the visitations of the Spirit of Truth
be gradually withdrawn, and they left to the guid-
ance of their fallen reason, which, in religious mat-
ters, "leads to bewilder and dazzles to blind ;" and
thus they realize the saying of the dear Saviour,
" If the light that is in thee be darkness, how great
is that darkness."

Friends did not take up their testimony against

gaiety and grandeur, and other worldly com-
pliances, from any affectation of singularity, or
desire to mark themselves by a peculiar badge,
but from a firm persuasion, wrought in the mind
by the operation of the Holy Spirit, that it was
the Divine will, they should thus evince their non-
comformity with the world and its ways. Many
who had a birthright in the Society, and many
others who have been convinced of its princi-

ples, and been brought into it, have found, as
they kept under the power of the Spirit of Truth,
that their only way to peace, though greatly in the
cross, was by being obedient in these things ; and
it would be presumptuous to suppose that the Lord
would call for obedience in matters which were of
no importance. Those who have known this work
of grace in themselves, will readily admit that no-
thing so effectually humbled the pride of the heart,
and subdued the stout and stubborn will in them,
as the humiliating process by which they were
brought to submit in these little and despised thin<rs,

as they are considered by many; yet painful as'it

was, they found it a blessed work to them, and the
day of obedience one of sweet peace and consola-
tion. It is often by weak things and foolish, in the
eyes of men, that the Lord chooses to lay low the
lofty, and humble the proud ; and nothi'ng which
he pleases to use as a means of carrying on the
work of salvation, can be esteemed, with impunity,
of light obligation or importance. The Scriptures
moreover show, that prophets and apostles were
commissioned by the Most High, to give commands
to the believers on the subject of dress, and our
Saviour himself did it in respect to language also;
and will any one presume to say, that subjects thus
noticed by the Almighty, are of trifling moment ?

But some say, that we can adopt another dress

changeable are the fashions, that in a little while,

it too would become singular and conspicuous,

calling for another alteration on the same ground
as the first ; and surely it is far more dignified

and consistent with the stability of the chris-

tian character, to make no change' at all, but keep

to the plain and convenient dress which true

Friends have long worn.

It is not pretended that putting on and steadily

wearing a plain dress, has ever proved a disadvan-

tage to any one in the spiritual warfare. On the

contrary, many have found it a preservation from
evils, to which they were strongly tempted by al-

luring but delusive prospects of pleasure ; and in

withholding them from which, the inconsistency of

indulgence, with the plain apparel they wore, acted

no inconsiderable part; and though irksome at the

time, they afterward had cause to bless and praise

the hand which imposed this salutary restraint.

There are those who threw off the plain dress of

their early education, and found it like the open-

ing of " the wide gate," and smoothing the descent

into. " the broad way," leading them into the false

and corrupt pleasures of the world ; and when
awakened at times to a sense of their prodigal state,

they have lamented their wanderings from their

father's house, but found it hard work to return.

Can the advocates of change point us to a single

instance, where a dying Quaker, young or old, ever
regretted keeping to his simple, self-denying appa-
rel, and language and living ? We believe not.

But we have instances of such, even among the

joung, where their obedience in these respects, af-

forded them comfort, and they have warned others

against going out into the fashions and ways of the

world

In the solemn hour of sickness and death, when
the gilded fascinations of the world fade away, and
all the flimsy sophistries with which men seek to lull

heir consciences and soothe their uneasy convic-

tions, are dispelled; we have many cases recorded, in

which the Witness for God in the soul has arisen

n judgment, and brought individuals under great

condemnation for departing from the plainness and
plicity of their education, and some have found

no rest or peace until they altered or destroyed the

fashionable attire and ornaments with which they
had decked themselves, when in health ; declaring

hat it was nothing but pride and a desire to shun
the cross, and to look like the world, that induced
them to depart from the plainness in which they

had been brought up in earlier life.

\.re we to reject and set at nought all these tes-

timonies, and arrogantly conclude thiit infinite

wisdom and goodness was wrong in thus dealing

th his creatures ; that we know better than He
does, and that mankind are too highly cultivated

and refined now, to render attention to such trifles

necessary ? If our actions and arguments practi-

cally say so, will not our spiritual vision become
dimmed, and may we not be in danger of balk-

ing the visited children of our heavenly Fathc

;

and bringing ourselves within the import of the s;

ing, " Whoso shall offend one of these little on
that believe in me, it were better for him tha-

,

millstone were hanged about his neck, and that ,

were drowned in the depth of the sea."

It is especially worthy of serious notice, that
.

the modern innovations in our Society, respecti;

plain dress, language, living, demeanour and otl •

matters, are in the direction of nearer conform

to the world and its ways, and not to lead from

Is there no significance in this fact ? Whate\
the motives of the proposers of them may 1

when we see that they all tend in this directit

and then read the solemn declarations of our Lo
and his apostles, regarding conformity to the wor
should not this fact induce us to pause and ta

warning, lest, having thrown down what was c

signed to be a hedge about us against the inroa

of evil, and given the rein to our inclinations

these things, we find, when it is too late, that

have prepared the way for the destroyer to enl

and spoil the flock. And as regards our individi

condition, we may be tossed as on an unstable s(

where we have wilfully launched out, after havi

dismissed the heavenly Pilot, may be driven hitl

and thither, we know not where, drifting neai

and nearer to the fatal shoals of a mongrel prof(

sion of religion, a little christian and a good dt

worldly, and at last be stranded and make fearf

shipwreck of faith and a good conscience.
[

Far be it from us to place undue importan

upon any outward observances or conformity. \

know that religion does not consist in these, but

doing the will of God from the heart, under t

sanctifying power of that living faith in our Lo
Jesus Christ, " which is of the operation of God
and which nothing else can give to the soul. B
we also know that it is the Divine will, that o

religious Society should be separated from the spii

and customs of the vain world in the particuL

which we have been treating, and it is not for us

choose out such requirements as we please, or

say this is a small and unimportant matter, and
need not conform to it. We must take his coi

mandments as a ivholc, or we shall practically r

ject his government. We may try to excuse oi

deficiency by charging others with tithing the mir

and rue, and anise, and cummin, and negleotit

the weightier matters of the law ; but if we refu

obedience in rendering the tithe in what, from :

seeming littleness, is the nearest and closest test

the entireness of our love and allegiance, we mi
soon come to disregard justice, mercy and truth-

for he that is unfaithful in the least, is unfaithf

also in much, and if we wilfully reject one poi

of the Divine law, we may incur the guilt of tl

whole.

When will talkers refrain from evil-speaking

When listeners refrain from evil-hearing.

Those who are tutored in the school of sufi'erin,

learn to pity those in affliction.

THE FRIEND.
FIRST MONTH 5, 1861.

Our readers may remember, that in a notice (

Ohio Yearly Meeting held in the Tenth month las

mention is made of a paper received by that mee
ing, signed by upwards of forty Friends who ha

separated from one or more meetings in lo

This paper, we understand, expressed " with f

ings of deep humility," the conviction those Frienc
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ad arrived at, after experiencing the evils attend-

ig upon the course they had pursued, that such

jparations have a scattering tendency, and lead

) a disregard for the wholesome rules of disci-

line ; and their desire to become again united to

gome properly organized body of Friends."

From communications recently received from

'riends in other bodies, similarly situated as those

1 Iowa, we are glad to find that a similar convic-

ion is arrived at by the writers, and the acknow-

jdgment that they find separation is eo cure

)r the sad lapses at present existing in our reli-

ious Society. As we believe there are many
onest-hearted Friends, who, from the treatment they

sceived from the hands of their brethren in religious

rofession, the supposed hopelessness of relief and

more faithful support of the doctrines and disci-

line of the Society, by the meetings to which they

elongod, were, in the hour of suflering and weak-

ess, induced to separate from those meetings,

hereby both were losers, we should rejoice if they

ad the meetings, would review the course they

ave respectively taken, and " under the softening

jfluence of the love of God," remove every thing

,'hieh prevents them from harmoniously labouring

p one body, for the promotion of the blessed cause

f truth and righteousness.

(Continued from page 130.)

' Our editorial of last week closed with t'ae con-

.uding paragraph of the Remonstrance, presented

) the Supreme Executive Council, by the Friends

pprisoned, and threatened with exile.

While they were waiting to hear the decision of

ie Council, they were visited by one of the mag-

|trates of the city, and the following dialogue took

face :

—

Magistrate— I am come as a magistrate of the

ty, to know what you arc confined here for.

Friends—We are waiting to know that ourselves.

i''e were sent here aud detained by a military

)rce, and in direct violation of the civil authority
;

ad our cause is the cause of every freeman in

ennsylvania.

Magistrate—Who then does confine you?

Friends—We know not, nor on what ground we
re confined ; but we are told it is in pursuance of

recommendation of Congress, and a resolve of

.e Council.

Maoistrato—Have you had a hearing 1

Friends—No.
Magistrate—It is then my business to see and

quire into it.

The magistrate then left them, and returned in

jout an hour to inform them that he had endea-

>ured to obtain an interview with " some of the

reat men," but could find none of them but the

ice President of the Council, who to'.d him that

le prisoners were to be sent to Virginia ivitkout a
'.arivg. He expressed himself shocked at this

aheardof proceeding, and said he would confer

ith his brethren of the bench, and do everything

, his power to avert a blow so fatal to the liber-

2S of Pennsylvania. Finding that arrangements

ere making to hurry them away, before any ef-

ctual steps could be taken to bring them to trial,

• to secure them at least a knowledge of the

large or charges preferred against them, and a

jaring in which they could defend themselves,

id that wagons and a guard were ordered to be

ady to start with them on the coming Seventh-

ly, the prisoners thought it right to have a hand-

II published, briefly stating the circumstances of

leir arrest and subsequent treatment, the arrange-

ents making for suddenly banishing them from

leir beloved families and friends, and the hard-

lips they were likely to suffer. This hand-bill

they had distributed to the citizens generally, to-

gether with a printed copy of the Remonstrance

presented to Council, by three of their number.

In the evening of the 4th, they were called on by
Col. William Bradford, who read to them a letter

he had received from the Secretary of the Execu-

tive Council, by which they were officially informed

that that body had resolved to send them to Staun-

ton, in Virginia, "there to be secured and treated iUj

such manner as shall be consistent with their re-

spective characters and the security of their per-

sons." Their brethren in religious profession in

the city, who deeply sympathized with them in their

trials, prepared and presented to the Council a

remonstrance against the arbitrary measures pur-

sued towards the prisoners, petitioning that body to I

consider the matter " in a solid, religious way, andj

in the fear of God whom we profess to serve in the

gospel of his dear Sod, at whose judgment-seat we
shall ere long appear :" this was signed by one

hundred and thirteen Friends.

Despairing of obtaining justice from the State

authorities, the incarcerated Friends drew up a

remont-trauce, and had it presented to Congress

;

in which, after stating the manner in which they

had been treated, and the efi'orts made by them to

obtain a hearing by the Council, they call upon

that body " in the most solemn manner," to give

them an opportunity of being heard, " and answer-

ing every matter suggested and entertained by you

or them against us, being assured we shall appear

to be true friends to, and to be anxiously solicitous

for the prosperity of America, upon the prin-

ciples of justice and liberty; and though we are

clearly convinced from the precepts of Christ,

the doctrine of his apostles, and the example of

his followers in the primitive ages of Christianity,

that all outward wars and fightings are unlawful,

and therefore cannot join therein for any cause

whatever, we cannot but remind you that we
are, by the same principle, restrained from pur-

suing any measures inconsistent with the apos-

tle's advice to 'live peaceably with all men,' un-

der whatever power it is our lot to live ; which

rule of conduct we are determined to observe,

whatever you or any others may determine con-

cerning us."

It is probable, that the information given in the

hand-bill put forth by the prisoners, coming as it

did, from persons who had been long known and

highly esteemed for their uprightness, their bene-

volence, and their peaceable deportment, had a

favourable influence upon their fellow-citizens,

which, in some measure, re-acted upon the Council,

for it resolved to send the remonstrance from the

Friends to Congress, accompanied with the query

whether that body "had any objections, to such of

the aforesaid gentleipan as should now take an

oath or affirmation of allegiance to the State, being

enlarged." To this interrogatory, Congress re-

plied, by a resolution, "that it had no objection."

This action of the two bodies was a virtual aban-

donment of the charges, or rather " su'^picious"

that these Friends were, " with much rancor and

bitterness, disaffected to the American cause," in-

clined to communicate intelligence to the "enemy,"

and " injure the counsels and arms of America,"

upon which they had based the arbitrary proceed-

ings against them ; and as there was a law of the

State of Pennsylvania, prescribing the course to be

pursued towards such of the inhabitants as declined

to take the " test," it was clear that if these

Friends so declined, no greater punishment could

be legally or equitably inflicted on them than this

law allowed. ^Vhen the remonstrance of the pri-

soners was presented to Congress, it was ordered
" to lie on the table ;" but, being called up the next

day, it was taken into consideration, and finally a
resolution adopted, recommending the Supreme
Executive Council " to hear what the said remon-

strants can allege, to remove the su&picwn&Qii)i&^

being disafi'ected to the United States."

In the meantime the Council, having received the

consent of Congress to tender an oath or affirma-

tion of allegiance to the Friends, not satisfied with

that adopted by the State, arrogated to themselves

legislative power, and prepared a " test;" a reso-

lution being at the same time adopted " that such

of the persons now confined in the lodge as shall

take and subscribe ' this test,' should be dis-

charged." There were many reasons which ren-

dered it altogether improper for the prisoners to

take this test ; they, therefore, drew up and sent

to the Council another remonstrance, in which they

gave the reasons why they could not conscien-

tiously subscribe or take it, that the law of the

land prescribed the circumstances under which,

(and under which alone until the Legislature al-

tered the law,) the test could be tendered ; and
those circumstances were not such as were attend-

ant upon any of them. They again petitioned to

be allowed a hearing, and pointed out, that, ac-

cording to the resolutions of both Congress and the

Council, they were now subject to no further punish-

ment than any other citizens, who declined taking

the oath or affirmation of allegiance to the State.

Upon the receipt of this remonstrance, the Coun-

cil resolved to refer their case to Congress, of which

they directed them to be informed. Congress,

however, had just before adopted the resolution,

recommending the Council to hear the remon-

strants, which resolution was immediately trans-

mitted to the latter body. Upon its receipt, the

Council at once ordered its President to "write to

Congress, and let them know that the Council has

not time to attend to that business in the present

alarming crisis;" and that they were disposing

everything for the departure of the prisoners. It

was evident that each body was desirous of escap-

ing the odium of the tyrannical course adopted to-

wards so many highly respectable citizens, there-

fore, on the 8th of the month. Congress having

received the last mentioned information from the

Council, Resolved, "that it would bo improper for

Cono-ress to enter into amj hearing of the remon-

strants or other prisoners in the Lodge, they being

inhabitants of Permsylvania, and therefore as the

Council declines giving them a hearing,^' it is re-

commended that they be immediately sent away.

At the same time. Congress ordered various epis-

tles issued by the Yearly Meeting and Meeting for

Sufferings, together with the fictitious papers sent

to it by General Sullivan, to be published in the

newspapers; probably with an expectation that

they would tend to satisfy the people with the mea-

sures taken with these Friends.

From the shifting of the consideration of their

case from the Council to Congress, and the resolu-

tion of the latter, that as they were citizens of

Pennsylvania, Congress could not give them a

hearing, the prisoners became convinced there was

no further ground for hope of being allowed to

meet whatever charges might be brought against

them, and to disprove the causelessness of the "sus-

picious" upon which they had been violently taken

trom their homes, imprisoned, and were now about

to be sent into exile. They therefore drew up a

Protest and had it delivered to the Council, in

which they say, "In this resolve [that they be

immediately sent into Virgina] contrary to the

inherent rights of mankind, you condemn us to

banishment unheard. You determine matters con-

cerning us, which we could have dis2)roved had a

hearing been granted—The charge of refusing to
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'promise to refrain from corresponding with the

enemy,' insinuates that we have already held such

correspondence, which we utterly and solemnly

deny—The tests you proposed, we were by no

law bound to subscribe, and notwithstanding our

refusing them, we are still justly and lawfully

entitled to all the rights of citizenship, of which

you are attempting to deprive us—We have never

been suffered to come before you to evince our

innocence, and to remove suspicions which you

Lave laboured to instil into the minds of others,

and at the same time knew to be groundless, al-

though Congress recommended to you to give us a

hearing, and your President assured two of our

friends, we should have one." They then state how
Friends had at all times been restrained by their

peaceable principles, from taking any part in any

insurrections, conspiracies or fighting, and con-

clude : "We do therefore, as the last office we ex-

pect you will now suffer us to perform, for the bene-

fit of our country, in behalf of ourselves, and for

those freemen of Pennsylvania who still have any

regard for liberty, solemnly remonstrate and pro-

test against your whole conduct in this unreason-

able excess of power exercised by you." This

Protest was also printed and circulated through

the city.

The town-major was ordered to detail a guard

to escort the prisoners to Reading, and wagons

were provided for the conveyance of themselves

and baggage. There was great reluctance shown

on the part of the citizen soldiery to act as a guard

or escort. On the afternoon of the day fixed upon

for their removal, the prisoners were allowed to go

to their homes, to take leave of their respective

families ; but owing to the difficulty in completing

the arrangements for having them conveyed and

guarded, it was not until the 11th, at five o'clock,

p. M., that the wagons were brought up to the place

of confinement, and to use their own language '

were compelled, some by actual force, and some by
force being admitted, to take seats, and were driven

through the city to the Falls of Schuylkill, a spec

tacle to the people." It is further added, " from the

first of our imprisonment, a great number [of the

citizens] of most denominations, publicly expressed

their abhorrence of the measures taken against us;

and during our confinement we were every day
visited by the most respectable characters of the

community. On the day of our removal, not only

the house in which we were confined, but the streets

leading to it, were crowded by men, women and
children, who by their countenances, sufficiently

though silently expressed the grief they felt on the

occasion."

Previous to leaving the city, nine of the prison-

ers sent an application to the Chief Justices of the

State, to be brought before them by writs of habeas

corpus.
(To be continued.)

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

Europe.—News from England to the 2Ist ult.

Intelligence from China to Eleventh mo. 9th, had
been received, via St. Petersburg. It states that a peace
was concluded by the French and English with China,
ou the 2Gth of Tenth month, and that it was ratified on
the 5lh of Eleventh month. The allied forces had eva-
cuated Pekin, and the Emperor was expected to return

to it immediately. The greater portion of the spoils

fell into the hands of the French soldiers. Some of
the privates sold their shares for thirty thousand francs
each.

The British Parliament had been further prorogued to

the 5th of Second month.
The distress at Coventry is such, that forty thousand

weavers are said to be actually starving.

The Moniteur says the Emperor has decided that from
First montli, and by way of reciprocity. Englishmen

visiting France shall be permitted to enter and travel

hrough the country without passports.

A decree is published, suppressing the prohibition

against the exports from Algeria, of barks for tanning

purposes.

A pamphlet bearing the title " The Emperor Francis

Joseph I. and Europe," has been issued in Paris, and
ted considerable attention, having, it is said, re-

ceived the approbation of the Emperor Napoleon. It

urges in forcible terms the cession of Venetia for a

aluable consider.ation, and contends that such a pro-

eeding will not only bring about a peaceable solution

if existing difficulties, but will, in all respects, be a

lositive advantage to Austria.

The Archbishop of Lyons had published a haughty
pamphlet against the imposition of a stamp upon pas-

toral letters treutingof political matters. He pronounces

the imposition of the stamp humiliating, and not to be

submitted to by the bishops.

As the new commercial treatv between France and
Belgium will render the importation of coal absolutely

ee, the English coal will be also entitled to enter duty

ee into France.
The Paris flour market was firm. Wheat also was

well maintained, and closed with an advancing ten-

dency.

A Naples despatch says that France had succeeded in

ducing the belligerents to consent to a suspension of

)stilities, in order that the negotiations for the surren-

ir of Gaeta might be entered upon. Victor Emmanuel
)ntests a condition which entitles Francis the Second
i send a representative to plead his cause at a future

congress.

The French fleet was expected soon to leave Gaeta.

A despatch from Rome of the loth, says the bombard-
ment of Gaeta was to be recommenced, in consequence
of the non-acceptance by Francis the Second, of the

conditions of surrender.

The London money market was active
;
rate of dis-

count 4f a 5 per cent. The Liverpool market for bread-

stufl's was improving. The cotton market also was
active ; sales of the week, 138,000 bales

;
prices had

advanced ^d. a \d. ; stock in port, 539,000 bales. Con-

sols, 93i.

United States.—^JaiVs at WasMngion.—Eixc\i suc-

cessive week marks the downward progress of the Go-

vernment, which appears to be rapidly hastening to £

crisis. The Administration, like Congress, is paralyzed

by divided counsels, and unable to act efficiently in any
direction. Major Anderson's removal to Fort Sumter
has embarrassed the President's counsellors, some of

whom approve of the troops remaining there, whi
others think they should be ordered back to Fort Mou
trie. Floyd, the Secretary of War, sustained the di

raand of the South Carolina Commissioners, and ii

sisted that the United States forces should be withdraw
altogether, and as the President was not prepared i

assent to this measure, the Secretary has resigned his

post. Lincoln and Hamlin have both received am
mous letters, threatening violent opposition to their

inauguration, and the Richmond Enquirer very coolly

proposes for the States of Virginia and Maryland to

secede and prepare an armed force to capture the capi

tal of the United States, and prevent its falling into th

hands of the Republicans. In the Senate Committee of

Conference, Senator Seward advocated the followi

propositions on behalf of the Republican members. 1

That the Constitution shall never be so amended as to

permit the interference of the Federal Government with
slavery in the States, and that this shall be secured b,

legislative enactment. 2d, An amendment to the Fugi
live Slave Law, granting a jury trial to determine whe
ther persons arrested as fugitives, really owe labour o

service to the parties by whom they are claimed ; an

3d, A resolution of Congress, recommending the repeal

of the so-called Personal Liberty bills of various Nc
ern States. These propositions were rejected by the

South as insufficient.

Conr/rcss.—On the 31st ult.. Senator Benjamin, of

Louisiana, made an earnest speech in which he asserted

that all the cotton-growing States would positively

withdraw from the Union. He maintained their right

to secede, depicted the horrors of civil war, the sure

result of any attempt to preserve the Union by force,

and strongly urged a peaceable separation. In th

House of Representatives, Pryor, of Virginia, oflFered a

resolution, that any attempt to preserve the Union be

tween the States of the Confederacy by force, would be

impracticable, and destructive to republican liberty. On
motion of Stanton, of Ohio, the resolution was tabled

by a vote of 98 to 55.

The Xext Administration.—Reports apparently coi

assign the post of Secretary of the Treasury to Simon

Cameron, of Pennsylvania, and that of Secretary of ll

Interior to Edward Bates, of Missouri. Places in tl

Cabinet have, it is stated, been offered to Alexander I

Stephens, of Georgia, and Robert T. Scott, of Virgin!

Whether the two latter accept the offer or not, it in I

cates the desire of the President elect to pursue a ]
licy of conciliation. '

South Carolina.—The Convention now in session

Charleston, has issued an address " to the People of ^

Slave-holding States," which is intended to demonstr
lecessity of their taking part in the present atten

to break up the Union. South Carolina, it is said, 1

seceded, because the government of the United Sta
has become "a consolidated democracy," and becai

original constitution has been overthrown. l|

South, it is alleged, is taxed, through the operation

the tariff, for the benefit of the North, where thr

fourths of the taxes collected are expended. A gove
ment so large as that of the Union, it is asserted, (

?er work harmoniously, the minority having no poi

protect itself, and a free people can, therefore, ne
submit to it. When powerful, it will encroach on so

'on, which of course will resist. It is argued t,

aggression upon slavery naturally followed from the

sumption of undue power, the Constitution being fi

abolished by constructions ; and that being done,

consolidation of the North to rule the South by
tariff and slavery issues, was in the obvious course

things. The weaker section, it is contended, can £

safety only in independence, and it is too late tc

of reuniting with the North, under any amount i

pledges. The Convention has directed the Collector

Charleston to retain his post for the present, and cl
:

vessels according to the laws of the United Stat

Postmasters also are ordered to act as they have li

accustomed, but these officials are all required to t.

an oath to obey the laws of South Carolina, and to
j

all the funds collected by them, into the State Treasi-

Eoents at Charleston.—On the 27th ult.. Major And
son, the officer in command at Fort Moultrie, remo'
his force except a few men, to Fort Sumter, a nii

stronger defence, which commands the harbor. Bet

abandoning Fort Moultrie, he spiked the guns, and
stroyed some of the gun-carriages by fire. This st

which appears to have been taken on his own respot

bility, occasioned great excitement in the city. A la

volunteer force soon proceeded to Fort Moultrie,

took possession of it for the State of South Carol

Castle Pinckney and the United States Arsenal were a

seized. In the latter a large quantity of arms ai

munition were found. The Palmetto Hag has been rai

at all these places, as well as at the Custom-House, i

that of the United States removed.
Philadelphia.—Mortality last week, 251.

Slavery in Nebraska.—The House of Representati

of the Territory of Nebraska, on the 10th ult., pas

the bill prohibiting slavery in the territory, by a vote

thirty-five ayes to two nays.

Texas.—Gov. Houston has called an extra ses

the Texas Legislature, which is to assemble on the 2

inst., to consider the present crisis. The secession

ing is said to be in the ascendant. The Conventiui

the people is to assemble on the 28th inst.

Treasure/ Notes.—The proposals for §5,000,000 Tr

sury notes under the act of Congress, were opened
the 28th. The aggregate of the bids were less til

S2, 500,000, at rates of interest varying from 6 to (

percent. All the bids at 12 percent, or under, wi

accepted, and subsequently offers were made and
cepted for the balance of the issue at 12 per cent.

'

high rate demanded, shows how much the credit of '

government has suffered by the revolutionary procc

ings in the South.

WEST-TOWN SCHOOL.
A Friend and his wife are wanted to fill the stati

of Superintendent and .Matron at West-town Boardi
School.

Application to be made to either of the follow

Friends: Nathan Suarpless, Concord ; James E.vii

West Chester ; Samoel Hilles, Wilmington ; He '

Cope or William Evans, Philadelphia.

Twelfth mo. 10th, 1860.

Married, on Fifth-day, the 1 1th of Tenth month, If^

at Friends' meeting-house. West Grove, Chester cou ;

Pa., Thomas Smedley, of Willistown, Chester cou.)

to Rachel G., daughter of Isaac Preston, late of Fral

ford. Pa.

PILE & M'ELROT, PRINTERS,
Lodge street, opposite the Pennsylvania Bank.

,
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Of a meeting held in the State-house at Frank-

t, Kentucky, he remarks, viz :

" The governor and most of the respectable in-

bitants were present, and behaved solidly ; they

very attentive, and manifested their satisfae-

n with the meeting. We then rode into Shelby

jDty, and had a meeting in the court-house, but

people appeared very shy, aad were unwilling

sit down, until some men of note in the place

fne in ; when they becamo more settled, and wo
comfortable time, much to the satisfaction of

Be hungering and thirsting souls present. After

tributing some pamphlets, we proceeded on our

y to Ilarrodsburg, through a wilderness country,

d on reaching the house of John Thomas, who
d his education among Friends, we were court-

asly received by him, and he gave notice of a

eting to be held in the court-house. We then

nt to Augustus Passniore's, whose wife had been

ought up a Friend, and had an encouraging and
tisfactory opportunity in their family. He and
lin Thomas, with several others, had formed a

iety for assisting coloured people who were held

slavery, but who had a legal right to their liberty,

fter visiting several tender-minded people here-

7ay, we lett the neighbourhood, and proceeded

rough Danville to Knoxville, in Tennessee.

On our way, we entered a wilderness part of

e road one morning, and having gone about se

nteen miles, called at a spacious looking house

r the purpose of getting breakfast, supposing from

ppearance we should be furnished with a good
jal ; but we were disappointed, for, on applying

the landlord, he said they should have to kill

id dress a pig before we could have breakfast

told him wc could not wait so long, and would
without meat ; upon which Ms daughter replied,

ey had neither bread nor meal, and must grind

e corn before they could serve us. To this I

ijected, on account of the detention, and told her,

saw they had sweet-potatoes growing, and if they

ould boil some of them for us, and give us some
ilk, we would make out a meal ; upon which the

ack girl said, there was no milk in the house,

^e then concluded to go to the next inn, where we
•oke our fast, between twelve and one o'clock.

" Proceeding on our journey, we met a man well

ountcd, who, ou coming up to us, immediately

turned his horse, and rode with us, conversing first

with one and then another of us, on the danger of

riding through the wilderness, wlien it was known
that robbers had attacked and murdered several

persons. ,and jjrctending ninj-Ji rnensiuess for fear

we should meet them. He otfered our friend, John
Lynch, his pistols to defend us; but John let him
know, that he did not depend upon such weapons
for protection ; and, after riding several hours witli

us, directly back from the inhabited part of the

ountry, we saw several men about half a mile

from the road, at a newly erected cottage; and our

mysterious companion, without taking leave of us,

de off to them ; we thought it well to get rid of

him, and, hastening our pace, saw him no more.

In the evening we reached a poor inn, but so many
had arrived before us, that we had to sleep on the

We left the place before day, choosing

rather to ride alone than with a rude and uncivil

company, who seemed glad that we were going the

same way, saying, our numbers would be likely to

deter the robbers from falling upon us.

We had to travel a dreary road, so narrow at

times that we were obliged to fallow one another.

It was after night when we reached an inn, where

found room enough, and good entertainment

for a new country. The landlady cheerfully got

up from her bed to wait upoi. us. In tlio'...c.ruing

we pursued our route toward Knoxville, mostly

through a wilderness, though the settlements be-

came more frequent as we approached that place.

It rained hard, and we put up before night—our

beds, as was frequently the case, were spread on

the floor, and in the morning, were thrown together,

in one corner of the room, where they remained in

a pile until the next night, when they are brought

forth again for other travellers who may arrive.

Our horses generally fared pretty well—we some-

times carried a bag of grain with us, stripping the

bark from an old tree for a manger. About three

o'clock on the following day, we arrived at our

kind friend, Thomas iMarshall's. Few, if any, who
have never been circumstanced as we were, during

this wearisome journey through the wilderness, can

realize the satisfaction and comfort there is in a

welcome reception from friends of the same religious

profession. We did not indeed meet with sump

tuous fare, but a cordiality which compensated for

the want of it, and the keenness of our appetites

rendered their humble board and simple provision

truly grateful to us, and thankfulness was raised

in our hearts to Him, who united our spirits to

gether."

How precious is that fellowship, which subsists

among the followers of Christ ! Come from where

they will, however diflerent their conditions in life,

or their degrees of religious experience, being bap-

tized by the one spirit into one body of which the

Lord Jesus is the holy Head, their union is in

Him, according to his own words :
'' That they all

may be one ; as thou, Father, art in me, and I
'

thee, that they also may be one in us." " I in

them, and thou in me, that they may be made per-

fect in one." Where this oneness in Clirist sub-

sists, the heart is necessarily clothed with Divine

love, and is under the government of the meek.

owly and forgiving Spirit of its holy Author,
?hich prepares it to bear with the weakness and
inexperience of the babes, to nurture and instruct

them, to be gentle and tender toward the iuhrmi-
>s of each other, labouring for tbo Lclp n -J ro-

oouragement of all, in that which is good, "putting
on as the elect of God, holy and beloved, bowels
of mercies, kindness, humbleness of mind, meek-
ness, and long-suffering ; forbearing one another,
and forgiving one another, even as Clirist forgave
tliem

; and above all things, putting on charity,

which is the bond of perfectne.s3." This is the love
that is without dissimulation, and which, while it

ever abhors that which is evil, cleaves to the good
in all, and seeks to strengthen and encourage it.

'.

It is important not to confound this heavenly',

principle with natural affection, or the or'inary

harmony and good feeling, which may subsist

among superficial and unfaithful professors. Plea
ant and commendable as these are, there is the

mure danger of substituting them for the former

;

d settling at ease in them, without pressing .iftor

experiencing the far higher union and felloW;_

ship, which is the blessed portion of thc-e "in
whom the love of God is verily perfected." Na-
tural tenderness and affection may induce us to .

sacrifice the right in order to preserve outward
harmony, and to wink lit or to countenance wrong
things, from the fear of disturbing it. Divine

and the unity of the Spirit, never lead to

these weaknesses, nor sanction them ; but, pure
and upright as the sacred Source whence they

flow, meekly but firmly stand against the wrong,

while striving, in tenderness and true charity, to

convince and restore those who advocate it.

Those who are brought into this heavenly fel-

lowship by the alone means, the baptism of the

Holy Ghost and fire, find it a source of unspeaka-

ble consolation and refreshmei.t ; and as they daily

keep under its tendering and refining influence, a-ro

not only made helpers of one another's joy, but

drawn nearer and nearer to their Lord, and in-

creased in mcetncss for an entrance into the king-

dom of God, of whom it is declared that lie is

love, and that those who dwell in this love, dwell

in Him. The narrative proceeds :

" On the following day we had a meeting in the

new court-house at Knoxville, which the governor

and both houses of the legislature attended, having
given up the room to accommodate us. Here I

found several letters from home, the contents of

which were satisfactory. Returning home with

Thomas Marshall, we had a meeting in the evening

in their new log-house, and next day were at the

Monthly Meeting at Lost-creek, [Tennessee,] where
we met a considerable numberof Friends, who made
a commendable appearance, but evinced much raw-
ness in the management of the discipline. AVe
were, however, comforted together through the

condescending goodness of the Giver of every good
and perfect gift. After this we had large meetings

at several places, with Friends and others, one of

which was on the south side of the French Broad
river, at the house of W. Williams, where a meet-

ing of Friends had never before been held. At
Newhope, we put up at John Kennedy's, and at-
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tended the Monthly Meeting at that place, ivhcre' commenced the 26th of Tenth month, [1799,] and

found our friends, Joseph Cloud and Jacob

Hunt, on their way to Kentucky, on a religious

vi^it ; and as I felt much for the inhabitants of

that State, it was cause of joy to me, to find that

the Lord of the harvest was sending more labour-

ers there. Joseph and myself, unknown to each

other, haying appointed a meeting at Limestone, to

be held at the same hour, we accordingly attended

it to good satisfaction.

" Leaving Tennessee, we rode toward North

Carolina, and, on Sixth-day, the 4th of Tenth

month, got to Bryan Ballard's, on Chestnut-creek,

in Virginia. In our way we had to ford many
large rivers ; the water in the Holston came up to

the sk/rts of mj saddle, and wet my feet, although
the horse I rode was uncommonly tall ; and hav-

ing to ride afterwards in the rain, I took cold, and

was laid up, being unable to travel. After getting

better, I attended meetings at Chesnut, Reedy Is-

land, Fruit-hill, and Ward's gap, which were to

pretty good satisfaction. Whilst crossing the moun-
tains, we had an opportunity of seeing some of the

difficulties which the emigrants to the Western

country have to encounter ;—the women and chil-

drea, unable to find shelter from the falling rain,

irere dragging their weary limbs up the rocky

steeps, whilst the men were engaged in getting the

wagons up, by doubling their teams, and frequently

blocking the wheels, to give the poor horses breath.

"On the 12th, we attended the first meeting in

Carolina, held at Dan river, and then one at West-
field, where we put up at the house of a kind
Friend, who, with his wife and family, had joined

the Society a short time before. From thence we
proceeded to Deep-creek, and Muddy-creek, and
had meetings at each, when I found it necessary
for nac to rest a kvr days, having been poorly since
crossing the mountalus, so much so as to make
travelling diflicult, and I was often very near be-

ing discouraged
; but the renewed evidences of Di-

vine condescension and goodness with which I was
favoured, stayed my mind from sinking too low.

At times I was raised up in humble, grateful ac-

knowlodgnient, that I had been favoured beyond
anything I had merited, and I humbly petitioned

the Lord Mo;t High, that I might be strengthened
to walk more uprightly before him, and carefully

watch over my thoughts, that my mind might not
be disengaged from the work to which I was called.

Although I felt the loss of the society and tender
care of my dear wife in this trying time, yet the
language of my heart was, ' I desire to be at thy
disposal, Thou who knowest what is best for

ine!'

" The following First-day I was at favoured
meetings, at Muddy and Blue-creeks, then at Do-
ver and Hopewell, where the notice having failed,

we had the company of but few persons. Amon'T
these were a man and his wife, not members of
our Society, for whom I was much interested in

the love of the gospel ; and I think they were sen-
Bible of a heavenly visitation being renewedly ex-
tended to their souls.

" When I reflected on the distance I had come
to attend this meeting, and that a Friend belong-
to if, should be so little interested as to neglect to
spread notice of the invitation to his neighbours,
my mind was depressed, and I felt sorrow for him ;'

and although but few of the members had attended
the meeting, I felt most easy to proceed without
having another opportunity with them.
"Our companion, John Lynch, and other Friends

who came with us from "^^irgiuia, having returned
homo, Joshua Lord and myself attended the Yearly
Meeting for North Carolina, kc, held at New

to some of us, was a time of renewing covenant,

and I was reverently thankful for the opportunity

of being with Friends in this meeting. Richard

Jordan opened his prospect of visiting Friends in

Europe, and received certificates of the unity and

concurrence of the meeting with his proceeding

therein. The meeting for Divine worship, on First-

day, was much crowded, but rather a low time,

and during the several sittings of that for business,

when the state of society was under consideration.

Friends were comfortably united in spirit, with de-

sires for the welfare one of another—and the meet-

ing closed under an encouraging evidence of the

renewings of heavenly love.

" Eleventh month 2.d^ In New Garden Monthly
Meeting I had to bear testimony against Friends re-

ceiving and holding the office of magistrate, or join-

ing in political disputes—party spirit beinggenerally
excited, which disqualified for usefulness, as well as

for choosing suitable persons for rulers and law-
makers; entreating Friends to consider the supe-

rior excellency of the Messiah's peaceable kingdom,
into which our Society is called, as a sort of first

fruits ; and it behooves us to prove our allegiance

to the Prince of peace, by coming out of all con-

tentions, strife, and that which leads to blood-
shed.

" First-day, attended a favoured meeting at New
Garden, and, on Second-day, was at Deep-river
Monthly Meeting, where self-righteousness was
shown to be a fruitful source of discouragement
and stumbling to the youth, many of whom had
strayed from the society, for the want of a timely
care, on the part of parents and care-takers, to

cultivate their minds, and imbue them with a just

estimate of the excellency of piety and virtue

;

whilst austere commands had failed to keep them
in a coE„tjrmity to the simplicity of our profession,

as respected their outward appearance. The hum-
ble followers of the Lord Jesus were encouraged to

hold on their way. I had been at this meeting
before the Yearly Meeting, and had to suflFer in

silence, but now my mouth was opened to my own
relief; may the humble praise Him who opens
and none can shut, and shuts and none can open.''

CTo be continued

On Snabbing.

There are few persons who, at some period or
other of their lives, have not an interest, either
direct or indirect, in the training of children. To
such, therefore, whether parents, relatives or teach-
ers, a word or two of advice may be offered ; and
we would especially recommend the importance of
avoiding that mode of correction, commonly called
snubbing. The word itself is banished from polite

-ociety ; but alas ! the custom is by no means
equally proscribed. The sound is, to some extent,

nificant of the sense. " To snub" is certainly
not euphonious, and would sadly offend the ears
of many, who are addicted to the habit. Snub-
bing is of various kinds ; for instance, there is the
direct snub, sharp and decisive, that knocks the
tender, sensitive spirit at once; there is the covert
snub, nearly allied to being talked at ; the jocose
snub, veiling the objectionable form of reproof un-
der an affected pleasantry; and there is also a
most unpleasant form of snubbing, frequently used
by well-mcaaing persons to repress forwardness or
personal vanity. It is very true that children and
young people often exhibit forwardness, vanity

ny other qualities extremely distasteful to
t^bcir wiser elders ; but it is questionable if snub-
"ing was ever found an efi'eotual cure for such

ta. It may smother the evil for the time ; bi

speak their thoughts freely; patiently and gentlj i

show them where they are wrong, and trust tc
,

kind vo'.ce and tender indulgence to win the hear

,

that snubbing would most certainly sooner or la

"

alienate.

So far, then, from snubbing curing faults of cb.

racter, it will be found on close examination to i

a fruitful source of evil ; it renders a timid ch I

reserved, and it may be deemed fortunate, if ii

conscientious principle is strong enough to presei
i

him from direct deceit. Indeci?ion of charact

,

too, is a common result of snubbing ; for there c
i

be no self-reliance when the mind iswonderi;

with itself whether such and such an action will
i

snubbed. Some dispositions may in time beco ;

entirely callous to reproof; but it rarely happc i

that even those most seasoned by incessant rebu!
i

ever entirely lose the uncomfortable feeling, wh i

snubbing occasions. It is, in fact, a perpetil

mental blister, and it is grievous to see how blii .

ly people exercise it on those they dearly love.
;

may occur to some who can think as well as snr,

that the benefit that can be derived from anythi
j

calculated to wound sensitive feelings, must
:

very questionable; but the plain fact is, that nij

times out often it is done unthinkingly, and fr(

the impulse of the moment. It may be but " siuj

unkindness" at the time, the words forgotten i

soon as uttered ; but in many instances the eftl

of a snubbed childhood last a life-time. Thi

remarks are offered in the hope that they may
useful in pointing out the evil of this very prev

ent habit. It is most certainly a violation of t

holy commandment of doing to others, as we woi

be done by, and requires to be diligently watch

against. There is no one addicted to the pract

rf snubbing others, who likes to be snubbed hi

self. The law of love should not only dwell in t

heart, but should also baptize the lips.

—

An L

Magazine.

Philadelphia Passenger Railways.—The f

lowing table gives the length of each road, and t'

amount of capital authorized. It should be c

served, however, that the amount of capital a

thorized is far in excess of the actual cost of tht

roads.

No. ofsh's Amou
Name of Road. Length of (§50) au- of capi

single tnitk tliorizeil. author
Fifth and Sixth streets . .
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Waking np from Wiuter Sleep.

Hybernation, or winter sleep, is a condition boau-

3 fully devised by the Creator to indemnify certain

ainials for the lo^s of their necessary food during

rinter-time. Nutrition being arrested, all the other

)t
.tal functions are either suspended, or are carried

tip at low steam pressure, so to speak. This is the

(Lse with respiration and the accompanying evo-

HJition of animal heat. Animals may be likened

1(1 furnaces in more than a figurative sense. Food

nlmishes fuel, and the breath supplies oxygen for

< le support of combustion. During ordinary sleep,

||ie combustive function in the lungs is notably

(Lwered. The human system is so delicately or-

anized, that it cannot sink into the deep torpor of

jld, and afterwards revive ; but the long winter-

eep of some animals is no more extraordinary

) them than the few hours' nightly rest to each

us.

Let us take some examples. The bat lives upon

isects and nothing else. Where were the insects

I winter? Either dead or torpid—hybernating

—hidden away in minute holes and corners,

hither the bat could not follow them even if he

ere about and stirring; so what more sensible

ling could the bat do than go to sleep also, and

>main sleeping until spring-time comes again.

he frog is an insect-feeder too, which he, no more

lan the bat, can obtain in winter ; so the frog

to sleep. In the north of France and Ger-

lany, there are pretty little frogs of green colour,

nd which live on trees. Many attempts have been

lade to naturalize these pretty things in England,

ut without much success. The very mildness of

insular winters kills them. The degree of cold

re experience is usually not enough to send them

ato deep winter-sleep. The economy of their fur-

combustion is not brought down sufficiently

to do without food entirely; and, on the other

and, food they cannot obtain. iSo the usual result

[s, that the pretty tree-frogs die. As frogs cat in-

lects, so in their turn do snakes eat frogs ; and

.he latter, not being complaisant enough to hop

ibout in winter-time, what more sensible thing could

I snake do than go to sleep too ? For a similar

eason the spiny hedge-hog sleeps ; and he sleeps

;oundly too ; as people who have found him in his

(finter-quarters can testify.

One of the most curious of foreign hybernators

s the little North American animal called the

'prairie dog." Prairie dogs congregate in im-

uense herds ; and whilst summer-time lasts, they

ire active enough. As winter approaches, how-

iver, and before cold weather actually sets in, the

)rairie dogs build themselves houses, and, getting

inder shelter of the same, fasten up the doors

lecurely, and take their long winter-nap. In late

ifinter, or very early spring, whilst snow is yet on

he ground, and the prairie land is tormented by
cy, howling winds, the prairie-dogs may be noticed,

n the morning of some bitterly cold day, opening

iheir doors, poking out their noses, and not appa-

rently finding things as pleasant as they might

lave wished, retiring once more. Again they

;lose their mansion-doors, and go to sleep. The
lime had not arrived for coming out, indeed, but

.he little prairie dogs were still not deceived.

Some indication of a good time coming they por-

seived. Their instinct led them not astray. The
[ndian and the backwoodsman, noticing the sign,

ire able to predict that fair weather is near at

land, having trusted to the sure instinct of the

irairie dogs.

Hybernation must only be accepted as a rela-

ive term. Whilst some animals admit of being

rozen outright, and thawed again without damage

to their constitutions, so others arc by no means

I

so tolerant of lowered temperature. A human
j

individual having sunk into the sleep of cold, is

generally frost-bitten at once in some prominent
and exposed part. The nose is the most likely

organ to suffer ; after which come the fingers and
the toes. If the sleeper be aroused at once, inci-

pient frost-bites may frequently be cured by judi-

cious friction, with ice or snow at first ; the object
being to supply warmth by degrees. But if the

first frost-bite touch any internal organ, the seal of

death is impressed. Instances have been known of

the congelation of fish bodily, in the ice of a pond,
the creatures having been restored to motion, with-

out damage, by judicious thawing. Stranger still,

examples are on record of the freezing of insects

into a block of ice, which latter, being laid before

a fire and thawed, the insects buzzed away. Be-
tween these latter extreme cases, and the intoler-

ance of cold experienced by human beings, comes
hybernation, properly so called.

Even amongst hybernators, there is a great dif-

ference. Our pretty little friend, the squirrel,

furnishes us with an example of what may be
termed modified hybernation. The squirrel is a

good food economist, as is well known. He keeps
a bright look-out at the commissariat stores. In
autumn, when the hazel-nuts have ripened, the

little fellow may be seen busily carrying the tawny
treasures, one by one, in his mouth, and depositing

them in some mysterious hole. In that hole is a

comfortable nest, furnished with great care, and
having a capacious larder beside it. In this larder

he hides the nuts, to be nibbled at frugally in win-

ter-time when the sun shines more brightly than
usual, and he rouses to see what is doing in the

world. A tame squirrel living in a warm room,
hybcrnates slightly, or not at all. A sleepy fellow

he will perhaps seem, not quite so lively as in the
summer, but that is all.

To rouse a hybernating animal from its winter-

sleep is a very dangerous operation. Hodge-hogs
are particularly intolerant of this treatment; in

fact, the rough-looking hedge-hog is a very deli-

cate fellow. Thus dealt with, the animal generally

dies, furnishing one of the many examples of the

beautifully-poised relations of vitality to external

circumstances, as determined for beneficent purposes

by Almighty will.

1740. Dear friends, as much as in you lies, en-

courage a frequent and diligent reading of the holy
Scriptures in your families; in them are contained

the promises of eternal life and salvation. For as

a steady trust and belief in the promises of God,
and a frequent meditation in the law of the Lord,
was the preservation of a remnant in old time, so

it is even to this day ; and as a distrust and dis-

belief of the promises of God, and a neglect of his

holy law, was the occasion of the complaints made
against the Jews, the posterity of Abraham, even
so we have reason to fear, that the apparent de-

cleufiion in our time, from true piety and godly

zeal in many places, is too much owing to a disre-

gard of the doctrines of the holy Scriptures, and
the promises of the Holy Spirit in them recorded.

Wherefore it behooves every one, who would be

united to Christ, and a member of his church, to

believe in the promises of God and Christ, and to

wait to know the fulfilling of them in his own
heart. It was by this the primitive believers be-

came of " one heart, and of one soul." It was by
one Spirit, namely the Spirit promised by Christ,

that " they were all baptized into one body."
Having, therefore, dearly beloved, such great and
precious promises, and being encompassed with so

great a cloud of witnesses, let us run with cheer-

fulness in the way of the Lord, and walk in the

footsteps of the flock of his conipanion-i, " lookiii"

unto Jesus, the author and finisher of our faith,

who, for the joy that was set before Him, endured
the cross, despising the shame, and is set down at

the right hand of the throne of God."

Hearty Supjws.—Eating heartily in an ex-
hausted, or even in a greatly debilitated bodily con-
dition, is dangerous at any hour. Many a man
has fallen apoplectic at the close of ajhearty din-

ner ; but the danger is greatly increased by goin''

to bed soon after; for the weight of the mjal, a
pound or two, rests steadily on the great veins of
the body, arrests the flow of the blood, as a con-
tiuuous pressure of the foot on a hose pipe will

more or less completely stop the flow of water along
it. This arrestment causes a damming up of blood
in the vessels of the brain, which at length cannot
longer bear the distention, and burst, causing ef-

fusion there, which is instant, sometimes, and is cer-

tain death always.

There is scarcely a reader, of middle life, who
has not more than once been nearer death than he
imagined, from this very cause. A man feels in

his sleep as if some terrible calamity was impend-
ing, some horrible beast after him, or some fearful

flood is about to overwhe'm him ; but spite of every
eflbrt, he cannot remove himself sufficiently fast

;

the enemy behind is increasing upon him ; and at
ength, in an agony of sweat, he is able by a des-

perate effort to set the stream of life in motion by
uttering some sound, fearful to be heard, or only
saves himself from falling into some fathomle.-s

abyss, by a convulsive and desperate effort. la
cases where there is no power to cry out, or no ef-

fort can be made, the person is overtaken, or falls

and dies ! Eating a hearty meal at the close of
the day, is like giving a labouring man a full day's
work to do, just as night sets in, although he lias

been toiling all day. The whole body is fatigued

when night comes, the stomach takes its due share,

and to eat heartily at supper, and then go to bed,
is giving all the other portions and functions of
the body repose, while the stomach has thrown
upon it five hours more of additional labor, after

having already worked four or five hours to dispose

of breakfast, and a still longer time for dinner.

This ten or twelve hours of almost incessant labor
has nearly exhausted its power; it cannot promptly
digest another full meal, but labors at it for long
hours together, like an exhausted galley slave at a
newly imposed task.—The result is, that, by the

unnatural length of time in which the food is kept
in the stomach, and the imperfect manner in which
the exhausted organ manages it, it becomes more

;s3 acid ; this generates wind ; this distends the

stomach
; this presses itself up against the more

yielding lungs, confining them to a more diminished
space

; hence, every breath taken is insufficient for

the wants of the system, the blood becomes foul,

black, and thick, refuses to flow, and the man dies

;

n delirium or fright, leaps from a window or
mits suicide, as did Hugh Miller, and multi-

tudes of others, as to whom the coroner's jury has
returned the non-committal verdict, "Died from
causes unknown," if not more impiously statiuc,
" Died by the visitation of God."

Let any reader who follows inactive life for the
most part, try the experiment for a week, of eating
absolutely nothing after a two o'clock dinner, and
ee if a sounder sleep and a more vigorous appetite
for breakfast and a hearty dinner are not the
pleasurable results, to say nothing of the happy
deliverance from that disagreeable ifullness, weight,
oppression, or acidity, which attends over eating.

The greater renovation and vivacity which a long
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delicious, and connected sleep imparts, both to mind
and body, will of themselves more than compensate
for the certainly short and rather dubious pleasure

of eating a supper with no special relish.

—

Late
Paper.

letter from T. Scatlergood to John Pemberton,

. - Beaver Dam, Va., Ninth mo. 24th, 1792,

Dear Friend^—I received thy letter at our
friend Robert Pleasant's, which at that ti

comfortable to me, and the tenor of it peculiarly

so since, in one close trial, wherein I had to re-

member encouragingly these expressions contained

therein :
" The work of righteousness is peace.''

At the time I received thy affectionate remembrance,
we had just got through a very arduous piece of

service, [having attended] most or all the meeti

in Black Water Quarter. [We had had] meetings

everyday; there was considerable distances be

tween some of them, and the weather was exceed

ing hot, so that, what with exercise of mind, la

bour in meetings, &c., my poor, feeble body was
brought at times very low, insomuch that after

meetiugs, it was as much as I could do to get down
a small portion of light food, such as peach-pie, or

peaches with a little milk. Meat of almost any
kind was loathsome to nie. Thus I laboured along
in great weakness, and have had to remember
how it was with thee just before thy voyage to

Britain.

And, my dear Friend, I seem as if I cannot for-

bear informing thee, that since I received thy let-

ter, when I have been ridiug in lonely and wilder-

ness ways, day after day, and often in the day,
have my thoughts been turned towards thee, inso-

much that I have had frequently to stop and pause
and make this inquiry. What is or may be the

cause that the cogitations of my heart are so much
fixed on an individual in that great city wherein
so many dwell, that I nearly love? Is my friend
labouring under close exercise of mind at this sea
son ? and am I, a younger brother, made to partake
with him in spirit, although far separate ? Indeed
at such seasons as now, thou hast been made near
to me, I believe by Him who metes out all our
portions to us by just weight and measure, and who
lias declared, " That the needy shall not always
be forgotten, nor the expectation of the poor perish
If a sparrow cannot fall to the ground without His
notice, surely he takes notice and records the hon
est labours of those who have, at his command,
spent many of their days in endeavouring to gather
souls into his everlasting kingdom. After this

manner has my spirit been led to look over thy
labours and travels in lands very far remote, and
receiving this for answer, it has been preciously
comfortable to me ;

" There shall be a glorious
recomjMtise in the resurrection of the ju&t:'' I

have thought at such seasons, I could say much
more to thee, when my heart has been full ; but
let this suffice, that it is my firm belief the Lord
has been with thee in the Orkneys. The seed
thou hast, at the great Lord of the whole family^
command, scattered in or sown in that land, shall
not be gathered up by the grand vulturous bird ol

prey, the devil, but in the Lord's time, spring up
to the praise of his adorable name.

With respect to thy present prospect, my desire
is, that thou may still pray for patience, and be
kept in the patience, which runs the race, and at
last obtains the crown. The Lord is on his way,
I believe, to set thee at liberty ; and no matter how,
so as it is seen to be his doings, and at length prove
marvellous in thine eye.

I wish thee to live still in that which dare not
think the time long, and at the same time keep in

as truly to say, Here amtrue devotion of heart
T, send me.

I have been persuaded, the more the wife of thy
bosom, thy affectionate companion, comes to be
resigned unto the will of an all-wise and over-
ruling Providence, the more of the income of true
and lasting peace she will experience. Submitting
to his hand of power, which qualifies for every good
word and good work in her family and in the
church, she might be qualified in Divine authority,
to say to others, "Arise up, ye careless women that
are at ease; awake out of sleep, ye lukewarm, un-
concerned daughters ; let us be in earnest to get
our day's work done in the day-time, for the shades
of the evening advance apace." Oh, that she may
ask counsel of God, and wait for it with regard to

thy heavy exercise, that by an entire resignation
of heart and mind in all things, to the Divine will,

putting away every weight and burthen which may
rise in the reasoning part—peace, true peace, may
flow into her heart and mind, and the Lord's will

be done in you both, by you and upon you, to the
praise of his excellent name, in the end. So
wisheth your exercised, concerned friend and bro-
ther, who has written as things have arisen, in the
simplicity of a child, and who is a child, and needs
the care and prayers of ail those, his elders, who
love the Lord Jesus in sincerity.

"We have lately returned from South-ri
branch of James, two or three days' journey above
this place. We found a pretty large body of
Friends, and some precious youth (as also in other
places where our lot has been cast.) They are
building three meeting-houses—one near a new
town called Lynchburg,— a pretty large one, of
stone, and appear in a hopeful condition. I meet
with ups and downs, and singular trials, one of
which may look singular, of turning back into the
neighbourhood again, instead of pursuing our jour-
ney towards New Garden. And indeed the track
has been, and remains new. Instead of large
meetings of late, it has been family meeting-s, and
to individuals in families, and many miles to see
soQie, so that my faith and patience also have been
tried. Oh, that I may be favoured to hold out
until the end of this present journey.

""- lodged one night at Charles Logan's, and IAV(

remembered thy love to him, which appeared to _,
kindly received. I have no doubt, but that it was
in wisdom, that our lot was cast under his roof.
Give my love to thy dear aged father Zane and
daughter, and tell him some of the back-woods
people love him, and say he was an instrument in
settling some such places by Friends. They are
numerous at Redstone, to what they were when he
was there. I believe he rejoiceth in Zion's welfare.
My love also to dear George and Sarah Dillwin
who have now become thy neighbours. The peo-
ple of the land (tell him) love him. I hope thou
with others of my beloved friends remember my
dear wife and mother. I have frequently thought
of late, when looking towards Georgia, that if "we
should be favoured to arrive there, and Friends
were easy to send some useful books by water to
meet us, whether we might not distribute them to
advantage in that infant State, especially if we
should be drawn from amongst Friends in these
parts. I submit my prospect to thee, thy brother,
and William Savery, to consider of. William knows
perhaps better than I, what may be most useful.
3Iy love to them and their wives.

I have looked sometimes towards seeing Georsia
in the beginning of next year; we get but slowly
along, but for every little act of faith and labour
of love, there has been a rich reward bestowed by"•" who hath a right to our obedience.

nion, preserved much in the patience, under 1

1

many singular turns we meet with, which ende£|
him to me; and he desires his love may be afftjl

tionately remembered to thee and wife. 1

I believe the Lord gave me some place in t jl

brother Isaac's heart when at his house ; and t

prayers yet are, that the Lord may smite both I

winter and summer house, throw down his hous
of ivory, and bring him to sit in the dust, moui
ing over him whom he hath pierced. I mourn ov
him, and for him, whilst writing, because I ha
seen what an instrument he might have been, a:

I hope yet, might be of good in his generation,
with unreserved obedience, he would yield up I

will into the will of the Author of his being, w!

can as suddenly meet with him as with Nebucha
nezzar formerly, when all things may seem to ,

pleasantly forward in the outward. If ho shou
be in town before I am, thou mayest read this
him, with the addition of my christian, tender lo
and desire for him.

I am thy poor, little, exercised friend and bi
ther in the necessary tribulations attending t

*jospel. Tnos. Scattergood.
If any opportunity offers to the Yearly Meeti)

of Carolina, should be glad to hear from thee, ai

a letter how it is with thee.

"THE WEALTH I'VE GOT."
Not bouses nor lots in a princip.il street,

Not rich fields waving with prolden wheat,
Not darksome mines deep-stored with gold,
Nor piles of ingots in coffers old ;

—

Not these, though they fill so many a lot—
These form no part of the wealth I've got.

I'm poorer to-day than a year ago
I was poorer then than I cared to know

;

The future has nothing but struggle and care
For the bread to eat, and tbe raiment to wear;
Yet I still look onward and murmur not,
For I'm very rich iu the wealth I've got.

I've kind ones to love me,
I've friends whom I hold \

I've pleasures and duties,

And work for each hour that passes'away

;

I've a home with its treasures—earth's de'ar'est spo
Where I hoard like a miser the wealth I've got.

I've a heart, thank God, that loves mankind
;

I've a spirit, thank God, that can be resigned;
I've a hope to fini.^bsome trifle of good,

°

Before I lie down far the grave-worm's food
;

I've a hope that neither stain nor blot
Will cling when I'm gone to the wealth I've got.

I've a trust in the JIaster, whose tender care
Giveth bread to eat. and raiment to wear

;

I've a firm, stout heart, that he giveib me'
To bear whatever my fortune may be ;

So earth can be never a sorrowful spot,
While kind Heaven leaves i

ich or poor,

ith a friendship sure;

Dear Josiah IS an cncourarrinn feelino

the wealth I've got.

Bmry Morfurd.

Lima Beans.—We see that some ofour brethre
of the press are recommending the pinching off i

Lima beans when six feet high, instead of per
mitting the vines to run around poles of fifteen feet

This is an excellent practice. Such treatmen
causes tbe vine to grow to a much larfcr size

throwing out side shoots with a larger crop of fin(

fruit, and to perfect the beans before frost, insteac
of continuing to bear indefinitely, and to perfect bu
few. This is an excellent crop when so managed
and always profitable. It only requires full I'er

tilization and thorough disintegration of the
to raise a pint or more of Lima beans per pole
and with such a crop, sold at six dollars a bu^he.
in the dry state, the yield will equal four hundred
dollars or more per acre in value.—iate Paper.

The wisdom of a man lies not in satirizing the
compa-

1
vices of others, but in correcting his own.
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BIOCRAPUICAl SKEICnES

»f Ministers and Elders and otlier concfrntd members
of the Yearly Meeting of Philadelpbia.

(Contiiiuca from page 141.)

JOSHUA BROWN.

On the 4th of the Eighth month, Joshua attcnd-

(•d a meeting, held near James Perry's, and, on

|,he 5th, one at Westerly. In this meeting, he was

jed to set forth the necessity of revelation being

(itill continued to the church of Chriit, showing that

if it had ceased, the glory of Israel might justly be

liaid to be departed. Uere again he found it need-

ful to press on the people to mind the day of their

pisitation. The meeting was favoured, and miuis-

Lered satisfaction and comfort to his mind. Dining

[ivith Peter Davis, he rode to Hopkinton, and at-

tended a meeting there that afternoon, which was

also comfortable and encouraging. His labours in

jthis part appearing to be finished, he, on Second-

iday, the 6th, left lor the westward, accompanied

by John Collins and Joseph Mitchell. They reach-

jed New JNlilford, in Connecticut, on the 8th, and

ibad a meeting there in the afternoon, which was

[largely attended by people of other societies and

|the Friends of the place. Amongst these, Joshua

had a great openness for labour, pressing upon

them the necessity of regeneration. Gaius Tal-

cott, accompanying him, he, the same night, rode

to Oblong, to the house of Benjamin Ferris.

The nest day he was at a meeting there, which

was an exercising one, although way opened for

isome public service. That afternoon, with Wing
Kelly as pilot, he rode to the house of the widow
Thorn, at Nine Partners. On the lOtb, he held

ia meeting in the morning at that place, and in the

afternoon, one at Oswego, both of which were sa-

tisfactory. On the llth, had a meeting near

[Joshua Shearman's, in which he had to treat on

[regeneration and the universality of the love of

God to mankind, showing the necessity there was

for experiencing the one, and believing in the

other. On the 12th, he was at a meeting at Peach
Pond in the morning, and one at Ammawalk in

;the afternoon, the latter held in a barn. Both

meetings were favoured ; in that in the afternoon,

he was much concerned that his hearers might be

brought into obedience to the law of the Spirit,

that they might experience the benefit of Christ's

coming. At the close of this meeting, he rode

with Thomas Underbill to his house near Shap-

paqua, where, on the 13th, he attended a meeting

in the morning. That afternoon, he had one at

Purchase, wherein he had to warn some present

against trusting in uncertain riches j exhorting

them to seek to know a being broken oiF from the

wild olive tree, from a dependence upon anything

here below, that they might witness a being en-

I

grafted into the true and living vine. After meet-

ing, he rode to Marmaroucck, and, on the 14tb, had

a meeting there, which, although not held in silence,

was not an open satisfactory time. He dined at

John Cornwall's, where many friends were gather-

ed, because of the home-coming of a young mar-

ried couple from Long Island. Aaron Lancaster

was there, and both he and Joshua had service

amongst the young people and others present. In

the afternoon, he and Aaron Lancaster rode to

West Chester to an afternoon meeting, in which

they each laboured in the gospel. After meeting

they rode towards New York, where, on the 15th,

they had a meeting, which was favoured. Jo-^hua

then parted with Aaron, and, cro.^sing over to

Jersey, rode that night to Kahway, where he lodged

at the house of Joseph Shotwell. On the 16th, ho

rode across New Jersey, and reached Bristol, in

Pennsylvania, where he tarried that night with

Ennion Williams. On the 17th, he rode through

Philadelphia, and, on the 18th, reached the house

of William Swayne, in time to attend the meeting

of ministers and elders of the Western Quarterly

Meeting. After attending the several sittings of

the Quarterly Meeting, he went to his own resi-

dence, where he found his family well, although

sickness had been among them in bis absence. He
says, " 'When I got home, I felt a good degree of

peace and satisfaction in that I had industriously

pursued my journey, and had performed all I had

n prospect, before 1 left my home. Great thank-

fulness attended my mind, both in my journey, and

after my return, to the great Master, in that he

had been pleased to favour me with health of body

and strength of mind to perform what he required

of me. Thanksgiving and honour be given to His

great and worthy name, who doth not leave nor

forsake those who trust in his power, and rely upon

him for strength and help."

In the year 1772, he felt a draught of love

drawing him to attend the general meetings on the

Eastern shore, and having the approbation of his

Monthly Meeting with the concern, he left his re-

sidence in the Tenth month, to fulfil it. The visit,

of which he has kept few minutes, appears to have

been performed to satisfaction, in part of which he

had the company of George Dillwyn, and of Wil-

liam Brown, Joshua Thomson, John Reeve, and

Mercy Redman.
Alter this he was diligently occupied in temporal

business about home, and in attending the meet

ings of which he was a member as they came in

course, until, with unity of his Monthly Meeting

he, on the 26th of the Second month, 1774, lell

home to attend meetings belonging to Chester anc

Philadelphia Quarterly Meetings. The day of

starting being Nottingham Monthly Meeting, hi

attended it, nearly to the conclusion, when leaving

it, he rode to Christiana bridge, where he lodged

with his kinsman, John Lowden. On the 29th,

which was the first day of the week, he attended a

meeting there, in which he found his mind engaged

to exhort Friends to take up the good resolution,

which Joshua of old did, " let others do as they

for me and my house we will serve the

Lord." He entreated them to give up their whole

heart to serve the Lord in their day, age, and

generation, to know the work of reformation per-

lected in them, that they might obtain an admit-

tance into the kingdom of lite and glory prepared

for the righteous. Riding into Wilmington, they

attended the afternoon meeting there, although

late in reaching it. Although he had some service

therein, his mind did not feel entirely released, yet

as some Friends thought a meeting on Second-day

hardly advisable, he lelt satisfied to pass on. On
the 28th, after visiting his old friend, that sound

minister of the gospel and great traveller in the

Lord's work, Esther White, he went to the house

of John Talbot at Chichester. Here he had a

meeting, Third month 1st, in which he exhorted

those present to see that their religion was built

upon the manifestation of the Spirit of the Lord

Jesus Christ, the sure foundation, the Rock of ages.

He had also to speak of true gospel ministry, its

nature and end, and from whence it proceeded,

It was a favoured meeting. On the 2d, he had a

meeting at Chester, in which he found it bis place

to be silent, which he notes as being to the morti-

fication of some present. In company with Na-

than Yarnall, he rode that afternoon to Darby,

where, on the 3d, he attended the Monthly Meet-

ing. In the meeting for worship, he had to men-

tion the patriarch Jacob's prophecy concerning

Christ, the Head of the true church. " The sceptre

shall not depart from Judah, nor a lawgiver from

between his feet until Shiloh come, and unto him

shall the gathering of the people be." Joshua set

forth the office of the Lord Je^us in his church,

and the duty devolving upon his people, and the

church militant in these gospel days. He also

poke of true faith, and how it might be attained,

ind the necessity of witnessing a real change of

leart, and giving up all for the dear Saviour's

ake. He was much enlarged, and a comfortable

lope attended his mind that his arduous labour

there might be productive of good. He rode that

afternoon to the house of Lewis Jones at Merion,

where he, on the 4th, had a meeting, which was a

sufi'eiing season. Dining at the house of Jesse

George, he that afternoon rode into Philadelphia,

to the dwelling of his kinsman and fellow labourer

in the gospel, William Brown.
CTo be coutiuuedO

A List of Wonders.—Among the thousands of

marvellous inventions which American genius has

produced within the last few years, are the follow-

ing, compiled in an abstract from the Patent Office

Report. The report explains the principle of the

celebrated Hobb lock. Its " unpickability" de-

pends upon a secondary or false set af tumblers,

which prevent instruments used in picking from

reaching the real ones. Moreover, the lock is pow-

der proof, and may be loaded through the key hole,

and fired off till the burglar is tired of his fruitless

work, or fears that the explosions will bring to

view his experiments, more witnesses than he de-

sires. Doors and shutters have been patented that

cannot be broken through with either pick or sledge

hammer. The burglar's " occupation's gone." A
harpoon is described, which makes the whale kill

himself. The more he pulls the line the deeper

goes the harpoon. An ice making machine ha*

been patented, which is worked by a steam engine.

In an experimental trial, it froze several bottles of

sherry, and produced blocks of ice the size of a

cubic foot when the thermometer was up to eighty.

It is calculated that for every ton of coal put into

the furnace, it will make a ton of ice. From Dr.

Dale's examiner's report we gather some idea of

the value of patents. A man who made a slight

impovement in straw cutters, took a model of his

machine through the Western States, and after a

tour of eight months, returned with forty thousand

dollars. Another man had a machine to thresh

and clean grain, which in fifteen months, he sold

for sixty thousand dollars. These are ordinary

cases—while such inventions as the telegraph, the

planing machine, and the India rubber patents, are

worth millions each. Examiner Lane's report, de-

scribes new electrical inventions. Among these is

an electrical whaling apparatus, by which the whale

is literally "shocked to death." Another is an

electro magnetic alarm, which rings bells and dis-

plays signals in case of fire and burglars. Another

is an electric clock, which wakes you up, tells you

what time it is, and lights a lamp for you at any

hour you please. There is a sound gatherer, a sort

of huge ear-trumpet, to be placed in front of a lo-

comotive, bringing to the engineer's ears all the

noise ahead; perfectly distinct, nowithstanding the

noise of the train. There is an invention that

picks up pins from a confused heap, turns them

around with their heads up, and sticks them in

papers in regular order. Another goes through

the whole process of cigar making, taking in

leaves and turning out finished cigars. One ma-

chine cuts cheese; another scours knives and forks

;

another rocks the cradle ; and seven or eight take

in washing and ironing. There is a parlor chair

patented that cannot be tipped back on two legs,

and a railway chair that cannot be tipped back in
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any position, without any legs at all. Another
pateiit is for a machine that counts passeni^crs in

an ommibus and takes their fares. When a very

fat gentleman gets in, it counts two and charges
double. There are a variety of guns patented that

load themselves; a fishing line that adjusts- its

own bait, and a rat trap that throws away the

rat, and then baits itself and stands in the corner

for another. There is a machine also by which a

man prints, instead of writes, his thoughts. It is

played like a piano forte. And speaking of pianos,

it is estimated that nine thousand are made every
year in the United States, giving constant employ-
ment to one thousand nine huudred persons, and
costing over two millions of dollars.

After such a list of inventions as these, who can
say truly that "there is nothing new?'" There
may be nothing new in creations merely imagina-
tive, but in the application of scientific principles to

the saving of labor, and to new and improved
methods of labor production, and consequently to

the increase of the material wealth of the country
and the improved condition of the people, there
is not only a vast deal that is new, but what is

better, much that is practically beneficial to man-
kind and useful to society. Morse, who invented
the magnetic telegraph, isjust as much an inventor,

entitled to the credit of discovery, in his combination
of the means by which intelligence can be instantly

conveyed, as if there had been no previous disco-

veries of the properties of the magnet, or the laws
of the magnetic force tending to and facilitating

the last grand discovery. The man who invented
the sewing machine produced an original invention,

though the same idea may have floated in some-
body's brain years before he created the combina-
tion offerees and the arrangement of mechanical
principles by which he accomplished it. Fawke's
steam plow is an original invention, and like the
sewing machine, one from which the greatest socia!

good may be educed. The steam fire-engine is

another happy original thought, though a necessity
almost from previous steps in the progress of the
steam-engine.

It is remarkable that all the great inventions
should be produced by the inventive mind of the
present day, which shows that practical science is

penetrating more deeply and surely into the body
of society, and what were, until quite recently,
mysteries to the common mind, are familiar prin-
ciples, understood and practised upon by men enjoy-
ing few of the advantages of what usually is termed
" liberal education," a phrase which moans acquain-
tance with things merely ornamental and of no
use, generally to the exclusion of .'cience, which
is the foundation of everything true and useful.
The further education goes in the last direction,
and the wider science, becop'cs spread among the
people, the stronger will the foundations be laid of
an education which must necessarily quicken the
highest activities of each individual mind, and lead
to greater and more interesting discoveries.

—

Late
Paper.

bosom, and was termed the beloved disciple, ap- come to try them that dwell on the earth ; l!
pears by his epistles, to have been remarkably [which Word of God ye may all be preserved :

imbued with this heavenly spirit and disposition, i the sweet, holy life, in which there is unity, whic
and was favoured with extraordinary revelations, was before enmity; which word doth fulfil tl|

being peculiarly fitted thereby for those divine com- words.
munications which he had from his glorified Lord " Therefore, in that live, that ye may all feel li

!

and Master. Knowing the love of God perfected abundantly through the light and power that comi
in us by keeping his word, is spoken of by this 'from the Word, through'whieh word your sou
apostle, as evidence that we are in Him. And

j

may be brought up to God, where is joy, peac
again, "he that loveth his brother, abideth in the and comfort. So above all things, live in that wLic
light," which indicates that without abiding in the!5to;w strife, contentions and janglings ; and liv

light of Christ, we cannot truly love one another, [in that, by which ye come to serve one another i

For " he that hatcth his brother, is in darkness, [lore, even in the love of God, which thinks no evi
and walketh in darkness, and knoweth not whither envies not, neither is it easily provoked—whi(
he goeth, because darkness hath blinded his eyes."

•"'
If a man is so blind that he cannot tell where he
is going, or what spirit ho is following, he is liable

to fall into a ditch ; and if the blind lead the blind,

our Saviour says, both shall fall into the ditch.

Should the spirit of enmity towards brethren, seek-

ing to destroy their religious reputation, be the

leader of such, all pretence to sustain the lledeera-

er's cause will be in vain, and must terminate in

the downfall of such. The love of the brethren is

given as proof, that we have passed from death
unto life

; but this love is not to be in word or in
j

the Heir of the promise set over all, and the blesi

tongue, but in deed and in truth, and cannot exist ing and presence of the Lord—the Seed of lif

fulfils the law, which is love out of a pure hear
Let not prejudice boil in any of your hearts, bt

let it be cast out by the power of God, in which
the unity, and the everlasting kingdom; that y
may all witness your being made heirs of the sam
kingdom of peace, and to be inheritors of

ting down in the same, knowing your own portioi

and increasing in the heavenly riches. This i

above all strife, and the man of it, which is bor
of the Egyptian woman, which genders to bond
ge. Therefore, know the Seed, the second niai

For "TbeFrU-nd

Peace and Cooil-ffill Essential to llappincss.

Our Saviour told his disciples that they should '/oye and lij>

be known of all men by the love which they bore
to one another. It was to be an essential, distin-

guishing mark in them before the world, designating
them as his followers. As they were to be sent
forth to preach the offers of the love and mercy of
God to the world, in sending his beloved Son for

the salvation of all, who believed and received
Him, they were to show the spirit and the fruits of
the gospel which they declared, in their own con-
duct and example. John who leaned on Jesus'

where there is hatred. " If a man say, I love God,
and hateth his brother, he is a liar; and he that

loveth not his brother whom he hath seen, how can
love God whom he hath not seen."

In the revival of the blessed heavenly nature of
the gospel dispensation, George Fox showed the

reality and efficacy of this love, in his patient and
pacific endurance of the cruelty of wicked men,
and in his labours for the salvation of all. When
Friends were gathering together into a religious

body, and engaged in proclaiming the same go-pel

which the primitive apostles preached, he was often

constrained to warn them against strife and dissen-

sion, and to call them to keep in the Seed, and to

walk in the light of Christ, in which they would
love and unite with one another, and be preserved
from a dividing spirit. In one of his early epistles

he says :
" Friends and brethren everywhere, dwell

in that which makes iot peace and love ; for blessed
are the peace-makers, for theirs is the kingdon
that stands in righteousness, joy and peace in thi

Holy Ghost, and in power. Therefore seek the

peace, in which is the welfare and good of every
one. Take heed of strife and contention, for that

eats out the good, and does not edify, nor make for

peace
; for it is love that edifies the body. There-

fore, keep in the Seed, and know that which was
before enmity was, in which there is both peace

d life. And all be careful to watch over one
another, for one another's good. Be patient and
keep low and down in the power of the Lord God,
hat there ye may come to enjoy the kingdom of

peace, and sit down with Abraham, Isaac, and
Jacob in the same. For blessed are all ye that lie

down in the power of the Lord, and rise up in it,

d in faith remain, through which power ye come
to be preserved, and united to the God of life and
truth. Take heed of any words or carriage that
do not tend to edification, and building up in the

love and life. Therefore, ye that have tasted of

the power of God and of his good word and of his

light, wait for wisdom, and walk in it, that ye may
be preserved in unity in the light and life, and
in fellowship with God and one with another, that

to the Lord God ye may be a good savour, and a

blessing in your generation, strengthening one an-
other in the faith, in the grace, in the Word by
which all things were made and created. Keep-
ing the word of patience, herein ye will see the

Lord keeping you from all the temptations which

and peace to reign in you all, which possesses th

kingdom, where there is no end. The grace
our Lord Jesus Christ be with you all, to teach

season, and establish you, which brings your salv

tion." G. F.

Every one who watches his own heart, know
that jealousy and ill-will shut out the christian lovi

that seeks the welfare of olhers. If we would
really the disciples of Christ, and succeed our fore

fathers in the Truth, we must cherish this love

and maintain in life and practice, the pure princi-

ples of the gospel, under which the Society wa;

gathered. At a time when contention and divisioi

are endangering the preservation of a united go-

vernment in this land, Friends, who peculiarlj

profess to be advocates of peace and harmony,
ought especially to cherish love and good-wili

among themselves and towards all men. Then
they would be preachers of righteousness, and be
instrumental in spreading the kingdom of the Mes-
siah,
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ith tlicni, and as the wcatLer was becoming cool,| Tbis ex post facto law authorized the Council,

Ind it would soon be necessary to have warm' upon the rocommendation of Cono;ress, the Coni-

lothing, they protested against going on any fur-j mandcr-in-Chief, or a General of Uivision, to take

ler until their baggage should come to hand.) up any person upon i/'s^^jtio/i of being inimical to

he escort consented to their tarrying until the! the State, or to the Uuited States; to seize and

)llowing day, but some evil-disposed persons at examine their papers, and to confine such persons,

Ince circulated a report that the Quakers refused or to send them away to souie distant part of the

1) go on any further, and were in expectation of country ; and provided that all persons acting un-

teing rescued, or m;iking their escape. Where- der the authority of the Council in such cases,

pen the sub-Lieutenant of the county ordered

bmpany of twenty armed men into Pottsgrove,

lad going there himself, insisted upon the Friends

laving immediately for Reading. It was now late

I the alternoon, and they remonstrated against

sing thus hurried away, explained to him the rea-

ra why they had been delayed, and pointed out

le hazard of life they must run, if obliged to pasi

fer some portion of the road between there and

.eading, after daylight had departed. After much
irlcying, it was at length agreed they should not

art until the next morning. On the morrow,

ifore the company was in readiness to leave, two

essengers arrived with writs of " habeas corpu*,'

anted by Thomas McKean, Chief Justice of the

tate, for the niue Friends who had made applica

jn therefor, before leaving the city. These writs

(ere at once regularly served upon the ofiicers in

jimmaud, and who had the Friends in custody,

pon hearing them, they acknowledged they un
prstood the power of such writs, but a.'ter con

illtation, they refused to obey them. Tbis wa:

1 the 14th day of the Ninth month. The other

•isonerswho had before declined making applica

)n to the Chief Justice, now concluded to do so

)d their application was forwarded by a suitable

ossenger.

That afternoon the prisoners arrived in Reading,

here they fouud the people greatly excited against

em, in consequence of the false reports eprea(

speoting them. As they passed through th

reets, stones were thrown at them ; and upon

riving at the tavern, a guard was set around t

)use, and the Friends who had come in to meet

em, were prevented having intercourse with them,

'ne of them, however, was allowed to send them

'me dinner, a meal which otherwise they would

ot have got. The next day the writs of habeas

brpus sent for the day before, arrived. One of

|e persons who brought them from the Chief Jus-

je, was asked by one of the ofiioers if he would

ke the "test;" and upon his declining, he was at

ice made a pri-oner and sent to the county jail.

Ithough the officers had assumed the responsi-

lity of disobeying the writs granted by the highest

dicial functionary iu the State, upon the plea that

ey were bound to carry out the directions of the

ixecutive Council, which must itself see to this

alter, yet they were evidently uneasy with the

;uation in which they found tliemselves placed
;

le of them, therefore, posted back to Philadel-

lia for advice. The prisoners afterwards learned

at the Council, upon receiving information of the

anting of the writs by the Chief Justice, were at

St much puzzled to know what course to pursue

order to prevent their plan of banishment from

ing defeated ; they, however, resolved to apply

the Legislature—then sitting iu the city—to help

em out of the difficulty. Accordingly, on the

cning of the 17th, the officer who had gone to

hiladelphia for advice, returned to Reading,

inging with him a printed copy of a bill which

id been introduced into the Legislature on the

ith inst., and was enacted into a law on the 16th,

tended to justify and sustain the Supreme Exo-
itive Council in the course it had pursued towards

e prisoners, and suspending, for the time being,

le Habeas Corpus Act.

shall be indemnified, and held harmless from all

suits or penalties whatever; and that no Judge or

officer of any court shall issue any writ or writs of

habeas corpus, for the purpose of hindering or ob-

structing such proceedings of the Council. As tbis

act was passed more than two weeks after the

proceedings against these Friends commenced, and
they had been arrested, imprisoned, and sentenced

to banishment, without hearing or trial, before the

Legislature had any proposition for such a 1;

before it, it could not apply to, nor in anywise
justify the illegal acts of the Council in their case

but as it recited several of the principal facts that

had characterized those illegal acts, and was limited

in its operation until the first sitting of the next

Legislature, it was evidently intended to cover
their case, and was a direct acknowledgment, that

the measures pursued against them, had been con

trary to the law of the land ; and that it was deemed
necessary to attempt to palliate their gross viol

tion of the rights of freemen, and ward off the

punishment that might be hereafter sought for by
these outraged citizens. Further conclusive proof
of this was afforded by the Council, who, in order

to shelter themselves under this law, issued a new
warrant to those having custody of the prisoners,

dated on the 16th inst. (the day on which the law
passed.) commanding them to remove their charge
from Philadelphia to Reading, though they knew
they had started with them five days before, and
were then in Reading.

The prisoners were now formally delivered into

the charge of the Lieutenant of Berks County.

Notwithstanding the new law, the Friends had tlitf

writs of habeas corjnis last received, regularly

served upon the officer in command, and upon his

refusing to obey them, despatched a messenger to

the Chief Justice, with information thereof; and
also informing him of the illegal incarceration of

one of the persons who had brought the writs, and
requesting him to interfere on his behalf

On the 21st of the Ninth month, although John
Pemberton was much indisposed and unfit to travel,

the prisoners were obliged to set oflF for their place

of destination in Virginia. Daniel Levan was ap-

pointed commander of the escort. He conducted

himself with much courtesy towards the Friends,

and after being on the road three days, he allowed

them to have copies of the several orders issued by
the Council respecting them, which they found to

be very contradictory in dates and other important

particulars. . There was also an order from the

Secretary of War to the commanding officer of the

first county they should enter, after leaving Penn-
sylvania, (where the authority of the Executive

Council would cease,) to see that the prisoners were

properly secured and treated, and forwarded to the

commanding officer of the next county, who was
to act likewise, and so on until they reached the

place decided on as their place of residence ; which

they now learned, was to be Winchester, Va., in-

tead of Staunton or Augusta, as first proposed.

Their journey occupied nine days, and from the

loor conveyances supplied for them, and the bad-

less of the roads, was very fatiguing and exhaust-

ing. Repeatedly they were unable to obtain the

most meagre accommodations at the taverns; some-

times they were without food from morning until

night, except the crackers and cheese they carried
with them, and on two occasions they were dispersed
to find supper and lodgings wherever they could
best obtain them, while their guard went oS to

seek quarters for themselves. On arriving at the
boundary between the States of Pennsylvania and
Maryland, several of the Friends declined crossing
it voluntarily, and thus leaving the jurisdiction of
their own State until the sheritf of the county was
brought; and before him they entered a formal
protest against their illegal extradition. They
found, from the treatment they received from
many of the inhabitants of the section of country
through which they were conveyed, that pains had
been taken to prejudice their minds against them,
by representations of their having been the cause
of great distress and bloodshed where they came
from

;
and a disposition to do them an injury was

repeatedly manifested.

Upon their arrival at Winchester, D. Levan gave
the prisoners into the custody of John Smith, lieu-

tenant of Frederick county, Virginia. Upon the
latter reading over the several papers delivered to
him by the escort, he observed, in their presence,
that they were so confused and contradictory in

their dates he did not consider himself authorized
to take charge of them, unless he should receive

instructions to that effect from' the Executive of
Virginia. The Friends at once gave him a brief

account of the illegal and unjust manner in which
they had been deprived of their liberty, and re-

quested him to furnish them, in writing, with his

opinion, whether they were prisoners of Congress ?

or of the Council of Pennsylvania 1 If the former

;

had he received orders from Congress to hold them
as such 1. If the latter ; was he authorized to re-

ceive them as its prisoners? If he decided to keep
them as prisoners ; would he make provision for

their support and accommodation, such as became
their characters and standing 1 Lieutenant Smith
treated them with the greatest politeness, and after

consideration, refused to receive them as prisoners,

though he told the commander of the escort he
would take the responsibility of setting a guard
over them until he heard from Congress or the

Governor of Virginia.

Shortly after the prisoners arrived at Winchester,

some Friends who resided in the neighbourhood, and
had heard of their banishment to that place, came
in to visit them, and to manifest to them their sym-
pathy and fellowship with them. This gave great

offence : a report was spread that these were the

most influential Quakers in America, and that they
would stir up the Quakers in Virginia against the

American cause. Some of their former guard from
Pennsylvania added to the excitement, by misrepre-

senting their conduct and characters, and the ex-

citement ran so high, that a body of about thirty

men armed themselves, and marching to the tavern

where they were quartered, demanded their imme-
diate removal out of that part of the country,

hreatening violence towards them if they remained.

Lieutenant Smith exerted himself to the utmost to

reserve the prisoners from harm, soothed and
reasoned with the people, and finally prevailed on
them to allow the prisoners to remain, until he

could send a communication to Congress and the

Governor of Virginia; this was acceded to on con-

dition that they should be confined to the premises

whore they then were, and hold no communication
with any of the inhabitants.

On consulting together under these circum-

stances of imminent peril to their lives, the Friends

thought it their duty again to lay their suffering

case before Congress,—then sitting at York,—and
to try once more to induce that body to restore

them to the bosoms of their families, and to their
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rights as citizens. Accordingly, they drew up an-

other remonstrance, in which they reviewed the

proceedings against them, referred to the recom-

mendation of Congress to the Executive Council, to

hear them, and its disregard of that recommenda-

tion ; and in the language of truth and plainness,

Bet forth the violations in their case of law and

justice, which Congress professed to be dear to it;

and concluded with the following, " If you enter-

tain those opinions in reality you have so often ut-

tered in your publications in favour of liberty, so

far from being oflFended at the freedom we use in

addressing you in its favour, our cause will derive

credit from the firmness with which we have

thought proper to assert it. On the contrary, if

you are determined to support the Council in the

unjust and illegal steps they have taken to carry

your first recommendation into execution, by con-

tinuing us in a country so dangerous to our per-

sonal safety, we commit ourselves to the protection

of an all-wise overruling Power, in whose sight, we

trust, we shall stand in this matter acquitted, and

who, if any of us should lose our lives, will require

our blood at your bauds."

This remonstrance was read to Lieutenant

Smith, who also read his communication to Con-

gress to the prisoners. In the latter he informed

Congress, " It was with the utmost exertion of my
influence with an enraged multitude, that I pre-

vented the greatest violence being ofi'ered to these

men," and " I can assure you their lives will be

endangered by their staying at Winchester." " In

justice to the prisoners, I can but inform you that

their behaviour, since they have been at this place,

has truly been inoffensive, and such as could give

umbrage to no person whatever."

A communication was liijewise prepared by the

prisoners to the Governor of ^"irginia, which, with

one from the Lieutenant, was sent to him. The
papers for Congress were forwarded by a special

messenger.
CTo be continned-J

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Europe.—Liverpool advices to the 23d, report in-

creased activity in the market for cotton and breadstulfs.

Consols, 92i a 93.

U was reported at Paris, that the French ambassador
at Constantinople was about condudintr an agreement,

in virtue of which the French army in Syria would pro-

long its occupation for six months beyond the time ori-

ginally agreed upon.
The Bombay papers five an unfavourable picture of

the state of India. Strong demonstrations had been
made against the income tax, in various places. At
Poona, several thousand natives assembled, and publicly

tore up the income tax papers.

United States.—^JTuiV* a( Washington.—A commit-
tee of the members of Congress, from New Jersey, Penn-
sylvania, Illinois, Indiana, Ohio, Arkansas, Delaware,
Kentucky, Texas, North Carolina, Missouri, Virginia,

and Maryland, have been in conference, in relation to

the threatened disruption of the Union. On the 5th

inst., they adopted the following propositions : Recom-
mending.a repeal of all personal liberty bills. An effi-

cient amendment of the fugitive slave law, preventing
kidnapping, equalizing the commissioners' fee, &c. That
the Constitution be so amended as to prohibit any inter-

ference with slavery in any of tlie States. Th.it Con-
gress shall not abolish slavery in the dock-yards, kc.
or in the District of Columbia, without the consent ot

Maryland, and the cousent of the inhabitants of the Dis-

trict, nor without compensation. That Congress shall

not interfere with the inter-State slave trade. That
there shall be a perpetual prohibition of the African
slave trade. That the line 3(5 deg. 30 rain, shall be run
through all the existing territory of the United States,

and in all north of that line slavery shall be prohibited,

and south of that line neither Congress nor the territo-

rial Legislature shall hereafter pass auy law abolishing,

prohibiting, or in any manner interfering with African
slavery. When any territory containing a sufficient

population for one member of Congress, in any area of

sixty thousand square miles, shall apply for admission

as a State, it shall be admitted, with or without slavery,

as its Constitution may determine. It is not expected that

he compromise proposed will receive the assent of either

extreme in Congress, one being bent on secession, and

other disinclined to yield so much to the demands
of the South.—The Alabama and Mississippi delegations

held a conference on the night of the 5th inst., and af-

terwards telegraphed to the conventions of their respec-

States, advising them to secede immediately, s.aying

there was no prospect of a satisfactory adjustment. A
published letter of James M. Mason, U. S. Senator from

Virginia, declares that the Union is already dissolved;

thareight States will be out in thirty days; and that

a ought to secede as soon as possible.—The South
Carolina Commissioners remained some days in Wash-
ington, endeavouring to open negotiations with the go-

vernment, in which, however, they were unsuccessful.

They then returned to Charleston to report the failure

of their mission. The proceedings of Congress, when in

session, have been of little importance. Not much in-

terest attaches to the ordinary routine of legislation at

this critical juncture. Senator Baker, of Oregon, made
an able speech, in reply to Benjamin, of Louisiana.

Senator Douglas also spoke on the subject; he denied

the right of secession, but maintained that it was im-
possible to preserve the Union by force. War must be

disunion, certain and inevitable. He was for peace, and

union secured by peaceful compromise.—On the 7th

inst., Crittenden, of Kentucky, introduced his resolu-

tions, fur submitting profjositions for a settlement of tbe

maiters in dispute between the two great sections, to a

direct vote of the people, as speedily as possible. The
resolutions to be submitted are intended to carry out

the plan agreed upon in the conference of the border

.States. He supported this plan of compromise with

great earnestness. Senator Toombs, of Georgia, made
a strong secession speech, declaring the Union was al-

ready dissolved. The South had long appealed to the

fraternal feeling and justice of the North in vain, and
now they were voting what was called revolution, and
were ready to appeal, if need be, to the sword, and ere

long, the ground would echo to the tramp of armed
men, from the Capitol to the Rio Grande.

Charleston, S. C—On the 7th, the steamer Star of the

West was chartered by Gen. Scott, and sailed from New
York, with a full supply of provisions, and a reinforce-

ment of 250 men, for fortSumpter.

Virffinia.—The Legislature met on the 7th, and the

House of Assembly unanimously adopted a resolution

appointing a committee, with instructions to report a

bill for a State convention.

Progress of the Revolution.—The Florida convention is

session at Tallahassee. There was no doubt an or-

dinance of secession would be promptly enacted. In

rgia convention, the secession party are in the

m.ajonty. Fort Morgan at Mobile has been taken pos-

sion of, on behalf of the Stale of Alabama. The for-

cations at Savannah and the U. S. arsenal have been
jed by the State of Georgia. At Charleston, the U. S.

enue cutter fell into the hands of the seceders,

ongh the treachery of her commander, wh
ath Carolinian. In that ci;y, all business is i

and nothing but military preparations occupy the

people. A great number of slaves have been employed
king earth works and trenches on the land

to fort Sumpter, with a view to its speedy attack by rafts,

protected by barricades of cotton bales. The fort h
but a small garrison. The postmaster at Charleston has
written to the Postmaster-General, that be holds himself
responsible to the federal government for the revenues
accruing in his office. For the present, therefore, the
postal arrangements will continue unchanged. The
arsenals in the several seceding States have been amply
supplied with arms within the last few months, by order
of the late Secretary of War. From the Springlield
arsemil there were sent to Charleston, S. C, 15,000
muskets; to Alabama, 15,000; .Vorth Carolina, 25,000

'

Georgia, 20,000; Louisiana, 30,000, most, if not all, of

which will be taken by the revolutionists. The collector

at (.'harleston having resigned, a successor has been no-
iiiiiiateil by tlie President; but the senate will proba-
bly refuse to confirm the appointment.

'I'hiUiihlphia.—yiatinWU last week, 244.

New York.—On the 7th inst., Mayor Wood sent Ih a
message to the Common Council, recommending a sepa-
ration of the city from the State, and that New York be
a free city. He argues that the metropolis ought to

break the hands, which bind her to a people and party
that have plundered her revenues, attempted to ruin her
commerce, taken away the power of self government,
and destroyed the confederacy of which she was the
proud empire city 1 The mayor's views are, it is said,

approved by no small portion of the inhabitants.

Mississippi.—The convention of this State assemble

on the Tth inst. A committee was appointed wit'

truclions to prepare and report, as speedily as possibl

n ordinance of secession, providing for the immedia
vithdrawal of .Mississippi from the federal Union, wil

. view to the establishment of a new confederacy, to t

omposed of the seceding States.

Alabama.—The State convention assembled on th

th. A strong party favours deliberation and co-opere

ion with the other slaveholding States, but the majc

rity are said to be for separate and immediate secessioi

California.—Late San Francisco dates have been r(

ived by the overland route. The President's messag
d the proceedings in Congress, np to the 7th ult., ha

been received, creating much anxiety on account of th

:al condition of the Union. AH the Republica

papers advocate the repeal of the personal liberty bil
" Northern States. There is some talk of organii

I Pacific republic if the South secedes, but the pre

sentiment of the people is undoubtedly to stri

preserve the Union as it is, and to stay with all thi

remains of the Union, if any portion secedes.

The Markets.—The money market, in New York, Bos

3 and Philadelphia, is easier, and stocks which ha
been greatly depressed, are again rising, notwithstanc

ig the gloomy aspect of political affairs. The foUowin

ere the quotations in the grain markets on the 71

ist. New TorA-—White wheat, $1.57 a §1.00; re

heat, SI.32 a $1.38 ;
Chicago spring, §1.17 a $1

its, 3ti cts. a 37 cts. ; corn, 70 cts. a 71 cts. Philade

;,/„(,—White wheat, §1.45 a $1.50; red, §1.32 a §1.3:

old corn, 70 cts.; new, 60 cts. a 62 cts.; oats, 33 cts.

34 cts.; clover seed, §5.00 a §5.25. Baltimore—Ri
wheat, §1.25 a §1.32; white, §1.40 a §1.60 ; new wh
and yellow corn, 02 cts. a 60 cts.

RECEIPTS.
Received from Wm. Foster, R. I., §10, to 52, vol. 3!

from Jas. Brown, N. J., §2, vol. 33 ; John Brai

ham, lo., §2; EUwood Dean, 0., $2, vol. 34; from V

B. Smith, Pa., §2, vol. 33 ; from Evan Philips, Pa., $
vols. 32 and 33 ; from Marshall Fell, Pa., §4, vols,

and 34 ; from J. K., N. Y., for N. D Tripp and J. Ba
tey, §2 each, vol. 34, for H. Nickerson, $2, to 26, vc

35 ; from F. Taber, jr., Mass., §2, vol. 33 ; from Jes:

Hall, agt., 0., for Wm. Hall, N. Cook, J. W. Smith, 1

Binns, jr., and Wm. Hall, jr., §2 each, vol. 34, for :

and R. Miller, §2, to 27, vol. 35, for Israel Steer, $
vols. 32,33 and 34; from Saml. Sheffield, R. I., §
vol. 33 ; from Sarah Green, R. I., §2, vol. 34.

WEST-TOWN SCHOOL.
A Friend and his wife are wanted to fill the statioi

of Superintendent and Matron at West-town Boardin(

School.
Application to be made to either of the followit

Friends : Nathan Shahpless, Concord ; James Emle
West Chester ; Samdel Hilles, Wilmington ; He
Cope or William Evans, Philadelphia.

Twelfth mo. 10th, 1860.

DiEO, at their residence, on the loth of Twelfth i

1860, in Washington county, Ohio, Sarah, wife of Call

Engle, in the fony-niuth year of her age ; a mem
Plymouth Monthly and Particular Meeting. For sever

months previous to her sickness, she had felt her mind it

pressed with the belief that her time here would be shoi

She bore an illness of several weeks with a remarkab
degree of patience and resignation ; frequently reques

ing portions of the holy Scriptures read, expressing tl

comfort it afforded her, and tbe fear she felt th.at, throuj

the hnrry of business, and multiciplicity of tempor
engagements, the practice of reading therein, and of t"

quiet retirement of mind so necessary to the advar
ment of the true christian life, was too much neglect'

in time of health. She expressed much concern of mi
on account of the state of society, and earnestly desii

that Friends might seek to be clothed with the spirit

forbearance, charity, love, and forgiveness, one towai

another, and towards all men, often expressing the lo

she felt to flow towards all the human family. In tl

dear Friend, was exemplified in a remarkable maun
the supporting power of Divine grace, on a bed of ;

ness, and in the hour of death ; and in her was verifi

the language of the apostle, " death, where is t

sting ! grave, where is thy victory I" the fear

death being in a remarkable manner removed. A sh(

time before her close, she requested her family calif

and, in a calm, composed manner, bid each an afft

tionate farewell, and shortly after she peacefully pass

away, without sigh or groan.
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(Continued from page 140.)

Pursuing his journey, he attended most of the

eetings of Friends, in North Carolina. Watch-
lly attentive to the leadings of his Divine Master,

s mind was preserved in a lively exercise that

3 ministerial labours might not dwindle into mere
rmality, or be prompted by any motive, short of

fresh sense of the renewed call and qualification

the Spirit of Truth immediately administered.

e says, " I was often seriously thoughtful lest I

ould get into the habit of preaching, but upon a

imble and reverent appeal to the Searcher of

arts, to know bow to conduct before bim and h

ople, I was answered with the precious incomes
i sweet peace and inward holy consolation, far

lerbalancing my doubts and fears—and an evi-

I
nee was given me, that these fears were permit-

B to keep me watchful. Oh ! that I may more
^d more reverence and obey the holy One of Is

(el, for he hath dealt bountifully with me."
From North Carolina, he went into South Caro

iia and Georgia, and visited the few professors

ith Friends in those States. Many trials and
|ivations attended the prosecution of this journey,

\t his mind was secretly sustained by the power
(Him, who bad put bim forth in the work, and

10 condescended to go before and care for him.

fallowing memorandums are interesting. He
d his companion tarried a few days at the house

Isaac Cook, near Mudlick, in South Carolina,

lose wife, Charity Cook, was then absent on a

igious visit to Friends in Great Britain. While
3re, he writes: "During this time our horses

ayed away, and my companion, Joshua Lord,

Jompanied by another Friend, set out in search

them. The rivers and creeks being much swol-

I by the long continued rains, we were very

>nghtful how our friends would fare in the pur-

t, and in looking toward Georgia, it seemed very

likely that I should be able to fulfil my prospect

visit to Friends there. My mind was a good deal

pressed, as I found I could not comfortably give

the prospect. But on the morning of the 21st,

whom my soul loves, and whom I delight to

ve, condescended to open my way with clearness

proceed, although my companion was absent,

i our horses not found. I felt my mind deeply

»ed in reverence, and gave up cheerfully, in the

i belief, that He who had thus far been with

me, would still go with me ; and although nothing
but discouragement prevails as to the outward, yet
blessed be his holy name, in his adorable mercy he
never fails to help the humble. U thou who givest

me this faith ! I pray thee, keep me in the way I

sLuald go, and thou shalt be my God. I will not

love another, nay, nor anything this world affords,

like unto thee, for thou bast dealt bountifully with
me in this trying time; thy love shed abroad in

my heart has been life unto me ; and the discour-

agements, which, as a thick cloud, hung round
about me, are dispelled by the brightness of thy
appearing—good is thy will, ! Lord."

After attending anumber of meetings in Georgia,
he remarks :

" The first day of the year 1800, be-

ing at a Friend's house, a few miles from my lodg-

ings, I received information, that three Friends had
arrived there, who wished to see me ; and on re-

turning, I found my companion, Joshua Lord, who
had recovered our horses, after riding more th

two hundred miles in search of them. Having
fallen in company with Daniel Haviland and Jesse

Copeland, they bad come on together. Our meet
ing was mutually agreeable, as I had seen no
Friend of my former acquaintance for some months;
and having long known Daniel, and he being from
New York, and having been at my house long since

I loft home, it was truly comfortable to discourse

with him, as he brought good accounts of my family.

We attended the Monthly Meeting of Wrightsbo-

rough, and found Friends to be in a divided state,

and the business conducted in a spirit of strife, to

the dishonour of the holy Head of the church, who
set an example of meekness, and taught that we
hould not return reviling for reviling, but

'

for reproaches.

After attending several other meetings in

Georgia, 'we returned to Allwood, where we met
Susannah Hollingsworth, a minister living in South

Carolina, and we all attended meeting there next

day. Here Daniel Haviland left me, to visit some
meetings which I had been at ; and after resting i

day, I set out for Bush river Quarterly Meeting

Stopping at an inn upon the road, I heard of the

death of George Washington, late President of the

United States. He was a good example to states-

men and those in ofjice ; appearing to have the

welfare of the community in view, rather than the

honour of men or the profits of ofiice. The day
was an unpleasant one for travelling, by reason of

he abundance of snow that fell, being more than

welve inches deep, a circumstance very unusual

in this country. The Quarterly Meeting of Bush
river was large, and through Divine condescension

proved a good time. Here my companion, Joshua
Lord, left me, in order to return home by land

with Daniel Haviland, and Samuel Miles agreed

to accompany me to Charleston."

Of his stay in that city, and return home, he

makes the following memorandums, viz:

"We had a meeting with the few Friends resi-

ent here, and those from the north and east, who
board here during the winter; also one with the

inhabitants more generally, both held in the house

belonging to Friends. The crying injustice and
cruelty of slavery, had frequently engaged my at-

tention during the course of this journey ; but ne-

ver more than while I was in this place, where thi.s

oppressed race are very numerous, and are fre-

quently sold at auction like cattle. At one of these

sales I was much affected, in hearing a young co-

loured man pleading his cause. His aged father

and mother, and his wife and child were all mount-

ed upon a stage, so that they might be seen by the

bidders; they being about to be sold. The young
man stepped up and stood by them, but was soon

ordered down. He said he wanted to be sold with

them—but was told that he could not, as it was a

sale to satisfy a mortgage upon the others, in which

he was not included. He pleaded with very af-

fecting and moving language, to show how hard

it was to be separated from his family ; but it was
all to no purpose. When he saw that his prayers

were unheeded, and that the others would be sold

without him, he burst into a flood of tears, and in

the anguish of his feelings besought them rather to

kill him ; for, said he, I had rather die than be

separated from my family—upon which he was
dragged off the scaffold and driven away.

" The company went on bidding, apparently as

unaffected as though the auctioneer had been sell-

ing sheep, while the screams and prayers of the

aged pareuts, and the bereaved wife with her in-

infant in her arms, went up to heaven in behalf of

themselves, and especially for the poor young man,

who had been so inhumanely torn away from them.

Besides these victims to cruel and antichristian

avarice, there was a large number more confined

in a cellar, which were brought out and sold to

different purchasers. Thus it is, that near relatives

are often violently separated, never more to see

each other in this world !

" In the early part of the Second month, I sold

my horse, and embarked on board a schooner, of

about seventy tons burthen, bound for New York.

We had a fine wind in our favour for about three

days, when it came directly ahead, and commenced

one of the most violent storms any of us had ever

witnessed. There were seventeen passengers pent

up in a small cabin, one of whom was a sea cap-

tain, who said he had been to the East Indies three

times, and crossed the Atlantic many times oftener,

but was never in so great a storm before. It conti-

nued six days and nights, and our vessel being tight

and well balanced, laid well to the wind—though

her rigging and sails had the appearance of a

wreck when the storm abated. At times wc con-

cluded we should never see the land again—the

sea beating over us so violently, that no one could

remain on deck; the helm was lashed, and the

companion way door shut close to prevent our being

overwhelmed with water in the cabin. Thus we
ssed several long winter nights, without any light

the jug containing our supply of oil being broken

at the commencement of the gale. The consterna-

tion which prevailed in the night, when it was ex-

pected the waves would swallow us up, was great

indeed—though at times a comfortable oilence

prevailed.

In common with my companions in the voy-

age, I gave up all hope of ever seeing home, yet

was favoured with resignation, and had no fear of
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hen the terrible roaring

cracliing of our vessel,

death ; and at one time,

of the elements, with thi

aroused all hands out of their bods, I was favoured

to remain perfectly quiet in mine, expecting every

moment to be the last, ere we were swallowed up.

then, the most anxious desire I had was, that

my dear connexions and friends might know how

calmly and undismayed I met death, and the com-

fortable evidence I felt, that in my late dedication

1 had not been allured by cunningly devised fiibles.

I was renewedly confirmed in my mind, that ' verily

there is a reward for the righteous,' and that the

peace which our Lord Jesus Christ gives his fol-

lowers, cannot be wrested from them by any of the

adversities of time. Although, from the greatness

of the apparent danger, I came to the conclusion

that I should not see my home again, attended

with feelings of great tenderness of affection for my
beloved family and friends, yet hope revived in the

midst of the storm, and a belief that we should

not be lost, in which my mind was centred in

quiet reliance upon Him, who will assuredly do

right.

" When the wind changed, and the storm abated,

the sailors had much to do to put our vessel in a

trim for sailing, her bowsprit being sprung, and the

rigging and sails much torn.

" As soon as we arrived at New York, I en-

gaged a passage for Poughkeepsie, and soon reach-

ed home, where I found my family well, for which,

and the many preservations and favours 1 witness-

ed in this arduous journey, I was humbly thank-

ful."
(To be continnedJ

From " The Leisure Hour."

ig Dick.

Ired years since the sum-

Traveii

It is now nearly a hui

mer of 1763, when Master Thomas Coulter came

home on a holiday visit from his apprenticeship in

Manchester. Thomas's father was a respectable

farmer, and lived in an old-fashioned farm-house

in the midst of his own fields, which stretched along

a lone hill-side, not far from the county-town of

Lancaster. There they sowed and reaped, baked

their own bread, brewed their own ale, had Easter

feasts, harvest homes, and merry doings at Christ-

mas. Besides his good father and mother, there

were two brothers and two sisters, all older than

Thomas, some half-dozen of servant men and maids,

who, in the homely fashion of those times, worked

together in house and field, and sat down together

at the same table; yet Thomas was at once the

gentleman and traveller of the family.

He had been named after an uncle who lived in

Manchester, owned what were then called muslin-

looms, and had no children. Thomas was gener-

ally considered a clever boy; and this well-to-do

uncle had taken him two years before as an ap-

prentice, to learn his trade of muslin-weaving
;

but it was believed at home, that if Thomas be-

haved well, he would be his uncle's heir. This

was his first home-coming, and his fourteenth

birth-day came round next month ; but the two

years of living in a large town, seeiug shops and

stage-coaches, cotton-spinners and people who came

from London, had made a great man of Thorn

not only in his own eyes, but in those of the whole

farm-house.

Travelling was a tedious and expensive business

at the time of our story. Goods were carried on

pack-horses, country people rode in wagons, the

roads were bad and frequented by highwaymen;

so that honest families, like the Coulters, never

went many miles beyond their parish-church; and

though Manchester was not then as large aa one of

its suburbs now, a boy who had lived there two

years, was thought to have seen the world. Be- 1 whole farm-house, without getting a little prom

sides, Thomas had seen the wonderful cotton trade; i
and pride was the besetting sin of Master Thorn

W thing then in England. The good [Coulter. He did not understand one of the u;

people of Lancashire were not sure that the cotton chanical priucipL

did not grow on the sheep they had in America

;

but it was brought in ships which came to Liver-

pool every half-year, wind and tide permitting

;

carried up to Manchester on the aforesaid pack-

horses, spun by women on large, old-fashioned

wheels, woven on the hand-loom, bleached or

printed sometime within twelve months, and all

articles made of it were more costly than silk is in

our day.

Thomas could tell them bow the cotton grew

;

for one of his uncle's men, who had been in the

West Indies, told him it was planted and har-

vested just like their own beans. He had mighty

tales, too, about the strong arms it required to

card and rove the wool, when it came out of the

closely-packed bags after the long voyage ; how

hard it was to spin into thread tine enough for

muslin, and how his uucle's looms were stopped

for want of yarn ; by which the old man had a

considerable loss, and Thomas a long holiday.

He was discoursing on those subjects one even-

ing when work was done, and the family sat round

the fire in their best kitchen, which looked so bright

with its sanded floor and shelves of glittering pew-

ter. Two or three old neighbours had dropped in

to hear Master Thomas's news, and a young man

of very humble pretensions, who went about the

country as a travelling barber, mending wigs, which

then formed part of every gentleman's attire and

every farmer's Sunday dress, and buying hair to

make new ones from all the poor girls who could

be induced to sell it. He was always welcome at

the farm-house ; for, besides being quiet and civi"

ready to repair the farmer's wis, however worn

with time and service, the barber brought all thi

news of the country, and could tell how markets

went for forty miles round. Now, he was listenin

to Master Thomas, like the rest, and none of ihem

seemed more attentive ; but when the family and

neighbours, with one accord, began to lament th

great loss which Farmer Coulter's brother must

sustain by the stopping of his looms, the young

barber, who was known through all Lancashire by

the name of " Travelling Dick," said in a hesitat-

ing manner:

—

" Master Thomas, I have been often thinking of

your uncle's inconvenience for want of yarn. They

can't spin it fast enough, you see, and his are not

the only looms brought to a stand by that : there

is not a master weaver in Manchester, who dues

not lose hundreds every year for want of yarn.

That's what keeps cotton goods dear; yet I would

venture to say, yarn might be made fast enough,

and the finest muslins come down to half-a-crown

or so a yard, if a certain machine I have been

thinking and working at these five years, were only

set a spinning. But it takes money. Master Tho-

mas, to get an engine properly made and put in

working order. I am a poor man, and can't do it

myself; but if two or three men of substance, like

your uncle, were to subscribe a certain sum, the

thing might be set going, and they would get their

money out of it with good interest."

The family thought " Travelling Dick" must be

losing his senses to talk in that fashion ; but he

was too deep in the business to notice the general

surprise. Thomas was the travelled man, and the

master weaver's probable heir; so he moved to his

side, took out of his pocket a few small sticks and

bobbins, which he called the model of his machine,

.set them up on the kitchen-table, and began to ex-

plain how the spinning was to be done.

It is not easy for a boy to be listened to by a

phich the barber laid down, I

had been used to see "Travelling Dick'' carr

iug about a bag of hair or mending old wigs, a

Master Thomas believed that was the only busim

could do. The bobbins and sticks amused h

mightily. How he would make his uncle laugh

the barber's machine for bringing the finest musl

down to half-a-erown or so. There was a know!

k given to his brothers ; they would take it o

of Dick; and he pretended to listen attentively 1

some time, till the barber began to speak of drivi

his engine by water-power, like a corn-mill, wh
Master Thomas burst into a loud laugh of derisio

his brothers followed his example; and they ;

began to chaff the barber, one advising him to ta

a farm and grow cotton on it, and another to ma
himself a pair of wings and fly to the moon. T

poor young man had not expected such a rect

tion for his invention, and was evidently much d

pleased.

He thrust his sticks and bo'bbins back into 'I

pocket, would not be persuaded to stay for supp'

and went away so much out of spirits, that F;

mer Coulter was vexed with his clever son, and t

boys were told they must not talk of the machi

when Dick came round again.

Twenty years is a long skip, but it will p:l

with all that live, and it did with Thomas Coult,

He had learned his uucle's trade, behaved wi

and became the old man's heir. His uncle h

woven out the web of life and left him the musl

looms. " Travelling Dick" hid never sought

patronage after that evening in the best kitch'

,

but the barber's machine had been a standing jc i

with him and his acquaintances. Thomas h!

other things to think of now. He was a man I

thirty-four, with a wife and two young children

;

provide for. His rent and taxes were hea
,

bakers, butchers, and doctors had to be paid, a I

his looms were not paying him. Newer houses i

Manchester could undersell his muslins and kii

them out of the market. They had got up li

new spinning-frame invented by that man in N
tingham, whom the king had lately knighted, a I

people called Sir Richard Arkwright. Thoni

had heard of the wonders it could do; he had si:

it spinning; a wondrous engine of many whe-

and spindles it was, all turned and driven by a

great water-wheel, yet spinning the finest yarn]

astonishing quantities, without the help of huti;:

hands, except to supply the raw cotton or to pii

a broken thread.
" I must have a spinning-frame," said Thoni

"cost what it will; there is no getting on in I

;

old way; I can't command more than half :

money to pay for one just now, but they say i

Richard is a liberal man
;
perhaps if I went:

Nottingham, told him my circumstances, and

ferod him proper security, he would let me hav i

frame, and pay for it when I could."

Thomas did go to Nottingham, and found ,(

great inventor's office beset by men of grcai

wealth and standing than himself, but all in sea

of spinning-frames. After waiting his turn,

was admitted to the room where the now import

man sat, with every requisite for business roi

him, at a table covered with papers and plans, si

assisted by two clerks. He received him cot.

eously, but as a stranger
;
yet Thomas had st

his face before, and stood almost dumb with ast i

ishment and shame too. The sticks and boblii

set up on the kitchen-table, had a meaning in tbi

which he did not understand twenty years a;

for Sir Richard Arkwright, the inventor of n
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ipinniog-frame, was none other than Travelling

3ick. Need we say that Thomas returned home
I wiser luaa than he left it, and with his organ of

elf-esteeai considerably subdued.

For "The Friund."

Extracts from the Letters and Memorandunis oj

our Late Friend, 11. WilHams.

" nth.—I feel solicitous that not only a literary,

lut the religious guarded education of the children

hould be promoted by such means as may be in

ur power; that where schools cannot be obtained,

Quch may be done at home ; a mother or a sister,

nder a due sense of the importance of the sub-

3ct, if concerned to devote a portion of their time

3 the careful instruction of the junior members of

family, may greatly aid in preparing the tender

linds of the children to receive the precious seed,

nd to the opening of their understanding in best

hings : early impressions are very lasting; thus

'e may be encouraged to hope that with the Divine

leasing, a generation may be raised up, prepared

) support in their day, the doctrines of the So-

tety and also its peculiar testimonies; the tread-

ig down and overlooking many of which we
'eeply mourn on our own account."

"Eighth mo. '2Wh.— » # * j ^ag forci-

ly impressed that that testimony and scruple

igainst war] ought to be faithfully maintained.

Ilong that the disposition to encourage war or

preparation therefor might be brought out before a

liscerning public, or that part who can discern
;

I. is a great evil ; and should we ever be brought

ito a war, we as a society, will have much to suf-

|ir from some whom now in peace, we see nothing

[ostile about."

I

"At our Monthly Meeting, R. Scotton was en-

ged to minister faithfully to us, encouraging ' to

ring our deeds to the light.' The subject was

losely followed, and the consequence of not doing

but hiding them in the dark and covering them

p until that day comes, and it hastens aud is

earer than we are aware to some of us—when all

'e have said and done, will appear in the light,

judged accordingly; it felt to me a

jlemn call and warning. I am often under fears

)r us hereaway ; there seems something like a

up to the creature, and a forgetting howjokino

juch we owe every way to that Power that has

lercifully preserved and kept us to the present

oe."

"I fear the Babylonish garment and golden

'edge are not only coveted, but hid in some of our

mts, ah, yes ! it is so ; and it seems furlh

6 could do but little more one for another :
' If

be Lord does not help us, vain is the help of man.'

hough often greatly discouraged, I do yet hope,

le Great Preserver of men will spare his heritage,

nd not give it to reproach and let the heathen rule

ver us, saying oxultingly, 'where is their God?'
"Nittth mo. \tli.—One day more, and it will be

hirty-one years since my dear husband died.

hou remembers that evening ; to me it seems

ery fre.sh in memory : many trials since have I

ncountcrcd : have had much to feel,—in that af-

iction, the sympathy of many, and the good hand
ore me up, surprisingly to myself. We had so

UU and perfect assurance of his safe entrance into

jest, that to mourn for him would have been folly

pr ourselves great need.

\
" By

, I learn that dear L. N. has come to

le city very poorly. I felt sad at hearing it, for

he account before had been encouraging ; was it

lOt for the suffering the poor tabernacle has to

;ndergo, for her too, as for the one just mentioned,

re need not mourn ; I seem to have a sense that

rhen the period arrives to her, all will be well.

And can we, who are yet conflicting with the cares

'of time and many close probations, but feebly

hope, our latter end may be like to that of the

righteous."
" The longest journey through life is very short,

when compared with a never-ending eternity ;
and

on this short period, our claim to a happy eternity

depends, if faithfully filled up, yea or nay : so

that it seems as if we had no time to spare between

our religious and social duties ; within the latter I

include the care of providing things honest in the

sight of men.

Now, for a week past, we have had our friends,

M. Morton and her nieee, with us very pleasantly

and profitably, I hope, in the best sense. Marga-

ret is an elder (of Wilmington Monthly Meeting,)

ery firm to ancient Friends' ways and views ; aud

acts consistently."

' 22iid.—Attended Arch-street Meeting (being

the city) morning and af'-ernoon ; the last a

nt and very still meeting ; in the morning we
liad a communication from ,

which, to me,

had a good savour, as also bis short supplication

for that which we need, many of us ; that we may
be drawn away from dependence on man and

looking one on another ; but confidently trust in

the great Helper who will do all things well."

Qt/i.—Whilst in the city, I attended three

Monthly Meetings. I did not do this without

thinking a good deal about it, and had reasonings

and fears, lest it was out of place in me; but I

tried not to make myself conspicuous any way, and

1 hoped I might gain a little good. I believe it is

a low time among Friends, yet a little life is left,

and some truly and honestly endeavour to transact

the business rightly; and the ministry of our dear

Friends who appeared in that line, seemed good."
" '28th.—I crave that thy hands may be strong

in every good word and work ; and if we expect

D succeed, our exercises must be to ourselves;

part from those who lightly look on these things

;

seeking and improving suitable opportunities with

the objects of our care; then out of weakness we

shall be made strong, and He who careth for His

own will help, and we shall ' see the desire of our

hearts.' Were this the travail and earnest care of

the parents and care-takers of youth, good fruits

would appear, and multitudes saved from the

' broad way,' which leads, &c. : a great mercy in-

deed, when any escape and sore conflict first, is

theirs. Oh ! I often think great accountability

lays at the door of parents. This is a day of pe-

culiar desire to run into fashions and customs ; but

let all guard their precious charge."

" 29th—My visit in retrospect seems easy to my
feelings, hoping no harm was done to the good

cause, which I felt very fearful about, and hardly

had confidence to go around. I feel particularly

satisfied that I was at your Monthly Meeting [Arch

street.] I have had a fresh sense if ever our Zion

arises and shines, those on whose shoulders the

testimonies rest, will have to be humble and watch-

ful to keep themselves and families, and to be good

examples to the flock. After abiding here a suflaoient

time and their fidelity and faithfulness proved,

strength will be furnished to lend a helping hand

to others, in the way that best wisdom sees best.

I do not know much, but I thought I saw a work

to do like, ' building over against our own houses,'

as I sat in the last meeting : nevertheless discour-

aging things exist more or less everywhere, yet I

felt some encouragement, more than 1 often do."

" I was sorry to hear of the company at Oh
Yearly Meeting. Friends must draw near in fee

ing, keep firm, and not give away their strength in

needless words and uncalled-for actions or move-

ments, and it seems to me they will be helped

through and over all froward and unsanetified

irits.

I was glad of thy account of your meeting and
dear E.'s advice and care; also of S. H.'a

living ministry, which is a favour of great account
in these days."

Sir Robert Pef/.—When Robert Peel, then a

youth, began business as a cotton-printer, near

Bury, he lodged with his partner, William Yates,

paying eight shillings and sixpence per week for

board and lodging. " William Yates' eldest child,"

says our author, " was a girl named Ellen, and she

very soon became an especial favourite with the

young lodger. On returning from his hard day's
ork at 'The Ground,' he would take the little girl

upon his knee, and say to her, ' Nelly, thou bonny
'ttle dear, wilt be my wife ? to which the child

would readily answer, ' Yes,' as any child would
do. ' Then I'll wait for thee, Nelly; I'll wed thee,

and none else.' Aud Robert Peel did wait. As
the girl grew in beauty toward womanhood, hia

determination to wait for her was strengthened,

aud after the lapse of ten years—years of close ap-

plication to business and rapidly inereasng pros-

perity—Robert Peel married Ellen Yates when
he had completed her seventeenth year ; and
the pretty child, whom her mother's lodger and
father's partner had nursed upon his knee, became
Mrs. Peel, and eventually Lady Peel, the mother
of the future Prime Minister of England. Lady
Peel was anoble and beautiful woman, fitted to grace
any station in life. She possessed rare powers of

mind, and was, on every emergency, the high-

toned and faithful counsellor of her husband. For
many years after their marriage, she acted as his

amanuensis, conducting the principal part of his

business correspondence, for R. Peel himself was
an indifferent and almost unintelligible writer.

She died in 1803, only three years after the baro-

netcy had been conferred upon her husband. It

is said, that London fashionable life—so unlike

what she had been accustomed to at home—proved

injurious to her health ; and old Wm. Yates was
afterwards accustomed to say, " If Robert hadn't

made our Nelly a ' Lady,' she might ha' been living

yet.' "

—

Self-help.

Volamic Eruption in Iceland.—Accounts from
Iceland give an account of an eruption—after thirty

nine years' repose—of the volcano called the Rot-

lugia of the Myrdalsjokel mountains. On the 7th

May, several shocks of earthquake were experienced

in the parish of Myrdal, in which the volcano is

situated, and the day after, an enormous volume of

water was cast up from the crater. Mixed with

the water were large quantities of cinders, and the

eruption was accompanied by a subterranean noise.

On the 11th and 12th, smoke, cinders, and balls

of fire were thrown up. The smoke rose to such

a height, that it could be seen at the Reikjavig,

though at a distance of more than 22 miles, and

though mountains 5000 feet high rise between the

two places. The eruption continued with intervals

more or less long, to the 26th, but fortunately it

did no harm to places in the vicinity, the cinders

and others things it threw up being carried by the

wind partly to the sea, and partly on to some gla-

ciers. It presented a very imposing spectacle.

Previous eruptions of the same volcano did great

injury ; one in 1625 in particular, was terrible, and

it is recorded that some of the cinders thrown up

were actually carried as far as Bergen, in Norway !

Another on the 17th October, 1775, caused devas-

tations in five parishes ; it preceded by a fortnight;

the earthquake at Lisbon.
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For " The Friend."

Injustice and Unlawfulness of Oppression,

The following remarks of one of the most pro-

minent instrumeuts in the work of reformation, by

which the Society of Friends was brought to see

and abandon the evil of holding their fellow men
in bondage, may not be out of place, or without

interest, at the present juncture, wherein the sanc-

tion of justice and mercy is claimed for the iniqui-

tous and cruel practice.

In reference to this subject, John Woolman says,

" The general disadvantage which the poor Afri-

cans lie under, in an enlightened and christian coun-

try, having often filled me with real sadness, and

been like undigested matter on my miud, I now
think it my duty, through Divine aid, to offer some

thoughts thereon to the consideration of others.

" To consider mankind otherwise than brethren,

to think favours are peculiar to one nation, and to

exclude others, plainly supposes a darkness in the

understanding ; for as God's love is universal, so

where the mind is sufficiently influenced by it, it

begets a likeness of itself, and the heart is enlarged

towards all men.
" The effusion of the Holy Ghost upon a people

with whom the Jewish christians would not so

much as eat, was strange to them. All they of the

circumcision were astonished to see it. The opi-

nion of peculiar favours being confined to them, was

deeply rooted. Thus Israel, when deeply corrupted

and degenerated, yet remembered they were the

chosen people of God ; and could say, ' Stand by
thyself, come not near to me, for I am holier than

thou.'

" When seif-love presides in our minds, our opi-

nions are biassed in our own favour, and in this

condition, being concerned with a people, so situ-

ated, that they have no voice to plead their own
cause, there is danger of using ourselves to an un-

disturbed partiality, until, by long custom, the mind
becomes reconciled with it, and the judgment itself

infected.

" To suppose it right that an innocent man shall

at this day be excluded from the common rules of

justice ; be deprived of that liberty, which is the

natural right of human creatures, and be a slave to

others during life on account of a sin committed by
his immediate parents, or a sin committed by Ham,
the son of Noah ; is a supposition too gross to be

admitted into the mind of any person, who sin-

cerely desires to be governed by just and solid

principles.

" Making construction of the law contrary to

the true meaning of it, was common among the

Jews. Samuel's sons took bribes, and perverted

judgment. Isaiah complained that they justified

the wicked for reward. Zephaniah, contemporary
with Jeremiah, on account of the injustice of the

civil magistrates, declared that those judges were

evening wolves, and that the priests did violence to

the law.
" That the liberty of man was by the inspired

lawgiver esteemed precious, appears in this ; that

such who unjustly deprive men of it, were to

punished in like manner as if they had murdered
them. ' He that stealeth a man, and selleth him
or if he be found in his hand, shall surely be put

to death.' This part of the law was so consider

able, that Paul, the learned Jew, giving a brief

account of the uses of the law, adds this, ' It was
made for men-stealers.' "

In confirmation of this view, the following pas

sagea from it may also be cited. " If any man be

found stealing any of his brethren, and maketh
merchandise of him, or selleth him ; then that thief

shall die." "Remove violence and spoil, and ex-

ecute judgment and justice, take away your exac

tions from my people." " Deliver him that i

out of the hand of the oppressor, lest my fury go

t like fire, and burn that cone can quench it."

Thou shalt not deliver unto his master the ser-

vant which is escaped I'rom his master unto thee.''

These, together with the general precepts of the

New Testament :
" The labourer is worthy of his

hire." " Whatsoever ye would that men should

o to you, do ye even so to them." "Thou shalt

love thy neighbour as thyself." " Where the Spi-

rit of the Lord is there is liberty;''^ and some

others, in the Old Testament, we might suppose,

would satisfy any candid mind of the truth, that

the Scriptures stand opposed to human slavery, as

it now exists in our professedly christian land. " Wo
unto him that useth his neighbour's service with-

out wages." " He that oppresseth the poor, re-

proacheth his Maker." " Whoso stoppeth his

ears at the cry of the poor, he also shall cry, but

shall not be heard." " I will be a swift witness

against those that oppress the hireling in his wages,

and that turn aside the stranger from his right."

Does it not appear strange, that, at this day of

enlightenment, any person of common intelligence,

and professedly humane feelings, and liberty loving,

should presume to advocate the lawfulness and

justice of a system so opposed to the precepts of

the Bible, to the feeling of humanity, and a sense

of true justice ? But so it is ; and this affords re-

newed evidence of the willingness to sacrifice ho-

nour and truth itself, for the sake of personal and

party ends. Are not those in high standing, and

high stations, who, from policy or fear, are thus

doing, in danger of incurring the wo pronounced

upon those " who call evil good, and good evil ?"

Alas, for these ! when the day of righteous reckon-

ing shall have arrived, how will they have to be-

moan their dishonesty ! when they shall be called

to render an account of their stewardship, what
will be their confusion and shame, before Him whc
judgeth righteously

!

" llespecting our progress in this land," J. W
remarks, " the time is short since our beginning

was small and number few, compared with the

native inhabitants. He that sleeps not by day nor

night, hath watched over us, and kept us as the

apple of his eye. His almighty arm hath been

round about us, and saved us from dangers.
" The wilderness and solitary deserts in which

our fathers passed the days of their pilgrimage, are

now turned into pleasant fields; the natives are

gone from before us, and we established peaceably

in Ihe possession of the land, enjoying our civi'

and religious liberties; and while many parts of

the world have groaned under the heavij calam
'

tics of war, our habitation remains quiet, and our

land fruitful.

" When we trace back the steps we have trod-

den, and see how the Lord hath opened a way i

the wilderness for us, to the wise it will easily ap-

pear, that all this was not done to be buried in

oblivion ; but to prepare a people for more fruitful

returns, and the remembrance thereof ought to

humble us in prosperity, and excite in us a chris-

tian benevolence towards our inferiors.
'' If we do not consider these things aright, but

through a stupid indolence, conceive views of in
terest separatefrom the general good of the great

brotherhood, and in pursuance thereof treat our

inferiors with rigour to increase our wealth, and
gain riches for our children; ' what then shall we
do when God riseth up ? and when he visiteth,

what shall we answer him? did not He that made
us, make them ? and did not one fashion us

Force may subdue, but love gains; and he that

forgives first, wins the laurel.

Our Changing Cliinaie.—The frequent change

'

of our uncertain climate, give rise to many forn

of disease, and we often murmur and repine at the

suddenness. But there is a bright as well as a dai-

side in all the ordinances of nature, and Washingtt

Irving has painted the bright side of the fickle seasc

in the following glowing terms :

" Here let us say a word in favour of those \

cissitudes of our climate, which are too often mat

the subject of exclusive repining. If they ann(

us, they give us one of the most beautiful climat

in the world. They give us the brilliant sunshii

of the south of Europe, with the fresh verdure

the north. They float our summer sky with go

geous tints of fleecy whiteness, and send dov

cooling showers to refresh the panting earth, ar

keep it green. Our seasons are full of sublimi

and beauty. Winter with us hath none of i

proverbial gloom. It may have its howling wine

and chilling frosts, and whirling snow storms, but

has also its long intervals of cloudlesssunshine, whi

the snow-clad earth gives redoubled brightness

the day, when at night the stars beam with intense

lustre, or the moon floods the whole landscape wi

her most limpid radiance. And the joyous ou

break of our spring, bursting at once into leaf ai

blossom, redundant with vegetation, and vociferoi

with life ; and the splendor of summer, its mor
ing voluptuousness and evening glory, its airy p
laces of sun-lit clouds piled up in a deep azure sk}

and its gusts of tempest of almost tropical grandeu

when the forked lightning and bellowing thunder vc

ley from the battlements of heaven, shake the sulti

atmosphere ; and the sublime melancholy of o

autumn, magnificent in its decay, withering down tl

pomp of a woodland country, yet reflecting bac

from its yellow forests the golden serenity of thesk

Truly we may well say that in our climate, ' Tl

heavens declare the glory of God, and the firm

mentsboweth his handiwork. Day unto day uttere

speech, and night unto night showeth knowledge.'

A Chinese Dintier.—In the evening, the ma
darin entertained me at dinner. When the pro\

sions had been placed on the table, every oi

sat down. My neighbour on the left offered me
portion of a kitten, the one on the right the wii

of an owl, and the third pressed on me the leg

a dog. The Chinese, to do honour to a guest, era

his plate with what they consider the most delica

morsels, so that he runs the risk of having a viole

indigestion. In this country, obesity is consideri

the highest beauty in man. The Chinese wi

whom 1 was at table had good appetites ; they a

a good deal, and used their long transparent fiug

nails, which are as hard as iron, to separate the

food into small portions. That was to me a new ei

ployment for human nails. Wine made from rit

tea, and different sorts of syrup were sent round tl

table. I confined myself to taking a few glass

of the latter, but it would be difficult for me
give the names or describe the taste. This repa

lasted three hours, and when it was over, a litt

girl ten years of age came in and ofl'ered us liquoi

She was not ugly in European eyes, and in tho

of the Chinese, was a perfect beauty. Her ey

were triangular, her nose thick, her teeth whii

and her hair raised to a prodigious height. S

poured out to each guest a glass of ferment,

liquor, which to me was detestable; received gravt

allegorical compliments which nearly every boi

addressed to her, and then trotted off as if she h:

only wooden legs ; her feet, in truth, were so sm;

that they could scarcely be distinguished. Afti

wards pipes were brought, and every one beg;

smoking with great gravity and in silence.

—

Letl

in BJoniteur de V Ar»nee.
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For " The Friend."

Trespects.

Persons in early life are apt to suffer their minds

I be mueh elated by Haltering pecuniary prospects;

) that the abundant means of procuring temporal

ratification appears to be the highest aim and de-

re, of too many who do not look seriously beyond

lis uncertain and transient abode. Should our

jtward substance so much increase as to enable

s to gratify every desire that wealth could pro-

lote, and there is no prospect brightening be-

ond this scene of probation, through a faithful

)-operation with the strength and love of our

lessed and merciful lledeemer, to emancipate and

losen us from the shackles of sin and transgres-

OD, thus bringing us into a state of His holy ac-

;ptance, our prospects in the future remain still

loomy and dismal in the extreme.

If we come rightly to consider the verity of this

nchangeable declaration, we must acknowledge

le insufficiency of wealth in the abstract, to pro-

lote our best interest, viz :
" I say unto you, that

rich man shall hardly enter into the kingdom of

javen. And again 1 say unto you, it is easier

T a camel to go through tbe eye of a needle,

lan for a rich man to enter into tbe kingdom of

od." This warning from the lip of Truth, is

lough to incite a solemn and impressive caution

I every thoughtful mind, against reposing confi-

3iice in uncertain riches, which become both de-

sitful and dangerous, if we set our hearts upon

«em, and do not act as being responsible for the

ght employment of our abundant means.

I Obedience to Divine injunctions, is no less im-

ortant for us to heed under the present dispensa-

lon, than it was when the command, "put thy

loes from off thy feet," was delivered to Moses by

^e Divine presence, at Mount Horeb. " The place

here thou standest, is holy ground," is truly sigui-

jant of the position of all true christians, and the

reat need there is, particularly for those who have

lalized the fulness of the truths of the gospel, as

•ofessed by l^'riends, to take diligent heed that

ley do not repose any confidence in the deceitful

jpearances which great earthly possessions pro-

ace in the view of the worldly-minded. Their

ndeucy, unless sanctified in our possession, is to

iff up the mind, and induce a desire to exert an

adue influence even in our religious Society,

jcause of pre-eminence, from the unrighteous

[ammon ; rather than to promote that notbing-

3SS and simplicity of the Truth, which should be

ir covering, and make way for the authority of

)iritual gifts exercised under the covering of Gos-

3I love ; in which condition only can we learn

le important lesson " of preferring others to our-

Ives."

If we become satisfied to live at ease, and to sit

own contentedly in the enjoyment of our heart's

esire in the acquisition of flattering earthly pros-

3cts, regardless of tbe maintenance of a living

igagement of mind to acquit ourselves acceptably

» Him who has kindly bestowed each and every

les^ing upon us, as responsible stewards for their

ght employment, our prospects still remain un-

irtain and gloomy indeed. For if the mind is

iken up with the riches of this world, which con-

Que but for a short season, and then vanish away,

II it becomes benumbed and insensible to tbe

cessions of heavenly good, and there is a neglect

I lay up durable riches, " where neither moth nor

1st doth corrupt, and where thieves do not break

irough nor steal," an awfully irreparable loss must

e sustained.

Rather than to move in circles of vanity and

low, and to indulge in all the gratifications that

ealtb can furnish, how much more desirable it is

to keep all these things and other worldly influences

from rising into dominion and fettering us to the

earth, striving to hold fast to that precious grain

of living faith which works by love to the purify-

ing of the heart ; so that in times of affliction and

trouble, this cheering language may salute our de-

ponding spirits, as it did the ear of the disciples

formerly, " It is I, be not afraid."

If we do not partake of an earnest of tbe life to

come, which is in reserve for the righteous, to

sweeten our enjoyments, and to animate and en-

courage us in our labours and daily walk, but

content ourselves with the things of time, we feed

only on the busks of this existence, which are

destitute of every true comfort and all real enjoy-

ment.

Ledyard, N. Y., First montli, 1801.

Light for Animals.

A correspondent of the Homestead, in an article

on fattening hogs, gives the following advice :

—

" One more important item of advice, and that is,

locate your pen where your hogs can have the

benefit of light. I do not mean merely daylight,

but the full, bright light of the sun ; it will add to

their cheerful contentment, as it does to the human
species, and physiologists declare that, other things

being equal, families who occupy apartments in the

sunny side of dwellings are the most healthy and

happy. Although the comparison may to sensi-

tive nerves appear odious, still it is beyond our

power or province to change the established laws

of nature. I have never known of a hog, or any

other animal, kept under the north side of a barn

or other building, where the dampness and dark-

ness is never penetrated by the sun's rays, and

where the animal was employed as the scavenger

for other animals, to be sleek looking, fat, clean,

or quiet. I have seen many a pen where the mud
and oftal was two or three feet deep, and no place

of retreat left for the poor occupants upon a higher

spot, excepting the bed floor, and that unfurnishec

by straw. The rays of the sun have a very poW'

erful effect in modifying the functions of both ani

mal and vegetable life. Many plants require ;

strong light, that they may perfect their organiza

tions ; others less ; but few plants ever come to

perfection without a full supply of light ; common
observation proves this. The potato growing in a

cellar is colourless, fragile, and worthless. T
apple growing on the inside of the tree is often

green, tasteless, and imperfect; and the peach that

has not been kissed by the rays of the sun has not

that high flavour requisite to its perfection. With-

out the sun, the leaves could never decompose car-

bonic acid from the air, and assimilate its oxygen.'

With animals, the same is true. The sun does

as much towards painting roses on the cheek

does a bracing air. The skiu of those persons

exposed freely to the light, performs its functions

vigorously, while that of those too much shaded is

feeble, and easily disturbed. Physicians assert that

people living on the shaded sides of streets,

towns are more liable to sickness and less vigorous

than those living on the side influenced by the

sun. We have often noticed that children reared

in shaded and damp situations were scrofulous,

imperfectly developed, and deficient in vitality,

Rooms in which the sun never shines are gloomy

and unpleasant. Dr. Winship, in his lecture on

physical culture, so fully appreciates the importance

of light that he says he would always, if possible,

select for his sleeping-room, an apartment on the

" sunny side," and let the sun have full play, when

it shines, six hours of the day. Animals like the

sun's rays, except in the hottest of weather. True,

they should have shade, if they desire it. That

hogs should have sun is more [important than for

any other animal; their habits arc filthy, but
the rays of the sun, to a certain extent, will correct

their bad habits. We have little doubt but that
much of the hog cholera is due to want of sun-

ght and to damp situations. With these facts

before us, who cau fail to see tbe necessity of sun-

light for all animals, if we would retain them in

health.

—

Ohio Farmer.

Selected for " TIio Friend."

" Esteem them very biglily which labour among you,
and are over you in the Lord, and admonish you."

They who are dedicated to the service of the

ministry, and bear as in their foreheads the in-

scription of holiness, having to conflict with all the

struggles of the private soldier, may sometimes

manifest weaknesses incon.sistent with the dignity

of the holy office ; and he who yet remains to be

the accuser of the brethren, will not fail, where he

can under any disguise gain admittance, exceed-

ingly to expose and magnify these; and would
lead, by little and little, to despise the Lord's

anointed, to " speak evil of dignities," and lightly

to esteem the sacrifices which the Lord hath com-
manded to be offered in the holy place.

It is not in my heart to justify, to excuse, or

extenuate, the failings and imperfections of the

foremost rank in the Lamb's army. I know it

deeply behoves them, above all others, to walk
circumspectly, to make straight steps to their feet,

to be examples to the flock ; and I am verily per-

suaded there are none who feel more deeply for

their offences, none more deeply bowed under the

humiliating sensibility of their own unworthiness,

none more frequently covered with blushing and
confusion of face, than these. I do not want to

excuse or explain away their failings ; but I want
to impress a proper regard to the dignity of the

holy office ; I want to revive that ancient precept,

" Thou shaft not speak evil of the ruler of thy

people." God forbid, said David, that I should

put forth my hand against the Lord's anointed.

If weakness appear, if the enemy prevail in any

little matter, oh ! "tell it is not in Gath, publish it

not in the streets of Askelon, lest the daughters of

the Philistines rejoice, lest the daughters of the

uncircunicised triumph." Oh ! did but the people

know, were it but possible for the uneircumcised to

consider, the secret travail of their spirits; the

painfully distressing conflicts which these have

passed through, and which yet await them ; how
often they have wandered in the wilderness, " with

their hands upon their loins ;" what they have to

pass through in the weeks of preparation, while

eating the roll of prophecy, and lying on their

sides ; how often such now are covered with sack-

cloth, and have secretly to muse on the contents of

the roll, wherein is written " lamentations, and

mourning, and wo;" were it possible, I say, for

such who are yet whole, not having yet fallen upo n

that stone which the Lord bath laid in Zion for a

foundation, and been thereby broken, and enabled

to offer the sacrifices of a broken heart ; were it

possible for those who have not trodden the ardu-

ous path of regeneration, to consider these things,

they would not need to be reminded to mark such

whom the Lord had set over them, to esteem them

very highly, to honour them with double honour

for the work's sake, because " they watch for your

souls, as they that must give account in the day of

the Lord Jesus."

Permit me to express some degree of jealousy,

lest, instead of this esteem, regard, and double

honour, there is a murmuring, unthankful, gain-

saying spirit, which is for condemnation ; for, whilst

I was musing on these things, the exceedingly un-
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happy case of Korab, Dathan, and Abirani, was

brought into and affected my mind ; and the lan-

guage of their complaint was brought to my re-

membrance :
" Ye take too much upon you, seeing

all the congregation are holy, every one of them,

and the Lord is among them ; wherefore then

lift you up yourselves above the congregation of

the Lord?'' Thus, through the seduction of

him who "blinded their eyes, and hardened their

hearts," they murmured against the meekest of

all men, and the friend of God. Ah ! poor re-

turn this, for all that good and deliverance which

he, as an instrument, had wrought for them, in

bringing them out of Egypt, in bearing them in

his bosom, and so frequently and availingly in-

terceding for them with the Almighty. But the

Lord pleaded for him against these men, and

destroyed them by a remarkable destruction. I

mention this instance as it simply arose, without

any charge or application, leaving that to the Di-

vine Witness in your bosoms, to which I recom-

mend every one of you, in order that you may be

enabled to reap the caution and benefit intended

by these broken hints.

—

John Tliorp.

For "The Friend."

Report oftlw Philadelphia Association of Friends

for tlie Instruction of Poor Children, for the

Year 1860.

The managers report, that they have given the

usual attention to the two schools for coloured

children under their charge during the year just

closed, and it is gratifying to be able to say, that

they have not been in a more prosperous condition,

since the present members have been in the Board.

The class-list in the infant school now numbers
138, and the average attendance for the year has

been 87 ; the highest average for any month was
106, and the lowest, 72. There have been 70
new scholars admitted, and 38 re-admissions.

When we consider how many of these children

Lave had improper, if any, training at home, and
the crowded forms on which the youngest of them
are obliged to remain during school-hours, their

behaviour and progress have been very encour-
aging.

The teacher has adopted the plan of rewarding
every scholar who has not misbehaved during the
day, and not unfrequently a child that has had to

be reproved, comes weeping to her at the close of

the school, with promises of amendment in future.

It is gratifying to see so much interest manifested
by the parents in their children's education ; they
appear very anxious that they should improve the

opportunity thus afforded , and none more so, than
those who have themselves received their early in-

struction in the same house; and we have not known
of an instance of dissatisfaction on the part of any
parent. They generally use great exertion to send
their children to school neatly clad, though some
bear evidence of extreme poverty, and many a
shivering little child has been rendered comfortable
by garments made up in the girls' school, and by
shoes supplied by the managers to the most needy
in the winter-season.

There has also been an improvement in observing
the time of roll call, and though it is to be regret-
ted that many of the children are yet remiss in

this particular, especially in the short and cold days
of winter, yet when we remember from whence
many of them come, it is rather remarkable that a
large majority are very punctual in assembling.
When the schools are small, it has been the prac-
tice of the teachers to visit the parents of those
who do not attend regularly, but this has not been
done, to much extent, in the infant school during
the past year, as the room has been usually too

full, and several have been refused admittance on

account of our inability to accommodate them.

Sarah M. Alexander, who had the charge of

this school for two years, to the satisfaction of the

managers, resigned the situation in the Ninth month

last, and Emma Ogborn was appointed to succeed

her, and Susan Soattergood engaged as her assistant.

It may safely be said, that at no previous time

have the scholars attending the girls' school shown

so great evidence of home comforts and parental

care, the change in this respect is very marked, and

their regular attendance is worthy of commenda-

tion to them and to their parents.

Much interest is manifested by the pupils in pe-

rusing the books of the library. Nine hundred

and sixty volumes have been loaned during the

year, and with few exceptions, they were punctually

returned at the stated times.

The present class-list enrolls the names of 6-1

girls, 24 of whom are in the first class, 12 are

studying grammar, and 20, mental arithmetic, with

great interest and credit. The other studies usual

in such schools, including sewing a part of one day

each week, are also taught, in all which the ad-

vancement of the pupils is satisfactory. We here

meet with the same difficulty as in the other school,

with regard to punctual attendance at the hour

appointed, but we must remember that many of

these children are subjected to hindrances, which

it is out of their power to control, and due allow-

ance should be made for them on this account.

This school not being full, the teachers have called

at the homes of those who were delinquent in at-

tending, and many pleasant interviews have been

had with parents, who manifested their interest in

the schools, and their sincere thankfulness to the

committee and teachers.

Four girls have been taken from this school by
death, since last report.

The number in attendance has averaged 425.

From the register of both schools last month, it

appears there have been 3136 admissions, of which

724 were re-admissions.

Our Treasurer reports the receipt of a legacy of

$100, less the collateral inheritance tax, from our

late friend, Catharine W. Morris.

Signed by direction and on behalf of the Board
of Managers. J. Wistar Evans, Clerk.

Philadelphia, Twelfth mo. 27tb, 1860.

OFFICERS OF THE ASSOCIATION.

C'/cr^—Edward Richie.

Treasurer—Jabez Jenkins.

Managers— 3o(i[ Cadbury, Israel H. Johnson,

Richard Richardson, Mark Balderston, Benjamin
H. Pitfield, Joseph S. Elkinton, Jabez Jenkins,

Caleb Wood, J. Wistar Evans, Elihu Roberts,

Joseph W. Stokes, John M. Wetherill.

THE FRIEND.
FIRST MONTH 19, 1861

(Continued from page 152.)

We wish not to weary our readers, by dwelling

too long upon, or entering too minutely into the

particular circumstances attending the exile of those

worthy Friends, who by their- firmness and chris-

tian faithfulness, maintained the principles they

professed, and left us an ensample, that we should

follow their footsteps.

Notwithstanding the violent prejudice against the

prisoners in the minds of many of the inhabitants

of Winchester and its vicinity, their guarded reli-

gious conduct and conversation, soon made an im-

pression upon those who came into contact with

them, and in many instances converted dislike and

distrust, into sympathy and confidence. They he]

religious meetings regularly, twice on first day, at

once in the middle of the week, in which Job
Hunt and John Pemberton—both recommende
ministers—were frequently engaged either in mil

istry or vocal supplication. The guard soon man
fested reluctance to confine them to their narro

limits, and after being restricted for three or foi

days to the house. Lieutenant Smith gave orde;

that they should be allowed to walk out a sho;

distance, attended by a sentinel. On the 11th <

Tenth month, none of the guard made their a]

pearance, and on the 12th, which was first da;

eight who were appointed as a new guard, attende

the meeting, as did many others who were strail

gers ; the new guard, however, soon disappeareil

and the prisoners were left with none toJwatch ovtj

them. Lieutenant Smith being called to anotht'

part of the State, they came under the charge d

Colonel Kennedy, who was an entire stranger 1

them. Upon application being made to him ft

liberty to walk or ride within certain prescribe

limits, he at once granted them permission to g
any where within six miles of Winchester ; and i

the same time told them that as he undenstoo

Friends were unwilling to enter into obligations (

make promises, under such circumstances, he woul

ask none, but rely upon them not to take advai

tage of the freedom he gave them. This was tl

more extraordinary, as the Friends learned he ha
been greatly opposed to them and their principle

and they knew of no circumstances likely to ha\

effected a change in his feelings towards then

Beside the liberty granted them, no difficulty W£
thrown in the way of their friends visiting then

and many came ; some from great distance

Among others they were visited by J. jAugustt

Washington, brother to the Commander-in-Chie
with whom they had much friendly converse, an

he gave them an account of the various successi

of the American army. An order was received b

Colonel Kennedy, from the Secretary of War, ii

forming him that the prisoners were placed und(

the charge of J. Holmes, Commissary General <

Prisoners, in the Western Division of 'V^irginia, an

directing the colonel to dispose of them in a mai
ner " suitable to their respective characters an

stations, and to suffer them to be supplied wit!

every necessary they may want, at their own a
jiense." A communication from the Council an

Governor of Virginia was also received ^ in reply (

the address to them from the Friends; the tenor i

which was, that they should be protected from vii

lence, and allowed to walk about the town. Tl
colonel at first informed them, that these fresh ii

structions would make it necessary to restrict the

walks and rides within the limits of the town ; bi

after conferring with them, he took the respons

bility of continuing the liberty he had befoi

granted them.

Among those who visited them, was a Frien
" who, with thirteen others, members of our religioi

Society, residing in this county, had been drafte

under the militia law of the present governmen
and taken forcibly from their friends and families

and though they bore a steady testimony again

warlike measures, and refused to partake of tl

provisions allotted to themselves and others, and i

handle any of the muskets, to which they we:

urged, yet they were forced to move on in militai

order, from place to place, for some distance, whc
about half their number, from indisposition of bod,

were allowed to return home, though others wei

compelled to march, in company with the militi

to the camp, during which time several of the:

had muskets tied to their bodies, and were force

to stand at certain places for many hours together
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t canjp, they were discharged by General Wash-
gtoti. Cougress and the Executive Council having

solved that those Friends, though their prisoners,

ould pay all their own expenses, they found there

js a disposition with those on whom they were

lartered, to exact an extortionate price for board

)m them, which they required to be paid in

ecie, instead of Continental money. They there-

re applied for and obtained permission to take

lard in different families, by which means they

;rc able to reduce their expenses within reason-

ile limits. With the seventeen Friends, there

sre three other respectable citizens of Philadel-

lia, exiled with them. One of these, who was a

ijsician, had been allowed to practise his profes-

m in the neighbourhood, and taking advantage

the privilege, he Icl't Winchester and made his

cape towards Philadelphia. On the 12th of the

ivelfth month, the Friends were called on by the

)mmissary of Prisoners, who communicated to

sm an order he had just received from the Secre-

ry of AVar. In this it was stated that sundry

iters, written by the prisoners, had been inter-

pted, which had not been first shown to the

immissary General ; by which it appeared they

pt up a correspondence with other members ot

sir Society ; and that one of them had carried on

iraiEc highly injurious to the credit of Continental

mey, by exchanging gold for it at an extrava-

nt premium, by which the confidence of the peo-

i in the neighbourhood of Winchester, in the

rrency of the States, was greatly diminished ; the

ard therefore ordered that this Friend be forth-

th removed to Staunton, and there closely con-

led in jail, deprived of pen, ink and paper ; that

3 other prisoners be also forthwith removed to

e same place, and unless they affirm, in the

inner and form prescribed, " not to do or say

ly thing tending to the prejudice of the States,"

ey be confined and restricted in the same manner.

This sudden change arose from false and mali-

)us representations made by some of the inhabi-

nts, in and near Winchester, who were incensed

cause the prisoners were allowed to board among
•lends, instead of being obliged to live in their

milies, at the extortionate price of board they de-

anded ; and the cruel order was based upon a

iposition made by some person whose name was

ipt from the Friends, who, on his oath declared

at being at Winchester, " he heard several of the

habitants complain heavily, that since the Tories

the Quaker Society bad been enlarged and per-

itted to reside at the Quaker houses iu the vici-

ty of the town, the inhabitants of that Society

—

lio are numerous in that part of the country

—

ive very generally refused to take Continental

oney."

Guards were now placed at the doors of the

luses where the Friends were assembled, and they

;ain made close prisoners
;
preparations were also

!gun to carry the order into immediate execution,

he prisoners urged upon the Commissary General

6 injustice and cruelty of the order, and entreated

m to delay proceeding therein until they could

nd a memorial to Congress, stating the facts of

eir case, and receive an answer therefrom. This

lurse was also strongly advised by some of the

ost respectable persons residing in the place. He
lally consented to await further directions from
ose in power. It may be remembered, that Con-
ess, on a former occasion, had declined interfer-

g on behalf of these Friends, because it decided

ey were prisoners of the Executive Council of

ennsylvania, but inconsistency did not withhold

lem from interfering to add to their bonds and
Bictions. A memorial was at once prepared, to

s forwarded to Congress, and tbe Executive Coun-

cil of Pennsylvania, in which the prisoners informed

those bodies that they had written no letters, ex-|

Copt to their families and immediate friends, and

these related exclusively to their own private affairs;

that they had never been informed it was expected

they would submit their letters to the inspection of

any officer; but of their own accord, they bad

offered the first letters they wrote, to the lieu-

tenant in command over them, who politely de-

clined reading them, and said he had confidence

they would not communicate anything they ought

not ; and they had been careful not to abuse this

confidence. That the currency was greatly depre-

ciated when they arrived at Winchester, the in-

habitants refusing to part with anything except in

barter or for gold ; that those with whom they

were quartered, charged them five times the accus-

tomed price of board, though they found all the

foreign articles used ; that many of them had no

other money than gold or silver to purchase the

necessaries of life ; and that nothing they had

done, had been with the intent, nor had it, so far

as they knew, diminished the confidence of the

people in the continental money. They represented

that several of them were aged, and many of them

very infirm, and to remove them and imprison them

as ordered, at that inclement season of the year,

and over such roads, and through such a country,

where they could obtain none of the comforts of

life, and so much further from their distressed

families, was imposing upon them a punishment

which should be infiicted only for crimes of the

deepest dye. They again protested their innocence

of any charge brought against them, and entreated

Congress to take their suffering case into considera-

tion ; to recollect they had never been heard in

their own defence ; that they had to bear all the

expense of their exile and imprisonment ; that

several of them who had families to support, had

no other means of doing it but that derived from

their respective occupations, and these means were

now nearly exhausted ; and that as they never had

had any correspondence with, or given any infor-

mation to the British, so they were entirely willing

to promise they should not do so hereafter.

Among those who resided near Winchester, and

had become deeply interested in the exiles, was a

gentleman named Alexander White, a man of high

standing and much influence in that section of tbe

country. He had interceded for their remaining

in their present quarters until they had had an op-

portunity to appeal to Congress ; and upon the

Friends requesting him to undertake the bearing

of their memorial to Yorktown, and presenting it

to Congress, and to Lancaster, where the Execu-

tive Council then sat, he consented to do so. They

accordingly furnished him with written instructions

relative to the points upon which they felt free to

allow him to plead their cause, and with copies of

the various papers connected with their case. He
set off on his journey on the 20th of the Twelfth

month.

On the 8th of the First month, the prisoners

received a letter from A. White, dated at York-

town, informing them he had been at Lancaster,

and presented their memorial to the Council, which

body at once referred it to Congress, whose prison-

ers, they said, the Friends were. That in an in-

terview he had with the Secretary of the Council,

the latter informed him, he had written to the

delegates from Pennsylvania in Congress, stating

"that as the original arrest was thought by many
not to have aiisicered any good purpose, as things

had turncdont, and the detainment in confinement

not serviceable to the public cause, they wished us

to be released."

This intelligence cheered the drooping spirits of

the exiles, but in the afternoon of the same day,

they were called on by Colonel Kennedy, who read

to them an order he had just received from the

government of Virginia, directing him to carry into

execution the order of Congress to have them im-

mediately removed to Staunton. Though friendly

disposed, the colonel at first seemed to think they

must remove at once. They interceded for delay

until some further information should be received

from Alexander White; and after placing guards

over them again, and making them close prisoners,

he said nothing further about their starting at once.

On the 1.5th, Alex. White returned, and informed

the Friends he had not succeeded in inducing the

members of Congress, with whom he had had re-

peated interviews, to come to any decision in rela-

tion to them or their memorial. He however said,

that having obtained an interview with some of the

members of the Board of War, they assured him it

was not their wish to have the order for the pri-

soners' removal to Staunton carried into execution

at once ; and upon hearing this. Colonel Kennedy
readily agreed to let them remain where they were,

and once more released them from close confine-

ment, dismissing the guard.

Two other persons, not members of the Society

of Friends, now offered their services on behalf of

the exiles, and both journeyed to Yorktown, for

the purpose of pleading their cause with the mem-
bers of Congress. Yet there were many constantly

on the watch for an opportunity to stir up the com-

mon people against them, and, if possible, to de-

prive them of the little liberty they enjoyed, and

increase their sufferings. Thus, some millers hav-

ing refused to grind rye and other grain for some
distillers, it was at once charged to the influence

and advice of the Friends, and, in consequence of

the excitement produced, Colonel Kennedy again

began preparations to remove them to Staunton;

but on the 26th, an order came from the War of&ce

to keep them where they then were, until further

directions.

On the 2d of the First month, 1778, the Friends

were allowed to attend Hopewell Monthly Meet-

ing— distant about six miles—where John Hunt
was largely engaged in the ministry, in which he

spoke very encouragingly to his fellow exiles, tell-

ing them " the night was far spent, and the day of

their deliverance at hand, but that he should ne-

ver have another public opportunity with Frici ds

there;" which was fulfilled by his being taken ill

not long after, and after a suffering illness, laying

down his life on the 31st of the Third month, as

we have before stated. During his sickness, tbe

physicians deemed it necessary to amputate one of

bis leers, in which mortification had taken place.

The memorandse states, " ho was enabled to en-

dure the operation with fortitude and composure,

so that the surgeon observed to him, when he had

finished, and dressed the wound, " Sir, you have

behaved like a hero!" to which he mildly replied,

" I have endeavoured to bear it like a christian."

Thomas Gilpin, another of the exiles, died on

the 2d of the Third month, having been sick seve-

ral weeks with fever, the result of his exposure.

He bore his sickness " with great patience, as ho

had borne his unseasonable exile anl cruel separa-

tion from his wife and family." His end was peace-

ful, and his loss greatly felt by his fellow sufferers.

On the 31st of tbe Third mouth, the exiles re-

ceived information that Congress had ordered "the

Board of War to deliver the gentlemen of Phila-

delphia, now prisoners at Winchester, to the order

of the State of Pennsylvania, which means shortly

to send for them, and bri7ig them to trial on llie

cliargeformcrbj established.
'

'

CTo be continned.)
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SUiniARY OF EVENTS.
BoBOPE.—Liverpool dates to the 30th nit.

The weather had been unusually cold throughout

England, the thermometer in some loualities sinliing

below zero. The winter in France had set in with con-

siderable severity. „ . . , ^

There was a report, that France and Great Britain had

come to an understanding with regard to Venetia, and

that a joint commission would shortly be sent to Vien-

na, urging the cession of Venetia, without any territorial

recompense. _.
The E.t-king of Naples still held Gaeta. The garri-

son had been diminished in number by the dismissal of

a portion of the royal guard whose fidelity was doubt-

ful. The bombardment was kept up by the Sardinian

army.
The condition of Hungary was very unsatisfactory.

No taxes were being paid.
. , „, . , , ^

The particulars of the treaty with Chin.a had been re-

ceived. The gardens, palaces, temples and pagodas de-

stroyed by the allies, occupied a space six or seven

miles in extent, and two days were required effectually

to set fire to and destroy the buildings. The loss on

the property destroyed, exceeded £2,000,000, exclusive

of the buildings. When the allies further threatened to

sack Pekin, the Chinese yielded to their demands. An
indemnity of £3,000,Ooo'was to be paid by the Chinese.

The Liverpool cotton market was active at an ad-

vance of J a id. The breadstuffs market was firm, with

an advancing tendency. Consols, 92f a 92J.

Unitbd States. -^/ui>« at Washma/on.—Oa the 8th

inst., the President sent a special message to Congress,

on the alarming condition of the country. He repre-

sented the imminent danger of civil war, arising from

the secession of several States, and the violent proceed-

1 others, and urged Congress to devise, if possible,

of peace and reconciliation. " Let us," h

says, "pause at this momentous point, and atford th

people of both North and South an opportunity for re

flection." He recommends Congress to devote them-

selves exclusively to the question of maintaining peace

and union. A common ground on which concilia

and harmony may be produced, is, he thinks, surely

unattainable. There have been dissensions in the Cab

greatly embarrassing the executive department of the

government. First, Lewis Cass, Secretary of State,

withdrew, because more active measures were not taken

against the secessionists, and subsequently, Cobb, Se

cretary of the Treasury ; Floyd, Secretary of War
Thompson, Secretary of the Interior, and Thomas, whc

succeeded Cobb, have all resigned, because of their un

willingness to go as far in the way of coercion, as the

Presid"ent believed was required by the Constitution

and laws. The post of Secretary of the State is no^

filled by Black, of Pennsylvania; Treasury, Dix, of Nc
York; Navy, Toucey, of Connecticut; War, Holt, c

Kentucky; Postmaster-General, Holt, of Kentucky

Attorncv-General, Stanton; Interior, vacant. The mem
bers, now in the Cabinet, are said to be united on pol:

tical questions, all those claiming the right of secessio

having retired.

Congress.—In the Senate, Hunter, of Virginia, mad

an able speech in defence of the seceding States, and i

favour of the establishment of a Southern confcderac;

which be considered indispensable fur the South. ^

some future lime they might possibly be again united

with the North, in terms of equality. On the 12th inst.

Senator Seward expressed his views in an address of

remarkable clearness and power, which commanded

great attention from a crowded house. The blessings

of the Union and the probable evil effects of its destruc

tion were set forth in a convincing manner. His speed

was calm, philosophical and conciliatory in its tone, ex

pressing a willingness to yield much for the sake of

peace and nnion.

The Secession Movement.—The States of South Caro

Una, Florida, Alabama and Mississippi, have already

passed ordinances of secession. The conventions, now

in session, or to assemble shortly, in Georgia, Louis-

iana, Texas and two or three other States, are expected

to take the same course. The forts, arsenals, &c

these Stales, have been generally seized by tlie rev(

tioiiists. A reign of terror and excitement has been

augurated almost throughout the entire South, ur

which no expression is allowed to any but the most

ultra and intemperate views. The members of Congress

from the Southern States, with a few exceptions, main

tain the right of each Stale to withdraw from the Unioi

at its pleasure.

Atiempis at Compromise.—On the 14th inst., Bigler, of

Pennsylvania, laid a bill before the U. S. Senate, pro-

posing amendments to the Constitution, to be submitted

to the people for their ratification or rejection, oa the

12tb proximo. The proposed amendments embody the

plan which has been urged by Senator Crittenden, and

was accepted by the majority at a conference of the

jierabers of Congress from the border States. Its most

mportant feature is embraced in the first two articles,

IS follows

:

" Article 1st. That the territory now held, or

^hat may hereafter be acquired by the United States,

shall be" divided by a line from the east to the west, in

;he parallel of 36 degrees 30 minutes north latitude.

.\rticle 2d. That in all territory north of said line of la-

titude, involuntary servitude, except as a punishment

for crime is prohibited, and in all territory south of said

nvoluntary servitude as it now exists in States

south of Mason and Dixon's line, is hereby recognized,

d shall be sustained and protected by all departments

the territorial governments, and when any territory

north or south of said line within such boundaries as

Congress may prescribe shall contain the population re-

quisite for a member of Congress according to the then

federal ratio of representation of the people of the Unit-

ed States, it shall then be the duty of Congress to ad-

mit such territory into the Union on terms of equality

le original States." The fifth and sixth articles

follow ;—" Article 5th. Congress should have no

power to prohibit or hinder the transportation of slaves

from one State to another, or to a territory in which

slaves are by law permitted to be held, whether the

transportation be by land, the navigable rivers, or by

sea, but the African slave trade shall never be revived

except by the unanimous consent of both branches of

Congress. Article Cth. That hereafter the President of

the United States shall hold office during the term of sij

years, and shall not be eligible to re-election." On thf

same day, a report was submitted to the House of Re

presentatives, by a majority of the Committee of Thirty-

three. " They propose an amendment to the^ Constitu

tion, providing that no amendment thereto, interferio]

with slavery, shall originate in any other Stale than

slaveholding State, and to be valid, shall be ratified by

every State in the Union. They also submit an enabling

bill, for the admission of New Mexico as a State,

equal footing with the original States, and a f

slave bill which gives the right of trial by jury to the

slave claiming liberty in the State whence he escaped,

and releases any citizen from assisting the United States

marshal in the capture or detection of the fugitive, ex

cept when force is employed or apprehended for the re

lease of the fugitive." Several resolutions were also

submitted by them for adoption. Intended to allay th

prevailing excitement in the South.

The Slur of the irfs(.—This steamer, which sailed from

New York, "with reinforcements and supplies for fort

Sumpter at Charleston, S. C, was not permitted

ter the harbour. On arriving at its entrance, she was

fired upon from a masked battery, and found that fur-

ther attempt to enter would bring the steamer under the

guns of fort Moultrie, and lead to her certain capture o

destruction. The Star of the West returned to New
York, and landed the troops there on the 12th inst. A

resolution was subsequently passed in the South Caro

lina Legislature, by an unanimous vote, declaring any

attempt made by the federal government to reinforc

fort Sumpter an act of open hostility and declaration of

war. Also, a resolution approving of the act, and the

promptness of the military in firing on the Star of the

West, and promising support to the Governor in all

measures of defence.

Charleston.—On the evening of the 12th, the U.

ship of war Brooklyn arrived off the bar. Both parties

being desirous of warding off hostilities, messengers

were despatched to Washington for instructions for M
jor Anderson, and with proposals on the part of South

Carolina. The latter is represented by — Haym
the former bv Lieut. Hall.

Washington, J). C—The contagion of the secession

movement, rapidly ripening into open rebellion in great

part of the slaveholding States, has reached Washington,

in which a military organization has been formed, al

ready numbering about five hundred, who call them

selves " National Volunteers," and openly avow that

their object is to stand by and defend the South. Ii

view of this state of things, and the threatened forcibh

opposition to the inauguration of the Presideut elect,

the War department has taken measures to guard again;

possible breaches of the peace, by posting military forces

in several parts of the city. The U. S. troops have been

drawn thither for that purpose from other quarters

some from the distant post of Leavenworth, Kansas.

Tennessee and Virginia.—The movements in these States

indicate that they will not rush into secession, withoui

submitting the proposition to a direct vote of the people

That is, if the conventions should decide for secession

the people will have the opportunity afforded them o

confirming or rejecting the action of their conventions.

More Treasury Notes.—to supply the demands on the

U. S. Treasury, its Secretary has advertised for propi

sals for the taking of five millions in Treasury note

nder the act of Twelfth month last.

New rori.—Mortality last week, 425.

Philadelphia.—iioTUYiiy last week, 211.

New Jersey.—The complete census returns of th

State show a population of 675,812. In 1850, it w;

189,555. In 1800, the population was 211,949, inclm

ng 12,422 slaves.

Pennsylvania Common Schools.—The whole numb
of common schools in the tiute is 1I,5T7 ; number
teachers, including Philadelphia, 14,065 ; number
pupils, 647,414. The total cost of the system for tl

ntire State during the year was $2,619,577.

The Coal Trade.—The coal trade of Pennsylvania f

860 amounted to 9,528,024 tons, of which 8,131,2;

ons were anthracite, 1,156,093 semi-anthracite ai

lituminous, and 240,607 imported. The increase

uthracite this year is 613,717 tons, and the other kin

;ive an increase of only 24,519 tons, making theiucren

for the year 638,232 tons, against 1,115,399 tons, t

;rease in 1859, over the supply of 1858.

The Trade of New York.—The imports at this gre

commercial centre, in the year 1860, amounted to $23£

260,460, being about seven millious less than in

he exports of the same year amounted to $145,683,45
leing about eight millions more than in the previo

year.

The Pemberton Mills.—The Pemberton mill at La'

rence, Mass., the scene of a fearful loss of life sot

months ago, has been entirely rebuilt on the old sit

a cost of nearly §500,000. It will commence runnii

forthwith, and will give employment to about 100^

ratives. David Nevins & Co., of Boston, Mass., the fo

mer proprietors, are still the owners.

RECEIPTS.

Received from Ed. Prichard, III., for J. Churchill, }

vol. 33 ; from Jos. Walker, 0., §4, vols. 33 and 34 ; frc

Jos. Conrou, 0., $2, vol. 33 ; from J. LeSingwell, N. ^

SI, to 27, vol. 34.

SOUP-HOUSE.
The Society for supplying the poor of the city wi

soup, has opened its house. No. 16 Griscom street, (la

Green's court,) where soup will be delivered to thepo
every day, except First-days, between the hoi

eleven aud one. Donations in flour, meat, vegetabli

&c., will be gratefully received at the house, or i

ney, by Jeremiah Hacker, Treasurer, S. Fourth stree

Thomas Evaxs, 817 Arch street.

Philad., First mo. 15th, 1861.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM.
Committee on Admissions.—Samuel Bettle, Jr., No. 1(

N. Tenth street; Charles Ellis, Na. 724 Market streei

William Bottle, No. 426 N. Sixth street, and No.

S. Third street; John C. Allen, No. 335 S. Fifth stre

and No. 321 N. Front street ; Horatio C. Wood, No. 6

Race street, and No. 117 Chestnut street ; John M. Wh
all," No. 1317 Filbert street, and No. 410 Race stree

Wistar Morris, No. 209 S. Third street ; Nathan Hill

Frankford; Elliston P. Morris, Germantown, and
805 Market street.

Visiting Managers for the month.—Benjamin J. Cre

No. 417 Marshall street; James Thorp, Fr;iukford ; Elli

ton P. Morris, Germantown.
Physician and Superintendent.—Joshua H. Worthin

WEST-TOWN SCHOOL.
A Friend and his wife are wanted to fill the statio

of Superintendent and Matron at West-town Boardin
School.

Application to bo made to either of the foliowii

Friends: Nathan Suaupless, Concord; James Emu
West Chester ; Samuel Hilles, Wilmington ; Hen.

Cope or William Evans, Philadelphia.

Twelfth mo. 10th, 1860.

Died, in Greenwich, N. J., on First-day, the 25th

Eleventh month, 1800, Rebecca, daughter of Franc'

and Hannah Bucon, in the fifteenth year of her aji

This beloved child was enabled to pass through aJo!

and suffering sickness with patience and resignatio

expressing that she loved her heavenly Father, and fi

his power and presence to strengthen and support I

in seasons of severe pain and trial
;
precious eviden

was afforded that her soul has been gathered into

mansion of rest.
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After his return from his Southern journey, he

IS not called into any very extensive service

road until 1802, when he visited the meetings of

•iends, in the western part of the State of New
jrk and Canada. His time, however, was indus-

ously occupied in making provision for the wants
his family; and, as his divine Master was

3ased to call and qualify him, attending meet-

^s, in his own neighbourhood and parts adjacent,

deavouring not only to be " diligent in business,

.t fcrvcui; in spi.it, serving the Lord." ' i<'or

my years, he had believed that it would be re-

tired of him to visit the churches in Great Bri-

in and Ireland, and as the period for entering

1 the service approached, his mind was at times

ought under deep exercise and conflict. He found

at as great as were the sacrifices involved, and
uch as it was in the cross to his feelings as a

an, to be separated from his beloved family, the

ith of obedience was the only way to peace, and

the year 1810, he submitted his prospect to the

dgment of his Friends, and obtained the requisite

rtificates for the performance of the visit.

He thus notices this weighty subject, viz :

" 2d day of Second month, 1810. In retirement

id under a solemn impression of mind, I am led

view the prospect I have submitted to my friends,

lieh looks awful from its greatness, and my little-

ss, with the sacrifices to be made, if way should

en for me to go, having a dear wife and child-

D, for whose comfort in life I am so desirous,

^t I am willing to exert my strength in labouring
• their subsistence, both day and night, if neces-

ry. To leave these, and a circle of near friends

d connexions, seems nothing short of forsaking

., I trust, for the gospel's sake. I think no pres-

et of accumulating worldly treasure, would be

. inducement for me to leave them, and encoun-

f
the perils of a voyage across the ocean. My

[me is comfortable, and having lately commenced
je interesting employment of farming, I have the

iDsoling prospect of soon being clear of the cum-

tr of a multiplicity of business, in which I have

[retofore been too much engaged ; the profits of

ifch, however great, would never induce me to

(gage therein again. Oh ! that the ministers of

le gospel in our society may keep clear of the

tanglements of the world, especially those that

impress my
fluenec wher
the ability ri

are inseparable from trade and commerce ! Had
I attended to the clear intimations of Truth in my
own mind, I never should have .engaged ii

but the Searcher of hearts knows, that it was not

in rebellion, that I gave up to the judgnient of

others in this respect.

" Through adorable mercy, I have experienced

the condescension of Israel's Shepherd to be great

towards me; and he hath at times been pleased to

nd with gospel love, under the in-

f, I have endeavoured to labour in

iived for the good of mankind, that

they might come to walk in the light of the Lord,

to the praise of his great and worthy name. In

these services I have sometimes been at a distance

from my home, for a considerable length of time,

and found that I have served a good Master, his

love sufficiently compensated for the privation of

domestic comforts, and the endearing ties of na-

ture ; that now I think I can say as I have some-

times thought when I apprehended the probability

of a final separation being near, that there is no
part of my life to which I can recur with so much
satisfaction, as the time I have spent in the service

of the gospel. I am sensible that I have sometimes

made misses in my services, and was, I trust,

thankful to be made sensible thereof.

" It is a great work, and we had need to die

,

daily, if favolired to 'keep even pace, neither too

fast, nor yet too slow ; and the fervent desire of

my mind in the present prospect is, that I may
continue to be resigned to Divine disposal, and if

way should open, to go in that littleness which
prefers others to ourselves ; for surely I may say

with Gideon, my father's family is poor in Manas-
sah, and I am the least in my father's house; yet

there is strength in Omnipotence, and if he is

pleased to separate me to the work, good is his will.

Next to this is the sympathy and unity of the bre-

thren ; if favoured with this, it will be a confirma-

tion to the first. ' By one spirit are ye baptized into

one body, and also drink together in the spirit,'

said the apostle ; that with sincere desires to do

right, I have again thrown myself as amongst my
friends, who, I believe, will do what is best.

" Sixth month 2d, 1810. I parted with my dear

wife, after a solemn and baptizing season, at the

house of my cousin, Wager Hull, in New York
;

wherein we commended each other to the protect-

ing care of Israel's Shepherd. She was to return

home with our children, and immediately set out

to attend Rhode Island Yearly Meeting. I re-

mained in New York, with a pro.spect of soon

crossing the seas to visit the churches in Great Bri-

tain and Ireland. The season of parting was truly

solemn, v/hen we remembered our dear children,

and that our motives in the separation were purely

religious, without any view to earthly advantages.

Thou, Lord, knowest that it is in obedience to

thy blessed will, manifested by the precious efi'u-

sioijs of thy holy Spirit in our hearts. My trust is

in thee—I pray thee to keep my dear wife and

children, through all their trials, in humble de-

pendence upon thee, that their minds may be sweet-

ened by resignation to thy blessed will. Do thou

be pleased to soothe their afflicted minds with the

balm of thy love, and thereby cheer and support

them during my absence. Thou hast a right to

do with us as seemeth good unto thee—bltssed be

thy holy name—keep me in thy fear, that I may
acceptably fulfil the mission, in which I am en-

gaged, to thy honour and praise."

The vessel in which he was to sail, being detain-

ed by unfavourable weather, he attended several

meetings, in the city of Now York, respecting one

of which, held in the Pearl street house, he says :

"My mind was opened in the line oi the minis-

try, to encourage my friends to faithful dedication

in the service of Truth, and in reverent supplica-

tion and humble praise, to commend myself and

them to the gracious keeping of the Shepherd of

Israel. Another Friend was also drawn forth in

fervent intercession, that preservation might attend

me in the embassy in which I was engaged. There
seemed to be a general uniting in the petition, and
thanksgivings and praises were witnessed to flow

to the Preserver of men, for favours past, and for

the hope vouchsafed that they would be conti-

nued."

1 3th. Embarked early in the morning on board
the ship Kussell, Joseph Allen, master, and weigh-

ed anchor between seven and eight o'clock, A. M.,

with a south-west wind. About noon the pilot left

us off the lisht-house. wind moderate and a heavy
swell running, occasioned by the late storm. I was
soon sea-siok."

"24th. The wind from the north with rain; a

cold and suffering time for the poor sailors, and
how much more so must it be in the winter season.

I have often thought, during the voyage, of John
Woolman's observations on the sea-faring life.

Commerce is pursued with too much avidity, by
the members of our Society, as well as others,

merely to gratify imaginary wants ;—the real

wants of man are few, and happy are they who
know their desires circumscribed in the fear of

God."
" Seventh month 9th. A light breeze from the

south, with which we ran rapidly up George's

Channel, and by four o'clock, P. M., the wind had
increased to a gale, and the weather become so

dark and thick, we could not tell where we were

by any observation of the land. Happily, we met
a vessel just as we got up to Holyhead, by which

we learned that we must steer east to make it,

which we accordingly did, and in a few minutes

saw the point, and keeping elose in shore, we came
abreast of the Skerries light-house about seven

o'clock. It is scarcely possible for a person who
has not been confined to the sight of water only

during a sea voyage, to conceive how pleasing the

view of land is. The rain and haze were so thick,

that objects on shore were scarcely discernible,

and the wind blowing tremendously, our situation

awakened some serious reflections. How change-

able are all human things ! Yesterday the wea-

ther was remarkably pleasant; now how altered !

We have, however, no alternative, but to await the

issue of the night, not knowing what the morrow
may produce. I feel comfortable in mind, resigned

to the will of Israel's Shepherd—believing I can-

not cast my care anywhere, but upon him, and
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find the same coiifort and serenity as I now en-

" 10th. A fine morning—the wind fell about

midnight, and veered round to the westward, aud

about seven o'clock we took a pilot on board, aud

at ten o'clock hove to, to wait for the tide, in com-

pany with a number of other ships; among them

was the Hannibal, which left New York three days

after we did. We lay in sight of the mountains

of North Wales, which somewhat resemble the

Catskili mountains, in New York State. Whilst

sitting alone in the cabin, I felt my mind reverently

bowed before Jehovah, the Shepherd of Israel

;

the sweet influences of whose love, enabled me re-

newedly to dedicate my all to his blessed service,

with desires, that I may be wholly devoted to his

will in this religious embassy, without murmuring

at anything I may suffer, either in body or mind,

for the precious cause sake. My heart was filled

with praises to Him whose mercies endure tbrever

—may all the house of Israel bless his great name.
•' In the afternoon, about four o'clock, we came

abreast of Liverpool, but did not land until about

eight o'clock in the evening. William Sprague, a

Friend who was acquainted with the captain, com-

ing on board in a boat, took me home with him.

My arrival was unexpected, Friends not having

heard of my prospect of visiting the nation, until i

landed ; but I met a welcome reception, and was
comforted in being once more in the company of

Friends."

"14th. Benjamin TYhite, from Pennsylvania,

having come to Liverpool, to take passage lor home,

and Susannah Home being about to proceed to

America on a religious visit to the churches there,

and being also in town, I went with them on board

the ship in which they had engaged their passages,

and we all attended the fore aud afternoon meet-

ings on First-day in Liverpool, to pretty good
satisfaction."

" On First-day, the 22d, was at the forenoon
meeting at Liverpool, and dear Susannah Home
having a prospect of a religious meeting for the

benefit of the servants in Friends' families, and my
mind being under a similar engagement, the after-

noon meeting was put off until six o'clock, and
Friends requested to set their domestics at liberty

to attend, with which they cheerfully complied
;

many staying at homo, where it was necessary to

let them attend. The meeting was large and solid,

and many minds were bowed under a sense of the

renewed favour of our heavenly Father."
" Fifth-day, 2d. Was at West Houghton, and

had a precious meeting with a few poor people, a

considerable part of whom were not members, but
were drawn to meet together from an inward con-

viction of the propriety of the engagement. It was
a reviving opportunity, in which our spirits were
dipped into near sympathy one with another, with
much tenderness. May the Shepherd of Israel

preserve them in meekness, that through the light

of their example, others may be drawn into the
same serious concern. Too many of tboir neigh-

bours spent a part of their small earnings foolishly,

in idle pastimes and for strong drink. I believe

these Friends are called to be examples of sobriety

and godliness, and may be a great blessing to the

neighbourhood, if they retain their integrity. We
dined at one of their cottages, in preference to

going where we might have been more sumptu-
ously entertained, and were well satisfied in doing

to."

"Next day we went to Manchester, and put up
\ ith Richard Kouth, wliere we enjoyed the com-
any of his valuable wife. Attended their meet-

ing on First-day morning, and a large public one
held in the evening, and had several family sit-

tings, all to good satisfaction. We had the com- separable from travelling in a wilderness land. B^

pany of several worthy Friends belonging to this she bore them all cheerfully, setting an examp
place, and I was favoured to feel comfortable in of devotedness, not common among those in ;

he retrospect of my endeavours to promote a re-

vival of ancient zeal and simplicity in this place,

We left on Second-day morning, and called to see

George Jones, who accompanied us to Lowlayton,

where there is but one family of Friends. Near
this place lived that faithful servant of Christ, Job
Grratton ; but little evidence of his pious labours

for the good of mankind is now visible hereaway

Many of the neighbours came to the meeting we

had here, and the power of Truth rose measurably

into dominion, spreading an humbling solemnity

over us, aud many interesting truths were deliver-

ed, endeavouring to bring the people off' from their

idle customs and pastimes, to which many of th

poor manufacturers are addicted, and by which
much of their small earnings is foolishly spent, to

their own injury and th:it of their families. Th
following day we sat with Friends of Stockport to

good satisfaction, and in the evening had a large

public meeting in the upper story of a building

erected for the accommodation of a First-day school

for poor children. Next day we had a precious

meeting with Friends of Macclesfield, and a full

one in the evening with the town's people, which
was satisfactory. At this place, Truth seemed to

be in dominion, and the meeting is much increased

within a ttjw years, being formerly kept up by only

two or three persons. Several of the Methodists

have been brought off from a dependence on crea-

(urely activity, to sit under their own vine and fig-

tree, where none can make afraid, and where Christ

Jesus is known to teach his people himself
" At Leek, I had to open to the few Friends, the

necessity of receiving daily supplies of heavenly

bread, in order to sustain the spiritual life in the

soul, and to be enabled to follow the example of

jr worthy predecessors in the Tru'li ; and that

without this, we should dwindle into formality, and

become useless. In the evening we had a meeting

with the town's people, and next day rode to Ut-

toxeter, and had a meeting that evening. The
usual meeting occurring in course next day, we sat

with the few Friends who composed it ; and under
the feeling of near sympathy, I was drawn to en-

courage them to a faithful dedication of time and
talents to the work of the Lord, in their day ; set-

ting forth the great duty of diligently attending all

our religious meetings, thus evincing our love to

the holy Helper of his people, and our dependence

upon him for ability to be useful to the people

where we live, which would not fail to be vouch-

safed, if rightly sought after—our endeavours pro-

ceeding from pure love to the holy Head.''
" We had a meeting in the court-hou^e at Staf-

ford, which was well attended and satisfactory.

The mayor of the town sent an oiScer to keep order

at the door, and showed other marks of his esteem

for Friends, and good will to promote the meeting.

Very different was the reception we met with,

from that which our worthy ancients experienced

in their day, at this place, where they were sorely

persecuted ; the remembrance of which humbled
my mind, and produced thankfulness to Him,
whose power had opened the way for his people to

worship him unmolested by man. From this place

we rode to Colebrookdale, the residence of that

truly devoted and humble servant of Jesus Christ,

Deborah Darby, who deceased a few months past,

and has left a sweet memorial behind her, sur-

passed by few. As I sat in the meeting here, I

.sensibly felt the lo«s which the church has sustain-

ed by ber removal, having known her in America,
and shed tears of endearing sympathy for her in

the sufferings she underwent, and which were in-

ent circumstances ; and though wanting for nothii

which the riches of this world could command, si

freely surrendered all her domestic comforts, ai

gave up to spend and be spent for the gospel

sake, both in her own country and in foreign land

Her great exertions in travelling, as well as in tl

exercise of her gift, were believed to be a meai

of shortening her days, as she herself expressed

but the precious evidence of Divine approbatic

was her support. May we who survive her pre

after the same experience, and submissively a

quiesce in our bereavement, under the consolil

evidence, that our dear sister is enjoying the p

ward of a well spent life. Many servants at

handmaidens have done valiantly, and dear D
borah was not behind many of them. Blessed \

the name of Israel's God, who has taken her I

(To be coDtinned.)

Idea of the Spinning Jenny.—Suddenly 1

(James Hargreaves) dropped upon his knees, ai

rolled on the stone floor at full length. He la

with his face toward the floor, and made lines a^

circles with the end of a burned stick. He ro9

and went to the fire to burn his stick. He too

hold of his bristly hair with one hand, and rubbe

his forehead and nose with the other and the blacl

ened stick. T'hen he sat upon a chair, and place

bis head between his bauds, his elbows on h

knees, and gazed intently on the floor. Then 1

sprang to his feet, and replied to some feeble que
tion of his wife (who had not risen since the ds

she gave birth to a little stranger) by a loud assi

ranee that he had it ; and, taking her in his sturc

arms, in the blankets, the baby in her arms, 1

"fted ber out, and held her over the black drawii

on the floor. These he explained, and she joine

a small, hopeful, happy laugh with his high-tont

assurance that she should never again toil at tl

spinning wheel—that he would never again '' play
and have his loom standing for want of weft. SI

asked some questions, which he answered, after sea
' ig her in the arm-chair, by laying her spinnit

heel on its back, the horizontal spindle standir

vertically, while he made the wheel revolve, at

drew a roving of cotton from the spindle into s

attenuated thread. " Our fortune is made whe
that is made," he said, speaking of his drawings i

the floor. " W^hat will you call it ?" asked 1

wife. " Call it 'I What an we call it after thyse

Jenny ! They called thee ' Spinning Jenny' afoi

I had thee, because thou beat every lass in Stan-

hill Moore at the wheel. What if we call it ' Spil

ning Jenny V "

—

Mett who Have Risen.

Strange Series of Casualties.—The followir

strange series of casualties occurred to the

Mary Ellen, from Liverpool to La Union :—0»
man had been washed overboard aud drowned
Cape Horn, and the master had disappeared whi
outside La Union. The mate then took charg
and sailed for Libertad, but, by mistake, anchori

off Cornoordia. He there attempted to land, wil

three men and a boy, but the boat capsized, i

all were drowned except the boy, who got to la

but could not return to the vessel. The t«

men on board afterwards tried to get ashore,

were also drowned, thus leaving the vessel derelic

The mate of the Dashing Wave was put in con

mand, and a foreign crew engaged to discharj

the cargo aud take care of the vessel, which
mains at San Jose until orders arrive from tl

owners.
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' The Friond.'Selected for "The Friond." ^nd monil faculties, SO that in the course of ti

"I have often felt thankfulness raised in my they will be valuable citizens and good members of

art, that while my mind was under the weighty Uocioty.

kercises which preceded my appearance lu tbe

Ministry, and which I believed some of my feeling

fiends, in the vision of light, were permitted to

lehold, they used such great caution in intimating

he subject to me, as seldom to give me reason to

lippose they had any apprehension of my real

Ituation. I believe that minds thus circumstanced,

jre better left to the guidance of Him who begins

le work, to carry it on, and bring forth fruit in

is own season ; even though, thrrugh fear or care,

state of jeopardy may be somewhat prolonged;

ither than that any injudicious interference of

thers, should bring the po^r, tribulated soul out of

lie preparatory furnace, before the appointed bap-

tsms are fulfilled. I am fully aware, that the

toubting mind may sometimes be rightly encour-

Iged to obedience, by the countenance of those

ho have had larger experience of the great Mas-

ir's dealings with his humble and truly dependent

)llowers ; but I believe, beyond all doubt, that a

iuch greater number have suffered by being inju-

iciously drawn forth, before the full accomplish-

ient of all the dispensations which the Lord sees

ieet for them to pass through."

—

Many Alexan-

er. [^Friends^ Library, vol. 13,^;. 54.]

From Liberia.

A letter from Liberia, published in the London
Itar of the 26th ult., states that the population of

lonrovia, 350U in number, find difficulty in pro-

idiug for the 4000 recaptured slaves recently

irown upon their hospitalities :

"Monrovia, Not. 3, 1860.

" Since I wrote you last, two more prizes from

le Congo river have been brought into this port

y the American cruisers, and their live cargoes of

early 1400 recaptured Africans landed here, viz :

le barque Cora, of New York, prize to the United

tates steamer Constellation, came in on the 14th

f September, and the brig Bonita, of New York,

to the United States steamer Jan Jacinto, on

" The result of this experiment of converting

heathen savages into christian civilized beings will,

I hope, be eminently successful. The government
will spare no pains to insure success to this valua-

ble scheme of turning ignorant young people into

educated, moral and industrious citizens, who are

so much wanted to develop the rich agricultural

and mineral wealth of this rising young common-
wealth. The government succeeded so well in

transforming the cargo of tiie Pons, a slave ship,

which lauded nine hundred poor naked heathens

some years ago in Monrovia, from rude and igno-

rant beings into educated, moral and respectable

people, that they are stimulated to the greatest ex-

ertions to procure similar results for the now much
more numerous body of people cast upon their

charity and benevolence. Some of the Pons' men
are now magistrates and members of the Legisla-

ture, and most of these people have turned out

most favourably.
" I am happy to add, in conclusion, that the

progress of Liberia, in an industrial point of view,

is as favourable as can be expected in a country

where capital is the grand requisite of the com-

munity. The production of free-labour cotton is

more and more attended to. This useful fibre

grows spontaneously throughout the country, and

the labour of collecting, cleaning and preparing it

for market, is alone requisite. In short, the in-

dustrial future of Liberia is most promising, and

will, I hope, attract the attention of the free colour-

ed people of Virginia, Maryland, Pennsylvania,

Ohio, etc., who, living under such unfavourable

and depressing circumstances in their native land,

would so much benefit themselves, and so much
benefit Liberia, by going to the west coast of Africa,

to build up a respectable nationality."

Words of En

Selected for " The Friend."

iragcment and Comfort, Addressed to

S. rothersill.nze

le 21st, each having on board within a fraclion I It was not because I feared thy not holding out

f seven hundred slaves. The officers in charge to the end made me write thee as I did, but it was

in order to encourage thee in thy journey through

this vale of tears ; for I am sensible of the many
deep plungings those meet wi*h, that have set their

faces Zionwards. Oh, I have sometimes thought

I was quite forsaken, and even left to myself; yet

it hath pleased Him in these times of aiflictions to

appear again, with healing virtue in his hand.

Dear friend, it is luy earnest de.-ire, that thou may
be preserved to the end, for it was the same arm
that turned thee, which turned Saul, when he was

eport that we may expect several more prizes up
efore the close of December. There have now been

mded in our midst about four thousand recaptured

ifricans within two months. What the end of these

bings will be I cannot see as yet, but will be able

) judge pretty accurately when I shall have heard

•om the United States, which I expect to next

lonth.

" I am glad to say that we have late news from
le United States, that the American government
ave made arrangements with the American Colo-

j

going to persecute the church. I wish that it may
bave the same effect on thee as it had on Saul, for

he reasoned not with flesh and blood, but was obe-

dient to him that called. I would not have tliee

go into reasonings : for the enemy of our souls when
ho cannot lead into those things which we have

been prone to, he then begins another way; that

is, to bring to despair of ever overcoming our ene-

mies, because they are so numerous. But it was

his arui that turned Saul, which brought salvation,

and can overturn all our enemies, and bring de-

liverance to his afflicted seed ; for they are as the

apple of his eye, and although ho may withhold

his face for a time, it is in order to try our love to

him, and to see whether we love him above all or

not, for he will not admit of any rivals, but will

ization Society to advance SI 00 for each recap

jred negro who may be landed in Liberia, and
ho may be well taken care of and kindly treated

ir one year. The Colonization Society has en-

aged to hand over to the Liberian government
very cent received from the Washington govern-

lent, and I am assured that every attention will

e given to make these poor recaptives, who are

rincipally young people, as comfortable as pos.-i-

le. The government of Liberia are sending many
) the missionary establishments which abound in

le republic, say thirty or forty to the Baptist mis-

on, an equal number to the Presbyterian mission,

)rty or fifty to the Wesleyan mission, and .so on,

nd placing the others in industrial farming esta- — , -- _- -

lishments scattered over the country, under the have the whole heart or none I join with

barge of officers and preachers, where the>e young thee in real belief, that we shall be helped forward

eople will be taught English, Christianity, and towards the heavenly Canaan, as we are truly re-

enerally be brought up in such a manner as to signed in heart, to be made what the Divine being

isure the greatest development in their physical
I
would have us to be ; notwithstanding the many

exercises we may meet with, a great share of which

(I am many times ready to conclude,) fall to my
lot, 1 fully believe, as we are concerned to press

through the crowd of opposition, if possible, to

touch the hem of his garment, we shall witness

heavenly virtue in the least touch of his love ; if

souiething of this were not witnessed, at times,

what would become of us, when we are bowed low

under a sense of our own nothingness and insuffi-

ciency to .step one step forward in that way, that

is well pleasing in his sight. I have often remem-
bered tlie great strait that Israel of old was in,

when the sea was before, the inaccessible mountains

on each hand, and their old oppressing enemies

pursuing hard after them, from whose force they

were altogether unable to defend themselves; the

command then was, stand still and see tlic salva-

tion of God: and blessed be his name, he is still

showing his salvation to his poor, afflicted Israel,

as theij are ceasing front, their own willings, and
runmngs, and actings ; and depending only upon
his providential care Let no poverty or

barrenness of soul dismay thee ; no new or unex-

pected surprise, as giants in the laud, ever give

thee reason to call the truth of the visitation and
mission in question. Many are the fears and

false reasonings which at times will rush upon thy

soul, especially in times of weakness and want.

The imagination is scarce ever more at work, and
more apt to create false images, than when the Di-

vine object is partly withdrawn. And if there is

not a steady bearing and holding fast our faith,

and a resignation of the whole soul to God, we
shall certainly, in such seasons, be very apt to suf-

fer loss, and abundantly weaken our own hands,

and give ourselves up into the power of the enemy.

But though thou mayest meet with deep trials and

provings and reasonings, and as it were the valley

of the shadow of death to pass through at times

;

yet, as thou art engaged, in sincerity of heart, to

look over and through all to holy Jesus, he will

preserve thee from the fear of evil, and from fall-

ing into the snares of the wicked one.— S. Fotlier-

gill's Journal.

Extraordinary Capture.—On a recent Saturday,

the fishermen resident at Ackergill, while pursuing

their avocation in the bay, had their attention di-

rected to a large fish struggling and plunging on

the surface of the water. They at once directed

their course towards it ; but a closer approach re-

vealed to their surprise the true source of its an-

noyance. The fi-ih, while swimming near the sur-

face in search of prey, had seized hold of some large

bird, which it had partly swallowed, but which it

was unable, from the size and energetic resistance

of its victim, to drag beneath. The singular ap-

pearance of the widely extended wings of the bird,

which frantically thrashed the water, at one extrem-

ity, and the occational glimpse which was obtained

of the tail of the fish at the other, induced the fish-

ermen to believe that they had fallen in with some
rare nondescript. The fish was hooked and secured,

and the whole affair incontinently hauled in tri-

umph over the gunwale. Tlie principal actor in

this scene was then at once recognized as an old

acquaintance by the boat's crew ; his jaws were
unceremoniously wrenched open, and the bird, still

alive, released from its uncomfortable position.

The victim of this novel strait proved to be a fine

specimen of that large and powerful species, the

great northern diver {^Colymbus Glacialis,) a bird

unsurpassed for its speed and power in the water.

The fish is the Lophius Piscatoriusoi the scientific

naturalist, but known on the Caithness coast as the
" mergsman" or " oof," the latter probably a cor-

ruption of " wolf."

—

John o' Groat Journal.
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For " The Friend."

TREASURES SOUGHT AND OBTAINED.—A CON-
TRAST.

IN TOCTH.

In the humble dwellings of lowly life,

Two healthy boys into men were growing,

Already they felt that sorrow and strife,

Attendi-d the path wherein they were going

;

And that poverty with their humble birth,

O'erelouded their prospects of useful worth.

Both braced themselves for the ills of time;

The one, by thought, they would soon be over,

For beyond earth's darkness, a light sublime

Of transcendant glory, he could discover.

To that fi(r-olf beauty his love was given,

Aud this earth he trod as the path to heaven.

The other, prompted by sordid tliought.

Determined to gather up golden treasure,

With which this world's respect is bought,

And much that ministers pride and pleasure
f

For abounding wealth to have wide renown.

He deemed of life a sufficient crown.

IN MANHOOD.

As men, strong-hearted, they won their way,

To the object each deemed worth pursuing;

The first, bound home to eternal day.

With spirit-eye the dear Saviour viewing,

Took the cares and sorrows which oft distrest.

As merciful heljiers to heavenly rest.

The other, through profiting mazes of trade.

Gold for his coffers still gathering ever,

His only pleasure of business made.
Nor felt it rest from his toils to sever;

Scarcely mourned he love's losses, friends fading in

health.

Or aught which delayed not his struggle for wealth.

The first had of sorrows a bountiful store,

But found in each trial a heavenly sustaining.

The second had coffers with wealth running o'er.

Yet still in his trade-toil was ceaselessly straining.

The first, with a little, was sweetly content,

The last, with abundance, dissatisfied went.

IN OLD AGE.

In his age-fading twilight, the last one inquired
For his playmate in childhood, and heard in reply.

On earth he still lingered, beloved and admired.
With his warmest affections still placed in the sky

;

There in Jesus his treasure securely found room.
Where thieves could not enter, nor moth-worm con-

sume.
In meekness and patience as life wore away,
With Jesus he tasted communion sweet.

The love and the light of salvation's near day,

Forevermore brightening his lowly retreat.

More humble, forgiving, and Christ-like he grew,
The nearer and nearer eternity drew.
Then sadly heart-stricken, the questioner cried,

" I know that his future is golden and glad,

His treasure-house stands upon Jordan's far side.

And as death leads him thither, he cannot be sad 1

He goes where his riches increasingly shine,

But death is approaching, to take me' from mine."

__^^^__ N.

The Latest Oil News.—The oil prospects about
Franklin and its vicinity continue encouraging. The
following new wells have gone into operation ;

—
The Fairview company commenced pumping on the

24th ult., at a depth of two hundred and sixty-two

feet, and are getting six barrels a day, and in-

creasing. Robb & French, on Martin & Epley's

land, have struck a good vein, at a depth of two
hundred and fifty-six feet, and commenced pump-
ing. Reynolds & Co., at the point, have struck

what appears to be a good vein, and are making
preparations to pump. Griffin & Co., on Single-

ton's lot, couimeuced pumping, and are getting ten

barrels per day. Boyds & Roberts, three miles

down the river, opposite the Hoover & Stewart
well, tapped the jugular, and gathered fifteen bar-

rels in one day by voluntary flow. This firm has

been labouring some six months, and had almost de-

spaired of success, but they may congratulate them-
selves as the possessors of a No. 1 well. M'Laugh-
tin & Co., on Plumer's farm, commenced pumping
at a depth of eighty-two feet in the rock. Shut-

terly & Co., on Plumer's farm, commenced pump-
ing at a depth of two hundred and forty-two feet.

So says the Venango Spectator. On Oil creek,

Dobbs, Knapp & Co. have a flowing well, yielding

fourteen barrels per day. Fifteen wells are ready

to go into operation at Titusville. The number of

yielding wells altogether on Oil creek is between

forty-five and fifty. The Pioneer well at Tideoute

is yielding thirty barrels a day. The total yield

of the Tideoute wells is about two hundred barrels

a day. Several wells are preparing to pump.

From the Leisure Ilour.

A New Monarch of the Bsrn-Yaril.— The Agami,

Although long known to naturalists, this bird

has not long been definitively classed. Some have

assigned it a place among the pheasants; Bufi"on

placed it among the gallinaceous varieties; but,

more recently, Cuvier has classed it among the

Grallse—an order of birds with long naked legs,

which are adapted for wading in the streams and
marshes, where they are accustomed to seek their

food. It is a native of South America, where it

abounds in the forests of Guiana ; and it seems to

be allied to the crane by the length of its legs and

the rapidity of its course ; to the pheasant, by the

metallic brilliancy of the plumage which adorn

breast ; and to the domestic hen, by the confor

tion of its beak and the scantiness of its wi:

but, above all, by its habitudes. It is so naturally

inclined to seek the friendship of man, that, even

when captured full-grown, it speedily becomes tame,

and never after seeks to return to a wild state.

Those which inhabit the denser forests, are by no

means wild, and, before taking to flight on the ap-

proach of a sportsman, generally give him plenty

of time to aim with deliberation. Consequently

its pursuit offers but few attractions to the lovers of

the chase, since it is attended with no other difli-

culty than that of finding tho game.

It is in French and Dutch Guiana that the aga

mi is most frequently seen in a state of complete

domestication. There it is charged with the care

of the dwellings and of the yards. By its cry it

gives notice of the approach of a stranger, and it

menaces with its powerful beak the legs of those

who venture to approach before the arrival of one

of the inmates. It performs this duty with all the

sagacity of the dog, for, like him, it recognizes the

friends of the family, aud proportions its hostile

demonstrations to the respectability of the appear-

ance of the intruder. By some of the colonists,

too, it is preferred to the dog as a guardian for

sheep ; because it cannot, as /le is apt to do when
in a state of irritation, seriously injure the youn:

and feeble of the flock ; while at the same time, i

is fully equal to him in watchfulness and agility.

But the true place of the agami is in the poultry

yard. There it performs, with a zeal, a patience,

and a tact, which are truly wonderful, function;

I which it alone is capable of discharging. Thi

j

accounts which have been given by travellers of

jthe performances of these animals, have been
novel and extraordinary as to cause them to be
regarded with much hesitation and distrust; but

they have recently been shown to be altogether

trustworthy, by observations made upon their

habits and doings in the Jardin des Plantes at

I

Paris. There, in the inclosure which is reserved

I

for the larger species of fowl, a hen agami has, by
[its united intelligence and strength, constituted it-

;self the sovereign ruler of the community; and- it

is very interesting to observe how, in the perform-
lanoe of its self-imposed duty, it maintains order in

the inclosure. It watches over the young, protects

the feeble, restrains the strong, and prevents or

'puts an end to quarrels, by an intervention which

is feared even by the most sturdy and rebelliou;

This individual has, however, one fault (arisinc

,

most probably, from her being without a mate, an [i

which, if leniently judged, may even be allowed t.

pass as an excess of zeal,) namely, that of takin

possession of all the broods which are hatched i

.

the inclosure, and charging itself exclusively wit'

their care and support—of course to the great dis

comfiture of the bereaved mothers. This is, ur

questionably, a serious abuse of authority—thoug
it must be confessed, in this it only resembles th

political authority which resides near it, and whic

kindly takes under its fostering care everybody an

everything; but still, the solicitude which the agj

mi displays towards its charge, and their wel!

being under its care, may well dispose us to foi

giveness. In the season it may be seen surrounde

by a flock of chickens and ducklings of varioi

species, sometimes gravely pacing to and fro in th

sun, and at others keeping oif those of its subji

which are able to provide for themselves, but whic
wish to get at the food which is prepared for th

younger members of the community. This foot

which consists of bread-crumbs, seeds, salad, an
occasionally a little fine-chopped meat, the agan
carefully distributes to its foster children, alwaj
showing a preference for the young, the ailing,

the least voracious of the tribe.

But while thus busily engaged in tendinc it

numerous family, the watchful creature is car«

fully observing all that transpires in the other pari

of its dominions ; taking note, especially, of th

proceedings of the known quarrellers and buUic

among its subjects. At the first aggression of an

of these tyrants, it utters a shrill cry, and, if tha

is not heeded, it strides forward to the scene c

conflict, and deals the offender a blow with il

beak, which makes him speedily desist, and fl

for shelter to the remotest corner of the place

whither he is sometimes pursued, when the case is a

aggravated one, and severely punished forhisoffenc«i

It sometimes happens that a dog or a cat, whic

has escaped the vigilance of the keepers, api

preaches this well-governed kingdom, and then, i

the manner of a true sovereign, the agami preparei

to defend its territory and subjects. It boldll

marches towards tho enemy, accompanying its ad
vance with such demonstrations of hostility, am
so evidently meaning mischief, that the intrude!

without waiting for the attack, seeks safety by i

precipitate retreat from the spot.

On the arrival of night, when all well-disposei

animals, as well as all well-disposed persons, retir

to their resting-place, the subject of this narrativ

does not go to roost till it has assured itself, by
careful round of inspection, that all the other in

mates of the inclosure have retired. This done

and all being found right, it then mounts to a chosei

perch, which no other is permitted to share. FroB

thence it continues to exercise its usual vigilano

and care; rousing up at the slightest noise; eve

ready either to keep the peace around it, or to driv

oif any foe from without.

One of the peculiarities of the agami is, that i

has two distinct cries—one shrill and di.'^cordanl

which it utters with open beak, and by which i

indicates dissatisfaction or displeasure ; the othe

low and musical, and which seems to proceed fror

beneath its feathers, rather than to issue from it

throat. It is by this kind of cooing that it is ac

customed to express contentment and joy.

It appears from the statements of naturalists

that this bird can be, without difiiculty, naturalizei

in Europe, and from the example which has jus

been given of its qualities and capabilities, it wouh
seem to be a very desirable acquisition for ou

poultry-yards.
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BlOCRAPUlCAl SKETCHES

Ministers and Elders and other concerned members
of the Yearly .Meeting of Philadelphia.

(Contiuued from page l-tS.)

JOSHUA BROWN.

On the 5th of the month being the seventh of

e week, he remained in Philadelphia, attending

marriage of two coloured persons in the evening,

iveral S'rieuds were present, and in the quiet

iting at the time, the love of God seemed seusi-

y extended to the newly married couple, and

)shua was constrained to address them under the

fluence of that Spirit, which wisheth well to

I men. He attended meetings in the city on

rst-day, and on Second-day the weekly meeting

ministers and elders, and, in the afternoon, was

a meeting at Fair-hill, which last, he says, was

low time. Lodging at Benjamin Mason's, he, on

e 9th, had a moeting at Frunkford, which was a

ghly favoured time. He was much engaged in

hour for the everlasting good of those assembled,

'hilst expressing thankfulness to the great Master

r his owning j^irscncc, he notes, " it hath always

ien cause of humility to me, when the Lord hath

ien pleased to favour with a time of enlargement

his work and service. On the 9tb, after attend-

g the burial of a son of Anthony Williams, he

as at a meeting at Abingtoo, where he had some

na/l service in a large assembly. Visiting Thomas
letcher, an elderly Fri:nd, confined at home by

disposition, he had a religious opportunity in his

lamber, and then rode to the house of James
hornton, at Byberry. On the 10th, he was at

hat was called a General Meeting at that place,

1 which he was much enlarged in labour. He
[horted those assembled to let their light shine

3fore their families, and in the church, and to suf-

r the leaven of the kingdom to work out of them,

rerything that was contrary to its own holy na-

ire. Going to Joshua Morris' to lodge, he, on

le 11th, was again at Abington meeting. Here
e exhorted Friends to hear the sayings of Christ,

ad to do them, showing them that if they did so,

ley would be like wise builders, who, building ol

rock, their houses would stand whatever storms

light beat upon them. Thus, those who built

pon Christ, would be enabled to endure all trials,

nd would be accepted of him. On First-day, the

3th, he attended Horsham meeting, which was
irge and favoured. Joshua was much exercised

aat those gathered, should endeavour to improve

16 present time, in seeking for and labouring after

Brable riches and righteousness. He desired that

aey might have oil in their lamps, when the mid-

ight cry should be sounded,—" Behold the Bride-

room Cometh." In the language of the apostle,

:e queried with them, " If the righteous scarcely

|re saved, where must the sinner and ungodly ap-

iear." He showed them that when called to render

ip their earthly stewardships, the righteous would
ave nothing to spare. Lodging that night at the

ousc of Joseph Lukens, he, on the 14th, went to

forth Wales, where the next day he hud a suffer-

meeting, wherein he had some close, honest la-

our. In company with Thomas Evans, he then

ode to the house of John Lancaster, at Kichland.

he 16th they spent in visiting families, in one of

hich they had a sitting with an old Friend, who
las in a dying condition. In all these visits, the

ray opened for service, and Joshua was particu

irly concerned for those young in years. On the

7th, they attended Richland Monthly Meetin;

lerein Joshua exhorted Friends to seek for ah

ity to stand in their proper places, prepared to

eceive instruction from him, who alone can teach

avingly and give forth the words of eternal life

He urged them to press forward towards perfec-

tion, that they might witness an establishment in

the Truth. On the 18th, with Thomas Roberts

and Samuel Foulk, he rode to Exeter, to the house

of Samuel Lee. On the 19th, he was at Exeter meet-

which he warned those present to see that

they were fitting for another state of being, that

death might not surprise them unprepared. He
xhorted such as had entered in the way of life,

who had taken some steps on the heavenward jour-

ney, not through discouragement, or any other de-

vice of the enemy, to stop or turn aside, and thus

of reaching their desired port of rest. Dining

at Samuel Hughes', he rode, accompanied by John

Lee, to Maiden Creek. Here, on the 21st, it be-

the first day of the week, he attended meeting,

held mostly in silence. Lodging with James Starr,

he next day had an appointed meeting in Reading.

In this meeting he was much exercised in the be-

lief that there was some one present in danger of

ifering further loss, by endeavouring to cover

former sin. He had to instance the case of David,

who, to conceal one crime, was guilty of another.

He exhorted all to close in with the ofters of mercy,

whilst the day of the Lord's loving visitation was

extended. He told them that the Lord would be

honoured, whether they were vessels of wrath or

of mercy. He was then constrained to pray for

those assembled, and to render to the Lord, praise

and thanksgiving for his mercy extended that day.

After a satisfactory sitting in the family of Benja-

min Pearson, he rode to the house of his brother-

in-law, James Thomas, at the Forrest. On the

23d, in the meeting here, he pressed the people to

seek after an establishment in the Truth, to give

up dependence upon the uncertain and changoabl

conjectures of men, and to seek to know a build-

ing on the alone sure foundation, the revelation of

the Father, through the Son. It was a close, ex

ercising meeting. Accompanied by his brother-in-

law, he rode that afternoon to Nantmell, where, on

the 24th, he had a meeting. Herein he set forth

the fallen state of man by nature, and the neces-

sity there was that he should witness the seed of

the woman to bruise the head of the serpent. He
then spake of the coming of our Lord Jei-us Christ,

who was the seed of the woman, his miraculous

conception, and the benefit mankind received

throu'j-h him. He spoke of the warfare of the two

seeds in the heart of man, one working for his

bondage to corruption, the other for his salvation

and freedom from sin. The seed of the serpent

was of limited power; that of Christ was unlimited.

The meeting was an open, satisfactory one, and

furnished this faithful labourer with encouragement

still to trust in him, who had ever helped him in

the needful time. After the meeting, he rode, in

company with Isaac Potts, to the dwelling of the

latter, in Pottstown. At a meeting held -in that

place, on the 25th, he was concerned that his

hearers might be earnestly engaged in considering

their future condition, when all the trials and plea-

sures of time were over. He pressed upon tlieni

the necessity of witnessing a preparation for eter-

nal blessedness, whilst the day of God's merciful

visitation to their souls was still lengthened out.

This could only be known, by yielding themselves

in unreserved obedience to the Lord's will, and

giving up their whole hearts to Him. The la-

bour was fervent and affectionate, yet the meet-

ing was very open and comfortable to him.

That afternoon he rode to the house of Francis

Hobson, at New Providence, where he had a meet-

ing on the 26th. In this meeting he spoke of the

pillars, on which a house rested, which, as long as

they stood perfectly upright, would safely support,

and those within it would be in security. But if

these pillars came to lean and lose their upright-

ness, the house became instantly liable to fall, and

the family residing in it were in imminent danger

of receiving injury. This figure he used in a spi-

ritual sense, and showed them that the true-hearted,

upright christian can bear a great weight in the

militant church. He exhorted every one to a true,

upright walk, consistent with the principles of

Truth. The meeting seemed favoured, and Joshua
had a comfortable hope, that the labour might

prove profitable to some.

(To be continued.)

The Lindell House.—The Lindell House, in

St. Louis, now nearly completed, is the largest

hotel in this country, and probably the largest in

the world. It is 272 feet front, 227 feet deep,

112 feet high, and fronted with cream-colored

magnesian limestone. Its cost, unfurnished, will

be 8600,000. It has 500 rooms, and can receive

1,300 guests. In its erection, 8,000,000 bricks

were used, 8,000 perches of rubble stone in the

foundation, and 35,000 cubic feet of cut stone in

the fronts. Besides the marble flooring and other

flagging, 300,000 feet of lumber has been used in

its flooring, and it will require 30,000 yards of

carpet to cover them. Some 16,000 feet of gas

pipe arc required to light it, with many thousands

of burners ; 120,000 pounds of lead and 30,000

pounds of iron pipe to supply it with water, besides

that for heating it. Forty to fifty miles of bell wire

will be required, and three water tanks, containing

30,000 gallons or fifty tons of water, constantly

replenished by a steam engine, will rest upon its

roof

A Ileatlien's Rebuke.—A valued friend relates

to us the following interesting and authentic anec-

dote :

A man of great learning and talents, but an

unbeliever, was travelling in Manilla. He was es-

corted by a native of rank, and as they were about

starting, the native, with the refined politeness

which chracterizes the orientals, requested the white

stranger to pray to his God.

This was probably the only thing be could have

been asked to do, without being able to comply
;

and on his declining, the native said, " Well, some

God must be prayed to, so you will excuse me if

I pray to mine."

"Fu
Finds mark the archer ru

And so it was in this case. The unbeliever was

rebuked by the heathen, and the man of science,

who had gone there in quest of natural curiosities,

returned, having found the " pearl of great price."

His next visit is to be with the missionaries to preach

Christ.— Late Paper.

Tlie Passport System in Europe being Abolislied.

—The Swedish Government has taken a step in

advance of all continental powers. It has abolished

the passport system. Anybody hereafter may enter

Swedish territory, travel through or leave it without

any molestation from the civil authorities or any

police interrogating him, as if he suspected the

stranger with being a criminal. Russia has also

modified her passport system. These steps show

that Europe is getting tired of her absurd restric-

tions upon free intercourse between the people of

different countries. The interests of trade and the

convenience of the world require that travel shall

be free over all the countries of the globe.

Violence is not calculated to convince, nor per-

secution to reform.
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For " The FrioDd.'

" Now unto Him that is able to keep you from

falling, and to present jou faultless before the pre-

sence of his glory with exceeding joy. To the

only wise God our Saviour, be glory and majesty,

dominion and power, both now and ever. Amen.

(Jude, 24th and 25th verses,)

Very precious and comforting is the belief that

there is One who is able thus to preserve his de-

pendent children. May the tried ones in our reli-

gious Society keep this truth in view, especially

those who, having long been burden-bearers, and

passed through many trials on account of their

love for the precious cause, may now feel, as the

evenincr of their day approaches, much discouraged,

seeing that the clouds still lower, and storms con-

tinue to threaten. May these know their trust re-

newed in Him who is able to keep them from fall-

ing, in the dark and cloudy day, and finally to

" present them faultless before the presence of his

glory with exceeding joy."

And may those in younger life, who, loving the

Truth, may feel cast down almost below hope, see-

ing it is assailed on the right hand and on the left,

also remember this gracious declaration, and place

their trust in Him and in Him alone. Their hearts

no doubt are oft-times ready to siuk within them

as they reflect, that in a few years, many among
their dear aged friends, whom they love and value,

and upon whom now rest the burden and heat of

the day, will be removed, and the query arises,

what will become of the church then ? He who
called and qualified these for his service, can pre-

pare others to take their places, can lead them
along step by step, first introducing them into the

vineyard of their own hearts there to labour

—

thus preparing them for service in His church and
family.

Hints on Washing the Hands, Sf-c.— Some
" philosophy" is useful in even so simple a matter

as washing the hands ; if any one doubts it, let

her with a microscope, examine the surface to be

cleansed by water, and she will be interested, and

perhaps shocked at the discoveries made. Instead

of a smooth surface of skin, presenting, when un-

washed, a dingy appearance, there will be seen a

rough, corrugated surface, with deep irregular fur-

rows in which the foreign particles are deposited

like earth among the rough paving stones of the

street. If they lay loosely, it would be an easy

matter to dislodge them with a little cold water;

but the pores, the waste pipes of the body, are con-

tinually discharging into these open drains, per-

spiration and oil, which, by evaporation, bccotue a

cement to hold the particles of dust, &c , and to

remove them, requires both chemical and mecha-

nical action. Warm water softens this cement, ex-

pands the furrows, and makes the skin pliable, so

that by rubbing, tlie soil is disturbed and partly

removed. But chemistry must aid a little before

the process is complete ; and soap is added, the

alkali of which unites with the oily matters, and
the whole is then easily disposed of.

The wash cloth is useful, because its threads or

fibres work down among the furrows, like so many
little brooms, sweeping them out ; hence it should

be soft and pliable. Flannel is preferable to cot-

ton for this purpose, and a sponge is the best of

all. Eough coarse cloths are objectionable, as they

abrade the skin, and leave it rough and more
easily filled with dust than before. Harsh, strongly

alkaline soap should be avoided for the same rea-

son ; it abstracts all the oil from the upper layer

of the skin, and makes it "chap" or crack. Where
a sponge is not obtainable, a very neat and ser-

viceable wash cloth may be knit of soft cotton

j
twine, either with the crochet, or with coarse wood-

en needles, knittiug back and forth, as garters are

: knit. A mitten knit of tidy cotton with the crochet

needle, is very handy for this purpose, and makes
a neat article for the wash stand. A wash rag

I will not be tolerated by a tidy housekeeper. If

cloths are used, let them be neatly hemmed, and
! kept scrupulously clean. Applying a little vinegar

j

and water to the hands or tace, after the use of

soap, and rinsing off the vinegar with clear water

is a capital process to prevent chapping or rough-

ness. The acid neutralizes the alkali of the soap,

and keeps it from destroying the skin. Try this

j

frequently, especially on washing days. Diluted

vinegar or other acid, is excellent for the face after

shaving.

—

American Agriculturist.

The ChilcVs and Fool's State.—Surely the com-

plaint of the Lord, by the mouth of his prophet

concerning Israel, was mournfully verified in thi

city of London, respecting a great part of the So
ciety, viz :

" My people have committed two great

evils ; they have forsaken me, the fountain of living

waters, and hewn them out cisterns, broken

terns, that can hold no water." Such is a mere
profession, though of the Truth itself, without the

real possession. This is holding the Truth in no

tion, speculation and imitation only. The same
may be said of whatever is done in religion, without

tlie immediate influence, direction and leadings of

the holy Author's spirit and power. Sound doc

trine may be preached, as to words and the main
scope thereof, and true principles imbibed from

education, tuition, or other outward means
;
yet

the man's part being alive, active and always ready

;

the child's and fool's state, that knows its suiEciency

for every good word and work to be immediately

received from God alone, is neither experienced

nor abode in. " For it is not you that speak, but
the Spirit of your Father that speaketh in you,

by you." I say, without this living sense of thin

all is but a broken cistern ; it will hold none of

the water of life ; which is the real cause, that the

endeavours and seeming zeal of some for the pro

motion of religion, are so dry, insipid and inefii-

cacious. Truth will carry its owi} evidence. The
spring of action being the Holy Spirit of Christ, it

will gain the assent of all his children, and answer
his pure witness in the hearts of the rebellious, far

beyond what many conceive or imagine. Upon
which I would just observe, that the only way to

preserve the strength, glory, and dignity of a reli-

gious society, is lor all who undertake to be active

in it, certainly to feel the Lord leading and direct-

ing tliem in all their services; and on the other

hand, the sure way to desolation is, when the ac-

tive members in religious things move therein by
the strength of human abilities only. A great deal

depends on that, more than some are aware of: it

is observable, that the preservation of the Jewish
church in purity much depended upon the govern-

ors and rulers thereof; and so do and will, the

pro.«perity and purity of the christian church.

—

John Griffith.

Little Children's Dresses—Naked Arms and
Neck.—A distinguished physician, who died some
years since in Paris, declared :

—"I believe that

during the twenty-six years I have practised my
profession in this city, twenty thousand chiidren

have been carried to the cemeteries, a sacrifice to

the absurd custom of exposing their arms naked."
I have often thought if a mother were anxious

to show the soft, white skin of her baby, and would
cut out a round hole in the little thing's dress, just

over the heart, and then carry it about for obser-

vation by the company, it would do very little

harm. But to expose the baby's arms, membt
so far removed from the heart, and with such feel

circulation at best, is a most pernicious practice.

Put the bulb of a thermometer in a bah;

mth ; the murcury rises to 99 degrees. N(
carry the same bulb to its little hand ; if the an
be bare, and the evening cool, the mercury
sink 40 degrees. Of course all the blood wl

flows through these arms and hands must fall frc

20 to 40 degrees below the temperature of t

heart. Need I say that when these cold currei

of blood flow back into the chest, the child's ge

eral vitality must be more or less compromisec

And need I add that we ought not to be surpris

at its frequently recurring afi'ections of the lun;

throat, and stomach.

I have seen more than one child with habitu

cough and hoarseness, or choking with mucus, e

tirely and permanently relieved by simply kee

ing its arms and hands warm. Every observ"

and progressive physician has daily opportunit:

to witness the same simple cure.

—

Lewises Ni
Gi/mastics.

It is High Time to Repair the Breaclies.-

find no relief, but when I feel a revival of th

which is the healer of breaches ; but that is not

my own command. My mind was, last nig!

much drawn out to my fellow-labourers. Oh, tb

they may keep little ! I have remembered Xh

saying, " There are a few names even in Sard

who have not defiled their garments," and I

there are a few in York. Dear friends, what
people we should be, did we dig deep enough ; o

lights would shine before men ; we should
"

the salt of the earth. How many who have l

gun well, have had their garments defiled with t

world, and are become like the salt that has k
its savour ; they are as dead weights in our assei

blics, so that the living are scarcely able to be

the dead. Oh, Friends, keep to the Truth, for

shall rise above the heads of gainsayers.

Beware of lawful things ; these lawful things a;

the strongest baits Satan ever laid for our Sociel

Oh, these lawful things, they have hurt many.
It will not do for any to rest contented wr

having known the Lord in days past, and yea

that are over and gone ; we must follow on to knc

him ; a supply of daily food is requisite ; and
there is not a hunger and thirst after righteousnes

we may be sure the mind is distempered ; but

how have I been pained to see and feel many
the professors of the Truth going after the wor!

and its spirit ; who, instead of being way-mark
are as stumbling-blocks to honest inquirers— tl

state of these is lamentable. I have been cot

forted in the prospect of a rising generation, if thi

are not hurt by those who ought to be helpei

loving the present world.

—

Memorial of Thorn,

Ross.

The circulation of works of real value in the

logy, science, belles-lettres, and education, is vei

largo in this country. Gould & Lincoln, for examp]
of Boston, whose list comprises chiefiy works
this kind, have circulated of the works of Huf
Miller, 100,000 ; Annual of Scientific Discover

40,000 ; Life of Amos Lawrence, 26,000 ; Ma
com's Bible Dictionary, 142,000; Bailey's Cla

book, 41,000, Wayland's Moral Science, 118,00(

Political Economy, 51,000; Agassiz and Goul
Zoology, and Guyot's Earth and Man, 15,000 eac

The Still Hour, by Prof. Phelps,. had the extr

ordinary sale of 25,000 in less than four months

He who scoff's at the crooked, had need to
j

upright himself.
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The Loving-Kindness of God.— The loving-

idnessofGiod! whata beautiful expression! How
h aud consoling the thought contained in it ! It is

t mere good-will, nor mere complacent friendship,

rthe mere neighbourly kindness of human beings,

hough these are of high aud precious account ; it

;he good-will, the friendship, the liindness of love

of the love of God, who- is love itself We know
nething of the loving kindness of father and

ither. We have been gently tended and nursed

this kindness ; or, parents ourselves, we know
1 well the throbbing of parental affection. Deep,

•nest, self-sacrificing, is human love in many ten-

r relations. We trust in it fervently, and without

,r. Oh ! if there were no human love in which

could trust, what a desolate place would this

•th be ! But the loving-kindness of God, of that

iat and incomprehensible being who fills the uui-

•se with his presence, and before whose majesty

! pillars of heaven tremble—what a loving kind-

is that must bo I the kindness of infinite love

ided with infinite power ! There is nothing

.t love can conceive of, or wish to do for its ob-

fc, but is contained here, and rendered not only

sible, but absolutely certain.

Education in France.—The results of the inves-

ition of the Ministry for Public Instruction are

1 very favourable as regards the education of " la

inde nation." In 1854, in the department

;use, of 1903 newly-married couples, 1263 men
i 1764 women, consequently 78 per cent., could

; write. Among the women alone, only 8 of

3 knew how to write—a proportion of iguorance

ich can hardly be exceeded in Russia. In four

er departments the number of those who could

, write was 70 to 100; in fourteen departments

: proportion of the ignorant was about 60 to 100;

other fourteen departments, 50 to 100; and in

rest 40 and 30 to 100. Reading is somewhat

re general, but on an average those who are

nd deficient in writing are so in reading. On
I whole, scarcely the half of the French people

1 boast of the most necessary and elementary

lool knowledge.

THE PRIBND.
IRST iMUNTH 26, 1861.

(Coutiuued from page 159.)

The intelligence of the death of Thomas Gilpin

d John Hunt, produced much feeling on behalf

the exiles, not only among their immediate rela-

es and friends, but also in the minds of the com-

,nity where they were well known, and had long

in esteemed aud respected.

A memorial was prepared and presented to Con-

fss, the President and Council, and to the Assem-
' of Pennsylvania, which begins as follows

:

Ve, the afflicted and sorrowful wives, parents,

3 near connexions of the Friends in banishment

^nd near Winchester, think ourselves bound by

I

strongest ties of natural affection, sympathy

}. regard, to request you, that you suffer chris-

iD charity and compassion so far to prevail in

inds to take off the bonds of those in-

dent aud oppressed Friends, aud entreat you not

let the ruin of such who have evidenced their

jng attachment to their native country, and a

levolent disposition to mankind in general, to lie

the door of a people professing the tender and

npassionate religion of Christ, one of whose ex-

lent precepts was, ' whatsoever ye v/ould that

n should do to you, do ye even so to them.' "

The Western Quarterly Meeting appointed six

lends to go to Lancaster and endeavour to move

the Executive Council to terminate the unjust ban-

ishment of the prisoners. On their arrival, the

Council refused to allow them to appear before it,

but agreed to receive any written communication

they might present to them ; whereupon they peti-

tioned that the exiles might be allowed to return

home, or at least be heard in their own defence.

We mentioned that Congress had decided to give

up the prisoners to the State of Pennsylvania, and

the Executive Council of Pennsylvania gave out it

was about to try those they had already so severely

punished. It is remarkable that the resolve of Con-

gress recites as the cause producing the intention to

place the prisoners at the disposal of the Council, that

the latter body represented ''that the dangerous

example ivhich their longer continuance in banish,-

nient may afford on future occasions, has already

given u?ieiisitiess to somefriends to the independ-

ence of these States."

But although Congress placed the prisoners at

the disposal of the Executive Council, and the

pressure from without in favour of them began to

be felt onerous, there were members of that body

who, actuated by unfounded prejudice or hatred

towards their innocent victims, managed to delay

action, and were determined they should not be

heard in their own defence. The resolution of Con-

gress was come to ou the 16th of the Third month,

and the Board of War transmitted its order on the

18th, to the Deputy Commissary of Prisoners at

Winchester, to deliver up the prisoners, yet no effi-

cient steps were taken to bring them back, until on

the 8th of the Fourth month, the President of the

Board of War wrote to the Executive Council,

stating that the exiles would have been immediately

sent away from Winchester, but that that Board

had been expecting an application from the Coun-

cil for their being delivered to their agents.

Two persons were now deputed by the Council,

to proceed to Winchester and accompany the pri-

soners to Shippeusburg, where they were to be

discharged from custody ; no doubt with a hope

that in their anxiety to get to their families, and

their joy at being again at liberty, the Council

would hear no more from them. They had long

been a " burdensome stone" to their persecutors,

who were desirous to escape being brought into

contact with them. Undoubtedly information had

been received by the members of Council of the

death of Thomas Gilpin and John Hunt, from

diseases brought on by their exposure, and the

want of accustomed comforts, inseparable from their

exile; and they knew the grief and indignation

awakeuttd thereby ; they therefore, with the hope of

warding off a part of the odium likely to attach to

their whole proceedings in the case, included the

names of the two deceased Friends in the order for

the release of the prisoners. It was certainly a

wanton disregard of the feelings of their friends,

and of the respect due to the community, thus to

command the restoration to their homes and fami-

lies, of two highly esteemed Friends who, they

knew, had already been liberated by the hand of

death from the power of the oppressor. The last

official act of the President of the Council was his

letter to the two persons appointed to conduct the

prisoners back to Pennsylvania, He died in a little

time after.

Before the order for the release of the exiles was

finally passed, four women Friends—wives of four

of the sufferers—left the city—then occupied by

the British army—and crossing the lines, visited

General Washington at his camp at Valley Forge

;

to whom they made application for permission to

send one or more wagons to convey provisions to

the exiles, and to assist in conveying them home.

He at once wrote to the Executive Council, urging

upon it to grant the request, and not to restrict it

to one or two, but to allow as many wagons to be
sent as might be desirable. He also furnished the

women Friends with passports to go to Lancaster.
They accordingly proceeded there, and interceded

with the Council to allow the exiles to return at

once, and to have them brought to Lancaster, in-

stead of discharging them at Shippeusburg. This
was granted.

On the 19th of the Fourth mooth, 1778, after

an exile of nearly eight months, the prisoners left

Winchester on their return home. Their escort,

who were to secure them comfortable accommoda-
tions on the route, not being able to start so imme-
diately on the journey, on account of their requir-

ing rest, as did also their horses, proposed to follow

after and meet the prisoners at Fredericktown, in

Maryland, which was done. When at Yorktown,
they were called on by General Gates who mani-
fested a strong interest in them, and said to them,
" If I had beeu in Philadelphia at the time of your
being arrested and sent into exile, I would have
prevented it." He gave them an order to the offi-

cer stationed at the crossing of the Susquehanna,
directing him to furnish them with boats and see

they were not delayed ; and Thomas Slifflin fur-

nished them with an order to the same officer to

supply them with horses on the opposite side of the

river, should it be found impracticable to ferry their

own horses over the Susquehanna. Both these or-

ders proved serviceable to them. They arrived in

Lancaster without accident, and in the neighbour-

hood of that town met the four women Friends,

who had remained there to receive them on their

way home. They at once presented to the Coun-
cil a written communication, in which they say,

" We, the subscribers, inhabitants of Philadelphia,

having been there arrested and banished to Win-
chester, in Virginia, by your authority, 7/^jo«

groundle.<:s suspicion, without any offence being

laid to our charge, and being now brought to this

place by your messengers, after a captivity of near

eight months, think it our duty to apply to you to

be re-instated in the full enjoyment of the liberty

of which we have been so long deprived." Two
hours after the presentation of this communication,

they were waited on by the Secretary of the Coun-
cil, who handed them an order just passed by the

Council, directing that the prisoners be immediately

sent to Pottsgrove, in the county of Philadelphia,

and there discharged from further confinement

:

each one of them was furnished with a passport to

that place. He also said that the Council had
directed him to inform them, " that any further

application to them was unnecessary, as they would

not hear them."

The prisoners protested to the Secretary against

this continuation of injustice on the part of the

Council ; they urged that an opportunity should

be afforded them to hear and answer whatever

charge could be brought against them ; that they

were innocent men, who had suffered on suspicion

and without a hearing, and they demanded to meet

their accusers, and to show that they were guiltless

of any hostility to the cause of their country.

They likewise pointed out, that as the Council had

made it a penal offence for any Atnerican citizen

to enter Philadelphia without permission from Con-

gress, the Executive Council, or the Commander-
in-Chief, and they had not received such permis-

sion, they were not fully liberated, and were yet

prevented from going to their families. But all

argument and entreaty were useless ; they were

directed to proceed to Pottsgrove.

In order to obtain permission to go into the city,

it was concluded to send some one to the camp,

and ask for passports from General Washington,
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who, in all bis intercourse with members of the

Society of Friends, had shown a correct apprecia-

tion of their principles, and treated them with jus-

tice and courtesy. Accordingly, a letter was writ-

ten to the General, which was carried to him by a

Friend. He at once directed the necessary pass-

ports to be prepared, which were signed by him,

and with these the Friends proceeded to their

homes. The minutes of the exiles close with the

following remark :
" Thus, through the favour of

Divine Providence, we were restored to our fami-

lies, in a way and at a time, we had little reason

to expect it ; which is worthy our humble grati-

tude, in addition to the many mercies we have ex-

perienced in our exile; and it should be a cause of

further confidence in Divine Providence, to endure

such dispensations as may be permitted to us,

through the future part of our lives."

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
EaROPB.—News from EngUinJ to the 6th inst.

It is stated that the English governmeut has sent a

strong note to the French Emperor, protesting against

the extension of the occupation of Syria by the French

forces.

The position of affairs at Gaeta was unchanged. It

was reported that negotiations had been-opeued between
the Sardinian government and Francis II., for the con-

clusion of an armistice at Gaeta.

An insignificant attempt at reaction transpired at

Naples on the 30lh ult., but it was easily suppressed.

Naples and the provinces were tranquil.

It is reported that a Sardinian loan of 300,000,000

francs is about to be negotiated at Paris.

The Bank of France has raised its rate of discount

from 4J to 5J per cent.

The King 'of Prussia having died, his brother, the

Prince Regent, has assumed the reins of government as

King William V. A Berlin letter says, the excitement

in all the States of the German confederation greatly

resembles the agitation, which preceded the events of

1848.

The Paris Patrie reports that the Emperor of Russia
has resolved to grant a Constitution to Poland, and to

place it on a similar footing to that in which Hungary
stands in the Austrian empire. The Russian Imperial

manifesto declaring the abolition of serfdom, is expected

to be published on the 3d of Third month next.

The Liverpool cotton market was quiet, with a small

decline in prices. The following were the quotations for

breadstuffs. Flour, 295. a 32s. 6d : red wheat, lis. 3d.

a 135. 3d. per 100 pounds ; white, 12s. 6d. a I4s. Busi-

ness was restricted by the dlBBculty of removing pro-

duce into the interior, in consequence of the severity of

the weather.
The London money market was active. Consols, 92J

a 92J.
U.viTED States. —Affairs at Washing/on.—^Ar\y in the

present week, no definite action had been taken by Con-
gress, in relation to any of the various propositions for

conciliation and compromise, which have been before
the two houses. A Washington despatch asserts that
the prospect of an early adjustment of the difficiiltiej

was more favourable than it had been a week previously.
The probability of any successful invasion of the capi-
tal, or of attempted forcible opposition to the inaugura-
tion of the next President, had in great measure disap-
peared. The South Carolina Commissioner, Col. Hayne,
on his arrival at Washington, required the immediate
withdrawal of the U. S. garrison fiora fort Sumpter, as
the only means by which peace could be preserved. The
demand was not accedeii to, and :t is stated that he has
been induced to moderate his demands at the request of
the Southern members of Congress, who insist that
South Carolina shall not proceed to further acts of
hostility at present. The Florida revolutionists having
seized all the undefended property of the United States,
in that State, desired to obtain possession of fort Pick-
ens at Pensacola, a strong fortification with a small gar-
rison. The Governor of Florida telegraphed to the
Mayor of New Orleans for the aid of 2000 men, in order
to effect its capture, and the latter promised to raise
them within forty-eight hours. Subsequently, a des-
patch signed by numerous secessionists, members of
Congress, was sent to Florida, urging their friends there
by all means to avoid a collision with the federal troops.

The Treasury Loan.—On the 19th inst., the Secrelarv
of the Treasury opened the bids for the second five mil-
lions of Treasury notes. Nearly $12,500,000 was ottered

at various rates of interest, from 8J to 12 per cent. The
loan will be awarded to the lowest bidders, and the rate

will average about lOJ per cent. Both the amount of-

fered, and the rates asked show greater confidence in

the stability of the government, than was felt when the

previous five millions were taken.

Banking.—The number of banking institutions in the

United States, on the 1st inst., was 1392, with a capital of

$421,880,000. The circulation was $207,102,000; due
depositors, $255,802,000; specie, $83,594,000; loans

and discounts, $091,945,000; stocks, real estate and
other assets, $109,251,000.

The Southern Confederacy.—A committee of the Mis-

sissippi Legislature has reported resolutions to provide
for a Southern confederacy, and to establish a. provi-

sional government for the seceding States. It is pro-

posed that the Southern convention shall meet at Mont-
gomery, Ala., on the 4th prox.

Georyia.—On the 19th inst., the State convention
passed the ordinance of secession from the United States,

by a vote of 203 yeas to 89 nays. A resolution was adopt-
ed to continue the present postal and revenue systems
until ordered otherwise ; also, all civil federal ofificers.

Alabama.—The Legislature has passed a bill to pro-
vide against the invasion of the State by sea, by render-
ing all pilots bringing foreign vessels into Mobile, liable

to fine and imprisonment, and authorizing the com-
mander effort Morgan to destroy all beacons and hind-
marks at his discretion.

Louisiana.^Xhont two-thirds of the delegates to the

State convention are reported to be in favour of imme-
diate secession.

Viryinia.—-The following resolution has been adopted
in the Legislature, by an unanimous vote. " Resolved,
that if all efforts to reconcile the unhappy ditforences

between the two sections of the country shall prove
abortive, then every consideration of honour and inte-

rest demands that Virginia shall unite her destinies with
her sister slaveholding States."

Arhansaf!.—The Legislature has unanimously passed
a bill submitting the convention question to the people,
who are to decide at an election to be held on the 18tl

of next month. In case of a majority favouring it, thi

Governor is to appoint a day for the convention to as

semble.

The North and the South.—The slave States, not in

eluding JIaryland and Delaware, which, it is supposed,
will in all events, remain united with the North, have a

free population of 7,691,519, and 3,912,479 slaves ; total

11,604,098. There are in the whole Union 31,300,000
inhabitants. Deducting the slaves, there are 27,400,000
free persons, and of these nearly 20,000,000 are in the free

States. The States of South Carolina, Georgia, Florida
.Alabama, Mississippi, and Louisiana, have a tree popu
lation of 2,287,649, and 2,165,721 slaves. Virginia
North Carolina, Kentucky, Tennessee, Missouri, Arkan
sas, and Texas, have a free population of 5,408,870, and
1,740,758 slaves.

The Federal Revenue.—The Secretary of State has
formed the various foreign ministers at Washington, that
no clearances of vessels issued by any other authority
than of United Stutes officials, w'ill be recognized, and
that any payments of duties, except to such officials, will
be regaided as mispayments, for which the parties pay-
ing will be held responsible to the U. S. government.

Immigration.—During the year 1800, there arrived at
New York from foreifm ports, 103,621 immigrants. They
brought with them $7,875,000 in specie, of which $3,-
546,000 came from Ireland, and $2,860,000 from Ger-
many. The total number of immigrants ai-rived at New
York, in 1859, was only 79,322.

North Carolina.—The Governor of North Cai-olina has
peremptorily ordered the State troops to evacuate the
furts of which they had taken unlawful possession.
" He is determined," it is said, " to allow no overt act of
treason to hi- i-,,innii;ted within his jurisdiction."

/'''"'''""' -i! .itality last week, 253.

ek, 414.

the(- /.,, . ; >, - -u.ite has pas
drai,=iuii ulKan-.n into the Union, by a vole of 36 to
6. The Pacific Railroad bill and the Crittenden Com-
iromise have been discussed. On the 21st, the six Sena-
ors from Florida, Alabama and Jlississippi, forraallv
i-ithdrew, considering their connection with the Senate
had terminated by the secession of the States they repre-
sented. After the withdrawal, Crittenden urged imme-
diate action on his propositions, and expressed the hope
hat the Union might remain a long time yet, and all

he States be re-united. Saulsbury, of Delaware, and
he two Senators from Pennsylvania, also warmly urged
he adoption of the compi-omise proposed. The House
if Representatives has been engaged upon the Appro-
iriation bills, but the speeches have related chiefly to

of the country. On the 21st,

Gorwin, of Ohio, and Millson, of Virginia, made C(

servative addresses, urging the members to devote the
selves to a removal of the difficulties, which were brei

ing up the Union. The Committee of Ways and Me£
have received a communication from the Secretary
the Treasury, stating that twenty millions of doUa
over and above what will accrue from the ordinary
venue, will be needed for the public service before 1

1st of Seventh month next.

The Markets.—The foUowins were the quotations
the 21st inst. New For*—Red Western wheat, $1.3<

$1.37; white, $1.50 a $1.55; rye, 73 cts. a 75 ct

barley, 67 cts. a 68 cts.; corn, 69 cts. a 70 cts. for m
ed, and 72 cts. a 75 cts. for white ; oats, 36 cts. a 37 c

Phitadelphia—ReA wheat, $1.30 a $1.32 ; white, $1.4i

$1.50
;
rye, 75 cts. a 76 cts.; new, yellow corn, 64 c

a 65 cts. ; old, 71 cts. a 72 cts. ; oats, 34 cts. a 35 ct
barley, 75 cts. Baltimore—Red wheat, $1.30 a $1.E
white, $1.45 a $1.65; yellow corn, 61 cts. a 65 oti

white, 65 cts. a 72 cts., old and new.

RECEIPTS.
Received from A. Buzby, for Jos. Taylor, Pa., $4, to

32 and 33 ; from S. M., for Maria Marriott, N. Y., 5

vol. 34 ; from VVm. Darlington, Pa., $4, vols. 33 and 3
from Jehu Fawcett, agt., O., for Jos. Paiuter, (omiti

Eleventh mo.,) $2, vol. 34, for Josiah Ratcliff, lo., $2.:

vol. 34 and postage, for Jos. Stratton, $3.50, to 27, v

32, for J. L. Kite and E. Bonsall, jr., $2 each, vol. 33,
Isaac Carr, J. R. Carr, Saml. Carr and Elizabeth Fa
cett, $2 each, vol. 34, for Jane Crew, $2, to 26, vol. i

for Jonathan Fawcett, $4, vols. 33 and 34, for M.
Fawcett, $4, vols. 33 and 34 ; from Mercy Cope, Pa., ;

vols. 33 and 34 ; from Ed. Y. Cope, $4, vols. 33 and i

from Sarah Ann Cope, Benj. Gilbert and Jas. Marsh,
each, vol. 34.

At a meeting of the Managers of the Northern Sot
use, held 2l3t inst., the demand for soup was fou

to be nnprecedentedly large, perhaps with one exceptii

There has been already 732 families supplied w
tickets, comprising 1390 adults and 2280 children-
all, 3670 persons. On the 17th, 1238 quarts were d
tributed; the daily average a little below 1200 quar
Our friends are invited to call and see the Institutit

situated Fourth above Brown street, between the hoi
of 12 and 1 o'clock. Any contributions thankfully
ceived by either of the undersigned Managers.

Joel CADBr-nv, Franklin street,

Davio ScaLL, Arch street,

HoKATio C. Wood, 612 Race street.

SOUP-HOUSE.
The Society for supplying the poor of the city i

soup, has opened its house. No
Green's court,) where soup wil

every day, except First-days,

eleven and one. Donations ir

' Griscora street, (li

: delivered to thepc
'tween the hours
nir. meat, vegetabl

&c., will be gratefully received at the house, or in i

ney, by Jeremiah Hackek, Treasurer, S. Fourth stri

Thomas Evans, 817 Arch street.

Philad., First mo. 15th, 1861.

WEST-TOWN SCHOOL.
A Friend and his wife are wanted to fill the static

F Superintendent and .Matron at West-town Boardin
School.

Application to be made to either of the follow!
Friends: Nathan Siiarpless, Concord

; James Emli
West Chester ; Samoel Hilles, Wilmington

; Hen
Cope or William Evans, Philadelphia.

Twelfth mo. 10th, 1860.

the ilous condil

ED, on the morning of the 3d of Tenth month, 18i

THA, wile of William Askew, of St. Clairsville :

her of Plainfield Monthly Meeting, Belmont coun
Ohio, in the seventy-third year of her age.

.Twelfth mo. 29th, 1860, Caroline W., daug
er of the late John Bacon, in the forty-third year of 1

ige ; a member of Philadelphia Monthly Meeting, af

'

a protracted indisiiosition of several years. Her friei:)

the consoling belief, that, through the operatic.

of Divine grace in her heart, the washing of regenei
and the renewings of the Holy Ghost, she expc

enced a state of prepara ion for the great change, a I

has joined the just of all generations.

PILE i. M'ELROT, PRINTERS, I

Lodge street, opposite the Pennsylvania Bank. I

«iiii
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(Continiied from page 102.)

Of his visit in Wales, the following remarks
Sssess especial interest, viz :

—

" The following morning we were joined by Bar-
ard Dickinson, and set out for Wales, and next

ay reached Dolegelly to dinner. In the after-

5on we walked to the meeting-house at Tydny-
irreg, in which Lowry Jones lived, from whom
e learned, that they had not heard of our inten-

on of having a meeting with them ; and as the

ay was fir spent, we concluded to return and
oet with them next F:r=t-da^ . Lowry Jones
lowed us a small cottage in a grove of trees,

tely the habitation of a valued Friend, named
'orothy Owen. As I stood looking round, my
lind was comforted, in considering how happy
lany of the worthies have been, who were stran-

2rs to affluence. Wales has been the birth-place

? many, who lived and died in the Truth ; but

3W the number of such seems small indeed, com-
arcd with what it was in the first breaking forth

r Truth. Many of these valiants removed to

'ennsylvania, and others were gathered from works
> rewards, and the few who remain, love their

lends, and should not be neglected, though much
tigue is to be endured by those who visit them.
" Wo passed a very dangerous piece of road,

bout three-quarters of a mile in length, which is

ug out of the side of a hill, at the toot of which
nd directly below us the sea was dashing. As it

as considered dangerous to pass, we dismounted
^om our carriage to walk ; and being told that the

parest way was under the hill on the sea-shore, I

;:t out to go, while the Friends led the horses,

[^hen I had got a part of the way, I found the

de was so high, that I could not pass a point of

)cks against which it was dashing, and the dis-

ince being considerable to return the way 1 came,
attempted to climb the rocks, but found them so

rase as to endanger their rolling upon me. The
ilerama I was in, affected my nerves with an un-

sual trembling, and I became alarmed. I now
2t out to walk back, fearing that the rising tide

'ould enclose me and prevent my escape ; am
seing a path slanting up the hill, where the sheep
assed, 1 clambered up it upon my hands
Jet—my trembling increased so, that I thought I

bould lose my foothold ; but recollecting that de

beration and care were necessary in my present

situation, I became more collected, and was favoured

to ascend the mountain safely. I did not entirely

recover myself, however, until I had passed the

precipice. When 1 had got part way up, I saw-

Barnard Dickinson coming to look after me, as they

perceived the tide naJ risen much higher than they

were before aware of.

" We were kindly received by Henry Owen, who
had lost his wife a few months before. She was a

worthy daughter of a Friend, who possessed the

estate called Llewyndee, where the meeting had
been held ever since it was set up in the time of

Oliver Cromwell ; during all which period the pro-

perty had been held by an Oweii. The number of

Friends has for many years, and perhaps always,

been small, and now there are only three, one of

whom could not understand English. Beside these,

woman has attended meetings with them for

several months past, the only instance of the kind

hich has occurred for forty years, though many
of the neighbours come in when notice is given

that a minister is to be with them. This was the

case in the meeting we had, and I thought a renewed
visitation was extended to those present.

" Next morning we rode to Dolegelly, and at-

tended the meeting at Tydnygarreg, and from
thence proceeded to Machnyileth, which we reached

bout five o'clock in the evening ; and many of the

jhabitJi.Is being in the streets, we sought a place

to hold a meeting with them, but could not obtain

any, except the open space under the town-house,

here a large number assembled and stood, there

being no seats. I was drawn forth in testimony

amongst them ; and though the multitude and
stle seemed at first to make against the solemn-

ity which it is precious to experience at such times,

yet the power of Truth brought them into great

tillness. The day following we rode to Landy-
loes, and had a comfortable meeting, in an upper
room at an inn. Here Barnard Dickinson leit us

to return home—his company had been pleasant

very useful
!
journey.

Respecting a meeting at Leominster, he writes

:

" In the evening we had a very crowded public

meeting, not more than half the people being able

to get into the house. A clergyman sat in the

gallery with us, who, as I afterward learned, had
a few days before taken for his text the same pas-

sage of Scripture which I felt engaged to hold up
to the view of the people, in order to show the ne-

cessity of a quiet inward waiting, to experience a

preparation of heart from the Lord, to worship him
aright ; and that this was equally as necessary for

the minister as for the hearer. I also showed, that

all external performances entered upon in the will

and wisdom of man, and without this preparation,

were no more acceptable in the Divine sight, than

the performances of the Jews, which the Lord re-

jected. The aforesaid clergyman had asserted in

his discourse, that the charge to the disciples to

"tarry at Jerusalem until they were endued with

power from on h'gh," was not to be considered as

applicable to any but the apostles, and that in our

day, no such thing was to be looked for. As the

doctrines of the Gospel were opened to my mind

with great clearness, I had to assert a contrary

opinion, as indeed, I had abundant cause to do
from my own experience; for I often find, that as

my mind is reverently bowed under the baptizing
influence of Divine power, doctrines are opened to

me with a degree of clearness that I had never
before witucoocd, under a consideration of whicU 1
have often been much humbled. Thus it was this

evening, words flowed like oil, and the power ot

Truth produced a great stillness and solemnity,

both in the house and among those who stood
around it, so that the priest's hearers, many of

m were present, had an opportunity of wit-

nessing for themselves, that the promise of Christ
is fulfilled to us in this day, ' Where two or three

are gathered together in my name, there am I in

the midst of them.' I was glad I had not heard of
is reviling Friends in his sermon, as I afterward

learned he did ; and also, that I did not know who
le was—though had I known, my testimony would
have been the same,"

" From Leominster we proceeded to the Half-
year's Meeting for Wales, held at Breckon, which
was owned by the great and gracious Caretaker of
his people, and the business was well conducted,
except the want of more solid weightiness of spirit

in some, who it is to be feared, are too ready in

peaking to business, and thus in some instances,

there was a want of that order, in which, one by
one, all have the opportunity of relieving their

minds. Care is necessary in speaking to the busi-

of meetings, as well as when we arise to speak
in the ministry, that we wait to feel the mind clothed

th a right qualification, so as to speak to the
purpose and preserve the solemnity of the meeting,
"riends are thinly dispersed over Wales; and be-

g now assembled from various and distant parts,

ey appeared to enjoy each other's company very
easantly at the inns, there being no Friend's

house in the town. From Breckon I proceeded,
and had meetings at Pontypool and Nevcton, and
then rode to the house of a person who had re-

cently become acquainted with Friends, and united

with them so far as to receive the messeno-ers of
the Gospel. We were strangers to each other, but
the cementing love of our heavenly Father made
our meeting mutually pleasant, and we had a satis-

factory opportunity the same evening."

On his arrival in Ireland, he says:

—

" I visited the family of Richard Jacob, who were
deep affliction, in consequence of the sudden

removal of this servant of Christ. The loss to the

widow and children is indeed great, but they have
not to sorrow as those who have no hope ; for al-

though his removal was sudden and unexpected,

there is good reason to believe he was prepared.

He had been at meeting, and was drawn forth in

fervent prayer, to the comfort of many minds pre-

sent, and soon after he got home, was seized with
a fit, and died before night. The church too has
sustained a great loss in his death

; there are now
but two men Friends in the station of ministers in

Ireland. During the first week of my stay in

Waterford, I had three evening meetings with the

town's people, the first and last of which were to

good satisfaction ; at the other, the people were
unsettled, and Truth did not arise into dominion
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as in the others. On Seventh-day, the 20th of recited before it by their authors," and prizes of

Tenth month, the select Quarterly Meeting for
|

value were distributed to the successful competi-

Munster province, was held at Waterford, in which tors.

I was enabled to feel something of the cementing The Tezcucan king was successful in conquest,

love of our heavenly Father, and in the strength and devoted great attention to agriculture ^and

thereof was led to set forth the necessity of a faith- architecture ; the number and

ful individual engagement at our respective posts,

a want of which appeared evident
;

yet, there is a

precious remnant preserved amongst them, who

have proved their attachment to the cause of God,

whilst the shield of the mighty has been vilely cast

away, and many fallen ' as upon Mount Gilboa,

where there is neither dew nor rain.'

" The meetings on the following day were fa-

voured season?, in which a tender and affectionate

call was extended to the youth, under a persuasion,

that a renewed visitation was afforded them from

Him, whose mercies sweeten all the toils of life. A
cloud of witnesses can still bear their testimony to

the love he has toward the children of believing

parents—may they be wholly given up to his direc-

tion through time, that so a succession of standard

and testimony bearers may be found in the mili-

tant church. In this town there are many hopeful

youth, for whom, in the course of the time I spent

amongst them, I was frequently engaged, I trust

under the love of the Gospel, which drew me from

my dear kindred and friends in a distant land.

Often was my spirit bowed in reverent supplication

for them, to the Father of mercies, that he would

be pleased to have them in his holy keeping, that

they might grow up in his favour, and come for-

ward acceptably to the help of his servants, in ad-

vancing that cause, which is dignified with immor-

tality and crowned with eternal life."

For "The Friend."

SezahnaUoyotl,*

The condition of the aborigines of America, is a

subject of deep and lasting interest. Now and

then this interest is stirred afresh, by some new
discovery of remains,—the fossil fragments of an

unwritten history. But the inquiries they suggest,

they do not answer. The mind of man may pierce

the skies, and, plunging into boundless space, mea-

sure its proportions, and define its systems, but it

cannot unravel the mysterious Past of our coun-

try.

But in the records that are left to us, by far the

most interesting character is Nezahualcoytl, the

monarch of Tezouco. Tezcuco was one of the

chief nations of Anahuac, and, at the time of the

conquest, had long been a friendly rival of Mexico
but far its superior in the approaches to civilized

life. Nezahualcoyotl, gifted with an understand-

ing far beyond his age and country, being estab-

lished by the success of his arms in absolute

power, took many judicious measures lor the ad
vancement of his people. Among these the most
extraordinary was the establishment of a tribunal,

" to which all works on astronomy, chronology,

history or any other science were to bo submitted,
before being made public. This body which was
drawn from the best instructed persons in the
kingdom, with little regard to rank, had supervi-

sion of all the productions of art, and of the nicer

fabrics. It decided on the qualifications of the

professors in the various branches of science, on the

fidelity of their instructions to their pupils, the de-

ficiency of which was severely punished, and it

instituted examinations of these latter. In short,

it was a general board of education for the coun-
try. On stated days, historical compositions, and
poems treating of moral or traditional topics, were

* See Prescott's " Conquest of Mexico."

rnificence of his

palaces proved his absolute sway. But it is his

intellectual pre-eminence that gives such interest

to his character, heightened as it was by clearer,

spiritual views of religion, than prevailed, and

which, like light out of darkness, shined in his

heart. His subjects had lapsed from a more sim-

ple faith, and were imbued with the sanguinary

idolatry of the Aztecs. " He endeavoured to wean

from their degrading superstitions, and to

substitute nobler and more spiritual conceptions of

the Deity." He reared a pyramidal temple, ela-

borately ornamented, and dedicated it "to the icii-

knowii God, the Cause of caicses." " No image

was allowed in the edifice, as unsuited to the ' in-

visible God,' and the people were expressly pro-

hibited from profaning the altars with blood or any

other sacrifices than that of the perfume of flowers

and sweet-scented gums."

Nezahualcoytl was among the most illustrious of

the Tezcucan bards. Many of his odes descended

through several generations, and may still be pre-

served in some of the dusty repositories of Mexico

or Spain. His latter years he devoted to study and

meditation, "giving utterance to his feelings in

songs, or rather hymns, of much solemnity and

pathos." An extract from one of these will convey

some idea of his religious speculations,

" 'AH things on earth have their term, and, in

the most joyous career of their vanity and splendor,

their strength fails, and they sink into the dust

All the round world is but a sepulchre ; and there

is nothing which lives on its surface, that shall not

be hidden and entombed beneath it. Rivers, tor-

rents, and streams move onward to their destina-

tion. Not one flows back to its pleasant source

They rush onward, hastening to bury themselves

in the deep bosom of the ocean. The things of

yesterday are no more to-day; and the things of

to-day shall cease, perhaps, on the morrow. The
cemetery is full of the loathsome dust of bodies

once quickened by living souls, who occupied

thrones, presided over assemblies, marshalled ar

mies, subdued provinces, arrogated to themselves

worship, were puffed up with vain-glorious pomp
and power, and empire.

" ' But these glories have all passed away, like

the fearful smoke that issues from the throat of

Popocatepetl, with no other memorial of their

existence than the record on the page of the

chronicles.

" ' Th» great, the wise, the valiant, the beauti-

ful,—alas ! where are they now ? They are all

mingled with the clod ; and that which has befallen

them, shall happen to us, and to those that come
after us. Yet let us take courage, illustrious no-

bles and chieftains, true friends and loyal subjects,—/ft us aspire to tliut lieaven, tchere all is eternal,

and corruption cannot come.''

" At length, about the year 1470, Nezahual-

coyotl, full of years and honours, felt himself

drawing near his end. Almost half a century had
elapsed since he mounted the throne of Tezcuco.

He had found his kingdom dismembered by fac-

tion, and bowed to the dust beneath the yoke of a

foreign tyrant. He had broken that yoke ; had
breathed new life into the nation, renewed its an-

cient institutions, extended wide its domain ; had
seen it flourishing in all the activity of trade and

agriculture, gathering strength from its enlarged

resources, and daily advancing higher and higher

in the great m:irch of civilization. All this he bad

seen, and might fairly attribute no small portioi

of it to his own wise and beneficent rule. His lon|

1 glorious day was now drawing to its closet

and he contemplated the event with the same sere

nity which he had shown under the clouds of it

morning, and in its meridian splendor."

He died in the seventy-second year of his ag{

d forty-third of his reign ; leaving as his sue

cesser a son, then only eight years old, but wh

had given rich promise of future greatness. Amon
many other charges suited to his comprehensioc

the dying monarch besought the child, not to neg

lect the worship of " the unknown God," regret

ting that he himself had been unworthy to kuoi

Him, and intimating his conviction that the tim

would come when He should be known and woi

shipped throughout the laud."

His descendant and historian says of him, " H
was well instructed in moral science, and soughi

above all things, to obtain light for knowing th

true God. He believed in one God only, the Crea

tor of heaven and earth, by whom we have ou

being, who never revealed himself to us in huma
form, nor in any other ; with whom the souls <

the virtuous are to dwell after death, while tli

wicked will suffer pains unspeakable. He invoke

the Most High, as ' He by whom we live,' am
' who has all things in himself.' He recognize,

the sun for his father, and the earth for bis mothe:

If he could not entirely abolish human saerificei

derived from the Aztics, he, at least, restricted the

to slaves and captives."

Nezahualpilli, his son and successor, was i

markable prince, worthy of his father in power «!

mind and integrity of character. Yet, during

reign, the Blexican king, Montezuma, plundere

his brother monarch of some of his most valuabi

possessions, and arrogated to himself the title !

emperor, hitherto borne by the Tezcucan princes^

Nezahualpilli sunk under his misfortunes, heighl

ened as they were by gloomy prognostics of a nei!

calamity, which was to overwhelm the countrj

In the year ISl.'j, he sunk into the grave, and, ij

his timely death, escaped witnessing the fulfilme);

of his own predictions, in the ruin of his countr

and the extinction of the Indian dynasty forever

American Commerce.—The last Treasury R
port shows that the total value of exports from tl

Southern States last year was 8187,626,686, ai

from the Northern States, 8169,162,770, while t!

imports were §305,812,849 into the Northe

States, and §32,955,281 into the Southern State

The registered tonnage of the United States

2,507,401 tons, which is of vessels employed

the foreign trade, and of this aggregate, the Sou

has only 377,238 tons.

It thus appears that the imports of the count

almost all enter at Northern ports, and also th

the exports of the South are made almost whol

in Northern and foreign vessels. These facts sh(

how little prepared the proposed Southern con

deraey is to become soon a great commercial e

tion.

" A mistaken zeal and supposed moderatic

(falsely called charity,) although opposite in thi

appearances, frequently proceed from the sai

cause ; even in vessels measurably sanctified, vi

the want of being ' buried with Christ by bapti

into death ;' that not only the earth in them mii

be shaken, but the heavens also. Instead of wh:

there hath been frequently fruitless and unsai

tified efforts to engratt the remains of the first Ad,i

into the plant, which is of an immortal natui:

' this divides in Jacob, and scatters in Israel.'
''

5. Scott.
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he Necessity of Waiting for the Trie Giidance

and Itaiancc, to Avoid Skipwrecli.

Sock principally after improvement in acquaint-

aoe witb the sanctifying hand, and to learn the

aj and end of its turning ; and also that stillness

required, when we see that no hand but the

ord's can open the way, and bring the longed-

ir help. Let the feeling knowledge hereof, and

1 humble hope and trust to be guided and ba-

nced by the invisible Holy One, guard and stay

i through the unsettling struggles that may attend

1. For, betwixt the converse and pursuits of the

jmortified world, however, polished by human
ideavours, and the earthly nature in ourselves

;

ith the gilded appearance of penetration, com-

ehensiveness of reasoning and finesse, of many
nong the more learned part of mankind, and the

;tle, low, yet pure and powerful seed, which at

nes makes itself known indisputably, yet hides

lelf again, creatures are liable to dangerous toss-

gs; and good beginnings, ideas, and desires, of

od's own begetting, have unhappily miscarried
;

id too many, for want of loolsing towards the

le port, have been gradually, by one wave after

lother, carried off to sea again, and shipwrecked

the loose, unbottomed conceptions and interests

this world. " The world by wisdom knoweth

it the things of God, neither can it know them,

icause they are sjnrituaUy discerned ;" but " the

cret of the Lord is with them that fear Him,"

id " in quietness and confidence is their strength.''

S. FotliergiU. ^^^^^
For '• The Friend."

Weather Statistics.

We find the following record in the Philadelphia

edger

:

Comparative Temperature of each Month in the

1 years, 1851 to 1800, made up from the mean

observations registered every morning about half

1 hour after sunrise, and every evening about \0\

clock, at M'Allister & Brothers'

:

January, 3.2'2 inches.

February, 2.76 "

March, 1.41 "

April, 3.80 "

May, 3.82 "

June, 2.89 "
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' The Friend.'

" THY WILL BE DONE."

to the

No strong words of ancient sages

Teaching self-reliant power,

Come to us adown the ages

In our deepest trial-hour
;

Stripped of all poor human wisdom, turn

Holy One,

And His prayer is ours, " Father, not my will, but Thine,

be done."

Oh, the wondrous, patient feeling

Sent in answer to that prayer I

The calm depths of peace revealing

Under every anxious care
;

Though we needs must fight the battle, ere the victory

be won,
Still we cry to Thee, Oh ! Father, " not my will, but

Thine, be done."

Though in love, we fain would offer

Labour in His holy Name,
If He sayeth rather,

—

''Suffer,

And for glory, bear the shame ;"

—

Shall we not accept it meekly, as His own beloved Son,

And bow humbly to the mission, if thereby His will is

done.

But a little while it lasteth,

Pain, and prayer, and parting days

;

For the heavenly morrow hasteth.

Where we meet in joyful praise
;

There no longer weak and fainting, in the race we have

to run.

We will read His ways, rejoicing, that His will on earth

was done .'

Thi

his baggage behind. The girl was taken by the

captain of the boat to New Orleans, and placedin

one of the orphan asylums in that city

Natchez {Miss.) Free Trader.

Tor "The Friend.

Extracts fror)i the Letters and Memorandums of

our Late Friend, H. Williams.

Tenth mo. 3d. is wonderfully suited

in the company of his young friend, 11. M., who

has come to spend a few days with him ; h

seem very clever, as indeed he ought to be
;
but

so many of our nice young Friends take a stand

at a certain place, and let their day be spending."

"2ith.—1 took up the almanac to see the day

of the month, and my eye lighted on the sentence

at the bottom of the page of the Eleventh month

in the ' Moral Almanac' I read it, and it seemed ,to cast our dependence

Painting a White Girl to Make her a Slave.—
A gentleman of this city hailed an up country

boat, the Cora Anderson, as she was passing Green-

ville, Miss., whither he had gone on business, to

return home. Shortly after being under way, our

Natchez friend observed a pensive looking little

girl, aged about nine or ten years, whose black

hair and yellowish brown skin would indicate that

she was a mulattress. There was something about

her that interested him, and he inquired of the

captain concerning her. He was informed that shi

was a slave belonging to a man on board, whon

the captain pointed out, who said he was takin;^

her to New Orleans, to sell her, he having bought

her for $160 in North-western Missouri, on the

borders. Our Natchez friend eyed the little girl

and the border man so closely as to attract the

attention of the latter, with whom he was soon en-

gaged in conversation concerning the child, inter-

rogating him in such manner as to elicit answers

not always agreeing with previous statements, and

evidently alarming him. This was suspicious.

The little girl was taken aside and examined. She

said she was an orphan, and had been taken from

an asylum in New York, by this man; that her

hair was light, and her complexion brunette ; that

this man told her he was going to the South with

her, where, as his adopted child, she would have a

good home ; that black hair was preferred in the

South, and prettier than hers, and that he hac

taken her to a barber, and had her hair dyed black

He also told her that if she would allow him to put

some yellow dye on her skin that her complexion

would become much whiter in a few days, and

that he had put the stain on. On hearing these

statements, the girl was taken charge of by the

captain, and potash, soap and water being applied,

the dyes were taken off, and the light hair and

light complexion brought to light. The pretended

master was seized by the excited passengers, who
were about to deal with him summarily, but it was

finally arranged to lock him up in a stateroom

until the boat should land. In the meantime the

hoat had passed St. Joseph, and when a few miles

below that town rounded to, to take in wood. At
this point, how, or in what manner, is not known,

the border rufiian escaped from the boat, leaving

many favours, and there was a little ability to b
thankful."

29;/i.—I was particularly struck, on readin

Thomas Shillitoe to find him, out of great weak

ness and difficulty and trial, as a last resort, suie

moning up his energies, and resolving to do hi

' best,' which to me, conveyed instruction. If

der our provings we endeavour to do our best,

doubt we shall be helped, as was his experienc

even to admiration. We move along from day t

day, with as much to do as can well be done, c

gotten through with; and if only favoured to d

the right thing or the ' best,' it matters little whs

the difficulty is. We are all verging on towards
|

state of ' fixedness,'—to be ready is all at last. I

" Our meeting yesterday, to me, was better tha

often. E. C. gave us a short, lively exhortatioi

the Saviour, and call o

very good, and as is often the case, my mind turned

to thee, with an earnest wish that the causes there

mentioned as ' baits,' may never catch thee ; I

want thou should read the sentence. Beside these,

there are many ways of falling into error and from

the Truth ; I know of nothing that will preserve,

but humble watching with a prayerful heart ; eye-

ing that faithful monitor, which in mercy is fur-

nished to each of us."

" I performed my visit to the ' school' to a good

degree of satisfaction : came home stronger in

body and mind than I went : though not without

a sense it was and is a low time in ' best things,'

with many in our Society, in most places. * _* *

I cannot help craving the prayers of the spiritual

travellers in the Lord's cause, that His own works

may praise Him ; that man's works and workings

be laid low."
" 2Qth.—It seems, indeed, as if my strength was

failing : I only desire my day's work may go on

with the day, and that it may be your happy ex-

perience also, dear children, seems to be at present

my earnest desire. Your father's work was cut

short at an early age, and very unexpected to him-

self and to me, yet, I believe fully, he was pre-

pared ; after wearisome days and sleepless nights,

wherein the end was, no doubt in wisdom, hidden

from him, he was able to say, ' He believed he

should die ; but he felt an assurance he should be

received into glory j' very peaceful and in full

faith he died."
" Twelfth mo. i/h.—l have borne you closely in

remembrance ; think I never felt thee and

more near, and yet I seem as if I could not write :

it is a very low time, and so poor, I have feared to

say much or little, lest I might increase my weak-

ness ; was a little encouraged to hope I was not

wholly forsaken to-day in meeting ; there seemed

some sense of good near, and a fresh cry for help.

"At our last Monthly Meeting, we had our

friends, and ; both had great and good

service ; did not flatter us ; nay, verily."

" I2th.—Brother B. seems to be recovering ; is

very quiet and peaceful in his mind
; I could wish

lie might never be worried again with the business

of this world ; but as he cannot get along through

time without business, he will of necessity meet

cross occurrences, so that I had better desire for

him, that he might meet them with composure. I

have always felt a peculiar feeling for him in the

varied scenes of life ; 1 have never been able to

account for it. I feel for him as a parent for a

child."

Him in extremities, as did the disciples when tosse

in a tempest and likely to be wrecked :
' Maste

carest thou not that we perish?' He arose an

rebuked the wind, and there was a great caln

He kept to the point or text, and was soon done;

seemed fresh and lively."

''First mo. 4th, 1846.—BIy mind has been muc
with thee lately, in sympathy, under these cloi

provings, and gladly would I come and sit wit

thee; it would comfort me so to do ; but thou kno»

on whom ' help is laid :' and my present bodil

health is such, that to go to thee would add to th

care. I have greatly desired that thou and I an

all the near friends of the dear departed, migl

every day remember to walk so, that at the end i

the race, which to some of us may not be distan

we may be admitted into rest and peace, where si

is doubtless gone.
" The contents of 's letter this evening di

make me truly glad ; I remembered ' weeping ma
endure for a night, but joy cometh in the morning

Well, we are helped through many troubles

;

fresh occasion for gratitude."
" H.th.—I herewith send thy ' little note,' thouj

I can assure thee it has done no harm ; I can ui

derstand every word of it ; that, or something, hi

brought thee very near in feeling; almost all wil

ter have I been thinking of thee with earnest di

sires for thy preservation. One morning lately, ci

awaking, thou wast brought to my remembrauc

with the text thou quoted on opening thy concei

relative to a visit to England, in the Select Year

Meeting :
—

' When I said my foot slippeth, tl

mercy, O Lord, held me up.' Well, I said the:

are still slippery places, and felt earnest in desi

He may still continue to hold thee up. I wai

that thou shouldest 'hold fast that thou hast; 1

no man take thy crown.' It is not possible for n

to convey my desire for thee, dear Sarah ; thy li

throuo-h has been one of deep wading; and hidd(

exercise oft thy portion, attended with many
oouragements ; if I mistake not, these latter da;

are as full as any previous, so that my soul crav

His mercy may still hold [thee] up to his praisi

and that His mind and will through thee (thouj

in thy apprehension,) a feeble instrument, may
j

forth to the comfort and help of many poor soul

" I feel nothing but the language of encourag

ment in thy close provings and trials, which to th

may appear peculiar. Now, having said all th:

it might seem as if I had something in view; b

cannot say that I have, only the love I bear to the

leads me to remember thee, and to be very jealo

" nth.—I have looked back at your situation, I lest anything harm thee. I trust thou wilt excn

and have believed patience will help to carry you me, and remember me when it is well with thee.'

through the difficult windings of the day ; for hu- " 20th. * * * Teach thy child obedient

man life is like the journey of a day My and he shall bless thee. Now do, dear ,

'

mind, after settling at home, was very peaceful and watchful in time, over those given you ;
that

quiet ; on retrospect it appeared I had received you may be clear when the solemn inquiry may
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lade ; where are those lambs I have given in the

ilderness of this world."
" SOi/i.—As regards thy business, I want that

lou shouldst keep in a good safe way ; and be

;ry careful not to go counter to thy better judg-

ent. A blessing will rest on faithful, honest in-

astry.

" We had two meetings Fourth and Fifth- days,

i. S. had been around from house to house, seck-

g our good. In our meeting on Fifth-day, he

]d E. C. were very mu«h exercised, and laboured

ithfuUy and very impressively with those who
id run on in their own way until the door of mer-

f was near to close, unless a speedy stop and a

ace of repentance was found.
" I thought it a fresh call, to be more serious. .

. . . To tell thee I hardly ever felt worse, would

3 no help. I see things so discouraging [in So-

ety.] It takes more than one thing to

ake up ' soundness;' defects are various, and they

ill pull down."
"Second mo. 2ith.—The first thing of moment

lat transpired after thou left, was our little silent

eetiug on First-day morning; how others felt I

) not know, but my feelings were so tried, I was,

I on a rolling billow ; and I greatly feared the

irpose of going to meeting was in a very slight

igree answered.
" I know enough of myself to assuredly believe,

at while unpleasant matters remain unsettled,

en if we are in a good degree clear of the cause,

!t it worries and harasses and creeps in, in the

ace of food and rest The stout will, the

ve of self, the disregard of the views and con-

rn of others, were the leading cause of this suf-

ring. I desire, however, in as much quietness as

)ssible for my mind to attain, to bear along, hop-

g a better day will dawn. Though I confess, I

ar tampering with the time, in mercy given, to

ork out our souls' salvation ; but as of ourselves

ithout Ilim, we can do nothing; so I wish to

ait, with an earnest desire to stand open to con-

ction."

" I am obliged for the reading of 's letter

;

;ar woman, she may truly refer to tha.tjirst visit

ith humble thankfulness, inasmuch as she was

•eatly favoured. I shall not soon forget her ex-

eise and testimony in meeting ; remark-

)le, indeed, as things have turned out. But oh !

fear dimness has overtaken many of us since

en. My heart truly was pained for dear
,

hen last here, and I feel no better yet, she was
i tender and affectionate, and yet the way we took

a mystery to her."
" I want thou should write to me of your Quar-

rly Meeting ; shall feel desirous all may be done

icently and in order in every respect. As regards

me uneasiness on account of , our duty in

1 these things is so clearly pointed out in the

ew Testament, and had we not that inward guide

direct us, favoured as we arc, we should be

Ithout excuse to miss our way ; but this two-fold

rector lays us under heavy obligation, when wo
Id to it our salutary ' discipline,' and the care we
ive one of another. I am sad about the signs of

6 times."
" Third mo. 1 Otli.—Received a letter from

St evening, saying she is willing to come and as-

it in our school ; so we seem to be favoured. 1

ish our nvery-day walk may be so guarded as to

icourage the good, in our scholars, and help them
I in the best sense. I believe there never was a

me of more need of careful, conscientious teach-

s of children. There is such a mighty torrent of

istom and fashion, that many young females are

uch carried away with it. School-keeping in-

eases in importance, in my view, as I advance in

life ; teaching them to read, write and cipher, &c.,

are good things, but various other important les-

sons are or ought to be learned at school. It may
seem needless to write all this to thee, who is not

a school teacher ; but yet are there not duties in

thy line ? Yes, I should say there were, and very

important too,—strict justice and integrity ; open

and clear in conduct and in all thy dealings, giving

others their just due, then thou mayest with a good
face seek thy own.

" I went to see our friend E. C. lately; he is

often quite poorly ; continues to feel niucLi on So-

ciety matters. 1 endeavoured to encourage him to

trust that a right way would be made when the

time came."

Fire Bricks.—Fire bricks are used for furnaces,

and for all kinds of brick work exposed to intense

heat which would melt common bricks. They are

made from a natural compound of silica and alu-

mina, which, when free from lime and other fluxes,

is infusible under the greatest heat to which it can

be subjected. Oxide of iron, however, which is

present in most clajs, renders the clay fusible

when the silica and alumina are nearly in equal

proportions, and those fire clays are the best in

which the silica is greatly in excess over the alu-

mina. When the alumina is in excess, broken

crucibles, glass house pots, and old tire bricks,

ground in powder, are substituted for the common
silicious sand used in the ordinary processes of

brick making, but which, in this case, would be in-

jurious, as having a tendency to render the clay

fusible. Fire clay being an expensive article, it is

usual, when making fire bricks at a distance from

mines, to mix with it burnt clay for the sake of

economizing the clay, and diminishing its contrac-

tion. It may be here remarked, generally, that

the various argillaceous earths used in brick-

making, are generally mixed with some other sub-

stance, being for the most part unfit to be used

alone. Some are almost pure clay or alumina,

and are strong, and exceedingly plastic, but can-

not be dried without splitting. Others, being light

sandy clays or loams, are too loose to be made into

bricks without lime as a flux, to bind the materials

together. Others again are natural compounds of

alumina and silica ; but these, if free trom lime,

magnesia, or metallic oxides, are exceeding valua-

ble clays, being, from their infusible nature, adapt-

ed for making fire bricks for lining furnaces, for

making crucibles, glass house pots, and numerous

other familiar and useful articles.

The Strength of Israel in yet icith his People.

—Thou knowest the fat and full must be fed with

different food from the panting, bleating sheep.

Alas 1 alas ! how many there are of the first de-

scription, not only under our name, but amongst

the people at large, although the Judge appears to

be so near the door. Well, dear friend, amid all

which we may have to wade through for the Lord's

sake, I think I see, and hope I am not deceived,

that the strength of Israel is yet with his people,

and that the declaration of the prophet will be

more fully brought to pass: ' The Lord will com-

fort Zion : he will comtort all her waste places ; he

will make her wilderness like Eden, and her desert

as the garden of the Lord : joy and gladness shall

be found therein, thankj^giviug and the voice of

melody ! There are precious plants, even little

children in this city (London,) who, by keeping

faithful to the Lord, will in due time have this

song, or one similar to it, to sing. The Lord is

blessing Zion ; but Oh I how poor and desolate she

sits in this great city : are not her sons found slain

at the head of every street ? And for this I have

mourned. I might enlarge, but this is enough,
perhaps, to show thee where my dwelling-place has
often been for months past.— Thomas Scattergood.

Position in Sleeping.—It is better to go to
sleep on the right side, for then the stomach is

very much in the position of a bottle turned upside
down, and the contents are aided in passing out
by gravitation. If one goes to sleep on the left
side, the operation of emptying the stomach of its

contents is more like drawing water from a well.
After going to sleep, let the body take its own po-
sition. If you sleep on your back, especially soon
after a heavy meal, the weight of the digestive or-
gans, and that of the food, resting on the great
vein of the body, near the back bone, compresses
it, and arrests the flow of blood more or less. If
the arrest is partial, the sleep is disturbed, and
there are unpleasant dreams. If the meal has been
recent or hearty, the arrest is more decided, and
the various sensations, such as falling over a pre-
cipice, or the pursuit of a wild beast, or other im-
pending danger, and the desperate effort to get rid
of it, arouses us; that sends on the stagnating
blood, and we awake in a fright, or trembling, or
perspiration, or feelings of exhaustion, according to
the degree of stagnation, and the length or strength
of the effoit made to escape the danger. Eatinc a
large, or what is called " a hearty meal," before
going to bed, should always be avoided, and is the
frequent cause of nightmare, and sometimes the
cause of sudden death.

Silvering Mirrors.—Tha use of quicksilver, for
coating the backs of mirrors, proves, as is well
known, injurious to the health of the artisans, and
no combination or chemical change has been able
to prevent this unpleasant result. Baron Liebig
and other chemists have been experimenting for
many years upon the possibility of substituting
silver for it, without incurring the expense. Their
earlier experiments were unsucccessful ; but about;

four years ago Liebig hit upon a process which,
after the severest tests, proves to answer the pur-
pose perfectly. The silver, by this process, adheres
so firmly to the glass that in cannot be separated
even by the action of a furnace. It is only one
6,400,000th partof an inch in thickness, but covers

the glass completely, and reflects twenty per cent,

more light than the old mirror, while the cost is

not enhanced, and the health of the operatives is

preserved. A manufactory has been established,

which finds abundant employment for a large body
of artisans.

The Principles of Friends.—I continue con-
firmed in the belief, that the principles of Friends
approach nearer the truth, and hold forth the spi-

rituality of our Saviour's doctrines and ofiices, in a
more clear manner, than those of any other reli-

gious society ; open, I trust notwithstanding, to the

import and force of the apostolic declaration, that

in Him, uncircumcision availeth no more than cir-

cumcision ; unless the new creature be quickened
and formed in us. My prayer, both for myself
and friends, is, that we may be willing so to die to

all that is of the old man with his deeds in us, as

that the pure nature may be revived, whose life is

hid with Christ in God.— William Letvis, a short

time before his decease.

Tenantlcss Prisons.—Six of the seven prisons

of Gloucestershire, a county in England, contain-

ing a population of nearly 500,000, are tenantlcss;

while in the seventh the number of prisoners is so

small, that the Justices decided at the sessions not

to appoint a successor to one of the officers who
had resigned.
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Ocean Splendors.

When the sea is perfectly clear and transparent,

it allows the eye to distinguish objects at a very

great depth. Near Blindora, in the Indian ocean,

the spotted corals are plainly visible under twenty-

five fathoms of water. The crystalline clearness

of the Caribbean sea excited the admiration of

Columbus, who, in the pursuit of his great disco-

veries, ever retained an open eye for the beauties

of nature. " In passing over these splendidly

adorned grounds," says Schopf, " where marine

life shows itself in an endless variety of forms, the

boat, suspended over the purest crystal, seems to

float in the air, so that a person unaccustomed to

the scene easily becomes giddy.

" On the clear sandy bottom appear thousands

of sea-stars, sea-urchins, mollusks, and fishes of a

brilliancy of colour unknown in our temperate seas.

Burning red, intense blue, lively green, and golden

yellow, perpetually vary ; the spectator floats over

groves of sea-plants, gorgonias, corals, alcyoniums,

flabollums, and sponges, that afford no less delight

to the eye, and are no less gently agitated by the

heaving waters, than the most beautiful garden on

earth when a gentle breeze passes through the

waving boughs." Charles Darwin paints in vivid

colours the magnificent spectacle presented by the

sea, while sailing in the latitudes of Cape Horn on

a very dark night.

There was a fresh breeze, and every part of the

surface which, during the day, is seen as foam, now

glowed with a pale light. The vessel drove before

Ler bows two billows of liquid phosphorus, and in

her wake she was followed by a milky train. As
far as the eye reached, the crest of every wave was

bright, and the sky above the horizon, from the

reflected glare of these livid flames, was not so

utterly obscure as over the rest of the heavens.

While La Venus was at anchor before Simon's

Town, the breaking of the waves produced so

strong a light that the room in which the natural-

ists of the expedition were seated, was illumined

as by sudden flashes of lightning. Although more

than fifty paces from the beach where the pheno-

menon took place, they tried to read by this won-

drous oceanic light, but the successive glimpses

were of too short duration to gratify their wishes.

Thus we see the same nocturnal splendor which

shines forth in the tropical seas, and gleams along

our shores, burst forth from the Arctic waters, and
from the waves that bathe the southern promontories

of the old and new world. 13ut what is the cause

of the beautiful phenomenon widely spread over

the face of the ocean ? IIow comes it that at cer-

tain times flames issue from the bosom of an ele-

ment generally so hostile to their appearance!

Without troubling the reader with the ground-

less surmises of ancient naturalists, or repeating

the useless tales of the past, I shall at once place

myself with him on the stage of our actual know
ledge of this interesting and mysterious subject. It

is now no longer a matter of doubt that almost all

inferior marine animals, particularly the jelly-fishes,

many mollusks and anuclides, crustaceans and in-

fusoria, possess the faculty of emitting a phosphoric

light, and adding their mite to the grand pheno-
menon. When we consider their countless multi-

tudes, we shall no longer wonder at such magni-
ficent effects being produced by creatures individ-

ually so insignificant. In our seas it is chiefly a

minute gelatinous animal, the mammaria scintil-

lans, which, as it were, repeats the splendid spec-

tacle of the starry heavens on the surface of the

ocean.

On filling a vessel with the luminous water, the
small mammarise, about the size of a pin's head,

may by daylight be seen floating at the top. For

most part transparent as crystal, they only in rience of a growth in it, by their neglect of tb^

one spot exhibit a milky opacity. Under the mi-frequent reading of the Holy Scriptures, and hav

croscope they plainly appear as globular animals,
!
ing their time^ and thoughts too much occupied i

with an indentation corresponding to the dull spot' worldly pursuits.

on the surface, from which a tolerably long tentacle { Many young children have shown a strong ii

'

proceeds, moving slowly about as if

food.

It can easily be proved that the phenomenon

proceeds from the animals, for on straining the

phosphorescent water it entirely lost its luminous

property, while the mammarias" remaining on the I
should be removed by death before reaching

filter shi'ue on being moved, the intensity of the turity, it is a great favour to them, when passin

liffht beinf always in proportion to their number.
I
through tedious, suffering illness, that their mind

And finally, on gently shaking in the dark a bot-lhave been exercised upon heaven and heavenl

tie of sea-water "ontaiuing some of these animals, things, by the precious influences of the Spirit

small luminous bodies are seen to fall and rise in their Redeemer, invisibly operating and communin

the same manner as mammaria;, when similarly

n-itated during the day time, sink in the liquid,

and then again ascend to the surface.

quest of terest, in hearing read the early lives of eminei

persons recorded in the Bible ; and there is reasc

to believe, that more deep and available impre:

sions have been made upon their tender minds, tha

older persons apprehended at the time. If the

-Ilartwio.

For " The Friend."

Keep Religion Uppermost.

A short season daily spent by every family in

reading the Holy Scriptures, and seeking to the

Lord for spiritual strength, is a highly useful ap-

propriation of time, and is often blessed to those

who sincerely practise it. What employment is

more becoming, than the parents and children to-

gether or separately, reading the Scriptures, with

hearts turned to the Father of mercies, that they

may derive benefit from the revelations made to

holy men—from the experiences they had of the

mercy and goodness of God, and to be reminded

of their duty to lift up their souls in humble prayer

for his contiuual preservation, that they may live

in conformity with his divine will—with the spirit

and doctrines of the gospel, and thus be made

with their spirits upon those solemn and all-impoi

tant subjects, of which they had read in their biblei

Many Divine promises recited there, may be brougl

to their recollection by Him who constantly watche

the lambs, and gives them patience, and hope, an

faith, enabling them to endure as christians, th

bodily aflliction they have to pass thr

Is there not also reason to believe, that som

children, for want of parental religious concern an

care, have grown up with very little right

the dignity of their creation, its object, and of thei

daily duty to live in the fear of God, that by tb

aid of his Spirit, they may glorify Him in the work

and in his service in the church. Where such i

the unhappy condition of children, do they not o'

ten show a great want of almost everything ths

dignifies a rational, accountable being, and ths

they have little desire but to indulge the animi

passions and appetites, and the pride of the huma
heart. We do not mean to convey the idea, thi

merely reading the Holy Scriptures, and commr

partakers of the precious promises. Such a prac- ting them to memory, will overcome our evil pr*

tice pursued in the fear of the Lord, will often have] peusities. Nothing can bind the strong man, an

a refreshing, strengthening effect, and by the help, cast him out of the unrege

of the good Ilemembrancer, furnish at times a

watchword through the day, when assailed by

temptation.

All Scripture is given by inspiration of God,

and is profitable for doctrine, for reproof, for cor-

rection, for instruction in righteousness, that the

man of God may be perfect, thoroughly furnished

unto all good works." Those who are made men
of God by the regenerating power of his Spirit,

bile they keep their habitation in the Truth, will

have unity with what He revealed, and commanded
holy men to record for the benefit of those who
should follow. Their religious experiences often

ute heart, but tb

Saviour himself; and yet the Saviour has, in aj

dispensations, made use of means to effect his gr«

cious purposes. The Lord Almighty inspired hoi

men to record his dealings with his chosen people

the coming, life and miracles of the Son of God
his doctrines and precepts, his death, resurrectio

and ascension ; and He has marvellously preserve

those sacred records to this day, in the state

perfection in which we have them. He must ha\

had a great design in all this, which could be ni

thing loss than to aid helpless man in the path

regeneration, through the application of those trutl

and promises, by the Holy Spirit, and to

answer to each other, like face answers to face in the man of God in the Divine principles and my
a glass, and the blessed Spirit which moved the

holy ancients to write, will often carry home their

sayings with quickening efiicacy into the hearts of

their successors. It is good for old people also,

who have long been familiar with the Scriptures,

to have them frequently revived in their remem-

brance. The apostle Peter, writing to those who
had " obtained like precious faith" with himself,

says, " This second epistle, beloved, I now write

unto you, in both which I stir up your pure minds

by way of remembrance, that ye may be mindful

of the words, which were spoken before by the

holy prophets, and of the commandment of us, the

apostles of the Lord and Saviour." No provision

which has been made by our heavenly Father, for

helps in the work of our salvation, can be lightly

esteemed, or the proper use of it neglected, without

loss. We have need of all the benefit that we ear

derive from them, by the aid of the Holy Spirit

which will not be withheld from the humble, sincere

seeking mind. It is to be feared that many have

suffered loss, both as regards a correct knowledge

of the doctrines of Truth, and iu the living expe-

teries of the gospel, promotive of his growth to tl

stature of a perfect man in Christ Jesus.

What a sad mistake on the part of parent

especially mothers, who should exercise a savii

influence upon the children, to be decking ar

adorning them to please the vain mind in thechi

and in themselves, and to recommend them to tl

corrupt, fashionable world, by a showy exteric

instead of restraining, and watching over them

keep them from evil, and to teach them, that lovil

and fearing their heavenly Father, and abstainii

from everything displeasing to Him, is their dut

and would contribute to dignify them, and to secu

their highest happiness in this world, and in th

which is to come. If parents faithfully dischar:

their duty, in watching over and religiously trai

ing their beloved offspring, and they should live

maturity, not only will their domestic enjoyme

be of a pure and refined character, but when t

parents come to their final reckoning, their co

sciousness of having done what they could throuj

Divine help, for their preservation in the worl

will add to their own peace, and they can part frc
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em in tbe hope and trust, that He who has been

eir defeuce and deliverer from evil, will bestow

3 same mercy upon their dear children, if thej

ey llim, and that they shall meet again in the

Qgdom of their blessed Redeemer.

The Fall of Table-Rock, Niagara.

Wilkes, editor of the Spirit of the Times, gives

3 following graphic account of the falling of

ible Rock, at Niagara Falls, several years ago :

"In ten years which have elapsed siuce I tir,>t

lited Niagara, I find many changes have been

ide. The precipice has vibibly receded, and the

racious torrent still keeps eating into the river's

iky bod from year to year. Table Rock has

len, but that was partly caused by me
f
the Tower

still more perilously towards the edge, and me-

ntoes of new victims are erected here and there

ing the river's bank. The same shop-keepers,

th their goods; the same lazy Indians, with their

id-work trinkets ; and the same loitering couples,

.1 under twenty years of age, and looking as if

1 years were nothing to them, restored the old

Qorama step by step. The effect was magical,

i having again got in good practice at handing

t quarters, I was several times on the point ot

ling about me to see if I had not ten years or so

spare along with the rest.

" I said I had something to do with the falling

Table Rock, that broad shell on the Canada
e wbich, in 1850, jutted over the very cauldron

the seething waters, but which tumbled into it

a certain day in the month of June, of that, by

,
well-remembered year. About noon on that

y I accompanied a lady from the Clifton House

the Falls. Arriving at Table Rook, we left our

•riage ; and, as we approached the projecting

itforaj, I pointed out to my companion a vast

ick or fissure which traversed the entire base of

1 rock, remarking that it looked wider than ever

ippeared to me before. The lady almost shud-

red as she looked at it, and, shrinking back, de-

,red that she did not care about going to the

ge. 'Ah,' said I, taking her hand, 'you might

well come on now that you are here. I hardly

nk that the rock will take a notion to fall merely

3ause we are upon it.'

" The platform jutted from tbe main land some
ty feet, but to give the visitor a still more fear-

projection over the raging waters, a wooden
dge or staging had been thrust beyond the ex-

me edge for some ten feet. This terminated in

imall box for visitors to stand in, and was kept

its position and enabled to bear weight by a

oderous load of stones heaped upon its inner

1. The day was very bright and hot, and it

ing about lunch time at the hotel, but few

itors were out, so we occupied the dizzy perch

me."
" We gazed fearfully out upo'n tbe scene, we
etched our heads timidly over the frightful depth

low, and we felt our natures quelled in every

re by the deafening roar tbat seemed to saturate

as it were, with an indefinable dread. ' This

a terrible place.' said I. ' Look under there and

-, on what a mere shell we stand. For years and

ars the tooth of the torrent in that jetting angry

.earn has been gnawing out that hollow, and some

pr this place must fall.' My companion shud-

fed, and drew herself together in alarm. Our
les swept the roaring circle of the waters once

lain ; we gazed about in fearful fascination, when

idenly, turning our looks upou each other, each

iognized a corresponding fear. ' I do not like

3 place!' exclaimed I, quickly. 'The whole

86 of this rock is probably disintegrated, and

perhaps sits poised in a succession of steps or

notches, ready to fall out and topple down at any

unusual perturbation. That fissure there seems to

me to be more than usually wide to-day ! I think

we had bettor leave, for I do not fancy such a

finish ; and, besides, my paper must be published

next week."
" With these very words—the latter uttered half

jocosely, though not without alarm—I seized my
companion's hand, and in absolute panic we fled as

fast as our feet would carry us, toward what might

be called the shore. We burst into a laugh, when
we regained tiie land, and, jumping into our car-

riage, felt actually as if we had made a fortunate

escape. We rolled back toward the Clifton, but

before we had proceeded two minutes on our way,

a thundering report, like the explosion of an earth-

quake, burst upon us with a long roar ; the ground

trembled beneath our wheels. We turned to find

that Table Rock had fallen. We were the last

upon it, and it was doubtless the unusual pertur-

bation caused by our flying footsteps, disturbed the

exactness of its equilibrium, and thrilled it from

its final poise.

" In a minute more the road was filled with

hurrying people, and during the following half-

hour we were told a hundred times in advance of

the next morning journals, that a lady and gentle-

man who were on the Table Rock, had gone down
the falls. We are told that the trot of a dog would

shake old London Bridge from end to end, when

it would not be disturbed by the rolling of heavily

loaded trains. Table Rook had probably not been

run upon in that way I have described for years

—

perhaps never; and, therefore, whenever I hear it

spoken of, I always shudder, and feel as if I had

something to do with its fall."

Just so far as any Iiave aii interest in Chriat.

—So far only as men come by faith, repentance and

amendment, to be Christ's, Christ is theirs, and as

he has an interest in their hearts, they have an

interest in his love and salvation : that is, so far

as they are obedient to his grace, and take up his

cross, and follow him in the ways of meekness,

holiness and self-denial, so far they have an inte-

rest in Christ, and no farther. And here there is

no condemnation to them that are in Christ Jesus,

because such walk not after the flesh, but after the

Spirit; for we have seen a shoal or sand here,

upon which we fear many thousands have split,

and which we desire to avoid, and are earnest that

others may beware of it also ; viz., that because

Christ died a sacrifice for the sins of the whole

world, by which he put mankind into a capacity

of salvation, and has given every one a talent of

grace to work it out by ; they presume upon that

sacrifice, and sin on, without a thorough repentance,

reformation and conversion to God, not dying with

Christ to the world, but living iu it, according to

the lusts and spirit of it. Such as these may be

assured, that wbere Christ is gone, they shall never

come ; for, says the blessed apostle, God sent his

Son to bless us, by turning every one of us from

the evil of our way. So that the contrite, humble,

meek, and self-denying people, are those that have

the true and full benefit of Christ's coming, suffer-

ings and mediation, and of all those holy ends for

which God his Father anointed and gave Him to

the world, viz., to be the Way, Truth and Life,

Light, Leader and Saviour, to be a King, Priest,

Prophet, Sacrifice, Sanctifier and Mediator; being

sensibly felt of all such to reign over their hearts,

to teach them God's royal law, to give them sav-

ing knowledge, and to mediate, atone for, sanctify

an°d justify "hem in the sight of God his Father,

forever.— William Perm.

Glass for Telescopes.—An object glass of great
size is exceedingly diflacult to make of adequate
purity and perfectly homogeneous. Glass has been
poured on an iron-table, then rolled out by a metal
roller ; object glasses have then been made of this,

by cutting out a piece and placing it so that, while
heated to sufiicient pliability, atmospheric pressure
would give it proper form ; but there were striaj in
it. To make good object glasses, the plan is to
melt about eight hundred pounds of glass in a cru-
cible, tbis being heated so high that it will almost
pour like water, and is kept stirred in order that
It shall be homogeneous and of as uniform density
as possible. This stirring is difficult, because the
metals become too soft, and as stirrers of pipe-clay
are used— which, occasionally touching the sides of
the crucible, rub off particles which injure the
glass—the effect is seen in the form of spots with
throe tails, streaks, etc. To render this glass strong
it is left to cool gradually, which anneals it. When
cold, it is broken to pieces, and out of the purest
piece in it an object-glass is made—the flint half
of it—the other half of it is made of greenish tinted

crown-glass, as it is called. The fliut-glass is put
inside and the crown out, because the flint-glass is

liable to injury, being much weaker: in fact, a
wafer put on it, with paper over it, will, when dry,

pull off some of the glass with it. It is well known
that it requires two kinds of glass to make an ob-

ject-glass. The various experiments which have
been made on colours of the rays of light, their

different reflesibility and refrangibility, prove the

fact that the red ray passes more directly through
any translucent medium ; and the experiments
made to get rid of the prismatic colours entirely,

so as to form lenses perfectly achromatic—that is,

without colour—prove the same thing. Lord Rosse's

great reflector weighs about three tons. These
solid mirrors are all difiieult to manage in celestial

observations, on account of the serious inconveni-

ence of difi'erenee of temperature between them and
air : for when the air is warmer, tbe moisture is

immediately condensed on the mirror, so that very

often the observer becomes disappointed, wipes it

clean, and the polish of it suffers.

Cause of Moimiing and Sorroic.—In his re-

tired hours, he was frequently in a state of mourn-
ing, expressing that the low and declining state of

many Friends from that lively exercise of mind
arising from sincere devotion to serve the Lord, was
cause of deep sorrow to him ; and that it was sealed

to his understanding, that truth and righteousness

would have shined with much greater brightness,

had it not been for the captivating influence of the

love of this world, and the alluring prospects

thereof; from a sense of which, he was frequently

engaged in supplication to the Lord, that he would

be pleased, more and more, to wean the minds of

Friends from the things of this world, and gather

them to the true fold of rest.

—

Memorial of Ebe-
nezer Miller.

Popery in the United States. — A thousand

facts prove that Popery does not suit the soil and

climate of the United States, and is kept alive

here only by constant supplies from abroad. The
following shows where the bishops and priests come
from :

" The (Roman Catholic) Pilot complains that

all seven of the Roman Catholic archbishops, and

more than half of the forty-nine bishops of this

country, are of foreign birth, while not one hundred

of the 2235 priests are native."

The exercises of God bring into an hungry and

thirsty state after holiness and righteousness.
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Where all Bleet with the Lord.—So, Friends,

when you come together to wait upon God, come

orderly, in the fear of God : the first that enters

into the place of your meeting, be not careless, nor

wander up and down, either in body or mind ; but

innocently sit down in some place, and turn in thy

mind to the light, and wait upon God singly, as if

none were present but the Lord ;
and here thou

art strong. Then the next that comes in, let thera

in simplicity of heart, sit down and turn in to the

same light, and wait in the Spirit : and so all the

rest coming in, in the fear of the Lord, sit down

in pure stillness and silence of all flesh, and wait

in the light ; a few that are thus gathered by the

arm of the Lord into the unity of the Spirit,

—

this is a sweet and precious meeting, where all

meet with the Lord.

—

Alexander Parker.

The Bad Spirit and Nature.—That is the bad

spirit and nature, (which God will sharply punish,)

that is ready to accuse others: and though it be never

so bad and guilty, yet will be excusing itself, and

laying the fault upon others, or remembering some

other fault of another, when it should be sensible

of and ashamed of its own.

—

Isaac Penington.

Cotton.—Late statistics show that five million

persons are supported in England, by cotton ; that

thirty million spindles are employed in the produc

tion of the yarn ; and that the capital absorbec

exceeds 8750,000,000. Four-fifths of the cotton

consumed in England—800,000,000 pounds—is

American.

THE FRIEND.

Several rifled cannon had been shipped at Liverpool,

for Charleston, S. C.

There was great suffering among the labouring poor

London, thousands of whom were in a destitute con-

tion, and thronging the worli-houses and every place,

which relief might be hoped for.

Letters from Berlin, Prussia, describe the winter

there as the severest since 1812, the year of Napoleon's

Russian campaign. From other European capitals, the

accounts are of similar import, coupled with sad pic-

tures of the distress and sufferings of the working

classes.

United States.—4ifa!>«a( Washington.—Oa the 28th

ult., the President sent a message to Congress, submit-

ting a series of resolutions adopted by the Legislature

of Virginia on the 19th, having in view a peaceful set-

tlement of the questions now endangering the Union.

These resolutions extend an invitation to all States,

whether slaveholding or free, to appoint commission-

ers to meet on the 4th inst., in the city of Washington,

to consider and, if possible, agree upon some amicable

adjustment. The President warmly commends this ac-

tion of Virginia, and expresses his gratification that

other States have appointed, and are appointing com-

missioners as proposed, and hopes that when assembled,

they will constitute a body entitled in an eminent de-

gree to the confidence of the country. He urges Con-

gress to pass no law calculated to produce a collision

of arms, pending the efforts to bring about reconcilia-

tion ; says he still cherishes the belief that the Ameri-

can people will perpetuate the union of the Slates on

terms just and honourable to all sections of the coun-

trv.—It is asserted that letters have been received in

Washington from Abraham Lincoln, urging his friends

lid compromise, jndi said that he

SECOXD MONTH 2, 1861

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
EoROPE.—News from England to First month 13th.

The weather had moderated, and a thaw had become
general throughout England.
The Bank of England had advanced its rate of dis-

count to 7 per cent.

The Liverpool cotton market was active, and prices

had advanced \d. Breadstuffs were dull. Flour was
quoted at 29s. a 32s. ; red wheat, lis. 3rf. a 13s. per 100
pounds; white, 12s. a 14s. 6d. The state of trade in

Manchester was favourable. Consols, 9!f.
The monthly returns of the Bank of France show a

decrease of 82,000,000 francs in specie. The Bank has
advanced its rate of interest to 7 per cent. It is stated

that a negotiation is pending between France and all

other continental States for the abolition of passports.

It is also reported that the governments of Italy, Spain,
Greece, and Turkey are contemplating a reformed tariff.

in accordance with that lately made between France
and Great Britain.

The intelligence from Gaetawas contradictory. One
despatch asserts that an armistice for ten days had been
signed ; another says the Sardinians had increased thei:

vigilance and activity before Gaeta, and the Paris Moni
teur says the negotiations for an armistice remained
without result. The correspondent of the Times had
been ordered to quit Rome.

The Russian ambassador to China had ratified a treaty
at Pekin, confirming the privileges of Russia on

"

Amoor river, and conceding further commercial ad
tages. By the late treaty between China and the allies,

arrangements were made for the residence of ministers
from France and England at Pekin. Ail importan
Chinese ports are to be open to trade, and permission
is granted for foreign steamers to trade in inland
waters.

It is reported that Spain will shortly occupy the prin-
cipal fortresses in Morocco, in consequence of the non-
fulfilment of the treaty on the part of the latter power.

Four Days Za^er.—Hostilities had been suspended
temporarily at Gaeta. The French fleet had left that
port. It is however believed that Francis II. is deter-
mined to defend Gaeta to the utmost.

_
The Bank of France was still losing gold; a further

rise in the rate of discount was expected, and a suspen-
sion of specie payments was even anticipated.

indicates the border State resolutions as the basis of an

adjustment. Similar views and wishes are attributed to

Senator Seward.
Congress.—The debates in both branches of Congress

have been interesting, but no new views have been pre-

sented. Several Southern members have spoken in con-

demnation of secession, and in favour of preserving the

Union by peaceful measures. The House of Represen

having passed the bill for the admission of

Kansas, it only awaits the signature of the President tc

come a law.

Progress of the Revolution.—Ten members of the Vir-

ginia delegation to Congress have issued an address to

he people of Virginia, in which they say that it is in

ain to hope for any measure of conciliation or adjust-

nent from Congress. They urge prompt and decided

iction by the people of Virginia, in convention, as the

surest means of arresting the impending civil war, and

preserving the hope of reconstructing a union already

issolved.—The State convention of Mississippi has

Iccted seven delegates to the Southern Congress, to

meet at Montgomery, Ala., and has also passed an ord'

nance to raise eight regiments of troops. Jefferson Davis

has been elected Major General.—The buoys in i

hour of Mobile located thirty miles from the city, have

been destroyed, thus rendering navigation difficult and
dangerous.—At Charleston, S. C, the erecting of forti-

fications progresses unceasingly ;
about two thousand

persons, mostly slaves, are engaged in the work. The
Governor is disposed to regard the wish of the other

Southern States, and delay an attack of fort Sumpter,

but it was believed the uneasiness of the excited popu-
lace will precipitate hostilities. The Legislature of

South Carolina, in response to the invitation of Virgi-

nia to appoint commissioners, resolved, on the 28th, by
an unanimous vote, that the separation of South Caro-

lina from the federal Union is final, and she has no fur-

ther interests in the Constitution of the United States.

—

.\bout 3000 tioops from Alabama, Mississijipi, and
Florida have assembled in the neighbourhood of fort

Pickens, Pensacola, for the purpose of effecting its cap-

ture if the federal officers refused to surrender. On the

25th, the sloop of war Brooklyn sailed from Norfolk,

with sealed orders. She took two companies of soldiers

from fort Monroe. Her destination was supposed to be fort

Pickens.—An election of delegates to the State convention
was held last week in Texas. The returns, as far as re-

ceived, indicate a great majority for immediate seces-

sion.—On the 26th, the Louisiana convention passed the

ordinance of secession, by a vote of 113 yeas to 17 nays.

A proposition was made to submit the ordinance to a

vote of the people, but it was defeated ; ayes 45, nays
84. The convention passed unanimously an ordinance,
declaring the right of free navigation of the Mississippi

river and tributaries by all friendly States, and the right

of egress and ingress to the Mississippi by the '

all friendly States and Powers.
Union Measures.—Both branches of the Rhode Island

Legislature have voted by large majorities to repeal tl

jual liberty law of that State.—The Legislature

New Jersey have adopted resolutions in favour of Sen.

r Crittenden's propositions or some other concil

easures, and appointing commissioners to meet tho

of Virginia. Advices from different parts of Missou

":ate a strong union feeling, and that the Stat

vention will be controlled by conservative men,—Tl

Legislatures of North Carolina and Kentucky have a

ointed commissioners to meet those of other States

Washington, on the 4th inst. The State of New Yoi

as also decided upon a similar appointment, and tl

rovernor of Maryland, the Legislature not being in se

sion, has appointed five commissioner3,aU devoted Unit

en. Ex-president Tyler, who was deputed by the L
gislature of Virginia for the special purpose, had a lot

friendly interview with the President, for the pu

pose of urging upon him the avoidance of any me
tending to produce a hostile collision with tl

seceding States. The latter expressed his belief th

s would be no collision between the federal ai

State forces during the remainder of his administratio

and said that he should certainly make every effort

reserve peace.

Pennsylvania.—The entire public debtofPennsylvani

on the 1st of Twelfth month last, was $37,969,847. Tl

debt has been reduced §2,238,882 within the last thr.

years. To pay this debt beside the ordinary services

revenue, the State holds mortgage bonds derived fro

the sale of canals and railroads, to the amount of $1C

981,000.

Public Instruction in Illinois.—The number of comm(
schools in Illinois is 9162; scholars, 472,247;

teachers, 8223 ; females, 6485; school-houses, 822

scholars in private schools, 19,264; average wages
teachers, S28.82 per month to males

;
$18.80 to female

total permanent school fund, $4,919,054.

New York.—The arrivals of specie from Europe ai

California have been very large for two or three wee
past. Business of all kinds very dull. The New Yo
World, however, denies the statement that there was
much greater number than usual of persons in that i

out of employment, or that there is any great degree

suffering among the poor. The applications for relief

the various benevolent associations do not indicate su

destitution as prevailed three years ago.

Philadelphia.—VMviAWiy last week, 232; croup,

consumption, 39; diptheria, 17; inflammation oft
lungs, 19; scarlet fever, 24 ; adults, 111; children,:

RECEIPTS.

Received from Amos Hibbs, 0., $5, to 15, vol. 3

from Asa Raley, 0., $2, vol. 33, for Jos. Raley, $4, vo

33 and 34; from Nathan S. Yarnall, Pa., per J. E., %

vols. 33 and 34; from James Bell, jr.. Pa., $2, vc

from J. J. Hopkins, agt., Md., for N, Huppraan, $o, vo

32, 33 and 34, for Abel J. Hopkins, §4, vols. 32 and i

SOUP-UOUSE.
The Society for supplying the poor of the city wi

)up, has opened its house. No. 16 Griscom stree

Green's court,) where soup will be delivered to thepc

J day, except First-days, between the hours

;n and one. Donations in flour, meat, vegetabl

&c., will be gratefully received at the house, or :

ney, by Jeremhh Hacker, Treasurer, S. Fourth stre

Thomas Eva.ks, 817 Arch street.

Philad., First mo. 15th, 1861.

WEST-TOWN SCHOOL.
A Friend and his wife are wanted to fill the static

of Superintendent^nd Matron at West-town Boardii

School.
Application to be made to either of the follow

Friends: Nathan Sharpless, Concord; James Eml
West Chester ; Samoel Hilles, Wilmington ;

Hei

Cope or William Evans, Philadelphia.

Twelfth mo. 10th, 1860.

Married, on Fifth-day, the 17th of First month, IS

at Friends' Meeting-house, Adrian, Lenawee com
Michigan, Isaac H. Mosher and Elizabeth Hoag, b

members of that meeting.

Died suddenly, on the 25th of Twelfth month last

the residence of her sister Rebecca Corse, Elizabeti

.Morris, in the seventy-sixth year of her age ; a men
of Wilmington Monthly Meeting of Friends.

PILE A M'ELROT, PRINTERS,
Lodge street, opposite the Pennsylvania Bank.
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CContinned from page 170.)

It is encouraging and consolatory to the chris-

n traveller to contemplate the Divine support

i daily preservation graciously vouchsafed to the

mble, self-denying servants of Jesus, who have

16 before and are now entered into their rest.

ey had their trials and discouragements to en-

inter, and often were brought very low, but as

jykept in simplicity to the leadings of the Spirit

their Redeemer, it conducted them in safety

ough all, to a peaceful termination of their

rthly pilgrimage. The same blessed spirit offers

w to be the guide of the sincere traveller, and

)ugh we may think the trials of our day are

luliarly heavy, yet His power is above all, and
Bcient to preserve and protect in seasons of the

latest danger and proving. What is wanting,

living faith in the Lord Jesus, and steadfast

Iking in the way of his requirings, willing to

ir his cross, and to endure patiently the allotted

permitted measure of suffering until He sees

at to change the dispensation. These have no-

ng to fear, for it is an unalterable truth, that the

,mb and his followers shall have the victory,

lere is much in the experience of our dear friend

inry Hull, that holds out encourngement to the

Qggling and often depressed christian not to give

:, but strive to hold on and endure to the end

—

such the reward is sure?

While in Cork, he writes :

—

" John Conran, who had been with me since the

larterly Meeting at Waterford, opened his con-

n to visit the families of Friends in and about

! city, which was encouraged by the meeting,

i I informed Friends I had thoughts of aecom-

aying him to some of the families, as I found

' mind engaged and way opened. Friends united

;h this prospect, and our friend John Conran
med much relieved, as he had been under great

couragement. Things appeared to be much out

order amongst them, both from the minutes of

I meeting, and what we witnessed in sitting with

im, so that the work looked truly arduous.
" We entered immediately upon the visit, and

lends generally received us with freedom, and
'ers of the opportunities were to mutual satis-

tion ; but others, alas ! were humbling seasons

m the want of a religious engagement amongst

1 visited. Many were contenting themselves with

the name of Friends, some neglecting their reli

gious meetings upon slight occasions, others con

forming to the world and the customs of the times,

with scarcely the appearance of a Friend, and

few were in a spirit of bitterness toward their ft

low members ; but through adorable mercy, we
were enabled in meekness to set the judgment of

Truth over opposing spirits, some of whom ap-

peared humbled. Often times a loving invitation

was extended to the youth, like the flowing of the

heavenly oil, and many were much tendered there-

by. Having the comfortable answer of peace in

my mind, I was willing to continue pretty much
through the visit, and was at about one hundred

sittings ; the engagement was an arduous one, be-

ginning early in the morning and being out late in

the evening, and the streets being very damp with

the almost daily rain, I took a heavy cold, which

much affected my head, and obliged me to give up

on the last day and take some rest."

At Limerick, he was confined for some days by
sickness, during which he penned the following

remarks :

—

During this time, the remembrance of my be-

loved wife and family often made me thoughtful,

with humble desires that they may be preserved

through the vicissitudes of time in the sweet enjoy-

ment of Divine love, which more than compensates

for the loss of the company of near connexions and

friends—makes hard things easy, and sweetens the

bitter cups. It is long since I heard from them,

and an anxiety sometimes rises in my mind when
contemplating my situation, far separated from

them, and the uncertainty of life. This, however,

is now sweetly and comfortably removed, by the

arising of the language, " Good is thy will,

Lord !" under which feeling, I commend my dearly

beloved family, with my own soul, to his holy keep-

ing, fervently praying that we may not forget his

mercies, which have been plentoously bestowed

upon us, though at times we have been tried with

tward besetments, and have had to endure losses

d crosses in the business of this world
;

yet not

,
but that we have had many comforts, even in

the things of this life, which others have not en-

joyed. My dear wife has been a true help-meet to

me, both in religious engagements and in the toils

and cares of this life, and my children affectionate

and kind. Lord, what shall I render unto thee for

all thy mercies? Grant that I may be preserved

grateful therefor, and that my dear wife and

children may experience thy watchful providence

extended over them, to preserve them under thy

keeping and in the blessed counsel of thy Holy

Spirit. Amen.
" From Limerick I went to Garryroane, and was

twice with Friends at their meeting. Whilst in this

place, as well as at other times, I felt a tender

sympathy with my dear friends, who are often

tried by the depredations of unprincipled men, who
do not regard the laws of their country nor the

Divine law, but frequently commit robberies and

sometimes murder. Several Friends have suffered

the loss of property, but generally they have es-

caped unhurt, except the fright occasioned by

threats made with drawn swords and presented

pistols. The present seems a calamitous time, aud
like a prelude to more general troubles. Was the

unrighteous exaction of tithes done away, I believe

the people would be mure quiet ; but they are so

fleeced by the established clergy, who have the law
on their side, to enforce their demands, as well as

by their own popish priests, that after paying mem
and their rent, they have little left to live upon.

Sometimes they are turned off their lands for

want of means to pay their rent, and seem almost

in a state of desperation, which induces them to

resort to the iniquitous practice of plundering

others.

" Much yet remains to be done, in order that

the people may be brought to sit under the vine

and the fig-tree, where none can muke them afraid.

Christ Jesus is the true aud living vine, and were
the pretended ministers, his ministers and servants,

they would not seek their gain, as many of them
do ; but labour to bring the people to a con-

formity to the Divine will, and to do unto others

as they would that others should do unto them.

Mystery Babylon must fall, whether Protestant or

Papist, saith the Lord ; then shall my people

dwell securely : but commotions will increase iu

the earth, and the people to whom he has made
himself known, having too much partaken with the

inhabitants of the land in the prevailing iniquities,

will have also to partake of the troubles and suffer-

ings which are approaching—then will Zion come
forth with brightness, and her light be as a lamp
that burneth.

"After leaving Garryroane, I spent a few days

at the house of Samuel Grubb, of Clogheen, who
with his family had been much alarmed by his

having been attacked upon the road and beaten

and robbed ; his wife and son had also been rob-

bed upon the highway. She appeared cheerful,

although tried at the state of the country, on her

children's account. She is a valuable minister,

and I had much comfort in being under their roof.

She rode with me to attend the Select Meeting at

Clonmel, which was satisfactory. * * *

" On the third of the week and first of the year

1811, was held the parting meeting for worship;

after which we rode to Ballynakill, and were at a

small meeting there next day, returning the same
evening to Carlow, where we had a very large

meeting with the town's people, in which the doc-

trines of the Gospel were freely declared to a solid

ad attentive audience ; the praise is due to Him
ho only can still the raging waves of the sea.

After meeting, a kind friend handed me a packet

of letters from my dear family, which she had
received before meeting, but prudently kept them,

without informing me thereof, lest it should un-

settle my mind, as I would not have time to read

them before meeting. The information they con-

tained respecting my family, was comfortable. In
reading these tokens of tender affection from my
beloved connexions and friends, my mind was so

filled with thoughtfulness respecting them, that I

did not get to sleep until two o'clock in the morn-

g, and I was obliged to rise before six, in order

to reach Ballitore in time for meeting. On Seventh-

day, we rode to Athy, and had a very comfortable
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opportunity with a few Friends who lived near the

place. On the following day, attended the fore

and afternoon nieetinirs at Ballitore, where but

little labour in the ministry fell to my lot. I had

to lament the very low state of the meeting, but a

hope arose, that there would be a revival and a

return to health, out of the wounded and diseased

state which many had been left in by the apostacy

of Abraham Shackleton, who rejected the doctrines

of Truth, and lost himself in the labyrinth of con-

jecture and speculation. I reached Dublin on the

7th of First month, and during my stay in the city,

attended their meetings as they came in course.

The Monthly Meeting was a solid, comfortable sea-

son, in which the minds of Friends seemed united

in concern to have the discipline conducted to the

real advantage of the members, many of whom
are immersed in the concerns of the world, and

seem to have little thought respecting their duties

in the militant church ; thus the work falls heavily

on the few who are given up thereto.

"After attending meetings at Ballynakill and

Wicklow, I left Dublin and rode to Rathfriland, in

Ulster Quarter, where a great fall of snow detained

us nine days. The wind blowing very hard, while

the snow was fulling, drifted it so as to block up

the roads, which stopped travelling and prevented

the mails from accomplishing their routes. Many
vessels were lost on the coast during the storm, and

a number of persons perished in the snow. One
of the mail-coaches was so buried in a snow-bank,

that they were unable to extricate it, and the pas-

sengers were obliged to sit in the coach all night.

After the storm and snow had considerably sub-

sided, with some difficulty I reached Moyallen, and

was at their meeting. Many of the Seceders live

at this place, a number of whom attended and

seemed well satisfied. Some of them see the loss

they have sustained, several have returned to

Friends again, while others appear obstinate.

Great is the loss which the dear youth have sus-

tained ; they seem estranged from the Truth and
gone off into the wilderness of the world. Sor-

rowful, indeed, are the effects of parents giving

way to the wild imaginations of the human mind 1

What will they do in that solemn season of in-

quisition, when the query will be, " What hast

thou done with those lambs which I committed to

thy care?"
(To be continued.:

From " TLo Leisure Hour."

The Garden.

One of the least mistakeable of the evidences of

civilization among a people is the fondness for gar-

dening, and the prevalence of the practice of gar-

dening manifested by them. The savage who hunts

his prey in the forest, who spears the fish in the

waters, or snares the wild fowl of the marsh, though

he may rudely cultivate a little maize or grain for

store against famine, has no notion of cultivating

anything for the mere pleasure the sight of it will

afford him, and consequently has no notion of a

garden. Before the garden can exist, there must
be the sacred institution of home, with which the

garden, if it bo not locally connected, as it most

frequently is, is yet intimately allied, and of which

it may even be said to form a part. When the

home is established, the garden naturally follows,

spreading around it a halo of brightness and beau-

ty, and clasping it in an embrace of tenderness and
joy. That this is the natural instinct of civilized

man with regard to his home, we see everywhere :

the site of tbe house is the site of the garden ; and
though in our crowded cities Mammon has fixed

his grasp on the soil that should blossom around

our dwellings, and filled the adytum of the sacred

temple with the tables of the money-changers, yet polished Roman consul ? It looks very much

even here the garden is a household word, though though that were the case

it is too often but little more than the unsightly

prison of a few starving roots and shrubs.

Among the most ancient gardens of which there

is any description now extant, we shall refer to a

few only. The garden of Alcinous, so poetically

described in Homer's Odyssey, is perhaps the most

renowned ; but this famous paradise fell far short

of Bacon's idea : it was but four acres in extent,

and even that contained a vineyard and an orchard

as well as a garden with flowing fountains. But

the gardens of King Solomon existed previous to

that of Alcinous ; and though there is no precise

account of them in the sacred writings, it is clear

that they must have been much more extensive

;

for we all know that they were planted with flow-

ers, fruit-trees, and spices in abundance, and that

•hey must have been a favourite resort of the

royal philosopher, who studied botany with the

fervor of a man of science, and wrote of plants,

" from the cedar of Lebanon to the hyssop on the

wall."

One of the great wonders of ancient times were

the hanging gardens of Babylon. They are sup-

posed to have been a series of terraces rising one

above another, to a great height, and covered with

fit soil for the growth even of the largest trees;

the terraces were raised on vaulted apartments

which formed a portion of the palace, and were

kept cool by the overhanging foliage. From their

elevation they commanded an extensive view, and

they were so firmly constructed as to survive for

some centuries the destruction of the monarchy.

Little is known concerning the gardens of the

ancient Greeks. They had their Academus, which

was a wood of olive-trees, with pleasant walks, the

resort of the philosophers of the time ; and the

most celebrated teachers had gardens of their own,

in which they received and entertained those who
sought them for instruction or counsel. It is proba-

ble, however, that the Grecian Academe bore but

small resemblance to the modern garden.

The llomans, it would appear, paid little atten-

tion to gardening, except for purposes of utility,

until a very late period of their history. The
gardens of LucuUus are the first which are de-

scribed as of any magnificence ; and he, indeed,

carried extravagance so far as to surpass all who
came after him. The Tusculan villa of Cicero,

though so often mentioned, is nowhere particularly

described in his works. Yirgil has a few lines on

the subject of gardens, but no more. One of the

few descriptions of a Roman garden with enters

into detail, is that given by Pliny, in speaking of

his Tuscan villa ; and that, notwithstanding the

praise it has met with from the commentators and
lovers of classic learnin,

Roman taste in gardening. In fact, we find it

identical almost with the absurd and ridiculous

conceits which, said to have originated among the

Dutch, prevailed in this country and in France
about the beginning of the last century and later.

It is undeniable that the elegant Pliny delighted

in what would now raise the laughter of a London
mob; he speaks with boastful enthu-iasm of his

box-trees shorn into unnatural shapes, of slopes

and terraces, of shrubs clipped to pattern, of pipes

spouting water, and cascades falling into a basin
;

of bay-trees and planes planted alternately, with

obelisks stationed between them, and of names and
inscriptions in box, precisely in the manner of the

worthy Dutchmen of the time of William III. Can

We may here quit the subject of ancient ga

dens, and leap a long interval of time ; for it wou
be but an unsatisfactory task to attempt to folk

the history through the middle ages. The monl

we know, did not neglect the orchard and kitche

garden. That the pleasure-garden made its adve

Europe in a sort of Dutch dress, we think the

cannot be a doubt, though it is not clear at wb
period these odd principles of gardening first cat

into operation. We are of opinion that this cou

try was long free from them after they had c

tained upon the continent. Be that as it may, •

know that the most hideous absurdities prevail

here, even so lately as a hundred years ago ; li

we find the best writers and the men of taste I

that day assailing them with the ridicule they i\

served, and finally succeeding in ousting them frp

public favour. It was the fashion with our greil

grandfathers to ornament their gardens with mol

sters carved in the thick foliage of yews and c'

presses; to twist the rough elms into the shapes!

living creatures, or to lop the oak into the form
j

some apocryphal Colossus. A retired cook actual

beautified his country garden with the fac-simile

a coronation dinner in greens, where he had t

champion flourishing on horseback at one end, ai

the queen in perpetual youth at tbe other. Po
launched the shafts of his wit against such em
mous stupidities ; in a paper in the " GuardiaD
he announces a pretended sale, at which the v:

tuosi are called to compete for a whole catalog

of such litsiis naturce. Among them were "

!

George, in box, his arm scarce long enough, b

will be in a condition to stick the dragon nc

April ; a green dragon of the same, with a tail

ground-ivy for the present ; a pair of giants stuntf

to be sold cheap ; divers eminent poets in bays,
j

be had a pennyworth ; a quick-set hog, shot
'

into a porcupine by being forgot a week in rai:j

weather ; a lavender pig, with sage growiog in 1

belly," etc. etc.

Pope lived to witness the spread of that refos

in gardening which he did so much to promote, n

only by his pen, but by the example he set in ]l

own garden at Twickenham. At this time, Kei'

an artist by profession, turned his attention to t

subject, and, being backed by the poet, soon s

quired patronage sufficient to enable him to test)

new principles. He abolished the high stone-wa

inclosing the garden ground, and substituted a su'

fence ; and, seeing and feeling that all Nature w
a garden, introduced the fair irregularities of K
ture in lieu of the insipid formalities of the c

school. He changed tlje tame level for the de

cious contrast of hill and valley gliding impercc

tibly into each other; he planted groves on slig

very creditable to eminences, extended the perspective by breaki
" ' up the distance with groups of trees, and shut o

the sight of deformities by screens of plantatic

Instead of spouting water through pipes into basil

he allowed it to meander at pleasure, now conceal

by thickets, now expanding into a lake, now bu

bling over a bed of pebbles in a brook, or rushi

down the gorge of a ravine. He planted trees

in accidental positions, on the banks, and left th<

their beautiful natural foruis unmutilated ; a

thus, concealing his art by his knowledge of a

exhibited what seemed a new creation to the ej

of his wondering patrons. In a few years, Ke
completely put to the rout all the old and ridicule

notions which had so long prevailed, and had giv

birth to a new science, which, under him, was 1

t be that the worthy Hollanders, who inoculated i the first time worthy of the name. At the prese

the north of Europe with their cruelly vile conceits, day the old style of gardening must be sought

:

did not invent them, but stole them bodily from the
|
in old engravings, there being hardly a single si
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iving specimen of it reraaiuiog in this country.

Ii Holland, remnants of it are by no means want-

jg, and the same may be said of France, where,

the gardens of the provincial chateaux, the old

yle is, under some modifications, partially pre-

irved, and, strange to say, is not without its charms

Iben mingled with the new.

1 Kent was succeeded by " Capability" Brown

—

man who, if less imbued with the principles of

•t, had as fine a feeling for Nature, and who saw

, a glance how best to turn to advantage any pc-

iliarities of soil or site. * * * He left the

'iprcss of his peculiar talent, ere he died, in almost

ery county in England.

I

The reform which Kent and Brown inaugurated,

is been carried out to the full, and far more com-

:etely than either of them imagined, by the land-

,apegardeners of the present day. The principles

' their art are now as well defined and as well

idcrstood as those of any other that could be

imed. The gardens now attached to the ances-

al homes of England are as fine as any to be

und on the globe, and some of them transcend

magnificence all that we read of among the won-

jrs of the ancient world. The most lavish ex-

inse has not been spared in their preparation and

lomment. Almost every flower that blows on the

.ce of the earth, which possesses the charm either

' colour for the eye or fragrance for the smell, is

p bo found in the vast conservatories of Chats-

orth or of Blenheim. Every species of delicious

uit is also grown in the forcing-houses of the

ealthy ; and the rarest exotics from every clime,

nderly fostered in palaces of glass, supplement

le luxury of their abodes. It is a rule that the

istes and habits of the great are always reflected

I those of the humbler classes, and in nothing is

le operation of this rule more prominently visible

lan in the love of gardens and gardening,

hroughout the length and breadth of the entire

ind, except in the heart of the city or town, and

)metimes even there, the home of the Englishman

surrounded or flanked by his cultivated garden

;

le rearing of choice flowers, the growing of choice

•uit, is a passion as well as a pleasing occupation

;

rery county, every township, every parish has its

ower-shows and horticultural festivals, whose hon-

iirs are competed for and prizes won. The cot-

iger, the weaver, the shoemaker, the humblest

rtisau of to-day, is learned in dahlias, fuchsias,

alceolarias, and a host of other plants, the very

ames of which were unknown to men who squan-

ered fortunes on Dutch tulips and carved hideous

orgons out of vegetable masses. Within the last

alf-century, the list of new flowers, added to the

ardens even of the poorest, far outnumbers all

lose which, not coming under the denomination of

eeds or wild-flowers, were indigenous to the soil

'rom the poor man's garden they overflow into the

;reets of our towns and cities; they adorn our

lantel-pieces, and diffuse their sweet breath in our

lose and sultry chambers ; their beautiful presence

beers us at our labour, soothes u? in our sickne

nd sheds a gleam of sunshine on the gloonjiest

ontingencies of our lot. Flowers are the graceful

Dmpeusations which Nature scatters at random for

lose who love her; the garden is the laboratory

1 which she loves to produce the master-pieces of

er skill.

CTo bo continned.)

The Sugar Crop of Cuba.—There are

ition the present season in Cuba 1365 sugar

states, which produced this year 563,674 tons of

ugar. Out of these 1365 plantations, there are

49 using steam power ; 7 with water power, and

09 with ox power, the old or primitive style. Thi

total extent of land planted with cane on these look not upon it, if thou wouldst not be captivated

plantations, is 691,917 acres, while the area on by it.

the estates used for other purposes, viz., cattle Did not Christ submit his will to his Father's

flelds, fruit, vegetable gardens, &c., comprises and for the joy that was set before him, endure the

1,289,650 acres, or nearly double the quantity cross and despise the shame of a new and untrod-

used for cane. If the weight of each box of sugar den way to glory ? Thou also must submit thy

is put down at the average of 425 lbs., net, it wiil will to Christ's holy law and light in thy heart, and

that the whole production of the year is for the reward he sets before thee, to wit, eternal

equal to 2,652,580 boxes, which, at the prices that life, endure His cross and despise the shame of it.

have ranged since First month, can be well esti- Many desire to rejoice with Him, but few to suffer

ated at 817 per box, making the total value with him, or for him. Many would be the com-

of the crop §45,093,860. If to this we add the panions of his table ; not many of his abstinence,

value of the molasses and rum produced on the The loaves they follow, but the cup of his agony

sugar estates, it will swell the amount to a very they leave ; it is too bitter : they like not to drink

arge extent. The sugar crop of Cuba is more thereof. Many will magnify his miracles, who are

than double the quantity ever produced in Louis- 'offended at the ignominy of his cross. But O
iana in any year, (1853, we believe, was the man! (0 proud mortal) as He for thy salvation.

largest crop, i. e., 209,360 tons,) the number of

plantations in Louisiana this year being 1308 or

57 less than in Cuba.

—

Late Pajyer.

For " The Friend."

Pride.

''Alas! when all is done, what folly, as well as

religion, is there in pride ? It cannot add one

cubit to any man's stature. What crosses can it

hinder? What disappointments help, or what

frustrate? It delivers not from the common stroke ;

sickness disfigures
;
pain mis-shapes ; and death

ends the proud man's fabric. Six feet of cold

so thou for the love of Him, must humble thyself,

and be contented to be " of no reputation," that

thou mayst follow Him ; not in a carnal, formal

way, of vain man's tradition and prescription, but

as the Holy Ghost by the apostle doth express it,

" In the new and living way," which Jesus hath

consecrated, that brings all who walk in it to the

eternal rest of God ! WheYeinto He himself is

entered, who is the holy and only blessed Re-

deemer."

The keeper of the lighthouse at Calais was once

boasting to a traveller of the brilliancy of his lan-

tern, (which can be seen ten leagues at sea,) when

earth bounds his big thoughts ; and his person, the visitor said to him, " What, if one of the lights

vhich was too good for almost any place, must at should chance to go out?" " Never," he cried,

ast lodge within the strait limits of so little and so with a sort of consternation at the bare hypothesis,

dark a cave ; and he who thought nothing well " Sir," said he, pointing to the ocean, " yonder,

where nothing can be seen, there are ships going

by to all parts of the world. If to-night one of

my burners were out, within six months would

enough for him, is quickly the entertainment of the

owest of all animals, even worms themselves.

Thus pride and pomp come to the common end
;

but with this difference, less pity from the living, come a letter—perhaps from India, perhaps from

and more pain to the dying ! The proud man's America, perhaps from some place I never heard

antiquity (or attainments) cannot secure him from} of—saying, that on such a night, at such an hour,

death, nor his heraldry from judgment. Titles of

honour vanish at this extremity ; and no power or

wealth, no distance or respect can rescue or insure

them. As the tree falls, it lies; and as death

leaves men, judgment finds them.

Oh, what can prevent this ill conclusion ? or what

can remedy this woful declension from ancient

meekness, humility, and piety ; and that godly life

and power, which were so conspicuous in the au-

thority of the preaching, and examples of the liv-

ing, of the first and purest ages of Christianity !

Truly nothing but an inward and sincere examina-

tion, by the testimony of the holy light and spirit

of Jesus, of the condition of their souls towards

Him, and a better inquiry into the matter and ex-

saying,

the light of Calais burned dim, the watchman ne-

glected his post, and vessels were in danger ! Ah,

sir, sometimes in the dark nights in stormy weath-

er, I look out to sea, and I feel as if the eye of the

whole world was looking at my light! Go out?

burn dim? Oh, never, let it never
!"

Was the keeper of this light-house so vigilant

;

did he feel so deeply the importance of his work

and its responsibility, and shall christians neglect

t/ieir light, and suft'er it to grow dim—grow dim

when for need of its bright shining, some poor soul,

struggling amid the waves of temptation, may be

dashed upon the rocks of destruction ? No, " Hold

forth the word of life." Put not your light under

a bed (worldly ease.) Neither under a bushe'

amples of holy record, it was His complaint of: (worldly business and worldly measures,) but set it

old, " that light was come into the world, but men upon the candlestick, a steady, bright example of

loved darkness rather than light, because their , uprightness, moderation and goldly fear ; that be-

deeds were evil." If thou wouldst be a child of holders may glorify God on your account.

God, and a believer in Christ, thou must be a child

of light: thou must bring thy deeds to it, and ex-

amine them by that holy lamp in thy soul, which

is the ciindle of the Lord, tbat shows thee thy

pride and arrogancy, and reproves thy delight in

the vain fashions of this worhl.

Religion is a denial of self; yea and of self-

religion too. It is a firm tie or bond upon the soul

to holiness, whose end is happiness ; for by it men
come to see the Lord. " The pure in heart,'' says

Jesus, " see God." He that once comes to bear

Christ's yoke, is not carried away by the devil's

allurements; he finds excelling joys in his watch-

fulness and obedience. If men loved the cross of

Christ, his precepts and doctrines, they would cross

their own wills, which lead them to break Christ's

holy will, and lose their souls in doing the devil's

will. Oh! delight not in that which is forbidden!

• For sadder sight tlie eye can kn(

Than proud bark lost, or se.imrxi

The sidpwreck of the soul."

DisasUrs on the Western Rivers.—The Louis-

ville Courier gives a compiled statement of the dis-

asters upon the Western rivers for the past year.

The recapitulation is as follows : Steamboats sunk

and damaged by ice, 6; snagged and sunk, 93;

run into bank, 10; collisions, 15; burned, 32;

sunk on falls, 2; sunk by storms, 29 ;
explosions,

12 ; machinery broken, 16 ; collision with bridges,

2—total, steamboats, 210; canal boats lost, 261
;

flat boats and barges, 41 ; number of lives lost,

221 ; estimated aggregate loss, §3,145,500.

He that truly knows himself, becomes vile in his

own eye.s, and has no delight in the praise of man.
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The slaveholders have hard work to make their

theories and their practice correspond. Tbey insist

that their slaves are an inferior race which Divine
Providence designed to be hewers of wood and draw-
ers of water for the whites, and that in accordance
with this decree, their masters are obligated to

keep them in bonds, while they enlighten them
;

and they compare the alleged superior moral and
intellectual condition of their slaves with that of
the barbarous African, as evidence of the benevo-
lence of the Divine plan of placing them in bonds
Yet they contend for the necessity of keeping
their wards in mental darkness, and award con
dign punishment to whoever may attempt to edu
cate them, or to awaken in them the feelings

which belong to man as a rational being, endowed
with faculties, and gifted with means, capable of
placing him but a little lower than the angels
They insist that Paul's epistle to Philemon is con-
clusive as to the duty of returning a fugitive slave,

but they scoff at the idea of accepting the injunc-
tion laid upon the master in that same epistle, to

receive him " not npw as a servant, but above a
servant, a brother beloved." To.punish him with
th§ lash, or barter him for gold, that he may be
taken to where escape from his fetters is hopeless,
is what such a victim of the law must expect.
They claim that the slave must be considered and
treated as property alone, and as such may be
carried to every part of the country, just like a
horse or a bale of goods ; that " he has no rights

which a white man is bound to respect;" and jet
they demand that he shall be represented in the
national councils as a man ; and their demand is

granted, and thus their representation is kept up
to its present number.

But notwithstanding all the affected complais-
ancy with which they strive to strip the negro of
the attributes of a man, in order to ward off the
condemnation and scorn of the civilized world from
their " peculiar institution," now and then the truth
is extorted from them, and gives ground to believe
that like the persecuting Saul, they must find it " hard

"
' From my own knowledge of Kelly Low, I can

truly say that he was no ordinary man in intelli-

gence, and ill all that constitutes an honest, truth-

ful, and reliable man. He was raised in my
family from early boyhood, and was my property
for over twenty-five years, and I knew him to have
been as near a perject mafi as any I have ever

known of any colour. Indeed, I have always
viewed him to be without sjmt or blemish in cha-
racter and disposition, beginning even in his youth,
and continuing up to the day of his death.'

"

If Kelly Low, the " pious, venerable and intel-

ligent coloured clergyman," was so " without spot

or blemish," as to extort from Wswh.ite master the

testimony that he was no ordinary person in " all

that constitutes an honest, truthful, and reliable

man," it is hard to understand how the mere fact

of another claiming him as property could deprive
him of all rights, and reduce him to the level of

the beast that perisheth.

The Census of Pennsylvania.—The complete
census of Pennsylvania is at length furnished, and
shows an aggregate population of 2,913,441
dwellings, 514,847.

to kick against the pricks." Tliis concl may
be drawn from the following obituary of one of the
despised race. It is taken from a Southern paper,
and could hardly apply to a mere " chattel."

" The Augusta (Georgia) papers announced
some days ago the decease of Kelly Low, a pious
venerable, and intelligent coloured clergyman of
the Baptist church, in that city. What Andrew
Marshall was to Savannah, Kelly Low was to

copy the following account of hisAugusta.

funeral, in which a 1 irge portion of the white popu-
lation participated, from the True Democrat of
Tuesday :

" Circumstances beyond our control have pre-
cluded an earlier notice of the death of Kelly Low,
cohured pastor of Springfield Baptist church. This
event, so deeply regretted by all classes and con-
ditions of persons in our community, took place on
the 3d inst., at his residence in this city. In 1835,
he was ordained a minister of the gospel, and from
that time to his death, he has been constant, zeal-
ous, and efficient in his labours.

" His funeral on Sunday afternoon was very
largely attended by both black and white. The
number of the latter in procession has been es-
timated from one thousand to fifteen hundred, and
the number in attendance at the grave, in the church-
yard, was not less than four thousand persons.

" We forbear any comments of our own upon
the character of the deceased, and give place to
the following tribute from his former owner, one of
our most intelligent and prominent citizens. It re-
flects the sentiments of our entire com

Chester .

Cumberland
D.iuphiu .

Lehigh

Montgomery
thamptun .

ludelphi.i county

EASTERN
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'ng of Ministers and Elders at Crosswicks. Dur-
ag the meetings for worship and, discipline of the

lijuartcrly Meeting, he had comfortable service,

,nd, at the close of the last, rode to Nathan
Vright's. On the 29th, he attended a meeting at

, Jpper Freehold, which was an open, satisfactory

ileason. After speaking of his service therein, he

[tidds, "At the said meeting was Hannah Smith,

who appeared in the meeting in great innocency

jmd simplicity, and very aifecting [her commuuica-
|ion was.] She was the daughter of John and Han-
nah Smith, late of Burlington." From Freehold,

iccompanied by Aaron Ivens, he rode eight miles,

ind attended, on the 30th, Robins' meeting, after

ifhich he passed on to Stonjbrook, to the house of

5amuel Worth. At a meeting the next day at

hat place, his service was close and searching.

kt a meeting held in Trenton on the 2d, he had
;o press on his hearers the necessity of having for

ihemselves that true and living faith, which works

jy love to the purifying of the heart. It was a
'avoured meeting.

I
On the 3d, which was the first day of the week,

pe had a meeting at Joseph Moore's, wherein his

poind was opened to treat of the coming in the

flesh of our blessed Saviour, of his propitiatory

Ucrifice for the sins of the whole world, and of the

universality of the gift of grace purchased thereby.

He earnestly entreated those present to close in

with the offers of redeeming love and mercy whilst

they were extended to them. Thankful for the

evidence of Divine favour extended at the time, and
greatly desiring tliat the labour bestowed might be
profitably remembered by some then present, he
rode to Jacob Birdsall's, where he had lodged the

previous night. On the 4th, a meeting was held

at his lodging place, in which he was led to treat

of the necessity in this gospel day, of offering to

the Lord true spiritual worship, from which every-

thing of man's contrivance or invention is ex-

cluded. He also set forth the necessity of know-
ing themselves brought under the peaceable go-

vernment of Christ, the Saviour of the world.

Riding to Kingwood on the 5th, he, on the 6th,

visited various families there, in which he had
"some satisfaction." On the 7th, he had a public

meeting, in which way opened for some honest la-

bour, but it was not a comfortable time. In com-
pany with Henry Cliffton, a young man, he rode
to the Raritan, and, on the 8th, reaches I Hard wick,

or the great meadows ; an uncomfortable ride of

thirty miles performed mostly in the rain, and he
being very unwell. He lodged that night with

Gabriel Wilson, and on the next with Samuel
Lundy. On First-day, the 10th, a satisfactory

meeting was held with Friends of Hardwick, in

which he and companion were both opened in gos-

pel love to labour amongst them. Dining with

Thomas Lundy, they had a religious opportunity

(fith him, his wife and " nine hopeful child-

ren." On the 11th, they had a meeting at the

bouse of Benjamin Schooley, at a place called

Paulin's Kill. In this meeting he treated on the

bwo seeds,— the seed of the woman and the seed of

the serpent. He showed the difference of their

Dperations, one seeking the everlasting salvation of

man, through deliverance from the thraldom of sin,

the other seeking to keep him in bondage to the

earnal appetites, that he might be forever separated

From the holiness and heavenly estate of glorified

spirits. He pressed on them the necessity of wit-

nessing in each heart, the seed of the woman,
Christ Jesus, the quickening Spirit, to prevail over

the seed of the serpent, the spirit and corruptions

of the evil one, who works in the natural and un-

regenerate heart, that so they might know a being

redeemed from sin, and made through sanctifica-

tion of the Spirit, the children of God. After a|

comfortable sitting in Benj. Schooley 's family, they

went to the "Drowned Lands," and lodged at the

house of Joseph Dennis. At a meeting there, on

the 13th, himself and companion were both opened

in the ministry. Hiding down to the house of

Hartshorn FitzRandolph, at Mendem, they had aj

meeting there on the 14th, in which Joshua was

led to warn the audience against trusting in any-

thing of man's invention in matters of religion.

He opened the necessity of the new birth unto

holiness, of witnessing the baptism of Christ, which!

is with fire and with the Holy Ghost, to the very

cleansing of the heart. He also warned them

against trusting to having Christ's righteousness'

imputed to them, unless they had witnessed real

sanctification. He was largely engaged for the

good of his hearers, and the meeting was much

favoured.
(To be contiuued.)

For " The Frieod."

"Silver Spring," Florida.

The following is abstracted from an interesting

article in Silliman's Journal, communicated by

John Le Conte, M. D.

This remarkable "spring" is situated near the

centre of Marion county, in the State of Florida,

in latitude about 29" 15' North, and longitude 82"

20' West. It is about five miles north-east of

Ocala, the county-seat, and nearly in the axis of

the Peninsula, being equally distant from the At-

lantic and Gulf coasts. Its waters are discharged

by a short stream bearing the same name, viz :

" Silver Spring," which, running about six miles,

unites with the Ochlawaha (or Ocklawaha,) a tri-

butary of the St. John's river. The stream takes

its origin in a deep pool or head-basin, which is

called, par excellence, the " Silver Spring." This

basin is nearly circular in shape, about two hun-

dred feet in diameter, and is surrounded by hills

covered with live-oaks, magnolias, bays, and other

gigantic evergreens. The amount of water dis-

charged is so large, that small steamers and barges

readily navigate the " Silver Spring," up to the

pool or head-spring, where there is a landing for

the shipment of cotton, sugar, and other produce.

These steamers and barges make regular trips be-

tween the Silver Spring and Palatka on the St.

Johns. 'The boatmen informed me that at its

junction with the Ochlawaha, more than one-half

of the water is contributed by the Silver Spring

stream. By means of a canoe, I explored the

stream for about two miles from its head ; its

breadth varied from forty-five to one hundred feet,

and its depth, in the shallowest parts, from ten to

fifteen feet : the smallest depth measured was not

less than ten feet in the channel of the stream.

The average velocity of the stream was rudely

estimated at about two miles per hour : at the nar-

rowest portions, it was estimated at three miles per

hour. According to the reports of the residents,

the level of the water of the Spring at the landing

is subject to comparatively slight fluctuations,

scarcely ever exceeding two feet. 'These fluctua-

tions of level seem to be connected with the season

of rains. 'I'he commencement of the rainy season

varies from the 15th of the Sixth month to the 15th

of the Seventh mouth. The waters of the spring

begin to rise about the middle of the season of

summer rains, and attain their maximum height

about its termination. The maximum depth of

water in the pool or basin constituting the head of

the Silver Spring, was found to be uot more than

thirty-six feet in the deepest crevice, from which

the water boils up ; the general depth in the cen-

tral and deep parts of the basin was found to be

about thirty feet. These measurements were made
by means of a heavy plumb-bob attached to a

twine, to which bits of white cloth were secured at

intervals of six feet or one fathom. As the plumb-
bob, as well as each piece of white cloth indicating

the fathoms, could be distinctly seen down to the

very bottom, the measurements were of the most
satisfactory character.

Doubtless, the greater portion of the water which
flows in the Silver Spring river, is furnished by this

principal or head-spring ; but there are several

tributary springs of similar character along the

course of the stream, which contribute more or

less to the volume of water. 'These usually occur

in deep basins, or coves (as they are called,) in

recesses along the margin of the stream. 'The

depth of one of these coves situated about two
hundred yards below the head-spring, was found

to be thirty-two feet in the crevice in the limestone

bottom, from which tiie water boiled : in other deep

parts of the basin, the depth was about twenty-

four feet. The " Bono-Yard," (so called from the

fact that several specimens of the bones of the

mastodon have been taken from it,) situated two

miles below the head-spring, is a cove or basin of

a similar character. Its maximum depth was found

to be twenty-six feet.

The most remarkable and interesting phenome-
non presented by this spring, is the truly extraor-

dinary transparency of the water; in this respect

surpassing anything which can be imagined. All

of the intrinsic beauties which invest it, as well as

the wonderful optical properties which popular

reports have ascribed to its waters, are directly or

indirectly referable to their almost perfect diapha-

neity. On a clear and calm day, after the sun has

attained suflicient altitude, the view from the side

of a small boat floating on the surface of the water

near the centre of the head-spring, is beautiful

beyond description, and well calculated to produce

a powerful impression upon the imagination. Every
feature and configuration of the bottom of this

gigantic basin is as distinctly visible as if the water

was removed, and the atmosphere substituted in its

place !

A large portion of the bottom of the pool is

covered with a luxuriant growth of species of

water- grass, and gigantic mo;s-like plants (fresh-

water algsB,) which attain a height of three or four

feet. The latter are found in the deepest parts of

the basin. Without doubt, the development of so

vigorous a vegetation at such depths, is owing to

the large amount of solar light which penetrates

these waters. Some parts are devoid of vegeta-

tion : these are composed of limestone rock and

sand, and present a white appearance. The water

boils up from fissures in the limestones; these cre-

vices being filled with sand and comminuted lime-

stone, indicate the ascending currents of water by

the local milk-like appearance produced by the

agitation of their contents. At these points my
plumb-bob was observed to bury itself in the mass

of boiling sand.

My observations were made about noon, on the

17th, and again on the 20th of December, 1859.

The sunlight illuminated the sides and bottom of

this remarkable pool as brilliantly as if nothing

obstructed the light. The shadows of our little

boat, of our overhanging heads and hats, of pro-

jecting crags and logs of the surrounding forest,

and of the vegetation at the bottom, were distinctly

and shnrply defined, while the constant waving of

the slender and delicate moss-like alga), by means

of the currents created by the boiling up of the

water, and the swimming of numerous fish above

this miniature subaqueous forest, imparted a living

reality to the scene which can never be forgotten.
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And if we add to this picture, already sufficiently

striking, that objects beneath the surface of the

water, when viewed obliquely, were fringed with

the prismatic hues, we shall cease to be surprised

at the mysterious phenomena with which vivid ima-

ginations have invested this enchanting spring, as

•well as at the inaccuracies which have been per-

petuated in relation to the wonderful properties of

its waters. On a bright day, the beholder seems

to be looking down from some lofty, airy point, on

a truly fairy scene in the immense basin beneath

him, a scene whose beauty and magical effect is

vastly enhanced by the chromatic tints with which

it is invested.
(To be continued.)

For " The Friend."

We think many of the readers of " The Friend

may derive instruction and encouragement from

the following account of Lydia S. Rogers.

Lydia S. Rogers, daughter of John and Eli;

beth Jones, of the city of Philadelphia, was torn

the 16th of Sixth month, 1810.

Her disposition was amiable, and being natu-

rally of a cheerful and lively temper, she was

drawn by the temptations of the enemy into light-

ness and frivolity, and to take much delight in

gaiety of apparel; which deviations from the chris-

tian path were causes of condemnation and sorrow

to her mind when the awful period of dissolution

was approaching.

She was attacked with bleeding from the lungs

in the Eighth month, 1833, but after a confinement

of two weeks, she nearly recovered her usual state

of health, although some symptoms of pulmonary

disease still remained.

In the Third month, 1834, she was married to

Samuel Rogers, and was able to attend to her

domestic concerns until the Eleventh month fol-

lowing, when she became seriously indisposed.

The prospect of separation from those she loved,

the fear of death and a sense of her own unfitness

to meet its solemn summons, produced great con-

flict of mind. She was frequently occupied in

reading the Holy Scriptures, and the society of

serious and religious people became peculiarly

pleasant to her. She was evidently aware of the

danger of her situation, and on being asked about

this time what she thought respecting it, observed,

" Perhaps I may last until Spring, but I do not

expect to get well, nor do I wish it."

Under the exercises which she passed through

during this period, there is cause to believe that

the Holy Spirit, who is a reprover for sin as well

as a comforter for well-doing, and whose operations

are compared to a refiner's fire and fuller's soap,

was secretly at work in her heart, setting her sins

in order before her, and producing that godly sor-

row which worketh unfeigned repentance. Many
times her spirit was much contrited, and she would

entreat her friends to pray for her ; mourning over

her mis-spent time and her multiplied transgres-

sions, saying, " I fear my sins are too many ever

to be forgiven."

During this time the enemy was permitted to

buffet her with his suggestions, which induced her

to exclaim, " Oh, what an unwearied adversary I

how he tempts me !" and to hersistershe remarked,

" Can it be that I shall be forgiven my many .sins?"

But although thus tried with doubts and fears. He
whose mercy is over all his works, was pleased in

his own time to grant her an evidence of pardon

and reconciliation, and to animate her drooping

spirit with the humble hope that she should at last

be received into the kingdom of heaven. One day,

after some hours of quiet retirement, she broke

forth in this manner—" Now I feel as I never felt

[before]— I shall be received—I am perfectly re-

signed to live or die—I am very happy— my
dears, do not weep for me, I can truly say this is

the happiest evening of my life— Praise the Lord,

my soul—bless his holy name." Afterward she

observed, " I want nothing worldly to divert me
from the great work."

In looking back over her past life, and her in-

difference and neglect respecting the great duties

of religion, she seemed almost ready to question

whether the evidence of forgiveness could be real,

and on the 14th of First month, 1835, again asked

her sister if she thought it possible her sins were

forgiven ; adding, " I have been so neglectful when
1 had strength, will the Lord receive me at this

late hour?" After a time of solemn silence, she

desired to be helped to a kneeling posture, and then

feelingly petitioned the Most High for the aid of

his grace, and that she might be thoroughly washed
and purified. A female minister of the gospel

calling to visit her, spoke encouragingly to her

state, and was also engaged in fervent supplication

on her behalf. These religious exercises afforded

her much comfort ; her mind was peaceful, and

appeared to overflow with gratitude and love.

Continuing in this inward frame of mind, and
steadily abiding under the refining baptisms of the

Holy Spirit, she experienced sweet peace to flow in

her heart, and a grateful sense of the Lord's mer
cies to her. On the 15th, she seemed full of com-
fort, and several times remarked, " How little I

suffer, and how much the dear Master s

Oh I how kind he is to me." "And again. Oh, the

sweet peace—I cannot be mistaken ; it is all the

heavenly Father's work." She often mentioned

what a comfort the bible was to her, and what a

blessing it was that she could now understand it,

and take hold of the promises it contained, after

having neglected it so much.
She expressed deep concern on account of such

as do not believe in the divinity of our Lord Jesus

Christ, saying, " What can they have in an hour

like this to rest their hopes upon ?" and mentioned

her desire, that such might be brought to feel the

efficacy of the Redeemer's love ; adding, " He gave
his precious life for us."

On the 16th, she expressed great love for all her

friend,s, many of whom she named, and remarked,
" I would be glad to do something for the blessed

cause : I feel that I have espoused it, and if it will

do any one good to see me here entirely changed,
I should be glad some of my thoughtless friends

should see me." * * * *

Being now brought in good degree to the blessed

teaching of the Spirit of Christ in her own heart,

he found it to be indeed a light to her mind, un-

folding the mysteries of redemption and giving her

clearly the true meaning as well as the pre-

cious value of the Holy Scriptures. She spent

uch time in reading these, particularly the New
Testament—and one morning, after having been so

iployed, she looked up with a joyful countenance

d exclaimed, "This has been a sealed book to

i, but naiv what beauty and consistency I see in

Oh ! what can they have to rest upon, who
do not believe in the Saviour ? I would not ex-

change my belief for a thousand, thousand worlds."

In the ordering of Him whose dealings with his

ransomed children are all in perfect wisdom and
goodness, though past our finding out, she was per-

aitted, on the 20th, to experience a season of great

Dssing and distress ; and when, through mercy, a

egree of calmness was restored, she remarked,

I feel better now—but what an agonizing time

as my poor mind had. I fear I have taken hold

of promises that do not belong to me. Oh I I have

been such a sinner !" This painful dispensation

gradually passed away, and on the morning of the

22d, she could say, "All is peace and comfo
though I am very weak. There are some cloui

through the day, but my nights are all joyous. T!

Father is very near me this morning."

Soon after this, she was thought to be dying, at

her connexions being called, she took an affectio

ate leave of them, saying, " I am going home
and seemed filled with holyjoy. In the afternoc

she faintly articulated, as though replying to

query respecting her removal, " not yet—not yet-

stay a little longer;" and when still further reco-

ered from the state of great exhaustion, in whi(

she had been lying, she remarked, " I believe
:

time is to be prolonged." * » *

On the evening of the 24th, she had an attac

of suffocation which rendered it doubtful whethi

she would survive the night, in allusion to w
she sweetly remarked, " If I do not, there need I

no bustle—I believe all is done, everything is re;

dy." Next morning the state of her mind w:

very peaceful and heavenly, and she observe
" This is a sweet morning to me,—Praise the Lori

my soul." # * *

On the 26th, her mind appeared much exercisei

and often engaged in prayer. She remarked ths

she could not communicate anything to tho!

around her, unless her dear Father gave it to hei

adding, " Remember, Joshua's army compassed tl

city seven times before they were commanded (

shout. If I dared to speak of myself, I shoul

say a great deal, for I am earnest for your help.

The next day she saw many of her friends: gre;

was the exercise she underwent on their account, an
deep her sense of the exceeding sinfulness of sin, ur

der which impressions her mouth was opened in

wonderful and affecting manner to speak to th

states of those who came into her room.

A few days previous to her dissolution, her su

ferings became extreme, and though merciful!

strengthened to endure them with much patient

and resignation, she said, " I hope my patience wi

hold out—I fear I do not bear trial as I ought

—

]

is not my wish to be relieved from suffering, but (

bear it to the honour of my Lord : if he saw met

he could relieve me—I only desire what will ten

most to his glory." * * *

One of her dresses which had ruffles on th

sleeves being put upon her, the sight of ther

seemed to affi.'ct her ; she desired a pair of scissor

to be brought, and had them cut off, saying, " Oh
these ruffles illy become dying hands." She ala

requested to have some ornamental articles of he

dress burnt, observing, " They will be useful to n

one—finery is indeed a great burden."

On the evening of the 10th of Second montl

she had the fourteenth chapter of John read t

her, which had been her daily practice for som
time previous. Her weakness rapidly increased

it was evident that the solemn change was neai

and the family were collected around her dyini

bed. To her husband she said, " The dear Savi

our is the way—he is the door—knock and it sha

be opened—all that will come, may come." Sh
took a most affectionate and impressive leave c

her family, saying, " Farewell—farewell—love t

all. The horses are come—the chariot of Israe!

to carry me home. Take me to thyself, if tho

hast purified me. Happy—happy—happy! Ot
praise him—he is a God of love. These light a)

flictions, which are but for a moment, will work ou

for us a far more exceeding and eternal weight o

glory."

She called one in the room to her, and gave he
sweet counsel, enjoining upon her to let the Lori

have the first place in her affections, saying, " Lov
Him first—Him last—and through all—then al

will go well." Presently after, as if all the ener
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"ies of her dying frame were summoned to the

Iffort, she broke forth in a louJ voice, urging on

liose present the necessity of bowing to the cross

If Christ :
" The dear Saviour," said she, " huno

ailed to the tree, bleediug for us—for our sins:'

lad afterwards, " It is hard work to die—but the

:,iDg of death is gone—thanks be to God—he

ath given me the victory—Oh, help me to praise

le Lord."
Thus, with an hymn of praise on her expiring

ps, this dear young woman ceased to breathe on

16 morning of the llth of Second month, 1835,

1 the twenty-fifth year of her age. Her ransomed

)irit, we joyfully believe, was received into th(

lansion prepared for it by Him who had so mar
3llously redeemed her unto himself, and is no\i

ae of that happy company who surround the

jrone of God and the Lamb, with the unceasing

Dthem of " Salvation, and glory, and honour, tc

[im that sitteth on the throne, and unto the Lamb
r ever."

May this memorable instance of the uncertainty
' life and of all temporal enjoyments; of tht

iorable mercy of God in Christ Jesus to the sin-

ire penitent ; and of the power of his blessed

)irit in purifying the soul, weaning it from earthly

itachments, filling it with the pure and precious

msolatious of the gospel, and conferring on it a

jpe full of immortality and eternal life, encourage

;hers to yield in unreserved obedience to the early

sitations of heavenly love; that thus living in tht

ar and love of God, they may experience pre-

jvation from the snares which beset the paths of

juth ; know the light of Christ Jesus to be their

ife guide through the trials and temptations of the

resent changeful life, and in the awful close have

well-grounded hope of admission into the man-

ons of eternal glory.

For " The Friend."

The Philadelphia Sonp-llouses.

A Subscriber living at a distance, requests some
formation respecting the institutions for supply-

g the destitute poor of this city with soup. There

•e, we believe, six such associations located in

irious parts of the city, each of which carries on

J operations, and has its funds separate from

16 others. Beside soup, which is furnished daily,

•ead is given out on certain days, and on others a

stribution of Indian meal is made. Much care

taken by some of these establishments to make
,e charity as effective as possible. In order to

lard against imposition, the parties applying for

lief, are generally first visited, and the cases in-

stigated. These associations are probably one

'the best modes for relieving the extreme poor.

THE FRISND.
SECOND .MONTH

There could hardly be a case supposed, that

ore strikingly exhibits the truth contained in the

lery of the Apostle James, '' from whence come
irs and fightings among you? come they not

ince, even of your lusts that war in your mem-
tsV than the contentious now going on in our

loved country, and which, from day to day, are

comiug more acrimonious and complicated, until

ere is great reason to fear they will culminate in

ir. Both parties appear to admit that the main
int of disagreement is respecting an abstract

;ht— the right to introduce slaves into the terri-

fies—which, whether decided iu favour of one
le or the other, will in no wise materially affect

e future condition of that immense domain ; the

mate and soil securing its settlement by free

labourers, maintaining free institutions. But the

evil passions which " war iu the members" of bad
men, have been invoked and stimulated into mad-
ness, until their promptings appear to rule the coun-

sels of those in whose hands the control of a large

part of the country has fallen, and dismemberment
of the government, fratricidal warfare, servile in-

surrection, ruin and distress are effected or threat-

ened, to gratify inordinate pride, the lust of power,

revenge, and an intense selfishness, which imagines

all benefits diminished or destroyed, in proportion

as they are shared by others.

We do not wish to entertain the readers of The
Friend, with an examination of the causes which

have led to, or the consequences involved in the

controversy now existing between the North and
the South. Believing the present difficulties and
dangers of our country to spring from the source

we have assigned, we think it requires great vigi

lance on the part of every member of our religiou

Society, to guard against like feelings being awak
ened in them, while perusing narratives of the events

of the day, or discussing the consequences they in

volve or foreshadow; and yet they cannot fail to

interest us all more or less deeply, and are deserv-

ing of serious consideration; that so we may per-

form our duty, as members of the community, in-

telligently, and in strict accordance with the prin-

ciples of the holy religion we profess. But inti

mately connected as our welfare must be with tht

system and character of the government in which

we live, it does not follow that we are called upon

to mix with the restless and heated party strife

and movements which surround us. Our object

should be to exemplify, in our daily walk and con

versation, the christian doctrines and testimonie

that Friends have ever been called upon to uphold

and thereby promote peace and goodwill amonj

our fellow countrymen; leaving to those who oc

cupy the position of statesmen, to settle the just

balance of conflicting duties, to adjust rival, and

sometimes incompatible interests; to judge when
and how to put forth the strength of the nation, to

secure or protect its standing and its integrity
;

and to make use of the means, by which the feuds

that are distracting and dividing it, shall be met

and overcome.

We should not lose sight of the fact, that the

troubles in which our country finds itself involved,

spring from no recent or transient political error.

Short as has been its career, and rapid as has been

its acquisition of power, it has, in its social and

moral relations, borne along and nourished the

seeds of inherent weakness, which, unless eradi-

cated, sooner or later, must bring forth dissolution

and premature decay. The people have been pleas-

ing and priding themselves with the belief that

they had solved the great poHtical problem, of how

the advantages of government are to be secured,

with the least possible inconvenience to the govern-

ed ; but they have too much lost sight of the great

truth, that as it is righteousness exalteth a nation,

so the virtue, the justice, the humanity and the

humility of the people, individually, are the only

sure bases upon which the peace and safety of the

government can rest. Accustomed to boast that

man had here achieved the great and noble end ot

If-government, by which the condition of the

whole human family would finally be permanently

enefited ; and that the future teemed with power

and wealth, that would be developed or acquired

by the proper adaptation of the means already pos-

sessed, the people have been suddenly awakened

from their dream of delight, to see their model

jovernment supinely and helplessly drifting down
the stream of revolution and dismemberment, in-

capable, with all its collective wisdow, to buffet, or

triumphantly override the rapidly succeeding waves,

which threaten it with destruction. We must ad-

mit that the system is good, and that where there

is preponderating virtue and Intel! igence in the

people, it is admirably fitted to effect great and
noble ends; but when the source of power becomes
corrupt, and the leaders accustomed to consult

their lusts and passions, rather than the precepts of

the gospel and the restraints of truth, unless pre-

served by the interposition of Divine Providence, it

is but a natural consequence of such deploralsle

selfishness and shortsightedness, that our highest

hopes should bo blighted, and our fairest prospects

shrouded in darkness.

Friends, in common with their fellow citizens,

must feel and deplore the sad condition in which
our country is involved, and they must also see

there is much reason to fear that the folly and vio-

lence already witnessed, are but "the beginning of

sorrows." Each one must judge how far it is his

duty to take part in any measure proposed for the

peaceful solution of the difficulties. But we think

we cannot go wrong in reminding our readers that

it requires great care, lest in the spirit we manifest

when speaking or acting upou these exciting topics,

we betray our religious principles. It is an easy

thing, in view of the gross injustice and inhumanity

of slavery, and that it is the subject of controversy

between the North and the South, if we enter into

argument upon it, or participate in party politics,

to have the feelings so wanned, as to give way to

a spirit that would call down destruction upon those

we consider to be the aggressors. But let us bear

in mind, that the sins of the nation, for which it is

now threatened with chastisement, have been as

widespread as its domain ; confined to no political

party, and monopolized by no geographical section.

The christian can feel enmity towards no one.

None can be so unworthy iu themselves, or so in-

jurious to him, but he is bound to forgive them,

and, as far as may be in his power, to pray for

them and to do them good. Our wisest course is,

to seek to have our own spirits brought under the

government of the Prince of Peace ; to inquire

whether we, as members of a highly favoured So-

ciety, are falling short in maintaining, by a godly

life, the doctrines and testimonies given it to illus-

trate before the world, and thus adding to the

weight of the stroke inflicted on the land ; and

whether we are striving to obey the call loudly

going forth, to repent of the evil of our ways, and

to put up our petitions that we may stand with ac-

ceptance in the day of righteous retribution.

John Woolman says, " While some rules ap-

proved in civil society, and conformable to human
policy, so called, are distinguishable from the purity

of truth and righteousness; while many professing

Truth are declining from that ardent love and

heavenly mindedness, which was among the primi-

tive followers of Jesus Christ, it is time for us to

attend diligently to the intent of every chastisement,

and consider the most deep and inward design of

them. The Most High doth not often speak with

an outward voice to our natural ears, but if we
humbly meditate on his perfections, consider that

He is perfect wisdom and goodness, and to afllict

his creatures to no purpose, would be utterly re-

verse to his nature, we shall hear and understand

his language, both iu his gentle and more heavy

chastisements, and take heed that we do not, in the

wisdom of this world, endeavour to escape his hand,

by means too powerful for us.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

EnROPE.—News from England to the 22rt nit.

It is rnniored thai the liritisli army and navy are to

be considerabh- reduced. The xMaaehester advices are
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unfavourable, prices having a declining tendency. The

markets for breadstufifs were dull and declining. The

cotton market w.is active. The bullion in the Bank of

England had decreased £400,000 during the week.

Consols, 91| a 91J.
The drain of gold from the Bank of France continued.

Arrangements have been made with the Imperial Bank

of Petersburg, similar to that with England, for an ex-

change of thirty millions of francs in silver for gold.

The French war preparations were very active. It is

said that a levy of 150,000 men will be asked for from

the Legislature. Seventeen additional regiments are

projected. ...
Gen. Klapka was making preparations for a rising in

Hungary.
Affairs at Gaeta were unchanged. The tendency to

war in the spring is thought to be abating in Italy. It

is said that 30,000 Bourbon troops have entered the

Neapolitan provinces through the disaffected territory,

and that they met and defeated a portion of the Italian

forces, compelling them to retire. Reinforcements had

been sent to the latter troops.

The trials in Beyrout of parties charged with the

massacre of Christians in Syria, have been concluded.

The Druses have been sentenced to death, while the

Turkish prisoners are exiled.

United States.— Congress.—The House of Represen-

tatives passed a bill authorizing the President, at any

time before the 1st ot Seventh month next, to borrow on

the credit of the United States any sura not exceeding

twenty-five millions of dollars. Certificates to be is-

sued for not less than §1000, with coupons for interest,

payable !emi-annually. The money will be needed to

meet the expenses of the government, and pay Treasury

notes filling due. JIany speeches have been made in

both the Senate and House, but the members do not

seem to have approached any nearer to a practical solu-

tion of the difficulties, which are breaking up the Union.

On the 4th, the Senators from Louisiana had the ordi-

nance of secession passed by that State, read from the

Clerk's desk. They then addressed the Senate for the

last time, and took formal leave of Congress. Senate

Slidell said the new Southern confederacy would no

attempt to improve on the Constitution of the Uoite(

States, but would recognize all the existing obligations
;

those respecting the African slave trade, included.

Great numbers of petitions numerously signed continue

to be sent in to Congress, urging the adoption of the

Crittenden or the Border State plan of compromi

One presented by Senator Seward, was 1200 feet

length, and had 38,000 signatures. He bad previou

presented another with 25,000 signers. Both of these

petitions were from the city of New York.

Affairs at Washinglon.—Orders have been issued fo

the enrolment of all citizens, subject to militia duty ii

tte District of Columbia. A considerable number of

the federal troops, including five companies of artillery

have been collected in and near the capital. The Gran(

Jury have found a true bill against John B. Flovd, late

Secretary of War, for conspiring with others to defraud

the United States government, in the case of the Indian

Trust Bonds. A bill has also been found against God-

dard Bailey for larceny, in abstracting the bonds en-

trusted to his custody. The Commissioners appointed

by a number of States to devise means of perpetuating

the Union, .assembled in Washington on the 4th inst.

The slave States represented in it, are Virginia, North

Carolina, Kentucky, Tennessee, Jlissouri, Maryland, and

Delaware. The free States are Illinois, Indiana, New
York, New Jersey. New Hampshire, Ohio, Pennsylvania,

Rhode Island, and Vermont. New Hampshire appointe.l

three delegates to the convention ; Maryland and Ken-

tucky, each six ; Pennsylvania and Ohio, c:,ch seven
;

New York and New jersey, each nine ;
Teniiossee,

twelve; the remaining eight States, five each. At the

first meeting, eleven States were fully represented, and
delegates from the others were expected, soon. The
majority of the convention appeared to be in favour of

conducting the deliberations with closed doors, in order

to secure more freedom in the interchange of views.

New rori.—Mortality last week, 367.

Philadelphia.—VLOtUYity last week, 261.

The Markets.—The following were the quotations on
the 4th inst. New Tori— Chicago spring wheat, .§117

a $1.21 ; red Western, $1.30 a $1.34; white Michigan,

$1.52 a $1.56; oats, 35 cts. a 37 cts. ; rye, 62 cts. a

65 cts. ; corn, 67 cts. a 70cts. Philadelphia—B.ei wheat,

$1.26 a $1.27 ; white, $1.35 a $1.45 ; rye, 67 cts. aJ75
cts. ; oats, 33 cts. ; new corn, 58 cts. a GO cts. ; old, 70

cts. iJaWi'morc—Red wheat, $1.30 a $1.33; white, $1.40
a $1.60 ; new corn, 66 cts. a 69 cts. ; old, 75 cts.

California.—San Francisco dates to the 17th. The
decision in the famous Almaden mine case has been ren-

dered in favour of the claimants, giving them the mines,

rejecting their claims to the adjoining land. Thirty

prisoners made an attempt to escape from the State pri-

son on the 16th. In the attempt to retake them, three

of the number were killed, and thirteen were wounded.

Only one of the prisoners effected his escape.

'Torth Carolina.—"ihe Legislature has passed a bill,

ch directs that the question of convention or no con-

tion be put to the people, who are to elect delegates

at the same time. It also restricts the operation of fede-

ral laws. The election is to be held on the 28th inst.

Virginia.—Kn election of delegates to the State con-

ition was held on the 4th inst. From the partial re-

turns received, it was uncertain whether the secession

union party would have a majority.

Kansas.—The President has signed the bill for the

mission of Kansas, and the representative of the new

State has taken his seat in Congress.

Progress of Revolution.—On the 1st inst., the United

States Mint aad Custom-house at New Orleans were

seized by the State authorities. At the last returns m*de

p a few days previously, there were $510,505 of the

iblic funds, in the iMint and Sub-treasury, in that city,

hich has now been taken by the seceders. The former

ficials continue in their positions, having taken the

oath prescribed by the ordinance of secession.—On the

2d inst., Hayne, the South Carolina envoy, sent a com-

munication to the President, proposing to open negotia-

tions for the transfer of the federal property, in South

Carolina, to the State, and threatening the capture of

fort Sumpter, in case of non-compliance. The Presi-

dent summoned his Cabinet, on receipt of the letter, to

consider the subject. Arrangements have been made

for the departure of the women and children from fort

Sumpter.—The commissioners from South Carolina, on

their arrival at Paris, presented themselves to the French

Minister of Foreign Aft'airs, who gave them a courteous

reception, but made no engagemeuts with them.—

A

convention of delegates frora the seceding States, and

from several thai have not yet seceded, met at Montgo-

mery, Ala., on the 4th inst. It is understood the main

object of the convention is to form a Southern confede-

racy. The Alabama convention has instructed its de-

puties to the Southern convention to insist upon the

enactment of such measures as will forever prevent the

re-opening of the African slave trade.—Georgia has

adopted a revenue ordinance, similar to that of S

Carolina, by which independent authority is assumed to

issue clearances, and to collect duties in her own name.

—The House of Representatives of the Nor.h Carolina

Legislature have passed, unanimously, a resolution de-

claring that in case the present attempts at reconcilia-

tion fail, North Carolina will go with the other slave

States.—Telegraphic reports of the 4th inst., from New
Orleans, state that the troops which had been assembled

for the capture of fort Pickens near Pensacola, had been

withdrawn. It was deemed impossible to take the fort

unless supported by war vessels.—Applications contin

to be received from postmasters in the seceding Staj.es,

for supplies of stamps, blanks, wrapping paper, &c,

these are furnished on the condition that the postmas-

ters will acknowledge and conform to the laws affecting

the postal service.

Mexico.—Vera Cruz dates to the 23d ult., have been

received. Juarez had made his entry into the capital

amid great rejoicings, and there were but two or three

small armed bands of the beaten faction in the field,

which might be easily dispersed. Isidro Diaz, one of

.Miramon's ex-ministers, had been caught at Jalapa, and
an order was transniitted frora the government at the

capital, 10 shoot him, and every clergy'leader as soon as

tiicy mii;ht be taken; but on the intercession of Mira-

uioii's wife, the order was countermanded within a few

hours. The whereabouts of Miramon is not known.
The last heard of him was, that he had escaped from a

party which surrounded liini, by the free use of his re-

volver. The election for President took place ou the

20th ult., with what result is, of course, not known,
though it is supposed by some that Lerdo de Tejada

stands the best chance, since Juarez and Ortega have

lost ground by their magnanimous clemency to van-

quished enemies.

FRIENDS' INDIAN INSTITUTE, TUNESSASSAH.

A man and a woman Friend are wanted to aid in coi

ducting this Institution. A man and his wife would I

preferred, one of whom should be qualified to teach i

the school. Apply to Ebenezer Worth,
Marshalton, Chester Co., Pa.

Thos. Wistar,

Fox Chase, Philadelphia Co., Pa.

Joel Evans,
Oakdale P. 0., Delaware Co., Pa,

Philad., Second mo. 5th, 1861.

1 o'clock, P.M.

Theoph. E. Beesley, Sec'ry.

NOTICE.
The Annual Meeting of the Auxiliary Bible Associi

tion of Friends of Philadelphia Quarterly Meeting, wi

held at the Arch Street Meeting-house, on Secont

d,ay, the 11th instant, at half past seve

Philad., Second mo. 4th, 1861.

WEST-TOWN SCHOOL.
A Friend and his wife are wanted to fill the statioi

of Superintendent and Matron at West-town Boardinf

School.
Application to be made to either of the followin

Friends: Nathan Shakpless, Concord ; James Emle:

West Chester ; Samuel Hilles, Wilmington
;
Henb

Cope or William Evans, Philadelphia

welfth mo. 10th, 1860.

RECEIPTS.

Received from Asa Garretson, agt., 0., $1, to 52, vol.

34, for Jos. Edgerton, $5, to 7, vol. 34, for John Thoraas-

son, S4, to 27, vol. 34 ; from Thos. E. Lee and Ellis Lee,

Pa., $2 each, vol. 34 ; from Caleb Engle, per E. Dean,

0., $1, to 27, vol. 34 ; from Ezekiel Bundy, 0., for John
G. Hoyl, $10, to 52, vol. 34, for John Bundy, $4, vols.

33 and 34, for Geo. Tatum, jr., $2, vol. 33, lor E. Hodgin
and H. Stanton, $2 each, vol. 34 ; from Josiah M. Reeve,

N. J., $4, vols. 33 .and 34 ; from J. W. Hibbs, Pa., $2,
vol. 34, and $8 for N and S. Soup Society.

Died, on the 14th of the Eighth month, 1860, EuNic

Starr; a member of Maiden Creek Meeting, Pa., in tl

eighty-sixth year of her age.

, on the 8th of the Tenth month last, in the eight;

sixth year of her age, Mary Douona, wife of Job

Doudna; a member and elder of Somerset Monthly an

Ridge Particular Meeting, in Belmont county, Ohio. Fi

a number of years, she had to endure much bodily a

fliction, which she bore with patience and resignatio

It was her lot at times to experience great poverty

spirit, concerning which she said, "These seasons a;

designed for some good purpose ; I feel an evidence thi

I am not forsaken ;" and often craved that patieni

might hold out to the end. She was a good esamp

in the attendance of our religious meetings, when

ability, and bv her solid deportment therein, evinoi

the exercise of mind which she felt for the arising

that life, which is the crown and diadem of all our rel

gious assemblies. In the removal of this dear Frien

we have the comfortable hope that she is gathered whe

the wicked cease from troubling, and the weary are

rest.

, on the 29th of Twelfth month, 1860, after

short illness, Mary F., wife of Henry H. Lawrence,

the sixty-third year of her age; and on the 3d of Fir

month, 1861, Sosan F., eldest daughter of Henry 1

and Mary F. Lawrence, in the thirty-ninth year of h

age, both members of the .Monthly .Meeting of Frienda

'hiladelphia for the Northern District. In the remoT

of these dear Friends, their relatives have the consolii

assurance that their peace was made with God

;

could both acknowledge that they enjoyed times of s

refreshing communion with the Lord. Thus we i

rently believe that they were alike folded in the an

unfailing mercy, and 'having their robes washed ai

made white in the blood of the Lamb, have entered i

the rest that remaineth for the people of God.

, on the 16th ult., in the seventy-fifth year of 1:

age, Joseph Rhoads ; a beloved member and elder

Springfield Particular Meeting, and Chester Month

.Meetinir, Pa. Having submitted in early life to t

transfonuing power of the Holy Spirit, and been .

cerned to walk daily under its restraining and crucii

ing operations, he was thereby made an example to

believers in watchfulness, humility and uprightne

and in that christian government of the tongue a

temper, which marks an advanced stage of religio

stability and experience, and is one of its brightest orn

meuts. Thus growing up in the Truth, through livi

taith in the Lord Jesus, from the stature of a young ms

to that of an elder and pillar in the church, the work

preparation for death kept pace with the day

;

through the mercy of God in Christ Jesus, his closi

hours were passed in peaceful composure; his last au(

ble words were, " happy—happy—nappy"—a foretas

we believe, of the joys which awaited him. With pecul:

propriety may the language be adopted, " Mark the pi

feet man, and behold the upright, for the end of tl

man is peace."

, at his residence in this city, on Second-day,

28th of First month, 1861, Samuel R. Simmons, in

sixty-second year of his age; a member of the West*

District Monthly Meeting.
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[n the prosecution of his religious labours in

iland, be makes the following memoranda, viz:
" From Moyallen, I went to Lurgan, and was
the usual meeting on First-day, and in the even-

; at a very large one with the town's people,

ere the doctrines of Truth were opened in the

monstration of the Spirit and with power : the

jple were solid, and appeared well satisfied. The
thority of Truth reigned over all, and there

:med a renewed visitation extended to this place,

lere anciently the Truth prevailed, although now
! number of Friends is small. Formerly it was
1 residence of many worthy Friends, among
om was that faithful servant and minister of

3US, William Edmundson.
" I then attended Hillsborough meeting, and had
iuffering time on the following Fifth-day at the

jnthly Meeting at Lisburn ; visited the province

lool there on Sixth-day, and was at Monthly
>eting at Lurgan on Seventh-day. First-day at-

ided Moyallen meeting, and then the Monthly
3etings of Grange and Kich-hill, where the gos-

I was preached in the love of the heavenly Shep-
rd, and Friends invited to come to the living

intain, Christ Jesus. In the management of the

icipline of the church, cause for mourning was
ministered, things appearing to be much out of

ler. It being the time for answering the queries,

nplaint was made in several of the meetings,

it some Friends were remiss in the great duty of

;ending meetings for worship and discipline
;

ne guilty of attending places of diversion, and
my of paying tithes and church-rates. Yet a

pe was expressed, that in each meeting there

is a revival of concern in the minds of a number,
have things brought into better order, and to

t the discipline in force against such as persisted

these inconsistent practices. This, together with

J evident extendings of Divine love, in a renewed
II to come out and be separated from the world's

in customs and maxims, aflForded ground to hope
Jt things would be better amongst them.
" On First-day, the 24th, I attended a meeting
Ballinacree, where the number of Friends is

ry small ; but we had the company of a Metho-
st preacher and his hearers, and it was a solid

mfortable season. The following day we had a

Jeting at Lower Grange, and then rode to An-

trim, where we had a solemn, good meeting with a

number of the town's people and the few Friend

living there, much to the satisfaction of my mind,

which had been oppressed under a consideration of

the low state of our Society, in the north of Ire-

land. Many, who went under the name of Friends,

have gone off with tho.se disaffected person^, whose
stations in society should have engaged them in

endeavours for the preservation of the weak ; but

as they have proved themselves, by their revolt-

ing, unworthy of the blessings which the faith-

ful enjoy, the call is afresh extended to those that

are in the highways and hedges, the streets and
the lanes, to come in and take their places. After

leaving Antrim, 1 had meetings at Belfast and

Milecross. At the former place I had some solid

conversation with a man of considerable note in

the world, who appeared to be under couvincenient,
' ut finds it hard work to give up to what- he be-

lieves to be right. I left him in a very tender

frame of mind, with a belief that the opportunity

would be an encouragement to him, more cheerfully

to submit to the cross, which many stumble at, and
thereby fall short of the reward of that peace

which the world can neither give nor take away.
From Belfast, I went to the Quarterly Meeting at

Lisburn, the several sittings of which were, 1 trust,

solid and profitable seasons.

" The late difficulties they have had amongst
them, [occasioned by a Dumber of persons de;iy-

ng the christian principles of the Society,] were

he means of the discontinuance of the Select Meet-

ng, the elders having all lost their stations, a part

of them having been dismissed by the overbearing

uence of the seceders before they left the Soci-

ety. Only one member was left, who was in the

station of a minister, and the meeting was conse-

quently discontinued by direction of the Quarterly

Sleeting. The situation of the Society being now
more favourable, I proposed for consideration the

propriety of reviving the meeting of ministers and
elders, as a measure very necessary for the health

of the body, there being, within the compass of the

Quarterly Meeting, several who appear as minis-

ters. The meeting was unanimous in recommend-
ing to the Monthly Meetings a care in the appoint-

ment of suitable persons to have the oversight of

the ministry, excepting one Friend, who, I feared,

would prove an opposer of this prudent means for

the preservation of a living mini.-try.

" A minute was accordingly made and sent

down, and I felt released from the concern of mind

I had laboured under, in the course of my visit to

Friends of this province, hoping that the judgment

of Truth will be placed over opposing spirits. The
appointment of elders, as fathers and mothers in

the church, is a wise measure, if such are chosen

who fear God, and hate covetousness ; and such

I hope may be found here. Next day I rode to

Lurgan, and put up at T. H 's, a Friend ad-

vanced in years, and infirm in body. I was com-

forted in finding him desirous of preparing to leave

his possessions in peace, being sensible that he has

been too much attached to business. Having ac-

cumulated a large portion of earthly treasure, he

is now desirous of distributing it, so that it may

do some good, I had much conversation with him,

and found that he was careful to appropriate it for

benevolent purposes, and that he contributes largely

for the purposes of society, and helping to repair

and build meeting-houses, educate the children of

the poor, &c. Wei! would it be if more of the

Wf-althy cberisheo' this disposition, and spent their

substance in like manner, rather than placing their

children in possession of great estates, thereby
giving them wings to leave the society, to soar
above the simplicity and humility of the go.spel,

and indulge in high life, far removed from the use-
fulness and self-denial of a christian, and unmind-
ful of the importance of having their accounts in

readiness, as good stewards, when the solemn sum-
mons arrives, ' Steward, give an account of thy
stewardship, for thou mayest no longer be steward.'

"From Lurgan, I rode to the hou.?e of Thomas
Green, near Charlemount, where I found a com-
fortable respite from travelling for a few days, in

which time I wrote a short epistle to Friends of
Stanford Quarterly Meeting, as follows :

'^Epistle to Stanford Quarterly Meeting, urit-
ten whilst in Ireland.

"Dear Friends,—In the language of the beloved
apostle, I salute you :

' Grace be to you, and peace
from God our Father, and from the Lord Jesus
Christ. Blessed be the God and Father of our
Lord Jesus Christ, the Father of mercies, and the

God of all comfort, who comforteth us in all our
tribulations, that wc may be able to comfort those

which are in any trouble, by the comfort where-
with we ourselves are comforted of God.'

" The uniting influence of this comfort remains
undiminished, and is to be witnessed by the faith-

ful followers of Christ in our day, as well as by the

primitive believers. It is precious in its nature,

and vouchsafed by its holy Author to support un-

der the various trials that await his servants. In
the enjoyment of a measure thereof, my mind has

been engaged this morning by the remembrance of

you, although far separated in a distant land. I

have felt you preciously near, desires have been
raised in my mind for your comfort in the bonds
of gospel fellowship, and that you may witness its

cementing virtue, to render you truly one another's

joy in the Lord, that you may comfort one another

in all your tribulations. Truly, if you are par-

takers of that peace which is from God the Father,

this will be your delight, in preference to any in-

dulgence that arises from self-love, that seeketh

only the support of self, and those whom we are

placed over by the ties of nature, or those who may
walk in the paths of self-indulgence with us. We
are all in a tribulated path as inhabitants of the

world, and have need of all the comfort we can
afford one another.

'' May we, brethren and sisters, all study so to

fulfil our duties, that nothing of an evil tendency
may get the ascendency over us, or separate us

from ' the unity of the spirit in the bond of peace.'

In this happy state, those that have a greater share

of tribulation than others, have the sympathy of

their friends, and partake thereof to their refresh-

ment, as a cordial reviving the drooping spirits,
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even of him that laboureth under the pains of the jsbip that is due to the Father of Jesus Christ our

body. But he that languisheth, and hath no cor-
^ Lord, even the God of all comfort. So prajeth

dial administered to him, fainteth, and finally dies your friend and brother, Henry Hull."

away ; and where anything of a poisonous nature

is administered, his sufferings increase, and pre-

sage a speedy dissolution.

" Seeing we are social and intelligent beings,

professing a belief in the consolations of the Holy

Spirit, and called upon to seek them, let none think

to obtain them, or to be able to administer them.

ear Charlemont, \a Irela

onlh 8tb, 1811."

(To be continued.)

A Chapter on Bells.

A tinkling instrument of some sort was in use as

ly as the clays of Jloses, as appears from Exo-

but by an engagement of mind that preferreth the jdus xsviii. 33—35, where the priest is commanded
to bang bells to his robe, in order by their sound

to give notice of his approach to the sanctuary

Bells were also appended to horses as an orna

ment, (Zech. xiv. 20,) probably similar to thosi

which are still used in many parts of Europe. As

a signal to call people together to join in any con

certed action, bells have been used from remote

times, having been thus used by the ancient Greeks

and Romans for civil, military, and religious pur

poses. The llomans by bells announced the hour

of bathing, and the early christians adopted the

same signal for designating the hour of prayer

;

Paulinus, Bishop of JMola, in Campania, at the end

of the fourth century, being the first to introduce

them in christian churches. Their use gradually

extended, and when parish c'lurchcs began to be

erected in England, they were generally adopted

there, giving rise to that feature of ecclesiastical

architecture, the bell tower. The ringing of bells

during eclipses, (which were supposed to be caused

liy the oppression of evil spirits,) was common, and

is referred to by Pliny and Juvenal. So, too, it was

supposed that their ringing would avoid tempests,

drive off infections, and abate the lightnings, since

the evil spirits of the air being alarmed thereby

would abandon their malignant purpose, and flee

in affright. The mysterious influence which the

sound of bells was supposed to exert over departed

spirits was increased by the ancient custom of toll-

ing the "passing bell" for the dying, that those

who heard it might offer up a prayer in their be-

half, as the virtue of the bell was thought to be

not alone in the prayers which it invoked, but in

that it also drove away any evil spirits that might

be hovering near to seize the departing soul. And
when the "curfew tolled the knell of parting day,"

a sadder influence was shed over the spirits of our

fathers than was justified by the fact that this cur-

few bell was only a signal—instituted in the time

of William the Conqueror—for all to put out their

fires, and retire to rest.

Russia is pre-eminently the country of great

bells, where they may be heard in full vigour, not

"swinging slow with sullen roar," for they are too

heavy to be swung, but incessantly tolling and

booming, and deafening all ears but those of Rus-

sians, who almost worship their bells. In Moscow
alone, before the revolution, there were 1700 large

bells, which number has increased now to 5000.

The Great Bell of Moscow, of which every one has

heard, was cast in 1653, by order of the Empress
Anne. Its weight is variously estimated at from

360,000 to 440,000 lbs. It is 21 ft. 3 inch, high,

and about 22 ft. in diameter at the mouth. In

1837, the Czar Nicholas caused it to be taken out

of the pit in which it lay, and to be placed upon

the granite pedestal as it is now seen. Upon its

side is seen the figure of the Empress Anne in

flowing robes. It has been consecrated as a chapel,

the Russians regarding it with the most supursti-

are advancing in years; nor the youth be left tojtious veneration, and will not allow a particle to

sacrifice on the altars of vanity, but while cheer- be taken from it as a specimen of the metal. The
fully employed in the necessary cares and con- 'entrance to it is through a large fracture or open-
cerns of life, be engaged to comfort each other in.ing iu the side, whence a piece has been broken
all your tribulations, and not forsaking the assem- out. There is now suspended in Moscow, upon the

bling yourselves for the performance of that wor
|
tower of St. Ivan, a bell weighing 144,000 lbs.,

ighteous cause of God to our earthly joys. ' God
is love,' saith the apostle, and ' they that dwell in

love dwell in God, and God in them.' Thus they

are near to the fountain of consolation, and are

enabled to comfort one another in all their tribu-

lations. May you be enabled to come up in use-

fulness in the militant church in your day, that

you may bear testimony with the beloved apostle

to the sufficiency of Divine love.

" I often remember the seasons of refreshment

we have had together, wherein we have known this

as the streams of that river which makes glad the

whole heritage of God. I also remember that

sometimes these streams were obstructed, so that

there was not an uninterrupted flowing of them.

As these streams of Divine consolation are very

precious, we certainly ought to endeavour that the

comfort resulting from them may be witnessed by

all, and that the aged may be strengthened, the

middle-aged animated, and the dear youth invited

to bend their necks to receive the yoke upon

them, that there may continue to be a succession

of those who prefer ' Jerusalem to their chiefest

"Many particular obstructions to this present to

my mind, but none so forcible as where there is

not a guard maintained against the love of the

world and the fascinating customs and fashions

thereof. Where this guard is maintained, Zion

becomes beautiful ; and if she were preserved so bv
the vigilance of the watchmen on her walls, would

become the praise of the whole earth. But her

beauty has not been so alluring as it might have

been, had her watchmen been on the watch at their

posts ; the enemy has gained an advantage, and
dismay has been spread in the ranks of the army

;

and in some places the Truth hath not been sup-

ported, but some of its testimonies have fallen

with those who have fallen. May this not be the

case amongst you—many of you have known the

heavenly calls, by which your love was turned to

the Fountain of true consolation, with desires to

partake thereof, and you have been refreshed

thereby. Oh ! that nothing may deprive you
thereof, but that you may steadfastly look unto

Him, who can support under every trial, and will

continue to supply you with the needful strennth

for every good word and work.
" I do not feel disposed to enlarge, but am de-

sirous you may be enabled to feel me in the cove-

nant of life, and be willing to join in a continued

and a renewed care, that we may be one another's

joy in the Lord, not suffering anything to divert

our minds from the renewings of the Father's love.

May this support me, who am exposed to various

perils in a distant land. And you, dear friends,

in the land of my nativity, may you witness the

glory and the beauty of this world stained in your
view, that avarice and covetousness may not have
an ascendency over those who are advanced, and

cast in 1817, the diameter of which at the moxt

is 13 ft.

The bells of China rank next in size to those

Russia, there being several in Pekin, cast in h

nour of the transference of the seat of governme

from Nankin to that city, which are said to ea.

weigh 120,000 lbs. Another at Nankin, of near

cylindrical shape, is estimated to weigh 55,000 11

Of European bells, the famous one at Erfurt,

Germany, cast in 1497, and weighing about 30,01

lbs., was long celebrated not only as the large

but also as the best in Europe. One placed in t

cathedral of Paris, in 1680, weighs 38,000 II

Another in Vienna, cast in 1711, weighs 40. 0(

lbs.; and in Olmutz is another of about the sari

weight. The celebrated Great Tom, of Oxfor

England, weighs 17,000 lbs., and was cast in 168

The great bell recently cast for the Parliame

House, in London, weighs 30,000 lbs. ; that

York Minster, called Great Peter of York, weig

27,000 lbs. ; and that upon the Notre Dame
thedral in Montreal, (the largest upon this cott

nent,) weighs 29,400 lbs., and was imported fro

England, in 1843.

The inscriptions upon old bells afford a subje

of curious interest.

The following old Latin inscription, orfragmen

of it, has been rung upon European bells for ce

turies :

—

" Laudo Deum verum, plebem voco, conjugo clerum,

DefuQctus ploro, pestem fugo, festa decoro,

Funera plango, fulnara frango, Sabbata pango,

Excito leogos, dissipo ventos, paio crucentos."

I praise the true God ; I call the people ; I assemble t

clergy;

I lament the dead ; I drive away infections; I grace I

festival

;

I mourn at the buria! ; I abate the lightning ; I announ
the Sabbath

;

I arouse the indolent ; I dissipate the winds ; I appea

the revengeful.

The following one has been common in Englai

for three hundred years, and also much used

this country :

" I to the church the living call,

And to the grave do summon ul

Thefolloicing are selections of some i

lions :

One upon a bell in Wiltshire, England, ca

1619.

" Be strong in faythe, prayse God well,

Frances (Jountess Hertford's bell."

Upon one in Oxfordshire, cast 1667:

" I ring to sermon with a lusty boome.
That all may come, and none stay at home.'

Upon one (a fire bell) in Dorsetshire cast 165J

" Lord, quench this furious flame,

Arise, run, help, put out the same."

Upon one in Somersetshire, cast 1700 :

' tnscri^

All you of Bath that

Thank Lady Hopton
hear

ed pound."

Upon one in Warwickshire, cast 1675 :

" I ring at six to let men know
When to and from thair worke to go."

Upon one in Staffordshire, cast 1604 :

" Be it known to all tliat doth me see

That Nen-combe of Leicester made me."

John Martin also makes himself known upc

one (of a peal of three) in Worcestershire, ca

Many experiments have been made to determii

the best and most sonorous material for bell-meta
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ill of wliioh, and particularly the series of expcri-

'leDts made in 1853, uuder the direction of tlie

iQatitute of Arehittots iu London, have deiuon-

jtrated that neither steel, iron, glass, nor any of the

(roposed substitutes for bell-metal (copper and tiu)

i-ould answer the purpose of producing a loud,

isiinct, and musical noise in combination ; which

ombination of qualities is the true criterion by
•bich to determine the merits of a bell. Steel

ells (and all others having iron in their composi-

on) have a harsh, puny, thin sound, which is just

16 opposite of that fullness and richness of tone so

esiraljle iu a bell ; and, moreover, bells of that de-

:ription are open to a very serious objection in

lat the material of which they are composed is of

3 little intrinsic value, being worth as old metal

nly about one-twentieth that of the copper and
n mixture. Good material alone will not, how-
ver, produce a good bell; it is also necessary that

18 shape be modeled upon correct scientific prin-

ples with reference to acoustic eifects ; and that

roper skill be exercised in the process of mixing,

lelting, and pouring the metal.

A history of the various devices for mounting

jells, and the improvements therein, would fill a

olume. The most primitive mounting consisted

f a beam or stock of timber, with pivots at the

nds resting in a frame, to which beam the bell

as suspended— all the weight being beneath the

xis of the pivots— and a rocking motion imparted

) the bell by pushing with the foot, as is practised

t the present day in Spain, or by pulling upon a

iver fastened transversely to the beam. Iron-

okes have now very generally superseded those of

?ood, and they are usually so designed that part

f the weight of the bell is above the axis of the

livots, and being thus more evenly balanced, less

aomentum is acquired by the bell in swinging, and
onsequently there is less strain upon the tower.

?he modern modifications of this yoke consist in

he construction of detached arms in which the

livots are set, which are fastened to the body of

he yoke by means of a bolt and ratchet teeth, so

hat by changing their position the poise of the bell

nay be adjusted to the strength of the ringer.

rVithiu the past few years, also, various modes
lave been devised of so constructing the yoke, and

ittachiug it to the bell as to permit of the bell be-

ng readily turned, when desired, (without un-

langing it,) so as to cause the clapper to strike

n a new place, thus obviating the liability of its

)ecoming broken through continued blows given in

me position ; and we observe that Messrs. Meneely
lave been awarded two patents, bearing date re-

ipectivoly 1858 and 1860, for "improvements in

Mounting Bells," by which this object is attained.

Dther improvements that have been introduced

rom time to time are : the clnpjjer springs, which,

leing attached within the bell, permit the clapper

strike, and then hold it away, so that it is pre-

sented from clattering against the bell, which
ffould muffle the tone, and be very disagreeable to

;he ear; the tolling hammer, by which a uniform

;olling stroke may be given; and the counterpoise

»nd stop attached to the wheel, by which the ringer

3 aided in swinging the bell, and it is prevented

Tom being thrown over when swung.

—

JS^ew Yb/-i'and

Observer.

For " The- Friuud.'

e Love and Concern of Friends,

jf much declension from a daily i

That which Saves.—The Gospel is the power of

jod unto salvation. Oh ! blessed is he who meets

with that which powerfully saves ! Most men's

religion is but a talk and profession of that which
they have not; and what will such a kind of reli-

gion avail, when it comes to be tried by the piercing

Bre of the spirit of burning and pure impartial

iudgment.

—

Isaac Penington.

Priuiit

In a day
ard walk with God, and bringing forth th

of obedience to his Divine will, made known by his

Holy Spirit to the visited soul, it may be usetul to

remind some, of the christian doctrine and practice

of our forefathers in the Truth. The following

evidences of their religious concern for the ever-

lasting welfare of each other, are taken from epis-

tles issued at their Yearly Meeting in London.

As early as the year 1083, that meeting says:

May all keep and walk in Christ Jesus, the

Sanctuary; for in Him are peace and safety, who
destroys the destroyer, the enmity and the adver-

ary. For Christ is your Sanctuary in this day of

storm and tempest, in whom you have rest and

peace. Therefore, whatever storms or tempests do

hould arise within or without, Christ your Sanc-

tuory is over them all, and has all power in heaven

and earth given unto Him ; and none is able to

pluck his lambs and sheep out of his Father's or

his hand, who is the true Shepherd ; neither are

ny able to hurt the hair of your head, except it

be permitted by his power for your trial. And
therefore rejoice in his power, the Lamb of God
who hath the victory over all, both within and

without. He by whom all things were made, and

is over all ; the first and the last ; the Amen, and

the faithful and true witness in all his, males and

females ; the heavenly Rock and foundation for all

he believers in the light, and children of the day,

to build upon, to stand sure." In another, that

meeting says, " It is much upon us to put Friends

n remembrance to keep to the ancient testimony.

Truth begat in our hearts in the beginning, against

the spirit of this world ; for which many have suf-

fered cruel mockings, beating, stoning, &c., parti-

cularly as to the corrupt fashions and language of

the world ; that the cross of Christ in all things

may be kept to, which preserves Friends blameless,

and honours the Lord's name and truth in the

earth."

A few years later, they say, " We earnestly

desire that Friends everywhere be put in mind to

keep under the leadings and guidance of the Spirit

of Truth in their outward habits, and fashions

thereof; not sufi'ering the spirit of the world to

get over them, in a lust to be like unto it in things

useless and superfluous, lest it prevail over them,

by giving a little way to it, till it leads them from

the simplicity and plainness that become the gos-

pel ; and so from one vain liberty to another, till

they come to lose the blessed liberty that is in

Christ, into which they were in measure redeemed
;

and fall back into the bondage of the world's spirit,

and grow up into the liberty of the flesh, with the

lust and concupiscence thereof; and so lose both

their name and place in the truth, as too many
have done." 1688.

They not only bore a decided testimony, that

they were called into the unity of the Spirit and

Divine love, but also into oneness of principle and

practice ; and as they followed Christ, the adver

sary and divider would not gain the ascendency

over them. In 1715, they say, " The Lord is one,

me, power and Spirit, one ; and He hath

called us to be one, in charity, in principle and

practice. Let us all diligently follow and pursue

the same, according to the degrees of that divine

grace, wisdom and understanding given us of God,

through the dear Son of his love, Jesus Christ our

only Mediator. And let us all diligently follow

Him and his example, in his divine light and Spirit,

wherein Satan the adversary, the devil, the mur-

derer and divider hath no place ; that the power

of Christ Jesus, in whom the prince of the world

hath nothing, may reign over all forever ; to whoso
name and power every knee must bow, and tongue
confess. ^Ve pray (jod that Friends everywhere
may truly reverence his name and power, and be
mindful of his kingdom and government overall."

Within the last forty years, the London Yearly
Meeting gives the following testimony to the gath-

ering of our religious Society, by the Lord's power,

and the character of the first members for their

integrity and obedience to the dictates and guid-

ance of the Holy Spirit. They write, " We have
at this time been renewedly convinced, that the

gathering and establishing of our religious Society

not the effect of human wisdcmi. It pleased

the Lord by the powerful influence of his eternal

Word on the hearts of our faithful predecessors, to

prepare them to receive the Truth in the love of it.

They consulted not with flesh and blood, but obeyed
the heavenly call. They were strengthened to bear,

with firmness and meekness, the scoffs and perse-

cutions and imprisonments, to which they were
subjected. In supporting their religious testimo-

nies, they sought not the praise of men, but the

approbation of God. Believing their views of the

;.-ign in the coming of Christ, and of the nature

of his dispensation, were confirmed to their under-

standings by the power of his Spirit, they suffered

freely and cheerfully for his name. Their patience

and fortitude, and their firm reliance on the Lord
lone fur deliverance from the hands of their per-

secutors, gave clear proof of their sincerity, and

ultimately secured a free and undisturbed profes-

sion of their religious principles. And it has been

under the influence of the same Almighty Pow-
R, we have been preserved an united and reli-

ious body, and that these testimonies have been

Jaithfully borne amongst lis from generation to

generation." 1822.

Since that day, how has the grand adversary

drawn many off' the watch, and led some to speak

disparagingly of those worthy sons of the morning,

and to advocate changes from the testimonies which

they bore in the face of bitter persecution, stand-

ing almost alone at that time in Christendom, for

the inward spiritual work of the new birth, and

the immediate guidance of the Holy Spirit. From
the age of some, and from their acquaintance with

the doctrines of the Society, and their activity in

its meetings, we should have looked for a very dif-

ferent course. And what have been the conse-

quences of their retrograde movements ? Confu-

sion and division among brethren and sisters, and

the turning of many young people to a worldly

spirit, in worship, in preaching and praying, and

in declining the very appearance of Friends. Those

influences have crossed the Atlantic and gone

through this western country, carrying desolation

with them, and threatening to give the Society an

entirely different character from what it maintained

nearly two centuries. Nothing can stay the plague,

but the same Almighty Power who gathered our

predecessors into the belief of the christian doc-

trines the Society has ever held. But, notwith-

standing this degeneracy, which it is painful to re-

cur to, a large body of Friends, sound in faith and

practice, still remains, whom the Head of the

church will preserve and bind together, as they

daily seek to Him for wisdom and strength to come

up iu their places, and to obey individually his di-

vine requirings. May they keep fully sensible of

the great responsibility of their position, and the

sad consequences of forsaking the truth

!

Endeavour to be always patient of the faults and

imperfections of others ; for thou hast many faults

and imperfections of thy own that require a reci-

procation of forbearance.
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Discovery of Platina.—Recent investigations The following table shows the proportion of slave

prove that the discovery of malleable platina, which to free population in the different States, in 1850

has been variously ascribed to Prout, Wollaston, and 1860

Fourcroy, Breant, and even to Janetty, belongs to

a French chemist, Francois Cbabaneau, resident

Madrid. In the eighteenth century, there was

troucht to Spain, from South America, not only

gold and silver, but another metal in small grains,

white, hard, brittle, and infusible, to which was

given the name oi platina, from plata, silver. In

1780, Chabaneau attempted to shape the platina

into ingots, and his efforts were successful. The

Spanish King Charles III. was so pleased at the fact

of this discovery having been made in his capital,

that he struck a commemorative medal in platina,

and conferred a pension upon Chabaneau. The let-

ters patent granting this pension arc dated in 1785,

and thus effectually settle his claims to priority."

For " The Fricud."

The Ccnsns of the United States.

The following table, taken from a daily paper,

presents the results of the late census, in compari-

son with that taken in the year 1850, ten yearr

previously

:

TJie Free and Slave Populatio?is of' the United

States.

Delaware 89,242

Maryland 492,666
Virginia 949,133

N. Carolina 580,491

S. Carolina 283,523

Georgia
Floiida
Alaban-.a

Mississippi

Louisiana
.\i-kansa3

Texas
Tennessee
Kentucky
Missouri

Maine . .

New Hampshit
Vermont . .

Massachnsetts

Rhode Island

Connecticut ,

New York
Pennsylvania

New Jersey .

Ohio . . .

Indiana .

Illinois

llichigau .

AVisconsin

Iowa . .

Minnesota
Oregon
California .

FREE STATES.

1850.

583,169

Total
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Selected.

lake me what best Pleases Bim, and not Myself

or Others.

Though I often find it my place to be brought

'ery low and very poor, as it is at present, yet I de-ire

wait my appointed time, until He pleases to dis-

)el those darksome clouds, which at times bring

ne near to a melancholy, drooping state ; and to

je entirely resigned to his will, that he may, if be

jleases, again and again turn his hand upon me,

mtil he purge away all my dross, and make me
(fhat best pleases him, and not myself nor others.

fhe Lord who has done wonderful things for my
leliverance, has mercifully regarded and reached

into me, while in a state of open defiance to his

lenderly striving spirit Many yet continue

to be the deep and humbling times I go through
;

many the anxieties of soul I have to pass under;

yet the Lord in mercy is at times helpiug me over

everything that would hinder my spiritual progress,

ind giving to find times of refreshment in his divine

presence. May I seek after him again and again,

and enter into covenant with him ; if lie will but

indeed be with mc in my way, and direct me aright,

[ will fully follow him. So marvellous and won-

derful is the goodness of God to my soul, I cannot

mfficiently admire it, nor too often repeat it ; for I

am as a monument of that mercy that would have

none lost, but that alL should come to the saving

knowledge of himself.— S. Fothergitl.

17-53. As the Lord is graciously pleased effect-

ually to touch the hearts of many of the youth, and

prepare them for the reception of his heavenly gifts,

whereby many are called to the work of the mi-

nistry ; and well knowing it is a due attention to

the gift, and waiting for the heavenly power and

life, to discharge themselves therein, which has

sver proved a blessing to the particular, and the

churches in general, we earnestly recommend that

the elders, and sensible, solid Friends do watch over

3uch in a holy concern for their and the church's

good ; that the weak and tender may be encour-

aged in a faithful discharge of their duty ; and

where a forward spirit appears, that would lead

into many words out of the life and power, such

may be properly admonished in the meekness of

wisdom, that each may speak the language of

Truth, by the ability which the Lord only gives;

and that the Monthly Meeting do not indulge any

to travel and appoint meetings too soon, for many
have been hurt thereby.

For "The Friend."

"Siher Spriig," Florida.

(Concluded from page 1S2.)

Popular opinion has ascribed to these waters

remarkable magnifying power. In confirmation of

this, it is commonly reported that the " New York
Herald" can be read at the bottom of the deepest

parts of the pool. It is almost needless to state,

that the waters do not possess this magnifying

power, that it is only the large capitals, constitut-

ing the heading of this paper, which can be read

At the bottom, and that the extraordinary tran-pa-

rency of the water is abundantly sufficient to ac-

3ount for all analogous facts. A variety of care-

ful experiments were made with the view of test-

ing this point, by securing printed cards to a brick

which was attached to my fathoming-line, and ob-

serving at what depth the words could be read, when
newed vertically. Of course, when looked at ob-

liquely, the letters were distorted and coloured by
refraction. Numerous comparative experiments

were likewise executed, in relation to the distances

Bt which the same cards could be read in the air.

Ihe result of these experiments may be announced

in a few words, namely :—That when the letters

are of considerable size, say a quarter of an inch

or more in length, on a clear and calm day, they

could be read at about as great a vertical distance

beneath the surface of the water as they could

be in the atmosphere ! Subsequently, my young
friend, Dr. Henry M. Holmes, of " Silver Spring,"

at my suggestion, repeated several of these experi-

ments, with identical results. In some instances,

the cards were read by those who were ignorant of

the words on them. The experiments were made
on various sized letters, and at depths varying from

six to thirty feet. The comparative experiments

in reading the card in air and water, serve to con-

vey a more distinct idea of the wonderful diapha-

nous properties of the latter, than any verbal de-

scription.*

Some persons have thought that there was some-
thing mysterious in the fact, that objects beneath

the surface of the water, when viewed obliquely,

are fringed with prismatic hues. It is unnecessary

to remind the physicist, that such a phenomenon
is a direct physical consequence of the laws of

dispersion of light by refraction. Observation

proved that white objects on a dark ground were
fringed with blue at the top, and orange and red

at the bottom ; while the colour of the fringing

was reversed for dark objects on a white ground.

This is exactly in accordance with recognized op-

tical principles. In the present case, the pheno-

menon is remarkably striking and conspicuous,

probably, from two causes: First, because the ex-

traordinary transparency of the water rendered

subaqueous objects highly luminous ; and secondly,

because the gigantic evergreens which fringed the

pool, cut off niost of the surface reflection, which
would otherwise have impaired the visual impres-

sion produced by the more feebly refracted and
dispersed light proceeding from the objects. The
shadow of the surrounding forest formed a dark
background, analogous to the black cloud on which
a rainbow is projected.

One of the optical phenomena presented by this

spring, at first sight, seemed somewhat paradoxical,

namely, that when looking vertically, the depth of

the pool appeared to be exaggerated. This fact

was most strikingly and satisfactorily illustrated

by the exaggeration of the apparent intervals be-

tween the bits of white cloth indicating the fathoms

on my sounding-cord. The fathoms near the surface

underwent a somewhat greater apparent elongation

than those nearer the bottom, but all were exagge-
rated in length. This phenomenon was observed in

all places and under all circumstances ; was the same
whether viewed with one or both eyes; and pre-

sented the same appearance to all observers. The
apparent length of the upper fathom was variously

estimated at from eight to ten feet.

After proving that the curious phenomena men-
tioned above, were in accordance with known phy-
sical laws. Dr. Le Conte proceeds :— It only remains
to indicate the causes which produce the extraor-

dinary transparency of the water, upon which, as

has been shown, the entire group of phenomena is

dependent. It may be remarked, that these dia-

phanous properties are perennial : they are not in

the slightest degree impaired by season, by rain or

drought. The comparatively slight fluctuations in

the level of the water in the pool, to which allu-

sion has been made, produced by the rainy season,

* A celebrated French savant, Bougner, has estimated
that in sea-water, at the depth of 311 French tbet, the
light of the sun would be equal only to that of the full

moon, and at the depth of 679 feet would wliolly dis-
appear. Compared with these results, the observations
of Dr. Le Conte on the transparency of Silver Spring,
appear remarkable.

are not, (according to the uniform testimony of the

residents,) accompanied by any turbidity of its

waters. At first sight, it may seem paradoxal that,

in a country where semi-tropical summer-rains oc-

cur, the waters of this stream should not be ren-

dered turbid by the surface drainage. But the

whole mystery vanishes, when we consider the

peculiar character of the drainage of this section

of Florida. Although the surface of the country

is quite undulating or rolling,—the summits of

many of the hills being thirty or forty feet above
the adjacent depres.sions,—yet there is no surface

drainage : there is not a brook, rivulet, branch, or

swamp to be found in this part of the State. The
whole drainage is subterranean : even the water

which falls near the banks of the Silver Spring,

passes off by under-ground channels. There is

not the slightest doubt, but that all of the rain-

water which falls on a large hydrographic basin,

passes down by subterranean channels, and boils

up and finds an outlet to the St. John's river, by
means of the Silver Spring and the smaller tribu-

tary springs which occur in the coves along the

margin of the stream. The whole surface of the

country in the vicinity of Ocala, and probably over

the area of a circle of fifteen miles radius, whose

centre is the Silver Spring, is thickly dotted with

lime-sinks ; which are the points at which the sur-

face water finds entrance to the subterranean pas-

sages. New sinks are constantly occurring at the

present time. The beautiful miniature lakes,

—

whose crystal waters are so much admired,—which

occur in this portion of Florida, are, doubtless,

nothing more than extensive lime-sinks of more

ancient date.

Under this aspect of the subject, it is obvious,

that all the water which falls on this hydrographic

basin, boils up in the Silver Spring, after having

jbeen strained, filtered, and decolorized in its pas-

sage through beds of sand and tortuous under-

Iground channels. It thus comes out not only

[entirely free from all mechanically suspended mat-

erials, but completely destitute of every trace of

I

organic coloring matter. According to the barge-

men, there is a striking contrast between the color

and transparency of the waters of the Silver Spring

and Ochlawaha at their junction. The latter river

drains a country whose drainage is not entirely

subterranean. In addition to the above-mentioned

conditions, which persistently secure the waters of

this spring from the admixture of insoluble mate-

rials, it seems highly probable, that the minute

quantity of lime which they hold in solution, may
exercise some influence in augmenting their trans-

parency ; for they appear to be more diaphanous

than absolutely pure water.

There is nothing a priori improbable in the idea,

that the optical, as well as the other physical pro- I

perties of the liquid, are altered by the materials '

held in solution. This is an interesting physico-

chemical question, which demands experimental in-

vestigation. It is proper to add that the waters of

the Silver Spring are not charged with more than

the ordinary amount of carbonic acid, they deposit

no carbonate of lime ; so that the amount of lime

held in solution, must be comparatively small.

Tlie Lave of Money.—Oh, what an oppressor

of the precious Seed, is a worldly trafiicking spirit!

how does it fetter the soul in its prison-house of

darkness, so that no living desires can burst the

way to God on high ! as I advance, I think I dis-

cover this spirit has carried into captivity, and

holds in bondage. I fear the love of money is not

seen to be so bitter a root as it really is, but that,

on the contrary, it is too much indulged, even to

the hardening of the heart.

—

William Lewis.
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For "The Friend."

A Pilgrimage to my Mother-land.

The above is the title of a small book, recently

issued from the press, being an account of a jour-

ney among the Egbas and Yorubas of Central

Africa in 1859-60, by Kobert Campbell, appa-

rently an intelligent and observant coloured man,

who announces himself as " one of the Commis-

sioners of the NiLier Valley Exploring Party, late

in charge of the Soientifio Department of the In-

stitute for Coloured Youth, Philadelphia, and

member of the International Statistical Congress,

London." We have perused the unpretending nar-

rative of the author's personal observations with

interest. Recognized by the xlfricans as one of

their own race, they appear to have admitted him

to a closer scrutiny of their domestic and social

condition than white men could generally attain,

and his descriptions of men and manner::, the pro-

ductions and the trade of the parts of the country

he visited, are valuable.

We propose furnishing some extracts from the

work for " The Friend," believing its readers must

be interested in the varied and extensive efl'orts

now making to lay open that long-benighted con-

tinent to the light of christian civilization, and in

a knowledge of the rapid development going on of

the vast resources it contains.

Sailing from Liverpool on the 24th of the Sixth

month, 1859, R. Campbell arrived off Cape Yerde,

Africa, in two weeks, and after stopping at several

places, landed at Lagos on the western coast.

Remaining here about six weeks, he proceeded up

the Ogun river to Abbeokuta ; the river being full

of water, the journey occupied but five days, though

in low water it usually takes twice that length of

time.

"Acting-Consul Lieut. Lodder had furnished me
with a letter of introduction to his Majesty C)ku-

kcnu, Alake of Abbeokuta, which I was anxious

to present. Henry Townsend, of the Church
Missionary Society, kindly accompanied me. My
reception by the king was very cordial. I ex-

plained to him the object of my visit to the

country, which he was pleased to hear. He ob-

served that for people coming with such purposes,

and for missionaries, he had great " sympathy,"

and would afford every encouragement ; but that

some of the people (emigrants from the Brazils,

Cuba, and Sierra Leone) who were now coming
into his dominion, especially traders, gave him
much trouble. His body above the loins was nude;

otherwise his attire consisted of :i handsome velvet

cap trimmed with gold, a costly necklace of coral,

and a double strand of the same ornament about

bis loins, with a velvet cloth thrown gracefully

about the rest of his person, under which he wore

his shocoto, a sort of loose trowsers reaching only

to the knees. One of his wives (he has more than

a hundred) was seated on the same mat, fanning

him. He fondled on his knees an infant, and eight

or ten of his other little children, all about the

same age, were gambolling around him. On his

right were seated several very old men dressed in

white cloths, elders of the Ogboni council, with one
or other of whom his majesty usually plays at the

native game of wari, a description of which is

given in another place. He offered me the only

chair in his establishment. Mr. Townsend, be-

ing an intimate acquaintance, sat on an end of

his mat. A few slaves, by the by, his chief ad-

ministrative officers, also sat near him. He pre-

sented me on my departure a head of cowries,

worth nearly fifty cents. Luring the next few days
I visited the principal chiefs, to explain the object

of my visit, and to make to each a small present.

Though humble, these presents were well received,

and in every instance a return present of cola nuts

{cola slerculia acuminata,) or of cowries was given.

The natives generally at first regarded me as a

white man, until I informed them of my connection

with the Negro. This announcement always gained

me a warmer reception.

" The reader here will permit me to digress to

explain a matter respecting which there has hith-

erto been some misconception. It has been as-

serted that the native African does not manifest

under any circumstances the same deference for

coloured men, as he does for white men; and so

fully is this believed, particularly in the United

States, that both my colleague Dr. Delany and

myself were frequently cautioned re>pectiug the

danger to which we should be expcsed in conse-

quence of our complexion. It is indeed true th;it

more respect has been accorded to white men, on

account of their superior learning and intelligence,

than to the generality of semi-civilized black men
from the Brazils and other places, who now live in

the Aku country; but it is a great mistake to think

that the same is withheld from coloured men
similarly endowed with their white brethren. Let

any disinterested person visiting Abbeokuta, place

himself in a position to notice the manner in

which such a person, for instance, as Samuel
Crowther, or even his son of the same name,
each a pure Negro, is treated, and he would
soon perceive the profound respect with which
Africans treat those of their own race worthy of it.

The white man who supposes himself respected in

Africa, merely because he is white, is grievously

mistaken. I have had opportunities to know, that

if he should, presuming on his complexion, disre-

gard propriety in his bearing towards the authori-

ties, he would receive as severe rebuke as a similar

offence would bring him in England. One of the

chiefs of Abbeokuta, Atambala, was with us one

day when a young missionary entered, and passed

him with only a casual nod of the head. As soon
as he was seated, the haughty old chief arose and
said, in his own tongue :

" Young man, whenever
any of my people, even the aged, approaches me,
he prostrates himself with his face to the ground.
I do not expect the same from you, or from civil-

iz'^d men, [oijibo,] nevertheless remember always
that I shall demand all the respect due to a chief

of Abbeokuta." A sufficient apology was given,

and the matter ended, not without, it is hoped,
teaching a salutary lesson.

The king of Abbeokuta, whose person is con-

sidered too sacred for the popular gaze, is never
permitted to leave the palace except on special

occasions, and then he only goes into the open space
without the palace-gates, one of his wives being in

attendance to screen his face with a large fan. So
with the king of 03'o, who once or twice only in

the year exhibits himself to the public, decorated
in his best robes and wearing a crown of coral.

At these times any one can stare at his majesty
with impufiity. In Ilorin, the king may not be
seen, except as a mark of special favour, even by
those to whom he affords the privilege of an au-
dience.

" If the reader will permit the expression, Ab-
beokuta might be said to be in form an irregular

circle. The circumference of its outer wall, (or in

some parts of the city there are three walls, is

about twenty- three miles. It was originally formed
of over one hundred townships, each independent
and governed by its own chief The people are of
the Egba tribe of the Akus, sometimes incorrectly

called Yorubas. About fifty years ago, wars with
the surrounding tribes, particularly with the Y'oru-

bas, had disorganized their nation, the greatest

number of their people being enslaved, and sent to

the Brazils, Cuba, and other places ; many of the

were also recaptured by British cruisers and tak

to Sierra Leone. A few flyinj before their relenth

enemy, and wandering from place to place, atleng

found refuge beneath a shelf of rock now call

'Olumo;' this hiding-place is said to have be

before the den of a band of robbers. Advanta
was taken of the security thus afforded, by othe

of the Egba tribe, and their number continued

increase until they felt strong enough to form

town and build a wall. In a short time that ton

as before stated, contained the remnants of ov

one hundred townships, and became too powerl

to be successfully assaulted by their enemies. T
walls now include a number of huge hills of supi

rior building granite, the quarrying of which w
doubtless yield large profit to its inhabitants at

remote day.
" They called the town very appropriately, 'A

beokuta,' which means under a rock. It is n<

estimated to contain more than one hundred tho

sand inhabitants, and its population is fast lucres

ing by accessions, not only from the surroundi

tribes, who find in it greater security for life a:

property, but also from many of those, and thi

descendants, who were sold away as slaves.

"Although the people have increased, one is

a loss to divine what has become of the chiefs

so many townships. One after another they ha

fallen off, and their successors have either ne\

been appointed or are too insignificant to comma;
attention. The treaty we concluded wi^h the a

thorities of the place, was signed by only sev

chiefs, the king's signature not included. To the

we were sent specially by the king, an act whi

seemed to indicate, either that they alone were i

sufficient consequence to take part in such a matt

or that they, by common consent, were deemed t

representatives of the rest.

" The language of the Egbas, is the same
that of the Yorubas, Ijebus and other neighboi

ing tribes, concerning which the author of ' Pol

glotta Africana' makes the following just remark;
' For the last few years they have very erroneous

made use of the name Yoruba, in reference to t|

whole nation, supposing that the Yoruba is t|

n.ost powerful Aku tribe, but the appellation is li|

ble to far greater objection than that of Aku, ai

ought to be forthwith abandoned ; for it is, in t

first place, unhistorical, having never been used

the whole Aku nation by any body, except for t

last few years conventionally by the missionarit

secondly, it involves a two-fold use of the wo
' Yoruba,' which leads to a confusion of notiot

for in one instance the same word has to be und<

stood of a whole, in another only of a part; a;

thirdly, the name being thus incorrect, can nev

be received by the different tribes as a name 1

the whole nation.'

" Viewed as to its power of enforcing order, a

affording security for life and property, the govei

ment of Abbeokuta is as efficient as a civiliz

government can be, and it accomplishes these en

with the greatest ease and simplicity. Punishme

is always summary and certain; notwithstandii

nobody complains of injustice. The penalty 1

theft is extreme, being either decapitation or forei

slavery. Before the advent of missionaries a

civilized people, adultery was sometimes also

capital offence ; now it is modified to heavy fin

the amount of which is always proportioned to t

position and wealth of the offender. Cases

adultery often occur, and must be expected ut

they are taught to abandon the disgusting systc

of polygamy.
" The tenure of property is as it is among eh

ized people, except as to land, which is deem
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)mmon property ; every individu

ffht of takino; unoccupied land, i

1 enjoys the

much as he

m vse, wherever and whenever he pleases. It is

eeiued his property as long as he keeps it in use
;

fter that, it is again common property. This cus-

)m is observed by all tbe Akus.
" The surviving relatives of one buried on any lot

f ground, have a right to that ground which no-

ling can tempt them to relinquish, aud from re-

ject to the sentiment, no one would invade, on any
retext, particularly when the deceased was a

other or father. S. Orowther, Jr., has long

ssired to possess a strip of land contiguous to his

lace of business, but no offer of money can induce
'

16 owner to part with it, although he is very poor;

3cause his father lies buried there.

CTot

1687. Dear Friends, my desire is, that all

riends may prize the mercies of the Lord, and

ve in humility, in his power that is over all, that

)U may answer God's witness in all people, iu his

pirit and Truth, in a righteous, godly life and

mversation. Let not liberty lift them up, nor

l£Ferings cast them down ; but in the Seed of life

at no man can make higher or lower, for that is

,e Heir of God's everlasting kingdom. So in this

3ed which is your sanctuary, God Almighty keep

)u, in whom you have life and wisdom, that it

ay be justified of all her children, and they ex-

cised in it, in this day of Christ. Amen. G. F.

THE FRIEND.
SECO.VD MONTH 16, 18G1.

To a sober, reflecting christian, it must be a

nrce of astonishment and sorrow, to observe how
Thtly and flippantly men, occupying influential

jlitical positions, and those aiming to impress and

lide the feelings of the people through the me-

um of the press, speak of war between different

ctions of our country.

Having been familiarized, by education and ex-

nple, with the idea that disagreements between

intending nations, unless easily and speedily ad-

.sted by their rulers, must be settled by fighting

id the butchery of each other's citizens, they

jsitate not to demand a resort to the sword, in

•der to bring about a decision of the complicated

aestions dividing the Slave and the Free States;

id speak or write of raising and marching armies

' enforce submis-ion, or revenge insults, as though

ipine and carnage were not violations of every

rinciple and precept of the religion of Christ, and

ar with its inseparable attendants, one of the most

The present derangement and conflict in our na-

tional affairs, is humiliating to the pride of the

whole people, and provocative of jealousy in each

section towards the other ; and we may observe,

that it is to these two vile passions particularly,

the loudest appeals are addressed, in order to in-

flame the multitude, and goad them on until they

will rush iuto the wholesale murder of each other.

Callous to human misery, degradation and destruc-

tion, men of common sense and professing to be

christians, attempt to justify the commencement of

the savage game of war, here, in our own beauti-

ful and fertile country, aud among our fellow-

countrymen,—upon such flimsy pretexts as State

honour ; as is illustrated in the printed communi-
cation of the South Carolina Couimissioner to the

Federal Executive ; who professes to the world

that the behests of this uudefiued phantasiu are so

imperative, that the State cannot delay until the

steps necessary before negotiation can be entered

upon, are taken, but must at once resort to the

trial by battle, let the human slaughter be what it

may. Alas, for the promptings of that demon-like

honour which sets at nauglit the principles of hu-

manity and the commands of Christ, and would

destroy the peace and well-being of millions to ob-

tain the applause of a party or the huzzas of a

mob. Yet we are persuaded it would be far bet-

ter to yield the disputed fortress into the hands of

the misguided men who profess to be so sensitive to

its possession by the Federal Government, rather

than allow that to inaugurate a war between our

fellow-citizens, the extent and atrocities of which
could not be foreseen or predicted.

We sometimes hear it said, that modern warfare

is conducted in a more humane manner than the

armed conflicts of nations were formerly; and that

the reckless waste of human life and property that

in earlier ages characterized the efforts of belli-

gerents, are no longer tolerated ; that the diffusion

of christianitj' and the progress of civilization have

done much towards stripping war of its most re-

volting features, and inclined even soldiers to con-

siderations of mercy and humanity. But the heart-

sickening slaughter in the battles and sieges of the

Crimea, and the gory fields of Magenta and Sol-

ferino tell a different tale, and bear witness equally

with Uorodino and Waterloo, that with men,

banded together in armies, when once their worst

passions are set loose, aud they engaged in the

horrid work of murder, for which they are employed

and drilled, humanity and mercy are alike banished

from their thoughts.

History has handed down the slaughter at Alex-

andria, and tbe conflagration of its library, by the

ictorious followers of the Prophet, as an evidence

»ful scourges which Divine Providence permits to! of the savage ferocity of the ignorant Mahomme
rertake a nation. Happily, the inhabitants of this i dans ; and the destruction of the works of art,

ave been mercifully preserved from much well as the carnage of the Vandals in Italy, h

been kept
"

luntry

radical knowledge of its horrors, but the littl

ley have experienced in years gone by, might have

itisfied them that its sole product, when stript of

i false claims, is misery and death.

We rejoice that, notwithstanding the charge of

implicity and the taunts of imbecility, the present

xecutive of the United States, from whatever

otive, has studiously avoided taking any step

Icly to bring the two parties into active hostilities;

id it will be true wisdom on the part of that

hich is to come iuto power in the course of a very

lort time, if it pursues the same policy. There

no one good to be obtained, there is no real in-

rest of either party to be promoted, which can-

it be far better attained and promoted by acting

ader the influence of the Spirit that breathes peace

tinned remembrance, by the term

of reproach, which originated from it. That there

has not been much improvement, even in this re-

spect, in the conduct of the warriors of the present

day, is shown by the account given in the London

Times of the vandalism of the British and French

army, when at Pekin. Considering that these were

professed christians, and their opponents poor hea-

then, incapable of resistance or retaliation, we think

the followers of the " sacred standard," or the

swarming legions of the implacable Genseric, would

have had but little reason to blush in the presence of

their modern imitators. The barbarous course de-

scribed in the following extract, was decided upon,

because the Chinese had killed nineteen men, in

some other way than the approved mode in battle.

1 earth, good will to men, than by the shock of Quen-Ming-Quen was the summer palace of the

Jttle and the force of arms. j Chinese Emperor.

" At Quen-Ming-Quen the tablets of the dynasty
were preserved, on the safety of which, in the opi-

nion of the Chinese, the existence of the present

reigning family depends. By the people the pa-

lace was held in great veneration, from its being

the constant residence of the Emperor, and the

place where all the great princes and nobles of the

empire assembled ; the gardens and buildings were
famed for their beauty throughout China, and im-

mense sums were expended yearly on their main-
tenance. It was the scene of all the intrigues and
gaieties of the court. It was there that the great

receptions and levees took place, and there that

the Emperor had his concerts, evening parties,

and private theatricals, whore it is said he mixed
on more familiar terms with those invited than we
imagined could exist in the ceremonious court of

Pekin; an obeisance to the Emperor on his enter-

ing and leaving the hall of reception, being the only
ceremony performed." The destruction of Quen-
Ming-Quen was consequently determined on. The
Emperor's brother, the Prince of Kung, was in-

formed by Lord Elgin and Sir Hope Grant of their

intention, as it was the spot where the cruelties to

the prisoners first commenced. Three hundred
thousand taels were demanded within forty-eight

hours as indemnity to the families of the murdered,

and further. Prince Kung was informed that if any
delay or hesitation were exhibited in complying
with these demands, the Emperor's palace within

the walls of Pekin should likewise be sacked and
burned to the ground. The French commander-
in-chief declined to take part in these rigorous pro-

ceedings, as he feared that they might endanger
future negotiations ; but Lord Elgin was peremp-
tory in the matter, and the palace was promptly
destroyed. The correspondent of the Times gives

the following description of it :
" From the place

that was seized by the French on the 6th of Octo-

ber, it was at least six or seven miles before the

last building of Quen-Ming-Quen was reached.

This was at the foot of the first range of hills that

bound the plain to the north of Pekin. Over this

large extent of ground were gardens, palaces, tem-

ples and pagodas on artificial hills, some of them
300 and 400 feet in height, with forest trees of all

kinds covering their sides, through the green foliage

of which were seen the yellow tiled roofs of the

various imperial residences. A large lake lay

buried in the midst of these wooded hills, with two
or three, islands on it with picturesque buildings,

joined to the maiuland by quaint but beautiful

stone bridges. On one side of the lake, extending

upwards of two miles, winding in and out among
grottos, and through flower gardens roofed in by
flowering creepers, was the favourite walk of the

Emperor and his court; in some places where the

palaces come to the water's edge, the walk was
carried past them on a light and beautiful stone

terrace overhanging the lake. The high mountains

of Tartary, forming the back ground, made it,

while it was certainly one of the most curious, also

one of the most beautiful scenes I had ever beheld.

Two days were required efTectually to set fire to

and destroy all the buildings and walks of Quen-

Ming-Quen. Much valuable property, that it was
impossible to remove, was destroyed. It is said

that it exceeded two millions sterling, (SI 0,000,-

000,) exclusive of the building."

Thus it must ever be, while men allow Satan to

persuade them that war justifies them in giving full

course to the fierce lusts aud passions that war in

their members : and should our stricken country

be plunged iuto a bloody contest, no tongue could

toll, no pen could portray, the wretchedness and

woe, the moral degradation and crime, that would

necessarily be attendant upon it.
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SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
EnKOPE.—News from Liverpool to the 26th iilt.

The hostilities at Gaeta were recommenced on the

22d, by the opening of a heavy fire from the hesieged.

It is said that the King has resolved to hold out at

Gaeta, under the advice of the foreign ministers.

Typhoid fever was making ravages in the town.

The Sardinians had entered the Roman States, and

dispersed the reactionary bands.

Advices from China represent all quiet, and that the

first instalment of the indemnity to the allies had been

paid by the Chinese. The rebels appear to be gaining

ground in China. Twenty-five hundred English troops

and a quota of French were left at Tien-Tsin. The

Peiho was completely frozen up.

The proceedings of the Senate and Corj^s Lcgislatif oi

the French Assembly have been ordered to be placed at

the disposal of each journal in Paris every evening.

France is said to be making extraordinary naval pre-

parations. The e.tcuse is found in the menacing atti-

tude of Germany towards Denmark, and a late warlike

speech of the King of Prussia.

The prospectus has been issued in England of an

India Cotton Company. It is proposed to establish

agencies in Guzerat, and purchase cotton of the grow-

ers direct, and to endeavour to improve the process of

picking and cleaning by machinery.

The advices from Manchester continue unfavourable.

There has been little inquiry for goods, and prices were

weak, with very light transactions.

The Liverpool cotton market was dull and declining

;

breadstuffs were dull, and the quotations lower. Flour,

28s. 6d. a 31«. 6rf. ; red wheat, Us. a 13«. per 100 lbs.

The weekly return of the Bank of England exhibits a

decrease of £253,000. The money market was slightly

more stringent. Consols, 91} a 91f.
The dykes in Holland had broken in various places,

sweeping away the houses of thousands of unfortunate

creatures, who were wandering about cold, hungry and

homeless.

United States.—rAc /"eace Convention in session at

Washington continues to sit with closed doors. Several

more States have appointed commissioners to it, includ-

ing Massachusetts, which at first declined. Twenty-one

States are now represented in it.

The Virginia Coiwcnlion.—The election for delegates

to the approaching convention, resulted in the choice of

a large number of conservative or Union men. It is be-

lieved a majority of the members will oppose secession,

until it shall be"found that no concession will be made
by the North.

Affairs at Washing/on.—General Scott, in a letter to

the officers of a New York military company, who ten-

dered their services for the defence of the capit.il, states

that the government does not contemplate calling any

troops to Washington, other than the militia of the dis-

trict, and some detachments of regular troops.—The
President replied to the propositions of Col. Hayne, the

commissioner from South Carolina, that he has no au-

thority to treat for the sale or other disposition of the

forts and other public property ; that it is his dul

defend them to the best of his ability, and that thi

sponsibility for bloodshed wiil fall on those who attack

them. Hayne has returned to South Carolina. Certaii

distinguished Virginians have telegraphed to Gov. Pick
ens, requesting him still to forbear commencing hostili

ties.

Secession Movements.—The Texas convention passed

the ordinance of secession on the Ist inst.—yeas, 1C6
;

nays, 7. The ordinance is to be submitted to a vo

the people, and, if ratified, will go into effect on the 2d

of next month.—On the 4th inst, the custom-house a

New Orleans was opened under the authority of the gO'

vernment of Louisiana. The collector of the port of

New Orleans has refused to allow any goods imported
from Europe to pass on to St. Louis, Memphis, Nashville,

or any other port of the interior, unless the duties are
paid to the republic of Louisiana, or unless the U. S,

collectors at the destined ports become responsible foi

the payment of these duties to Louisiana.—On the 9th

inst., the U. S. arsenal at Little Rock, Arkansas, was
seized by the revolutionists. It contained nine thousand
stand of arms, and a large quantity of ammunition and
cannon.—The police of New York having seized a quan-
tity of muskets, which were about being shipped from
that port to the State of Georgia, the authorities of the
latter retaliated by seizing six New York vessels, which
were at Savannah. Upon this the muskets were uncon-
ditionally given up, and then the New York vessels were
restored to their owners.—A bill appropriating half a

million of dollars for the cause of Southern indepen-
dence, has passed both houses of the Georgia Legis-
lature.—It is believed that there will be no immediate
attack on fort Sumpter, but the question will be refer-

red to the Southern Congress. In the meantime, care

11 be taken to prevent reinforcements or supplies be-

y sent to the garrison.

''The Confederated States of North America."—"Vhe

Southern Congress assembled at Montgomery, Ala., has

greed upon the Constitution, and the creation of a pro-

isional government. Jefiferson Davis has been chosen

•resident, and A. H. Stephens, Vice President, of "the

Confederated States of North America." The Constitu-

tion of the confederacy prohibits the slave trade, except

etween the States. Slaves that escape from one State to

nother, are to be delivered on the claim of the party to

whom they may belong, by the executive authority of

the State in which they may be found
;
and in case of

ction or rescue, the full value of the slave, also all

costs, &c., must be paid by the State in which said ab-

ion or rescue may occur. With the exception of a

ie in relation to the public property, the remainder

of the Constitution is nearly identical with that of the

United States.

The Loan Sill.—The President has approved and

gned the twenty-five million loan bill. The Secretary

of the Treasury is not obliged by this bill to accept the

3St favourable bids, unless he shall consider them ad-

ntageous to the United States, and any portion of the

in not taken under the first advertisement, he may
ain advertise according to his discretion.

ir. S. Senator.—Ira Harris, of Albany, has been elect-

U. S. Senator from New York, in place of Wm. H.

Seward, whose term will expire on the 4th proximo.

Kansas.—All the accounts from this territory concur

representing the destitution and suffering as very

great. Notwithstanding a large amount of relief has

forwarded, it is said to be wholly inadequate to

meet the wants of the people, many of whom are in dan-

ger of perishing from famine.

New I'urk.—The total mortality of the year 1860 was
22,710—an increase of 1065, compared with the previous

year.

Philadelphia.—UoTtaWly last week, 249. The total

funded debt of the city is $20,962,408. It was increased

$964,000 during the last year.

Boston.—la Boston, the buildings put up during the

year 1860, was 984, and their cost $5,978,161. This

was less by four millions of dollars than the year pre-

vious, but the large expenditure ot that year was owing
to several blocks of buildings of great magnitude and

cost.

Congress.—In the Senate, Johnson, of Tennessee
made a strong and able Union speech, in which he de-

nounced tlie secession movement. Wigfall, of Texas,

replied, and defended the action of the cotton Slates.

The House of Representatives has passed a bill for the

breaking off of postal communication with the seceded

States, and forbidding the making of new contracts.

Several effective speeches were made in the house on

the condition of the country ; the best, perhaps, hy

Winter Davis, of Maryland, who pledged that State foi

the Union. Petitions signed by thousands in all thi

Northern States continue to be pressed upon Congress,

urging that body to adopt some means of conciliation

and peaceable settlement of the present political trou-

bles. On the 11th inst., a resolution offered by Sher-

man, of Ohio, was passed by an unanimous vote, (yeas

161
;
nays, none,) as follows. Resolved, That neithei

Congress, nor the people, or the governments of the non-

slaveholding States, have any constitutional right to

legislate upon, or interfere with slavery in any of thi

slaveholding States of the Union.
Tennessee.—On the 9th inst., an election was held ii

this State to determine whether a majority of the voters

desired that a State convention should be called, a

at the same time to elect delegates to the same. I'art

returns indicate that the Union sentiment is strong

Tennessee, and that if a convention shall be called,

which was doubtful, it would not join in the secession

movement.
The President Elect.—On the 11th inst., Abraham Li

coin, the President elect, left his home at Springfield, to

commence his journey to Washington. He did not in-

tend to proceed directly there, but to stop at New York
and various other places on the route. Many of the

habitants of Springfield assembled to witness his dep
ture, to whom he expressed the deep feelings of sadn
which the occasion inspired. He also said, " A duty
devolves upon me which is, perhaps, greater than th;

which has devolved upon any other man since the days
of Washington. He never would have succeeded except
for the aid of Divine Providence, upon which he at all

times relied. I feel that I cannot succeed without the

same Divine aid, which sustained him, and in the sam(
Almighty Being I place my reliance for support."

Great Falls of Snow.—The depth of snow, in New
Hampshire, at the present time, is almost unparalleled

Measurements made of the quantity fallen, show that i

all there have been about 70 inches, and travelling i

very much impeded. In Western New York, also, a vai

amount of snow has fallen.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM.
Committee on Admissions.—Samuel Bettle, Jr., No. 14

N. Tenth street; Charles Ellis, No. 724 Market street

William Bettle, No. 426 N. Sixth street, and No. 2

S. Third street; John C. Allen, No. 335 S. Fifth stree

and No. 321 N. Front street ; Horatio C. Wood, No. 61

Race street, and No. 117 Chestnut street ; John M. Whii

all. No. 1317 Filbert street, and No. 410 Race street

Wistar Morris, No. 209 S. Third street ; Nathan Hille;

Frankford; EUiston P. Morris, Germantown, and Nc

805 Market street.

Visiting Managers for the mon(/i.—Elliston P. Morris

George G. Williams, and William L. Edwards.

Physician and Superintendent.—Joshua H. Worthing

ton, M. D.

FRIENDS' INDIAN INSTITUTE, TUNESSASSAH.
A man and a woman Friend are wanted to aid in con

ucling this Institution. A man and his wife would b

preferred, one of whom should be qualified to teach ii

the school. Apply to Ebenezek Worth,
Marshalton, Chester Co., Pa,

Thos. Wistar,
Fox Chase, Philadelphia Co., Pa.

Joel Evans,
Oakdale P. 0., Delaware Co., Pa.

Philad., Second mo. 5th, 1861.

WEST-TOWN SCHOOL.

A Friend and his wife are wanted to fill the station

f Superintendent and Matron at West-town Boarding

School.
Application to be made to either of the followin,

Friends: Nathan Shabpless, Concord ; James Emlej

West Chester ; Samiiel Hilles, Wilmington ; Henk
Cope or William Evans, Philadelphia.

Twelfth mo. 10th, 1860.

Died, at his residence in the city of Hudson, N.Y., Tent:

month 16th, 1860, Samuel Marriott, in the eighty-firs

year of his age. He was a valuable elder in our reli

gious Society, and a firm believer in the doctrines an-

testimonies upheld and lived in by our early Friendi

He often mourned over the declension of mar
primitive purity and simplicity. Though his bodily su)

ferings towards his close were severe, he was not hear

to murmur, but bore all in much resignation to the Lord'

will. He was enabled to look forward with a comfort

able hope to a future state of blessedness ; and that no

for works of righteousness which he had done, bn
through the mercies of his dear Redeemer.

, at his residence in Greenport, Columbia county

New York, Ninth month 23d, 1860, Robert C. Maci
aged seventy-two years ; a worthy member, and fo

many years an overseer of Hudson Monthly Meetinf

Feeling a comfortable assurance of his everlasting '

being, his close was in peace.

, at his residence in London-Brittain, Cheste

Co., Pa., Twelfth month 21st, 1860, Joshua Sharpless
a valuable and esteemed elder of New Garden Monthl
Meeting, in the eighty-second year of his age.

, in this city. First mo. "24th, 1861, Edith Kr
a member and for a long period an overseer of th

Monthly Meeting of Friends of Philadelphia, in tb

eighty-fourth year of her age.

, on the morning of the 11th inst, Joseph CiiBf

son; a member of the Monthly Meeting of Friends (

Philadelphia, in the eightieth year of his age.
i

, in Philadelphia, on the 10th ult., Hannah I,

Davis ; a member and elder of West Chester Particulrf

and Birmingham Monthly Meeting, in the seventy- fourth

year of her age. This dear Friend was widely know^
and greatly beloved for her quiet and unobtrusive worth
her close was peaceful and bright. She said, " h*,

day's work was done, and she longed for rest, heaveni

rest." In view of her well-spent life, we feel that tlr

language is peculiarly applicable to her, "Verily, I 3^
unto you, inasmuch as ye have done it unto one of tH

least of these my brethren, ye have done it unto me."{|

, on the '29th of the First month last, Rebeo^
Rhoads, aged seventy-one years ; a member of Spring

field Particular and Chester Monthly Meeting, Pa.

, at his residence in Trenton, N. J., on the 12th i

Twelfth month, 1860, Mark Collins, aged nearly for

six years; a member of Chesterfield Monthly Meeting^
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Religious declension, whether in individuals or

communities, is seldom sudden. It generally

;iD3 in very little things; and often, long be-

e there has been any outward manifestation of

ling away, the inward watch has been relaxed,

fervency of love to God has abated, and the

rit of daily earnest prayer for divine help and

iservation has been turned aside by the love of

ler things. If we could read the honest details

the downfall of the backslider, we should proba-
' always find that the secret decline of first love

to a disregard of first principles and practices;

it each indulgence in what was once a subject ol

traint and self-denial, created an increased ap-

;ite for greater liberty, and a disposition to quiet

i compunctions of conscience by persuading him-

f that scruples formerly felt were only the fruit of

iication, of circumstances or of imagination, and

d no divine authority; thus clouding the spirit-

l vision by the mists of human reasoning, until

ar discernment between that which pleaseth

id, and that which pleaseth him not, was, in great

:asure, lo-t; the tenderness of conscience, onct

own and peacefully enjoyed, was blunted, and the

pd, roving in unlawful liberty became more and

ire bewildered, and in danger of putting light

darkness, and calling darkness light.

Religious society is made up of individuals; and

ere a considerable number of these full into any
jree of this spiritual declension, especially if

y be such as, from their po-ition or other cir-

Dstances, exercise an influence; their spirit and

mple, and the avowal of their sentiments, tend

ipread the defection. Numbers give strength;

is encouraged in undue indulgences by seeing

ers yield to them ; a godly zeal for the preserva-

n of the body in its former faithfulness and de-

ation, languishes and dies away ; and degene-

ly gradually overspreads; until the disposition

iomes prevalent to lower the ancient standard

suit modern weakness ; to wink, if not to cou-

e, at departures from what Truth requires, and

settle at ease under the idea that if the great

damental doctrines of Christianity are recog-

ed and avowed, the testimonies and practices of

society need not be enforced. But the work of

I religion embraces several parts ; and however

enuously we may profess an adherence to some

of these, if we decline to uphold others or anyone,
which Divine Wisdom has appointed, we cannot
advance in the inward life of godliness, but shall

gradually fall away from it.

In reading the journal of Henry Hull, as well as

those of other ministers, written at different periods,

we find frequent mention of the departure of the

religious Society of Friends from its early zeal and

dcvotcdncss. This is not peculiar to it. The
pious labourers in other denominations have had

to deplore the same degeneracy among them,
d our own observation amply confirms the con-

clusion that it is no less apparent now, than it

among preceding generations. The cause,

we believe, in all cases, will be found in the indivi-

dual defection of which we have already spoken.

The first members of the religious Society of

Friends were persons, who had fully surrendered

themselves to the regenerating baptism of the Holy
Spirit; and were earnestly concerned to live daily

subjection to the yoke and cross of Christ, by
which they were crucified to the world, its religions,

friendships, riches, honours, and vain customs and
fashions. Abiding under this inward daily work,

id the guidance of the light of Christ, they were

ade zealous against all sin and worldly compli-

ances, devoted to the promotion of the cause ot

God, and mainly engaged to do his will, that they

ht experience thorough sanctification in body,

soul and spirit. To this cause we may attribute

their growth in the divine " wisdom and knowledge

which were the stability of their times, and strength

of salvation," as well as the remarkable success,

which attended their labours.

The principles of the society now are the same
hich, faithfully carried out, wrought such blessed

results for them; and it only requires a return,

d full submission, to the same inward work, and

regenerating, crucifying power, to restore the soci-

ety to its original purity and holiness. Nothing

"se can accomplish it. All contrivances and mo-

difications to lessen the offence of the cross, and

render its requirements more .ngreeable to the na-

tural mind, will surely fail. Reformations cannot

be effected by wholesale. The only way to pro-

duce a salutary change in the aggregate, is by ope-

rating on the individual mind ; and as each one

is made willing to submit entirely to that trans-

forming power, which made the first Friends what
they were, and daily to abide under it, the blessed

work will be begun and carried on ; the principles

and testimonies of the society will become more and

more precious in our eyes, and instead of desiring

to change them, our chief concern will be, through

Divine a^sistanot", so to perfect holiness in the fear

of God, by living up to them, as to commend them,

by the purity and heavenly mindedness of our lives,

to tlie acceptance of others, that they also may
come to realize their preciousness.

Of the further prosecution of his religious en-

gagements in Ireland, H. Hull says, "At Moat, I

spent the 23d. It being a fine, pleasant day, I

passed nio-t of it in the fields and gardens, ob-

serving the beauties of the creation, as evidenced

in the springing forth of the buds and blossoms.

My mind was clothed with solemnity, and ray dear

connexions in America were brought near to my
mind, accompanied by thoughts of my separation

from them, while tears of tender and parental af-

fection stole silently from mine eyes. Thou know-
est, (> Lord, that I left them in obedience to thy

holy command—be pleased to preserve us in thy

fear, walking in the way that is acceptable unto

thee, and keep us from falling into any of the waya
which render unworthy of thy favour, for thou art

worthy to be served by us, from whom we have
received so many blessings. May we never forget

how much we owe unto thee, but always be willing

to sacrifice whatever thou callest for. Amen.
" Second-day morning, 25th, rode to Birr, where

we had a good meeting, notwithstanding the rabble

compassed the house, iu order to disturb us; and
the key being left in the door, they locked if, and
made a noise at the windows after I stood up. But
the calming influence of the power of Truth stayed
the minds of the assembly, many of whom were not

Friends, so that little notice was taken of the rude
behaviour without. The meeting ended with thanks-
givings and praises unto Israel's Shepherd, for the

continuance of his care over those who put their

trust in him, with humble prayers for the blessing

of preservation to those who were engaged to turd
from the wickedness of their ways. When the
meeting was over, and we got into the street, we
found the attention of the rabble turned away from
us by a desperate fight, in which several were en-

gaged, with a fury comparable to that of ferocious

beasts, knocking each otlier down with whatever
they could lay hold of for the purpose.

" Thus the days they call holy are spent in some
parts of Ireland, the people being kept in ignorance

by selfish priests, who teach them to refrain from
labour on these days, that they may thus have a
pretext for receiving money from them, as a com-
pensation for unavailing ceremonies and services,

fhese popish holidays, instead of promoting mora-
lity or religion among the people, make them worse,

and expose them to many evils; encouraging idle-

ness, and causing the holy name to be blasphemed,
and the way of Truth to be evilly spoken of. No
marvel that the priests endeavour to keep the peo-

ple in ignorance, for if they had the privilege to

see and judge for themselves, they would find that

their teachers were too generally promoters of the

kingdom of antichrist, even whilst they are pro-

fessing to advance the cause of Christ Jesus our
Lord. These pretended holy days are an offence

to the holy God. to whom vengeance belongcth,

and who will render righteous recompense upon the

heads of these deceivers of the people."
" The 30th of Third month, the Select Quarterly

Meeting for Lt;inster province was held; and on
the following day, being the first of the week, a

large number of Friends being assembled from the

different constituent branches, meetings for Divine
worship were held in the morning and evening.

The appearance of Friends was commendably plain

and consistent with our religious profession, and
the meetings were edifying seasons ; the presence

of Him who promised to be in the midst of the two
or three who are gathered in his name, being evi-

dently witnessed to stay the minds of the people,
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and still the spirits of the true worshippers. This

solemn covering spreading generally over the meet-

ing, there seemed to he an uncommon degree of the

cementing influence of heavenly love over the minds

of Friends, which had a profitable effect in preparing

them for the business of the church. This was
transacted on the following day in a spirit and

manner, which evinced the prevalency of desire,

that the church might arise and shake herself from

the dust of the earth, and put on her beautiful

garments. The parting meeting was also a good

time, in which humble petitions were put up for

preservation from the contaminating things of this

life, and that when separated from each other, we

might witness the extension of his help, who had

condescended to be with us while together, that so

we might be enabled to advance the Lord's cause

in our respective allotments in life, and in the little

meetings where we belonged. During the few days

I rested [near Waterford], a very respectable wo-

man, who is under conviucement, came to sec me,

Her father is a clergyman, and her husband a

magistrate, which occasion her some close trial;

from their opposition to her coming among Friends

Her husband is greatly mortified at her declining

to attend the established worship, and wholly re

fuses to permit her to attend Friends' meetings

though in other respects he is kind to her, and pro

mises her every indulgence she can desire, if sh(

will not become a Quaker. She lives some mile:

distant from a meeting, and does not go to it; but

spends her time in retirement while Friends are at

meeting. Hearing I was in the neighbourhood,

she came to spend an hour or two with me; and
we had a very tendering time in solemn retirement

before the Lord, with which, at parting, she ex
pressed great satisfaction ; her tears flowing freely

in gratitude to God for the favour. She appears
to be a wise and discreet woman ; and altbougli

some persons think she is not sufficiently persever-

ing in going to meeting, in opposition to the will of

her husband, yet I found nothing to impress ray

mind on that account ; but think she is well

grounded in the principles of Truth, and that by a

prudent care she may make her way more effectu-

ally with him, than by opposing him so as to irri-

tate his disposition, and set him against Friends.
" In being at Enniscorthy, Wexford and other

neighbouring places, the horrors recently produced
by the rebe.lion seemed to be revived in my mind,
giving rise to serious and sorrowful reflections, and
leading me to contemplate the mercy and strength

of Omnipotence. Great, indeed, was the Lord's
kindness to Friends, preserving them amidst the
dreadful carnage, as well as the sufferings which
others passed through. When human blood flowed
in streams through the streets, and multitudes were
piked and thrown into the rivers, burnt in barns,
houses, &c., and in many other ways tortured and
slain, not one Friend was known to be killed, save
a young man, who forsook his peaceable principles,

and took up arms for his defence. If we forsake
Omnipotence, whither shall we flee for help I If

he is humbly relied upon, he will be unto his peo-
ple as a wall of defence, and make a way when
there appears to be no way. But too many of those
who saw these marvellous works of the Lord, and
how his delivering power was vouchsafed, have
forgotten these his mercies, and gone their own
ways into the world. Alas! saith my soul, for

these 1

" So evident were the favours shown to Friends,
that many other persons sheltered themselves in

their habitations, and those of the society who had
deviated from the plain attire by which Friends
are generally known, now saw their folly. In
those calamitous times, fashionable clothing, of an

expensive kind, was rather a passport to death than

to honour; and at all times it is more an evidence

of a weak understanding, than of a sound mind
;

for neither religion nor reason point it out as a

means to promote the usefulness of the wearer.

The great departure from plainness, which is evi-

dent among many of our young people, is a proof

of their folly and ignorance, rather than of wis-

dom ; since it is beneath the dignity and nobility

of a christian mind to be so much employed about,

and pleased with, the covering of tbe body. In

some it may be more the effect of the parents'

pride, than that of the children ; but this testimony

of our Society to a simple, useful and not expen-

sive manner of dressing and living, is grounded in

the Truth, and innovations will never be able to

sap the foundation, or overthrow it.

" I would recommend to my dear young friends, to

endeavour to see frcfm whence those desires arise

which lead them to follow and copy after the fan-

tastical dresses and habits which are so continually

changing. Neatness and cleanliness "are certainly

commendable, and if rusticity is offensive, simpl'

city is not; and surely simplicity and self-denial

become a people called, as we are, to bear a testi-

mony to the purity of the religion of Jesus Christ,

'' I grant, that there is no religion in the cut or

colour of a garment, but the exterior appearance

is often an index of the mind ; and if the inside of

the eup and platter be made clean, the out.-ide v/

be clean also. Men do not gather grapes of thorns,

nor figs of thistles; and conformity to the world

in any of its corrupt ways and fashions, is not a

being tran!;formed, as tbe Scriptures of Truth ex

hort. Let us, therefore, strive so to walk in all

things, as the redeemed of the Lord, who make
provision for the flesh to fulfil the lusts thereof, but

who are concerned to live unto Him who died for

tliem, that the blessed and happy state of the re-

deemed ones may conspicuously appear in the eyes

of the world, that others may be induced to seek

a release from the bondage there is in sin and
corruption, and in all the world's evil ways and
fashions.

"Evil communications corrupt good manners;
where the precious gives way to tbe vile,' good is

oppressed, and evil is advanced—thus by little and

little the oppressor may gain the ascendency over

the redeemed, and bondage may increase, and then

suffering will be unavoidable. I much desire that

the children of Friends may not be brought up in

ignorance, so as not to know the grounds of the

religious principles they profess, and why plainness

is more commendable than imitating those who
change because fashion is changeable.

" After attending the Quarterly Meeting for

Munster, held at Clonuiel, I proceeded toward
Dublin, and on my way had a public meeting at

Kilkenny, where Friends had been much opposed
;

but it was largely attended, and the people be-

haved solidly. The Yearly Meeting at Dublin
was large, and the several sittings were solid and
edifying seasons. Many precious youth evinced

by their deportment, that they were sensible of

the renewed extendiugs of the heavenly Father's

love. Friends parted under the sweet feeling of

this love, and humble petitions were put up to the

holy Helper of his people, that he would be gra-

ciously pleased to keep us when separated from

each other, reverently dependent upon him ; that

we might continue to experience the unity of the

one Spirit, and be strengthened to perform the ser-

vice he had for us, in our several allotments,

through his holy help, which had been with u--

while together, and thus be prepared to ascribe

thanksgiving, praise and glory to his sacred name.''

CTo be coDtinued.j

From " Tbe Leisure Hour

The Garden.
(Continued from page 179.)

The existence among all civilized peoples

public gardens, accessible to all ranks and clas;

is the best, as it is the most prominent, evidenct

the universal liking which prevails for such am
cial assemblages of all that is beautiful and

lightful in nature. If such a liking were not ti

general, there would assuredly be no public g

dens ; and we may regard their increase among

of late years as an indication of a decided imprc

ment in the popular taste and feeling, and as

augury of still further ameliorations in that dii

tion. The public garden, like the public pari

the poor man's landed estate, in which he can i

port himself on his own ground, and derive at o

recreation and instruction, pleasure and health,

yet, we English have fewer gardens of this k

sratuitously open to all, than are to be fo\

[among our neighbours. There is Hampton Co

and there is Kew for the Londoner, both exqui

of their kind, but both at an expensive distan

and there are the metropolitan garden-parks, wl

are more accessible, and which he knows hov

appreciate. Of public gardens of another kini

gardens in which amusements and recreations,

nocent and instructive, or dissipating and ob

tionable because demoralizing, are to be had

the payment of an admission fee—there is no Is

either in the suburbs of London, or in those

otber large towns of the kingdom : in fact, throu

out the country, almost every man who caters'

the holiday-making populace, now finds it to

interest to add the delights of a garden to S'

other recreative elements as he has it in his po

to provide. * * «

But it is not in public gardens, whatever maj

their de>ign, whether they be arranged for j

poses of science, as the Botanical Gardens of .

ris, of London, or of Kew—or for those of rr

pleasure, as Vauxhall, Rosherville, or Cremorn

or for pleasure and instruction combined, as in

Zoological Gardens of Regent's Park— that

visitor need expect to see the art of gardening «

ried out to perfection. Let us endeavour to rei

the idea of a modern garden on a grand scale,

it impressed us souie few years ago, when, foil!

ing in the wake of her Majesty, we paid a fly

visit to the ducal mansion of Stowe.

It was a glorious morning in June, with a li

balmy breeze in the air, and only a few feath

cirri floating aloft in the upper cloud region, w
we entered one of the gates of the outer deme;

A level road, straight as a plumb line, and flan!

on either side by a grassy sward, shut in by r^

of trees, and three miles in length, led up to

enclosed park, the g:ite of which formed a cla:

Roman arch of triumph. Passing through i

gate, we changed the straight chalky road fc

circular gravelled drive, completely embosomec

trees, and chequered with the leafy shadows tc

piriug the warmth of the unclouded sun. On
two miles more, tbrough leafy avenues, over sha

grass, skirting now the margin of a lake and i

tlie bold swell of a woody hill, and so to the r

of the mansion and stabling for our weary stt

And now, after some welcome refreshment, fc

walk in the gardens we had come to see.

Crossing a wide lawn, bordered with beds

exquisite flowers in finest bloom, rising in tiersj

the slope of the soil, and backed by choicest shn i

entered a shady walk redolent of fragrant oil

from iin.-een plants. Tlie gloom of the walk, a

wept in a wide curve, deepened as we advani

ud through the foliage to tbe left the form^i

black and jagged rocks were dimly seen, 'l
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,th led down-hill, and still denser grew the gloom,

jen our guide took us by the hand, and led us

rough an opening in the solid rock, bj' a passage

dark as midnight. Twenty paces in the dark

—

id lo! we were standing in an arched grotto, and

)nting the most magical spectacle the mind can

Dceive, and which we feel at a loss to describe.

lagine a space about the size of the area of

esiminster Hall, but narrower. Instead of walls

,d roof, conceive the space surrounded and cov-

3d in by a plantation of limes, birches, and other

ly trees rising at the three sides and meeting in

arch at the top, so completely as to shut out all

,t a few patches of the dense blue sky ; and, in-

!ad of solid floor, conceive a surface of transpa-

Qt crystal, in which the whole was so perfectly

iected, that it was literally impossible to tefl

lere the reality ceased and the rellection began.

le sunlight streamed in a thousand shafts of gold

rough the glimmering foliage ; a thousand birds

rteU from spray to spray
;
you saw them in the

Iden vault above, and you saw them as plainly

the golden depth below. So pure was the col-

rless flood, that one or two aquatic plants, whose

lite cups reposed on its surface, seemed as though

raculously poised in mid-air, and you half ex-

cted to see tbem fall into the beautiful abyss.

le delusion was all the more perfect, that the eye

.led to detect any appearance of soil on which

a double vault of sun-lighted foliage could grow;

lere the trunks of the trees did not actually rise

t of the water, their roots were screened by flags

d reeds which grew in it, and whose motionless

'right spears shot down as deep into the viewless

od. Here and there flowering creepers had

)und round the trunks and branches, and, droop-

r pendant towards the surface, courted their own
adows in the glassy depth. The only sounds

ire the tinkling of a little rill that dripped from

e corner of the grotto into a pebbly basin at our

3t, and the songs of birds in the branches above,

10 had evidebtly chosen that spot as a theatre of

ecial enjoyment.

Ketracing our steps from this matchless grotto,

id pursuing the dark walk, we soon emerged upon

wild-looking glen guarded by some colossal tri-

ns in bronze ; they were classical figur>.'S, and they

Dod guardians to a classical shrine ; for before

oceeding far, we were at the entrance of an al-

ve which led to a gallery of the Muses, where

3 were introduced to the statues in marble of

iarly all the world-renowned thinkers and teach-

8 whom mankind have delighted to honour, from

e days of Homer to those of Sir Walter Scott,

his noble shrine, thus nobly occupied, stood at the

sad of a grassy glade which sloped down to the

argiu of a piece of winding water, now narrowing

the width of a brook, now. expanding to the di

ensious of a lake, but neither of the termini of

hich was descried, though the eye might follow it

r nearly a mile. Boats were moving on its surface

the distance, and a handsome barge was moored
sar the bank not far below.

From this point we were led through a terraced

3wer-gardeu, continually ascending, to the mar-
n of a wood traversed by mossy walks, and fur-

shed with seats at various points of view; from
ime of these points the course of the river was
sible for a long distance, from others the grand

gade of the mansion ; and from one a pastoral

'ene was disclosed, where flocks and herds were
eding, and husbandmen were busy at their la-

3urs. Having traversed the wood, an abrupt

irn in the path brought us to the brow of a hill

)mmanding the perspective of a deep grassy vale

f richest verdure, which ran round the bases of a

amber of gentle slopes, rising yariously from fifty

to a hundred feet, and nearly all of them backed
by noble forest trees broken into vistas here and
there, revealing panoramas of pastoral English

landscape, twenty, thirty, forty miles in extent.

Nearly fronting where we stood, and on one of the

loftiest of the group of swelling grassy hills, rose

a Grecian temple, almost a fac-simile in size and
architectural details of an ancient Athenian struc-

ture. On the sloping sward in front of the fai,'ade,

groups of idlers were lolling in the shade, or, seated

n circles on the grass, gave theoiselves up to the

delicious luxury of the hour and the scene, while

the voices of prattling children mingled with the

le of some invisible stream and the wild wood-
notes of the birds.

(To be coutinued.J

For "The Friend."

Afflictions for the Cospel's Sake.

In reviving and publicly preaching the doctrines

of Christ and his apostles, and holding meetings

for Divine worship, the first Friends parsed through

much abuse, and endured great suffering iu the

filthy prisons of that day. In the year 1654, John
Camm, John Audland, Edward Burrough and

Francis Howgill were at the city of Bristol. Their

preaching, like that of the Apostle, was ''in the de-

monstration of the Spirit and of power, that the

faith of their hearers should not stand in the wisdom
of men, but in the power of God;" multitudes

flocked to hear them, and many embraced their

doctrines. For want of room in the meeting-houses,

the people assembled in the fields, even in winter,

increasing in number to two, throe, and sometimes

near four thousand of all professions, ages and

sexes. This alarmed their priests and magistrates,

who held a council, and. sent for Burrough and

Howgill ; the issue of their examination was an

order for their departure from the city forthwith at

their peril. While their opposers were allowed to

be present, they wore debarred from having the

countenance and aid of their friends ; but those

advocates of the Truth stood undaunted and un-

moved, making this reply to the command of the

magistrates—" We came not in the will of man,

nor stand in the will of man, but when He moves

us to depart, who moved us hither, we shall obey

but your wills we cannot obey, for your will is n

law. If we are guilty of the transgression of any

law, let us suffer by it; but rather than we will

transgress the righteous law of God written in our

hearts, by subjecting to your wills and lusts, we
shall choose to walk in the law of God, and to

sufier under your wills, what you can lay upon us,

We are free-born Englishmen, and have served the

Commonwealth in faithfulness, being free in th

presence of God from the transgression of any law

To your commands we cannot be obedient; but i

by violence you put us out of the city, and have

power to do it, we cannot resist."

Having made this reply, they went out of th

court, but remained- in the city, preaching as be-

fore ; for though the magistrates bore them no

good-will, yet they could not by law or justice ex-

ecute the order they had made. Persecution now

commenced. John Camm and John Audland,

passing over a bridge towards Brislington, where

they had appointed a meeting, were assaulted by

hundreds of the rabble, whose ignorant zeal had

been wrought up by a persecuting priest and others,

to a high pitch of fury, so that they violently drove

back those harmless men, and would have dragged

them through the street out of the city, had they

not been dissuaded by others, who advised to

carry them before the Mayor. Then they drag

ged them to a building where merchants and traders

met, and courts are held, where the enraged mob

seemed determined to destroy them, had not a

Friend with much danger and difficulty got them
into his house. The rabble made hideous noises,

and threatened to pull down his house, while the

innocent men remained as sheep dumb before their

shearers, in patience, putting their trust in God.
After some time, the ofiieers of the garrison ap-

proaching, the mob fearing military execution, dis-

persed. Next morning those Friends crossed the

bridge to their meeting; and three of the rioters

were apprehended, on the report of which about

fifteen hundred of their party collected and forced

the discharge of their evil comrades.

In the year 1656, much abuse was committed

on men and women. Some were dragged from

their meetings, and placed under the spouts bare-

headed, in time of rain ; one woman was knocked

down and beaten, her clothes torn from her back,

and after being thrust into jail, she was carried out

n a basket dangerously ill, and died in two or

three days; and two were put in the stocks and
whipped. One hundred and ninety were impri-

soned in 1660, guarded by soldiers day and night

at the difi'erent jails, that none should have access

to them, not even their servants ; and what they

brought was strictly examined, and they were

rudely treated. This confinement was unusually

short, owing to Jlargaret Fell's application to the

king, who represented to him the grievous abuse of

the soldiers. In the following year an order was

proclaimed by the common cryer through the city,

that no person should presume to open his shop or

any part of it on Christmas day, or on any other

of the holidays, on pain of imprisonment. Friends

"d not regard it, but opened their shops as usual,

for which the Mayor sent several of them to prison.

When asked by what law he acted, he replied, " My
will is my law ; I am chief magistrate, and will

be obeyed ;" and the jailer was directed to keep

them in separate apartments, and not suffer them
to speak to one another. In 1663, the meeting-

house doors being shut and guarded by armed men,

Friends held their meeting on a first day in the

street, whence thirteen men were taken to Bride-

well, and four next morning were brought before

the Mayor, and recommitted, for refusing to swear

and to give sureties for their good behaviour. In

a letter to the Mayor, George Bishop says, " We
are innocent as to God, to men and to thee; we
live in all good conscience, giving no just occasion

of offence to any. Our meetings are in obedience

to the Lord, and not in any opposition to you, or

the government ; our refusing to swear is in obe-

dience to the Lord, because we cannot transgress

his law." " The greatest revolutions this nation

has had, have proved us a people not danger-

ous to the government, nor to the peace of this

place. You have had no hurt from us. We have
done you no hurt. God is witness, and that of

him in your consciences, shall one day witness for

us in you that it is so, whether you will or no."

Another said, " Think Seriously with thyself how
thou wilt be able to stand in judgment with Him
who is a consuming fire, in the day when He shall

come to plead with thee, the cause of the innocent.

Will it then sufliee for thy acquittal to say, that

thou hadst a law, and by that law they ought to

suffer ? Was not holy Daniel hurried into the

lions' den, and the three faithful children into the

furnace, by a law? And will the Judge of all the

earth accept of that plea from the executioners of

that law so as to acquit them ? By Him who made
heaven and earth, must both the law, and thou and
we be judged, and then nothing but that which is

righteous in his sight, will stand and abide his

trial."

Three men were taken in shops on Christmas
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day, and unraercifully tied, by order of the captain

of the guard, neck and feet together, with fifty-

pound \vei;iht3 and muskets round their necks, in

extreme cold weather, till two of them appeared

to be near losing their eyes, their faces turned black,

and their lives were in danger, when some towns-

men cut the cords and loosed them, when they were

ready to expire. Between two and three hundred

Friends were put in Bridewell and Newgate, where

they were so crowded in filthy apartments, that

respectable women were compelled to lie on the

floor, and two died from the impurity of the atmo-

sphere and the cruel u-age of unfeeling men. While

Friends had to hold their religious meetings in the

streets, other dissenters went out into the fields and

other places outside the town limits, to hold their

meetings for worship. In 1678, two Friends were

committed to prison for marrying contrary to the

liturgy of the church of England, and another for

refusing to bear arms, and to swear. In 1681, the

suff^-rings for hokljng their religious meetings in

. Bristol, were greatly increased by the sheriff and

the town clerk—their meeting-houses were much

injured ; the seats, forms, stools and chairs were

broken up ; boys encouraged to break the glass-

windows, carry away what they pleased, and burn

the rest. At another time they threw away the

men's hats, beat an ancient man, threw him down

and bruised him much. At another time they

plundered a widow who occupied a part of the

meeting-house, and took away the doors. After-

wards they broke down the galleries, took a list of

three hundred who had assembled, and turned

them out. Many were heavily fined, and a large

amount of their property was distrained.

The closeness of the prison where about eighty

prisoners were confined, nearly all in two rooms,

one about thirteen feet square, containing seven

beds, the other nine beds, induced them to apply for

more space ; and though the place had been pre-

sented by the grand jury as endangering their

health, the hard-hearted sheriff' prevented them

from being relieved. At the Friar's meeting they

continued their cruelties to men and women. An
ancient man not going out as quickly as they

wished, one of the wicked persecutors delivered

him to some boys to carry to Bridewell, who abused

him, throwing him down several times in the dirt.

Another certificate of the impurity of the prison,

and the danger of breeding infection, and destroy-

ing the prisoners, was signed by several noted phy-

sicians, without obtaining redress. As the con-

stancy of Friends in the great duty of worshipping

God in spirit and in truth, while at liberty, was

immovable, they continued the same practice in

pri:^on, meeting and sitting down together in reve-

rence and the fear of the Lord. But their cruel

persecutors would not long allow them this allevia-

tion of the discomfort of a filthy prison. On one

occasion three of them with the jailer fell furiously

upon them and thrust them out of the room, the

sheriff declaring if they did not depart, he would

put them in irons. Roger Holland was directed-to

be ironed and put down into the west-house where

An Ancie>ii Relic— The Martyr's Bible.—

The M'lssachusctls Ploughman, in a letter from

L. ri. Hildreth, contains the following account of

an ancient Bible, probably the oldest in the State:

" At the house of Thomas Carter, I had the plea-

sure of examining a Bible, printed by John Car-

wood, as early as the year 1549. T. Carter is a

direct descendant of the martyr, John llogers.

This Bible is really an ancient and interesting book,

being printed in the old English black letter, with

illunainated capitals, and the spelling of a bygone

day. It has often been lent by T. Carter. The

American Antiquarian Society, at Worcester, hav-

ing kept it three years, and Robert C. Waterston,

of Boston, bavi g borrowed it likewise. The most

interesting associations, however, connected with it,

3 the fact that it belonged to the martyr Rogers

himself. That it was the good book which he

perused, and from which he drew strength to sup-

port him in his time of trouble, and the marks of

fire are even shown upon if, where it is supposed

that he carried it to the stake with him, and only

handed it to his family after the flames had been

kindled by which he suffered."

For "The Friend.'

A Pilgrimage to my Motlier-land.

LCoutiuued from page 191.}

" The government of Abbeokuta is peculiar,

combining the monarchical, the patriarchal, and

no small share of the republican. Almost every

*ree man, woman and child is a member of the

Ogboni Lodge, of which there is one in every

township or chiefdom. These lodges are presided

over by elders of their own election, and the eld-

ers at the decease of the chief choose his successor

from his relatives, generally his brother, s

or never from among his own sons. Th«

ccssor of the king is also chosen by the chiefs

and ciders combined, their act being subse

quently ratified by the people, assembled en

masse. It is in this, that the republican element

of the government of Abbeokuta is recognized.

There is, as already observed, a king, the Alake,

or chief of Ake, which place ranks first among the

ous townships. He is a good-natured fat

old gentleman, giving himself only so much con-

cern about public affairs as to secure the good-will

of his rather turbulent chiefs, to whom perhaps a

ruler of more active temperament would be less

welcome ; there are times, however, when he has

been roused to great energy and decision of cha-

racter. Next in order of authority is the Ibas-

horun or Prime Minister, who is also in times of

war commander-in-chief. He too is a man ot

rather cumbersome proportions, powerful on ac-

count of his wealth and the number of soldiers his

household furnishes in time of war, still, not per-

sonally celebrated for military prowess. The chief

next in order is Shukenu, perhaps more corpulent

than the Ibashorun. Wealthy, powerful, haughty

and courageous, he is nevertheless not free from

the charge of cruelty. Scarcely a chief in Africa

afforded us a more hearty welcome. O^ubonna,

condemned felons were usually put. Another I

o"" ="3 the English, to whom he is well known, style

speaking a few words in their meeting, was thrown 1^'"'- ' His Highness Ogubounn,' comes next. H
headlong down stairs, at the great hazard of his 'calls hiniselt, not inappropriately, the Friend ot

life, and put into that dungeon for several days. Civilization ; he is a man of large stature, fine

These grievances were represented to the justices IproporfOD. ^pd m all as fine-looking a Negro as I

by the Friends in a letter, in which they say
' Suffer us not to be thus inhumanly abused in the

prison which is your jurisdiction , for if these things

md in all as fi

saw. No one could mistake him for any

other than a chief, so commanding and dignified

is his bearing. On the occasion of my first visit

to his Highness, as usual he was informed of my
gu.. From what part of Africa,

be suff'ered, we can expect no other, but that the

lives of some of us will be made a sacrifice to the African or ^

arbitrary passions and rage of the sheriff and his asked he, ' did your grandmother come V As th

assistants.'' |'^ ^ PO'^' °° which I possessed no information, 1

(To b« continned.) |could not give him a satisfactory answer. He re-

mainea silent for a short time, and at last saic

How can I tell but that you are of my own ki;

red, for many of my ancestors were taken at

sold away.' From that day he called me relativ

and of course as every other African had as goc

a claim to kindredship, I soon found myself gen

rally greeted as such.

''Adjoining the American Baptist Mission St

tion, at which we sojourned while at Abbeokut

is the compound of the chief Atambala. Le

powerful and wealthy than bis colleagues, he

still a very important personage in the councils

the nation, chiefly on account of bis cunnin

Every important mission requiring the exercise

haracteristic, is intrusted to him, and it

seldom that he fails : he is also a great oratt

In personal appearance he is tall, but not as stc

as the other chiefs spoken of above, and althou;

fully eighty years old, he maintains much yout

ful vigor and comeliness. I am indebted to hj

for many kind offices. There are the names

three other chiefs attached to our treaty, but e

acquaintance with them arose from only a sinj

interview, and I am therefore unable, to speat

them. I might, however, be permitted to me
tion that at our interview with Age, whose nai

is found mentioned last in our treaty, as usual

was necessary to mention my origin, for the Af
cans are not as keen in the recognition of tht

descendants, as are the Americans of the sai

class of persons. On learning this, he took ho

of my hand and shook it heartily, and drawi

me toward him, he threw his arms about my nee

and pressed me with warmth. He has since diet

for many months he was a cripple. No one h

been more conspicuous in the affairs of his cou

try, or was more respected by his people, than tl

good old man.
" There are many doctors—physicians, I mi;

have said—throughout the Aku country ; and thi

are as jealous of their profession, and as oppos.

"nnovation in practice, as the most orthod

disciple of ^sculapius amongst us can be. Short

after the return of S. Crowther, Jr., from Lo
don, where he received the training of a surgec

several of these doctors, hearing that he was pi

scribing for many who were before their patien

assembled e/i masse in the market-place, and aft

deliberation, issued an ' injunction' that

should forthwith abandon his practice. Some
the foremost of them were deputed to commuuica

the decree ot the faculty. They were cordial

received, and heard with patience. After soi

conversation, S. C. informed them that he w
willing to obey, but only after a trial on both sid

should prove him to be the less skilled in the m}

teries ot the profession. To this they consents

Time was given for preparation on both sides,

the afternoon the regulars appeared, clothed

their most costly garments, and well provided wi

orishas or charms attached to all parts of thi

persons and dress. In the meantime S. Growth

had also prepared to receive them. A table w

placed in the middle of the room, and on it a di

in which were a few drops of sulphuric acid,

placed that a slight motion of the table woi

cause it to flow into a mixture of chlorate of p
assa and white sugar. A clock was also in I

room, from which a small bird issued every ho

and announced the time by cooing. This was i

ranged so aa to coo while they were present.

Crowther then made a brief harangue, and

quested them to say who should lead off' in i

contest. This privilege they accorded to him. 1

door was closed, the curtains drawn down,

waited in breathless expectation. Presently i

bird came out, and to their astonishment, coc

^LPIJ
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jpelve times, and suddenly from the midst of the

ish bur>t forth flame and a lerrible explosion

ihe scene that followed, was indescribable : out

jUow rushed through the window and scampered;

[lother in his consternation, overturning chairs

jibles and everything in his way, took refuge in

|ie bed-room, under the bed, from which he was

|ith difficulty afterwards removed. It need not

ie added that they gave no more trouble, and the

ractice they sought to break up, was only the

lore increased for their pains. * * *

" The appointment of the king devolves on the

jhiefs and elders of the Ogboni, the latter of course

11 old men. Some of them are men of great in-

uence themselves, and as their power would be

imited by an efficient monarch, they are not likely

•} choose such.

;
" The King, or Alake, as be is called, is not, as

a civilized countries, the executive : his gffice seems

be more to preside at all important councils.

Ie exercises other functions not well understood

-y strangers. The government is divided into

Everal departments. The Elders constitute the

jdiciary. The officers of the Ogboni,* a secret

irder, exercise legislative functions.

1
" The present A-lake succeeded Shodeke, a man
venerated as to be ranked among the demigods,

ilvery one who knew him, has something to recount

if the virtue of Shodeke.
" The support of the king and chiefs is derived

torn the otlerings of their slaves, and of those

ifho bring controversies to them for settlement."

" In African native cities there are no streets,

uch as would be called so in a civilized country.

Che houses or compounds are scattered according

the discretion or taste of their owners; lanes,

ilways crooked, and frequently very narrow, being

eft between them. These dwellings are sometimes

?ery large, including in many instances accommo-

lation for from twenty to two hundred inmates,

ispecially in those of some of the wealthier chiefs,

ifhich are sometimes tenanted by over three hun-

Ired people.

" The usual form of a compound is square, and

s bounded by a wall against which the rooms are

iommonly buiit. The walls are of mud, but

sonietimes very straight and smooth. In some of

ihe mission-houses, which are likewise of mud
out plastered, a stranger would not suspect thf

ooaterial.

" In the area within the inclosure are gathered

their sheep, goats and so forth, at nights. In al-

most every one of these dwellings theie is a large

dove-cot, in which are bred hundreds of common
domestic pigeons. Tliey are very fond of raising

chickens, ducks and oth'T poultry.

" The food of the E^bas, as well as of all the

tribes between Lagos and Ilorin, is very simplcj

consisting chiefly of a preparation called e/co: corn

is macerated in water until fermentation ensues.

It is then crushed between stones, and the chaff

separated by washing. The milky liquor is then

boiled in large pots until it assumes a consistency

somewhat stiffer than cream, which, as it cools,

becomes as firm as jelly. The taste is rather un-

pleasant at first, but one seldom fails to like it alter

persisting in its use. A portion of it nearly as

large as a penny-roll, wrapped in leaves, is sold for

five cowries, or about a mill. An adult native

consumes from four to eight at a meal, taking with

it as a relish a few spoonsful of obe, or ' palaver-

sauce,' as the Sierra Leone folks call it. Palaver

sauce is made by cooking together palm-oil, pep

per, ocros, locust-seed, ogiri and several esculent

* This order is accessible to persons of any age or sex,

but not to slaves.

herbs. Leaving out the ogiri, which stinks dread-

fully, obe is certainly very fine, but the natives

greatly prefer it with ogiri, just as certain Epicu-

reans do tainted venison. Ground beans and pep-

per, fried in oil, called utras ,• cooked yams, beaten

For " The Friend."

BIOCRAPUICAL SKETCHES
Of Ministers and Elders and otlier concerned members

of the Yearly .Meeting of Philadelphia.

iCt.

with water in a wooden mortar, Juju ; with certain

other preparations of corn, rice, etc., also form

part of their diet. Native beer or oU is plentiful,

cheap and sometimes good. It is made either from

maize or Guinea corn. As with the brewing of

beer in civilized countries, the grain is suffered to

germinate in order to develop saccharine matter.

They have, however, no means of arresting fer-

mentation, and hence the beer cannot keep. An-

other very tine drink is made from the sap which

flows from incisions made in the palm-tree."

CTo be coutinued.)

For " The Friend.'

TUE LIGHT OF THE SPIRIT.

As I stood on a mountain top,

Gazing around,

Night spread o'er the landscape

A daikness profound
;

The star-lights of beauty.

Which twinkled above,

Were bripht proofs of glory

And infinite love;

Yet too faint were their beamings.

Too feeble their light,

To bring out of darliness.

Earth's beauties to sight.

The fairest of valleys

No verdure could show.

And the wind-rippled river,

Kan sparkless below.

But soon as the day-stream,

Earth flooded with light,

Fields, orchards and pastures.

Before me were bright

;

The homes of earth's children

Where love-plantings grew.

Life's highways and bye-ways
Came clearly to view.

Then I thought on God's dealings
;

To man, the dim-eyed,

In the night-light of nature,

Must darkness abide.

Though the star-beams of Reason
With beauty illume,

Too feebly they flicker

To scatter the gloom.

He may look to the Scriptures,

Inscribed on their pages

Are lessons of wisdom
God gave the past ages

;

Yet these lights of his Providence,

Shining of old.

The day's present duties

But faintly unfold
;

And until like day's dawning
The Spirit gives light,

Man gains but dim outlines

Like far views by night.

Oh, seek then, poor sinner.

Life's day-break within.

To light up the dark depths
or weakness and sin

;

To open the glories

Of God's saving grace.

His matchless extendings

Of love to thy race
;

To show thee the life-path

Wherein thou shouldsl tread,

With love gently guiding
His light overhead

;

Then with truth, and with glory.

The Scriptures will shine.

And in Jesus, their lessons

Prove truly divine.

Thou will know by the Spirit

The Truths they unfold,

And the kingdom of glory

Thine eyes shall behold
;

The kingdom of happiness,

Purity, peace.

Where love and thanksgiving

Have endless
'

JOSHUA BROWN.

On Firstday, the 17th of the Twelfth month,

1775, Joshua Brown attended the meeting at

Flainfield, and was led to incite the people present

to an earnest consideration of their religious con-

dition, that they might find on what foundation

they were building. He exhorted them to seek

to discover the true foundation, and having found it,

carefully to build thereon, that their buildings might

tand. He was largely engaged in opening various

subjects, and was bowed in prayer to the Lord, that

he might graciously prepare their hearts, so that they

might receive the good seed of the kingdom, and "

bring torth fruit unto eternal life. His companion

also was largely opened in the ministry. Going

to Rahway, they had a meeting there that after-

noon. In this meeting, Joshua was led to set

forth the enmity of the natural man against the

religious one; instancing from Scripture how, in

the time of Ahasuerus, proud Hainan was offended

with faithful Mordecai, and sought his ruin and

that of his people, because he could not render him

servile homage. He also related how, in the time

of Nebuchadnezzar, the lives of the faithful three

were sought, because they could not wor.'-hip the

golden idol, the king had set up in the plain of

Dura. From these instances he showed them that

the wonderful, preserving power of the Lord, upheld

his loyal children, and delivered them from all their

persecutors, and he exhorted Friends to bear at

this time of trial, a steady testimony for the Truth,

the Lord's blessed name, and the peaceable king-

dom of the Prince of peace. This was a time of

commotion everywhere, in the colonies, among the

people of the world, the tide of opposition to the

attempted taxation of the British government run-

ning strongly, and military preparations going on,

and men's hearts gathering fierceness in anticipa-

tion of strife and bloodshed.

On the ISth, he had another appointed meeting

at llahway, in which he was again enlarged in

gospel love, and, on the 19lh, attended one at

U'oodbridge. In this meeting, he uttered the lan-

guage of the prophet, " who among us shall dwell

with the devouring fire ? who among us shall dwell

with everlasting burnings?'' Considering this a

query as to who they were who, in limes of the fiercest

trials and afflictions, would be preserved unharmed

through all their sufl'erings, the prophet gives the

answer, " He that walketh righteously, and speak-

eth uprightly; he that despiseth the gain ol op-

pression, that shaketh his hands from holding of

bribes, that stoppeth his ears from hearing of blood,

and shutteth his eyes from seeing evil; he shall

dwell on high; his place of defence shall be the

munitions of rocks ; bread shall be given him; his

waters shall be sure. Thine eye shall see the

King in his beauty ; they shall behold the land that

is very far off." After commenting on this beau-

tiful picture of the redeemed ones, who, having,

through God's grace, been visited, and, through

the baptisms of the Holy Ghost and fire, refiued

from the pollutions of sin, are mercifully prepared

to fill their proper places without flinching, even

though it should be in the midst of the furnace,

heated seven times more than it is wont to be heat-

ed, ho was led to show forth from Scripture the

universality of the extendings of His saving grace

to mankind. He then, as ability was given him, la-

boured to show the weakness of the objections

generally urged against the universality of the of-

fers of saving grace. After this meeting, Joshua
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dined v?ith Robert Randolph, who was not a mem-

ber of the religious Society of Friends. Feeling

concerned to have a sitting in the family, he was

led to exhort them to beware of a connexion with

evil-dours, and to adduce, in illustration of the evil

consequences of such connexions, the danger which

Jehosaphat, king of Judah, was brought into by

joining with Ahab, king of Israel.

On the 20th, he was at Plaiiifield Monthly Meet-

inc, and was largely engaged both in the meeting

for worship and discipline. On the 21st, in com-

pany with David Lane, he rode to the house of

Edmund Williams, at Shrewsbury, and, on the

•22d, attended a meeting at Squankam. Here, he

recommended the people to a diligent waiting to

hear the voice of the Lord. He spoke of Samuel,

whom the Lord called though a child, and of the

disposition of mind in which this call was to be

heard and understood. He pressed on them the

necessity of knowing the work of regeneration ef-

fected in them, that thereby they might be truly

partakers of the benefits of Christ's coming. The

stream of gospel love flowed freely, and the meet-

ing closed in prayer and praise, Joshu i feeling

bound to supplicate for the continuation of the

Lord's mercies, to his family and that of his com-

panion, earnestly entreating that they might be

made partakers in the favour, which, from time to

time, was meted out to them, in their labours of

gospel love. On the 24th, which was the first day

of the week, they attended meeting at Shrewsbury.

In this meeting, the necessity of obedience to all

the Lord's requirings was fervently urged. The
case related of the effect of blowing the ranis' horns

at the siege of Jericho, was stated. Joshua, with

the men of war, surrounded the town, and on a

certain occasion he was commanded to have the

rams' horns blown ; a very inadequate mode of

making a breach in the walls, human reason might

exclaim : but as he was obedient to the Divine re-

quisition, at the sound of these feeble instruments,

the stony defences of the city fell to the ground.

These things were applied spiritually, and the peo-

ple were exhorted to obey the Lord in all things,

that they njight know the enemies of their own hearts

overthrown. Thus they would, if obedient, in the

day of visitation which was lengthened out to them,

know a being brought out of Egypt spiritually, wit-

ness preservation through the dangers of a desert

journey, and know an entrance into the land of

promise.

That afternoon they rode to Squan, to the house

of Thomas Tilton, and, on the 25th, had a meet-

ing. The way was open for labour, in which

Joshua and companion were both engaged, but he

notes it was " not to much satisfaction. " On the

26th, they rode to the house of the widow Eidg-

way at Barnegat, where, on the 27th, a meeting

was held, which was an open time, in which both

the Friends ministered. Joshua was led to treat

on the insufiiciency of the application of outward
water, or of any mere external performance, rite

or ceremony, making any one a child of God and
heir of eternal life. He pressed on his hearers the

necessity of knowing the baptism of Christ, which
is that of the Holy Ghost and fire, and which alone

can cleanse the heart, and produce a real change
therein. Riding to Little Egg-harbour, they lodged

that night at the bouse of Ananiah Gant, where,

on the 28th, a meeting was held. Here, Joshua
had to warn against formality, and a dependence

on anything short of the new birth wrought in

them by the Spirit of the Lord Jesus. Notwith-
standing some freedom for close labour, Joshua
thought it a low time. A meeting was held on the

29th, at Joseph Showry's, twenty miles up Little

Egg-harbour river, which was a favoured season;

the stream of gospel ministry flowed freely, anc

those present were shown the necessity of true liv-

ing faith, and were exhorted to seek to have it in

possession, and to know it working in them by love,

to the purifying their hearts. After this, they rod

to the house of Ivy Smith, on the upper end o

Great Egg-harbour. Here a meeting was held on

the 30th, in which Friends were exhorted to give

up to the heavenly vision ; that, surrendering the

whole heart to the operation of the Lord's redeem-

ing grace, they might know a real and saving

change. Joshua says, " I was enabled to labour

earnestly for their good, I hope, to the benefit of

some— at least to the obtaining peace for my la-

bour.'' Dining at the house of Japhet Leeds, he

accompanied them to the house of Gideon Scull,

at the lower end of Great Egg-harbour, where, on

First-day, the ;31jt, they attended meeting. In

this meeting, Joshua was largely opened on the

peculiar trials which beset Friends at that time.

He commented on the passage of the children of

Israel out of Egypt, and the difficulties which beset

them, and particularly cited the case of the Amo-
rites refusing them permission to pass through their

land, though they promised, not to turn into fields

or vineyards, nor to drink of the waters of their

wells, but to pass by on the king's highway, with-

out disturbing anything. Then he spake of the

trials of Friends of that day, of political commo-
tions ; although, as faithful followers of the Prince

of peace, they wished not to meddle with the fierce

dissensions around them nor to take sides with

either of the parties, yet the people were not will-

ing to allow them to be neutral, but were deter-

mined to wage war against them. Ho pressed

Friends to examine the foundation on which they

stood, to see if they were built upon that rock,

which cannot be moved. The faithful amongst

them he exhorted to hold on their way in faithful

confidence and cheerful obedience, assuring them
that the Lord who delivered Israel, and wrought

mightily for their deliverance, would, as these

abode in his counsel, deliver them from all who
might rise up against them. He closed with ex-

horting them, not to fear them, who, though they

could kill the body, could do no more, but to fear

Him, who, after he had killed, had power to cast

into hell.

CTo be cootinaed.}

Population of Spain.—An enumeration of the

population of Spain has just been completed. It

uiakes the number of inhabitants 15,464,000. In

1850, there were 12,012,000. There are 194,782
square miles in the kingdom, which gives a popu-

lation of nearly 79 to a mile, a density of about

one-third that of Great Britain. Four cities of

Spain contain over one hundred thousand inhabit-

ants. Bladrid has 281,170; Barcelona, 183,787;

Seville, 112,529; and Valencia, 106,535.

A City Set upon a Hill.—Such who walk most
up to what they profess, are in most esteem among
the more thinking and religious people ; and the

unfaithful, loose, libertine professors of the Truth
are slighted, and, I believe, will be more and more
cast out as the unsavoury salt, which is good for

nought in religion, and is indeed trodden under the

feet of men ; for a great part of the men in the

world have such an understanding as to know what
we profess, and also what we should do and be in

many things : let us therefore walk wisely before

all, and not be an occasion of stumbling, nor give

oflence either to Jew or Gentile, nor to the Church
of God, that so we may indeed bo as a city set

upon a hill which cannot be hid.

—

John Richard-
son.

Tbe Slave Trade and Liberia.

" The fixed and well-established policy of tl

Government of the United States since the yet

1808," remarks the late Secretary of the luterio

in his recent annual report, " has been the suj

pression of the African slave-trade." The en
ployment of small armed steamers in the neigl

bourliood of Cuba, and the removal of the Africa

nuval depot to St. Paul de Loando, the substitutio

of steamers for sailing vessels, and the restriotio

of their crui=ing limits to the Congo coast and v
cinity, have proved that our authorities are aliv

to its " policy."

Quite a number of vessels using tbe flag of th

United States, have been lately seized and sent t

this country, on the charge of being engaged i

this trafiSc. Seven undoubted slavers, mostl

hailing originally from New York, have been taker

and tlieir living freight deposited in Liberia. Th
following is the name of each, with the number o

survivors, and the date and port landed at, in th

young Alrican Republic

:

Storm King, 616, August 21, Monrovia.

Erie, 867, August 22, "

Wildfire, 308, August 26, Cape Mount
William, 240, Sept. 4, Buchanan.
Bagota, 343, Sept. 4, Sinou.

Cora, 691, Oct. 15, Monrovia.

Bonita, 613, Oct. 29,
'•

Total,
.
3,678

Thus showing the transfer to the United State;

agent in Liberia for recaptured Africans, withii

the space of some two months, of nearly thirty

seven hundred liberated slaves. Eight hundrec

and ninety-one of these are survivors of fourteeil

hundred and thirty-two landed at Key West fron.

the Wildfire, William and Bagota, tiiken off Cubaj
The others were seized near the Congo river, and]

proceeded with direct to Monrovia—with an at-'

tendant mortality of less than fifty persons ! Those
by the Storm King are represented to be undeii

fourteen, and many not over eight years old. '

About one thousand of these recaptives will be'

placed in charge of such Liberians as are com-;

petent to have their care and control, and in the'

several missionary schools which abound in the-'

Republic. The others will be put in industrial'

farming establishments scattered over the country'

under charge of suitable oflicers and teachers,'

where they will be taught English, Christianity, and
generally brought up in such a manner as to insure

the greatest development of their physical and
moral faculties, as that in the course of time thej

will be valuable citizens and good members of so*

ciety.

President Benson, in a recent communication^

after expressing some fears that so large an ele-i

ment of population, thrown upon the Liberians so

suddenly and unexpectedly, may cause perplexity

to find sufficient food and clothing for them, thua

concludes:—''I close this sheet by stating that

our public affairs are moving on as usual. Some
seem to apprehend considerable scarcity of domes^
tic provisions within a few months, owing to the

great influx of recaptives ; for, at this rate, by the

close of December we shall have from eight to ten

thousand of these unfortunate, helpless people in

our midst—an addition within a fraction of the

Americo-Liberian population. This scarcity may
take place with respect to cassada, potatoes, &c.,

until the new crops U)ature ; but such has been the

abundance of rice produced this and last year, as

that, with means to purchase, enough can be bought
to feed twenty thousand. And if this government
should be placed in possession of sufficient means,

it can receive and properly train as many aa
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wenty thousand, with our present civilized popu-

jtion.''

Congress should liberally aid in providing for

lihe eiiiploymeut, comiorl and instruction of these

jieople. England dtposits the like class of expa
itfiated sons of Africa on the soil of Sierra Leone
ilids, civilizes and educates them, and then eiicour

Iges them to go forth as civilians, teachers and
jaissionaries among their own people. Several of

ihese native merchants have acquired more than

|ne hundred thousand dollars. Some own vessels

I'f large tonnage, and even navigate themselves

;

thers are engaged in preaching the gospel hun
(reds of miles inland from the coast, and far up
he banks of the Niger.

—

Colonization Haald.

Sflecti-a for • The JPricnd.

CoTctousness.

Covetousness is so nearly akin to j^ride, that

hey are seldom apart ; liberality being almost as

lateful to the proud as to the covetous. I shall

efiue it thus : Covetousness is the love of money,
r riches, which, the Apostle says, " is the root of

U evil." It brancheth itself into these three parts.

'irst, desiring of unlawful things. Secondly, uu-

iwfully desiring of lawlul things. And lastly,

carding up or unprofitably withbolding the beue-

t of them from the relict of private persons, or

he public. And the working of the love of riches

ut of the hearts of people, is as much the business

f the cross of Christ, as the rooting out of any
ne sin that man has fallen into. \l is expressly

Drbiddeu by God himself, in the law he delivered

3 Moses for a rule to his people to walk by:-
Thou shalt not covet." And Christ bade h

jllowers to " take heed and beware of covetous-

less, for a man's life consisteth not in the abun-

ance of the things which he possesseth." Truly,

t is a reproach to a man, especially the religious

lan, that he knows not when he hath enouglj, or

?heu to leave off and be satisfied. That notwith-

tandiug God sends him one plentiful season ot

ain after another, he is so far from making that

be cause of withdrawing from the traffic of the

rorld, that he makes it a reason of launching far-

ber into it ; as if the more he hath, the more he

say have. As li^citmber not retirement, and gain
ot content, were the duty and comlort of a ehris-

ian. Oh ! that this thing was belter considered :

)r by not being so observable nor obnoxious to the

iw as other vices are, there is the more danger,

)r want of that check. It is plain, that many
eople strive not for substance, but wealth. Some
lere be who love it strongly, aud spend it liberally

rhen they have got. Though this be sinful, yet

lore commendable than to love money for money's

ike. This is one of the basest passions the mind

f man can be captivated with: a perfect lust;

ud a greater and more soul-defiling one, there is

ot in the whole catalogue of evils. This con-

dered, should quicken people into a serious ex-

mi nation, how far this temptation of love of money
ath entered them ; and tlie rather, because the

eps It maketh into the mind, are almost insensible,

hich render the danger greater.

Thousands think themselves unconcerned in the

lutiori, who yet are perfectly guilty of the evil,

low can it be otherwise, when those that have,

om a low condition, acquired thousands, labour

at to advance, yea double and treble those thou-

inds ; and that with the same care and contri-

Juce by which they got them. Is this to live

)mfortably, or to be rich? Do we not see how
irly they ri-e ; how late they go to bed 'I how full

the exchange, the shop, the ware-ho-ust , the

istom-housej of bills, bonds, charter-parties, <tc.,

ley are ? running up and down, as if it were to

save the life of a condemned innocent. An insat-

iable lust, and therein ungrateful to God, as well

as hurtful to men ; who giveth it to them for use,

and not to love : this is the abuse. And if this

care, contrivance and industry, and that con-

tinually, be not from the love of money, in those

who have ten times more than they began with,

aud much more than they need, I knov/ not what
testimony a man can give of his love to anything.

The Apostle chargeth Timothy in the sight of

God, and before Jesus Christ, " that he fail not to

charge them that are rich in this world, that they

trust not in uncertain riches, but in the living God
who giveth liberally;'' and that they do good with

them, that they may be rich in good works. Oh!
that people would use the light that Christ hath
given them, to search aud see how far they are

under the power of this iniquity ! For if they

would watch against the love of the world, and be

less in bondage to the things that are seen, which
are temporal, they would set their hearts upon
things above, that are of an eternal nature. Their

life would be hid with Christ in God, out of the

reach of all the uncertainties of time, and troubles

and changes of mortality.

Nay, if people would but consider how hardly
riches are got, how uncertainly they are kept, the

envy they bring ; that they can neither make a

ise, nor cure diseases, nor add to life, much
less give peace in death : no, nor hardly yield any

lid benefit above food and raiment, wiiich may
be had without them, and that if there be any
good use for them, it is to relieve others in distress;

being but stewards of the plentiful providences of

God, and consequently accountable for our stew

ardship; if, I say, these considerations had any
room in our minds, we should not thus haste to

get, nor care to hide such a mean and impotent

thing. Oh ! that the cross of Christ, which is the

spirit and power of God in man, might have more
place in the soul, that it might crucify us uiort

and more to the world aud the world to us ; that,

like the days of paradise, the earth might again

be the footstool ; and the treasures of the earth a

servant, and not a god, to man !

172d. It is earnestly desired that all Friend

everywhere be very carelul to avoid all inordinate

pursuit after the things of this world, by such way
and means as depend too much on the uncertain

probabilities of hazardous enterprises ; but rather

labour to content themselves with such a plain way
and manner of living, as is most agreeable to the

self-denying principle of Truth, which we profess,

ud which is most conducive to that tranquillity of

lind that is requisite to a religious conduct through

this troublesome world.

QUERIES
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Congress to adopt some measures of conciliation, and
many others objecting to any compromise, and calling

on the government to sustain the l.nvs.—The Tariff bill

which passed the house, has been maturially modified

in the Senate. The warehousing system, as at present,

has been restored. The investigating committee of the

House of Representatives reported unanimously that they

found no evidence of a secret organization hostile to the

government that has for its object, upon its own respon-

sibility, an attack upon the capitol, or any of the public

property here, or an interruption of any of the functions

of the government. On the I3th, the formality of count-

ing the electoral votes was gone into in the House of

Representatives, the Vice President and Senate of the

United States being present. The tellers reported the

result:

for Abraham Lincoln, of Illinois . . 130 votes.

" John C. Breckinridge, of Kentucliy 72 "
" John Bell, of Tennessee .... 39 "

" Stephen A. Douglas, of Illinois

the Vi. iced tha Abr
elected President of the

rs commencing on the 4tb

ham Lincoln had been
United States for the foi

of Third month, 1861.

ment as to Hannibal Hamlin, of Maine, for Vice Presi-

dent. On the 18th, Stanion, of Ohio, from the .Military

Committee, reported a bill supplemental to the acts of

1795 and 1807, providing for the calling forth of the

militia for the execution of the laws of the Union, the

suppression of insurrection, and repelling invasion, so as

to extend their provisions to the case of insurrection

against the authority of the United States, and to au-
thorize the President, in cases where it may be lawful,

to use the militia in addition to the army and navy, to

accept the services of volunteers as cavalry, infantry and
artillery, and to officer the same. The bill was opposed
as a force measure, and likely to prevent a peaceable
settlement of the present difficulties. It was passed to

El second reading, by a vote of 110 to 57.

The Southern Cont/res.t.—This body has passed an act
relative to the customs. It continues the U. S. officei-s

in office, with the same salaries and powers as hereto-
fore. The collectors are required, within two weeks af
ter ihe pa sage of the act, to execute the same bonds as
heretofore required by the U. S. government, and their

subordinates to give bonds within one week after their

appointment—these officers are required to take oath to

discharge their duties, and support the Constitution oi

the provisional government. The following resolution
was adopted in secret session : Resolved, That this go-
vernment takes under its charge the questions of the
difficulties now existing between the sovereign Stales of

this confederacy and the government of the United State,-

relating to the occupation of forts, arsenals, navy yards
and other public establishments. And the Piesident of
this Congress is dii-ected to communicate this

to the Governors of the several States.— Private letters

from Montgomery, Ala., state that, with the exception
of the delegates from South Carolina, the members of

the Southern Congress generally anticipate a re-union
to the old United States.

Louliiana:—The St.ite convention has resolved to
" permit" the United States to carry the mails for Louis-
iana, until the Southern confeJei-acy shall be able to

make some arrangement whereby it can perform its own
mail service.

Georgia.—The Governor of Geoi-gia has accepted the
mediation of Virginia, and given assurance that Georgia
will abstain, during the period contemplated, from all

acts calculated to produce a collision of arms between
that State and the general government.

Virginia.—Ths St;ite convention assembled on the 13th
inst. John Janney, of Loudon county, was chosen Pre-
sident. On taking the chair, he made a speech, express-
ing devotedness to the Union, but also said that Virginia
would insist on her rights, as the condition of her re-
maining in the confederacy. It is believed that a highly
conservative feeling pi-evails in the convention, and tliat

no hasty or inconsiderate action need be anticipated.
Returns from 103 counties in Virginia show a majority
of 39,408 for a reference of the question of secession to
ft vote of the people, in case of the State convention
passing an ordinance of --ecesslon.

Nardil Caro«rt!(.—Advices from North Carolina convey
the assurance that North Carolina is averse to secession.
The Slate convention will contain a majority of Union
men, all of whom favour the Crittenden amendment, or
8omething,akin to it.

Tennessee.—No convention will be called in this State,
the people having voted against it. The Union candi-
dates had an aggregate majority of more than 50,000.

Fl.orid,i.—T\\e Legi; !ias passed
bill authorizing the issue of treasui-y

Philadelphia.—iloiKMlj last week, 3

stay law,

1. Small-pox, I

18; scarlet fever, 24; diptheria, 11; convulsions, 20;
consumption, 49. Adults, 130 ; children, 171. The
amount of gas made at the several gas works during the
year 1860, was 639,578,000 cubic feet, of which 119,-

994,818 was used for the public lights. Within the hist

three years, the extent of street mains added has amount-
ed to 168 miles, and the increase of consumers to nearly

12,000.

New Fori.—Mortality last week, 409.

Affairs at Washington.—The Secretary of the Treasury
has advertised to receive proposals till the 23d inst. for "a

loan of $8,000,000 under the late act, the successful
bidders to deposit the amount accepted, on or before Ihe
1st proximo.—The President elect was expected to ar-

rive in Washington on the 23d inst.—The President has
issued a proclamation declaring that an extraordinary
occasion requires the Senate to convene, for the trans-

action of business, on the 4th of Third month, at noon,
namely, to receive and act upon such communications
as may be made to it on the part of the Executive. This
proclamation is in accordance with usage, and to enable
the incoming President to nominate, for confirmation,
the members of his cabinet.—The report of the House
Committee on the Indian Bond Abstractions has been
made public. From it, it appears that Ex-secretary
Floyd was disgracefully implicated in the robbery ; that
the President was notified of the theft a year ago ; that
he clerk, Bailey, was made the tool of the conspirators

;

that Russell is fearfully involved in the transaction, and
that the government loses over six millions of dollars.—
The peace conference, which has continued to conduct

;3 deliberations with closed doors, was engaged on the
6th and 18th, in the consideration of a plan of settle-

lent prepared and adopted by a committee of one com-
lissioner from each State, to which the subject had been

referred. The committee propose several amendments
to the Constitution. The first prohibits slavery north of
36 degrees, 30 minutes north latitude in all the territo-

ries ; south of that line it is not to be interfered with,
d when any territory shall contain a population re-

quired for a member of Congress, it shall be admitted as
State, with or without slavery as the Constitution of
ich new State may provide. The second says, terri-

tory shall not be acquired by the United States unless
by treaty, nor, except for naval and commercial stations

depots, unless such treaty shall be ratified by four-
tifihs of all the members of the Senate. The third pro-

Congress from abolishing slavery in the Districl
of.Columbia, without the consent of .Maryland, and with-

the consent of the owners, and also from preventing
the removal or transportation of slaves from one State

territory of the United States to any other State or
territory, in which slavery is recognized by law oi

age. The rest are as follow : "Art. 4. The third para
graph of the second section of the fourth article of tbi

Constitution shall not be construed to prevent any of
the States, by appropriate legislation, and through the
action of their judicial and ministerial officers, from en-
forcing the delivery of fugitives from labour to the per-
son to whom such service or labour is due. Art. 5. Th(
foreign slave trade, and the importation of slaves inti
the United States and their territories, from places be-
yond the present limits thereof, are forever prohibited
Art 6 The first, second, third and fifth articles, toge-
ther with this article of these auienJments, and the third
paragraph of the second section of the first article ol

the Constitution, and the third paragraph of the second
section of the fourth article thereof, snail not be amend-
ed or abolished without the consent of all the States.
Art. 7. Congress shall provide by law that the United
States shall pay to the owner the full value of his fugi-
tive from labour in all cases where the marshal or other
officer, whose duty it was to arrest such fugitive, was
prevented from so doing by violence or intimidation, or
when, after arrest, such fugitive was rescued by force,
and the owner thereby prevented and obstructed in the
pursuit of his remedy for the recovery of such fugitive."
The proposed amendments met with a sti'ong opposition
fiom some of the Northern mem;»ers.

The Markets—New York. — Business continues de-
pressed, and there is very little demand for money on
the part of good borrowers. The rate for call loans is

5 a 7 per cent., and for best short paper, 6 a 7. Specie
has accumulated in the New Vork banks, to the unpre-
cedented amount of thirty-eight millions. The follow-
ing were the quotations on the 18th instant. Chicao-o
spring wheat, $1.17 a $1.20; red winter, $1.30 a$l. 32

;

white Michigan, $1.45 ; oats, 3G cts. a 37 els. ; new corn,
62 cts. a 63 cts. ; old, 65 cts. a 66 cts. Philadelphia-
Red wheat, $1.25 a $1.27; white, $1.33 a $1.40; oats
31 cts. a 33 cts. : new corn, 58 cts. ; old, 65 cts. Balti-
more—Uai wheat, $1.25 a $1.30; white,Sl.40a $1.60
'yellow corn, 53 cts. a 57 cts.; white, 60 cts. a 63 cts.

The Mississippi Lead Mines.—The amount of lead ship-

ped last year from Galena, was 147,837 pigs, weigh
18,348,590 pounds, beside which over six millions
pounds was sent from other shipping points. The m
ket value of the whole was about $1,284,000.

U. S. Mint.—The operations of the mint at Philad
phia, during the last (First) month, were quite lar
The number of pieces coined was 1,583,106, valued
$8,143,421.

RECEIPTS.
Received from Dr. H. Tyson, Pa., per T. E.

ols. 33 and 34 ; from Andrew Moore, Pa., $6,
3, and 34.

FRIENDS' INDIAN INSTITUTE, TUNESSASSAH
A man- and a woman Friend are wanted to aid in cc

ducting this Institution. A man and his wife would
ferred, one of whom should be qualified to teach

the school. Apply to Ebesezek Worth,
Marshalton, Chester Co., Paj

Thos. Wistah,
Fox Chase, Philadelphia Co.,

Joel Ev.^ns,

Oakdale P. 0., Delaware Co.,
Philad., Second mo. 5th, 1861.

WEST-TOWN SCHOOL.
A Friend and his wife are wanted to fill the statifl

of Superintendent and Matron at West-town Boardih
School.

Application to be made to either of the follow!
Friends: Nathan Sharpless, Concord; James Emli
West Chester

;
Samdel Hilles, Wilmington ; Hra

Cope or William Evans, Philadelphia.
Twelfth mo. 10th, 1860.

sible 1

Died, on the 13th of First month last, at his res

Philadelphia, Fotherqill Ogborx, in the 66th ye
of his age. He bore a long and severe illness with

rkable patience and christian resignation, at <

le remarking, " .\ty Saviour suffered much more ; a

nothing for himself, but all for the sins of the world,
ought to rejoice to be counted worthy to partake of
sufferings." As the solemn hour of dissolution !

-•bed, he spoke of the great comfort it was to h
to feel that he had endeavoured to walk acceptal

before the Lord, saying, that it had been his concern
ip his children in His fear, and instruct them

nis ways; "but," he added, impressively, "none
these things save me ; it is all mercy, the pure, unmi
ited mercy of God through Christ Jesus, that gains I

me an admittance info the abode of never-ending pea
and purity." There was granted him a clear view
acceptance, and he exclaimed, " Oh 1 the way is

clear—nothing in the way." After taking an affectio

ate leave of each one, he turned to a daughter, and wi
a look and accent, inexpressibly sweet, said, " Passi
away, passing away, my dear, to realms of bliss." R
last words were, " Lord, take me—going home, ^

home—Saviour—Glory—Glory,"—and so calm and
departure, that those present were scarcely
;en he ceased to breathe.

. on the 3rd inst., in Utica, New Vork, at th

sidence of his nephew C. C. Kellogg, Abraham M. U
DBRHILL, of Ledyard, Cayuga Co., N. Y. He wa
denly taken ill, on his return from Philadelphia,
he had witnessed the last moments and peaceful d

lire of his father-in-law, F. Ogborn. He had long ai

acceptably filled the station of elder, and his loss will

deeply felt. He was of a meek and quiet spirit, and i)

obtrusive manners, which much endeared him lo 1

friends. His daily life evidenced his concern to wt
with Jesus, yet his hope of salvation rested upon
works of his own, but upon the merits and mercy ol

crucified and risen Lord. When the Bridegroom cam
he was found wilh his lamp trimmed and burning, havii
an assurance that his " robes had been washed ai

made white in the blood of the Lamb." Many consolii

expressions fell from his lips. He said to his wife, '

see my Saviour; my time is come," and nearly his la

intelligible words were, "Over the river; I am ready
He then quietly passed away as one falling into a swe
sleep.

, in this city, on the 29th of First month, after

protracted illness, which she bore with christian p.

Abi W., wife of Francis Lightfoot, aged thirt

six years; a member of the Northern District Month
•Meeting. ^^^

PILE &, M'ELROY, PRINTERS,
Lodge street, opposite the Pennsylvania Bank.
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rhere are those in the present day who, like H.
11, mourn over the weakness and declension in

religious Society ; whose sorrow is not a mere
itlcss emotion, but incites them, as Nehemiah's
him when he surveyed the desolations of Jeru-

3m, to arise and build against their own houses,

I to animate others in the same good work,

ese are the true mourners, on whom the bless-

;
rests. Such have no cause for dismay, or to

trust Him who has ever been the helper of the

tr and the afflicted, " the Henler of the breach,

1 the Restorer of paths to dwell in." We he-

re his love and mercy are still toward the soei-

; which he raised up as by his own right arm,

itected, preserved, and prospered it, amid cruel

secutions and bitter suffering, and made it the

trun)ent of great good to thousands.

And why should any distrust Him, or doubt that

will do the same for it in the present day, if he

3Ut faithfully sought unto? "I am the Lord,"

's he, " I cha?ige not." " His arm is not short-

id that it cannot save, neither is his ear heavy
it it cannot hear." " The mercy of the Lord is

m everla>ting to everlasting upon them that fear

in; and his righteousness unto children's child-

I ; to such as keep his covenant, and to those

,t remember his commandments to do them."

is is all that is wanting. Many as are the bur-

ls and the trials of the upright; and much as

y are struck at, if they hold on in their inte-

ty, patiently and quietly pursuing the path of

y, help equal to their need will be granted, they

1 have theil' reward from Him, who knows their

Berity, and a brighter and better day will yet
Jtu upon the church.

We sometimes hear it said that the society has

filled its mission ; that its service is closed, and
re is no longer occasion to hold up conspicuously

se chri,-tiau testimonies, which were peculiar to

We entertain a very different view. Never,
our apprehension, was it more important that

free and independent work of the Holy Spirit,

manifestations of the light of the Lord Je>us
rist, should be faithfully maintained as the

ndation of all vital religion ; as that, without

practical experience of which, all profession

religion is an empty form, as " sounding brass

1 a tinkling cymbal." The other testimonies

and principles held by Friends, are also neces-

sary to be supported, if they exist as a distinct

body of christian profe.-sors. And we believe they
will so exist; and that however some may swerve
to the right hand, or others to the left; there will

be tlio?e raised up and preserved, fiom one gene-

ration to another, who will be religiously bound to

maintain these principles in their fullness and in-

tegrity
;
and to commend them to others, not by

precept only, but by a godly and consistent ex-

ample.

While listening to the presumptuous assertions

that the service of Friends is over, and their testi-

monies obsolete, it is sometimes forcibly presented,

that the wish is author of the thought" That the

restraints of the cross, the mortification of human
pride attendant on plainness of dress, language,

behaviour and living, and the disuse of outward
ceremonies, and the contemptuous sneer with which
the wise and great of the world treat those chris-

tian practices, induce the lukewarm professor to

wish they were out of the way ; and that he could

be esteemed a good Friend without them, or that

the whole society was merged into sonje more fash-

ionable sect. But, however agreeable this might
be to such cross-shunning Quakers, we think they

are not likely soon to be accommodated. He who
laid upon the first Friends the obligation firmly to

uphold these christian principles and practices,

as intimately connected with true religion, we be

lieve, will not leave himself without witnesses, con-

strained, by the power of his Spirit, firmly to main-

tain them, not in the dry formality of mere tradi-

tional authority, but in the newness of a spiritual

life, flowing from Chri.-t their Head. May none,

then, yield to unprofitable discouragement; or in-

dulge a disposition to lay the degeneracy at the

door of others, while neglecting their own work;
but all labour in the proffered ability, which can
only come from on high, to " be built" up them-

selves " on our most holy faith," and to encourage

others in the same blessed work.

Returning to England, after the Yearly Meet-

ing in Dublin, H. Hull proceeded in his visit to

Friends in that land. Having attended two Monthly
Meetings, he makes the following remarks, viz :

" I had to reflect upon the disposition there is in

men to adhere to old customs ; as well from the

preference I had for the method of nianaging the

concerns of the society in my native land, as from

the attachment I discovered in Friends here to their

own mode ; and also, the easy way in which they

did their business, in some cases, without waiting

to feel their minds impressed with religious con-

cern, manifesting little more seriousness than if

met to consider any interesting matter relating to

the business of this life. Yet I found they were

no strangers to the baptizing power of Truth, which,

in considering the proposal to recommend as a

minister, a precious sweet-spirited woman, seemed

to prevail amongst them, and she was acknow-
ledged as such. I thought I saw, that my recom-
mending them to weightiness of spirit, was consid-

ered by some as " stamping things too high ;" they

seemed not to understand me, and I was grieved

at the want of a right understanding among the

knowing, who certainly had correct views of the

letter of the discipline—but where this alone is re-

lied upon, it renders insensible to the Divine life,

so that a resurrection through the power of Christ
Jesus, the blessed Head of the church, is necessary
in order to do his work. I am fu.'iy of the belief,

that it would be better for our Society, if there
was more generally a dependence upon the Spirit
that quickeneth—the humble and sincere labourers
would be more comforted, by seeing an advance-
ment in the work of reformation, and our meetincs
would be more to editicalion than they now are."

" I went to Ipswich, and attended the Quarterly
Meeting held there for the county of Suffolk. The
want of more devotedness to the Lord's cause, oc-
casioned the meeting to be dull and heavy ; it held
long, and I hope ended well at last, through the
corjtinued mercy and forgiveness of our heavenly
Father. Next day I attended the usual meetirjg
at Ipswich, where the word preached, was in de-
claring the controversy of the Lord against neg-
ligent parents, who, while careful of their children,

and anxiously seeking to provide for them an abun-
dance of the good things of this life, neglect to cul-

tivate the mind, and to train their offspring up in

a religious life and conversation. The care neces-
sary to provide comfortable accommodations in
this life, certainly should not be omitted—parents
would undoubtedly fall under condemnation lor

this; but how much soever this may be attended
to, or whatever abundance of riches parents may
have to leave their children, they neglect the high-
est and truest interest of their offspring, who do
not endeavour to bring them up in the fear and
admonition of the Lord, and place themselves in a
situation, wherein they are not likely to receive as

much con.solation from their children, as if they
were walking in the Truth. Oh ! that those who
have much wealth to leave, would lay these things
deeply to heart, and improve by the renewed visi-

tations which are extended, in order to gather them
from the barren mountains of an empty profession

and from the thorny wilderness of the world, into

the peaceful enclosure of the heavenly Jerusalem.
In the evening we had a public meeting, which was
attended by many of the principal inhabitants, and
the doctrines of Truth flowed with clearness and
the force of gospel authority; praised be Israel's

Helper, who enabled a feeble instrument to labour.

"Finding that Ann Burgess [afterward Ann
Jones] and Elizabeth Robson, had a pro.speotsimilar

to ni} own, of attending the meetings ot Friends in

Suffolk and Norlblk, we concluded to proceed iu

company. Ann proposing a meeting with the town's
people at

,
it was accordingly held in a build-

ing formerly used as a theatre. A large company
assembled, who have behaved solidly, and many
interesting Gospel Truths were delivered, which
appeared to afford satisfaction. The women Friends
huviug supplied themselves with a number of reli-

gious tracts, they were distributed at the close of
the meeting, and were respectfully received. The
next day being the first of the week, we sat with
Friends of Yarmouth, and in the evening had a
meeting with the inhabitants generally, who assem-
bled in such numbers, that Friends' house was not
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near large enough to bold them ; several hundred

Etanding'" about the house, and in the yard. A very

Folemn quiet prevailed over the meeting, botli dur-
|

intr-the time of silence, and while the doctrines of .markable political movements originating in i

the gospel were preached to them." tion and priestcraft, and working on ignorauc

Kaffii

designs a

the coun-

From the Quarterly Renew.

A Kational Suicide.

We have now to describe one of the most re-

ambi-

gospel were preachea to tliem." \uou auu pnusiuiun, <iu^ „^..^iug ^^ .gnorauce and

"We found many young people under Divine 'fanaticism, that is to be found m the history ot any

visitation as we passed aloug, confirming us in the-jpeople. The paramount sovereign of the Kaffir

belief of the continuation ot the heavenly Father's race, encouraged by the doubtful result of some ot

love toward the children of believing parents, for the conflicts of the last war, and alarmed probably

which we bless his holy name. But, alas! other at the gradual consolidation of the British power,

instances are to be observed, which give occasion
|

resolved, in 1857, to strike another blow for su-

for mournin<T and lamentation, as when the pro- Ipremacy, the success of which he hoped, by work-

phet =aid 'Oh, that my head were waters, and ing upon the superstition of his people, to make de-

mine eves a fountain of tears, that I might weep cisive aud coniplete. For this purpose, he availed

day and nioht for the slaio of the daughter of my himself of a traditionary belief, that a species ot

people !' Great, indeed, must have been the pro- miUenium would some day dawn upon_ th-

pbet's bitterness of spirit, as his expresbions evince; race. He employed m carrying out h

yet in the Lord's time his sorrows were mitigated, prophet, who possessed much influence i

And the baptisms of the servants of Christ in our .try. This man boldly predicted that on a certain

day, are known to be somewhat similar; yet at day when the sun rose in the morning, it would

seasons they are favoured as with a brook by the

way. From Norwich we proceeded, and had meet-

ings at Lammas, North Walsinghara and Wells,

which was formerly the residence of Edmund Peck-

over ; now, but very few Friends reside here, aud

some of these are almost totally ignorant of what

our religious principles are. We visited them in

their families, and left some books amongst them,

and also distributed a number among those who|to open a road for them, until they arrived

were not of our Society. They received them Illonga, where Satan was to dispose of

wander for a time in the heavens, and then set in

the east, when a hurricane immediately coining on,

would immediately sweep all who had not believed

in hiu), and obeyed his mandates, whether Euro

peans or Kafiirs, from the earth ; or as the pro

phocy sometimes varied, that two suns would rise

at the time the great event was to happen, when

the English were to walk into the sea, which was

thankfully, and I had a secret beliet that our visit

to this place would be blest to some of them. One

young man, a Friend, seemed to be much tendered,

and I trust will give up to the renewed visitation

mercifully extended to him ; but Oh I the want of

fathers and mothers in Israel."

" On our way to Lynn, we had a meeting at

Swafifham—attended Lynn meeting in the morn-

ing, and had one appointed for the town's people

generally, at six o'clock in the evening. This was

a comfortable season, the precious uniting love of

our heavenly Father was witnessed among us, fill-

ing our hearts with desires for the welfare of the

people. The house belonging to Friends being

fcuiall, notice of the meeting was not widely spread,

aud dear Ann Burgess proposed our having an-

other meeting the day following, which wis ac-

cordingly held in the meeting-house belonging to

the Independents. A very large number of per-

sons assembled, many more than could get into the

house, and the preacher of the congregation was

very active in endeavouring to settle the meeting,

by procuring seats for the people as they came iu.

The meeting ended comfortably, and I was thank-

ful it had been held. The minister appeared well

satisfied, expressing his desire that the good advice

which had been delivered amongst them might be

treasured up and improved by. Much tenderness

was evident among some of the people."

Most to be Coveted.—How desirable it is to live

each day as though it were the last ; to be in truth,

a dedicated disciple of the blessed and holy Jesus;

however stripped and tried ; however cast into the

furnace, heated seven times more than ordinary.

Oh, to be a purified spirit, a saint clothed in white

raiment; how it is to be coveted, though all

things else vanish, or become as a scroll.— Sarah

Cresso?i.

ga, where Satan was to dispose of them all

that the ancestors of the Kaffirs were then to rise

from the dead, with countless herds of cattle of an

improved breed, to be distributed amongst thei

followers, who thenceforth restored to youth, ant

endowed with immortal beauty, were to reside for

countless ages in a Kaffir paradise. The fulfil-

ment of these predictions was however contingent

upon the Kaffirs having first destroyed all theii

cattle and corn, and having refrained from culti-

vating the ground, so as to leave them wholly with

out the means of subsistence. This extraordinary

belief spread rapidly through the country,

the singular spectacle was presented of a people

exerting themselves energetially to destroy their

whole property, and reduce themselves to a state of

absolute want.

For a considerable time before and up to the

very day appointed for the fulfilment of the pro

phecy, the followers of the prophet, (and they

composed the greater part of the nation,) slaugh

tered the whole of their cattle, and destroyed what
ever of their subsistence was left. They rethatched

their huts in the strongest manner, that they niigh

be able to resist the expected hurricane ; and finally

on the appointed day they shut them-elves up
their habitations, waiting in terror and hope, the

wonderful events that were to take place. There
were three things, however, that were significantly

exempted from the command of universal destruc-

tion that had gone forth from the prophet, namely,

horses, arms, and ammunition, these were not even

to be disposed of, but sedulously increased by pur

chase, theft, or any other means. The objeet of

this cruel deception, planned by the paramount
sovereign of the Kaffir tribes, and generally foster-

ed by his subordinate chiefs, was to create such an

amount of distress, that the Kaffirs, desperate from

want, and frantic from disappointment and despair,

might immediately engage in another British war,

and sweep the»wliite intruders from the land. A
plan had accordingly been organized for invading

Periodical Literature in California.—There the eastern frontier, at several points simultane-

are 9 English, 2 French, 1 Spanish, and 4 Ger- ously, along a line of over a hundred miles in

man daily papers in San Francisco, Cal. There length.

are 22 weeklies, whereof 18 are English, 3 French,
j

On the afternoon of the day fixed lor the great

and 1 Italian. There arc 7 monthlies, one of which miracle, no signs or wonders having been observed,

is medical, and auother religious.

this atrocious political conspiracy, emerged fro;

their huts downcast, ruined and destitute. Oul

one-third of the people had refused to obey tl

mandates of the prophet, preserved their cattle ar

corn, and cultivated their land. The country ha

been divided into believers and unbelievers, at

fierce dissensions raged between them. The no

destitute believers formed themselves into bands

robbers, and pillaged their unbelieving countrym<

and Europeans. The country was covered 1

crowds of women and children digging for wi

roots, as the only subsistence they could procui

In the district of Kafl'raria proper, where the mov

ment commenced, several influential chiefs comm
ted suicide, from despair at the state of destituti

to which their families were reduced, and one

the leading chiefs begged to be allowed to work 1

wages on the roads.

The movement, so far from having fulfilled t

expectations of its originators, had a complete

opposite result. The power of the chiefs who h

fostered the delusion, was completely broken. T

people, in thousands and ten of thousands,
;

iiounced their allegiance, crowded in multitudei

beg employment on the British public worksJ

migrated with their wives and children into |

colonial territory, in search of employment. Inj

official report for the year 1857, it is stated, tl

of the Kaffir population, 30,000 had become hit

servants in the colony ; that many thousands h

fled beyond the borders, probably only to peri:

that vast numbers were supported by chaTitable a

and that 68,034 souls had disappeared from B

tish Kafl'raria alone, in the first seven months

that year. A similar disappearance took place

the population in Kafl'raria proper, but at least

double the extent. The colony of the Cape a

the other British possessions in South Africa s

tained no injury. The crisis passed, leaving i

country infinitely more prosperous and secure tl

it had ever been before. A restless nation, tl

for years harassed the frontier, was suddenly c

verted into useful labourers. Those who had 1

merly done their best to destroy the resources

the colony, are now by their industry, giving th

a greater development ; and so satisfied is l!

capitalist and landed proprietor with the qualitjj

the labour supplied, that the government has fo«

it difficult to meet the increasing demand.

The difficulty of the Cape government may
said to have been thus solved ; and considering

manner in which the solution has been brou:

about, it is impossible not to be struck with

solemn fact that presents it-elf. A people prese

ing a formidable obstacle to the advance of eivili

tion, and the spread of Christianity in South Afri

may be said to have committed political suic

under the influence of its political delusions,

exterminating sword was needed by the great I

poser of events, to put an end to a confeden

of barbarians, but it was suddenly broken up ;

scattered by the effect of the gross infatuatic

which they had themselves encouraged.

"The influence hitherto possessed by the chie

wrote the Governor of the Cape, in 1858, "c

tinues in the present state of destitution rapidly

decline, and I hope that this will be so efi'eciui:

the case, that they can never hereafter exen

an influence over their race, which they h i

hitherto almost always employed for evil ; am

is impossible to reflect on the sufferings of the ol

the females and the children, without feeling

utmost indignation against those chiefs who, for tli

own selfish and ambitious projects, have broui

such severe distress on their nation ; and I feel qi

:

satisfied that their late conduct has irretrievii

[tens of thousands of poor and ignorant victims of; destroyed that portion of their influence, which
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till left to tbeni, that henceforth we may govern

he country ourselves, the chiefs being mere de-

endents upon us."

The crisis through which the Kaffir nation has

ecently passed, involves changes far more import-

nt than the destruction of the power of the chiefs.

t necessitates, and is leading to, a complete alter

tion in the habits of the entire race. After ex
irminating their horned stock, the milk of which
ad from time immemorial formed their chief sup-

ort, they are necessarily compelled to become cul
vators of the soil. Voluntarily to destroy their

ittle was voluntarily to destroy their entire polity,

ad to abolish all their national habits and cus-

ims. In the impressive words of Sir George
ray, when addressing the colonial legislature,

These events are likely to secure for us the bless-

gs of a lasting peace, and of a prosperity sur-

issing any expectations which could, a short time

have been reasonably formed, and having

>en brought about by means so novel and unex-

icted, and so entirely beyoud man's control, they

ach us to turu with thankful gratitude to that

rerruling Providence, which has so wonderfully

orked out its own designs."

The following abstract of the population returns

British Kaffraria on the 1st of June, I808,

Dws the immense decrease of population, conse-

aent on the destruction of food.

June 1st,

1857.

'umber of Kraals . 3,942

dults 50,045
hildreu .... 54,676

Kaffir Population.

2,6511,291

27,320 22,725

24,866 29,810

Total . . 104,721 52 52,535

r " The Fiii-i

Sake.Afflictions for the Gospel
(Cuutinuedii-ompaselUG.)

A citizen of Bristol, writing to his friend in Lon-

on, under date of 19th of April, 1682, says:

Yesterday the Quakers' meeting was again dis-

irbed by our new Sir John and his men. The
mstables came not with him, they by agreement

aving placed themselves in the meeting-room, and

ad for their company several fiddlers, a drummer
ith a drum, also a flag and arms. For this com-

my victuals and liquor were provided, to carry

J the designed revel and riot. Just as the sheriff

ime, the doors of the meeting house were thrown

pen, and the fiddlers began to play. The sherift'

niling, asked what was the meaning of this. One
F his brother informers answered, they meant to

3 merry and came there to dance. They at-

impted to lay hold of several young women to

ale them in, [having probably met outside the

ouse,] who, fearful of being abused by so vile a

jmpany, held fast by the ancient women ; upon

hich two of the girls, with the women who shel-

ired them, were committed by the sheriff to

Tidewell, and with them two more for reproving

lem. The manner of the Quiiker woman's re-

roof was thus :
' Well, Sheriff Knight, I see that

lough we cannot be suffered to serve God, these

lall, to serve the devil. Our peaceable meetings

ou seek to make riots, and here you yourselves

re rioting and revelling to a great excess. Oh,

lese doings are a shame to Bristol, which was

Qce reputed a sober and well-governed city. Now
, is altered, for the profane, the drunkards, re-

ellcrs, &c., are countenanced, but those that fear

rod, are made a prey of; surely God will visit

eavily with his judgments for these crying sins."

Great havoc was made on Friends' goods and

;ock and furniture for their religious meetings.

even when held iu silence. When their perseou*'ors sense they had of the importance of this religious

enter a shop, though there is abundance of goodslduty, and the obligation they felt to perform it,

in view, yet they break open chests, counters, &o., I whatever might be the consequences, even while

and thence take their money. If no nioney is, debarred of the company of their fathers and
found, they take shop or household goods, and of! mothers, who were locked up iu filthy dungeons,
them generally double the value. If any speak- It would be well for our young friends to make
to them in reproof for their utijust proceedings, themselves acquainted with the history of the rise

they threaten them with a prison. All this has to! of thefr Society, the doctrines and testimonies

be endured by innocent men and women from 1 which their forefathers held, and their firmness in

wicked, cruel persons, who rob and abuse them at maintaining them. Follow them as they followed

their will. At one time, several of these notorious Christ, and he will make you pillars in his church,
informers, as they are often called, came to one ofi and reward you with the white stone and the new
the meetings, took out seven men and sent them to, name upon it.

Newgate, and then nailed up the doors upon four- In the year 1683, one hundred and ninety-one

teen men and eighty-seven women, and kept them Friends in Bristol were returned into the exche-

quer on the statute of £20 per mouth for absence

from the national worship, and their fines within

that period amounted to £16,440, or about eighty

thousand dollars. The prisoners in Newgate drew
up an account of the outrages committed by the

keeper, and his bad language to them. In the

account they say, "At length it pleased the Lord
to visit this keeper with his judgments, which were

dreadful, that he could not eat, nor sleep, but very

little. By day he would strive against it, and by
drinking and keeping vain company, endeavoured

to get ease for his troubled conscience, and while the

effect of the liquor was upon him in the day-time,

he would seem as if nothing was amiss. At night

he was in agony ; then he would desire us to pray

for him, and wish he had never seen the inside of

the jail, saying it had undone him. He desired

several of us to forgive what he had done
;

to

which we replied, he should ask forgiveness of

God, for we did forgive him. Doctors were sent

for, and he was bled ; but he told them no physic

would do him good, his di-tempcr was another

thing, and no man could do him good ; his day

was over, and there was no hope of njercy from

God for him. Seeing him in this woful condition,

our hearts did pity him, and desired if the will of

the Lord was so, he might find a place of repent-

ance. Some of us had opportunities to speak with

him, and found that he had his senses and under-

standing well, a,nd we used such arguments as in

christian tenderness we thought best, to persuade

him out of his hardness and uubelief. One of us

said to him, we hoped his day was not over, be-

cause he bad a sense of his condition. To which

he answered, I thank you for your good hope, but

I have no faith to believe; and further said, Faith

is the gift of God ; so nothing would enter him,

but that his day was over, and there was no mercy

for him. In this miserable state he continued un-

til the last of the Ninth month, and in the morn-

ing ended this miserable life." They say, " this is

. ^ _ _j^ not made public, the Lord knows, out of any re-

raoruing, and he urged the justices next day tojvenge to the persons concerned, but as a warning
~ " '

to all. Neither is it of any.self-jjoasting, as though

by our own ability we had undergone all the cruel-

ties inflicted on us; but to Him that lives forever-

there nearly six hours. While these were locked

up, the afternoon meeting began at the other

meeting-house, which those who attended were not

uffered to enter, but were obliged to meet in an
open court, where Tilly and his accomplices fas-

tened them in till between four and five o'clock in

the evening. The Sheriff came to their next
meeting, and commanded the king's peace to be

a serious woman present answered, " We do
keep the king's peace, and we came here to keep
our peace with the King of kings." Upon this,

sent her and three more to Newgate. Several

youth under sixteen years old, were put in the

tocks, which was contrary to law. On the 7th of

the month termed July, the meeting consisting

chiefly of children, was dispersed. It was remark-
able to see the gravity and manly courage with

ich some of the boys conducted, keeping close

to their religious meetings in the absence of their

parents, and undergoing, on that account, many
buses with patience. There were then about one

hundred and sixty in jail. On the 23d, eight boys

were put in the stocks two hours and a half. On
the 30th, in the afternoon, about fifty-five were at

he meetiug, when Helliar beat many of them in

a cruel manner over their heads with a twisted

whalebone stick ; few of them escaping without some
irks of his fury on their heads, necks or faces.

On the 3d of the next month, Tilly, another in-

former, beat many of the children with a small

faggot stick, but they bore it patiently. Others

were beaten on the 11th, and several sent to Bride-

well. Helliar beat Joseph Kippon, a young lad,

bout the head, till he was ready to swoon, and

sent eleven boys and four girls to Bridewell, till a

friend engaged for their appearance next day before

the deputy-mayor, who entleavoured by persuasions

and threats to make them promise to come no more
to meetings, but in that respect, the children were

unmovable. Wherefore they were again sent to

prison, Helliar to terrify them, charging the keeper

tn provide a new cat-o'-nine-tails against next

have them corrected, but could not effect his crue

sign. .The boys and girls were mostly from ten

to twelve years old. In this year, there were con-

fiued in the two jails one hundred and thirty-six

Friends, very much crowded, and some of them

were thrust into a dark dungeon, where they were

obliged to burn a candle constantly.

The fearlessness and constancy of those men
and women, in persisting in the discharge of what

they believed to be their religious duty, leads us

to believe, that they were favoured with the pre-

sence and support of their LoiB and Saviour,

giving them the knowledge of his will, and enabling

them to endure hardship as good soldiers of Jesus

Christ. The innocent boldness and fortitude of

children and the young people, in following the

example of their parents and older friends, by

keeping up their meetings for the public worship

of God in the face of cruel persecution, shows the

more, do we ascribe the glory ; by his power alone,

we have been supported. And if this example of

God's judgments on this man, shall stop any from

their evil courses, we have our end."

Mere Prql'essio7i.—Oh! what a pity it is, so

many up and down, satisfy themselves with a mere

profession of Truth ; only having a name to live,

when they are really dead, as to the quickenings

of heavenly virtue.—/o/iW Griffith.

The London Cltemical Neiv.i states that hun-

dreds of brirrels of the clarified fat of horses are

imported from Ostend, a seaport of Belgium, to

England, and sold iu London for genuine butter.
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For "The Friend."

A Pilgrimage to my Mother-land.

LCuutiuaed from page 1970

" The people are not nude, as many suppose

Africans to be generally. Of course we except

children, and even they are not always so. The
apparel of a man consists of a shocoto, cloth and

cap. The shocoto is a sort of loose trowsers, fas-

tened with a string directly aboye the hips. He
dispenses with the cloth when at labour. Instead

of this cloth, the wealthy wear a tobe, a loose,

large garmeut, worn over the shoulders, and fall-

ing below the knees : they are generally hand-

somely embroidered. Sometimes, however, a cloth

of velvet, silk or some other expensive material is

substituted. Instead of the shocoto, men and

boys are sometimes seen with garments made ex-

actly like the kilts of the Scotch Highlanders

;

the cloth too is worn in much the same way as the

Highlander's plaid. The attire of the women is

even more simple, consisting of one or two cloths

passed round the body. They wear besides a sort

of turban, and in a few instances, another cloth

over the breast and shoulders. The costume of

some Africans costs as much as that of many of

the most extravagant dandies of civilized coun-

tries.

" We met several of those individuals who.

though entirely of Negro parentage, are white,

from the absence of pigmentum or colouring mat-

ter from the skin, hair and eyes ; both in features

and texture of hair, however, they still resemble

the Negro. But little is known of this phenomenon,

notwithstanding the fact that it is coujmou to all

races of men, and even to inferior animals, white

horses, birds, mice, etc., being often seen. A fact

which we observed, is perhaps not yet known,

namely, that between the albino proper, and those

in whom there is a normal development of pig

mentura, there are individuals possessing more oi

less colour, so that if a series were formed em
bracing both extremes, the diiierence between any
consecutive two would be hardly perceptible. The
first digressions are characterized by a reddish tinge

of hair, and complexion in harmony, but difficult

to describe. These characteristics are observed

still more prominent in other individuals, and thus

on, till some are found with complexions as light

as mulattoes, although not otherwise like them.

From these the deviation still continues, till at

length the perfect albino is found. Albinos,

whether of the Indian, Negro or white race, are

not uncommon in America, but they seldom attract

attention, as without particular observation they

seem like ordinary white men. For instance, one

of the most prominent editors of a daily new.spnper

in New York, is an albino. The term first

earth. Rise as early as you please, and enter a

native compound, and you will there find the wo-

men engaged at their varied occupations. Go at

night as late as you please, and there by the feeble

light of her lamp she is seen in the act of labour,

spinning, weaving or preparing food for the en-

suing day. There is not a child among the Akus
— I say nothing of other African tribes—who is

not instructed in some means of realizing a living.

The men are builders, blacksmiths, iron-smelters,

tanners and leather-workers, tailors, carpenters,

calabash-carvers, weavers, basket, hat and mat-

makers, farmers: the women weave, spin, dye,

cook, brew, make pots, oils, soap and 1 know not

what else. _

" Not many years since, much attention was

excited among practical chemists by the invention

of the percolator, an apparatus for extracting in

a very short time the virtues of medicinal herbs,

etc. Essentially the same contiivance is used, and

has been used from time immemorial by the native

Africans, in making lye from ashes for the manu-

facture of soap, and for dyeing. A small aper-

ture is made in the bottom of a large earthen

vessel, which is covered with straw and then filled

with ashes. This is placed over a similar ve.sse),

so as slightly to enter it. Water is then sutfered

to percolate slowly through the first vessel into the

second, which, as it does so, extracts all the soluble

matter from the ashes.

"Although the native blacksmiths frequently

execute very fine productions of their art, yet their

apparatus is very rude. They work sitting on the

ground. Their bellows is hewn out of a block of

wood about three feet long, and six or seven inche:

deep, in the form of two cups connected by a tube,

to the middle of which another tube of clay is

attached, through which the current of air is pro-

pelled. The two cavities are each covered with a

sack of untanned hide, and a stick of wood about

three feet long, is fastened to each sack. A little

boy having hold of the ends of these sticks, lifts

and depresses them alternately, and thus secures

the action. Although different in appearance, these

bellows operate on the same principle as those of

civilized construction. For fuel they use charcoal

made from the hard shell surrounding the kernel

of the palm-nut.
" I passed through two iron-smelting villages on

the road between Uyo and Isehin in Yoruba, but

they were not in operation, as the war had driven

the inhabitants into the larger towns for protection.

The furnaces, or the portion of them above the

surlace of the earth, arc made of clay. They are

in the form of cylinders, about thirty inches high
;

the diameter of the bases about six feet. A hole

is made in the upper base, communicating both

with six or seven similar holes around the convex

surface, and, by a small orifice, with a large cavity

underground and beneath the cylinder. _ In this,

immediately under the orifice, I found a mass of

slag. They use charcoal for fuel, which they pro-

duce in abundance in the forests, in the midst of

applied by the Portuguese towards these people.

They cannot well endure exposure to bright day-

light, their eyes lacking the protection which is

afforded to others by the colour in the iris, etc.

" Not long since, and even now, there are not a

few who regard the African to be like the snake or

alligator, a lazy creature, whose life is spent ba-sk-
j

which these villages are usually located.

ing in the sunshine, and subsisting on roots and '' The apparatus of the weavers is very simple,

herbs or whatever else of food within reach of his There are two kinds, one used by the men, pro-

aroi. A Negro friend of mine mentioned to no ducing cloth of only a few inches in width, and
less a personage than a professor in a medical

i another by the women, producing cloth as wide as

school in America, that he had read in the work 'of English manufacture. The men can make cloth

of Donham and Clapperton, that women are com-jof an indefiuite^ength : the apparatus used by the

monly seen in Africa spinning by the road-side, women, limits the length of the cloth to about two
and selling boiled potatoes, roast-meats, etc. and a half yards. I forbear a description of either

' Nonsense,' said he, ' that is all English romance : of these contrivances, as such as 1 could make
can you believe such folly?' Nevertheless I as- would hardly be intelligible.

sert, and appeal to every one who has visited this " The implements of the farmers are only two,

section of Africa to verify my assertion, that there 'a bill- hook and hoe. The hoe is not bad in itself,

is not a more industrious people on the face of the 'but very badly mounted for use by a civilized far-

mer. The handles are short, rendering it new
sary for the operator to stoop in using them. T
soil is prepared by heaping the surface-earth

hills, close together and regularly in parallel lim

Cotton, yams, corn, cassava, beans, grow close

gether in the same field.

" The beautiful blue, almost purple dye of thi

cloths is not from the common indigo-plant of t

East and West Indies, but from a large climbi

plant. The leaves and shoots are gathered wh
young and tender. They are then crushed in wood
njortars, and the pulp made up in balls and drii

For dyeing, a few of these balls are placed

strong lye made from ashes, and suffered to remi

until the water becomes offensive from the deco

position of vegetable matter. The cloths are th

put in, and moved about until sufficiently coloun

There are dyeing establishments in all the tow

Irom Lagos to llorin.

" Palm-oil factories, as one would suppose frt

the quantity of the oil exported from Lagos a
other parts of the West Alrican coast, are vi

numerous. The process of extracting the oil

simple. The nuts are gathered by men. Fn
one to four or five women separate them from t

integuments. They are then passed on to otl

women, who boil them in large earthen po

Another set cru.sh off the fibre in mortars. Tl

done, they are placed in large clay vats filled w
water, and two or three women tread out the sei

liquid oil, which comes to the surface as disengag

from the fibre, where it is collected and agi

boiled to get rid of the water which mechanica

adheres to it. The inner surface of these cl

vats, having at first absorbed a small quantity

oil, is not afterwards affected either by the wa
or oil. It is said that palm-oil loses its colour

being kept for some time at the boiling tempei

ture.

" No part of the palm-nut is wasted. The
being extracted, the fibre, which still retains so.

oil, is dried and used for kindling. The kernel

used for making another oil, adi, excellent

burning in lamps and making native soap. T
hard shell or pericarp is burnt for charcoal, a

used by the native blacksmiths. They prepsj

.several other kinds of oil, such as agusi, beni, a

ori, or shea butter. The last, which posses;

medicinal virtues, is now exported from Abbeoku
" Palm-oil, considering the profit which it brie

the manufacturer, the abundant growth of the pis

which yields it, and the great and increasing

mand for it, is destined to become of great co

mercial importance."

CTo be contmued.J

T/te AUe7idaticc of Religions Meetings

Week-days.—John Hoskins was favoured in ea

life with a visitation of Divine love, and during

apprenticeship, his mind became impressed with

apprehension of duty to attend religious meetii

held on those called week-days, in which he

wiih various discouragements; but continuing fail

ful in bearing the cross, his concern to fulfil

important duty, as he advanced in life, and v

engaged in its active scenes for the support of

increasing family, became more fervent and exti

sive; being often heard to say, wiiile endeavouri

to iu>press a sense of its importance ou the mil

of others, that religious meetings were of lit

benefit to himself, if his tender offspring,

youth placed under his care, were absent; tl

evincing by example and precept, a lively sense

the solemn obligation we are under to render

ship in our public assemblies to the Author a

Dispenser of all our blessings.

—

Memorial of Ja

HosImis.
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Kemovc not tLe Ancient lanil-Mark, ivhicb tliy'

Fatlicrs have Set.
[

WLo is there tbat, from " tbe dreadful post ofi

abservation," has carefully noted the course of

things in our religious Society for the last twenty

years at least, that has failed to perceive the gra-

dual change after change, and innovation upon iu-

Qovation surreptitiously attempted, and in some

places made, upon our doctrines and testimonies.

Id such an extent has this been the case, that un-

less we look back through the painful retro.-^pect of

a somewhat lengtlicned period, we can scarcely'

realize to the full, the rude and ruthless spirit of
|

aggressiveness that, disregarding the ancient, and
j

truth-honoured laud-marks which our fathers have

set, has less and less covertly sought to bring in,

and to fasten upon us a modern and modified

Quakerism, which our early Friends would have

rejected as but reprobate silver; or as the '' neither

hot nor cold" state, which the " faithful and true

Witness" declared unto the Angel of one of the pri-

mitive churches. He would "spue out of his mouth."

So much has this been the case in London
Nearly Meeting, that one of its members in the|

station of a minister lately said, " our testimony i

to plain language is gone." Now could this be,

unless there was a falling away first from the pre-

Bious principles and doctrines, which may be con-

sidered as the goodly tree, from whence our prac-

tices and testimonies, as living branches, legiti-

mately proceed. Another, we have been told, has

been recently acknowledged a minister, by a

Monthly and Quarterly Bleeting of the same
Yearly Meeting, who does not couform to our tes-

timony in relation to a plain dress. While this

fails not to lay open the great defection and weak-

ness in tliese meetings, it is also manifest that such

examples will not be likely to remain isolated and
uniuflueutial. This innovating, revolutionary wave
must sweep on ; and must likewise, in its deso-

lating course, weaken and leaven, if not testified

against and come out from, till dimness of vision

and the sorrows of spiritual widowhood, become
the bitter portion, not only of those who connive

at, and indulge in them, but, in measure, of the

body also, of which such backsliding members are

retained as a part. For what, in the camp of

Israel of old, kept back from successfully going up
against the enemies of the Lord at the siege of

Ai ? Was it not that Aohan, a single member of

a family of one of the tribes, had committed a

trespass in the accursed thing, because he had
disobeyed the commandment of the Lord in what
was, apparently, of no greater moment than the

dereliction of the faithful maintenance of our chris-

tian testimonies. Thence, in the painful record,

there was no going forward in the service and
journey of the Lord, until the camp was cleansed

by the detection of the accursed silver, and wedge
pf gold, and Babylonish garment, and their de-

struction, with the transgressor Achan also, he and

his family and all that he had. A mournful monu-
ment of disobedience and rebellion against the

Lord, in whatever He requires of us.

I have long believed, that tlie precious testimo-

nies given to our religious Society to uphold, are

as binding upon us,— being a part of that visible

and eminent ensign, which it was designed we
should faithfully maintain before the world,— as

were the peculiar testimonies, the statutes and the

ordinances so sacredly enjoined upon the highly

favoured, but unfaithful and rebellious children of

Israel. We can scarcely fail to be familiar with

the dealings of the Lord their God with them, in

turning from them, and giving them up to the do-

minion of their enemies when they turned aside

from these seemingly small, but solemnly imposed

rites and ceremonies. Particularly the institution

of the Sabbath (see Exod. xxxi. 13— 17,) which

was to be for a " sign," and " a perpetual covenant

throughout their generations."

Now it is no less evident, that just so fast and

so far as this religious Society, either in London
Yearly Meeting or any where else slight, or des-

pise, or turn aside from the faithful maintenance

of the christian testimonies given to our forefathers

in the Truth and to us to cleave to, and to uphold,

and for which they conscientiously suffered, in some

instances, even unto death, just so surely and

quickly will the Lord, who is a jealous God, with-

draw himself from us cither as individuals or as a

people. And unless we return unto Him, will

give us up to the dominion of our spiritual enemies,

suifcring us to wander in the wilderness in a soli-

tary way, having no city to dwell in, till hungry

and thirsty, our souls faint within us. Yea, do we

not already see and feel His displeasure for these

things? '' Hath not the Lord covered the daugh-

ter of Zion with a cloud of his anger," even at

this very time, and in this part of his heritage?

Has not the love of the world, with the mixing

therewith, and the consequent infusion of its spirit,

lamentably drawn many visited sons and daughters

of our profession away from the Truth, till through

the deceitfulness of sin, with the propensity of the

heart unto evil we have become blinded and estran-

ged from the ever-precious and only saving light,

grace and Spirit of our holy Redeemer? So that

these practices and testimonies having become so

insignificant and unmodish, or their requisitions,

" so cut into proud fiesh," as George Fox aptly ex-

presses, or what is perhaps not less to be feared

from the delusive and evil-inspired appreheuiion,

that this Society has filled up the measure of its

mission, have we not in a weak, unwatchful, yet

Satan-triumphing hour, been induced, either wholly

or in part, to compromise these testimonies of the

Truth as it is in Jesus, and consequently are grown

more and more ashamed of Him with our profes-

sion of him ;—ashamed of self denial and the

daily cross, till we are in great danger, unless in-

duced to return, to repent and to do the first works,

of being classed with those of whom the Son of

man will be ashamed, when he cometh in the glory

of his Father with the holy angels.

Then if any of us have been tempted to make
light of these Truth-required and time-honoured

precepts and observances; if we have in any wise

rejected its pointings as it is in our Holy Head, by

refusing his statutes and commandments imposed,

it may be, for our mortification, to try and to prove

us ; or if we have sought to modify or remove

these "ancient land-marks, which our fathers have

set." Oh! how needful that we truly repent,

and seek for restoration and preservation by sim-

ple submission to Divine grace. That remains all

powerful to redeem and to save. That which

teaches all things, and bringeth all things to our

remembrance. The anointing of Christ Jesus our

Deliverer, which abideth in us, and is truth and

no lie. Oh ! that we may take heed thereto as

for our life, llemembering the prophetic admoni-

tion :
" If ye will inquire, inquire ye : return,

come." For thus sayeth the Lord, " know that it

is an evil thing and bitter, that thou hast forsaken

the Lord thy God, and that my fear is not in thee,

saith the Lord God of hosts. Hast thou not pro-

cured this unto thyself, in that thou hast forsaken

the Lord thy God, when he led thee by the way"

And now what hast thou to do in the way of

Egypt, (in following the fashions, and vanities, and

customs of this world, which our fathers came out

from :) to drink the (polluted) waters of Sili

or what hast thou to do in the way of Assyria,

(the city of spiritual captivity) to drink the waters
of the river?"

If we are ever again brought back to primitive

zeal and holiness, with their primitive fruits and
principles, it must be by returning to the Lord our
God ; and as was the case with Israel formerly,
" with all our hearts, and with all our souls."

Then will He be entreated of us, and will revive

uSj and return unto us with blessings. Though
we have transgressed bis covenants, and therein

have dealt treacherously against him, yet He that

hath torn us, will thereupon heal us; He that hath
smitten, will bind us up. He will restore judges
as at the fir.-t, and counsellors as at the beginning.

The shout of a King will again be heard in our
camp. And the cloud which hath so long, and so

mournfully rested upon the tabernacle, even till it

seemed almost withdrawn, will again be lifted, and
the command given to journey forward, to the

unspeakable joy and rejoicing of the upright in

heart.

Population of London.—A correspondent of the

New York World gives the following curious sta-

tistics of the general population of London : "If we
were to analyze the population of London, and
compare the number of individuals of each class

with an ordinary sized town, with a population of

say 10,000, we should find in this vast metropolis

as many persons as would fill two towns with Jews,

ten towns with persons who regularly work on the

first day of the week, fourteen towns with habitual

gin-. ikers, more than ten towi iho ivery

year found intoxicated in the streets, five towns
with fallen women, one with children trained in

crime, one with thieves and receivers of stolen

goods, half a town with Italians, four towns with

Germans, two towns with French, while there arc

as many Irish as would fill the city of Dublin, and
more lloman Catholics than would fill the city of

Rome."

1689. Dear Friends and brethren in Christ

Jesus, whom the Lord, by his eternal arm and
power, hath preserved to this day, all walk in

the power and Spirit of God, that is over all, in

love and unity. For love overcomes, and builds

up and unites all the members of Christ to Him,
the Head. Love keeps out all strife, and is of God.
Love and charity never fail, but keep the mind
above all outward things, or strife about outward
things. It is of God, and overcomes evil, casts

out all false fears, and unites all the hearts of his

people together in the heaven'y joy, concord and

unity. The God of peace preserve you all, and

settle and establish you in Christ Je^us, your life

and salvation, in whom you all have peace with

God. And so all walk in Him, that you may be

ordered in his peaceable, heavenly wisdom to the

glory of God, and the comfort one of another.

Amen. G. F.

Curious Evidence of the Force of tlie Waves.—
As a curious evidence of the fury of the storm, and

the force with which the waves were dashed against

the base of the cliffs on the exposed coast of North-

ern Scotland, it is mentioned in the John Groat

Journal, that a person whose kitchen garden is

situated about one hundred yards from the brink

of the cliffs at Iresgoe, which are there upwards of

one hundred feet in height, found a conger-eel

among his cabbages, which had been thrown up
with the spray to such a height above the cliff that;

the wind had carried it over one hundred yards

intervening between the garden and the cliff-head,

and landed it in the yard " quite convenient."
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For " TUe Friend."

"Evil CommuDicatioDS Corrupt Good Manners."

When the followers of Elias Hicks were using

great efforts to subvert the testimonies and good

order of our religious Society, there were some

Friends, who did not take more active measures

with them in their work, which ended in separa-

tion, than to gratify their inclination, and manifest

their sympathy with their cause by reading and

circulating their printed papers and pamphlets,

which promoted their final disconnection from the

Society of Friends.

It was very evident, however, that mort of these

lost that lively interest they once enjoyed and felt

for the maintenance of the various branches of

our christian testimonies, much resembling that

state in the Corinthian church, of which the Apos-

tle speaking, says, " For this cause maay are weak
and sickly among you, and many sleep."

The late William Wood, of Smithfield, Ohio,

an approved minister, and a substantial supporter

of the discipline and good order established among
us, on one occasion, in a meeting for discipline, in

reference to the reading and circulation of pam-
phlets and books, published contrary to the provi-

sions of the Discipline, relating to our religious

principles and testimonies, said that " although

favoured early to see the evil tendency of the di-

viding, separating spirit at work, yet even now he

would not dare to tru^t himself in the indulgence

of his curiosity in reading such documents, bicause
' evil communications ui/l corrupt good manners.'"

There is no man or woman, however large may
have been their experience of the work of God on

their souls, who willingly and knowiiigly treads

upon the enemy's ground, that is not fearfully lia-

ble to enter into his temptations ; and to have tiieir

best feelings corroded, and their concern for the

best welfare of themselves and the church much
abated, or turned into a contrary direction.

It is the work of the deceiver, to keep mankind
in ignorance of their own state and condition, and
cause them to feel very confident in their ou-n

judgment and sense of things ; whereby creaturely

imagination is substituted for divine revelation
;

than which a more fatal error could scarcely befall

any one. Is there not the same necessity for us
at this day, if we would avoid the same result as

before alluded to, to have nothing to do with pam-
phlets and books, put in print, contrary to the

wholesome rules of our Discipline, and which re-

late to our religious principles and testimonies, or

which tend to discord and division ? for we may
rest assured, " their words will eat as doth a can-

ker."

Second month, 1861.

Fride, Gaiety and Confonnity to the World.—
The growth of pride, gaiety, and unbecoming con-

formity to the vain world in apparel, dialect and
deportment seems to spread and gain ground
amongst the professors of the blessed Truth at this

day, to the inexpressible grief of the faithful, and
great reproach of the Society in general ; whereby
the mouths of many of other communions, who
have their eyes upon us, observing the extent of

our religious principles and pretensions, make their

remarks on our conduct and appearance, and are
ready to say to this effect : Ye were once a plain

people distinguishable in divers respects, particu-

larly in plainness of habit and speech, from all

others ; but we now can scarce know you to be of

the community of the Quakers, who at the first

were very remarkable in their religious conduct,
for their humility, plainness in apparel, and ex
pression, simplicity, sobriety, gravity, and self-

denial
; but now what conformity to the fashions,

customs, grandeur and vanities of the world, are

you run and running into, whilst under the profes-

sion of the guidance of the Spirit ! You are com

over to us apace.- -David Halling

for " The FiienJ."

Diamonds, and (he rieasnrc of Possessing them.

The following curious and remarkable account,

which has lately appeared in the newspapers, may
we presume, be regarded as mainly correct:

" The most profound adamantologist in the

world is the Duke of Brunswick. He has in his

possession three millions of dollars worth of dia-

monds. He has just published a catalogue of

them, and in the appendix there is a notice of the

most celebrated diamonds in the world. This

catalogue numbers 268 quarto pages, and gives

with great detail, a list of his white transparent,

first white, second white, steel white, blue white,

light blue, light yellow, bright yellow, and various

other diamonds.
" It relates how this adorned a Turkish sabre,

that a royal diadem, another an Imperial collar,

a third a Grand Electoral hat; this black diamond

was an idol's eye, that brilliant rose diamond was

taken from the Emperor Baber, at Agra, in 15:i6,

(it weighs 41 carats, and is worth 869,000,) those

were the waistcoat buttons of the Emperor Don
Pedro ; this diamond ring, with the Stuart coat of

arms and the cypher ' M. S.' belonged to JMary

Queen of Scots ; that pair of ear-rings hung once

on Marie Antoinette. The Duke of Brunswick

has in his possession fifteen of the ninety known
diamonds, weighing thirty-sis carats, but he has

not a diamond worth §200,000. He has plenty

of diamonds worth S20,0OO,'S30,000 and $45,000

a-piece ; he has two worth 860,000 each, one

worth 870,000, and one worth 880,000. He is

in treaty now for two diamonds, one of which is

worth 8232,000, and the other §650,000, and

which rank in the order of precedence established

by adamantologigts, in the sixth rank, that is, next

after the Orloff diamond of Russia. In his list of

celebrated diamonds, he places in the front rank a

brilliant white diamond, weighing 250 carats, and

belonging to some East India Prince, and worth

82,500,000 ; next comes the Koh-i-noor, which

weighs 186 carats, and which ho sets down as

worth 81,383,840 ; next comes the Eajah of

Matara's (Borneo) diamond ; it is of the most

beautiful water conceivable ; the Governor of

Batavia offered the Rajah §150,000, two brigs of

war, armed, equipped and provi-ioned for six

months, and a large quantity of cannon-balls,

powder and Congreve rockets; the Rajah refused

them all, and preferred to keep his diamond, which

passes for a talisman; it is worth §1,339,455.

Next comes the Great Mogul, which is of a beau-

ful rose colour, and of the shape and size of half

a hen's egg. It is worth 8784,000, according to

the Duke of Brunswick's valuation, though Taver-

nies, the traveller, sets it down as being worth

§2,344,655. The Regent's diamond of France

(and which by the way belonged to Lord Cha-
tham's father, who brought it from India, con-

cealed in the heel of his shoo,) comes only in the

fifth rank; it weighs I365 carats— it is worth

8739,840; it is the purest diamond known; it

required two years to cut it ; before it was cut, it

weighed 410 carats; the chippings of it were sold

for 8410,000.
" The Duke of Brunswick says the Orloff dia-

mond of Russia is worth only §340,360, and not

818,516,580, as some persons have pretended;

and he says the Nancy diamond, which Prince

Paul Dumidoff purchased at the price of 8400,000,
is worth only §29,160; but then the Duke of

Brunswick reckons its historical value as nothing

although it once adorned the sword of Charles tb

Bold, was found after his death on the battle-fiel

of Nancy, was sold in Switzerland, carried t

Portugal, and there sold, belonging to King At
tonia, to Henry III., was swallowed by a noble t

whom he confided it—swallowed by the faithfi

noble, rather than deliver it to robbers, and wa

found in his body, which was disinterred for tb

purpose of discovering it. The Duke of Bruns

wick dare not leave Paris, at any period of thi

year; his diamonds keep him chained there. H'

dare not sleep from home a single night. Then

he lives in a house constructed not so much fo

comfort as for security. It is burglar proof, sur

rounded on every side by a high wall ; the wal

itself is surmounted by a loity iron railing, de

fended by innumerable sharp spear-heads, whicl

are so contrived, that if any person touches one

them, a chime of bells begins instantly to ring ai

alarm; this iron railing cost him §14,127. Hi

keeps his diamonds in a safe, built in a thick wall

his bed is placed against it, that no burglar ma;

break into it without killing or at least wakinj

him, and that he may amuse himself with then

without leaving his bed. This safe is lined witl

granite and iron ; the locks have a secret whicl

must be known before they can be opened ; i

opened by violence, a discharge of fire-arms take

place, which will inevitably kill the burglar, am
at the same time a chime of bells in every roou

in the house are set ringing. He has but one win

dow in his bed-room ; the sash is of the stoutes

iron ; the shutters are of thick sheet-iron. Th
ceiling of his room is plated with iron, and so i

the floor. The door opening into it, is of solii

sheet-iron, and cannot be entered unless one b

master of the secret combination of the lock."

Now, we apprehend, our readers will mostl;

conclude that the Duke of Brunswick, if not
j

monomaniac, is at best a very foolish man. Thel

may well deem it passing strange, that a rational

immortal being should allow his faculties ann

powers to be thus absorbed, and his affection

riveted upon objects of such a paltry nature. Bu
let us consider whether the case of this iudividua

does not suggest something for profitable self

examination. Are the objects of our anxious de

sire, and the things we are pursuing with the mot;

untiring industry and perseverance, really of mue
greater value than the Duke's glittering toys ? T
test the question, let us ask our hearts how w
shall be likely to estimate them, when that solem

moment arrives, as it soon will, when the awfi

realities of the invisible world are about to ope

upon us, and we shall be called to give an accout

of our stewardship. Ah ! of how little momei

will all the wealth, and honours, and pleasures, <

this perishing world, then seem in comparison wit

the blessedness of an interest in Christ our Rt

deemer. If then mercifully favoured with calm

ness and a sound mind, we shall see and feel f

many thousands who have gone down before i

into the dark valley, already have, that they onl

are truly wise, who have laboured earnestly to !a

up for themselves treasures in heaven, whei

neither moth nor rust doth corrupt, and who
thieves do not break through nor steal.

May we all, with full purpose of heart, be coi

cerned to seek for grace and strength to press afti

the heavenly riches, and obey the injunctio

" Seek those things which are above, where Chri^

sitteth on the right hand of God. Set your affe^

tion on things above, not on things on the earth

Man would make anything his end and happ

ness rather than God.
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The Oil Business.—In answer to many inqui-

ics from various sources, regardiug the reliability

f the oil business, and the certainty of returns

roui investments in it, we can say that it is geue-

ally conceded hereabouts the most magnificent field

jr gaining wealth that has ever been opened up

a any country. The process of procuring the oil

las become so systematized by the use of improved

aachinery, and a more accurate knowledge of the

;eologieal formation of the oil region and the

oanner in which the oil is deposited, that each

ffort at procuring it seems to be more successful

ban preceding ones. Most of the claiins on Oil

!reek, and the Allegheny river between Warren
,Dd Franklin, have been taken up, yet there are

ileuty of opportunities otFcred every day for capi-

alists to invest, by leasing or purchasing claims or

pells already sunk. The prices asked are usually

eemingly enormously high, but the fact that oil is

irocured in such vast quantities, as from ten to

me hundred barrels per day per well, which meets

fith ready sale at good prices for cash, has a ten-

lency to invite men to purchase claims at almost

iny price.

\'ery few individuals are in the business alone,

jorapanies are formed with a certain capital stock,

ir by a combination of effort and a piiyment oi

iroportionate expenses; and when oil is procured,

he companies find that they soon have business

nough to demand the entire attention of each

oember of the firm, one company sometimes hav-

Qg as many as a dozen or more wells in operation.

Phe pioneers in the business suffered from misfor-

une and disappointment, and many of them aban-

loned the field entirely ruined in fortune, but their

fforts only incited others to action, and now claims

phich were abandoned, are being worked to ad-

antage, paying as high as two hundred per cent.

'D the capital invested. The estimated value of

il property owned by men living in Erie, will cx-

eed Sl,.5U0,0ll0, at the market rates. It is lo-

ated in Mecca, Ohio, Canada West, and Warren,

''euango, Crawford and Erie counties in this

State, and its extent is being added to daily.—

S/ie DisjKilck.

I Imputed Riglihousness.—We are not pardoned,

astitied, redeemed or saved, by our own righteous-

ess, works, merits or deservings, but by the right-

ousness, merits and works of this our blessed Lord
ind Saviour Jesus Christ, being both imparted and

nputed to us, as he is of God, made unto us wis-

'om, righteousness, sanctification and redemption.

)ur recouciliatioD, redemption, pardon, sanctifica-

lon and justification, having re-^pect both to his

offering, death, and blood, upon the cross, as the

ne peace-offering and sacrifice, and as our High
'riest, thereby making atouenient and reconcilia-

(on for us, and giving himself a ransom for all

bankind ; and also to the effectual saving work of

;i3 grace and good Spirit within us, bringing us to

xperiencc true repentance, regeneration, and the

ew birth, wherein we partake of the fellowship of

hrist's sufferings and power of his resurrection.

n which grace we ought to persevere in newness

f life, and faithful obedience unto him, unto the

d, that we may be heirs of the eternal salvation,

hich Christ is the author of.— George WliiUhead

A Blessed Slate.—Beware lest the things of the

orld occupy too much place in our minds. For

is a blessed state to enjoy and use the world, in

le dominion of His life and power, who h

uickeued us by bis light and spirit. In this stands

11 our peace and blessedness, that God be eyed

\ the first place ; that we set him continually before

ur eyes ; and that our eye be directed to him in

all things; as the eye of a handmaid to her mis-

tress ; that we may be able to say in truth and

righteousness, that we have none in heaven but

him ; nor on the earth besides him.— IF. Fcnn.

India-Ruhber Cloths.—It is well known that

the ordinary cloths covered with India-rubber,

present a great resistance when they arc pulled in

the direction of the fibres, but that they tear with

great facility, if they are made to undergo a trac-

tion tending to separate the threads united by the

weaving. This is an inconvenience which might

stand in the way of some of their uses, but which

is provided against by the f;ibrication of a species

of stuff or felt manufactured by machines of pecu-

liar construction. This stuff, formed in su cessive

layers and in variable numbers of threads crossed

in different directions, constitutes a species of re-

gular felt obtained by mechanical means and pro-

duced at a low price, and is capable of supporting

a traction in any direction. By covering these

stuffs, formed of three, four, and even five and six

coats of entangled threads, with a thin coat ol

India-rubber in a pulpy state, which, penetrating

into the interstices of the fibres, still further in-

creases their adhesion, there are obtained extended

surfaces of a species of resisting and water-proof

paper—a real vegetable parchment—capable of

being very advantageously used for covering damp
walls, also as a material well adapted for printing

upon, and therefore to the making of large maps
for walls, iikewi^e of the globes and celcbtial spheres

of large dimensions, which are employed iu teach-

ing cosmography or geography. By covering with

this water-proof fabric a species of woollen wad-

ding, garments are produced at once warm and

water-proof, remarkable for their lowuess of price,

and especially for their lightness. By covering

this same stuff', rendered adhesive, with cotton

fabrics, it is usefully employed in making table-

covers. Made to adhere to a thick woollen down,

it can be employed as a substitute for the floor

coverings of oil-cloth. By covering with two lay-

ers of a felt of this description the two bides of

rough canvas, the manufacturer is able to unite in

this combination the advantages of impermeability

w.ith those of greater resistance to mechanical

action, and thus economically to obtain cloths

adapted to the manufacture of sails, and to the

coverings of carriages and merchandise.

—

Late

Paper. __^^^_^
Keep out of the Reasoning.—Let not any look

out with the wrong eye, to search when shall be

the end of these things (seasons of suffering;) for

a thousand years with the L jrd are but as one day,

and his long-suffering is great. Let all whose

minds are turned towards God, keep out of th

reasoning, which draws back into self-safety; lest

thereby the nobility of your minds be clouded, and

the plants choked, whose growth is but little in tht

Truth ; but stand in God's fear, and mind his wit

ness in your consciences, and join not to anything

against that, and it will preserve you, though your

strength be small.

—

Joltn Whitehead.

If all men were perfect, we thould meet with

nothing in the conduct of others to suffer for the

sake of God.

THE FRIEND.
THIRD MONTH 2, 1801.

An esteemed correspondent writing from Smyrna,

N. York, states that as some Friends were on their

way to the Quarterly Meeting at Butternuts, on the

\'it\\ of Second month, having to cross the Una-
dilla river—then greatly swollen and filled with
floating ice—they drove on to the bridge, which
pans that stream, a little above the village of New
Berlin. When about the centre of the bridge, tho

whole structure suddenly gave way, and precipi-

tated sleighs, horses, people, planks and timbers

into the swift current below. The Friends, eight

number, were immediately carried down the

stream, amid the ice and timbers ; four of them
were rescued oppo.site the village of New Berlin,

the other four, clinging to plauk.s, floated down
about two miles, but were finally taken from their

perilous j-ituation unhurt, except from exhaustion
and long immersion in the chilling water. Our
informant says, " they are all likely to get along
well, which we think a great favour, and a marvel-
lous deliverance ; for which many tears of grati-

tude to the great Preserver of men have been
bed." The horses were all lost.

FRIENDS' SELECT SCHOOLS IN FIIILADELPHIA.

It is gratifying to find from the lleport of the

Joint Committee of the four Monthly Meetings in

this city, having the oversight of these schools, that

they are in a satisfactory condition, and that so

many of our members show a proper estimation of

their value, by placing their children in them for

scholastic education. We have taken occasion at

different times to advert to the peculiar advan-

tages these seminaries po.ssess, for imparting a sound

and liberal education, and we are persuaded that

all Friends who give them a fair trial, find them

fully equal to what may be reasonably expected of

such institutions, even in this day of progress and

improvement. The number on the registers of the

two principal and the primary schools, at the date

of the lleport, was one hundred and eighty-seven.

We are glad that the committee continues to feel

the importance of having the clothing of the scho-

lars plain and consistent with the profession made
by Friends. We know it has been a source of

concern to them, that comparatively few of the

parents and guardians having children in these

schools, manifest sufficient religious care to restrain

them within the bounds of true simplicity ; but we
trust they will not grow weary in their efforts to

bring about a more general observance of this well-

founded testimony of our religious Society, and

that our members more universally will be willing

to conform the apparel of their children to it.

The following extracts from the lleport, we
think, will interest our readers :

" As stated in a former report, the committee

have endeavoured to conduct the schools with a

due regard to economy, but they have felt it obli-

gatory upon them at the same time, to maintain

their standing as seminaries, in which our youthful

members may find the requisite facilities for ac-

quiring a good education. In order to secure this

result, well qualified teachers must be employed
;

and if, as in our principal schools, numerous stu-

dies are taught, there must be a sufficie, t number
of them to take charge of all the different branches,

so that the pupils may receive the assistance neces-

sary to their desired progress in learning."
" It has been very gratifying to observe a mark-

ed improvement iu the boys' school, in respect to

regularity of attendance, the average the past year

being higher than in any former one; the pupils

also much more generally attend meetings on Fifth-

day."
" The lectures on chemistry, natural philosophy

and other scientific subjects, which are delivered

at the boys' school, and illustrated by appropriate
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experiments, are also attended by most of the

pupils from the girls' school. Good order and har-

mony have generally prevailed in the schools dur-

iniT the past year, and the committee commend

them to the continued notice and kind support of

their friends, who have children to educate. There

Las been no material change in the course of in-

struction, which, in the two principal schools, em-

braces most of the branches deemed essential to a

solid and liberal education.

" The instruction and right training of the youth

committed to their charge, has always been felt

by consistent Friends to be a serious and highly

responsible obligation. It was to aid them in the

performance of this christian duty, that Select

Schools were established by the Monthly Meet-

intrs, and we think there can be no doubt they

have been a blessing to many of our children,

tendinf to preserve them in an attachment to our

religious Society, and a willingness to submit to

the salutary restraints our profession requires of

its members. But in order that this beneficial in-

fluence may be continued, it is important they

should be conducted as 'Friem/s' Sc/ioo/s,' the

children attending them, manifesting in dress and

demeanour, that they belong to our religious So-

ciety. This is a subject to which we desire again

to call the attention of the parents and caretakers

of pupils, it being very desirable that all of them

should co-operate with the concern of the Monthly

Meetings, and do their part towards restraining

their children from gaiety in apparel. We believe

if this duty was faithfully and affectionately pe:

formed, it would often be blessed to the youth, and

the parents themselves would be rewarded by A<

feeling of peace, and the gratitude of their beloved

offspring, when they come to riper years. W
would also tenderly remind our fellow-members,

that although good schools may be a great assist-

ance in the right education of their children, the

most important part of it must be accomplished at

home, and that we should seek for Divine help to

enable us by precept and example to turu their

feet into the narrow path which leads to life and

peace.

"First month, 18G1."

ontinues to refus

ion ot S.vria by t

Tbe telegnii.h (

Lately submerged.
England has been invited by France to stop Gari

)aldi's career, but declines on the plea that the Neapo
itans ought to be left

; its consent

le French.

able, from Atranto to Corfu, has beei

ttle their own matters the

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

EoROPE.—News from England
The French Emp

0th

ed the Legislature on the

4th ult. He gives pacific assurances, and reiterates tbe

non-intervention policy.

Queen Victoria opened Parliament in person on the

5th ult. In her speech, she alludes to ihe American
troubles, expressing a fervent wish for their amicable

adjustment.

The underwriters at London and Liverpool had ad-

vanced the rate of insurance 1 per cent, on cargoes from

the seceded States.

The House of Comn-.ons had rejected the call on the

government for a Reform bill.

The bullion in the Bank of England had increased

£215,000. The London money market was stringent;

no discounts were made below 7 per cent.

The Liverpool cotton market was inactive, and quo-

tations barely maintained. The breadstuffs market was
in a similar condition.

The condition of the Bank of France was steadily im-

proving, and a reduction of the rate of discount was
shortly expected.

Several powder magazines at Gaeta had blown np,

killing a great many men. The garrison had asked
forty-eight hours' armistice to bury the dead, to wliiih

Gen. Cialdini assented, and offered to supply necessaries

for the wounded. The battery of St. Antonio was
greatly damaged by one of the e.xplosions, and one side

of it liad been destroyed by the besiegers. It was re-

ported that a thousand scaling ladders had been sent to

the forces before Gaeta. Strong columns of Sardinian
troops were marching through tlmbria towards Naples.

A portion of them had arrived at Perugia.

A late Constantinople despatch says, that the Porte

United States.—Con^rm.—The House bill autho-

;iug the Postmaster-General to discontinue the postal

ivice in the seceding States, passed the Senate by a

te of 34 to 12. The Senate amendments to the Taritf

II were all concurred in by the House of Rcpreseuta-

'es, except those levying duties on tea and cotfce. On
e 25th, a message was seut to the Senate announcing

the passage of the bill, but insisting on certain amend-
,s, and asking for a Committee of Conference. The

Oregon and Washington War Debt bill, appropriating

several millions of dollars, to pay debts incurred in those

territories, some years since, for the suppression- of In-

dian hostilities, has passed both bouses.

Affairs in Washtiiijlon.—The Peace conference conti-

nued its sessions, up to the evening of the 25th, without
having finally determined anything. Its slow progress

is attributed to speech making, that bane of delibera-

tive assemblies. The first and second amendments pro-

posed by the committee, have, it is understood, been
adopted by the conference. Opinions as to any good
result from the labours of tbe conlerence, vary accord-
ing to the bias and wishes of the parties. The Balti-

more American says, that a distinguished Soulhein
member of the Peace conference, in a letter received at

its office, expressed himself, as follows : "As a matter
of opinion, I can say that peace will be preserved, and
the Union restored. We have reached the bottom of

our troubles, and henceforth our fortunes will be brighter.

The conference has met and overcome the territorial

difficulties in a mode satisfactory to all the slave States

represented, and we entertain no doubt that we shall

overcome all other difficulties, and reach a result on all

the pomts in controversy to the satisfaction of a large

majority."—Abraham Lincoln, the President elect, ar-

rived in Washington on the '23d, some hours before tbe

expected time, thus avoiding the public receptions

ranged for that city, and in Baltimore.
Colorada.— Both Houses of Congress have passed

bill for organizing a territorial government. Its south-
ern line will cut off a portion of New Mexico, containi

about 7000 inhaliitants, chiefly Spanish and India
The organic act contains no provision in reference
slavery.

Ciiplured Forts.—The Charleston Mercury gives a list

of the various fortifications belonging to the United
States, which have been taken possession of by
seceding States. They are 16 in number with :

guns, and cost the government about $6,500,000.
CalifoTnia.—S,An Francisco dates of the 6th state, that

a panic prevailed, on account of several heavy fai

in that city. Trade generally was very dull. Wheat
had advanced, large sales having been made at $1.75 a

SI. 80 per 100 pounds.
Mississippi.—The Legislature has levied an addiliona!

tax of fifty per cent, upon the present Stale tax, and au.

thorized the Governor to borrow two millions of dol-

lars at ten per cent., payable in one, two and three yean
out of the accruing revenues of the State.

New York.—Mortality last week, 390.

PAaorffipAia.—Mortality last week, 286.

Georgia.—The ships Martha J. Ward, barque Adjust;
and brig Harold belonging to citizens of New York,
have been seized in the port of Savannah, by order of
the Governor of Georgia, in consequence of th

seized in New York, not having been all released
stated that these vessels will be held until the arms re-

ferred to are delivered up.

The Southern Congress.—This body has unanimonsly
passed an act declaring the establishment of the free

navigation of the .Mississippi rb-er. The Finance Com-
mittee has been instructed to inquire into the expe-
diency of laying an export duty on cotton. Another act
declares, that all laws of the" United States of Ame-
rica, in force and in use in the Confederate States of
America, on the first day of November last, and not in-

consistent with the Constitution of the said Confederate
States, be and the same are hereby continued in force
until repealed or altered by the Congress.
The Eight Million Loan.—There were 160 bidders for

this loan, and §14,355,000 were offered at various rates
from 80 to 06 and $4,519,000 was awarded at 90 15-100,
the remainder at rates ranging from 90J to 96. Some
sales of the new loan were made in New York on the
25th, at 93 a 94 ; but it was mostly held at 94 a 95.

Missouri.—M the election held last week, a majority

a prolonged occupa- of the people voted against the holding of a State con-

I
venlion.

Arkansas.—At the late election a strong Union vot(

was polled, but the majority ap[iear3 to be for a

vention, and most of the delegates chosen to be secea.

sionists.

Texas.—Several thousand U. S. troops have been, fo^

ome time past, stationed in Texas, under the comr
of Gen. Twiggs. On the 25th, information reached the

War department, that Gen. Twiggs had surrendere

revolutionists all the government properly, ii

rge as commander of that military department. Thi

federal troops will be allowed to leave the Stale if the.'

sire to do so. The property thus transferred is value

$1,300,000. The secession of Texas has created
panic in various parts of that State. Many of the mos
idustrious and enterprising of the inhabitants will,

> stated, seek new homes in California and elsewhere.

The Seceding Slates.—Three commissioners have beei

ppointed, who will be accredited from the " Confe
erated States," to the new administration ; it is sap

posed that in the mean while no attempts will be madi
lodge the federal forces from the forts still held b;

them. Duties on imports continue to be collected a.

fore in these States, but the collectors assume i

perform their duties under tbe authority of the Stab
n which they reside, and hold and receive the dutie

subject to the same authority. Some of the officers o

customs in these States have resigned thrir coramis
sions, before assuming new duties, but an equal nu
ber have entered into the service of the States, withou
doing so. The mail contractors in the seceded State

are continually asking whether they will be paid a

heretofore, to which the Post-office department respond
affirmatively, stating that drafts will be issued to Iher

on the postmasters to be paid from the postal revenu
collected within those States. The Secretary of th

Treasury, in a communication to Congress, speaking i

the lawless proceedings in the seceding States, justl

observes, that, throughout the whole course of encroach
ment, the federal government has borne itself w
spirit of paternal forbearance, of which there is no ej

ample in history—of a republic waiting in the patiet

hope that the empire of reason would resume Hs swa
over those whom tbe excitement of passion has thu
blinded, and trusting that the friends of good orde)

wearied with submission to proceedings which they dis

approve, would at no distant day rally under the

ner of the Union, and exert themselves with vigou
success against the prevailing recklessness and violenci

RECEIPTS.
Received from H. Knowles, agt., N. Y., for Benj. I

Knowles and Geo. W. Brown. $2 each, vol. 34, for Joi

Collins, §2, vol. 33 ; from M. Thistlewaite, N. Y., $2, t

17 vol. 35.

NOTICE.
We have been requested to state that the little worl

"My Mother-Land," from which we are publishii

some extracts, may be procured from the author, Ni

661 N. Thirteenth street, Philadelphia.

FRIENDS' INDIAN INSTITUTE, TUNESSASSAH.
A man and a woman Friend are wanted to aid in cot

ducting this Instituiion. A man and his wife would 1

preferred, one of whom should be qualified to teach :

the school. Apply to Ebenezer Worth,
Marshalton, Chester Co., Pa.

Thos. WisTAn,
Fox Chase, Philadelphia Co., Pa.,

Joel Evans,
Oakdale P. 0., Delaware Co., Pa..

Philad., Second mo. 6th, 1861.,

WEST-TOWN SCHOOL.
A Friend and his wife are wanted to fill the statii

of Superintendent and Matron at West-town Boardii

School.
Application to be made to either of the follov

Friends: Nathan Sharpless, Concord ; James Emle
West Chester

; Samdel Hilles, Wilmington ; Hen)
Cope or William Evans, Philadelphia.

Twelfth mo. lOlh, 1860.

Died, on the 15th of First month, in the seventy-fif

year of his age, John Ruoads; a member of Springfie

Meeting, Delaware county, Pa:

PILE & M'ELROY, PRINTERS,
Lodge street, opposite the Pennsylvania Bank.
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Ilcnry Ilnll.

(Continued from page 202.)

He and his female companions appear to have
jen closely united iu the fellowship of the gospel

;

id, through tho power of Divine love, to have

jen made on» another's helpers, and joy in the

ord. He makes the following memoranda re-

lecting their rsmaining services, viz:

" Ou the morning previous to the meeting, my
)mpanioDs having proposed visiting the families of

riends in Lynn, we sat with the family where we
idged. I was much depressed, and my bodily

rength being but feeble, I informed my dear

lends while we were together, that I believed it

est for me not to join in the family visit. A little

jst seemed to be necessary for me
;
yet I made

lis proposition in some fear, lest it should dis-

Durage the dear Friends who believed themselves

ailed to enter upon the visit ; but from their reply,

was induced to believe it would not. My mind
'as much affected with tenderness, and filled with

umble acknowledgments to the great and good

laster, whom we were endeavouring to serve, who
ad sweetly united our spirits in the labour, and

lade us willing to be one another's helpers in his

lessed cause and service. After the completion

f the visit, which occupied only two days, we rode

D Downham, and had a good meeting with a

lumber of professors, and in the afternoon another

t Wearbam. The danger of trusting in the name
,f being worshippers, without coming to the expe-

:ience of true spiritual worship, and fulfilling the

iUties of a religious life, was plainly held forth

|.mongst them. Next day we were at Brandi

?here only one family of Friends reside, and th

rere absent from home. Some of the neighbours
ttended, and we were not sorry for the pains which
rere taken to procure the meeting, as it proved
olid good time, and ended well.

" We then went to Thetford, and had a favoured

aeetiug with a number of the town's people. There
only one member of society left in this place, and

lere my labours in the county of Norfolk closed

)h ! what shall I say for you, the posterity of i

leople once highly favoured and zealous for the

Cruth ! You have lost the lustre which made the:

hine as lights in the world, during the days of

lerseeution. ' The gold has become dim, and the

most fine gold is changed.' The dust of the earth

Barred thy beauty—thy sons and thy daughters,

in many instances, have swooned in thy streets,

because those who stood as fathers and mothers,

and who ought to have been such indeed, have not

broken bread—spiritual bread, unto them. Many
of thy goodly sons and precious daughters, have

traycd iu the paths of folly, and been lost as iu

the wilderness of the world. Strangers inhabit your

Uings, and the sons of aliens have taken your

possessions, so that the houses which were erected

for the purpose of performing that worship which

to Zion's King, are left as habitations for

the owls and the bats, where naught but dismal

lolitude reigns, instead of prayers and praises

proceeding from the lips of grateful mortals, as-

piring after the blissful habitations of the right-

eous. Oh! what a contrast between the seventeenth

and the nineteenth century ! Mournful indeed, as

respects the decay of zeal in the professors of the

ver blessed Truth, as it is in Jesus. But thy

King, Zion, reigneth—his mercies are still known

and enjoyed, by those whose allegiance is true unto

Him, and he is still graciously disposed to lengthen

thy cords, and strengthen thy stakes.

In the course of this visit, we were generally

led in our gospel services, to serious inquiring per-

sons of other religious denominations, many of

whom appeared to be acquainted with pure spirit-

ual worship; and humble, fervent desires were fre-

juently raised, that these might experience tbeli

;trength renewed, by feeding on that bread which

comes down from heaven. Yet we did not forget

the professors with us ; and amid all the sorrow

we had to endure, on account of the manifest de-

partures from the simplicity and purity of our holy

profession, we rejoiced in finding those who seemed

sensible of a renewed visitation of good extended

to them, with the oflfers of Divine assistance, upon

the terms of repentance for past deviations and a

more entire dedication of themselves to the Lord's

service, following him in all his requiriugs. But

the nuniber of these is small in this country ; may
the visit we have made be a means of strengthen

ing them.

''At Mildenhall wo had a meeting with a few

Friends and a number of other societies, to

satisfaction. The baptizing power of Truth united

our spirits, and strengthened us to labour in the

gospel, to the humbling of our minds in thankfu

acknowledgment to Israel's Shepherd, for his con-

tinued goodness to poor dependent man, whose

greatest tfforts, even in the best of causes, cannot

produce the precious effects that are witnessed,

when the Lord is pleased to vouchsafe his Di
'

power, and spread a covering of solemnity over the

mind. When he thus condescends to favour

creatures, both the visiters and visited are

eouraged to look unto Him, the source of all true

consolation, as the comforter and helper in the

time of need.

"At Bury -we had a pretty large meeting, though

the hou>e was undergoing some repairs, and our

friends had but a few hours to take down the scaf-

folds, and prepare it for the occasion. The meet-

ing ended solidly. Next morning we set out for

Needham, and as we rode out of the town, Ann

Burgess asked me if I felt clear of Bury ? by which

I perceived that she did not ; and as we had tra-

velled together in much unity, I felt free to go

back.
" Next day being the first day of the week, we

sat the morning meeting with Friends, and had a

large and favoured meeting with the town's people

in The afternoou. We then bad meetlug^ «•* Sud-

bury, and at a small town in the vicinity, after

which we went home with our friend, Samuel Alex-

ander; and having been travelling pretty con-

stantly for several weeks, we rested a few days at

house. Here we parted ; the women Friends

going to Ipswich, and I to Norwich to attend a

funeral."

Feeling my mind turned toward York, I bent

my course that way. Since I left Uxbridgc, I felt

much depressed, in reflecting on my long separation

from my family and business, and was more discour-

ged than at any time since I left home. But He

wlio knows the desires of my heart to serve, and

follow him, caused his precious love and life to

break iu upon my soul, so that I was enabled again

to commend myself and mine to his holy care and

keeping, and become resigned to my situation, with-

out feeling any reluctance to encounter the toils

nd fatigues necessarily attendant on the prosecu-

tion of this arduous journey.
" Our next meeting was at Leicester, where

there are but few Friends ; on the following day,

at Nottingham, I saw the widow of our late friend,

John Storer, who appeared in a loving disposition

toward her friends, and comforted in the remem-

brance of her beloved husband, though deprived

by death of his company. After having meetings

at Nottinirham, Mansfield and Chesterfield, we

reached Sheffield, where we staid two or three

days; attended their meeting on Fifth-day and on

First-day morning, and in the evening had a pub-

lic meeting, where a large number of persons as-

sembled, many more than could get into their

large house. They behaved very solidly, and were

attentive to the doctrines of Truth which were de-

livered. That devoted and valued servant of

Chri^t, Thomas Colley, sat with us in the morning

meeting, for the first time after having had an at-

tack of illness, in which he was given over by his

physician. In a visit to his bouse. Divine goodnps

was pleased to cement our spirits by the holy in-

fluence of his love, which sweetly spread over a

number of Friends who were present; blessed be

his name for the favour 1

" On Second-day, we proceeded to Doncaster,

where the power of Truth was eminently vouch-

safed for our help, in a meeting ! had with Friends

and the town's people. We then had meetings at

Ackworth, Wakefield, Leeds and Darlington ;
at

the last two of which I was largely opened to de-

clare to the professors of Christianity, the necessity

of doing, as well as hearing, the sayings of Christ.

The servants of our Lord Jesus Christ have need

of patience in this day, as well as in the times of

persecution ; for although their sufferings are not

now of the same kind as they were then, yet they

are many and great ; and none more discouraging,

than to behold the careless and unconcerned state

of some of the professors of Truth, evidenced by
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thedullnessandaloiostlifelessDessof some of their delighted the sense—through avenues of noble

meetings; while those held with persons who are; trees, and through realms of odorous roses; we

guide, and strayed we knew not

we found ourselves fronting a neat

ged in religious exercise, desiring to

keep their~ranks in righteousness, so that no cause

may be given to its enemies to speak ill of the ways

thereof. Were it not for the precious unity 1 feel

with these, through the love of our heavenly Fa-

ther shed abroad in our hearts, I should feel dis-

couragi,d ) but luy cup is at seasons made to over-

flow, and I am desirous to persevere in the path

allotted me, until a release is proclaimed from the

exercises and labours in which I am engaged.

This precious love sustains and bears up my spirit,

amid all the trials of mind I experience, as well as

those of the body, which increase upon me, and I

often feel great weakness, especially after long

meetings : good is the will of the Lord."

tTo be contiuuedO

From "The Leisure Hour."

The Carden.
(Continued frouj page 195.)

Crossing the green valley, and ascending the

opposite slope, the way led again through a wilder-

ness of immemorial trees, and up a coutinually

rising ground. Suddenly, on reaching an open

spot, we stood in front of an old round tower, solid

as the masonry of a feudal castle. We entered

and climbed the stone staircase, round and round

the central pillar, and but dimly lighted by a few

arrow-slits pierced at intervals in the granite wall.

Breathless with the ascent, we emerged at leuath

not members with us, are precious seasons, by rea- had lost

son of the renewed extension of heavenly love and whither, wl;

the call to come unto Christ Jesus, who is the way, little gothic church, flanked by magnificent cy-

the truth, and the life. Truth is truth, though all presses and a grove of ancient yews. Was the

men forsake it—it still remains unchangeably the church a garden-church—a mere decoration 2 or

same, and its own excellence will recommend it, Was it a temple for the worship of God, reared in

even 'though the conduct of its professors docs not. this earthly paradise? The latter, we found on

" But while we have to mourn the sorrowful de- inquiry, was the case. The Duke's chaplain was

clension of some under our name, there are others [the incumbent, and his cure of souls lay among the

Duke's family and retainers, who amounted to a

siderable number, and formed a congregation

regular in their attendance. The church was the

household.

It is probable that in the course of our day's

ramble, we did not see half of this modern gar

den ; the evening began to close in before we wen
sated with the view, and we had to leave much
unexplored. We saw enough, however, to imp;

us with an idea of a garden, preferable, we think,

even to that of Lord Bacon. Here, instead ol

thirty acres, was something like four hundred, and

there was no necessity tor carpenter's work to

fabricate variety and create the illusion of distance.

The aspect of the ground, though rich in the ele-

ments of the picturesque beyond comparison, was

such that it was impossible to draw the line between

the artificial and the natural. Everywhere nature

had been indulged, instead of thwarted—beauti-

fied, instead of distorted. The garden-buildings

were not only picturesque in efi'ect, but each was

the centre of its own appropriate locality ; the

Grecian temple did not contrast either with the

ducal man^ion or the feudal tower, but was out of

sight of both, in a vale which might have bordered

the groves of Academe ; the solid tower rose amidst

ancient trees, older than itself, perhaps; and where

the farm-house and the laiiours of the husband-

man were open to view from the garden, there was

neither classic antiquity nor modern artificiality in

upon a narrow gallery. Was it a delusion ? Had the garden itself, to oft'end the eye of taste by uu-

really climbed a hundred feet into the air '! or seemly contrast. Herein lies much of the secret

had we taken all that trouble and wasted all that

breath in ascending fifteen or twenty t So it seemed

at the first glance ; for we had come out on the

gallery not twenty feet above the summits of the

tall trees that grew around the tower, and there

they lay, those tree-tops, just beneath us, their close,

compact mass of densest foliage showing like one

vast bed of green dauia^k cushions stretching away
into the far distance, and large enough for the re-

pose of all the Titans of ancient fable, and tempt-

ingly inviting them to slumber. Or, you might
imagine the exquisite undulating surface, solid as

the ground you had lately quitted, save at intervals

when a fitful gust would stir a portion of the mass,

when you instinctively recoiled from the sight as

though the earth were heaving beneath you. The
view from the tower, beyond this foreground of

tree-tops, embraced the area of some half-score

counties, and on a clear day euclosed landmarks
known to be sixty miles asunder. There, looking

down, we recognized, showing like a white thread,

the three-mile road along which we had driven,

and at three other points of the compass three

other roads of like extent, traversing the same
demesne, and all converging towards the ducal park
and mansion.

We had descended from the tower, and found
the means of refreshment in a lone hermitage in

the wood ; we had started again, and wandered
through endless labyrinths of shady walks

—

through groves of graceful beech—by the margin
of babbling streams, through glass conservatories

where the ripe limes were nodding on the branch,
and myriads of rare flowers dazzled the eye and

of the science of gardening, or at least of that

part of the science in which art and not nature is

called into operation. We often see in gardens,

both public and private, where much expense has

been lavished, the most absurd effects produced by

the incongruous mixture or juxtaposition of objects

which do not harmonize with each other. In our

public gardens we have Grecian statues, the Apollo

Jielvidere or the Antinous, for instance, stuck up

for martyrdom in a smoking saloon—or the group

of the Laocoon agonizing in the grasp of the ter-

rible serpent, by way of set-ofi' to a ginger-beer

stall ! Suburban publicans are still less discrimi- pining under the gloom of that sunless sky, die b

natiiig in their notions of harmony ; we have seen tens of thousands before Christmas—a cruel de:

garden, however small, may be laid out on tru

principles ; and however large, and whatever natu

ral advantages the ground may offer, it may h

spoiled by ignoring or neglecting them. Fortu

nately, no man need be at a loss for information
'

he will condescend to seek it ; he may find hi

vade-mecum in every bookseller's shop, and carr

an able instructor in his pocket, at a cost little mop
than nominal.

A traveller in Russia, writing twenty years ago

describes with enthusiasm the ingenious arrange

ments by which the Russian gentry secure fo

themselves the pleasures of a garden within th

walls of their own dwelling. The gardens out c

doors in that country are for the most part mag
nificent failures; nearly all the flowers they

hibit, are grown in pots, and most of them ar

importations from a southern soil. The climate

indeed, will hardly allow of anything else ; it i

ly during the few short mouths of summer tha

garden plants would bear exposure, and they mus

be preserved in hot-houses during ihe long wi

if they are to survive for another season. Bi

within-doors the case is different; there, an ap

proach to a medium temperature may be mail

tained the whole year through, and plants an

flowers preserved in a flourishing state. The usu;

practice is to fence off a portion of the drawing

room or saloon, near the light, with a neat, almo;

invisible trellis work, over which ivy is careful!

trained and allowed to luxuriate. The inclosu

thus formed becomes a kind of leafy boudoir
;

is large enough for the reception of the stand

containing the flowering plants and shrubs, whic

are of the rarest and most beautiful sorts that ca

be obtained ; and further, it will hold a sofa,

table, and a few seats. During the violent hea;

of summer, when the days are so long that an hot

of twilight stands in the place of night, such

place must be a blissful retreat, and at all seasor

it must add immensely to the comforts and amen
ties of a dwelling which has no garden attache

out of doors. The Russians are, further, in tL

habit of peopling these in-door gardens with sinj

ing birds in cages. The songsters are, the n;

ity of them, canaries bred for this especial purpos

in Germany, and annually exported to St. Peter:

burg. They form a regular article of mcrchai

disc, and are sometimes the sole freight of

Dutch vessel, a prodigious number of them bein

wanted to meet the annual demand. Not one i

a hundred of them survives through a Ru
1 winter, whatever amount of care be bestowed upo

'•hem. The poor little exiles sing gaily for two c

hree months, sicken at the first fall of snow, an

Milton enthroned in a skittle-alley, and Queen A'ic

toria swayicg her sceptre where the policeman

should have been swaying his truncheon. The
retired cit, who not unfrequently takes to orna-

mental gardening after a lile of money-making, is

equally open to animadversion. He is fond of

collecting all sorts of oddities in his grounds, if he

can but get them a bargain—such .as plaster casts,

pieces of old armor or ordnance, a cashiered weather-

vane mounted on a flag- staff, the figure-head of a

ship, or an old rusty anchor, though he was never

at sea (till he took to gardening) in his life ; nay,

we have seen him mount a sun-dial projected for

one aspect, upon another, fronting a different part

of the heavens.

All such absurdities point to ignorance of the

true principles of gardening. It is one thing to be

fond of a garden, as most men are now-a-days ; it

is another thing to know how to make the most

and the best of a piece of garden-ground. A

tiny, it seems to us, but badly compensated by tL

impetus it gives to the trade of the German breed

The traveller who made the above report,

pressed a wish to see the example set by the Ru:

sians, followed by other nations. Since his wor

was published, the practice has been largely take

up both by the Germans and the French, and

saloon or drawing-room garden, differing only i

details fiom the above dcscripiion, is now not ui

common among the upper classes of both the:

nations. With us the feeling that gave rise l

such an arrangement is centuries old ; from tin

immemorial we have had our iu-door gardens i

one shape or other, though never in the shape pi

culiar to Russia. Our usual plan is to connect

conservatory with the drawing-room, from whic

it may be divided by glass-door.", or, as is somi

times the case, by an invisible wall of solid crysta

The most exquisite example of this kind we evi

saw, was to be found at the seat of the Earl
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Fersey, at Middlefon. There the visitor was shown

Qto a haudsomely furnished sitting-room, one wall

f which was formed of a ^-iugle plate of glass, so

lear and spotless that, unless he were warned of

s existence, he would be likely to walk through

;: on the other side of the glass wall the rarest

|lants and flowers were ranged round a central

rantain, by the side of which, and reflected in the

ater, was placed the original, in purest marble,

f Bailey's celebrated statue of Eve bending over

16 flood. It is some years since we saw this

lartling vision of beauty, but we believe it yet

imaius undisturbed.

(To l.e concluded.)

For " The FrieuiJ."

Afflictioas for the Gospel's Sake.
(Coucludad from pagu Wi.)

In this year, Richard Vickers was prosecuted on

le statute of 35 of Queen Elizabeth, for absenting

mself from the national worship ; by which, any

irson convicted of absenting himself from his

irish church one month, without lawful occasion,

required to abjure the realm, or be adjudged a

Ion without benefit of clergy. His counsel learn-

lly plead his cause, assigned errors in the indict-

lent, but his unprincipled persecutors. Knight and

[elliar, procured a jury who brought him in guilty,

id sentence was passed, " that he should conform

r abjure the realm in three months, or sufi'er

Ejath without benefit of clergy." The Recorder

imonished him to conform ; but R. Vickers an-

vered, he presumed he would not desire his con-

prmity against his conscience, and to play the

ypocrite with man was hateful, much more with

-od. He was remanded to prison, where he con-

nued under the sentence until next year, liable to

s execution ; for in point of conscience being de-

irred from swearing, he could not renounce the

;alm on an oath. To take off the odium of their

roceedings against an innocent man, and to pre-

ent the people from yielding their sympathy, his

dversaries strove to blacken his character with

18 insinuation of his being disaffected to the go-

ernment. But the overruling providence of God
•ustrated their wicked purpose of taking his life,

nd delivered him out of their hands. His wife,

rith the aid of her friends, applied to the duke of

!'ork for his relief, who, on hearing his case, de-

iared that neither his royal brother, nor himself,

esired that any of his subjects should suffer for

be exercise of their consciences, who were of

eaceable conduct under bis government-; and he

ave such directions as soon procured his discharge.

Jeing removed to London by a writ of habeas

orpus, and brought to the king's bench bar, upon

he errors assigned by his counsellor, he was clear-

d of the .sentence by the lord chief justice, and

sgally discharged, to the great joy of his aged

ather, his distressed wife and family, and many
riends. What a state of darkness must ha

ailed over professed christian legislators, to enact

; law inflicting the penalty of renouncing his coun

ry on oath, or losing his life, for an absence of

iDo month from their worship, when he could not

ittend the worship-house with a clear conscience,

ir take an oath consistently with the command of

lis Saviour. And how dark and hardened must
hose wicked infornier.s have been to plot to take

lis life on this plea. Such was the affliction h

'amily was thrown into by the prospect of his exe-

iution, and the effect upon his aged father, who
ived to see him discharged, that he died within

hree days after his return home, and left to h"

lis only son, the inheritance of a good estate

Bomersetshire, where he afterwards dwelt, a man
^ery serviceable to his friends and neighbours,

ind an ornament to hi.s place and station.

I

A large number of Friends being still confined things. This is our God, and as we have waited
in Newgate, in Bristol, felt their minds drawn to on Him, he hath suffered us to want no good thing,

address an epistle to their brethren at their ap- neither hath anything seemed hard to us, insomuch
proaching Yearly Meeting in London, from which that we can truly say to God's glory only, it

the following is taken, dated 17th of the Third is manifold better to suflur with the people of God,
month, 1684: " The time being near when Friends than to enjoy the pleasures of the sinful world,
may be together, we thought it might not be unwel- ' These endure but for a sea.-on, but suffering work-
come to you to hear from us. 'The Friends who'eth to the faithful, an eternal weight of glory,

have been long prisoners at Bridewell, the keeper^ which eye hath not seen, nor ear heard, nor can
removed hither on the 2d inst., so that the number man's heart think, what God hath laid up in his

in this jail is above one hundred, crowded in dark,: Son Chri>t Jesus, for those who, in patience, con-
damp, dungeon-like holes, many in a place ca]\ed tiiii/e ihioug/t the duy oj trial, which God bringeth
Paul's, where never any before were put to lodge on the earth, to try all the inhabitants thereof,

that we heard of. These things cry aloud, but! that all works may be known of what sort they
many hearts are hard, and those who might re-jaro.

luedy, will not regard, but impute it wholly to our "Dear friends, in your approaches to the Lord,
fault. We mention these things to inform how we pray to Hiin tor us. Oh, let us watch and pray, and

rather than to complain. Indeed God hath that continually, one for another, that God would
been so good to us, and still is so, that it doth out- 1 keep us faithful by his Divine grace, to serve Him

lance all these light afflictions. He halh given i
in meekness, holy fear and innocency, unto our

health, and preserved it in several appearances of life's end. This has been the hope and end of our
very great danger, which mercy is even to a won-
der. He hath given comfort, content, unity, peace
and love amongst us greatly, and, by his fatherly

th so provided always for us, that we h

had no want. For all which mercies we desire

you with us to praise the Lord, and to pray unto

Him for us here, that God would forever keep us

in faithfulness to Him, that we may become even

as monuments of his mercy, that He who alone is

orthy, who is all and doth all, may have all the

honour, praise, and renown, now, henceforth, and
forevermore.

Within this week we are pulled and haled out,

and not suffered to meet together, the keeper say-

he has orders for it from his masters, and so

are thrust and locked in several places in heaps.

But in this is our rejoicing, that they cannot keep

God from us, by whose power we are kept in pa-

tience to suffer these things from the hands of men
to whom we never did any harm, to whom God
grant repentance, before his anger break forth in

an overflowing scourge, and there be no remedy.

Blessed be God, we are well, and our love is to all

our dear friends in the holy truth of God, whose
lives, liberty, and peace, we pray God preserve.

In your approaches to the throne of Grace, forget

us not; that is the greatest good we can do one

another, who have none in heaven but the Lord,

nor desire any on earth hut Him only. Our
wives' love is to you all, and that of many more

here, in whose names we salute you, and shall re-

joice to hear from you of the glory of the Lord,

calling from the dark ways in the world, to the

marvellous light ofChri.rt Jesus, which hath shined

in our hearts, through which we have seen the

way of life, and know Him who is the Truth, and
there is not another. God enable us to love Him
above all, and to cleave to Him through the loss of

all. We are but worms, and of no weight, and
have none in heaven but Him alone, nor can desire

any, no not in all the earth, nor earthly things,

but Him only. He hath helped us, and doth, and
so ever must do, or else we shall fail ; but God will

never fail those who truly rely and depend upon
Him to the end.

" Praise God with us for his wonderful goodness

in preserving our health, a work to a wonder. Oh,
that we may ever be thankful for it ; and also that

he has thus made us worthy to suffer for his Name's
sake only. We are not quite a hundred ; are well

and in good content, peace and love, and want no-

thing. We pray God keep you, and crown your

assemblies with his ancient glory. Amen. We and

our wives have our dear love remembered to you

all, with the rest here. We subscribe ourselves

and the rest, your faithful friends and brethren,

Richard Soead, Charles Jones, Charles Harford,

Paul Moore."

After this manner they continued in christian

patience and meekness, enduring the different hard-

ships inflicted upon them, until they were liberated

with other protectants, by a proclamation of king

James, upon which persecution in the city of Bristol

ceased. Thus it pleased the Lord in his merciful

and the prosperity of his holy, innocent, peaceable providence to work deliverance for his persecuted

and everlasting truth ! Amen. people; and being thus delivered from the hands of

'• We remain your friends, Charles Harford, those who sought their destruction, they enjoyed

Richard Snead, Charles Jones." the exercise of their religious duty in assembling

These Friends were kept prisoners in Bristol an- for the public worship of God, and an enlargement

other year, and when the Yearly jMeeting in Lon- of heart therein, to praise the name of the Lord for

don was drawing on, they again addressed them his mjrcy manifested in their deliverance. A per

in the. Fourth month, 1685. "Dear friends and

brethren. This being the season wherein you may
be glad to hear from one another as fellow mem-
bers of that living body of which Christ Jesus is

Head, we thought you might hear from us, who,

though still in bonds, yet in good satisfaction,

knowing affliction is ^hat in which all the righteous

in all ages ever past to God's heavenly kingdom.

And those who are faithful, walking in the right

way to the end, may thereby have a token from

the Lord that they are sons, because every sou

whom he loveth, he doth rebuke and chasten,

which God intends for our good, that we may learn

never to stray from Him, who is the Rock of ages,

and the foundation of the righteous in every age,

the Fountain of all goodness, without whom we can

culiar trait in the character of those Friends, was

their freedom from all enmity and resentment,

even towards their unfeeling persecutors, and the

proof that they fulfilled the command of their Sa-

viour to love their enemies. As a consequence of

living under the influence of his Spirit, who came

to seek and to save that which was lost, they could

do no otherwise than testify against all wars and

fightings, and refuse to enlist with others in any

military organization. Among themselves the pre-

cious badge of discipleship prevailed, uniting them

in the bond of gospel brotherhood, and leading

them to spread the kingdom of their Lord and

Master, and to strengthen one another in serving

Him, and working out their souls' salvation. May
this invaluable characteristic of love and unit^

do nothing, and by whom wc may be able to do all [never be lost among their professed succeasors.
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Selected for " The Friend."

The Cultivation of tlie Cincliona.

The great consumption and the high price of the

Taluable cinchona barks, and their alkaloids,

—

quinia and cinchonia, have prompted many efforts

during the last twenty years to obtain a satisfac-

tory substitute for them—particularly in the treat-

ment of intermittent fevers—but as yet without suc-

cess. Various substances have been proposed, how-

ever, from time to time, to take their place, among

which maybe mentioned—Salicin, a crystallizabk-

principle obtained from the bark of the willow and

poplar; phloridzin from the bark of the apple,

pear, and wild cherry-tree ; impure piperin from

black pepper ; dogwood bark ; roasted coffee ; and

beeberin extracted from the bark of a tree found

in British Guiana ; none of which, though pos-

sessing valuable febrifuge properties, have been

found to equal the renowned Peruvian bark, in

certainty and rapidity of action.

Meanwhile the rapid destruction of the Cin-

chona in its native forests in New Grenada, Peru,

and Bolivia, scattered along the eastern sides of

the Andes, betokened the almost entire extinc-

tion of this beautiful tree from those parts of its

habitat adjacent the shipping ports, and demanded

prompt measures to insure an adequate supply for

future demand. It is true the Bolivian Govern-

ment has sought to interpose obstacles to the

wasteful destruction of the Oalisaya variety (grow

ing almost exclusively within its jurisdiction)

and yielding the yellow or most esteemed bark,

by forbidding, in 1851, any attempt to collect it

during the succeeding three years; but the great

extent of country—extending nearly 30^ in lati

tude, in which the Cinchona occurs, being very

thinly inhabited and useless for agricultural pi

poses, and skirling the seaboard at no great d

tance, has been considered open for the exertions

of any who might wish to undertake the task of

reaching the trees and transporting their bark to

a market.

The French Government appears to have tal

the first step towards providing a .supply for future

generations, by engaging, a few years since,

experienced botanist and traveller. Dr. WeddeU
to proceed to the Cinchona district, to collect the

requisite knowledge and material with a view of

introducing its culture into Algeria. Dr. Wed-
deU succeeded, with great hardships and uncom-

mon energy, in penetrating to the mountain fast-

nesses where large specimens of this much prized

genus can now only be found, and in acquiring

minute information in relation to the most desira

ble species; the manner of collecting and prepar-

ing the bark, and in securing a number of seeds,

with which he returned to Paris in 1848. From
these seeds young plants were raised, but it does

not appear that any have as yet been naturalized

in the French colony.

But to the Dutch Government belongs the cre-

dit of having first established its growth on a large

scale. In 1846, its attention was directed to the

expediency of introducing it into the mountainous
district of Java, and an expedition was fitted out

for the purpose of obtaining seeds and young
plants, and committed to the charge of Hasskael,

a very intelligent gardener, who, after a residence

of two years and a half in Peru, succeeded in

obtaining 400 young plants of the most valuable

species, and arriving safely with them in Java in

1853. These plants, by recent accounts, have
grown luxuriantly in their new location, near
B.injdong, have attained the height of sixteen and
a half feet, and produced abundance of seeds.

The seed has also germinated and produced shoots,

so that the prospect appears encouraging for its

successful and extensive cultivation on this island.

Some experiments which have been made by Dr.

De Vry, Chemical Inspector at Bangdong, on the

bark obtained from these trees, indicate a favour-

able yield of the cinchona alkaloids. He has

already obtained as much as four per cent., an

amount fully equal to that usually extracted from

the finest commercial bark, and confirms the belief

hitherto entertained that the bark yields a larger

per centage while green than in its dried state.

Stimulated by the success of the French and

Dutch, the English Government has lately encour-

aged its introduction into India, where an area

comprising hundreds of square miles, is believed

to be suited to its growth. In 1860, Clement

Markham, a clerk in the India oflico, acquainted

with the country and the language of its natives,

was selected for the difiicult task of procuring

young plants and seeds. Owing to the jealous

care of the Bolivian Government and its people

the efiort to obtain them was attended with great

personal fatigue, involving a journey of consider-

able length among the high mountains of the An-

des. He returned, however, with some two hun-

dred plants to England, and has since started for

India to superintend the planting of them on th(

Neilgherry Hills in the lower part of Hindostan.

In its native forests, the favourite locality of thii

tree is in a sheltered depression on high table-land

or a valley surrounded by mountains, on the east

ern slope of the Andes, at an elevation of four to

six thousand feet above the level of the sea. The
higher the elevation at which the bark is matured

the greater appears to be the yield of its valuable

alkaloids.

In providing, therefore, a now home for th

fragrant and beautiful stranger, an iutra-tropical

country, or one at least with an uniform and con-

genial climate combining the requisites above al-

luded to, should be selected : and we may hope,

since public attention has been directed to the

successful experiment in Java, that other fields

more accessible to the merchants and manufac-

turers of our own country, will be discovered

where the Cinchona may be acclimated, and growr
in perfection, to produce for future generations, a

steady supply of its, at present, almost indispensa-

ble contribution to our materia niedica. Measures
have been taken, we believe, at the Agricultural

Department of tbe Patent Office in Washington,
for distributing seeds of its species in this coun-

try. L.

For " The Trieod

A Word for the Weary.

It is a precious Scripture, " The foundation of

God standeth sure, having this seal, the Lord
knoweth them that are his." And what an un
speakable mercy it is, that He remains to be a sure

foundation when the floods and tempests beat;

rock, and a refuge from the storm, and a shadow
from the heat, even when the blast of the terrible

ones is as a storm against the wall." And I hum-
bly believe that tho.-e who have entered into cove-

nant with their dear Redeemer, and have truly

given up their hearts to love and serve him, striv

ing not to look back, but taking up similar lau

guage with the apostle in the day of temptation

and trial, " Lord, to whom shall we go? Thou
hast the words of eternal life," such being engaged
to hold out to the end in submission, faith, and
obedience, will more and more know Him to be
the eternal God of refuge, even in days of out-

ward trouble and gloom, while " underneath are

the everlasting arms."

It has often been foretold, as pointing to thi

time, that a day was coming, which would perhaps

more try the faith and foundation of the professoj

of Truth, than any which had preceded it. A
for the removing of those things that may I

sliakeiij that the tbings that cantiot be sliakeii

remain. The Lord Jehovah is sorely afflictii

people for our backslidings and transgression

But " He will not always chide ; neither will

keep his anger forever." Too many of us ha^

chosen this present world for our portion, and be£

unmindful, and have forsaken the covenant of tl

Lord God of our fathers. So that a day of wrat

for continued disobedience, seems fast overtakir

some portions of our Society. In the words of tl

prophet, "a day of trouble and distress, a day
wasteness and desolation, a day of darkness at

gloominesss, a day of clouds and thick darkness,

day of the trumpet and alarm against the fenct

cities, and against the high towers." Oh! may
have the effect to awaken and arrest those wl

have wandered, and bring them back to the tn

fold, where the Shepherd of Israel still feedei

and maketh His flock to rest at noon. For wl
should any of us be as one that turneth aside I

the flocks of thy companions. But notwithstani

ing the lapses and deviations, on this hand or i

that, the living God is still among this people. I

who is unchangeable yet remains to be the suffii

ency of his heritage and little ones. The day
his coming may burn as an oven against the hij

and lifted up, wherein all the proud, and all th

do wickedly shall be stubble. But His blessed

surance concerning rebellious Jerusalem is con

nued to this very age :
" I will leave in the mic

of thee an afflicted and poor people, and they sh;

trust in the name of the Lord." Moreover " tl

remnant of Israel shall feed and lie down, ai

none shall make them afraid." "Unto youth
fear my name shall the sun of Righteousness ari

with healing in his wings, and ye shall go fort

and grow up as calves of the stall.''

The apostle tells us, " all things work to[

for good to them that love God." May we D

then hope that these distresses, perplexities,

sore troubles so closely besetting and surroundii

the seed of Jacob in this day, may thus prove hel

ful, as we are engaged to look to the chastenii

Hand, and to the rock whence we are hewn. Thi

may the Lord's righteous will be done in and i

His afflicted remnant, whoever and wherever th

are, by their turning inward to Him, and His sa

ing light of life. " Get ye to your strong hold,

prisoners of hope." And thus as ye are tru

prostrated, being humbled and grieved for the e

flictions of Joseph, as ye are concerned " to sij

and to cry" for the desolations which abound, H
who ever regardeth the prayer of the destitute, w
set His mark upon you, give you your lives for

prey, and in His own time more manifestly ble

the provisions of Zion, and satisfy her poor wi

bread. Great is His faithfulness, who hath d

clared, " They that trust in the Lord, shall be

Mount Zion, which cannot be removed, but abide

forever. As the mountains are round about Jer

salem, so the Lord is round about his people fro

henceforth even forever." Then let His wrestlii

seed be animated to " sanctify the Lord of hos

himself," and in His fear and in His dread to st;

themselves upon the Preserver of Israel, remer

bering the prcctpt, " Who is among you that feare

the Lord, that obeyeth the voice of his servai

that walketh in darkness, and hath no light? 1

him trust in the name of the Lord, and stay up(

his God."
Every generation hath its peculiar besetmen

and tribulations. But the unconquered Capta

of salvation sitteth upon the flood
;
yea, the Lo

sitteth King forever. Whatever may be " tbe ci
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)f trembling," and " the wine of astonishment"

riven to any to drink of, it is good for such to re-

sall the moving language of the dear Son and sent

)f God :
—" The cup which my Father hath given

ne, shall I not drink it?" "Then, thou afflicted,

;ossed with tempest, and not comforted, behold, I

Bfill lay tliy stones with fair colours, and lay thy

"ouudation with sapphires." As these continue

faithful in the humiliating, fasting, suSering pro-

jess, and stripping wintry season, keeping chaste

to the Beloved uf their souls, He, who hath called

them as a woman forsaken and grieved in spirit, will,

with great mercies, gather them, and, with ever-

lasting kindness, will have mercy upon them.

Realizing further His precious assurance, " the

mountains shall dtpart, and the hills be removed
but my kindness shall not depart from thee, nei

ther shall the covenant of my peace be removed,

saith the Lord that hath mercy on thee."

May we all strive to get to the watch-tower,

the place of inward retirement and true waiting

For, saith the Lord, " Blessed is the man that

heareth me, watching daily at my gates, waiting at

the posts of my doors." These He will set as

workmen to rebuild, and as watchmen to stand

upon His walls. And thought he work may seem
great, and they may feel much separated, one far

Irom another, and may even experience much
weakness and fear at times, as well as what it is

to work as with one hand, while with the othe

they hold a defensive weapon, yet He, who i

mighty for the help of those, who have no might

of their own, will, as He is solely looked to, qua-

lify, commission, and enable to remove the rubbish

and to build even in troublous times. For " Ht
is the healer and restorer," and "there is no re

straint to the Lord to save by many or by few."

THE AMBITION OF VIRTUE.
Our hearts ne'er bow but to superior worth;
Nor ever fail of their allegiance there.

Fools, indeed, drop the man in their account.
And vote the mantle into majesty.

Can place or lessen us, or aggrandize?
iPygmies are pygmies still, though perched on Alps;
And pyramids are pyramids in vales.

Each man makes his own st-iture, builds himself
Virtue alone outbuilds the pyramids:
iHer mouuments shall last, when Egypt's fall.

I* * * *
lA Nero quitting his imperial throne,
iAnd courting glory from the tinkling string,
jBut faintly shadows an immortal soul,
|Wilh empire's self, to pride or rapture fired.

J( nobler motives miuister no cure,
lE'en vanity forbids thee to be vain.

Hiyh worth is elevated place. 'Tis more :

(It makes the post stand candidate for thee :

—

(Makes more than inonarchs, makes an honest man.
'Though no exchequer it commands, 'lis wealth

;

'And though it wears no ribbon, 'tis renown:— '

IRenowu that would uot quit thee though disgraced,
;Nor leave thee pendent on a master's smile.
(Other ambition nature interdicts:

iNature proclaimsit most ab.-urd in man,
By pointing at his origin and end :

iMilk, and a swathe, at first, bis whole demand
;

His whole domain, at last, a turf, or stone.

Young's Niyht Thoughts.

Selected.

It is an evil, incident to man,
And of the worst, that une.'iplored he leaves
Truiha useful and attainable with ease,

To search foibidden deeps, where mystery lies

Not to be solved, and useless, if it might.
jMysteries are food for angels ; they digest
With ease, and find them nutriment; but man,
While yet he dwells below, must stoop to glean
Ills manna from the ground—or starve—and die I

Cowper.

A Pilgrimage to my tlicr

r "Tlio Friei

Lanil.

The native women all through the country pre-

pare from the juice of the sugar-cane, by boiling,

sort of ' taffi.' The cane is cut in short bits,

crushed in a large wooden mortar, and the juice

wrung out, filtered and boiled to the consistence of

candy. While at Ilorin and without sugar, we

often used this preparation to sweeten our coffee.

The reader who knows anything of the process of

sugar-making, will perceive from this, that all the

knowledge necessary to make these people sugar-

luakers, is that a small quantity of lime must be

added to the juice in order to correct the acidity

which begins to generate as soon as it is expressed.

In this way many of the peasantry of the West
Indies prepare their own sugar, and often also for

sale.

" The Akus are great traders. Such a thing as

overreaching them in a bargain, is unknown. In

no instance do they ever charge for an article what
they expect to get for it. ' How much for th:

says the purchaser. ' One head,' replies the ven-

^^'c "t you take forty strings?' ' Bring >

your cowries,' is the reply. ' Won't you take

thirty strings?' 'Bring on your money:' an(

thus on until the minimum is attained, when h

replies :
' Not a cowrie less.' If the price suits

the purchaser, well ; if not, he passes on to another

trader, when much the same dialogue ensues,

" Several of the personal habits of the natives

are remarkable. The men universally shave, not

only the beard, but the eye-brows, within the nos-

(the native razors are adapted to this,) and

frequently the entire head. Many leave a strip of

hair from the forehead, over the crown of the head,

down to the back of the neck. The Mohamme-
dans leave also a little tuft of hair on the chin.

We met two or three men at Ilorin with whiskers.

The margin of the eye-lids is blackened with pul-

verized sulphuret of antimony, which every native

carries about with him for the purpose. The wo-

men dye the palms of the hands, finger-nails and

' There is not a more affable people found any
where than are the Akus. Not even Frenchmen

more scrupulous in their attention to politeness

than they. Two persons, even utter strangers,

hardly ever pass each other without exchanging
salutations, and the greatest attention is paid to the

relative social position of each in their salutations.

Equals meeting will sitnply say, ncu ; but one ad-

dressing a superior, affixes some word to ucu, thus,

acabo, [acu abo,) acunl^ etc. The superior usually

salutes first, and when the disparity of position is

great, the inferior prostrates. The young always
prostrate to the aged. Women kneel, but never
prostrate. Sons, without reference to age or rank,

prostrate to their mothers or senior female relatives.

They never suffer anything to interfere with the

observance of these courtesies. There is an ap-

propriate salutation for every occasion, for in-

stance : acuaro, good morning ; acuale, good even-

ing ;
acns/ie, for being industrious ; acabo or

acuubo, [aa as diphthong,) for returning from a

journey ; acatijo, for long absence ; aciijoco, for

sitting or resting ; acudarn, for standing or walk-
ing ;

acuraju, expressive of sympathy, in distress

or sickness ; aciieru, for bearing a burthen ; acua-

kju, for entertaining a stranger. So rich is the

language in salutations, that the above list could

have been increased indefinitely.

"At Oyo, the capital of the Yoruba nation, there

is an old man, apparently in a very humble posi-

tion, for no one is more condescending and cour-

teous than he. He is, nevertheless, no less a per-

sonage than the Onoshoko, or " Father of the

King," an ofiicer of state so called. In the event

of the king's demise, the privilege of choosing a

successor devolves on him ; hence his position is

really very exalted : besides, he is the party with

whom the king is bound to advise on all important

affairs. It is customary for men in high positions,

the king's relatives, chief Balaguns, and so forth,

to construct in front of their houses certain turret-

like contrivances, called by them akabi. The king

offered Onoshoko to construct akabis in front of

his house, as his position and rank demanded them.

feet with ground camwood. Sometimes when about l' No,' said the old man, 'Onoshoko is well enough

to participate in religious observances, their entire! without akabis. Let not any one be able to say,

person is coloured in this way. They pay great] from my example, that he too must have akabis:

attention to the teeth, using the chewed ends of
j

honour belongs to the king only." He is the only

certain roots for the purpose of brushes, as do the man in the kingdom, who is privileged to approach

people of the W^est Indies, where the custom was, the king without prostrating, nevertheless he in-

doubtless introduced by Africans. Except some
little children, we met nobody who did not use

tobacco. It is used in the form of snuff, not taken

into the nostrils, but on the tongue. A small

quantify of benin-seed and of lubi, a native impure

carbonate of soda, is ground with the snuff. They
use the Brazilian roll- tobacco, about twenty per

cent, of the weight of which is treacle. There are

a few who smoke, principally emigrants from Sierra

Leone, Cuba and the Brazils.

"x\s might be expected, the use of ardent spirits

is very common
;
yet the natives are seldom seen

drunk, the regulations of their Ogboui lodges for-

bidding it.

" Cola-nuts, {cola acuminata,) a bitter and

slightly astringent vegetable, are used by all, al-

though in some places expensive. It probably

counteracts the effects of the laxative character of

their food. Whenever any one wishes to show
particular mark of respect to his guest, he presents

him, with great formality, a few cola-nut.s. A
little boy or girl brings a covered vessel, the best

in the house, and prostrating, presents it. Abun-
dant thanks and salutations follow. They have a

proverb which says :
' Anger draws arrows from

the quiver : good words draw cola-nuts from the

bajr.'

sts on doing so, explaining his conduct always by
the remark that he, in his respect to the king,

would ever be an example for others to copy.

The king himself, determining not to be outdone,

whenever Onoshoko enters the palace-yard, pros-

trates to the old man ; and it is common for those

about the palace to see one of them stealthily ap-

proaching the other, in order first to assume this

position of respect.

"Except with the few Africans who have been

brought under the influence of Christianity, poly-

gamy is universal. A man's position in society is

estiuiated either by his bravery in war, or his

wealth ; and he can only manifest the latter by

the nutnber of his wives, children and slaves.

From this circumstance men are frequently reported

wealthy, and yet in emergencies cannot raise ten

bags of cowries, (about §40.) Wives are com-

monly engaged at an early age, frequently before

.-ix or seven years old. This is done by paying to

the parents a stipulated sum, and occasionally

making presents both to them and the betrothed.

When the engagement is concluded, a bracelet is

placed about the wrist to signify the new relation

she sustains. She remains with the parents until

of proper age to be taken home to her husband.

If she comes with honour, two or three days after,
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adorned with costly cloths and jewels, and with

music, she marches with a large company of

maidens through the city, to receive the congratu-

lations and presents of her friends, which are

generally on such an occasion very liberalFy bes-

towed. Otherwise, the parents are made to refund

the whole amount advanced in engaging her, and

the guilty partner to her infidelity, if known, is

prosecuted for adultery. If the intended husband

is a youth, never before married, his mother, or

less frequently his father, makes the engagement

for him ; and the parties are respectively kept iu

ignorance of each other until they are both of suit-

able age to live together.

"A less troublesome way of procuring a wife,

with many, is to resort to the slave- marts of Ilorin

at once, money in hand, and make their choice.

The latter, of course, are slaves, as well as thuir

children, between whom, however, and other slaves,

there is some distinction. Wives procured accord-

ing to the first of these methods, although not re-

garded as slaves, are practically as much so as the

others, for like them, at the death of their lord,

they become nominally, and often really, the wives

of his eldest son, except, of course, his own mother.

They have, however, the privilege of choosing the

next elder son, or of observing ever after a state

of celibacy, which but few women would choose,

as it is regarded reproachfully.

"According to their means of procuring them,

men possess from a single wife to two or three

hundred. Except the chiefs, there are few, how-

ever, who have more than about twenty. The

Yoruba king at Oyo, Adelu, who is reputed the

wealthiest man of the Akus, maintains about three

hundred wives. They are never suffered to leave

the palace-yards, except on certain days, when they

inarch in procession through the town in charge of

eunuchs, of whom the king has a large number.

Men are not suffered to approach them in these

excursions. The king of Ilorin and other great

personages of his court also keep their wives al-

ways confined. In this case, however, they are

supported. In Abbeokuta, where even the wives

of the king must support themselves, they are

permitted to go abroad, and are generally among
the most industrious traders of the place.

" Inquiry is sometimes made as to whether wi

agree among themselves. I answer, they do,

well as a number of women living in the same

house can under other circumstances : at any rate,

their disputes do not arise from the fact that they

are all the w'ives of the same husband. There

is always one, only one, who is iutrusted with the

domestic affairs of her lord, and to her all th

others pay the greatest deference, and they expect

the recently married to receive more favour than

others : making this philosophic calculation, they

are saved much of what, under a different and

purer system of morals, would be highly irritating

and di.sgusting."
(To be continued.J

For "The Friend.'

BIOCRAPUICAl SKETCHES

Of Ministers and Elders and oilier concerned membt
of the Yearly Meeting of Philadelphia.

(Continued from p.ige IDS.)

JOSHUA BROWN.

On the first day of the First month,

Joshua Brown and companion attendi

Monthly Meeting of Egg Harbour and Cape May
in which Joshua was silent. Passing over Grea

Egg Harbour that afternoon, tliey went to th(

house of Isaac Town^end, and on the 2d, had a

meeting at Cape May. Joshua had little to say,

but at the last meeting his companion was much

1776
d the

enlarged in service. On the 3J, they rode up to

he Cohansey to the house of Mark Reeve, and

)n the 4th, were at Greenwich Meeting. In this

meeting, Joshua was much exercised that Friends

should be found faithful iu supporting their testi-

mony against war and fighting, as obedient fol-

lowers ofthe Lord Jesus Christ, proving them-

selves under the government and influenced by the

Spirit of Ilim who was the Prince of Peace, and

when ho was reviled, reviled not again. He
had to quote the ease of the Amalakites who made

inst Israel in the wilderness, and showed

how the Lord wrought for bis people, and gave them

deliverance. Joshua also exhorted Friends to be

very watchful in all they did and said, that those

who were watching over them for evil, might have

no occasion of complaint against them, except for

their faithfulness to the law of their God. He
llustrated the providential preservations extended

by the Most High to his true-hearted servants, by

the cases of the three children who were cast into

the fiery furnace and suffered no harm, and of

Daniel who came up uninjured from the den of

famished lions. This meeting was a good meeting,

and Joshua's companion was also largely opened

herein. Joshua notes that there was a large num-
ber of good Friends belonging to it.

Going to dine with Richard Wood, a religious

opportunity was had in the family, and then, ac-

mpauied by their host and John Reeve, they

de to the house of James Daniel. On the 5th,

they attended Ailoway's Creek Meeting, in which

Joshua was led to comuient on the passage in which

our Saviour compares the kingdom of heaven to a

little leaven, which a woman took and hid in three

measures of meal till the whole was leavened.

He was earnestly engaged that the people might

witness the leaven of the kingdom to produce a

real change in their hearts.

Dining with Samuel Test, they afterwards rode

eighteen miles to the Glass-Works. Here as he

lay in bed at Walpole Gregory's, his mind was
dipped into the situation of a poor woman he had

visited near Alloway's Creek. She was in a very

tried and afflicted condition of mind, partly, per-

haps, owing to the state of her husband, who was
suffering much by reason of a cancer in his eyes.

The whole family seemed distressed, and although

Joshua, and John Reeve who accompanied him,

had some encouragement to offer the woman, yet

Joshua felt a fear that it had little entrance, and

would prove to little purpose. But now as he lay

in bed, his mind being turned towards her, some
strong and clear expressions rose in his mind, and

he was led to believe it right to pen them, that

they might be read to her. The import of the

language was, that the cau«e of her despair was
that she had suffered herself to be deceived by the

whisperings of Satan. A Friend took his letter,

promising to read it to the wouian.

On the 6th, Joshua had a meeting at the head

of Alloway's Creek, near the Glass-house, in which
the subject of war was treated on. He quoted

the passage wherein it is recorded that Peter drew
his sword and smote off the ear of the servant of

the high priest,
—"Put up thy sword into the sheath;

the cup which my Father hath given me, shall I

not drink it?" He also mentioned the Lord's

merciful extension of power in healing the wounded
man. He laboured affectionately, being. earnestly

concerned that they might witness a real change
of heart, and be redeemed from the spirit of war.

through the power of the Lord Jesus Christ, which

is able even to destroy all enmity in us, and to

take away all occasion of war, by removing
harshness of feeling, and in place thereof giving

the spirit of love which sti'l breathes the holy an-

them, " Glory to God in the highest, peace o

earth, and good-will to men." Dining at Davi
Allen's, he that afternoon rode to Ebenezer Mil

ler's at Salem, where, on the 7th, he attende'

meeting. In this opportunity, Joshua found hi

mind engaged to draw the attention of Friends t

the class of bees called drones, who did not wor!

for themselves, but loved to live on the labours o

others. He exhorted them when they went t

meeting, to labour industriously in spirit, that the;

might know the Lord himself to feed them, ant

not to spend their time in looking to the servants

and depending on them for .spiritual instruction

The servants can give only as it is furnished them
but those who are industrious in waiting on th(

Lord renew their spiritual strength, whether then

be any vocal utterance in the meeting or not

Lodging with Daniel Bassett, they had a meeting

at Pilesgrove on the 8th, wherein the necessity o:

feeling the overshadowing of the Holy Ghost, andj

abiding under it, was set set forth as the only wajj

to witness the new birth, begun and perfected ii

us. The dangerous conscqueuce of believing al.

immediate revelation, all direct communion be-

tween God and the soul of man to have ceased

was also pressed upon them. This meeting was

much favoured, and Joshua's companion was large-

ly opened in serviee. Riding to Upper Greenwich

they lodged that night at the house of Solomoi

Lippiucott, and next day, the 9th, they attendee

uieeting there. In this meeting, Joshua was con

cerned that those assenibled might become trub

christian men and christian women, through a rea

change from a state of nature to a state of grace

The way, through the Spirit of the Lord Jesus ant

bis assisting power to attain this glorious condition

was treated on. That night they lodged at th'

house of Joshua Lord, and on the 10th, were a

the meeting held at Woodbury Creek. In thi

meeting the necessity of Divine help in the worl

of regeneration, and the free gift of grace, froni

the Lord Jesus Christ, was plainly set forth, where

by also strength would be given to the believei|

enabling him to persevere in the christian path

and to make progress in the way of holiness am
peace. Believing that some present were limitinj

he mercy of God through Christ Jesus, Joshu.

was led to mention the Scripture testimonies, tha

the offers of Divine love and mercy were unto all

and the teachings of his Spirit were yet continuei

ia great mercy to the children of men.

(To be continued.)

For " The Friend."

letters of John Barclay,

.Sclcdtions from the " Letters and Papers" (

this humble and truly devoted servant of the Lore

have, at various times, appeared in " The Friend^

yet in reverting to some portions of the instructiv

volume, and recollecting that there are probabl

many of our readers to whom it is not accessiblJ

I have been induced to make a few more extract

hoping they may tend to " stir up the pure min

by way of remembrance." I

This dear Friend was concerned to live ver

near to the Fountain of lite and Source of tn

wisdom, and to abide steadfastly under the powi

of the cross of Christ, hence his religion was n.

an empty profe.s,sion, but a living, heartfelt realit

The principles of our religious Society in their oi

ginal simplicity and integrity were very precioi

to him, as they certainly will be to every one

us, who comes under the transforming, renewir

power of Divine grace, and is faithful to its teac

ing and guidance. It pleased Divine Provident

to call J. B. early from the trials of time, ai

from labour and suffering in the church militai
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be a partaker of the unspeakable joy and glorj- [proud waters may seem to come
f the churcb tnumpliaut. He died lu the year :^uuls as iudividuals,—and the c

aged 41 years. When the solemn eio.e ol'aud tossing like a little vessel
ife was very near, lie testilitd, " We 7nu6t be yet the Governor being on board,
lithful to what is made known, to the smallest

iscoveries of the light of Truth. I trust we shall

e animated and strengthened to go through our
ay's work; then we shall find mercy at the hands
f the Lord.'' His purilied spirit, cheered and
apported iu the last dread conflict by the feltpre-

mce of his Saviour, afterwards breathed these

jrvent words, " Dear Lord I come." " I bless

le name of the Lord." " / am the Lord's Ji

The following letter is dated Second

of winds and waves, He is engaged to conduct her
safely through all that he permits or appoints; and
not one of those who commit themselves to Him,
is made desolate. Doubtless many will fall on the
right hand, and on the left; for it seems a time of
sifting and shaking, and but only just begun. But
I must not distress thee,—no, no,— cheer up; for

if Jerusalem become as heaps, our holy, invincible

Head can raise up the stones of the street to be
children, can comfort all her waste places, and
make the streets thereof full of boys and girl

playing, as the prophet says ;
—" therefore," add

he, " love the Truth and peace;"'—so will I save
you, and ye shall be a blessing :

" fear not, but let

your hands be strong."

in unto our own sure, for its good, are incapable, or at least alto-

hurcli labouring
I

gether unwilling, to bring their counsels or their
n the mighty deep

;
appliances to the test of that wisdom which is

"•'1—the Controller [peaceable, gentle, easy to be entreated, full of

Cotton Mamifactuie in Sweden.—Sweden con-
tains 80 cotton-mills, running 180,000 spindles,

which produce every year about 12,000,000 pounds
of cotton-thread, being three-fourths of the entire
national consumption. The tariif on the cotton-
thread is 15 per cent., affording adequate protec-
tion to the native manufacturer.

A solid cake of gold, worth nearly $.50,000, has
been sold to the Bank of New South Wales, and
the quartz reef from which it was obtained, will

produce 8150,000 a year for many years to come.

THE FRIEND.
THIRD .MONTH 9, 18G1.

The present is a day of extraordinary commo-
tion in both Church and State. Whether the
struggles and uphcavings going on among the peo-
ples under different governments, and the changes
and divisions taking place within mo=,t of the vari-
ous religious denominations, are the forerunners ot

peedy restoration to the former of those right;

" I will show him how great things he must
iffer for my name's sake;" and great tribulation

lUst be passed through, in order to bave our gar-

ents washed and kept clean, in and by the blood

the Lamb : and these bave often the sentence
' death iu themselves, that they should not trust

themselves, nor in any other, but in the Lord
jsus Christ. Bonds and afflictions may, and
ust await them

;
yet none of these things move

em, for they know they are appointed thereunto,

en as it was appointed unto their Captain to be
ade perfect through suffering. Indeed, it is by
ese dispensations they live ; that is through their

bmission and faithfulness under them ; and iu

1 these things, the spiritual life is exercised,

aintaiued, and even raised, though they, as poor
arms, may be trampled upon and be very low iu

eir own estimation, and may be ready often to

y,
" Surely, I sball go softly all my days, in the

tterness of my spirit." Well, I long greatly for

ce, as for my own soul, and for every one that is

ised up, to stand as a monument of mercy, truth

id righteousness, in and unto the church ; that

lither heights, nor depths, principalities, nor pow-

S, things present, nor things to come, may ever

able to separate us from that clear manifesta-

m of Divine love, in which we have felt near to

im who has visited our souls, and one to another,

iay we, my dear friend, and all that are near and
•ar to each of us in the covenant of light and •from which they bave long been shut out by ruling

e, go onward in that faith which gives the vie- [and privileged classes, and the recurrence of the

ry; laying aside every weight, every hindering [latter to the pure and simple principles and requi-
ing, every discouragement ; enduring and hold- jsitions of the gospel, from which most of them have

g out to the end of all these bonds, trials, tempta- 1
widely departed, human wisdom cannot predict,

ms, humiliations, fastings, or occasions of dis- |in our own country, where a sectional strife is go-
lietude, that may attend, esteeming nothing ing on, involving great and multiform interests,

•ange, which may may prove even as a fiery with much bitterness of feeling manifested by
al ; but rather counting it all joy, that we are many on both sides, it is affectiugly apparent, that
ind worthy to suffer in any wise tor His cause, the people at large are yet too generally influenced

10 suffered so much before us, and for us, that by party attachments or supposed material advan-
[e might open us a way out of this prison-house tages, to give their assent and support to opinions
d place of proving. Oh ! my dear friend, my o'" njeasures merely because they are true or just,

is enlarged, and my eye opened to see some- Hence we witness continued vicissitudes of feeling

of the excellency of that quiet habitation, among them, as intelligence of the success or dis-

lere none can make afraid ; where the Lord is comhture of favourite expedients is received, and
3ur peace," having ordained peace for us, and the marked discrepancy and insufliciency of the

ing the portion ot our cup: though the earth be many schemes proposed for removing the national

oved, and the mountains carried away, our difficulties, and closing up the gulf which now
arts are then fixed and stayed. Though a host yawns between the contending factions.

camp against us,—" though thou thyself slay Patriotism, much as the term is abused and de-

!, yet will I trust in thee; '—"though I walk iu graded, is yet a christian virtue, acting iu accordance
B midst of trouble, thou wilt revive me;"

—

jwith the commandment—''Thou shalt love thy

hough 1 pass through the valley of the shadow i

neighbour as thyself," and'prompting every right-

death, I will fear no evil," for even there shall minded citizen to seek the good of bis country, by

y right hand lead me, and help me, and savejsuch measures only as are in accordance with the

It is in my best moments, when such con- Divine will, and consequently will not inflict injury

lerations as these weigh duly and fully upon my i
upon, or diminish the welfare of others. Thiskiudot

or, weak spirit, that 1 feel that the present at- patriotism is not to be looked for among selfish

etions are comparatively light indeed. However 'politicians, who, however they may boast of their

.rk may appear to be the heavens above,—how- 1
love of country and their willingness to sacrifice

"nclemeut the elements around,—though the j their lives to promote this or resist the other mea-

mercy and good fruits, without partiality and with-
out hypocrisy, and consequently are unworthy of
confidence as legislators tor a great people, who
have been highly blessed, and are resting under
the gravest responsibility as professed christians.

Amid the sadness and fearful anticipations in-
duced by tbe present distracted condition of our
country, there is great relief and assurance derived
from the habit of looking upon the conflicting oc-
currences aflecting the community, with constant
reference to a Supreme, Omniscient and merciful
Controller. We may recollect that the things which
befall us, are not to be estimated as good or evil,

only in themselves, but also with reference to their
effects or future consequences; and that the very
events which iu our short-sightedness we deprecate
or deplore as bringing suffering and distress, may,
under the superintendence of infinite Wisdom and
Strength, be the means for effecting the abiding
triumph of justice and truth.

The contemplation of the visible creation around
us, affords consoling evidence of the power and
care of its great Author to sustain, preserve and
continue its various orders, species aud varieties.

\mid all the variations of climate and soil,

imid all the vicissi:udes of cold and heat, sun-
shine and storm, we see that provision is made,
not only for the preservation of life, but for the
final perfection of tbe designs of creative wis-
dom. Why, then, may we not believe, although

I has marred the moral world, and man's free

ency is too generally so abused as to bring self-

posed misery, yet that He who created him
for a purpose of his own glory, and hath de-
clared that all nations shall be brought under the
government of his dear Son, is constantly working
for the fulfilment of this determination, and will

overrule even the machinations of bad men so as
to further bis own purposes ? The mere assent to

the truth of this as a verbal proposition, may be
barren and ineffective, but where this higher con-

ption of a Divine providence educing good out
of evil, becomes a fixed heart-felt conviction, though
it humbles under a sense of entire dependence, it

relieves the feeling of utter helplessness through a
consciousness of a capacity to work in conformity
with tbe Divine will, and awakens a consoling hope
that by so doing, we may be instrumental in furth-

ug his blessed designs.

Instead then of letting the heart sink under dis-

couragement in view of the changes and overturn-

's going on among tbe nations of the earth, and
the apparently impending trials iu our own land,

the christian should cherish confidence in the won-
der-working power of that Almighty Being, who
sees the end from the beginning ; and comfort

' with the belief that He will so control and
adapt each event, as to cause all things to work
together for the good of his church, and the final

triumph of Christ's kingdom upon the earth. This

teadfastness of faith will preserve from being un-

duly troubled or over-anxious about the political

transactions of the day. The inspired prophet hath
made known the decree of Omnipotence that, in

these last days, " the mountain of the Lord's hou.se

hall be established in the top of the mountains,
aud shall be exalted above the hills ; and all na-
tions shall jloiv unto it ;^' and we may feel a con-

fident assurance that all passing agitations or re-

volutions, under His watch aud guidance, are

working for this glorious consummation. The
people may rage aud imagine a vain thing; the

kings of the earth may set themselves, and the
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rulers take counsel together against the Lord, and

acainst his anointed ; saying, Let us break their

bands asunder, and cast away their cords from us;

but He that sitteth in the heavens, shall laugh;

the Lord shall have them in derision. Whatever

confusion and distress may be permitted to come

upon the inhabitants of the earth, there must be a

curtailment of the sway of the prince of darkness;

and it will be found by the Powers that be, that

their stability depends upon their acting in har-

mony with the immutable principles of the blessed

and only Potentate, who has had given him the

heathen for an inheritance and the uttermost parts

of the earth for a possession.

the

I for

! capitulated. The

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
EcBOPE.—Liverpool dates to Second mo. 15th.

The stock of cotton la port Wiis accumulating, and

the consumption rapidly declining; prices had fallen

id. The Manchester advices were unfavourable, with a

decline for all qualities of goods. Breadstuffs un-

chan<'ed. Consols, Slf a 92. The Bank ot England

had advanced the rate of interest to 8 per cent. On the

9th ult., a furious gale occurred on the English coast,

causing a number of wreclis and great loss of life. It

is said that a number of British merchants are about to

present an address to the Queen, prayirig that negotia-

tions may be entered into with Frai

duction of their existing armaments

The Neapolitan forces at Gaeta ha

Royal family are to be permitted to leave m a French

steamer. The garrison are to remain prisoners ot war

until Messina and other places held by the Royalists are

surrendered.

United States.— The New Administration.—On the

4th instant, Abraham Lincoln was inaugurated, with

the usual ceremonies, as President for the next four

years. An immense concourse of persons assembled in

Washington on this occasion ; no disturbance was at-

tempted, and all passed off peaceably. In his inaugu-

ral address, the President gave an exposition of the

principles which are to guide him, in conducting the

government at this critical period in its history. His

langmige was mild and peaceful, and evidenced that he

appreciated the serious difficulties of his position. He

declared that there was no cause whatever for the al-

leged apprehension in the Southern Stales, that their

peace and security would be imperilled by the accession

of a Republican administration. He held " that the

maintainance inviolate of the rights of the States, and

especially the right of each State to order and control

its own domestic institutions according to its own judg-

ment exclusively, is essential to that balance of power,

on which the perfection and endurance of our political

fabric depends." He thought there should be no

troversy about the rendition of fugitive slaves
;
the right

of reclamation was plainly given in the Constitution

and the duties arising under it should be faithfully per

formed. In reference to the attempted or actual dis-

memberment of the Union, he says: "I hold that, in

contemplation of the universal law and of the Constitu-

tion, the Union of these States is perpetual. Perpetuity

is implied if not expressed, in the lundamental law of

all national governments. It is safe to assert that the

government proper never had a provision in its organic

law for its own termination. I shall continue tu exe-

cute all the express provisions of our national Constitu-

tion, and the Union will endure forever, it being impos-

sible to destroy it, except by some action not provided

for in the instrument itself. Again, if the United States

be not a government proper, but an association of States,

in the nature of a contract merely, can it be ]ieaceably

unmade by less than all the parties who made it? One

party to the contract may violate it—break it, so to

speak—does it not require all to lawfully rescind it?

I therefore consider that, in view of the Constitution

and laws, the Union is unbroken, and to the extent of

my ability, I shall take care, as the Constituiion ex-

pressly enjoins on me, that the laws of the Union be

faithfully executed in all the Stales. Doing this 1 deem

to be only a simple duty on my part, and I shall perform

it so fur as practicable, unless my rightful masters, the

American people, shall withhold the requisite means, or

in some authoritative manner, direct the contrary

trust this will not be regarded as a menace, but only

as the declared purpose of the Union, that 1 will const

tutionally defend and maintain it. In doing this thei

need be no bloodshed or violence, and there shall t

none, unles-s it be forced upon the national aulhorit;

The power confided to me will be used to hold, occnj

and possess the property and places belonging

.'overnment, and to collect the duties on imports
;
but

beyond what may be necessary for these objects, there

will be no invasion, no using of force against or among

the people anywhere. Where hostility in any interior

locality shall be so great and so universal as to prevent

competent resident citizens from holding federal offices,

here will be no attempt to force obnoxious strangers

imong the people for that object. The mails, unless re-

pelled will continue to be furnished in all parts of the

Union', so far as possible. The people everywhere shall

have that sense of perfect security which the most fa-

vourable and calm thought and reflection on the part of

the government can give them. The course here indi-

cated will be followed, unless current events and expe-

rience shall show a modification or change to be proper,

and in every case and exigency my best discretion will

he exercised according to circumstances actually exist-

ing and with a view and a hope of a peaceful solution

of the national troubles, and the restoration of fraternal

sympathies and affections." A separation between the

North and South is, he contends, not merely unwise and

uncalled for, but an impracticable thing. He says:

"Phvsically speaking, we cannot separate. " We cannot

remove our respective sections from each other, nor

build an impassable wall between them. A husband

and wife may be divorced, and go out of the pre,

ind bevond the reach of each other, but the different

parts o"f our country cannot do this. They cannot but

remain face to face, and an intercourse, either amicabh

or hostile, must continue between them. Is it possible,

aake that intercourse more advantageous or

isfactory after separating than before? Can

aliens make treaties easier than friends can make laws 7

Can treaties be more faithfully enforced between alien

han laws among friends ? Suppose you go to war, yo

annot fight always, and when, after much loss on both

ides, and no gain on either, you cease fighting, *'"

dentical old questions as to terms of intercourse

in-ain upon you." He declared himself in favour

holding a national convention of all the States, for the

iiurpo^ of considering whether any amendments of the

Constitution of the United States were now needed, and

closed with a forcible and earnest appeal to his dissatis-

fied countrymen, entreating them to think calmly and

well upon the whole subject, and suggesting that even

if it were admitted they hold the right side of the

dispute, Uiere is still no reason for precipitate action.

Intelligence, patriotism, Christianity, and a firm reliance

on Divine providence are, he asserts, still competent to

adjust in the best way all our present difficulties.

"The Souther/i Confederacy."—The Southern Congress

has passed an act to raise money for the support of the

cTovernment. It authorizes the President to borrow

$15,000,UOO, payable in ten years, with interest at 8 pei

cent., and directs the levying of a'n export du-y of J cen

per pound on cotton exported after Eighth mouth 1st, t(

create a fund to liquidate the principal and interest o

the loan. The act to raise military forces for the con

federacy directs that the President shall take charge of

all military operations between the confederacy au
'

other powers. The Charleston (S. C.) papers announc

all ports in States north of South Carolina are no

idered foreign ports, and goods arriving from sue

ports, must be entered at the custom-houses of the

' Confederate States of America,"—The people of Tesi

lave confirmed the ordinance of^ secession, and their d

egates have been admitted to the Southern Congress.

-

Captain Hill, who is in command of fort Brown, Texas,

s refused to evacuate the fort, or to surrender the

U. S. property.

North Carolina.—Returns from forty-seven counties

give a majority of eight thousand against holding a con-
"

n. The result in the entire State is doubtful. A
ty of the delegates elected are called Union men,

robably like those of Virginia, will go with the

South if all the plans of conciliation fail.

The I'eace Con/erence.—ThiS body adjourned on the

27th, having previously adopted, by a bare majority, the

plan of settlement recommended by the committee, in a

somewhat modified form. It was strongly opposed by

some of the Northern delegations, as well as by part of

those from the South. The plan proposed amendments

to the Constitution—to effect which two-thirds of both

houses of Congress must agree to lay the proposed

amendments before the State Legislatures for ratifica-

tion, and three-fourths of the several States must adopt

them. The subject was promptly brought before Con

gress, but that body adjourned without taking the re

quisite action, hence the whole matter falls to th<

The New Tariff.—The Senate assented to the House

aendraent in relation to duties on tea and coffee, the

bill finally passed, and was signed by the President.

Congress.—So much business was, as usual, crowded

to the last few days of the session, that our space will

permit notice of only a small part of the proceedings.

The bill authorizing the President to employ the militia

for the purpose of enforcing the laws, was strongly op-

posed in the House of Representatives as a measurt

leading to war on the seceding States. It was post-

poned by a decided vote. A resolution proposing ar

amendment to the Constitution, was passed by a vote o

33 to 65, as follows—" That no amendment shall b(

made to the Constitution, which will authorize or giv(

Congress power to abolish or interfere within any Staff

h the domestic institutions therein, including that o

persons held to labour or servitude by the laws of saic

State." On the 1st inst,, the House voted on the pro

positions of the Committee of Thirty-three. The clausi

for the admission of New Mexico into th(

Union, with or without slavery, as the people may elect

was laid on the table, by a vote of lU to 71. Thi

amendment to the act for the rendition of fugitive si:

was passed ; 92 to 83. The amendment to the act foi

the rendition of fugitives from justice, was rejected by i

vote of 47 to 162. The House of Representatives du

not take up the propositions of the Peace convention

They were largely debated in the Senate, but failed I

get its sanction, being unacceptable to the Republican

generally, as well as to the more ultra Southern mem
hers. The Crittenden resolutions were negatived—yea

19: nays, 20. The joint resolution from the House

Representatives proposing an amendment to the Const!

tution passed the Senate, by the requisite two-third

vote. The session terminated on the 4ih inst, at i

The proclamation for an extra session of the Senate wa

read ; Vice President Breckinridge retired, and his pla

was taken by his successor, Hannibal Hamlin.

WEST-TOWN BOARDING-SCHOOL.
The Summer session of the school will commence

Second-day, the 6th of Fifth month next. Friends w
'

Iter their children as pupils, will please maV

early application to David Roberts, Superintendent

the school, or Joseph Scattergood, Treasurer, No. 3

Arch street, Philadelphia.

4th, 1861.

ANNUAL MEETING OF THE CONTRIBUTORS T

THE ASYLUM.

A Stated Annual Meeting of the " Contributors to tl

Asylum for the Relief of Persons Deprived of the Use

their Reason," will be held on Fourth-day, the 1"'

Third month, 1861, at 3 o'clock, p.m., at Arch Stre

Meeting-house, Philadelphia.

William Bettle, Clerk.

FRIENDS' INDIAN INSTITUTE, TUNESSASSAH.

A man and a woman Friend are wanted to aid in co

ducting this Institution. A man and his wife would

preferred, one of whom should be qualified to teach

the school. Apply to Ebe.xezek Worth,
Marshalton. Chester Co., Pa.

Thos. Wistar,
Fox Chase, Philadelphia Co., Pa

Joel Evans,
Oakdale P. 0-, Delaware Co., Pa

Philad., Second mo. 5th, 1861.

WEST-TOWN SCHOOL.
A Friend and his wife are wanted to fill the static

of Superintendent and Matron at West-town Boardi

School.
Application to be made to either of the follow

Friends: Nathan Sharpless, Concord ; James Eml
West Chester ; Samcel Hilles, Wilmington ;

He.s

Cope or William Evans, Philadelphia.

Twelfth mo. 10th, 1860.

New Tori.—Mortality last week, 403.

Pkiladelphia.—MoTlaVitj last week, 287.

Died early, on First-day morning, the IQth of Sect

month last, after a short illness, Jambs Starr, in

seventieth year of his age; a member of the North

District Monthly Meeting.

, on First-day, the 1 7th of Second month :

ter a short illness, Isaac Harvey, St., in the n

year of bis age ; a member of the Western Dist

Monthly Meei

PILE & M'ELROY, PRINTERS,
Lodge street, opposite the Pennsylvania Bank.
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(ContiDiied from page 210.)

'After attending the meetings of Friends in the

inty of Durham, some of which were solid good
son?, we cro.-iscd the Tyne, accompanied by
lomon Chapman, and had a public meeting, and

one with Friends at Shields, from whence we
le to George Richard.-^on's, at New Uastle. I

1 seen George and Solomon in Ireland, and our

eting ac;ain was mutually pleasant, we being

nforted in each other's company.
' Th'y related a remarkable instance of the in-

position of Divine help, by counsel inwardly

nmunicated, whereby they were preserved from

ng buried in the ruins of a house, which fell two

ys after they were to have held a meeting in it,

i which probably would have fallen on the as-

ubly, had they collected in it. George felt his

nd strongly impressed with the belief, that it

uld not be best to have a meeting in the house,

t to go to the hous.'s of Friends and visit them
that way, although be then knew nothing of the

nation of the hou.=;e. This mode did not appear

isfactory to Solomon, who thought that other

rsons who often attended Friends' meetings,

uld thus be passed by. But George appeared

clear in the judgment, that it was best to have
meeting, that Solomon yielded ; and it is be-

ved, that had a meeting been held, the house

luld have given way with the people in it, the

af being very heavy, and the timbers much de-

yed. It fell in the evening of Seventh-day,

len there was no unusual wind or other exciting

use—and next day Friends expected to hold

sir usual meeting in it. I had a meeting in the

use while I was in Ireland, and the account of

e occurrence led me to consider it a merciful in

rfcrence of Divine Providence, that it fell at a

ne when there wa.? no one in it."

Entering Scotland, he proceeded to visit the

lall meetings of Friends in that nation, some of

liich appear to have been seasons of the renewed
[tension of Divine favour. Of one at Aberdeen^

1 thus writes, viz :
—

" In the meeting on First-day morning, the love

our heavenly Father united our spirits : and at

fe o'clock, P. M
, we had a crowded meeting, when

e condescending goodness of Israel's Shepherd
IS conspicuously manifest, enabling me to set forth

his great love to mankind, from the words of the

apostle, ' It is by grace ye are saved, through faith,

and that not of yourselves, it is the gift of God.'

A holy solemnity covered u«— the people were very

still, and we united io liumble petitions to the Lord
on high, that his liglit might break forth upon
mankind, as when he said, ' Let there bo light,

aud there was light,' acknowledging our renewed

conviction, that his power was undiminished, the

work his, and that the praise belongs unto Him,
with his dear Son, our Lord Jesus Christ, the

Lamb Immaculate, now and forever more, Amen.
Dear old John Wigham said he thought it, through

Divine favour, the best meeting he had ever at-

tended in that place. I write not these remarks
to exalt the labour of the poor servant, but in

humble acknowledgment to our holy Helper, and
to bear testimony of his goodness to the people.

I believe it was a season that will not soon be for-

gotten by some who were there, and in which the

ood Shepherd of the sheep was pleased to invite

those who are atliirst, ' to come buy wine and milk,

without money and without price.'

At Aberdeen I received letters from my dear

family, giving accounts of their health—they are

almost constantly in my remembrance, and but few

hours pass without deep thoughtfulness respecting

them
;
yet I do not find myself under condemna-

for leaving them. I set'led my outward con-

cerns as far as I could, as if I was never to return,

and commended them to the keeping of the hea-

venly Caretaker. I love them tenderly, but left

them in the belief, that it was at the command of

Him to whom I owe my all. He has supported

ic in humble confidence, that he will do right with

le and mine—that it is my business to vi.-^it the

hurches in this land, and that in so doing I shall

be blessed with the support of his love, which, at

times so fills my heart, that tears of joy flow from

y eyes. When I think of my beloved family

and friends in America—of many with whom I

am acquainted in this country and in Ireland—of

the poor French prisoners in England, and the

English prisoners in France—of the many widows

and fatherless children, made such by the calami-

ties of war—of how many are trained up to butcher

one another in the field and on the ocean, and

remember the poor slaves remaining in cruel bond-

age to gratify avaricious men, my heart is moved

within me. The love of my heavenly Father is

my support in heights and in depths. Ob ! may
I never know a separation from it; for it is this

which enables me to say, Thy will, Lord ! be

done, as respects myself; and if unrighteous men
still continue to dishonour thy holy name by their

evil works, and the Gospel of peace and salvation

by their cruelties, yet verily, there is a reward for

the righteous—verily, thou art a God that judgeth

in the earth. I know that my Redeemer liveth

O Lord, keep my soul as thou hast graciously kept

it hitherto, and make use of me as thou in thy

wisdom may see meet, if I may be instrumental

in spreading the knowledge of thee amongst the

inhabitants of the earth. I murmur not at the

privation of the society of my dear connexions at

home; but once more, righteous Father, com-

mit them to thy holy keeping—blessed be thy
name—Amen.

"After writing the foregoing, I attended a large

meeting held in the evening at Edinburgh, where
many Gospel truths were delivered

; but not so

much to the relief of my mind as at some of the

preceding meetings. On the following day I sat

with Friends, and a holy solemnity spreading over

us, I was opened upon the situation of the meet-

tiug, from those words of the apostle :
' Behold

how great a fire a little matter kindleth,' relatinc

what had been brought to my remembrance while

sitting among them. 1 observed that one man
was so nettled, that he was not able to sit still

;

but Truth was in dominion, and its testimony was
set over every opposing spirit,—the humble were
comforted, and the great name of Israel's Helper
blessed. Seldom have I known a time, when the

followers of the Lamb had a more complete vic-

tory ; but all through his power which enableth to

bear testimony to the peaceable spirit of the Gos-

pel. Oh tbat all may guard against the destroy-

ing spirit, as against the destructive element!
" We again took the mail-coach, and reached

Hawick about ten o'clock at night. There are

only two families of Friends here, who appear glad

to see their Friends, and, I trust, will continue to

increase in their love to the precious Truth. A
number of the French prisoners passiug along un-

ier a strong' guard of soldier^•-when we were about

eaving Edinburgh, my mind was aflFected in be-

holding their emaciated looks, from long confine-

ment ; and the reflections occasioned by the sight,

caused me to feel sorrowful as we rode along in

the coach. professing christians ! great are the

inconsistencies of your conduct with the religion

you profess, when engaged in the cruel business of

war, and inflicting sufferings one upon another.
" On Second-day had a comfortable meeting at

Hesketh New-market, [England,] and the day
following sat with Friends at Setmarthy, where

John Phillips met us, whose company was pleasant.

He had spent a part of his life in the English navy,

and was rapidly promoted in consequence of his

bravery, and was on the eve of further advance-

ment when he forsook the service of the king, and
enlisted under the banner of the Prince of peace,

and is now a humble disciple of the cross, and
mighty in the Scriptures.

" We rode to Cockermouth, and put up at the

house of Deborah Robertson, whose husband had
deceased only a few weeks before. I had seen

them together in Dublin, and received from him a

kind invitation to make his house my home, when
I came here, and now finding his widow in deep

affliction in consequence of his sudden removal, I

was led into tender sympathy with her, in contem-

plating the uncertainty of all earthly enjoyments.

In the evening I sat with the ministers and elders

of Cumberland, who had assembled to attend their

Quarterly Meeting, which was held the following

day ; after which there was one for worship, in all

of which the Master of our assemblies was gra-

ciously pleased to assist in advocating the cause of

Truth, as .supported by the bumble, faithful fol-

lowers of the Lord Jesus, and in bearing testi-
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mony against a sluggish dispositioD, in which some

of its professors were found. There was a large

number of tine-looking and promising young peo-

ple present, who were encouraged to a faithful de-

dication of themselves in the cause of Truth and

righteousness. We then attended meetings at

Broughton, Graysouthen and Pardshaw, where the

collection of people was very great. Notice hav-

ing been given at the close of the Quarterly Mcet-

inu, of our intention of being at this place on First-

day, and the weather proving fine, companies of

people were to be seen coming over the moors from

the neighbouring towns and villages, as though

they had been going to a great fair. Some of the

aged Friends said, they had never before seen so

large a meeting at that place. It was remarkably

solid, and the people dispersed in a rjuiet and or-

derly manner. We dined with James Graham, an

aged minister, who seemed to rejoice in thankful-

ness for the favour, and said he believed an in-

crease in the Truth would be witnessed, and the

minds of some be brought nearer, through the

mercy of the Lord thus continued to thoui. lie

rode to Whitehaven with us, where we had a

crowded meeting the same evening; several hun-

dreds of the people not being able to get into the

house.
" On Second-day I set out to attend a meeting

appointed to be held at Wearsdale, at two^"clock,

but our guide missing the way, and it raining aud

blowing very heavily, and our road bad and laying

over a moor, it appeared doubtful whether we could

reach it in time. A young man of whom we in-

quired the road, perceiviog our tried situation,

kindly offered to conduct us, which we gladly ac-

cepted, and by his assistance reached the meeting

in time ; a considerable number of persons were

assembled, and although we got no dinner, we
were thankful that we had been enabled to reach

the meeting, After^a meeting at Wray, where

there are but few I'riends, we rode to lientham,

and put up at Charles Parker's, who is concerned

in a manufactory. Here more regard is paid to

the welfare of the children employed, than in some
other places; they are careful to preserve good
order among them, and employ a man to instruct

them in reading, &.c., during certain hours, for

which no deduction is made from their wages, I

have often been affected with tenderness and pity,

when I have beheld large numbers of poor little

children, put to labour at so early an age, aud left

to grow up in ignorance and a prey to immoral
examples and conduct ; and it was a satisfaction

to see some of them cared for as these are ; in-

deed, there seems a growing concern for the edu-

cation of the children of the poor, and many
benevolent persons of both sexes devote a few

hours on the First-day of the week for this laud-

able purpose.
" We had two meetings at Bentham, one for

Friends, and another for the town's-people. The
children of the factory being discharged an hour
earlier for the purpose, many of them came to the

meeting, looking very clean and neat, and in good
clothing, which is often not the case with the poor
in this country. If men of wealth, who are con-

cerned in manufactories, had the good of those

they employ more in view, than mere profit, there

would not be so much cause for complaint that

those establishments are nurseries of vice ; but so

long as pecuniary gain is a primary object, this

must continue to be the case. How excellent is

the precept laid down by our blessed Lord, ' What-
soever ye would that men should do unto you, do
ye even sj unto them. When looking over the

children iu these manufactories, I have often been
brought to consider them as my own, or to place

my own in their situation ; and oh ! how consoling

it must be to parents who wish well to their dear

children to see them cared for in best things by

their employers. Aud on the other hand, how

pleasant must be the reflections of the employers,

when they endeavour to do justly and act with

christian kindness towards those who are in their

service;—if their profits should not be so great,

yet there is more satisfaction in seeing the employed

happy and comfortable, than there can be in the

inerea.'^e of riches and living in sumptuousness and

grandeur, whilst those who labour for them, and

the poor generally around them, are miserable and

destitute. ye professing christians ! go ye and

consider what this meaneth, ' I will have mercy

and not sacrifice !'
"

(To be continued.^

For "Tlie Frk-Dil."

A Pilgrimage to my Mother-land.

LCoutiuued from piu^e 2140

"After polygamy it may be appropriate to make
a few remarks respecting its sister evil, slavery,

which exists all through this section of Africa.

Although the term ' slavery' is the only word by
which the institution can be properly designated,

it is certainly not of the same character as the

American institution, there being but little di>pi

rity between the condition of the master and that

of Lis slave, since the one possesses almost every

advantage accessible to the other. Slaves are

often found filling the most exalted positions : thus

at Abbeokuta all the king's chief officers are his

slaves, and they are among his most coufidentia

advisers. On certain state occasions, one or other

of these slaves is often permitted to assume in

public the position of the king, and command aud
receive in his own person the homage and respect

due to his master. So in Iloriu, Dungari, the

prime minister of the king, daily sits in the market-

place to receive the homage of the populace in-

tended for the king, and yet Dungari, really the

most important personage of the kingdom, and in

rank even above the king's own sons, is a slave.

Instances of this kind might be afforded almost

indefinitely.

" Slaves are procured chiefly by conquest, some-
times in warfare as justifiable and even more so

than the wars waged among civilized nations ; at

other times predatory, and undertaken solely for

their capture. Not a few incur sla.very as a penal-

ty for crime. Some are sold to defray either their

own debts, or it may be the debts of others for

which they have become liable; and frequently

children are kidnapped and sold away into distant

parts.

"Although but a few years since every heathen

town in this region abounded with slave-markets,

there is now, doubtless through the influence of

christian civilization, nothing of the kind seen;

and although it would be unsafe to say that slaves

are not sometimes sold, yet if so, it is done secretly.

The first and only marts we met for ' this descrip-

tion of property," were at Ilorin, a Mohammedan
kingdom. There was there, besides several small

numbers exposed in different places throughout the

town, a large market, the Gambari, almost exclu-

sively devoted to their sale, aud in which there were
certainly not less than from five to six hundred.

Christian Atuericaand Mohammedan Ilorin do with

complacency what the heathens of Yoruba and
Egba feel it a disgrace to practise.

"At Ilorin we sojourned with Nasamo, the king's

sheriff, in whose company only we were permitted

to walk about the city. On arriving at the (jam-
bari market in one of our excur-ions, he pointed

to the slaves, and jocularly asked whether I wished

to purchase. I embraced the opportunity to shoi

him the wrong of making slaves of our fellows

and the great injury which it inflicted not onl

upon those who suff'er, but also on those who prat

tise it, Nasamo fills a high position in the stati

and is the master of a large i umber of slaves

nevertheless he is himself a slave, and doubtle^

thought of his youthful home and dear paren;

from whom he was stolen. He admitted all I salt

and observed that he wished there was no sue

thing; but while it existed, it was better that the

be exposed in the markets than that they should \

sold privately, ' for then bad men would seize tk]

defenceless and our children, and we would nil

know where to find them.'
I

" The Mohammedans do not sell their co-rel

gionists into slavery : they sometimes hold them l|

slaves, but only when they were bought as heathoil

and converted after coming into their possession]

but these are never after sold. Here is a vai

difference from that class of christians, so callei

who buy and sell the members of their own churc

the partakers of the same communion with then

selves. How much better are such than the heat!

ens, or even these benighted Mussulmans?
" Although, as I have before shown, slavery

Africa is not like slavery in America, or even

it is in Cuba, yet it is still a fjct which must
be disregarded, that, more or less, it is slavery-

such, it is true, as the teachings and example of ^
men might quietly but certainly in time overthro'

but which might also by an obver.-^e course ass

most of the abhorrent phases of the Americai
stitution. My own opposition to slavery does

arise simply from the suffering and ill-treatme

which the bondman endures, for in that case

would have to acquit perhaps the majority

American masters. I oppose it because a hum
being is by it reduced to the condition of a thii

a mere chattel, to be bought or sold at the opti(

of his fellow-man, whose only right to do so
"

accidental circumstance of superior power—a po^

er which the good should use to protect rather th;

oppress the weak. I oppose it, because I feel tl

common instinct that man has an inalienable rig

to 'life, liberty and the pursuit of happiues

Hence I do not regard a slave-owner, even whc

he makes his slave as comfortable and happy i

slave can be—in all other respects, it may be,

well off as himself— I do not, 1 say, regard such

person as therefore less guilty : indeed, if there

one class of them whom I detest more hearti

than another, it is that class whose course

render the slave, if possible, contented with L

condition.

" From this view, therefore, I place my oppof

tion to African slavery on the same ground as

American slavery, and God helping me, shall

hour as earnestly for the overthrow of one as

the other.

"— Townsend has a small fund at his dispos

for assisting slaves to redeem themselves. He h

helped by tbis means several to obtain libert

The money is usually paid for them without ai

other condition than a promise to repay it whi

able to do so, I was told of one instance whe
a party so helped had not been heard of for U
or three years: when he was almost forgotten,

one day appeared and refunded gratefully tl

whole amount, pleading bad health for not doii

so before,

" One of the most marked characteristics of t

Africans, not only in this section, but all along t

Western coast, is the grace and symmetry of th(

forms, so well yet so unostentatiously di.-played
'

their ordinary costume. Nor cau there be ai

wonder on this account, considering their freedc
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om all those habits of civilized life so contrary to

ature, aud which tiud so much to the physical

eforiiiity that so often offeuds good taste.

" One uever passes a group of boys at phiy

For " Tho Fi-iond.''

George Fox showed a warm affection for Friends

everywhere, that they might live in unity and love,

and show forth the fruits of the Holy Spirit wiiere-

,thout witnessing some of the most' dexterous] ver they came, in their words and actions. \Vh

erformances of tumbling, wrestling aud other some of his countrymen were about to settle in N:

serciscs tending to the development of the mus- Ji^rscy, lie wrote them a short address, in which

alar powers of the system. In their dances, too.lsays, " My desire is, that you may all be kept

ley exhibit evolutions, throwing at once every

lutcle into action, which would almost be regarded

3 impossible, except witnessed.

" In the towns further interior than Abbeokuta,

I which the use of fire-arms has not yet become

eneral, one frequently sees groups of boys con-

isting in feats of archery, with great skill. In

•yo, bets are onlj' permitted in these exercises.

here are several fine games of skill practised by

le Akus. A favorite one is the 'war!.' The
pparatus consi.-ts of twelve cups arranged in two

)ws, hewn out of a single block of vvood. Four

3an-like seeds are placed in each cup, and the

ime is begun by each party alternately taking

le contents of one cup of the row next himself,

ad distributing them, one by one, beginning at

18 cup next to that from which he took them

the lear of God, and have the Lord in your eye lu

all your undertakings ; for many eyes will be upon

you, to see how you order your lives and conver-

sations; and let them be as becomes the gospel,

that you may adorn the truth, and honour the Lord

in all your undertakings. Let that only be in your

eye, and then you will have the Lord's blessing

and increase, in basket, field, and store-house; and

at your lying down you will feel liim, and at your

goings forth and coming in. So that you may an-

swer the light in all people, by your godly lives

and conversations; serving the Lord, aud being

valiant for his truth with a joyful heart, and the

glorious NrfTiie, in whom you have salvation.

" Keep up your meetings for worship, and your

men's and women's meetings for the affairs of

Truth, both Monthly and Quarterly. And do not

i^hen one party can throw the last three or four strive aloul ontiKard things; but dwell in the love

r his beans into the cups of his antagonist, con- 1
of God, for that ivill unite you together, and make

lining not more than one or two beans each,l you /a'//f/ ««(/ gentle one loioanh another; and

3 seizes the contents as his prize, and thus they [to seek one another's welfare, and to be helpful

mtinue until the beans are aflltaken, when each! one to another. l.Gt temperance, and jxUience, and

)unts what he possesses, 'the victory being of trnd/iess, and brotherly lave be exercised among

mrse accorded to him whoihas most. There is,' you, so that you may abound in virtue and the

srhaps, not a house in which one or more of these
j

true humility; \Wmgin i>eacc, aud showing Jorth

pparatus is not kept, for the entertainment of the ^^'e nature oj Christianity, that you ma^ all live as

imates. They are found too, at all the ' beer- « ./«»»///, &nA the church oj G«^, holding Christ

lops,' if the reader will permit the application of your heavenly Head, and he exercising liis offices

lat'tcrm to the places at which the native oii, or among you and in you. Hold him the Head, by

)rn-becr, is sold. I never made a more accept- his light, power and Spirit, and that will keep your

ble present to any one, than of four dozen pretty minds over the earthly spirit, up to God ;
tor the

lass-balls, or glass-marbles, if you please, to the earth and the sea and all things thLrein are his,

.lake of Abbeokuta, to use in his game of wari. and He gives the increase thereof. Therefore be

nother game, in which they are frequently seenj not over eager after outward things, but keep above

; dxii, a kind of ;
them in the Lord's power, and seed Christ Jesus,

igaging with much interest, is the .

;e-ta-too, more complicated, however, and cer-

linly more interesting than that memorable game

f our school-days. K. large square, divided into

lirty-six smaller squares, is traced on the ground,

Q the opposite sides of which the contestants sit.

lach is prepared with twelve ' men,' differently

jloured. The parties put down one piece alter-

ately, until all are disposed of, when the game is

t)ntinued by each moving his

|ace, until he can arrange three of his own on

iccessive squares on a line, which feat entitles him

) one of his adversary's men. The effort of each

jen is, first to procure this arrangement of his own,

pd next to prevent his adversary from doing like-

[ise. Of course, the party capturing most men,

(ins the game."
CTo be continnod.)

that is over all ; in whom you have all life, elec-

tion and salvation.

" My desires are, that we may hear that you are

a good savour to God, in those countries, so that

the Lord may crown all your actions with his

glory. So with my love to all." G. F.

The Great Border Coral Reef of Australia

n from place toj Starting from Sandy Cape, near Harvey Bay,
„f 1,:.. ^^^ -""'north-east coast runs up to Cape York, which is

the extreme northern point ot the continent of

Australia on that side, south of Torres' strait. A
little north of Harvey Bay appears a set of coral

islands and coral reefs, and from there the whole

coast is fronted with a continuous margin of coral

reefs, stretching right aloug the face of the coa-t,

and across Torres' strait, close up to the shor

New Guinea.' The distance is not less than 1200

miles in a straight line. If we were to trans

that reef to Europe, and suppose it started from

the north-west coast of France, it would encircL

the British Llands, including Ireland, the Orkney

and Shetland I-lands, and stretch away up to

luiagiue

The Imperfections of others to be borne in Love.

To be content with even the. best of people, we
lust be content with little, and bear a great deal,

hose who are most perfect, have many imperfec-

ons, and we have great faults, so that between

le two, mutual toleration becomes very difficult. Drontheim on the coast of Norway,

V^e niu>t bear one another's burdens, and so fulfi

16 law of Christ, (Gal. vi. 2,) thus setting off one

gainst the other in love. Peace and unanimity

'ill be much aided by frequent silence, habitual

Ecollection, prayer, self-abandonment, renuncia-

on of all vain criticisms, and a faithful depar-

jre from the vain reflections of a jealous and dif-

cult self-love. To how much trouble would this

implicity put an end ! Happy he who neither

stens to self nor the tales of others !

—

Pension.

j^reat submarine wall, rising from an unknown

depth in the bottom of the ocean, just up to th

level of low water—not one continuous wall, be

cause it was broken through by a number of tole-

rably deep passages, perhaps 20 or 30 fathom

deep. The coral insects had added to the bulk o

the earthy mass of Australia a great slice of coun-

try, which was only a little under the sea-, 1200

miles long, aud from 10 to 90 miles wide, havin^^

an average breadth of 30 miles, and making, if

lifted up to the surface, a great table land appended

to the eastern slope of the continent. The depth,

from which this wall rose to its outer edge, was cer-

tainly not less than 2000 feet. They found in some

places close up to the reef, sometimes within the

general direction of the outer edge—for there are

rent convolutions in the line of the reef—great bays

I it, and they found no bottom in these bays at a

epfli ot 1^00 feet; so that it may be safely as-

umed thut the height of this submariue wall is

000 feet ior the greater part of its course.

Fur "Tbe Fiicud."

Education.

The period of life in which children are of a

suitubie age to go to school, is very brief, and no

[irudent parent will suffer it to pass unimproved.

William Feun says, in substance, "A good educa-

tion i;> a good portion;'' and truly it is so, wheu

we consider the advantages it confers upon those

who have it, by eulargiug their opportunities for

intellectual enjoyment—extending their spheres of

fulness, and consequently their influence in the

community by which they are surrounded. IIow

much more to be prized is a good, solid education,

jious, moral and literary, with frugal and in-

dustrious habits, than great possessions without

h training. Let pareuts be cautious, then, how
they procrastinate on this important point, as the

opportunity ouce lo,5t is not likely to be recalled.

\V'hen the proper season for school instruction is

once gone, children need to prepare themselves for

those callings in life which they are intended to

pursue, and there are very few who can ever re-

cover the loss they may have sustained by an im-

perfect education.

Drinking Fountains and Temperance.—The

Metropolitan free drinking fountains of London are

effectinir much for temperance. An association

has been formed for the erection of these foun-

tains. It has often been exceedingly difficult for

the poor and labouring classes to obtain a drink of

pure water, and multitudes have thus been com-

pelled to go to the public houses, and drink ale

or beer, when they would not have done so if wa-

ter could have been obtained. The object of the

association is the erection, in suitable public thor-

ou"hfares, of neat and artistic fountains, supplied

with pure water. One hundred have already been

erected. Most of them are beautiful as works of

art, and many of them have Scripture inscriptions,

which are read by the million, and which, by God's

blessing, may be a word in season to some weary

souls. The inscriptions are such as the following:

" Whosoever drinleth of this water shall thirst

a^ain, but whosoever drinketh of the water that

I shall give hitu shall never thirst." " If any man
thirst, let him come unto me and drink." " Who-
soever will, let him take of the water of life freely."

These fountains are really a most admirable and

benevolent device, and ought to be introduced into

all our American cities without delay.

Vanity and vexation of spirit.—Oh ! if the

time which is, and has been, spent in making ruf-

fles, tassels, and such like foolish and needless

articles, was occupied simply in preparing needful

and comfortable apparel, with the mind rightly

turned to the Lord, how it would lead to the lop-

ping off all these spurious branches, that choke

the good seed of the kingdom, and a lasting com-

fort would be the result; such as is not changed

by fashion, nor worn oat by time ; but would re-

dound to our everlasting happiness and peace; in-

stead of which, the days of these are now spent too

much in perplexity and vexations.

—

Rachel C.

Bartram.
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Modein Assaults on (lie Bible, and tlieii Results.

J. Leslie Porter, wLo acted for some time as a

niissiouary in Palestiue, where be was associated

with some of those eminent men who explored the

ancient ruins of Nineveh, Babjlon, and other places

in the East, in his inaugural lecture lately deliver-

ed as professor of Biblical Criticism in the Irish

Presbyterian General Assembly's Theological Col-

lege, in Belfast, referred to the wonderful manner

in which the discoveries at these places had com-

pletely silenced many objections which had been

made to the truth ot the inspired record. lie said :

'' Two of Germany's most profound scholars once

affirmed that the Pentateuch could not be the pro-

duction of Moses, because at the time Moses flour-

ished the art of writing was unknown. In our own

country and in America, the same view has been

maintained by men of note. Such an assertion

aflected the authenticity as well as the genuineness

of the Pentateuch, for frequent reference is there

made to books, engraving, and writing. Christian

scholars were at once on the alert, and hastened

to show the fallacy of the assertion. They ran-

sacked the whole of ancient literature, and brought

forth arguments so strong that most of the Ger-

man neologists themselves were forced to abandon

the theory. Yet it could not but be admitted that

the evidence they produced was only circumstan-

tial, and that it lacked that definiteness and dis-

tinctness which commands immediate assent. Re-

cent discoveries have cleared away all doubts and
difficulties on this point, and have established the

fact that the art ot writing with ink upon papyrus

was known in Egypt long before the days of Moses,

and must therefore have been familiar to one

'learned in all the wisdom of the Egyptians.' A
considerable number of Egyptian papyri, written

in the hieratic character, are now in the British

Museum, all of which are as old as the time of

iMosts. There is also an Egyptian papyrus in the

Bibliotheque Imperiale at Paris, which appears to

have been written more than 2200 years before

Christ. Thus, to confute the daring infidel, scien-

tific research enables us to produce venerable do-

cuments of the ago of Moses, and of the very coun-

try in which he was educated, and to point, be-

sides, to another some seven centuries older. But
a close examination of the book of Genesis can

scarcely fail to leave the impression on the mind
that its connected history was compiled, under the

inspiration of the Holy Spirit, from written genea-

logies and family documents of a far older date.

The diverse styles of the narra*-ives, the full genea-

logies given, and the minute and lengthened dia-

logues recorded, all seem at least to suggest the

constant practice of writing from the very earliest

ages. The keen eye of scepticism has observed

this, and has attempted thereby to invalidate the

authenticity of the whole book, by denying so

remote an antiquity to the art of writing. But
here, again, recent discoveries of a most extraor-

dinary and unexpected character triumphantly

establish the minute accuracy of Scripture. Away
in the midst of a parched desert, near the banks of

the Euphrates, are great shapeless mounds covered
with dust and sand. So dreary and desolate is the

region around them, that for long ages the Arab
has not pitched his tent there, nor has the shep-

herd fed his flock there. These mounds mark the

sight of ' Ur of the Chaldees,' where Abraham was
born. Within the last few years some of them
have been excavated by Sir Henry Rawlinson and— Loftus, and I have myself seen bricks and cy-

linders which they dug up from beneath them
stamped with inscriptions more than three centu-

ries older than Abraham. These records are now
in the British Museum, and it has been ascertained

that they contain the names of a long line of kings,

extending from Urukh, who lived 2230 years be-

fore Christ, down to that of Nabonadius, the last

monarch of Babylon.
"— Norton, the author of a learned work on

the ' Genuineness of the Gospels,' ventured to af-

firm, only a few years ago, that ' it would be idle

to argue against the supposition that alphabetical

writing was known in the time of Abraham.' Yet

here we have got specimens of such writing from

Abraham's own native city, extending up to the

period of the confusion of tougues. It is not long

since a book was published, entitled ' Egypt's Place

in Universal History.' Its author is one of the

most learned, and, in some respects, one of the

most distinguished men in Europe. But, unfortu-

nately, the Chevalier Bun>en is only a splendid

example of the utter inability of human genius,

however gifted, and of human learning, however

ponderous, when unaided by Divine illumination,

to decide impartially upon points bearing on the

history or doctrines of the Bible. Bunseu's atten-

tion has been turned to the hieroglyphic records on

the monuments of Egypt. He professes to read

them, and from them he has constructed long lists

of kings and dynasties reaching back some twenty

thousand years ! Of course, in his view, the monu-
ments of Egypt entirely demolish the authenticity

of the Pentateuch. Now, I think no man will

deny that, before we can read any document, we
must know the letters in which it is written. Not
a word can be pronounced, not an idea discovered,

until its alphabet be first known. Yet, when we
come to examine the researches of Bunsen, we ac-

tually find that to this day he has never discovered

the true hieroglyphic alphabet. His whole system

is built on a series of conjectures and assumptions,

which, moreover, he varies and contorts, without

rule or order, at every new sentence ; and for this

phantom theory he would have us to renounce the

revelation of God.
"Recent discoveries have thrown a rich flood of

light on some obscure points of sacred history. 1

can only refer to two examples. The prophet Daniel

lates that king Nebuchadnezzar was afflicted with

strange and terrible malady during a succession

of years. On one of the most interesting Babylo-

nian monuments which have been brought to this

country is a long inscription, well known as the

'standard inscription.' It contains a short auto-

biography of Nebuchadnezzar. The following is

an extract from it:
—'During these years (the

number of years is given, but has not been yet de-

ciphered) the seat of my sovereignty in the city did

not rejoice my heart. In all my dominions I did

not build fortresses. I did not accumulate trea-

sures. I did not design or construct palaces in

Babylon. I did not join iu the worship of Mero-
dach my Lord, nor did I celebrate his praises, nor

furnish his altars, nor did I cleanse the canals.'

Let this unique inscription be compared with the

concluding verses of the fourth chapter of Daniel,

and it will be admitted that we have one of the

most remarkable incidental verifications of Scrip-

ture on record. Another instance is no less strik-

ing. Daniel's account of the reign of Belshazzar

has long been a subject of keen controversy. He
is represented as the last king of Babylon, and as

having been slain when the city was captured by
Darius. On the contrary, the historian Berosus

states that Nabonadius was the last king of Baby-
lon, and that he was absent at the time of its cap-

ture. Here, it was thought, was a direct contra-

diction between sacred and profane history. Scep-

tical critics did not hesitate to credit Berosus, and

pronounce Daniel's account of Belshazzar, and of

his feast and death, a pure fiction. A few years

ago, some inscribed cylinders were exhumed fr«

the ruins of Mugheir, one of the oldest cities

Chaldea. In 1854, the inscriptions were deciph(

ed by Sir Henry Rawlinson ; and then the whi

mystery was solved, the sceptics again confound(

and the minute accuracy of Scripture triumpham

established. Nabonadius was the last king,

Berosus states ; but he had a sou called Belshi

zar, whom he associated with him in the govei

ment, and to whom he gave the royal title. Wh
we turn to geographical science, and the recent d

coveriesmade in Bible lands, the testimony borne

the truth of Scripture is no less remarkable,

the tenth chapter of Genesis, we read of the cit

of 'Erech, and Accad, and Calneh, in the land

Shinar; and Caloch and Reson ;' and, in t

eleventh chapter, ' Ur of the Chaldees' is mentii

ed. After that period these cities almost entin

disappeared from the page of history—nothing v

known of their story, their fate, or even their sit

' Recently, however, the mounds of Mesopotan
have been searched by Rawlinson and Loftus, a

bricks and stones that were buried for near th)

thousand years have found a tongue, and have i

only told us exactly where each of these cities stoi

but have added some most interesting details

their history.' "

—

Rauliiison's Bamptoti Lectu)
" I remember well how, in former days, I s

died the geography of Palestine ; and with w)

intense interest I read of the great cities and w
like exploits of Og, the giant king of Bashan.

observed, with no little surprise, that a single
p,

vince of his little kingdom contained ' three-set

cities fenced with walls, besides unwalled towni)

great many.' I remember how, on turning to I

atlas, I found that the whole of Bashan was )

larger than an ordinary English county. I v

astonished, and though my faith in the Divine

cord was not shaken, yet I thought that so

strange statistical mystery must hang over :

passage. That one city, nourished by the co

merce of a mighty empire, might grow till her p
pie could be numbered by millions, I could w

believe ; that two, or even three, might spring

in favoured spots, clustered together, I could ai

believe ; but that sixty walled cities, besides i

walled towns a great manj', should exist at sucl

remote age, far from the sea, with no rivers ai

little commerce, appeared altogether inexplical

Inexplicable though it seemed, it was strictly tr

On the spot, with my own eyes, I have since V£

fiod it. More than thirty of these ' great citi

I have myself visited. When standing on one

casion on the summit of the mountain range

Bashan, I could see, at one single glance, ev(

city the sacred penman referred to. Jlany of the

though deserted for centuries, have their mass
walls and massive old houses still perfect. 1

Cyclopean architecture of the aboriginal inhal

ants of Palestine—of the Eurim, and Anakim, a

Rephaim—still stand to bear testimony to the fa

of Revelation. We have thus a venerable recc

more than three thousand years old, contain;

incidental, geographical, and statistical statemei

which few would be inclined to receive on tn
and not a few to cast aside as absurd fables, a

yet close examination proves them to be minut;

accurate."

—

Fnalnjierian.

The Fire Water.—A missionary now living t.;

a North American Indian chief, that he suspecc

the reason why he opposed the progress of ch r

tianity among his people was, because he was fc:

of fire-water. The chief gave him a look of scci

and said, " Yes, I love the fire-water; I know in

destroying me and my people, but how came (

by the fire-water? Before the white man ca«
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Fur "Till) Fiiond."

Bcligieus FerioOical,

One of the uses of a religious periodical is found

in its being tbe medium of conveying instruction

encouragement from one weary traveller toind

among us, we ate fish, doer, beaver and other ani-

mals, and drank the water of our lakes and rivers,

and wo suffered no harm. The white man came
and told us the fire-water would make us very

happy. We drank it, and at last we came to love

it. if you wish us not to make use of it, tell your

own people, your traders, not to bring it among us."

Furuislied for "The Friend."

A testimony from our Yearly Meeting for Wales,

held at New Town, in Montgomeryshire, from the

23d to the 25th of the Fourth mouth, inclusive,

1794, concerning Dorothy Owen, of Dewispren,

near Dolgelly, in Merionethshire, who died the

12th, and was buried in Friends' burying-ground at

Tythuny-Garreg, the 17th of Seventh month, 1793.

This our beloved Friend was the daughter of

Rowland and Lowry Owen, of Dewispren, afore-

said, and educated by them in the profession of the

Truth as held by us; which however prevented

not her discovering in her youth a disposition to

accompany other young people in vain and unpro-

fitable amusements; but about the sixteenth year

of her age being favoured with a visitation of Di-

vine love, she became sensible of the error of such

ways, and by a strict attention to the reproofs of
j

writers

instruction, and entire submission to the operation tages fro

of Truth, she experienced redemption from the

love and spirit of the world, and about the twenty-

third year of her age, she received a dispensation

of the gospel to preach unto others ; to which being

faithful, her ministry was lively and edifying, and

her conduct being consistent therewith, she was
made instrumental to the convincement and ga-

thering of divers, to the principle and profession of

the Truth, iu the neighbourhood where she resided,
I

Divine government, it often requires but little

and where from removals and defection, the mem- j spiritual food from the Lord's store-house, to ani-

bers of our Society were nearly extinct. mate and strengthen the way-faring man, to pur-

We hope we shall long retain in our remem- sue his heavenward journey, without fainting for

brance the sweet savour of her zealous, humble, many days.

meek example, her dedication of time, faculties, Our religious Society, in its peculiar organiza-

and property to the glory of God, and the good of tion, is blessed with many opportunities for doing

her fellow-creatures, consistent with the doctrines I good, in the various offices for religious service

she inculcated
;
particularly in the attendance- of! conferred upon the members; and not only are we

meetings for worship and discipline, from which bound to be faithful in their discharge, but to be

neither distance nor weather prevented her while thankful that we belong to a society, iu which the

of ability, having frequently gone near forty miles gifts and talents bestowed may be occupied to the

on foot, in this mountainous country, to attend her honour of the Giver, in the work of our own salva-
~

"
••• -

jjgu^ ^yj jjjg jjj,|p g[- Q(|jgjg_ Extremes are to be

avoided both iu withholding more than is meet,

and in running without the true guide into crea-

turely activity. Timid, fearful ones sometimes rob

the church of its due, by undervaluing the divine

impressions made upon their minds, and the

another, discharging a duty, and thereby doin,

good to the giver and the receiver. We can bear

testimony to the benefit, and have heard many
speak of its cheering effect upon them. Com-
munications from Friends residing iu different parts,

are often very grateful, answering in some sense

the character of ministerial visits. Properly exer-

cised members have different spheres of action,

and after a subject has been pent up in the mind,
relief is afforded, by committing it to paper, and
sending it forth as a messenger, which reaches

responding hearts who may have no knowledge of

the source, but who are nevertheless often consoled

by finding others are led iu the same path, and
bearing the same description of burdens. We
should be glad to see the supply of useful original

matter increase in "The Friend," a paper that re-

jects all new notions on religion, and spreads and

defends the principles of the society as held by
Fox, Barclay and Penn, and we doubt not that

veil as the readers would reap advan-

it. There are various acts of faithful-

ness, by which the members of the church of Christ,

from whom the whole body by joints and bands
having nourishment ministered and knit togetiier,

experience an increase with the increase of God.
We would not stamp anything too highly that

passes from friend to friend ; but as barley loaves

and a few small fishes, under the Divine blessing,

once fed and satisfied a multitude, so now iu tbe

and supplication in the S]yirit., and watching there-

unto with all perseverance and swpidication for
all saints." " Giviug thanks always for all things
unto God and the Father, in the name of our Lord
Jesus Christ, submiltlng yoia selves one to another
in tlwfear of God." These directions of the apos-

tles indicate that nothing available for the Lord's
honour, and the good of souls can be done, but by
the unction and putting forth of the Holy One, and
however simple tliat may be, it should 'oe done, and
the Lord will bless it, and the instrument would
receive the reward of peace.

Sugar Duties.—To sustain the sugar interests

f Louisiana a duty of thirty per cent, was formerly
3vied, and twenty-four per cent, now is levied upon
II foreign sugars imported into the United States.

Under these provisions the people have paid a tax

(in the shape of duty) upon foreign sugars, import-

d within tbe past nine years, of fjiij mi/lio/is (f
dollars.

Monthly Meeting; even when the inclemency of

the season increased the difficulty to danger.

She contented herself with the least expensive

manner of living and dress, in order to have the

more to distribute to the necessities of others, ten-

derly sympathising with tbe poor inhabitants around

her, and so bright was her example, as to obtain jplicity of the openings of duty, by neglect of which

from one wo< in profession with us, to another, with they also lose the peace, which would be th

horn she had been at a meeting, and who regret- 1 ward of humble submission to the pointings of

ted our deceased Friend's silence therein, the fol

lowing testimony :
" Her conduct preaches daily

to me." Thus may each of us become a preacher

lof righteousness in our generation.

Her last illness was lingering and painful, which

ishe bore witli exeuiplary patience, and was emi-

nently favoured with Divine peace so as sensibly to

affect and gather the minds of those who visited

her, into a participation of the same blessed influ-

ence
; her prospect of future happiness was un-

clouded, and she experienced during the whole

time of her confinement, " the work of righteous-

ness to be peace, and the effect of righteousness,

quietness and assurance forever;" saying very

near her conclusion, the arms of Divine mercy were

wide open to receive her.

Signed in and on behalf of this meeting, by
KicHARD Eeynolds, Clerk.

Sarah Darby, Clerk to the

Truth. A low esteem of ourselves is often brought

about by an invisible hand, and is one of the pn
parations of heart, necessary to receive things nc

and old out of the' treasury. When these things

are received and dispensed to others at the Lord s

bidding, they find their way into iiearts in a

ner and with an effect, of which the servant may
never have any knowledge, and though seemingly

small, at times baptize the members by the Spirit,

which gives them, into one body, and lead to united

and harmonious acknowledgment to the blessed

Head, for his unfailing mercy and goodness,

All services iu the church from its institution,

whether preaching, praying or giving thanks,

to be performed under the power and direction of

the one Holy Spirit. If any spoke, he was to speak
as the oracle of God ; if any man ministered

was to be done as of the ability which God giveth,

that God iVj all things maybe glorified through

Women's Meeting.
|

/csm* Christ. "Praying always with all prayer

Viz.
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Selected for " The Friend."

Ininry.

Immortality and eternal life were brought to

light, that all the invented pleasures of mortal life

in which the world lives, might be denied and re-

linquished ; and for this reason it is, that nothing

less than immense rewards and eternal man-
sions are promised, that all mii;ht be willing to

forsake the vanity, and fleshly satisfactions of the

world, and encounter with boldness the shame and

sufferings they must expect to receive at the hand,

it may be, of their nearest intimates or relations.

If the christian religion admitted the possession of

this world in any other sense, than the simple use

of those things, given of God for the necessity and

coDvenienco of tbe whole creation ; for instance,

did it allow all that pride, vanity, curiosity, pomp,
exchange of apparel, honours, preferments, fash-

ions, and the customary recreations of the world,

with whatever may delight and gratify the senses,

then what need of a " daily cross!" a self-denying

life ! a " working out our salvation with fear and
trembling!" of "seeking the things that are above!"

of having the treasure and heart in heaven! no idle

talking, no vain jesting, but fearing and meditating

all the day, undergoing reproach and even scorn,

and bitter mockings. What need, I say, of these

things in order to gain that glorious immortality

and eternal crown, if vanity, pride, expense, idle-

ness, envy, malice, &c., were allowed by the chris-

tian religion ? Certainly none ! But our Lord
Jesus Christ well knew in what foolish trifles and
vain pleasures, (as well as grosser impieties,) the

minds of men and women were engaged, and how
much they were degenerated from the heavenly

spirit of life into an unlawful seeking after the en-

joyments of this perishing world, and the daily

inventing of new satisfactions to gratify their car-

nal appetites; so He also did foresee the difliculty

all would have in relinquishing and forsaking theni

at His call; wherefore to induce them to it. He
did not speak to them in the language of the law,

that they should have an earthly Canaan, great
I

dignities, long life, and the like; but rather the
contrary, at least, to take these things in their

|

course. He speaks to them in a higher strain 1

1

He assures them of a kingdom and a crown that

are immortal ! that neither time, cruelty, death,
\

grave nor hell, with all its instruments sball ever!

be able to disappoint, or take away from those that

should believe and obey bim. They shall be co-

heirs with Him of celestial happiness, and a glo-

rious immortality ! If it be recorded that those

who would not hear Moses, were to die, much
more shall they who refuse to hear aud obey the

precepts of this great and eternal llewarder of all

who diligently seek and follow him.

And therefore it was that he was pleased to give
us, in his own example, a taste of what his disci-

ples must expect to drink ; namely the cup of self-

denial, trials, and deep afflietions. He came not
to consecrate a way to eternal rest through gold
and silver, ribbons, laces, paints, perfumes, costly

clothes, curious trims, exact dresses, rich jewels,
plays, balls, revels, romances, and the like pastimes

but by forsaking all suchof the world ; no,

things, and sometimes more lawful enjoyments too.
* * He was tempted, as are his followers, with
no less bait than " all the glories of the world ;"

but He commanded to " seek another country,"
and to "lay up treasure in the heavens that fade
not away."

_We must not think to steer another course, or
drink of another cup than the Captain of our sal-

vation bath done before us. No; for it is the very
question he asked James and John, the sons of
Zebedee of old, when they desired to sit at his

right hand and left hand in bis kingdom. Are ye

able to drink of the cup that I shall drink of, and

to be baptised with the baptism that I am baptised

withal ? otherwise no disciples, no christians. Who-
ever they are that would come to Christ, and be

right christians must abandon every delight that

would steal away the affections of the mind from

the Divine .spirit of life, and must freely write a

bill of divorce for every beloved vanity. Some are

ready enough to say " The kingdom of God stands

not in meats, or in drinks, or in apparel," &c.

Right; therefore it is that we should stand out of

them. Jesus Christ was and is manifested, that

by his holy, self-denying life and doctrine, he might

put a baifle upon the proud minds of men, and by
the immortality He brought, and daily brings to

light, might stain the glory of their fading rests

and pleasures; that having their minds weaned
from them, and being crucified thereunto, they

might seek another country, and obtain an ever-

lasting inheritance. " For the things that are seen

are temporal," and these all true christians are to

be redeemed from resting in ; but the things that

are not seen are eternal, to which all are to be
brought, and have their affections chiefly fixed

upon.

A true disciple of Jesus Christ is to have his

mind so conversant about heavenly things, that the

things of this world may be used as if they were
not. Having such things as are necessary and
convenient, he is to be therewith content, without

the superfluity of the world. For, unless there be
an abiding in Christ, it will be impossible to bring

forth that " much fruit" which he requires at the

hands of his followers, and wherein his Father is

glorified'.

From " TUo Leisure Uuur."

The Garden.
(Concluded from page 211.)

We have already adverted to the practice of

modern builders in London, who, by adding a con-

servatory to all the new houses they now erect,

recognize the growing predilection for the flower-

garden. These conservatories are, in average
houses, little larger than mere closets, but small as

they are, they often serve to attach a new interest

to domestic pursuits, and it is really astonishing to

note how much may be done with them by good
management and in good hands. The whole art

and mystery of floriculture is often practised upon
an area of ten feet square ; the most delicate plants

are raised and propagated from year to year, and
specimens of rare flowers are produced only second
to the finest productions of the professors of the

art. On the other hand, it is to be regretted that

numbers of these so-called conservatories conserve
only rubbish, being u.sed by their proprietors as

mere lumber-rooms for the stowage of anything
which it is convenient to cast out of sight; for

the garden instinct, prevalent though it be, is not

universal.

We believe that the rule would be found to hold
good, that the lower classes in our great cities

have more affection for the garden and its floral

produce than the class immediately above them.
Ferhnps the money-making iiabit is not favour-

able to the cultivation of simple tastes and the

love of (in a pecuniary sense) the unprofitably

beautiful. However that may be, wo know it is

a fact that in many a trading-house of no mean
pretensions the in-door garden is couliued to the

basement-floor, and the flowers and greenery
which are ignored and banished from the parlour
and the drawing-room, will take refuge in the

kitchen ; the conservatory may be stored with old

boxes and packing-cases, but Betty has a box of

fragrant mignionette in the scullery-window, ai

a bouncing geranium outside the sill of her be
room.

But if some are indifferent to the in-door garde

others are altogether as solicitous, as caref

against disaster, and as proud of success. It

interesting to note the manifestation of these la

ter feelings in one's walks aboat the metropoli

There are certain districts where, although the:

be no garden-ground, the domestic garden not on
exists but flourishes; and in these districts the:

are generally one or two houses more noted ths

the rest for the beauty of their floral displa

The probability is, that they have inoculated the

neighbours with a love of flowers and an innocei

spirit of rivalry, and that it is to them the publ

are obliged for the delicious and refreshing exhib

tions of the parlour-windows in those loealitie

We could particularize many such houses whic

confront us in our occasional walks, and to who.'

occupiers we always feel grateful as we pause for

momentary look : in one there has been for yea:

past a magnificent campanula filling the entii

window, the bare sight of which is worth a day
march ; in another a blossoming myrtle, frame

in a solid wall of vari-coloured geraniums, fil.s v

the space of a blind ; and in a third, a gracefi

arum rises centrally behind a screen of delica

primulas and monthly roses. One such trea

which a dozen years ago used to greet us on oi

morning round, still exists; this is a garden th:

lasts all the year, save in the coldest winter-month

and which displays its sweets in the window-sil

of a house in Inn, the chambers of a lawyi

and a magistrate. Here tbe sequence of flowe:

comes in with the crocuses in February, and oul

goes out with the chrysanthemums in Novembe
and during the whole season they are the fines

the choicest, the most exquisite in colour, and ii

variably in healthy, thriving condition.

The garden under difficulties presents a rathe

curious and interesting phenomenon. There ai

some men who cannot live anywhere without a

attempt at least at a garden. Like Silvio Pellic

in bis prison, if they can grow nothing else, the|

will grow a weed, and watch and tend that witl

all the interest of a man engaged in a grand ui

dertaking. Of the garden under diiEculties Lot
don presents examples manifold : the only gardei

ground of a large section of the labouring popul;

tion is the sill outside the window, t"he stone-flaj

of the area, or the roof of the house ; all thei

you may see undergoing cultivation without wastin

much time in the search. If the cultivator cai

not raise flowers—if he want means to buy then

or proper soil to grow them—he will console bin

self by growing something green in their place; i

in the long box which serves instead of a row
pots, he cannot grow the sweet-pea, the convolvi

lus, or the mignionette, he will try mustard-ano

cress, or even the scarlet runner, which latter I

will allow to insinu;ite itself into his chambt
through some crevice, and thus cheat himself, whi]

he bends over his labour, with the illusion of a

imaginary garden outside. Sometimes he brinf

home a root of ivy from the fields, and plants it i

the crack between the flags and the bricks at h

front door : sometimes it is a crop of wild hoj

which he raises in a superannuated tub, and whic

by tbe time that autumn is approaching, you sha;

see shutting out half the daylight from his windo
by its super-abundant growth. Then he will mal
ail sorts of experiments, watching the result fro

day to day, as he sits at his loom, or bis last; 1

raises orange-plants and apple-trees from the pi]

of the fruit ; he rears young oaks from acorns, at

young beeches from beech-mast ; he turns plan
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)side down in a glass bottle, and looks for the

aufoniiation of roots into leaves, and vice versa ;

I su-peuds seeds in water to mark the method ot

irmination ; in short, he tries all sorts of possihlc

id impossible things, to get a little nearer, if it

ay be, to the mystery that so puzzles and pleases

d imagination.

The ill-door garden is a very profitable institu-

)n for seedsmen and floriculturists, and they

aintain a careful and constant provision for the

smands it makes upon them. The capital au-

lally invested in plants and bulbs destined to

com in-doors, in London alone, would amount to

I enormous .*um. Two or three guineas the dozen

nothing extraordinary for bulbs at a We;t End
:awing-rooni, and it is thither that the finest

)ral specimens reared by the market-gardeners

the neighbourhood of the metropolis, ultimately

id their way. It is the taste of the rich and

)ble for these exquisite creations which is the

iginating cause and prime mover of the grand

>rticultural shows that periodically take place

roughout the country. Every exhibitor hopes

r the display of some new flower, or some splen-

d variety of plants already known, to attract the

teution of the wealthy amateur, and if he can

cceed in doingso, heissureof a handsome reward.

A valuable addition has of late years been made
the in-door garden by the introduction of air-

Tht glass-cases: these may be of any chosen

lape or size, from that of a large cabinet to a

]gle bell-glass. The air may be admitted at

easure at any temperature, and thus plants which

Buld otherwise fade and die in the winter-months,

ay be kept alive throughout the year. They
e mostly used at present, so far as our observa-

)n extends, for the growing of various kinds of

rns, those of the most delic-ate and picturesque

rras being generally selected ; but there is no

ason why they should not contain flowers, of

hich those growing wild in the fields would sup-

y materials for an appropriate and interesting

lection.

Many persons who keep in-door gardens, are in

e habit of complaining that their plants die in

.e winter, and have to be replaced by new ones

, the spring. This is the result of their own care-

ssness and neglect, and there ought to be no

andation for such a complaint ; on the contrary,

isy should have plants in plenty, and to spare, as

iring comes round. The herbaceous plants should

! cut down in autumn, and the cuttings, after a

ly's soaking in water, stuck into large pots close

I
the edge all round : if stuck in the middle, they

ill be less likely to take root; sand should be

eely njixed with the mould. When they have

ken firm root, they should be replanted singly in

;iry small pots, and shifted into larger as they

fow strong and stout. They should not be en-

furaged to grow much in the winter, and may
ierefore be kept with little moisture and away
am strong light ; when watered, care should be

ken not to chill them, and water slightly warmed
ould be used. A frequent cause of destruction

plants is rotting the roots with too much water;

is olten arises from the use of saucers under the

its, by which the water is prevented from drain-

g away when too much has been applied.

Plants which pass their lives in doors, exist un-

r conditions very diff'urent from those of their

itural localities. This is the principal reason

by so many of them, though they do not die,

ase to be ornamental and worth preserving

:

metiuies they refuse to flower after a certain

riod, and yield nothing but leaves; the cure in

is case is to distress the plant : it is leading too

t and lazy a life to be fruitful ; cut it down,

therefore, in size, lop its roots as well, and give

them less room to expand, and it will soon flower

again. Sometimes a plant runs wild and straggles

upwards in an ungainly way : this may arise from

too fast a growth under stimulating manures, or

from a frequent change of position in regard to the

light. A plant constantly changing its position, if

it flower at all, will flower but feebly. Sometimes
plants which have stood the winter well, will droop

and decline in the warm weather of spring ; this

often arises from checked perspiration; the winds
and invigorating showers of the season have not

reached them, and they suffer accordingly ; in this

case they may be restored to health by a course of

shampooing ; their leaves should be washed with

soft water, by means of an old shaving-brush or a

sponge, until they are perfectly clean and the water

comes away colourless. There is no process which

has so magical an efi'ect upon a sickly plant as this;

it will often restore a patient that seemed about to

perish to a state of vigorous health in the course of

a few days.

In concluding these short chapters on the gar-

don, we may be allowed to revert to the garden

which every man has in himself—the soil being

his own heart, intellect, and affections. Of all

soils this is the most prolific : it has no barren or

unproductive seasons ; it must and will produce

something, and that constantly— if not flowers and

fruit, then rank weeds and poisonous fungi. Here
is a garden-ground which none of us can neglect

with impunity, and which, on the other hand, is

never ungrateful under careful and conscientious

cultivation. May we all strive wisely to make the

best of it, each according to his opportunities,

leaving the result to the Giver of all good.

For "The Friend."

letter of John Barclay.

" Thy last called forth many a fervent aspira-

tion for our mutual preservation, support, and ad-

vancement. Ah ! we must cleave to our only sure

refuge, our stronghold, our very present Helper,

—

and then all will be well ; and we shall be con-

j ducted through all our exercises and strait places,

! receiving the end of our faith. Oh! it is sweet to

Ibe permitted in travelling along this weary land,

to give and receive a greeting in spirit,—to be re-

freshed together as before the Lord, and to be

'made to feel that we are members one of another

;

that we are not without companions in warfare

and suffering; and cheered up by the countenance

of a friend, by even a few lines, or by a hearty

extension of the right hand of fellowship. It re-

'minds me of David, and of his friend Jonathan,

who 'strengthened his hand in God ;' and we may
instructively, and without presumption, refer to the

circumstances of these individuals, with some de-

gree of application to our own case. Oh ! the

trials and strait places, in which some of us are

placec^ in the present day : and how clear does it

appear, that if we flinch not, but are faithful to all

that the Lord requires of us, to be, to do, and to

suffer, for his cause and people, we shall be made
instruments, in our measure, to carry forward his

good work, to stand in the breach, and to be (what-

ever we may think of ourselves,) as saviours on

mount Zion, to judge the mount of Esau, yea, to

turn the battle to the gate.

" The Lord will assuredly, in his own time and

way, send deliverance for his little ones ; for the

Lamb and his followers must have dominion and

victory. Those who are engaged on the Lord's

side, and bound to stand by and uphold his pure

cause, cannot escape the peculiar notice of the

all-seeing eye of the Captain of salvation; who

will not fail to promote, to honour, to make use of.

and to dignify his true-hearted, firm-hearted sol-

diers. So look ye to it,—and Oh ! my soul, look
thou to it,—that we lose not any portion of that

weight of glory, which the Lord ilesigns for us,

—

any portion of that line of usefulness, or of suf-

fering, which should devolve upon us. Let us not
plead any excuses, whether it be trade, family, our
own meanness or insignificance ; nor yet like one
of old say to the seriant of the Lord, ' If thou
wilt go with me, liien I will go,' &c.,—lest it be
said, ' the journey' or the proceeding 'shall not be
for thine honour.' Oh ! for an unreserved sacri-

fice, and a going on in the strength of the Lord,
which is made perfect in weakness ; and also, a
standing still in the true faith, to see and to wait
for his salvation revealed, and his arm made bare
for our help.

" I may assure thee, my dear friend, that thy
exercises and self-humiliating baptisms are only

such as are common to us all, and no more than
needful for the best of us,—to drive us home to

the preserving power, to lay us low and keep us
there ; and are rather marks, how tenderly and
closely our Holy Head and High Priest, our keeper
and shade upon the right hand, hedges us about,

as Satan said, was Job's favoured lot; not leaving

us to ourselves, as we are ready to suppose ; but
constantly interposing with his fatherly cliastenings

and stripes; because he loves us, and hath a pur-

pose of his own glory in our close proving and
refining, as his choice jewels and gold of Ophir.
Dear , believe it is even so, in all thy over-

turnings and tossings. Ah ! would He have re-

ceived a burnt-offering at our hands, and would
He have showed us all these things, if He were
displeased and ready to reject us'; as IMacoah's

wife pleaded. Yea, though He slay thee, trust in

him ;—humble thyself low before him, and in due
season all will work together for thy exceeding

good,—for thy great enlargement in the things of

God. Therefore, be patient unto the coming, and
through all the dispensations, of thy wonderful

Counsellor. I believe the little ones have no cause

unduly to fear, or to let in discouragements and
doubts. However, though we may be permitted

to be trampled upon and broken to pieces, yet the

blessed Truth will outlive it all.

"Third mo. 19tli, 1836."

WorhUij prosperitsj—Christian moderation.—
To hear of thy welfare in those things that are of

eternal consequence, is the principal desire of my
heart for thee ; without this, worldly prosperity

will avail nothing in the great day of account.

But little is enough, when our desires are bounded
by moderation; and I am fully persuaded that no
good and necessary thing will be withheld from

them that walk uprightly. As for myself, I can
truly say, that when I began business, I had no
artificial wants, and my real wants were very few.

I never studied to keep up appearances, and be

like other people; all around me knew that I had
but small means, and I made no other pretensions.

I endeavoured, 1 think, to the best of my ability,

to seek the Lord, and positively did not look be-

yond a sufficiency of food and raiment ; and al-

though an utter stranger to business in every shape,

yet my way was made prosperous ; though per-

haps what i thought prosperity, would be despised

by most in the present day, and probably by many
in that day also.

—

Daniel Wheeler.

Set thyself in the lowest place, and the highest

shall be given thee; for the more lofty the build-

ing is designed to be, the deeper must the founda-

tions be laid. The greatest saints in the sight of

God are the least in their own esteem.
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-MaManufactures in Manchester, N. H.

Chester, N. H., built at Amoskeag Falls, in the

Merrimack river, is one of the cities of New Eng-

land, which have had a marvellous growth, rising

from feebleness and insignificance to places of great

business and industrial importance in a few years.

In 1840, Manchester had a population of 3,223
;

in 1850, 13,392; in 1854, 19,897, and in 1800,

about 25,000. Its growth began in 1838, at which

time there were, within the limits of the city pro-

per, not more than fifty inhabitants.

We have before us a chart of the statistics of

Manchester manufactures for 1860, from which we

learn that the capital stock of the manufacturing

companies is §6,840,000, which run 6154 looms

and 229,132 spindles. Number of female opera-

tives, 4870; male operatives, 2490 ; consumption

of cotton per week, 385,000 pounds ; of wool, 30,-

000 pounds; yards made per week, 1,133,500 ;

yards printed per annum, 17,500,000 ; 2,300,000

seamless bags per annum are woven here. The

monthly pay roll is 8139,200.

Besides the manufacture of fabrics, steam fire-

engines, locomotives, and all kinds of mill machi-

nery are made here ; all kinds of axes, adzes,

hatchets, &c., book and newspaper castings, &c.

Notwithstanding the large number of mills in ope-

ration, it is said that not more than half the water-

power of Manchester has been brought into requi

sitioD, and that some operations will be developed

ere long, which will greatly increase the population

of the city.

The proud and the covetous are never at

but the humble and poor in spirit possess their

souls in the plenitude of peace.

THE FRIEND.
THIRD MOiNTH IG, 18G1

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
BoBOPE.—News from Liverpool to tl;e 2Gth ult.

The market for breiidstuffs was dull and declining.

Cotton had advanced slightly. The London money
market was unchanged. Consols, 91J a 91|.

The Emperor of "Austria has signed the new Consti-

tution, which, among other things, grants legislative

powers to the Diet.

A bill had been introduced into the Italian Parlia-

ment, declaring Victor Emmanuel King of Italy. The
number of troops taken prisoners at Gaeta is 11,000,
with from 700 to 800 cannon and 60,000 muskets,
Francis II. and the ex-Queen of Naples would lake re-

fuge in Bavaria.

The fortress at Messina had not yet surrendered to the

Sardinians.

The supjiression of the convents in Naples had giver
rise to disturbances. The rioters attacked several con-
vents, but were dispersed by the National Guard.
The proclamatiou for the emancipation of the serfs in

Russia, was to be issued by the Emperor on the 3d
The French government, it is stated, has borrowed

one million sterling for the Bank of F
was abundant in Paris, and the rate in open market 4J
per cent.

The French occupation of Syria will be prolonged two
or three months beyond the time originally ri.\ed for its

termination.

The inauguration of the Italian Parliament was cele-
brated in several towns in Venetia.

In the British House of Commons, a motion had been
made for more equality in assessing and levying the
income tax, and carried by a majority against the go-
vernment.

The Daily News says, that the Great Eastern will
leave early this month fur Norfolk, Va., where she is

guaranteed a cargo, chiefly of cotton, for England, the
freight on which will amount to ST5,000.

United States.—CoHi/rw.—The new Senate, which

fourteen of which are from the seceded States. On the

5th inst., the Senate confirmed the Cabinet appoiut-

ts of the President, as follow:

Secretary of State, William H. Seward, of New York,

the Treasury, Salmon P. Chase, of Ohio.

War, Simon Cameron, of Pennsylvania,

the Navy, Gideon Welles, of Connecticut,

the Interior, Caleb Smith, of Indiana.

Attorney-General, Edward Bates, of Missouri.

jstmaster-General, Montgomery Blair, of Maryland.

The votes by which theseappointments were confirmed,

were unanimous for all, except Bates and Blair, who
h a few negative votes. The nomination of

Norman B. Judd, as minister to Berlin, was confirmed,

ber of iu.'erior appointments. The standing

committees of the Senate have been re-organized, each

g now composed of four Republicans, including the

Chairman, and three Democrats.—The late Congress

passed one hundred and eighteen acts and fifteen joint

resolutions. The new patent law, as it passed at the

very last hour of the session, makes some radical changes.

Hereafter all patents granted will remain in force fo

seventeen years, and there are to be no extensions of pa

tents. The salary of the commissioner of patents is in

creased from §3000 to §4500 per annum.—The Presi

dent's inaugural address was denounced in the Senate

by some of the Southern Senators, and defended by
Douglas, of Illinois, who contended that it breathed

peace and conciliation. He thought the President's

patriotic efforts for the preservation or restoration of the

Union ought to receive a cordial support from all.

The Secession Troubles.—The belief seems to be gain-

ing ground that the new administration designs to pur-

sue a very cautious policy in dealing with the embar-
rassments, which surround it. The seceding States

cannot be released from their obligations by the Presi-

dent, but he will probably endeavour to show them that

he has no desire to precipitate a collision, or inflict any
injury upon them. Recent advices from Major Ander-
son at fort Sampler, state that the supplies of all kinds

running very low. Gen. Beauregard, the officer

despatched by the government of the Confederate States

to take command at Charleston, had arrived at his post,

ination expressed perfect confidence that

the fort could be taken. In view of the impracticabi-

ty of reinforcing fort Sumpter, without a sacrifice dis-

propiirtioned to the importance of the object, it is said

the U. S. government will probably soon order its eva-

cuation. Two commissioners from the Southern con-
federacy have been some days in Washington, awaiting
the arrival of the other member of the commission be-

fore proceeding to open negotiations with the govern-
ment. They of course cannot be officially recognized.

The Southern Confederaci/.—The following is the Ca-
binet of the Southern confederacy, as at present consti-

About two-thirds of the i

secession.

Missouri.—The debates in the conven

St. Louis, have manifested a strong Union
The speakers, however, deprecate any attempt at coercing

seceded States. The preservation of the Union by
peaceful means is urged.

Virginia.—The secession party in the convention at

Richmond, appears to be active and able. In the great

diversity of views advanced by the leading members, it

difficult to form an opinion as to its final action, other

than that there is no apparent danger of immedi:

convened on the 4th i

29 Republi( !id 21 Democrats, with 1

special session, consists of

tuted ;

Secretary of State, Robert Toombs, of Georgia.
the Treasury, C. L. Meramingcr, of S. C.

" War, Lerov P. Walker, of Alabam.i.
" the Navy, Stephen M. Mallory, of Florida.

Postnr.aster-General, John H. Reagan, of Texas.
Attorney-General, Judah P. Benjamin, of Louisiana.

TheJudiciary Committee of the Southern Congress ha;

been instructed to inquire into the expediency of pro
hibiting the importation of slaves into the coiifederacy

from the United States, except those owned by persons
emigrating for settlement and residence.—An act has
been passed, authorizing the issue of treasury notes
the amount of one million of dollars.

Georgia.—Governor Brown, of this State, has released

the bark Adjuster, of New Y'ork, in consequence of
presentations made to him by the British Consul at

vaunah, that the cargo she held belonged to the sub-
jects of Gieat Britain. He subsequently attached the

stock in the Macon and Western railroad belonging to

.Northern stockholders, amounting to about $1,000,000.
Louisiana.—The State convention has passed an or-

dinance transferring to the government of the Confe-
2 States the sum of $536,000, the amount of cus-
received, and money seized by the State, the pro-

perj_y of the United States.

—The U. S. troops in Texas having been dis-

organized, and left almost without supplies, by the
treachery of Gen. Twiggs, their late commander, the
steamer Empire City was despatched on the 8th inst.,

from New York, with army stores for their relief. She
would also bring away a portion of the men.

Tennessee.—At the late election, the proposition for

holding a convention was voted down. There were
54,156 votes for, and 67,860 against a convention. The
Union feeling is strongest in East Tennessee.
North Carolina.—This State has voted against the

holding of a convention, by a majority of about 1000,

ites elected were opposed

i, sitting

New York.—Mortality last week, 398. The number ol

inmates in the various public institutions of the city
'

week, was 91 U. The number admitted during the week,

was 1923, and the number discharged, or who died,

1960.

Philadelphia.—Mon&\\iy last week, 2V6.

The Grain Trarfe.—The export of grain from the Unit-

ed States to Europe during the last year, amounted to

23,820,820 biishels. This is said to be the largest quan-

tity ever exported in one year.

Distribution of Seeds.—Upwards of one million papers

of vegetable and flower seeds have been recently put up

at the agricultural division of the patent-office, Wash-
ington, and sent to members of Congress for distril

tion. The seeds were selected in Europe with gr

care, and comprise many varieties heretofore unkno
in this country. Each collection comprise-; one hundrec
and fifty-four different varieties of vegetable seeds, anc

nearly the same number of varieties of flower seeds

The members of Congress from the seceding States ha(

sent to them the quotas to which they were entitled

if in the Union.

RECEIPTS.

Received from Joshua P. Edge, Pa., per A. C, §2, vol

33 ; from P. M'Bride, Io.,S'J, to 20, vol. 35 ; from Da
E. Naylor, 0., §2, vol. 34.

Correction, page 208, from Jos. Collins, N. Y., §2, vol

33, should have been vol. 34.

TRACT ASSOCI.iTION.

The Annual Meeting of the Tract Association

lends, will be held in the Committee-room of Arc
Street Meeting-honse, on Fourth-day evening, the 27t

inst., at eight o'clock. Charles J. Allen, Clerk.

Philad , Third mo., 1861.

WEST-TOWN BOARDING-SCHOOL.
The Summer session of the school will commence o

Second-day, the 6ih of Fifth month next. Friends whi

intend to enter their children as pupils, will please mak
early application to David Roberts, Superintende
the school, or Joseph Scattergood, Treasurer, No. 30

Arch street, Philadelphia.

Third mo. 4th, 1861.

FRIENDS' INDIAN INSTITUTE, TUNESSASSAH.
A man and a woman Friend are wanted to aid i

ducting this Institution. A man and his wife would 1

preferred, one of whom should be qualified to teach

the school. Apply Eb
Marshalton, Chester Co., Pa.

Thos. Wistar,
Fox Chase, Philadelphia Co., Pa.

Joel Evans,
Oakdale P. 0., Delaware Co.,

econd mo. 5th, 1861.

WEST-TOWN SCHOOL.
A Friend and his wife are wanted to fill the statio

of Superintendent and .Matron at West-town Boardin
School.

Application to be made to either of the followi

Friends : Nathan Sharpless, Concord ; James E.mli

West Chester ; Samdel Hilles, Wilmington
; He

Cope or William Evans, Philadelphia.

Twelfth mo. lOth, 1860.

Died, on First-day morning. Second month 10th,

ter a short illness, Joseph S., eldest son of Lindley ;

Anne L. Haines, aged fourteen years ; a member of P
ladelphia .Monthly Meeting.

, at her residence in Upper Darby, on the 2d i

of First month, 1861, Elizabeth Bonsall, in the nini

fourth year of her age.
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ce Two Dollars per aunum, payable iu advance.

JOHN RICHARDSON,

NO. 116 NORTH FOURTH STREET, UP STAIE

PHILADELPHIA.

ostage tQ any p.irt of Pennsylvania, for three

.th3,if paid in ad /anee, three and a-qnarter cents :

ly part of the United States, for three months, if

. in advance, six and a-half cents.

For "The Friend."

Henry Hall.
(Continued from page 218.)

'he character of Henry Hull was largely im-

d with the meekness and gentleness of Christ,

ch gave him great influence for good over others,

ras often his lot to be with those from whom he

ered in opinion ; and while he meekly and

ily maintained what he believed was the right,

mind was so clothed with Divine love, which

Is to gather to God, that be was not only made
it "courteous to all men," but often won the

;nt, as well as the esteem, of his opponents,

igent in preaching the word of life as his Lord
. iM aster called him to it, and qualified him for

lis course showed how deeply he was sensible

t " charity is the bond of perfectness;" and un-

its tendering influence and power he was ena-

i " to reprove, rebuke, exhort, with all long-

'ering, as well as doctrine," and often with the

4 happy results. Love, not the mere natural

ction, but that love which comes from above, is

ced first among "the fruits of the spirit;" and

se who are happily kept under His government

^.
know it to be the ruling motive and grace of

soul, flowing primarily to their Father in hea-

i, and next in degree to all their fellow-creatures,

king them " kind to one another, tender-hearted,

I'iving one another, even as God for Christ's

has forgiven them."

Che tenderne.ss of Henry Hull's feelings towards

vho, through unwatehfulness, had missed

ir way, the loving solicitude with which he

ght their restoration, and gently to win them
ik, as one who was sensible of his own infirmi

and liability to temptation; and the strength

his sympathy toward such as were under atilic

I

are often beautifully apparent in his memoirs,

present a loud call to "go and do likewise.''

till prosecuting his religious labours in Eng
d, we find Ihe following interesting memorau
lis, viz :

—
' We passed on to Settle and Thornton in the

ly, and then crossed the moor to Lothersdale,

ere we had two meetings. The renewed ex-

dings of Divine love, raised in the heart grate-

acknowleilgraents to the loving kindness and

givcness of our merciful Creator, still oflFered to

acceptance of his revolting children, many of

whom are situated hereaway. Mixed marriages

and the consequences arising out of these, furnished

cause of lamentation over the children of some

who had stood faithfully in their day for the cau.se

ard *"''timony of Truth. Oh, praise ye the Lord,

for his mercies endure forever

!

"The following day wc had an unusually large

meeting in Skipton castle, which was to good sat-

faction. How different this from the days when

Truth first broke forth, after a long night of apos-

tacy, when our predecessors in religious profession

were shut up in castles and prison-bouses, secured

with bolts and bars; now the doors of castles,

court-houses, assembly-rooms, and other public

buildings, are freely thrown open to accommodate

our meetings, and there seems an almost general

ngness to attend them. May the professors of

Trutirbe deeply humbled, and brought to an ear-

nest engagement to let their light so shine before

men, that others seeing their good works, may glo-

rify our Father who is in heaven."
" At Brighouse, the power of the Highest

ised me up to bear testimony to the purity of

the Gospel ministry, and to that upright walking

which dignifies the profession of Christianity. I

have seldom been sensible of a more stripped state,

when I took my seat in the meeting ; and

after I felt an cngagemei.t to stand ip, I hud to

proceed in much simplicity; but by degrees, the

waters arose until they became a river to swim
' a place of broad rivers, wherein goeth no

lley with oars, neither shall gallant ship pass

thereby.'

Next day we had a meeting in the Methodist

chapel, at tlie same hour at which their minister

was to have preached them a sermon, and which

formed the people at the commencement of

our meetiug, ' should be preached on the following

Tuesday evening.' I soon after stood up and in-

formed the people, that our views of Divine wor-

ship and of Gospel ministry did not admit of our

concluding beforehand, that we would preach, or

on what subject we would speak, and that I had

taken my seat among them without even a thought

of what might be the subject of communication,

believing that both the preparation of the heart

and the answer of the tongue, were from the Lord

the consideration of which had deeply impressed

my mind since I had taken my seat, with desires

that the professors of Christianity might considei

that our Lord Jesus Christ has declared, ' With

out me ye can do nothing ;'— that an humble de^

pendence upon the assistance he might be graci^

ously pleased to vouchsafe, when he conde.scended

to meet with those who met in his name, would

stay their minds iu reverent waiting upon him, so

that they would not be found warming themselves

with a fire of their own kindling, lest in the end

they should have to lie down in sorrow. The na-

ture of Divine worship, and the qualification neces-

sary to enable a minister to preach the Gospel

aright, opened with much clearness on ray mind,

and I had to ^peak largely upon them ;—the afore-

said minihter was very attentive and expressed hi.-

assent to the doctrines delivered, though his prac-

tice seems so contrary."

" Radway is a poor little village, in a low,

larshy situation, the houses mostly covered with

straw, and the inhabitants in low circumstances.

Our accommodations were in the humble cottage

of the widow Somerfield ;
ard though far ficn

elcijant, it was a mansion of contentment, and

kep't with neatness and cleanliness. She receiveJ

us with true aff'ection and openness, as the servanti

of the church, and entertained us with hospitality.

Her occupation is that of a stay-lace maker ; and

in reflecting on her situation, and the sweet eon-

tent that was apparent, I thought her happier than

the queen on the throne, being free from the fears

nd cares of royalty. In the meeting at this p'ace,

I had to urge the necessity of parents being con-

cerned to train up their children in the way they

should go, they being placed as delegated shepherJs

over them during their minority, and as such must

give an account. Whilst I was speaking, some

ds who were not the children of Friends, behaved

in an unbecoming manner, whispering and laugh-

ng ; which caused me to stop and direct the atten-

tioli of parents to the fruits of their neglect, and

so to admonish the boys for their unmannerly

conduct; after which they were quiet."

I was next at Winchniore-hill and Hartford

meetings, and visited John Prior, whose wife made

acceptable visit, in- Gospel love., to America.

On the voyage thither, she met with a remarkable
'

iveranee, their vessel proving so leaky, that with

all the eflorts the crew could make, they were un-

able to prevent her from sinking ;
and shortly be-

fore she went down, a vessel hove in sight, and

up in time to rescue them from a watery

grave. At Baldock we had an evening meeting,

and the Friends being generally from home, a

young woman undertook to have notice spread,

and despatching her brothers in different direc-

tions, the work was completed with much cheerful-

ness and alacrity."
" We rode to our friend John Glazier's, who,

though indisposed in body, appeared alive in the

Truth, and his company was truly pleasant. In

the early part of their married life, he and his

wife had been members of the Methodist society
;

but John being dissati-fied with the forms and ac-

tivity on which they so much depended, sought the

Lord in retirement, endeavouring to draw near

unto Him in spirit. This resulted in his joining

himself to Friends, a people who depended on the

immediate operations of the Lord's power revealed

in the soul of man ; in consequence of which, he

endured the reproaches of his former associates,

and his wife also expressed her dislike to his

chancre, saying to him, as she herself told me, ' I

wond'er you should go with so silly a people as the

Quakers!—what good can there be among them?'

He very calmly replied, ' Thou dost not know what

I have found amongst them, or thou wouldst not

wonder at nie.'
. , ,

" This reply so wrought upon her mind, that she

could not rest satisfied without seeking to know

what he had met with ;
when Infinite Goodness

was pleased to manifest himself to her, with the

conviction, that they who worship the Father aright,

must worship him in spirit and in truth—that the
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Lord is not pleased with feigned homage, which it

is to be feared, is often the situation of those who
sing psa'.ms, the mind being more intent on the

harmony of the sounds, than engaged in fervent

concern to express only the words of truth and

soberness, from a living experimental knowledge of

the goodness of God, through which they have

been delivered from their spiritual enemies, so as

to be enabled to praise Him on the banks of de-

liverance."
" On our way to Arundel, we dined at the house

of a Friend, whose wife was one of a large family

who had joined the Society by convincement. An
elder sister being at a meeting appointed by Sarah

Harrison, of Philadelphia, was convinced of the

Truth as held by Friends. She became an at-

tender of the meeting at Brighton, though her re-

sidence was nine miles distant, and her father

much opposed to her going. She passed through

great difBoulties, rising early in the morning and

working hard, to have her business accomplished

before it was time to set off for meeting; and after

her return, worked very late to make up for the

time she was absent, and all this beside walking

to and from the meeting. This was very trying to

her nature; but her diligence and constancy had

an effect on her brothers and sisters, and her

younger brother soon accompanied her to meeting

;

after which the others, to the number of eight, one

after another, went with her, and all became re-

spectable members of Society, as did also their

mother. I saw her at Brighton, where she very

constantly attended meeting, and afterward at her

own house, where, for the first time, her husband

showed a friendly disposition toward a minister of

our Society, having heretofore avoided their com-

pany. He came and sat by us, and entered into

pleasant conversation ; and when about to part,

Elizabeth Fry had to proclaim the offers of peace

and salvation unto him, from the Author of all

good, which he heard patiently and quietly, and

very respectfully waited on us to the carriage. His

son Samuel, who had been with us several days,

seemed plea.sed and surprised at this great change

which had taken place in his father ; and we left

the family in tender love, and with earnest de-

sires for their preservation in the line of consist-

ency."
" We had a large public meeting at Horsham,

and afterward a tendering time with a poor afflicted

woman, who had gone out in her marriage with a

person not in membership with Friends. She had
a large family of children, and no helpmeet in her

husband to train them up in a religious life, he

being disposed to take liberties not becoming his

station as a parent. Ah ! how many of our dear

young people, in the days of gaiety and vanity,

take their flight and become separated from the

flock of Christ's coujpanions ! There is here and
there a solitary instance, where such are arrested,

and through repentance are brought back again to

know better days; but frequently we see them
choosing their own ways in marriage, in opposition

to the tender advice and concern of their parents
and friends, and thus plunging themselves into

sorrow. The apostle's advice is of great impor-
tance, 'Be ye not unequally yoked together,'—and
were the youth concerned to move deliberately in

this weighty affair, in the fear and counsel of the

Lord, He who prospered Abraham's servant, would
not leave them to take such steps as would bring
trouble and distress upon them."

" At Plymouth, my mind was brought under
great oppression and sorrow, in considering the

afflictions and distress which many of my fellow-

creatures endure—the port and extensive naval
docks being filled with vessels of war, and many

sick and wounded landed from them, besides num-

! hers of prisoners of war being brought in. I was,

however, comforted in the meeting, and find that

j Friends here are very careful to afford whit as-

jsi^tance they can to the poor sufferers, frequently

visiting the prison-ships and endeavouring to pro-

mote the comfort of the poor prisoners, and using

their influence to prevent their being so closely

stowed together as they often are."

" We attended the Monthly iMeeting at Liskard,

and then had meetings at Looe and Tideford,

which closed our visit to Cornwall. Several of the

meetings we attended were highly favoured seasons,

and the people showed a great willingness to come

to them, the houses in many cases being far too

small to contain them. The number of Friends in

the county is not large, but there appears to be a

convincement going on, and I believe some will

join the Society; though as respects my own la-

bours, I can truly say, my view was to strengthen

the good in all, without seeking to proselyte any.

Vital Christianity is what I wish to see all pressing

after, that Christ Jesus may be their teacher, their

guide and provider, and that there may be less

dependence upon external performances."
" 30th of Third month, I set out for INIelksham,

to attend the Quarterly Meeting for Gloucester and

Wilts, and put up with Mary Jcffereys, whom I

had seen in x\merica, when there on a religious

visit with Sarah Stephenson.
" The Quarterly Meeting was rather a low time,

although ability was given to labour in the Gospel

and to set truth above error, and Friends appeared

to unite in desires that a more strict watch might

be maintained. Here I parted with my dear

friends, George Fisher and wife, and my heart was

broken into tenderness, under a sense of the good-

ness of the Shepherd of Israel, who had influenced

their minds to take such tender care of a poor

traveller ; may I ever be grateful therefor. After

Friends had mostly left the town, I appointed a

meeting for those of other societies, which was held

to good satisfaction. The following day we went

to Cain, where live our valued Friends, Joseph

and William Grundy, who, with their families,

make up the meeting. Joseph has a family of

fine-looking children, his wife being a prudent

mother, endeavouring to bring up her children in

good order and in the fear of the Lord, which
affords ground to hope that a blessing will attend.

Oh, how different with many mothers, who are

careless, and neglect their children's truest interest!

After a public meeting here, we proceeded to the

residence of my companion, William Fry, at Hill-

house : his wife is a woman of a meek and quiet

spirit, manifesting much love to the dear Saviour,

who was graciously pleased to wean her from the

gaiety and vanities of life, in which she had been

educated, having been brought up in the established

church, and turned her mind to the substance of

true religion, and she is now an example of sim-

plicity and plainness."

" As the Yearly Meeting drew near, I took a

journey into Kent, and visited the few Friends

there, whose number is rather increased latterly,

and a new meeting-house is built at Maidstone.

I was at the first meeting held in it, and had also

several large public meetings for those not of our

Society, and returned to London with feelings of

increased love for Friends of that county, believing

there are a few solid and seriously engaged Friends;

but the want of more of this engagement is appa-

rent in others. May the rising generation come
forward, in humble dependence upon the holy

Helper of his people, then I believe Truth will be

more in dominion among them."

CTo bo continued.)

A Cure for Metidicancy.—On the day fixe

orders being previously given, the police of Muni

seized every beggar of every liind that could

found in the streets, and conveyed all, bodily, tc

large manufactory, the character of which was,

fact, that of a work-house, with, however, t

valuable addition of military discipline. Oi

secured within the New Military Workhouse, t

beggars were washed, dressed and fed ; they wi

giveu free permission to stay or go, as they please

but a decree was soon issued, making mendicai:

a breach of the law, and ordering the gendarm

throughout the capital, to arrest any one proved

have been begging. Othello's occupation ti

gone; the beggar, who dared no longer to beg, -n

only too gladlo eat the excellent dinner provid

at the work-house, and to do the work for whi

alone that dinner was the recompense. As a pp
of the success of the system, it may be nientioB,

that in five years' time the institution was realia|

nearly a thousand per annum. But what •%

that ? The real glory lay in the fact that a vicial

idle race of beings, who were numbered by th<

sands, even in so small a city as jNIunicl

gradually converted into honest workmen; w«

instructed in religion, and raised in moral chan

ter ; while the citizens were relieved of what b

been a tax on their purses and tempers alike.

The Art of Doing our Best.

Come out of Bahjlon, vitj -people.—Lately

spirit hath been pretty much in secret mourn

and lamenation, feeling my own frailty, and bei

sensible of the miserable condition of some big

profession, who, nevertheless, are making beds

themselves, and stretching upon couches; yea,

to the spirit of this world, are taking in lai

draughts, like drinking wine in bowls; even

wine which mystery Babylon presents in her go

en cup : but these are not " grieved for tlic aff

tions of Joseph ;" and when the gracious eal

going forth, "Come out of Babylon, my peopi

&c., they are evidently asleep in a spiritual set

Yet I remember that there are many under

name, whose spirits are very different in the hi

sight; whose tents are goodly; whose dwellii

places are beautiful ; whose fortification is the f

of the Lord ; whose language is, " Walk abi

Zion, aud_ go round about her : tell the tow

thereof Mark ye well her bulwarks, consider

palaces," &c. ; and I have no doubt but this Z

of God, this true church, will call a nation tl

she knew not, and nations that knew not her sb

yet run unto her, because of the Lord her 6
and because of the Holy One of Israel in the

of her ; and I often feel grateful in being a me
her of this society.— Sarah \_Lijncs\ Grubb.

Soup and Civilization.—Baron Liebig, in

"Letters on Chemistry," says:—"The quam

of soap consumed by a nation would not be an

accurate measure whereby to estimate its wea

and civilization. Of two countries with an eq

amountof population, the wealthiest and most big

civilized will consume the greatest weight of so

This consumption does not subserve sensual gr:

dcation, nor depend upon fashion, but upon

feelings of beauty, comfort, and welfare attend

upon cleanliness ; and a regard to this feelinj

coincident with wealth and civilization. The

in the middle ages concealed a want of cleanlii

in their clothes and persons, under a profusiot

costly scents and essences, while they were n

luxurious in eating and drinking, in apparel

horses. With us a want of cleanliness is equi

lent to insupportable misery and misfortune."
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A Pilgrimage to my Mother-land.

(CuutiDued from pii^t* -Il'J.j

' I insert here a stray fact, lest it should be for-

ten. In Abbcokuta and throughout the Aku
ntry, old women are seen nursing infants, not

r oicii, as in many instances they were far be-

d the period of life when such a thing is at all

iible.

Wild bees are very common in Africa. One
'i a large swarm alighted near our house. I

lyed to take thum in a box, and after two or

ie unsuccessful attempts, abandoned the under-

ing, as it seemed utterly impossible to induce

ii to take up with a civilized abode. Next

^ning, passing near the box, which was thrown

jlessly under a tree, I was surprised to find,

t they had quite changed mind, and were busily

buring in their new domicile. They continued

iral weeks, when ceasing to hear their busy hum,

tamiued, and found tliat they had again de-

ted. They carried off, of course, all the honey,

left plenty of wax, which I prepared and brought

1 me as a sample of African beeswax. The
Ives 'bought me a charmed man, because, for-

th, I was not stung to death in the under-

ing.

' This section of Africa is sometimes the thea-

of tf rrible thunder-storms. In one of these,

colleague. Dr. Delany, accompanied by —
id, nissionary at Oyo, was caught one night,

irning from a visit to a friend, some distance

n our dwelling. The doctor rode a young

se, unaccustomed to the road ; Reed's could

I ils way back on any road it had travelled.

3 rain fell in torrents, and it was dismally,

illy, absolutely dark ; being out myself that

ht, I could not see my own hands, and some-

es, waiting for the flashes of lightning to show

path, my servant would stumble over me,

ible to discover any object before him. Every

I knows the impossibility of keeping, blind-

led, in a given direction, so we continually de-

ted from the narrow path, and were in immi-

it danger of falling into one or other of the

nerous excavations from which the natives pro-

e clay to construct their walls. A large rock

;rcepted the path my friends took returning

ne, over which Heed's horse, after some urging,

ised, but th-3 doctor's obstinately reftised to fol-

', and Heed's as obstinately refused to return,

last tley concluded to pass round a little to the

ht of where they stood to rejoin each other, in

ing to effect which both lost their way. Reed

hon.e with but little trouble, but the doctor

nt half the night wandering over the least

sited portions of the city, wet to the skin, the

n all the time pouring. He had been but a few

ys at Abbcokuta, and of course know nothing

the language. Coming to a native compound,

essayed to attract attention by the use of the

D or three words, the pronunciation (not the

aning) of which he knew indifferently. With
oud voice, (the doctor is a second Stentor,) he

ed acushe ! (a term of salutation to the Indus-

)us.) The natives were astoni.>hed, and instantly

:.inguibhing their lights, theyfltd to the recesses

their dwelling, and, although the doctor ex-

usted his whole vocabulary in the effort, he could

b induce them to stir. After one or two more
itless attempts at other houses, he at last brougb

his aid a few resolute men who, perceiving that

had lost his way, conducted him safe to the

elling of Samuel Crowther, Jr., whither 1 ar

ed at the same time after a long search to find

D.

"A funeral in this section of Africa is not un-

worthy of notice. A brother of the chief Atam- ! dustrious, enterprising, and carrying with them,

bala having died during my sojourn at Abbcokuta, i one here and another there, a knowledge of some

I wont over to liis house to condole with him on of the useful arts, they have doubtless been the

bis loss. I fouud the old chief in no condition to' means of inaugurating a mighty work, which, now
receive the sort of condolence I was prepared to.tbat it has accompli^hed its utmost, must be con-

offer, as both himself and almost every other per- tiuued in a higher form by the more civilized of

.son present was intoxicated. His compound was the same rnce, who, for a thousand reasons, are

crowded, a large number of his friends being the

to participate in the ceremonies. Drums were

beating, the women singing, and as many as had

sufficient command of their legs, were dancing.

They permitted me to see the corpse, and to my
astonishment I found it wrapped with cloths, in

exactly the same manner as are Egyptian mum-
mies. The cloth is usually the best the friends of

the deceased can purchase. On this occasion they

used one which I had presented the chief a few

days before. It was laid in an open piazza, the

Us around which were draped with velvet and

other costly cloths. All this time there was mov-

ig through the city a pruces.sion, made up of

rummers, men bearing a board covered with

cloths to represent the corpse, women singing al-

ternately songs of lamentation and of praises to

the dead, with other men firing guns, and all

dancing and otherwise enacting the most extrava-

gant gestures.

" The deceased is always buried in the house in

hich he lived. Sometimes a stone is placed on

the spot, on which offerings to his manes are occa-

sionally depo?ited. In some cases, where the party

was greatly respected, on account of his position

on earth, he becomes after death the subject of

eligious adoration.
" The Africans are not behind either the Eng-

ish or Americans in their love of pageantry. The

vriter does not remember a day spent at Abbeo-

kuta without having witnessed something of this

sort. The most frequent were processions of so-

cieties for mutual saving. They are formed chiefly

of women. Once a week each member deposits a

certain amount, the aggregate of which is drawn

by one member, who of course continues her de-

posits, and does not draw again, until all in turn

have done likewise. There is no disadvantage in

drawing last, as those who do so, receive a consid-

eration for the use of their weekly deposits by the

other members.

"Before 1839, little if anything was known of

Abbcokuta. The Yorubas and Egbas recaptured

and taken to Sierra Leone, were sold away before

any such place existed, and no travellers had be

fore been in the neighbourhood, but at this time

vacue rumors began to spread along the coast,

that the different tribes of the Egbas had united

themselves, and had built a new city, powerful from

its natural defences not less than for the brave

hearts and strong arms of its people. These we

joyful tidings indeed to the Egbas at Sierra Leor

in the bosom of most, of whom was immediately

kindled the strongest desire, again to be united to

their long-lost relatives and friends. Conque
'

a thousand difficulties, they eventually earned out

the object of their desire, and in the short time

between 1 a39 and 1842, we are told by— Tucker

in her admirable little book, that no less than five

hundred of them left Sierra Leone for their own

country.
" Simultaneously with these occurrences, the

people of the Brazils and of Cuba, Egbas, Yoru-

bas and other Aku tribes who had obtained free-

dotu, began to return. From all sources there are

now scattered throughout the country, but chiefly

at Lagos and Abbcokuta, over five thousand of

these people, semi-civilized generally, but in some

instances highly cultivated, being engaged as teach-

ers, catechists, clergymen, and merchants. In-

best acla|iteil to its ruccesslul prosecution.

"The h;iud of (jod is in the work, and although

many discouragements and impediments might in-

tercept the path of you who would labour tor such

an end, there is nothing to fear. Persevere, per-

severe, and the Power, which has already been a

safe-guard through so many dangers will aid your

efforts to the end.
CTo be (

Selected.

For onr Young FricnJs

The great benefit ofpatient religious exercise.—
Dear young Friends, our hearts are warmed with

love to you. Wo desire that it may be your fre-

quent concern to seek for an establishment on tiie

only surefoundation, and to wauin humble watch-

fulness for the teachings of the heavenly Instructor.

If conflicts of mind should attend you, and prove

painful and humiliating in their nature, this is no

cause for dismay. Those who steadily pursue the

path of a true disciple, will, through the goodness

j

of the Lord, at times be permitted indubitably to

feel that they are the objects of his paternal regard.

Thus they will have cause to acknowledge the

great benefit of patient religious exercise. They
will, from their own experience, know an increase

of true faith in the power and perceptible support

of the Holy Spirit. Ascribing this to the free gift

of God in Christ Jesus our Lord, they will become

firmly persuaded that the tendering power of Re-

deeming love, though undervalued by too many, is

above all things precious. We are consoled in the

belief, that the feet of many of our beloved young

Friends have been turned into this path. And it is

our earnest desire, that neither the fear of man, tho

offence of the cross, an aversion to the simplicity

of the truth, nor the activity of their own wills,

may interrupt their progress; but that they may,

tbrout^h the unfoldings of Divine counsel, come to

know an establishment in that faith, which giveth

the victory.

—

London Epistle, 1817.

Value of Gold Sweepings.—The New Y'ork cor-

respondent of the Philadelphia Press writes :

—

" Happening in at the publishing house of Harper

& Brother.s, I was not a little surprised at a fact

that transpired during my chat with one of the

firm. The foreman of their bindery, who, has for

some thirty years filled that position, came in with

a bar of gold valued at S307 44, accompanied with

the assayer's certificate. This amount was the pro-

ceeds of gold dust swept up from the floor, and

wiped off"on the rags used by the binders during

three months. I was so much surprised at this bit

of economy that I asked what the value of their

picked-up things amounted to in the course of a

year, and waslold that the gold sweepings were

worth about $1500, shavings from paper, §5000,

shavings from paste-board, S700, and scraps from

leather, SI 50—making an aggregate from those

four sources of §7350 per annum."

The humble man God protects and delivers;

the humble he loves and comforts ; to the humble

he condescends ; on the humble he bestows more

abundant measures of his grace, and after bis hu-

miliation exalts him to glory : to the humble he

reveals the mysteries of redemption, and sweetly

invites and powerfully draws him to himself.
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For "The Friend.", religion. The company seemed taken by surprise,

Sarah [lyncs] Grnbb.
|
and their attention was arrested for a few moments:

There are perhaps, in modern times, few more as the speaker proceeded, and spoke more and

interesting examples of dedication and self-denial, »aiust the customs of the world, signs of dis-

in faithfully maintaining the testimonies, and ad-
; approbation appeared. Amongst those present was

vocating the cross and cause of her dear Redeemer, one lady with a stern yet high-toned expression of

than is furnished to us in the letters of Sarah
j

countenance; her air was distinguished: she sat

[Lynes] Grrubb. erect, and listened intently to the speaker. The

In the early period of her life and ministry, she impatience of the hearers soon became uurestrain-

had often to go into the markets and other places igd : as the Quaker spoke of giving up the world

of public resort, to proclaim the name and power Und its pleasures, hisses, groans, beatings of sticks,

of Jehovah, with the mercy and forgiveness of His
j

and cries of ' down, down,' burst from every quar-

dear Son, through the eternal Spirit, if submission ter. The lady I have described arose with dig-

and obedience were but yielded to on the part of nity^ and slowly passing through the crowd, where

passage was involuntarily opened to her, sheher hearers. One of these visits was to "the

pump-room," (a fashionable place of resort,) at

15ath. And as there are but few accouuts left us

of the manner in wliich she, with her communica-

tion*, was received, except what is contained in her

own journal, it is interesting to be able to select an

allusion thereto from one of her letters, and also a

short description of the same from another pen.

Both of which are^ubjoined :

SARAH LYNES TO ANN PUMPHREY.

" JU'lksliam, First mo. 20tb, 1802.

"My Dear A. P.,—My love towards thee is un-

diminished, though the correspondence between us

is not so frequent as before thou wast married. I

have often had thee very present with me in spirit,

well aware, that although the dispensation we are

individually under is, in some sort, different, we

can unite in the acknowledgment that this is a

world of trials, a fight of afflictions; and oh! my
dear, if we are but working our way to the fairer

inheritance, it is worth all the present suifering ; so

that I wish we may let patience have its perfect

work, while it is our chief concern that obedience

keeps pace with knowledge. My heart is enlarged

in best affection towards thee, dear creature.

" We have indeed used all diligence of late
;

holding meetings very quickly in succession, and

travelling hard : but one of these trying exercises

we had together, is more wearing to the frame than

a great deal in the usual way ; and I may acknow-

ledge that one of these overtook my poor tribulated

soul at Bath, a few days since ; for after having

five meetings there, I was required to go into the

pump-room, amongst the giddy and the gay, [a,

great number of whom were there,) and stand as a

sign for a while, without saying a word ; and then

to declare, as the Lord by his Spirit gave utter-

ance, for about twenty minutes; beginning with

these words— ' I deem no further apology necessa-

ry for this conduct, which may appear so strange

to some of you, than that 1 am here in pure obe-

dience to my God.' Oh ! my dear Ann, the con-

flicts this sacrifice cost me, were thoroughly equal

to any capacity given me to endure.

"I have been almost worn out; my animal

spirits much exhausted; but a day or two mostly

recruits me. We are to hold a public meeting

here this forenoon, one at Devizes this evening, &c.
" Thy truly afi'ectionate, S. Lynes."

VISIT TO TUE PUMP-ROOM AT BATH.

"As my mother grew better, she frequently took

me with her to the pump-room, and she sometimes

told me anecdotes of those she had seen there when
a child. On one occasion, when the room was
thronged with company—and at that time the

visitors of Bath were equally distinguished for rank
and fashion—a simple, humble woman, dressed in

the severest garb of the Society of Friends, walked
into the midst of the assembly, and began an ad-

dress to them on the vanity and follies of the world,

and the insufficiency of dogmatic, without .'spiritual

went up to the speaker, and thanked her,

own name, and in that of all present, for the faith

fulness with which she had borne testimony to the

truth. The lady added, ' I am not of your per

suasion, nor has it been my belief that our sex are

generally deputed to be public teachers; but God
who gives the rule, can make the exception, and

He has indeed put it in the hearts of all His chil

dren to honour and venerate fidelity to His com
mission. Again, I gratefully thank you.' Side by
side with the Quaker, she walked to the door of

the pump-room, and then resumed her seat. Thi:

lady was the celebrated Countess of Huntingdon
—Life of Mary Ami Schimmelpejininck.

Professors of the Truth slmiiU be conformable to

their profession.—Were the professors of the

ed Truth more generally redeemed from the spirit

and friendship of the world, and did they live and

appear more conformable to their profession, light

would spread, and Truth prosper more. But the

eager pursuit after earthly treasure, and employi

in schemes of trade and business, talents, which, if

sanctified by an humble submission to the Truth

might be greatly useful in removing burdens, and

scattering the darkness which now prevails, is cau.se

of sorrow. Much labour is wanting in this land

and some mourn the fewness of rightly exercisec

servants. So much barrenness prevails, that I

sometimes think it scarcely quits cost to travel.

—

John Pembertun.

A HUNDRED YEARS TO COME.

Where will be the birds that sing,

A hundred jears to come ?

Tlie flowers that now in beauty spring,

A hundred years to come?
The rosy lip,

The lofty brow,

The hearts that beat

So gaily now?
where will be love's beaming eye,

Joy's pleasunt smiles—sorrow's sigh,

A hundred years to come ?

Who'll press for gold this crowded street,

A hundred years to come?
Who tread yon church with willing feet,

A hundred years to come ?

Pale, trembling age.

And tiery youth,

And childhood wiih
Its brow of truth;

The rich, the poor, on land and sea.

Where will the mighty millions be
A hundred years to come?

We all within our graves shall sleep,

A hundred years to come.
No living soul for us will weep
A hundred years to come.

But other men
Our lands will till.

And other men
Our saeets will (ili;

While other birds will sing as gay,

As bright the sunshine as to-dav,

A hundred years to come. T. M. Snou-:

For " The Friend

Reading lately the following " Complaint" of the p
Young, on the love and pursuit of riches, I thoughl

ed inst/inctive and admoniicry hints for us at

present lime. Not remembering ever to have seen th

n the pages of "The Friend," I transcribe the fulk

ng Hues for insertion in that instructive and valua

journal.

temporary poet, on the same subject, thus i

pressively invokes his muse, which may well act a,

prefatory part to the other :^

Aid slighted Truth with thy persnasive strain.

Teach erring man to spurn the rage of gain
;

Teach him that States, of native strength possest,

Though very poor, may still be very blest;

That trade's proud empire bastes to swift decay.

As ocean sweeps the laboured mole away;

—

Goldsm,

FROM NIGHT VI.

And burns Lorenzo still for the sublime
Of life? to hang his airy nest on high,

On the slight timber of the topmost bough.
Rocked at each breeze, and menacing a fall :

Vet jieace begins just where ambition ends.

What makes man wretched? Happiness denied 7

Lorcuzo! no, 'tis happiness disdaihed.

.She comes too meanly dressed tu win our.smile :

And calls herself Content, a homely name I

Our flame is transport, and content our scorn.

Ambition turns, and shuts the door against her,

And weds a toil, a tempest, in her stead;

.A. tempest, to warm transport near of kin.

Unknowing what our mortal state admits.

Life's modest joys we ruin while we raise;

And all our ecstasies are wounds to peace I

Peace, the full portion of mankind below.

And since thy peace is dear, ambitious youth!
Of fortune fond, as thoughtless of thy fate.

As late I drew Death's picture, to siir up
Thy wholesome fears ; now, drawn in contrast, see
Gay Fortune's, thy vain hopes to reprimand.

See, high in air, the sportive goddess hangs,

Unlocks her casket, spreads her glittering ware.

And calls the giddy winds to puff abroad
Her random bounties o'er the gaping throng.

All rush rapacious; friends o'er trodden friends;

Sons o'er their fathers, subjects o'er their kings.

Priests o'er their gods, and lovers o'er the fair,

(Still more adored) to snatch the golden shower.
Gold glitters most, where virtue shines no more;
As stars from absent suns have leave to shine.

Oh, what a precious pack of votaries

Unkennelled from prisons, and the stews,

-

Pour in, all opening in their idol's praise;
]

All, ardent, eye each wafture other hand,
And, wide-expanding their voracious jaws.

Morsel on morsel swallow down unchewed,
Untasted, through mad appetite for more

;

Gorged to the throat, yet lean and ravenous still:

Sagacious all, to trace the smallest game.
And bold to seize the greatest. If (blessed chance 1)

Court-zephyrs sweetly breathe, they launch, they fly

O'er just, o'er sacred, all-forbidden ground.

Drunk with the burning scent of place or power,
Staunch to the foot of lucre, till they die.

The Bee Annoyance in California.— Since i

extensive importation and production of bees

California, they have become, in many respects

source of great annoyance. The housekeeper,

cooking, the grocer and fruit-dealer, all have thi

swarming by hundreds, and perhaps thousani

around their premises, rivalling the house-fly

troublesome propensities. A Sacramento co

dealer recently obtained a quantity of coal wh
had a cask of molasses broken over it. When t

coal was brought into the yard, the bees collect

in such quantities that he spent half a day witl

hose in washing oft' the coal in order to remove (

temptation. They have partially destroyed I

produce of several vineyards near SacramenI

when the grapes were gathered, it was found tl

the little thieves had extracted the juice. A;

matter of course, a large number of bees are i

cessarily destroyed while poaching on forbidd

ground. Is there no remedy for these diflicultit

asks the Sacramento News. Can bees be ki
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om annoying everybody but tbeir owners, and at

le same time preserve tbeir own lives, or must tbe

rils complaiued of continue to increase in magui-

jde?

—

Late Pa[jer.

For "The Friend."

Emancipation in Jamaica.

Tbere being still some controversy as to th

eneficent effects of the abolition of slavery in tb

Jritisb West Indies, it is not a little satisfactory to

leet with any trustworthy information tending to

brow light on the question. Such, we apprehend,

oay be found in tbe following notice of a meeting,

leld in London on tbe 20th of last month. It is

aken from tbe Loudon News.
" Yesterday a public meeting was held at Willis

ooms, under the au^pices of tbe Baptist Mission-

iry Society, and presided over by C. Buxton, iM. P.

,0 receive a report from tbe deputation of the so

iiety—Underbill and J. T. Brown—of their re

jent visit to tbe West Indies.

" The chairman observed that the meeting was

especially interesting, as drawing a contrast between

tbe conduct of the United States on tbe one band

jnd of England on the other, on tbe subject of

slavery, and showing tbe marked results. When
tbe independence of the United States was estab-

lished, all ber great statesmen looked forward to

tbe abolition of slavery at no distant day. Eighty

years bad passed since that time, but so far from

slavery having been put an end to, the number of

slaves had been enormously increased, and slavery

bad become one of tbe national institutions of tbe

country, to which the Southern States clung with

extraordinary tenacity. The result was, that while

the free States bad progressed in commerce, science,

literature, the arts and all that contributed to the

civilization and happiness of mankind, the Southern

or slave States bad lagged behind, and more pi

erfuUy was that result marked at this moment by

the threatened disruption of the LTnion, and con

sequent sacrifice of tbe prestige and glory of that

great American empire. On tbe other band, Eng
land bad, at considerable sacrifice to herself for tb

time, abolished slavery in all her colonies, and the

deputation would inform them of the effect which

that act bad had upon the prosperity of tbe West
India Islands, the progress of which had of late

years been most remarkable, though no doubt for

tbe first two or three years after emancipation,

ruin appeared to threaten them. The exports and

imports had largely increased. The negroes had

acquired property, which could not be estimated at

less than £2,000,000. The total exports and im-

ports, which, in tbe four years ending 1853, were

less than £32,000,000, bad in tbe four years end-

;ing 1857, risen to £37,000,000, and generally tbe

condition of those colonies was rapidly improving,

land tbe indigenous population rising in the social

scale.

I

" Mr. Underbill, having explained that, in con

i

sequence of tbe conflicting statements made in thi;

country as to tbe condition of tbe West India co

lonies, as resulting from the abolition of slavery, he

and his colleagues bad been deputed to make per

Bonal inquiries as to the condition of Jamaica, and

Lad in carrying out tbeir inquiries occupied many
months, proceeded to state what they had ascer

tained in the course of their mission. He admitted

that Jamaica was not so prosperous as Trinidad,

Barbadoes, and some other of the West India Is-

lands, but denied that its inferior position was

owing to emancipation. Jamaica was yet in a

transition state ; its social arrangements bad been

formed for tbe purpose of cultivation by slave la-

bour, and tbe prejudices of tbe people were opposed

to making tbe necessary alterations. Those changes,

however, were now in progress, a middle class of

artisans and shopkeepers was springing up, and

tbere was every prospect of a rapid improvement.

The ruin of tbe planters, of which so much has been

said, was owing, not to emancipation, but extrava-

gance and mismanagement, by which the proper-

ties had become so heavily encumbered that they

could not be worked with profit. Tbere was no

deficiency of labour, as was proved, not only by

the large number of labourers as compared with

the entire population, but by tbe fact that tbe rate

of wages was not rising but falling. Amongst

other causes he enumerated as baviug contributed

to tbe difficulties of tbe sugar growers, was tbe re-

fusal of the Legislature to adopt the more liberal

immigration laws which Barbadoes acted upon im

mediately after emancipation—and principally tb

competition of other sugar-growing countries when

the sugar duties were equalized. He and bis col-

league°had travelled through the island, but had

never seen a single estate which bad been aban-

doned for want of labour; but the fact was that

the negro was now a competitor with the planter

for his own labour, and naturally served himself

first. With regard to tbe negro peasant class, tbe

beneficial effect of the act of emancipation was

complete. They no doubt at first left the estates

in large numbers, but that was principally owing

to the treatment they received from the old plant-

ers, who bad now either died out or left the island.

He denied that tbe negroes of Jamaica were a lazy,

indolent race; on thecontrary,they were industrious

and careful, and be added that, so far from th

being mere squatters upon the laud, which means

men settling down upon a place to which they bad

no title—a thing which was impossible in Jamaica

—three-eighths of tbe cultivated land in the island

had been acquired by tbeir own industry since

emancipation, and there was scarcely a family that

did not keep a horse or mule. Tbe value of the

land they bad thus become possessed of, was

upwards of a million sterling, in addition to which

they had built and furnished comfortable, and in

some instances very genteel bouses. He estimated

besides that tbere were not less than 5000 sugar

mills—rude and small ones he admitted—possessed

and worked by the negro peasantry, who were now

actively engaged on tbeir own account in tbe cul-

ture and manufacture of sugar. He added, too,

that they were generally a sober and moral class

of people. He calculated that tbe entire property

in land, houses, horses, implements, clothes, savings

banks deposits (upwards of £40,000) and other

articles was worth not less than £2,300,000, all

acquired since emancipation. Tbe exports of Ja-

maica averaged £1,057,000 per annum, chiefly

produce raised by negroes, and he believed th

produce of tbeir industry altogether was about two

millions and a quarter, or two millions and a half

a year. The speaker quoted various statistics, and

pointed out the number of towns, villages and mar

kets which were springing up all over tbe island,

as marking tbe improved condition of tbe negro

people; and as showing the religious feeling of

these people, he stated that they bad built 220

chapels, and numbered 53,000 communicants, or

about one-fourth of tbe entire community. All

this progress bad been made without government

aid, and under a system of taxation by no means

favourable to tbe negro. He believed tbe tide of

difficulty in Jamaica bad turned, and tbere was

every prospect that its future, under freedom, would

be far more prosperous than its past bad b;en un-

der slavery."

But how is it possible for

peace, who continually

we have no concern,

that man to dwell Ion

intermeddles in the affairs of another; who runs

abroad seeking occasions of disquietude, and never

or but seldom to God in the retirement of a recol-

lected spirit. Blessed are the meek and single-

hearted, for they shall possess the abundance of

peace.

1 Friend.'

We might enjoy much peace if we did not busy

our minds with what others do and say, in which

Wherein consists tbe duty of Friends towards

those who have become oflenders ? does it consist

merely iu iuquiring of such if they continue satis-

fied with the course they are pursuing? with the

suggestion, that if so, it cannot be presumed they

wi.sb to retain tbeir right in society. !Nay : cer-

tainly must be the response of every honest heart,

which has in anywise become acquainted with the

principles and practice of our religious Society.

For, if this were tbe case, where is that labour of

love, in meekness and forbearance, which is en-

joined in order to restore, if possible, the backslider ?

to bring the wanderer from the path of rectitude,

back to the Father's house. What spiritual endow-

ments would bo requisite to qualify for the import-

ant duty of committees to deal out suitable counsel

and adviee to such as have missed their way X

would it not make easy work of disowning mem-
bers from society; for who could not ask such ques-

tions ? and if the answer be given iu tbe affirma-

tive, report to the Monthly Meeting that they have

attended to their appointment. If it be claimed

by any making profession with Friends, that all a

committee appointed to treat with offenders has

to do, is to ascertain whether such are satisfied

with pursuing tbe course that has given rise to a

charge against them, be that what it may, or, if

indeed that be all a committee find themselves

qualified for, or able to do, is it not obvious that they

ire by no means prepared to do the Lord's work,

and that they are only to be accounted of as un-

profitable servants, or as those who have the form

of godliness without the power? Is it not plain

wherever any give latitude to* an overbearing

dividing spirit, and suffer it to carry them beyond

tbe plain provision of tbe discipline, insomuch

that they find themselves so cramped by it, as to

be obliged to institute as a plea that their con-

science requires them to act contrary to it; assert-

ing that the discipline is but a form of words, and

is now broken down, and cannot be carried out

;

and are filled with censoriousness towards all

Friends, who do not acquiesce in tbeir peculiar

views ; that they are themselves out of tbe boud of

charity, and estranged from the true order of tbe

gospel? For, to whom is the law broken? cer-

tainly, only to him that breaketh it. If it were

otherwise, what a confused mass society must in-

evitably be reduced to. It is no new thing that

some are concluding the old paths of self-denial are

too straight for them : yet the law remains as good

as ever it was to all who are willing to abide un-

der it ; but to them who have gone after other

gods, and forsaken their first love, it is indeed

broken. It by no means follows as a consequence,

that because some do overreach the law, or show

themselves unwilling to be governed by it, the law

must be condemned ; especially a law that has

been instituted by Divine authority, as Friends

have ever claimed the discipline to have been.

Neither can we believe any one justly chargeable

with indulging in a fault-finding spirit, who only

speaks bis candid sentiments in opposition to what-

ever tends to undervalue tbe long established and

well attested principles and practice of the Society

of Friends.

Iowa, Second mo., 1861,
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The Depths of (lie Ocean.—Tht depths of the

Pacific are as yet imperfectly explored ; those of

the Atlautic, however, have been better ascertained

;

and from Maury's map we may derive a good

general idea of the shoals and abysses of this

great sea bed. " The deepest depression of the

Atlantic basin seems to lie between thirty-three

degrees and forty degrees N. latitude, where tbe
j

plummet [though we must allow for errors occa-
j

sioned by the possible deflection of the line] bas

been lowered to the deptb of 30,000, and even
]

40,000 feet." " At short distances from Madeira,

the Cape de Ycrd Islands, and the Bermudas, the

sea deepens to 12,000 and 15,000 feet, so that,

seen from the ocean ground, yon isle-clusters would

appear as the summits of mighty mountain lands,

grand and imposing as the Andes." Pointing out

how, towards the North, the bed of the Atlantic

rises and forms, between Ireland and Newfound-
land, a plain, the depth of which seems nowhere

to exceed 11,000 feet, the author comments on the

self-multiplying benefits of speculative knowledge,

remarking that a discovery which twenty years

ago might have been considered valueless to man-
kind, now justifies the hope " that one day the

bold idea of uniting the two worlds by means of

the electric telegraph, may be realized !" The
enclosed European seas are comparatively very

shallow. The depth of the Baltic seldom exceeds

250 feet, and there is only one spot where the

sounding line finds a depression of 840 feet. Be-

tween the Orkneys and Norway, the North Sea
has its maximum depth of 800 feet. The Medi-
terranean, in some parts, attains a depth of more
than 6000 feet; the Black Sea, with the same
reservation, of more than 3000

; while the waters

of the Adriatic everywhere roll over a shallow

bed.

—

London Spectator.

For " Tlie Friend."

John Barclay.

The following memorandums were made in the

year 1817, when the writer was about twenty years

of age. It should be remembered that his educa-

tion, and the iniluences to which he was subjected

in early life, were not calculated to lead him into

the strait and narrow way, or induce him to sub-

mit to the restraints in dress and address which
our profession requires of its members. He found,

however, as the work of Divine grace progressed in

his heart, that he must take up the cross in these

respects, and become even as a fool for Christ's

sake. It is the willing and obedient whom the dear

Saviour condescends to instruct in his school, and
make wise unto salvation, and we must be faithful

in the little, if we would be made rulers over more.
" The subject of dress has very frequently come

under my serious consideration,—it has of late been
still more often and more deeply impressed on my
mind

;
and as I have kept quiet and calm, singly

desirous to know and to do whatever might be re-

quired, the matter has opened more and more
clearly before my view ; and some things with
regard to it, which have been hitherto hid from me,
whilst in a disposition to follow my own reasonings

and fleshly wisdom, or concerning which I secnie<l

then to be uncertain and undecided, now bri<yhten

up into clearness, so as to make me to conclude
they are indisputably right for me to adopt. And
suiely, I may add, no sooner is a truth clearly

manifested,— a duty distinctly marked out, than it

should, without hesitation, be obe3-ed. With re-

gard to my present dress, and outward appiArance,
it is evident there is much to alter. That dress, from
which my forefathers have, without good reason
and from improper motives departed, to that dress

I must return : that simple appearance, now be-

come singular, which occasioned and still continues the drawer, who had also become a bankrupt. Tb
to occasion the professor of the Truth, suffering and wantonly-libelled men had thus become ereditoi

contempt, the same must I also take up, and sub- {of the libeller! They now had it in their powe
to make him repent of his audacity. He coul

not obtain his certificate Tvithout their signatun

and without it he could not enter into bu^ines

again. He had obtained the number of signa

tures required by the bankrupt law, except one

It seemed folly to hope that the firm of tbe broth

ers would supply the deficiency. What! they wb
had cruelly been made tbe laughing-stock of th

public, forget the wrong and favour the wrong
doer '/ He despaired. But the claims of a wifi

and children forced him at last to make the appli

cation. Humbled by misery, he presented him?el

at the counting-house of the wronged. Willian

Grant was there alone, and his tir.-t words to thi

delinquent were, ' Shut the door, sir !'—sternb

uttered. The door was shut, and the libeller stooc

and detect within us evil, but that good principle
j

trembling before the libelled. He told his tale

which manifests what is evil. It is, therefore, the and prod

mit to the consequences thereof. Some may object

to this, as if it were improperly ' taking thought;'

but I differ from them, not in the rule itself about
the anxiety bestowed on clothing, but about the

application of that rule. It is right, if the vain

customs, folly and fashion of this world, have in-

sinuated themselves into any branch of our daily

conduct, to eradicate them, with every one of their

useless innovations, whatever trouble, anxiety, or

persecution it may cost us. But after we have once

broken our bonds, we shall find a freedom from
anxiety, trouble, or thought about our apparel, far

surpassing the unconcern and forgetfulness, \Nhich

seem to deaden the spiritual eye and apprehension
of the slave of custom."

1817. Third month. "Nothing can show us,

business and duty of all men, in respect to their

salvation, to become acquainted with the grace and
Spirit of the Lord Jesus Christ, as it is revealed,
and appears to all men ; to follow its leadings, to

obey its teachings, to heed its reproofs. And how
are we to become acquainted with—how shall we
know its appearance 'i There is nothing of or in

man that is good, but that which is of and from
God,—that which is of and from His grace and
Spirit. Therefore, 0! reader, follow that which
inclines to good in thee ; and whatever gives thee

inward pain, and trouble of mind abstain from.

The more we turn away from and deny sin through
Divine grace, the more weak is its power, in and
over us ; but the less we mortify our evil inclina-

tions, the less power we have to resist them, when
next they assail us. He that is faithful over one
city, will be made ruler over many ; as he that
improved his talent, was said in the Scriptures, to

be intrusted with more. If any one says, how shall
;

' I do, I do !' said the g
I know assuredly the teachings of the Holy Spirit

'

' '

"

from the suggestions of my own mind and reason,

or from the insinuations of him, who sometimes
puts on the resemblance of an angel of light ? Oh !

inquiring reader, know of a truth, that whatever
may be the artifices and deceitful appearance of
the enemy, whatever may be the reasonings, im-
aginations, and mental workings of the natural

part in thee, however specious, however excellent

they may appear,—yet they are easily, and with
certainty, detected, by the humble, waiting patient,

praying soul
;

yes, by every one who, in sincerity

and simplicity, thirsts and hungers after the know-
ledge and performance of the whole will of God
concerning him. These shall know the truth, and
the Truth shall make them free. These shall know
Him who is truth; these shall be led and guided
into all Truth."

love is Power.

The following incident, illustrative of the power
of unmerited kindness to subdue the heart, is taken
from Chambers' Miscellany :

—" Many years ago,
a warehouseman published a scurrilous pamphlet,
in which he endeavoured, but very unsuccessfully,

to hold up the house of Grant Brothers, England,
to public ridicule. William remarked that the

man would live to repent what be had done ; and
this was conveyed by some tale-bearer to the
libeller, who said, " Oh, I suppose he thinks I

shall some time or other be in his debt ; but I

will take good care of that." It happens, how-
ever, that a man in business cannot always choose
who shall be his creditors. The pamphleteer be-

came a bankrupt, and the brothers held an accept-

ance of his which had been endorsed to them by

d his certificate, which was instantly

clutched by the injured merchant. ' You wrote

pamphlet against us once,' exclaimed W. Grant
The applicant expected to see his parchn

thrown into the tire. But this was not its desti-

nation. W. Grant took a pen, and writing some-

thing upon the document, handed it back to the

bankrupt. He, poor wretch, expected to see

' rogue, scoundrel, libeller,' inscribed, but there

was. in fair round characters, the signature of the

firm. ' We make it a rule,' said W. Grant, ' nevei

to refuse signing the certificate of an honest trade

man, and we have never beard that you were any-

thing else.' ^
' The tears stood in the poor man's eyes. 'Ah,

said W. Grant, ' my saying was true ! I said yot

would live to repent writing that pamphlet. I did

not mean it as a threat, I only meant that somtj

day you would know better, and be sorry you hadi

tried to injure us. I see you repent of it now.

teful man ;
' I bitterly^

repent it.' ' Well, well, my dear fallow, you know!

us now. How do you get on ? What are youi

going to do?' The poor man stated that he badi

friends who could assist bim when his certificat£i

was obtained. ' But how are you off in the mean
time?' And the answer was, that having giveoi

up everything to his creditors, he had been com-'

pelled to stint his family of even common necessa-'

ries, that he might be enabled to pay the cost ol

his certificate. ' My dear fellow, this will not do:

your family must not suffer. Be kind enough tc

take this ten-pound note to your wife from me
There, there, my dear fellow. Nay, don't cry, il

will be all well with you yet. Keep up your spirit's,

set to work like a man, and you will raise your bead

among us yet.' The overpowered uian endeavoured

in vain to express his thanks; the swelling in his

throat forbade words. He put his handkerchief tc

his face, and went out of the door, crying like a

child."

1773. Lay hands suddenly on no man; for w^

have cause to believe that injudicious encourage-

ment hath tended to promote an unsound ministrj

in some places. It is therefore recommended, that

the approved ministers and elders, in the several

Monthly Meetings, would tenderly advise thos

that come forth in public testimony, to

tiently under a deep consideration of their state

infancy and childhood, without intruding then

selves into meetings of ministers and elders. Whe
their fruits afford sufficient evidence of the qual

ficition for so important a service, that such your

ministers be reported to their Monthly or Qua
terly Meetings, which, upon solid and delibera

consideration, may, i

~
. .the wisdom of Truth sha
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ein meet, recommend tbem to the meetings of

linisters and elders, in order to their becoming

sgular members of those meetings.

Epistle of Ccurgc Fox.

Whilst I was kept in Lancaster jail, I was moved

give forth the following paper, " for staying tbe

lind of any such as might be hurried or troubled

bout the cliange of government."

All Friends, let the dread and majesty of God

11 you ! And as concerning the changing of times

nd governments, let not that "trouble any of you;

jr God hath a mighty work and hand therein. He
rill yet change again until that come up, which

lust reign ; in vain shall powers and armies with-

tand the Lord, for his determined work shall

ome to pass. But it is just with the Lord, that

is now come up, should be so, and he will be

jrved by it. Theretore, let none murmur, nor dis-

rust God ; for he will provoke many to zeal against

nrighteousness, and for righteou-ness through

> which are suflered now to work for a sea-

yea, many whose zeal was even dead, shall

Bvive again, shall see tlieir backslidings, and bewail

lem bitterly. For God shall thunder from hea-

, and break forth in a mighty noise, his enemies

bail be astonished, the workers of iniquity con-

junded, and all that have not the garments of

hteousness shall be amazed at the mighty and

trangc work of tbe Lord, which shall be certainly

rought to pass. But my babes, look ye not out,

ut be still in the light of the Lamb ;
and he will

ight for you. The" Almighty Hand, which must

ireak and divide your enemies, and take away

leace from them, preserve, and keep you whole,

Q unity and peace with itself, and one with an-

ither. Amen. 1660. G. F.

Imperfeclion only is intolerant of im-perfcrAion.

It has seemed to me that you have need of more

enlargedness of heart in relation to the defects of

others. I know that you cannot help seeing them

hen they come before you, nor prevent tlie opi-

nions you involuntarily "form concerning the mo-

tives of some of those about you. You cannot even

get rid of a certain degree of trouble, which these

things cause you. It will be enough if you are

willing to bear with those defects, which are un-

mistakable, refrain from condemning those which

are doubtful, and not suSer yourself to be so af-

ictod by them as to cause a coolness of feeling

between you.

Perfection is easily tolerant of the imperfections

of others ; it becomes all things to all men. We
must not be surprised at the greatest defects in

good souls, and must quietly let them alone until

God gives the signal of gradual removal ; other-

wise we shall pull up the wheat with the tares.

God leaves, in the most advanced souls, certain

weaknesses entirely disproportioned to their emi-

nent state. As workmen, in excavating the soil

from a field, leave certain pillars of earth, which

icatc the original level of the surface, and serve

to measure the amount of material removed,—God,

he same way, leaves pillars of testimony to the

extent of his work in the most pious souls.

Such persons must labour, each one in his de-

gree, for his own correction, and you must labour

to bear with their weaknesses. You know from

experience the bitterness of the work of correction
;

strive then to find means to make it less bitter to

others.— Finiion.

An angry man stirreth up strife, and a furious

man aboundeth in transgression.

Maddne-Made Chains.—Machinery has been

)erfected in America, says the London American,

or the manufacture of chains of every description.

rhe smallert chains as well as the largest are con-

itructed with a surprising rapidity and exactness,

rhose for triramiiig jewelry, little larger than an

)rdinary pin, to the largest sbip-cables.

The machines for the manufacture of watch and

)ther small chains have been brought from Ame-

ica, and are now used at Birmingham, each doing

he work of fifty bands, and more perfectly than

,t is possible to accomplish it by manual labour.

The machines for manufacturing cables have

not, we believe, been used in this country, though

'or some time employed to a limited extent in

A.merica. jMany of the cables, we may say the

;reat majority, with which the American marine

IS furnished, are now manufactured by the old

process in the iron districts of England. For this

jnd other purposes a large amount is yearly im-

ported.

If the chain-makers of Wolverhampton desire

to retain this foreign trade, or even tbe domestic

trade, they must follow the wi^e example of the

Birmingham gold chain makers in introducing these

labour-saving" machines. We learn that a com-

pany has been organized in New York, with a

capital stock of 81,000,000, for the purpose of

manufacturing chains of every description. They

are to manufacture with machinery invented by a

gentleman who has spent thirteen years in perfect-

ing it, and for which invention they have paid him

the sum of three hundred thousand dollars, or

more than £60,000.

Nothing but faithfulness and diligence, in doing

the will of God from the heart, and makinc

sacrifice of our own, will ever enable us to give

our account with joy.

THE FRIEND.
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The Friend who forwarded us an account, no-

ticed in our twenty-sixth number, of an accident

which occurred to some Friends going to Butter-

nuts Quarterly Meeting, informs us that it was in-

correct as regards the number who were precipi-

tated into ihe river, and sends us the following

statement of an eye-witness, taken from the Utiea

Herald :

"x\.s John Grandy, of Paris, Oneida county, -with

a two-horse sleigh, containing his wife, her daugh-

ter Lydia P. Hakes, and Sarah N. Hunt, daugh-

ter of Mary A. Peckham, were a-c.^nding the

bridge, about twenty-five feet thereof gave way,

and let them into tbe main channel of the river,

which was high and rapid. Tbe horses, sleigh,

timber, plank and people fell in one mass together.

David Peckham and wife, and Daniel Peckham

and wife, of Westihoreland, were in cutters near

the bridge. These men left their wives and cut-

ters, ran to the bridge, and saw these persons with

just their heads out of water, clinging to the frag-

ments of the broken bridge, swiftly floating down

the rapid stream. Daniel leaped the fence, run-

nine down the river, while his wife wheeled the

horse, and speedily drove to the village, about half

a mile distant, for help. She was so fortunate as

to find Dr. Burch, of New Berlin, whose timely

aid and medical advice and assistnuce were of great

service to us. David Peckham, at the same time

ran his horse down the river road, and secured the

only skiflf to be found, which a very active youn,

man so skilfully managed as to take the first, Lydi

P. Hakes, who was much stiffened and benumbed

with cold, about a mile below the bridge. Another

person who was equally competent, took the skiff,

d ran down the rapid stream another mile, when
be- partly passed them, and, with great exertions

nd skill, turned the plank they were on to the

shore, when, by the kindly assistance of those on
bore, the unfortunate persons were rescued and
aken to the residence of Alfred Scribner, where
everything was done for their relief. John Grandy,
being on the plank while in the water, could walk
with the assistance of two men, while his wife, who
was all this time under water, excepting her head,

d supported herself by clinging with one hand
to the plank, was stiff and numb, and nearly life-

less ; but after great exertions and medical assist-

ance, she revived. Sarah N. Hunt was not so
badly chilled.

" On behalf the sufferers we gratefully acknow-
edge the kindness, and commend the heroism of

the noble-hearted men, who ventured their lives

upon, and in (nearly to their arms) the powerful

ind overflowing waters of the Unadilla, to save the

ives of the sufferers. We feel truly grateful to

the families of Scribner and Ball, for their great

hospitality and many kindnesses ; also, render our

thanks to Dr. Burch, for his sympathy and aid, for

hich he would not receive pecuniary reward. We
trust they all will be amply rewarded by Ilim, who
hath said, ' whosoever giveth to drink a cup of cold

water to one of the least of these, my disciples,

.•hall not lose his reward,' and who so marvellously

preserved the lives of those who were in jeopardy.

To Him let all praise be given.

" Daniel Pe'^kham.
" David Peckham.

"P. S. The horses and baggage were lost."

SU.MMARY OF EVENTS.

Edrope.—News from England to tl;e ,^th inst.

Ill the House of Commons, tbe Syrian question had
been under debate.

The conduct of the French troops in Syria was gene-
lly condemned. .

Lord John Russell, in his speech on the question, ad-

itted that the occupation by the French army had been

useful, but he thought it desirable that it should ter-

ninate as soon as possible.

The steamship Great Eastern would probably soon be
eady for another voyage to the United States.

The sales of cotton in the Liverpool market for the

veek, had been 60,140 bales. The market opened ac-

ive with an advance, but the improvement was subse-

juenlly lost, and the market closed at the rates of the

previous week. There were «55,000 bales in port, in-

luding 795,000 American. The Manchester advices

rere unfavourable. The market for brcadstutFs was dull

nd declining. The London money market was un-

hanged, with an active demand. The bullion in the

Sank of England had increased £315,500 during the

week. Consols, 91]- a 9U.
During the debate in the French Senate, on the ad-

ess to the throne, the Prince Napoleon justified the

policy of Sardinia. He opposed the union of the tem-

poral and spiritual power of the Pope of Rome, but said

ihe independence of the Pope must be insured. A pas-

toral letter V>y tbe Bishop of Poicliers, comparing the

Emperor to Pontius Pilate, had created a great sens.a-

tion throughout France, and the government was de-

bating what measure to take in the matter.

The failure of Mires, the banker, is for an immense
amount, his defalcations being stated at one hundred

and eiglity millions of francs. He was at the head of

the General Railwav Bank or Treasury, and a contractor

for the Turkish loar\. The French government will be

appealed to. to carry on some of the great works of im-

provement, the progress of which will be susiiended by

Mire's failure. The great bulk of the losses will fall on

The Sardinians had occupied the heights command-
ing the citailrl (if .Mp.;-iiia, and were about commencing
Ihe siege. Tin- rr|in^riitalives of the foreign Powers at

.Messina \v^\ |in,t!^tr.l a- nn.nihe o[ieniug of hostilities.

The governor (jf tlie citadel was acting under orders

given him by Francis 11., who still remained at Rome.

The Russian government annoimccs that the mea-
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sures reliitive to the peasantry, would not be published
until the 2d in^t.

It is reported that Austria has given official informa-
tion to France, that the former will never recognize
Victor Emmanuel as King of Italy, and if France with-
draws her troops from Rome, Austria will immediately
replace them by her own army.

United States.— r/i« Ezeculive Department.—It was
not known early in the present week, whether the Pre-

sident had yet ordered the evacuation of fort Sumpter
though it was believed the garrison must soon be with-
drawn, from circumstances beyond the executive con-
trol. Crawford and Forsyth, the commissioners from
the Confederate States, remain at Washington. It

said they have received such assurances of the pac
intentions of the administration as to leave little doubt
that peace will be preserved between the two sections.

They have not, under these circumstances, thought it

expedient to make any official demand in reference to

the Southern forts. Cassius M. Clay, of Kentucky, has
been nominated as minister to Spain, and Thomas Cor-
win, of Ohio, minister to Mexico. These and various
other appointments of inferior importance were ratified

by the Senate. On the I8lh, Charles F. Adams, of

Massachusetts, was nominated as minister to England;
William L. Dayton, of New Jersey, minister to Prance;
George P. Marsh, of Vermont, minister to Sardinia, and
James Watson Webb, of New York, minister to Turkey.

U. S. Senate.—This body has continued in session
chiefly for the purpose of considering the executive no-
minations. A resolution was passed, declaring the seats

of Senators Brown and Davis, of llississipfji ; Mallory,
of Florida; Clay, of Alabama; Toombs, of Georgia;
and Benjamin, of Louisiana, vacant, and directing the
Secretary to omit their names from the roll. A resolu-

tion was introduced by Senator Douglas, the object of
which was, by obtaining a reply thereto, to officially

declare the fact that there is no adequate power, under
existing laws, to retake and hold the Southern forts, now
in the possession of the seceded States, and to show that

proceedings to that end would involve a large additional
military force, and great expenditure of money, and that,

therefore, the question of war must be necessarily post-

poned till the next session of Congress. The resolution
was debated and opposed by Wilson and others as un-
necessary and embarrassing to the administration.

—

Breckinridge, of Kentucky, deprecated any attempt to

maintain the authority of the federal government over
the withdrawing States, by force of arms. If peace is

to be maintained, and any hope left of reconstructing
the Union, he thought all the forts should be given up,
and the troops taken from their limits.

Tke Supreme Court.—This tribunal has decided an
important case in which the State of Kentucky was the
complainant, and the Governor of Ohio, defendant. It

is a case to com[iel tlie Governor of Ohio, by writ of
mandamus, to surrender a fugitive from justice from
Kentucky. And the Court says the demanding State
has a right to have every such fugitive delivered up;
that the State of Ohio has no right to enter into the
question whether the act of which the fugitive stands
accused is criminal or not in Ohio, provided it was a
crime in Kentucky, and it is the duty of the Governor of
Ohio to deliver up, upon any proper proof that the act
charged is a crime by the laws of Kentucky; that the
act of Congress of 1793 determines what evidence is to
be submitted to the Slate of Ohio ; that the duty of the
Governor is ministerial merely, like that of a sheriff or
marshal, and the Court appeals to his good faith in

the discharge of a Constitutional duty for the reason
that Congress cannot impose any federal duty on the
officers of a State, and that where such officers are call-

ed upon by any act of Congress to perlbrm such duty,
it relies upon good sense and good faith on their part.

And, on these grounds, the writ of mandamus is refused,
A''eto Hampshire.—Al the election held in this St.itc

last week, all the Republican members of Congress were
elected. The Republican candidate for Governor was
elected by a m;ijority of about 4000.

A'ew ror*.—.Mortality last week, 391. The export
trade of this city is large, being thus far in advance of
that of last year. The imports show a material falling
off. From First month 1st to Third month IGth, the
total of imports was $^0,575,547. In the corresponding
portion of 18G0, the amount was $52,210,808.

Philadelphia.—Mortality last week, 285.
The Southern Congress.—A permanent Constitution for

the Confederated States has been adopted by the Con-
gress, some of the provisions of which are as follow;

—

Under the first census. South Carolina is entitled to five

representatives in Congress; Georgia to ten; Alabama
to nine; Florida to two; Mississippi to seven; Louis-
iana to sis; and Texas to six representatives. Each

State to have two senators. Both branches of Congress
may grant seats on the floor of either house lo the prin
cipal officer of each executive department, with the pri

vilege of discussing the measures of his department
The representation of three-fifths of the slaves is con
tinued. Congress is not allowed, through the imposi.
tion of duties, to foster any" branch of industry. The
foreign slave trade is prohibited. The President and
Vice President shall serve for six years. The principal
officers of the departments and in the diplomatic serv'

to be removable at the pleasure of the President, and other
civil officers removable when their services are unneces-
sary, or for other good causes and reasons. Other
States to be admitted into the Confederacy by a vote of
two-thirds of both houses. The Confederacy may ac-
quire territory, and slavery shall be acknowledged and
protected by Congress and the territorial government.
An act passed by the Congress in relation to the African
slave trade, has been vetoed by President Davis. The
President states that he objects to the sixth section of
the act, which authorizes the sale of Africans to the
ghest bidder, as in opposition to that clause of the

Constitution which forbids such trade, and contains s

date requiring effectual legislation to prevent the
e. A motion to pass the act over the veto was lost

by a vote of 15 yeas to 24 nays. A tariff act has been
discussed to go into operation on the 1st of Fifth month.
As compared with the tariff' of the United States, most
of the 30 per cent, duties are reduced to 25 per cent.,
ind the greater portion of the 22 and 19 per cent, duties
to 15 per cent. There is a large 10 per cent, schedule,

d a very small free list.

Georgia.—The State convention has ordered the trans-
fer of all the forts, arsenals, arms and munitions of war

thin the State, to the Confederate government. The
reported seizure of the Northern stock in the Macon and
Western railway, as published in the Charleston papers,

s incorrect.

Alabama.—The Alabama State convention has ratified

the permanent Constitution of the Confederate States,
by a vote of 87 to 5.

' i«is(u«a.—The State Convention has adopted the
permanent Constitution of the Confederate Stales. A
proposition to submit it to the people of the State for
ratification or rejection, was voted down in the conven-

TVras.—Fort Brown and all the other fortifications
eld by the federal troops in this State, have been sur-

rendered to the Texan authorities. Arrangements have
made for the U. S. troops to leave the State, as

soon as the means of transportation arrive.

The Markets.—The followins were the quotations on
the 18th inst. New ForA—Chicago spring wheat, $1.16
$1.18; California, Sl.25; red wheat, $1.30 a $1.35

;

white wheat, ^1.42 a $1 59; oats, 32J- cts. a 34 cts.;
rn, white and yellow, 67J cts. a 69 cts. Philadelphia
Red wheat, $1.25 a $1.28; white, $1.35 a $1.42;

rye, 68 cts.; new, yellow corn, 55 cts. a 57 cts. ; oats,
;s. a 32 cts.; clover seed, $4.75 a $5.00 ; timothy,

$3.00. Baltimore—Red wheat, $1.25 a $1,28; white,
$1.45 a $1.70; corn, 53 cts. a 56 cts. Cincinnati—
Flour, $4.50 a $4.60 ; whiskey, 13|- cts. ; bacon, 7 cts.

for shoulders, and 9J cts. a loj cts. for sides.

WEST-TOWN SCHOOL.
The Committee to superintend the Boarding-school at

West-Town, will meet in Philadelphia on Sixth-day, the
5th of next month, at seven o'clock, p. m.
The Committee on Instruction and that on Admis-

sions meet on the same day
; the former at four o'clock,

id the latter at five o'clock, i: m.
The Visiting Committee attend the semi-annual ex-
:iination of the schools, commencing on Third-day
orning, and closing on Fifth-day afternoon of the same
'ck. Joel Evans, Clerk.

Third mo. 2l5t, 1861.

Application may be made to Hannah J. Newhall, 528
.spruce street ; Mary Scattergood, 413 Spruce street;
RiiiiECCA S. Allen, 335 S. Fifth street.

TRACT ASSOCI-^TFON.
The Annual Meeting of the Tract Association of

Friends, will be held in the Committee-room of Arch
Street Meeting-housc, on Fourth-day evening, the 27th

St., at eight o'clock. Charles J. Allen, Clerk.

Philad, Third mo., 1S6I.

FRIENDS' INDIAN INSTITUTE, TUNESSASSAH.

A man and a woman Friend are wanted to aid in con
ducting this Institution. A man and his wife would b
preferred, one of whom should be qualified to teach i;

the school. Apply to Ebenezek Worth,
Marshalton, Chester Co., Pa.

Thos. Wistar,
Fox Chase, Philadelphia Co., Pa.

Joel Evans,
Oakdale P. 0., Delaware Co., Pa.

Philad., Second mo. 5th, 1861.

WEST-^OWN SCHOOL.

A Friend and his wife are wanted to fill the station

of Superintendent and .Matron at West-town Boarding
School.

Application to be made to either of the followin)

Friends: Nathan Shahpless, Concord ; James EmleS
West Chester; Samoel Hilles, Wilmington; HenM
Cope or William Evans, Philadelphia. i

Twelfth mo. 10th, 1860.

Married, on Fourth-day, the 13th inst., at Friends
Meeting-house, Buckingham, Oliver Pa.xson, of Nev
Hope, Bucks Co., Pa., and Ruth Anna, daughter of th
late Elias and Sarah M. Ely, of the same place.

Died, on the 4th of Eleventh month, 1860, Ann
Oliphant, aged 75 years. She was a member of Mai
field Particular and Upper Springfield Monthly Meetii
New Jersey.

. on First day, the 17th of Second month last
Stephen Webster, in the 79th year of his age—a men
ber of Frankford Monthly and Particular Meeting.

, at their residence, on the 28th of the Seconi
month, 1861, Sarah, wife of William Mott, in the 60tl
year of her age—a beloved minister, and member o
Southland Particular and Plymouth Monthly Meeting
Washington county, Ohio. She %vas taken ill about th.
middle of the First month, and was reduced very low
during which time she appeared in a resigned state o
mind, expressing her willingness to depart and be re
leased from the trials and conHicts of time, if consisten
with the Divine will. But it appeared that her day'
work was not quite finished, nor the time forherreleas
fully come. She was raised up in a remarkable man
ner, and strengthened to attend the Meeting of Min
and Elders, held at Plymouth, as well as the Monthl
Meeting held at the same place, on the 18th of the SeconI
month, in both of which she was acceptably engaged ii

the ministry
;
exhorting Friends in a solemn manner 1

endeavour to draw nearer and nearer unto the Lord, am
one unto another. After those meetings, she was free

d cheerful in spirit. Shortly after returning home
e was again taken sick

; her sufferings were great, bu
she appeared as one whose days work was now done
and patiently waiting the time of release. She was i

a meek and retiring spirit, willing to prefer others I

herself; her adorning was not that outward adorning o
plaiting the hair, wearing of gold, or putting on of T
parel; but in that which is not corruptible, even th
ornament of a meek and quiet spirit which is in the sio-h
of God, of great price. In these respects, she beTm
dead, yet speaketh, the language of her conduct h:
been very impressively, "Follow me, as I have ei
voured to follow Christ." To this dear Friend, it is be
heved, the language may apply, " Blessed are the de
who die in the Lord, from henceforth, yea, saith tli

spirit, that they may rest from their labours, and the
works do follow them."

, on the 8th of Third month, 1861, Ann Mar
Ransome, daughter of John and Elizabeth Ransorae, I

the 55th year of her age—a belove.l member and ekli
of Elba Monthly and Shelby Particular Meeting, N. Y
She was experienced in the thincrs of God, liviiiMy
cerned for the welfare of our religious SocielA^ a:

true mourner over the divisions thereof. She wf
unobtrusive behaviour, meek and lowly in her der
ment, exemplary in her dress, life and conversation,
a regular attendant of Meetings for Worship and Disci

lie, and was much beloved bv her connexions
ends. Exhibiting the conduct of one of the i

gins, whose lamp was trimmed, and light burning
I was ready for the coming of her Lord, and her I

'

s, that if Friends were individually faithful to
callings and duty in the church, Truth would trii

ill. Her end was peace, after enduriii
villi patience a very trying affliction, and her Friend
lelievc she is gathered with the just of all generation:
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[n those views of the moral government of the

ist High which are unfolded to us in the holy

riptures, we are taught that aflliction is one of the

ans of discipliue, by which our heavenly Father

pares his children for the joys of eternity. Per-

t in love and benevolence, he takes do pleasure

their griefs and sorrows, abstractly considered,

1 only permits or orders them, because He sees

present suff ring will, undo- the sanctifying

ver of his Spirit, " work for them a far more ex-

:dirg and eternal weight of glory." " Before I

s afflicted," says the Psalmist, " I went astray,

; now have I kept thy word." " It is good for

that I have been afflicted, that I might learn

J statutes." " I know, O Lord, that thy judg-

:nts are right, and that in faithfulness thou hast

icted me." Many, since these words were writ-

I, have realized their truth, and had cause to

:ss the hand which wounded but to heal, and

)ught them into mourning only that it might

ipare them to be anointed with the oil of hea-

aly joy, and to be clothed with the garment of

iise. But besides the blessed ends of deterring

m evil, and inciting to greater earnestness in

It which is good ; we are taught that affliction

Ihe furnace in which the faith of the christian is

ined and strengthened, and from whence the

imighty selects those who stand with acceptance

fore Ilim. " B.hold, I have refined thee, but

t with silver; I have dioseti thee in the furnace

iflffliction." The apostle Peter, writing to those

trho were kept by the power of God through

th unto salvation wherein they greatly

'oiced, though for a season they were in heavi-

es," through manifold afflictions, assigns as the

^son, " That the trial of your faith, being much
ire precious than of gold that perisheth,

ght be found unto praise and honour, and glory

the appearing of Jesus Christ, whom, having not

;n, ye love ; in whom, though now ye see him not,

t believing, ye rejoice with joy unspeakable and

1 of glory, receiving the end of your faith, even

J salvation of your souls."

However mysterious it may often appear to our

perfect vi.-ion that some of the most devoted ser-

nts of God should largely partake of the bitter

cup of sorrow, we are assured that it is in the per-

mission or the ordering of an all-wise and merciful

Being, who knows there is a " needs be," and who
adapts all his dispensations to the benign end of
" working together for good to them that love him."

Love, moreover, is ihe motive from wnich they

arise. " Whom the Lord loveth, he chasteneth
;

and scourgeth every son whom he receiveth. If ye

endure chastening, God dealeth with you as with

sons." " He chasteneth us for our profit, that we
might be partakers of his holiness." It is even

made an evidence of sonship ; for, in the same con-

nexion, it is said, " If ye be without chastisement,

whereof all are partakers, then are ye not

sons." When smarting under the rod, there is

often a disposition felt to attribute the chastening

to displeasure rather than to love—and sometimes

hose who are careless and iudiifereut in religion,

put an unfavourable construction on the trials and

afflictions of the Lord's servants, and strive to draw
from them an argument against religion in general,

or against the piety of the sufferer, ail which arises

from a perverted view of the moral government of

the Almighty, and a want of proper attention to

and regard for the precious testimony of holy Scrip-

ture, and the teachings of the Spirit of Truth.

We have been led into these reflections by the

;ireumstances related in the following extracts from

he journal of Heiiry Hull, which cannot fail, we
think, to interest every reader, and to awaken feel-

ings of sympathy, while they will confirm the truth

of the inspired declarations, that though the Lord's

children are " an afflicted and poor people," yet

their trust is in the name of the Lord, that " in all

their afflictions He is afflicted," and as they pa-

tiently bear the turning of his hand, they will, in

his time, realize the precious word, " Sing, hea-

vens—be joyful, earth—break forth into singing,

mountains—lor the Lord hath comforted his peo-

ple, and will have mercy upon his afflicted."

While in London, attending the Yearly Meeting

in 1812, he writes

:

" Having been anxiously awaiting the arrival of

letters from home, when I got buck and found

none, my mind was deeply thoughtful about my
family, as it has often been of late. I, however,

felt in degree reconciled, in humble resignation to

the will of my heavenly Father, whose love cheered

my spirit, so that I was enabled to visit my friends

at'Tottenham and in London, as way opened, un-

til the Yearly Meeting came on, when the sight of

many Friends from different parts of the nation

revived my spirits, and their company and pleasant

converse seemed to keep me from that serious de-

pression which at times I felt, in consequence of

not receiving letters from my beloved connexions.

My dear friend Stephen Grellet came to attend

the Yearly Meeting, and we were truly glad to

meet, he having left New York one year after I

did ; and my dear Sarah being at his house pre-

vious to his leaving, I had an opportunity of hear-

ing many particulars of which my letters had not

informed me. Those who have not known by ex-

perience the trial of separation from beloved con

nexions and friends, can hardly estimate the plea^

sure of such a meeting.

" The Yearly Meeting was large and attended
by an unusual number of youth ; and althouo-h

some trying cases came before it, yet in general it

was a solid, good meeting. I sat through many of
the meetings in perfect quietness and serenity of
mind, having as I apprehended, but little to do.
In two of the meetings for worship, the spring of
the ministry rose as high as I had ever known it

to do through me, a poor, feeble instrument. The
state of the nations, and the sufferings of the poor,
led many minds info deep feeling, and an address
to the Prince Regent of the British empire was
drawn up, in which the peaeeableness of the chris-

tian religion was held up to view.
" On the morning of the day when the Yearly

Meeting closed, my mind was mercifully brought
nto a holy calmness, as a morning without clouds

—

I sweet serenity and a flow of love and good-will
toward my dear friends, clothed my spirit; and
fter having breakfasted with a number of them

at my lodgings; about an hour before meeting time,

I walked out to see my countryman, Stephen Grel-
t; and seeing the postman, the thought occurred
me that he might have letters for me, and on
quiring, I found he had. I took them, and open-

g one, was looking for the name of the writer,

when these words caught my eye, " Thou hast the
tears, the prayers and the condolence of many of
thy ri;latives and friends.' A suddsn trcmblin <

eized my hand, so that I could hardly hold the

taper. As the calm serenity of a bright morning
is shaded by the approach of the portentous thun-
der clouds, from which the vivid lightning bursts,

gradually approaching nearer and nearer, until the

passenger is impelled to seek a shelter from the
impending storm, so my feelings hastened me to

y room, where—oh my friends, judge ye who
in, how great the shock I experienced. Instead

of seeing the well-known hand, which had so often

'nistered to my comfort, the pen of another had
to be engaged, to convey to me the affecting and
afflicting intelligence, that the dear partner of my
life was no more— that the hand which so often
ministered to my wants, would aid me no more,
and that I should never again hear that voice,

which to me was always as the messenger of peace
and gladness;—that the beloved one, to whom I

had fondly looked as the earthly comforter of mj
last days, was now mouldering in the silent grave,
while her peaceful spirit had gone to the realms of
endless light, among the redeemed and sanctified

ones, there to enjoy the bliss which is not to be
found below,— testifying before her departure, that
through infinite and unmerited mercy, a foretaste

of this felicity is vouchsafed to those who endea-
vour to serve their Creator and walk in fear before

him, to strengthen them and animate them to per-
severe in that high and holy way, which leads to

endless joy and peace. She declared, that such
was her blessed experience, even while sufiering

the pains of the body, that she had not a doubt of
the goodness and mercy of God ; and was now
scf sible that she had not been following cunningly
devised fables, because she reaped the blessed fruits

of obedience, even the peace of God, a sure fore-

taste of the joys which awaited her.
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" Thus was my chiefest earthly joy taken from

me ; and the letters also conveyed the additional

intelligence, that my dutiful son, on whom I had

foodly calculated, as one who would comfort and

support my declining years, and be the stay and

consolation of his mother when I was taken from

her ; he too was gone—I was bereft of both, and

of my aged and beloved mother also ;
besides a

number of other relatives and friends, who had

gone hence to be seen of men no more. Ah ! ye

who have felt the stroke of separation, and who

have hearts that can sympathize with a bereaved

brother, you will excuse the flood of tears that

gushed from my eyes, when I tell you, that I sought

to be preserved troui saying or thinking that the

Lord had dealt hardly with me, in thus try'

with this sore aiBiction, whilst separated from my
home. He, the Omniscient Searcher of all hearts,

knows that I left them under a belief, that in so

doincr 1 was acting conformably to his will, that 1

might stand approved in his =ight, when the sol-

emn requisition is made, ' What has thou done with

thy Lord's money?' and that in thus endeavouring

to dedicate myself to his service, I had been

strengthened, to my humble admiration, by his

gracious living presence, often feeling my peace

flow as a river, and my attachment to, and stability

in the Truth to increase, so that my prayers often

ascended to him in sincerity of soul, that I might

do nothing which should cause any one to think

lightly of his power, or to speak evil of his glorious

holy name, beiug willing to suffer for the advance

ment of his cause on the earth. 1 had often had

to rejoice in spirit, as in the language of the Psalm-

ist, ' Return unto thy rest, my soul, for the Lord

hath dealt bountifully with thee.' But what shall

I now say, my soul? Has the Lord forsaken

thee? Has his mercy clean passed thee by? Has
he forgotten thee in a foreign land, whilst he has

taken from thee thy earthly comforts in the land

of thy nativity? Oh, no! blessed b3 his name

—

though he slay me, yet will I trust in him—it is

the Lord, let him do what seemeth him good— his

ways are all in wisdom : and though I am tried,

in some respects like poor Job, yet what am I?

Unworthy indeed of the many favours I have re-

ceived at his bountiful hand. A part of the intel-

ligence I received, related to some disarrangement

of my temporal concerns, which was an addi-

tional trial ; beside which, the dear survivors of

my little family were in the midst of the raging

pestilence, which had proved so fatal, waiting in

awful suspense to see who would be the next vic-

tim for death.
" Thus was I, as in a moment, plunged into

deep distress, my way hedged in with walls as on

every side ; and though my beloved friends, on

becoming acquainted with my situation, kindly

sought to administer comfort, 1 had none, save in

the hope, that if I died, it would be humbly lying

at the feet of Jesus, whom I loved. I believed in

the calming influence of his almighty power, and

as his omnipotent voice once proclaimed, ' Peace
be still,"' to the stormy billows, for the relief of

his poor disciples, so now I felt him spread a de-

gree of holy calmness and resignation over my
afilicted mind, and I was enabled to cast my care

upon him, under an humbling belief, that he will

not leave nor forsake those who put their trust in

him. 1 began to think it would be better for me
to leave London immediately, as many Friends

would probably be calling to see nie, and I did not

feel in a state of mind to bear much company. I

accordingly went out to Plashett, where 1 found

my dear friend, Elizabeth Fry, a true syujpathizer

and a friend indeed. Stephen Grellet being de-

tained with me, so as to be late at meeting, in-

formed Friends of the sorrowful tidings I had

received, which had a very great effect upon the

meeting, and it was concluded to make a minute

pressive of the feelings produced, and of its

sympathy with me, and desires for my support; it

being as follows, viz :

" ' Yearly Meeting of London, the

autli of Fifth montb, 1812.

" ' Stephen Grellet, of New York, informed this

meeting, that our dear friend Henry Hull, now on

a religious visit to this country, and who was ac-

ceptably with us during the former sittings of thi?

ujeeting, has this morning received an account of

the decease of his beloved wife and one of his sons,

of a contagious disease, in the beginning of last

month. This meeting feels near sympathy with

him in this heavy affliction, and desires that he

may continue to be supported under it, by the pre-

secce of Him who was, and is touched with a feel-

ing of our infirmities, even our holy Redeemer, the

Lord Jesus Christ.
'' ' The clerk, in company with our Friend Ste-

phen Grellet, who is aiso on a religious visit to this

land, is requested to give to Henry Hull a copy ot

this minute.'

''A Friend, who knew nothing of what had

transpired, going into the meeting while the clerk

was making the minute, said he was much struck,

as he took his seat, with the awful silence which

prevailed, as well as with the tenderness of spiri

which Friends in all parts of the house seemed to

be uuder, and was at a loss to know the cause, un-

til the clerk read the minute.
" The meeting of ministers and elders was to

convene in the evening, when my returning certi-

ficate was to be issued ;
and as I was not equal to

the exertion of attending it, I requested P. H.

Gurney to give my dear love to Friends, and state

the cause of my absence, and to say, that although

I had parted with my dear family as though I was

never to see them again, yet from the pleasing hope

I had indulged of meeting them ere long, I found

the present stroke to be a very severe trial. Feel-

ings of tender sympathy were awakened in the

meeting, to which allusion was made in the certi-

ficate, in which also was an expression of unity

with my labours among them."
" The first meeting I attended after these mourn-

ful tidings reached me, was at Plaistow, which was
a solemn time; and however my afilictions seemed

to be above the afflictions of others, yet I was

brought into near sympathy with some present,

who were under similar trials, and awful solemn

prayer was made to the God of all comfort, who
was graciously pleased to help our infirmities, and

enable us to cast our care upon him, in the humble
confidence, that he will never leave nor forsake

those who trust in him—blessed and forever adored

be his holy name.

"About five days after, other letters from my
family arrived, informing me that the disorder had

subsided, which was a great satisfaction, though

my parental feelings were quickened on account of

my dear children bereaved of the care of their

tender mother. O Thou, who regardest the spar-

rows, keep us, I pray thee, from murmuring, and

enable us to meet the trials which yet remain, with

hecouiing patience, that we may know all things

to work together for our good.
" These letters were written about twenty days

after the others, and I considered it a favour that

they came to hand so early after the receipt of the

first, as they relieved me from an afflicting anxiety,

which sometimes beset my mind respictiug my
remaining children, lest these also should be added

to the list of the departed. poor Stanford, may'

thy inhabitants learn righteousness by the dispen-

sation ! My mind was now left at liberty to dwell

more singly on the remembrance of the dear de-

ceased partner of my life, and the period and cir-

cumstances of our union, and I drew up an address

to the youth in England and Ireland, giving a llttk

account of our setting out in life, being desirous o;

encouraging them to trust in the power of thai

God whom we had endeavoured to serve. It wai

submitted to the morning meeting, and approved

and directed to be printed, with the addition o

extracts from some letters, giving an account of th«

last hours of my beloved."

(To be continued.)

"Tlio Friend.™

Cotton. ^Proilnction and Consumption of Co

This great staple of our Southern States has ac

quired such importance in a political as well ai

economical aspect, that the following statistics ar

interesting. They are given in the circular o

Gribble, cotton factor. New Orleans, and eshibi

the general production and consumption for twent

years, divided into periods of four years, togethe

with the annual percentage of increase, both i

supply and demand, from one period to the othei

It will be seen that the ratio of increase during thi

past four years has considerably fallen off, both i

production and consumption, but especially in tb

latter :

—

PRODUCT.
18t9-.'i3.

United States

Otber (

570,000

140,000

Aggregate . . 18,176,000 15,'

Annual average . 4,544,000 o,!

Annual percentage of in-

crease in U. S. over pre-

vious 4 years .... 4

Annual percentage of in-

crease fiom all sources

over previous 4 years . 4

CONSUMPTION.

Great Er

over prpvious 4 year

iniial percentage ofi

ge of i

8,190,000

4,880,000

2,530,000

13,UO0,000

3,900,000

2,O10,0C

12,780,fl

The cotton crop of the Southern States h;

averaged 3,64-5,000 bales for the last four year

iind its annual value has probably ranged betwet:

one hundred and ten, and one hundred and fori

millions of dollars.

1731. Advised that mothers of children, as '

as fathers, as they have frequently the best oppo

tunities, would take particular care to instru

them in the knowledge of religion, and the ho

Scriptures ; because it has been found by expei

ence, that good impressions, early made on tl

tender minds of children, have proved lastii

means of preserving them in a religious life at

conversation. When parents or guardians are d

ficient in such care, we recommend to Month

Meetings, that they stir them up thereto, either

visiting them in their families, or in such mann

as in the wisdom of God they may see meet, ih

so the doctrines of the gospel and a conversatii

agreeable thereto, may be maintained unto i

generations.
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The Victoria Bridge.

We have given iu page 117 of the la<t volume

:

'' The Friend," some aceouut of this groat

ructure; yet the follovring spirited description

cm the Edinburg Review, of some of the diiE-

ilties encountered, and of the skill displayed in

[ccomplishiiig this work, will, we hope, be accept-

|ble to our readers:

—

i

'' The physical obstacles to so vast and novel an

Indertaking were not the only difficulties with

hicb the builders had to contend. The demand
)r labour in Canada and the United States was

5 great, that incessant strikes for wages occurred

mong the men ; indeed these strikes were repeated

sjico every year on the arrival of the spring fleet

ind at harvest time, to the utter disorganization of

36 gangs of practical workmen. Add to this, the

holera broke out with frightful inton-ity. In one

ang of two hundred men, not less than sixty were

ttacked at once, of whom many died. The heat

f August was insufferable. Hundreds of square

iiles of forest took fire, and the atmosphere was

Daded with clouds of lurid smoke and ashes,

loreover the works already commenced, had to

u-tain the shock of the impending winter, and it

Tsis no uncommon prediction in Montreal, that the

rst shocks of the ice would sweep away the slow

nd imperfect results of the year. The builders

liemselves lost confidence, and at that moment the

rork seemed almost beyond the power of man.

.'he winter commenced in November, and early

a January the hour of trial came :
—

' The river

ontinued to rise, and the ice to pack and shore,

mtil the 4th of January. On that day the water

laving risen sufficiently to float the packed ice on

be shoals, and the jamb below having given way,

, general movement took place. jS'os. 1 and 2

lams were carried away. This movement of the

Be took place at noon on the 4th of January, and

iresented a sight never to be forgotten. The whole

if the river and La Prairie Basin was one mass

if packed ice, which, being held up by the jamb
lelow, had been accumulating and rising for four

lays. At last some slight symptoms of motion

rere visible. The universal stillness which pre-

railed, was interrupted by an occasional creaking,

ind every one breathlessly awaited the result,

itraining every nerve to ascertain if the movement
vas general. The uncertainty lasted but a short

)eriod ; for in a few minutes the uproar arising

'rom the rushing waters, the cracking, grinding and

ihoving of the ice, burst on our ears. The sight

)f twenty square miles (over 124,000,000 tons) of

jacked ice, (which but a few minutes before seemed

is a lake of solid rock,) all in motion, presented a

iccne grand beyond description.
''

' The traveller frames and No. 2 dam glided

'or a distance of some hundred yards, without

aaving a joint of their frame-work broken. But

IS the movement of the ice became more rapid,

»nd the fearful noises increased, these tall frame-

works appeared to become animate ; and after

performing some three or four evolutions like huge

»iants in a waltz, they were swallowed up, and

reduced to a shapeless mass of crushed fragment-;.
''

' After gazing at this marvellous scene in si-

lence, till it was evident that the heaviest of the

shoving was over, all those in the transit tower

from which it had been witnessed, began to inquire

how the solitary pier No. 1, which had been bat-

tling alone amid this chaos, had escaped. Although

some affected to entertain no fear, the author con-

fesses for his own part, to have felt infinitely

relieved, when, upon looking through the transit

instrument, he discovered that the pier had not

been disturbed.'

" It would be tedious to attempt to trace the

gradual but steady progress of the work. Slow it

necessarily was, tor it was not till the month of

August, that the dams could be replaced, and the

actual laying of stone commenced— before the end

of November in each year, the work was brought

to a close. The whole working seasou for pier;

masonry was therefore limited to about sixteen
[

weeks; yet such was the astonishing energy wilhi

which the work was carried ou, that iu Sepember,

18.5(i, 8000 cubic yards of masonry were set, be-}

ing at the rate of 13 cubic feet per working minute]

during the whole of the month. In 1854, one soli-

1

tary pier close to the north shore, began to rear its!

crest above the water; in 185.5, two were com-

pleted, and two more begun ; in 1856, seven rose

above the river on the one shore, and two on the

other; in 1857, thirteen piers were almost com-

pleted, and the abutments of the bridge on either

side finished ; in 1858, all the piers had advanced

far enough to allow the grand operation of laying

the central tube to commence as soon as the ice

bridge formed in the following winter :

—

" The whole of the iron-work for the tubes was

prepared at the Canada Works, Birkenhead, where

a plan or map of each tube was made, upon which

was shown every plate, T bar, angle iron, keelson,

and cover plate in the tube, the position of each

being stamped and marked upon it by a distinctive

figure, letter or character. As the work progressed

at Birkenhead, every piece of iron as it was punched

and finished for shipment, was stamped with the

identical mark corresponding with that on the plan

;

so that when being erected in Canada, although

each tube was composed of 4926 pieces, or 9852

for a pair, the workmen being provided with a plan

of the work, were enabled to lay down piece by

piece, with unerring certainty, till the tube was

completed. To an uninitiated spectator this pro-

ceeding would appear as complicated and hopeless

a task as the putting together of a Chinese puzzle,

but to such perfection did they arrive at Birken-

head in making the plans, in preparing and punc-

turing the iron and in shipping it, that when it

arrived in Canada (where the iron for each tube

was, as it arrived, sorted and stacked separately

for use,) the workman being provided with a plan,

would proceed with his work throughout, and

never put a piece in the wrong place, nor have to

alter a single plate. It was not uninteresting to

watch the pile of iron on the platform as the work

progressed, and eventually to see the last piece

taken to fill up some out of the way-hole or corner,

and then to hear for certain that the tube was

completed !

As the short interval of the Canadian summer

was the time to which the construction of pier-

masonry was limited, so the months of January,

February and March, during which the St. Law-

rence is absolutely- congealed, formed the fixed

period within which the scaffolding for the erection

of the ponderous tubes could alone be reared in

safety. The question wa^, when it came to the

grand central tube, whether the work could be ac-

complished in the time.

The 10th, 11th and IS^h of January, 1859,

were the coldest days which had been experienced

in Canada for many years. The thermometer at

the bridge fell to 35^ below zero Fahrenheit. In

this cold the work commenced. The staging of

the work and steam-hoist were soon completed, and

on the 31st of the month, the bottom of the great

tube was begun. By the 9th of February, it was

considerably advanced, forty gangs of rimmers

working night and day, preparing the holes for the

riveters. Large fires iu braziers shed an unearthly

li'^ht over this strange contest of man with the ice

bound river. If there were any wind at all at

this low temperature, the men were driven from

their work, covered though they were, with heavy

coats, thick gloves and fur caps. At times they

were fronted over with icicles, from the mist of the

St. Lawrence ; scores of them were frost-bitten,

yet by timely attention and judicious treatment,

not a finger or a limb was lost by cold. Thus the

work went on, every man working with an enthu-

siasm which neither the rigor of the season nor

the labour of the undertaking could check; for

the general opinion was, that unless the centre tube

could be completed before the break-up of the ice,

it would fall into the river and be destroyed. Hence

the last weeks of this great enterprise acquired the

interest of a crisis—everything depended on the

prosecution of the work and its termination before

the thaw let loose the ice floor of the river, and

swept away the frames on which the work still

rested, by the huge drifts of the subsiding waters.

On the 28th ot" February, the bottom was com-

pleted and riveted, 180 feet of the sides were in

place, and 100 feet of the top plated. A fortnight

later, a fearful storm swept away a portion of the

scaffolding, and gave signs of a break-up of the

ice. The thermometer had risen to 50°. Ou the

21st of March, the whole of the plating was fin-

ished, and only 18,600 rivets were needed to per-

fect the work ; in three days 12,000 of them were

made fast; 5,600 still remained to be done, when,

on the 25th, the first movement of the ice was

felt—dark ridges became visible above the bridge;

and it became apparent that the whole field of ice

of the Prairie Basin was slowly driving on the

Middle Shoal. A panic seized all hands, but as

the tube was a mile from the shore, escape was

impcssible, and fortunately in a few minutes the

movement of the ice ceased for that day. A re-

turn of the frost on the following night, made the

ice safe again for a few hours, and enabled the

men to place the last rivets. Measures were then

taken to cut away the wedges and remove the arti-

ficial stages; as they were cut away, the tube re-

mained firm and unsupported across the centre of

the river, with a slight deflection of three inches in

the bottom. Ou the following day, the ice came

down with tremendous force, crushing and driving

before it the temporary piers and staging.

Although this operation completed the most

arduous part of the undertaking, many months

were required for the removal of the prodigious

temporary dams, crib work, and other materials

which had been laid down to protect the masonry.

The 17th of December, 1850, was the day ap-

pointed for the first passage of trains through the

bridge. About an hour before the time appointed

a tremendous crash was heard. Alarm was felt.

But on running to discover the cause of the up-

roar, it was found that the newly-formed ice in

drifting down the river, had swept away the last

portion of the scaffolding, and left the bridge free,

and the river clear of all further obstruction.

It is to be lamented that Ilobert Stephenson did

not live to witness the completion of this great un-

dertaking—perhaps the most extraordinary of ail

the great works of engineering genius which have

been constructed in this age. But whilst we do

homao-e to the boldness of conception and accu-

racy of calculation by which such works are ren-

dered possible, we must reserve at least an equal

decree of admiration, for those resolute, ingenious

and long-suffering men by whom such conceptions

are realized. To have worked ou the ^'ictolia

Bridge from its commencement to its completion,

is to have fought six campaigns of as much toil

and trial as the contests of war. Night and day,

summer and winter, in cold the most rigorous and
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heat the most intolerable, the work proceeded

;

and the army of gallant artisans, commanded by

men, who, under the humble name of contractors,

are in reality officers of inexhaustible skill and re-

Bource, triumphed over obstacles and antagonists

more formidable than any human resistance.

The total length of the Victoria Bridge is 9144

feet, the length of the tubes alone being 6592 feet.

The bottom of the tube rests on a level of 60 feet

above the surface of the St. Lawrence. The
weight of the iron in the tubes is 9044 tons, riveted

by 1,540,000 rivets; and the surface of the iron-

work which has been painted with four coats of

paint, is no less than 32 acres, so that 128 acres

of paint have been applied to it. The bridge has

24 piers and 25 spans, 24 of these spans being

from 242 to 247 feet, and one extending to 330

feet. The masonry in the piers and abutments

amounts to 2,713,095 cubic feet and tlie quantity

of timber used in the temporary works was 2,280,-

000 cubic feet. By these appliances a railway

bridge was laid over one of the greatest and most

rapid rivers in the world, in the space of five years

and five months. Three thousand men, six steam-

ers, seventy-five barges and four steam-engines

were constantly employed in the work."

For " The Friend.'

BIOCE.\PniCAl SKETCUES
Of Ministers and Elders and otlier concerned members

of the Yearly Meeting of Philadelpbia.

(Contiuued from page 214.)

JOSHUA BROWN.

Joshua Brown and companion lodged at the

house of Benjamin Swett, in HaddonUeld, on th

night of the 10th of First month, 1776, and, on the

11th, attended meeting there. Joshua had therein

to mention the case of the impotent man, who lay

at the pool of Bcthesda. He was led to treat of

the clear sense tbe man had of his diseased con-

dition, and of his own inability of helping himself.

He then mentioned thecase of Naaman, the Syrian,

and the simplicity of the means employed in curing

his disease. These instances showed spiritually the

necessity of feeling our own utter inability for any
good word or work, and of waiting in humble de-

pendence on the Lord Jesus Christ, in whose grace

is an ever health-restoring Betbesda, and knowing
his Holy Spirit to cure our maladies, to cleanse us, as

Naaman was cleansed, from our leprosy. Heshowed
them that they must be willing to receive and obey

the simple openings of the Spirit of the Lord Jesus

in the heart,or they never could be made whole from
sin. The meeting did not prove a relieving one

to Joshua, yet, after a sitting with the family of

Thomas lledman, the next day, he found liberty to

move forward, and that day, the 12th, was at the

meeting at Newtown. There he was led to treat

on, "he that believeth and is baptised, shall be
saved." From this, he had to show the necessity

of a living, saving faith, and of the baptism of the

Holy Ghost and of fire, which prepares through
the washing of regeneration, and sanotification of

the heart, tor receiving justification in the sight of

God, and a seal of his adoption as children. He
touched also on the inefficiency of water baptism,

to effect any change in man's moral nature. He
laboured fervently for the good of the people, and
the meeting afforded him consolation and encour-

agement. On the 13lh, he attended meeting at

Chester, where he spoke of the apostle Paul,
who, being at Athens, found an altar with this in-

scription, " To the unknown God." The apostle on

this preached to the people there of God, who made
the world, and who commanded all men to repent,

though their weakness in the days of their igno-

rance he had winked at. He also alluded to the

tumult raised on another occasion by the makers

of idols, when the same apostle had, through the

power of the Spirit, turned many from worship-

ping stocks and stones, to serve the living and true

God, and alter mentioning how that tumult was

appeased, he told them that the tumult raised

against the friends of peace, the true professors of

the Lord Jesus Christ, who were walking in his

Spirit, would be appeased, if these only fled to

him for succour, and in every exigency steadily

kept to the Truth, acknowledging the true God
and the dear Saviour, upholding his peaceable doc-

trine in word, and more especially iu life and con-

versation. He told them of Elisba, the prophet,

who, when the Syrian army encompassed him
around, beheld the host undismayed, and when
his servant in sorrow cried, "alas, my master!

what shall we do?" said calmly, "Fear not; for

they that be with us, are more than they that be

with them." And at the prophet's prayer, "the
Lord opened the eyes of the young man, and he

saw and beheld the mouutain was full of horses

and chariots of fire round about Elisha." He
showed how they were taken prisoners, and led

into Samaria, and how the prophet manifested a

disposition to return good for evil, when at his bid-

ding the king of Israel set bread and water before

them. By this instance, Joshua showed them the

care of the Lord over his faithful servants, and the

necessity of trusting in him, and leaning upon him.

He exhorted them to know their religion to be

through revelation of the Father by Jesus Christ.

The necessity of that christian disposition of not

resisting enemies, and doing good for evil was also

enforced. Lodging at Edmund Hollingshead's, he,

on the 14th, attended meeting at Evesham, wherein

the necessity of each one knowing a being brought

out of the house of bondage spiritually, was set

forth. He commented on the captivity of the chil-

dren of Israel in Egypt, and how the Lord having

given them a sense of their bondage, and a capa-

city of looking unto him for deliverance, when they,

in the ability he furnished, cried unto him for help.

He sent them a deliverer. In this day the natural

man is in bondage under sin, and Christ, the true

and only Saviour, is with them, by his Spirit shin-

ing into their dark hearts, ready when they cry

unto him in living faith, to deliver them, and guide

them even into that glorious country, the land of

blessed promise. He laboured fervently to stir

them up to give heed to these things, and to mind
the day of their visitation. After meeting, he went

to " Old Thomas Evans's," a faithful minister of

Christ, and lodged. On the 15th, he had a meet-

ing at Upper Evesham, in which the necessity of a

belief in the immediate revelation to the soul of

man, through the openings of the Spirit was insist-

ed on, and the danger of depending upon any light

of nature. Joshua cited proofs from Scripture,

that immediate revelation was one of the privileges

of the church of Christ, and that it was to be con-

tinued as such. They lodged that night at the

house of William Foster, and, on the 16th, were
at Mount Holly meeting. Here the danger of let-

ting man's will, cunning and invention have any-

thing to do in religion were set forth, and the care

the Lord took in keeping them from having any

hand in building the tabernacle under the old co-

venant, was mentioned. From this he sought to

incite the people in their religious endeavour to

build only by Divine direction. He was also led

to dwell on the departure from the faith in the

church of Christ, when man's inventions crept in,

as the sprickling of infants and other ceremonies,

and the allowance of war. He spoke of the church

coming again out of the apostacy ; the many who

had to lay down their lives as martyrs, because i

he testimony which Christ bad laid on them t

lear against the superstitious, which had corrup

ed his church. He showed how that the succe

sors of these reformers had settled down again inl

forms, and how our forefathers were called oi

from these formal sects, to be a separate peopl

and opened the several testimonies, which the Lor
had committed to thtm to bear. He dwelt on tl

faithfulness with which they upheld the Truth i

their day, and told them that the Lord require

like faithfulness from them. On the subject of wa
he had to treat largely, showing the necessity thei

was for the christian to be redeemed out of tl

very spirit of the unconverted man, to whom r(

venge and retaliation of injuries was natural.

Joshua and companion had a sitting with sever.

Friends, and visited a sick woman, after whic

they rode to Henry Burr's, and, on the 17th, ha

a meeting at Rancocas. In this meeting, the poc

prodigal was invited back to the father's hous

where there was bread enough, and to spare
; ye

mercy and free forgiveness.

tTo be continued.)

THE OCEAN.
Likeness of heaven!
Agent of power !

Jlan is tby victim.

Shipwrecks thy dower!
Spices and jewels

From valley and sea.

Armies and banners.

Are buried in tbeel

What are the riches

Of Mexico's mines
To thy wealth that far down
In the deep water shines?

The proud navies that cover
The conquering West

—

Thou fling'sl them to death
With one heave of thy breast.

From the high hills that vizor

Thy wreck-making shore,—
When the bride of the mariner
Shrieks at tby roar,

When, like lambs in the tempest
Or mews in the blast,

O'er thy ridge-broken billows.

The canvas is cast,

—

How humbling to one
With a heart aud a soul,

To look on tby greatness,

And list to its roil;

To think how that heart

]n cold ashes shall be,

While the voice of eternity

Rises from thee I

Yes I where are the cities

or Thebes and of Tyre?
Swept from the nations

Like sparks from the tire;

The glory of Athens,

The splendor of Rome?
Dissolved—and forever

—

Like dew in thy foam.

But thou art most mighty

—

Eternal—sublime—
Unweakeued—un wasted

—

Twin-brother of Time!
Fleets, tempests, nor nations

Tby glory can bow
;

As the stars first beheld thee,

Still cbainless art thou !

But hold I when thy surges
No longer shall roll.

And that firmament's length

Is drawii back like a scroll
;

Then—then shall the spirit

That sighs by thee now,
Be more mighty, more lasting,

More chainless than thou 1
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The Growth of OLio.

At the comnjenceiiicBt of the present century,

early all the region now included within the State

f Ohio, was an unbroken wilderness. What bixty

ears oi' industry, energy and enterprise have ac-

omplished in that wilderness may be learned from

be fourth annual report of the " Commissioner of

Itatistics for the State of Ohio." The increase in

opulation indicates, in a striking manner, that cx-

raordiiiary rapidity of growth which lias rendered

lie west the wonder of the world, and yet within

be last decennial period, the growth of some of the

acre Western States has been stili more reniarka-

ile, Illinois for instance, having more than dou-

iled its population.

The following is a comparative exhibit of popu-

ation and its variations, viz :

230,760
581,434— incr. 15-2 p. c.

'opul. of Ohioin 1810,
" " 1820,
" " 1830, 937,903 " 61
" " 1840, 1,519,467 " 62
" " 1850, 1,980,329 " 30
" " 1860,2,346,000 " 18.14"

It is seen that the ratio of increase has constantly

Inninished. This has been the case with all the

States, till they reached a density of 50 to a square

nilo, when the increase of cities and towns depend-

:nt on commerce and manufactures, sometimes car

led the ratio up.

Ohio has long maintained the rank of the third

State in the confederacy, in point of population.

3ut for the large emigration from Ohio westward

»f late years, its population might probably, ere

his, have reached three millions.

The agricultural statistics of Ohio show the sur-

)rising fertility or the soil and the energy with

vhich this industrial interest has been prosecuted

I'be figures also present some curious facts for thi

tudy of the economist. After giving the crops of

lorn from 1839 to 1860, the commissioner draws

he following inferences ;

The crop of Indian corn has increased

?rom 1840 to 1850, 25,410,551, or 76 per cent

" 1850 to 1860, 9,652,151, or 16i "

" 1840 to 1860, 35,062,702, or 107 "

, If we divide the last nine years into three pe-

iods, we shall find there has been a steady, equa-

)le increase of the corn crop, viz :

1851-2-3 average . . . bushels, 64,257,629

ll854-5-6 " ... " 65,852,999
i857-8-9 " ... " 67,169,872

This increase has arisen from increase of acres

Planted. And the ratio per cent, increase per cent.

|s not as great in the last three years as in the first

hree.

There is a regular alternation in the large and

imall crops—the large crops occurring in the years

yith odd numbers. This difference is so great as

n ten years to amount to a large proportion of the

irhole quantity.

^v'ge of even years from 1 850 to 1 858, 55,1 24,575
" odd " 1851 to 1859, 74,696,169

This is a remarkable uniformity of an irregula-

•ity in production
;
yet it is probably caused only

3y a temporary conformity of bad seasons to the

ilternate years, and not by a law of production.

On the contrary, the year 1860 ended this uni-

formity, the crop of .this year being, it is supposed,

he largest ever gathered. The increase in corn

planting will not, it is stated, go on much longer,

because the alluvial lands, on which Indian corn is

preferred crop will soon be entirely occupied.

The greatest wheat crop in quantity and aver-

age was that of 1850 ; the least was that of 1859.

Comparing three periods in the growth and pro-

duction of wheat, as in corn, we have the foUow-

.s. Crop. liu=li. ArcTii.sje.

1851-2-3 . . 65,471,373 13.7 bu. per acre

1854-5-6 . . 40,722,267 10.7 " "

1857-8-9 . . 56,401,064 10.7 " "

The production in ten years has been 200,000,-

000 bushels. The people, at the utmost allowance

per head, have not consumed over half this quan-

y. The balance was exported. This is equiva-

lent to the bread support of 2,000,000 peopie for

that period— or equal to the support of the king-

dom of Denmark. The wheat crop of 1860, i?

estimated at 22,000,000 bushels.

The average crop of oats for the last three years

was 16,549,278 bushels, which is an advance of 23

per cent, on the production of 1849. The crop of

1860 w.as about 20,000,000 bushels, and about

700,000 acres plaiited.

The crops of rye, barley and buckwheat have

materially increased. The comparison stands in

bushels, thus :

Rve. Barley. Bii<kwlie:U..

In 1839 . . 814,205 212,440 633,130

In 1S49 . . 425,913 354,358 638,060

In 1859 . .. 576,274 1,638,577 3,042,176

The hay crops at different periods in twenty

years have been as follows :

Acres. Ton.s.

1,022,03

1,443,142

1,701,245

1,806,461

1,366,065

In 1839
In 1849
lu 1857 1,250,000

In 1858 1,357,874

In 1859 1,340,672

In regard to live stock, the commissioner pre

sents some interesting statistics and suggestive

speculations. The per centage of increase is thu

stated : The annual production of live stock ha

been published. The increase per cent., however,

is interesting, viz : From 1840 to 1850 it was 34

per cent.; from 1850 to 1860 it was 61 per cent.

Increase of horses and mules, from 1850 ro 1860,

was 63 per cent.; of cattle 40 per cent.; of hogs

15 per cent.; sheep have decreased. The com-

missioner thinks the tariff of 1846 affected the wool

business injuriously—and he illustrates

by showing the diminution of sheep in Ohio since

that time. Dogs have also been destructive, the

loss chargeable to them in 1858 being §146,758

He estimates that 120,000 Ohio cattle are trans-

ported annually to eastern markets.

•lie not De

or "Tlie Friend."

ations Corrupted; Evil Co

Good Manuers."

Under the latter clause of this short, but com-

prehensive passage of Scripture, a correspondent

of "The Friend," of Third mo. 2nd, conveys a

caution to his readers, which, had it been duly

observed at least twenty-five years ago, under

the divine blessing, would have had a tendency to

preserve us a more consistent and united people

down to the present day. But, in order to profit

from the part of the text from which he has quoted,

let us first take heed to that which he has omitted

to quote, and "6e iiot deceived.'"

After speaking of a class of persons under our

name, during the Hicksite controversy, wlio read

and circulated " printed papers and pamphlets

which promoted their final disconnection from

the Society of Friends," he acknowledges that

"it is the work of the deceiver to keep mankind

in ignorance of their own state and condition, and

cause them to feel very confident in their oivn

judgment and sense of things; whereby creaturely
'' ° . i_ _.:.__._ J i-._ J- .;„., _ 1.,.: v .f,,.

Th(

;ination is substituted for divine revelation," cVC

follows his caution embraced in the followinj

query :
" Is there not the same necessity for us at

this day, if we would avoid the same result as before

alluded to, to have nothing to do with pamphlets
d books, put in print, contrary to the wholesome

rules of our Discipline, and which relate to our
I principles and testimonies, or which tend

to discord and disunion?" &c. Now I would hope

that the writer does not hereby intend to discour-

e or condemn the reading of publications, writ-

ten in accordance with our ancient christian prin-

ciples and doctrines, for the defence of the Truth,

and against heresy! for such condemnation, I ap-

prehend, was never contemplated by the framers

of " the wholesome rules of our Discipline ;'—as

to discord and division, they will necessarily occur

in every content between good and evil, in every

controversy needful for the defence of sound doc-

trine.

But, well indeed had it been for the Society of
Friends, I repeat, if the caution implied in the cor-

rc>pondeut's interrogatory, had been generally

observed by its members, at least a quarter of a

century ago, in relation to publications of an op-

posite class, which tend to the subversion of our

ancient doctrines and testimonies, and lead to the

substitution of what another correspondent, on page
205 of the same number of " The Friend,' haa

denominated " a modern and modified Quakerism."

Had Friends then been faithful in the due admin-

istration of " the wholesome rules of our Disci-

pline," these pernicious publications would have

been long since repudiated by the Society gene-

rally, and that subtile and insidious " process of

heresy" which has so long exercised its baneful in-

fluence in our midst, would have been measurably

neutralized or altogether prevented.

Oh ! may we individually, dear Friends, through

deep humiliation and a heart-felt repentance for

our transgressions, know a practical recurrence to

first principles and a restoration to Diviue favour

and be again accounted worthy to hold up to the

nations a standard for the Truth. Alas! my
Friends, both old and young, unless these conside-

rations shall occupy the chief place in our minds,

and influence our conduct, I fear that He who de-

clared that His Spirit should not always strive with

man, may leave ihe body under our name to the

desolation of a lifeless profession.

In the contemplation of these things now, near

the approach of our annual solemnity, my mind
has been impressed with the awful language in the

parable of the unfruitful fig-tree :
—"A certain man

had a fig-tree planted in his vineyard ; and he

came and sought fruit thereon, and found none.

Then said be unto the dresser of his vineyard,

Behold these three years I come seeking fruit ou
this fig-tree, and find none : cut it down : why
cumbercth it the ground ? And he answering said

unto him. Lord, let it alone this year also, till I

shall dig about it and dung it. And if it bear

fruit, well : and if not, then after that thou sbalt

cut it down 1"

New J^ind of Straw Paper.— Specimens of a

new paper for printing, invented in Austria, and
made entirely from maize srraw, have reached

Paris. The paper differs little, except in colour,

from the ordinary paper in use for the daily jour-

nals. It is a shade more yellow, that is all ; but

the ink turns black, and the printing is perfectly

legible. Some of the specimens are as fine as if

intended for ladies' correspondence, and support a

high degree of glazing. This paper, coloured

pink or lilac, cannot be distinguished from the

very finest qualities of writing paper now in use.

The advantage in cheapness is more than one

half.
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From the British Frieud.

Clirisl's Presence, the Anthority of the Church.

One of the peculiar traits of ancient Quakerism,

is silent waiting upon the Lord. It was" practised

by the earlj Friends, not only in presenting them-

selves for the duty of divine worship, but also in

their meetings for the discipline of the church.

They did not believe themselves qualified for either

service without it. Any more tban the first Chris-

tians, they knew not what to pray for as they ought

—they knew not the will of the Lord, respecting the

part they were to act, and therefore waited for the

mind of the Spirit, and that divine energy, by which

it quickens the perceptions of the soul, and gives

ability to speak and act with the Spirit and the

understanding also. The subjects of deliberation

in meetings of record, chiefly relate to the health

and prosperity of the members. Not the amuse-

ment or the exaltation of the natural man, but to

build up one anotlier in the Truth, and to promote

the glory of God, were their great concerns.

Sometimes these meetings may appear to the

superficial observer to be insipid and uninteresting,

because little occurs to please the senses. To the

spiritual traveller they may be painful and labori-

ous, yet keeping where his Lord is, he is not only

filling up his measure of suffering, and learning to

keep the word of patience, but united with other

similar spirits, he is made instrumental to preserve

the flock and administer life to others. Even after

seasons of conflict and watching, he is at times

able to say, " It is good for me that I have been

there." The Lord gives him a precious reward

for his steadfastness, which is of more value than

anything to delight the natural taste. As an as-

sembly maintains this exercise, waiting for tiie

Master, with loins girded, solemnity and weight

spread over it ; the Lord comes to be known as a

crown of glory, and a diadem of beauty ; the spirit

of judgment is granted, and strength to turn the

battle against the assaults of Satan.

In this stands the authority of our religious meet-

ings, of more force than any arguments whatever.

These are glories pertaining to this latter dispen-

sation, and while there is a baptized and sanctified

people keeping this ground, upon all the glory there

will be a defence :—under the direction of the

omnipotent and all-wise Head, the body will edify

itself, the fathers and mothers will be made to reign

in Christ, the young men will grow in strengtii,

and experience, and skill ; and the children will be

nursed and fed with proper food. This is not a

mere picture. At such seasons. Friends who were
sound in the faith could onee say, "the Seed reigns."

It is still realized among tho^e who rejoice in Christ

Jesus alone, and have no confidence in the wisdom,
or policy, or artificial knowledge of men. Human
policy is not unfrcquently mingled with the subtlety

of the serpent, which strikes at the simplicity of

the Truth. " The world by wisdom knows not

God." If this wisdom rules in the visible church,

those things which are done to be seen of men, and
to please unregenerate men, may engross its deli-

berations, and exclude a right exercise for the

spiritual health of the members. If the course o:

proceeding which worldly professors take is adopted,

fidelity to Christ, and the foolishness of the cross,

will be lost. And should riches and worldly great-

ness bear sway, sorrowful desolation will it make
wherever such influence prevails. Those who re-

ceive honour of men, and are not seeking the hon-
our which comes from God only, will be likely to

strive to carry out the will of those who houou
them, and this gives rise to a similar state of divi

sion with that in which the Corinthian church wa
involved.

No mere resemblance of unity and love wil

avail, and nothing is likely to prevent apostacy,

but keeping to the original ground of waiting for

the putting forth of the Leader of Israel, to know

Him to go belore, and following faithfully when

He does appear, cither as a still small voice, as the

pillar of fire by night, or of the cloud by day. In

this state, the iunocency and dependence of the

child will be preserved, and the Lord's power at

ons known to be overall, and the church led in

safety. The watchful and faithful ones will be

baptized into one body, and drink into one spirit,

ind the peace which Christ gives will be their por-

ion. The refreshing waters of Sliiloh will be pre-

sented for their acceptance, which are of incon-

ceivably greater worth than the specious displays

of man's contrivance. Instead of the will or wrath

of man, which is like a blast from the wilderness,

the gentle, peaceable, yet unwavering Spirit of the

Lord, our righteousness, will dictate and direct

among his people.

Was there ever a period when it was more need-

ful to recur to the good old way ; the sound prin-

ciples and Christian practice of our fathers in the

Truth ? We cannot be too much awake to the

devices of Satan, which are lulling many to rest,

and leading them to think that a more relaxed

support of our testimonies will now do. If these

testimonies are of Divine origin, as they most as-

suredly are, it must be the Lord's will that they

be firmly supported. Should lukewarmuess over-

spread the body, and they be allowed to fall, or

the attempt be made to keep the form without Di-

vine wisdom and strength, universal lifekssness

must ensue, and the very existence of the Society

be jeoparded. A society making the profession wo
do, cannot long exist after that Divine power has

withdrawn, which alone is the life and support of

it ; but notwithstanding the enemy may come upon

us, as a storm and tempest against the wall, or as

a subtle deceiver, to glide us gently and peaceably

on to another foundation, let us not draw back
from daily fervent seeking for the manifestation of

the Lord's presence and power, both for individual

support, and to guide us in our solemn assemblies

;

that his great name maybe honoured and exalted,

and Satan with all his deceptive stratagems may
be put to flight, and the church again arise and

shine, arrayed in the luminous robes of pure right-

eousness, salvation and strength.

For " The Friend."

Part of a communication of William Forster in

the Women's Yearly Meeting (Philadelphia,) on

the morning of the '22d of Fourth month, 182.5.

—

Fear not, therefore, little flock, it is your Father's

good pleasure to give you the kingdom— this was
the encouraging language of the Kedeemer, when
personally upon earth, to his immediate followers,

and I believe it is the same to those who, in this

day, are his ;—for it is sorrowfully true, that though

there be many who make profession of the name
of Christ, the number of his sincere and self deny-

ing followers is small : they are still a little flock :

a very little people. Strange as it may appear,

the time of my tirst being impressed with a pros-

pect of a viat to your land, was so early in life

that I can hardly recur to the period when it fir^t

presented that if I continued faithful to the un-

toldings of Divine wisdom, no small portion of my
lime would be spent in gospel labours in this land

;

and though many imperfections have marred my
work, yet, to be permitted to have discharged what
appeared to me to be a debt of love, and to feel

that my Divine Master is about to grant me a re-

lease,* I cannot, my beloved friends, express the

*This was the closing of his five jears' labours in

gratitude I feel clothing my spirit for His unspea]

able goodness to one of His most unworthy se

vants.

I believe there are those here, who know \

experience what it is the Psalmist saith, when 1

uttered the language, "All thy waves and thy b)

lows have gone over me." I feel that in my sraa

measure I have been enabled to sympathize wi!

these tried and dedicated ones. Truly, this ia

time of deep proving ! a day of treading dowi

and oh, how my spirit desires your eneourageme:

and preservation—that you may be enabled to bei

the fire ! I must revive the language of tl

prophet, " I will bring the third part through tl

fire ! I will refine them as silver is refined,

will try them as gold is tried ; they shall call <

my name, and I will hear. I will say it is ir

people, and they shall say the Lord is our God,'

How many, since my abode amongst you, hai

been removed from the church militant to tl

church triumphant ! And if I am not mistake

there are some in this assembly, whose warfare

nearly accomplished—yes, the time is approachil

when these tried and dedicated ones shall hear tl

language, " These are they whiuh came out of gre,

tribulation, and have washed their robes and mat

them white in the blood of the Lamb." Lift i

your heads, and be ye lifted up, ye everlastii

doors, and let the redeemed of the Lord enter i

My beloved younger sisters, let me entreat you

love retirement; be content with the stations a

lotted you in the back-ground : love the corners

the Lord's house; keep in the secret places, unf

the full time for your " showing to Israel" be comi

so that when the Lord brings you forth, you iiu

bear te^timony that it is His own work. The Loi

has a work upon the wheel, and He will raise i

testimony-bearers in families from which it will n

be expected ; and though trials, many trials mr

await tho.se whom He is thus pleased to qualify fi

his work and service, oh, may they patiently be;

all that is laid upon them ! It is the Lord's wor]

His langunge is still applicable, " Behold I

leave in Zion an afflicted and poor people, and t

shall trust in the name of the Lord."

For "The Friend.*

"I Didn't Think."

There are many cases of suffering coming und

my notice, which are the result of a want of suf

cient forethought and reflection. Cases, whe

there was ample time for consideration before tl

commission ot a deliberate act, that has sometim

proved irremediable during the remainder of lil

i believe the advice of any one who appears to I

properly concerned on our account, should be du

weighed by us, before we cast it aside. " If ;

hear thee, thou hast gained thy brother," is n

only an injunction to labour with others, but al

to receive counsel when ofl'erod in the right spir

When properly sensible of our weakness, blim

ness, and nothingness, the humblest help aflbrdi

us to overcome our soul's enemies, will not be de

pised, while we cannot too frequently remomb(

that he that despiseth little things, shall fall 1

little and little. O.

A ScKond Madeira.—Kelley's Island, in La
Erie, is all a vineyard. The principal grape is t

Catawba, which yields admirable wine. An ac

in full bearing will produce 7000 lbs. of grapi

worth 8455, at 6i cents, per pound.

Manufacturing.—England and Wales have ov

3000 factories; and they pay the operatives Si:

000,000 per annum ; their entire trade in the

rious fabrics amounts to §525,600,000 annual

giving employment to 1,000,000 operatives.
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For " The Friend."

Hints Cathercd in my Garden.

The seeds we plant may be very goot1, but un-

13 tbere is warmth ia the ground, tLey will not

rout. Warmth is esseutial to growth.

Many of the seeds planted will not grow ; so it

well to plant more than enough. Yet the wise

id-sower will not waste, but choose seasons for

inting, favourable to growth. He will remcm-

r too, that there is much work to do to prepare

e ground. Very much depends on this : and to

relessness respecting it, many a failure will be

argcd.

If weeds should come up with the seedlings, do

t be in a hurry to destroy them, or ten to one,

e choice plants will be injured. (Matt. ix. 30,

) But above all, never pull up any weeds

ughly ; for we know not where under ground the

ots may ruu. A gentle, cautious, patient hand

ineeded in gardening.

When weeding is needed, choose for it a moist,

,Dudy time. There is a right time for a right

prk. Damp weather keeps the ground soft and

inder. But be very careful not to loosen the

j.rth too much close to the roots of the plants.

Yet it is very ia}portant to stir the surface of

e ground frequently ; for the gardener's work is

/ no means done when the plants are fairly up.

j

is a little remarkable that this stirring the earth

;ts as beneficially on the plant as frequent show-

's : and in times of drought this should be partic-

arly attended to, lest it dwindle and die.

Take care not to have too hot a sun on young,

nder plants. Night seasons are of the utmost

!iportance to all. Plants could not live in con-

Dual sunshine. Indeed, many can bear but very

ttlesun ; and the skilful gardener will place these

I the shade of stronger plants.

Many of the weaker kinds require staking : if

lis be neglected, they lose their symmetry, and in

le first storm they may be so blown about as

tally to injure the root.

"A garden well kept is easily kept." Do not

aglect it a single day. If a flower-bed be filled

ith choice flowers, there is little room for weeds,

nd little work to keep them out.

When the young plants grow vigorously, or

low flower-buds, the skill and discernment of the

irdener is most needed. Each plant requires

sculiar treatment. With some, too strong a growth

eeds pruning, and this must be done with the ut-

lost care and judgment. If in pruning, the limb

B bruised, it will sometimes die down, sometimes

Bver recover strength. But frequently a strong

rowth does not require pruning, and should it Le

one, it gains nothing, and that much healthy

rowth is lost. I have seen fine trees cut away

Jthlessly till, instead of spreading branches, no-

ling but a stunted head of foliage was to be seen.

ind some plants are so constituted that if pruned

t an improper season, they will bleed even to

eath. Yet the wise gardener knows how to dis-

riminate. Sometimes by nipping off half the

ower-buds on a stock, the rest will give a perfect

loom, when if all had been left, they might have

ropped blighted to the ground.

Pruning is useful, because the strength of the

30t is saved by it,—is allowed to accumulate. The

30t is important, chiefly because it finds nourish-

leut for the plant, in order that it may produce

owers and fruit. By pruning in the right way and

:me, there will eventually be a greater production

f these, and it is on this account it is so impor-

mt, as we say, " to strengthen the root." For if

lie show of fine flowers exhausts it, the plant dies

eforo there is any fruit ripened.

Some plants make a great display of leaves and

blossoms, though they have very little root. These

are the short-lived kinds; mostly annuals. While

trees and shrubs that live and grow for many
years, have roots in proportion to their height and

breadth.

Comparatively few plants renew tbcir leaves and

greenness without being stripped for a season. It

is no evidence of death, if, as the winler approaches,

the leaves fall away, and the growth scorns to stop.

The strong body of the plant receives the strength

the leaves have gathered for it in the summer-time,

and will in time send forth a more plentiful supply

of leaves and flowers, " beautiful in their season."

"The hidden life" is working, and its work will

soon bo visible.

Such are some of the lessons learned among the

flowers. If they ruled in that Garden of which

immortal souls are the plants, as well as in that

all-important, lesser one, over which wo each have

charge, would not the fragrance arising therefrom,

be more abundant, would not the perfect fruit be

oftener found ?

" Abide in me, and I in you. As the branch

eannot bear fruit of itself, except it abide in the

vine ; no more can ye, except ye abide in me."
" Herein is my Father glorified, that ye bear much
fruit ; so shall ye be my disciples."

''Awake, north wind ; and come, thou south
;

blow upon my garden, that the spices thereof may
flow out. Let my beloved come into His garden,

and eat his pleasant fruits."

Third mouth, 18G1.

Old Age.—" Old age is a public good. It is in

deed. Do not feel sad because you are old. When
ever you are walking, no one ever opens a gate for

you to pass through, no one ever honours you with

[any kind of help, without being himself the better

:for what he does; for fellow-feeling with the aged

ripens the soul."

THE FRIEND.
THIRD MONTH 30, IS

Our country is at the present time passing

throucb a fearful ordeal. For several years the

antagonism between the free and the slave States

has been developing itself in various ways, and

each side has striven to marshal its forces for the

final contest, which both saw must come sooner or

later, and so to manoeuvre them that there should

be no escape from a battle that would decide which

should henceforth have pre-eminence in the govern-

ment of the country. In the last presidential elec-

tion, every class of society was moved to its lowest

depths; political intrigue, party spirit, and sectional

interest were all enlisted and actively engaged to

operate upon the groat issues at stake ; and the re-

sult was the triuuiph' of freedom over slavery, or at

least the instalment in power, of the party which

declared slavery to be a social and political evil, and

that it ought to be restricted to that portion of the

country where it already exists. There is no doubt

that the verdict of the ballot-boxes was constitu-

tionally authorized and fairly rendered. But a

portion of the losing party determined not to sub-

mit to the clearly expressed will of the majority.

I

Claiming to act in accordance with the precept

•that government rests upon the consent of the go-

verned, and that it is the right of the people to

alter and abolish governments whenever they be-

'come destructive of the ends for which they were

[established, they have attempted to justify the re-

volutionary course they have taken, by asserting

there is an inevitable and irreconcileable conflict of

principles, institutions, and interests between their

ction of the country and that where slavery is

abolished ; that on the slave issue they can never

ield their settled preferences; and that it is in-

ultiug and injurious to them, for the North to per-

ist in refusing, what they are irrevocably deter-

mined upon demanding, the recognition and adop-

tion of slavery as a national institution ; therefore,

their inalienable right to withdraw from their

former compact, and set up a government of their

It was not to be expected that the United States

government would recognize the justice of this rea-

or at once submit to dismemberment,
brought about by the treasonable scheming of

lany who had been entrusted with its most lucra-

ve and influential appointments, acting upon the

blind infatuation of wide-spread sectional prejudice

and animosity. Nor have the people of the free

States failed to feel the deep wrong done to the

whole country by the secessionists, and the danger-

ous principle that would be sanctioned by a quiet

acknowledgment of the new " Confederated States."

Morever, the aggressive acts of the secessionists,

and the insulting tone of their abettors, have in-

creased the feeling of irritation, and disposed many
to favour measures of retaliation.

Under these circumstances, we cannot but think

it remarkable, and esteem it as a blessing, that so

far there has been no act of hostility committed oa
the part of the United States, and that the Presi-

dent who has just retired, and he who now fills the

ofiioe, have declared their determination to pre-

serve peace, if possible. The Constitution autho-

rizes the President to employ force in order " to

execute the laws of the Union, suppress insurrec-

tion, and repel invasion," but the setting up of a

new government by a number of adjoiumg States

was not contemplated, and the posture of afl'airs

attending its initiation and consummation, renders

the President now almost powerless. There is a

new government de facto, apparently supported by
the good will of the people over whom it exercises

authority, and the whole question between it and

the United States appears to resolve itself into,

whether this new government shall be acknow-

ledged and treated with, or an attempt made to

overthrow it by force, and reduce its millions of

citizens to obedience, by the horrors and destruction

of war.

It is certainly a most extraordinary, occurrence,

and one, which in one sense, argues a highly im-

proved state of feeling and civilization, in a large

portion of our countrymen, that in a nation of thirty

millions, such a revolution, originating from such

causes, should have taken place without a single

drop of blood being shed, or hostile armies being

brought in array against each other. Surely, this

is a favour for which all good citizens should be

thankful, and which should inspire them with hope

for the luture, and stimulate them to use whatever

influence they may possess, to preserve peaceful

relations between the parties, and secure a blood-

less issue to this most lamentable controversy.

That such an issue is altogether possible, we have

not a doubt ; even while a consistent protest is main-

tained against rebellion, and the fact clearly de-

monstrated to the world, that there has been no

shadow of excuse for resistance to the authority of

our government; and that it is not lack of physi-

cal power to enforce obedience that keeps the

sword in its scabbard, but the conviction that an

appeal to its bloody arbitrament would be unchris-

tian and impolitic; because after inflicting upon

both parties the horrors of civil war, whatever

wrongs had been done, and whatever rigiits in-

vaded, there must be a peaceful solution of the dif-
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Acuities, at its conclusion, such as may be arrived

at before it is bfiguu.

It may be admitted that this successful rending

of our vast empire, and the establishment of a new
confederacy, if acquiesced in, will be an undenia-

ble admission of the inherent weakness of our

republican government, and destroy its prestige

abroad ; but it is also equally an evidence that

that weakness arises from the people retaining

power in tlieir own hands, and withholding so great

a portion of it from the hands of the Executive, as

would be needful at once to put down resistance

by force, lest under unforeseen circumstances it

might be employed for oppression and the depriva-

tion of their rights. And what more noble and

elevating spectacle could the United States exhibit

to other nations than, laying aside all feelings of

resentment for injuries received, and actuated by

a truly christian spirit, it should magnanimously

refuse to plunge its citizens in fraternal strife, for

fear of what the world might say of its moral

courage or physical strength, and in a peaceful

and legalized manner, dispose of the diflScuhies and

dangers which threaten it, and allow the with-

drawal of those discontented and revolted States,

which desire to leave its support and protection.

Such a course, however its necessity may be

regretted at the present time, is incomparably bet-

ter than to kindle the fires of war throughout the

land, and crimson the soil with human blood, which

no sacrifice of national pride or material interest

should be deemed too great to avert. Were this

dreadful game once to commence, no one could

foresee when it would be completed, or a tithe of

the misery it would inflict, and before it would be

played out, our boasted free government and our

professed Christianity, would become a byword and

a scorn throughout the world. Let then each one

strive to inculcate and bring into action the prin-

ciples of peace and feelings of good- will towards

all, in order that no circumstances may provoke

those in power to comiuence hostilities, and that

the statesmen of the North and of the South, in-

stead of devising means for imbruing the hands of

the people in each other's blood, may agree in good
faith upon terms of mutual concession and separa-

tion. May we not hope that such action will draw
down the Divine bUssing, and in the end bring

about what is so greatly to be desired, a re-union

of the dissevered States, and lead to the final ex-

tinguishment of the great national sin, for which
together with other departures from the law of

righteousness, the country is now suffering correc-

tion.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
EoBOPE.—News from England to ll.e 10th inst.

The sales of cotton in the Liverpool miirket for the

week, were «2,000 bnles; all qualities were slightly

higher. Breadstuffs were quiet, but steady. The bul-

lion in the Banit of England had decreased £149,000.
Consols, 91 J. The rate of discount lor the best short

bills was 7J a 8 per cent.

The blockade of the citadel of Messina is officially

announced, and the firing had commenceil. Nearly all

the foreign vessels had quitted the harbour. Count
Cavour has brought to the notice of the Italian Parlia-

ment the necessity for settling the Roman question.

The Spanish ministry repudiate the idea of transfer-

ing the Papacy to Jerusalem, and favour the continu-
ance of the temporal power of the Pope. It is intimated
that the Spanish government is about to demonstrate
tlie sincerity of its hostility to the slave Imde by sta-

tioning a squadron upon the African coast. The re-

proaches of Lord Palmerston on the subject, had pro-
voked great indignation at .Mairid.

In the French manufacturing districts, business was
very dull. The Minister of the Interior has authorized
the establishment of two new daily papers in Paris
tlie French Senate one of the members made an aitack
on the alliance with England, but his remarks were re

ceived with dissatisfaction. The Mires defalcation i;

said to be assuming a more serious aspect. He is in

dy, and not allowed to communicate with anyone.
The Receiver-General is said to have been removed from
his post, in connection with the affair. The budget had
been submitted to the Legislature. The expenditures

e estimated at nearly 5-400,000,000.

Political agitation was rife in Poland. The petition

of the people for administrative reform, national recog-
nition and constitutional freedom, had obtained 60,000

res, and was to be delivert-d to the Emperor by
Prince Gortschakoff, who was prepared to support its

demands. The Bank of Poland having refused to re-

deem Russian bonds with specie, the sum required had
forcibly taken by the "government, aided by the

military. An attempted patriotic demonstration in

Warsaw was suppressed by the military, and fifty-three

rsons were killed. The city afierwards presenied a

gloomy appearance, nearly all the people wearing
hundred thousand persons attend-

ed the funeral of those killed during the disturbance.
d to be imminent at Con-

stantinople, growing out of financial ditBcultics. Rus-
has approved of the French occupation of Syria, and

had intimated that the sending of additional troops
Id be supported. The Porte liad sent an answer to

the last Russian note, denying all right of foreign inter-

ference in the internal atfairs of Turkey.
ports of the famine in North-western India

prove not to have been exaggerated.

United States.—Affairs at Washington.—The aspect
f political matters remained unchanged. The Secretary
f the Treasury has advertised for a new loan of eight
lillions of dollars. The stock will bear interest at the

rale of six per cent., payable semi-annually, and will be
reimbursable in twenty years. The President has sub-

d to the Senate, for its advice and consent, the
proposition of the British government to refer the San
' lan question to the arbitration of Sweden, the Nether-
nds, or Switzerland. From these governments it is

for the United States government to make the selection.

The Committee on Foreign Relations has made a favour-
the subject, and recommended the

I ot Sm zerland. The Senat cted( great
umber of Presidential appointments, they were nearly

11 confirmed. The following were among the number:
Rufus King, Minister resident at Rome; Bradford R.

Wood, .Minister resident to Denmark; Anson Burlin-
ame, Minister to Austria

; Elisha 0. Crosby, Minister
ssident to Guatemala. The commissioners" from the
Confederate States remained at Washington, awaiting
he action of the goverument. It is believed there is a
trong desire on both sides to effect a peaceful solution
of the present difficulties.

The Late Secrelart/ of Il'ar.—The indictments against
ex-Secretary Floyd fur malfeasance in oflice, and con-

Lcy to defraud the government, have been dismissed
by the Court in Washington, as untenable on technical
grounds, or not sustained by the evidence.

Missouri.—The convention in this State has adjourned,
after pronouncing its judgiuent, that there is at present
no adequate cause for retiring from the Union ; that
some peaceable mode of adjustment should be adopted
calculated to bring back the seceded States, and if that
fails, there should then be a peaceable separation be-
tween the Union and the Confederate States. A reso-
lution was passed in favour of holding a national con-
vention.

Arhaiisas.—The secession ordinance was voted down
in the convention, the nays being 39, to 35 yeas. A
compromise was afterwards efifected, by which it was
agreed to submit the question of co-operation or seces
sion to the people of Arkansas, m the Eighih montl
next. Delegates were appointed to a border State con
vention if such should be held, to report on the re

assembling of the convention on the third Second-day
in the Eighth month, to which time it has adjourned,

Georgia.—The State convention has adjourned after

adopting a Constitution for the State, to be submitted
the people, in the Seventh month next. Informati
having been received th.it the arms which were seized
in New York, had all been surrendered, the Governoi
of Georgia ordered the release of the New York ships, ir

the port of Savannah.
Texas.—Governor Houston and the Secretary of State

refused to appear before the State conventio
summoned to take the oath of allegiance to th

sioiial government. They were then deposed by the
convention, and retired from their offices, surrendering
the archives, Lieut. Governor Clark occupyingthe gubei
natorial chair. Gov. Houston has issued an appeal i

the people, denouncing the convention. The members
of the Legislature took the oath of allegiance.

The Southern Conyress.—The Southern Congress, be-

fore its adjournment, passed an act to authorize the

transit of merchandise through the" Confederate States."

ovides that goods, wares, and merchandise imported
from any foreign country, into the said State, for any
foreign country may be entered and have transit through

_

the Confederate States free of duty, subject to such re-

gulations as the Secretary of the Treasury, from time to

ime, shall make ; and the said Secretary of the Treasury
hall have power to make such regulations as he i

deem expedient for the safety of the revenue, and for the

iblic convenience, which regulations may be enforced
the manner prescribed by law as to other reguiat
relation to the revenue.
Fort P(H-«ns.—By proclamation of General Bragg, all

vessels are prohibited from furnishing supplies to

. war vessels off Pensacola or fort Pickens, under
penalty of forfeiture and confiscation.

Philadelphia.—Mortality last week, 305: of consump-
tion, 37; diptheria, 10 ; scarlet fever, 2-t ; inflammatioa
of the lungs, 24; small-pox, 21.

The Lake Trade.—The loss of steamers and cargoea
n the lakes, in 1860, amounted to §497,383; sailing

essels and cargoes, S658.632—total, $1,156,015.
'

rease over previous year, §135,915. Loss of lives, I

a 1859, 105. Most of these, some 400, were lost on the
Lady Elgin.

RECEIPTS.
Received from "Wm. L. Heazlit, N. Y., SI, to 47, vol.

34; from R. Woodward, N. Y., $2, vol. 34; from Jos.

Heston, N. Y., §4, vols. 34 and 35 ; from Wm. Black-
burn, Pa., SB. 12, for B. A., and §2, vol. 34, for J. Rogers,

.S2, vol. 34
;
from B. Hallock, N. Y., $1, to 27, vol. 34.

WEST-TOWN SCHOOL.
The Committee to superintend the Boarding-school at

'est-Town, will meet in Philadelphia on Sixth-day, the

;h of next month, at seven o'clock, p. M.

The Committee on Instruction and that on Adnii-:-

ons meet on the same day ; the former at four o clock.

Qd the latter at five o'clock, p. M.

The Visiting Committee attend the semi-annual ex-

nination of the schools, commencing on Third-d;iy

orning, and closing on Fifth-day afternoon of the same
eek. Joel Evans, Clerk.

Third mo. 21st, 18G1.

WANTED.
A Female Teacher as Principal in the Raspberry

street school for Coloured Girls.

Application may be made to Hannah J. Newhall, 528

Spruce street; Mary Scattergood, 413 Spruce street;

Rebecca S. Allen, 335 S. Fifth street.

FRIENDS' INDIAN INSTITUTE, TUNE3SASSAH.
A man and a woman Friend are wanted to aid in con-

ducting this Institution. A man and his wife would be

preferred, one of whom should be qualified to teach in

the school. Apply to Ebenezer Worth,
Marshalton. Chester Co., Pa.

Thos. Wistar,
Fox Chase, Philadelphia Co., Pa.

Joel Evans,
O.akdale P. 0., Delaware Co., Pa.

Philad., Second mo. 5th, 1861.

WEST-TOWN SCHOOL.
A Friend and his wife are wanted to fill the statioM

of Superintendent and Matron at West-town Boarding-

School.
Application to be made to either of the following

Friends: Nathan Sharpless, Concord ; James Emlen,!

West Chester ; Samuel Hilles, Wilmington ; HENiii

Cope or William Evans, Philadelphia.

Twelfth mo. 10th, 1860.

Married, on the 14th of Second month, at Friends'

Meeting-house, Fallsington, Bucks Co., Pa., Charles M
Cooper, of Camden Co., N. J., and Hannah W., daugh-

ter of the late David Brown, of the former place.

, on the 21st inst., at Friends' Meeting-house
Parkersville, Chester Co., Pa., David Evans, of Willis-

town township, to Eliza W., daughter of William and

Phebe W. House, of Pocopson.
, at Friends' Meeting-house, Wilmington, Del.,

on Fifth-day, the 21st inst., Ellisto.v P. .Morris, of Phi-|

ladelphia. to Martha, daughter of Mernt and Eliza T.|

Canby, of the former place.

PILE & M'ELROY, PRINTERS,
j

Lodge street, opposite the PennBylvania Bank, j
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Sabscrlptions and Payments received by

JOHN RICHARDSON.

T NO. 116 NORTH FOtfRTH STREET, UP STAIRS,
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'oatage to any part of Pennsylvania, for three

iths, if paid in advance, three and a-quarter cents ;

,ny part of the United States, for three months, il

1 in advance, six and a-half cents.
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laving accomplished the religious service which

believed to be required of him, he embarked for

ae on the 12th of Seventh month, 1S12; and

kes the following observations, in taking a re-

spect of his intercourse with Friends in Great

tain, viz. :

—

'As I silently contemplated the many acquaint-

!es I had formed in that land, from whom I had

V parted, probably never more to see the faces

many of them, as death is frequently arresting

youth, the middle-aged and the aged, I felt

t I loved many of them with true and tender

e ; and desires were raised, that the love of my
ivenly Father may abide with them. My n)ind

, solitary in thinking of those I had left behind

I in looking toward home."

Again he says :

—

' Were I to attempt it, I should find myself at

ass for language to express the feelings of gra-

ide and love which filled my heart, and humbled

before the Giver of every good and perfect gift,

all his mercies. May the unslumbering Shep-

d of Israel keep my dear friends, through ail

trials of this probationary state, and finally

ss them with an admittance into unmixed feli-

' The voyage was attended with variable winds

i sometimes calms, and there being twenty-four

isengers, we were apprehensive of being put on

irt allowance, being out of several necessary

icles before we arrived at our port. On reacL-

the coast of America, we received the unplea-

it tidings, that war had been declared against

eat Britain by the United States ; and ou coiu-

;
in sight of Sandy-hook light-hou.^e, we were

irded by a naval officer, who took posses^ion of

I ship as a prize, for a violatiou of the non-inter-

irse act. Other ofiicers coming on board, all

s confusion and hurry ; but several of us suc-

ided in getting on board a pilot-boat, though not

hout danger from the roughness of the sea ; and

3ut two o'clock in the morning of the 28th of

»hth month, we landed in New York. To be

je more in the land of my nativity and amongst

.ny kind Iriends who gave me a hearty we come,

s pleasant ; but the thought of returning to my
:eaved habitation was painful."

On his return from Europe, he delivered up his

certificates to the meetings from which he had

obtained them, and gave some account of his tra-

vels and religious labours, producing testimonials

from the Yearly Meetings held in London and

Dublin, expressive of their satisfaction with his

visit, and that his company and services had been

acceptable and edifying. His continued dedica-

tion to the cause of his Divine Master was soon

evinced, by his yielding to an apprehension of reli-

gious duty to attend the Yearly Meeting for New
England, held on Ebode Island, in 1813, and

.soUiB of the meetings compo.-iug it; which service

he performed to the peace and satisfaction of his

own mind, and the comfort of Friends among whom
he laboured.

The next memorandums are the following, viz :

"1813, First mo. 1st. Contemplating on the

events of the last year, and my lonesome situation,

I felt desirous to resume my diary, from a hope

that it may have a tendency to keep me from un-

profitable thoughts and their consequences ; and

have therefore commenced this first day of the

year. The fervent desire of loy heart is, that

Israel's Shepherd may look down upon me with

wonted compassion, pas- by my sins and remeniber

u)y iniquities no more ; for although I am looked

up to as one of the better sort of men, yet lam
cry sensible that I have need to watch continually

unto prayer, finding my di.«posiiion inclining to the

world and its ways, which, if indulged, leave the

mind destitute of spiritual consolation. Hitherto

the Lord hath helped me. By him I have passed

hrough the fire, and escaped the perils of the

briny deep; after having had to endure the heart-

rending trial of a separation from a beloved help-

meet, a hopeful son, an aged mother, and other
• relatives. Shall I not therefore trust his holy

le and seek his favour, for his power is undi-

n iuished, and his mercies are new every morning.

Sing, my soul, a song of praise and thanksgiving

unto thy God ! tell of his marvellous doings, that

others may come and put their trust under the

shadow of bis wings. Although He has chastened

yet he has not forsaken me ; as a father look-

eth on his children, and hath comp;»6sion toward

hen-, even when they go astray from his whole-

some counsel, so hath he regarded me. His love

has been as a reviving cordial, and as healing

balm to my wounded ' and fainting spirit. May
the thousands who are calling upon his name, wit-

ness this; and those who are delighting to live

without him, in the ways of their own choosing, be

turned unto him, that they may find him to be to

them, as he is indeed to all his penitent children,

indescribable in love and mercy, a helper near at

hand in every needful time. Thus they also may
testify of his goodness, that He faileth not to up-

hold the righteous, whilst the obstinately wicked

cannot escape his wrath, though he has no plea-

sure in the death of the wicked, but delighteth in

showing mercy and kindness, even unto those who
are unuiindful of him. He calleth unto them

that they may turn from the evil of their ways,

repent and live. Shall those then, who are at

times clad in sackcloth, and go mourniDg on tbcir

way, forsake him and seek other beloveds 1 Nay
— let not this be the case, lest they iner ;ase their

sorrow, even ui:to death. For where is true con-

solation to be had, but from the inexhaustible

Fountain, where the true mourners have ever been
comforted, and their mourning been turned into

joy, because of the gladness of heart they have
received, enabling them to sing, ' praise the

Lord, all ye sons and daughters of men, for his

mercy endureth forever.' Grant thou, Lord, the

petition of thy servant; seal instruction upon my
heart, as with an indelible impression, only to be

efi'aced by death ; that thy coun.sel may remain in

me, to thy glory and the exaltation of thy own
cause, for why should I be as one that turneth

aside, when thou hast made my way plain before

" 5th. Have felt solitary yesterday and to-day,

but not de.-=ponding; my trust is in the aiicient

Helper of his people, even for wisdom to direct

me in my temporal concerns, about which I have

been very thoughtful of late, though not from a

desire to seek great things, nor yet from a fear of

want; but from a desire to be rightly directed, in

order to avoid the difficulties and embarrassments,

which hinder the progress of the soul in religion.

My situation is such, that thoughtfuluess about a

comfortable subsistence is necessary;— hitherto I

have not spent my time in idlene.-s, and may my
last days be spent usefully, is still the desire of

my heart.

8th. Temporal concerns have engaged my at-

tention to-day
;
yet not so as wholly to divcot my

mind of desires to stand approved before Him,
who is the great Controller of events : whilst an

inhabitant of this earth, I hope to prefer the peace

consequent upon well-doing, to any earthly engage-

ment."
" 4th of Tenth month. On my way home from

the boarding-school at Nine Partners, feeling much
depressed, a remembrance of past mercies and

judgments, dispensed to me by ujy gracious Lord,

brought a seriousness over my mind, which gra-

dually increased as I rode along, so that 1 was

much humbled. The everlasting Light of life broke

in upon my spirit, in such a manner, that I felt

surprised and unworthy of the favour of being

thus remembered by the Ancient of days. This

blessed light dispelled the darkness which had

spread over my mind, and produced so much sad-

ness; and praises aro.se from my grat-ful heart to

the Author of all mercies. I remenibcred that I

had served Jehovah, and had reaped the rich

reward of peace ; but of late, I had concluded all

was gone, and that I should never more enjoy his

favour; but now my hope revived, unworthy as I

feel myself to be. I once more offered up myself

to the disposal of Him who leads in the paths of

peace ; saying, send me where and when thou

wilt—here I am— I will go, for good is thy will;

thou who art pleased to evince to the sons and

daughters of men, that thy mercies endure for

ever; thou art worthy to be served and I onoured

by all thy creatures. I desire that the residue of

my days may be dedicated to thy ble.*sed cause

and service ; and may I serve thee with all my
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strength and mind, my will being subject to thy

humbling power."
" My clJiMren being settled away from home,

and other circumstances appearing to render it

proper, I had given up house-keeping ; but I now
became satisfied it would contribute to my comfort

to be again settled, as I saw a snare in being so

much at liberty to visit my friends, as there is a

possibility of moving in religious engagements too

easily, and thus that solid weight which attends

the minds of those who go from the constraining

power of Gospel love, may be wanting. And al-

though this love is sufEcient to support the mind,

when called by our Divine Master to sacrifice the

society and endearments of home, and our tem-

poral concerns, it never will discharge us from the

duties we owe to those we leave behind, when it is

our proper place to return home. I saw, there-

fore, that there was need for me to be on my
guard, not to become habituated to living upon

my friends' kindness, which was evidenced by fre-

quent invitations to spend a little time with them."

In 1814, he visited meetings in New Jersey and

Pennsylvania, and attended the Yearly Jleeting

in Pbiladelpbia; and in the Ninth month of that

year, was married to Sarah Cooper, of Newton,

in New Jersey. In 1815, he set out on an exten-

sive gospel mission ; attended the Yearly Meetings

of Baltimore and North Carolina, and visited many
of the meetings constituting them. While at New
Garden, in North Carolina, he wrote a letter to

his wife, dated Eleventh month 5tb, in which he

says :

—

" I trust the motives that led to the present sepa-

ration, were purely religious, and I have thank-

fully to acknowledge, that ' Hitherto the Lord hath

helped me ;' although as much ministerial labour

has not fallen to my lot as in some former jour-

neys. I hope never to plume myself as a favoured

servant of Christ, from being able to stand long in

the gallery, for the life is certainly more than meat.

I had rather speak five words in a language that

is intelligible to the true Israelites, than ten thou-

sand in an unknown tongue; and when the doc-

trines of Truth open with clearness for the infor-

mation of strangers, or invitations to the revolting

to return to the allegiance due to the sovereign

Lord, the Creator of the heavens and the earth,

the seas and the fountains of waters, I trust I shall

be willing to do the part assigned me."

In 1819, while engaged in religious service within

the limits of Baltimore and Ohio Yearly Meetings,

he wrote a letter dated Ninth mo. 10th, from which

the following is extracted, viz:

—

" I have, from early youth, loved solitude, and

in my rambles delighted to view and contemplate

the works of nature, and at times have been led

thereby to adore the God of nature, and been

brought, I tru--t, to submit to his power, which

forms the mind of man, so that from a wilderness,

it becomes like Eden and as the garden of the

Lord ; suseeptihle of his love, as the garden is re-

freshed with the dew,—thus fruits are brought

forth, to the praise of the Sovereign Lord, and

Creator of the hills and the valleys, who cau-seth

them to produce the towering cedar, the sturdy

oak, and all the vast variety of vegetable growth,

down to the tender plant which bends with the

weight of the tiny insect. We are justified in

making comparisons between the natural and the

spiritual world, and I feel a humble confidence,

that my small labour, being as I trust the product

of the heavenly dew, will not be altogether use-

less. I am sure, the curiosity that prou'pts to idle

rambling, was not the inducement for me to leave

the tender connexions of my life, as I prefer their

society to anything else in the world."

From this period, until 1830, he was frecjuently

engaged in visits to Friends in the State of New
'York and Canada; and also vi-itel the Yearly

Meetings of Rhode Island and Philadelphia.

When the disgorganizing principles of infidelity,

'promulgated by Elias Hicks, began to spread iu

the Society, as a faithful watchman upon the walls,

he sounded the alarm, endeavouring to arrest their

progress and to warn all against being contami-

nated by their deadly influence. This was a source

'of much exercise of mind to him, iu common with

many of his brethren, with whom he heartily united

in earnestly contending for the faith, once delivered

to the saints; and with christian magnanimity and

boldness, defending the Society from the imputa-

tion of holding principles of unbelief, attempted to

be fastened upon it by some of its unworthy mem
hers. In the long and painful struggle which en

sued, he meekly but firmly stood iu the fore-front

of the contest, patiently enduring contumely and

reproach for the name of Christ : evincing even

under the most trying circumstances, a patience

and gentleness, which won the esteem of all, and

which proved that he was under the government

of a principle superior to any which belongs to

man. For the preservation of the youth from the

specious sophistry of unbelief, and the delusive

guises under which its principles were propounded

to them, he felt an ardent solicitude ; often plead-

ing with them in the most earnest and affectionate

manner, to beware of the gilded bait; and setting

before them the inestimable value of the Holy
Scriptures, and the doctrines of the divinity, pro-

piatory sacrifice, mediation and intercession of our

Lord and jSaviour Jesus Christ, so abundantly and

clearly testified of in those inspired records.

(To b« con«nned.J

West African Cotton.

England is establishing the most intimate rela

tions with Africa, iu order to stimulate the growth

and shipment of cotton. The British Cotton Sup-

ply Association have despatched agents to seek re-

gions where this staple can be grown, and to en-

courage its production and export. The reports

of these parties are of the most encouraging na-

ture. It is said that two thousand small gins have

been sent to that continent from Europe, and sold

to the natives. The latter soon learn to clean and

produce a fibre which commands in Manchester as

good a price as the American. Agricultural soci-

eties have been formed along the west coast, who
make the culture of this commodity their specialty.

Trading stations on the banks of the far famed

Niger are proposed for the same object. In fict,

stupendous efforts are making in England, and
millions of money will be expended by her philan-

thropists and manufacturers to enlarge her receipt

of raw cotton.

The principal points of supply in western Africa

are Sierra Leone, Liberia, Accra, Cape Coast,

Elmina, Benin, Calabar, Cameroons. Lagos, and

Abbeokuta. The Committee of Adjudication of

the last National Fair of Liberia, report that " one

bale of cotton, of the finest quality, was exhibited

by John 0.<(ilines, of Montserrado county, tho-

roughly ginned by his new gin. " * It need no

longer be a question whether here, on the coast of

i^frica, in the territory of Liberia, cotton may be

raised. All along our rivers there are, on a small

scale, evidences of the fact ; and iu the special

and succes.^ful efforts of J. 0. Hines on his small

farm, not far from the seaboard, we have a sat'S-

factory demonstration. All that is no.v needed is

enterprise and capital." For this bale of 205
pounds of cotton, a premium of fifty dollars was
awarded to J. O. Hines.

Eobert Campbell, a well-informed and higl

credible coloured resident of Philadelphia, w
lately returned from a tcur of several mouths

the Yoruba district of west central Africa, furuisl

the following account :

—

" Cotton from Abbeokuta has been an article

export to the British market for about eight yea

In the first year only about 295 pounds could

procured, but from that time, through the effo

of Thomas Clegg, of Manchester, and several g
tlemen connected with the Church Missionary

ciety, London, the export has more than doubl

every year, until, in 1859, the quantity reach

about 6000 bales or 720,000 pounds. The pli

abounds throughout the entire country, the nati'

cultivating it for the manufacture of cloths for th

own consumption. Its exportation is, therefo

capable of indefinite extension. In the seed, it

purchased from the natives, at something less th

two cents per pound. It is then ginned and pressi

by the traders, and shipped to Liverpool, where

realizes as good prices as New Orleans cotton. 1
gin, now iu use by the natives, affects injurioui

the fibre, so as to depreciate it at least two ce

per pound. Properly c eaned, it sells for a tri

more than New Orleans cotton, and even as it

the value is about four cents more than the Ei

India product. The plant in Africa being pert

nial, the expense and trouble of replanting eve

year, as in this country, is avoided. There i

flowers and ripe cotton on the plants at all seasc

of the year, although there is a time when the yit

is greatest. Free labourers for its cultivation c

be employed each lOr about one half the interr

of the cost of a slave at the South, and land

present can be procured for nothing. These i

advantages not to be despised."

The Midland Counties Herald, (England,)

Second month 2d, contains the proceedings of

special meeting of the Birmingham Chamber
Commerce, he\A " to consider the desirability

memorializing the government in favour of the i

pointment of a consul at Abbeokuta, with a vii

to encourage a contemplated settlement in that

cinity, for the cultivation of the cotton plant." T
details of the plan were presented at con-ideral

length by Lord Alfred Spencer Churchill, who t

tended the meeting for the purpose, and a men
rial, asking early and serious attention, was u

aniuiously approved. Lord Churchill is report

to have remarked "thatin the last seven or eig

years, during which period cotton had been i

ported into this country fropa Africa, the amoi;

had fully equalled the quantity which was obtain

from America during the first years of its inti

duction into that country. Although the auiou

of cotton obtained from Africa was small, still

was steadily increasing, the amount. imported ii

Great Britain, in 1859, showing an increase

one hundred per cent, as compared with the pi

vious year." He further stated that, in Af'rii

two cotton crops were had in the year, and it the

required but replanting once in every seven yea:

In Yoruba, " they had a dense population, w
would be willing to grow this cotton, and trans

it to us in exchange for commodities. * *

Cotton of middling quality, which is in the great

demand, can be, and has been profitably suppU

from We.-t Africa at 'Irl. per pound."

There is much room to hope for a large yield

cotton from western Africa. The natives in a

around Liberia, and the Yorubans, are not pro

to laziness, but are ingenious and industrious. Th
tan leather, work their own iron, manufactt

brass, glass, soap, clay pipes, cotton cloths, a

other articles. Many of them are adepts at e

broidery, and are excellent agriculturists. In ]
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ia and Yoruba, there arc several thousand re- mind

lured natives and their de-cendants, wlio arejtient

lizcd, and have returned from Sierra Leone,' its " 6tiil small

while the pacific spirit of the humble, pa- of immigrants a

all-renouncincr religion of Jesus, re-echoes iU|Ouly 79,3-J2.

" But J say unto y

rrivod at New York, in 1959 was

Re-

zil, Cuba and elsewhere. These and their: sist not evil
"

;lireu • iijoy an amount of semi-eivilJzai ion farj Then, when the terrible fear gathered darkest,

dvanc; of what is ircnerally supposed. Indeed,! tiie old halt-forgotten book was opened, and the

tribes referred to possess a stock of latent talent] lesson that had been waiting all these years, was

d intellect, wldchonly require the beneficial influ-

ce of Christianity to attain to a degree of high ex-

llenee. What is now most needed is the intro-

ictiou of skilled labour, enterprise, improved ma-

inery and capital. Let our intelligent and ener-

tic coloured people remove thither witb Ame-

an arts and literature, and they cannot fail

become eminent in wealth, honour and useful-

:3S. Tbey will there find a congenial soil, climate

d people, and can successfully cultivate an ar-

le of commerce for which there is a world-wide

mt. The advantage to Africa of settlements

hich introduces Christianity, civilization, agricul-

re, and the mechanic arts, cannot be too highly

timated.

—

Lule Paper.

"As Apples of field."

I have been thinking much this morning of an

;ed believer, long since gathered to rest, but who

left behind a rich legacy of example. She was

invalid many years,— privation and suffering

nd repeated bereavements were among the bless-

igs showered upon her ; and thus in green old

»e her heart sang of mercy. For so it seems to

it always, is—the thankful ones are those who

ave endured trial, and felt the preciousness of the

e poured out therewith.

i AVe look backward on the Past as a very fa-

cured land, holding as it did, the inestimable pri

found ; this lesson speaking of individual duty, and

of world-overcoming faith, which, in the silence of

night, had been revived in a believing heart, so

long ago.

Seventeen years had this seed lain in the ground,

waiting its season: this "bread cast upon the wa-

ters was found,'' indeed " after many days." Docs

it not point to that exalted experience, " Thou
wilt keep him in perfect peace whose mind is stay-

ed on thee, because he trust^-th in thee;" while

to the doubtful, hesitating sowers it renews the

command, " In the morning sow thy seed, and in

the evening withhold not thy hand ; who can tell

which shall prosper, this or that, or whether both

shall be alike good.

Third moutb.

A Neiv-Mttliod of Engraving.—A new method

of engraving has been invented by Hitchcock &
Larchar, of New York city, which bids fair to

make a complete revolution in the art of producing

plates in relief for illustrative and other purposes.

This newly invented and patented process is called

the " Graphotype," and some idea of its value and

usefulness may be obtained from the following de-

scription of the curious manner in which the work

is accomplished.

Blocks of densely compressed chalk are formed

of any required size, and faced with a fine drawin;

surface. On this surface any artistic design is ex

'StlThonghts on Rcadius; to PoLlic Co

Fricnclb' Mccling-llouscs.

This practice is gaining ground amongst us. It

has been said that " it is merely social
;
just as if

I read a page from William Penn to a Friend iu

7 own house."

Still I have my fears, which I lay before Friends,

I hope, in love.

Is it merely social to give notice at the close of

meeting for worship that " a Friend residing at a

distance has drawn up a paper which he is willing

to read to Friends and those who u.-ually attend

meetings;'' and then to propose the loan of the

meeting-house for that purpose '/

I have never seen the Friend referred to, but

have been told that " he had a concern to draw up

and read his paper ;'' and that he was an acknow-

ledged minister iu the society.

If a Friend in the ministry has a concern for

the spiritual good of others, why should he not

submit it to his Monthly Meeting in the usual way,

that bis Friends might leel after the Divine mind

in the matter ; and if clear give him a certificate

of unity 'I

It is however said, " To require a certificate for

the mere reading of a paper would damage our

testimony as to gospel ministry?" This is true;

for congregational reading is so inefficacious when

compared with true mini=try, that the very best

that can be said of it is, that it formed part of the

synagogue worship of the Jewish di>pensation.

When a Friend comes simply as a minister

trusting in God for a message, there can be no

ecuted with an ink, the main body of which is a ground for the fear lest by reliance on reading he

solution of silex, po<sessing the property of hard- ^hould let go his faith in Divine inspiration, and

enin.r the chalky surface of the block wherever it sink to the low state of such of the clergy as think

touches, while the intervening spaces are left soft, to expel the wicked one by rea^ding. School-boy

and susceptible of being biuslied or " routed" out work ! How different from

e of intercourse with so many, who, we doubt

ot,"are now saints in heaven. But memory is a

,uiekly fitting key, by which we can open and en-

er its precincts, retrace its pleasant paths, linger -^^, —- ;. t ,, , , „ ,.^ . r "
.i u ; w !,„,„ o^

n the sunshine 'of its wisdom, rest amid its coSn- and susceptible of being brushed or " routed" out work ! How different from 'He aught them as

els, and come forth again inio the reality of the to any needed depth. The most delicate hair- one hat had authority, and -^"t

^^J\«f
°J'be^

:>rJsent, laden with the fruits of its experience. lines and cross-hatching are preserved by this What is thus read in a
^^''S^gf°° "^7.^^

One day this dear aced Friend, of whom I spoke, process in bold relief, after which the whole block doctr.nally sound, but what then ? "A medicine

.as askJd by a littleV^^ndchild to write in her' i made almost as hard as quartz by dipping it in I.nay be good in itself, ^^^^^^^^^ th'^^f^'f

klbum. Weeks passed on, but it was delayed, tillbut it

he child,— ail unused as she was to that transi-

,ion we call death,—feared "grandmother" would

eave writing it, till it was " too late." But one

norning she told, how awaking in the night, some

a solution of silex. The block thus prepared is

mounted upon a composition block, type high, and

is ready either for the press or the stereotyper.

The inventors claim for their singular process these

great advantages over wood engraving, viz :
—

forgotten verses came very freshly to her mind,l First, economy of time in favour of the graphotype

ind she thought she would write them for her. A
Faithful daughter's firmer hand held hers, and

'uided it, as in ttembling characters, these lines

were traced on the fresh, new album page.

" Peace, wayward soul ! let not tliese various storms,

Wliieli daily till tlie world witb fretb AUrms,

Invade thy peace, or discompose thai rest,

\\\ L-h thou shouldstkeep untouched within thy breast,

ads if thon keep but free,
. Amid these whirl

The intercourse liotwixt thy (iod and Ihee,

Thv region lies above this world ; but know
Thy thoughts are earthly, and ihcy creep too low."

A few months passed, and that hand trembled

1)0 longer, and the sometimes trembling spirit, was

at " rest.'^

Peaceful years glided by, and the young girl

standing on the threshold of joyous life, found little

meaning in words, which spoke of " storms and

alarms:" Years, during which, bow many hearts

were coming into possesaion of their inheritance of

sorrow !

Seventeen years have gone; and "wars and

rumors of wars" touch the humanity in every heart,

capable of feeling for suffering; the danger to our

boasted country rouses the patriotism in every

rs to days; second, a saving of twenty-fivi

cent, in cost ; and thirdly, truthfulness, as per-

fect reproductions of the artist's drawings are made

without the loss or alteration of a single line. An-

other advantage is, that copper-plates are produced

by this process in relief, and may be worked as

wood engravings.

—

N. Y. Sun.

ng the year just closed,

York, from foreign ports, 'place_ of spiritual
Immigration.—Du

there arrived at Nev

103,621 immigrants, including 46,6.59 from I

land, 37,636 from Germany, 11,112 from Eng-

land, 1,5U6 from Scotland, and the rest from va-

rious other countries. These immigrants brought

with them about 87,876,000 in specie, of which

S3,.'564,000 come from Ireland, 52,860,000 from

Germany, and §950,000 from England and Scot-

Of the number of passenge:

of those to whom it is administered, it may do

harm instead of good." Here is the essence of the

matter. As God alone knows the secrets of the

hearts, so He alone knows what is suitable for the

people a« the time. The letter, even of the^new

covenant, killetb, but words spoken from the Spirit

of Truth, from pure inspiration at the time, such

words give life, if mixed with faith in them that

hear.

Let us then consider whether by lending our

meeting-houses for such readings, we are not low-

erioCT our testimony, and going back to the door of

the house of bondage, with this nominal difference,

that what they call scr»'ons we call lectnns or

jrqjers. If wo allow religious essays to usurp the

jrship in our affections, the

nd our faith stand in the wis-practiee will follow,

dom of man, and not in the power of God.

W. L. JJellows.

Gloucester, First month 31st, ISGl.

Kew Leather.—Whale skin has been successfully

tanned and made into good leather. In illustra-

f, S-- arrived, tion of the fact that the gelatinous substances cora-

'about44 000 have avowed their intention to lo-ipounded of the skins of nearly all animals are

cate in New York, 14,000 in Pennsylvania andjcapable of being converted into leather. Dr. Jules

New Jersey, 12,000 in New England, and 4,000 'Cloquet lately produced at the French Academy ot

in the Southern States. To Ohio, Indiana, 11- [Sciences a pair of boots made of the tanned ^kin

linois Michi<Tan, Wisconsin, Iowa, Minnesota, I of a boa constrictor. The introduction ot the skins

and California, 20,000 ; Kansas, Nebraska, New I of the inferior vertebrata into trade was advocated

Mexico, Canada, <tc., 10,000. The total number in the academy.
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ASPIRATIONS.
I ask the rest that spirit Isnowg,
Whose will is wholly bon-ed to Thine

;

That quiet and serene repose,
That can its every wish resign.

I want to labour faithfully

Within Thy vine.,ard all my day;
But guided only by Thine eye,

Nor dare to ehoose my work or way.

And yet whenever, in Thy love,

Thou givest the command, "Be still,"

May I as joyfully prepare
To suffer, as to do Thy will.

I ask not comfort, joy, or peace,
For sf//in these oft makes her throne;

I only ask, Thou wilt not cease.

Until Thy work be wholly done.

I cannot rest until my heart
Is purged from every taint of sin.

And, through the blood of sprinkling, made
Fit for Thyself to enter in.

And well I know thy changeless love.
Will all Thy loving children cheer,

Whenever, on their thorny way.
Their spirits droop from doubt or fear.

All this I trust to Thee alone
;

But leave me not, until there be,
On every action, word, or tone.

The impress. Holiness to Thee.
E. T. Kinn

CHILDLIKE TRUST.
'' I know not the way I am going.

But well do I know my Guide
;

With a childlike trust I give my hand,
To the mighty Friend by my "side.

" And the only thing" that I say to Him
As He takes it, is, 'Hold it fasti

Suffer me not to lose mv wav

—

And bring me home at last!'

"As when some helpless wanderer,
Alone, in an unknown land.

Tells the guide his destined place of rest.

And leaves all else in his hand.

home home, that i to reach
He who guides us may choose the way

;

ir little we heed what path we take,
If we're nearer homt each day."

Ibundered at Sea.—Oi the ships lost at sea
and never more heard of by survivor or fragment,
some are supposed to be fixed in mid-water. Like
those fossil remains which we dig out of a roek or
a quarry— at once preserved and buried in a stra-

tum so many measured feet from the earth's sur-

face, and so many imraeasurab.e miles from its

core—these submerged but not foundered vessels
are imagined to rest forever between an unfathoai-
ed depth of water above and a fathomless depth of

j

reduced in some places, would be one of the con-
water below. Broken, perhaps, by some mighty Sequences of a lively daily devotion, as it was in

wave, or slowly but surely filled through some in- 1 '^^ rise of the society. It is the spirit of the

curable rent, they have ^one down antf down
; but |

world in some or other of its fascinating forms, that
not to the bottom. Through layer after layer of '* robbing us of those riches, which the key of

the yielding mass they sank, till the superincum-
"^

' '

'

1 weight of waters equipoised thesubjacentfloods

For " The Friend."

I should be glad to see in " The Friend" the
following; believing there is a word of encourage-
ment ill it for Friends of the present day.

" ' By this time, [1654,] meetings were settled at

Market street, at Sewell, and at Bunstable, wh.re
my dear husband and I were two of about twelve,

who for some time met together, till the Lord in-

creased our number. But not one of those twelve,

who first sat down there to wait upon the Lord,
now remains but myself only, the rest having laid

down their heads, 1 hope, in peace with the Lord.
After our little company was somewhat increased,

we still sat together for the nio.,t part in silence,

not having a word spoken amongst us for several

months. Sometimes a ministering Friend was sent

by the Lord to visit us with a living testimony,
whereby we were encouraged, to wait upon the
Lord, and directed where and how to wait, so a

to find him, and be accepted of him. And th

Lords presence and power being what we waited
for, blessed be his name, he never sent us alto

gether empty away; though sometimes we waited
long, before he brake forth in his tendering power
and consoling love ; which, when it did break forth

brought into true humility and tenderness, and be-

gat in us a strong desire and cry after more of the
same. And I can truly say, it was a good day,
for the blessed Truth prevailed and prospered.' "

" This narrative presents a view of the simplicity

and devotedness of the Friends of that day, and
the spiritual enjoyment with which they were re-

warded. It holds forth an incitement to the few,

who now assemble in many places for the same
object, to double their diligence and their fervor

under the conviction, that the same happy results

would be attained. Do we not believe, that He,
with whom there is no variableness, neither sha-
dow of turning, and from whom every good and
perfect gift is derived, continues to grant the aid

of his Holy Spirit to the humble dedicated soul

its sincere efforts to wait for and draw near to

Him ? Were this the pre-eminent object of its d
sire and pursuit, the things of this world would I

held in their proper place—the heart would daily
expand with living aspirations after God, and th

purity which he requires, and when convened to
~ public worship to Him, to whom we owe a

we have, and all we are, he would graciously draw
to us, tender our souls with bis Divine pre-

,
and give songs of praise and thanksgiving

for the multitude of his mercies and loving-kind-

which he bestows upon his unworthy -crea-

tures. And we have substantial ground to believe,
that enlargement of number which is now much

There they are held as in the grasp of an accom-
pli^hed destiny; lost forever to human sight and
knowledge—the subject only of conjecture, hypo-
thesis and mourning. Could we de.scry and de-
scend to their strange abodes, below the sweep of
currents and the rage of tempests, we might find
everything as in the fatal hour when the topmast
sank below the path of friendly keels, and yet the
bottom grated on no reef or strand. All the sem-
blances of life might be found there, stereotyped
and embalmed by the very power that had in an
Lour or two of horror quenched every spark of vi-

tality, and converted so many human beings into
mummies and their floating home into a rocky
sepulchre.

—

Londo?i Star.

David only can give access to, the gold tried in the
fire, which makes trulj^ rich

; the white raiment
which can only clothe our nakedness, and the eye-
salve that gives clear perception, both of our own
states and of the things which pertain to salvation,
without which all our possessions and attainments
will be lighter than vanity, and avail us nothing."

For "The Friem
[

KertcLinsk, and the Siberian Exiles, !

The following extracts are taken from "Atl'^

son's travels in the regions of the Upper and L' -

er Amojr." Pictures of human suffering ;:

misery are painful to contemplate, and yet ij

well not to be wholly ignorant of the oppress!
and cruelty practised in some of the " dark ph
of the earth," as well as in our own guilty la I

Oh ! what a blessed thing it would be, did

dear Kedeemer's Spirit rule in the hearts of
those who call themselves by his holy name. "

European travellers the view of Nertchinsk, v

its churches, must have a pleading effect, a
recalls home views, and, for a moment, create

forgetfulness of the various Asiatic tribes, tliroi

which he has wandered to reach this distant s]

Nertchinsk has, however, other associations, :

its name is known by, and has been the dreac
almost every peasant. It was not, however,
peasant alone that felt the dreud of it ; m;
a noble has shuddered when its name has read
his ear. The convicts from every part of
llussian empire are marched towards this sj

and have ample time for reflection during tL

journey of eleven months. Nertchinsk has h
within its district, some of the most daring e

desperate characters any community could p
duce. On the other hand, vast numbers of st

have been sent hither, who have been driven
resistance by the bad treatment of their mastt
and several touching stories of the kind have co
to my knowledge.

The climate is not so horrible as many ha
supposed, nor is the earth a perpetual mass of
at a few feet below the surface, as I have seen
stated. The summers are not so long as in Ei

rope, but they are very hot, and the country pi

duces a magnificent flora. Both agriculture ai

horticulture are carried on successfully, and vej

tables of almost every variety can be grown he
Tobacco is extensively cultivated, for which ti

people find a sale among the Bouriats and Tu

Exploit hi Diving.—In raising the treasure of
the steamer Malabar, which was wrecked last sum-
mer on the coast of Ceylon, the divers worked un-
der water through nine feet of sand, and then out
away large iron plates half an inch thick, forming
thesidesofthe mail room of the steamer. .580,000
worth of treasure was thus obtained in. one day.
The steamer had over $1 ,500,000 in gold on board,
all of which has been saved.

gouz.

The town is in lat. 51° 58' N. and in long. lH
40' E., and stands on the left bank of the Nertcl
about three miles from its junction with the Sch
ka. * * The churches, the hospital, and a fc

houses are built of brick and stone ; the othe
are of wood, and the population is about 500
many of whom are engaged in trade, purchasii

and bartering furs for tea, powder, lead, and oth

necessaries required by the hunters ; some of the

are engaged in the China trade, and convey the

merchandize to the fair at Irbit, where they e:

change it for European produce. Nertchinsk
an important place in connection with the goverl
ment, and with the distribution of the conviffl

who are sent to work in the different mines.

Its mining district extends over a considerab;
area, and for a long period of years produced I

considerable revenue to the crovvn, besides emploi
ing vast numbers of convicts who would otherwia

have been non-productive. The mines were worke
under the supervision and direction of a clever am
experienced chief, having a numerous staff of ol

ticers, and many of the most distinguished mint
ralogists and geologists of Ilussia have commenced
their career here. Up to the year 1847, silve

and lead formed the principal products; of th

former 250 poods, and of the latter 35,500 pood.'

were produced annually. All the lead, exceptim
odO poods, was transported to Barnaoul, wh«
was used in smelting the ores of the Altai. '

In 1838, a captain of engineers dii-covered goli

near the mouth of the Kara, and obtained in tha
year 11 J poods, and this gave a zest to the opera
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tions. It was not, however, till the year 1850,

that the gold in this district began to be largely

developed, when a certain Ciiptaiii leit his service

in the Oural, and proposed to the iiiiuister of

finance to work the luiues in some of the valleys

running from the Yablanoi to the Sehilka. The
captain pledged himself to the miuister to produce

lUO poods a year, if he was permitted to organize

the men and carry out the operations. It was too

tempting a proposition to resist, and the order was
given. As an inducement to exertion, he obtained

his colonelcy before he left Petersburg.

He arrived at Nertchi. sk in the autumn, and

during the winter organized parties to commence
exploring the valleys; for early in the spring of

the following year his great operations would be

proceeded with. There was no lack of conviota

lor his purpose. Several valleys were thoroughly

explored, and this proved that nearly all those of

the Yablanoi running down to the Sehilka, con-

tained gold. Other parties discovered the preciou-

metals beyond the junction of the Sehilka and

Argoun, on the Amoor, and it was discovered that

a rich, auriferous region extended far to the east,

The colonel commenced extensive operations in

the spring of 1851, having a large body of the

" unfortun ites" at his disposal. They were marched

to tbe mines under a guard of Cossacks, divided

into several parlies, and the works began in the

dififerent valleys. Whenever gold-mines are first

opened, sickness is sure to ensue, for which prepa

rations are always made beforehand by all wh(

desire to save the people. Temporary hospitals

are prepared, and a medical officer is engaged to

remain during the whole period of washing. I

ever found this the case throughout the Oural, the

Altai, and at the mines on the Yenissey. Besides

these precautious, proper dwellings for the work-

men are invuriably provided. In this instance,

however, nothing of the kind was done. The
people had to throw up huts of earth, and roof

them with either grass or bark ; and in such hab

itations, were so thickly stowed, that many prefer

red sleeping in the open air. As the works pro

ceeded, sickness began to spread among the men,j

and numbers were confined to their damp, earthy

couches. Added to this, the food was said to be

bad and deficient. In a thort time many died,

but their places were immediately taken by others,

sent to keep up the requisite number of hands.

The work of excavating and washing went on, and

gold was being accumulated. No one was allowed

to neglect his work; and it was only when quite

struck down by disease, that they were permitted

to retire to their damp and smoky dens.

The deaths became so numerous, that it was found

absolutely necessary to separate the sick from those

who were able to work. Temporary hospitals were

raised, having berths formed like those of a ship's

cabin, with this difference, that there was only just

room for a man between the tiers, and these were

four in height. As men could not be spared to

act as nurses, such as were able to move, were

conjpelled to attend their comrades. The more

the works were opened, and the men exposed to

wet, and a burning sun, the more malignant the

disease became, and great numbers died. i''et

fresh detachments were sent, and the works pushed

on incessantly. The colonel determined that the

100 poods of gold should be obtained, at whatever

cost of life, nor did he once relax his exertions

More than half the season having passed, and not

half the quantity obtained, it was evident that

greater efl'orts must be made. Additional hours

of labour were insisted on, and the birch appi

,if the duty was not fulfilled. The poor creatures

laboured till they sunk at their barrows.

A short time before the close of the season, it

was discovered that some of the Nertchiusk mer-
chants had been engaged in smuggling a large

quantity of birch-tea, and that the officers had
been bribed ; some serious charges were also made
against the officials iu Nerichinsk. In ( onsequence,

the Governor of Irkoutak sent one of his olhcers to

investigate the matter, and circumstances connected

with this affair took him to the gold-mines, where
he had to examine a number of men said to be

implicated in the transaction. Some named on his

list, were dead, and others were iu their berths,

unable to be moved. This compelled him to enter

the gloomy place. He found the odor horrible,

and as he described it to me, it was worse than the

black hole iu Calcutta. He was preparing to rush

out, when several feeble voices begged to be re-

moved into the open air, or they should die. He
stopped and spoke to them, and, as his eyes be-

came more accustomed to the gloom, he distin-

guished the objects that surrounded him. But his

horror was intense, when he saw that the berths

contained both dead and dying ; and some had

been left so long uninterred, that it was impossible

to approach the spot.

He called in a number of men, and all the liv-

ing were removed into the huts, and then ordered

that the rest should be instantly buried. The
object of this visit was not accomplished ; but he

had the satisfaction of knowing tliut he had re-

leased many poor creatures from their misery. I

saw his report, but its details were too horrible to

be repeated.
(To be concluded.)

For "The Friend."

" God, before whom my fathers .\brah.im and Isaac di

walk, the God which fed me all my life long unto th

diiy, the angel that redeemed me from all evil, bless tt

lads."—Gen. xlviii. 15-l(i.

l^outh have temptations peculiar to their age and

natural passions, aud were it not for the protection

of their heavenly Father, without whom not a sp

row falls to the ground, they would fall into the

broad way, which wicked men and women pursue

Satan presents many flattering pictures to attract

them from their innocency, but it is a great mercy

that at an early period of life, Divine Grace warn
them of danger, aud if they mind its gentle iutima

tions, preserves them from evil. Ileligious parents or

friends, who watch over and instruct them iu thing:

that belong to their real welfare, are a great bless

ing
;
yet it is their heavenly Parent who only can

be constantly with them, aud keep them from the

power of Satan. How could so many who are

destitute of such friends, be preserved from the

corruptions that abound iu the world, as we belie

not a few are in good measure so kept, had they

not a tender and omnipotent Saviour lo guard the

who knows their dangers, and the power of their

cruel enemy.

To obtain true happiness in this life, and

made partakers of the salvation that comes by

Jesus Christ, let them always bear in miud that

God made them for his glory, and that they should

love, fear, and honor Him in all their ways. Haviu;

sinned aud fallen short of that glory, they cannot

without the aid of his Holy Spirit, be sensible ot

their fallen state, and rise out of it, or resist temp-

tation, forsake their evil habits, and love and obey

their great Creator. In his merey and couipassion

He vifits them powerfully at times, contrites their

spirits under the conviction of their sinfulness, and

ot his great condescension, in regarding them from

heaven his holy dwelling pi ice. In this tender

conditiou of mind, he shows them their wrong

doings, brings them under condemnation, and if

they yield to his good Spirit, he grants repentance,

and enables them to pray for forgiveness and future

preservation. This is the day of Christ's appear-
ance to them, knocking at the door, and if it is

opened unto Him, which is of unspeakable import-
ance, He 'A-ill come in and show what they are to

forsake, and what they are to do; to deny self and
to take up the cross to all that He calls for, and to

follow Him in the regeneration of the soul. Jn this

path the reward will be peace, and the love of God
will be shed abroad in the heart, and living prayer
raised for continued help to do those things which
are acceptable to Him, and which by their own
strength they are utterly unable to perform.

The Lord is not wanting to enable them tores-ist

temptation, and to incite them to choose that

which is good. His word is nigh in the mouth
and in the heart to teach them, and his light to il-

luminate them to see the way of holiness. Those
who have trodden the slippery path of youth, are

not ignorant of the devices which Satan uses to en-

tangle young people; how he betrays them through
the lust of the eye, the lusts of the flesh, aud the

pride of life; nor of the strong natural liability to

comply with his allurements, which bring great dis-

tress upon those who fall iu with them. But if they

mind the light of Christ, they will not only detect

his baits, but be strengtheued to do the works
of God, to serve him with a perfect heart and a

willing mind. Putting off the work of salvation

until they suppose it will be more convenient and
easy to engage in it, is one of the stratagems of the

destroyer, by which many are deceived, and come
to show little concern to have it accomplished. But
none know that their life will be prolonged, or that

an offer of divine help will ever be again made to

them. Now is the accepted time, now is the day
of salvation. By early obedience many dangers

will be escaped. Preparation in the spring-time

of life to serve the Lord, and to be made instru-

ments in his hand in upholding the cause of Truth,

and drawing others to it, is an acceptable sacrifice

to God, and like marrow to the bones of the fathers

and mothers.

Hereby we answer the design of our creation,

glorify Him, and are made truly honorable in the

earth and in the church. Such will be his children

and people, beloved of the Lord, unto whom he will

be a sun and shield, a strong tower, and rock of

defence ; bread will be given them, their water

shall be sure. Gifts will also be dispensed to oc-

cupy in the church, and when trials overtake,

proving their love aud faith. He will be with them,

and as they cry unto Him, will raise them out of

the pit, again renew their faith, and inspire them
«ith .'ipiritu'il songs of praise for his mercy and
goodness to their souls.

The Holy Scriptures are an invaluable blessing

to those who make a right use of them, a book that

should be preferred before all other books and

writings. They instruct and comfort the sincere

lover of the truth, and unless some more than or-

dinary occasion prevent, a portion should be daily

read, which it is to be feared many often neglect,

to their great loss. The accounts of the Lord's

judgments visited upon the ungodly, convey a

warning to us to shun evil courses; and the record

of the deep experiences of his faithful servants, in

the extension of his love and power to defend them,

and the many revelations of his awful majesty, his

mercy and compassion, are like a treasury of things

new and old, for the benefit of his church and

people. The prophecies of the coming and offices

of the Son of God, which were fulfilled in him, our

Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ, are of deep interest

to all mankind. His doctrines and precepts, his

holy life, miracles, meritorious death, glorious resiir-

rection and asc^sion, his mediation at the right
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hand of the Father, and the purchase of the gift of

the Holy Spirit for the regeneration of fallen man,

couceru our everlasting salvation, and ought to

employ our n]0>t serious thoughts and observance,

bj bis holy Lelp. Above all, our minds should

be turned to wait upon Him, the Wonderful Coun-

sellor, the Interpreter of his mysteries and will, One
of a tbousaud who will open to us the doctrines of

the gospel, and apply his precious promises as He
shall see proper, and show the glories of the New
Jerusalem.

TLe fear of the Lord keeps the heart clean and

chaste to Christ, and leads young persons to per-

form all their duties, to be humble and self-deny-

ing, to set their affections on things above, and to

live loose to this world. It will make tbem dutiful

to their parents, loving to their neighbours, cour-

teous to Irieuds, and charitable to the poor. Under
its influence, riches will not puff theiu up, for they

will remember who^e stewards they are, and to

whom they must give account for all they are in-

trusted with. Their growth in the truth will be

cherished by spiritual solitude and retirement,

choosing for their companions those who are most

inward with God, and heavenly minded. Let them

be sober and grave in their apparel, and let not

their table, as they grow in years, become a

snare to them. May our beloved young friends

shine as lights in their generation ; and as they

advance in years become fathers and mothers in

the church of Christ, inviting others to follow them,

as they follow Christ in the regeneration, that his

kingdom of righteousness and peace may continue

to spread, and fiually prevail from sea to sea, and

from the rivers to the ends of the earth.

A Few Facts about Celebrated Men.

Some literary men make good men of business.

According to Pope, the principal object of Shak-

speare in cultivating literature, was to secure aL

honest independence. He succeeded so well in the

accon)plibhment of this purpose, that, at a compa-

ratively early age, he had realized a sufiicient

competency to enable him to retire to his native

town of Stratford- upon-Avon. Chaucer was ii

early life a soldier, and afterwards a commi>sione

of customs and inspector of woods and crown lands

Spenser was secretary to the Lord Deputy of Ire

land, and is said to have been shrewd and saga

cious in the management of affairs. Milton wa
secretary to the Council of State during the Com
iuonwealth,and gave abundant evidence of his ener

gy and usefulness in that office. Sir Isaac Newton
was a most efficient master of the mint. Words
worth was a distributor of stan)ps; and Sir Waltei

Scott a clerk in the Court of Session—both unit

iug a genius for poetry, with punctual and practical

habits as men of business. liicardo was no less

distinguished as a sagacious banker than a lucid

expounder of the principles of political economy
Grote, the most profound historian of Greece, i:

also a London lianker. John Stuart Mill, not

surpassed by any living thinker in profoundness of

speculation, lately retired from the Examiner';

department in the East India Company, with the

admiration of his colleagues for the rare ability

with which he had conducted the business of the

department. Alexander Murray, the distinguished

linguist, learned to write by scribbling his letters

on an old wool-card with the end of a burnt hea-

ther-stem. Prof. Moor, when a young man, beinr

too poor to purchase Newton's '' Principia," bor-

rowed the book, and copied the whole of it with

his own hand. William Cobbett made himself

master of English grammar when he was a private

soldier on the pay of sixpence a day. The edge
of his berth, or that of his guard-bed, was his seat

to study in ; a bit of board lying on his lap was
his writing-table; and the evening light of the fire

substitute tor candle or oil. Even advanced

age, in many interesting cases, has not proved fatal

to literary success. Sir Henry Spelman was be-

tween fifty and sixty when he began the study of

science. Franklin was filty before he luily engaged

n the researches in natural philosophy, which have

made his name immortal. 13occacio was thirty-five

when he entered upon his literary career ; and

Alfieri was forty-six when he commenced the study

of Greek. Dr. Arnold learned German at forty,

for the sake of reading Niebuhr in the original.

James Watt, at about the same age, while work-

ing at his trade of an instrument-maker in Glas-

gow, made himself acquainted with the French,

German and Italian, in order to peruse the valua-

ble works in tho»e languages on mechanical philo-

sophy. Handel was torty-eight before he pub-

lished any of his great woiks. Nor are the exam-
ples of rare occurrence in which apparently natural

defects in early life have been overcome by a sub-

sequent devotion to knowledge. Sir Isaac Newton,
when at school, stood at the bottom of the lower-

most form but one. Barrow, the great English

divine and mathematician, when a boy at the

Charterhouse School, was notorious for his idleness

and indifference to study. Adam Clarke, in his

boyhood, was proclaimed by his father to be a

grievous dunce. Even Dean Swift made a disas-

trous failure at the University. Sheridan was pre-

sented by his mother to a tutor as an incorrigible

dunce. Walter Scott was a dull boy at his lessons,

and while a student at the Edinburgh University,

received his sentence from Prof. Dalzell, the cele-

brated Greek scholar, that "dunce he was, and

dunce ho would remain." Chatterton was return-

ed on his mother's hands as " a fool, of whom no-

thing could be made." Wellington never gave any

indications of talent until he was brought into the

field of practical effort, and was described by his

strong-minded mother, who thought him little bet-

ter than an idiot, as fit only to be "food for pow-

der."— Cassells Fcvper.

For "The Friend."

Instances of Early Dedication.

How remarkably, and in iiow many instances

upon record, do we find verified the prophetic tes

timony, " the child shall die an hundred years old j"

and again, " your sons and your daughters shall

prophesy, and your young men shall see visions."

Among those who have become eminent for their

piety, and usefulness in the church, and who fin-

ished their labours and laid down their lives, at a

comparatively youthful period, we would mention

the following as among the most prominent and

remarkable instances of early surrender and con-

tinued faithfulness; with the hope that the recital

of them may prove an encouragement to others

who may deem themselves yet too young to be

found enlisting under the banner of Truth, mani-

festing a holy allegiance, through the forsaking of

a worldly spirit and conformity.

llobert Barclay was born in 1648; and in 1676,

—or while he was yet but 28 years of age—was

published his incontrovertible "Apology for the True

Christian Divinity." He died in 16U(), or 14 years

after, at the early age of 42 years. Sarah Grubb
was born in 1756, became a minister at the age of

23 years, and died at the early age of 34 years.

John Barclay was born in 1797, became a minis-

ter at about 26 years of age, and died in 1838, at

the early age of 41 years. John Bunyan was

born in 1628, and died after ten days' illness in

1668, at the early age of 40 years.

Among those who also commenced their reli-

gious labours at an early period in their lives, and

became emiuent for their faithfulness and success

longer course of public ministry, we may name
the following. George Fox commenced preaching

t the age of 23 years, and continued his labours

43 years, dying in 1690, at the age of 66 years^

William Penn commenced preaching at the age oi

24 years, and continued his labours SO'years, dy-

ing in 1718, at the age of 74 years. George

Whitehead commenced preaching at the early age

of 18 years; Thomas Chalkley, at the age of 20

years, and Samuel Fothergill, at the age of 21
years.

Many other instances of early surrender and

dedication might be named ; but these may per-

haps suffice, in some manner, to impress the apos-

tolic iiij'jnction, " Let no man despise thy youth,

Neglect not the gift that is in thee ; but be thou

an example of the believers, in word, in converss

tion, in charity, in spirit, in faith, in purity.

Unto the youth of the present time does this lai

guage of the holy apostle seem peculiarly ac

dressed, seeing that so many of the fathers and

mothers in the church have been, and are soon to

be, removed from our midst; and also that wicked-

ness doth now so abound as to occasion the most

fearful apprehensions, on our own and our child-

ren's account ; unless we as well as they are pre-

served in great watchfulness, holy circumspection,'

and humble fear, even as those whose names have

been recited ; many of whom, for their testimony,

patiently, and even rejoicingly, endured trials audi

sufferings from without, of which we have little or!

no conception.

It may be among the evils to corae, that we may
yet have to know more of those outward bonds

and afflictions which attended the earlier believers,

than we have yet been permitted to suffer. How
desirable, therefore, to be fortified with the same
holy faith which was their support in the midst of'

trial and suffering! seeking to cherish those feel-

ings of christian sympathy and fellowship whereby
they were enabled to comfort one another by a

word of encouragement, and to plead the cause of

the oppressed, bearing a faithful testimony against

the wicked ue-s and usurpations of selfish and cruel

men, to the convincing of many of the truth of

their mission, and of the error of their own ways.

Wherefore let the young, as well as the more ad-

vanced amongst us, seek to be found faithful to

every secret and clear intimation of duty, that we
may be drawn more closely together in holy sym-
pathy and heavenly unity, seeking the welfare one

of another, to the honour of Truth and the glory

and peace of the church ; so that if greater trials

shall be permitted to overtake us, from without,!

we may not have the superadded affliction of a|

wounded spirit, and want of religious unity andl

sympathy.

Density of the Population of Paris.—Such isi

the crowded state of the Paris thoroughfares, that]

during the year, five thousand persons have been-

wounded, and seven hundred killed, by the vehicles

of all kinds which fill the streets, and render the

crossing of the latter almost impossible to pedes-

trians. The creation of underground railways and

of crossing bridges for foot passengers, is proposed,

and will probably be decided upon.

Zinc Nails are now extensively employed in the

manufacture of boots and shoes, in place of wood or

iron. It is said that zinc nails are also substituted

for sewing in ladies' slippers. An iron last is era-

ployed, and the nails on being driven strike the

last, and become headed or riveted on the inside,

thus forming a very secure fastening.
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Selected for "Thu Friend

Iktracts from the Letters and Memorandums of
our Lute Friend, II. Williams.

'' Third mo. 13'/!.—We were truly glad to hear

good au accouut of .your welfare, alter a tlireat-

uiug with sickness. Indeed we may well consider

; a renewed favour, and ask, ' what shall we reu-

.er?' eV'c. The departure of our friends, oue here

ud anoiher there, is very colemu. How mauy of

ur friends are called hence!
" Your uncle Josiah (atilicted as he is) remains

eart-whole, and is helpful to us. He has a re-

iiarkably clear view of the state of Society ; I have

leen surprised. He desires there may be no com-
iromising, no drawing back, but meet the difS-

ulty with firmness and on the ground of principle.

Ic does not consider J. J G. a fallen man; he

lelievcs he has never seeu into the Truth, as our

arly Fiiends held it. But there has been in the

lociety, apostates ; those who bave been in the

?ruth, but have been unfaithful, and so lost th.ir

ilace and become enemies. All this he expressed,

nly better, the last time I was there. Oh ! said

le, if I only could write [arm and hand ueless

rom paralysis,] as I felt the latter part of the

light, as I lay awake, I would write. He is con-

erued for our ' Meeting for Sufferings,' that it

aay move rightly. I told him it ' was good' he

lad these things in his heart ; he was excused

rem being active, because of his infirmity ; but I

rusted there were those who would be able to

tand for tbe cause : after this he was quiet. Now
his concern of his is ori;.'inal with himself, not

lorrowed ; he has seen no Friends to converse with

bem.
" The intelligence of Christopher's meeting, be-

ng for all who were willing to come, was very

ordial.

" It is a great and precious thing to be preserved

live in the Truth ; continue, dear
, to abide

a the low valley of humility, where refreshing

treams flow softly, and I do surely believe pre-

ervation will be experienced.
" reported a good Quarterly Meeting,

rhich truly we ought all to esteem a favour ; that

a any of our gatberiiigs, greater or lesser, our

Teat Head should, in kindness unmerited, coudeb-

end to be in the midst, owning us with his pre-

ence."
" IQth.—I was glad to hear thou had it in pros-

lect to come and see us ; I hope it may be a time

if refreshment to us; that if there be a grain of

he true seed aujougst u-^, it may be visited ; so

hou must prepare to dwell pretty low, or I fear it

pill not be discovered. I long for a resuscitation

if the true life ; feel, at times, almost sure it is

uy fault things are not better, though of no ability

o move, right or left, only constantly under a

trong and truly mournful sense of nakedness and

loverty. I remembered this afternoon when lying

l6wn, that it is said. His covenant is witli the nigbt

IS with the day ; in some cases encouragement

night have been gathered, yet a fear accompanied

he remembrance I was not in a condition to be

ncouraged.
" It would be ungrateful not to feel thankful for

he coining together of our clever school again, with

little exertion of ours. Now if we can acquit

lurselves, as would become the occasion, it will be

veil.''

"Sixth mo. ISth.—Our little meeting was at-

ended by our friend . It was a good

neeting; we were advised to strive against the

nroads of the enemy, for he is very busy ; to

ivail ourselves of ' every good means' to help

ilong, &c. ; make the tree good, and the fruit will

)e good," &c.

"Seventh mo. 7th.—The first lesson 'little folks'

should learn, is, to obey [their] father and mother;

wben they fail to learn it while young, it is hardly

likely they will ever learn it.

" Disobedient sons or daughters grown, or grow-

ing up toward men and women, are an odious

sight ; and seldom they come to any good. 1 teel

njore and more tbe responsibility ol parents. We
do need a.-si.-ting grace to get along through all."

" llth.— 1 hud has lelt uie to give the

account of Christopher Healy's meeting. 1 can-

not anyhow do it justice. It was late ere he

arose; his communication was lively and full of

entreaty. commenced with supposing we
all believed that every good gift was trom God,

tliat we had nothing but what we had received,

that we were entirely dependent; we could save

neither 'body nor soul,' tbat faith was His gilt,

—

if we believed there was a way to be saved, it was

His gift. So he stripped us of all things, and we
saw ourselves standing naked and alone before the

great, all-seeing eye. Here he brought in tbe

omniscience of our great Care-taker, His compas-

sion for our helplessness, as we with sincere hearts

looked towards him; and wben we fell short and

did evil, and repented and humbled ourselves, how,

oh how ! He would make the dry ground of the

heart, springs of water; that instuad uf the thorn,

sliould come up the fir-tree, and instead of the

brier, shall come up the myrtle-tree ; and it shall

be to the Lord for a name, for an everlasting sign,

that shall not be cut off.

" The diligent and right attendancj of all our

religious meetings he encouraged, that though

sometimes we might feel poor and low, yet He
would not send empty avvay those who waited for

Him in singleness of heart. He says, ' a little

unfaithfulness and a very little too, how quick it

weighs down the scale against the little good we
might have done;' concluding with, O Friends, be

encouraged, be fuitliful, or words to that import.
'' This is a sketch of an interesting and lively

communication; wliich, I would hope, might a little

encourage some who droop and go laden heavily.

I would be glad for him to visit Stroudsburg, if

the way opens, but as he told us, so it is with him,

he can do uotbing of himself. I feel so much love

for the feeble few at Stroudsburg ; should always

be glad to share these things with tliem, but they

and we too may remember, that help is laid ou

One that is mighty to save and able to deliver."

"26lh.—Thou wilt doubtless attend the little

meeting at to-day : well, though very few

in number, yet if tbe few be alive in the 'root,'

they will live. Meetings are small in mauy other

places, and often poor : tbe living scarcely able to

bury the dead. l)o thou help all thou canst; en-

deavour earnestly to maintain a lively exercise of

spirit, and this will be a help to others who are

alive. To me it is a fearful thing to go to meeting

without some right preparation previously, sup-

posing or trusting that all preparation can come
jifter we get there, but we need not look for much,

if we do not try. When I have had much to do

on meeting-days and hardly time to get ready at

all
;
yet, with my mind turned in desire for the

right thing—a little ' bread ;' I have found livelier

meetings, ihan when as to the outward, more ease

has been my lot."

Curious Inventio7i.—Au artist, in Paris, has

found a means of rendering any description of wood
so soft that it will receive an impression either of

the most varied sculpture or the most delicate

chasing. The wood is then hardened to the con-

sistency of metal, while the impressions remain

perfect.

Extractfrom Journal of Mary Capper, Yearly
Meeting, 1794.—" Fifth mo. 27th. A caution was
given to be especially careful that our conversation

savour not of the spirit of this world ; that at a
time like the present, when nation seems risino-

against nation, and the rumor of war sounds in our
ears, we may get every oue to our tent, and there

wait to be rightly prepared to meet the overturuings
which may come ; notjircsuining to offer our own
conjectures vpon cvetits, but rather studying to be

quiet, a?ul to mind our aivn business ; the import-
ant business of knowing a preparation to meet our
God.

Railroads in the United States.—Ohio has
more miles of railway in operation than any other
State in the Union. Pennsylvania ranks next.
The following are the figures : Ohio, 3057 miles

;

Pennsylvania, 2943; Illinois, 2924; New York
2808; Indiana, 2058. As regards the total length
of lines of which these lines form parts, we rank
thus:— Ohio, 4133 miles; Pennsylvania, 3972:
Illinois, 3551

; New York, 3425; Texas, 2667;
Indiana, 2522. In the item of cost of construc-
tion and equipment, the list stands thus :—Penn-
sylvania, 8151,529,629; New York, 8144,259,-
792; Ohio, 8117,359,1 16; Illinois, S106,975,5ell.
No other Scate comes near to these figures.

Friends, I do warn and exhort you all in the
presence of the Lord God, dwell in the measure
which God hath given you himself, in which is no
strife, but unity

; therefore every one of you dwell
in it. Bo;ist not yourselves above your measures,
but dwell in the Truth itself; that with the mea-
sure of the Spirit of the living God ye may be
guided up to God, in which Spirit ye will have
unity in the least measure of it. Every one of
you judge self, for it would have the mastery;
which is to be condemned with the light, in which
is unity. So, the eternal God of light, and life

and power be with you all, and in you all. Keep
from all strife and above it, in love and unity in
every place. Friends, the going from the lile into
the ckangeable, is the cause of strife and confusion.
1655. G. F.

THE FRIEND.
FOUKTH .MONTH 18C1.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
EoROPE.—News from Eanlaiid to the 17th iilt.

The Duchess of Kent, mother of Queen Victoria, died
on the 16ih ult. The pailiamcalary proceedings have
not been impoitant. The mual statement witli regard
to the army estimates, was made. The total force for
the last j-ear was 237,089 men

;
this year it is 212,773—

a decrease of 24,816. A member of the House of Com-
mons had given notice of his intention on an early day
to call the attention of government to the expediency of
a prompt recognition of the "Southern Confederacy of
America."
The Liveri'.i"! r,,ii.,,, mnlu-t was firm; sales of the

week, 58.2iw
i M uichester advices were fa-

vourable, l:: I' lirm at the following quo-
l.uions: Fl.-n _ .i ,;;

; ,ed wheat. Us. 3d. a ISs.;
white, 12s. i;,/. a 1 Is-, u,/. ; eorn, 37s. a 39i.
The bullion in the Uank of England had increased

£270, out). The money market was slightly easier.
Consols, 92} a 92J.
The French Corps Legislatif continued the debate on

the address to the Emperor. Some of the members ex-
pressed themselves with great freedom, in regard to the
policy of the government in llalian allairs.

The Bank of Fiance had reduced its rate of discount
from 7 to B per cent. The monthly returns of the bank
.bowed a cansideralile Rain i,, specie. Arrangements
had been made with the Credit industrial Company for
the payment of the drafts accepted by Mires & Co , on
account of the Turkish loan. Intelligence had been re-
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ceived from Cochin China, that in a recent engagement,
the French forces had killed 600 of the natives, and
taken two of their fort3. The French los'

The citadel of Messina surrendered unconditionally,

after four days' firing, du:ing which the Sardinian an"
lerymen caused a great fire in the citadel. A capilnl

tion was refused. Four generals, 150 officers, and 5000
men were taken prisoners. 300 cannon also fell intc

the hands of the Sardinians. Notwithstanding the un-

conditional surrender, Victor Emmanuel is stated tc

have resolved that the same conditions should be grant-

ed to the garrison which have been agreed upon witt

Francis the Second, in the event of the place surrender-

ing immediately.

Civitella del Fronto would not be able to hold out
much longer.

The project of law relative to the assumption of the

title of Kingdom of Italy, had been unanimously a[

proved by the Chamber of Deputies.

An elaborate system of opposition against the ne
governmtnt of Italy had come to light in the shape of
long series of instructions to Confessors, in w hich almo
every form of opposition to Victor Emmanuel's rule is

insisted npon as a religious duty.

Cardinal Antooelli had sent a despatch to the Pont
ficial Charge d'Affaires in Paris, replying to M. De la

Guerroniere's late pamphlet. He hoidly charges the

Emperor with being the cause of all the troubles which
beset the government of the Holy See.

Warsaw continued tranquil. The garrison, which
only numbered 5000 men at the time of the late out-

break, had been increased to over 20,000 ; but the troops

were confined to their barracks
A despatch from Posen says the concessions granted

by the Emperor to the Pules are : Re-constitut

Council of; Qple ; reform i

lie instruction ; the muuicipalii

Gortschakoff would con

the system of pub
be elected by the

•oke the principal

necessary refor

tified.

Pri

Polish notabilities, in order I

might be proposed, examined
There appears to be much discontent in Hungary, and

impatience under the Austrian rule. A letter from Geu.
Turr and Gen. Klapka had been published, exhorting
the Hungarians not to compromise the deliverance of
Hungary by a premature movement, which they say
Austrian agents are fomenting. Gen. Turr urges his
countrymen to preserve their forces intact for more fa-

vourable circumstances.

The advices from ludia give sad accounts of the suf-
ferings from famine in extensive districts of that depen-
dency of the British empire. The Overland Times and
Standard s.ays :

" The famine is great in the land. Hor-
rible accounts reach us from the north-west provinces
of human beings dying at the rate of four hundred or
five hundred a day, while the desolation is not even
limited to the vasf expanse of country from Lucknow to

Lahore
; for tales are now told equally appalling of the

exlreiuities to which the population of the native State
of Travaucore. in the south of India, are reduced by the
drought, which has caused all the fruits of the earth to

wither. According to a Cochin newspaper, mothers in

Travancore are selling their children as slaves for 6d.

each, that they may have wherewith to purchase bread,
if only for a single day." Measures had been taken,
with partial success, to afford aid to the famishing popu-
lation.

Advices from Shanghai to First mo. 24th, have been
received. Pekin was quiet. The allied troops at Tien-
Tsin were healthy. The treaty was working satisfac-

torily. The rebels had been defeated by the Imperial-
ists at Ehsin. In Japan, affairs were peaceful.
The attempt to lay a telegraphic cable, from Singa-

pore to Java, failed. The cable was lost.

The war between the natives in New Zealand and the

United States. —^/Tofrs at Washing/on.—The extra
session of the U. S. Senate closed on the 28th ult. No
action was taken on the proposition to refer the dispute
with Great Britain, respecting the island of San Juan to
the arbitration of Switzerland. A number of speeches
were made on the alarming condition of affairs, but the
Senate declined offering any advice to the executive de-
partment. A long list of'Presidential nominations to
fill various important offices, was acted on, and the in-
dividuals were nearly all confirmed. No nomination
was made to fill the vacant seat in the Supreme Court.—Cassius M. Clay declined the appointment of minister
to Spain, bnt was afterwards appointed minister to Rus-
sia.—Carl Shurz, of Wisconsin, was appointed minister
to Spain; James S. Pike, of Maine, minister resident at
the Hague

;
Robert M. Palmer, of Pennsylvania, minis-

ter resident at the Argentine republic
; James E. Har-

vey, minister resident at Portugal; George G. Fogg, of

New Hampshire, minister resident at Switzerland ; An-
drew B. Dickinson, of New York, minister resident at

.Nicaragua.—In answer to a resolution of the Senate,

requesting the Piesident to communicate to them the

despatches of M:ijor Anderson during the time he has

been in command at fort Sumpter, the President replied

that, on an examination of the correspondence called for,

he had come to the conclusion that its publication would
be inexpedient at the present time.

New J'or;!:.—Mortality last week, 406. The monthly
statement of the assay office in this city shows during
the Third month, that the deposits of gold amounted to

$5,040,000; of silver, $160,000; gold bars stamped,
§2,368,270; transmitted to Philadelphia for coinage,

$5,658,600. The New York banks held last week over

$41,000,000 in specie. Business continued depressed,

and good borrowers could obtain loans at very low rales.

The idea of separating the city and port of New York
from the Union, and from the State, in order to make it

a free and independent port, has, it is stated, not been
abandoned, but is seriously entertained by many influ-

ential merchants and politicians, who are maturing their

plans for that object.

Philadelphia.—UoTtaUly last week, 279. The banks
in this city held last week $6,200,000 in specie, which
is the largest amount that has been in their vaults for

several years. The highest temperature, during the

Third month, was 78 degrees, and the lowest 16J de-
grees. The mean temperature of the month was 47J
degrees.

The Grain Markets.—The following were the quota-
tions on the 1st inst. JVew York—The market for wheat
is more active, and prices are in favour of the seller:

83,000 bushels were sold at $1.25 a $1.27 for Chicago
spring; $1.29 a $1.30 for Milwaukie club; $1.33 a
$1.36 for red Western, and $1.55 a $1.60 for white
.Michigan. Oats are steady ; sales were made at 33 cts.

a 34 cts. for Western, and 34 a 34J cts. for State. Corn
is dull; 34,000 bushels were sold at 63 cts. a 65 cts. for

unmixed Western, and 66 cts. a 70 cts. for Southern
yellow. Philadelphia—Red wheat, $1.31 a $1.35 ; white,
$1.40 a $1.50

;
rye, 68 cts. a 69 cts.; new corn, 60 cts.

;

old, 6U cts. ; oats, 31 cts. a 32 cts. ; clover seed, $4,62
a $4.87"; timothy, $2.75 a $3.00 ; flaxseed, $1.50.

Virginia.—The convention remained in session, dis-

cussing the question of secession. Many earnest and
able addresses had been made on both sides.

Missouri.—The Legislature has resolved that it is in-

expedient to take any steps for calling a national con-
vention to propose amendments to the Constitu ion a:

recommended by the State convention.
Texas.—The Legislature has passed a resolution, ap.

proving of the action of the convention in deposing Go-
vernor Houston. A bill has been passed to raise a re-

uiment of 1000 mounted riflemen for the protection of
the frontiers. Since the departure of the federal troop
the Indians, in large numbers, have been devastating
the frontiers, killing and driving back the white settlers.

Gov. Houston has issued an address to the people of
Texas, in which he protests against his deposition, and
expresses his continued devotion to the Union;
however, submit rather than be the means of kindling
civil war in the State.

Revenue North and South.—The revenue collected ii

all the ports of the seceding States, during the year end
ing Sixth mo. 30th, 1860, was $3,491,757 ; the expense
of collecting which amounted to $530,567, leaving a
net revenue of less than three millions. The whole
amount of revenue collected in all the ports of the Unit-
ed States, was over $60,000,000. It is, however, con-
tended in the Southern confederacy, that their policy

11 soon build up a large trade in imports as well as
exports.

The New Confederaey.—The appropriations made by
the Congress before its adjournment, were on a mode-

scale, amounting in the aggregate to $1,468,190.
The largest item was, for the collection of revenue,
$545,000

; $150,000 was appropriated for light-houses;
for an executive mansion, $5000. The Savannah Repub-
can announces that the banks of that city have agreed
) take five hundred thousand dollars of the loan autbo-
zed by the Southern Congress. The States which
ave recently withdrawn, and established an independ-
Tt government, embrace that portion of the United

States, which has been obtained and secured at the
heaviest cost to the general government. The following

tement of Ihe expenses on their account, is taken
from a daily pajier: " Louisiana, (purchased of France,)
$15,000,000; interest paid, $8,385, .S53

; Florida, (pur-
chased of Spain,) $5,000,000 ; interest paid, $1,430,000

;

Texas, (boundary,) $10,000,000; Texas, (for indemni-
ty,) 810,000,000; Texas, (for creditors, last Congress,)

$7,750,000; Indian expenses of all kinds, $5,000,000;
to purchase navy, pay troops, $5,000,000 ; all other ex-

penditures, $3,000,000; Mexican war, $217,175,565;
soldiers' pensions and bounty lands, $100,000,000 , Flo-
rida war, $100,000,000 ;

soldiers' pensions, $7,000,000
;

to remove Indians, $15,000,000
;
paid by treaty for New

Mexico. $15,000,000; paid to extinguish Indian titles,

$100,000,000; paid to Georgia,. $3,082,000 ; total cost,

$617,822,928."

RECEIPTS.
Received from A. Cowgill, agt., lo., for Aaron Frame,

$2, to 27, vol. 35 ; from Jehu Fawcett, agt., 0., for Benj.

Wmder, E. Cooper, and Saml. Street, $2 each, vol. 34,

for John H. Stanley, $2, vol. 31, for DI. Test, $2, vol.

32, for Sarah Allison and Dl. Stratton, $2 each, vol. 33,

for H. W. Harris, $2, vol. 35.

NOTICE.

We have been requested to state that a few Friends
attending Yearly Meeting, can be accommodated with
board and lodging, by making early application at No.
116 N. Seventh street, above .\rch.

WEST-GROVE BOARDING-SCHOOL FOR GIRLS,
situated on ihe Philadelphia and Baltimore Centr.il

Railroad. The Sessions open on the 1st Second-days
in the Fifth and Eleventh months respectively.

For information and circulars, apply to

Thomas Cosaed, Principal,

West-Grove P. 0., Chester Co., Pa.

Fourth mo., 1861.

BIBLE ASSOCIATION OF FRIENDS IN AMERICA.

A Stated Annual Meeting of the Bible Association of

Friends in America, will be held at the committee-room,
Arch Street Meeting-house, on Seventh-day evening, the

13th inst., at eight o'clock. Friends generally are in-

vited to attend.

FRIENDS' INDIAN INSTITUTE, TUNESSASSAH,

ndA man
ducting this Institut:

pi^eferred, one of whi

the school. Apply t

Friend are wanted to aid in

A man and his wife would be

should be qualified to teach i

Ebenezer Worth,
Marshalton. Chester Co., Pa.

Thos. Wistar,
Fox Chase, Philadelphia Co., Pa.

Joel Evans,
Oakdale P. 0., Delaware Co., Pa.

Philad., Second mo. 6th, 1861.

WEST-TOWN SCHOOL.

A Friend and his wife are

of Superintendent and Matroi

School.

Application to be made to either of the folio

Friends: Nathan Sharpless, Concord
; James Emlen,

West Chester ; Samoel Hilles, Wilmington ; Henry
Cope or William Evans, Philadelphii

Twelfth mo. 10th, 1860.

Married, on the 14th ult., at Friends' Jleeting-hnns

Deer Creek, Harford Co., Md., Abel J. Hopkins.; of Ba
tiniore Co., to Jane, daughter of the late Caleb H. Canby,
of Philadelphia.

, on Fourth-day, the 20th ult., at Friends' Meet-

ing-house, Buckingham, Elias Ely Paxson, of Solebury,

Bucks Co., Pa., and Margaret 0., daughter of the late

Samuel and Hannah Wilson, of Buckingham, Bucks Co.,

Pennsylvania.

Died, at his residence in Chesterfield, Morgan county,

Ohio, on the 15th of Third month, 1861, in the forty-

fifth year of his age, Jesse John; a useful member of

Chesterfield Monthly and Particular Meeting. Tlirough

the greater part of his life, he appeared to be concerned
to be found in the way of his duty, and in a state of

acceptance with his dear Redeemer. During a pro-

tracted illness which he bore with christian patience

and resignation, it was his daily concern to witne

state of preparation for his final change. A short lime
before his close, he expressed a comfortable hope of be-

ng admitted into the kingdom of rest and peace.

PILE & M'ELROY, PRINTERS,
Lodge street, opposite the Pennsylvania Bank.
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ice Two Dollars per auoum, payable in advance.

Subscriptions and Pu^'ments received by

JOHN RICHARDSON,

T NO. IIG NOKTH FOURTH STREET, UP STAIRS,

PHIIiADEIiPHIA.

'oatage to any part of Pennsylvania, for throe

iths, if paid in advance, three and a-quarter cents :

iny part of the United States, for three mouths, if

i in advance, six and a-half cents.

For " Tbe Friend."

Henry Eall.
(Continued from page 242.)

From this time, it would appear that he kept no

moraudunis until the Sixth month, 1826, when
writes as follows, viz :

—

' Looking over my memorandums, I do not find

^ account of several extensive journeys in the

vice of Truth, performed since my second mar-

ge, for which my wife freely gave me up, and I

apprehcn-ive that I did not keep minutes ol

im, or if I did, they are mislaid. I performed

'cral journeys on a religious account in the States

New York and Vermont, and in Canada, pre-

us to going to Europe ; but find no account of

ira. 1 feel disposed to mention them, to show

it I have spent a considerable part of the best

my days in the cause of my dear Redeemer
;

t boastingly, but in hunjility, and under some

licting considerations respecting the present state

our Society. It is a comfort to me to think.

It I have endeavoured to be devoted to the good

ise, although I have thereby deprived myself of

portunities I might have had, to accumulate

alth; but a man's life or the happiness thereof,

asisteth not in the abundance of tbe things he

ssesseth, and perhaps few have enjoyed more

Qtentment than I have.

"Accompanied by my dear friend John Gurney,

ravelled at almost all seasons of the year, both

fore and since I returned from England, some

busands of miles in the old settled parts of the

ates of Vermont and New York, as well as in

.nada ; and also visited several new settlements

•ming in divers places, and had many meetings
• those not of our Society. In company with my
ar friend Henry Warrington, jr., I went into the

ate of Ohio in the year 1819, attended the

larly Jleeting and a few other meetings in th

ate and in Pennsylvania ; and at another time

i was with me in a visit to the meetings in Bucks

bnty; and Smith Upton bad an arduous journey

th me in tbe second visit I made to some parts

Maryland, Virginia and Carolina.

I" I have often reflected upon the precious

[is, in which our spirits were baptized together

[th Friends, in the.se journeys, as well as in one

performed with dear Enoch Dorland, in Canad
d that the Shepherd of Israel, who worketh by

lom he will work, has been pleased to make use

of me as an instrument to convince some, and to

awaken others; by whose example and engage-

ment in the Lord's cauise, many have been brought

to the knowledge of the Truth, as it is in Jesus,

d several meetings have beeu settled where no

meetings of Friends had been held ; and my spirit

glowed with thankfulness for his goodness to

me, an unworthy servant.

And now when I feel the infirmities of ago

coming upon me, the cause appears as precious to

as ever
;
but alas ! how diflferent is the state

of society! Schism is beginning to make its ap-

pearance in an appalling manner ; and why is it

Because all have not kept their first love;

but giving place to false reasoning, have departed

from the Truth, and made innovations in doctrine

—

the minds of Friends have become alienated one

from another, and tho--e who should have been

examples to the flock, have been the means of

leading others astray. The discipline of tbe church,

f not discarded, is much neglected, and endeavours

used to weaken this hedge. Discordant sentiments

di.iturb the quiet of society, and in some places

threaten its dissolution. The youth, taking advan-

tage of the commotion, have, in many 'instances,

taken their flight into the customs and fashions of

the world, so that they would not be recognized

ither by their dress or address, as members of our

religious Society. An awful responsibility rests

upon some of those who stand in the fore ranks;

and I have often felt willing to investigate myself,

d see wherein I have contributed to this sorrow-

ful change ; and now fervently desire not to justify

my.self, by avoiding a close scrutiny, as respects my
conduct and the doctrines I preach. 1 am not

sensible of iioldiug any sentiments difl'erent from

hat I first set out with, and held up to the public

1 the beginning of my ministerial labours; which

doctrines had a good effect to unite me to my
friends, and rendered them near to me.

'' Friends were then united in the covenant of

life, and were indeed engaged to keep the unity of

the spirit, in the bond of peace, mutually concerned

to watch over one another in love for good, and

not for evil. Judging of causes from their effects,

as well as from an evidence in my own mind, of

the soundness of the doctrines of the Society, as

set forth in their approved writings, I consider the

cause of the present disunity to be a departure

from those doctrines. Unsound doctrines teem not

only from the press, but from the galleries of our

meeting-houses. I say, unsound ; because the So-

ciety of Friends have uniformly acknowledged their

belief in the divinity of Jesus Christ, without

striving to make it appear, that the Divine power

with which he was filled, made him the light of

world, whilst he was no more than one of the

prophets ; that the Divine power only was termed

Christ, &c., with divers other vague and indefinite

terms, which are used by those who have departed

from the faith, and which border on the Unitarian

notions, and are contrary to plain Scripture testi-

mony.
" Some who advocate these unsound views

aware of the difference between their sentiments

and those of our first Friends, strive greatly, by

misconstruing and garbling their writings, to make
it appear that their doctrines are the same as those

of George Fox and other worthies; but with all

their ingenuity, their flimsy guises are seen through,

even by many who adhere to them, who candidly

icknowledge that their notions are new in the So-

ciety ; but labour hard to allegorize the Scriptures,

as to make them suit their purposes, saying

much about an increase of light, and the necessity

of walking in the light, it is to be feared, without

lue consideration of ihe danger of mistaking dark-

aess for light, and light for darkness, ilenee the

works of darkness are produced, such as reviling,

persecuting, evil speaking, backbiting and evil

surmising, &c., and all under the specious pretence

of reformation and advancement. Ah ! truly, if

the light in us be darkness, how great is that dark-

ness!

I mourn over the state we are in ; but as our

religious Society was gathered by an outstretched

arm, and our worthy predecessors were supported

by the invincible power of Jesus, under the deep

sufferings they had to endure, lor their faithfulness

in the cause of their Lord and Saviour, so I am
imes comforted in the belief, that, however

great the defection, and wide-spread the devasta-

tion, the Society will yet know the armies of aliens

and apostates to be arrested in their career, and

turned backward ; and that the blessed Head of

the church will raise up judges as at the first, and

ounsellors as at the beginning.
" 1828, Seventh month 22nd. The pre.sent is a

time of peculiar trial, and proving of faith and

constancy of the Lord's people, in the Society of

Friends, among whom, unworthy as I am, I trust

I may rank myself. The unsettlement, respecting

which I wrote in 1826, has greatly increased since

that time. Then the disorder was chiefly evinced

by the younger members who had joined them-

selves to Elias Hicks and his partisans, in their

unsound principles; and their endeavours to change

the discipline and order of Society, so as to suit

their own views. They have now so far obtained

their ends, that Friends who have stood firm in en-

deavouring to maintain the doctrines of the Gospel

of Jesus Christ our Lord, and the christian disci-

pline established by our worthy predecessors, have

had to endure much opposition and reproach from

them."

In the year 1830, in company with several other

Friends, he performed a visit to Friends in the

western parts of New York and in Canada, during

which he wrote the two letters, from which the

following extracts are made, viz :

—

" Quccnstown, Upper Canada,
Eighth mo. 28th, 1830.

" [ find that the mercies of an Almighty and

condescending Caretaker of his people, are not

withhold in a land of strangers, but mercifully

vouchsafed to visitors and visited. Amidst the

many causes of depression, which are to bo met

with as I pass along, I find these are to be reliLd

upon ; and when I reflect on the past, with refer-

ence to my friends and the unhappy division that

has taken place in Society, and unsettled some of

them and left them to be tossed as upon the ocean
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of life, comparable to a bark upon the sea, without and gives strength to the weak, whilst songs of

thanksj;ivino; and praise mitigate the sufferings ofcompass or rudder, I am iuoreasingly confirmed in

the belief, that a spirit of delusion has blinded the

eyes of many who have left the Society; and others,

from an unjustifiable attachment to individuals, are

hurried forward in their opposition to Friends. A
humble possession in the Truth is preferable to

riches, honors, or the applause of the world ; and

I am thankful that my mind is stayed on Him who
is strength in weakness, riches in poverty, and a

present Helper in the needful time, with desires for

the establishment of the sincere-hearted, upon the

immoveable foundation. For the encouragement of

these I am frequently engaged ; and sometimes,

for the information of the misled and misinformed,

I have to point out the causes of the division that

has taken place. Our meetings are frequently

large, and sometimes held in houses belonging to

other societies, while the occupancy of thom is de-

nied to the Separatists; who say, it is in conse-

quence of our being more like other societies than

they are. Be it so, if our agreement is in the fun-

damental doctrines of Christianity. But why then

do they endeavour to deceive the world, by saying,

there is no difference between them and us 'i These
things have occasioned a full development of the

causes of the separation, I believe in the wisdom,

and I humbly trust, under the influence of the

power, of Truth.

"At Grassy-point, where two prominent leaders

of the Hicksites reside, all the few members of

Society went oif, except three women who remained
firm Friends, neither of their husbands being

members. We rode nearly twenty miles to the

place in a wagon, and were cordially received by
one of them ; and while notice was spreading of a

meeting to be held next day, we walked a mile or

more to see another of them ; the third had gone
on foot to give notice of the meeting, which was
held to our satisfaction.

" From Pickering we went to York, the seat of

government for Upper Canada, where we had a

large meeting in the house belonging to the Meth-
odists. For a few di>joined members I felt, to use
the words of a more worthy man, ' a travail o:

soul,' and shall not easily forget them;—great

would be the advantage to these, did but a few
real Friends live in the place, to hold a meeting
and encourage them to look to the Giver of every
good and perfect gift, to bless their endeavours to

procure a subsistence for themselves and their chil-

dren. The advantages held out to enterprising

persons, allure many from Europe and the United
States to this place, and they often meet with dis-

appointments, and sometimes disagreeable conse-

quences result. I cannot easily forget the emotions
of tenderness I felt, on seeing three lovely, plain

little Irish girls, who were motherless, and neither

of them above twelve years old, come forward and
take their seats near where we sat."

decaying nature. As to the past, the consequences

of fallen nature, as presented to view by memory,
evil as they have been in a greater or less degree,

although through grace not of the deepest dye,

prostrate me as with my mouth in the dust ; while

hope, like the anchor which securely stays the once

greatly tossed bark, fixes the mind on Him who
died lor sinners on Calvary's mount. When the

past presents anything which will compare, even

in a faint manner, with justice, mercy, or humility,

and the performance of religious duties, though

vile nature may assiduously seek to draw self in

for a share of commendation, it is, nevertheless,

compelled, in great abasedness, to ascribe all to

unmerited grace. Then with David we may not

only recount the mercies of our God, by whom we
have been enabled to run through a troop, or to

leap over a wall ; but pray for one another, in

the strength vouchsafed by Him who doeth all

things aright.

" My prayers are continued for thee and our

dear children, and for all the objects of redeeming
grace, especially for the household of faith, who
are as the salt of the earth. And ascribing glory

and honor to Him who ruleth on high, and takcth

cognizance of the actions of men, I trust I may
intorm thee, that my desire for the prosperity of

the cause of the Lord Jesus, is undiminished ; it

never appeared to me more interesting, than it has

through the course of this journey; though its be-

ing assailed as it is by pretended friends, has

strengthened its enemies to exult over it. But it

is my belief, that the prince of the power of the

air, that rules in the children of disobedience, will

not be able to remove the chief corner-stone."

CTo be contiuaedO

" Farmingham, Ninth mo. 13th, 1830.
" To loiter my time away, does not seem suited

to my natural turn of mind, which has marked my
course through life hitherto. I have therefore
taken the pen—not to beguile time, but rather to

let thee know that time doth not pass heavily away.
With a mind as serene as the unruflied sea, I ru-
minate on the various views which present respect-
ing the time past, present and to come. The future,

though enveloped in darkness, is yet sufficiently

unfolded, to show the true believer, that an all-wise

Creator, whose providence is marked in the changes
of the revolving seasons, will- not forsake his hum-
ble servants, who, like the autumn leaves, are, one
after another, falling to the ground. The eye of
faith is not left to grope in Ibe dark, destitute of

that reality which is as bread to the hungry soul,

For "The FrieEd."

Nertchinsk, and the Siberian E.^iles.

(Concluded from page 2-15.)

" The season ended by a sharp frost, stopping all

- .the operations at the mines, and seventy poods,
f [(say §750,000,) was the produce, to set against the

misery many had endured, and the terrible sacri-

fice of life. This was the most costly gold that

ever entered his imperial majesty's treasury; for

it has been stated, and on good authority, that

every 2Mod cost him tkirlecn lives. This circum-

stance created a great sensation throughout the

Altai and in all the mining districts, and every one
expected it would be a matter of serious conse-

quence to the officer, who had shown such utter

disregard for the lives of those under his charge.

By the first winter roads a caravan leit Nert-

chinsk, carrying the produce of the mines to St.

Petersburg. The colonel accompanied it as far as

Irkoutsk, where I saw him several times before his

departure ; but the extent of the calamity was not

then generally known. He preceded the caravan
to the capital, and by some means prevented the

circumstances of the case reaching the ear of his

imperial master, or a pension would never have
been granted for extraordinary service.

I must say a few words about some of the exiles,

who were banished to this distant spot. Erman
says, vol. ii., p. 183, ' The " unfortunates," of the

14th of December, who had been condemned to

hard labour, were confined to the settlement at

Chita, which lies beyond the Baikal, on the road
from Verkne Oudinsk to Nertchinsk. There are

no mines there, so that in order to carry out the

sentence of the convicts to the letter, they have
erected a polishing mill, in which to employ them.'

Whoever has read this paragraph, will have con-

cluded that the exiles never were employed in the

mines ; but such is not the fact. My informa;

were the ' unfortunates,' and their wives, all

whom were living in Irkoutsk, and in other plai

that I have visited. I was on terms of great

timacy with these people, and retain many pleas:

recollections of them. They were taken Irom I

capital in chains, each man in a telega, attend

by a gendarme, (this is an especial corps under 1

command of the secret police,) but not by the usi

route through Moscow ; they were sent by Yaros

and Vatka. This_ was through a part of the cot

try but little travelled, and they entered on t

great, Siberian road before reaching Perm. Ord
were given that no time should be lost on the ro;

nor any stoppage allowed, except for refreshme

Their journey was a long one, 7029 versts (46i

miles), and they were hurried onward, night dl

day. On the evening of the thirtieth day, til

reached Nertchinsk, and were handed over to \'

authorities. Here they slept, and the next mo
ing started for the mines, at a distance of 2

versts. They reached them in the afternoon of 1

following day, having travelled over 7308 verstsi

thirty-two days. Here was their prison and pli

of punishment, and they quickly found themsel

in the hands of a man, who determined to cai

out their sentence in its utmost rigour.

They arrived on the Wednesday, and on thel

lowing Monday morning, Prince Yolkonskoi, Prii

Troubetskoi, and four others, began their mining

hours. This was hard service ; wielding the pii

axe and hammer was a new occupation, and th

keeper made their toil severe. The others, as tl

arrived, were divided into gangs, and sent to

mines. Each was known only by his number, £

here they worked for two years. Others were bani

ed to a solitary life in the forests of Yakoutsk,

of these exiles I could also give a few incidents t

would not say much for the ' leniency of the gove:

ment or its servants' of which Erman speaks.

Several of these exiles were advanced in years, a

had left grown up sons and daughters ; othi

their juniors, were torn away from young childr

and mothers with infants in their arms, had press

up to the telegas to give the father a last look

his child. Some had been but recently marri

many were single, and a few had not reached th

twentieth year.

The first lady who followed her husband,

the Pr Troubetskoi ; she was youno

termined to share the fate of her partner, and, if p
sible, soothe his years of banishment. It was '

great difficulty that she obtained permission;

when it was granted, it was coupled with a con

tion that ' no lady who followed her husband to

place of exile, should ever return.' Even suol

condition did not change her resolve, and she !

ed, accompanied only by a faithful maid-serva

who determined to share her danger and her ex

She narrated to me an account of her adventur

journey of near 5000 miles, made during a

winter, when she often encountered the fearful stoi

so frequent in Siberia. Nor wore they the o

dangers—she had seen the wolves running on ei

side the sledge, ready to pounce on the horse

they slackened speed or fell. These were not sli,

trials for a delicate woman to encounter ; but so

of the incidents of her adventure are among
most touching I ever heard.

She, however, finally reached Nertchinsk

safety, and a mining engineer officer, who was

turniug to the zavod, kindly offered to escort

to her de.-itination. Her inquiries of this gentlen

were numerous. She wished to know the fate

her husband. He gave her an assurance that

was well, but evaded all other questions. On ti

arrival she was taken to that officer's home,
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wife offered all the comforts their dwelling af-

led, while he scut her passport to inform his

ii of her arrival, aud expressed to him her de-

to see the prince. Presently a police officer

Selected for "The Fiieml."

The meeting, [Yearly Meeting of North Caro-

a, in the year 1828,j was brought under exer-

~— "^i
°^ account of the departure, which had of

.vedrand'tofd'her that he had received instruc- later times taken place amongst some of the mem-

is to conduct her to her quarters, and that she bers of this Yearly Meeting, from plainness of

lid be permitted to see her husband on the mor- dress and address, and not altogether confined to

'. A sin<rle room was assigned to her and the tlie youth; many pertinent remarks were_ made

prison, and it thereon, and much salutary advice communicated
id, bearing all the aspects of

i announced that she was not at liberty to visit

one in the town, without permission. Next

rning she was taken to the hiuse of the chief,

3re she urged her request to see the prince, and

) to be permitted to spend some hours each day

lis society. The first part of her request was

nted, but the latter was refused ; and this man
1 as she had come to share her husband's exile,

must submit to prison discipline ; adding that

was not to be permitted to write a single line,

bout its passing through his hands.

Vfter this, he ordered the police to conduct her

he prince, giving his number but not his name,

. then to her dwelling. A sledge was waiting

them, and the man drove them several ver^ts

)ne of the mines, where she was conducted down

I along the galleries, to where the exiles were

king. For a few moments they all gazed on

in amazement, thinking it a vision; and the

II was only broken, when she rushed into her

.band's arms. 1 dare not attempt to paint this

irview ; but the clanking of his chains recalled

to a knowledge of his position, and the police

cer proved that he possessed a better heart than

chief, by removing her from a scene heart-rend-

to all. The chief placed her on prison fare,

would he permit her to have tea. After this,

saw the prince once a week, but not in the

]es. In about a mouth, two other ladies arrived,

i went through the same ordeal. Eighteen

nlhs passed without any change, when this

ital man was called before a tribunal from which

le can escape. After his death, another officer

s appointed, who received the ladies, and treated

im as members of his own family. He did

irything con-iistcnt with his duty to relieve th

fortunate exiles, and through his intercession, at

! end of two years, they ceased to work in th

Des, and then were removed to Chita and th

11."

^ _

"IVicdto Do Somtthi/ig,"—"I have tried to

something for the Redeemer's cause." What
ve you tried to do ? Something in the shape of

tward activity, which shall atone for neglecting

keep the heart? He who would pray aright

ist lift up holy hands without wrath or doubting,

d he who would do something for Christ, should

t from the promptings of a heart that earnestly

sires to be holy as God is holy.

jHave you tried to do some great thing? or, have

,u tried to do everything heartily as unto God ?

ave you in all things sought to honour him ? If

(

you have not only tried to do something, but

|U have done something for the Kedeemer"

fise.— iS. S. Times.

The following circumstance was related in thi

meeting, by a Friend who was an eye and ear-

witness, and who had acted as one of the jurors in

the case. Four men were called to be witnesses

in a trial before the court, and were required to

ake the oath ; all were dressed alike fashionably.

On being directed to put their hands upon the

book, all were sworn but one, and they departed,

leaving the one standing; which the judge ob-

serving, he addressed this individual in nearly the

following language. '' Do you affirm ?" He an-

swered, " Yes." "Are you a Quaker ?" He said,

" Yes." " Do you belong to that church or soci-

ety ?" He said, " Yes." After a little pause, the

judge replied, " The time bad been, when the mem-

bers of that society were known by their peculiar

dress and appearance ; but it is not so now : you

could not be known by your dress, you are like a

ship on the sea or privateer sailing under false

colours, that it may not be known."

I felt it best to'give this circumstance a place

in these memoirs, should they ever meet the public

eye, in hopes it may prove as a watchword to such,

who may be tempted to gratify their natural incli-

nation, by departing from that simplicity into

which the Truth first led its followers.

Thomas Shillitoe.

I

The Cedars of Lebanon.—These stately trees,

teral of which are believed to have been in their

Sme when Solomon built the temple, stand by

pmselves in a gorge of the mountains, with no

her trees near them. Of " all the cedars of Le

inon that are high and lifted up," these alone

imain, for on no other part of the mountain are

idars to be found. The bark of the most ancient

[is been cut away in places to afford room for

Tving names of visitors, among which one regrets

learn is that of Lamartine.

—

Lite PajKr.

The Trarle in Cloverseed.—In the last annual

report of the Board of Directors of the Corn Ex-

change, there was a paragraph deserving more than

a passing notice. It had reference to the trade in

cloverseed, and showed conclusively that in that

article Philadelphia is, beyond all question, the

great leading mart.

Nothing can be more impressive on this poiui,

than the figures quoted in the Corn Exchange re-

port, which say that more than two-thirds of the

whole amount of cloverseed exported from the

United States during the year 1860 was purchased

here, in an uncleaned condition, and cleaned,

packed and shipped from Philadelphia. The fol-

lowina; are the figures

:

,° Bushels.

Whole export of cloverseed in the U. S., 70,000

Export from Philadelphia, 52,212

New York, 10,000

It is usual to suppose that the trade done here

is chiefly confined to the supply of our own popu-

lation, the purchase of raw materials for our fac-

tories, the sale and shipment of their products, and

the shipment of coal. But here is an article which

does not enter into any of these items, and yet

Philadelphia is for it the great market of the coun

try. Nor is the trade a decreasing rne, as may be

seen by the subjoined figures, showing the exports

of cloverseed frism Philadelphia, for the past four

years :

1857 . . . 4,450 bushels

1858
'.

. . . 16,021 "

1859 .... 21,939 "

1860 .... 52,212 "

This does not look much like the ruin of our

commerce. Nor indeed does the record of our ex-

ports generally lead to any such inference, for the

total exports from Philadelphia, for 1860, exceed-

ed in value those of any year since 1854, and were

[greatly above the totals of 1858 and 1859. Had

it not been for our political troubles they would

ve been much greater.

Ilioujlit Imperisliablc.

Under this head the New York Observer gives

the following :

An incident was some time since recorded, in

connection with the loss at sea of the steamship

Central America, illustrating the imperishable na-

ture of memory. With kindred facts it is sugges-

tive of thoughts that may well make us serious as

we are measuring off, one after another, the periods

that mark our lives, and folding up the volumes

which are to be read again by each of us, the vo-

umcs of our own history. One of the passengers

)n the ill-fated vessel, after it had gone to pieces,

lad for hours been floating alone upon a piece of

he wreck, when he suddenly heard or thought he

heard, his mother's voice saying, " Johnny, did you

take your sister's grapes?" The explanation was

this :

Some thirty years before, when he was a mere

child, bis sister was dying with consumption. A
friend had sent her a present of choice grapes,

which he found in a closet, and in his childish self-

ishness secretly devoured, well knowing that he

was committing an act, which, in all its circum-

stances, deserved to be called a crime. His mo-

ther had spoken to him in the words mentioned

above, but the circumstance had passed entirely

from his recollection, and he stated that for twenty

years he had not thought of it once. But when he

was in the jaws of death, and conscience was lead-

ing his mind back over the past, this sin of his child-

hood came up so forcibly and so suddenly that he

really supposed he heard the same voice accusing

him of the unbrotherly act.

A whole volume of facts might be recorded, to

show that nothing really parses away from the

mind when it has ouce made even a transient im-

pression ; that thought itself is indestructible, and

that what we seem to have forgotten has only been

laid up in some of the secret recesses of the me-

mory, to be reproduced, when the mind is in the

proper state, with all the distinctness of the ori-

nal impression.

It is a well known fact, that personswho have been

rescued from drowning, have had the most wonder-

ful activity and power given to their memories, just

before they became insensible, so that in a moment

of time their whole lives have been photographed,

as it were, and held up before them. They have

lived over years of time in a single moment. Every

one can recall periods when a measure of the same

activity has been given to memory, and when the

leaves of the past have been unfolded with a ra-

pidity scarcely before conceived of, and when re-

velations have been made of what seemed buried

in oblivion, so utterly had it passed away from the

mind. Some simple association, a familiar voice,

a strain of music, an incident recalled, or even a

state of mind is sufficient to vivify the dead past.

The extent to which the memory is capable of

n calling the past, even when it seemed utterly for-

gotten, is illustrated by many a curious chapter of

facts. One of the most striking is that of the illi-

terate servant girl, who, in the delirium of a fever,

astonished all who were about her by repeating

long passages from Greek and Latin authors, with

which, it was well known, she had no ordinary ac-

quaintance. The mystery was solved by learning

that she had once been at service in the family of

a learned clergyman, who was in the habit of read-

ing aloud from his favourite authors, portions of

which she had heard, but without any knowledge

of the meaning of what she had heard. The mere

sound of the words had so impressed itself upon
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her memory, that the delirium cf the fever, like

the chemicals applied to the daguerreotype plate,

brought out the impression as distinct and clear as

at first.

I once visited an aged German, who had been

in this country for more than half a century, and
^

had spoken the English language exclusively dur-

ing that tin e, having almost, if not quite forgotten

his native tongue, but in his eld age the language

'

of his childhood returned to him in all its freshness,

:

and he could speak only in his mother tongue.

To these we add the following instances:

Dr. Rush mentions old Swedes, whom he attend-
]

ed at the Pennsylvania Hospital during their last

.

sickness, and who spoke Swedish when dying,

though, perhaps, they had not heard the language

'

for fifty or sixty years. So it was that Dr. John-

son, in his last hours, passed from the sonorous

cadences of those Latin chants, in which his mighty

spirit had so much delighted, and was heard by

his attendants muttering a child's hymn, which had

been sung to him by his mother when in his cradle.

A still more striking phenomenon is given in

Wasianski's account of the death-bed of Kant.

That profound philosopher, as we are told by the

narrator, was afflicted most painfully, as his last

hours approached, by the ringing in his ears of

melodies which, in his earliest youth, he had heard

in the streets of Konigsberg. " These," Wasianski

went on to say, " kept him awake to unseasonable

hours ; and often when, after long watching, he

had fallen asleep, however deep his sleep might be,

it was suddenly broken by terrific dreams, which
alarmed him beyond description."

On this subject generally, our contemporary re-

marks ;

Such facts added to our own personal experience

and consciousness, teach us that nothing is lost;

that the whole past is engraven on our hearts, as

on an imperishable tablet. With the mind be-

clouded as it is in this world, we may be able only

dimly to descry the great events, but if not in this

world, then in another the mist will be scattered,

and we shall be able to read our Ijyes over again,

just as they have been spent.

There is but one method by which the painful

memories of the past may be removed. The heart

that is washed in the atoning blood of Christ, has

in his grace an antidote both to sin and sorrow.
' The blood of Jesus Christ cleanseth us from all

sin." His love sanctifies sorrow, and makes it, and
the memory of it a real blessing. The one who
has made the Saviour his trust, and who is seek-

ing to live as he lived, has nothing to fear in the

utmost activity of memory. But he who has all

the guilt of his sins resting upon his own soul, has

reason to tremble. In some dark lane of life, in

some hour of gloom, or in the last dread conflict,

his sins may meet him again, and overwhelm him
with the recollection. Or, if he escape in life, me-
mory, which has recorded all, will be faithful to

her trust, and woe be to the soul that has to answer
for itself in another world.

To this we may add the following propositions

:

From the retributive and punitive, as well as the

eternal quality of memory, we may infer

:

1st. The immortality of the soul.

2d. The judicial power of God, hating sin, and
punishing it by an eternal retribution.

3d. The wretchedness of that hereafter which
will have nothing but an eternal remorse.

Our Lord imposed no rigorous ceremonies on
his disciples. He taught them to enter into the

closet ; to retire within the heart ; to gpeak but
few words ; to open their hearts, to receive the

descent of the Hoij Spirit.

—

Madam Guyon,

The Cisterns nf Venice.—The collection and
preservation of water are becoming of national

importance. The inhabitants of ^'enice, (120,000,)
placed in the uiidst of a salt lake communicating
with the sea, derive their supply of water from the

atmosphere. The greatest part of the rain is col-

lected in 2077 cisterns, of which 177 are public,

and 1900 belong to private houses. As these cis-

terns may serve as models, a detailed account,

furnished to M. Grimaud by M. Salvador!, the

engineer of the municipality of Venice, has been

laid before the French Academy of Science, and is

printed in their Comptes liendus. An excavation

is made in the earth in the form of a reversed

truncated pyramid to the depth of three metres,

(nearly ten feet,) the earth being supported by
walls of oak or other strong wood, on which is laid

a thoroughly compact layer of clay, great care be-

ing taken to exclude air. At the bottom is placed

a circular stone, hollowed in the middle : on this

is put a hollow cylinder (like an ordinary well)

constructed of dried bricks, well adjusted ; those at

the bottom being pierced with conical holes. The
space round the cylinder is filled with well-washed
sea-sand. At the four corners at the top are put

four stone boxes, with stone lids pierced with hoi

These boxes rest upon the sand. The rain from
the roofs of the houses falls into these boxes, and
after filtering through the sand, enters the hollow

cylinder, and then becomes a limpid water, pure to

the last drop.

THE LAMP AT SEA.

The night was made for cooling shade,
For silence and for sleep

;

And when I was a child, 1 laid

My hands upon m_v breast and prayed.
And sank to slumbers deep.

Child-like as then, I lie to-night,

And wntch my lonely cabin liyht.

Each movement of the swaying lamp
Shows how the vessel reels

;

And o'er her deck the billows tramp,
And all her timbers strain and cramp.

With every shock she feels:

Tt starts and shudders while it burns,
-4nd in its hingiSd socket turns.

Now swinging slow, and slanting low.
It almost level lies,

And yet I know, while to and fro

1 watch the seeming pendule go.

With restless fall and rise,

The steady shaft is still upright.

Poising its little globe of light.

0, hand of God ! 0, lamp of peace f

O, promise of my soul I

Though weak and tossed, and ill at ease,

Amid the roar of smiting seas

—

The ship's convulsive roll—
I own, with love and tender awe,
Yon perfect type of faith and law I

A heavenly trust my spirit calms!
My soufio filled with light!

The ocean sings His solemn psalms;
The wild winds chant ; I cross my palms

HMpj)y as if to-night,

Under the cottage roof again,

I heard the soothing summer rain.

Longfellow.

Scotch Sheep in New Jersey.—Several Scotch
mountain sheep have recently been introduced into

Morris county, N. J., on the farm of S. F. Headley
Their wool is described as being of a better qua
lity than any other long-woolled breed—long, wavy
and soft, with no harsh or wiry feeling like most
of the mountain breeds—peculiarly adapted to

worsted stuffs, and the carcass is said to give the

very best and highest flavoured mutton.

For " Tbe Friend."

letter ef Joiin Barclay.

Sixth month, 1817. Whilst thinking of wri

ing to thee, a part of a beautiful meditation oft!

Psalmist, on the works and wonders of Prov
dence, occurs to me. After dwelling much on th

variety and immensity, the order, the harmony, th

excellent provision and appoiutment of all thing

both in heaven and upon the earth, the poor

vant cries out, as if unequal to the task,—" (

Lord ! how manifold are ail thy works ! in wisdoi

hast thou made them all ; the earth is jull of th

riches." I remember it is somewhere said, "A
thy works shall praise thee, and thy saints sha

bless thee;" and whilst we thus see that the hea

vens declare his glory, and the firmament hi

handy^vork—whilst we see that all his worl
praise him, are we not convinced that his saini

should likewise bless him ? Are we not abut
dantly persuaded, that man also,—whom we noi

see the only flaw, the only speck in this vast pre

duction, perverted in himself, and perverting th

rest of the creation,—was originally made put

and perfect in his kind, and did then glorify hi

Maker. Oh ! how fully do I believe, how clearl

do I see, that it is only as we poor creatures com
to be renewed in the spirit of our minds, and t

experience- the putting on of the new man, whicl

after the image of Him that made us, is created

righteousness and true holiness ; that we can rightl

worship, acceptably praise, and truly give glory t

so infinitely righteous and holy a Being. Thu
alone are we brought inexpressibly to feel the beau

ty of those scriptural or other writings, which dwei

on the works of the creation ; thus also are th

faculties of our mind opened, enlarged, and quick

ened to perceive and to adore the great First Caus
of all. What a blessed experience, when ever

thing within us and without us, the stars above us

the dust under our feet, seem all to join with us

antJ to show forth that Power which has mad.

them, and which supports and sustains this .system

this machinery of the universe. Surely the revolu

tions and vicissitudes to which the spiritual as wel

as the natural kingdom seems subject, the turning

and overturnings, the storms and the calms, th(

'darkness and the brightness, the dreary and th(

cheering prospects, the drooping and the delightfu

seasons, are equally in the hollow of His hand
who is said to be " all in all." He saith to thi

raging winds, " peace, be still," and to the foaminj

billow, " thus far shalt thou come, but no further.'

What, then, should be the invariable language o

our hearts,—what should be the clothing of ou:

spirits day and night, in all extremities, and undei

all the circumstances to which we are constantlj

liable, but " the will of the Lord be done." Oh
that we might be privileged to continue from daj

to day and all day long, in such a prostrated

humbled, reverential frame of spirit, as would in

dubitably evince our belief in the presence, pro

tection, providence and ..power of Him whom wt

profess to serve.

Neiv Plastic Material.—-A new plastic material

resembling wood in its finished state, has been in-

vented. It may readily be moulded by pressure

into any form, admits of cutting or carving to anj

extent required, may with facility be glass-papered

and will receive the highest degree of polish. Th(

material is in great part composed of fibrous pul|

of as long a description as possible—to which i

owes its strength—which is worked together witl

resinous and gelatinous gums, acted upon chemi-

cally, and as nearly to imitate the nature of wood
as possible. It is stated to be unlike papier machi

or carton pierre, and in many respects superior.
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Catching a Shark.

Has my reader ever been present at the capture

)f a shark 't If he has crossed the Hue, or even if

lie knows what it is to spend a week or two in

'the calm latitudes," the debateable border-sea,

between the ordinary breezes and the trades, he is

ao stranger to the assiduous attentions of this lank

ind lithe tenant of the tropical seas. Jack fami-

iarly calls him by the title of " Sea-lawyer," for

reasons which are by no means complimentary to

;he learned profession; and views him with that

iduiisture of hate and fear, with which unsophis-

iicated landsmen are apt to regard his terrestrial

representatives. To bait a line, and catch a mack-

jrel or the bouito, is always a welcome occupation

:o the sailor ; but to no amusement does Jack bend

himself with such a hearty alacrity as to take the

' shark." When, on approaching the northern

tropic,

" Down drops tlie breeze, the sails drop down,"

'tis not " sad as sad can be ;" for all is hilarity and
alertness. Away goes one to the harness-cask, for

a, junk of salt pork, another is on his knees before

the cabin-locker, rummaging out an enormous hook,

which tradition confidently reports is depojited

there; a third is unreeving the studding-sail hal-

yards to .serve as a line, for so tough a customer

needs stout gear ; a fourth is standing on the

taffrail, keeping an eye on the monster, that now
drops off, and now comes gliding up, a light-green

line strains and creaks, but holds on ; a dozen

eager hands are pulling in, and at last the unwill-

ing victim is at the surface just beneath the bows,

but plunging with tremendous force.

Now, one of the smarter hands has jumped into

the forechains with a rope made into a noose.

Many efforts he makes to get this over the tail,

ivithout success ; at length it is slipped over, in an

instant hauled taut, and the prey secure.

" lleeve the line through a block, and take a

run with it !" Up comes the vast length, tail fore-

most, out of the sea; for a moment the ungainly

beast hangs, twining and bending his body, and

gnashing those horrid fangs, till half a dozen boat-

hooks guide the mass to its death-bed on the broad

deck. Stand clear ! If that mouth get hold of

your leg, it will cut through it, sinew, muscle,

and bone ; the stoutest man on board would be

swept dowu if be came within the reach of that

violent tail. What reverberating blows it inflicts

on the smooth planks !

One cannot look at that face without an invo-

luntary shudder. The long, flat head, and the

mouth so greatly overhung by the snout, impart a

most repulsive expression to the countenance; and

then the teeth, those terrible serried fangs, as keen

as lancets, and yet cut into fine notches like saws,

lying row behind row, row behind row, six rows

deep ! See how the front rows start up in erect

stiffness, as the creature eyes you ! You shrink

back from the terrific implement, no longer won-

mass, through the blue water, till his whiteness dering that the stoutest limb of man should be

nearly touches the .surface, and telling the villain, severed in a moment by such chirurgery. But the

all the while, with uncouth maledictions, that his

time is coming. The mate is on the jib-boom,

wielding the grains, whose trident-prongs he has

been for the last half-hour sharpening with a file,

ready to take by force, any one of the hated race

who may be too suspicious for the bait astern.

And now the skipper himself comes up, for even

dignity itself cannot resist the temptation, and with

his own brawny hands puts on the enticing pork,

and lowers away.

'Tis twirling and eddying in the wash of the

ship's counter; the crew are divided in their alle-

giance—half cluster at the quarter to watch the

captain's success, half at the cat-heads, to see the

mate's harpooning. There scuttle up the two little

pilot-fishes, in their banded livery of blue and
brown, from their station, one on each side of the

shark's nose ; they hurry to the bait, sniff at it,

nibble at it, and then back in all haste to their

Luge patron, giving his grimness due information

of the treat that awaits him. See how eagerly he

receives it! with a lateral wave of his powerful

tail he shoots ahead, and is in an instant at the

pork. " Look out there ! stand by to take a turn

of the line round a belaying pin, for he's going to

bite, and he'll give us a sharp tug!" Every pair

of eyes is wide open, and every mouth, too ; for

the mouster turns on his side, and prepares to take

in the delicate morsel. But, no ; he smells the

rusty iron perhaps, or perhaps he sees the line ; at

any rate he contents himself with a sniff, and drop;

astern ; coming forward again, however, the next

minute to sniff and sniff again. 'Tis perilous; yet

'tis tempting.

A shout forward ! The mate has struck one !

And away rush the after band to see the sport

the skipper himself hauls in the line, and joins thi

shouting throng. Yes ; the grains have been well

thrown, and are fast in the fleshy part of the back
What a monster ! full fifteen feet long, if he's an

inch ! and how he plunges and dives, and rolls

round and round, enraged at the pain and restraint,

till you can't discern his body for the .sheet of

white foam in which it is enwrapped ! The stout

eyes! those horrid eyes! it is the eyes that make
the shark's countenance what it is— the very em-

bodiment of Satanic malignity. Half-concealed

beneath the bony brow, the little green eye gleams

with so peculiar an expression of hatred, such a

concentration of fiendish malice—of quiet, calm,

settled villany, that no other countenance that I

have ever seen at all resembles. Though I have

seen many a shark, I could never look at that eye

without feeling my flesh creep, as it were, on my
hones.— Gosse's Romance of Natural Jlislonj.

Sek-ctcd for "The Friend.

Extracts from the Letters and Memarandiinis of

our Late Friend, II. Williams.

"Eighth mo. 21s<.—The time has felt long to

me since your departure : but we try to put up

with some privations if it add to health, and tends

to renovate the languid frame and give a little

spur to the spiritual energies, helping to point them

the right way.
" I went to Gwynedd on Fifth-day, and lodged

at our kind friends 's, a good place to be

at when not very strong, every want is anticipated,

I was at their little meeting, seven men and nine

women,—truly thought I, ' The ways of Zion mourn
because so few come to the solemn assemblies : m
better at Plymouth, on inquiry found much th-

same number. Various causes contribute to this

degeneracy and lukewarm state of things whicL

certainly will, sooner or later, be the burden ot

every one who knows better, and who is professing

better, and yet suffers things to hinder their jour,

neying forward in the way they ought to; wlio let

their lamps go out for want oi trimming; though

line upon line and precept upon precept has been

administered
;
yet no advance.

" We are all pretty well, which is a favour truly,

and much to be valued, affording time 'to inspect

our affairs.' ' The flesh is weak, though the spirit

is willing.'

"The situation of our Society in general and in

the particular, hangs as a heavy load on me all

the time. I cannot see much to rejoice at. Oh,

we are a backslidden people ! so few of us live up
to the truth, as professed by us.

" I was not at all comforted in reading that long
account of London Yearly Meeting. It showed a
tretching out their arms far and wide, and encour-
aging one another with prospects to preach the
Gospel abroad

; I felt afraid it would induce a
going without being sent, which, we know, cannot
profit the people How are our true tra-

ellers there in the city ? Are they able to keep

p ? I would like to mingle a little with congenial

jinds there ; but, were 1 there, expect I should
icl so weak and poor, could not take one step out

to see a friend I have hope in the Lord's
mercy, or I should utterly fail."

Tcnlk mo. IGth.—No way yet opens for those

coloured folks to remove from us. I am induced
to believe there is an Overruling hand in it, to pre-

vent their falling into a worse condition. I desire

to bear my burden. They arc the workmanship
of the same good Hand with ourselves, but always
situated in a far more unfavourable condition."

Eleventh mo. blh.—The contents of thy com-
munication affected me. True it is, we all seem
to wear out more ways than one, and faith and
patience closely proved

;
yet, I believe a way will

still open for us ; but it may be more simple thau
the way we have been walking in, but none the

less comfortable.
" I have just remembered, ' Jonah was angry

because the gourd withered away,' which had
covered him from the sun. So, if that goes from
us, which has been given, and for which we might
almost say we had not laboured, if the dispensation

is borne with patience, and with a resigned mind,
the little that may be left, may be so blessed, that

there will be plenty and to spare. It is the bless-

ing that makes truly rich, both in temporals and
spirituals."

" \'ith. was at our meeting yesterday,

he had a testimony to bear to the necessity of daily

striving to be found in our places in the Truth :

not to think that as we had supported a pretty good
name amongst men, and been made something of

in Society, might rest easy; this kind of living he

compared to the ' manna' which was gathered yes-

terday, &c Seemed much exercised for

us and for himself. He expressed further, that he
hoped there would be some in our little meeting,

that would be helpers, and he suitably encouraged

such ; described the reasonings and the difiiculties

such would have to contend with."

The Afriean Slau Trade.

A. writer, who is apparently fully conversant with

the subject, is describing the secret history of the

slave trade, in the New York Post. An organized

company, having a capital of §1,000,000, exists in

Havana, whose sole business it is to import negroes

into the island of Cuba. This company, by means
of an agent, buys its vessels in New York, where
captains for them are also obtained. By a judi-

cious use of money they are easily cleared at the

custom-house, the agent and captain having pre-

viou.^ly sworn to ownership, in order to obtain a

register, and the vessel, with a slave outfit, starts

direct for Africa. In this way, seventy vessels are

said to have sailed from the port of New York,
after cargoes of slaves, since 1st of January last.

But latterly, owing to a pressure of public opinion,

the United States oflicers have been rather more
rigid in their scrutiny of suspected vessels, and,

consequently, the manner of procedure has been

changed. The vessel now takes a legal cargo for

Havana, whence she is easily cleared for Africa

by soothing the " itching palms" of the Spanish

ofiicials. This escape from unpleasant scrutiny is
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facilitated by a recent decision of Attorney-Gene-

ral Black, declaring that the clearance of any

American vessel from the custom-house, is prima
facie evidence of the legality of the voyage, and

consequently, the consul need take no further step;

than the ordinary one of exacting an oath from

the captain that he is bound on a legal voyage,

and with a cargo in accordance with bis clearance.

The outfit aud mode of manning a slaver is thus

descriiied :

—

" In the first place, she takes in a new cargo,

which consists of articles used in the purchase of

the slaves and their subsistence on the homeward

trip, viz : barrels of bread, tierces of rice, punch-

cons of rum, beans, jerked beef, tobacco, vin?gar,

powder, &c., together with lumber for the slave

decks. (Specie is seldom sent out.) Next the

crew is shipped, consisting usually of men of every

nation. These men agree to go the voyage upon

terms that are well understood—so much advance

(say 850,) and one and a half dollars per man for

every negro landed in Cuba.
" In addition to the captain, mate and second

mate, there comes on board a sallow-faced, gloomy
Spaniard, who is generally Don Jose, or Don
Somebody else, whose frequent voyages to ' the

Coast' are written in every line of his face. He
is the ^sobre cargo,' the great factotum and trans-

actor of all the business of the ship, and in case

of need—as when boarded by an American man-
of-war—he hoists the Spani^h flag, and is the

Spanish captain.

"After this important character comes another

man, called the 'contra maestro,^ or boatswain.

He is the ' nigger driver,' the brute who manages
and beats into submission the human cargo on the

homeward trip ; none but a Spaniard could look

or be so cruel as he is."

The outward voyage occupies about forty-five

days. Arriving on the coast, the slaver proceeds

thirty miles up the Congo river, to the " factory"

of the Havana Company. If a war-steamer makes
her appearance in the river, the captain cheerfully

shows his regular manifest and clearance, certified

by the American Consul at Havana, and hoists his

American flag, and sends back to the steamer a

box of very good Havana cigars and a case of good
brandy. Then the steamer sails away—perhaps

to watch him at sea—for there is no prize money
of any account in a vessel, unless the negroes are

on board

!

Having completed his arrangements with the

resident agent, the captain speedily discharges his

cargo into the warehouse, takes on board a lot of

water-casks, which are filled from the river, and
beside them in the hold, he stows his barrels of

provisions, and over all he lays his "slave deck."

Spies are sent to the mouth of the river, and
when they report the coast clear from cruisers,

seven or eight hundred slaves, costing fifty dollars

apiece in bad rum, are driven on board pell mell,

naked as the day they were born, the lines are

cast off, and away the vessel speeds under the

American flag. One-third of her living freight

will die on the passage, while a life-long bondage
awaits the remainder. Of the treatment of the

negroes on the passage, the writer says :

—

" Our ship is one hundred feet long and thirty

wide, and on her deck and under her deck, and on
her cabin and in her cabin are stowed seven hun-
dred aud fifty human beings, so cramped and
crowded that they can scarcely sit down when
standing or stand up when sitting.

" Early in the morning the crew lead a ho.se

from the pump, and without regard to sex or con-
dition, give each one a thorough bath, and then

proceed to wash from the decks the accumulated

filth and excrement of the previous day and night.

Each negro then is compelled to wash out his

mouth with vinegar—this is done to prevent scur-

vy. Now comes the morning meal, which consists

of a pint of water and a quantity of boiled rice

and beans. After breakfast, the doctor makes his

rounds, pitches overboard the dead and the dying,

and administers medicine to such as are not beyond

the hope of recovery. The principal diseases with

which they have to contend, are dysentery and

opthalmia, both of which are generally fatal, and

both owing to confined space and foul atmosphere.
" During the day the ' contra maestro' goes

about among them with his whip ; cows down the

boldest, and silences the noisest with his merciless

lash, and sometimes selects the weakest, takes

them to the least crowded space, and makes them
dance to the tune of his cowhide—to restore cir-

culation.

" Dinner consists of the same, with occasional

addition of scraps of jerked beef. There is no

change from this food during the voyage ; at

times, when the negroes appear despondent or

weak, they are given a little rum. At night they

are compelled to lie down, 'spoon fashion,' (as a

housekeeper places her spoons in a basket;) a can-

vas covering is hauled over them, and it is impos-

sible for them to change their position until the

following morning.
" The passage to Cuba is generally performed

in thirty-five days. Running into one of the many
secluded rendezvous on the coast, the anchor is

dropped, a private signal is raised, the launches,

which have been awaiting the vessel's arrival, put

oif, aud the negroes are quickly transferred to the

shore, whence they are sent off to some place where

they are exercised, washed, and fattened for the

market. The ship's anchor is then raised, sail is

made, holes are bored in the bottom, and she is

started forth upon the sea to sink. The captain

goes to Havana with one-half of his ship's register

and a false bill of sale, which he forwards to the

New York Custom-House, according to law, and

in the meanwhile presents himself to his principal

with the following balance sheet :
—

DR.

To first cost of ship,
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away to the mission station. After taking promptlj
an emetic, be ejected all the poison, and in a few
hours the effect passed off. No death has occur-
red by sassa-wood among these Cape people for

^ears. Since the above incident took place,

treaty has been ratitiod (before made) between Li-
berians and natives. The latter agree that no
jassa-wood shall be administered, and that criminal
imong them shall hereafter be tried by a Liberiai
jourt, and the guilty be punished according to

iivilized laws."

1708. Forasmuch as some persons, who, by their

11 conduct, have justly deserved and come under
:he censure of the meetings to which they belong,
lave thought to get from under the weight of that
udgment, by signing a paper of condemnation,
ind thereby suppose themselves discharged ; it is,

herefore, recommended to Friends' consideration,

hat they be careful not to admit such persons too
larly into fellowship, or give them cause to think
hey are accepted, before ihe meeting or meetings
,re satisfied of their repentance and amendment,
lotwithstanding such paper be given.

The First Observatory erected in America, was
D Philadelphia, in Eleventh month, 1763, by a
arpenter, who was employed by Mason and Dixon,
rhen these mathematicians were employed to de-
ne the line which still bears their name. This
bservatory was erected for the purpose of ascer-

lining the southernmost point of the city of Phi-
idelphia.

No conflict is so great or severe, as his who la-

ours to subdue himself; but in this we must be
onstautly engaged, if we would be strengthened

1 the inner man, and make real progress toward;
erfection.

THE FRIEND.
FOURTH MONTH 13, 18G1.

It may sometimes be a matter of doubt how f;

le individual citizens are accountable for the ac

f the government under which they live. Where
ie power is arbitrarily exercised by one man, or

here all political matters are in the hands of an
ligarehy, or an aristocratic class, the common
eople, having no voice in the councils of the na-

on, can hardly be held responsible for the mea-
ires it may adopt, or the course it may pursue,

lut in representative governments, where the real

p supposed will of the people is made known
irougli a legislature elected by a popular vote,

ad carried into effect by means of an executive or-

anization, all classes represented are to be supposed
jgnizant of the policy to be pursued, and to be
lore or less chargeable with the acts of those whom
ley have installed in official stations. This is

jnsonant with the maxim that the principal is

nswerable for the conduct of his agents in the

GFairs for which he employs them, lu a republic

ke ours, then, it is apparent that all those who
ike any part in influencing or controlling the gov-

•nmcnt, are more or less responsible for its follies

id its crimes, unless they maintain a consistent

stimony against them ; and that the culpability,

lerefore, must, in great measure, rest with the

lurce from whence the power of the government
nanates,—that is, the people. This consideration

ight to bring home to each one of us a proper
nse of our accountability, and the need we have
be upon our guard, lest at any time we give our

inction, directly or indirectly, to injustice or

uelty practised by the nation; and vainly hope

to escape our share of the punishment called forth

by them, because they have been done by the peo-
ple in a collective capacity.

The popular mind in the free States appears to

be easily excited upon the subject of slavery, and
it is encouraging to believe that a more correct

judgment of its evils and its sinfulness, is obtaining
among the different classes. But while we should
individually do our part towards enlightening the

eyes of those, who, through the force of education,
the impress of domestic and social habits, and the

lust of power and gain, cling to this debasing in-

stitution, and seek to perpetuate its existence and
rivet still more firmly the chains of the poor bonds-
man

; let us not look with indifference upon the

cruelty and oppression practised by our govern-
ment, upon the remains of that once powerful peo-

ple, who, when our ancestors landed on the shores

of this vast continent, were in the undisturbed
occupancy of its broad domain, and extended to

the intruders the rites of hospitality, and the

generous grant of a peaceful home. With what
feelings must every sensitive mind reflect upon the

query, where are the descendants of that remark-
able people now? If we call to mind the course
pursued by our government towards the tribes,

that, one after another, have been exterminated,
bliged to remove from their hunting grounds

to njake way for the white man, and the continued
war carried on against those in the last fastnesses

to which they have been driven, to escape the un-

sparing weapons of the civilized christian, can we
'udividually feel that our red brethren have not

lught against us ? From the shores of the Atlantic

to the western steeps of the Rocky Mountains, but

comparatively few vestiges of the millions of Abo-
rigines that once pursued the chase over the inter-

vening country are now to be found, and with the

same exterminating policy continuously pursued,

those remains must ere long become extinct. Are
the people as fully aware as they ought to be,

—

considering their implication in the character of the

measures pursued—of the continued, relentless

war, carried on against the remaining tribes which
roam over the Pacific slope, and which, year by
year, is decimating their number, and rendering

them more desperate and blood-thirsty ?

We take the following extract from the North
American, in order that our readers may have

some idea of the dreadful sufferings to which the

poor Indians are subjected :

—

making an aggregate of marclii
sand uiiles. In the intervals be
single i.-omp;Li!ii.-s liave made sec

of about three thou-
een these movements, ,.

i of less duration. Iif
Indians were met, or

i I'uund. In the march
li" '•

. ' i'
iiy uf sixtj was brokea up, ten were

'•ill' '', '!il 'li I':;- ir |iropi.-rly taken. On the thirty days'
scorn to Piierta yimitar, a small party was destroyed at
the head of the Canon de Chelle. It was here the la-
mented Capt. iM'Lane was killed. Soon alter another
party was attacked, some killed, and large tlocks taken.
On this march both sides of the renowned Chelle canon
were swept, and immense trails were followed a hundred
and lifty miles, until tlie Indians were seattered, and
forced with their fuinilies and jlocks vpon the arid desert
bordering the Colorado.

Affairs of the pickets were of nightly occurrence,
sometimes a dropping fire keeping up all night. The
men becoming at last so cool that they would let an In-
dian creep up, holding their fire until they were sure of
him. A number were killed in this way. Some remark-
able shots were made with long range rifles. Single
Indians being hit, to the terror of their companions,°at
eight hundred yards. Two parties were attacked at dif-
ferent times near the river Vuerco ; they were broken
up, captives boimj- lal<fii, llieir provisions destroyed, and
the surviviii . Idi m m.-i-w inter without food or cloth-
ing. Api.ii- -, :, routed in Chusca, north of
fort Faunilr,> . ; .i . :,,,, ,-, as found, some were killed,
and a nuuiLai i.,ivtii |.i .j.juers. Two parties were en-
countered near furt Deliance.

Contrary to general expectation, Ihe Navajos have 7io-

where in this war offered battle. They seem to have given
up the struggle at the outset. They have fled from
whatever force attacked them, and if pressed have de-
serted not only their flocks but their women and child-
ren, rather than fight in their defence. The troops who
entered the Navajo country with e.^agperated ideas of
tlie daring of the foe they were to encounter, leave it

feeling for them, perhaps, too great a contempt.
Some time before the termination of the scouts, the

Indians were coming in begging for peace, and runners
had been sent by them to call in the furthermost portions
of the tribe. Theii were ready for any terms.

On the 10th of February a treaty was made, to which,
it is said, all the prominent chiefs, thirty-two in number,
have become parties, by which they not only bind them-
selves and their followers to keep peace, but agree to

limit themselves to such part of the country as is assigned
Ihem, and to join their warriors with the troops for Ihe ex-

lermination of any portion of the tribe which does not siibmil.

It is probable that peace will be permanent. That the
Indians desire it is certain. It is equally certain that
the border Mexicans will break it for plunder if they

These semi-barbarous half-breeds go, in the face of
law and treaty, into the Navajo country as organized
bands of robbers, killing and plundering. And when
the Navajos chase them, as they always can, and carry

in their turn into their miserable settlements,

they come howling to the troops about depredations, and
' liming, as United States citizens, protection.

It is hard for the Navajo mind to comprehend why the
Santa Fe, N. II., March, 1861. Mexican may plunder and kill him, but not he the Mexican,

The campaign against the Navajos, ordered last fall without the anger of the Great Father at Washington. It

Colonel Fauntleroy, commanding the department of is a wise provision of the treaty, that the troops will

.\ew Mexico, and commanded in the field, and just closed protect the Navajos from Mexicans. It is difficult to

by Lieut. Col. E.' 11. S. Canby, tenth United States in- realize how much the tribe has suffered this winter.

try, has been one of ihe most successful and severe We can form some idea from the wretched, starving

prosecuted against that tribe. Opening in September condition in which they came into the posts—eating the

th troops hastily put in the field, and such supplies filthiest garbage, even picking the grains of corn from
as could be crowded out to them, it has been carried on the ordure of animals for food. And by their sad story,

U winter among the crags and canons of the Rocky that " it has been very cold among the rocks where they
Mountains, and through the snows of a region as cold had hidden ; they dared light no fires ; there was much

New York. cold, much hunger." This, with a temperature below
From early in October, water froze every night in the zero. Think of the women and children.

fell about the middle of No- It is the first time this nation has felt the pressure of
Ry the 2t;th of that month, ice was seven a long carupaign. They have seen their country cu-

bes thick on standing pools. Tradition had held it tered
;
their enemies unchecked for a day by the incle-

ble for active operations to be had in the Navajo mencies of their winters, penetrating everywhere to their

ntry in mid-wiuter. The Indians have believed it. fastnesses ; they have had no rest for months, and they

They have been better subdued by the hard determi- have recognized at last the fact that no ruggedness of
by which one column after another was moved their country, or a^iperity of their climate, can stop their

into the field this winter—the men carrying their blan- white foes in movements once determined. They feel

d part of the rations, marching day after day in that if this war is to be continued, themselves chased,
ep snow, and sleeping at night without tents, their cattle hunted, their planting grounds known, no

e the thernioniL'ler fill ten and Cfieen degrees below food on hand, no crops to be made this year, they must
Ited snow, suffering perish as a people by starvation—thev must have pe.ace.

often, snow-blinded and Irnst-bitten, but following the The campaign has given throughout a splendid proof
3 no place in which a of the energy and discipline of the troops, who, serving

Navajo could feel himself safe—than they could have under great hardships, have not only everywhere done
been by a sharp battle. In six months their country has their duty, but have done it gladly. As we look to the

been traversed by eighteen different columns and scouts, [results, we cannot but feel it a cause for congratulation,
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Ibrty-hve thousand niei

tions were making to impc

where wages were lower th

Many of the Lancashire

higher wages, and some disturbances were an'

The ship Middlesex, from Liverpool, for Ni

sprung a leak when three weeks out. Afier th

unavailing efforts, she was abandoned with wa

not only to those who commanded the campaign, but to

the department, that operations which it was thought,

must extend themselves to a war of years' duration, have

been so conducted that they have terminated in six

months, and with a peace that will be lAsl}ng.—Si. Louis

Republican.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

Ehbope.—News from England to Third mo. 2nih.

Parliament had adjourned over to the 8th inst. The

London Building Association strike threatened to as-

sume most formidable dimension. All the great con-

tractors had determined to close their yards if the men

continued to refuse their offers, tlius throwing some

out of employment. Prepara-

mport labourers from Belgium,

r than in England.
vers had turned out for

ijpated

York
e days

!r up to

the main deck. All of the six boats were iost in launch-

ing except one, which contained the captain, first, se-

cond and third males, boatswain, carpenter, five men

and four passengers. This boat, after five days' ex-

posure, reached the coast of Kerry. Two of the passen-

gers died on landing, and the survivors were completely

exhausted.
Negotiations were on foot for the steamship Great

Eastern to convey to New York 1200 Mormon emig

from Germany, bound to the Salt Lake settlement.

The exports from Great Britain last year reached

about SG75,000.000. Of this amount §200,000,000 was

in cotton goods and cotton yarns
;
$80,000,000 in wool-

ens
;
§60,790,000 in iron and steel; and §33,000,000 in

linen goods and yarns.

The Liverpool" markets for cotton and breadstuffs

fluctuated slightly, without material change.

The London money market was active, and the appli-

cations at the bank were numerous, and for large sums.

Consols, 91f a91|.
The Bank of France has reduced its rate of discount

from six to five per cent.

The debate in the Corps Legislatiff clearly showed

that there was no intention on the part of France to

withdraw the French troops from Rome. It was de-

clared that the French government would neither sacri-

fice the Pope to the unity of Italy, nor the uuity of Italy

to the Pope.

The Paris journals had received permission to publish

the Pope's allocution.

The statement that Austria intends aggressions upon

Italy is denied. An imperial Austrian decree gr.tnts to

the congregation of Lombardo-Venelia the right of elect-

ing twenty delegates to the council of the empire. A
liberal ticket had been elected in Vienna, and ihe Hun-

garian diet was to meet for the first time in twelve years.

The elections were going forward. The Emperor has

declared that he will respect ihe rights of the Hungarian

nation to the fullest extent, but will not tolerate

infringement of the rights of the crown. The cor

tion of the Emperor as King of Hungary was to take

place in Buda.
In Russia, the emancipation of the serfs is progres:

ing, on the following basis, as announced in an imperi

decree, dated the 3d ult. " The proprietors of lauded

property preserve the right atlached to the same. The

landed proprietors are, however, to cede to the peasants,

for their permanent use, the dwellings with the ground,

which will be allotted to them anew by law, in consid-

eration of the payment of dues. During this stage of

things, which will form a transitory period, the peasants

are to be designated ' tributary peasants.' The peasants

are permitted by law to purchase their dwellings, and,

with the consent of the landlords, the land also. The

peasants will then become free landed proprietors. This

new order of things is to be carried out throughout the

empire within two years, and until then the peasants

remain in their former state of dependence upon the

landlords."

Discontent and disturbances continued in Poland;

the policy of the government appeared to be concilia-

tory, and various concessions had been made in order

to appease the prevalent ill feeling.

The Turkish government was greatly embarrassed for

•want of funds. The Levant Herald publishes the scheme

of a forced loan of twelve millions Turkish pounds, which

was under the consideration of the Porte, and likely to

be carried out.

It was also reported that the conferences would

shortly be resumed at Constantinople, at which a pi

Turkey, for the creation of an independent State in Le-

banon, governed by Abd-el Kader, under the protecto-

rate of France.

United States.— rAe Political Troubles.—Oa the 8th

nst., the State department at Washington replied to the

oramunication of the Confederate State commissioners,

leclining to receive them in their official capacity, but

expressing deference for them as individuals. The Se-

retary indicated a peaceful policy on the part of the

government, declaring a purpose to defend only when

assailed. Notwithstanding these pacific assurances,

there is a strong feeling of apprehension in the South

that the administration designs attempting coercion

towards the seceding States. Extensive naval and mi-

litary preparations have been going forward of late, un-

der the orders of the federal government. About 2600

U. S. troops and a number of war vessels had been col-

lected at the port of New York. Some of the ships had

sailed, and others were preparing for sea, taking on

board troops and military stores. Nothing is known of

the object of this demonstration. One of the conjec-

tures is, that fort Pickens is to be reinforced
;
another,

that the expedition is destined for Brazos Santiago, for

the purpose of aiding Gen. Houston in suppressing In-

dian outrages on the frontier, and checking the exten-

sion of disaffection into New Mexico. Fort Sumpter has

not been evacuated according to the general expectation,

and the authorities at Charleston, S. C, having become

impatient at the delay, have concluded to bring matte

to a crisis, by cutting off the supply of provisions from

the city. Adespatch of the 8th says, that Gen. Bea

regard'had ordered out 5000 troops, and that new bs

teries were being constructed. A large force was also

being concentrated in the vicinity of fort Pickens,
'

'

g the probability of a hostile collision in that

quarter?—The Mobile Mercury urges the necessity for

lecipitate action on the part of the confederate autho-

rities as the only means to check a reaction in favour of

the Union. Alluding to the large forces concentrated

at forts Sumpter and Pickens, apparently doing nothing

but consuming the resources of the Confederacy, it

ays, " The country is sinking into fatal apathy, and the

spirit, and even the patriotism of the people, is oozing

der this do-nothing policy. If something is not

done soon, decisive, either evacuation or expulsion, the

hole country will become so disgusted with the sham
of Southern independence that the first chance the people

get at a popular election they will turn the whole move-

ment topsy turvy."—The warlike preparations at New
York and various other points have acted unfavourably

on the Virginia convention, strengthening the secession

party in that body. On the 8th, the convention adopted

resolutions appointing a committee of three delegates to

wait on the President of the United States, with in-

structions to ask him to communicate to the conven-

tion the policy which the government intends to pursue

in relation to the Confederate States. Some of the con-

servative members declared that if the President's re-

sponse was unfavourable, they would then go for the

secession of Virginia. The commiltee are W. B. Pres-

ton, A. H. H. Stuart and G. W. Randolph. On the

whole, the danger of civil war seems to be increasing.

The Southern Confederacy.—Notwithstanding the re-

ported willingness of various parties to invest largely

in the fifteen million loan of the new government, the

fact appears to be that very little of it has been actually

taken. The banks of Savannah, Mobile and New Or-

lans are appealed to for liberal subscriptions to the

)an. The Slate convention of South Carolina has ra-

fied the permanent Constitution of the Confederate

States, by a vote of 146 to 16. In Texas, there was se-

rious trouble with the frontier Indians, and hostilities

were apprehended from the Mexicans on the line of the

Rio Grande.
Slra!/ Money Letters.—Daring the year 1860, 9Y90 let-

ters containing money, were received at the dead Ictter-

ofiice, Washington. The total amount was $52,154,

being an average to each letter of $5.32. More than

nine-tenths of the letters and money have been sent out

and delivered to the parties writing or mailing them.

New lori.—Mortality last week, 434.

Philadelphia.—Mortality last week, 302
;
of consump-

tion, 37 ; scarlet fever, 22 ; small-pox, 29
;
adults, 124

;

.hi-

includes Maryland, Delaware and Virginia ; and on:

the seventh circuit, (Ohio, Indiana, Illinois and Mi

n,) occasioned by the decease of Justice M'Lean.

The Eight Million Zoan.—The advertisement of the

Secretary of the Treasury drew a large number of bids

The offers amounted in the aggregate to more than thirty

ons of dollars, at all rates, from 85 to 100. All

bids at 94 and upwards were accepted, amounting in

$3,009,000. The Secretary will receive offers for ti

sury notes, redeemable in two years, for the balance ol

the loan not taken. These, it is expected, will be 1

, not less than par.

The Late Census —The superintendent of the census

»s informed the marshals in seceded States, Iha

mnot receive their pay from the government i

ay, except by their taking drafts on government money
I the possession of the seceding States, though belong

ig to the federal government.

Imports through the Gulf Stoto.— Advices from the

r.portalK ass Ne Or-e tha

lor St. Louis and other .Mississippi ports, are sub-

ject to the supervision of the Confederate custom-house

at New Orleans, formal bonds being required that the

goods thus passed through will be landed at their desti-

nation, and not within the boundaries of the Confede-

rate States.

FRIENDS' HORSES.

ng to the city to attend Y(

ihildr 174.

Capital Punishment in Massachusetts.—The Senate has

passed the bill abolishing capital punishment, by a

of 18 veas to 16 nays.

U. 'S. Supreme Court.-The decease of Judge M'Lean,

which occurred on the 4th inst., leaves the Supre

Bench of the United States, as follows: Chief Justitf

Taney, of Maryland. Associates— Wayne, of Georg:

Catron, of Tennessee; Campbell, of Alabama ;
Clifford,

^ _
of Maine; Nelson, of New York; Giier, of Pennsylvf

ill be submitted and supported by France, Russia'and ! There are two vacancies, one in the fourth circuit which

Friends coming to the city to attend Yearly Meeting

or at other times, on the service of Society, can

their horses taken care of at the stable of the Monlgo

niery Hotel, N. E. corner of Sixth and Willow streets

at the White Horse Holel, CallowhiU street, above Fifth

at Watson's stable, Marshall street, below Brown
;
am

at Robert Smith's stable, in Bristol, Bucks Co.

Friends, who make their home within the limits c

the Soulhern District, whilst in the city attending th

Yearly Meeting, or at other times, in the service of th

Society, can have their horses accommodated at Con

way's stables, north side of Prune street, between Fift

d Sixth streets.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM.
Committee on Admissions.—Samuel Bettle, Jr., No.

N. Tenth street; Charles Ellis, No. 724 Market street

William Bettle, No. 426 N. Sixth street, and No

S. Third street; John C. Allen, No. 335 S. Fifth st

and No. 321 N. Front street ; Horatio C. Wood, No
Race street, and No. 117 Chestnut street ; John M. Whr
all. No. 1317 Filbert street, and No. 410 Race street

Wistar Morris, No. 209 S. Third street ; Nathan Hille

Frankford; Elliston P. Morris, Germautown, and Ni

805 Market street.

ri.iiting Managers for the monM.—Richard Richari

son, No. 522 Arch street; Elihu Roberts, N. E. cor

Race and Jacoby streets ; and Wistar Morris, No. 5

Third street.

Physician and Superintendent.—3o&h\i& H. Worthini

ton, M.D.

WEST-GROVE BOARDING-SCHOOL FOR GIRL:

situated on the Philadelphia and Baltimore d
Railroad. The Sessions open on the 1st Second-da;

in the Fifth and Eleventh months respectively.

For information and circulars, apply to

Thomas Co.vard, Principal,

West-Grove P. 0., Chester Co., Pa.

Fourth mo., 1861.

BIBLE ASSOCIATION OF FRIENDS IN AMERIC.

A Stated Annual Meeting of the Bible .\5sociat

Friends in America, will be held at the committeo-rooi

.Vrch Street Meeting-house, on Seventh-day evening,

13th inst., at eight o'clock. Friends generally are

vited to attend.

FRIENDS' INDIAN INSTITUTE, TUNESSASSAH.

A man and a woman Friend are wanted to aid in co

ducting this Institution. A man and his wife would

preferred, one of whom should be qualified to teach

the school. Apply to Ebenezek Worth,
Marsbalton, Chester Co., Pa.

Thos. Wistar,

Fox Chase, Philadelphia Co., Pa
Joel Evans,

Oakdale P. O., Delaware Co., Pa

Philad., Second mo. 5th, 1861.

PILE &, M'ELROY, PRINTERS,

Lodge street, opposite the Pennsylvania Bank.
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ice Two Dollars per aunum, payable in advance.

Subscriptions and Puymenta received by

JOHN RICHARDSON,

r NO. 116 NORTH FOURTH STREET, UP STAIRS,

PHII.AQ£I.FHIA.

'oatage to any part of Pennsylvania, for three
iths, if paid in advance, three and a-quarter cents

;

tny part of the United States, for three mouths, if

i in advance, six and a-half cents.

For " Tbe Friend."

Benry Hall.
(Continued from p.i^ 250.)

The following address, though without date, ap-

irs to belong to this period, [about 1830,] and

y with propriety be introduced here.

''You, who have kept your habitations in the

uth, are near unto my best life, and fervent arc
' desires that you may be steadfast, immoveable,
the everlasting foundation, Christ Jesus—then

1 the storms and. tempests beat in vain ; and
list you remain securely sheltered in the quiet

bitation, you may be instrumental in the Lord's

ad in gathering some of the scattered sheep who
! worried by the wild boar out of the forest,

ose nature is to rend and devour. Many beset-

mts and discouragements assail you, different

ra what Friends had to encounter in former

les, when their enemies avowed open hostility,

i appeared willing it should be known that they

jsidered them as enemies to the Gospel of Jesus

rist, and not worthy to be called worshippers of

! true and living God. These aspersions, how-
jr, were easily refuted ; and in process of time

lends came to enjoy liberty of conscience, as a

itinct Society of people, and were recognized as

ih by the powers of the earth, it being obvious

it we highly valued the Holy Scriptures, and
jeived them as a test for the doctrines we held

d the morality we practised. In our devotions

professed our dependence upon the baptizing

wer of Him, whom we acknowledged to be the

iad of the church ; by which power our spirits

re humbled, and preservation from an aspiring

-position was witnessed—a disposition which seeks

lord over the heritage of the Most High; and
ity, even the unity of the one Spirit, was greatly

ized and sought after in the management of the

icipline. Good order was promoted, and pre-

^led, so that the feeble-minded were encouraged

id strengthened, and the unruly were warned of

's danger to which they exposed themselves

len, to use the language of George Fox, ' the

ied reigned ;' not the wisdom or the will of man,
• these were judged down by the Seed. Ah I

sn o'jr meetings for Divine worship were solemn.

Imfortable seasons, and those for discipline were
aools of instruction, and many were engaged to

n the Society in a perpetual covenant, never to

broken.

"Alas ! how great the difference now, when we
find opposers arrayed against us ; not in the cha-

racter of open enemies, but in appearance as Friends,

professing to be disposed to improve our situation,

I view the state of things with deep regret : and

the mournful prospect revives in my mind the plain-

tive language of the prophet, when he exclaimed,
' How is the gold become dim ! how is the most

fine gold changed!' and again; 'Our silver has

become dross ; our wine is mixed with water.'

What can we expect from our present pros-

pects, and the lamentable effects of the spirit

which is afloat, but that, instead of an advance-

ment, as is now boasted of, and a more reful-

gent ray of light, we shall make a retrograde

march '! Nay—have we not already fallen in the

view of a discerning public ? Are not our meet-

ings less frequented by serious and seeking minds,

and are they not less solemn, and are not those

designed for the management of the discipline,

instead of being schools of instruction to the

youth, often made rather seasons of discourage-

ment to this interesting class of Society, because

of the want of that solemnity which spreads over

the minds of the humble believers in the adorable

Head of the church, who condescended to declare

for the encouragement of his faithful followers.

Where two or three are gathered together in my
name, there am I in the midst of them?' But,

alas ! where the wisdom of man is substituted for

the wisdom of Jesus, and the will of man for his

meekness, lamentable are the consequences. The

Gospel privilege of all having liberty to speak one

by one, is prostituted to aid the designs of aspiring

ambitious men ; and in some instances, such

a disregard of the order of our christian discipline

has been shown, that members of Society have

been denied their rights, when moving from one

place to another; and others have been arraigned

as offenders on untenable grounds. The salutary

restraint laid on the press, for the commendable

purpose of preserving unity, and in order that the

doctrines and principles of the Society might not

be misrepresented by inexperienced and unqualified

or mischievous persons, has been evaded
;
porspns

essing to be Friends, and presuming to write

in the name of the Society, have resorted to peri-

odicals professedly Unitarian, to publish doctrines

contrary to those heldby Friends, as well as many
landers and misrepresentations ; and volumes of

sermons, containing unsound doctrines, are exten-

sively circulated by persons, whose stations in so-

ciety ought to have made them guardians of the

press : how ' are these become as earthen pitchers

!

—
' their silver has become dross, and their wine is

mingled with wpter !'

" I might mention many other inconsistencies, all

of which spring out of the same root, antichrist

and bear the same mark ; and which would, if it

were possible, take from us the religion of Jesus

Christ, whose birth was hailed with the anthem
' glory to God in the highest, on earth peace, good

will to men,' when the angelic host proclaimed

unto the shepherds, the 'good tidings of great joy,

which was to be unto all people ; unto you is born

this day, in the city of David, a Saviour, which is

Christ the Lord.' But, ' fear not, little flock, it is

your Father's good pleasure to give you the king-

dom,' and all the combined powers of darkness

will never be able to overthrow the immutable

foundation. The Lord knoweth them that are his;

id although we may have to lament the desolation

ade by skepticism, under the gilded cover of

greater light, yet if we come, with the prophet,

truly to mourn over our situation, we may have

confidence to appeal unto Him in the language,

Turn thou us, and we shall bo turned ; renew our

days as of old.'

W'e are all more or less involved in the gene-

ral declension
;
yet there are here and there, as it

were, one of a city and two of a tribe, whose de-

sires are pure ; and to these the promise is, ' I

will give you pastors according to mine own heart,

who shall feed you with knowledge and under-

tanding.' A recurrence to the history of former

days, when all were engaged to walk by the same
ule, and to mind the same thing, may show us,

that it is good to follow the example of our pious

predecessors, whose upright, humble walking holds

forth the inviting language, ' Follow us, as we fol-

lowed Christ." Then each one labouring to be

built up himself upon the most holy faith, which

'orks by love, was more or less instrumental in

uilding up his brother; and the things that were

true, the things that were honest, the things that

just, the things that were pure, the things

that were lovely and of good report, were kept in

remembrance. Now, endeavours are used to pull

down the faith, the Scriptures of Truth are under-

valued, and the writings of our worthy predecessors,

overlooked or misrepresented, and the faithful la-

bourers of the day calumniated, and held up to the

igious, as superstitious persons.

1 do not wish to descend further into particu-

lars, whilst contending for the faith once delivered

to the saints ; nor am I disposed to quarrel about

religious sentiments; but, 'leave every one to be

fully persuaded in his own mind.' Yet I believe it

to be consistent for me to stand and p'ead for the

precious privileges we enjoy, as a religious Society,

and to testify against that disorganizing spirit,

which seeks to gain its ends by clamor and might,

rather than by consistency and justice. Nor are

the innovations in doctrine less affecting than tho.se

n practice ; witness the endeavours used to level

the character of our Lord Jesus Christ, the Mes-

siah, with that of frail man, and to make the cross

of Christ of none effect ; as may be seen iu the

printed sermons before alluded to, as well as re-

peated assertions made in private as well as public

discourses; and at times by persons, who perhaps

do not wish to derogate from the truths of the

Gospel ; but who catch at ideas uttered by others,

and do not consider or perceive the unsoundness of

them. I would therefore recommend a careful

perusal of the epistles of the apostles, and the

historical account of the birth, life, miracles, suf-

ferings, death, resurrection and ascension of Jesus

Christ, the Son of God, and it will appear that the

wisdom of man is foolishness with God. If any

reject these writings, they are more inconsistent

than Mahometans ; for no true Musselman will
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reject the Koran, which, with all its inconsisten-

cies, they rely upon to prove that Mahomet was a

true prophet. It is far from my intention to com-

pare the religion of our Lord Jesus Christ with

that of Mahomet; but merely to show the great

inconsistency of the professed christian, who doubts

the contents of his Bible. The religion of Maho-
met is fraught with inconsistencies, and was de-

signed to advance man in worldly grandeur; but

the religion taught by our blessed Saviour, has a

contrary effect ; it teaches, that in deep humility,

man may glorify his Creator, and become a par-

taker of the mercy and goodness of a just and

merciful God, in and by his dear Son, Jesus Christ;

for as the law came by Moses, so grace and truth

come by him ; whose sufferings and death on the

cross, not only disannulled the hand-writing of

ordinances, but was the bringing in of a better

hope, whereby we witness, that we now live under

the new covenant spoken of by the divinely inspired

prophet, under which we know that our Teacher is

not removed into a corner ; and that this teacher

is Jesus Christ, by his Holy Spirit, has always been

and is the belief of all true Friends. The true

christian's faith rests upon the one great propitia-

tory sacrifice, offered upon the cross ; as Christ

gave himself for us, that he might redeem us from

all iniquity, and purify unto himself a peculiar

people, zealous of good works. And that this re

demption is necessary, is evident to all, as we be

come sensible that we are by nature prone to evil

and to wrath ; for how else can we keep the com
mandments of Christ, in doing good for evil, lovinj

our enemies, &c. Such as believe in him, and an
baptized by him, through the operation of his pow
er, represented by John Baptist, as the Holy Ghost

and fire, witness redemption from the evil nature

which we inherit from Adam.
" Sophistry and unbelief may argue against plain

Scripture proof; but is it candid or honorable, is

there sincerity, in claiming the name of christians,

whilst using means to lessen the character,

denying the power of Jesus Christ, who is ack

ledged by all true believers, to be him spoken of

by the prophet ; upon whose shoulders the govern-

ment was to be, and whose name is called Won-
derful, Counsellor, the mighty God, the everlasting

Father and Prince of peace. Therefore, my dear

friends, believe not the allcgorizings or the sophis-

try of the unbeliever, lest you be spoiled by that

philosophy, which the apostle and servant of Jesus

Christ terms vain ; but try yourselves, prove your-

selves, know ye not your own selves, how that

Jesus Christ is in you, except ye be reprobates.

CTo be continued.)

The Grizzly Bear not a Ferocious Beast.—
The following interesting account of the grizzly

bear of the Kocky Mountains is taken from a re-

cent work entitled " The Prairie Traveller," by

Captain Marcy, of the United States army. The
volume is intended as a reliable guide-book for

those who would make the overland journey to

California. It is filled with valuable suggestions

to such travellers.

" Besides the common black bear of the Eastern

States, several others are found in the mountains

of California, Oregon, Utah, and New Mexico, viz

the grizzly, brown, and cinnamon varieties; all have

nearly the same habits, and are hunted in the same

manner.
" From all that I had heard of the grizzly bear

I was induced to believe him one of the most sav-

age animals in the universe, and that the man who
would deliberately encounter and kill one of these

beasts, had performed a signal feat of courage

which entitled him to a lofty position among thi

votaries of Nimrod. So firmly had I become im

pressed with this conviction, that I should havi

been very reluctant to fire upon one had I met bin

when alone and on foot. The grizzly bear is as

suredly the monarch of the American forest, and so

far as physical strength is concerned, he is, perhaps,

without a rival in the world ; but after some expe-

rience in hunting, my opinions regarding his cour-

age and his willingness to attack men have very

materially changed
" In passing over the elevated table-lands lying

between the two forks of the Platte river, in 1858,

I encountered a full-grown female grizzly bear,

with two cubs, very quietly reposing upon the open

prairie, several miles distant from any timber

This being the first opportunity that had ever oc-

curred to me for an encounter with the ursine

monster, and being imbued with the most exalted

notions of the beast's proclivities for offensive war-

fare, especially when in the presence of her off

spring, it may very justly be imagined that I was
rather more excited than usual. I, however, d

termined to make the assault. I felt the utmost

confidence in my horse, as she was afraid of

nd, after arranging everything about my
nd arms in good order, I advanced to

Consumption of Ardent Spirits.—The London
Times analyzes a parliamentary return just issued,

showing for a series of years " the actual or esti-

mated consumption of spirits" in the United King-
dom. The consumption, in the year 1859, was no

more than 28,061,674 gallons, or scarcely a gal-

lon a head. Compared with 1852, the consump-
tion in England had increased nearly 3,000,000
gallons, that of Scotland had decreased nearly

2,000,000, and that of Ireland 2,500,000. While
England, with its 20,000,000 of people, consumed
17,000,000 gallons of spirits last year, Scotland,

with its 3,000,000 of population, took 5,600,000;
and Ireland, with perhaps only its 6,000,000 of

inhabitants, very nearly that precise number of

gallons. But while, in 1801, with a population of

2,888,742, the consumption of spirits in Scotland
reached 7,090,894 gallons, and was still higher in

the next year, in 1859, with an estimated popula-

tion a little over 3,000,000, the consumption was
only 5,638,882 gallons.

tiling;

saddle

within about eighty yards before I was discovered

by the bear, when she rose upon her haunches,

and gave me a scrutinizing examination. I seized

this opportune moment to fire, but missed my aim,

and she started off, followed by her cubs at their

utmost speed. After re-loading my rifle, I pur
sued, and, on coming again within range, delivered

another shot, which struck the large bear in the

fleshy part of the thigh, whereupon she set up a

most distressing howl, and accelerated her pace,

leaving her cubs behind. After loading again, I

gave spurs to my horse, and resumed the chase,

soon passing the cubs, who were making the most
plaintive cries of distress. They were heard by
the dam, but she gave no other heed to them than
occasionally to halt for an instant, turn round, sit

upon her posteriors, and give a hasty look back
;

but as soon as she saw me following her, she
"

riably turned again, and redoubled her speed. I

pursued about four miles, and fired about tour ball;

into her before I succeeded in bringing her to the

ground ; and from the first time I saw her until

her death-wound, notwithstanding I was very often

close upon her heels, she never came to bay or

made the slightest demonstration of resistance

Her sole purpose seemed to be to make her escape,

leaving her cubs in the most cowardly manner.
" Upon three other different occasions, I met the

mountain bears, and once the cinnamon species,

which is called the most formidable of all, and in

none of these instances did they exhibit the sligh

est indication of anger or resistance, but invariab

ran from me.

Such is my experience with this formidal

monarch of the mountains. It is possible that it

man came suddenly upon the beast, in a thicki

here it could have no previous warning, he mig

be attacked ; but it is my opinion that if the be
i

gets t/ie wind or sight of a man at any considt

able distance, it will endeavour to get away
I as possible. I am so fully impressed with tl

idea, that I shall hereafter hunt bear with a fei

ng of as much security as I would have in bur

ng the buffalo."

On tlie proper qualification to speak in ilfe

ings of Business.—It is my fervent desire ai

prayer that you may individually attend t

gift of God in your own hearts, and therein wi

for the arising of his pure life and power, th

therein and thereby only, the affairs of the chur

may be transacted to the honour of Truth, a

your own peace and safety. To speak in

church to the business and affairs of Truth,

the will, wisdom and power of man, howev

knowing he thinks himself, will lead into its oy

nature, and in the end minister strife and cc

tention, and break the unity of the one spit

wherein the peace of the church stands. I besee

you to beware thereof, and as I know there a

among you those whom the Lord by his Spii

and the gentle operation of his power, is prepari

for his own work, mind your calling in deep b

mility and holy attention of soul ; for, in your ol

dience only, will you be elected and chosen to t

work whereunto He hath called you. So shall y
be made skilful watchmen and watchwomen, plac

on the walls of Zion to discover the approach of

enemy, in whatsoever subtle appearance, ai
"

abled to give warning thereof to others. May ea

of you stand upright in your own lots in the rej

neration, waiting for the pouring forth of the auoii

ing of the Holy Ghost; by the renewing wher&
a true qualification is given in the love of the F
ther, rightly to oversee the flock and family of o

God, amongst whom there are some plants wi

you, worthy of your care.

—

John Churchman.

The Consumption at tlie South of the texti

fabrics manufactured in New England, we find I

inquiries among those best informed on the subjei

is not so large as is generally supposed. Some
the most extensive manufacturers here estimate t

call for their goods south of Baltimore ai

Louis to be only about five per cent, of the who

production of their mills. The South now man
factures nearly all the heavy brown cotton goO'

it needs, so that there is on'y a slight demand f

sheetings, shirtings, etc., from the slave Stati

The South buys blue goods and negro cloths hei

but not, we are informed, to such an extent

generally supposed. American prints are mui

worn by Southern ladies, and hence they are co

sumed at the South to a larger extent than ai

other textile fabric made at the North. One
the commission houses of this city, whose annu

sales of textile fabrics exceed five millions of dc

lars, have found upon examination that less thi

two per cent, of their bills receivable were di

from merchants south of Maryland and Missoiu

—Boston Transcript.

A pure, simple, and constant spirit, is not lil

Martha, distracted and troubled with the muli

plicity of its employments, however great ; becaus

being inwardly at rest, it seeketh not its own glo:

in what it docs, but doth all to the glory of God
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SeleeteJ Tor " The Frionii."

HaTC Chosen Thee in the Furnace of Affliction."

" The prood are Letter made by ill,

As odors crush'd are sweeter still I

" Many of the trials of good men look like nii-

:ics, which yet, on the whole, appear to have

aduced greatly to their happiness. Witness the

my prayers which they poured out in these ca-

nities, the many seasonable atid shining deliver-

ees which succeeded them, and the many hymns
praise they sang to God, their deliverer ; so that

sy seem to have been cast into the fire on pur-

se, that the odor of their graces might diffuse

3lf all around.

" Affliction is the good man's shining scene :

Prosperity conceals his brightest ray;

As night to stars, woe lustre gives to man.

" Every branch in me, said our divine Saviour,

It beareth fruit, lie purgeth it, that it may bring

th more fruit. Thus, the pruning knife of af-

:tion is applied to the true branches, to cut off

their exuberances, and to render them more

iindant in the fruits of holiness. Hence it is

rthy of remark, that the very trials which take

ay the unfruitful branches, do by a skilful ope-

iou of spiritual husbandry, promote the fertility

those branches, which derive their nourishment

a vital union to the parent stem.

" Afflictions, tho' they seem severe,

In mercy oft are sent;

They stopp'd the prodigal's career.

And forc'd him to repent.

" When we grow wanton, or worldly, or proud,

w doth sickness, or other affliction, reduce us !

e may say with David, ' Before I was afflicted, I

nt astray :' and many thousand recovered sin-

rs may cry, ' healthful sickness ! O gainful

ses I blessed day that ever I was afflicted !'

it only the green pastures and still waters, but

! rod and the staff', they comfort us. Suffering

unbolts the door of the heart, that the word hath

iter entrance.

" The heart which bleeds for other's woes,

Shall feel each selfish sorrow less
;

The breast which happiness bestows.

Reflected happiness shall bless.

" The Lord's people are not all equally called

navigate the deep waters of .'^oul-distrcss ; but

is frequently the lot of those whom he designs

honor with eminent usefulness in his service ; as

a great building, the foundation is laid deep in

jportion to the height of the intended super-

ucture. It is in this school of temptation and

ercise, that they acquire the tongue of the learn.

,
and an ability to speak a word in season to

5m that are weary. By what they have them-

ves passed through, they are taught to sym-
thize with their fellow sinners under similar trials,

d, likewise, how to give them advice suitable to

3ir cases. And the remembrance of their past

aflicts with a depraved nature, and the powers of

rkness, is sanctified to keep them humble, watch-

I, and dependent, in their future course.

" Believers have their summer and winter sea-

as; and both are necessary, and, though not

ually pleasant, are perhaps equally profitable.

; one time they are taught what the Lord can do

: them, in them, or by them. At another, he is

Based to withdraw in a measure, and leave them
themselves, that they may learn how little they

n do without him."

Thus exercised by an alternation of heat and
Id, the heart is humbled, and prepared to rejoice

th those who rejoice, and to mourn with those

at mourn ; and being made partakers of one an-

ier's joys and sorrows, and qualified to bear one

another's burdens, to tho fulfilling of the law of

righteousness, a holy unity and fellowship is known
whose fruit is peace and joy in the Holy Ghost.

With hearts thus subdued and purified, the raem-i

hers of the one body are joined together in the|

bond of christian affection, to the banishment of

all envy, strife, and jealousy, and every feeling of,

ostentation, estrangement, and bigotry.

The Mint and i's Operations—Gold from all

Quarters.—It is not our intention to enter into any-
thing like a general report of the operations of the

United States mint, which is located in this city,

for our readers are fully acquainted with all tho

facts and figures as published in the monthly re-

turns. There are, however, some few matters and
things that are naturally of deep interest to every
American, and which are not at times sufficiently

inquired into. We are indebted to James lloss

Snowden for his politeness in furnishing us with

many copious and curious details. Our inquiries

have ever been met by that gentleman with kind-

ness, and with frank and ample information. And
first for the gold that reaches us from Pike's Peak
and the llocky mountain region, which may be

generally classed as the Kansas mines. During
the fiscal year ending July 1st, 1860, the amount
received from these diggings was 8622,000. Since

that period and up to the present time, (in round
numbers,) §400,000, and there are indications that

the supply of bullion from that region will be here-

after increased. Clark, Gruber k, Co. have set a

small mint in operation at Denver city, from which
they issue S5 and 810 pieces. These are of va-

rious degrees of fineness, from 815-1000 to 838-
1000—the standard of American gold at the Unit-

ed States mint being 900-1000—that of England
916-1000, and therefore purer.

The silver mines of the Washoe region promise

to be very abundant. Last year they sent 880,000

worth of metal to the branch mint of San Fran-

cisco.

In 1860, there was received at the United States

mint in Philadelphia : gold deposits, §4,266,6 1 8

—

silver deposits, 8756,505 ; at branch mint of New
Orleans: gold, 8153,731— silver, 81,381,313 ; at

San Francisco: gold, 811,319,913-silver, §480,-

139; atDahlonega: gold, 867,085 ; at Charlotte :

gold, 8133,491; assay office of New York : gold

86,731,951-silver, 8534,678.

This is a very brief synopsis of the precious me-
tals deposited from the mines of the United States

during the last fiscal year, and it is merely quoted

for the purpose of impressing upon our readers the

fact that this year the deposits are largely in-

creasing, except at Dahlonega and Charlotte, where

no augmentation is anticipated.

—

Late Paper.

Tlie Milliliter of the Interior has just made pub-

lic the result of the tenth census of the people of

the empire of Russia, from which document the fol-

lowing abstract is made:—The total of the popu-

lation, under the sceptre of the Czar, amounts to

68,931,728 souls, of which number 33,655,824

are of the male sex. The hereditary and personal

nobility comprises 437,326 males, and 436,828

females ; 9074 males and 7764 females belong to

the class of honorary citizens; 223,514 males and

208,320 females to the merchant class ; and 281,-

501 males and 315,027 females belong to the

priestly orders in the Orthodox Church. The num-
ber of serfs amounts to 9,803,201 males and 10,-

370,957 females; that of domestics to 721,736

males and 739,703 females; and it would appear

that Russia contains 3,043,987 males and 3,104,-

757 females who, on one ground or another, are

free from personal taxation.

For "The Friend.'*

John Barclay.

The following memorandum appears under date

of Sixth mo. 25ih, 1817 :

" I attended our Quarterly Bleeting held this

day, under a weight of discouragement, without

being able to feel anything alive within me. It

seemed to some, however, to be an open time, a

time of refreshment ; the truly hungry and thirsty

were shown what a blessed condition they were in
;

and they were directed to the Fountain of living

waters, the living bread from heaven, whereby
they might be nourished up into eternal life. There

was also a supplication put forth on behalf of some,

who were under discouragement and doubting

whether they ought not to enter upon some im-

portant duty ; and a desire for such, that they

might 'go forth in this their strength,' in the deep

sense of their own weakness : which much reached

me. The sittings for business were no less trying

to me, and, I believe, to some others, who mourn
at the untempered, (if I may use that expression,)

or rather perhaps unleavened manner, in which

these our meetings for the promotion of good order,

christian conduct and conversation, are sometimes

held. Oh ! how little of an inwardly gathered

and retired disposition do we see,—how little of

that weighty concern and exercise of soul—that

abiding under the overshadowing canopy of pure

fear, which were witnessed by those amongst us,

in former times, and spoken of in these words of

William Fenn :
' Care for others was then much

upon us, as well as for ourselves, especially the

young convinced. Often had we the burden of the

word of the Lord to our neighbours, relations, and

acquaintances, and sometimes to strangers also

:

we were in travail for one another's preservation,

treating one another as those that believed and
felt God present ; which kept our conversation in-

nocent, serious and weighty. We held the Truth

in the spirit of it, and not in our own -spirits, or

after our own will and affection. We were bowed
and brought into subjection, insomuch that it was

visible to them that knew us; we did not think

ourselves at our own disposal, to go where we list,

or say or do what we list, or when we list : our

liberty stood in the liberty of the Spirit of Truth
;

and no pleasure, no profit, no fear, no favor, could

draw us from this retired, strict, and watchful

frame. Our words were few and savoury, our

looks composed and weighty, and our whole de-

portment very observable. I cannot forget the

chaste zeal and humility of that day ; Oh ! how con-

stant at meetings,—how retired in them,—how
firm to Truth's life as well as to Truth's principles !'

Thus far William Penn, and oh ! that we could

say, that anything like all this, did really and truly

pervade our conduct now, as a religious body."

" Kill your Fish.—A Frenchman, who Las re-

cently visited Holland to inspect their fisheries,

says, in speaking of them, that being surprised at

the difference of Dutch fish, both fresh and salted,

sea and fresh water fish, to French fish, the former

being superior to the latter both in firmness and

flavour, he was at the pains of inquiring into the

causes which produced this difference. He disco-

vered that it was no accident, but was the result of

a simple operation. The Dutch kill their fi?h the

moment they are taken out of the water, whereas

most persons, the French among them, allow fish

to expire after enduring the torments of a long

agony, which acts upon fish precisely as disease

would act ; softening the flesh, and intecting them

with principles of dissolution. Nobody eats chick-

ens or sheep which die by disease ; why should we
eat fish that die by languor?
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GillotVs Pens.—The works now carried on by

Gillott, the English manufacturer of pens, are the

most extensive and most celebrated of the kind in

the -world. In one year, the number of pens made
by them has amounted to upwards of one hundred

and eighty millions, and the weight of sheet steel

consumed in their manufacture to not less than one

hundred and twenty tons. A strip of thin sheet

eteel of the proper width and thickness, is first pre-

pared, by careful rolling and annealing. In this

state it is ready to be cut into pens by means of a

press, in which are fitted the proper tools for cut-

ting out the blanks. The use of the press is to give

a regulated amount of pressure to the tools fitted

to it. Two pens are cut out of the width of the

steel, the broad part to form the tube ; and the

points are cut to such a nicety, that there is but

little waste. The blanks are now taken to be

pierced, and the little central hole and the sid

slits are cut by another press. These semi-pens

are now placed in an annealing oven to make them

softer, after which they are marked, by the aid of

a die worked by the foot, which stamps the name
of the maker on the back. The half-finished little

instrument is then placed in a groove, and by a

machine converted from a flat to a cylindrical

form. This is called raising the metal. The pens

are again placed in the muffle, packed in small

iron boxes with lids, and heated to a white heat,

They are then withdrawn, and suddenly thrown

into a large vessel of oil where they acquire

brittleness that makes them almost crumble at the

touch. The next process is cleaning, then follows

tempering, which restores the pen to the required

elasticity, and is accomplished by placing them in

a large tin cylinder, open at one end, and turned

over a fire in the same manner that cofiee is roast-

ed. To these operations succeed the final process

of cleansing, scouring, grinding and slitting, all of

which are very simple.

Sek-cted for "The Friend."

Extracts from the Letters and Memorandums of

our Late Friend, II. Williams.

Ticclfth mo. 25//i.—Thy uncle Josiah gradu-

ally declines ; each time I go to see him he appears

still worse. This morning, on coming to his bed-

side, I thought he could not last the day through;

we see and believe bis end is near ; his sufferings

are very heavy, yet he bears them without a mur

against the remarks of those who lightly esteem
these things.

" Our parents were careful at all times to ta

us to religious meetings, and my mother took

to two Yearly ^Meetings with her when quite youD
which to me was a time of favour; and instrueti'

was sealed to my then tender mind, not yet ft

gotten. I have hoped we may remember tl

pious care extended to us by our parents, and r

, satisfied with all we do for him. It requires
j

be slack in endeavouring to do our duty to o

suLue strength of mind to behold all, without be- children and those under our care, which, with t

ing able to help him. There seems some strength Divine blessing, may be to them better than ricb

yet to wear away, I hope thou may behold him

living once more. When the fever is low, he is

quiet, easy, and sensible ; his patience is sustained

all through, which is a great favour. I do plainly

see ; though he has been largely afflicted these last

four years, yet mercy has been mixed with it, and

I have a belief in his case, that these afflictions,

which are but for a moment, or have been but as

for a moment, will work for him a far more ex-

ceeding and eternal weight of glory.

" We are poor creatures, and require much
purging to fit us for the blessed kingdom. These

solemn truths are humbling ; may wo keep them in

remembrance for our benefit."

" Departed this life at his residence in Plymouth,

Montgomery Co., Pa., on the 2Sth of Twelfth

month, 1846, my dear brother Josiah Albertson,

and they have cause, (as I have this day,) to tha:

us for our care."

Concerning her father, she writes
* * * "He was always remarkable for 1

piety, but more so as he advanced in life. He «
long be remembered by those who knew him; i

only remarkable for piety, but humility, self-den!

and benevolence. All bis fellow-beings in any i

fliction, either outwardly or mentally, claimed

attention, as far as he could, sparing neither tin

money nor pains to serve them ; we his childr

have need to be instructed by his cxampli
" His sight failed so much, that for several yes

before his death, he could not see to read, in whi

he had taken delight, and mo.-tly in the Scripture

but his memory served him, and often, very oft«

quoted passages, and appl- them judiciously.

n the 58th year of his age It was a I Encouraged us to the diligent attendan

very solemn time; yet, amid it we were greatly of meetings, and 'do,' he says, 'take care of t

consoled, in that mercy and kindness were at- [children.'

forded, and an evidence granted ' of a safe ar- " For several months previous to his last indi

rival, when all was over,' (as he expressed the day position, he appeared in a state of waiting; n

before)—also remarked in an impressive manner, i looking or expecting to be long here; not unfr

' I may say as James Simpson said to Nathan quently alluding to that period ; and in recountil

Harper, near his close
—

' I am about to mount the \
the mercies and tender dealings of the Lord

chariot.' He then related the circumstance of his soul, would be tendered even to tears. A^
had, indeed, ' washed his rdjl

Trust only in the Lord.—Oh ! what a great snare

bright genius and extensive natural abilities are,

to such as are deluded by Satan to trust in them,

and presumptuously to imagiue they are sufficient

to answer every purpose for guidance and help, not

only in temporal but spiritual things, without di-

vine aid immediately communicated. I have met
with no state more at enmity, or in greater opposi-

tion, to the Truth ; nor from whose spirits more
pain and distress are to be met with, than from
these worldly wise and self-sufficient people, who
DO doubt would deride this observation, or any-

thing that asserts an inward sense of things. They
are very much out of the way of being reached
unto and helped ; therefore they are in great dan-

ger of being left alone, that they may wonder and
perish. I sincerely wish that the tender-hearted,

both youth and others, may be preserved from the

infection of the poison of asps, which is under their

tongues.

—

Jolin Griffith.

RemaitLS of a Mastodon.—Recently, in quar-

rying limestone, in a gorge, about sixteen feet from

the surface, on the land of Eli Blackburn, in St
Clair township, Bedford county, nearly the whole
skeleton of what was supposed to be a mastodon,
was discovered by John Caliban. The leg bonei

were about fifteen or eighteen inches in circum
ference, and the others were about in the same
proportion. After being exposed to the air, the
bones all crumbed to dust, except the teeth, thres

of which were discovered. The enamel on thes(

grinders is about one-fourth of an inch in thick

nes3, and in an excellent state of preservation; the

balance of the tooth is petrified, and much like I those of my age in dress, &c., to which she yielded

Nathan's calling to see James on his way to meet-

ing, and on inquiring how he was, he replied as

above—and in an hour he died. Truly an easy

passage out of time was afi'orded the dear suflFerer,

nd Best help enabling him to bear patiently his

affliction, no murmur having escaped him, as we
remember from first to last, during an indisposition

of four years' duration."

The interment of his remains was in Friends'

burial-ground at Plymouth, the 30th. While
gathered in stillness on that occasion at the house,

my feelings were much tendered in taking a retro-

spective view of his life, and very clearly seeing

the merciful compassion of a watchful Providence

in laying him by, and waiting, truly ' waiting to

be gracious;' not in the twinkling of an eye, as it

were, cutting the tender thread of life, when per-

haps unprepared, but helping through to the end.

For which favour may we return thanks where

alone it is due ; and humbly endeavour so to walk

the little time we maybe s-pared, as to end well at

last, and be entitled to a place in the mansions of

rest."

Here may suitably follow a little testimony pre-

served of her father and mother, Jacob and Mary
Albertson, who deceased at Plymouth, Montgo-

mery Co., Pa. ; the latter on the 29th of Eleventh

month, 1825, in the 73d year of her age ; the for

mer on the 10th of Tenth month, 1833, in the 78th
year of his age,

* * * " She was to us a kind mother ; my
heart is tendered in the remembrance of her many
cares and concerns for us her children, which rath

increased in the latter years of her life. Her care

of me when young, is sealed in my heart, where I

have a testimony to boar to the good effect of early

religious care ; my desire was strong to be like

my impression is, ht

and made it white

Boap-stone.

—

Harrisburg Patriot.

washed
the blood of the Lamb ;S

and was finally admitted through much sufferfl

and in great mercy, ' into that kingdom whose i

habitants no more say they are sick.'

"

The British Museum.—The London Specb
says : The crypt or cellar, and even the p(i

tico of the museum, are crammed with relics
'

classic antiquity, which have not only cost latj

sums of money, but have occupied the best talen

and enterprise of scholars and explorers. T!

marbles from the tomb of Mausolus, and the m
sales from the palace of Dido have merely bei

exhumed and brought here to be buried aga
beneath antiquarian lumber, almost as effectual

as under the sands of the desert. It is now abo
years since the museum received the fii

sculptures which formed the monument of Maua
lus— a work which employed the best sculptors

the time of Bryaxis, Leochares, Scopas and Tim
theus, and has since been considered one of tl

seven wonders of the world. Yet these importa.

objects have not been deemed interesting enoU(

to be even mentioned in the guide book of the na;

seum of this year's date.

A Go-heticeefi.—" There is perhaps not a mq
odious character than that of a go-between ; \

which we mean that creature who carries to ^
ears of one neighbour all the injurious observatia

which happen to drop from another. Such a pe

son is the slanderer's herald, and is altogether mo
odious than the slanderer himself. By his ofiicio«

ness he makes the poison eS'ective, which else we
inert, for three-fourths of the slanders would nev

injure their object, but by the malice of g
betweens, who, under the mask of double frien

I

not, but endeavoured to strengthen my mind ship, act the part of double traitors."
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A Year's Trade.

The annual statement of our foreign and colo-

lial trade and of navigation shows that in the

rear 1859, the American coutinent with Cuba and

ihe West Indies took £40,000,000 of our produce

md manufactures ; and India, Singapore, and

Jeylon, with Australia and China, took £37,000,-
)00 more. To these great countries we disposed

>f nearly £30,000,000 of our cotton goods and
7arn out of the whole £48,000,000 exported. The
Jnited States took £4,600,000 of our cotton goods,

£4,476,00 of our woollens, £2,100,000 of linens,

ind £1,.568,000 of apparel and haberdashery.

India, including Singapore, took £14,290,000 of

iotton goods and yarn; China, only £3,190,000,
md £700,000 of woollens ; Australia, £1,870,000
)f apparel and haberdashery, £790,000 of cottons,

ind £765,000 of woollens. For our iron we found

)ur principal market in the United States (£3,000,-

)00,) and also for our tin (plates) and our hard-

jfares (above £1,000,000 of each ;) for our leather

ind saddlery in Australia (£1,000,000;) for our

igricultural implements in Australia and in Rus-

sia ; for beer in India (£777,378,) and Australia

£669,353;) for butter in Australia (£342,914;)
or earthenware in the United States (£600,000.)

rhe exports of our produce to Australia, £4,000
JOO in 1852, were £11,000,000 in 1859, and those

)f India have doubled since 1855; to the United

States they were not £12,000,000 in 1849, they

were above £22,000,006 in 1859
; to China, £1

537,000 in 1849; £4,457,000 in 1859. To New
Zealand we sent £632,907 worth of our produce

,n 1859, not far from double what we sent only

;hree years before. Our exports to the whol
world n-ade no progress in the year 1859. In

most European countries the demand for our prO'

3uce was slack. France took less upon the whole

than in the previous year, though her demand for

some articles increased. She took no less than

1,391,000 tons of coal, and £493,083 worth of

copper. There was a considerable increase, how
ever, in our trade with Sweden, Norway, and Den
mark ; and Ilussia took more of our produce by

Dearly £1,000,000, raising her demand for machi-

nery to £1,000,000, and for iron to £1,200,000

Our entire imports for 1859 (£179,182,355) were

not far from £15,000,000 above those of the pro

vious year, and our exports (our own produce

£130,411,529, foreign and colonial produce £25,

281,446—in all£l55,692,975,)were£16,000,000

above those of tLe previous year ; and it must be

borne in mind that the returns of the value of ou

imports include freight, the exports do not. I

conducting this trade, 26,520 visits were paid to

our ports by British vessels, and 22,351 by foreign,

The totals require such figures to express them as

were never until now employed to set forth a year's

trade of a nation. The world beyond the seas,

civilized and uncivilized, sent to our shores on an

average every day, merchandise of the value of

nearly £500,000, and to bring it to ua nearly 1000

ships came into our ports every week. Our exports

of produce and manufactures of the United King-

dom in the short space of eight years, 1852-59,

have exceeded in value the capital of the national

debt. In ten years they have doubled; in 1849,

they were £64,000,000; in, 1859, they were

£130,000,000. The enorn.ous progress of some

of our colonies and possessions of late years has

more than restored the proportions sent to foreign

countries and to British possessions to what they

were twenty years ago—two-thirds and one-third
;

in 1840, foreign countries took £34,000,000, and

British possessions, £17,000,000; and in 1859

foreign countries took £84,000,000, and Britisl

possessions, £46,000,000. The exports of our

produce in 1859, amounted to about £4 lOs. per

individual inhabitant of the kingdom ; twenty years

ago they were not £2, and ten years ago they were

not £3.

—

English Papier.

EVENING PRAYER.
I come to Tbee, to-night.

In my lone closet where no eyes can see.

And dare to crave an interview with thee.

Father of love and light I

Softly the moon-beams shine
On Ihe still branches of the shadowy trees,

While all sweet sounds of evening on the breeze
Steal throuffh the slumbering vine.

Though gayest the calm repose
That rests on all—the air, the birds, the flower.

The human spirit in its weary hour,

Now at the bright day's close.

'Tis Nature's time for prayer;
The silent praises of the glorious sliv,

The earth's glad orions, profound and high.

To heaven their breathings bear.

With them my soul would bend
In humble reverence at thy holy throne.

Trusting the merits of thy Son alone

Thy sceptre to extend.

If I this day hare striven

With thy blessed spirit, or have bowed the knee
To aught of earth, in weak idolatry,

I pray to be forgiven.

If in my heart has been
Ad unforgiving thought, or word, or look.

Though deep the malice which I scarce could brook.

Wash me from the dark sin.

If I have turned away
From grief or suffering which I might relieve.

Careless the cup of water e'en to give,

Forgive me. Lord, I pray.

And teach me liow to feel

My sinful wanderings with a deeper smart.

And more of mercy and of grace impart.

My sinfulness to heal.

Father! my soul would be
Pure as the drops of eve's unsullied dew.

And as the stars whose nightly course is true.

So would I be to thee.

"

Not for myself alone

Would I these lessons of thy

But for each penitent the wli

Whom thou hast (

mplore,
Fide world o'er,

lied thine own.

And for my heart's best friends,

Whose steadfast kindness o'er my painful years

Has watched to soothe afflictions, griefs and tears.

My warmest prayers ascend.

Should o'er their path decline

The light of gladness, or of hope or health,

Be thou their solace, and their joy and wealth.

As they have long been mine.

And now, Father, take

The heart I cast with humble faith on thee.

And cleanse Its depth's from each Impurity,

For my Redeemer's sake.

Fuur Quaternions of Soldiers.—No book

richly rewards study as the Bible. The closer and

more minute one's inquiries, the more striking often

are the results.

The phrase quoted above may be cited as an

instance. As a " quaternion" is a company of

four, the casual reader would be apt to suppose

that " four quaternions" is a mere periphrasis for

sixteen, just as we say threescore and ten for

seventy. But a more careful reading of the nar-

rative shows that the expression is not a mere

periphrasis, but is used advisedly. Let us look at

the story a little more narrowly.

Herod, on a certain occasion, had seized Peter,

and resolved to have him executed on the follow-

ing day. To prevent the possibility of escape or

rescue, he ordered the prisoner to be guarded in

the strictest manner practised in the lloman mili-

tary imprisonment. This method was to chain the

arm of the prisoner to the arm of a soldier. In

of escape, the laws of the service required the

soldier to be put to death. This penalty effectu-

ally prevented collusion. Every other chance of

escape seemed equally to be cut off. Even should

the soldier fall asleep, any attempt of the prisoner

to get away would awaken him. In the case of

Peter, to make assurance doubly sure, we are told

that he was chained to two soldiers, one to each

arm. In addition to this, he was locked up in a

cell, and the two soldiers with him. More even

than this, it would seem that, at the same time, two
other soldiers kept watch outside of the cell.

Here then we see why there was a quaternion.

He was at the same time in the custody of four
soldiers, two inside the cell, chained one to his

right arm, and one to his left, and two outside of

the cell keeping watch against any attempt at res-

cue. " Peter was sleeping between two soldiers,

bound with two chains, and [also] the [two] keepers

before the door kept the prison," that is, kept

Itch.

But v/hyfour quaternions ?

The Romans divided the night into four watches,

the first from six to nine, the second from nine to

twelve, the third from twelve to three, and the

fourth from three to six, or until the morning.

This explains why there were four squads of sol-

diers assigned to this duty. Each quaternion was

on duty during one watch, or space of three hours,

and was then relieved by another.

This gives us also a pretty near approximation

as to the time when the damsel Pihoda let Peter into

the house where the disciples were assembled pray-

ing for him. A casual reading would lead to the

supposition that this occurred some time in the early

part of the night, say eight or nine o'clock in the

evening.

Let us see. " Now as soon as it was day, there

was no small stir among the soldiers, what was

become of Peter." These soldiers had good rea-

son to be uneasy. They knew well the rigor of

the Roman discipline. In fact, they were all that

very morning ordered to execution for allowing

Peter to escape. Does this throw any light upon

the time when he escaped ? In which watch of

the night was it ? Not in the first, not in the se-

cond, not in the third, for in either of these the

discovery would have been made when the watch

was changed, and the fresh relay of soldiers came

to take charge. It was then in the fourth watch,

between three and six o'clock in the morning, that

Peter's rescue occurred. It was these last four

who were thus miraculously overpowered with

sleep, and who woke only at day-light to find their

prisoner gone.

That prayer-meeting, then, must have lasted

nearly all night, for they were still in session when
Peter reached the house.

—

S. S. Times.

Railroad Accidents in 1860.—There were se-

venty-four accidents on the railways of the United

States last year, by which 57 persons were killed,

and 315 wounded. This does not include acci-

dents to persons not on the cars. The number

killed last year was loss than half that of any year

since 1852, and the number wounded was also

less. There has been a gradual decline in the

numbers of killed and wounded for eight years,

indicating more care by experience. In the past

eight years there have been 977 accidents to trains,

by which 1166 were killed, and 3926 wounded.
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Poljcarp.

e strength unto hi; people."—Ps" The Lord will
i

xxix. 19.

Deeply encouraging is this precious promise to

the true christian ; and never will the needed sup-

port fail him who pleads it "before the mercy-seat

of God, when the soul is cast down and disquieted

with sin, weary with the warfare within and the

troubles from without. When, in perplexities and

anxieties, the burthened heart exclaims, " How
shall I meet this trouble? how shall I stand when

the temptation comes?" then, poor and helpless as

you are, lay hold with faith on these words, claim

the promised strength, and never will you be sent

empty away.

This has been the experience of all God's peo-

ple, from the earliest days to the present ; in this

strength were the saints and martyrs enabled to

meet their fiery trials ; and in the same strength

must the daily cross be taken up and borne.

Among many bright examples that might be

chosen to illustrate this truth, the calm bearing of

Polycarp, on his trial, may be selected. When he

was apprehended, and was on his way to the tri-

bunal, the Irenarch Herod, and his father Nicetes,

met him, and taking him up into their chariot, be-

gan to advise him, asking, " What harm is it to

say, 'Lord Caesar,' and to sacrifice, and be safe?"

At first he was silent; but, being pressed, he said,

" I will not follow your advice." They then treat-

ed him abusively, and thrust him out of the cha-

riot, so that, in falling, he severely hurt himself.

But he, still unmoved, as if he had suffered no-

thing, went on cheerfully, under the conduct of his

guards, to the Stadium. When he was brought to

the tribunal, there was a great tumult as soon as

it was generally understood that Polycarp was
apprehended. The proconsul then began to ex-

hort him :
—" Have pity on thy own great age

;

swear by the fortune of Cassar ; say, ' Take away
the atheists.' " Polycarp, with a grave aspect, be-

holding all the multitude, waiving his hand to

them, and looking up to heaven, said, " Take away
the atheists." The proconsul urging him, and say-

ing, " Swear, and I will release thee, lleproach

Christ." Polycarp said, "Eighty and six years

have I served him, and he hath never wronged me

;

and how can I blaspheme my King, who hath

saved me ? I am a christian ; and if you desire

to know the christian doctrine, assign me a day and
hear." The proconsul said, " Persuade the peo-

ple." Polycarp answered, " I have thought pro-

per to address you, for we are taught to pay to

powers appointed by God all honor which is con-

sistent with a good conscience." " I have wild

beasts," said the proconsul, " I will expose you
to them unless you repent." " Call them," replied

the martyr. " Our minds are not to be changed
from the better to the worse ; but it is a good
thing to be changed from evil to good." " I will

tame your spirit by fire," said the other, " since

you despise the wild beasts, unless you repent."
" You threaten me with fire," said Polycarp,
" which burns for a moment, and will be soon ex
tinct ; but you are ignorant of the future judg
ment, and of the fire of eternal punishment re-

served for the ungodly. But why do you delay ?

Do what you please
"

And thus did this aged saint, in the strength

given by the Lord to his people, meet and embrace
his bitter martyrdom ; and in the same strength

and spirit, may we calmly and meekly bear our
appointed trials, knowing that no temptation has
fallen on us, but such as is sent by a wise and loving

Father, who will, according to our day, impart to

us the needful strength

Eavoe of life by War.

It is difficult to conceive what fearful havoc war
has made of humau life. Some of its incidental

ravages seem to defy all belief. It has at times

entirely depopulated immense districts. In modern
as well as ancient times, large tracts have been left

so utterly desolate, that a traveller might pass from

village to village, even from city to city, without

finding a solitary inhabitant. The war of 1756
waged in the heart of Europe, left in one instance

no less than twenty contiguous villages without a

single man or beast. The Thirty Years' War, in

the seventeenth century, reduced the population of

Germany from twelve millions to four millions

—

three-fourths ; and that of Wurtemberg from five

hundred thousand to forty-eight thousand—more
than nine-tenths ! Thirty thousand villages were
destroyed ; in many others the population entirely

died out; and in districts once studded with towns
and cities, there sprang up immense forests.

Look at the havoc of sieges—in that of London-
derry, twelve thousand soldiers, beside a vast

number of inhabitants ; in that of Paris, in the

sixteenth century, thirty thousand victims of mere
hunger ; in that of Malplaquet, thirty-four thou-

sand soldiers alone ; in that of Ismail, forty thou-

sand ; of Vienna, seventy thousand ; of Ostend,

one hundred and twenty thousand ; of Mexico,

one hundred and fifty thousand ; of Acre, three

hundred thousand ; of Carthage, seven hundred
thousand ; of Jerusalem, one million !

Mark the slaughter of single battles—at Lepan-
to, twenty-five thousand ; at Austerlitz, thirty thou-

sand ; at Eylau, sixty thousand ; at Waterloo and
Quatre Bras—one engagement, in fact—seventy

thousand ; at Borodino, eighty thousand ; at Fon-
tenoy, one hundred thousand ; at Arbela, three

hundred thousand ; at Chalons, three hundred
thousand of Atilla's army alone ; four hundred
thousand Usipetes were slain by Julius Cajsar in

one battle, and four hundred and thirty thousand

Germans in another.

Take only two cases more. The army of Xerx-
es, says Dr. Dick, must have amounted to 5,283,-

320
;
and, if the attendants were only one-third

as great as common at the present day in Eastern
countries, the sum total must have reached nearly

six millions. Yet, in one year, this vast multitude

was reduced, though not entirely by death, to three

hundred thousand fighting men ; and of these only

three thousand escaped destruction. Jeughis-khau,

the terrible ravager of Asia in the thirteenth cen-

tury, shot ninety thousand on the plains of Nessa,

and massacred two hundred thousand at the storm-

ing of Kharasm. In the district of Herat, he
butchered one million six hundred thousand, and
in two cities with their dependencies, one million

seven hundred and sixty-two thousand. During
the last twenty-seven years of his long reign, he is

said to have massacred more than half a million

every year; and in the first fourteen years, he is

supposed, by Chinese historians, to have destroyed

not less than eighteen millions ; a sum total of

over thirty-two millions in forty-one years

!

In any view, what a fell destroyer is war!
Napoleon's wars sacrificed full six millions, and all

the wars consequent on the French Revolution,

some nine or ten millions. The Spaniards are said

to have destroyed, in forty-two years, more than

twelve millions of American Indians. Grecian wars
sacrificed fifteen millions ; Jewish wars, twenty-

five millions ; the wars of the twelve Ctesars, in

all, thirty millions ; the wars of the Romans, be-

fore Julius Csesar, sixty millions ; the wars of the

Roman Empire, of the Saracens and the Turks,
sixty millions each ; those of the Tartars, eighty

millions ; those of Africa, one hundred millions

!

Dr. Dick says, that if we take into eonsideratior

the number not only of those who have fallen it

battle, but of those who have perished through the

natural consequences of war, it will not, perhaps jtt

be overrating the destruction of human life, if we li

affirm, that one-tenth of the human race has 1

destroyed by the ravages of war; and, according it

to this estimate, more than fourteen thousand mil- (

lions cf human beings have been slaughtered in 1

war since the beginning of the world. Edmund
Burke went still further, and reckoned the sum
total of its ravages, from the first, at no less than

thirty-five thousand millions.

—

Advocate of Peace,

1751. As the want of proper persons amongst

Friends qualified for school masters hath been the

occasion of great damage to the society in many
places, as thereby well disposed Friends are de-

prived of opportunities for the education of their

children in a manner consistent with a religious

concern for their welfare, and have been necessi-

tated to send them to those of other persuasions

whereby the tender minds of such children have

been in great danger of being leavened into the

language, customs and habits of the world, from

whence it is difficult afterwards to reclaim them;

we desire Friends would attend to this important

point, and in their Monthly Meetings assist young
men of low circumstances, whose genius and con-

duct may be suitable for that office, with the means
requisite to obtain the proper qualifications; and,

when so qualified, afibrd them the necessary en-

couragement for their support.

Cetisus Items.—It would require a population of

about 368,000,000 in the present States and terri-

tories, to settle them in a density equal to that of

Massachusetts. Michigan shows a population of;

750,000. This is a gain upon 1850 of over 350,4

000, and upon 1854 of 250,000. The population?

of California, it is estimated, will not exceed 400,-

000. In eighteen cities and towns in Connecticut,

the population shows a gain of 27,000. Iowa re-

ports a population of about 600,000, a gain of over

46,000 since last year. The population of Indiana

is 1,347,000. Ten years ago it was 990,258.1

Vermont, according to the census returns, has re-

ceded 5000 in population. The census returns of

Washington territory show 9000 inhabitants. The

population in New Orleans, by the late census,
"

stated at 170,766. The population of Nashville, 'I

Tennessee, is 23,713. In 1850, it was 11,518. 'i

Josiah Coale, upon his death- bed, and soon af-

ter George Fox prayed by him, rose up with the

help of his friends, and sitting on the side of the

bed. addressed to them with aifecting power the

following exhortation :
" Well, friends, be faith-

ful to God, and have a single eye to his glory, and

seek notldng for self or your oim glory ; and if

anything of that arise, judge it down by the power

of the Lord Gnd, that so you may stand approved

in his sight, and answer his witness in all people;

then will you have the reward of life;" and at the

same time said Stephen Crisp, " Dear heart keep

low in the holy seed of God, and that will be thy

crown forever." A little afterwards fainting, and

being supported by his friends, he departed in their

arms, as one falling into an easy sleep ;
full of con-

solation he passed into immortal life ;
at the age of

forty-five years and two months.— Gough's His-

tory, 2d vol., pages 235 and 236.

It is the wisdom of a christian not to be angry

when rebuked, nor to be proud when praised. This

is the remedy against both. " Be clothed with

humility." 1 Pet. v. 5.
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From the Leisure Hour.

Algiers.

Since the complete subjugation of the Algerine

rritory by the French, and the comparative free-

)m from wars and rumors of wars against the

itlying tribes, the city of Algiers has presented

tractions to travellers and visitors from the north

Europe, on many and various accounts. The
(vantages which its equable climate affords to in-

ilids suffering from pulmonary complaints have

ade it, as a winter residence, the rival of Ma-
iira and Egypt, of the isles of the Mediterranean

id the south of France—over all which places it

)ssesses, or is said to possess, certain claims to

periority. Numbers of invalids now annually

inter in Algiers, where winter, in one sense of

e word, is unknown, and return to more north-

]y latitudes when the hot weather announces its

jproach. Facility of access has probably much
i do with the popularity of this ancient haunt of

rates as a modern watering-place. Owing to the

irfection of locomotion along the whole line of

ute, a traveller leaving London on the Monday
orning, may find himself comfortably settled in

dgings in Algiers before Saturday uight, at a

st, if he choose to be economical, not much ex-

eding ten pounds—having crossed the Meditor-

,nean in a passage of little over forty hours' dura-

m. First-class steamers make the voyage from

arseilles three times a week ; the fares are mode-

,te, and the accommodation to be met with is

Lcellent.

The appearance of the city, reclining on the

le of a lofty hill, with its face towards the sea,

through the medium of engravings, familiar to

ost readers. When it was in possession of the

rates, its outward purity, as seen at a distance,

rmed a striking contrast to its real internal filth

id fetor. All that, however, is now done away;
ider French management the streets of Algiers

•e clean as the Boulevards of Paris, and there

e no grounds of complaint on the score of dirt,

otel accommodation of a good class is, however,

markably dear—an iucouvenicnce which is bal-

iced by the fact that excellent lodgings are plcn-

ful and reasonably cheap. Provisions also are

leap, with the exception of tea, which is not only

wrbitantly dear, but vile in quality. Coffee of

le finest is sold at the cafes at a half-penny the

ip ; fish is abundant and low-priced ; meat is

imewhat dearer
;
game is plentiful ; and all kinds

fruit and vegetables are profuse in quantity and

oderate in cost.

The population of Algiers numbers seventy

lousand, and perhaps there are few cities on the

,ce of the earth where, in proportion to their

imbers, they are more various in character and

1 race. The majority of the lower orders pass

lOSt of their time out of doors, and the stranger

3ed only betake himself to the Place Royale, the

ivourite lounge and promenade of the city, to see

lem in all their variety. The spectacle here to

3 met with, is thus described in Davies's "Algiers

l
1857."
" Men of all nations," says — Davies, " meet

sre at all hours of the day, clad in every imagi-

ible costume, from the garb of old Gaul to that

f the Faubourg St. llonore, from the bornous of

le Sahara to the cocked hat and epaulets of mar-

al France. Here may be seen Grand Turks,

hose heads are surmounted by turbans as broad

'i their shoulders; Muftis or Mahomedan judges,

aried in the endless folds of their white head-

;ar, which, from its evenness and precision, re-

mbles a mighty cotton ball wrought and wound
\ Manchester; the Algerine Jew, in his purple

;id gold suit, with patent leather high-heeled shoos.

white stockings to the knee, and an amber-headed

cane in his hand, of all coxcombs the greatest

;

princes of the land, with hewers of wood and
drawers of water; French ladies, in the last full

fashion of the Parisian season ; negresses, in a cot-

ton wrap of scrimpy dimensions, with unclad picca-

ninnies slung and pouched like young possums at

their back ; and, lastly, fair Mauresques, enveloped

in snowy attire, who, were it not for their beautiful

eyes, whose sparkle cannot be veiled, might be

mistaken for ghosts passing to and fro silently and

mysteriously among the human crowd, but taking

no part in its affairs.

" The Arab of the desert and the Kabyle of the

mountains are lying at full length on the ground

within a few yards of you, and display a set of limbs

worthy of llercules. Suddenly a sound strikes

on the ear, which attracts their earnest attention :

the Arab and the Kabyle spring to their legs, and

the Moor, lowering his pipe, blows out a last whiff

in deference to the call. It is the cry of the Muez-

zin, summoning the faithful to prayer; and if ever

a Mussulman is roused from his habitual lethargy,

it is to obey the law of his prophet ; he washes in

haste, and hurries to the mo.-que. Five times dur-

ing the night and day. the Muezzin mount the

minarets, and, in a loud, sonorous tone, proclaim

the hour of prayer. Men of strong lungs are

selected for the office, and far and wide over the

city the sound is heard, like that of a tenor bell,

' Swinging low with solemn roar,

Over some wide-watoreJ shore.'

In the stillness of night the invitation to worship

God falls on the stranger's ear with the most im-

pressive effect, for the sound, if it waken the sleeper,

will awaken his conscience as well. He hears the

IMussulman pattering in the dark street on his way
to the mosque, and then his thoughts turn inwards,

'' How do I serve God ?' The comparison, if it do

not make him a better man, will only add to his

condemnation ; the inhabitants of Tyre and Sidon

will take precedence of him on the last great day

;

' for unto whomsoever much is given, of him shall

be much required."

Of genuine Turks there are now very few re-

maining in Algiers. After the conque=t of the

country by the French, the major part of them

sold their possessions and retreated to Tunis and

Alexandria—leaving behind them, however, a

mixed race, called Koulouglis, the offspring of their

marriages with Algerine women.

The Moors, who formerly were of high import-

ance, are at present the most depressed of the in-

habitants. The position of the poorest among

them is rather that of beasts of burden than of

men ; they carry the heaviest loads, and drag

ponderous wagons, under a burning sun, and live

at the same time on the merest refuse. Their des-

tiny is, however, to a great extent, of their own

election, for they are the laziest fellows living, with

the exception, perhaps, of the lazzaroni of Naples.

They will never work until driven to it by hunger,

and will stave off that by tobacco and sleep as long

as possible, ere submitting to the drudgery of la-

bour. They are, on the whole, fine-looking fellows,

above the average stature, powerfully built up and

brawny of limb, with a lull dark eye, aquiline

nose, and a complexion of clear olive—not black,

as Englishmen are apt to suppose them. The

wives of the lower class Moors lead a miserable

'life, which is but one protracted struggle with fa-

mine. Among the better class, however, the ladies,

I

if they have few reasonable pleasures, have fewer

cares. Shut up from all eyes in their houses, or

closely veiled when they go abroad, they come in

contact with no improving society, and remain all

'their lives almost as ignorant as children. Mar-

riageable at fourteen, they are bought by the hus-

band at a price regulated by their personal charms;
but if by the end of two years they bear no ofl'-

spring, they are returnable to their parents, and
the husband may reclaim a certain amount of the

purchase-money. Of late years, the effect of

French influence is visible upon Moorish society

;

some of the women have refused to be sold in

marriage
; others have broken through their habits

of seclusion, and accepted invitations to the parties

of the Governor-General's lady; while a number
of young girls, not far short of two hundred, are
receiving gratuitous instruction in the arts of read-
ing, writing, and needlework, at the school of
Madame Luce, a French lady, who has heroically

devoted her time and talents to the amelioratiou

of their lot.

A considerable proportion of the population are
Jews. Under the Turkish regime they were hated
and oppressed, and condemned to the use of a
particular costume, but being protected by the
French government, they now enjoy every social

advantage that good subjects can desire. They
are consequently prosperous, and are by no means
careful to conceal the signs of their pro?perity.

They dress in gorgeous apparel on Saturdays and
fete days ; the women are a mass of gold and silk,

and the men are bedizened with braid and crimson
and blue cloth.

(To be concluded.)

Neiv Birth unto Righteousness.— Blessed, there-

fore, are they who are sincerely concerned to know
the ncrw birth, which is to be born from above, that

they may inherit the kingdom of heaven. But,
alas ! though heaven be desired by many, how
few of the sons of men are willing to walk in the

way that leads unto it. No, no ; they are for an
easy path, in which they may live unto themselves;

they like not the cross though they would have the

crown. Oh ! how are many spending their time in

vanity. Some, in a voluptuous course of life, feed-

ing themselves without fear ; others take excessive

pains in attiring their bodies with their changeable
suits of apparel, to the dishonour of the Lord ; nay,

to such a pitch of excess are many come, that as

one saith in a discourse on this subject, relating to

superfluity of clothing, " Here is the end," saith

he, " of all their fashions and recreations, to gra-

tify the lust of the eye, the lust of the flesh, and
the pride of life ; clothes that were given to cover

shame, now want a covering for their shameful
excess ; and that which should remember men of
lost innocency, they pride and glory in."

—

Pre-

face to Piety Prompted, by T. Raylton.

Wooden Shoes.—In the agricultural districts in

Europe, wooden shoes are almost universally worn,

lu New York city, especially at Castle Garden,
among the Germans and other immigrants, they

may be heard as well as seen almost every day.

Ilecently their manufacture has been introduced

into this country, and the wearing of them is ra-

pidly on the increase. A large establishment is

in operation at Springfield, Mass., where wooden
boots and shoes are made. They are said to ex-

clude water better than leather, and are becoming
largely in use with Germans, miners, foundry-

men, and other workmen.

As when we charge a vessel, the more ballast

we put in, the lower it sinks, so the more love we
have in the soul, the more we are abased in self. . .

Let its depths be manifested by our readiness to

bear the cross, the humiliations, the sufferings,

which are necessary to the purification of the soul,—Madam Guyon.
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1703. Under a <3eep sense that pride, and the

vain customs and fashions of the world, prevail

over some of our profession, particularly in the ex-

cess of apparel and furniture, this meeting doth

earnestly recommend, that all who make profes-

sion of the Truth, take care to be exemplary in

what they wear, and what they use, so as to avoid

the vain customs of the world, and all extravagance

in colour and fashion ; and keep themselves, in

respect thereof, spotless and blameless, adorning

their profession in all modesty and sobriety.

Oil Stories.—A practical man of business, who
has industriously examined the Pennsylvania oil

regions, says that the reports of large returns are

inflated by those holding land ; that instead of

wells yielding twenty-five to thirty barrels per day,

five to eight is a nearer amount ; that the wells

fail soon after being worked ; that where one suc-

ceeds, two fail ; and he believes that two hundred

thousand dollars more have been spent than pro

duced in the oil region.

THE FRIEND.
FOURTH MONTH

The Yearly Meeting of Friends held in Phila-

delphia, is still in session when this number goes to

press. The number in attendance is not quite so

great as on former occasions. Some account of

its proceedings will be given in our next number.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
The events now transpiring in the United States, are

of so much greater moment than in any other quarter,

that we shall devote the whole of the space appropriated

to the summary to domestic occurrences. These alas,

have been of a most melancholy chariicter, presaging the

immediate commencement of civil war.
Fori Sumpter.—On the 8th inst., an authorized mes-

senger from the President of the United States informed
Gov. Pickens and Gen. Beauregard at Charleston, that

provisions would be sent to fort Sampler peaceably, if

possible, otherwise by force. Gen. Beauregard commu-
nicated this information to the Secretary of War of the
" Confederate States," and, on the 10th, received a tele-

graphic despatch from the government at Montgomery,
directing him to demand the evacuation of the fort, and,

if this was refused, to proceed to reduce it. The de-

mand was accordingly made on the 11th, and not being
complied with, the batteries of fort Moultrie, Cumming's
Point, fort Johnson, the floating battery, &c., which had
been constructed so as to command fort Sumpter, open-
ed fire upon it early the succeeding morning. The
bombardment was kept up through the day and at in-

tervals throughout the following night, inflicting great
damage on the fort, dismounting several of the guns,
and setting fire to the barracks and ofBcers' quarters.

On the afternoon of the 13th, .Major Anderson surren-
dered unconditionally. None of his men were killed,

and only five wounded, but the rest were worn out, and
physically incapable of continuing the contest, having
been exhausted chiefly by their exertions in contending
with the flames.—A Charleston despatch says, that Ma-
jor Anderson and his men will be sent by the steamer
Isabel to New York. Two U. S. war vessels—the
Pawnee and Harriet Lane—were off Charleston harbc
during the bombardment of fort Sumpter, but took n
part in the engagement.

Fort Pickens.—Gen. Beauregard, who made the mil:

tary arrangements by means of which Sumpter was s

quickly reduced, has been ordered to conduct the attack
on fort Pickens. The naval expedition, which recently
sailed from New York, was, it appears, intended
strengthen this fort. At the latest dates, a large force
of the Confederate troops were assembled in the vicinity,

and an attack upon it was likely to occur at any mo-
ment.

Proclamation of the President.—On the 15th inst., the
President issued the following:

" Whereas, the laws of the United States have been
for some time past, and are now, opposed, and the exe-
cution thereof obstructed in the States of South Caro-
lina, Georgia, Alabama, Florida, Mississippi, Louisiana,
and Texas, by combinations too powerful to be sup-

essed by the ordinary course of judicial proceedings,

or by the powers vested in the marshals by law.
" Now therefore, 1, Abraham Lincoln, President of the

United States, in virtue of the power in me vested by the

Constitution and the laws, have thought flt to call forth,

and hereby do call forth the militia of the several States

of the Union, to the aggregate number of seventy-five

thousand, in order to suppress the said combinations,

and to cause the laws to be duly executed. The details

for this object will be immediately communicated to the

State authorities through the War department.
" I appeal to all loyal citizens to favor, facilitate and

aid this effort to maintain the honor, the integrity and
the existence of our National Union, and the perpetuity

of the popular government, and to redress the wrongs
already long enough endured.

" I deem it proper to say that the first service assigned

to the forces hereby called forth, will probably be to re-

possess the forts, places and property which have been

seized from the Union, and in every event the utmost
care will be observed, consistently with the objects

aforesaid, to avoid any devastation, any destruction of,

or any disturbance of peaceful citizens in any part of the

country.
" And I hereby command the persons composing the

combinations aforesaid, to disperse and retire peaceably

to their respective abodes within twenty days from this

d.-tte.

" Deeming that the present condition of public affairs

presents an extraordinary occasion, 1 do hereby, in vir-

tue of the power in me vested by the Constitution, con-

vene both houses of Congress. The Senators and Re-

presentatives are therefore summoned to assemble at

their respective chambers at twelve o'clock, noon, on
Thursday, the 4th of July next, then and there to con-

sider and determine such measures as, in their wisdom,

the public safety and interest m.ay seem to demand.
"In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my hand,

and cause the seal of the United States to be affixed.

"Done at the City of Washington, this 15th day of

April, in the year of our Lord, one thousand eight hun-
dred and sixtv-one, and of the Independence of the

United States, "the eighty-fifth.

(Signed,) "Abraham Lincoln.
" By the President.

" Wm. H. Seward, Sec. of State."

The Virginia Commissioners.—On the 13th, the com-
missioners from the convention had an interview with

the President of the United Slates. His answer which
was given in writing, was simply a statement that he
will endeavour to act according to the inaugural pro-

gramme, hold the public properly, and defend it, waging
no war against the seceding States, and maintaining the

defensive. He further stated that the postal accommo-
dations might probably be withdrawn from those Slates.

Preparations for War.—The following are the requi-

sitions of the President upon the Governors of the seve-

ral States for military to act in the defence of the Union.

New York is called on to furnish 17,000 volunteers;

Pennsylvania, 16,000; Illinois, 6,000; Indiana, 6,000;
Missouri, 4,000 ; Kentucky, 4,000 ; Ohio, 3,000, &c.,

amounting in the aggregate to '(5,000 men. On the loth,

the Legislature of New York passed a bill appropriating

$3,000,000 to equip thirty thousand volunteers, in addi-

tion to the present State force, and the Governor issued

his proclamation accordingly. Prompt measures were
also taken in Pennsylvania, Massachusetts and other

States to furnish the contingent required of them. The
banks of Philadelphia promptly oilered the Governor the

use of all the funds required for the purpose. In Mary-
land, the feeling appeared to be of a divided character.

It was declared on one hand, that there would be a de-
termined opposition to the passage of Northern troops

through Baltimore—yet the prevailing sentiment was
in favor of sustaining the U. S. government. The course
of Virginia remained doubtful. On the 13th, it

openly stated in debate in the convention, that the

Southern army would march through Virginia to the

North, and thousands would join them. Active prepa-
rations were being made at Washington to repel the ap-
prehended attack from that quarter.

The Southern Confederacy

.

—The capture of fort Sump-
ter is stated to have produced a state of wild excitement
at Montgomery. A formal declaration of war against
the United States was expected as soon as the Congress
could be called together. In a speech made by Walker,
the Secretary of War, he declared his belief that the
Confederate army would soon have possession of Wash-
ington. A despatch of the 15th slates that parties in

New Orleans had ott'ered to take the whole of the Con-
federate Slate Loan of fifteen millions at par. Another
states that Gov. Magoffin, of Kentucky, and Senator
Breckinridge had given assurances of their sincere sym-
pathy with the South, and that thousands of men were

under arms, and ready to move at a moment's notice

from the War department at Montgomery. It should,

however, be borne in mind that the telegraphic offices

n the hands of the secessionists, and in this time of

madness and folly are not wholly reliable, the statements'

being, probably, highly coloured, If not false.

What OUT neighbours think.—When the intelligence ol

the bombardment of fort Sumpter reached Halifax, tbq<

Legislature, amidst intense emotion, passed the following
resolution by an unanimous vote. " Resolved, that thiS'

House has heard with the deepest sorrow and regret of

the outbreak of civil war among their friends and neigb-
bours in the United States ; that this House, without ex-

pressing an opinion upon the points in controversy be-
tween the contending parties, sincerely Lament that Ihosa
who speak their language, and share their civilizatioBj

should be shedding each other's blood, and desire t4
offer up their fervent prayers to the Father of the UD^
verse for the restoration of peace."

Southern Anticipations.—Information having been re-

ceived at Montgomery, that Virginia would probably
very soon secede, Vice President Stephens telegraphed
in reply, should Virginia unite with the Southern Con-

|

federacy, it is understood that President Davis will va-

cate his seat at Montgomery, and the Vice President will,

assume his duties, and make Richmond the head quar-
ters within ten days. Gen. Beauregard will be made
second in command. Gen. Bragg will take care of Pen-
sacola, by authority. Gen. Pillow has just arrived here,

and offers President Davis a division of the Tennessee
troops.

The Effect in the Northern Slave States.—The Presi-

dent's Proclamation has, It is said, produced a strong

feeling of indignation in Virginia, North Carolina and
other States. Their secession is said now to be almost
inevitable.

RECEIPTS.
Received from Jesse Hall, agt., 0., for Nathan P. Hall

and Christiana Kirk, §2 each, vol. 34.

WEST-TOWN SCHOOL.
A Friend is wanted to perform the duties of Librarian

at this Institution. Application may be made to

Nathan Shaupless, Concordville, Pa.
Ja,mes Ejilen, West Chester, Pa.

Samuel Hilles, Wilmington, Del.

Thomas Evans, 817 Arch street, Philadelphia.

Joseph Pasmobe, Goshenville P. 0., Chester Co., Pa,

Philad., Fourth mo. 17th, 1861.

WEST-GROVE BOARDING-SCHOOL FOR GIRLS
situated on the Philadelphia and Baltimore Centre

Railroad. The Sessions open on the 1st Second-daj
in the Fifth and Eleventh months respectively.

For information and circulars, apply to

Thomas Conard, Principal,

West-Grove P. 0., Chester Co., P.i.

Fourth mo., 1861.

FRIENDS' INDIAN INSTITUTE, TUNESSASSAH. *

A man and a woman Friend are wanted to aid in .

,

ducting this Institution. A man and his wife would bO

preferred, one of whom should be qualified to teach

the school. Apply to Ebenezer Worth,
Marshalton, Chester Co., Pa.

Thos. Wistar,
Fox Chase, Philadelphia Co., Pa.

Joel Evans,
Oakdale P. 0., Delaware Co., Pa,

Philad., Second mo. 5th, 1861.

Married, on the 14th of Third month, at Friends

Meeting-house, Wilmington, Del., Redben Sattebth
wait, of Burlington Co., N. J., and Margaret A. Staple)
of the former place.

Died, on the 20th of Third month, 1861, Rachb:
widow of David Mickle, in the eighty-fourth year of hi

age
;
an esteemed member of Woodbury Monthly Meel

Ing, N. J. This dear Friend endured a very painful il

ness, with the calmness and patience becoming a chr
tian.

, on the 22d of Third month last, Elizabeth, wH
of Amos Evans, in the seventy-eighth year of her agei

a member of Haddonfield Monthly Meeting, N. J.

PILE & M'ELROT, PRINTERS,
Lodge street, opposite the Pennsylvania Bank,
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ostage to any part of Pennsylvania, for three

iths, if paid in advance, three and a-quarter cents
;

ay part of the United States, for three months, if

. in advance, six and a-half cents.

For "Tlip Frieud."

ncBry null.
rContiuued from iiago 268.)

)uring a visit made in the year 1832, to some
,he meetinss of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting,

writes as follows, viz :

'

sfiekl, Niuth i Dnth

' Truly, I think an awful responsibility rests

n some of the promoters of the schism. They
e come out in open violation of the commands
Him, whose kingdom is not of this world, and

)se servants caatiot use violence, even to secure

hemselves their civil rights. The humble faith-

followers of the Lamb, whose allegiance to him
ure, are bound to observe the command, ' all

igs, whatsoever ye would that men should do

'ou, do ye even so to them.' But Friends have

a deprived of their meeting-houses and other

veniences, by those who have departed from the

b of their ancestors. Their fruits manifest of

)m they are, and from whence their faith comes.

Qy who are in their ranks have been deceived,

are to be pitied, seeing they are in danger of

takii g with them of the plagues of their self-

, undue liberties and other hurtful things, the

ts of unbelief. If ever the tender minds, who
among them, partake of the heavenly sap which
fs from the true vine, and bring forth good fruit,

y must come out and be separate from them
;

that there are tender plants among them, I

e no doubt. Never before now, whilst coutend-

for the faith once delivered to the saints, have
It more grateful for the privileges which are to

3njoyed in our religious Society j and I esteem

a invaluable favor to possess true faith in ' Jesus

'fazareth, King of the Jews ;' who suffered un-

Pontius Pilate, who rose again from the dead,

. ever liveth to make intercession for us, and
) is the preserver and protector of his people."

" Pleasant View, New Jersey,

Ninth mo. ISth, 1832.

'Reproof is sometimes administered by favors

aerited ; and whilst thinking of past omissions

I deviations, sufficient, as Job said, to humble
and cause me to ' repent and abhor myself in

t and ashes,' I have thankfully to magnify and

ire the Majesty of heaven, who fainteth not, nor

weth weary ; but whose hand, plentifully sup-

plied with blessings, is reached forth liberally to

distribute, in order to strengthen and uphold the

feeble, who have no mioht of their own. During
several successive nights past, after considerable

suiferiug from a pain in my eye through the dny, I

have enjoyed refreshing sleep, and waked with

thankful feelings of peace, flowing gently as a river

in my heart. And although sleep is nature's re-

storing balm, yet I have at times resisted its re-

newed offers, in order to enjoy the comfort of

revived promises to the faithful, recorded in the

Holy Scriptures; revived, I say, because they oc-

cur to my memory with an evidence that they

flowed from a Divine, inexhaustible source, not

only to be read, but enjoyed also. To acknow-

ledge unmerited favors is proper; but this should

be accompanied with humble resolutions to endea-

vor to remember them with desires to give thanks

even in tribulation, rejoicing that our Eedecmer
liveth ; a joy unspeakable and full of glory ;

' for

eye hath not seen, nor ear heard, neither have

entered into the heart of man, the things which God
hath prepared for them that love him.' These

things are hid from the wise and prudent of this

world ; from those who are not willing to learn of

Him, who is meek and low of heart. Such, rely-

ing on the honors or riches, or pleasures of the

world, are not the babes to whom they are re-

vealed, and who obtain their nourishment iVom the

fountain of Divine consolation."

" 1832. The 24th of Eleventh month, accom-

panied by John Gurney, I set out to visit Friends

of Purchase Quarterly Meeting, and next day be-

ing the first of the week, we were at the meeting at

Poughkeepsie, and, in the afternoon, attended the

burial of a young woman, the last child of a re-

spectable family not Friends, to which all the mi-

nisters in the town, without distinction as to pro-

fession, were invited. A meeting was held, in

which several testimonies were borne to the pious

and exemplary life of the deceased ; and the youth

vrere afi'ectiouately invited to walk in the ways of

religion. It was a solemn time, in which the dis-

tinction of sectarian views was absorbed in the de-

sire for the religious welfare of all, and much sym-

pathy was felt for the bereaved parents, who had

followed the remains of several of their beloved

children to the silent grave, within a short time."

" On Fourth-day afternoon, we rode to the resi-

dence of the late llobert Underbill, whose widow
was absent from home, but the children entertained

us kindly. The house seemed solitary to me, hav-

ing spent much time there, in days past, when the

urbanity, cheerfulness and unfeigned love of dear

Robert, rendered the visits truly pleasant. He
was indeed a valuable iTriend, and a firm believer

in the truths of the gospel. Next day attended

Croton meeting, which, notwithstanding its reduced

numbers, was a good meeting : the drift of the mi-

nisterial labour, was to encourage the little com-

pany, from the simile of a tree which had been

divested of its withered branches, on which new

and vigorous shoots were seen to put forth, that

flourished and grew and brought forth fruit. After

this favoured season, we rode to the house of our

ancient Friend, Moses Sutton, who, with his valued

wife, as a father and a mother in Israel, with a

few other Friends in this place, remains firm,

steadfast and immoveable in the faith of the gos-

pel, abounding in love unfeigned, and in dedica-

tion to the, cause of Truth. We had a satisfactory

meeting next day, in their house."

"We attended the Monthly Meeting of Pur-

chase held at Mamaroneck, on Fifth-day the

Monthly Meeting at Shappaqua, and on Sixth-day

that at Amawalk, and, in the evening, appointed a

meeting to be held at the house of iNloses Smith at

Bedford, expecting to set out in the morning for

Oblong and New Milford. But in the night, I felt

my mind turned homewards, my way seeming

closed up from proceeding toward the east, and in

the morning, we set out accordingly. When we

reached the mountains, we found the snow several

inches deep, whilst below the highlands the ground

was .scarcely covered—the further we rode the

deeper we found it, and were informed that to the

eastward it was so deep, that the roads would have

been impassable with our carriage. I was thank-

ful for having attended to the impressions made on

my mind, which turned me homeward, fully be-

lieving it was the pointing of the good Shepherd,

who put me forth, and continued to guide me
through the course of the visit, and by whose pow-

er my mind was made to sympathize with the

few Friends left to support the Lord s cause in

these parts, and to labour for their encourage-

ment."
" I continued through the winter mostly at home,

the severity of the weather having such an effect

upon my enfeebled frame as to prevent my attend-

ing several of our meetings at Stanford. In the

Fourth month, 1833, I set out to attend the Yearly

Meeting to be held in Philadelphia, and taking

passage with Philip Hoag in the steamboats, we

reached that city in nineteen hours from Pough-

keepsie. On First-day, was at Newtown meeting,

in New Jersey, where I was comforted in meeting

with several young people, who were commendable

in their appearance, and whose consistent conduct

affords hope of a succession of labourers in the

church ; such as are concerned to keep up their

meetings, and support the testimonies given us as

a people to bear, in this day of great declension

from primitive purity, which is obvious among the

descendants of some of the worthies in our Society,

as well as too generally among other professors.

" The Yearly Meeting opened on the 23d, and,

in several of the sittings, I found strength afforded,

in feelings of much love to the brethren, to labour

for the encouragement of the devoted ; and also

great freedom in gospel love to invite the dear

youth to enlist in the cause of Truth, that so they

might be weaned from the world, and strengthened

to breathe in humble petitions to God omnipotent,

for preservation from its customs and entangle-

ments ; for where the power of religion is submit-

ted to, it prepares us to say respecting all these,

' Vanity of vanities, all is vanity.' The Lord hath

no pleasure in the death of him that dicth, and in

great mercy he is pleased to offer life and salva-

tion, even unto those who are treading the paths

which lead down to the chambers of death."
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After speaking of attending another meeting, he

says

:

" It was cot so satisfactory as I could have de-,

sired, through the efforts of some, who were zeal-|

ous to press their own views beyond the true unity,,

which ever preserves in humility and a due rc-i

gard for the judgment of esercised labourers in

the church. 1 am more and more confirmed in thej

belief, that the wisdom of men is foolishness with;

God; and when relied upon in managing the cou-

cerns of the church, frequently leads into confu-

sion, and as often wounds the unity, which sweet-

ens labour in the Lord's cause, and makes brethren

near and dear unto one another.
|

"In the Eighth month, 1S33, with the concur-

1

rence of the Monthly and Quarterly Meetings of|

Stanford, I left home to perform a visit to some ofi

the meetings in Pennsylvania and New Jersey.

My health being but poor, and the cholera prevail-

ino- in the city of New York and some other places,

it appeared to my friends as well as myself a se-

rious engagement ; but believing that the putting

forth of the great Shepherd of the sheep was to be

relied upon, I left my dear family and concerns,

without any dread of the consequences, and pro-

ceeded to Poughkeepsie, where 1 met with Smith

Upton and his devoted wife, Sarah M. Upton, and

her companion, Matilda Coleman, who had set out

to visit Friends in some parts of Ohio and In-

diana. The consideration of the toil and exposure

to which they would be subjected, in this long jour-

ney in the heat of summer, undertaken from a be-

lief of its being of Divine requiring, caused me to

view my undertaking with cheerfulness. I arrived

in New York early next morning, and the city ex-

hibited the gloom of solitude, rather than the hum
of business, which was so observable when I was

here in the Fifth month. I took passage in the

steamboat, and reached Rahway, where I met

Richard Hartshorne, and was greeted by him with

the cordiality of true christian friendship, and in

the fellowship of the gospel of peace. I entered

on the service which drew me from my home, by

attending their Monthly Meeting held at Plainfield,

the day following the Quarterly Meeting for busi-

ness, and afterward one for worship; in which meet-

ings the cementing influence of gospel love was very

precious, an endearing affection engaging the minds

of Friends toward each other, in which they en-

couraged one another to press toward the mark of the

prize of their high calling of God in Christ Jesus."

" We went to Burlington, and attended the

Quarterly Meeting. Here Henry Warrington met

me, and accompanied me to all the meetings be-

longing to the Quarter, except one ; also to the

meetings on the sea coast, belonging to Haddou-

field Quarter. At Tuckerton, we lodged at David

Mapps', a coloured man, who with his wife mani-

fested a commendable zeal for the cause of Truth,

and appeared cheerfully to do what they could to

sustain and encourage their fellow-members, in

supporting the testimonies we have to bear for the

promotion of righteousness and peace ; being at all

times ready to open their doors for the accommo-

dation of those who travel in the work of the mi-

nistry—to me their house was a quiet resting place.

At Haddonfield, I was joined by my brother-in-

law, Benjamin Cooper, who accompanied me to the

meetings of Haddonfield Quarter; after which w
went to those in Salem Quarter, where I had an

opportunity to sympathise with the dear Friends

who had been engaged to sustain the doctrines of

the gospel, and to support their meetings."

A Day in a Kice Plantation, |in the rice straw. The scarcity of hay and th<

To many of your readers, doubtless, the mode of [inferiority of the article brought from the North

planting and cultivating this great article of food, induced T. D. Meares some years ago to try curec

is as much unknown as if it were only grown in the rice straw, to put up with clover and salt and wa
East Indies. All, however, are acquainted with jter. It succeeded well, and for that which he sen

its excellent qualities as a nourishing diet. jto market, he found a ready sale. Other planter

The plantation which I visited was that of T.D.j adopted it, and the rice straw is now very gene

Meares, of Brunswick. The broad, flat piece of! rally used as a food for horses, &c. Though b^

ground, of many acres, extends along the river, and jno means equal to the hay which, you have ai

'

is far superior tiout upon adjacent creeks; the land is divided into everywhere in the West, yet it i

" tasks" by ditches running through in every direc- the Northern apology for hay, fl

To be good and disagreeable

against virtue.

hiirh treason

by aitcnes running

tiou, though mostly crossing each other at right

angles. No plows are used, the whole work being

done with a ^hort hoe and a long, narrow one.

When a set of hands are put into one of these

tasks, they must smooth it off, make the little

trench rows, sow tlie seed, and cover it, all in the

same day. The tasks are really given to one; as,

for instance, it is the work of one to smooth so

much ground ; of another to trench after him ; of

another to sow the seed, and another to cover it.

The numbers of these tasks make a field ; this field

is not fenced in, but surrounded by a large ditch

and embankment. These are designated as No. 1,

2, 3, &c., and contain 10, 15, or 20 acres. There

is no fencing, the great body of land, containing a

number of fields, being surrounded by a large

canal.

Having given you a faint idea of how the land

lies, we will see how it is cultivated. In the fall,

after rice is cut, as soon as perfectly dry, the stub-

ble is burnt off. Sometimes the weather will not

allow this, then it remains, and is chopped under

in the winter. In the Twell'th month, the whole

land intended for cultivation is gone over with the

hoe, breaking clods, &c. In the Third month, the

planting season begins, and from that time onward

is the rush. As soon as a field is planted, it is

covered with water, and so remains until the rice

is pretty well grown. The water is then let ofl",

and soon after the field is gone over with the hoe,

to chop out grass, and work the rice. This is done

twice before the crop ripens. The irrigation is

managed so that when one field is under water,

another may be dry. Several hands are con-

stantly employed in clearing out ditches, and stop-

ping the leaks in embankments.
Every kind of bird is a lover of rice, and an

enemy to the interests of the rice-planters, but the

one most dreaded is the rice-bird. It is a small

bird, of darkish-brown color, with a sharp, stout

bill, with which it grasps the stalks of rice, and
squeezes the milk from it as effectually as if done

with a pair of nippers. The only means of getting

rid of them is by powder and shot; and though

thousands upon thousands are killed, they still ap-

pear as thick as at first. During the season of kill-

ing, hogs and dogs upon the plantation get fat.

The negroes are provided with guns, and stand

upon the banks and shoot, from morning until

night.

When a flock of these birds come down near a

rice field, they swoop down with a noise like thun-

der, and the beautiful rice stalks fall down before

them, as does the rice before the reaper's hook.

Left to themselves, but few hours would sufiice to

clear the field. But half a dozen muskets scare

them off for a time. But few who do not live in

that section, have an idea of the immense damage
which they do to the rice planters, and I suppose

there is no means of correct calculation, as they

never fail to appear, though more numerous some
years than others. T. D. Meares informed me that

last ye ir he consumed thirty-five kegs of powder
in shooting them, and that one year he had used

as much as fifty kegs. The shot was in proportion.

Of lute years an extensive trade has grown up

lich Ion

been an article of food in the Cape Fear region.

The plantation of T. D. Meares is one of th

oldest upon the river—there are fields in it whic!

have been planted regularly for over forty year;

and still produce luxuriantly. The machine fo

cleaning the rice is of the best pattern. The
is sold by the planter in the husk, then passe

through the rice mill, and is exposed for sale as \t

eat it upon the tahle.— Salisbury Watchman.

1758. All in profession with us, are warne

and fervently entreated, that they be careful t

avoid being in any way concerned in reaping th

unrighteous profits arising from the iniquitoo

practice of dealiug in negroes or other slaves

whereby in the original purchase, one man sellet

another, as he doth the beast that perisheth, wit!

out any better pretension to a property in him, tha

that of superior force, in direct violation of th

gospel rule, which teaches every one to do as the

would be done by, and to do good to all; whic

is the reverse of that covetous disposition, whic

encourages those poor ignorant people to perpt

tuate their savage wars, in order to supply tb

meaus of this iniquitous traffic, whereby grei

numbers of mankind, free by nature, are unjustl

subjected to inextricable bondage. Their possessoi

have often been observed to become haughti

tyrannical and barbarous; corrupting the minci

of their children, and debasing their morals, to tk

unspeakable prejudice of religion and virtue, an

the exclusion of that Holy Spirit of universal lo

meekness and charity, which is the unchangeabl

nature, and the glory of Christianity.

Havj tlie Cars are Lighted icitli Gas.—Th
Penn.sylvania Railroad Company have their cai

lighted with gas. This gas, the Pittsburg Chroi

icle says, is supplied at Altoona, where the con

pany makes it, the coal being quite handy for ths

purpose. The gas is received from the work
pumped into receivers, under very high pressur

and, by means of pipes, is conducted from the sit

tionary receivers to the cars, and there enters

receiver on each car, seven feet six inches higl

fourteen inches in diameter, and which, with

pressure of five hundred to six hundred pound

contains sufficient to supply two six feet and oB

three feet burner from sixteen to eighteen houS

or one round trip. The use of gas proves satisfai

tory to the passengers.

Religious Retirement.—This, our dear frieni

dwelt much in retirement, believing that, in fri

quently waiting in secret before the Lord, our sp

ritual strength would be renewed ; and we becon

thence enabled, in our intercourse with each othe

to witness preservation from indulging in vain an

trifling conversation. It was also her religious

cern to be preserved from feeling hardness, or bitte

ness towards her fellow-creatures; believing the moi

we dwelt in the Spirit of the blessed Jesus, tl

more we should be enabled to stand before oi

enemies ; often expressing, that " meekness is tl

christian's armor."

—

Memorial of Sarah Crcssoi
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From the I^ieuie Hour.

Algiers.

CConcluJid from page 2C30

The traveller new to Algiers is startled at the

umber of one-eyed people he encounters among
le lower and labouring classes. This is the result

f ophthalmia, the scourge of the northern coast

f Africa, which half-blinded whole battalions of

fapoleon's armies when he invaded Egypt, and to

lis day works sad ravages upon the nomadic
3ction of the population. The irritating cau

36 fine sand of the desert soil, with which the

tmosphere, at certain seasons of the year, is

eavily charged.

The immense army maintained in Algiers, not

oly diverts the finances of the government from

heir legitimate application to the encouragement

f settlers and the improvement of the country,

ut it operates morally with a dire effect upon the

idustrial classes with which it comes in contact,

ad renders them averse from regular industry.

I'his vast army is, or is supposed to be, necessary

3 a safeguard against the Kabyles, a warlike peo-

ie, the descendants of the ancient Numidians,

fho, numbering among them 150,000 fighting men,

ihabit a mountainous district lying between Al-

iers and Constantine. This sturdy people have

bst the French invaders no end of blood and

reasure. Not being governed by any single chief,

ut fighting in irregular bauds and choosing their

wn leaders, they could not be subdued in the mass,

'hey practise war with savage cruelty, torturing

nd mutilating the prisoners who fall into their

ands ; but they are an industrious race, and pro-

uce admirable manufactures of various kinds,

'heir gunpowder is equal to the best European

;

leir cloths and carpets rival the staples of York-

aire and Kidderminster, and they make their own
'arlike aVms and implements of industry ; they

re, further, careful tillers of the soil, painfully

altivating every rood of land which is not hope-

issly barren. At the present time the mojorpor-

on of the Kabyle tribes have acknowledged the

jpremacy of the French ; and the traveller in

ilgeria may roam from one end of the country to

le other with perfect safety.

The conveniences, the recreations, and the

musements which Algiers ofi'ers to the visitor, are

lore numerous than he might be led to imagine,

'here are points in the neighbourhood of the city

•om which the grandest and moat picturesque

lews may be obtained, and there are public and

romenadc gardens of equal beauty, possessing

oral attractions of the rarest kind. In the Rue
lab-el-oued, omnibuses are always waiting to take

le visitor where he chooses, at a fare of twopence

alf-penny, and they will start at any moment,
iking the chance of picking up passengers on the

'ay. A favourite resort is the village of St. Eu-
ene, about a mile from the city on the north side;

ais is the Eiehmond or Putney of Algiers, whither

ae toil-worn citizen is given to retire for pastime

fter the fatigues of the day. On the road to St.

lugene are the hanging gardens of Marengo, where
rowds of people from almost every nation under
be sun meet of an evening, to luxuriate in the

owery shades and enjoy the music of a military

and. Again, within the distance of a league, on

36 other side of St. Eugene, is Boudjareah.
" It is a short but charming ride for an after-

oon, and presents the most extensive and finest

iew in Alaeria. When the atmosphere is clear,

be whole distance of the Melijda plain, ninety

liles in length, is distinctly seen ; several of the

rinoipal towns of the province lying beyond the

lain, on the edge of the little Atlas and the great

Labyle mountains, Sidi Ferruch, where the French

first landed ; Staoueli, where they fought their

battle, and where the Trappist monastery is now
established ; the line of march followed by the

victorious French army ; the ancient Gasbah and
the fair city at its feet, arc all visible to the naked
eye. Then, if you turn to seawards, there is the

blue Blediterrauean, with Fort-de-1'Eau, Cape
iMatifous, and other objects of interest and beauty

in the diotance. The view must be seen to be ap-

preciated, for it is impossible for pen or peuci

adequately to describe it."

Then, in another direction, there is the famous
Jardin d'Essai, or Trial Garden, establijhed by the

French Government to test the applicability of the

climate to those exotic plants likely to be useful to

the colony. This garden is three miles from the

city, or about twenty minutes' ride by omnibus,

and is much frequented by numbers iu search of

health or quiet relaxation. The grounds are ad-

mirably tilled and tended, and form so vast a

magazine of botanical specimens that years might

be spent in exhausting their resources.

Another object of interest in the neighbourhood

is the Maison Carree, an ancient fort at the dis-

tance of seven or eight miles, where an ancient

Roman bridge, as firm now as it was a thousand

years ago, crosses a rapid stream. But the chief

of the surrounding district is the Monastery of

Staoueli, a Trappist society, established on the spot

where the French fought their first decisive battle

after landing. This society consists of ninety

members, including all grades, from the highest

French noble to the humblest peasant : they are a

band of voluntary prisoners on the silent system,
' o trust to win the favour of God by ignoring

their duty to man, and who profess to have found

the peace of the christian in abandoning the chris-

tian privilege of doing christian work.

All the above places of interest, and many more
3 readily accessible—most of them by means of

public carriages, at a trifling cost. If a private

conveyance be needed, the visitor can hire a car-

riage and pair at the rate of twenty-pence an hour,

or if he prefer a steed, he may have a good saddle-

horse for five shillings a day. An omnibus for a

large party may be engaged equally cheap, and,

owing to the strict regulations in force with regard

to drivers, neither impertinence nor extortion is to

be feared from them.

In the article of game for the chase, Algeria is

rich epough to satisfy the longings of the most in-

veterate sportsman. In the marshes, the water-

fowl rise in flocks at the sound of the gun : at

Koleah, thirty miles from Algiers, woodcocks and
wild-fowl of various kinds were fpund in such

abundance, that fifty-head of them were killed in

a few hours. Quails, snipes, grebes, herons, bus-

tards abound, and partridges are in some places

so plentiful that the Arabs knock them down with

sticks. For our modern Nimrods there is also

much more exciting sport. The wild boars iu some

of the forests literally swarm, notwithstanding that

they are hunted and slain by hundreds, both by

Africans and Europeans. Then there is the hyena,

avage and skulking, but desperate at bay—the

panther, cruel and cunning, and of all hunted

quarry the most difiicult to till—and the African

'ion, the monarch of the desert.

A favourite sport among the Arabian aristocra-

cy is the chase of the ostrich. The ostrich is

hunted by Arab steeds, who run him down by

mere fleetness of foot ; they must, however, be

trained and in high condition to do this, or

the bird will distance them in the race and leave

out of sight. Like the English fox-hunter,

the Arabian in pursuit of the ostrich mounts a

cond horse when his first is blown, and he posts

his relay with a thorough knowledge of the run-

ning of his game. When the bird is run down in

the chase, the hunter taps him on the head with a

stick, aud he is dead. The feathers are a valua-

ble prize, and are exchanged by the hunters of the

desert for corn. The fiosh from the bird's breast

is cooked in cutlets, and is accounted a dish fit for

royalty.

But the sport of sports, strange to the modern

English gentleman tliough familiar to bis fore-

fathers, is that of hawking—a pastime which, on

the southern confines of Algeria, is pursued with

much ardor aud ceremony. Four kinds of hawks,

one of which is the famed Barbary falcon, are used

for the purpose, and trained with consummate craft

and ability. On the open plains of the Sahara

there are facilities for the sport such as few coun-

tries can afi'ord. The docility of the birds, the

rapidity of their flight, and their fatal swoop, are

marvels not only of perfection in themselves, but

of man's ingenuity in appropriating them to his

purposes, and thus asserting the dominion given to

him " over the Ibwls of the air aud every living

thing that moveth upon the earth."

With so fine a climate, with such exquisite scene-

ry, and with .so many attractions of various kinds

in its neighbourhood, we need not be surprised that

Algiers has become a cherished resort of Europeans

in easy circumstances, or that English families have

there located themselves permanently. The heights

in proximity to the city and fronting the sea, are

the special locale of our countrymen, who, in hand-

some villas high above the sea level, and open to

the sea air, find the climate agreeable the whole

year through.

1758. Let us ever keep in remembrance, that

s under the immediate teaching and influence of

the Holy Spirit, that all acceptable worship is per-

formed, and all true gospel ministry supplied—that

this pure and powerful influence, in vessels sanc-

tified and prepared by the Divine hand, is the

essential qualification to that work—that as the

_ift is divine, the service is freely and faithfully

To be discharged, without any view to reward from

man ; and therefore should we voluntarily, either

by open or collusive means, contribute to the main-

tenance of such as preach for hire, we should be

guilty of inconsistency in practice, by supporting,

as ministers of Christ, those whom we do not be-

lieve to be sent by him, and upholding them in a

conduct contrary to his command, which is, " Freely

ye have received, freely give." This practical op-

position to the divine law, we cannot but look upon
- denying him before men, and therefore in us

antichristian.

Mackinery.—At a supper given by the proprie-

tors of a chair manufactory to their employees in

Oswego, New York, recently, it was stated as an

usrration of the expedition of making a chair,

ihat those in which the company were seated, three

hundred in number, were made that very day by

thirteen hands, in just one hour and thirteen mi-

nutes.

Cost of the Agitation.—The Salem (Ala.) Re-

gister thinks there is not a public work, a single

branch of business of any kind, a single depart-

ment of human enterprise iu this country, or one

single individual in it but has suffered more or less

by "the present agitation. The loss to the country,

it thinks, can scarcely be le.ss than a thousand

millions of dollars.

Piety is the brightest ornament, and the best

safeguard of youth.
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For " The Friend."

John Barclaj.

The following remarks penned in the Fifth

month, 1817, are deserving the serious considera-

tion of our younger readers especially :

" I think I have heard a remark, made by some

amongst us, tending rather to the injury and pre-

judice of them that give place to the sentiment,

—

namely, that persons should not let their oufvpard

profession and appearance outstep their inward and

real condition and character. This sentiment

sounds very well, and perhaps is sound with some

qualifications. It is, however, in the neighborhood

of error ; and therefore should be cautiously re-

ceived and acted upon. For, verily, the reason

why I or any others have adopted a strict appear-

ance in dress, address, or other particulars, is not

that we thought ourselves better than those who

have not found this strictness expedient for them

;

nor is this strictness of profession among men, any

certain or safe mark of taking up the cross of Christ.

"The cross that we have daily to take up, as

followers of a crucified Saviour, is a spiritual cros^,

a cross to our appetites, pas.sions, affections and wills.

The crucifying power will, no doubt, after cleansing

us from all manifest wickedness, cleanse also and

purify our very thoughts and imaginations, our

very secret desires and latent motives; and amongst

these, will it also destroy ' the lust of the eye, and

the pride of life,' with all the fruits and effects

thereof, which have crept into, and are so appa

rent, in the daily conduct of men of the world.

Thus no doubt remains with me, but that if we

a society, were more universally subject to the

operation and purifying power which we profess

to believe in, there would be found more strictness

even in minor matters than is now seen, and greater

necessity for circumspection, seriousness, and a

continual standing in awe."

A Sparroiv Canght by a7i Oyster.—The Bir-

mingham Daily Post narrates the following inci-

dent, which occurred on the premises of— Potter,

fishmonger. Dale-end, Birmingham, England :

—

A neighbour, passing through the yard, observed a

sparrow fluttering in a frantic manner ou the top

of a heap of oyster-shells, as though struggling to

release himself from the unpleasant detention. He
found that the leg of the poor bird had been caught

firmly in the grip of a young oyster which was at-

tached to the outside of one of the discarded shells.

He at once took his prisoner into Potter's shop,

where the singular bird trap was opened with a

knife, and the bird released. It is supposed that

the oyster had opened its pearly jaws for air, and

that the feathered wanderer, whilst hopping mer-

rily past, accidentally, but too .surely, " put his foot

Safety in suffering.—Afflictions, tribulation:

trials, persecutions, are not to be fled from, but to

be borne and passed through in the way to thi

kingdom; into which, the entrance is, through

many of these ; and Christ saith, he that will be

his disciple, must take up his cross daily, and fol

low him. Now, persecution for ChrLst, is part of

the cross, which the disciple must not run away
from, but take up, and follow Christ with. Yea,

the apostle is very express, (2 Tim, iii. 12.) " Yea,

and all that will live godly in Christ Jesus, shall

suffer persecution." Safety is in standing in God's

counsel ; in bearing the cross ; in suffering for the

testimony of his truth ; but if at any time, there be

a fleeing of the cross, (whether inward or outward,)

without God's direction, the evil spirit is thereby

let in, his part strengthened, and the life weakened—Isaac Penington.

Selected.

0! FEAR NOT THOD TO DIE.

01], fear not thou to die

—

Far railier fear to live ! for life

Has thousand snares thy feet to try,

By peril, pain, and strife.

Brief is the work of death
;

But life—the spirit shrinks to see

How full, ere heaven recalls the breath.

The cup of woe may be.

Oh, fear not thou to die

—

No raore to sutfer or to sin

—

No snare without, thy faiih to try

—

No traitor heart within;

lint fear. Oh, rallier fear

The pay, the light, the changeful scene,

The flattering smiles that greet thee here,

From heaveu thy heart to wean.

Oh, fear not thou to die

—

To die and be that blessed one
Who, in the briglit and beauteous sky.

May feel his conflict done—
May feel that never more
The tear of grief, of shame, shall come.
For thousand wanderings from the Power
Who loved and called thee home.

n of Jamaica.

n a report in the Patriot, of

London, by — Underbill,

I year's visitation of the Is-

Conilit

The following is fr

an address made i

lately returned from

land :

—

" To show that the negroes were not squatters

and improvident, he need only state the fact, that

three-fifths of the cultivated land in Jamaica is

the bona fide property of the black people. Esti-

mating the value of the land at jC3 105. an acre,

these men who were but recently slaves, had

accumulated landed property worth £1,050,000.

Valuing the houses they had built at only £10
each, the sum expended on their cottages would

amount to £600,000. Suppose the furniture of

each house worth only £3—about half the real

value—would make £180,000. Then they pos-

sessed horses, mules and carts, that might be put

down at £50,000 ; and the sugar-mills, some 5000

in number at least, belonging to the black people,

were worth at least £10 apiece—giving £48,980.

It was not true that the moral and respectable

people were gaudily dressed, for in fact the congre-

gations were as suitably dressed as in England.

Put down the value of their clothes at £1 each

person, it would give £386,000. There were de-

po.sited in the savings-banks in Jamaica £49,399.

This would make the sum total of £3,358,000—
and that was far below the mark. The produce

of their industry was shown to amount to

of £2,250,000, which was a fact in itself that

proved they were not an idle people ; and illustra-

tions in abundance might be supplied of their pro-

gress in social comfort. After adducing facts upon

this and other points, — Underh
'"

say that the people had built some 220 chapels, in

which there were churches numbering 53,000 com-

municants ; an eighth part of the entire population

The average attendance on public worship, leaving

the state churches out of the question, was 91,000,

a fourth part of the people. In the schools there

were 22,000 scholars, or one-third of the children.

The people raised every year for religious purposes

£22,000, aud that, not by the aid of the govern-

ment, but voluntarily."

Valley of Baca.

Who passing through the valley of Baca make it

well.—Ps. Ixsxiv. 6.

The valley here metaphorically spoken of,

situated in the northern part of Palestine. It

extensive, stretching from the Mediterranean 1

wards the upper end of the sea of Gallilee, and

famous for the multitude of its mulberry trees. T
Arabic name is Buha'a.^ which has the same sig)

fication as the Hebrew Baca. Henry S. Osboi

in his late work on Palestine, says :
" The wo

Baca originally signified neither ' weeping
' mulberries,' as has been supposed to be the mea

ing in this passage, but simply ' distilling in drop

just as the same form in the Arabic at present si

nifies. This seems to be the radical meanin;

the desolate spirit, distilling its sorrows out in tea

suggested to the oriental imagination this term

describe ' weeping ;' the tears being the drops d

tilled from a sorrowing heart, they were adopt

secondary meaning of Baca. The mulber

tree, when bruised or pierced, always distils

sap out in drops—a fact which is familiar to man
This would naturally suggest the idea of tears."

Thus the sentiment appears to be, ' Happy are tb

who, passing through the humiliation where wee

g abounds, j'et can make sorrow a source

freshment.' The various meanings are doul

less all derivative from the signification

above."

The joy arising from sorrow is thus beautiful

expressed in a cluster of the finest oriental figurt

Who passing through the valley of Baca malie

a u-ell; the rain- also y^toA the pooh."

Jlen love to act from their own judgment, and
are most inclined to those that are of the same opi

nion with themselves; but if God dwell in our

hearts, we shall find it frequently necessary to

abandon our own sentiments for the sake of

peace.

The Breweries of London.—Of the seventfr

great London breweries, the house of Truema
Haubury, Buxton & Co., stood last year at the ti

of the list, having consumed 140,000 quarters

malt, and paid to the exci.se £180,000, or enou{

to build two ninety-gun ships, at the usual cost

a thousand pounds per gun. 'The visitor in proceedii

through this establishment realizes, perhaps, betti

than in any other place, the enormous scale

which certain creature-comforts for the use of ti

town are produced. As he walks by the hu,

boilers in which 1600 barrels are brewed near

ever day, or makes the circuit of the four gre

vats each containing 80,000 gallons of liquor,

loses himself among the labyrinth of 135 enormo
reservoirs, which altogether hold 3,500,000 ga

Ions—he begins to fancy himself an inhabitant

Lilliput, who has gone astray in a Brobdignagi;

cellar. There is a popular notion that the fa

famed London stout owes its flavor to the Tham
water ; this, however, is a " vulgar error." N
even the Barclays, who are upon the stream, dra

any of their supplies from that source, but it

got from wells, and those sunk so deep, that lh(

and the Calverts, whose brewery is half a mile di

tant, upon the oppo-site side of the river, find thi

are rivals fir the same spring. When one brewe

pumps, it drains the wells of the other, and tl

firms are obliged to obtain their water on alterna

days. Whether it is owing to the increase of tl

great breweries and other manufactories, whi(

alone consume millions of barrels of water yearl

we know not, but it is an ascertained fact that t!

depth of water in the London wells has for the la

twenty-five years been diminishing at the rate of

foot a year. " It is comforting to reflect," said oi

of the great brewers, " that the reason simply :

because the water which used to be buried und

ground, is now brought up to fill the bodies, wai

the faces, and turn the wheels of two millions ai

a half of people."

—

Late Paper.
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For "The FriCDd."

A Fresh Water Spring at Sea.

The coast pilot of the revenue cutter Harriet

iane, reports the discovery of a boiling fresh water

pring at sea, off the coast of Florida. He says

he spring is situated twelve miles, north by east,

rom St. Augustine, Fla., and eight miles off shore.

t boils up with great force, and can be descried at

, distance of two miles. When first seen, it has

he appearance of a breaker, and is generally

.voided ; but there is no danger in the vicinity, as

here is five fathoms of water between it and the

bore. Ten fathoms of water are found to the sea-

pard, but no bottom can be reached with the deep

ea lead and thirty fathoms of line, in the spring

tself. The water in the spring is fresh, and is by

10 means unpalatable. One peculiarity about this

ihenomonon is, that when the St. John's river is

ligh, it boils up from six to eight feet above th

evel of the sea, and presents rather a forbiddiu;

ppearance. This spring, it is supposed, has often

leceived seamen in vessels, which have bee

lastily put about from, as it was thought, imminent

langer, and reported seeing a " rock with water

ireaking over it." The Harriet Lane has passed

hrough the spring several times, and water has

leen drawn from it by a bucket thrown over the

ide. The water was found to be drinkable, and

ree from any unpleasant taste or odor. Thus th

upposed danger has become, as it were " a well

if water in a thirsty land."

Selected for "The:

Extracts from the Letters mid Menwrandums of

our Late Friend, 11. Williams.

To a young Friend under affliction.
—" It is r

br want of near feeling for thee, under a k
proving dispensation, that I have not visited th

(fith a few lines, but feeling inability to touch the

;ender subject and not hurt, I thought better to

eave thee in the hands of Him whose wisdom is

jnsearchable, and His ways a great deep ; desirin

:hou might be enabled, though hard to flesh and

blood, to say, ' Thy will be done :' (thou must, dear

jhild,) we must come to this, and it seems to me
the spirit is willing, but the flesh is weak, even

DOW. So may He who comforts his people every

where, and under all circumstances (those who
look to Him,) comfort thee and sustain thee by day

and by night, and give thee to believe that all

things will work together for good."
" Dear , 1 have thought much about thee

at times since seeing thee at 's, my impres-

sion then was, ' thou hast encompassed that moun-

tain long enough :'—that exertion must bo made

while the day lasteth to come out of that gloom;

thy countenance bespoke a contending against thy

situation ; I felt sorry, and have carried thee in

painful remembrance. Now, do beg, even if the

ability is small, like the poor publican, who could

bot even raise his eyes to heaven, but smote, &c.,

that mercy may be granted, and thy eyes anointed

to see things in the true light;—not ' men as trees

kvalking :' the same Power who gave sight to the

blind, can help thee, and will help thee, and as

tightly sought unto, will soften thy feelings with

is tendering, endearing love, which will draw thee

nearer thy great Helper, and all who dwell in the

truth ; that which separates and divides from the

living seed, will have no entrance. I believe thou

hast tried to love thy friends, yet a secret feeling,

not right, has place, and I do know, we may be

delivered from it, if in earnest ; then throw aside

and keep out thoughts which, in the first pi;

led thee into this trying path, and come humbly to

the feet of our dear Lord who knoweth our frame

and reraembereth wc are dust, and who on sincere

repentance, pities and forgives, heals and restores
;

so that true peace, (which thou hast not lately en-

joyed,) may flow as a river. In near feeling and

with earnest desires for thy preservation, I remain,

dear
, thy sincere friend."

First mo. Mh, 1847.—I fail, not rapidly, but

gradually ; if some bracing change does not come
about, I apprehend the spring will find me very

weak. 11. Scottcn attended our meeting on First-

day, in which he was concerned to open that pas-

sage where the prophet Elijah was commanded to

anoint two kings, and Elisha prophet, in his room.

Elijah came to where Elisha was plowing with

twelve yoke of oxen, and he with the twelfth ; the

prophet cast his mantle over him, he asked to take

leave of his father and mother, then offered one

yoke of oxen Tor an offering, burning the imple-

ments. No reserve, though it appeared, he was a

man of business ;—offered the oxen, and burned the

implements,

—

this he several times came over ; re-

moving the things out of his way ; then left all,

and followed the prophet. Though few in num-

ber, and discouraging things attend, yet He who
said where only two or three are met in my name,

there am I in the midst. It was a lively commu-
nication."

"11th.—I received thy letter, and was glad

thou could write. It is a wintry season with me

;

strippedness and desertion ; a spring may come to

me, and it may not; hope still lends her aid,

which bears up from sinking. Beside many
discouraging matters, which must be met and got-

ten through with somehow, each as they present

close around us. Thou canst hardly think how
much I miss our brother. Though lame and crip-

pling, he was the strongest of us all, had his

resources and energy of mind enough for ac-

tion, and it was often very comforting and reliev-

ing : free and open, even anticipating my wants,

and offering or opening a way to keep along.

While some of us cannot say, ' we want him back,'

after having, as we believe, passed the boisterou:

billows and landed safely
;
yet I for one feel a

sadness and loneliness, a void, that can hardly be

tilled by any one left. So it is, time may change

my feelings, but at present, it is as much as I can

well bear."
" I was interested in thy account of —

labours in your little meeting, in its every-day

ress. Truly it was a remarkable meeting, and

her labour ought to have its due weight.
" The world and its treasures seems to have en-

closed many in our Society in this day, who will

it is much to be feared, have to give their places

and crowns to those who from high-ways and

hedges will be called; for it is testified, theLord'i

people must be a tried and a proved people."

" 2ith.—I am truly sorry for R. T.'s sickness,

and can sympathize with as a nurse. Ah
these are proving scenes, and we need a foundation

to stand them ; that I can express from some expe-

rience : may it have the effect all afflictions are in-

tended, to bring us nearer to our heavenly Father,

and of course refine and wean from terrestrial

things. Close proving clears away the film, and

lets us see clearly. There are many thin;

comfort and console under affliction ;
' Whom the

Lord lovcth, he chasteneth,' &c. 'Affliction for

the present seemeth not joyous, but grievous, never-

theless, it worketh for us,' &c.

" Your subscription for Ireland is wonderful

!

We raised a little, may it be owned as was the

' widow's mite.'

" I am far from thinking we, in this land, are

out of the reach of a similar calamity as poor Ire-

land and others : only think of the very poor wheat

crops last season, in very many instances, and the

fine grass cut, but the continued rains spoiled en-

tirely much hay; thus cutting o3' the staff of life

from man, and the provender from cattle. It then,

at the season, felt very serious to me, and now
also in adverting to it. \V^e as a nation are ' verily

guilty,' and if as a nation we be chastened—no
marvel. Justice will not always sleep."

Seasonable Jlinis about Personal Comfort.—
A thin shawl may be made warm by folding a
newspaper inside of it. The paper is impervious

to the wind and cold air from outside, and pre-

vents the rapid escape of the warm air beneath it.

Every one knows that the heat of the body is car-

ried off much more rapidly in a high wind than in

a calm. The wind blows away the heat evolved

11 the'body, but in a perfectly still air this heat

ains, and constitutes an atmospheric envelope

learly of the same temperature with the body
itself that the latter is not so quickly robbed of the

natural heat.

A piece of silk oil cloth, stitched in the folds of

a shawl, is more flexible than the paper, and will

ast a whole winter. It has the advantage of

securing inward warmth without the additional

weight of a thicker garment.

When you set out on a winter journey, if you
are liable to suffer from cold toes, which many
people do in spite of '' rubbers,'' fold a piece of

newspaper over your slocking?, which you can

readily do, if your boots or shoes are not irration-

ally tight. This is better than "rubbers," which

are, in fact, very cold comforters in extreme, while

they make the feet sweat in moderate weather.

The main use of India rubber overshoes is to keep

out water, and for that they are second only to a

stout, water-proof, first-rate calf-skin boot. There

is not a more villainously unwholesome article of

wear made than the high-topped rubber boot. It

makes the foot tender, especially in children, gives

an ugly gait, and when left off in any weather, the

wearer is liable to "catch cold." Saint Crispin is

the best friend of the human foot, when his leather

and stitches are honest.

The constitutional vivacity and temper of a per-

son has much to do with his endurance of cold.

For this vivacity is a sort of nervous fire that lessens

the sensibility to outward impressions. An indif-

ferent, milk and water per.-on, without energy and

force, is at the mercy of every cold blast that

sweeps round the corner. He, and especially she,

has no defence but to wear a dozen shawls during

the day, and sleep under a pile of blankets at

night. One, without any mental purpose, (unfor-

tunately there are such,) though in vigorous health,

is much more liable to catch cold than a spirited

delicate body, bent on sonie positive pursuit.— The

Century.

1730. It hath been a weighty concern on this

meeting, that our ancient and honorable testimony

against being concerned in bearing arms or fight-

ing, may be maintained ; it being a doctrine and

testimony agreeably to the nature and design of

the christian religion, and to the universal love

and grace of God. This testimony we desire may
be strictly and carefully maintained, by a godly

care and concern in all to stand clear therein ; so

shall we strenothen and comfort one another.

Curious Geographical Fact.—Whales, it ap-

pears, have got into Behring's strait, after escaping

harpooning in Baffin's bay. In one or two in-

stances, a fish harpooned in the Atlantic has been

captured soon afterwards in the Pacific. There can

be only a short distance between them, as the

whale cannot remain long under water.
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A SUineJ Memory.

I think iny letter will be mostly to boys, but how

shall I persuade them to care for what 1 say?

And, especially, how much will they care, when I

urge something a great way off, in the future, as a

reason for doing right now ? A father was once

urging his son to give up a certain wrong thing,

and he wished him to feel the reason, as well as to

be merely obedient, " because, my son, I do not

want you to have a stained memory."

Now, many people feel that we may live as we

please ; it is not so much matter what we do now,

if we only repent at last, or come right before we

die. And others say, " Oh, young people must

sow their wild oats"—that is, they must go some

distance in the wrong road, in order afterwards to

turn about and go in the right road.

Of course, young people cannot be like old peo-

ple, who are quieted and sobered by all they have

seen of life. Young people ought to have ylcnty

of fun, but it should be innocent fun. And I wish

we more generally felt and understood that true

religion is cheerful and joyful—that if we are de-

livered from the power of sin and evil, we must

rejoice and be glad. Said a little child to me, '' I

like Mr. G., he is not a bit religious, he laughs

and says funny things." And yet Mr. G. wus an

earnest, working, cheerful christian.

Now this is what I want you boys to be. As

you grow up, you will have many quiet hours, and

your thoughts will turn backward, your memory

will be at work—and, as it is pleasantest to re-

member pleasant things, therefore you should try

to have only such to remember. As men grow

older, they remember those things that happened

when they were young, while later things may

have faded away, having made less impression.

Now, don't do anything that will not be plea-

sant to think of—:/br, you can't forget ! How
miserable to have always evil things to look upon

when you are alone ! A stained memory !

A boy once fell overboard from a boat, and was

nearly drowned. When he was restored and came

to himself, ho found that all the scenes of his life

seemed to have come back to him, even those ho

had not thought of for years. And Ic said that

in the minutes that he was under water, all his

life came before him, the whole passing so rapidly,

it seemed hours instead of seconds. So it m;iy be,

the great pages of the "book of remembrance"

are the pages of our own memory, where uotliing

is lost, but all will come back, to make us happy

or unhappy, according to the record we read.

Now every sin, every wrong thing, will leave a

stain. I have seen people whose faces looked dark

and distressed, and when they were alone or quiet,

they did not seem happy ; I always thought such

people had not pleasant memories. It is like be-

ing in a room full of hateful pictures—whichever

way you turn your eyes you see thera, you cannot

help it. The only way is not to have the pictures

there.

Now, boys, there are reasons enough for not do

ing wrong, but is not this a strong one—Not to

have a stained memory ?

—

Ernest.

Evil Reports.—A writer in the Presbyter ac

counts, very ingeniously and justly, for the evil re-

ports which are circulated to the injury of good

people :
" When Sauballat sent word to Nehemiah

that there were certain reports in circulation con

cerning him, of an unfavorable character, Nehe

miah replied, ' There are no such things done ai

thou sayest, but thou fcignest them out of thine

own heart.' How truly do these words describe

much of the evil surmising there is in the world
"

Sanballat judged Nehenciah by what ho would have

been himself, in Nehemiah 's position. A drunken

man often thinks every body else is drunk. Whirl

yourself around on your heel until your brain is

reeling, and all the world will seem to be whirled

round you. Just so a corrupt mind thinks every-

body else is corrupt."

American Forests.—The London Times' corre-

spondent writes :
" There is something in the pon-

derous stillness of these forests—something in their

wild, torn, mossy darkness, their utter solitude and

mournful silence which impresses the traveller in a

new aspect each time he sees them—which awakes

deas of melancholy which I wish I could describe,

though I cannot forget. In Upper Canada, the

ndless hills of pine give way at_ last, or at most

tand thinly intermingled with gigantic beeches,

tall hemlocks and ash, with maples, birch, and wild

sycamore, the underwood of these great leafy hills.

Mile after mile and hour after hour of such a route

was passed—a deep black solitude, with here and

there a vista opening up, showing the massive

trunks, gray as cathedral ruins, which bore the

rich canopy of leaves aloft. I call it leaves, for

even the hurry of writing would not excuse its being

called a canopy of green. The winter is closing in

St upon the sombre glory of the forests, and they

stand in such glowing tints, such deep rich scar-

lets, as if the leaves were steeped in blood ; such

piles of glittering yellows, of pinks, and quiet faded

mellow hues, that you gaze, lost in admiration, as

hill after hill opens out in sheets of burning color,

ke the last grand shower of Nature's pyrotechnics

before they close in frost and snow, and darkness,

for the winter season.

" Crossley and other artists may paint an Ame-
rican autumn, but who can describe it ? Look at

the monstrous pine that was barked last year, and

hich, all dead and white, seems to spread its lean

shrivelled arms abroad like fleshless bones, trying

to stay its fall. Over the trunk a creeper comes,

which, turned to pink, to purple, gold, and scarlet

by a few nights' frost, droops in festoons of color,

like ragged, brilliant drapery ; but so bright, so

wild, and graceful in its quiet curves, that it seems

at once both more and less than natural-

work of a decorator in its arrangement of colors,

such as only Nature's colors ever give. In the

foreground stands a clump of trees, clustering

round in piles of gold, intermixed with wild syca-

mores of light quick green, red, purple, crimson,

and almost blue. Behind are trees of every shad

of autumn glory, from faded gold to almost black,

while above towers the massive deep-green p'

unchangeable in its solemn features as Canada

self, with a host of umbrageous deserters round it

in wrinkled brown and faded leaves of all hues,

rustling to the wind with a sharp dry crackle as

the "fall" comes on them. Let any one who can

from such poor description imagine miles upon

miles of this forest scenery bathed in all the tint;

of a stormy sunset, with hill and vale, mountain

and river-bank deep swathed in gorgeous robes ot

hues like these, and he can then form a poor-

though but a poor—idea of what North American

scenery is during the Indian summer, that bright

quiet, treaclierous forerunner of the severest win-

ter in the world."

Rice as Food.—The quantity of rice con-umed

in the rice eating, eastern nations, has been esti-

mated at three ounces per head per day, or seventy

pounds per year. The population of these coun

tries is estimated at 671,343,916 souls, and the

rice crops at 62,176,062,000 lbs., 50 per cent

greater thon the Indian corn crop of the United

States.

Cast-Iron enamelled Water-Pi2Jes.—The pipi|

hich are employed to convey water in cities aii

made of cast-iron, and are very liable to rapi

corrosion when placed in the vicinity of leaky ga

pipes. To obviate this evil, cast-iron pipes for coi

veying water are now being made with irapcrisl

able surfaces by — Salt, of Birmingham. Cas

iron pipes thus treated will he more expensive

first, but cheap in the end, as they will last for

hundred years; whereas, in many situations, con

mon cast-iron water pipes have to be renewe

every seven years.

Do not think thou art better than others, lest, i

the sight of God, who only knows what is in ma
thou be found worse. Perpetual peace dwellet

with the humble, but envy, indignation, and wrat

distract the heart of the proud.

THi: FRIUND.
FOUllTH MONTH 27,

PHILADELPHIA YEARLY MEETLXG.

The Yearly Meeting convened on the 15th ii

stant ; the meeting for Ministers and Elders ha\

_ held its first sitting on the Seventh-day pn

ceding. There were in attendance with certificate

two Friends in the ministry—one from Englanc

the other from Michigan. Five of the represents

tives were absent when called, the cause of al

sence being generally indisposition in themselv*

or families.

After the minutes of the respective Quarter!

Meetings had been read, the clerk informed

meeting that a copy of the printed General E
tie from London Yearly Meeting had been laid o

the table by one of the correspondents. Seven

Friends expressed their desire or their willingnes

that it should be read ; but the meeting adhere

to the conclusion it had formerly come to, to
"

continue epistolary intercourse with other Yearl

Meetings, and the subject was passed from, to cor

sider the propriety of reading the certificates <

the two Friends in the ministry, before alluded tal

these certificates had not been read in the Meetifl

of Ministers and Elders. The whole subject w
fully opened and discussed in the meeting duril

the latter part of the sitting on Second-day mor
ing, the whole of the sitting in the afternoon <!

that day, and the morning sitting of Third-dai

On the part of many Friends, there was an expr^

sion of a decided opinion, that a clause containe

in the discipline, rendered it obligatory to ha?

the certificates read ; while others were of the sel

tiraent that that clause of the discipline had bee

suspended in its action, by the conclusion of tt

Yearly Meeting to discontinue the correspondent

with other similar meetings. The diflSculties an
discontent attending the present divided conditif

of the Society, were freely adverted to and geiB

rally deplored, but there appeared to be no WM
as yet, open to remove them, and for the meetin

to maintain its testimony to sound doctrine and tB

principles of church discipline which it was bona
to support. There was considerable contrarietj-l

sentiment upon the various points presented ; el

pressed generally in a proper manner and spirit.)

On Third-day morning, the certificates were rea«

many of the Friends heretofore opposing it, ej

pressing their willingness, for the sake of peace,!

submit thereto. The whole subject was then A
ferred to the deliberate consideration of the repn
sentatives, who were desired to examine it in ll

various bearings, and, if way should open for '^

report next year, a course—should any such pW
sent—to be pursued relative to certificates or mis
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s of Friends visiting the Yearly Meeting, so as
promote and preserve the harmony of our mem-

Thc concluding minute on Second-day morning
[uested the representatives to convene at the rise

the meeting and agree upon the names of
lends to bo proposed forclerli and assistant clerk

the present year. Both the clerli and the
istant earnestly requested that they should now
released from the stations they have so lon<i-

ed. After the opening minute had been read iu

afternoon of that day, one of the representa-
es reported that they had taken the requests to

released made by tiie Friends who had lon'^

ved meeting, into consideration, and felt that it

a reasonable one, but the way did not open to

ng forward others to fill their places, and they
refore united in proposing William Evans for

rk, and Samuel Hilles to assist him. The
leting approved of the nomination, and they
re accordingly appointed.

Third-clay afUrnooii.—The report of the com-
ttee having charge of the Boarding-School at

-town, setting forth the condition of the school
ig the past year, was read, and awa

ely interest in the welfare of that seminary. As
shall publish this report in full, it is not neces-

y to speak particularly respecting it now. We
y, however, remark, that the committee suggest;

it a change in the course of study to be'here
;er pursued by the pupils, and in the manner of

jir examination ; they also propose that the

tions be so far extended, as to make the sessions

iforraly twenty-two weeks in length. The seve-

chauges proposed were approved, and the com-
ttee to which the management of this important
ititution is intrusted, was encouraged to devote
3 necessary time and attention to it ; and parents
d guardians were afresh incited and invited to

ail themselves for the children under their

arge, of the benefits conferred at this school by
e sound literary instruction imparted there, and
5 care exercised to preserve the morals of the
pils uncontaminated, and to imbue them with

3 religious principles and feelings of the gospel,

being the usual time for entering upon the ap-

intment of a new committee to take charge of

3 school, a committee was appointed to bring

•ward the names of those they deemed suitable
• the service.

A committee was appointed to examine and set-

the account of the Treasurer for the past year,

d to propose the sum necessary to be raised for

) use of tiie meeting in the coming twelve month
le Treasurer requesting to be released, it was
icluded to refer the matter to the same commit-

, who, if way opens for it, were desired to nomi-

te a suitable Friend to take his place. Then
journed.

Foiutk-day morning.—The meeting entered

an the consideration of the state of its subordi-

;e branches and members by the reading of the

cries and the answers sent up from them. Ilav-
' proceeded as far as the Sixth Query inclusive

;

ring which time, pertinent counsel and encour-

!ment to more faithfulness in the support of our
•ious religious testimonies were offered in the

eting, the meeting adjourned to four o'clock.

which nearly all of them had arrived, was very members may use spirituous liquors as a drink, and
striking. I he removal from works to rewards of to labour with .such for their preservation from the
so many who had long borne the heat and burden practice, were read, and introduced the meeting
ot the day, and whose faithful and upright walk- into a lively concern that all in its membership
ing had contributed so largely to the strength and should be clear of participatin<T in the use however
stability of the body, was felt to be a loud call seldom—of intoxicating liquors. The whole num-

ber reported as having used them as a drink dur-
ing the past year, was sixty-three ; the most of

felt to be a loud ca
upon those whom they had left, to engage with
full purpose of heart in the cause of Truth and
righteousness, and to seek for ability through the
aid of the Spirit of the great Head of the church
to maintain the principles and testimonies of Friends
inviolate, and to promote one another's preserva-
tion and growth in the Truth.

The difference of practice in dififerent Monthly
Meetings iu regard to th; receipt and issuing of
certificates of removal from or to members comino-
from_ or going into the limits of other .Yearly
Meetings to reside, now claimed the serious con-
sideration of the meeting, and after a free expres-
sion of the different views entertained upon the

subject, it was concluded to refer it to the delibe-
ration of the representatives, and they were re-

quested to report next year, should way open for

it, any mode of action which, in their judgment, it

would be right for the Yearly Meeting to adopt
and which would relieve the subordinate meetings
and members from the difficulties attending this

subject. Then adjourned until four o'clock to-

morrow afternoon. Meetings for worship to be
held at the different meeting-houses in the morn

Afternoon.—The meeting met pursuant to ad-
rnment. The consideration of the remaining
eries and answers was resumed, and the differ-

subjects connected therewith, elicited further

iresting remark.

rhe number of deaths of Friends in the stations

ministers or elders reported this year, was un-
ally largo, and the advanced period of life to

Fifth-day afternoon.—The meeting convened at

the time adjourned to, and entered upon the con
sideration of the proceedings of the Meeting for

Sufferings, as set forth in the minutes of that body,
which were read.

From these it appeared that that meeting bad
3n brought under a concern, on account of the

many departures of the members of our religious

Society, from a life and conversation consistent with
the profession made by Friends ; and in a feeling

of affectionate interest in their welfare, had pre-

pared an epistle addressed to the members of this

Yearly Meeting, counselling and encouraging them
to maintain the various testimonies entrusted to

our support, and to conform in all things to the

precious doctrines of the gospel in which Friends
as a people have always believed; and had di-

rected it to be laid before the Yearly Meeting for

its judgment respecting it. The epistle was read
and being approved by the meeting, it was refer

red to the Book Committee to have a sufiicient

number printed to supply the members, to be dis-

tributed by the subordinate meetings.

In view of the serious commotions now agitating

the community, and the threatening of civil war,

which must necessarily' produce great distress, and
subject Friends to many trials of faith and obe-

dience to the law of righteousness, the Meeting for

Sufferings was desired to keep upon the watch, and
to seek for wisdom and strength to stand forth in

the support of our christian testimonies, and to

strengthen the hands of our members in whatever
trials may be permitted to come upon them.

There being a vacancy reported in the represen-

tatives of the Yearly Meeting in the Meeting for

Sufferings, occasioned by death, a committee was
ppointed to nominate a Friend to fill it.

Then adjourned until ten o'clock to-morrow morn-

Sixth-day inorning.—The committee appointed

ast evening, nominated a Friend to fill the vacan-

cy in the Meeting for Sufferings, who, being ap-

Dved by the meeting, was accordingly appointed.

The reports sent up by the Quarterly Sleetings,

relative to the care bestowed by their diiFereni

ubordiuate meetings, in order to ascertain what

whom had partaken of them only occasionally.
Nine of these, and three others, have furnished them
to those in their employ. The reports stated that
to nearly all these cases, care had been extended,
and that some had given reason to expect they
would altogether abandon tampering with thi3
dangerous beverage.

The subject was again recommended to the at-
tention of the Quarterly and Monthly Meetings,
which were earnestly desired to continue their fn-
quiries among their members, and to bestow early
and affectionate labour in this particular upon those
who may be found delinquent ; to impress upon them
the obligation to observe, and the safety in observ-
ing entire abstinence from the use of spirituous
liquors as a drink.

By the same means, the meeting was informed
there are within its limits thirteen hundred and
thirty-four children of a suitable age to go to school,
of whom 164 have been attending the select

schools—176 have been at West-town—355 at
schools taught by members—148 at familyschools—14 at Haverford—182 at schools not taught by
member.s—248 at the Public District Schools, and
thirty-six have been temporarily absent : there are
eleven children of our members, of whose school
education, owing to their residence being remote,
nothing is known. The importance of a liberal,

literary, and religiously guarded education for the
children of all the members took hold of the meet-

and a strong desire was manifested that in

every meeting or neighbourhood. Friends should
be alive to the subject, and take the necessary care
to insure the school education of their children
being obtained under the tuition of consistent mem-
bers; and that the ad vantages of West-town Board-
ing-School should be more generally rightly esti-

mated and enjoyed by all our members. It was
also desired, that where it was impracticable for

the children of a neighbourhood to be sent to West-
town, or to some other public school under the
care of a Friend, that family schools should be
resorted to, so that the children of Friends might
be preserved as much as possible from the exposure
to evil, incident to their attendance at the public

district schools.

The committee to nominate Friends to take the
care and oversight of West-town Boarding-School
presented a list of names, which were called, and
the se'ection being approved by the meeting ; they
were accordingly appointed to have the manage-
ment of that interesting institution. Then ad-
journed until four o'clock, P. M.

Afternoon.—A report from the committee charg-
ed with the care of the Indians at Tunessassah, was
read, giving an encouraging view of the condition

of the settlement there, and of the efforts made by
the natives to avail themselves of the boarding-

school maintained by Friends, for the education of
their children, as also of the counsel and assistance

rendered them by the committee. A great diffi-

culty attending the labours of the committee, arises

from the want of suitable Friends to reside on the

Reservation, and fill the stations of farmers, teach-

ers, &c. It is earnestly desired, that where any
feel an intimation of duty to give up a portion of

time to this service, they may be encouraged to

state their views and feelings to the committee, and
stand resigned to labour for this poor people, in
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whatever way may appear most likely to advance

their true interest.

The report of the committee on the Treasurer's

account was read, and the sum proposed to be

raised for the use of the meeting during the cur-

rent year was approved. The committee also pro-

posed a Friend to succeed the former Treasurer,

DOW released ; who, being united with, was appoint-

ed to the service.

The business being all gone through, and the

minutes read, the meeting settled into solemn si-

lence, and after thus sitting for a short time, it

concluded ; to meet again at the usual time next

year.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

The Comiwj War.—Port Pickens has beta reinforced,

aud b:\s now a garrison of 800 men. The .ittacli npon

it had not commenced at the latest dates, but telegra-

phic communication with the South is now irregular. A
large force of Confederate troops had been collected in

the vicinity of Pensacola.

Harper's Ferr;/, Ftf.—The U. S. officer at Harper's

Ferry having received intelligence that a force of 2500

troops had been ordered by Gov. Letcher, of Virginia,

to take possession of the U. S. armory and pablic build-

ings at that place, and finding his position untenable,

destroyed, on the 19th inst , all the munitions c*' war,

arms, arsenal and buildings by fire. He withdrew bis

small command under the cover of night, and, ajmost in

the presence of a large body of Virginians, retreated into

Pennsylvania.

The Southern Confederacy.—Oa the reception of the

Presidential proclamation calling upon various States

for volunteers to defend the capital, recapture the U. S.

fortresses, &c., Jefferson Davis, President of the Confe-

deracy, issued his proclamation inviting all persons

who may desire, to apply for commissions, or letters of

niarqne'iind reprisal, to enable them to act as privateers,

and capture vessels belonging to citizens of the United

States. A despatch from New Orleans states, that se-

veral vessels were being fitted up for that purpose, and

would soon sail. Orders have been issued by the Navy

department at Washington to the officers of the various

United States vessels, that all persons found sailing u

der the letters of marque and reprisal issued by the

Southern Confederacy, should be treated as pirates.

President Lincoln has also issued a proclamation an-

nouncing a blockade of the ports of the revolutionary

States. He says that a competent force will be posted

so as to prevent the entrance and exit of all vessels from

the said ports.

The War Spirit has been aroused into fearful activity

throughout the entire land. As soon as it became ob-

vious that the National administration was determined

to maintain the authority of the United States iu the

seceded States, there appeared a general determination

in the more Northern slave States to make common cause

with them, and present a united South in opposition to

the government. The Governors of Virginia, North

Carolina, Tennessee, Kentucky, Missouri, &c., promptly

and decidedly refused to comply with the President's

requisition for troops, one of them, in replying to the

Secretary of War, said that his State (Tennessee) would

not furnish a single man for coercion, but 50,000 if

necessary for the defence of their Southern brothers.

The number of men under arms in the slave States is

believed to be very large, and they are said to be well

prepared for the contest, and eager for its commence-

ment. On the other hand, the demand for volunteers

has been freely responded to in all the free States; in

various places many more men offering their services

than were called for. All party opposition has ceased,

and the spectacle is presented of the united North

against a united South. There is also seemingly the

determination on both sides that the struggle shall be

sharp, short and final.

Mart/land.— \X. had been threatened that the pass.age

of Northern troops through Baltimore would be resisted,

but some of the first detachments of volunteers from

Pennsylvania were permitted to go through on their

way to Washington, without molestation. On the 18th

inst., a regiment from Massachusetts arrived, closely fol-

lowed by a large number of volunteers from Philadel-

phia. The street through which the cars passed, was

filled with an e.xcited mob of angry men, who assailed

the troops with stones and firearms, killing several,

and wounding many more. The Massachusetts volun-

teers fired upon the mob, killing a number of persons,

and fiually f^ot through and reached Washington, but

the Pennsylvanians who were generally without arms,

were compelled after much ill usage, to return to Phila-

delphia. Gov. Hicks subsequently informed the Go-
ernor of Pennsylvania by telegraph, that no more troops

.-ould be allowed to pass through Baltimore. The
bridges of the Philadelphia, Wilmington and Baltimore

Railroad Company, between Havre de Grace and Bal-

timore, and also those of the Northern Central Railroad,

have been burnt or destroyed in some way, by the se-

cessionists, so as to prevent the passage of troops on
those lines.

Virginia.—The ordinance of secession was passed with

osed doors, and, it is said, with only seventeen nega-

ve votes. The public property at Richmond was im-

ediately taken possession of. The New York steamer
Jamestown and a schooner belonging to Maine, were
seized. The main entrance to the harbor of Norfolk

has been obstructed by order of the Governor of Vir-

I, in order to prevent the departure of the govern-

ment vessels lying there. The navy-yard has not jet

been taken possession of by the revolutionists. The
vessels will probably endeavor to defend it. The

Governor has ordered all the military of the State to

hold themselves in readiness for immediate orders, and
be prepared for efl!icient service. A large force is re-

rted to be assembling at Harper's Ferry, it is sup-

posed, preparatory to a move upon Washington.
The Defence of IFaiAw^^on. — Notwithstanding the

hostility of .Maryland, many troops from the North have

in various ways reached Washington, and many thou-

sands more were on their way. On the 21st, a fleet of

steamers left New York, with about 4000 men on board
intending probably to ascend the Potomac, or land be-

low Annapolis, Md. The garrison at fortress Monroe
has been strengthened by the addition of 1000 men fron

.Massachusetts. It is said that about 35,000 men will bi

required to defend the capital, and keep open its com
munication with the North. There is understood to bi

a want, of the various munitions of war on such a largi

scale, as it is anticipated they will be needed.

Keniuchy.—E.x-Vice President Breckinridge addressed

a large audience in Louisville, on the 20th. He de-

nounced President Lincoln's proclamation as illegal, am:

proposed that Kentucky should present herself to CoU'

gress when it meets on the 4th of Seventh month, and
protest against the settlement of the present difficul

lies by the sword.
The Star of the West loaded with provisions belong

ing to the United States, was captured off Indianola

Texas, by volunteers from Galveston. The vessel wa
unarmed, and made no resistance.

Communication with the South.—The Secretary of the

Treasury has directed the Collector at New York to

grant no more clearances at the custom-house for ports

south of Baltimore. This will probably cut off the war
supplies which the revolted States have so far been
ceiving freely from the North. The Northern railroads

refuse to carry munitions of war to the South. Th(

Secretary of War has informed the President of the Balti

more and Ohio Railroad that a refusal to carry the

troops or volunteers of the United States is treason, and
that to transport the troops of the rebels will be re

garded as a like crime.

Pennsylvania. — In consequence of the threatening

aspect of affairs upon the southern border of the State,

the Legislature, which has just adjourned, has been cal'

ed together again by the Governor. They are required

to assemble on the 30th inst.

The Latest.—On the 23d, there had been no intelli

gence from the South for several days, by either mail or

telegraph. Persons who left Washington on the 21st,

report that the greatest cause of apprehension felt there,

arose from the hostile feeling in Maryland. In Baltimore,

the secession mob ruled. One of the JIassachusett

giments held possession of Annapolis, and it is stated

that several thousand men from Pennsylvania, under the

command of Colonel Delafield, of the U. S. army, were,

on the 22d, at Cockcysville, thirteen miles north of Bal-

timore. It is reported from Washington, that a corre-

s[iondence has been opened with the Baltimore autho-

rities resulting in an undertaking on the part of Balti-

more to repair the railroad bridges and telegraph lines,

and to keep open the communication for passengers,

mails and despatches, as well as the troops.
~

M'Henry near Baltimore has been reinforced. Another
report, apparently authentic, is to the effect that the N<

folk and Gosport navy-yards had been destroyed by fire

to prevent their falling into the hands of the Virginians,

who were preparing for their capture. In addition to

the destruction of property in the yards, all the vessels

there, including the ships Pennsylvania, Columbus, De-

laware, Raritan and Merrimac, were scuttled and sunk
previous to which their guns were spiked, and all the

arms on them thrown overboard. The only vessels

tained, with which it was intended to carry away the

forces when the work of destruction was complete, were
tlie steamer Pocahontas and the fl.ag ship Cumberland.

RECEIPTS.

Received from E. HoUingsworth, 0., for William Ear-
ner, S3, to 52, vol. 33, and for Robert Milhouse, $2, vol.

14
; from Asa Garretson, agt., 0., $4, for Saml. Stanley,

ols. 33 and 34.

HAVERFORD SCHOOL ASSOCIATION.

The Stated Annual Meeting of the Haverford Srbool

Association will be held at the committee-room, .Vrch

it, on Second-day afternoon, Fifth month 13th, 1861,

at 4 o'clock. Chakles Ellis, Sec'y.

WEST-TOWN SCHOOL.
A Friend is wanted to perform the duties of Librariaa

it this Institution. Application may be made to

Nathan Shakpless, Concordville, Pa.

James Emlen, West Chester, Pa.
,

Samuel Hilles, Wilmington, Del.

Thomas Evans, 817 Arch street, Philadelphia.

Joseph Pasmore, GoshenviUe P. 0., Chester Co., Pa.

Philad., Fourth mo. 17th, 1861.

FRIENDS' INDIAN INSTITUTE, TUNESSASSAH.
A man and a woman Friend are wanted to aid in con-

ducting this Institution. A man and his wife would be

preferred, one of whom should be qualified to teach in

the school. Apply to Ebenezeh Worth,
Marshalton, Chester Co., Pa.

Thos. Wistar,
Fox Chase, Philadelphia Co., Pa.

Joel Evans,
Oakdale P. 0., Delaware Co., Pa.

Philad., Second mo. 5th, 1801.

Died, in this city, on the 19th of First month last,

Mary L., daughter of Isaac and Rachel Hibberd, of

Marshalton, Chester county. Pa., aged nearly twenty-

four years. Her amiable disposition, unobtrus
ners, and circumspect walk through life caused her to

be much beloved by those who knew her. The night

previous to her decease, she was fervently engaged in

prayer that some evidence of acceptance might be givei|l(

her, which was graciously granted,

collected.

-ifter a renewed season of conflict, being again

with quiet assurance, she spent some time in giv

vice to those around her, and leaving some for absent

friends, the purport of which was, that they might
faithful to the instructions of the inward monitor, and

thereby secure an entrance into the mansions of rest.

Soon after this, she was permitted to pass quietly away,

as her friends have cause consolingly to believe, into

everlasting rest. <

, on the 22d of Third month, 1861, at the resi-

dence of her nephew William Kite, in Birmingham town-

ship, Chester county, Pa., Mary Kite, a minister of the

gospel, in the sixty-ninth year of her age. She had
been, fi-om early life, of an orderly, circumspect walk,

and h.aving endeavoured to serve the Lord faithfully, in

the work to which she was called, whilst ability of body
was afforded, she was permitted to look at the termina-

tion of her earthly pilgrimage with holy hope. " Not
by works of righteousness which we have done, but of

his mercy he saveth us, by the washing of regeneration

and the renewing of the Holy Ghost."

, on the 13th of Third month, 1861, in the eighty-

fourth year of her age, Lydia Stokes, widow of tha

late Joshua Stokes; a valuable and beloved member
and elder of Upper Evesham Monthly Meeting, N. J.

, on the 1 6th uU., Rebecca C. Evans, widow ol

John Evans, in the eighty-third year of her age ;
a mem-"

ber of Cropwell Particular and Upper Evesham Monthly
Meeting. Her practical benevolence and sympathy With

the poor and afl[iicted, endeared her to many, and th^

language arises, " Blessed are the peace-makers, for they

shall be called the children of God."

, on the 9th of Fourth month, 1861, Samuel Sim-

mons, in the eighty-third year of his age ;
a member of

Sadsbury Monthly and Particular Meeting.

PILE & M'ELROY, PRINTERS,

Lodge street, opposite the Pennsylvania Bank.
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The diligence and zeal with which our beloved

iend had laboured in the cause of religion and
tue. while in the vigor of life, might have in-

ced the expectation, that the evening of his daj
luld be passed in quiet repose ; but as a faithful

ward of the gift comtuitted to his tru.st by his

vine Master, he cheerfully resigned himself to

i call of duty ; and though in the seventieth year
his age, set out in the summer of 1834, to visit

I brethren in religious profession, in Ohio and
diana ; a service in which he had the unity and
ir sympathy of his friends at home, expressed in

! certificates of his JMonthly and Quarterly Meet-

For some time previous, his health and strength

d obviously declined, and he was subject to fre-

ent attacks of a very painful disease, which,

th other circumstances, rendered his leaving

me, to encounter the privations and exposure of

long and arduous a journey, peculiarly trying.

It his dedication to the cause of TrutL and
•hteousness silenced every objection and fear,

len he was favoured with the clear evidence of

I Lord's command. With all the discourage-

!nts before him, he appears to have experienced

iiething of that blessed state, in which he could

y with the apostle, " None of tbese things move
(, neither count I my life dear unto myself, so

it 1 might finish my course with joy, and the

Distry which 1 have received of the Lord Jesus,

jtestify the gospel of the grace of God." AUud-
5 to his prospect, in a letter to a beloved relative,

litten shortly before leaving home, he remarks

:

toothing less forcibly impressive, than an appre-

[nsion of religious duty, would have induced me
Igive up to a visit so extensive. I have no other

)tive whatever. My home was never more plea-

it to me than it now is ; and I had flattered my-
f that a release from engagements of this kind,

uld leave me at liberty to enjoy the comforts of

me, during the few days I may remain in this

liable state. Reasonings of this kind had nearly

aught me to conclude that it was improper for

,
in my advanced stage of life, to encounter the

GSculties of so long a journey; and my faith has
en put to the test, I think as much, if not more

than at any former period of my life." Then, as if

he had a presentiment that his enfeebled frame
would prove unequal to the fatigue and hardships

of the undertaking, he adds :
" However, I stand

resigned to make the attempt, if way opens; and

should health and strength fail to carry mc through

this time, I think I feel a humble confidence, that

I have not followed cunningly devised fables—

a

confidence which is strengthened by the knowledge

I have of my utter inability, without Divine assist-

ance, to advance the good cause, which I early

espoused, and have long considered pre-eminent."

He leit home the latter end of the Eighth
month ; and, after arriving at Philadelphia, was
joined by his kind friend and former companion,

Henry Warrington, who had again obtained a mi-

nute to accompany him. They set out on the 23d
of that month, and reached Mount Pleasant on

Sixth-day, the 5th of Ninth month. In a letter to

his wife, written soon after, he says, " I have, ac-

cording to the measure of faith possessed, and the

bodily strength enjoyed, proceeded to this place."

r^nd again, " My present home is a very comforta-

ble one, and quietude of mind enhances its worth."

In another letter, written previously, he says.

Thou mayest wish to know how I feel, now I have

set out on this fatiguing journey :—I am as quiet

in my mind, as to the result, as though I did not

ess sensibility sulficient to estimate the import-

ance of the undertaking. I hope this is not the

case ; but rather, that it is in consequence of hav-

; at least been desirous of doing right."

He attended all the sittings of the Yearly Meet-

ing, except one sitting of the meeting of minis-

ters and elders on Sixth-day, when he was too un-

to go, and was frequently and acceptably en-

gaged in the exercise of his gift, to the comfort and

edification of his friends. A Friend of that meet-

ing, in writing respecting his services, says :
" Bly

purpose more particularly at present is, to bear my
testimony to the life and power which attended his

last gospel labours : our Yearly Meeting had the

privilege of these. When I remember the sweet-

ness of the unity which was felt with him, both in

and out of meetings, 1 have been reminded of the

precious ointment which was poured upon the feet

of our blessed Lord, preparatory to his burial. An
evidence of this feeling of unity was manifested by

our Meeting for Sufferings, which, at one of its

sittings when he was not present, ordered a large

number of the Address, which he wrote when in

England, to be republished for the use of our

members."
After mentioning, that he lodged at the same

house with Henry Hull, he remarks, " it was an

instructive and pleasant season ; but above all, the

ministerial labours of the dear deceased, are re-

curred to as strikingly impressive. He was largely

engaged in all our public meetings, and eminently

favored. Many of us remember well, the humble

and solemn manntr in which, on one of these oc

easions, he expressed his thankfulness that he had

from early life endeavoured to promote the cause

of his dear Redeemer ; observing, at the same time,

that he had nothing to boast of."

Another Friend writes, " Many of our hearts

were made thankful that his lot was cast among
us, his ministry being sound and edifying, and his

nduct and conversation, such as becometh the
gospel of Christ." " Though we lament the loss of
such a father in Israel, yet we do not mourn as

those who have no hope ; for we believe that the
Scripture language might be applied, ' Blessed are

the dead that die in the Lord; yea, saith the Spi-

rit, for they rest from their labours, and their

works do follow them !'
"

His affectionate and kind companion, in a letter

to his widow, after reciting the several religious

visits in which he had accompanied him, says

:

''But the last proved the most interesting of all.

Previous to his illness, he several times signified to

me, that this would bo his la^t distant visit; and
his solemn communications, beside his services in

the meetings for business, tended to confirm the
impression thus made on his mind, that his day's
work was nearly done."

After the close of the Yearly Meeting, his dis-

ease, which was diarrhcea, being somewhat better,

he felt his mind attracted to Still Water meeting; and
although so weak, that some of his friends doubted

ability to bear the ride, yet with his usual per-

severance in the path of duty, he set out and
reached the house of our esteemed Friend, Ben-
jamin Hoyle, with Jess fatigue than was antici-

pated. In the evening, several Friends coming in,

and it being proposed to send word on for some
further meetings, he declined having notice given

of any but that at Still Water. In the night, his

sickness returned with increased violence ; and al-

though medical aid was promptly obtained, and
every attention rendered him which his kind and
sympathizing friends thought would relieve the

force of the malady, yet his strength gradually
sunk under its wasting effects.

Having " served his generation, according to the

will of God," and endeavoured, in the time of

health, faithfully to fill up the allotted portion of

suffering and of service, he was favored at this

solemn season, with a holy quietude and compo-
sure of mind ; feeling that the foundation on which
he had been concerned to build, even Christ Jesus,

the Rock of ages, did not fail him at this trying

moment. In the prospect of being taken away,
while at such a distance from his beloved wife and
children, he appeared to feel deeply for them ; ob-

serving, " If I am taken here, it will be a great

trial to my dear wife and children." For himself,

through adorable mercy, he appeared to suffer no

anxiety ; but in patient resignation to yield himself

into the hands of his heavenly Father, to be dis-

posed of, as in inscrutable wisdom, he should see

meet. On one occasion he said :
" I do not despair

of getting better—my trust is in Ilim who said, ' I

will not leave you comfortless.' The foundation of

God standeth sure— I have not followed cunningly

devised fables.'' Again, he remarked :
" I do not

know how it will be at the present ; I feel no fear

as to the future."'

At times the disorder seemed partially arrested,

and on one occasion he observed, " I feel so much
better, that I do not know but I shall have longer

to struggle in time." Ho appeared not to endure
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acute pain but complained much of weakness, often here below, but proved a stay and so ace to his

savincT
" what a poor creature I am." departing spirit-fixing his hopes on a sure and

On'one occasion, he said, "I had no outward solid foundation, even on the mercy and goodne.s

motive in coming here, it was in obedience
;
yet I of that Almighty Saviour and Redeemer, whom he

r nit trust to atife of dedication, but in the Lord's had loved and served; and who died for man, not

iuerdes." Allusion being made to his getting het- 1 only that he miaht make atonement for his sms,

ter, he replied, " I do not know how that may be

^s .V myself, I am resigned ;
but it will be a great

trial to my dear wife and children." Again;

" The hope of the hypocrite faileth ;
but I can say,

mine does Bot. I feel at times, as though I could

the Lord, although my

but abo purchase for him that effusion of the Holy

Spirit by which the heart is sanctified, and guided

and instructed in those things which pertain to life

and salvation.

The dying hours of our beloved Friend, prove

that he had not followed cunningly devised fables,

^Jen^trinS^K^'l- tl;:;;' ^Z:^;rZ ^^:::j:^Zn,^ truth;°^ thoughde^ul
stren„

as it will, I am glad 1 am here-you uuv« uuu. u.

you could for me, and I am thanktul. If 1 die 1

die in peace with all mankind-living praises be

unio the Lord !" On being asked how he felt, he

answered "Comfortable; I am comfortable in body

and mind ; I feel comfortable in the prospect of

„oin<r
" At another time he said to those present,

Thatlie had felt resigned during his illness; but

when at any time he suffered his mind to look

homeward, it produced a conflict.

Throutrhout the whole course of his illness, the

meekness" and patience which adorned his christian

character, shone conspicuously, and he was pre-

served in much sweetness and innocency, not an

un<Tuarded express'oa or impatient look escaping

him It was abundantly evident, that He wbom

he had long loved and served, was graciously witb

Lira in the last conflicts of expiring nature, strength-

ening and calming his departing spirit, and mak-

ing all his bed in sickness. The tranquil and re-

deemed frame of his mind, shed a sweet and calm-

inc. influence around his dying bed, and rendered

itl privilege to be with him, verifying the truth o

that Scripture testimony, " Precious m the sight oi

the Lord, is the death of his saints.'

Althoucrh the disease seemed to be arrested, yet

his enfeebled frame was too much exhau.-ted to

rally again ; and after an illness of ten days, on

Third-day the 23d of Ninth month, 1834, his re-

deemed spirit was liberated from the trials of mor-

tality, and we doubt not has joined the glorified

church triumphant in heaven.

His remains were interred in Friends burying-

ground at Still Water, ou which occasion a solemn

meetin<r was held, and several testimonies were

borne to the excellency and all-sufficiency of that

Divine power, which made him what he was, and

throucrh submission to which, he became eminently

usefufin the church of Christ, and a pillar therein,

that should go no more out.

Such was the end of this humble and dedicated

disciple of the Lord Jesus. We have traced his

christian course from the first dawning of religious

lit^ht upon his mind, through various exercises and

baptisms, by which he was gradually redeemed

from all dependence upon self and its acquirements,

and prepared, as a purified vessel, to receive the

precious gifts which the adorable Head of the

church saw meet to confer upon him
;
we have

seen his watchful care to mind the putting forth

and leading of the heavenly Shepherd, and to keep

to the fresh unfoldings of the " anointing which

teacheth all things," ministering in the ability

which the Lord gives, whereby he was preserved

living and weighty in his gospel labours ;—we have

viewed him growing up under the baptizing power

of the Holy Spirit, from the state of a child, to

that of a young man, and even attaining to the ex-

perience and stability of a father and elder in

Christ ; and lastly, we have seen also that those

christian principles and practices, by which he en-

deavoured to regulate his course through the pain-

ful vicissitudes and trials of this changeful life, did

not fail him in the solemn winding up of all things

the language of his example speaks to us in the

forcible exhortation, " that every one should show

the same diligence, to the full assurance of hope

unto the end ; that we be not slothful, but follow-

ers of them, who, through faith and patience, in-

herit the promises."

For " The Friend."

The Labrador Seal Fishery.

The following information has been taken from

an article in Harper's Magazine, entitled " Three

Months in Labrador :"

" The seal fishery of Labrador is valued at

$1,500,000 per annum, and is wholly prosecuted

by Newfoundland vessels, with the exception ot

perhaps a dozen that sail from Canada and other

provinces. The hunting-ground lies between

49th and 52d parallels of latitude, and the season

of catching extends from March to May, inclusive.

The average fare of successful vessels is two thou-

sand seals, though as many as eight thousand have

been taken; but of upward of four hundred vessel;

that yearly engage in sealing not more than sixty

make remunerative voyages, and many suffer heavy

losses. Hence the business is altogether a lottery.

Nevertheless, the chances of large gains are so

seductive, that sealers' berths, in vessels ' up for

the ice,' command a premium of from §8 to §20

The men so engaged obtain their outfit (which in-

cludes clothing, guns, ammunition, &c.,) on credit,

the cost of which is deducted from their earnings

at the end of their voyage ; and they not un

quently find a balance of 8125 in their favor at

the close of the season. Yet they are fortunate if,

after their accounts are squared, they do not find

themselves in debt to the vessel, or at least with

empty pockets. The expense of the outfit is borne

by the owners of the vessel. The captain receives

no wages, but is allowed a share of ten cents on

every seal caught. When this is deducted, one-

half the fare is divided among the crew, and the

other half falls to the owners. The average price

per seal is §3.50. Consequently, a fare of two

thousand seals, worth 87 000, yields to the owners

and crew §3325 each, and to the captain §350.
" Sealing vessels are sheathed with iron, and

extra planked about the bows to protect them from

the ice. On reaching the ground, they are warped

into channels cut through the ice, where they lie

snugly moored until warm weather breaks it up,

Then the sealers, singly and in small parties, each

man armed with a heavy iron-spiked bat and muf-

fled to his eyes in furs, go forth in quest of victims,

These lie, quietly sunning themselves near tlieir

breathing holes, often a hundred together, uttering

doleful cries and frog-like croaks. Upon some

hummock a sentinel is ever on the alert to warn of

approaching danger. But the hunters, creeping

stealthily, and taking advantage of the wind and

inequalities of surface, rush upon them at the first

alarm, dealing death-blows right and left amon;

the affrighted herd, who wriggle hurriedly over

the ice, and tumble floundering into their holes

The old seals generally escape, as their movement

are wonderfully c^uick ; but many of the young are

killed. After the ice breaks up, the seals are shot

from boats in the open water, where they are found

disporting.
" There are various kinds of seals, among which

are the harbor, ranger, jar, hood, doter, bed-lamer,

harpe, blue and square flipper ; differing as greatly

in size and physiognomy as members ot the human

family. There are canine and feline looking seals

;

seals with round, smooth heads, cropped like a

prize fighter's, and seals with patriarchal beards

and lo'ng flowing locks; meek, pensive-looking

seals, and seals fierce and long-tusked ; little seals

three feet long, and monsters, upward of eight feet

in length, weighing a thousand pounds. The hood

seal when attacked throws up a thick, bullet-proof

hood or shield before its face, and whichever way

a cun is presented this defence is always opposed,

the animal moving dexterously from side to side

with every movement of his assailant. An cfiect-

ive wound must be given directly under the ear,

and it requires an expert marksman to hit him

there.
" Seals constitute an important article of food to

the settlers and Esquimaux, and to the latter are

indispensable. The blubber is exceedingly fat, and

bein" cut into strips, and thrown into vats, a large

quantity of oil is obtained by natural drainage.

The residue is tried out by heat. It is extensively

used for machinery, both in Europe and the Unit-

ed States, but is sold under a different name. Its

value is about fifty cents per gallon."

Haw we are savedfrom our sins.—The Society

of Friends believe, that Christ is the eternal light,

life, wisdom, and power of God, which was mani-

fested in that body of flesh which he took of the

virgin ; that he is the king, priest, and prophet of

his°people ; and saveth them from their sins, by

laying down his life for them, and imputing his

righteousness to them
;
yet not without revealing

and in measure bringing forth, the same righteous-

ness i?i them, which he wrought/or them. And by

experience they know, that there is no being saveA

by a belief of his death for them, and of his resuii

rection, ascension, intercession, &c., without bein^

brought into a true fellowship with him in hij

death, and without feeling his immortal seed of life,

raised, and living in them. And so they disown

the faith in Christ's death, which is only received

and entertained from the relation of the letter ol

the Scriptures, and stands not in the Divine power,

and sensible experience of the begotten of God in

the heart.

—

Isaac Penington.

Artesian Wells.—The boring of artesian wells

seems to have been carried out with great succesi

in the province of Constantine, in Algeria. Fifty

wells have been opened since 1856, which yield

altof'ether about 13,000,000 gallons in the course

of twenty-four hours. These borings have I

executed with three sets of boring apparatus only,

at an expense, exclusive of the cost of apparatus,

of about §550 for each of the fifty wells.

1720. It is seriously advised, that no Friends

suffer romances, play-books, or other vain and idle

pamphlets, in their houses or families, which tend

to corrupt the minds of youth ; but instead thereof,

that they incite them to the reading of the Holj

Scriptures and religious books. Let the Holy Scrip-

tures be early taught our youth, diligently search-

ed, and seriously read by Friends, with due regard

to the Holy Spirit from whence they came, and bj

which they are truly opened ;
for they contain ex.

cellent doctrine, rules, and precepts, divine and

moral.
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FroDi tlie Leisure Hour.

Clocks, and How wc Came by tliem.

Sun-dials appear to have been iu use at a ver^

iarlj age. The first of which there is auy record

s that of Ahaz, who lived 742 years Leforc Christ,

,hough there is no reason for supposing that they

prere thus early constructed on mathematical priti-

iples. As the world grew older, and mankind

Trew more sensible of the importance of time, they

jaturally sought for superior modes of measuring

t. Ciepsydrsc, or water-clocks, which in a rude

brm had been coeval with the sun-dials, were made

jy the Alexandrians, to measure short periods of

ime with something like accuracy, and their use

(vas adopted at about the same date (100 years b.

;.,) by the Greeks, to measure time in the courts of

ustice at Athens, Sand-glasses, by which time was

neasured by the dropping of sand through a tube,

were invented about the same time, and after an

•nterval of two thousand years, they are still the

3lock of the indigent poor.

i The water-clock, in an immense variety of forms,

icems to have occupied the attention of inventive

jiinds for many succeeding centuries. Cogged

tvheels were made to receive their impetus from

tailing water, and thus regularity of motion was

Continuously maintained, with a want, however, of

equality of force. Great improvements were made

In these clocks during the eighth and ninth centu-

ries. In the year 807, the renowned caliph, Har-

ouB Alraschid, sent as a present to Charlemagne

a curious clock, in which wheels were set in motion

by the fall of water, and which was the wonder of

the world for a time. In the dial were twelve small

doors, forming the divisions for the hours ; each

door opened at the hour marked by the index, and

let out small brass balls, which, falling on a bell,

struck the hours. The doors remained open until

twelve, when twelve figures of knights on horseback

came out and paraded round the dial-plate.

Even in modern times the water-clock has de-

served to rank among the most ingenious contriv-

ances. Vailly, a Benedictine monk, is said to have

given it the character of a scientific instrument,

about 1G90. His clock was made of tin, and con-

sisted of a cylinder divided into several small cells,

and suspended by a thread fixed to its axis, in a

frame on which the hour distances, found by trial,

were marked. As the water flowed from one cell

into the other, it slowly changed the centre of

gravity of the cylinder, and put it in motion so as

to indicate the time on the frame. He subse-

quently added an alarum and a dial-plate, and

thus in some degree realized the advantages of our

common clock.

Who first set the example of constructing clocks

moved by weights, is cot known. It is said that

such clocks, which struck the hours, were known

in Italy in the latter part of the twelfth century;

but the poet Dante, who was born in 1265, and

died in 1321, is the first writer who alludes to a

striking clock. We know that clocks were in use

in our own country as early as 1288 ; for in that

year a fine imposed on the Chief Justice of the

King's Bench, was appropriated to defray the cost

of a clock for the clock-house near Westminster

Hall, which clock was to be heard by the courts of

law. The West'yinster clock was considered of

such consequence in the reign of Henry VI., which

commenced in 1422, that he gave the keeping of

it, with the appurtenances, to William Warby, de

of St. Stephen's, together with sixpence a day, to

be received at the Exchequer. In the year 1326,

Wallingford, abbott of St. Albans, invented a clock

which not only showed the hours, but the apparent

motion of the sun, the changes of the moon, the

ebb and flow of tides, etc. : but the most ancient

clock of which there is any detailed description, is

that of Henry Vic, or De Wyck, a German, erected

in the tower of the palace of Charles V., king of

France, in 1379. This was but a rude and im-

perfect machine; but it contained, in the principles

of its construction, the germ of our modern time-

keepers, and we must glance at its mechanism for

a moment.

De Wyck's clock, like the hall and kitchen clock

of the present day, was set in motion by the gravity

of a weight attached to a cord coiled round a cy-

linder or drum. The motion thus obtained, and

hich would continue as long as the weight con-

tinued to fall, was communicated from one wheel

to another of the whole apparatus by means of

their toothed edges, until it reached the crown or

escapement wheel. The crown wheel is so con-

tructed and situated as to act with its teeth on

wo small levers or pallets projecting from the up-

right spindle or axis of the balance, and to con-

vert what would else be a circular motion of the

balance wheel into an alternating or vibratory one.

It is this alternating motion that causes the ticking

of a clock or watch. But a weight heavy enough to

set all the wheels in motion, unless it were subjected

some check, would rapidly run down, and with

celerity increasing until the whole of the cord

was uncoiled from the drum; and in fact, this is

what does take place in modern clocks, whenever

he pendulum is" taken away, and the weights re-

nain attached to the cylinders. To prevent this

apid running down of the works, De Wyck loaded

his balance with two weights ; the farther these

weights were placed from the axis or spindle, the

more powerfully they resisted the rapidity of the

rotation of the crown wheel, and therefore of all

the wheels ; and they could be so adjusted, with

very little trouble, as to cause the wheels to move

ther too fast nor too slow, but at the desired

rate.

From this period, until the middle of the seven-

teenth century was approaching, there seem to have

been few discoveries of auy very grave importance

the art of clock-making. It is true that in this

ig interval some extraordinary undertakings were

conceived and executed by the horologists of dif-

ferent countries. Thus, before the end of the four-

teenth century, the famous Strasburg clock was

erected in the cathedral church of that city. It

was a complicated piece of mechanism, the plate

exhibiting a celestial globe, with the motions of the

sun, moon, earth, and planets, and the various

phases of the moon, together with a perpetual al-

manac, on which the day of the month was pointed

out by a statue ; the first quarter of the hour was

struck by a child with an apple, the second by a

youth with an arrow, the third by a man with the

tip of his stair, and the last quarter by an old man

with his crutch. The hour itself was struck on

a bell by a figure representing an angel, who opened

a door and saluted' the Virgin Mary ;
near to the

first angel stood a second, who held an hour glass,

which he turned as soon as the hour had finished

striking. In addition to these was the figure of a

goldcn^'cock, which, on the arrival of every succes-

sive hour, flapped its wings, stretched forth its neck,

and crowed twice. The Strasburg clock did not

stand alone in its glory. About the same time

another mass of complicated machinery, thougl

difi'ering considerably in its catalogue of perform-

ances, was erected in the cathedral church of

Lyons. Indeed, the wealthy towns of France,

Germany, and the Low Countries now began to

vie with each other in the construction of huge

cathedral or municipal clocks, and to boast of the

multiplicity of exploits performed by their favour-

ites. Yet none of these vaunted n echaoical won-

ders were to bo relied upon for true information as

to the time of day ; it being a fact, that up to the

middle of the sixteenth century scarcely a clock

was in existence, which did not depart from accu-

rate time as much as forty minutes in the twenty-

four hours, and those were thought models of

precision which did not exceed that rate of varia-

tion.

It is the discovery of the phenomena of the

pendulum by Galileo, which marks the grand era

n the construction of clocks. In the year 1 650,

ir thereabouts, Galileo, then a medical student,

was sitting in the cathedral church at Pisa, and

hile apparently lost in devout attention to the

service, was keenly speculating on the swinging

notion of the lampSj as they waved from side to

iide. It struck him that the oscillations of the

ong pendulums, whatever was the distance travel-

led by the weight, were always performed in the

same space of time by the same pendulum. He
tested his theory by measuring the vibrations of

the lamps as they swung, with the beatings of his

pulse, and found that it was correct. He after-

wards discovered what was ultimately demonstrated

by Newton, that, " the shorter the pendulum, the

less is the time of its vibration ;" or, in other words,

that the number of oscillations performed by a

pendulum in a given time, depends upon its length,

four times the length producing twice the number

of oscillations. Here was a most important and

luable discovery ; but it is by no means clear

that Galileo was the first person who thought of

applying it to the construction of clocks ; and the

merit of the invention of pendulum clocks is gene-

rally attributed to Huygens, a learned Dutchman,

1657. The invention is also claimed on behalf

of Ilichard Harris, a London artist, who, it is af-

firmed, made a long-pendulum clock in 1641,

seventeen years before the date at which Galileo

describes himself as directing the construction of one.

The first application of the pendulum to clocks

was far from a perfect success. There were radi-

cal defects in the clock of Huygens, which pre-

vented its accurate performance; he had con-

structed his pendulum on an impracticable plan,

which deprived it of the influence it should have

had upon the wheels. Some few years after, a

superior method was invented, by a London clock-

maker of the name of Clement, who was enabled

to increase the weight of the pendulum employed,

and thus by its vibration to control in a manner

the motion of the whole machine. Clement called

his the anchor escapement, and having undergone

various improvements, it is still in use.

(To be concluded.)

The exercises of God bring into a meek, merci-

ful, tender-heartedframe toward.^ others.—He that

is tempted, he that often falls, and is so often wound-

ed and made miserable, he pities those that err
;

he mourns over the miserable. His heart is broken

with the sins and afllictions of others, and he

knoweth not how to be hard towards them, feeling

such continual need of abundant mercy himself.

It is the rich man, the sound man in religion, that

is rough and bard ; but he that is once thoroughly

melted in the furnace, and made up again, is made

but tender, and retaineth the impression of the

meekness, love and mercy forever.
_
Now a broken

estate in religion, -or a state of waiting for the life,

is much more precious than that which is rich and

full by what it had formerly received, and still

holdeth out of the immediate feeling and fresh vir-

tue of the He.—Isaac Penington.

They who will be taught of the Lord, must wait

upon Him,
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Ship Building.—According to the last report
\

of the Secretary of the Treasury, the following is
'

the amount of tonnage of vessels built in the Unit-

ed States during the last year :

At New York city .... 23,484 tons.

At Boston 21,147 "

At Bath, Maine 16,768 "

At Waldoboro', Maine . . 10,950 "

At Philadelphia .... 11,941 "

At Baltimore 6,889 "

At Louisville 8,631 "

At St. Louis 4,084 "

At Cincinnati 5,201 "

Total 109,095 "

The several States hold the following relative

position in ship-building during the same time.

No. of Vessels. Tonnage.

Maine 172 57,867
Massachusetts . . . 132 33,461
New York . . . . 201 31,936
Pennsylvania . . . 152 21,615
Maryland .... 43 -7,798

Delaware .... 14 5,826
All others .... 367 54,389

Total .... 1,071 212,892
The value of this property at fifty dollars per

ton maybe estimated at over ten millions of dol-'

lars. New Y'^ork ships cost about sixty dollars per'

ton. In Maine, the average is from forty-five to

fifty dollars per ton. There are six or eight ports in

that State where ship-building is the chief business.

For "The Friend."

USEFUL ANNA.
" What a useless life I live I"

Thought a tender little one,
" I have nothing I can give,

And the errands that I run,

Are so trifling and so f.-w,

They but little helpings prove
;

Oh, I wish that I could do,

Greater works of use and love."

Anna has a humble heart,

But the love which nestles there,

Does sweet thoughtfulness impart, j|

And for usefulness prepare. .1

Ever prompt, as flies her dajs.

Little helpings to bestow,
In an hundred different ways

Does her loviug-lsindness flow.

Does she see her mother need.

Or her needle or her thread,

Softly nimble is her speed,

E'er a hinting word is said.
,

Thus it proves when mother turns,
'

And by eye or tongue inquires,

By her side she oft discerns,

Just the thing that she desires.

There is never child so small, ^
But if love thoughts warm and true.

From it floweth outto all,

Kindly actions it may do.

E'en a gentle little word.
Which its loving lips can speak.

May, with pleasantness, be heard,

By the sorrowful and weak.

This is gentle Anna's way,
Though she feels of little use, I

Her small kindness every day, ;|

Does great comfortings produce.
So her father and her mother,
Do with smiles her works approve.

And her little baby brother.

Crows to see her looks of love.

Every kindred heart o'erflows.

In our loving Anna's praise

As the sweetest flower that grows.
By our pleasant household ways-

Thus she proves our greatest joy,

And our brightest smile of peace,
,

Whilst in love her sweet employ, .«{

Ever seemeth to increase. ,-ij

For "The Friend."

BIOCRAPfllCAl SKETCHES

Of Ministers and Elders and otb.er concerned members
of the Yearly Meeting of Philadelphia.

(Coutinued from page 237.)

JOSHUA BROWN.

On the 18th of the First month, 1776, Joshua

Brown and companion were at a meeting at Bur-

lington, wherein he had to incite those present to

obedience to the knowledge they had received. He
pressed them to examine the foundation on which

they were building, that as a time of trial seemed

near, even at the door, they might be enabled to

withstand all that might assail them. He exhorted

them to live and act consistently with the peace-

able principles of the gospel of Christ, bearing a

faithful testimony against war and warlike feelings.

On the 19th, they attended a meeting at Mans-

field-neck, in a school-house, near Samuel Wool-

man's. Here Joshua mentioned the saying of our

Lord to Peter, " When thou wast young, thou

girdedst thyself, and walkedst whither thou would

est : but when thou shalt be old, thou shalt stretch

forth tby hands, and another shall gird thee, and

carry thee whither thou wouldst not." Comment-

ing on this, he showed the necessity there was for

us all, to refrain from following the promptings of

the natural man, and to witness a being led by thi

Holy Spirit, which would open the way for us into

all righteousness. The unspeakable importance of

witnessing a real change of heart, was also set

forth. On the 20th, they had a meeting at Old
Springfield, in which he laboured to persuade thi

people to come under the direction and govern

nient of the Holy Spirit, which would redeem them
from the spirit of the world, the spirit of war and

unsettlement. He pressed on Friends to en("

vour to keep their minds quiet and composed, out

of the agitations which prevailed amongst those

around them. They lodged that night at the

house of William Lovett Smith's, and on the 21st,

had a meeting at the Mount. In this meeting he

was led to treat of the former dispensation, and
how the Lord taught the old world, by appearing
to the patriarchs and instructing them, giving then

the covenant of circumcision and " the law by the

disposition of angels." He then referred to the

new covenant dispensation, which had been spoken
of and foretold by the Lord's prophets, and wa
introduced by the coming of the Lord Jesus Christ

himself. In this the Lord was the teacher of his

people through the spirit of his dear Son. This
dispensation was more glorious than that of the

law, reaching in its efi'ects to the thorough purify-

ing of the heart through the new birth unto holi-

ness, which, through submission to the baptisms of

the Holy Spirit, might be witnessed by every hu-

man being. The necessity of this regeneration, in

order to obtain favour with God, and an entrance
into his everlasting kingdom, was closely pressed.

At a meeting at Upper Springfield on the 22d, the

necessity of believing in and submitting to the ef-

fectual baptism of Christ, and knowing the work
of regeneration to be perfected in the heart, were
spoken to. Spending the night at the house of
tSarah Newbold, they, on the 23d, were at Mans-
field Meeting, wherein the audience were incited

to seek after a preparation for the approach of
death, which, he told them, was a trial even to the
righteous. The Lord would prepare his dependent
ones for the great change of putting ofi' mortality.
He was now, by his dear Son, speaking to us, even
as was declared by the prophets should be the
case, under the new covenant di-^pensation.

Lodging at Joseph Dewer'.«, they, on the 24tb,
attended Bordentown Meeting, in which Joshua's
companion was largely opened in the ministry, and

Joshua was constrained to lift up a voice of sup-

plication for the people.

Lodging at Benjamin Linton's at Crosswieks,

they, on the 25th, attended meeting there, then

rode to Burlington, and on the 26th, reached Phil-

adelphia. They found great difficulty in getting a

passage over the Delaware, the river being full of

running ice. They attended meetings in Philadel-

phia on the 27th, and on the 28th, rode towards

their homes, which they reached on the 29th.

Joshua says, " Found my family well, which was
cause of thankfulness, as was also the sense that

the great Master had been with nie in my long

journey, supporting me with strength of body and

of mind to labour so as to obtaiu peace. To the

Lord of all our mercies be thanksgiving and praise

forever—nothing is due to man, or to the sons of

men, but all glory and honor be ascribed to the

Author of all good, both now and forever."

It was now the opening of the Ilevolufionary

War, and Joshua was, during 1776 and 1777,

much engaged near home in gospel labour for the

strengthening the hands of his Friends in the sup-

port of their christian principles, and in encour-

aging them to bear the trials which faithfulness

brought upon them, with christian firmness and

resignation.

This season of aflliction was a season of renewed

visitation to the church of Christ. Keformation

committees were labouring in many places with

their members, to incite them to faithfulness in all

their religious testimonies, and to walk in obedience

to all the Lord's requirings. The efi'ect of these

labours, and the powerful visitations of the Holy
Spirit, acting without doubt the more powerfully, in

thjs season of sorrow, when outward comforts seemed

so much abridged, was visible throughout the coun-

try. Simplicity in language and demeanor in-

creased,—the attendance at religious meetings grew
more abundant; a growth in grace seemed appa-

rent in many, and the spring of gospel ministry

was more freely opened, and many were called to

labour therein. Joshua Brown had a large share

of labour, and not a small one of suffering, dur-

ing these days when, through sorrows, the heaven-

ly visitation of boundless love was extended to the

church.

Towards the close of the year 1777, he gave
way to a persuasion of duty he had long felt, of

visiting, in gospel love. Friends and some others in

Virginia, North and South Carolina. It was a

perilous time to be far from home, contending ar-

mies were likely to cross his path, and he knew not

but that one or the other party might take his life

or deprive him of his liberty, on false charges. The
.very fact of being in a different province from that

in which he resided, would be considered as a sus-

picious circumstance, at such a time.

However, as the concern was not of his own will,

and believing that he who called him forth, would
either protect him in the service, or strengthen him
to boar whatever might befall him, he spread the

matter before the Friends of his meeting, and ob-

taining their sympathy and unity, manifested by
the necessary certificates, he prepared for the jour-

ney.
(To t>6 continned.J

Coal in Soitth-west Blissonri. — The Cape
Girardeau (Mo.) Eagle states that some persons

searching for sand, in the waters of Hog Creek,

Bollinger county, Missouri, accidentally came upon
a vein of coal, of unsurpassed quality, and appa-

rently inexhaustible in quantity.

The times may look dark to sense, but faith

says it shall be well with the rightepus.
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steel Pens.

Our readers will probably remember the article

! inserted two weeks ago on tbe manufacture of

!el pens, by one of the largest makers iu Eng-
ad, from whence and from France, nearly the

lole of the pens used in this country are ex-

ited.

It is a remarkable circumstance that up to a

ry recent time, our country has been almost en-

ely dependent upon foreign supplies of this use-

1 and almost iudi.spensable article. We have

iw a manufactory almost in our midst, in which,

th machines of the newest description, and the

i of experienced hands from England and France,

ought over with a view to instruct our own people,

whom they are now employing a considerable

imber, they have succeeded in producing pens in

ery respect, it is believed, equal to the best ira-

irted. This is as it should be—and we hail the

tablishment of such a branch of manufacture

th satisfaction, as another element in our national

ogress, although it may be comparatively subor-

oate. They are turning out a large quantity of

ns every week, and we hope the enterprise of

;r friends, R. Esterbrook & Co., will be rewarded
' the ready preference for these pens accorded by

e American public. Their factory is just across

e Delaware, opposite the Market street ferry.

id is for its novelty quite an object of interest,

ling the only establishment of the kind in the

nited States.

For "The Friend."

Musings and Memories.

" The Lord shall preserve tby going out, and thy com
g in."—Ps. cxxi. 8.

John Campbell, the noted traveller in Africa,

hen a young man, lived in Edinburgh. lie was
armly interested in tbe religious welfare of others,

id understanding that in a village, five miles

lUth of the city in which he resided, the youn:

jople were very ignorant, he exerted himself iu

ideavoring to establish a school there. lie !

id nearly two hundred scholars, and as it was

jld in the evening, he used to hire a horse to ride

1 it. lie was but an unskilful rider, and often

icountered difficulties occasioned mainly by the

idness of the roads. He at that time kept a diary,

Drtions of which are given in his life. His ac-

)unts are often interesting. The following is a

rief abstract of one winter night's ride, and the

reservations he on that occasion experienced.

The darkness was so groat, that he could not see

ow his horse stood, and was obliged to feel for his

sad, before he attempted to mount. When start-

Ig, he remembered a heap of large stones in the

liddle of the road near by, and feared that his

orse must stumble over them. As he drew to-

ards them, he, with thankfulness, perceived a

srson with a candle in his hands, looking amongst

lem for something which had been dropped.

He then recollected that in a short time he would

jme to a sharp turn in the road, whilst straight

efore, with nothing to guard the traveller from

jangerous fall, the bank fell off precipitously eight

\) ten feet. The thought of this place gave him
sn-iiderable uneasiness from his inability in the

arkness to see where he was going. When he

jached the spot, he found a woman and a

lere with a lantern. They were on their way
ome from school, and by their light he safely

|arned this dangerous corner.

Although in view of the two helps he had al-

leady received in difficult places, he was induced

'ith the apostle to thank God. and take courage,

et he could not help remembering that there was

little before him an old bridge, which was a very

difficult one to pass in the dark. Some cottages

were near it, and as he approached, to his great sur-

prise, the door of one of them opened, and a woman
tood in it, holding a light so as to shine on the

bridge, until he had crossed it. He supposed that,

hearing the tramp of his horse's feet, she had

thought some relative might be returning for whose

safety she was concerned ; whatever her motive, he

felt thankful for the aid afforded him.

There was still one dangerous spot before him,

and that was where the road crossed a very nar-

row bridge, with scarcely any protection at the

sides to keep a traveller in the dark from falling

F. " It will be most extraordinary," he thought,

if I find a light there too !" But extraordinary

as it seemed to him, it turned out so. A man was

crossing the bridge with a lantern, and hearing a

horse approaching, he very kindly stood still, till

John Campbell had passed over.

There is nothing wonderful in any one of these

occurrences, yet those who feel that a superintend-

ing Providence is indeed about the Lord's devoted

children in all their ways, will sympathize witl

John Campbell in his desire not to forget the pre

servations of that evening. Ah, how many mercies

of this kind are received by all of us, which we
either never note at all, or quickly forget.

The Farmer and t/ie Merchant. — Leander
Wetherell delivered a very interesting and instruc

five lecture on this subject recently in Boston. Af
ter briefly considering the obligation to labour, and

its universality to mankind, irrespective of sex or

accidental circumstances, he stated that his object

in selecting this subject for a lecture was in

of the fact that many young men are eager to quit

the farm and the rural scenes amid which they

were born and bred, for tbe crowded city and its

various pursuits. Of the thousands who leave their

comfortable homes every spring, hundreds return

unable to find anything to do, and less content to

engage on the farm than ever before. Now, what

are the chances to get rich iu commerce or trade?

The country boy learns, either from tradition or

from the reading of the biography of " Merchant

Princes," that such men as Girard, Gray, Astor,

the Lawrences, and others, began their career with

nothing, and ended life with millions—the accu-

mulation of their own skill and persistence in busi-

ness. The youth adopts the maxim, that what

man has done man 7nai/ do ; forgetting, as it were,

that capacity, with great persistence, is a part of

the condition essential to success, coupled with the

most rigid system of economy.

Of the merchants doing business in Boston, at a

certain wharf, during forty years, only six became

independent ; the remainder failed, or died destl

tute of properly. Of one thousand merchants hav

ing accounts at a Boston bank, during the same

period, only six had become independent. Of
eleven hundred and twelve bankrupts who took

the benefit of the bankrupt law iu Massachusetts,

only fourteen were farmers ; and of two thousand

five hundred and fifty in New York, only forty-

were farmers. Less than two per cent, of the

bankrupts belonged to the agricultural population

which greatly exceeds in numbers that of the other

industrial pursuits. No young man, who duly

considers such statements as these, can be very

strongly impressed in view of the probabilities of

his becoming a Girard, an Astor, or an Amos
Lawrence iu commercial pursuits. If it be true,

as often stated, that not more than six out of a

hundred succeed in mercantile pursuits, while in

agriculture, ninety-four out of every hundred en-

gaged therein die solvent, how much better to be

farmer. Fewer farmers than merchants become
very rich, but of the former, few fail of gaining a

competency. Young men desirous to leave the

farm to seek employment in the city, should con-

'der how improbable it is that they shall become
rich. Therefore, stick to the farm, young men, if

you would be well off when life verges to the sere,

the yellow leaf.

" But," says a young man, " it may be my ludc

to become rich." Do not flatter yourself that you
are to become rich, learned or great by luck ; for

you will surely be disappointed. Such dreaming
is as shallow as it is frivolous. Remember that

Mahomet waited, until weary and worn, for the

mountain to come to him ; so will it be with him
who waits to become rich by luck. After tracing

many of the failures in business to extravagance in

living, L, Wetherell pointed out the only sure way
for a young man to succeed in life, viz., by honesty,

frugality and industrious habits. We may seek a
home in Arcadia, amid the beauties of a crystal

spring, a daisied meadow, a wood vocal with the

melodies of birds, and yet we shall not find it a
land of pure delight and pleasures unalloyed. We
have to learn, if we have not already done so, that

happiness is dependent upon the state of the mind
rather than upon localities, or the kind of employ-

ment. Virtue alone is a source of unmingled joy.

Silence in Nature.—It is a remarkable and
very instructive fact, that many of the most im-

portant operations of nature are carried on in un-

broken silence. There is no rushing sound when
the broad tide of sunlight breaks on a dark world
and floods it with light, as one bright wave over

nother falls from the fountain, millions of millions

of miles away. There is no creaking of axles or

groaning of cumbrous machinery as the solid earth

heels on its way, and every planet and system
performs its revolutions. Tbe great trees bring

forth their boughs, and shadow the earth beneath

them—the plants cover themselves with buds, and
the buds burst into flowers ; but the whole trans-

action is unheard. The change from snow and
winter-winds to blossoms and fruits, and the sun-

shine of summer, is seen in its slow development,

but there is scarcely a sound to tell of the mighty
transformation. The solemn chant of the ocean,

as it raises its unchanged and unceasing voices,

the roar of the hurricane, and the mighty river,

and the thunder of the black-browed storm ; all

this is the music of nature— a great and swelling

anthem of praise, breaking in on the universal

calm. There is a lessou for us here. The migh-

tiest worker in the universe is the most unobtru-

sive.

—

Late Paper.

1708. To prevent the great scandal and re-

proach which any professing Truth, may bring on

it, by breaking in other men's debt, we remind you
to exercise a godly care therein, as much as in you
lies, by giving timely caution to any such, as either

break their promises, or delay the payment of their

just debts, or otherwise render themselves sus-

pected.

The King of IMhincl has offered a prize for

the design of a hill, to be artificially constructed,

as a place of refuge in cases of inundation. A.

series of these is proposed, each being large enough
to store provisions and moveables for three thou-

sand people.

The One Church.—" Dost thou belong to the

church ! Out of the church there is no salvation.

But mark what the church is ! The church is a

company of men, who have received the Spirit. If

thou hast not the Spirit, go thy way and tremble."
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For " The Friend."

Testimony against War.

At a time of mucli excitement, produced bj the

unjustifiable acts of an ungrateful people, many
are thrown into distress and fears. But the place

of refuge is a humble reliance upon the Great Pre-

server of men, walking with sobriety and christian

respect and regard towards all men, with our de-

portment marked by a firm disapprobation of all

violence, and every breach of the peace and order

of civil society. If this course is steadily main-

taiued in the meekness of heavenly wisdom, avoid-

ing all party combinations, and pursuing our law-

ful business in a serious frame of mind, we shall

be enabled to show that we are the subjects of the

Prince of peace, and our quiet consistent walk will

enforce upon others a consideration of the superior

blessings which pertain to a practical observance

of his commands and precepts, and the constant

regeneratiug power of his Spirit acting upon our

hearts. Such will be made a stay to weak and
timid ones, who at times may be tossed as with a

tempest, and will direct them to Christ Jesus, the

llock and Foundation, against which the gates of

hell cannot prevail.

By our excellent discipline, " Friends are ex-

horted faithfully to adhere to our ancient testimony

against wars and lightings, and in no way to unite

with any in warlike measures, cither ofi'ensive or

defensive, that by the inoifensiveness of our con-

duct, we may convincingly demonstrate ourselves

to be real subjects of the Messiah's peaceful reign,

and be instrumental in the promotion thereof, to-

wards its desired completion ; when, according to

ancient prophecy, " the earth shall be full of the

knowledge of the Lord as the waters cover the

Bca; and its inhabitants shall learn war no more."
" When goods have been distrained from any

Friends, on account of their refusal to pay fines for

non-performance of military services, and the offi-

cers, after deducting the fines and costs, propose to

return the remainder, it is the sense of this meet-

ing, that Friends should maintain their testimony

by sufiering, and not accept such overplus, unless

the same or a part of it is returned without a

change of the species. 1755. It is the sense of

this meeting, that furnishing wagons or other means
for conveying military stores, is a military service,

and that the care of elders, overseers, and all

faithful Friends, should be extended in true love

and christian tenderness, to such as deviate herein,

to convince them of their error. 1758. Also, that

a tax levied for the purchasing of drums, colours,

or for other warlike uses, cannot be paid consist-

ently with our christian testimony. 1776.
" A living concern for the advancement of our

testimony to the peaceable kingdom of Christ, con-

tinuing to spread in many minds, we fervently

desire that tlic members of our religious Society,

may carefully avoid engaging in any trade or

business promotive of war; sharing or partaking

of the spoils of war by purchasing or selling prize

goods ; importing or shipping goods in armed
vessels; paying taxes for the express purpose
of war; grinding of grain, feeding of cattle, or
selling their property for the use of the army

;

that through a close attention to the monitions of
Divine grace, and guarding against the suppression

of it either in themselves or others, they may be
preserved in a conduct consistent with our holy
profession, from wounding the minds or increasinf

the sufferings of each other ; not at all doubting^
that He to whom appertains the kingdom and the

power, who is wonderful in working, will continue
to carry on and perfect his blessed cause of peace
in the earth. A solid attention to this concern is

recommended to Quarterly, Monthly, and Prepa-

rative meetings, and to our brethren in general

;

it being the judgment of this meeting, that if any

of our members do cither openly or by connivance,

pay any fine, penalty or tax in lieu of personal

service for carrying on war ; or allow their chil-

dren, apprentices or servants to act therein ; or

are concerned in arming or equipping vessels with

guns, or in dealing in public certificates, issued as

a compensation tor expenses accrued, or services

performed in war ; that they be tenderly dealt

with, and if they are not brought to an acknow-

ledgment of their error, monthly meetings should

proceed to testify against them."' 1780. 1781.
" This meeting fervently recommends to the deep

attention of all our members, that they be reli-

giously guarded against approving or showing the

least connivance at war, either by attending at, or

viewing military operations, or in any wise encour-

aging the unstable, deceitful spirit of party, by
joining with political devices or associations, how-
ever speciously disguised under the ensnaring sub-

tleties commonly attendant thereon ; but that they

sincerely labour to experience a settlement on the

alone sure foundation of pure, unchangeable Truth;

whereby, through the prevalence of unfeigned

christian love and good will to men, we may con-

vincingly demonstrate, that the kingdom we seek

is not of this world—a kingdom and government
whose subjects are free indeed, redeemed from those

captivating lusts, from whence come wars and
fightings." 1798.

May watchfulness and prayer before the Great

Ruler of nations be the clothing of our spirits,

that we may be kept in his fear, and be qualified

to ask of Him to interpose, in his mercy, for the

restoration of the peace and the harmony of our

beloved country. Let us be willing to see and to

confess the pride, the ingratitude, the worldli-

mindedness, the irreligion, and the gross wicked-
ness, which have prevailed to a great degree among
difierent classes, and to humble ourselves before

the Most High as in dust and ashes, if so be he

will forgive our transgressions, and cause a suspen-

sion of the awful scourge of war, and tbe length-

ening of our tranquillity. In his prayer at the

dedication of the temple, Solomon said, " If there

be in the land, famine, if there be pestilence,

blasting or mildew, if their enemy besiege them in

the land of their cities, what prayer or supplication

soever, be made by any man, or by all thy people

Israel, which shall know every man the plague of

his own heart, and spread forth his hands towards

this house, then hear thou in heaven thy dwelling-

place, and forgive, and do, and give to every man
according to his ways, whose heart thou knowest,

that they may fear thee all the days that they live

in the land which thou gavest unto their fathers."

We have no outward temple to look to, but sin-

cere prayer ascending from hearts, sanctified and
made a temple by the Holy Spirit, fit for the Lord
to dwell in, will reach his gracious ear whom the

heaven of heavens cannot contain, and find accept-

ance through tbe intercession of his beloved Son,

our Mediator with the Father, for poor, frail, sinful

man. Would that he would restrain all our Friends,

older and younger, from putting themselves in the

way of destroying a single fellow being. To have
a brother's blood pressing upon the conscience,

would be an awful condition in the day of judg-

ment. Better lose all we possess, and our lives

too, than rush one soul into eternity. In an argu-

ment with a person on the unlawfulness of war
Thomas Chalkley says, " he asked me if one came
to kill me, would I not rather kill than be killed ?

I told him no ; so far as I knew my own heart, I

had rather be killed than kill. He said that was
strange, and desired to know what reason I could

give for it. I told him that I being innocent, if

were killed, my soul would be happy; but if

killed him, he dying in his wickedness, would C(

sequently be unhappy ; and if I were killed,

might live to repent ; but if I killed him,

would have no time to repent ; so that if he killi

me, I should have much the better, both in respt

to myself and to him." This discourse made su

impression, that the man laid off his sword, ai

when they parted, they embraced each other

open arms of christian love, far from that whi

would hurt or destroy. " They shall not hurt n

destroy in all my holy mountain." i

The Bottom of the Sea.—Out investigationsjl

to show that the roaring waves and the mightHJ
billows of the ocean repose, not upon hard or trql

bled beds, but upon cushions of still water; th'

everywhere at the bottom of the deep sea the sol

ribs of the earth are protected, as with a garmei

from the abrading action of its currents; that t

cradle of its restless waves is lined by a strata

of water at rest, or so nearly at rest that it c:

neither wear nor move the lightest bit of drift th

once lodges there. The uniform appearance

these microscopic shells, and the almost total a

sence among them of any sediment from the s

or foreign matter, suggest most forcibly the idea

perfect repose at the bottom of the sea. Some
the specimens are as pure and as free from sea-sai

as the fresh-fallen snow-flake is from the dust

the earth. Indeed, these soundings almost pro

that the sea, like the snow-cloud with its flakes

a calm, is always letting fall upon its bed showe

of these minute shells ; and we may readily im

gine that the wrecks which strew its bottom, ai

in the process of ages, hidden under this flee

covering, presenting the rounded appearance whi

is seen over the body of the traveller who h

perished in the snow-storm. The ocean, esp

cially within and near the tropics, swarms wi

life. The remains of myriads of moving thin

are conveyed by currents, and scattered and lodg

in the course of time all over its bottom. Tl

process, continued for ages, has covered the dept

of the ocean as with a mantle, consisting of orga

isms as delicate as hoar-frost, and as light in t

water as down is in the air. The tooth of ru

ning water is very sharp. See how the Niaga

has cut its way through layer after layer of sol'

rock. But what is the Niagara, with all the fre

water courses of the world, by the side of t

great currents of ocean ? And what is the pri

sure of fresh water upon river beds in comparis

with the pressure of ocean water upon the bottc

of the deep sea ? It is not so great by contri

as the gutters in the streets are to the catarai

Then why have not the currents of the sea wo
its bottom away? Simply becausetheyhavenotbe
permitted to get down to it.

—

All the Year Ron?

Cliiirch Membership.—All endeavors to ma
the terms or conditions of church membersl
amongst us more extensive, broad and easy, so

to admit a greater latitude and variety of sen

ment or conduct, will always be in vain. The

who stand upon the sure foundation, and wh(

principal care it is to act in the church under

direction of the holy Head, will always have

bear their testimony against, and endeavor to
;

serve the church clean from the stains, defilemer

and impurities, which spring from " the lust of t

flesh, the lust of the eye, and the pride of lif

all of which, in their endless diversity and ope

tion, prevent us from entering in " at the str

gate," and persevering in that " narrow way wh
leadeth unto life."

—

John TliorjJ.
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\S7nall Bcd-Chambers.—There is reason to be-

jve that more cases of dangerous and fatal dis-

=63 are gradually engendered annually by the

bit of sleeping in small, unventilated rooms, than

ve occurred from a cholera atmosphere during

y year since it made its appearance in this coun-

'. Very many persons sleep in cight-by-teu

)ms—that is, rooms the length and breadth of

lich, multiplied together, and this multiplied

ain by ten, would make just eight hundred cubic

:t, while the cubic space to each bed, according

the English apportionment for hospitals, is

enty-one hundred feet. But more in order " to

e the air of a room the highest degree of fresh-

es," the French hospitals contract for a complete

lewal of the air of a room every hour, while the

iglish assert that double the amount, or four

3usand feet an hour, is required.

Four thou::^and feet of air an hour! and yet there

3 multitudes in the city of New York, who sleep

th closed doors and windows, in rooms which do

t contain a thousand cubic feet of space, and

it thousand feet of space is to last all night

—

|least eight hours—except such scanty supplies

:may be obtained of any fresh air that may in-

uate itself through little crevices by door or

pdow, not an eighth of an inch in thickuess.

.t when it is known that, in many cases a man
d wife and infant sleep habitually in thousand

t rooms, it is no marvel that multitudes perish

amaturely in cities ; no wonder that infant chil-

?n wilt away like flowers without water, and

xt five thousand of them died in the city of New
irk alone, during the hundred days which in-

^ded the 15th of July, 1860 ! Another fact is

'gestive; that among the fifty thousand persons

.0 sleep nightly in the lodging-houses of London,

pressly arranged on the improved principles of

ice and ventilation already referred to, it has

in proven that not one single case of fever has

2n engendered in two years. Let every intelli-

Qt reader improve the teachings of this article

;hout an hour's delay.

—

Hdis Journal of
zallh.

less the Lord at all Times,

For "The Frieml.'

in all Places of 11

The first heat of the spring-time has been bathed

.0 coolness by a refreshing shower ; the vespers

the robins fill the air with melody, the sun-

iting irradiates the fast-greening landscape, and

3 perfume of fruit blossoms and garden flowers,

ngles with that of the fresh moist earth. And
the day is going to rest. Its peaceful loveliness

lews the injunction :
" Bless the Lord."

Yet, alas, the sweet beauty of the evening can-

t banish that anxiety and mourning, whose in-

ible presence troubles the soul. While the ter-

ile scourge of war hangs over us with a "dark-

3s that may be felt," men's hearts fail them for

ir. Fear combines many fears:—the fear of

iturbance, of the destruction of plans and hopes,

loss, of privation, and of suffering : but all these

mbined cannot make that fear with which so

iny hearts are failing. It is not the fear of suf-

•ing, but the fear of sin. Not the peril to their

n lives or homes, but the peril to so many reck-

is immortal souls.

Yet shall we not " bless the Lord" even here, in

is fearful place of His dominion? For He is a

itrong habitation whereuuto we may continually

iort!" All other refuge may fail, but this en-

reth forever. The foundations of the earth may
shaken, but this Hock is immoveable. " The
)rd is my defence ; I shall not be moved." " Be-

use He has been my help, therefore in the sha-

dow of his wings will I rejoice." " Thou art my
rock and my fortress." David proved in seasons

of greatest peril, the safety, the strength of this

Fortress. He knew the enemy could never pre-

vail against it. Therefore, it was that songs of

praise burst so livingly from his heart. He re-

joiced, not because he dwelt at ease, and knew no

danger, but because his "place of defence" was
" the munition of rocks."

It is to " them that love God," the promise is

given, "all things shall work together for good,"

The exercise of soul for Ilis cause's sake ; the

mourning for his law trodden under foot : the ago-

nized yearning over immortal souls sent in enmity
from the battle-field to judgment—none .of these

shall be lost—for we have the assurance, " The
eyes of the Lord are over the righteous, and His

ears are open unto their prayers."

If, then, the " pride of all glory" being stained

in our view, these " fightings without" but drive us

to Him who is our only place of safety,—-if we,

seeking him, learn more aud more of his mercy and
loving-kindness, his power to shield and sustain,

shall we not more and more be enabled to " bless

the Lord at all times, in all places of his domi-

nion."

Fourth mo. 24th, 18C1.

Discoveries on the Eislern Side of Africa, bij

Captains Barton and Speke.—These intrepid and

scientific travellers, conquering a thousand difii-

culties, succeeded in penetrating the continent be

tween latitudes four degrees and eight degrees south,

to the depth of six hundred miles, over land that

the foot of an European never trod before. The
most remarkable discoveries they made, consisted

of two vast fresh water lakes, those of Ujiji aud

Xyanza, the bare existence of the first of which

only had been known, while that of the latter, by
far the largest, had not even been suspected.

We shall confine our notice to the lake Nyanza,

as the most important. It was found to lie 3,700

feet above the level of the sea, and hence above

three times higher than the lake of Geneva. Its

breadth was eitimated from forty to ninety miles,

and its length conjectured at three hundred, which

would give it an area equal' to th it of two-thirds

of Ireland. This mighty inland sea is conjec-

tured by Captain Speke to be the true and long-

sought-for source of the Nile, a question which

has puzzled civilized men lor two thousand years,

and is still unsettled. In our own judgment, the

question is more one of words than substance.

Every great river has many sources, and it depends

on the nomenclature to which of the several con-

tributing streams he maiy give the name which

practice has assigned. We have, however, no

doubt, but that the water of the lake Nyanza does

contribute largely toward feeding the classic stream,

the inundation of which is the source of the fertil-

ity of that Egyptian valley, which, for thousands

of years, has exercised so large an influence on the

civilization of man.

Of the country and people seen by our enter-

prising travellers, we have but few words to say.

The land is evidently less favoured by nature than

that of the western side of the continent, and the

negroes are physically, and perhaps even mentally,

inferior. The eastern side possesses no navigable

rivers leading to the sea, as does the western, nor

has it the gold nor the valuable palm-oil of the

latter. Its corns consist of millet and of maize,

the latter received from America through India.

With apparently abundant facilities for irrigation,

not a grain of rice, the main cereal of the tropics,

is grown by the rude and stupid inhabitants. The
only valuable product is coffee, still, however, in a

wild state only. This is a peculiar indigenous

plant in this part of Africa, although we call it

Arabian, because we first derived it in its cultivated

state from that country.

The common fowl and oxen, the latter used only
for their flesh and small milk, but not for labour,

are the only animals which have been domesti-

cated. The horse is unknown, and so is the hardy
ass, unless to- a few Arabian settlers. Man, then,

has here no help in his toil, without which any re-

spectable progress towards civilization is impossi-

ble. A hardy, coarse cotton is grown, and the

art of weaving a fabric of corresponding quality

is understood. So is the art of making malleable

iron, the highest stretch of negro civilization in

this part of Africa. Letters are unknown to the

negroes of the eastern coast, as indeed they are to

all African negroes. The staple exports consist of

the bodies of the inhabitants in bondage and of

the tusks of the slaughtered elephants. The im-

ports correspond in value. It would be but to

deceive the public to promise a beneficial commerce
with such a country and such a people.

—

London
Examiner.

Absurd Waste.—A writer in a London paper
calls attention to a profligate and scandalous waste
and destruction of property, while there are so

many poor persons who so much stand in need of

assistance, which is thus noticed in a late number
of the Churchman's Monthly Penny Magazine as

occurring in the London docks :
" Near the north-

east corner of the Queen's warehouse," Henry
Mayhew tells us, " a guide post inscribed, ' To the

kiln,' directs you to the Queen's pipe, or chimney
of the furnace; on the doors of the latter end of

the room are painted the Crown Royal and V. R.
In this kilu are burnt all such goods as do not

fetch the amount of their duty and customs'

charges; tea, having once set the ehimuey of the

kiln on fire, is rarely burnt, and the wine and spi-

rit are emptied into the docks. The huge mass of

fire in the furnace is fed day and night with con-

demned goods. On one occasion 900 Australian

mutton hams were burnt ; on another 45,000 pairs

of French gloves; and silks and satins, tobacco

and cigars, are here consumed in vast quantities,

the ashes being sold by the ton as manure for kill-

ing insects, and to soap' boilers and chemical ma-
facturers. Nails and other pieces of iron sifted

from the ashes are prized for their toughness in

making gun barrels; gold and silver, the remain.s

of plate, watches and jewelry thrown into the fur-

nace, are also found in the ashes."

THE FRIEND.
FIFTH MONTH 4, 1861.

Are we performing our duty to those around

us ? This is a very serious inquiry, and worthy of

the most attentive consideration of us all; yet it is

with no desire to press it at this time except on

one point, that these lines are penned. The re-

port of the book committee, as read in our Yearly

Meeting, shows a diminution in the number of

books, setting forth the doctrines and principles of

Truth as most surely believed by us, distributed

during the past year as compared to some former

years. Have we done our duty to our neighbors

in this respect? It does not require any great

skill in argument, any unusual acquaintance with

logic, to enable one to hand to an inquirer after

truth, a book which may set forth our principles

clearly and unanswerably.

Many instances have occurred in which the pe-
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rusal of a good book has been attended with such

a blessing from the Divine Source of all goodness,

as to prove of lasting advantage to the reader. I

remember to have read of a bookseller, who, on

being called upon by a very foppishly dressed man
for a play-book, handed him a religious work in-

stead. The man used some profane language,

intimating what he would do with it ; but, on fur-

ther conversation with the bookseller, took it, pro-

mising to read it. A few weeks afterwards, the

purchaser returned to the store, much more soberly

and properly dressed, and after expressing his gra-

titude to the bookseller for persuading him to take

the book, and his thankfulness to his heavenly

Father, who had incited him to do it, he ordered

a number of copies of the same work for distribu-

tion.

It is related that Venn, the author of " the Com-

plete Duty of Man," was so pleased with the kind

conduct of a waiter in an inn, in the west of Eng-

land, who, whilst the other servants were laughing

at the embarrassment a driver of some refractory

pigs experienced, went out promptly and assisted

him, that he gave him a copy of his own piiblioa-

tion. Many years after, a person, being in the

west of England, found an innkeeper, who was a

religious man, and on inquiring found that he

was the waiter, who had received the present

from Venn. He deemed that not only himself,

but his wife and some of their children, had re-

ceived deep, religious impressions from the book,

which impressions, through submission to Divine

Grace, had been greatly blessed to them, in the

work of regeneration mercifully carried on within

them.

Many Instances are recorded of individuals con-

vinced of the principles we profess, by reading the

writings of our early Friends. Those writings have

lost none of their truthfulness, from age, and to

the soul thirsting after Divine kuowledge, they may
still, through the Lord's assisting spirit, prove as

cool water in a time of drought.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

The Revolution.—The Virginia ordinance of secession

does not go into effect until ratified by a majority of the

votes of the people of the State. The election is to be

held on the 23d inst. The warlike preparations in the

North have caused much alarm in Virginia. Governor

Letcher has, it is asserted, notified the President that no

troops from Virginia will be permitted to attack the

capital, and that he will not permit troops from the Con-

federate States to cross Virginia for that purpose.

Maryland.—On the 27lh ult., telegraphic communica-

tion wilh Baltimore was re-opencd after a week's sus-

pension. Up to that day, about 12,000 Northern troops

had arrived at Annapolis on their route to Washington.

The railroad was guarded throughout its whole len^lh,

and the transit over it for the volunleers and army sup-

plies was uninterrupted. On the 2Gth, the Legislat\ire

assembled at Frederick. In his message to that body,

the Governor slates that he had earnestly, but in vain,

remonstrated with the federal government against the

passage of troops across .Maryland for the defence of

Washington ; recommends them to act prudently and

cautiously in dealing wilh the difiiculties in which tlie

State is involved, and advises against secession. He
thinks the only safety of Maryland lies in preserving a

neutral position in the impending contest. It is report-

ed that a majority of the Senate is averse to secession,

but that the Southern Uiglils party have the control of

the House of Representatives.—The Pennsylvania volun-

teers who were encamped at Cockeysville, were ordered

back to Pennsylvania, in order to avoid another con-

flict at Baltimore.

Destruction of Public rroperty.—The burning of the

navy-yard, ships of war, &c., atNorfolk artd Portsmouth,

Va.,' is confirmed. The destruction was very great, but

not complete, much valuable property having fallen into

the hands of the Virginians. At Harper's Ferry, also,

valuable machinery and otiier property, inclndiug seve-

ral thousand muskets, escaped destruction.

Fort Picketis.—The latest date from Pensacola was the

2Ist, up to which time no attack had been made. There
were about 5000 of the Confederate troops there, who
were suffering seriously from sickness aud exposure.

Eight C. S. war vessels were lying there, ready to assist

in the defence of the fort.

Washington.—The Northern troops were daily arriving

from the landing at Annapolis, and a formidable force

would soon be collected at the capital. The U. S.

steamer Pawnee was cruising up and down the Potomac
to keep the communication open. Preparations were
making by the revolutionists to erect a battery on the

river near Mount Vernon, but it was rumored Governor
Letcher had refused to allow any interruption of the

navigation of the river. A proclamation has been issued

by the President, placing the ports of Virginia and
North Carolina under blockade.

The Southern Confederacy.—The Richmond Enquirer
of the 23d. states, that the government at Montgomery
had is.-iued several letters of marque to privateers on
the 18th ult. Jefferson Davis, the President, and A. H.
Stephens, Vice-President of the Confederacy, had visit-

ed Richmond, Va. Troops from South Carolina and
Georgia were entering Virginia. About 1500 had reached
Norfolk and Richmond, and many thousands more were
expected.

Pennsijlvania.—On the 28th, the War department at

Washington made a requisition upon the State for twen-
ty-one more regiments in addition to the seventeen pre-

viously ordered, making a total of 29,500 men. The
Governor will propose to the Legislature that a reserve

force of 10,000 men should be called out in addition.

The War Spirit appears to prevail throughout the free

States, without any exception. In tlie South, the peo-
ple of Missouri and Kentucky appear to be less imbued
with it, and in Virginia aud Maryland, they seem to be

awakening to a conception of the dire calamities that

must fill upon them in the event of a war of invasion.

Even the Charleston Mercury earnestly protests against
any attempt to capture Washington. In Virginia, west
of the Blue Ridge, there is said to be still a strong feel-

ing of attachment to the Union.
Baltimore.—A large Union meeting was held in Bal-

timore on the 29th, at which the strongest Union reso-

lutions were adopted. The rule of the secession mob
was believed to be nearly over. Regular daily com-
munication with Philadelphia has been re-established, by
means of steamers to Perryville, there connecting with
the Philadelphia, Wilmington and Baltimore Railroad.
New J'or/i;.—Mortality last week, 422.

Philadelphia —UonnVitj last week, 259.

Foreign.—The Liverpool dates are to Fourth mo. 20th.

Great Britain.—In the House of Lords, it was stated

that the government was engaged in no negotiations

whatever towards the reconciliation of the King of Italy

with the Pope. Their policy was not to interfere in

Roman Catholic questions. The Italian question in gen-
eral was debated, the French occupation of Rome was
deplored, and the prospect of a collision between Aus-
tria and Italy deprecated by all the speakers.

In the House of Commons, Lord John Russell stated

that all the foreign ministers except the American, had
left Jeddo, to be protected by the ships of war, in conse-
quence of intimidation having been used towards them,
which the Japanese government had not endeavored to

check.

A report that President Lincoln was dead, had been
circulated in England, and American news was anxi-
ously looked for.

The London Times editorially reiterates hopes for the
maintenance of peiice, and says that when the soil and
the seas of the New World are likely to be stained with
blood, foreign nations may surely remonstrate in the
cause of humanity.
The Paris correspondent of the London Daily News

says that Russia has informed France that, in conse-
quence of the events in Warsaw, it will be impossible to

join Fr.ince in any measure for the settlement of the
Eastern question. The alleged reason for this refusal is

that Russia regards France as an accomplice in the
Poli.^ih disturbances.

France.—Heavy commercial failures are reported in

Marseilles. The French funds were higher. Rentes are
quoted at CSf. 20c.

y/a/.y.—Garibaldi took his seat in the Italian Parlia-

ment, and the business was temporarily suspended by
the ap|ilause of the members. The action of the miuis-
try in disbanding the Southern army, and the measures
taken for its reorganization were debated on the 18lh

ult. Garibaldi made a speech so violent, that it excited
a Himult in the chamber. He made offensive allusions

to the ministry, against which Count Cavour protested.

The President of the chamber put on his hat, and the

sitting was suspended for a brief interval. Garibaldi, in

resuming, spoke with more moderation. He defendt

his comrades in arms, and said that the formation
three divisions of volunteers as decreed, was not sufl

cient for the National armament.—On the 19th ultinii

Garibaldi was again received with loud applause. Tt'

excitement of the previous day had subsided. Words i

concord passed between Cavour aud M. Bixio, whic
were applauded by all. Garibaldi expressed himse
satisfied.—There has been an attempted reaction in d
labria. Troops were despatched to the town of Vonasi
which has been delivered from the Bourboniang.

Austria.—Continued Austrian movements on the Pi

near Ferran, are recorded. It is said that an attac

is possible, commencing with the invasion of the Duch
of .Modena, which will not be an infraction of the I

of Villa Franca. The Hungarian Chamber of Deputie
has been definitely constituted. A Vienna paper d

positively that there will be an independent ministr

granted to Hungary. The Imperial concessions, in fo

vor of the Protestants, gave great satisfaction.

Russia.—Advices from Warsaw say that matters
daily growing worse, aud it is feared that the exaspera
tion of the people will lead to fresh disturbances. Vig
orous measures had not intimidated them. The troop

had been bivouacked in the public squares. The Rus
sian force in Poland is to be raised to 100,000 men

Spain.—The recent seizure of the territory of the Do
minican Republio by Spanish troops, is approved. Th
Spanish official paper says, that the Spanish governmen
will accept the annexation of St. Domingo as soon a

confirmed by a vote of the people, if no foreign powe
protests.

Australia.—Australian advices report the massacre c

twenty-six of the crew of the American whale ship Su
perior, by the natives of Solomon's Island.

Java.—Fearful inundations had occurred in Javs

.Many thousands were drowned, and whole villages de

stroyed. Fifty thousand people had been made desti

tute.

The Liverpool Markets.—The cotton market was activ

at an advance. New Orleans fair was quoted at 8Jrf.

Mobiles, 7jrf. The Manchester advices were favorable

prices had an advancing tendency. Breadstuffs wen
dull. Flour nominally, 28s. a 305. 6d. ; red wheat, lit

2d. a Us. 9d. ; white, 12s. 3d. a I4s. 6d., per 100 lbs.

7'Ae London Money Market.—-The bank rate of iuteres

had been reduced to 5 per cent. Consols, 92.

WEST-TOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
The Summer Session will commence on Second-daj

the 6th of Fifth month next. Pupils will be conveye
from the city to the Street Road Station on the ne¥|

Philadelphia and West Chester Railroad, where convey]
ances will be in waiting to take them to the school, oi

the arrival of the 8. 2, and 4 o'clock trains on SeconI
and Third-days. Those who have been regularly en

tered, and who go by the cars from Philadelphia, will bi

furnished with tickets by the ticket agent at the depot
N. E. corner of Eighteenth and Market streets, which
with the stage fare from the Station, will be charged ti

the pupil at the school. Baggage may be sent to th^

depot, corner of Eighteenth and .Market streets. Smal
packages for the pupils, if left at Friends' bookstore
No. 304 Arch street, on Sixth-days, before 12 o'clock

will be forwarded. The stage, as heretofore, will niee

the first train of cars in the morning, on its arrival a

the Street Road Station, every day, except First-days.

Fourth mo. 29th, 1861. ^

HAVERFORD SCHOOL ASSOCIATION. j

The Stated Annual Meeting of the Haverford Schoi
ssociation will be held at the committee-room, Araj
reet, on Second-day afternoon. Fifth month 13th, 1861
, 4 o'clock. Chables Ellis, Sec'y. 1

FRIENDS' INDIAN INSTITUTE, TUNESSASSAH.
A man and a woman Friend are wanted to aid in con

ducting this Institution. A man and his wife would hi

preferred, one of whom should be qualified to teach ij

the school. Apply to Ebenezek Worth,
Marshaltnn, Chester Co., Pa.

Thos. Wistar,
Fox Chase, Philadelphia Co., Pa.

Joel Evans,
Oakdale P. O., Delaware Co., Pa.

Philad., Second mo. 5th, 1861.

PILE & M'ELROT, PRINTERS,
Lodge street, opposite the Pennsylvania Bank.
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The Appalachian Mountain System.

Professor Arnold Gujot, of Princeton College,

J., and author of the interesting treatise ou
iysical Geography, entitled "Earth and Man,"
3 devoted his summer excursions since 1849, to

I examination and study of the physical configu-

tion of the Appalachian System, and to a most
refully conducted series of measurements, chiefly

th the barometer, of those points which were
ost importnnt in the investigation of tlio Inws o*'

relief. He began with the most remarkable
Iminating groups in the northern division, name-

, the White Mountains, the Green Mountains,

id the Adirondack. To the first-named he made
ur excursions in as many different summers. He
terwards visited in three excursions the central

id southern portions of Virginia, and the vast

oup of elevated chains which covers the western-

irt of North Carolina, between the boundaries of

snnessee, Georgia and South Carolina, and which
ntains, as his observations fully show, the high-

t points of the whole Appalachian system. Here
ithin a territory of one hundred and twenty miles

length, from north-east to south-west, and some
rty miles in breadth,* extending from the ex-

eme sources of the New Eiver to the passage of

e Tennessee through the Smoky Mountains and
lue Ridge. There are, according to the table of

titudes published by Prof. Guyot, no fewer than

yeHtj/-eight peaks more elevated than Mount
''ashington, and some thirty-seven others that

rertop Mount Adams, the second in altitude of

le White Mountain group.f Of the twenty-eight

jaks higher than Mount Washington, thirteen are

•ranged nearly in a straight line of about nine

iles in length, forming the main chain of the

lack Mountains. One of these, the Black Dome,
• Blitchell's High Peak, may now be safely re-

irded as the highest land east of the Mississippi

* The middle of the north-eastern border of the belt
' land here described, is in latitude 36° 10' North,
ngitude 4° 45' West from Washington ; and the middle

'the south-western border is in lat. 35° 20' N., long. 6°

3' W. The strip of country referred to, extends ihere-

TC for twenty miles on e<ich aide of the line joining
lese two points. It is bounded on the west very nearly

<f
the boundary line of North Carolina.

t Mount Washington is 6288 feet above the sea; Mt.

dams, 5794 feet.

given by Guyot, is C707

5f.

river. Its altitude,

feet above the sea.

In a late number of Silliman's Journal, P
Guyot has published an interesting article " On the

Appalachian .'\Iount!iin .Sy.steui," giving in prjrt iho

result of his extended explorations and measure-
ments of these mountains, from which article we
propose to make some copious extracts, with per-

haps occasional slight alterations. He says :

—

" The remark has been made with justice, that
the Appalachian or Allegheny System of moun-
tains, although situated in" the midst of a civilized

nation, is still one of the chains concerning which
we have the least amount of positive knowledge.
This is e.-^peeially true, respecting the height of the

culminating points of the different portions of the
system. A great number of measurements have
indeed been made within the last thirty years for

the construction of railroads and canals, and for

other practical purposes ; but this net-work of

surveys, it is easy to understand, has included only
the basis of the system and the lowest points at

which it may be cros.sed. Everything not con-

nected with practical objects, has received but little

attention. True, a certain number of barometrical

measurements were made a long time ago, chiefly

in the north : they have not, however, proved to be
exact, when compared wi_th the measurements which
1 have lately made with greater care and under
more favourable circumstances. But we must not

attribute the rarity and the imperfection of moun-
tain measurements wholly to a want of interest in

science, or to the absolute preponderance of the

utilitarian spirit which characterizes America. It

is due, in a considerable degree, to the difficulty,

which has existed until within a very few years, of

procuring good in.struments, and to the obstacles,

often very great, which the explorer meets in these

wild regions. A chain of thirteen hundred miles

in length is a vast field, especially when it includes

mountains covered with interminable forests, where
a footpath rarely guides the traveller's step, and
which it is impossible to cross, except with a hatchet

in the hand and with a loss of time and strength

often quite disproportionate to the results which are

obtained. Add to this, that in many parts of the

system, the journey is to be made in an unknown
region, without a reliable map, far from a human
dwelling, rarely penetrated by the most hardy
hunters. The explorer must be ready to march
without any trusty guide, and to sleep in the open

air, exposed to the inclement temperature of the

elevated regions, and obliged to depend for nou-

rishment on the food which he can carry with him.

In these circumstances, the danger of perishing

from exhaustion is by no means imaginary, as I

know by experience.
" In a great portion of the Appalachian chain,

especially toward the south, the lofty forests which

crown nearly all the summits, and the thick under-

brush, literally impenetrable, of rhododendrons

and other evergreens, in which the faint track of

the bear is often the only assistance of the travel-

ler, are not less serious obstacles. The difficulty

of obtaining general views enabling one to take

his bearings in the labyrinth of mountains which

cover the country, is thus considerably increased
;

and the favourable points of observation which are
necessary to determine the position of peaks which
have been measured, or are to be measured, and
for identifying their, in every case, an.' by no means
numerous. Besides all this, when the rehuive height

of different points has been determined correctly,

there still remains, in order to fix their absolute

height, the difliculty of determining the altitude

above the sea of the points of departure or of the
lower stations, which are often hundreds of miles

from the sea coast.

" These various difficulties, or at least some of
them, have diminished within the last ten years.

Excellent barometers are now made in America,
and within the reach of almost any willing ob-

server. The railroad surveys cross all the princi-

pal sections, and furnish a great number of points

whose altitude is sufficiently determined to serve

as a point of departure for measuring the summits
throughout nearly the whole extent of the system.

Moreover hypsonietrical tables, adapted to all the

barometrical scales, partly compiled and partly

computed by the writer, have been published by
the Smithsonian Institution, and relieve the observer

of the most tedious and time-consuming portion of
his task, by reducing the computation of barome-
trical heichts to the simplest arithmetical operation.

These tables can be found in the volume of ' Met-
eorological and Physical Tables," which, by the

liberality of the Institution, is now accessible to

every scientific man.

One of my first labours, on arriving in Ameri-
ca in 1848, was to collect all the measurements of

the Appalachian system which had then been pub-
lished. Except the elevations determined for rail-

roads and canals, nearly all the more remarkable

heights which had been measured, were in New
England or New York, that is to say, in the White,
Green, and Adirondack Mountains. Add to this,

the secondary heights measured in considerable

numbers in Maine, New Hampshire and Massa-
chusetts, a few points in Pennsylvania and Vir-

ginia, and some rather vague determinations in

North Carolina by Dr. Mitchell, and wo have
nearly all the hypsometrical wealth then at the

service of the geographer. Massachusetts, the only

State in the Union which has had a regular trigo-

nometric survey, furnished be.sides some geodetic

points determined with great accuracy. The same
may be said of the admirable work of the Coast

Survey, still progressing under the skilful direction

of Prof. A. D. Bache, but the points geodetically

measured are seldom distant from the coast. All

the other altitudes which were published, had been
obtained by barometric measurement.

" The comparison of these last soon led me to

see in the heights published by different authors,

such differences as indicated either a confusion of

names, or errors in measurement too considerable

to be attributed to the formulas employed in cal-

culating, and which could only be attributed to

imperfect instruments or to circumstances too un-

favourable for the work which was undertaken."
"1 was therefore led to regard all these

barometrical measurements only as approxima-
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tions, by no means superseding new determina-

tions."
(To be contiuucdj

Selected for "The Fricna."

Extracts from the Letters and Meraorandums of

our Late Friend, II. Williams.

Short notice of some of the exercises of the

Yearly Mooting of 1847—the last she attended.

^'Fourth month.—20th of the month and 3rd

of the week.—The queries and answers thereto

were read and solidly considered, and some good

and suitable remarks were made tending to stir up

to faithfulness in attending our religious meetings

and a proper exercise of spirit therein. To the

third query some very sound old-fashioned advice

was given to parents and children, such as I used

to hear when I was young, and that then fastened

as a nail in a sure place, being as I now humbly

believe; blessed to me, and ' as bread ca.st on the

waters, found after many days. Dear
,

aged and feeble as she is, made lively and suitable

remarks on the care which Friends ought to main-

tain over themselves in treating with offenders, in

order that it may be to their help.

" The annual query was read, giving an account

of the decease of many valuable, worthy ministers

and elders the past year. The young and younger

Friends were encouraged to exercise their gifts in

faithfulness, so that the places of those may be filled

up. This day has been a day of favour indeed

and afforded encouragement to my drooping feel

ings."

''•Fifth mo. Qth.—Fourth-day was our Select

Quarterly Meeting. I was weak in body and mind

felt no ability to dig even with my staff. I re-

membered the poor man at the pool of Bcthesda,

he could not help himself: and 1 felt a feeble hope

that, as he was helped, so I should be ; my cough
was very troublesome, almost continual. Rather

late the door opened in front, and came
in. She had early a lively, good testimony, that

seemed to clear all up, and had a strengthening

effect. The business was conducted satisfactorily.

" I staid all night with and ; their

countenances bespoke trouble, and the impression

seemed fixed, yet I had comfort in being with them.

is in the asylum. It is a trying dispensa-

tion
;
poverty, sickness or death are not like it.

Mother used occasionally to remark, ' It was a

great favour to be kept in our senses.' And so it

surely is ; and it seems to me one great means of

being so kept, is to use our senses as we ought to,

while so blessed ; but there are various causes for

the malady."
" had an appointed meeting yesterday

afternoon,—a full house. I think an open door

was left in the minds of the people for whoever
maybe sent in the right line; which is a great

point, not to shut, but open the way : the simple,

plain way to salvation was opened.
" lUh.—In relation to the question thou asked

me, as it is a subject in all its bearings of great

moment, and interests individual members as well

as meetings, it is needful to know what we are

about to do, and how far our movements will affect

us in the station we hold and others as far as our
influence goes. Call on

, because he is cool,

open, deliberate and dispassionate, easy of access,

a man of good judgment and clear discernment

and more fully in possession of concerns which in-

terest society, than many others. I feel very re-

luctant thou should move off from the city in any
direction, and not be more fully in possession of

the views of our experienced Friends, more than I

can tell thee ; I think it due to thyself and .

Greatly do I deplore the state our Society is iu.

both far and near, in this, and foreign lands, where I Respecting an epistle addressed by our Yearly

known as a people ; were it not, that I be- Meeting in the year 1833, to the subordinate meet

the will of the Great Head of his church ings, she remarks :
" The meeting was sorrowful!]

ffeeted in observing, that many in profession witl

us still continue to neglect the attendance of ou)

religious meetings, especially those held near tht

middle of the week. Friends were encouraged U;

further patient labour with such ; and Quarterly

and Monthly meetings recommended to take thii

ubject under their weighty consideration, in orde;

that they may be favoured to see what furthe;

duties are required of them towards such members
The many and increasing deviations from oul

christian testimonies, especially as regards plain]

ness and simplicity in apparel, deportment ami

manner of living, call for the deep and heart-fel

concern of all our members, and for the vigilant]

faithful care of elders, overseers and other conl

cerned Friends, to labour in love with such as giv^|

cause for uneasiness in these respects, if happil'i

through the Lord's assistance, these mournful evil

dences of degeneracy may be removed from amonji

us, and we preserved a people holding a consisteni

testimony to the Truth."

'^ Sixth mo. 2Uh.—Our dear friend S. Emlei

had an appointed meeting here [at Plymouth,] o!

Third-day,^a good meeting. Her concern wa
for our young Friends, and if they fall short, th

people of the neighbourhood present will witncs

against them ; it was close ; that others would b
called in, if our children are not faithful ; the ver

seats they occupy, will be filled by others, and th

crowns intended for them, set on the heads c

others ; the feet of the messengers would be turne'

another way. This close language was addresse

to ' the children of her people,' as she over an

over repeated it : my heart is full. Several of th

young perple absent yesterday. On my speakin

of it, various excuses offered, as though that woul

answer. I am sorry to burden any sensible mint

but I am grieved ; there is a cause. I

" In addressing the meeting more at large, sh

spoke of ' that reprover or witness against evi

which all were favoured with, and showed rigk

from wrong,' this, though buried, stifled and disrf

garded and even forgot; yet in 'the last day,'!

would raise up and judge them ; it would b

brought to their remembrance, not by the aid i

their natural faculties, but ' it would come up,' ar

be their reprover and judge. She did deliver th

word (according to my sense and understandin

of it) faithfully.

" She commenced thus, ' I have been thinkin

what a blessing it is to have bread to eat, to ha\

water to drink, and raiment to put on : all this

from the hand of a Bountiful Creator, for we cai

not command even one shower, how soon our su|

plies might be cut off. It is recorded early, thi

the charge to man was, he should " eat bread b

the sweat of his brow," and so we see it;' tracir

along this subject a short way, she then spiritua

ized upon it, and showed how it was some had

bread in their houses, nor water in their ci

terns," &c.

1

to sift us from sieve to sieve, and thus keep unto

himself a ' proved and a tried people,' who may
erve him in the ' beauty of holiness,' I would fear

this trial would be too much for us. But I trust,

humbly so, He will order the cause himself, and

use clear- sightedjClean-/landed instimaexitS; through

whom His own work will be seen.

" We have seen, dear , in our day, the

sad and the blighting effects of going aa with closed

eyes into things, leading eventually into separation

from the Truth as held by us.

" We need all be watchful over our sayings and

doings, acting deliberately. Time will, under the

direction of the great Opener, make darkness light

—and it is also a revealer of secrets."

'•Sixth mo. 10th I felt on being a

the ' school' [West-town] as if I wanted that insti

tution rightly cherished and rightly kept; this is

always my concern for it.

" Thy letter was truTy grateful, thankful thy

work was done, and that peace was the pay : now
look out for a time of stripping, do not expect to

be every day in thy best trim, and be not d:

mayed at the change, keep pretty quiet and u

spend thy own pocket store, for it may bo easily

spent." * * * " Paid a visit to 's ; they

have a comfortable home ; as to the outward, no

thing essential seems wanting : may they not ne

gleet the better part now in their youthful days

while 'the evil days come not, nor the years drav

h wherein they will have no pleasure in them.
' We had a good little meeting on Fifth-day

E. C. had a short communication on ' The Lord

seeth me.' and son came in very quietly,

rather late ; after meeting, as he was a stranger,

I invited him home with me : he is a very careful,

conscientious man ; if he keeps his place, will be a

pillar on which the church may rest, when the day
comes for his showing himself to Israel. Who
knows but there may be many such, hidden ones?

preparing for helpers.

" I believe, dear
, thou art in the hands of

thy heavenly Father, and on thy journey heaven-

ward, who, for his own ends, leaves us many days

mourning as without hope, yet I have remembered
' as the lightning cometh out of the east and shines

unto the west, so shalf the coming of the Son of

man be;' thy dai'kness will change, and thy soul

comforted, unknown to any mortal, and if, in his

wisdom, the least thing, either in dress or behavi-

our, is then, or at any time of favour, shown to

thee as right to change in, be very scrupulous of

trifling with such impressions, consult none, but in

the wisdom of Truth : do not calculate on con-

sulting man or woman, but keep the nearer to thy

dear Lord ; even now in thy present proving, or in

future provings, keep close to Him in the spirit of

thy mind ; watchful and rather retired, and thy

strength will be iucreased. He is not very far off,

and iu his own time will open thy understanding,

and teach what to ask for, and enable thee in truth

to call God ' Father.' I do not know by what
authority our dear friend spoke to thee, but

hadshe seen the letter thou wrote to me, it seems

to me, she would have had different advice for thee.

It does require, even in old folks, deep religious

feeling fully to sympathize with a babe in the Truth.

Cannot He who has so far inclined thy heart to

love and fear him, show thee thy duty? Yes,

verily—only do not overlook him, and expect some
great sign. How many instructive passages have

we in sacred writ to the spiritual reader; even the
' coming of our Saviour' was low and mean to them
who were looking for some great appearance."

A?i IngeJiioits Contrivance.— In the Pacif

Mills, at Lawrence, Mass., one of the machim
printing delaines, stanrps the piece with sixtee

different colours and ."iliades of colours, in pa

through once. There is only one other simils

machine in the world, it is said.

One reason for want of vitality in the churc

is the shyness and reservedness of its memhei
preventing the kindling, and keeping alive, of tl

lioly fire of christian and brotherly aft'eetiou.
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Clocks

From tlio T^iaiin

Came by tlicm.

At the beginuing of the following century

)ther Englishman, George Graham, invented the

epose, or dead eseapenient. By this invention,

he wheels are kept at rest during the whole oscil-

ation of the pendulum, except at the instant of

;ODtact with the crown-wheel, and the oscillations

ire made in more equal times. Then the detached

ispapoment was introduced ; and after that, the

dead escapement, a mean between the iuven-

ions of Clement and that of Graham. For all

lurposes of ordinary time-keepers this mode of

scapement answered well.

But still, notwithstanding the remarkable im-

irovements which had been effected, the best clocks,

bough finished with the most extreme care and

)ains, were found to vary in their performance,

hrough the effect of atmospheric temperature. As
n hot weather the pendulum expanded, or in-

reased in length, whatever was the material of

!ch it was constructed, and consequently vibrated

lower, the result of the retardation became niani-

est in the loss of time by the clock. In cold

reathcr the reverse took place—the pendulum, in

onscquonce of contracting, vibrated quicker, and

he clock gained on time. Various ingenious con-

irivanees were therefore resorted to with the view

if counteracting the influence of temperature on

pendulums, and causing them to oscillate in all

emperatures in equal times. Graham, the inven-

:.or of the dead escapement, at length hit upon a

Dlan at once sound in principle and easy of appli-

sation; indeed, so thoroughly did it answer the

Durpose for which it was designed, that it has un-

iergonc but trifling modifications up to the present

lour. Graham called his invention the " mercu-

rial compensation," and it consists in using for a

weight a jar containing quicksilver, attached to the

ower end of the pendulum-rod, which is formed of

iteel. As the steel rod lengthens by heat, the

mercury expands in volume, and rises in the jar;

md when the rod shortens by cold, the mercury

jontracts and sinks or falls. Thus the arc of os-

iillation is always maintained at the same distance

irom the point of suspension or upper extremity of

he pendulum— or, in other words, the pendulum
s kept always of the same length, and therefore

(fill always oscillate at the same rate. In 1726,

John Harrison invented what is called the gridiron

sendulum, composed of rods of steel and brass so

aanded together that the rods which expand the

Jiost, raise the weight at the bottom of the pendu-

um, as much as the rods which expand the least

lepress it. This pendulum is still much in use,

6ut from the fact that metals expand and contract

n such masses fitfully and by jerks, and not grad-

lally, is considered not to answer so satisfactorily

is the mercurial pendulum.

Meanwhile, improvements of another kind, in

ionnection with other parts of the machinery of a

ilock, had been prosecuted with success. The first

jlocks were of great bulk, and adapted only for

;owers and turrets and public buildings; as they

mproved in structure and utility, they were made
)f smaller size, and found their way into the

Iwelling-placcs of the people. Still, there could

3e really no such thing as an easily portable, or

;ven a bracket clock, until the weight as a moving

Dower could be got rid of. The substitution of a

aiain-spring for a weight took place about the mid-

lie of the sixteenth century : the main-spring, if

,t did not suggest it, in a manner necessitated the

nvention of the 'fusee; and both together, while

;hey wrought a complete revolution in the art of

3lock-making, may be said to have given birth to

aker. We shall have some-

inventions in a subsequent

the art of the watch
thing to say on the:

pajier on watches.

We must touch briefly on that part of the me
chanism of a clock which is employed for striking

the hours. This is a curious and sometimes a very

intricate piece of machinery, for clocks may b^

made to strike any number of times. Some of

them strike hours, half hours, quarters, and half-

quarters, and will even repeat all these perform-

ances on a second bell, sounding a difl'erent note

from the first. Some have been made to strike the

bell as many as a hundred times between the hours,

and we have seen one which was never silent

three minutes together out of the whole twenty-

four hours.

The moving power of the striking train, which

too various and too complicated to admit of de-

scription here, may be either a weight or a spring
;

but whatever it be, its impulse is only permitted to

come into play when the hour or the quarter to be

struck has arrived, at which moment it is brought

into action by the temporary release of a catch or

detent permitting the weight or spring to act on the

striking mechanism. Whether the strokes on the

bell shall be one or many is determined principally

by two pieces of mechanism—one called a snail,

th twelve steps, the other a rack, with twelve

teeth. The time during which the striking weight

is allowed to descend, varies according to the turn-

ing of the twelve steps of the snail on its axis, and

the position of the twelve teeth of the rack, at

different hours of the day—being sometimes long

nough to permit one blow to be given by the ham-
mer on the bell, and at another time long enough
for twelve such blows. The boll itself is an im-

portant part of the striking apparatus. In domes-

tic clocks, where all that is wanted is a note sufla-

ciently loud to be heard through the house, a small

aucer-shaped bell will answer the purpose ; but

phere a cathedral-clock is expected to send its in-

formation over a circuit of many miles, the case is

widely different. Bells have been manufactured of

all forms and in various ways, but they can only

be made to send their tones to a great distance by
casting them of enormous weight and of solid

material—the best material being a compound of

copper and tin. A gong of beaten metal may be

made to yield as deep, and, to a standcr-by, as loud

a tone, though it weigh but a score or two pounds,

as a bell of ten tons : but the gong will not be heard

three hundred yards off, while the bell shall send

its peal four or five miles. The bell which strikes

the hours at St. Paul's Cathedral, is often heard at

ght, when the wind blows in that direction, at

Windsor Castle, a distance of nearly twenty miles.

This bell was cast in 1709, and weighs 5} tons : it

is but an infant, however, compared to some others;

that at Exeter weighs 52- tons ; that at St. Peter's,

Home, 8 tons; that at York, 10 tons 15 cwts.

;

that at Notre Dame, Paris, 12 tons 16 cwts.; that

at Vienna, 17 tons 14 cwts.; that at Novogorod,

31 tons; there is one at Pekin, in China, which

weighs 53 tons; the bell at the Kremlin weighs 63

tons ; and the great bell of Moscow, which was
broken in 1737, weighed 193 tons !

We njay close this paper with a glance at some

few of the curiosities of clock-making, which, from

time to time, have moved the wonder and admira-

tion of mankind. We have mentioned the Stras-

burg clock, and alluded to others of a similar

class ; but there have been clocks far less intricate,

hich had a greater claim to be considered as

curiosities. Thus, clocks were made in the seven-

teenth century, which were moved by balls running

down inclined planes, swallowed up by, and tra-

versing the bodies of brazen serpents, or descend-

ing in metallic gjoovc-s, to be again thrown up by

archimedean screws. Some were made to go by
their own weight, descending inclined planes, and

thus avoiding the ear-ualties to which weight-lines

and main-springs are liable ; while others, by means
of springs, were made to ascend such planes. One
was simply hung like a lamp from the ceiling, and

was kept going by its own descent, the winding it

up consisting merely of pushing it again towards

the ceiling. The dial of another formed the brim of

a plate filled with water, in which swam a tortoise,

turning round with the hour. This was managed
by magnetic attraction. A marvel by no means
uncommon, some years back, was a clock which

showed exact time, and appeared to have no works

—the hour-hand proceeding from the centre of a

crystal plate perfectly transparent, and moving
round without any visible or indeed accountable

connection with works of any kind. Again, clocks

have been made to go for astonishing periods of

time, without winding up. A clock to go for a

hole year is nothing extraordinary. Many will

3 for 400 or 500 days—some for two years, and

some for three; and there is a tradition concerning

one which we saw in the palace of Versailles, to the

effect that it needed winding up but once in a century.

The most remarkable assemblage of clocks ever

seen in the world, was that which was collected

together in the Great Exhibition of 1851. There,

II that art, science, and the most persevering and
elaborate skill could achieve in the department of

the horologist, was exhibited at one view. A sin-

clock was shown, which had occupied thirty-

four years in its construction. It was made by
Jacob Loudan, was a perpetual almanac as well as

clock, and performed more functions than we
have space to set down. Amidst all the horologi-

cal marvels there exhibited, however, the greatest

wasundoubtedly the electro-magnetic striking clock

of— Shepherd, v/hose dial, as many of our readers

will remember, were the radiating bars of the south-

ern elevation of the transept. In this clock the

pendulum was kept in motion by electro-magnetism,

which was made to bend a spring to a certain ex-

tent, the re-action of the spring imparting the ne-

cessary impulse—a means which prevented the

variations of the battery from influencing the

mechanism. The advantages of such a clock as

this arc many, and not the least is that by a single

pendulum any number of dials, scattered through-

a large establishment, may be made to show

precisely similar time, simply by the scientiflc ad-

justment of communicating wires between them and

the pendulum.

The new Westminster clock, with its tower and

bells, its mechanism and its dials, is too large a

ubject to touch now, our time having run out, and

our space too.

Oh ! how the soul that is sensible of its filth

longeth to be washed ! How it panteth after the

pastures of life, the food of life, the living waters

;

to appear before, and enjoy God, in the land of the

living! Oh! how doth the heart, that is daily

ifilicted with its unbelief and disobedience, long for

he faith that stands in the power, and the obedience

that flows from the power ! Oh ! teach me thy

tatutes; show me the pure path of obedience in

the way of life
;
guide my feet in the way everlast-

_ ! Oh ! write thy fear in my heart, that I may
not depart from thee ; create a clean heart in me,

d put thy Spirit within me to be my strength.

Oh ! continue thy loving-kindness to them tliat

know thee, and thy righteousness to the upright in

heart. Oh ! what unutterable breathings daily

issue out from the broken spirit, towards the sprin^j

of its life.

—

Isaac Peniii"to7i.
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For " The Friend.'

Jlttsings and Memor'ies.

GENTLENESS AND GRATITUDE.

Gentleness is enumerated among the fruits of
the Spirit by the apostle, and jet there arc
apparently religious men to be met with, in whose
characters it does not hold a conspicuous pi;

How it enhances our esteem for the christian, who
possesses a large share of it ? How it enlarges his
sphere of usefulness, and adds a grace to his pro-
fession of religion? The rough, honest-hearted
man may do some good in the world, through the
self-denial he manifests, and the true and holy
faith which is in him

; but of far greater efficacy
would his life-labour in the service of his divine
Master have been, if in his daily walk he had
abundantly exemplified the gentleness of Oh
and set forth a holy example of true love, and
heavenly meekness, and the courtesy of a saint.
Do good graciously. Let old and young bear

in mind, that a kind act, done in a rough spirit,

may hurt more than it heals. I remember to have
read of a boy, who was possessed of many good
qualities, and yet he could hardly be tolerated in
the society of the gentle and refined, because of thi

roughness of his manners. He often tried to do
what he esteemed kindnesses to others, but they
were generally so marred in the performance, that
it was difficult to tell for what they were intended.
A characteristic incident to this effect is narrated

by a female acquaintance of his. He heard her
say she was fond of peaches, and with great good
will, he climbed to the top of a tree, and gath'ered
some of the very finest he could find for her. So
far the intention was good, and the effort to oblio-e
her was worthy of all praise, but then came his
rough, ungainly, ungentle way, which spoiled all
the kindness he had manifested. Instead of car-
ring

inda

her peaches, and them into her
as any thoughtful, gentle"manuered child

would have done, he carried them to the window
of the room in which she was sitting, and th
them in to her. Some struck her, and her dress was
stained by the juice.

With as little proper consideration as was mani-
fested by this boy, some people give good advice
to others, or offer them more substantial acts of
kmdness. The manner obliterates the obi. „
tion conferred, and sometimes leaves unpleasant
remembrances concerning those who have laboured
for our good.

Almost every heart has within it a store of kindly
affections, and if there was only a more general
effort made to manifest the warmth of our love
and the gentleness of true christian courtesy, a
change for the better would appear in most fami-
lies, a great and radical improvement in many. A
recent writer says, " I am one of those whose lot
in life has been to go out into an unfriendly world
at an early age; and of nearly twenty families in
which I have made my home in the course of about
nine years, there were only three or four that could
be properly designated as happy families, and the
source of trouble was not so much the lack of love,
as the lack of care to manifest it." A writer in
commenting on this passage, says, " The closing
words of this sentence give us the fruitful source
of family alienations, of heart-aches innumerable,
of sad faces and gloomy home-circles. 'Not so
much the lack of love, as lack of care to manifest
)t._ \Vhat a world of misery is suggested by this
brief remark

! Not over three or four happy homes
in twenty, and the cause so manifest and so easily
remedied

1 Ah, in the ' small, sweet courtesies of
fife, what power resides ! In a look, a word, a
tone, how much of happiness or disquietude may

be communicated. Think of it, reader, and take
the lesson home."

Mercies in rich abundance are showered down
upon us from the Giver of all good gifts, and if we
are grateful, let us manifest it by the kindness and
love we exercise towards his children around us.

Let us in our own little circle do our duty towards
spreading an atmosphere of love and christian

gentleness. Let us not permit kind acts to be done
to us, even if they are done roughly, without showing
by our smiles of love, and the gentle acknowledg-
ments of affection, that we feel them. Such ac-

knowledgmentsmay have the happy effect of produc-
ing similar conduct from others, and tend to spread
a bright and holy epidemic, which may reach even-
tually every member of the home circle. An epi-
demic, which it were greatly to be wished, mi^ht
enter every cot, and spread through every pala°ce,

wherein a group of immortal beings congregate on
this earth. Do not receive the kindness of others
in silent coldness. The expression of love tends to

awaken love. A simple narrative for children, in

a recent .paper, seems to me much in poiot. It
tells of two kitteus of one brood, one of whom al-

ways manifested delight when fed or caressed, pur-
ring very affectionately and happily, the other took
all kindness with quiet thanklessness and indif-
ference. A little boy, who was to have one of the
kittens as his own, and was allowed to choose
which he would take, laid hold of the grateful one,
saying, " I like her much the best, mother, because
she purrs when she is pleased!'' Is there not a
lesson in this to many a one, old and young ? Do
we manifest grateful feelings to our Father in hea-
ven, and our brethren and sisters on earth, for the
many mercies showered on us, the many kind at-

tentions shown us ? The first question to ourselves
perhaps should be, Are we grateful and pleased
for the blessings received ? The second. Do we
manifest the thankfulness we feel ? In short, do
we purr when we are pleased ?

r/te Brummond Light.—Q,QTxi\Ae,xs}!Aa interest
has been created lately by the employment of ten
Drummond lights for the illumination of the West-
minster bridge, London, in place of gas burners,
This light is produced by the combustion of lime
under the great heat caused by the flame of oxygen
and hydrogen gases. In the present instance, how-
ever, common gas is substituted for the pure hydro
gen. Separate gas-holders, one containing oxygen
and the other hydrogen, have pipes attached to
them, which terminate in a single tube, a short dis-
tance from the point where the lime is placed. On
reaching this point, the gases are allowed to unite,
and after passing through a curved jet, they come
n coiitact with a lamp of lime, which answers to
the wick of a common lamp, and which is held in
close proximity to the tube by a piece of metal.
The first step in lighting the lamp is to turn on the
gas by itself. It is lighted, and gives forth a pale
yellow flame. Soon a deep red takes the place of
this color, this change being produced by the com-
bustion of the metal calcium in the lime, under
the great heat of the hydrogen flame. When the
lime is in this state, the oxygen is turned on, and
instantly the bright white light is produced, which
will continue as long as the " wick" remains un-
consumed. The supply of lime is kept up by the
action of exceedingly simple clockwork machinery,
which raises the material as it burns down, at a
rate of speed varying according to the progress of
consumption. The light is cheap, and with ordi-
nary care may be used with safety. It is also very
brilliant.

_
Thus, a single jet of the lime light of

medium size is equivalent to forty argand or eighty
fishtail burners of the ordinary size, or to four

hundred wax candles, and its intensity may be ii

creased by augmenting the supply of gases, i
compared with the illuminating power of commc
gas, a single jet, consuming four cubic feet of tl

mixed gases, is equal to that obtained from foi

hundred feet of ordinary gas.

—

Late Paper.

For " Ibe Friend.'*
ABOVE THE MIST.

Daylight seemed scarcely to exist,

Though night had long been banished;
The near half shrouded lay in mist.
The distant all had vanished.

'Twas mine to journey through the gloom
;

Thick summer fog was o'er me,
And vision reached no pleasant bloom.

Or verdant fields before me.

'Twas wet and chilly as I went;
From trees, the damp was dropping.

Till, rising up a slow ascent,
The fog at once o'ertopping,

I stood in snnshine warm and briorht

Whilst round, devoid of motion"
In pureness lay the vapor white,
A soft and waveless ocean.

From its pure surfiice of repose.
White cones of smoke uplifted,

Which from some hidden cots arose,
Like snow heaps high updrifted.

Above a coal pit far away,
A larger mass up-mounded,

In true and fair proportions lay,

Like hay-stack smoothly rounded.

The scene was beautiful, I gazed
Far o'er the sea of whiteness,

Whilst on the trees around me blazed,
Damp drops in rosy brightness.

Eastward the soft sea stretched away.
With isles in fair disorder,

Till forest-crowned the highlands lay,
A green and lovely border.

Oft, in the mental world of ours,
Are joy's gay prospects clouded,

And the soul's loveliest plants and flowers.
By care's low fogs enshrouded.

When but a little left of hope,
Would give the inner vision.

Clear prospects of extensive scope,
With light and bloom Elysian.

Christ!" and this is all the Bible says o

would that of ns such words mighi

Selected.

SALUTE APELLES, APPROVED IN CHRIST.
KOMANS, XVI. 10.

" Approved :

thee
;

Well, 'tis enough
1

spoken be.

How sweet the holy, blessed thoughts, which clustci
round a name

So dear to an apostle's heart, so little known to fame.
Thy friends, like thee, were firm in fViith, and steadfast

in their love.

They sought not the applause of men, their "record is

above."
when our work on earth is done—be this our blest
reward.

To be, as Paul's Apelles was, approved in our Lord !
j j

Animal Instinct.—1 knew of a jackdaw that
often used to eat the gum that exuded from plum
trees, and always did so when it was unwell. In
connection with this subject, it may as well be
mentioned, that a careful observer would find him-
self repaid by watching the modes of cure employ-

' by sick or wounded creatures. We all know
that the dog and cat resort to grass when they feel
out of health, and hares to a species of moss. I
was also told, on the authority of an eye-witness,
that a goldfinch which had been struck by a hawk,
and wounded, made its way to a dry puff-ball, tore
it open with its beak, and dusted the wounded
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loulder with the spores, thereby stopping the cffu-

oa of blood. The j-pectator was greatly surprised

y this incident, aud beiug induced to try the effect

f the same remedy upon a wounded finger, found
bat the experiment was complctoly successful

ioutledges lUusLrated Natural Histonj.

For " The Frk-nd

BIOCKAPHICAL SKETCHES
f Ministers and Elders and otlier concerned members

of the Yearly Meeting of Philadelphia.

(Contiuued from page 270.)

JOSnUA BROWN.
Joshua Brown left his residence in order to ful-

1 his prospect of religious labours in the Southern
roviuces, on the 4th of the Second month, 1778.

le crossed the Susquehanna, and the next day
ttended Deer Greek Blouthly Meeting. In this

leeting his mind was brought under deep exercise

account of some there, who had been often

isited and warned both immediately by the Holy
pirit, and instrumentally by the Lord's faithful

lessengers to set their slaves free, but who had
et refused obedience to the clear manifestations of

uty in this respect, until with some of them, it

about the eleventh hour. Being dipped into

ympathy with them, and clothed with an anxious

onoern for their souls' everlasting well-being, he

?as constrained to warn them, to give up in obe-

ience, while the day of mercy was yet lengthened

ut to them.

Lodging that night at the house of William Cox,

.e, on the 6th, rode to the Little Falls of Gun-
powder, to the dwelling of Benjamin Howard. . On
he 7th, he attended a small meeting at Little Falls,

nd after dining at Thomas Lacy's, the son of his

(OSt, of the same name, accompanied him to the

ouse of William Parrish at Cxunpowder. Here
he nest day, the first of the week, he attended

aeeting, after which he rode to the house of Oliver

ilatthews. At the two meetings mentioned, he

?as enabled to preach the gospel with some free-

lom. On the 11th, he attended Pipe Creek

lionthly Meeting, held at Bush Creek, wherein he

fas led to speak of the coming forth of the several

Protestant Religious Societies, particularly that

ailed the Church of England. He showed how
hat their first reformers were led to bear an open

ostimony against the superstitious practices of the

Jhuroh of Home, even though some of them had

seal their testimony at the stake. They were

bus providentially led, that the reformation might

16 brought about, and the life and substance might

lot be lost in the christian church. Yet, notwith-

tanding this faithfulness in its first confessors to

he Truth, the Church of England, when it became
stablished by law, sat down in the form, very

Juch at ease respecting that which is the Truth,

.nd without which the form is nothing. He then

i^as led to treat of the fir.st rise of our religious

Society, and to show that as long as Friends were

, suffering, persecuted people, they were found pos-

essing the life and substance of religion. Having
trough faithfulness and abidance in the Truth,

btained liberty of conscience, aud toleration for

bemselves and their religion, their descendants

ave now, for a long time, been living in great ease

nd outward prosperity ; and he expressed his fear

hat many of them had sat down in the form, de-

oid of the life and substance. He exhorted Friends

losely to examine into their individual conditions;

bat they might be found prepared to endure the

ersecutions which might come upon them. The
lociety of Friends throughout the American colo-

ies, was likely to be put out of the protection of

he present power, and therefore it behooved all its

lembers to seek to know themselves in the favour

nd protected by One who is all-powerful.

Riding to Blonoquasy, he had a meeting, and
also a sitting with the family of Richard Richard-

son, at whose house he had lodged. He then passed

on about twenty miles to the house of Joseph Johns,
and on the 15th, had a meeting at Fairfax. In

this meeting he was opened ou the subject of man's
creation, and the love of his Almighty Caretaki

in opening to man his duty, that he might obey
and live. He then treated on his sad fall through
his yielding to the subtilty of the serpent, and the

consequent loss of his holy, happy state. The love

of the Almighty to his poor, fallen creatures, was
illustrated by his sending his Son into the world
to atone for sin, and giving the purifying visitations

of his Spirit, that through these, by faithful obe-

dience to the gift received, he might be restored to

an innocent condition once more.

Lodging at Mahlon Johns', he, on the 16th, had
a meeting near the Short Hill ; here he told his

hearers he supposed that they were generally be-

lievers in the immortality of the soul of man, and
that it would experience to all eternity a state of

happiness or misery. Ho pressed upon them the

necessity of knowing redemption by Christ, through

belief in him, and the witnessing the purifying

baptisms of his Holy Spirit. He opened to them
the universality of the love of God, and warned
them of the danger of resting satisfied with a be-

lief that they must of necessity remain sinners

whilst in this state of existence. On the 17th, he

attended Goose Creek Meeting in silence. On the

18th, he was at a meeting at South Fork, wherein

he was led to speak of our dear Saviour's feeding

the multitude with the few loaves and fishes. From
this he set forth the love of God to men, and ex-

horted those present to close in with the offers of

that love, whilst they were yet extended to them.

The meeting was a favoured one, and closed with

iupplication to the Lord, whose mercies are new
every morning. On the 20th, at Crooked Run
Meeting he was concerned to open the saving effi-

cacy of the offering of our Lord Jesus Christ. His

coming, according to the promise, as the seed of

the woman, conceived of the Holy Ghost, and who,

amongst men, went about doing good, healing the

sick, clean.sing the lepers, opening the eyes of the

blind, unstopping the deaf ears, raising the dead,

and at last purchasing by his death and sufferings,

pacity for all men who will believe and obey,

to obtain eternal salvation. By the gift of his

grace and good Spirit, he is striving with all men
during their day of visitation to induce them to

receive him, to submit to his purifying power, aud

thus to realize for themselves the salvation he died

to obtain for them. In connection with this saving,

cleansing baptism, the inefBcacy of the outward

te was set forth, as also the necessity of knowing
the heart cleansed, before we have any right to

hope for an entrance into heaven.

On the 22d, he had a meeting at the house of

the widow HoUiugsworth, near Winchester. Here
he exhorted bis hearers to seek first the kingdom
of heaven. He then dwelt on the Lord's dealiug-i

with the inhabitants of this land, in judgment and

in mercy. He drew their attention to the last In-

dian war, in which much blood had been shed, and

to the war then raging with the mother country, in

which more lives had been already lost, and it was
not yet ended. He drew their attention to the

fact, that after the land had been scourged for its

sins, by the Indians, a time of tranquillity and
peace had been granted it, and he pressed the con-

sideration upon them individually, of what suitable

return of grateful acknowledgment had been made
to the great Controller of events for the undeserved

mercy. After the meeting, he went to see the

Friends who were then in banishment from Phila-

delphia. Of his services on this occasion, James
Pemberton says, " We had the company of, and a
short, tender exhortation from Joshua Brown, of
Nottingham."

CTu 1,0 continued.)

The Livingstone Expedition.

The Cajje Monitor of Second mo. 21st has an
interesting account of the adventures of an inde-
fatigable traveller and hunter, named Baldwin,
who is the first white man who has penetrated to

the Zambezi from this coast, and is the second
white man who ever saw the celebrated Victoria
Falls, which Dr. Livingstone discovered five years
ago. After a most eventful and successful hunt as
far as the Moscnkaboo country, he left his wagons
on account of the fly, and his people having refused

to accompany him, he proceeded thither alone on
foot. With that steadfast friend, his gun, and a
pocket compas.s, he struck for the Victoria Falls,

'laving no guide but a map and Dr. Livingstone's

description. After much distress, owing to scarcity

of water and ignorance of the country, interrup-

tion from wild animals, &c., he, to his own great

astonishment, hit the river not three miles above
the Falls. As soon as possible he was off to the

far-famed Falls, the roar of which was fearful even
at three miles' distance. On his return to the

Kaffir village, he was summarily taken prisoner,

1 the most unpleasant part of the business was
he had no idea for what offence. He describes

this part of his adventures as causing him a great

deal of uneasiness. He remained in this position

several days, when most opportunely and unex-
pectedly Dr. Livingstone arrived, accompanied by
his brother Charles and Dr. Kirk, with a retinue

of seventy Makololos, all armed with double-bar-

;lled guns. The Doctor was on his way to Seke-
tu, from Teto to Linyanti, sevcuty-.sis days on

foot from Tete. The only animals they had with

them were two donkeys, the use of which Dr. Kirk
and C. Livingstone were often glad to avail them-

selves of; but Dr. Livingstone had footed it the

whole distance. He was in good health and in ex-

cellent spirits. The Livingstone party were not a
little astonished at finding Baldwin there, who
sked Dr. Livingstone's good services to get him out

of the quandary he was in, when the explanations

were singularly amusing. The Kaffirs said, this

man comes hero in a most wonderful manner; and

the first thing he does is to jump into the river,

hich is like death. Next he goes to the Falls,

and attempts to go where a monkey would not

dare venture. We were sure he would kill him-

self, and then some one would come and ask where

he was, and they would not believe he killed him-

self, but would say we killed him. So we took caro

of him, as he was seeking his death. The doctor

set matters to rights, and they stayed several days

together. The doctor told Baldwin that he had
penetrated to latitude 14'' 1' south, and discovered

Lake Shirwee, ninety miles long, and another lake,

which, from description, must be more than three

hundred miles long. In the neighbourhood is a ta-

ble mountain twenty miles long. The surrounding

country is most salubrious, and good for cattle,

sheep, &c. A great quantity of cotton is grown

by the natives ; and sugar and coffee, and in fact

all tropical productions thrive here, and a finer

field of colonization is not to be found in the world.

The Way.—I can truly say, that I never covet-

ed heaven's glory, more than I desired to walk in

the way that leads thereunto. It is a straight and

narrow way ; and whoever thinks it is not, they

are mistaken.

—

Elizaheth Slirreclge.
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F^T "T''eFrioDd." tom, at a depth of Several Lundred feet. All the

"Boff were Th-ine Eyes Opened.'
I
light that enters the grotto must penetrate the whole

"How were thine eyes opened?" Oh, could! depth of the waters, probably several hundred feet,

this question be answered by every believing chris-j before it can be reflected into the cave from the
tian—what an array would it present of the infinite! clear bottom ; and it thus acquires so deep a tinge
mercy and wisdom and power of the Saviour ofj from the vast body of water through which it h;is

men ! How with some the humblest means were; passed, that the dark walls of the cavern are illu-

used, as with the blind man of Judea, "he spat on [mined by a radiance of the. purest azure, and the

the ground, and made clay of the spittle," "and
anointed mine eyes, and I washed and do see."

Or, again, as with Saul of Tarsus, a stupendous
miracle was wrought, by which he was first made
blind that he might be healed,—that the scales of

unbelief might fall off and leave the spiritual vision

clear.

And so the great Giver of sight is pleased still

to work in infinitely various ways, opening the eyes
of some at once to see the "sinfulness of sin, and
the beauty of holiness," and again, step by step,

leading " the blind in a way they knew not, and in

paths they have not known," making " darkness
light before them and crooked things straight."

How many, looking backward with thankful
hearts, can behold the time when their eyes were
opened, when it was given them to see the " King
in his beauty, and Jerusalem a quiet habitation,''
" u-hcrcunto they niiglit contimudhj resort ,•" and
though scoffers may jest and disbelieve the miracl
that was wrought for them, by the power and pre
sence of the Son of Man ; though to themselves it

may seem more than they can tell, aye even
yond their comprehension, they may yet testify

with the poor blind man of Judea, " Whereas I

was blind, now I see."

And as he who has never seen the light of day,
cannot possibly imagine it, nor the infinite variety
of colours and forn^s, and combinations of these

which it makes visible, so one spiritually blind has
no power to imagine that which spiritual sight
confers. " For the natural man receiveth not the
things of the Spirit of God, for they are foolish

ness unto Liin : neither can he know them, for they
are spiritually discerned."

Fourth moalh.

The Colour oftlie Sea.—The sea is not colourless;

its crystal mirror not only reflects the bright sky
or the passing cloud, but naturally possesses a pure
bluish tint, which is only rendered visible to the
eye when the light penetrates through a stratum
of water of considerable depth. This may be easily

ascertained by experiment. Take a glass tube,
two inches wide and two yards long, blacken it

internally with lamp-black and wax to within half
an inch of the end, the latter being closed by a
cork. Throw a few pieces of white porcelain into
this tube, which, after being filled with pure sea-
water, must be set vertically on a white plate, and
then, looking through the open end, you will see
the white of the porcelain changed into a light
blue tint. In the gulf of Naples we find the In-
herent colour of the water exhibited to us by na-
ture on a most magnificent scale. The splendid
"Azure Cave," at Capri, might almost be said to

have been created for the purpose. For many
centuries its beauties had been veiled from man, as
the narrow entrance is only a few feet above the
level of the sea, and it was only discovered in the
year 182G, by two Prussian artists accidentally
swimming in the neighborhood. Having passed
the portal, the cave widens to grand proportions,
125 feet long, 14.5 feet broad, and, except a small
landing-place on a projecting rock at the further
further end, its precipitous walls arc on all sides
bathed by the influx of the waters, which in that
sea are most remarkably clear, so that the small-
est objects may be distinctly seen on the light bot-

most difierently colored objects

of the water are made to appear brig

Tlie Sea a?id its Living Wonders.

Morocco Leather.—The real Morocco leather

that which was formerly imported from the kinj

dom of Morocco. As now known, it is general!

distinguished into two kinds—one being mac
from deers' and goats' skin, which kind is by U
the most durable and beautiful in appearance,

often called real Morocco—the other from shee

skins, which, from being much less expensive the

the surface the real, and

bl

Ahvays Reprove Sin.—I was visiting an aged
man, a member of this church, when he asked,
" Should we always reprove sin V I told him there

was such a thing as casting pearls before swine.

"But," said he, "did not our blessed Saviour,

when in this world, talk on religion in all compa-
nies and in all places, and did he not always re-

prove sin when there was occasion for it?" I ad-

mitted that I did not recollect any instance to the

contrary. " Well," said he, " I would like to re-

late a circumstance which occurred some years
ago." Very well, said I. " I was travelling,"

said he, " in the State of New York, and, night

coming on, I put up at a rum-tavern. Soon al^er

dark several of the neighbouring men called in, to

tell stories, and patronize the bar. They all seemed
given to profaneness. But one of them excelled

the others in profanity. Their oaths were so hor-

rid that it almost made my blood run cold. It

seemed like blasphemy. I groaned in spirit, and
after one of these terrible oaths, I cried out, 'OA.'
dear!' The chief swearer immediately came to

me' and acknowledged the wickedness of his habit,

and said, 'Will you pardon me?' No, said I,

none but God can pardon you ; but if you will

swear no more, I will overlook the past. He made
a fair promise. After this, there was no more
swearing for some time. Toward bed-time these

villagers must have another drink. Then they
commenced swearing again. Again I sighed, ^Ok!
ckar!' Again my pardon was asked. I told them
it was rum that made them swear. AVe parted,

never expecting to see or hear from each other
again.

"After two and a half years, I had occasion to

pass that way again, and stopped to bait my horses

at the same tavern. The landlord was not in, but
his wife eyed me closely, and said, 'Did you not

spend a night here two or three years ago?' Yes.

Do you remember reproving a man for swearing?'
Yes. ' Well, that man and lis companions '

led, by that reproof, to give up swearing and d
ing, and, what is better still, they have all become
christians. So have I and my husband. And an
interesting revival commenced immediately after

you were here, and a good number have been con-

verted. And we find now that we can keep tavern
without selling rum.'

" Now," said the old gentleman, " does this not
look as though it was always right to reprove sin?"
I acknowledged that in this instance, at least, God
caused it to result in good.

This anecdote suggests the inquiry, whether a

christian has a right to go, or to he, where he may
not manifest decided disapprobation at disrespect

shown to God or his laws ? Has he a right to keep
silence when silence will seem to give countenance
to wrong ? How are we to understand Lev. xix.

" Thou shalt not hate thy brother in thy heart

:

thou shalt in any wise rebuke thy neighbour, and
not suffer sin upon him V E. D. K.

None are so easily acquainted, so closely knit

together, and so much endeared to one another, as

real christians.

g skilfully made to imitate tl

other, by the dressing and finish, is very estei

sively used for bookbinding and other purpose;

A successful mode of producing a superior qualit

of imitation Morocco is the following :—The skh
thoroughly cleansed and worked, is taken from th

lime water, and the thickening thereby oocasionei

is brought down by a bath of dogs' or pigeoni

dung diffused in water, where it remains until sul

ficiently soaked, and until the lime is quite got ou'

and it becomes a perfectly white, clean pelt. \

intended to be dyed red, or any other color, th

opposite edges of the skin are brought together am
sewed up very tight, forming an irregular clos

bag, with the grain side of the skin outwards, a

this side alone receives the dye. The temperatur
of this bath is not greater than the hand can bear
and the proper management of this process re

quires much skill and experience, some colours, par

ticularly the compound, requiring two or mor
baths to obtain the requisite hue. After dyeing

the skins are tanned in a warm infusion of sumach
and are then polished and grained.

A waster of strength, and a diminisluer of lift—I would not have thee attempt to write to mi

or any other, without a proper opening so to do,

mean on religions subjects; for 1 think I have seei

more clearly of late than ever, the danger and hur
of it, and have been made to look upon the prac
tice as next akin to a false ministry, if not worse
because it remains for review, and may, with thi

better connection, be packed together as to fora

of sound words, yet without sense or feeling of wha
we write, and therefore can convey none to thosi

who read it : though it may sound and tinkle t(

the outward ear, it is a waster of strength, and
diminisher of life ; one of the ways of stealing th(

word, which the Lord our God is against, and will

plead with his people for.

—

Mary Fiesley.

Smokefrom Gas Lights.—It is pretty generallj

imagined that the smoking of ceilings is occasioned

by impurity in the gas, whereas, in this case, thert

is no connection between the deposition of soot anc

quality of the gas. The evil arises either fr(

the flame being raised so high that some of it;

forked points give out smoke, or more frequentl3

from a careless mode of lighting. If, when ligljf

ing the lamps, the stop-cock be opened suddenly'

and a burst of gas be permitted to escape befo.

the match be applied to light it, then a strong pufl

follows the lighting of each burner, and a cloud ol

black smoke rises to the ceiling. This, in many
houses and shops, is repeated daily, and the inevi-

table consequence is a blackened ceiling. In some
well regulated houses the glasses are taken off and

ped every day, and before they are put on ag

the match is applied to the lip of the burner, and

the stop-cock cautiously opened, so that no more
gas escapes than is sufficient to make'a ring of blue
~ lime; the glasses being then put on quite straight,

the stop-cocks are gently turned, until the flamea

stand at three inches high. When this is done,

few chimney-glasses will be broken, and the ceil-

ings will not be blackened for years.

—

Late I'a2Jer,

In the ruflled and angry hour, every appearance

is viewed through a false medium.
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SclcctoJ for " Tbo Fricud."

letter of Jolin Barclay to Thomas Shillitoe.

TLe subjects to wLich thou wast coiicerijccl to

,1 the serious attention of Frieiids at the last

rly i^leeting, Lave been deeply felt by mc ; and
nay truly say, that nearly as long as I have
n privileged by an acquaintance with the houses

d families of Friends (which, though I was born
nember, is not long,) I have at times almost

mrned at the great relaxation from gospel strict

ss and simplicity of living, so evident amongst
Surely 1 have thought, if we were to cast out

3 crowd of opinions, which have got the first

ice in our minds,—opinions founded or cherished

custom, example, and education in the good,

d by vanity, or something worse, in the bad
;

d if we were coolly and calmly to listen to the

;nt dictates of best wisdom, we should clearly

1;, that the holy principle which we profess, (to

e the words of John Woolman,) inevitably " leads

i)se who faithfully follow it, to apply all the gifts

' Divine Providence to the purposes for which
ty were intended." I venture to say, we should

bn find a greater necessity laid upon us, to exer-

p self-denial in what we are apt to think little

Itters, than is now often thought of; we should

ve such a testimony to bear against superfluity,

travagance, ostentation, inconsistency, and the

reasonable use of those things which perish with

s using, as we now profess to have, against the

ire flagrantly foolish customs and fashions of the

rid.

Whatever some may think in regard to these

ngs, I feel assured, that he who, in his outward
pearance or behaviour, bears any remnant of a

timony against the customs and fashions of the

rid, ought to be ashamed of himself, if he belies

; avowed sentiments by a departure from simpli-

Y in the furniture of his house, and way of liv-

;. Wilt thou excuse my saying a little more,

ir friend, on so important a subject? I have
2n almost ready to blush for some, at whose
uses I have been, where pier-glasses with a pro-

ion of gilt carving and ornament about them,

licately papered rooms with rich borders, damask
)le-cloths curiously worked and figured ex-

mely fine, expensive cut-glass, and gay carpets

many colours, are neither spared nor scrupled

Some indeed seem to be desirous of disguising

i excusing their violation of the simplicity, which

iir better feelings convince them they should

ictice, by saying that this or the other new or

bionablo vanity is an improvement on the old

iicle,—that this gay and gaudy trumpery will

ar and keep its colour better than a plainer one,

that this precious bauble was given them by their

ations. Thus they are endeavouring to satisfy

1 inquiries of those who love consistent plainness,

J to silence that uneasy inmate, the unflattering

mess which is following them. I have been much
jrcised and troubled on my own account, and on
it of others, as to these matters ; and I have
>n very desirous that we may all keep clear of

!se departures.

Thus thou seest I have felt much freedom in

dressing thee, even like that of an old acquaint-

38 ; and hope I shall never want this honest

snness towards such, as are examples in conduct

i conversation ; for when there is a want in this

pect, it seems with me to indicate a want of that

ich brings with it boldness and confidence to-

rds all men, even a fear of One who is greater

m man. With desires that, in receiving and
iding this communication from one who is so

ang in years and experience, thou mayest be

30uragcd in thy arduous labour, in which 1 have

t much sympathy with thee ; and trustiug it may

be blessed by the reward of peace to thyself, and
by the return of many a backslider to the living

fountain, I remain thy sincere friend.

Sixth mo. 30th, 1817.

Ainerican Oysters.—These, and ice and granite
are among the great natural products of America.
In Virginia alone, it is estimated there are 1,580,-
000 acres of oyster-beds on the sea-coast, harbors,

bays, rivers, and creeks ; and allowing one-eighth

of a buslwl to every square yard, there are at least

784,000,000 bushels of oysters in the natural beds
of Virginia. The tonnage employed in carrying

these shell-fish from their natural beds, amounts
to not less than 100,000 tons, and the quantity
carried away annually approximates 30,000,000
bushels. From one hundred and fifty to two hun-
dred vessels, mostly schooners, are employed in

carrying oysters to New Haven alone, the cargoes

consisting of from two thousand to six thousand
bushels. They are then replanted ; where they
remain from spring to fall, when they are taken up,

opened, put into kegs or cans, which are afterwards

packed in boxes containing ice, and having a capa-
city equal to from twelve to twenty gallons each,

and then shipped to the West and the South. This
branch of the business is engrossed by some twenty
firms, of whom at least one sends off daily from
one thousand to fifteen hundred gallons; and so

remunerative is the business that we are informed
one firm has cleared in four years from ^75,000
to 5100,000. Failure in the oyster trade is rarely

known, and when ordinary sagacity is exercised,

moderate success at least may generally be pre-

dicted.

One branch of the trade, however, in which it is

supposed a handsome profit could be realized, if

properly managed, has not, to my knowledge, been
attempted, and that is—the exportation of oysters

to Europe. The London oyster, as most persons

know, is remarkable only for its disagreeable, cop-

pery taste and high price. It is barely possible

that, by long use of nauseous bivalves, the taste of

our brethren of the " fast- anchored isle" may have
become so perverted that at first they may reject

our Abseooms and jMaurice Coves as insipid ; but

the time will inevitably come when the xVmerican

oyster will crown the board at the London coffee-

houses, and the authors of future Noctes Amhro-
siana will improvise songs in its praise. By means
of steamships, oysters can be conveyed to Europe
more rapidly than to some portions of the West,
at which they are now delivered ; and the trade

will in time, it is quite probable, amount to more
than a million of dollars.

—

:Frcedlefs " Thousand
Cliances to make Money."

A patientframe of spirit.—The more the spirit

is broken by the hand of the Lord, and taught

thereby to fear him ; and the less strength it hath

in itself, to grapple with the persecuting spirit of

the world ; the fitter it is to stand in God's coun-

sel, to wait for his strength and preservation, which

is able to bear up its head above all the rage and
swelling of the waters of the worldly spirit in the

men of this world.

—

Isaac Perdngton.

THE FRIEND.
FIFTH JIOXTH II, ISGl.

The influence exercised by our actions, may be

of everlasting moment to some immortal soul. This

is an awful consideration, and should prompt the

inquiry, "xlm I endeavouring so to conduct as that

nothing I say, and nothing I do, may have an evil

effect on any one, and does all my comluct show I
love the Truth, and would not willingly ofl'eud or
turn aside one of the ' little ones' who believe in
Christ?"

We have it recorded in the life of John Angell
James, that he was awakened from a state of spir-
itual lethargy, and animated to seek to the Lord
Jesus for His saving strength to turn his feet from
the path of destruction, down which he was has-
tening, by seeing a fellow-apprentice bowed in
prayer. Not an audible word was uttered

; it was
simply the act, testifying his faith in the being and
presence of the awful, invisible, immaculate°Ono
and his feeling of the necessity of preserving grace
to keep him amidst the manifold dangers' and
temptations of life. James was awakened by the
sight; through the Lord's grace, conviction seized
hold of him, and the trouble and anguish which
then came upon him, never ceased until he was led
to a filial trust and confidence in his Almighty
Father, who forgave all his past trespasses for the
Lord Jesus Christ's sake, and through the baptism
of repentance and the washing of regeneration
prepared him to follow his blessed Saviour iu
sincerity.

Our late Friend, Thomas Kite, has left it as bis
testimony, that he was effectually awakened to a
sense of his own sinful condition, and the necessity
of devoting himself and all that he possessed to
the Lord's service, by seeing his uncle John Letch-
worth, when he appeared for the first time as a
minister. The nephew was so far off, as that he
did not understand anything tnat was said, yet the
dedication manifested by his beloved relative so
afl'ected him, as to prove the outward medium
through which a visitation of Divine Grace, of soul-
saving energy, reached him. The act of dedica-
tion of the uncle was followed by the life-long de-
dication of the nephew, and how many souls may
have been awakened through the faithfulness of
the latter, eternity only can unfold.

^Vhat has been the influence of our actions on
others for the past year ? Have all our words been
savoury ? Ah ! we fear not. In our intercourse
with others, even within a very short time past, we
have mourned to find that inconsiderate words ut-
tered by serious, and without doubt truly religious

persons, were doing much harm. Hasty words,
accompanied by a hasty and harsh manner, some-
times do more injury to the cause of Truth, than
all the good which the zealous expression of our
own apprehension of what is right, can repair. Let
us labour to manifest a spirit imbued with the gen-
tleness of Christ in all our efforts to support what
we think is the Truth. We may be sure the Truth
as it is in Jesus, requires no declamatory appeals,
no sarcastic allusions, to enforce it ; it will justify

larsh, hasty or overbearing manner. Let us
all consider seriously our past actions, to see if there
is aught to repent of Let us all carefully watch
ur present doings, that no hurtful influence to the
hurch of Christ may ensue therefrom, and let us
udeavour for the time to come, ever to dwell under

. sense of the Lord's presence, and watch the
pointing of his finger, and feel after the control-
ling of his grace, to regulate all we think, say or
do;

The influence exercised, even by the dress and
the manners of those in conspicuous stations in the
church, is great. Some circumstances illustrating

this, have recently occurred. The parents of a youth
ho were religiously concerned that he might be

brought up in the plainness and simplicity which
they thought ought to characterize the di=ciples of
a meek and crucified Saviour, found themselves
embarrassed by his justifying himself in a desired
departure from their will, by the example of some
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who, from the stations they filled, ought to have

known what the Truth called for, and to have been

themselves living examples to others, of consistency

in the christian walk. Whatever influence the

habit the conspicuous members indulged in, to which

he referred, had upon their own spiritual growth,

the effect upon the inexperienced, who were crav-

ing more indulgence than the Truth, and their

parents could allow, was most pernicious. Another

youth, who loved to behold consistency and sim-

plicity in the attire, whole appearance and conduct

of the professed soldiers in the church militant,

recently made a remark to this import : He had

in time past, loved to look at the galleries, where

the solid, soljer, consistent appearance of the vete-

. rans in the Lamb's warfare, of which there were

then many there, had been a comfort to him ; but

he observed wilh much sorrow a change.

Great, indeed, is the influence even of our ap-

pearance on others
;
great our responsibility for our

carriage and conversation amongst men. May we

all rightly ponder it, and in the simplicity of per-

fect obedience, put away from us all which may
stumble others, endeavouring, with the Lord's

strengthening grace, to walk in consistency before

him, so that upheld and directed by him, we shall

occasion no offence in his church below, and in his

own time, be gathered in peace and holy hope, to

join the innumerable company, all of whom are

arrayed in the One robe of pure white linen, even

the righteousness of saints.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Maryland.—The most important raensure, which has

claimed the consideration of the Legislature, since it

met, has been the proposition to establish a Committee
of Public Safety invested with almost unlimited powers.

It was strongly urged by the secession party, but met
with so much resistance in the Senate, that it was re-

committed. It is asserted that the Union feeling is pain-

ing ground throughout the State.—At a special election

in Washington county, held on the 4th inst., for a member
of the Legislature, the Union candidate was elected hy a

majority of over 4000 votes. At Annapolis, also, and
in many other parts of the State, the ijnion feeling is

predominant.—In Baltimore, the more active partici-

pants in the late outrages have left the city, or retired

from observation. It is reported that the government
has decided to occupy Baltimore. The army of occupa-
tion will move in four columns : one from Perry ville,

one from Harrisburg, one from Annapolis, and one from
Washington.
.Washington.—Northern troops have continued to reach

the capital, by way of Annapolis. On the Gth inst., the

number collected there and on the route, was estimated
al 50,000 men. There Is said to be also an ample sup-

ply of ammunition and provisions. Measures are in pro
gress under the orders of the government for restoring

the bridges on the Northern Central, and Philadelphia,

Wilmington and Baltimore railroads, so as to open the

communications with the north by those roads, which
will probably for a time be retained under the control

of the War department. A body of U. S. troops, or

5th inst., took possession of a portion of the Baltimore
and Ohio railroad, in Maryland, so as to cut off the con
nection between Baltimore and Harper's Ferry. Thi

Southern forces, which are collecting at Richmond and
other points, are said to be not nearly so numerous or

well armed as at first reported. It is also said that the
insurrectionary movement upon Harper's Ferry w.as not
authorized by the Governor of Virginia, who desires to

act only on the defensive.

The Policy of the Adminislration.—On the 4th instaut,

Wm. H. Seward, Secretary of State, addressed a Icttei

of instructions to W. L. Dayton, the new minister to

France, in which he says :
" You cannot he too decided

or too explicit in nialiiiig known to the French govern
ment that there is not now, nor has there been, nor wil

there be any, or the least idea existing in this govern
ment of suffering a dissolution of this Union to take
place in any way whatever. There will be here only
one nation and one government, and there will be the

same Republic and the same Constitution that has al

ready survived a dozen national changes, and changes
of government in ahnost every otlier country, and these

will stand hereafter, as they are now, objects of human

der and human affection. Y'ou have seen on the

eve of your departure, the elasticity of the national spi-

rit, the vigor of the national government, and the lavish

devotion of the national treasury to this great cause.

Tell M. Thouvenel, then, with the highest consideration

d good feeling, that a thought of the dissolution of

this Union peaceably or by force, has never entered into

nind of any candid statesman here ; and it is high

time that it be dismissed by statesmen in Europe."—
Three commissioners from the Legislature of Maryland,

had an interview with the President, the Secretary of

War, and the Secretary of State, on the 4th inst., in re-

tion to the occupation of the capital of the State by

federal troops, and other alleged grievances. In their

report they'state, that they were treated with frankness

courtesy, and give their impressions of the course

of action which has been determined upon, as follows:

The undersigned feel painfully confident that a war is

to be waged to reduce all the seceding States to alle-

giance to the federal government, and that the whole

tary power of the federal government will be exert-

ed to accomplish that purpose ; and, though the ex-

sion of this opinion is not called for by the resolu-

tions of your honorable bodies, yet, having had the op-

inity to ascertain its entire accuracy, and because

II explain much of the military preparations and
movements of troops through the State of Maryland, it

is proper to bring it to your attention."—On the 3d inst.,

nother Presidential proclamation was issued, calling

ttto the service of the United States, 42,000 volunteers

to serve for the period of three years, unless sooner dis-

harged, and to be mustered into service as infantry and
avalry. He directs the regular army to be increased

by the addition of'22,700 enlisted men, and the navy by

the addition of 18,000 seamen, for not less than one or

more than three years.

Virginia.—Gov. Letcher has issued his proclamation,

announcing that the State is threatened with invasion

by the authorities of Washington, and calling ppon the

citizens to prepare for the impending conflict.—Union

meetings have been held at W'heeling and Clarksburg,

Western Virginia, in which resistance to secession is

taking an organized shape.—It is proposed to hold a

convention of the Union parly in Western Virginia,

where there is a strong opposition to secession. Seve-

ral districts will probably return members to Congress

Kentucky.—At an election in Louisville, on the 4th

inst., the Union candid.ates to the border State conven-

tion were elected by very large majorities. The people

of this State are much divided in sentiment, some
volunteers having entered the service of the Southern

Confederacy, and others that of the United States. The
Southern feeling doubtless predominates.

Missouri.— Four full regiments of volunteers have been

formed in St. Louis, and mustered into the U. S. service.

There is said to be little excitement in St. Louis, and

entire freedom of speech is permitted.

yranessee.—General Pillow is mustering a large seces-

sion force, at Memphis, Tenn., of volunteers from that

State, Arkansas and Mississippi. He is supposed to me-
ditate an attack upon the Illinois troops stationed at

Cairo.

Pennsylmjiia.—In his message to the Legislature,

which convened on the 30th ult., the Governor recom

mends the immediate organization, disciplining, an(

arming of at least fifteen 'regiments of cavalry and in

fantry, exclusive of those called into the service of the

United States. He also recommends the passage of a

law to prevent the sacrifice of property by forced sale

in the collection of debts.

Louisiana.—This State is very slow in furnishing its

quota of troops to the Southern Confederacy, in co

quence of the planters and farmers fearing a " rising" of

the slaves. The plantations were being watched with

great vigilance, and this service required most of the

young men. It is said that 1500 free coloured person;

have enrolled themselves as soldiers in the Coufederati

army, in New Orleans.

The Southern Confederacy.—The few items of intelli

gence, which reach us from Montgomery, show that thi

utmost exertions were being made for war. The great

difficulties appear to be want of money, and danger from

the servile population. According to the statements of

tlie Southern journals, they can concentrate a force of

60,000 men in eight days on any part of the Northi

border. Great excitement and alarm prevails, and some
allowance must be made for exaggeration.

Jilockade of the Southern Ports.—Great exertions are

being made to effect a complete blockade of the sea

ports of the seceding States. For this purpose, it is said

that at least fifty war vessels of all kinds will be re

quired. Ten vessels of the fleet are nearly ready fur

sailing. Vessels in blockaded ports when the blockad
goes into operation, will be allowed a reasonable tim

to depart, but no vessels bringing emigrants, thoug
they had no notice of the blockade at the time of thei

departure, will be allowed to enter, and encounter th

"angers and casualties incident to the insurrectionar

condition of that part of the United States. The mout
of the James river and Hampton roads are already un
der strict blockade.

Texas.—Four hundred and fifty federal troops, wh
were about escaping from Indianola, in two sailing ves

sels, were pursued and captured by the State forcei

They were allowed to join the army of the Coufedera
n, or take an oath not to serve against the South.
The Supreme Court.—Judge Campbell, who resides i

Alabama, has sent in his resignation.

Fort Pickens has been so reinforced and otherwis
strengthened as to make its reduction improbable fo

"

: months, for which time it has been provisioned.

New York.— Mortality last week, 386. Dwelling
uses are said to be from 20 to 30 per cent, lower tha
!t spring. The reduction in the rent of large stores i

II greater.

Philadelphia.—Mortality last week, 254 ; smalUpoi
20

; scarlet fever, 20.

Foreign.—Valparaiso dates to Fourth month 3d, hav
been received. The town of Mendoza, Chili, was de
stroyed by an earthquake on the 20th of Third montk
nd 8000 people killed. The same earthquake destroy
d the town of San Juan, and the bed of the river wa

turned on the site of the town.
Europe.—Liverpool dates are to Fourth mo. 26th.

The London money market was active ; the rate fo

the best bills was from 4J to 5J per cent. Consols

92J.
The Liverpool market for breadstuffs was dull, with

out much change in the quotations. The cotton mark*
was firm and active, with prices tending upwards.
A prospectus has been issued at Liverpool, wil

fluential support, for a company to run a line of steamer
from that port to New Orleans. Another company ha
been formed for Charleston.

A French fleet has been ordered to be fitted out
convey the French troops home from Syria.

A commercial treaty between France and Belgium i

said to have been signed.

The Italian Chambers, by a large majority, ban
agreed to consider Garibaldi's project of arming th

country. The ministry voted for the resolution. I

The latest from Turin, to the 25th ult., states that
!

perfect reconciliation had taken place between Gar,|

baldi, Cavour, and Cialdini.

The Independence Beige states decidedly that the nego,

tiations between Paris and Turin, for opening Rome t

the Italians, approach a favourable conclusion.

It is staled that the Pope is more than ever resolvi
not to quit Rome.

nth tS

WANTED.
A young man, capable, and well acquainted

duties of fiirming, wishes a situation with a Friend, upd
a farm—Chester or Lancaster county preferred.

Address M. S. I

Fiflh mo. 7th, 18G1. 118 Chestnut stree

HAVERFORD SCHOOL ASSOCIATION.
The Stated Annual Meeting of the Haverford Sch*

Association will be held at the committee-room, Ai\
street, on Second-day afternoon. Fifth month 13th, 186
at 4 o'clock.- CnARLES Ellis, Sec'y.

FRIENDS' INDIAN INSTITUTE, TUNESSASSAH.
A man and a woman Friend are wanted to aid in coi

ducting this Institution. A man and his wife would t

preferred, one of whom should be qualified to teach
the school. Apply to Ebexezek Worth,

Marshalton. Chester Co., Pa.
Thos. Wlstar,

Fox Chase, Philadelphia Co., Pa.
Joel Evans,

O.akdale P. 0., Delaware Co., Pa.

Philad., Second mo. 5th, 1861.

Died, on the 2'(th of Twelfth month last, after a sho
illness, Isaac Chrisman, in the eighty-first year of h
age ; a valuable and esteemed member of Exeter Month!
Meeting, Berks county. Pa.

PILE & M'ELROY, PRINTERS,
Lodge street, opposite the Pennsylvania Bank.
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David Ferris.

Believing that the perusal of a short account of

iivid Ferris may prove interesting to some of our
aders, the following has been selected from the

Memorials of Deceased Members of the Society of

icDds," published in Philadelphia, in 1843.
David Ferris was the son of Zachariah and
irah Ferris, and was born in Stratford, in Con-

cticut government, New England, the 10th of

Third month, 17C~. He was a mii.istev much
teemed in our religious Society ; and from some
ry interesting menienioranda which he left of his

e, and of his christian experience, the following

structive account is compiled :

His parents were Presbyterians, and educated

m in that community. In reference to his early

e, he says, " My father, while I was very young,

oved to a place called New Milford. It being a

wly settled place, I had not the advantage of a

hool ; but, under the care of my mother, I soon

arned to read in the Bible, and understood that

ere was a Supreme Being, who made all things,

id preserved and upheld them in their order

;

id that, as the workmanship of His hand, I stood

countable to Ilim for every part of my conduct,

bout the eijihtb year of my age, I was informed

Ht the Divine Being was self-existont, without

[ginning and without end ; and not being able

understand how that could be, I sometimes

ought so intensely on the subject, that I became
uch bewildered. At length it was shown me,

at the proposition was too high for my compre-

insion, and I received something like a reproof

jF searching into things beyond my capacity,

fom that time I was fearful of prying into such

j;ep mysteries.

" My mother, being a religious woman, and
uch concerned for the good of her offspring, both

mporarily and spiritually, was frequent in giving

em good advice and admonition ; desiring that

! might shun the paths of error ; and teaching

, by her own example, as well as by precept, to

alk in the ways of virtue, which lead to peace,

his was a great help to us while young, and was
)t easily forgotten when we came to maturity,

eath was a frequent subject of my thoughts ; and
the twelfth year of my age, I was frequently

lied by the Holy Spirit to forsake evil, and leave

youthful vanities, which I then delighted in, and

to be sober and circumspect in all my ways."

By attention to the Divine call, and to the re-

proofs of instruction, he was, it appears, in a re-

iiiaikable degree picservecl ."rom evil.

He thus describes his experience in these days of

comparative childhood. " My mind was humbled

under a sense of my daily want of Divine help
;

and as I abode under a religious concern, attending

to the reproofs of instruction, which are the way to

life, an increase of light and life was communicated

to me, so that I came to delight in virtue. As my
desires and care for Divine things increased, the

knowledge of them was unfolded. I could truly

say the Lord was my delight. And for some years,

as I dwelt in his fear, his yoke was easy, his bur-

den light, and all childish vanities were burden-

some.
" While I kept near the spring of life, with my

mind fixed on the true object, the world and the

things thereof lost all their lustre. But alas! not

keeping my eye single to the Light, I lost my
Leader ; and then by little and little, the world

rose again with splendor to my view. Earthly

delights and vanity got .such hold of my affections,

that I to^k great pleasure in airy and vain com-

pany. This was an unspeakable loss to me, and I

mention it that ohers uiay take wirning by my
harms. It seemed almost miraculous that I was

ever restored from this lapsed state. My mother

mourned over me, and advised and urged my re-

turn, showing me the danger of such a course of

vanity. Yet I was not wholly forsaken by the in-

ward Monitor and former Guide. At times it re-

proved me, at other times called me, wooing and

pleading with me to return. Sometimes, in the

midst of my vanity, I saw that I was in the way to

death; and that it would land me in everlasting

confusion if I did not forsake it. Sometimes my
concern was so great, that I was obliged to leave

my vain companions, and retire so full of trouble

and distress, that I had no satisfaction until a con-

siderable time afterward.
" During these seasons of aiBiction, I was ready

to promise to forsake my vain course of life, and to

covenant with the Lord that I would do so no

more, provided he would be pleased to grant me
his assistance. But my efforts, being too much in

my own strength, proVed unavailing, vanity so pre-

vailed that I took great delight in music, dancing,

and other vain amusements.
" In the twentieth year of my age, I was visited

with severe illness; so that I, and those about me,

had very little hope of my recovery. Then death

stared me in the face ; and a dreadful scene of

woe, anguish, and misery opened to my view. It

appeared clear to me that if I were then taken off

the stage of action, I should be unavoidably lost

;

and that evil spirits were waiting round me, to

convey my soul to the mansions of misery and

everlasting darkness ; so that my horror, anxiety,

and distress were inexpressible. In the utmost

anguish of mind, I cried to the Lord for help;

promising amendment, if more time and ability

were afforded me; and it pleased a kind Provi-

dence to be propitious to me; so that I was re-

stored to health ; and, in about a month, was able

to walk about. Atlcr my recovery, I remembered

the distress I had been in, and the promise I had

made, when under the dreadful apprehension of

c.vcrla.stiLg misery and dostriv^tion. I saw the ne-

cessity of a faithful performance of my vows. I

was sensible that there was a work to be done

;

and that if I did not now comply with my promise,

I should have to pass through the same, or rather

a worse scene of misery and distress. It appeared

probable that a more convenient opportunity for re-

pentance than the present would not be afforded
;

and I concluded that this was the time to turn

from my vanity ; forsake my evil ways ; and re-

nounce all my sensual delights. But, when I had

resolved to begin the necessary work of reforma-

tion, the adversary of all good tempted me to be-

lieve that it was too late to think of obtaining peace

with my Maker; for this plain reason, 'that, as

there was a day or time, in which men might be

saved; so, if they let that opportunity pass away

unimproved, it would be in vain to attempt it af-

terward.' He suggested, that I had had such a

day of visitation, and bad passed it by ;
that I

had been uncommonly favored with help, and for

a time did not accept of it ; that I had been made

a partaker of the Holy Ghost ; that I had tasted

cf the good wnrd of God, and the powers of the

world to come, and had fallen from it ; so now it

was impossible that I should again be renewed unto

repentance ; seeing I had crucified the Son of God
afresh, and put him to open shame. This reason-

ing appeared so strong, and so consonant to the

apostles doctrine, that 1 gave up the point; and

concluded it was too late to attempt a return with

hope of acceptance.
" From that time, during the space of about two

months, I never sought for mercy ; but remained

in utter despair. My trouble continued and in-

creased ; so that I had no satisfaction in life. On
a certain day, in this season of despair and deep

distress, I concluded to leave my native land, and

go into some foreign country, to spend the residue

of my days; where I purposed to remain unknown,

and that none of my relations or acquaintances

should know what was become of me. Being in

my own apprehension, a poor lost reprobate crea-

ture, I was not willing to remain at home, to be a

disgrace to my relations and country people. This

was a day of the deepest affliction and distress that

I had known. Towards evening, as I followed the

plough, my attention was arrested, as it were, by a

still, small voice, saying: 'The blood of Jesus

Christ, his Son, cleanseth from all sin.' But I put

it by ; saying in my heart : It is too late : there

has been a day wherein I might have been cleansed

;

but alas ! I have let it pass over my head forever."

" Some time after this, (perhaps half an hour,)

while I was musing on what land I should flee to,

the same words passed through my mind again,

with more authority than before, and commanded

my attention rather more closely than they had

done ; but I again put them by ; concluding I had

lost all right to apply them to myself. So I re-

sumed the consideration of my flight for a foreign

land. In the mean time my sorrow and anxiety
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of mind increased, so that I was not well able to

support it, or go on with my business. But while

I was still musing, the same words, unsought for

and unexpectedly passed through my mind with

greater power and authority than any time before :

' The blood of Jesus Christ, his Sou, eleanseth us

from all sin.' At the sound of them, my soul leap-

ed for joy. I felt that a door of hope was opened,

and said in my heart, if all sin, why not iidne 1

Then a living hope sprang in my soul. I saw the

arms of mercy open to receive me, and the way
cleared before me as a road through a thicket. I

was now filled with joy unspeakable ; thanksgiving

and living praise to my Redeemer arose in my
heart for the experience of so great and marvellous

a deliverance. That my feet should be plucked

out of the mire, and set upon a rock ; that 1, who
had no hope just before, should now be favored

with a well grounded assurance of pardon and ac-

ceptance, was a mercy never to be forgotten.

" From this time I sought for Divine assistance,

and in infinite kindness, a hand of help was extend-

ed for my restoration, and the healing of my back-

slidings. Then I was enabled to sing upon the

banks of deliverance, and praise the name of Him
who lives forever. The Holy Spirit, that blessed

Teacher, whom I had formerly been favored with,

but had forsaken, was now restored, as a Leader
and Teacher, to direct and instruct me in t!ie way
to peace and rest. From this time my mind, after

such great favor, was humbled and made subject

to the cross of Christ, and heartily willing to take

it up daily, and follow Him, my kind Leader, in

the narrow way of self-denial. And as I was obe-

dient. He led me to forsake my vain course of

life, and all those youthful delights and sensual

pleasures which were displeasing to my dear Lord
and Master ; who, in wonderful mercy, had lifted

me out of the dungeon, and heard my prayers in

a time of deep affliction. He now became my
director in all things ; showing me clearly what my
duties were, and enabling me to perform them in

an acceptable manner. But if, at :»ny time, I acted

in my own will, I lost my strength, and found no
acceptance or benefit by my performances ; by
which I gradually learnt, that 1 could do nothing

acceptably without the immediate assistance of the

Spirit of Christ the Kedeemer. Thus I found a

necessity to apply conUnualhj to my only and all-

sufficient Helper, and humlily to wait for his as-

sistance and direction ; and as I was faithful. He
led me into the path of life, which, if continued in,

will terminate in everlasting peace.

CTo be continued.)

From " The Leisure Hour."

The InvisiLle World Displayed.

To any person only superficially acquainted with

the wonders disclosed by the microscope, it must
seem very surprising that such a source of enter-

tainment, and so powerful an instrument of scien-

tific research, should have been almost entirely

neglected during a century and a half after its

powers had been first made public. Here was in

good earnest " The Invisible World Displayed."
Every drop of water, every leaf, insect, or patch
of mould, offered innumerable objects of contempla-
tion not less surprising than those which the unas-
sisted eye could discover in river, forest, or mea-
dow—a world of the infinitely little, which proved
to be infinitely complex and marvellous. The
telescope, from the first, exercised a spell over the
imagination. It has never ceased to find patient
labourers, devoting them.sclves to it. But, although
the microscope is no less puissant in the hands'of
science, and performs for (he invisibly minute what
the telescope performs for the invisibly distant, it

has never acted so powerfully on the imaginations

of men. A feeling not unallied to contempt rises

in the minds of many, at the idea of seriously study-

ing objects so excessively minute that a single drop

of water will contain a thousand or more living

creatures, all actively engaged in feeding, fighting,

or propagating. The planetary masses, merely bo-

cause they are enormous masses and are at enor-

mous distances, appear stupendous, although we
can know nothing more about them than their size

and orbit. But if size is the measure of interest,

man will make but a poor figure in the universe
;

and if life must ever be intensely interesting because

it is life, and seems to come more directly from the

Fountain of all life, the instrument which widens

our acquaintance with organic existences, and par-

tially lifts the veil thick folded over organic pro-

cesses, cannot help exercising a fascination over

us.

The story of the microscope begins with Mal-
pighi and Leeuwenhoek, and dates nearly two

ceuturies back. Marcellus Malpighi was a cele-

brated anatomist, whose works are even now worthy

of study. He was born at Crevalcuore, near

Bologna, in 1G28. In the university of that city

he studied medicine as it was then taught, dissecting

in private, and trying to understand something ot

the structure of plants and animals. His discove-

ries were numerous and important. Whether he

was the inventor or not of improvements in the

microscope is a disputed point, but he was certainly

the first to apply its powers to scientific purposes.

The following is an instance.

Harvey had convinced the world that the blood

which left the heart passed along the arteries to

the various parts of the body, and that from the

various parts of the body it passed along the veins

back again to the heart, but he could not say how
it was that the blood which was in the arteries

passed from them into the veins ; whereas Malpighi,

by the use of the microscope, discovered the capil-

lary blood-vessels, which showed how the blood

made this passage through one uninterrupted net-

work of vessels.

Another of Malpighi's discoveries was the exist-

ence of papillfe, as organs of touch on the surface

of the tongue, and similar though smaller organs
of the same kind on the skin. Indeed, it is to him
we owe the main part of our knowledge of the skin

;

the cutaneous net-work which still bears his name—rtte Malpighii—he proved to be the seat of the

black colour of the negro, and of the various com-
plexions of mankind. He discovered also the sti'j,-

tnata and trachce—the air-vessels of insects—and
successfully applied the microscope to embryology.

Leeuwenhoek was born in 1632, at Delft, in

Holland, where he gained a livelihood and his first

celebrity as a glass-polisher, his lenses being then the

best made. But, not contented with polishing his

lenses to the highest pitch, he used them inces-

santly, and made such discoveries that De Graaf
iutroduced him to the notice of our lloyal Society

;

and to that body all his works were communicated.
His instruments are still in the possession of the

Society, to which he bequeathed them, and his

discoveries are recorded in the " Philosophical
Transactions."

Leeuwenhoek was continually at work, inces-

santly observing new details and recording them,
but seldom taking to the other intellectual labour
which can alone make microscopy a science. Hang-
ing over the vegetable and animal world, he pointed
out new and surprising facts, and indicated the paths
on which more might be discovered. He knew
more about the blood than was known to eminent
physiologists at the commencement of this century.
He described the structure of hairs, skin, scales.

muscular fibre, nervous fibre, seeds of plants, areo-

lar ti.-^sue, and many other objects. He described

and figured the various organs of insects and othei

animals. He revealed to the world the wonders

of animalcule existence, and combated the doctrine

of spontaneous generation by showing that even the

minutest animals laid eggs, or germinal ova.

Leeuwenhoek was reproached with sometimes

letting his imagination get the better of him ; if so.

he had this excuse, that, moving amidst wonders,

his mind was disposed to ever fresh wonderment

He, however, justifies himself from the charge.

" For my part," he says, " I will not scruple tc

assert that I can clearly place before my eye the!

smallest species of those animalcules, and can as

plainly see them endued with life, as with the naked

eye we behold small flics or gnats sporting in the-

open air, though these animalcules are more than

a million times smaller than a large grain of sand.

For I not only behold their motions in all direc-

tions, but I also see them turn about, remain still,

and sometimes expire ; and the larger kinds ol

them I as plainly perceive running along, as we do

mice with the naked eye. Nay, 1 see some of them

open their mouths, and move the organs or parts

within them.
" In examining the intestines of flies and otbei

insects," he continues, " I have discovered vessels

conveying the blood and other juices, the smallest

ramifications or branches whereof appeared to me
more than two hundred thousand limes less than

a hair of my beard."

He then tells how he computes this proportion,

" I have," he says " a plate of copper with many
lines engraven on it, and divided into an equal

number of small parts. I then carefully observe

how many of these parts one hair taken from my
head, and seen through a microscope, appears tc

cover. Supposing that the diameter of this hair,

when magnified, appears equal to fifty of these parts,

then, with the point of a needle, I trace on the|

copper a line of the same size by the naked eye, asl

is equal to one of those small vessels in a fly seeni

through the microscope, and I find that nine o)t

these small lines so traced with a needle, when

placed together, are a fiftieth part of the diameter

of the hair. If, then, 450 diameters of these small

vessels, which I most plainly see in a fly, are no

more than equal to the diameter of one hair taken

from my beard, it follows, by the rules of arith-

metic, that one of such hairs is more than two hun-

dred thousand times greater than those very small

blood-vessels in a fly."

Schwammerdamm, the contemporary of Leeu-

wenhoek, is described by Cuvier as " I'auteur le

plus etonnant sur toute Tanatomie des petits anU

maux." It would require more space than we caK

spare to enumerate the microscopic labours of this

remarkable man, though, pre-eminently an anato-

mist, he only used the microscope as one of his

accessories, never making microscopy his special

study
;

yet in its history he deserves a first place,

because he showed to what scientific purposes it

could be fitly applied.

From this period till Ehrenberg, who was fol-

lowed by Dujardin, once more startled the world

by revelations of the " infinitely little," the micro-

scope was considered little better than a philo-

sophical toy. Since then, however, it has had its

thousands of cultivators, combating or confirming

what the German and the Frenchman have asserted

about its discoveries.

Ehrenberg was born at Delitisch, in Prussian

Saxony, on the 19th of April, 1795. He early

made a voyage to the east, with the travellei

Hemprieh. lu this voyage he collected a vast

amount of scientific material, which may be found
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n his celebrated " Synibolas Physicse," and in his

nouograph ou the Acephalce of the lied Sea, 18~S-

52. lu 1829, he ooce more started ou a seientifio

ourney, and this time with the celebrated Alexan-

ler Von Humboldt, whose splendid career has lately

losed. The expedition was to the Ural Moun-
,ains. Before setting out, Ehrenborg, liljc many
)ther scientific men of the day, had been wonder-

ully impressed by a work which our Robert Brown
lad just published :

" A brief account of microsco-

)icai observations on the particles contained in the

)ollcn of plauts, and on the general existence of

ictivc molecules in organic and inorganic bodies."

Following ou the path here opened, Ehrenberg

)nce more raised the microscope into European
lotice. His numerous revelations of minute plants

nd animals, and of the share which these had in

he formation of the solid crust of our earth, at-

;racted general attention. In 183S appeared his

jreat work on the Infusoria—a work too costly

: private purses, but one which, for the beauty

d number of its illustrations, the novelty of

ts revelations, and its general accuracy, will al-

ivays remain a monument of skill and labour.

Dne defect, however, of the work has been

pointed out by its recent commentators, viz. : the

jrror of supposing that the infusoria are perfect

)rgaiiisms with complex organizations. It is true

;hat, among the miuuto forms of life the author

lescribes, there are some which really deserve the

wonder of all students, so complex are their or-

ganizations; but the number of these animalcules is

3very day diminishing, as one by one the infusoria

;are shown to be plants instead of animals.

In 1 839 appeared the " Microscopical Researches"

:of Schwann. These we must merely mention,

without attempting to describe them, for by so

doing we should be obliged to enter ou subjects

with which the general reader must be supposed to

be totally unacquainted.

The microscope is now largely applied in crimi-

nal jurisprudence, in geology, and in medicine; in

a variety of other directions it has become also in-

dispensable ; whilst in general anatomy, pathology,

embryology, botany, and zoology, it is the instru-

ment of research. It is no louger a distinction to

be a mieroscopist, scarcely a distinction to be a good

one; everybody works with the instrument now,

and Linnceus would find no botanist ready to ac-

cept his contemptuous verdict, that nothing was to

be learnt through its medium.

We have now broughtour sketch down to our own
day, and may in conclusion notice the latest work

on the subject which has appeared in England, viz.

" Mr. Gosse's Evenings at the Microscope." This

is a most entertaining book ; its main object seems

to be to amuse amateurs, but they may also reap

from its pages much useful information. The
volume opens with an anecdote, which shows

strikingly with what an immense accumulation of

minute knowledge microscopy rewards its stu-

dents.
" Not many years ago an eminent mieroscopist

received a communication inquiring whether, if a

minute portion of dried skin were submitted to him,

he could determine it to be a human skiu or not.

He replied that he thought he could. Accordingly,

a very small fragment was forwarded to him, some-

what resembling what might be torn from the sur-

face of au old trunk, with all the hair rubbed off.

The professor brought his microscope to bear upon

it, and presently found some fine hairs scattered

over the surface ! after carefully examining which,

he pronounced with confidence that they were hu-

man hairs, and such as grew on the naked parts

of the body ; and still further, that the person who
had owned them was of a fair complexion. This was

a very interesting decision, because the fragment
of skin was taken from the door of au old cbi

in Yorkshire, in the vicinity of which a tradition is

preserved that, about a thousand years ago, a Dan-
ish robber had violated this church, and, having
been taken, was condemned to be flayed alive and
his skin nailed to the church door, as a terror

to evil-doers. The action of the weather and
other causes had long ago removed all traces of

the stretched and dried skin, except that from
under the edges of the broad-headed nails with

which the door was studded, fragments still peeped
out. It was one of these atoms, obtained by draw-
ing out one of the old nails, that was subjected to

microscopical scrutiny, and it was interesting to

find that the wonder-showing tube could confirm

the tradition with the utmost certainty ; not only in

the general fact that it was really the skin of a man,
but the special one of the race to which the man
belonged, namely, one with fair complexion and
light hair, such as the Danes are well known to

possess."

The following is an instance of the importance

of the microscope in legal investigations. " Not
long ago, a murder was brought home to a crimi-

nal by this instrument. Much circumstantial evi-

dence had been adduced against him, among which
was the fact that a knife in his possession was
smeared with blood, which had dried both on the

blade and on the handle. The prisoner strove to

turn aside the force of this circumstance by asser-

ting that he had cut some raw beef with the knife,

and had omitted to wipe it.

" The knife was submitted to an eminent pro-

fessor of microscopy, who immediately discovered

the following facts:— 1st. The stain was certainly

blood. 2nd. It was not the blood of a piece of

dead flesh, but that of a living body, for it had
coagulated where it was fouud. 3rd. It was not

the blood of an ox, sheep, or hog. 4th. It was hu-

man blood. Besides these facts, however, other

important ones were revealed by the same mode of

investigation. 5th. Among the blood was found

some vegetable fibres. 6th. These were proved to

be cotton fibres, agreeing with those of the mur-
dered man's shirt and neckcloth." The accumula-

tion of evidence was fatal to the prisoner, who,

without the microscopic testimony, might have es-

caped.

Mr. Gosso has given drawings and descriptions

of several kinds of hair, which will vividly impress

the reader with the amazing varieties discoverable

in objects seemingly so similar as the hair of a

mouse and a mole. The same remark may be ap-

plied to the blood or the eggs of various animals,

or the seeds and pores of plants. The microscope

has swept over the vast field of minute creation,

and has furnished science with a marvellous wealth

of details; and yet, so inexhaustible is the field,

that every new day fresh discoveries are made, and

every fresh worker finds the horizon expanding as

he advances. In this, as in all other departments

of knowledge,

" Experience is an arch, whoretbrough
Gleams tliat uiitravelletl world whose margiu fades

For ever, and for ever, as we move."

Covetnusness and lave of the world.—The light

teacheth not to covet, not to desire earthly digni-

ties or estates. Let it be looked at over Old-Eng-

land : which of us so much as mind those things

'

Nay, the Lord knows that the love of these thing;

is daily rooted out of our hearts more and more
and we are a people whom the world cannot charge

with covetousuess, or love of the world, wherewith

all sorts of professors hitherto have been too justly

chargeable.

—

Isaac Pcnvi'iton

For " Tlie Friend."

.Musings and Memories.

OUT (JF SORTS.

I have been musing this morning on a little ac-

count I lately read, illustrating what some people

mean when they say others arc " out of sorts." In

a company of children met ou one occasion, all

seemed happy, and were pleasantly employed, ex-

cept one, who sat by herself, neither partaking of

the labour nor joyfulness of the busy group. One
of the company remarked she was " out of sorts,"

rendering this as the reason why she was sullenly

sitting alone, instead of participating with them in

their employment. After doing some act which
forced the other children to seek elsewhere for the

pleasure she had interrupted, and refusing to ac-

company them, she was left to mope and distress

herself asmuch as she pleased. After a time she

grew tired of being out of humor, and seeking an

aunt of hers, she sat down by her crying, and

acknowledged to an inquiry from her kind relative,

" 1 am all out of sorts." Conscience began to stir in

the little girl, and at last she said, " Is out of sorts

one of the sins mentioned in the Bible, aunty?"
" Not by that name," was the reply. The work
of self-examination and condemnation was going

on in the heart of the child, and at last she spoke

out, " I know what it is ; it is getting on the side

of the heart that is turned from God." The aunt

was much struck with the child's definition, and

thought it the best one for the sad distemper, she

had ever heard. Because, being on the side turned

from our heavenly Father, who is the fountain of

love, and the God of all consolation, might account

for the spirit of contradiction, malicious mi.schief,

dislike, and gloom, which is so apt to govern those

''out of sorts." Her aunt accordingly told the

little girl she did not know but she was right in

her view of it, and that the only thing for her to

do was to leave the wrong side, and jump over to

the right, as soon as she could. The advice was

followed ; the child joined the other children in

the spirit of love, and a happy time they had of it.

Well, I suppose we have all had to do with

grown people, who were " out of sorts." Disposed

to complain of those around them, and making

them.selves and others unhappy, by their unreason-

able conduct. If we were strictly to scrutinize our

own conduct, I do not know, but that many of us

might remember times when we were, at least to a

certain extent, out of sorts. Times when we have

been improperly exacting in our demands upon the

attention and submission to our views of others,

and have been very wrong in showing our resent-

ment for not receiving what we claimed. When-
ever we allow ourselves to show temper, because

our own views do not obtain place with others, we

are getting out of sorts, 'and the only remedy is to

get back into a spirit of submission and love as soon

as we can. I have seen grown persons very much
" out of sorts," who were too wise to show it forth

as the little girl did, and not honest enough to

confess it, who, whilst controlling in the general

the outward expression of the wrong feelings at

work in them, would yet manifest it to a careful

observer by a stinging word, a remark which car-

ried bitterness with it, incidentally dropt. They

did not create as much unpleasantness, saving to

some one who suffered from an unreasonable speech

occasioned by their state of mind, but in the sight

of Him, who looketh at the heart, they were seen

to have got all on the wrong side there.

I could adduce many examples, which have

fallen under my own notice, of individuals " out of

sorts," some of whom claimed even a sort of reli-

gious necessity for utterances, which sprang from

the wrong side of the heart, but I forbear. 1 did
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but intend to set my readers to thinking over their

own conduct, and incite them to an earnest endea-
vour for an abiding under a sense of the loving Spirit

of our gracious heavenly Father, which will keep us
from harsh speeches and unreasonable actions.

This will preserve us, as well, from severe estimates

of the actions of others, as from over anxiety to

defend our own. We shall have an atmosphere of
love about us, and whether condemning or justify-

ing the actions going on around us, we shall give
evidence that we are not "out of sorts," that our
unity or disapprobation is the utterance of a spirit

desirous to support the Truth in the love of it.

B/rest Mice.—It was during this year [1814]
especially, but to a certain degree also in the pre-

ceding and succeeding ones, that this forest and
the New Forest were visited with an enormous num-
ber of mice. They appeared in all parts, but par-

ticularly in Haywood inclosure, destroying a very
large proportion of the young trees, so much so

that only four or five plants to an acre were found
uninjured by them. The roots of five years' old

oaks and chestnuts were generally eaten through
just below the surface of the ground, or wherever
their runs proceeded. Sometimes they were found
to have barked the young hollies round the bottom,

or -were seen feeding on the bark of the upper bran-
ches. These mice were of two kinds, tije common
long-tailed field-mouse and the short-tailed. There
were about fifty of these latter sort to one of the

former. The long-tailed mice had all white breasts,

and the tail was about the same length as the
body. These were chiefly caught on the wet
ground in the forest, and the short-tailed were caught
both on the wet and dry grounds. A variety of
means were resorted to for their destruction, such
as cats, poisons, and traps, but with little success.— Broad, who had been employed by the Ad-
miralty, and had been successful in killing the rats

and mice in the fleet, was sent down, and tried

several plans, all of which failed. At last a miner,
living on Edge Hills, named Simmons, came for-

ward, and said that he had often, when sinking
wells or pits, found mice fallen in and dead, in

consequence of their endeavours to extricate them-
selves, and he had little doubt the same plan would
succeed in the forest. It was tried, and 1

were dug over the inclosures about two feet deep,
and the same size across, and rather hollowed out
at the bottom, and at the distance of about twenty
yards apart, into which the mice fell, and were un-
able to get out again. Simmons and others were
employed, and paid by the number of tails which
they brought in, which amounted in the whole to
more than 100,000. In addition to this it may b(

mentioned that polecats, kites, hawks, and owIl
visited the holes regularly, and preyed upon the
mice caught in them ; and a small owl, called by
Pennant Striz liosserina, never known in the for-

est before or since, appeared at that time, and was
particularly active in their destruction. The mice
in the holes also ate each other.— The Forest of
Dean, by H. G. NkMls.

Early piety.—From the time she was twelve
years of age, it was her frequent practice to retire
alone to her chamber, to wait upon the Lord, and
hold communion with llim who had graciously
touched her heart with His love, entering into a
close examination of her conduct during the day

;

and such was the sweet peace and comfort she de-
rived from this christian duty, that she found even
her bodily pains mitigated, when she could retro-
spect the past with an approving conscience, and
oifer the evening oblation with innoceney and ac-
ceT^ta.nce.—3Iei7iorial of IIa?inah H. Hartshorne.

For "The Friend.'

. BE LOVING AXD MERCIFUL.
Oh, child of the Spirit! Oh, born from above!

Let the poor and the needy be never unheeded,
To thy br.-thren .iround thee owe nothing but love,
And give it with freeness where'er it is needed.

Thus shalt thou, oh, christian! establish thy birth.
And in robes of the Spirit and mercy arrayed,

Be one of Christ's loving believers on earth.
With the badge of discipleship ever displayed.

Oh, Love! of the christian the crowning delight!
Fulfilling the law and the gospel of peace!

Truth, justice, and mercy divinely unite
Thy reign aud dominion to spread and i

GULF-WEED.
A weary weed, tossed to and fro,

Drearily drenched in the ocean brine,
Soaring high and sinking low.
Lashed along without will of mine,

Sport of the spoom of the surging sea
;

Flung on the foam, afar and anear,
Mark my manifold mystery,

—

Growth and grace in their place appear.

I bear round berries, gray and red,
Rootless and rover though I be

;

My spangled leaves, when nicely spread,
Arboresce as a trunkless tree;

Corals curious coat me o'er.

White and hard in apt array;
'Mid the wild wave's rude uproar,

Gracefully grow I, night and day.

Hearts there are on the sounding shore,
Something whispers soft to me,

Restless and roaming for evermore,
Like this weary weed of the sea

;

Bear they yet on each beating breast
The eternal type of the wondrous whole:

Growth unfolding amidst unrest,
Grace informing with silent soul.

G. G. Fenn,

THE CROWDED STREET.
Let rae move slowly through the street,

Filled with an ever-shifting train.

Amid the sound of steps that beat
The murmuring walks like autumn rain.

How fast the flitting figures come

!

The mild, the fierce, the stony face
Some bright with thoughtless smiles, and some
Where secret tears have left their trace.

They pass to toil, to strife, to rest
To halls in which the feast is spread-

To chambers where the funeral guest
In silence sits beside the dead.

And some to happy homes repair,
Where children, pressing cheek to cheek,

With mute caresses shall declare
The tenderness they cannot speak.

And some, who walk in calmness here,
Shall shudder as they reach the door

Where one who made their dwelling dear.
Its flower, its light, is seen no more.

Youth, with pale cheek and slender frame,
And dreams of greatness in thine eye I

Goest thou to build an early name,
Or early in the task to die ?

Keen son of trade, with eager brow!
Who is now fluttering in thy snare?

Thy golden fortunes, tower they now,
Or melt the glittering spires in air?

Who of this crowd to-night shall tread
The dance till day-light gleam again?

"Who sorrow o'er the untimely dead ?

Who writhe in throes of mortal pain?

Each, where his tasks or pleasures call.
They pass, and heed each other not.

There is who heeds, who holds them all

In His large love and boundless thouglit.

These struggling tides of life, th.at seem
In wayward, aimless course to tend.

Are eddies of the mighty stream
That rolls to its appointed end. Bnjant.

From tlie Leisure Hodt.

Tlie Greatest Thoronghfare in the World.

The city of London seems to be the great filtt

through which the bulk of our enormous stree
traffic is constantly strained, and Loudon Bridg
seems to be, at present, the only outlet to rehev
the city. Our population has added more tha
twenty per cent, to its numbers—or nearly or
fourth—in the course of the last ten years, an
the persons passing through London Bridge Kai
way Station during the same period, have increase
from six hundred and tweaty-four thousand, 1

thirteen millions and a half. " This accounts, i

some measure, for the constant pressure at th:

point. Most of these railway passengers are past
ing to or from the city and the western parts i

London : and nine tenths of the whole number cro:

London Bridge from eight in the morning unt
eight at night. Sixty thousand foot passenger
and twenty thousand vehicles, make this bridg
passage during the working day; the foot traffi

dividing itself into two streams on each footway-
backwards and forwards—and the road traffic bein
divided by the city police into two streamsof " fast
and two streams of " slow" traffic, one of each flow
ing one way, and one of each the other.

It has further been ascertained that a large pre
portion of these railway travellers, when they ar
discharged from the London Bridge Railway Sta
tion, are crossing the bridge to reach those pari
of London which lie west of Holborn and Tempi
^

, and hence they have to burden the alread
overburdened city with their persons, their vehi

,
and their luggage. The humbler classe

mostly proceed westward by the penny river boat
plying from the Surrey side of the bridge to Hun
gerford pier; but the extent to which the thorough
fares are crowded by this traffic may be gatherei
from the fact that more than 2000 omnibus jour
neys alone are performed daily between the Lou
don Bridge Railway Station and places west Ci

Temple Bar, the whole of which pass through tbi
city by the Poultry and Chcapside.

\

The pressure at the Exchange, in Cheapsidei
Ludgate Hill, Newgate Street, Holborn Hill, ant
Temple Bar, is, at certain hours, as severe as oil

London Bridge, though the number of vehicle;

passing is not nearly so great. Most of the stree

"blocks," with which every London traveller is si

painfully familiar, are caused by the frequent stop
page of omnibusses to take up and set down pas
sengers, and of cabs and luggage vans at shops anc
warehouses. If we take the^ thoroughfares runnin;
north and south, we there find the pressure com
parativeiy moderate, as the great bulk of Londoi
lies chiefly along the valley of the Thames, and th(

principal traffic is east and west, in lines runnip|
nearly parallel with the river. So sensitive is thi;

main street-traffic throughout its long windiuf
length—so easily aflFected at one end by what oc
curs at the other—that a cart-load of bricks throwi
across the upper part of Cheapside, by the statue
of Sir Robert Peel, would stop the circulation o
six thousand vehicles, during one busy hour of tht
day, in about the same number of our principa
thoroughfares. It has been found that during thi.>

busy hour of the day there are nearly 1900 vehicle;

of all kinds passing over London Bridge
; 140C

passing through Cheapside; 1200 along Ludgatt
Hill; 1100 through Temple Bar ; 1000 up and
down Holborn Hill ; 900 along Newgate Street

;

700 along Bishopsgate Street Within ; 650 alouo
the Aldgate High Street ; 560 along Gracechurcfc
Street; 540 along Cornhill ; 530 along FenchurcL
Street; 500 along Finsbury Pavement; 340 through
Smithfield Bars

; and 300 along Aldersgate Street.

Though the same vehicles appear, at different parts
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' the same hour, in diiFercnt streets, this gives a

tal of road jouruoys amounting to more than one

indrod and sixteen thousand. The hour talien

ay be eleven o'eloek in the morning ; and these

rures arc brought down, with a few slight altera-

jns from a report issued by — Haywood, the

Dgineer to the City Sewer Commission, in 1857.

Daniel Whittle Harvey, the Chief Commis-
sner of the City Police, has made an elaborate

id valuable table of the traffic over London Bridge

iring the twenty-four hours ending at six P. M.

1 Thursday, March 17th, 1859. At seven p. M.

le tempest began (on his list) with 273 cabs, 315
nnibuses, 484 wagons, 101 other vehicles, and

le small number of two horses, led or ridden,

aking a total of 1175 vehicles, etc. Thepassen-
irs riding in these conveyances were 4582, and

le foot passengers 8779, forming a total of 14,361.

.t eight, P. M. this traffic exhibits a slight general

jcrease, which goes on falling for the next eight

)urs up to four A. M. A turn then takes place,

id the traffic increases gradually up to nine o'clock

the morning, each hour, in round numbers, doub-

ng the last. At ten in the morning we reach the

ghest passenger point throughout the day ; the

jrsons in vehicles being 4944 and on foot, 8489,
irming a total of 13,433. At eleven in the morn-

,g the vehicle traffic is at its greatest height ; 343
xbs, 382 omnibuses, 769 wagons and carts, 266
her vehicles, and four horses, led or ridden,

?er the bridge, forming a total of 1764. The
affic from this point exhibits but a very slight

Dcrease through the busy hours of the moruing
nd afternoon, falling down to four p. Jl., and ris-

ig again to its second highest point at five P. m,

ix P. M. closes the list of twenty-four hours, with

ambers running very close upon the previous

3ur ; and the grand total of the twenty-four hours

20,498 vehicles, and 167,910 passengers.

If we analyse the omnibus traffic alone which
asses over London Bridge in the course of any
iven day, still taking certain records in D. W
[arvey's office for our guide, we shall arrive at a

;w interesting facts. '

This omnibus traffic must be divided into two

lasses ; that which runs specially to and from the

london Bridge railways, and which would not use

le one crowded river crossing, but for this reason
;

od that which merely uses the bridge as a road to

ime of the outlying districts.

Paddington sends out daily one hundred onini-

bses, which run to and from the South Eastern

nd Brighton railways, performing 1030 crossings

f the bridge during the fifteen working hours.

60 of these journeys are effected by omnibuses

'hich come and go by the way of Holborn ; 390

^ the way of the Strand ; and the remainder

—

iz. 80—by the way of the new road. Islington

?nds out her twenty omnibuses, which make 240
ally London Bridge railway journeys; and St.

lohn's Wood follows with twenty-three vehicles,

ind 230 journeys. Hammersmith starts twenty-

;x omnibuses, which effect 208 crossings; Bays-

I'ater fourteen (by the way of Ilolborn,) which

ffect one hundred and forty crossings, and seven

lore by the way of the strand, which effect

fty-sis crossings; together ninety-six; Bromp-
jn has eighteen vehicles of this kind, which pass

ver 180 times; Putney twenty-one, which effect

68 crossings; and Acton and Ealing five, which

lake twenty journeys during the day ! This

ives a daily total of railway omnibus traffic, reach

)g 2278 single journeys.

The through traffic is represented by Kingsland
nd Newington, which sends out forty-nine oiuui

uses, making 086 daily crossings ; by Peckham
nd Cawberwell whose twenty-five 'busses appe

250 times on the bridge in the course of the day
;

by Brixton, whose twenty-four vehicles nj.tke 240

journeys; and by Clapham, Balham Hill, and

Tooting, whose twenty-three 'busses effect 230 cross-

ings. The Old Kent Road, with fourteen vehicles

of this kind, uses the bridge 196 times during the

day ; Greenwich follows with five 'busses and forty

journeys ; Detpford and Bothcrhithe with two

'busses and sixteen journeys ; Wandsworth with

the same; and Lewisham with a single stage, that

passes over six times in the course of the day.

This gives another total of 1680 crossings, forming

a grand total of 3958.

With such a mass of vehicles and human beings

constantly passing over this single devoted bridge

thoroughfare—pushing, scrambling, fuming, and

fretting—particularly during the two most busy

hours of the day, there can be little doubt that

many tolerably amiable tempers are annually and

hopelessly spoilt, especially amongst the much pro-

voked drivers of horses. The delay of valuable

capital in "blocks" alone must amount to some-

thing considerable in the course of the year, and all

because London Bridge forms the only present pas-

sage between the two sides of the Thames for six-

teen square miles to the eastward of its site, and

the only free passage for a mile to the westward of

the same point.

Nearly every class of citizens is represented in

the crowd ; from the beggar who is passing from

the northern to the southern suburbs, to the lead

ing man of business, whose time may be measured

at several guineas an hour. If every passenger

were to put down the cost of his delays upon Lon-

don Bridge, and the sums were to be added to-

gether at the end of the year, they would show at

amount that would pull up, clear, compensate, build

and perform every practical purpose in the im-

provement of the metropolitan avenues for human
circulation, and still leave an ample margin.

The first step in a great street reform has been

taken—and well taken—by the South Eastern Hail

way Company, who have got a bill for an extension

of their line through Southwark, to join the South

Western Railway, and pass thence, across the river

at Hungerford to Charing Cross. The capital re-

quired for this important and valuable undertaking

is estimated at £800,000 (no more than the cost

of Southwark Bridge,) and the whole line promises

to be completed, under the present active manage-

ment, in two years from the present time.

For "TheFrk-nd."

The Peaceable KinsJom of Christ.

The blessed Redeemer and Saviour of men, who
though infinitely exalted in goodness and power,

was yet meek and lowly in heart, invites all to take

his yoke upon them, and learn of him, and requires

that his followers should be clothed with his own

gentle, forgiving, loving spirit. If his call is

obeyed, the cross taken up, and the heart yielded

to him, he will establish his pure peaceable king-

dom therein—a kingdom in which there will be

peace and joy whatever storms may rage without,

—and unless Christ does rule in us, we are not

christians indeed, however wo may call ourselves

by his name. The present is a time in which the

malignant and cruel passions of men are deeply

stirred ; north and south, east and west, throughout

our land the language of hatred and bitter reviling

is heard, and thousands are rushing to arms, eager

to engage in fratricidal strife. Sectional animosity

and prejudice have been aroused to fearful activity,

making enemies of those, who not long since exulted

regenerate man, illustrating the scripture declara-

tion, " The heart is deceitful above all things and
desperately wicked ; who can kuowit?" So per-

vading is the excitement, and so contagious the

spirit which breathes war and destruction, that

even those who desire to be subjects of the Prince
of Peace, have need to watch diligently, lest they

be ensnared, and suffer their minds to be darkened
1 defiled thereby. Most especially does it be-

come the members of a re.igious society, one of

hose distinguishing testimonies, condemns war and
bloodshed in every shape, to guard well their

thoughts, and words, and deeds, lest, in this time

of trial, they be found wanting in the sight of Him
who seeth in secret.

W^e may refuse an actual participation ourselves

in warlike measures, and yet be tempted to regard

them with complacency and satisfaction on the part

of others, if the object is to maintain what we con-

sider the cause of right. If any such disposition

is encouraged, or we permit ourselves to wish evil

to tho.se whom we may, perhaps with justice, regard

as disturbers of the nation's peace we can scarcely

escape condemnation ; nor could we then with ac-

ceptance put up the daily prayer for the forgiveness

of our own many short comings, to our Father in

heaven, whose tender mercies are over all his works,

and who is kind, even to the unthankful and the

evil!

It is, I apprehend, a critical period, a time of

trial, which demands close searching of heart, but
which, if rightly improved, may tend to draw us

nearer to the source of light and strength, and
make us seek with greater earnestness for a firm

establishment on that foundation which cannot be
shaken. Oh! how many there are among us, who
are sensible that we are too superficial in our reli-

gious profession, and that we greatly need an in-

crease of spiritual strength, zeal and courage. Let
us then be animated to renewed exertions in the

christian conflict, by the remembrance that we
have a most compassionate High Priest, who is

graciously disposed to help all our infirmities. It

is a good thing to endeavour reverently to draw
near Him day by day, and wait patiently in silent

abasement of soul, for the quickeningsof his Spirit.

Were this our earnest, diligent engagement, our

hunger and thirst after righteousness would be in-

creased, it would become as our meat and drink

to do the Divine will, we should witness a growth
in the root of immortal life, and Christ would in-

deed set up his blessed kingdom in us. Then
would our hearts be warmed and expanded with a

measure of his love, and we should witness the ful-

filment in our own experience, of the blessed pro-

mise, " Thou wilt keep him in perfect peace whose
mind is stayed on thee, because he trustetb in thee."

Condition of the Peasantry in France.—M.
Crussard, a reliable French author, writes with the

documents at hand, as follows:
" What we want to reveal, and what very few

economists suspect, is the fact that there exists in

France, at least in the ancient and large province

of Brittany, numerous cantons, where a million

and more of inhabitants live by labor, without beg-

ging and without complaining, on less than five

cents a-day per capita."

Astonishing as this " revelation" is, its author

furnishes apparently irresistible proof of its truth-

fulness. It would be too long to quote from his

interesting article the sad analysis of this cheap
living, of which the meat element^ (gizzards, livirs,

chitterlings, and all, scrupulously weighed in,)

in the prosperity and growing greatness of a com- amounts annually to less than twenty-five pounds,

mon country. What a sadly impressive view docs This is the average, but as there are some folk.s

this state of things afford of the depravity of un- 1 who eat meat once or twice, the great majority of
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its people fall far below the average—indeed quite

out of taste of it.

" Most of the country people raise hogs and

hens, but less for their own consumption than to

Bell in town, and obtain the means of meeting their

other wants. Hardly any one but the townspeople

and well-to-do families eat butchers meat."

Buckwheat, potatoes, milk, and curds complete

the bill of fare of the majority of the country peo-

ple. Their houses are as poor as their tables.

" It (the house) ordinarily consists of a single

room, which often has no other opening than the

door and chimney. The floor is generally the

earth."

And such is the condition of more than a mil-

lion of French in Britanny. Truly the Emperor
was right in saying that the French agricultural

population was much worse off than that of England.

For "The iYioud."

The Heaiiins of the Word Providence.

John Todd tells us that two boys, breakfasting

with an uncle on a New Year's day, were inquired

of by him what it was he had heard thom disput-

ing about. They told him they had been wonder-

ing why God was so often called Providence. One
thought it was, because he provides tilings ; this

reason was not satisfactory to the other one. The

uncle asked them if tbey had not both studied

Latin, and, receiving an affirmative answer, de-

manded what 2"'o video meant. They answered to

see before. The uncle then inquired how long it

had taken to get the breakfast ready, of whiob

tbey were then partaking ? They answered, about

an hour, but he told them it had taken thousands

of years. The salmon they were eating, had pro-

bably been hatched up in some northern river, and

the trees out of which the vessel was built, which

carried the fishermen after the salmon, had been

many years in attaining their growth. The tea

grew at the foot of the hills in China, the coffee

many years before in Java, the mutton in Canada,

the salt was made from the waters of the ocean at

one of the West India Islands, the wheat out of

which the bread was made had been grown iu

Missouri, and the butter they were covering it with,

was made in Vermont. The sugar in their coffee

was made in Cuba. The pepper grew in Ceylon,

their tea cups were made in France, the tin of

which the coffee-pot was made was dug out of the

mines of Cornwall, in England. The uncle then

asked them if they did not see, how much time,

care and labor, and seeing before, ^jro videre, it

had cost to get up even this breakfast for his hun-

gry nephews. " God does all this ; he foresees,

provides it all, brings all these things together, at

the right time and the right place, and thus he is

called Providence, or the Foreseer."

The boys acknowledged this, but did not see

how it had taken thousands of years to get the

breakfast ready. But the uncle showed them that

the breakfast had been cooked with coal, and then

added, " That coal was made under ground thou-

sands of years ago
;
provided for this purpose.

Thus God goes before us years and ages before we
are born ; foresees what we shall need, and gets it

all ready. This is pro-viding—foreseeing. Thus
He is called Providence, or the Foreseer.

Inward retirement.—Being sensible of his vari-

ous infirmities, he was frequent in inward retire-

ment, and hence his mind became strengthened in

watchfulness against those things which interrupt

the aspiration of the soul towards the Fountain of

everlasting life ; being thereby made quick in the

fear of the Lord, he increased in solid experience,

and gradually advanced in the way and work of

salvation.

—

Memorial of Tiwiaas ScaUergood.

For "The Friend.'*

" The Apiialiiciiiaii Mountain System.

(CoDtiuued from page 2S2,)

" An acquaintance of more than twenty years

with the barometer, and the thousands of measure-

ments which I have made in the Alps and else-

where, have long ago initiated me into the theoret-

ical and practical difficulties of the barometric

method and of -the instrument itself. In all mea-

surements I have had a double object. I desired

not only to obtain an accurate result, but also to

perfect the barometric method. I hope I have

been able to eliminate some errors and uncertain-

ties which too commonly afieot its working, and

tend to throw upon the method a degree of distrust

which should rather rest upon the observers them-

selves."

Our author mentions some instances in which
his barometric measurements were verified by other

independent measurements either with the barome-

ter or by other accurate means. Two of these

" occurred in the two culminating points of the

Appalachian system. Mount Washington in the

White Mountains of New Hampshire, and the sum-

mit of the Black Mountains iu North Carolina.

The received height of Mountain Washington had

previously been 6226 feet. My measurements in

1851 gave 6291 feet. The measurements by
spirit level, by U. A. Godwin, civil engineer, in

1852, gave 62S5 feet, and a similar leveling under

the direction of the coast survey in 1853, gave a

height of 6293 feet.

" For the Black Dome of North Carolina, the

culminating point of the Black Mountains, (lately

called also Mitchell's High Peak, but not the for-

mer Mount Mitchell,) my measurements in 1856
gave 6707 feet. A measurement by spirit level in

the following year 1857, by J. C. Turner, civil

engineer, who had my figures in his hand, and

who set out from my point of departure, gave an

altitude of 6711 feet.

" To these coincidences I may add examples still

more recent. Waynesville, the chief town in Hay-
wood county. North Carolina, 27 miles from Ashe-

ville, being one of my principal stations for the

measurement of all the culminating region of the

Appalachian system, I determined its altitude with

care by a series of hourly correspondent observa-

tions extending through several days, one at Ashe-

ville, the other at ^Varm Springs, thirty-seven

miles below the French Broad river, near the

boundary of Tennessee, the altitudes of these two

points being given by the survey of the Charleston

and Cincinnati railroad, which follows the valley

of the French Broad, beyond the mouth of the

Swannanoa. The Asheville series, in 1859, gave

for the altitude of the base of the Waynesville

Court-house 2756 feet, assuming 2250 feet for the

altitude of the Asheville Court-house, according to

a leveling which I was told had been executed be-

tween that point and the railroad track near the

bridge of the Swannanoa. If I adopt the mean of

the barometric measurements which I made for

determining the elevation of Asheville, I find it to

be 2246 feet, and Waynesville becomes 2752 feet.

The series of 1860, which began at one of the

benches of the railroad at Warm Springs, and

which includes an intermediate station at Fines-

creek, gives also for Waynesville 2752 feet. But
Robert Love, of Waynesville, informs me that the

altitude of this same point, as given to him by the

engineers of the Western North Carolina railroad,

(who had just finished the location of that road,)

was also 2752 feet.

" I owe to the courtesy of — Presstnian, chief

assistant of Jas. C. Turner, chief engineer of the

road, a communication of the altitude of two other

points also included in the list of published elc

tions, already mentioned, to wit, the summit of I

oute which crosses the Balsam chain at the up]

end of Scott's creek, and the confluence of t

creek with the Tuckaseege, twenty miles fn

Waynesville. In both oases, the railroad levelit

agreed within a yard with the barometric measu
ments, these last being the highest.

" These measurements, entirely independent,

proceeding from the same given points, presen:

argument which is well fitted to inspire confidei

barometric results obtained with fitting preoa

tions.

" I scarcely need to add that I cannot prete

guarantee a similar degree of accuracy in t

greater number of heights measured which r

upon a single observation. All those who are

quainted with the hypsometric method fully kn.

that, in the determinations obtained, either by t

theodolite, or by the barometer, accuracy is o

ocured by repetitions so numerous as to per

the elimination of accidental errors incident to t

variable state of the atmosphere. I may say.

ever, that I have taken especial precautions to avc

the two principal causes of error in baromet;

measurements; namely, the unequal variation, bo

in time and quantity, of the atmospheric pressu

in the corresponding barometers, and again, t

errors in the determination of the true mean tei

perature of the air, at the hour of observatic

whether by day or by night. To prevent the fi:

I have taken a special care to locate the corn
pording barometers at stations generally dista

much less than twenty, and rarely exceeding thir

miles from the points measured. As to the secon

when it was not possible to eliminate the errc

due to the temperature of the air, by combini;

observations taken both by day and by night

produce a compensation, i have resorted to t

aid of tables formed from a great number of e

periments to be mentioned hereafter.

" That which induces me to believe that the ]

suits resting on a single observation also deserve

good degree of confidence is that having had ocat

sion to repeat the measurement of a great numbi

of points previously determined by careful obser»

tions, both in the Black mountains and in the couj

ty of Haywood, in different years, and under dj

ferent conditions of the atmosphere, the new resuj

did not differ from those previously obtained ll

more than one to three yards. When the heigj

of a mountain is known within these limits of ai

proximation the claims of physical geography mJ

be regarded as satisfied. The barometers whiclil

have employed in these difi'erent measuremenl

are a series of Fortin barometers, modified J

Delcros, and manufactured by Ernst, at Paris.'"

" These instruments have been compared wi
the utmost care, not only before and after eat

excursion, but also during the progress of ead

whenever there has been an opportunity. TJ

corresponding observations have always been ma!

with one or the other of the barometers thus coi

pared, and their relative corrections, resulting frc

the equations thus established, have always be'

applied in the calculations. A long familiari

with Gay Lussac's syphon barometer, with Buntei

improvement, as well as with Fortin's cistern h

rometer, modified by Ernst, has convinced me tfi

the latter is to be preferred, notwithstanding
j

weight and its greater length, if the utmost ace

racy compatible with the method is to be sougl

The variations of capillary attraction, and the so

ing of the tube of the short branch of the syph
by the oxyd of mercury in the Bunten baromet

are serious inconveniences. The impossibility

repairing such barometers in case they arc injur
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ravelling, is a still more serious difficulty. I

ry with each of my Fortin barometers, two

ra tubes aud a bottle of purified mercury which

ble me io case of accident to reconstruct my
ometer in two hours' time, eveu in the depths

;he wildest forest. This advantage is of the

lost value in America, where every explorer

it trust to himself and his own resources, unless

is willing to be constantly deprived of his in-

iments. It is difficult for me to think coolly

io many scientific expeditions, sent at great ex-

se into unexplored countries, in which observa-

is, even if made with an inferior instrument,

lid have had great value, but in which all ba-

ictric measurements became impossible by the

;ture of the instrument at the outset of the jour-

. Such an excuse, under the ordinary circum-

ices, of an official expedition, is quite inadmis-

' Such were the considerations which led me to

oduce in this country, and especially recom-

id the modified Fortin barometer, when in 1849,

lO and 1851, I was charged with establishing,

the States of New York and Massachusetts,

f meteorological stations under the scientific di-

ion of the Siiiithsoniun Institution."

' I consider the introduction of these instru-

its at an epoch, when for various reasons, scien-

! researches were so rapidly increasing in Ame-
,, as a very fortunate circumstance in enhancing

value of these same observations; for I may
I that previous to this epoch, with the exception

I very few instruments imported from Europe, I

rcely found in the hands of the observers in this

ntry a single barometer, which had

' As for my own observations I would mention

t they have been constantly accompanied by
responding observations made by my young
nds, who have attended me in the various ex-

sions, and who have studied under my direction

use of the barometer."

(To bo oontinnedO

hour of rest and of peace, this little interval of re-

fieshmont and joy aud great consolation. Oh T

that this precious season had never been graciously

given unto me, rather than that I should after such

tender mercies, turn away from following the Lord

in the " little moment," when he may again be

pleased to " hide his face."

Ninth luo. 20th, 1817.

J b n Barclay.

Iruly do I rejoice in believing, that I find my-

? losing more and more of that authority and

llity to do anything for the service of the blessed

ise, which proceeds from the creature ; and in

i happy experience, I see advancement as well

safety. Oh ! that all shadow and appearance

iconfidenoe in the fleshly part, may be still far-

,r removed; that there may follow a yet more

fx establishment on the Rock of sure strength,

; immoveable foundation of all true wisdom.

?n may possibly think in his reasoning, that a

ooth path is best for the christian pilgrim ; little

t)wing how it is, that " we must through much
bulation enter the kingdom,"—exeepi perhaps

it respects outward affliction. Yet we do see,

lie of us feelingly know, that deep plungings,

,h buffetings and toilings and groanings of spirit,

" bonds and afflictions that await us," down
the final hour, it may be, of our departure hence

i we can of a truth declare at times, that such

ivily distressing dispensations are, by the permis-

n of the Author of all good, in love to our souls
;

i we are sometimes enabled, in the blessed mo-

nt when we feel ourselves on the banks of de-

erance, to extol His holy name, who hath made
a path through the mighty waters, and sustained

in the wilderness. Oh! how shall my soul for-

ir to sing aloud unto Him, who has preserved

n its travail through a land of pits and of snares,

ough unspeakable darkness and an almost ut-

ly disconsolate state ; and has given me this I

A Great Balloou Voyage.

The celebrated aeronaut T. S. Lowe, made a

balloon ascension from Cincinnati, Ohio, on the 29th

ult., starting about five o'clock in the morning. He
passed over parts of Kentucky, the Cumberland
Mountains, A'irginia and North Carolina, and

finally landed safely early in the afternoon, about

nine miles from Unionville in South Carolina. He
had previously made an attempt at descending in

the township of Spartansburg, near the line of

North and South Carolina, but on nearing the

earth over a plantation, there was such consterna-

tion among the ignorant inhabitants, that he could

not prevail upon them to approach or render him

any assistance. They would not believe that he had

sailed from the State of Ohio that morning, and ex-

pressed very strongly their wish that he would go

further and not make that his stopping place. His

account of the latter part of his aerial flight and

landing, is rather curious aud amusing. He says,

" being desirous of getting near a railroad, I threw

out a bag of sand and commenced to ascend. At

that moment one of the bystanders seeing the bag

of sand fall, sang out, 'Hallo, stranger, come back;

scientific I reckon you have lost your baggage.' I rose

7,000 feet, and there remained until 1 was wafted

some twenty miles further to the east, which occu-

_ led about half an hour more, during which time

I heard many discharges of what I took to be

muskets. Not knowing, but being apprehensive

that the globe over my head was the object of th

fire. I prepared for making all the signals possibl

when I should again near the earth, but while 1

was thus elevated I had no fear, for it was impos-

sible to send a ball within a mile of me.

When within half a mile of the earth, I beard

loud cries of terror, and saw people running in all

directions ; but I was determined to land for good

this time, let come what would, and in fiye minute;

more the anchor took a firm hold in a short scrub

oak, and the car gently touched the ground. Thus

fast, the globe, gently swinging to and fro presented

a very life-like appearance. I soon noticed some

heads peeping around the corner of a log hut that

stood near by, and in which there seemed to be

persons in great distress. I called to them to come

and assist me, at which they took no notice, until

I threatened to cut loose and run over them, after

which two white boys, three old ladies, and three

negroes, in a body, ventured within twenty feet

of me.

"At that moment a gust of wind caused the

balloon to swing over near to the ground, and

general stampede took place, which caused me to

abandon all hope of getting any assistance ; but

after telling them it was fastened to a tree and

would not hurt them, they again ventured up

company with a stalwart looking young woman, six

feet high and well proportioned, and took hold of

the edge of the car. I then asked if there were

any white men about. They said they expected

them every u.inutc ; that they saw the great thing

coming, and had run for their guns. This was

rather an unpleasaut piece of information, and I

was determined to keep as large a crowd around

rae as possible.

" In a few minutes men with muskets began to

collect, but seing women, children and negroes

surrounding the air traveller, there seemed to be
use for firearms, so I discharged the gas unmo-
tcd, aud packed up the machine ready to leave.

By this time several more rough looking fellows

arrived, and used threatening language, but the

tall young woman aforesaid assured me that there

was no danger, for all the men then in the neigh-

bourhood were cowards, as all the brave ones had
gone to the wars, notwithstanding they all declared

they were not afraid ; however, promising to give

myself up when I arrived at the village, they con-

sented I should leave under a guard of nine men.
Procuring a team we started for Unionville, a vil-

lage nine miles distant and arrived that evening.

I was taken to a hotel, and soon found persons

of intelligence, who assured me that I was among
friends. Here I remained over the Sabbath, aud
was called upon by many persons of education,

who informed me that of all the places in the South,

at the spot where I landed, the inhabitants were
the most ignorant, for they could neither read nor
write.

" The next morning I started en route for home,
but news had reached Columbia, the capital of

South Carolina, that a man had brought papers

from Cincinnati, Ohio, only nine hours old. I was
therefore at first arrested on suspicion of being a

bearer of despatches.

" This brought together a number of learned

and scientific gentlemen, who knew me by repu-

tation, and saw my position, and I was immedi-

ately released, and furnished with a passport by
the mayor of Columbia. From this time until I

reached Cincinnati, no more impediments were

placed in my way."

Valleij oftrue humility.—Friends were exhorted

to be more inward, and to seek to get into the val-

ley; for the faith of some would be tried, and the

church also would sufier a trial ; and it seemed as

though the Lord would dry up the currents on the

mountains, and would restrain the clouds, and

would scorch the&e high places, and they should be

barren ; therefore there was need for all to sink

low and get into the valley of true humility, that

they might have something to refresh them, when
the Lord is pleased to cause a famine of the word

to come.

—

John Pemhert07i.

SanitarTj Value of Natural History.—Suppos-

j a botanist and another person (the two being

ecjually robust and capable of exertion) were to

set forth at the same time, the one on a botaniz-

ing excursion, the other to exercise his muscles in

taking an ordinary walk ; on their return home three

or four hours afterwards, though each might have

performed the same distance, the botanist, whose

gratified mind has been healthfully stimulating the

nerves of motion to efiect muscular action, would

feel far less fatigued, and have reaped far more
benefit from his ramble, than the sauntering man
whose muscles had not been so keenly excited by
nervous impulse. Aud this exhibits one of the

many advantages which would arise from cultiva-

ting in young people (particularly young ladies,

who are debarred from the more boisterous sports

of the opposite sex) a taste for such studies as

geology, botany, entomology, and natural history

generally. During their rambles in the country

their minds would be continually receiving, from

some source or other, that pleasurable impulse

which we see to be so necessary for healthful mus-

cular activity, and which it is impossible for the

mere monotonous and mechanical act of walking

to produce.

—

Hopley on Education.
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An American's Ke-port of the Japanese.—The
luale portion of the community are geuerally stout,

well-built men, many of whom bear the marks of

the small pox. They all, or nearly so, have very

fine black hair. They shave the upper front part

of the head; the rest, at the sides and back of the

head, is nicely combed up to the top of the head
where it is tied up into a sort of a wig, about four

inches long; this is secured to the top of the head,

and looks odd but very neat—much more so than

their dirty neighbourSj the Chinese. Blany of them
wear nothing but a sack or cloth, which is secured

just above their hips, leaving the re&t of their per-

son, above their hips, and below their knees, ex-

posed. The wealthy portion of them dress very

neat, in silks, crapes, etc., in their native costume,

which sometimes consists of the large trousers, hat,

gown and scarfs. A large number of the poorer

classes are trained for the ring, and their only em-
ployment is wrestling, etc. Some of them wear scarfs

or bandages around their persons, bearing large

characters, denoting to what prince's or high man-
darin's household they arc attached. In the streets

and in the outskirts of the town (Nagasaki) may
be seen several small Japan shops, in which sweet-

meats, cakes, saki, etc., are exposed for sale. With-
in are to be seen large numbers of both sexes en-

gaged in dancing and singing, while some hard-
looking customers play an accompaniment upon a

violin or banjo. The females of Nagasaki are of

the ordinary height, and some of them are very
handsome. The married ladies are known from
the single by painting their lips either green or a

bright red, and their teeth a jet black.

—

Letter in
tlie New York Herald.

The promulgation of truth, and the encourage-

ment of good, are usually more effectual against

error and evil, than controversy and denunciation.

THE FRIEND.
FIFTH MONTH IE

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
The Great Rebellion.—The Nashville Banner of the

8th inst. announces the arrival at New Orlean?, from
Europe, of a vessel with 250,000 stand of arms for the
Confederalc States.—The Congress at Montgomerjr has
held its sittings for the most part with closed doors. It

is understood to be engaged in arrangements for a vigo-
rous prosecution of the war, and placing the Confede-
racy in the best possible condition of defence. On the
6th instant, an act was passed by it, recognizing the ex-
istence of war with the United States. The act autho-
rizes the granting of letters of marque and reprisal, and
further provides, That a bounty shall be paid by the
Confederate States of §20 for each person on board any
armed ship or vessel, belonging to the United States, at
the commencement of an engagement, which shall be
burnt, sunk or destroyed, by any vessel commissioned
as aforesaid, which shall be of equal or inferior furce,

the same to be divided as in other cases of prize money—and a bounty of S25 shall be paid to the owners,
offlcers and crews of the private armed vessels, commis-
sioned as aforesaid, for each and every prisoner by them
captured and brought into port.—One of the features of
the rebellion is a general reptidiation in the seceding
States of the indebtedness of individuals to citizens of
the United States. The Governor of Georgia, by pro-
clamation, has forbidden the payment of such debts in
that State, and has ordered the debtors instead of dis-
charging their obligations, to pay the money into the
State treasury. The Legislature of Mississippi has made
an enactment of similar tenor. The amount of indebt-
edness thus unjustly withheld is very large, amounting,
it is supposed, to an aggregate of much more than one
hundred millions of dollars. A striking indication of
the insecurity and alarm already pervading the South
in consequence of the rebellion, is found in an acknow-
ledgment of the Richmond Examiner, which says : " We
want a dictator, for the reason that usurpation of power

by the chief, for the preservation of the people from rob-

bers and murderers, will be reckoned as genius and
patriotism by all sensible men in the world now, and by
every historian that will judge the deed hereafter."

This want the South is in a fair way of having supplied.

Arkansas.—The secession ordinance in Arkansas was
accompanied by a decree, confiscating the property of

citizens of the United States, held in that State.

Maryland.—The Legislature has resolved that under
existing circumstances, it is inexpedient to call a sove-
reign convention, or to take any measures for organizing
the militia. Ii has also passsed resolutions protesting
against the war upon the Confederate Stales, and an-
nouncing a determination to have no part or lot directly

or indirectly in its execution, and declaring that Mary-
laud earnestly and anxiously desires the restoration of

peace.—The bridges on the Northern Central Railroad
have been rebuilt, and troops now pass through Mary-
land on that road. The bridges on the Philadelphia,
Wilmington and Baltimore Railroad have also been re-

paired. Northern troops are permitted to go through
Baltimore without molestation, the Union feeling being
now uppermost in that city. Many volunteers have lef

Baltimore and other parts of Maryland, to join the se

cession army in Virginia. A strong force of U. S. troops
is encamped at the Relay House near Baltim(
about 1200 men are posted at fort M'Henry.

Virginia.—In all that part of the State east of the
mountains, there is apparently a united determination tc

resist the authority of the government. Large bodies o

troops are collected at Richmond, Lynchburg, Harper'i
Ferry, Norfolk and other points. The heights on the
.Maryland side of the Potomac at Harper's Ferry, have
been seized and fortified by the Virginians. The seces-
sion force at that place, ou the 9th inst., was estimated
at about BOOO men, including troops from Kentucky and
South Carolina. The Richmond Dispatch recommends
the Virginians to adopt a guerilla warfare in add:
to the usual field service. A convention is now being
held in Western Virginia, in which, it is supposed, about
thirty counties will be represented. The Union party
have the majority in that portion of the State, and its

separation from Eastern Virginia is not improbable.
Tennessee.—At a late election, the people voted against

he calling of a State convention by an immense majo-
ity, yet the Legislature, in this time of confusion and
excitement, has declared the State out of the Union.
The General Assembly has also resolved, " That in view
uf the dearth of the past two years, and the probable
extraordinary demand for cereals and forage, to supply
the absolute wants of our State and of the entire South,
that the agriculturis^ta of the State be, and they are
hereby requested to devote the breadth of arable land
in the State to the culture of grain and grass."
Missouri.^The position of affairs in this State ap-

pears critical. The attachment to the Union is strong,
especially in the city of St. Louis, but the Governor and
a majority of the legislature seem disposed to take sides
with the South. Several regiments of U. S. troops have
been formed in St. Louis; and a camp was being form-

n the outskirts of the city, of volunteers for the State
ice, under the authority of the Governor. The com-
ider of the U. S. forces regarded this as a hostile

d, on the 10th, marched his troops to the
camp, surrounded it, and compelled the men, about
ight hundred in number, to surrender themselves pri-

soners. They were subsequently released after making
engagement not to take tip arms against the United

States. A tumult arose when the U. S. troops brought
;eir prisoners into the city, in the progress of which
aue of the soldiers fired upon the people, killing, it is

id, about twenty persons, several of whom were wo-
en and children. On the next day, another collision
curred between the troops and the populace, in which
veral lives were sacrificed. The legislature has passed
bill to arm the State forthwith.
I'ennsi/lvania.—The Legislature has passed a Stay
w, and a bill authorizing a State loan of three mil-
ins of dollars for war purposes. The Stay law pro-

hibits the issue of execution for interest on judgments
of less than $500, for debts contracted prior to the pas-
ge of the act. It also prohibits the sale of collaterals,
n application made from private parties in the Eastern

States, to Gov. Curtin, to permit bodies of armed free
lacks to pass through Pennsylvania, has met with his

unconditional refusal.

New Jersey.—The Legislature has passed a bill au-
thorizing the Governor to raise four more regiments for

State service, to purchase a quantity of cannon and
small arms, &c. Another bill authorizes a loan of two

Uions of dollars for war purposes.
Movements oj the Government.—The Secrctarr of the

Treasury has advertised for proposals till the 22d inst.,

for the remainder of the stock of the United States, it

sued under the act of Second month last, amounting (

nearly nine millions of dollars.—The preparations fti

the effective blockade of the Virginia waters havin
been completed, Captain Pendergast has given the prf
cautionary notice of fifteen days for all vessels to lea»

the ports of that State, either with or without cargoei
The U. S. steam frigate Niagara has been sent to enforc
the blockade of Charleston, S. C. More reinforcement
and supplies have 'been sent to fortress Monroe. .,

camp has been formed at Cairo, Illinois, at the junctio
of the Ohio and Mississippi rivers. Five distinct bal
teries have been constructed, having a sweep of thre
miles on the Mississippi, and two miles on the Ohio ri

ver. An order has been issued that, on and after th

13th inst., all boats passing this point will be stoppec
and no provisions or munitions of war for the seced&
States will be allowed to pass.

Philadelphia.— Mortality last week, 297; of scarle

fever, 3G
;
small-pox, 17; diptheria, U.

i

Foreign.—The steamship Great Eastern arrived a,

New York on the 12th. She left Milford Haven ou lb
evening of the 1st inst., and had a passage of nine da^
and thirteen hours to the bar.

The commissioners of the Southern Confederacy haii

reached England. A motion had been made in thi

House of Commons for the recognition of the Confede
racy, but it had been postponed for two weeks. In an
swer to a question in the House of Lords, Lord Wode
house stated that the government recognized no righ

or obligation to interfere in the conflict unhappily com
menced in the United States, either diplomatically o
otherwise.

The London Times fears that there will be scriou
conflicts, if the North is determined to enforce obedience
The English papers generally appear to sympathii
warmly with the Northern States.

The weather in England has been favorable for ih
season's crops. Breadstuffs were dull of sale. Flou
had declined lod. per bbl. The Liverpool cotton marke
was active at a small advance.

et I.

RECEIPTS.
Received from John G. Sargent, agt., England, fofe

Wm. Wilson, S. Dirkin, Jonathan Harris, Jer. Spencer
and Richard Hall, lOs. each, in full, for vol. 34, and fo

Thos. Williamson and John Ostle, lOs. each, vol. 33
from Nathan Linton, Pa., per N. K., $2, vol. 34.

FRIENDS' ASY'LUM.

Commillee on Admissions.SsLxnuel Bettle, Jr., No. 14!|S

N. Tenth street; Charles Ellis, No. 724 Market street

William Bettle, No. 426 N. Sixth street, and No. 21

S. Third street; John C. Allen, No. 335 S. Fifth street

and No. 321 N. Front street ; Horatio C. Wood, No. 61
Race street, and No. 117 Chestnut street ; John M.Whitf"
all, No. 1317 Filbert street, and No. 410 Race street

Wistar Morris, No. 209 S. Third street ; Nathan Hilles

Frankford; Elliston P. Morris, Germantown, and No
805 Market street.

Visiting Managers for the month.—Wistar Morris, Eliht

Roberts, and Samuel Bettle.

Physician and Superintendent.—Joshua H. Worthingfcl
ton, M. D.

WANTED.
A young man, capable, and well acquainted with til

duties of farming, wishes a situation with a Friend, upoc
a farm—Chester or Lancaster county preferred.

Address M. S. R.,

Fifth mo. 7th, 1861. 118 Chestnut street^s

FRIENDS' INDIAN INSTITUTE, TUNESSASSAH,
A man and a woman Friend are wanted to aid in co

ducting this Institution. A man and his wife would b«

preferred, one of whom should be qualified to teach
the school. Apply to Ebenezeu Worth,

Marshalton, Chester Co., Pa.
Thos. Wistar,

Fox Chase, Philadelphia Co., Pa,

Joel Evans,
Oakdale P. 0., Delaware Co., Pa

Philad., Second mo. 5th, 1861.

Married, on Fonrth-day, the 8th instant, at Friends
Meeting-house, in East Whiteland, Chester conntv, Pa.
John W. Biddle, of Philadelphia, to Mary Hewes, oI

the former place.

PILE A M'ELROT, PRINTERS,
Lodge street, opposite the Pennsylvania Bank.
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•ice Two Dollars per aunum, payable in advance.

SnbBcriptions and Paymonta received by

JOHN RICHARDSON.

lT no. 116 NORTH FOURTH STREET, OP STAIRS,

PHILAPELPHIA.

'ostage to any part of Pennsylvania, for three

nths,if paid in advance, three and a-quarter cents
;

my part of the United States, for three mouths, if

d in advance, six and a-half cents.

For " The Friend."

The Appalachian Monntain System.

(Continued from page 295.)

" The corresponding observations, made by my
[upauions in travel, were taken Lour by hour,

d sometimes oven once every quarter of an hour,

as to allow the construction of a complete ba-

netric curve, which represents with great exact-

is the state of the barometer for any hour of the

y, and renders the error of interpolation almost

11.

" For the purpose of distinguishing accurately

3 relative position of the regions explored, it may
well to describe the general structure of the

item of mountains to which they belong.

" The upheavals of ancient rocks which consti-

:e this well-conneoted physical structure, for

lich, as a whole, it is proper to retain the com-

m name of the Appalachian system, extend in

undulating lino thirteen hundred miles in a mean
•ection of N.E. to S.W., from the promontory of

ispe upon the gulf of St. Lawrence to Alabama,

lere the terminal chains sink down, and are lost

the recent and almost horizontal strata of the

3taceous and tertiary formations which cover

B greater portion of the surface of this State,

lis long range of elevations is composed of a con-

lerable number of chains, sensibly parallel to

Ch other, occupying more particularly the east-

a part which faces the ocean, and of an extended

iteau which prevails towards the west and north-

tst, and descends gradually towards the inland

lleys of the St. Lawrence, the lakes Erie and

ptario and the Ohio river.

" The base on which this large belt of moun-
ins.rests, and which may be considered as hound-

I by the Atlantic ocean on one side, and by

e Ohio and St. Lawrence rivers on the other,

formed, in the east, by a plain slightly inclined

Wards the Atlantic. The width of that plain, in

bw England, does not vary much from fifty miles.

5ar the mouth of the Hudson, however, in New
ksey, it nearly disappears, but gradually in-

cases towards the south to a width of over two-

^ndred miles. Its elevation above the sea, at

b foot of the mountains, is in New England, from
;I0 to 500 feet. From the neighbourhood of the

y of New York, where it is nearly on a level

th the ocean, it rises gradually towards the south

to an altitude of over 1000 feet. On the west the

table-lands which border upon the Ohio river, and

which may be considered as the general base of

the system, preserve a mass-elevation of a thousand

feet or more, in the thickness of which the river-

bed is scooped out to the depth of from 400 to

GOO feet, thus reducing the altitude of the Ohio

cr full one half from that of the surrounding

lands.

The vast belt of the Appalachian highlands

forms the marginal barrier of the American conti-

nent on the Atlantic side, and determines the gen-

eral direction of the coast line, which, in general,

runs parallel to the inflections of its chains with

rauarkable regularity. This system, composed of

series of corrugations tolerably uniform, does

not, like the Alps, or the other great systems of

fracture, have a central or main axis, to which the

.secondary chains are subordinated. But it is pro-

perly compared to the system of the Jura, for it is

composed like that of a series of long folds, or

chains, which run parallel to each other, often with

reat regularity. In the same part of the system,

the general height of the chains is sen.sibly equal,

and their summits show neither many nor deep

tchcs. In the middle region, especially in Penn-

sylvania and New Jersey, they present the appear-

ance of long and continuous walls, the blue sum-

mits of which trace along the horizon a uniform

line seldom varied by any peaks or crags. In the

extreme northern and southern portions, however,

this character is considerably modified. There the

system loses very much of its uniformity and its

physical structure becomes far more complicated
;

the form of simple parallel ridges almost entirely

disappears.
" There is one feature of the Appalachian sys-

tem, which distinguishes it from the ranges of the

Jura ; it is the well marked division into two lon-

gitudinal zones of elevation, one turned towards

the shores of the Atlantic, in which the form of

parallel chains just spoken of predominates, and

the other turned towards the interior, which is

composed of elevated and continuous plateaus,

descending from the summit of their eastern es-

carpment, in the centre of the system, in gentle

stages towards the basins of the lakes and the val-

ley of the Ohio. Occasionally minor chains, very

little elevated from their base, wrinkle the surface

of the table-lands. Their parallelism with those

of the eastern mountainous zone shows that they

are but the last undulations due to the action of

the same forces, which have upheaved and folded

that region, and which have raised at the same

time, the ma.ss of these more uniform plateaus

Thus when from any point we traverse the Appa-

lachian system from the Atlantic, we encounter

first a plain more and more undulated and gradu

ally ascending to the foot of the mountains ;
then

a mountainous zone with its ranges parallel and

its valleys longitudinal; at length a third zone of

uniform plateaus slightly inclined towards the

north-west, and cut with deep transverse valleys.

" Another feature not less conspicuous charac

terizes the region of corrugations properly so-called

This is a large central valley, which passes through

the entire system from north to south, forming, as

it were, a negative axis through its entire length.

This is what — Piogers calls the Great Appala-

chian valley. At the north it is occupied by lake

Champlain and the Hudson river ; in Pennsylva-

nia, it bears the name of Kittatinny or Cumberland

valley. In Virginia, it is the Great valley ; more

to the south, it is called the valley of East Ten-

nessee. At the north east and at the centre, its

average breadth is fifteen miles; it contracts in

breadth towards the south, in Virginia, but reaches

its greatest dimensions in Tennessee, where it mea-

sures from fifty to sixty miles in breadth. The
chain, more or less compound, which borders this

great valley towards the south-ea.st is the more
continuous, and extends without any great inter-

ruption from ^'ermont to Alabama. In Vermont,

it bears the name of Green Mountains, which it

retains to the borders of New York; in the latter

State, it becomes the Highlands; in Pennsylvania,

the South Mountains ; in Virginia, the Blue Ridge
;

in North Carolina and Tennessee, the Iron,

Smoky, and Unaka IMountains. On the north-

west of the great valley between the latter and the

borders of the plateau parallel there extends a

middle zone of chains separated by narrow valleys,

the more continuous of which is the range which

bounds the central valley. This zone has a vari-

able breadth in different parts of the system, and

the number of chains, which compose it, is by no

means uniform throughout.
" Although these features are common to the

Appalachian system throughout its entire length,

nevertheless it may be divided from north to south

into three divisions, which present very remarka-

ble differences of structure. Passing the eye over

the physical chart, which accompanies this article

we at once distinguish in the longitudinal extent

of the Appalachian system two principal curvatures,

the one at the north from Gaspe to New York, the

concavity of which is turned towards the south-

east ; the other at the centre, from the Hudson to

New Iliver, in Virginia, with its concavity also to-

wards the south-east ; the third from New lliver to

the south-west extremity of the system, the direc-

tion of which is nearly straight, or forming a gentle

curve concave towards the north-west. These three

divisions, diminishing in extent, from the north to

the south, are well marked, at the north, by the

deep valleys of the Mohawk and the Hudson,

which break through the Appalachian system to

its base, and across its entire breadth ; at the

south, by the New River whose deep valley with

vertical walls also separates regions whose oro-

graphic characters present remarkable differences.

" The nurthern division is much the most iso-

lated ; it is geologically the most ancient, since its

upheavals appear coeval with the Silurian and

Devonian epochs, and are thus much anterior to

the rest of the system, which only emerged after

the deposit of the carboniferous rocks which it has

elevated. Four hundred feet more of water would

separate all the vast territory of the northern divi-

sion from the American continent. One hundred

and forty feet would convert into an island all Now
England and the British possessions as far as Gaspc;
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for the bottom of the valley occupied by Lake
Chaniplain and the Hudson does not in any part

exceed this level.

" I distinguish in this northern portion three

physical regions ; 1st, the triangular plateau of the

Adirondack, with its mountain chains more or less

parallel, between Lake Champlain and the St.

Lawrence, Lake Ontario and the Mohawk; 2d,

New England, with the two swells of land sepa-

rated by the deep valley of the Connecticut, and

forming the base of the Green and White moun-

tains : 3d, the northern region, with the prolon-

gation, towards the north-east, of the same fea-

tures of relief, from the source of the Connecticut

throurrh Maine into Canada and New Brunswick

to the promontory of Gaspe and the bay of Cha

leurs.
" The middle or central division, (from the

Hudson to the New Eiver,) extends in lenglh about

450 miles. The eastern region, or region of folded

chains, at first very narrow about New York, pre

sents towards the centre, in Pennsylvania, it;

greatest breadth which again diminishes towards

the south. It is composed of a considerable num
ber of chains much curved towards the west, and

remarkable for their regularity, their parallelism

their abrupt acclivities, the almost complete uni-

formity of their summits, and their moderate eleva-

tion, both relative and absolute, which varies from

800 and 1500 to 2500 feet. The chains, however,

increase in elevation towards the south, while they

become more numerous and more indented. In

the peaks of Otter, in Virginia, they attain to 4000

feet.

" The western region, or the region of plateaus,

is quite narrow in the southern part, hut acquires

towards the north the greatest breadth which it

attains in any part of the Appalachian system

Its high terraces occupy all the State of New York

south of the Mohawk, and a considerable part ot

Pennsylvania, and culminate in the plateaus in thi

neighbourhood of Lake Erie, where the mean alti

tude of the plateau reaches 2000 feet, the valleys

preserving a height of 1500 feet while the hills

reach 2600 feet.

" This table-land forms a remarkable water-shed

from which the waters descend by the Susque

hanna into the valley of the Chesapeake and the

Atlantic ocean, by the Genessee and St. Lawrence

to the same ocean, and by the Allegheny and Ohic

to the gulf of Mexico. The Susquehanna thu-

starts from Lake Erie at the extreme western

border of the plateau, and runs across all the Ap
palachian system and its mountain ranges to it;

eastern base. More to the southward the eastern

escarpment of the plateau divides, as far as the

sources of the Potomac, the waters of the Atlan

tie coast from those of the gulf of Mexico. It is

the same escarpment, which bears the local name

of Allegheny Blountain, a name which continues to

be applied, south of the waters of the Potomac,

the dividing ridge along the sources of the vario

branches of James river, and even to the irregul

hills which form a water-shed between the waters

of the upper lloanoke and New fdver, across the

great valley, near Christiansburg. Through all

this middle region, the name of Blue llidge is ap-

plied to the main eastern chain, which separates

the great valley from the Atlantic slope, and which

is cut by all the rivers which flow out of it.

" The southern division, from New River to the

extremity of the system, is much the most remark-

able for the diversity of its physical structure and

its general altitude. Even the base upon which

the mountains repose is considerably elevated.

Although the elevation of the Atlantic plain at the

eastern base of the niountain.s is only 100 to 300

feet in Pennsylvania, and 500 in Virginia, near

James river, it is 1000 to 1200 feet in the region

of the sources of the Catawba. In the interior of

the mountain region, the deepest valleys retain an

altitude of 2000 to 2700 feet."

(To becontinnedO

Selected from " Memorials of Frienda," 1S43.

laviil Ferris.

(Contiuaed from page 290.)

" Having gradually learned that nothing of

religious nature could be effectually done, without

the immediate assistance of the Holy Spirit, I maj
humbly acknowledge that I was wonderfully favour-

ed with Divine instruction; far beyond my expecta-

tion, and infinitely above my deserts. I was led, as

it were by the hand, and helped over every difficulty

that attended me. But the adversary of my soul tried

every stratagem to draw me aside from the path

of virtue. He strove, night and day, to deter

from walking in the narrow way; representing the

difficulties to be so great that I never could hold

out to the end ; and that all my attempts would be

in vain. He seemed to be continually present,

whether I was awake or asleep, disquieting my
mind as much as possible. But my prayer

incessant for Divine aid ; that a stronger than he

might appear for my help, and dispossess hi

And, in about a year after I had been raised from

the pit of despair as before related, I received

promise that ' the God of peace would bruise Satan

under my feet shortly.' Faith was given mi

believe in this promise, and I hoped for a speedy

deliverance. But he continued to afflict me with

his assaults, with temptation, and evil suggestions,

for some months afterward. Notwithstanding

which 1 still believed the time would come, accord

ing to the promise, and I prayed for its fulfilment

in^the Lord's time. At length, a stronger than he

did indeed come, and cast him out, and wholl

dispossessed him; and not only bruised him under

foot but removed him far from me.
" The power of the enemy to assault, or in any-

wise to disquiet me, was now taken away; neither

was he able to lay any temptation before me. N
was my soul daily filled with thanksgiving and living

praise for this deliverance ; as well as for all the

other manifold mercies and favours.of God, from

day to day bestowed upon me, 'a worm and no

man.' To the honour of his great name, who hath

done marvellous things for me, and to the praise of

his grace, I may say, that the adversary of all

good was not only thus prevented from troubling

nie, but the fountain of Divine life was opened, and

the water thereof flowed so freely and plentifully

into ijiy soul, that I was absorbed in it, and so en-

amoured thereby, that all the riches, honours, and

vain pleasures of this world, had no place in my
afi'ectioDS. In this state I longed to be with Christ;

which I was sensible, was better than to be here.

I do not know that there was one moment, whilst

I was awake, for the space of nearly two years, in

which I could not sing living praises to Him who
liveth forever and ever. No losses, crosses or

disapointments did, in any degree, disturb me; at

least not perceptibly, either to myself or others

;

for my delight was in objects very difl'erent from

anything which this world can give or take away."
David Ferris possessed a strong and sound un-

derstanding, with considerable taste for literary

pursuits. He had been well instructed in the Latin

tongue ; and wished to acquire a more extensive

knowledge, especially of the languages. In order

to accomplish this object he entered as student in

college in New England.
At this period of his life he thus writes,

—" At

y entrance into college my principles generally

corresponded with those held by the Presbyteriai

But 1 now began to think it was time to exami

for myself, and no longer trust in the judgment

my forefathers. I found it necessary to subje

my principles and practices to a strict scrutiny, I

cause I began to be doubtful of some of the;

But I was convinced that as a rational crcatui

simply considered, without a Divine Instructor,

was not competent to the undertaking. Bei

very desirous to know the truth in all things,

made application to Him whom I believe to be t

only Teacher of his people, and as I waited up

Him for instruction, my understanding was grad

ally enlightened, so as to perceive many errors

my former creed, and to discover the Truth in <

position to the doctrines of my education. Tl

which stood most in my way, and appeared to bi

grievous hardship to mankind, as well as a gri

dishonour to a just and righteous God, was th-

doctrine of unconditional qXhcXaoti and reprobatic

which would, according to their apprehension of

shut out the chief part of mankind from all h<

of mercy, as they believed they were the Lor
only people, and that but few of others were will "

the pale of election. Yet I believe there were so'
'

amongst them who had a more extensive chari

I was much concerned on this subject, and bei

earnestly desirous to discover the truth, it pleased I

Lord to open my understanding, clearly to perce;

the error of this doctrine ; and I was enabled

believe that Christ, who 'gave himself a ransom

all,' would 'have all men to be saved, and come

a knowledge of the Truth."

"I had before this period heard of a peoj

called Quakers, but was unacquainted with any

them. As I had never seen any of their writin

I knew not what doctrines they held, but ascri

all my knowledge in Divine things to the inwa

manifestation of grace and truth, the teaching

the Holy Spirit. It was Christ the light of t

world, the life of men, who opened to me I

Scriptures, and gave me a discerning of tb

meaning; and as 1 was faithful and obedient to t

pointings of Truth, I was favoured with furtl:

and clearer discoveries thereof.

" I continued at the college until near the til

"

for taking my degrees ; and being convinced of tf

errors of my education relating to the doctrines

held, and the worship we performed, I apprehend «

it was time to consider what was best for me to df

and being favoured to see that a qualification

commission derived from man was not sufficient i t

the Gospel ministry, I concluded not'to take th- '

degrees nor depend upon their authority.

" I still continued a member of the Presbyter!

society ; attended their meetings, and partool^

their bread and wine. But I was not free to Jf

with them, not having been for some time before "

a condition to sing ; besides, it did not appear

me an acceptable sacrifice, or anything like Divi

worship, for a mixed multitude to niugihai of whi •

they knew nothing by experience. My exercise '

mind daily increased, for now the time was nearf

hand in which I must leave them. This was

day of trial; for although at the commencement

«

my religious progress, 1 had forsaken all the yout

ful delights and vanities with which I had been ( «'

verted, and had been enabled to trample them

under my feet, expecting never again to encount

such difficulties, yet now I found that self was i

fficiently mortified in me. To be brought doi

from the pinnacle of honour, to be esteemed a fo

trampled under foot by high and low, rich ai

poor, learned and unlearned, was hard to bear. .

I observed before, I had been much esteeme-

though, as I was sensible, more than I deserved.

knew the people had undue expectations of my i
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usefulness, and that if I left the college, as I

in;lit it my duty to, my credit would siuk, and

honours be laid iu the dust, and then, instead

being oaressed and exalted, I must be neglected

i despised.

"But I had other difEculties to encounter. My
her looked forward with hope that I should be

honour to him and his family. He had pro-

iSed to set me out iu the world in the best manner

I. circumstances would admit. I knew that if I

|re obedient to my convictions of duty, he would

gard it as a disgrace to my family and connec-

:ns, and would be more likely to turn me out of

i house, than iu any way to assist me.

"Here, if I complied with my sense of duty, I

ist take up the cross; and turn out unprovided

• into the world ; for I had very little property

,
my own, none to expect from my father, and no

lary to support me. I laboured under a lively

Qse of all these difEculties. Poverty and dis-

ace stared me in the face; and as 1 had none

,t the Lord to whom I could make known my
stress and discouragements, nor any other of

lom I could ask counsel, I cried to Him inces-

ntly for wisdom, strength, and fortitude, that I

ight be favoured with a clear discovery of my
ity, and enabled faithfully to obey Him in all

ings.

"It is diflficult to conceive, and not in my power

express, the anxiety of my mind in this proving

ason ; for everything valuable seemed in danger

being totally lost. Nevertheless, I cried unto

e Lord for help ; and covenanted with Him, that

He would be pleased to direct me in the way

bich would be safe for me to pursue, manifest his

ill therein, and afford me assistance to perform

y duties, I would resign all to his disposal, obey

s will, no longer reason with flesh and blood, but

ust to his providence for support and credit in th^

orld, and for every thing else He might deem best

id most convenient for me
" As soon as I was satisfied on these points, I

lasoned not with flesh and blood, but immediately

ive up to the heavenly vision. I then went to the

lief ruler of the college, and obtained his permis

on to go home; but I told to no one my reasons for

lis procedure.

"After I had parted from my companions, I

ent on to New Milford, where my parents and

ilations resided. About three weeks afterward,

went to a Yearly Meeting of the people called

luakers, on Long Island, in order to discover

hether they were a livi/ig people or not, for a

viu" people I wished to find. I had thought for

jveral years before that there ought to be such a

eople, a people who had life in them, and abounded

1 love to each other, as did the primitive chris-

ans; a people who know they had passed from

eath unto life, by their love to the brethren.

" Here I gathered strength, and was more con

rmed that I was right in leaving the college; fo

found a living, humble people, full of love ana

;ood works, such a one as I had never seen before.
'

rejoiced to find that which I had been seeking,

nd soon owned them to be of the Lord's people,

md of the true church of Christ, according to His

iwn description of it when he says, ' By this shall

ill men know that ye are my disciples, if ye love

)ne another.'

"At the meeting before mentioned, there were

ieveral eminent ministers from Europe, both male

md female. I there heard women preach thi

rospel, in the Divine authority of Truth, far exceed

ng all the learned rabbles I had known. This was

not so strange to me as it might have been to others.

For I had seen before, by the immediate manifesta

men, might be clothed with gospel power; and

that daugliters as well as sons, under the gospel

di,-psnsalion, were to have the Spirit poured upon

them that they might prophesy: and though I had

never before heard a woman preach, yet 1 now re-

joiced to see the prophesy fulfilled."

David Ferris now felt that he must separate

himself from the people among whom he had been

educated, and he embraced the views which dis-

tinguish the Society of Friends. He met with many

close trials of his faith and patience. For a tiuie

his father was much displeased at the change which

was manifest iu his conduct and deportment; but

becoming convinced of his son's sincerity, he was

at lengtli reconciled to bim. In commemoration of

the help which was mercifully vouchsafed in this

time of need, he writes thus :
—" 1 admired the

boundless goodness, the infinite kindness, and

tender mercy of a gracious God, in cfl'ecting my
late deliverance; especially when I considered how

tempestuous were the seas, and how the billows

rolled over me ; how the mountains of opposition

raised their lofty heads to stop my passage ; and

again, in a short lime, how the winds and seas were

hushed and still ; and how the mountains became

a perfect plain ; I truly found as great cause to sing

upon the banks of deliverance, as Israel did of old,

when they had passed through the sea on dry

ground ; and had turned about and seen their ene-

mies dead on the shore ; I rejoiced in the Lord,

and sang praises to Him, who had done marvel-

lous things for me ; who had made mo acquainted

with his blessed Truth ; and at length gave me

ability to trample the world and all its riches,

honours and pleasures, under my feet ; to submit

to the cross of Christ, and be willing to be ac

counted a fool of all men. For which favours, ]

felt myself under great obligations to my gracious

Benefactor."

In the Sixth month, 1733, be removed to Phila-

delphia, where he joined in religious fellowship

with Friends. In 1735, he married Mary, the

daughter of Samuel and Sarah Massey ; and in

1737, settled at Wilmington, in New Castle coun-

ty, where he lived during the remainder of his

days.
(To bo c

Cold and the Sense of Skep.—Very striking

and curious is the story of Dr. Solander's escape,

when in company with Sir Joseph Banks among

the hills of Terra del Fuego. They had walked

a considerable way through swamps, when the

weather suddenly became gloomy and cold, fierce

blasts of wind driving the snow before it. Findin,

it impossible to reach the ships before night, they

resolved to push on through another swamp into

the shelter of the wood, where they might kindle

a fire. Dr. Solander, well experienced in the ef-

fects of cold, addressed the men, and conjured

them not to give way to sleepiness, but at all costs

to keep iu motion. " Whoever sits down," says

he "will sleep ; and whoever sleeps will wake no

more." Thus admonished and alarmed, they set

forth once more ; but in a little while the cold be-

came so intense as to produce the most oppresive

drowsiness. Dr. Solander was the first who found

the inclination to sleep—against which ho had

warned the others so emphatically—too irresistible

for him, and he insisted on being suffered to lie

down. In vain Banks entreated and remonstrated
;

down he lay upon the snow, and it was with much

difficulty that his friends kept him from sleeping.

One of the black servants began to linger in the

same manner. When told that if he did not go on

he would inevitably be frozen to death, he answered

die. Solander declared himself willing to go on,

hut said he must first take some sleep. It was im-

possible to carry these men, and they were therefore

both suffei'ed to lie down, and in few minutes were

in a profound sleep. Soon after, some of those who

Lad been sent forward to kindle a fire returned

th the welcome news that a fire awaited them a

quarter of a mile .off. Banks then happily suc-

eeded in awakening Solander, who, although he

had not been a.^leep five minutes, had almost lost

he use of his limbs, and the flesh was so shrunk

that the shoes fell from his feet. He consented to

go forward, with such assistance as could be given;

but no attempts to rouse the black servant were

successful, and he, with another black, died there.

Eraser.

How tlie true calmness of life is changed into

rry.—In beholding the customary departure

from the true medium of labour, and that unneces-

sary toil which many go through, in supporting

outward greatness, and procuring delicacies : in

beholding how the true calmness of life is changed

into hurry, and that many, by eagerly pursuing

outward treasure, are in great danger^of withering,

as to the inward state of the mind : in meditating

on the works of this spirit, and on the desolations

it makes among the professors of Christianity, I

may thankfully acknowledge, that I often feel pure

love beget longings in my heart, for the exaltation

of the peaceable kingdom of Christ, and an engage-

ment to labour according to the gift bestowed on

me, for the promoting an humble, plain, temperate

way of living : a life in which no unnecessary

cares or expenses may encumber our minds, or

lessen our ability to do good : in which no desires

after riches, or greatness, may lead into hard deal-

ings ; no connection with worldly-minded men,

may abate our love to God, or weaken a true zeal

for ritrhtoousness : a life, wherein we may dili-

gently labour for resignedness to do, and to suffer,

whatever our heavenly Father may allot for us, in

reconciling the world to himself.

—

John Woolman.

Felt Cloth.—A peculiar mode of making a kind

of felt, or cloth, is that by the pneumatic process,

without spinning, weaving, or any analogous ma-

chinery. Into an air-tight chamber is put a quan-

tity of flacculent particles of wool, which, by a kind

of winnowing wheel, are kept floating equally ; on

one side of the chamber is a network, or gauze of

metal, communicating with another chamber from

hich the air can be abstracted by an exhaust-

(T syringe, or air pump, and on the communi-

cations between the chambers being opened, the

air rushes with great force to supply the partial

vacuum in the exhausted chambers, carrying the

flacculent particles against the netting, and. so in-

terlacing the fibres, that a cloth of beautiful fabric

and close texture is instantaneously made.

tion of grace and truth, that women as well as that he desired nothing more than to he down and

How the tlireate7ii>ig may he averted.—I have a

travail and care on my spirit, that the truth may

prosper in the minds of many, and that the still

threatening time of more withering and dryness,

may be averted (as it were) by visited souls fully

ivintf way to that redeeming influence which fol-

lows them. * # * *
^

Whether our Society come to be more conspicu-

ous through faithfulness or not, I believe that one

day the Lord's own true church will be seen

"cominf up out of the wilderness, clear as the

sun, fair as the moon, and terrible as an army

with banners ;" for the darkness shall not be able

to enduie its glorious light, and shall therefore flee

before it ; blessed be Jehovah.-

Grubb.

-Sarah \_Li/?ies]
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From tlie Leisure Hour.

Physical Forces.

Words and combinations of words there are

which, though harmless in themselves, get tabooed

and cast aside as a bad lot, because of their asso-

ciations. Let the reader, therefore, well mark that

the title of the paper he now reads is not Physical

Force, but Physical Purees. I beg of him not to

imagine that pictures of war and ruin will be pro

duced for his contemplation—not even a street row

—not even the more legitimate exercise of physical

force which some of us experienced in our schoo"

days. The ever-acting forces which influence mat-

ter, which subject it to our will, which give motion

to our mill and factory wheels, which speed our

messages along the telegraphic wire, which impel

our ships across the blue waste of ocean—the for

ces, in short, which stir up matter, so to speak

from its inertia and make it work—such are tb(

aspects of physical force which will be touched

upon in this paper.

When man, fairly tired of getting physical force

out of his own bones and muscles, seeks an aid, his

first resource is to command the physical force of

animals. If we carry our mind back to the period

when the Ancient Britons roamed these isles, the

picture would not be correct if we should feign

cither windmills or watermills; man and horse

power were the only kinds of physical force brought

into operation then.

What a change now ! Throughout these isles it

is most rare to find machinery impelled by horse

power, and as to man power used that way, almost

the only example of it at this time is furnished by

the tread-mill. Perhaps, after animal power, wind
power follows most naturally. As the agent of

physical force to be employed for the propulsion of

ships, it has held a time-honoured place ever since

ships were invented ; and it still holds its own at

sea, even against steam, that great competitor. The
application of wind to direct propulsion is a self-

obvious matter : more elaborate does the problem
become when it is desired to impart rotatory mo-
tion by the force of wind. Though windmills have

now been so long invented, though they have done
and still are doing good service, mathematicians
have not been able to determine absolutely the best

pitch or inclination which ought to be^iven to mill

vanes, in order to impart to them the maximum
force from the minimum of wind.

The advantageous points in favour of wind as a

motive force, are its cheapness and its universality.

Anywhere a windmill may be erected, under the

certainty that it will work whenever the wind blows
in its locality. The disadvantages of wind power
are the fickleness and the irregularity of it. For
these reasons, wind power is very badly adapted to

such operations as weaving and spinning, though it

serves well enough for grinding corn, pumping
water, and sawing timber. For the two latter pur-

poses, windmills are employed by our neighbours
the Dutch, to an extent which no person would
imagine who had not seen the sloppy land where
Dutchmen

" Feed like c,"»nnib,als on other fishes,

And serve their finny brothers up on dishes,"

as the poet, using rather more than the ordinary
amount of poetical license, expresses bim.self.

Nowhere in the whole world are windmills seen
of such gigantic proportions as in Uolland, and
extremes meeting, nowhere windmills of such puny
dimensions, except perhaps in La Maneha and
Castile. Spanish windmills are so exceedingly
diminutive that the traveller, whose eye has alighted
upon them, marvels less that the crackbrained
knight of La Maneha should have mistaken one

of them for a giant, and given battle accordingly,

than he would after a mere perusal of Don Quixote.

Travellers in Holland can hardly fail to be struck

with the size of an enormous iellow of a windmill

at Rotterdam, which, towering above a bevy of

other windmills, seems to say, " I amongst all am
the one." That giant of a fellow is devoted to

drainage purposes—drainage of Rotterdam, which
stands on so low a level that its sewage water,

certain states of the tide, has to be pumped into

the Maas.
The pigmy windmills, so invariably seen in the

low agricultural districts of Holland, are for drain

age purposes too. The whole surface of the country

is drained by them. They do not carry off thi

water by pumping, as is ordinarily supposed, but

by setting in motion little water-wheels, to the cir-

cumference of each of which buckets are attached.

The buckets dip in water as the wheel goes round

and deliver it into a channel a few feet higher thai

the one from which the buckets took it. In this

way, by a series of successive lifts, the water is at

length delivered into the ocean.

The application of water as a motive physical

force is a more obvious aflfair than the application

of wind. The water may either be applied under
the wheel, half way up the wheel, or above the

wheel, whence arise the three varieties of undershot
breast, and overshot wheels. In the last variety

of water-wheel, the overshot, weight rather than
impulse of water, may be considered the motive
agent. Water-mills seem to have been first em-
ployed by the ancient Romans, about the period

of Julius Ciusar, not earlier. This fact is somewhat
extraordinary, when taken in connection with the

high mechanical skill of the Romans, but so it was.

Beckmann, in his " History of Inventions," com-
ments on the error some people have fallen into in

respect of the term water-wheels, which frequently

occurs in Roman history, before the epoch of Julius
Ciiesar. He remarks, that the water-wheels in

question were not mill wheels—not for imparting
motion to mill-work, but simply to raise water,

just as water is raised in Holland at the present
time by buckets attached to a rotatory wheel,
worked by the wind. In certain parts of the south
of Spain, wheels of this sort are common enough,
even now, as they are also in the East ; they are
made to rotate by a sortof treadmill arrangement,
Mfi'ering from our criminal treadmills, however, in

the respect that the stcpwork is inside, not outside

the wheel. Occasionally, in Roman History, we
hear of slaves and malefactors being attached to

water-wheels : it is the sort of water-wheel I have
just described—a treadmill wheel in point of fact

;

whence we perceive that the treadmill is, after

all, no modern invention.

If the Romans were a long time without water-
wheel force, they were still longer without wind-
mills

; indeed, Beckmann confidently asserts that
the .latter remained totally unknown to the ancient
Romans.

If we analyse the ultimate nature of the physical
force derived from wind and water, we shall find

it ultimately referable to weight. If air were
devoid of weight, it could have no impulse, and of
course there would be neither wind-propelled ships
nor windmills. The same of water. The physi-
cal force whicll men and animals exert is referable
partly to weight, and partly to muscular contracti-

'ity. If a man had no weight, he, of course, could
not pull downward. The pulling force thus exer-
cised, is limited by the weight of him who pulls,

jThe next agent of physical force which I shall
mention is steam. It derives its force from quite

!

a difi'erent agency— that of elasticity. Steam has !

weight, truly, but the weight of it has no more to'

do with setting a steam-engine in motion than tht I

weight of a charge of gunpowder has to do witl «

the propulsion of a ball. This must be obvioui ei

when reflected on. What causes the elasticity, th«.

expansibility of steam ? Heat—fire. The generaii

effect of heat is expansion. Most people know whan
an Italian heater is—a sheath of iron into whicl

fits a bar of iron. The latter being inserted hot

imparts heat to the sheath outside. Sometimes ii

occurs that the bar fits too accurately, that is U-

say, fits the sheath exactly when cold. So sureli

as this happens, the bar will not enter the sheatl

when hot, because heat will have expanded it. Iik
like manner, whenever the artilleryman desirei iH

to load his cannon with a red-hot ball, he uses i m

bull of low guage, as the term is, that is to say, i

ball smaller than be would have employed undei
common circumstances.

(To bo concluJedO

MUTUAL HELP.
" DELPING TOGETUEB BY PRATER."

Is thy cruse of comfort wasting? rise and share it will
another,

And through all the years of famine, it shall serve the*

and thy brother

;

Love divine will fill thy storehouse, or thy handful stil.

Scanty fare for one will often make a royal feast foi
^

For the heart grows rich in giving; all its wealth ie

living grain
;

Seeds (which mildew in the garner) scattered, fill

gold the plain.

Is thy burden hard and heavy? Do thy steps drag

wearily?
Help to bear thy brother's burden ; God will bear bothjt

it and thee.

Numb and weary on the mountains, wouldst thou sleep

amidst the snow?
Chafe that frozen form beside thee, and together bothjsi

shall glow.

Art thou stricken in life's battle, many wounded round
thee moan

;

Lavish on their wounds thy balsams, and that balm
shall heal thine own.

Is the heart a well left empty ? None but God its void

can fill

;

Nothing but a ceaseless Fountain can its ceaseless long-

ings still

;

s the heart a living power ? Self-entwined its strength

sinks low

;

It can only live in loving, and by serving love will grow.

Selected.

DEATH OF A CHILD.

There used to be a small foot climbing on our stair;

e used to be a blithe step running here and there;

The mem'ry of a sweet voice lingers on mine ear
;

mocks the lonely silence ever reigning here I

^

3 had a little plaything in our garden bowers
;

We loved a little white hand plucking garden flowers
;

Then tree, and shrub, and blossom, well-known friends

became.
And welcome were the spring birds coupled with his

name.

used to feel a soft hand patting on my cheek,

I used to kiss two soft lips—loved to hear them speak
;

Now, naught is left but silence—silence evermore!

The Fiisl Twetity Years.—Live as long as you
may, the firtt twenty years form the greater part

of your life. They appear so when they are pass-

ing ; they seem to have been so when we look back
to them ; and they take up more room in our me-
mory than all the years that succeed them. If

this be so, how important that they should be
passed in planting good principles, cultivating good
tastes, strengthening good habits, and fleeing all

those pleasures which lay up bitterness and sorrow
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time to come ! Take good care of the first

enty years of your life, and you may hope that

^ last tweuty may be your best years.

For "The Frioud."

BIOCRAPniCAl SKETCHES

; Ministers and Elders and other concerned memljers
of the Yearly Meeting of Philadelphia.

(Contiuued from page *2Sj.)

i

JOSHUA BROWN.

I

On the 23d, Joshua went to the widow Jolliff's,

id visited some of the banished Friends. He was
itained in that neighbourhood for some time, at-

mding meetings, lie was, on the 24th, at a meet-

g at Middle Creek, and, on the 25th, at Back Creek,

: which he reminded those present of the goodness

God in creating man in his image, in informing

m of his duty, and when he had fallen, in sending

s beloved Son to redeem him from all iniquity,

id to make him partaker of eternal glory. The
dy way to obtain redemption from a fallen state,

irity from sin here, and the salvation the Saviour

oflFering us, is, through obedience to the gift of

ace received. At a meeting held at Hopewell,

I the 25th, he was earnestly engaged that those

bo were gathered, might really be benefited by

e coming of Christ, and by being redeemed from

e spirit of this world, might be made acceptable

their Father in heaven. On the 27th, he rode

Boar Garden, having to ride much out of the

rect course, by reason of the streams being much
rollen with rain. After a meeting there, he re-

rned to Hopewell, where, on the 1st of the Third

onth, he sat with Friends, and had to urge on

em the necessity of reformation. On the 2d, he

tended Hopewell Monthly Meeting, in which one

riend, owing perhaps to Joshua's honest labour

Qongst them, openly manifested a dislike to the

urney he was then engaged in, saying he ought

)t to have undertaken it, without a companion,

bis was a cause of exercise and concern to Joshua,

bo says that a companion '' would have been very

;reeable, but none oifered." He adds, that upon

2ighing the matter, he could not feel satisfied to

isist from his journey. He thought the Friend's

iservations were called forth by personal preju-

ee, and he perceived they were not satisfactory

the members of that meeting.

After attending a meeting of ministers on the

1, he was at the funeral of Thomas Gilpin, one
' the banished Friends. On this occasion he had

exhort to a consideration of death, and the way
rough which they might attain a glorious resur-

ction. The meeting was ended in prayer by
aac Everett, " much," Joshua writes, '' to my
^isfaction." James Ptmberton says this was a

lid and satisfactory meeting. Joshua writes,

again, by the favour of the great Master, I was

icouraged to proceed on my journey." In com-

my with Andrew M'Coy, he rode forward, and,

1 the 4th, had a meeting at John Faucett's. His

incern was, that they might be reformed, and

30w a real benefit from the coming of Christ, by

?ing in obedience to the gift and grace received,

he reasons why the world, in its selfish, unhum-
ed spirit, knew no reformation, notwithstanding

1 that the dear Saviour had done ior them were

lokon to. At a meeting at Smith's Creek, held

e 5th, he had to exhort the Friends to " mind

,e anointing," telling them that if they often con-

ilted this oracle, they might witness preservation,

id receive strength to enable them to persevere

) the way to godliness, and come at last to reign

ith Christ. It was a satisfactory meeting. On
le 6th, had a meeting at Jackson Allen's, in

hich he exhorted those present to endeavour so

to live as that their conduct and conversation might
be acceptable to God. In order to attain this

state, they must live under the government of the

Truth with whose powerful influences they were
favoured in the day of their visitation. He was
led to show the necessity of the new birth unto

holiness, and the danger of believing that there was
no deliverance from the power of sin in this life.

On the 7th, he crossed the mountain, and, on

the 8th, had a meeting near the house of John
Douglass, in which he was concerned that his

bearers might come to be experimental witnesses

of true religion. This they would be, if they re-

ceived the Lord Jesus Christ in his inward appear-

ance, and submitted to his spiritual baptism, the

only true, living, soul cleansing one. He was
largely opened in testimony, yet the meeting was
not much to his satisfaction. Riding forward, he,

on the 10th, had a satisfactory meeting at Camp
Creek, in which the necessity of reformation was
pressed on his hearers. On the 11th, had a small

meeting at Fish Creek, and, on the 13th, had one

at Genito. In the last mentioned one, the superi-

ority of the new covenant dispensation over the old

was set forth, showing the reformation wrought on

those who received it, and the universality of the love

of God in Christ Jesus to all those who truly be-

lieve in him. Yet he had to warn those assembled

not to depend on being saved by the righteousness

of Christ, unless they had witnessed the work of

reformation going on in them, through the opera-

tion of his blessed Spirit ; the fiery baptisms of

which would cleanse the heart, and prepare for an

admission with the purified spirits in heaven. The
meeting concluded in prayer. It was a time much
to Joshua's satisfaction, and he felt a hope it might

prove of lasting advantage to some there.

He had a sitting that afternoon with the family

of Thomas Pleasants and some others, and, on the

14th, rode fifty miles, accompanied by several

Friends, to the house of Jesse Johnson, in Amelia

county. On the 15th, which was the First-day of

the week, had a meeting there, in which he had to

treat of the inward, spiritual, as the only worship

acceptable in this gospel day. Much more was

said, tending to urge the submission to the grace of

God, and the inward baptisms of his Spirit, as

tending to purity and peace. That afternoon he

bad religious service in the family of the widow

Johnson. Passing on, he rode eighty miles, and,

on the 18th, had a meeting at Mioajah Moorman's.

Herein he was concerned that the people might

witness such a submission to the visitations of the

Lord's Holy Spirit as that the work of reformation

might be found going on. This meeting, held where

none appointed by Friends had ever before been held,

was a satisfactory one. On the 19th, he attended

South River meeting, wherein he had to encourage

Friends to bear the trials which should come upon

them, with patience. He exhorted them not to flinch

from sufi'ering, that they might prevent Satan from

getting the advantage over them in their difiieulties,

as he would endeavour to. He instanced the case

of Job, who, although so worthy a man and faith-

ful in his duty, yet was tried sorely, until he

was brought to abhor himself in dust and ashes,

and to acknowledge the full perfection and power

of the Lord Almighty. Joshua was also concerned

to press on them the necessity of trying their foun-

dations, and proving whether they were building

on that which is sure, even the revelation of the

Lord Jesus Christ himself, on whom the true church

must be built.

Joshua Brown had sittings in families and pub-

lic meetings, in that neighbourhood, on the 21st

and 22d, in some of which he was much engaged

to press on them the necessity of the real change

of heart. On the 23d, he rode to the house of
Charles Lynch, where be had a meeting. In this

meeting, he was deeply exercised on account of hia
host, who had been a Friend, but not being faith-
ful to known duty, he had run out into the world,
accepted the office of a magistrate, and was also a
colonel of the militia. Joshua felt, he says, raised
in his mind, a " holy contempt of Satan and his
agents, and under the influence of faithful gospel
love, he was led to speak to the state of Charles,
as well as to that of others assembled, pretty largely.
In the evening, in a family sitting, Joshua spoke
to Charles sti.l more particularly, but it seemed
to him to have little efi'ect, although it was re-
ceived without ofi'eiice, and the honest preacher was
treated with great kindness.

On the 24th, he rode forty miles to Bannister
river, in the neighbourhood of which, on the 25th, he
bad a small meeting On the 26th, he had a meet-
ing at the house of Richard Kirby, near Dan river,

in which he opened the difference between true
and false worship, and pressed on them the neces-
sity of witnessing the true, soul-cleansing baptism.
On the 27th, he rode forty miles to the house of
James Jackson, in North Carolina, and, on the

28th, had a satisfactory meeting at Eno; on the
29th, he was at Spring meeting, in which he was
largely opened in testimony, but it was an exer-

cising time to him, affording little comfort. From
thence he rode to the house of his sister. Patience
Hadley. On the 31st, he attended Cane Creek
meeting, which proved a suffering season.

Wonders nf Chemistry.—Science is full of won-
der, but chemistry is the science of wonders. The
following from the Lyon Playfair will awaken
curiosity :

—" The horse-shoe nails dropped in the
street, during the daily traffic, re-appear in the
form of swords and guns. The clippings of the

travelling tinker are mixed with the parings of
horses' hoofs from the smithy, or the cast-off wool-
en garments of the poorest inhabitants of a sister

isle, and soon afterward, in the form of dyes of
brightest blue, grace the dress of courtly dames.
The main ingredient of the ink with which I now
write was possibly once part of the broken hoop of
an old beer barrel. The bones of dead animals
yield the chief constituent of lucifer matches. The
dregs of port wine carefully rejected by the port
wine drinker, in decanting the favourite beverage,
are taken by him in the morning, in the form of
seidlitz powders to remove the effects of his night's

debauch. The offal of the streets and the wash-
ings of coal gas re-appear, carefully preserved in

the lady's smelling bottle, or are used by her to

flavour blatic mange for her friends."

Cotitinually wrestling after a growth in grace.

—What a fine thing it is to be able to look beyond
all outward things, and to feel that our rest is not
in this frail passing scene; but that we are bound
for a glorious state, and are continually wrestling

for an advancement in the way which leads to it

;

none of the tribulations we meet with, can then
move us away from the joyful hope set before us,

nor deprive us of that, upon which alone we can
place our hearts. This is the language and expe-
rience of the faithful in all ages, and what is taufht
the least scholar in the school of Christ. And
though there may be many, many seasons, whea
we cannot sensibly get ai ibis measure of experi-

ence, yet the lowest, smallest grain of true faith,

that was ever yet permitted or dispensed to tbo

upright, brings with it a sufficient "evidence of
things not seen," to support and preserve from con-

demnation and despair.

—

Johi Barclay.
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There are few countries which, in all outward
things, have been so abundantly blessed as the

United States, especially within the last forty years.

The variety of climate and soil yield the fruits of

the earth in rich abundance. Manufactures have
advanced rapidly towards perfection, and supply

nearly all the wants, and all the comforts of life,

and the products of foreign lands are brought to

our doors by commerce, to add to our luxuries.

Internal improvements furnish facilities to visit all

parts of the Union, without any one being called

in question, as to the object, or the right to travel.

The mineral resources of the country are almost

unparalleled in regard to the supply of coal, with

iron, gold, silver, and other valuable metals. The
perseverance and well directed energy of the peo-

ple in the various departments of productive in-

dustry, have made the country rich, and multiplied

the means of ministering to human enjoyment. A
beneficent providence would seem to have withheld

nothing that was wanted, to complete the measure
of earthly happiness ; it may indeed be said, the

only thing needed has been righteousness, to exalt

us as a nation, and to introduce peace and joy into

every abode.

But that great blot on the American character,

the slavery of millions of human beings bought and
sold as goods and chattels, domineered over and
subjected to all the humiliating treatment, which
the pride and unbridled passions of corrupt men
can be guilty of, hns finally broken down our ex-

cellent government, and the happiness and peace
of the people. Blinded by despotic rule over the

coloured race, slaveholders have at length been
led to think it was their right to govern the North
as well as the South, to exercise a paramount sway
in the general government, and even to forbid the

opponents ofslavery to express their opinions against

it. Baffled in their aims, the southern leaders have
madly and wickedly resolved to break up the

Union, have seized all the public property within

their reach, raised armies, and by various acts of

lawless violence, provoked hostilities with their

brethren of the north. Instead of the late peaceful

prosperity of the country, it is now exposed to ter-

rible convulsion, and apparently on the eve of a

cruel and destructive war, such as we have never
known, by which all our prospects of earthly hap-
piness may be laid waste. In their pride and
haughtiness, the authors of these evils appear to

forget that there is an omnipotent Judge, who sees

the wickedness of their hearts, and the sufferings

brought upon many innocent people by their in-

iquitous conduct, but in his own time Lo will mete
to them the measure of indignation due to their sins.

With reference to troubles and overturnings,

which he believed would visit the nations, tliat man
of God, Stephen Crisp, wrote thus to his friends in

the year 1666. "The terrible hand of the Lord
is, and shall be openly manifested against this un-
godly generation, by bringing grievous and terri-

ble judgments and plagues upon them, tumbling
down all things in which their pride and glory
stood, and overturning even the foundations of their

strength. Yea, the Lord will lay waste the moun-
tain of the ungodly, and the strength of the fenced
city shall fail. And when men shall say, we will

take refuge in them, they shall become but a snare,
and there shall the sword devour. When they
shall say, we will go into the field and put trust
in the number and courage of our soldiers, they
shall both be taken away ; and this evil also will

come of the Lord, and His hand will be stretched
out still, and shall bring confusion, ruin upon ruin,
and war upon war. The hearts of men shall be
stirred in them, and the nations shall be as waters.

into which a tempest, a swift whirlwind, is entered
;

and even as waves swell up in the dissolution one of
another, so shall the swellings of people be ; and
because of the hardship and sorrow of those days,
many shall seek and desire death, rather than life.

iMuch more than I can write, the Lord will do in

the earth, and will also make haste to accomplish
among the sons of men, that they may know and
confess that the Most High doth rule in the king-
doms of men, and pulleth down and setteth up ac-

cording to his own will."

To his beloved Friends with whom he was united
the unchangeable Truth, S. Crisp, gave this ex-

cellent christian counsel: "Oh, friends, while all

these things are bringing to pass, repose ye your-
selves in the munition of that Rock, that all these
shakings shall not move, even in the knowledge and
feeling of the eternal power of God, keeping you
subjectly given up to bis heavenly will ; and feel it

day by day, to kill and mortify that which remains
'n any of you which is of this world. The worldly
part in any is the changeable part, and that is up
and down, full and empty, joyful and sorrowful, as

hings go well or ill in this world. For as the
truth is but one, and many are made partakers of
its spirit, so is the world but one, and many are
partakers of the spirit of it ; and so many as do
partake of it, so many will be straitened and per-

plexed with it. But they who are single to the
Truth, waiting daily to feel the life and virtue ofj

it in their hearts, these shall rejoice in the midst
of adversity. These shall not have their hearts

moved with fear, or tossed with anguish because of

evil tidings, because that which lixeth them re-

mains with them." " These shall be at rest till

the indignation passeth over, and having no desigH
to carry on, and no party to promote in the earth,

cannot possibly be defeated or disappointed in

their undertakings. When you see divisions, and
parties, and rendings in the nations, and rumors
and tempests in the minds of the people, then take
heed of being moved to this party or to that party,

or giving your strength to this or that, or counsel-

ling this way or that way ; but stand single to the
truth of God, in which neither war, rent, nor di-

Many of our society have become shaken audi

scattered from the true foundation, but the eternal

power that gathered to it, can never change. All

who daily live under its government, will be of one

heart and mind in the Unity of the spirit, in the

quiet habitation. They will not be anxious to find

out the opinions of others, or to lean upon them,

but they will dwell much at home in their own
hearts, and like Mary, love to sit at the feet ol

Jesus, to receive counsel from Him, and to have
their faith renewed and strengthened by Him. The
more they cultivate the desire to put their trust in

his protecting power alone, not in any manner in

the powers of the earth, the more rest and stabilitj

he will give to these inwardly gathered souls, and
prepare them to endure affliction as true christians,

should it come upon them. In the time of trouble

he shall hide them in his pavilion, in the secret

of his tabernacle shall he hide them ; he shall set

them up upon a rock.

JJndergromid Fojndation.—Nowhere but in

cities does the phenomenon occur, of scores, huU'

dreds, thousands, and tens of thousands, who seem to

be totally unrecognized out of their narrow circle,

who live as they list, and who sink with every succes-

sive year into a more malignant corruption. Id

London, for example, the recent labours of Maybe
have revealed what may be called an underground
population, numbering its hundreds of thousands,

of whom multitudes know no marriage tie, and ol

whom the great majority attend no place of wor-

ship. There would seem to be a nation growing

up in the heart of Christendom, within daily sound

of its church-bells, utterly destitute of the first ru-

diments of christian instruction. And of these a

large number, already mature and inveterate ir

evil, find their way to our shores and to our verj

thresholds.

It is truly wonderful how many comfortable and '

well-doing persons live and die with scarcely anj
(

knowledge of these things. They sit in their draW'

ing-rooms, or roll in their coaches, with scarcely a

thought of the masses of ignorance, misery, and

vice which are almost touching them. Amid pur
sion IS. Take heed of that part in any of you. Lie, fine linen, and daily sumptuous fare, we forgel i

hich trusts and relies upon any sort of the men the Lazarus at our gate, who is chiefly recognized t

of this world, in the day of their prosperity; for by the dogs that lick. his sores. These things are
the same party will bring you to suffer with them, jn all populous cities, but men of comfort see it not,
in the time of their adversity, which will not be or see it with vacant and abstracted gaze. Tcii
long after ;^for stability ,n that ground there will learn the details of this frightful reality, citizens

must bcffin to observe and enumerate the squalid k
De none. But when they shall say, come join with
us in this or that, remember you are joined to the
Lord, by his pure spirit, to walk with him in peace
and righteousness, and you feeling this, this gathers
out of all bustlings, and noises, and parties, and
tumults, and leads you to exalt the standard of
Truth and righteousness, in an innocent conversa-
tion, to see who will flow unto that. This shall

be a refuge for many of the weary, tossed and af-

flicted ones in those days, and a shelter for many
whose day is not yet over. So, dearly beloved
friends and brethren, who have believed and known
the blessed appearance of the Truth, let not your
heart be troubled at any of these things. Oh, let

not the things that are at present, nor things that
re yet to come, move you from steadfastness, but

rather double your diligence, zeal and faithfulness

to the cause of God. For they that know the

work wrought in themselves, they shall rest in the
day of trouble, yea, ' although the fig tree shall

not blossom, neither shall fruit be in the vines; the

labour of the olive shall fail, and the fields shall

yield no meat, the flock shall be cut oft' from the

fold, and there shall be no herd in the stall, yet
these may rejoice in the Lord, and sing praises to

the God of their salvation.'

"

creatures that cross their path, must diverge intc

shaded and obstructed streets and alleys, must fol-

low the mendicant and the chiffonier to his atti(

or his hovel, and comprehend the nights of thoM
}

who lurk about our thoroughfares by day. There if

is not a great city in Christendom in which it is noiof

true that a large proportion of these classes is ab'

solutely uncared for in regard to true religion lit

And it adds to our alarm, that we need not go se H]

far down in the scale of society to find hundreds

who are heathenish in their repudiation of al

christian observances on sabbaths or other daj-s

All that has thus been said of cities in general

applies with full force to the city of our abode

while there are other considerations, somewhajis

peculiar to ourselves, which point us out as beyone Iro

question a ripe and suffering harvest-field.—i>r i

Alexander.

All we can do.—All that man can do, is to en||fc

deavour to stand in the counsel of the Divine will

and in humble resignation wait for its unfolding ti

the finite understanding; and when once ascer

tained, then to do it with all his might. Go thoi

and do likewise, with all thy might, whoever thoi
ij.
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rt, who may perhaps read these fragments, in-

oribed by one who has trodden the narrow path

efore thee ; but who, however unworthy of the

ast of all the Lord's tender mercies, is at seasons

omforted in believing, that he is on the way to

he heavenly city, none of whose inhabitants can

[ay, " I am sick."

—

Daniel Wlieeler.

Tiic Winds and Their Causes.

;
The following sketch of one of Professor Gujot's

lectures is taken from a late number of the New
^''ork Independent

:

I
Nothing in nature seems more variable than the

luccession of winds
;
yet a careful investigation

Jiscloses a regular system of circulation in the

ttmosphere, which would manifest itself in a rigid

regularity of phenomena, if all disturbing causes

tvere removed. This variableness exists chiefly in

ihe temperate zones, while in the tropics the regu-

arity of winds is remarkable. One of the pheno-

uena which most strikingly impressed the eompa-

jions of Columbus was the constancy of the east

;yind, which blew their ships steadily toward the

ivest, and seemed to prevent all possibility of re-

urning to Spain. Even on the coasts of England

md France the wind blows about two-thirds of the

?ear from the south-west—verging more directly

oward the west in the higher latitudes. There

s thus an approach to regularity even in the tem-

)erate regions.

Winds result from disturbances of the equili-

)rium of the atmosphere. The atmosphere is com-

losed of successive layers of air of different density.

kVhen these successive layers are in equilibrium,

ihey produce calm ; when in motion, wind. They

ire set in motion chiefly by heat. Thus, an air

hermometer—formed with two bulbs filled with

lir, in which the two columns of air are separated

Tom communication with each other by a drop of

ilcohol between—is so sensitive, that on the ap-

)roach of a person within two yards of it, the heat

adiated from the human body will immediately

iause the drop to move. If, in nature, an upper

ayer of air is of equal or greater density than a

ower, there will be a downward current toward

he earth; if in one part of the layer the density

s greater than in another part of the same layer,

here will be a horizontal motion, parallel to the

latth's surface. Thus a fire in a stove heats the

lir inside till it becomes exceedingly rare, when

he outside air rushes in with a strong draft—cor-

•esponding in nature to the rarefication of air in

)ne locality, and the rushing in of colder air,

iausing a gale of wind.

A grand general cause of the unequal tempera-

ure over the earth's surface is the spherical form

if the planet, which causes an unequal distribution

if the sun's rays, and gives us the great zones of

emperature, or the astronomical climate—the tor-

id, the temperate, and the frigid. To this in-

iquality other causes are to be added. Thus, the

vinds would bo less variable if the sun were to re-

nain stationary at the equator, instead of moving,

IS it does, over the wide space between the tropics,

rhe hottest part of the earth's surface is that

vhich is most directly under the sun's rays; and

is this region is continually changing from one

ropic to another, the great system of winds will,

n like manner, keep continually changing with the

notion of the sun.

Another cause of disturbance is found in the dif-

ferent effects of the same degree of heat upon land

ind water. The land absorbs the sun's rays more

apidly than the water, and also more rapidly

;ives up the heat which it has received. On a

ummer day, if a piece of cold iron be put by the

ide of a bucket of cold water, the iron will be-

come warm to the touch, while the water will be

still cool. Land is thus sooner heated and sooner

cooled than water.

A further cause of inequality of temperature and
variableness of winds is in the succession of day
and night. For example, in a small island lying

under the tropical sun, soon after the sun rises,

the island and the atmosphere above it become
warm

; by noon the surface is intensely heated,

and the atmosphere exceedingly rareUed. The sur-

rounding ocean, not so readily absorbing heat, re-

mains cooler, and keeps its atmosphere denser.

As a consequence, the denser air begins to flow

in currents to fill the partial vacuum caused by the

lighter ; and the result is " the sea breeze," which

is one of the needed compensations of a tropical

climate. Toward evening the land begins rapidly

to give up the heat which it rapidly received dur-

ing the day, while the surrounding ocean and its

atmosphere, retaining their heat longer, come at

last, about sunset or shortly after, to be of the same

temperature with the land, and fTie result is the

almost calm which is so often observed at the close

of the day. After sunset, the land soon becomes

colder than the sea, and its atmosphere becoming

more dense than that of the water, begins to flow

gradually into it, constituting the well-known "land

breeze."

Four great causes are thus operating to establish

a system of winds— first, the spherical form of the

earth, which, from the sun's position in reference to

it, occasions a gradation of zones of temperature
;

second, the ecliptical motion of the sun, from one

side of the equator to the other, by which con-

tinually the centre of greatest heat is continually

changed ; third, the division of the earth's surface

into land and water, causing variations of tempera

ture under the same degree of heat ; and fourth,

the succession of day and night, causing land and

sea breezes.

For "The Friend."

Endeavour to keep the Unity of the Spirit.

How sorrowful and humiliating are the reflec-

tions which are pressing upon every considerate,

exercised mind, in view of the suffering which now

awaits millions of our fellow countrymen, from the

ravages of a desolating scourge, permitted to come

upon us, for our unfaithfulness—because of our de-

partures from the peaceable and harmonizing spirit

of the gospel—the letting in of a worldly and di-

viding spirit, whereby many have become separated

from the love of Christ, and therefore from the

love one of another !

Oh, the evidence there is of a wantof that charity,

which suffereth long and covereth a multitude of

sins, and raiseth in the heart fervent aspirations

for the recovery of the erring, qualifying for affee

tionate, effectual labour for the healing of that

which is lame, lest it be turned out of the way !

But blessed be the God of all truth, for the evidence

that is being afforded, of the outstretching of his

mighty and merciful arm for the gathering of his

people into the oneness of christian faith and fel-

lowship, through the visitation of his judgments,

whereby his promise is being verified, that " Zion

shall be redeemed with judgment, and her converts

with righteousness."

Amid all the commotions and discouragements

by which we are surrounded, let us lift up our

heads in hope, in the belief that the Lord God omni-

potent reigneth, who will cause even the wrath of

man to praise him; and the remainder he will res-

train, turning the hearts of his people, as a man

turneth the water-eojrse in his field, until they

shall be brought more fully into the acknowledg-

ment of their dependence, and the power of hi-^

truth to redeem them from the spirit of the world,

which is at enmity with God ; causing alienation

from him, and a scattering from the fold of Christ,

whereby we may become as sheep without a shep-

herd, having no unity or fellowship with him, or
one with another.

Let us be admonished by past experience, and
what is now observable amid and around us, of

the danger of admitting into our hearts, the di-

viding spirit of enmity, seeking through the denial

of self, to be redeemed from whatever measure of

its alienating, destroying influence we may have
been made sensible, as standing opposed to our
advancement in the way of unity and peace,

wherein is enjoyed the blessed communion of the
saints, through the one eternal and ever blessed

Spirit.

Oh, the sweet harmony and fellowship which ia

known in the blessed Truth by those engaged to

follow its gentle, simple leadings, without leaning

to their own understandings, or consulting with
fleshly reasonings ; how doth the experience of
these sometimes lead into sympathy with the holy
Psalmist, when he was led to declare, " Thou
anointest my head with oil : my cup runneth over."

Wherefore let us seek to lay aside everything that

would hinder the spreading abroad of the love of

God in our hearts, opening wide the door thereof

for the entrance of the Prince of Peace ; that we
may know of being joined with him, in seeking to

bring glory to God, through the promotion of
" peace on earth and good will to men ;" without

re.-^pect of persons or distinction of party, such as

are engendered by a worldly and selfish spirit,

which leadeth from the broad ground of christian

charity, into the narrowness of religious bigotry

;

withering the affections, and thereby separating

from the favour of God, to the loss of spiritual

unity, and religious sympathy.

Fifth month Gth, 18'Jl.

Potato Disease—{D. P. A.) Prof. Bollman's

remedy is simply drying Ike potatoes. Some seven

years ago he received for trial some potatoes from

Siberia. They were put back of the stove used for

heating the Professor's study, and forgotten, till

they were shrivelled up—so dry, in fact, that it was
feared they would not grow. They did grow, how-
ever, and were free from disease, while all the

potatoes in the neighbourhood and throughout the

country (Russia) were seriously affected. This

accidental discovery induced the Professor ever

afterwards to dry his seed potatoes. Varieties

which were usually affected, were by this simple

process found to be free from the disease. In 1857,

upwards of three acres were planted with kiln-

dried potatoes, and " although the produce exceed-

ed 1600 bushels, not a diseased potato was disco-

vered." In 1858, Prof B. erected adrying-hou.se,

with heated floors, on his estate ; and within the

last two years similar erections have taken place

on the different estates of the principal landed pro-

prietors.

Religious Meetings, and draining near to God.

—I thought it an unspeakable privilege, which I

would not barter for all the world, to have the op-

portunity of thus meeting in companies, though

small, to retire from all, even lawful concerns, and
with the best ability that we have, to wait upon
God, the eternal, inexhaustible Source of all good.

Oh ! how refreshing to the drooping mind, to ex-

perience from time to time, that the Hock of our

salvation remains unshaken, though the floods, the

winds and the rain may beat upon the poor taber-

nacle. I do afresh believe, that if through faith-

ful dedication, we grow in spiritual experience, wo
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shall acknowledge that there is no joy like unto

the joy of God's salvatioD.

—

Mart/ Capper.

Discipline in Cldldhood.—Young people who
have been habitually gratified in all their desires,

will not only more indulge in capricious desires,

but will infallibly take it more amiss, when the

feeliog or happiness of others require that they

should be thwarted, than those who have been

practically trained to the habit of subduing and

training them; and consequent'y will, in general,

sacrifice the happiness of others to their own selfish

indulgence. To what else is the selfishness of

princes and other great people attributed ? It is

in vain to think of cultivating principles of gene-

rosity and beneficence by mere exhortation and
reasoning. Nothing but the practical habit of

overcoming our own selfishness, and of familiarly

encountering privations and discomfort on account

of others, ever enables us to do it when required.

And, therefore, I am truly persuaded that indul-

gence infallibly produces selfishness and hardness

of heart, and that nothing but pretty severe disci-

pline and control can lay the foundation of a mag-
nanimous character.

—

Lord Jiffrey.

THE FRIEND.
FIFTH MONTH 25, 1861.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
The Great Keljcllion.—The Montgomerj (Ala.) Adver-

tiser says, thiit the Confederate Congress has resolved

to remove the capital to Richmond, Virginia. A des-

patch of the 18th from Montgomery, states that the

Congress has passed a number of bills, including the

following: A bill authorizing the issue of fifty millions

of dollars in bonds, payable in twenty years, with inte-

rest not e.iicecding 8 per centum ; or in lieu of bonds,
the issuing of twenty millions in treasury notes in small

sums, without interest; a bill to organize the patent-
office ; a bill regulating the telegraph lines ; a bill de-

fining the limits of the port of New Orleans; an act

abolishing the mints at New Orleans and Dahlonega.
On the 18ih, Arkansas was formally admitted into the
Southern Confederation, and delegates from the State
took their seats in the Congress.—Southern debtors are

not all willing to avail themselves of the opportunity of
repudiating their debts. A merchant at Boston received,

a few days since, two letters, containing remittances for

debts. One letter was from Charleston, and the other
from Georgia. The writer of the latter says, notwith-
standing the proclamation of the Governor, he considers
it his duty to pay his honest debts, and shall continue
to do so as long as he has the ability.—Advices from
Pensaeola state that Gen. Bragg's command near fort

Pickens had been increased to about 10,000 men. Not-
withstanding the assemblage of so large a force, there is

an evident reluctance to begin hostilities. The immense
warlike preparations of the federal government appear
to have made the secession leaders pause, and hesitate
before engaging in further acts of aggression. All they
now ask for is to be " let alone."—The secession force's

in Virginia were constantly receiving accessions by the
arrival of troops from the more southern States.—The
Post-master-General at Montgomery announces that he
will assume the control of all the mails in the seceded
States on the 1st pro.icimo.—The remaining federal troops
in Texas have surrendered to the State forces.

The Doubtful S/tr/es—Maryland, Kentucky and Mis-
souri may be considered in this class. The secession
feeling is strong in all of them, but is held in check,
either by a countervailing Union sentiment on the part
of many of the people, or by the presence of U. S. troops.
The Governor of Maryland, on the 14th inst., issued his
proclamation in obedience to the call of the President
for four regiments of volunteers—their service to be con-
fined within the limits of the State, or for the defence of
the capital of the United States. Ross Winans, a wealthy
and influential citizin of Baltimore, was arrested last
week, and sent to fort M'Henry. He was liberated after
a short imprisonment on giving his parole of honor
that he would do no act, openly or covertly, hostile to
the government of the United States. Three merchants
of the same city have been arrested, and bound over for
trial, charged with riotous conduct at the lime of the

attack on the Massachusetts troops on the 19th ult.

The secession leaders appear to be actively at work in

Kentucky, and it is yet uncertain which side the State
will take. The Union party is probably the stronger.
The Louisville Journal contends that neither Kentucky
nor Missouri can secede without being involved in hope-
less ruin. General Harney has been appointed to the
command of the U. S. troops in Missouri. He has issued
an address to the people of that State, in which he says
that whatever may be the termination of the present un-
setilement in respect to the cotton States, Missouri must
share the destiny of the Union; and that so important
is this regarded to the great interests of the country, he
believes the whole power of the U. S. government, if

necessary, will be exerted to maintain Missouri in the
Union. The federal troops are chiefly in the immediate
vicinity of St. Louis, and are so posted around the city,

as to prevent hostile troops and munitions of war from
entering it. Many Union men have been driven out of
the State, in places where they were the weaker party.
Movements of the Government.—Ample means having

been placed at the disposal of the administration, pre-
parations for suppressing the treasonable rebellion (as

it is called) of the South, are steadily progressing. Gen.
Butler has been ordered to fortress Monroe, Va. It is said
that an encampment of 10,000 men is to be formed in

that part of Virginia. Washington is securely garri-

soned ; the Chesapeake is commanded by armed vessels,

and an effective blockade of all, or nearly all the Southern
ports, has been established. Thus far the government
has chartered about seventy transports. These vessels
are paid for at the rate of from $100 to §500 each per
day. The voluntary loan contributions of States and
individuals for war purposes, amount to $3 1,000, 000.
The Legislature of Massachusetts has authorized a loan
to the United States of seven millions of dollars, if, in

the judgment of the Governor, it should become neces-
sary during the recess of the Legislature.—It has been
notified to the representatives of the foreign powers at

Washington, that if any commissioner or minister from
the Southern Confederacy be received by any European
power, that this government will not hesitate to break
off all diplomatic relations with said oS'ending power.

Virginia.—The convention of the north-western coun-
ties, which was in session last week at Wheeling, adopt-
ed resolutions in favour of calling a general convention
on the 11th of next month. The understanding seemed
to be, that if the Richmond ordinance of secession was
ratified by the popular vote on the 23d inst., a State to

be called New Virginia should be formed from the
countiesborderingon PennsylvaniaandOhio. A regiment
of U. S. volunteers has been formed in Wheeling, Va.
A number of secessionists have been ordered to leave
Wellsburg, Va. Three small schooners laden with to-
bacco and pig lead, which they v?ere taking from Rich-
mond to Baltimore, were captured by the U. S cruisers,
and sent to Philadelphia. Gov. Letcher has since issued
an order to prevent goods for use in the North beiog
sent out of the State.

Southern Intelligence.—Under the prevalent reign of
terror, no free e.\pression of opinion or fact is allowed
in the Southern press ; it is, therefore, difficult to ascer-
tain what is the real state of feeling among the people.
While there is an appearance ofentire unanimity through-
out the cotton States in the support of the revolutionary
government, persons in the North having extensive cor-
respondence in those States give it as their belief, that
there is still a large and respectable portion of the in-

habitants, who retain a warm attachment to the Union,
and who will, when a favourable opportunity occurs,
make their influence felt. There is also, doubtless, much
exagferation and mis-statement in the Southern papers,
regarding their preparations for war, &c., such as the
assertion that there had been no less than 3000 appli-

cations at the War department of the Confederacy for
letters of marque for the purpose of privateering, and
that of the Nashville Banner respecting the arrival at
New Orleans of 250,000 stand of arms from Europe, for
the Confederate army, neither of which statements seems
quite credible.

New York.— Mortality last week, 381 ; of consump-
tion, C6

; scarlet fever, 22; small-pox, 11. The New
York banks continue to hold large supplies of specie;
the amount on hand, on the 18th inst., is stated at $39,-
537,980; the bank note circulation, $9,361,131. Owing
to the stagnation of business, there is little demand for

money; call loans with collaterals are freely supplied
at 4 per cent, per annum.. The balance in the U. S.
sub-treasury, on the 20th inst., was S7,'698,309.

Kentucky.—The Governor of this Slate issued a pro-
clamation on the 20th inst., in which he declares that it

is the general wish of the citizens of Kentucky to main-
tain strict neutrality, and stand aloof from "an unna-
tural, horrid and lamentable strife," for the existence of

which they are in no wise accountable. The Unit(S

States, the Southern Confederation, and all States, wh».
ther separate or united, are solemnly forbidden to maj.
any movement on Kentucky soil, or occupy any post (

place therein, until invited orauthorized to do so by tb

proper authorities of the State.

FoREiGM.—Liverpool dates to the 11th inst., have bee
received by the steamship Persia. The Persia bringk
§234,000 in gold to New York.
A large quantity of war material was refused a

freight for the Persia.

It is confidently asserted that letters of marque ha
reached London and Liverpool, and vessels are reporte
to have left with them, but this is doubted.
Lord Derby expressed in the House of Lords that th

forthcoming proclamation by the government will giv

emphatic warning to British subjects that if they joii

privateers, or become involved on either side, their bloo>

will be on their own heads, and that no redress can b
obtained from England.

Preparations are making for an American Union meet
ing in London.
The London Times says that the mediation of Eng

land might as well be offered to a hurricane as to tfi

United States.

The Liverpool cotton market was active; prices hai

advanced ^d. ; New Orleans, fair, ^d. ; Upland, Sj*

Breadstuffs were in better demand, with an advancin,

tendency. The London money market was unchanged
Consols, 91| a 92.

Preparations were being made in the British navj
yards for sending a powerful squadron to the Ame
waters. The London Times points out the fact that th \l

United States has heretofore industriously vindicate

principles and made precedents, all of which now go
the contraction of her own belligerent rights. Sh
upheld privateering, and denied the right of search, an
both these will now be turned against her.

It is stated that American agents had reached Franc
to purchase arms and military equipments.
The harvest prospects in France were nnfavourabU

owing to the inclement weather. The fruit crop
lost, and the wheat had been seriously damaged b
frost.

Poland was stiH in a disturbed state.

Alarming symptoms of insurrection in Hungary ha'

appeared. A great sensation was caused by the assas

sination of Couut Tekeli.

RECEIPTS
Received from Wm. P. Bedell, agt.. To., ^2, vol. 33

ind for E. Bundy, $10 40, to 52, vol. 34, for Ji

aree, $2, to 14, vol. 33, for Joel Garretson, §8
i'ol. 30.

INSTITUTE FOR COLOURED YOUTH
The Annual Meeting will be held at the Committee

room. Arch street, on the

3 o'clock, :

1 of Fifth month, 18G1, a

M. C. Cope, Sec'ry.

FRIENDS' INDIAN INSTITUTE, TUNESSASSAH.
A man and a woman Friend are wanted to aid in con

ducting this Institution. A man and his wife would b

preferred, one of whom should be qualified to teach i

the sohooL Apply to Ebenezek Worth,
Marshalton, Chester Co., Pa.

Thos. WiSTAn, I

Fox Chase, Philadelphia Co., Pa.

Joel Ev.4ns,

Oakdale P. 0., D.elaware Co., Pa.

Philad., Second mo. 5th, 1861.

Died, at his residence in Caladonia, Livingston Co
New Y'ork, on the 14th of Ninth month, 1860, Joshu
Macomber, a member of Wheatland meeting. He
firmly attached to the doctrines and testimonies of

religious Society, and, throughout his last sickness,

preserved in quiet resignation to the Lord's will. H
felt that he had nothing of his own to depend on ; bul

through faith in the Lord's mercy, and feeling his sup

porting power and presence, he was enabled to look for

ward to his approaching change with peace. His suf

ferings were borne with christian patience, and
prayer that he might pass quietly away, was, in conde
scending mercy, granted.

, at his residence in London-Grove, Chester Co
Pa., on the 15th of last tnonth, after a lingering illnes

which he bore with christian fortitude, Francis T. Seai

aged twenty-seven years.

PILE A M'ELROY, PRINTERS,
Lodge street, opposite the Pennsylvania Bank.
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Tie Appalachian Slonntain System.

(Continued from page 298.)

' Prom the dividing line in the neighbourhood of

ristiansburg and the great bend of New River,

I orographic and hydrographic relations undergo
ionsiderable modification. The direction of the

ncipal parts of the system is also somewhat
mged. The main chain which borders the great

ley on the east, and wliioh more to the north,

3er the name of the Blue Hidge, separates it

m the Atlantic plain, gradually deviates towards
: south-west. A new chain detached on the east,

J curving a little more to the south, takes now
1 name of Blue Ridge. It is this lofty chain,

altitude of which, in its more elevated groups,

ains gradually to 5000 and 5900 feet, which
ides in its turn the waters running to the At-
tic from those of the Mississippi. The line of

laration, of the eastern and western waters,

ich, to this point, follows cither the central chain

the Alleghanies, or the western border of the

le-land region, passes now suddenly to the east-

. chain, upon the very border of the Atlantic

in. The reason is, that the terrace which forms

base of the chains, and the slope of which usu-

f
determines the general direction of the water-

PTses, attains here its greatest elevation, and de-

nds gradually towards the north-west. The
se of the interior chain which runs alongside

great valley, is thus depressed to a lower level,

i though the chain itself has an absolute eleva-

1 greater than that of the Blue Ridge, the ri-

s which descend from the summits of this last,

V to the north-west towards the great central

ley which they only reach, in southern Virginia

I North Carolina, by first passing across the

h chains of the Unaka and Smoky mountains
ough gaps of 3000 or 4000 feet in depth.
' This southern division thus presents from south-

t to north-west three regions very distinct.

' The first is the high mountainous region com-
3ed between the Blue Ridge and the great chain

the Iron, Smoky, and Unaka mountains, which
arate North Carolina from Tennessee. It com-
nces at the bifurcation of the two chains in Yir-

ia, where it forms, at first, a valley of only ten

fifteen miles in breadth, in the southern part of

which flows New River; it then enlarges and ex-

tends across North Carolina and into Georgia, in

length more than 180 miles, varying in breadth

from twenty to fifty miles. The eastern chain, or

Blue Ridge, the principal water-shed, is composed
of many fragments scarcely eouneottd into a con-

tinuous and regular chain. Its dircc'ion frequently

changes and forms many large curves. Its height

is equally irregular. Some, groups elevated from
5000 feet and more, are separated by long inter-

vals of depression in which are found gaps whose

height is 2200 to 3700 feet, often but little above

the height of the interior valleys themselves with

which they arc connected. The interior, or west-

ern chain, is much more continuous, more elevated,

more regular in its direction and height, and in-

creases very uniformly from 5000 to nearly 6700
feet.

" The area comprised between these two main

chains, from the sources of the New River and the

Watauga, in the vicinity of the Grandfather moun-
tain, to the southern extremity of the system, is

divided by transverse chains into many basins, at

the bottom of each one of which runs one of those

mountaiu tributaries of the Tennessee, which by

the abundance of their waters merit the name of

the true sources of that noble river.

" Between the basiu of the Watauga and that of

the Nolechucky rises the lofty chain of the Roan
and Big Yellow mountains. The north-west branch

of the Black mountain and its continuation as far

as the Bald mountain separate the basin of the

Nolechucky from that of the French Broad river.

Between the latter and the Big Pigeon river

stretches the long chain of the Pisgah and the New
Found mountains. Further to the south, the ele-

vated chain of the Great Balsam mountains sepa-

rates the basins of the Big Pigeon and the Tucka-

segee ; next comes the chain of the Cowce moun-

tains between the latter' river ond the Little Ten-

nessee. Finally the double chain of the Nantihala

and Valley River mountains separates the 'two

great basins of the Little Tennessee and the Hi-

wassce. The bottom of these basins preserves in

the middle, an altitude of from 2000 to 2700 feet.

The height of these transverse chains is greater

than that of the Blue Ridge, for they are from 5000

to 6000 feet and upwards ; and the gaps which

cross them are as high,. and often higher than those

of the Blue Ridge. In these interior basins are

also found groups, more or less Isolated, like that

of the Black mountains, which, with the Smoky
mountains, present the most elevated points of the

system.
" Here then, through an extent of more than

150 miles, the mean height of the valley from which

the mountains rise is more than 2000 feet ; the

mountains which reach 6000 feet are counted by

scores, and the loftiest peaks rise to 6700 feet

;

while at the north, in the group of the White

mountains, the base is scarcely 1000 feet, the gaps

2000 feet, and Mount Washington, the only one

which rises above 6000 feet, is siill 400 feet below

the height of the Black Dome of the Black moun-

tains. Here then, in all respects, is the culminat-

ing region of the vast Appalachian system."

It would appear from what has just been stated,

that although the mountains of North Carolina

reach a greater elevation above the sea than iiiose

of New Hampshire, yet the culminating points of

the latter are higher tvith respect to the region

immediately around them, than those of the for-

mer.
" It is worthy of notice, that in the Appalachian,

as in many other systems of mountains, the cul-

minating points are situated, neither near the mid-

dle, nor in the neighbourhood of what may be

called its central axis, which is here the great val-

ley, but near the northern and southern extremi-

ties, and on the eastern side, almost outside of the

system. These culminating regions seem almost

exceptions to the normal structure of the system.

The high mountainous region of North Carolina,

which has just been described is, from the bifurca-

tion of the Blue Ridge near the great bend of the

New River, an additional fold which attaches

itself on the east along the principal chain which

bounds the great valley, just as the swell, which

runs along the east of the Connecticut river, upon

which the group of the White mountains is situated,

is an additional fold attaching itself to the east of

the normal chain of the Green mountains.
" The second region of this southern division is

ihe continuation of the great cei-tral valley, which

is divided by a general swell of the land about the

sources of the Holston, into two distinct basins, the

one in Virginia, narrower and more elevated, which,

in the basin of the New River, rises gradually towards

the south from an elevation of 1600 feet to 2600 feet;

the other in Tennessee, where the valley widens to

nearly sixty miles between the Smoky mountains

and the Cumberland mountains, but where it has

a mean elevation of not more than about 1000

feet, that is, only one half of the height of the

neighbouring valleys in the mountainous region

of North Carolina.
" The third region is that of the plateaus which,

in Tennessee, are reduced to a table-land about

thirty or forty miles wide, called the Cumberland

mountains on account of the abrupt edges, which

it presents upon the east and the west, and which

give to it the appearance of a mountain chain.

Further north, in Virginia, the plateaus expand

and fill a vast area to the west of the Clinch and

the Cumberland mountains, and extend over a part

of Kentucky, the central portion of which, near

Lexington, preserves an altitude of more than 1000

feet.

" The rapid sketch here given shows that in a

hypsoaietrical, as well as from a geological, point

of view, and even to a certain extent from its phy-

sical structure, the Appalachian system seemed to

be divided into two sections of nearly equal extent;

a northern section, which is geologically more an-

cient, comprehending the northern division from

the mouth of the Hudson to Gaspe ; and a south-

ern section, which is more modern, comprising the

central and southern divisions, which are bound

together by more than one characteristic common
to both. The separation is distinguished by a re-

markable general depression of all the altitudes of

the eastern zone, or parallel mountain chains, a
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depression which attains its lowest point in New
Jersey, in the parallel of New York city.

Passing from this region, where the Blue Kidge

and the Kittatinny mountains are but little more

than 800 or lOOO feet high, the altitude in the

northern section increases rapidly, but regularly,

towards the north-east, where, almost in the same

parallel, lat. 44° N., we find the culminating

points at Mount Washington 6288 feet high, in the

White mountains. Mount Mansfield 4430 feet, in

the Green mountains, and Mount Tahawus or

Mount Marey 5739 feet, in the Adirondack group.

Further north the Adirondack group terminates,

and the Green mountains lose somewhat of their

continuity, but show here and there, as far as

Gaspe, scattered groups of mountains, which still

preserve an elevation of 3000 or 4000 feet.

" In the southern section, the altitude increases

from the north-east to the south-west with the

same regularity but less rapidly, and it is only

towards the extremity of the system in Nonh
Carolina that they attain their maximum elevation

in the Black mountains 6700 feet, and the Smoky

mountains 6660 feet. Here, as at the north, be-

yond the culminating points the general altitude

is but little diminished until we arrive almost to

the termination of the mountains.

"The following figures demonstrate the law

which I have announced above :

" Upon the ridge which borders the Connecticut

river on the east, and where the elevation gradu

ally increases from the sea coast until it reachei

in Connecticut 1000 feet, in Massachusetts 1100

feet, and in New Hampshire 1600 feet at the

sources of the Connecticut river, we meet with a

series of mountains more or less isolated, which

appear to have no other relation to each other than

that they are placed on a common base."

The most remarkable of these, proceeding from

the south towards the north are the following:

Mount Wachusett, in Massachusetts, 2018 ft. high

Grand -Monadnock, in New Hampshire, 3118 "

Mooseljillock, " " 4790 "

Lafayette Mount, 1 Group of f 5290 "

Mount Washington, / White Mountains, \ 6288 "

In the double chain of Green mountains, are the

following remarkable peaks gradually increasing

in height, from the south to the north :

Nortli Beacon, in the Highlands of the

Hudson, . . . .1471 ft. high

Bald Peak, in Massachusetts, . . .. 2624 '

Gi-eylock, or Saddle Mount, in Mass., 3505 "

Equinox Mount, in Vermont, . . 3872 "

Killington Peak, •' . . 4221 "

Mansfield Mountain, " . . 4430 "

(To be contiaaed.)

No middle course.—An old puritanic writer ]

the following pithy remarks :—" Often do we hi

remiss professors strive to choke all forward holi-

ness by commending the golden mean. A cunninj

discouragement—the devil's sophistry ! It is a

mean grace that loves a mean degree of grace

yet this is the staff with which the world beats all

that would be better than themselves. What

'

will you be singular—walk alone? But were not

the Apostles singular in their walking, a spectaeli

to the world ? Did not Christ call for this singu

larity? What do ye more thanothers? You that

are God's peculiar people, will ye do no peculiar

thing ? Ye that are separate from the world, will

ye keep the world's road ? Must a name dishearten

U3 in the service of God ? Paul said, in his apology,
' By that which they call heresy, so worship I tbe

God of my fathers.'
"

Modesty is generally the companion of virtue,

innocence, and real abilities.

For " The Friend."

Httsiigs and Hemoiies.

LIGHTS IN THE WORLD.
The apostle exhorts the Philippian converts af-

ter this manner, " Do all things without murmur-

ings and di.-putings; that ye may be blameless

and harmless, the sons of God, without rebuke, in

the midst of a crooked and perverse nation, among

whom ye shine as lights in the world ; holding

forth the word of life." A true christian, wherever

his lot is cast amongst men, is and must necessarily

be as a light in the world. There must be, if the

love of God dwell richly in him, some outflow of it

to others. If he is walking in the light, there will

be seen some radiance around his pathway, which

others beholding, may, through the merciful visita-

tion of Divine grace operating thereby, be quickened

to endeavour also to become children of the light,

and of the day.

How often baa a solitary traveller been encour-

aged and animated in his lonely journey by night,

by the lights which he observes flashing from the

windows of the houses he passes by. It is a silent

testimony to his mind, of home and happiness; the

quiet industry and social enjoyments of the home
circle, its love and peace, and he is comforted,

even although storms and tempests beat upon him.

So, when the christian traveller beholds the light

of a consistent life shining forth from those he passes

by in his weary worldly journey, he is cheered

thereby. It speaks to him of the restraining, direct-

ing, illuminating influence of divine grace in the

soul, of the inward work of the spirit going on, of

quietude and comfort, of heavenly love and peace,

even though there may be storms and tempest

around him.

Some one narrates his grateful feelings, when, on

a journey on a dark night, a lad not knowing he

was near, passed on before him, carrying a lan-

tern which gave forth a bright light. The boy had

taken the light for his own guidance on a dreary

walk through darkness, and whilst carefully car-

rying it, thought only how thereby he should be

able to go safely on his own path of duty, but he

was giving unwittingly great aid and comfort to an-

other. Every bumble, careful, christian traveller,

through the dark paths of this earth, carries with

him, more or less conspicuously, a light, which

may, in some hour of gloom, illuminate and cheer

a brother or sister pilgrim, as they are enabled

thereby Jo pass on their way, in greater safety.

Let all then, by giving close heed to the good

Master and the inward working of his grace, seek

for ability to let their lights shine more and more
brightly as they move on their heavenly journey.

Then others, seeing the good works, which, by
faithful obedience, they are enabled to bring forth,

may be strengthened and incited to glorify their

Father who is in heaven.

DUE ATTENDANCE OF MEETINGS.

Our late Friend, R S , being asked
on a certain occasion, if he remembered James
Simpson, replied tbat he had cause to remember
him. He then stated that when he was young, he

was not diligent in the attendance of meetings, but
that one day being at the one he belonged to,

James Simpson and Peter Andrews came in. The
meeting held for a long time in silence, but at last

James arose, saying he had been waiting for his

elder brother till the vision began to grow dim, and
he must venture first. He thought there was some
one present, who did not attend meetings as fre-

quently as he ought, and who was trying to make
excuses for himself to satisfy his conscience, by
pleading the necessity of being diligent in his work.
" Here," Robert said, " he looked right at me, and

went on, telling just how I had been making

cuses, so that I had to put my hands over

face. Every now and then I looked between

fingers, and found he was still gazing right at

When he had done, I concluded, ' Well, I wi

come regularly to First-day meetings, and when

cati, to those held on week-days; but 1 must a

tend to my work.' Then up got Peter, and bi

gan to tell of a man he knew, who made no n
serves, but went to all meetings, and found he lo,

nothing by it. So, between them, I was knocke

out of all my hiding places. After meeting, Jamc

came right up to me, asked who I was, and ha

something to say to me. Yes ! I think I c

member James Simpson, for I have cause."

It is probable that the labour of those t-R n

Friends that day, were of essential benefit I
i

R S , and that from that period he ws

strengthened to consider his duty to his heaveni

Father, as of paramount importance, and to be a
'

tended to, let his earthly prospects suffer or m
therefrom.

1 have heard of a Friend, who was a miller, an

who, found it necessary to rebuild the breast of h

mill-dam. As during the process of building

his mill had to be idle, he endeavoured to haste

the work as much as possible, and to this end gav

up the attendance of his week-day meetings,

endeavoured to satisfy the uneasiness of his mini

by promising to be very diligent in his duty in th

respect, as soon as his mill was at work again. Tl

work was at length finished to his great satisfai

tion, but almost immediately, a great rain came, a

unusual freshet swelled the stream on which b

dam was built, which at last increased so as I

sweep all away. The miller stood, gazing ii

row, and even in the moment of his great loss, col

science was administering reproof to bis mind,

no doubt felt the appropriateness of the chastisi

ment his heavenly Father was meting out to hir

as he exclaimed, " It's all gone I it's all gone ! aDi

Fourth-day meetings too
!''

Going tivo miles for one.—In the sermon on tl

Mount, our Lord says ;
" Whosoever shall compi

thee to go one mile, go with him twain." We ca

all of us easily understand the other part of th

command ; that when struck on the one cheek, w

should in humility offer the other, because, unfo'

tunately, we know what striking is. But man

must have wondered what can have given rise I

the command of going a second mile with the vii

lent man who has already compelled you to go oi

mile. Nobody now, in this country, is ever injure

by such treatment. But we learn from coins at

inscriptions, that the couriers in the service of tl

Roman government had the privilege of travellw

through the provinces free of expense, and of cal

ing on the villagers to forward their carriagi

and baggage to the next town. Under a

potic government, this became a cruel grievanc

Every Roman of high rank claimed the san

privilege ; the horses were unyoked from the plou

to be harnessed to the rich man's carriage. It wt

the most galling injustice which the provinc

'

suffered. We have an inscription on the fronti(

town of Egypt and Nubia, mentioning its petitic

«

for a redress of this grievance; and a coin

Nerva's reign records its abolition in Italy. Oi

Lord could give no stronger exhortation to patie

humility than by advising his Syrian hearers, i'

stead of resenting the demand for one stage

" vehiculation," to go willingly a second stage.

How delightful the society and influence of tl *

godly man, who to brotherly kindness adds chfi

rity

!
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From tlio Loiauro Iloiir.

I

Physical Forces.

(Concluacil from pas" 301.

)

Seeing that beat expands solids in this manner,

lie wonder that it expands liquids. Everybody

lows how a few drops of water can be cau-^ed to

pand, on the application of heat, into whole cloud

iflfs of steam ; but only the engineer is aware of

e enormous physical force brought into play dur-

5 this expansion. The recent lamentable disas-

r on the " Great Eastern" is a striking illustra-

•n of this fact.

Steam-engines admit of division into two varie-

3, donominated high-pressure and low-pressure

iam-engines. The distinction at this time be-

een high and low pressure engines has reference

many other points besides the mere pressure of

jam employed. Sometimes it happens, though

it often, that the mere steam pressure of a so-

iled high-pressure engine is less than that of a

-called low-pressure one. In determining the

vision to which a steam-engine belongs, the great

int to notice is whether steam escapes from it in

zes and puflfs, or whether no such escape takes

ice, the engine working tranquilly. High pres-

re engines blow off their steam ; low-pressure en-

aes condense it. In high-pressure engines the

iton is forced up by steam from below, and af-

rwards forced down by steam from above—steam,

ithing but steam, being the motive force. In

(v-pressure engines, however, the piston is forced

1 by steam ; then the steam, instead of being al-

(ved to escape, is condensed, thus creating a par-

il vacuum below the piston, upon which the at-

Dspheric air, pressing with a weight of fourteen

luuds upon every square inch of surface, forces it

)wn again.

Having passed under review gravitation or

jight, muscular contractibility, and vaporous ex-

insion—each in its turn begetting, or rather set-

]g in motion, physical force—we will just glance

another sort of expansion, that is, the gaseous,

unpowder and other explosive bodies are exam-

es of such. Their enormous power I need not

aw attention to; whether to hurl heavy spheres

iron thousands of yards through the air, or to

latter rocks, everybody is familiar with the pow-

s of gunpowder; and gunpowder is the least

)werful of the explosive class. Unfortunately,

le tremendous reservoir of physical force lying

jrmant in gunpowder, has never hitherto been

irned to account as a motor force for machinery,

he explosive force of gunpowder is all but unre-

rainable; moreover, it is too sudden to admit of

jplieation as a substitute for steam. If steam be

lised to the pressure of fifty pounds on the square

flh, it is very high-pressure steam indeed, whereas

le pressure on each square inch exorcised by gun-

jwder has been estimated at no less than six and

half tons

!

The most wonderful source of physical power is

ectrical and magnetic attraction; I might have

ritteu with equal correctness, electrical or magne

a attraction. Twin sister forces are those of elec-

icity and magnetism, or rather Siamese twin

irces. Generate the first, and up springs the

icond
;
produce the second, and beside it stands

le first.

The motor force capable of being educed from

lectricity direct, is slight. Feathers can be at-

acted by electricity, and pith figures made to

imp ; thin plates of metal can be made to ap-

roximate or diverge, according as the electricity

brought attractively or repulsively into opera-

on, but no more. When, however, magnetism is

enerated out of electricity, the attractive force of

ich magnetism is sometimes enormous. In fact,

there seems no limit to the attractive power which

can thus be created. A simple bar of iron, bent

into a horseshoe form, and having a wire wound

about it, can on the instant be changed to a mag-

net capable of supporting many tons, simply by

transmitting a current of electricity along the wire.

No less in>tantaneously is a magnet of this sort

capable of being demagnetized, or reconverted into

a simple unattractive bar of iron, by cutting off the

•supply of electricity. In magnetism, then, there

would seem to be at a first glance a promising

source of physical power. Thousands of attempts

have been made to turn magnetic attraction to

practical account as a motor force—making it a

bstitute for steam—but with only partial success.

Electro-magnetic engines have been constructed up

to the power of a few men ; not, I think beyond

;

ind the expense of working and keeping in order,

even such puny sources of power as these, is very

;reat. The practical reason why magnetism, though

llimitable as to actual power, is unadapted to rank

imongst useful physical forces for setting machinery

n action, is this : the attraction of magnetism is

•xercised through short distances only— so short

that it is difficult to apply the attraction without

actual contact, which latter condition the necessi-

ties of mechanism forbid.

What did I say ? Magnetism not a useful phy-

sical force '; This is an error. At least, a pair of

exceptions must be taken. There are magnetic

telegraphs and magnetic, commonly called electric

clocks. In both these cases, however, the mere

motor force is inconsiderable. In most forms of

electric telegraph employed here in England

(varieties of the neeedle telegraph, I mean,) the

actual force brought to bear scarcely amounts to a

grain. The force requisite to keep an electric clock

going, as well as certain forms of the magnetic or

electric telegraph, is rather greater, but still in-

considerable.

Perhaps one of the most interesting aspects

under which the physical forces can be contem-

plated is in respect of thi3ir mutual alliance or

correlation. Magnetism and electricity I have

already ventured to call Siamese twin forces, so

intimate is their alliance : not less intimately allied

with both, though at a first glance the alliance

may be less obvious, is heat. It is impossible to

vary the temperature of a body, whether from hot

ter to cooler, or the reverse, without setting elec

tricity in motion, and, of course, its counterpart,

magnetism. Gravitation is allied with the th

though the bond of alliance be not so clearly made

out. As for animal muscular force, some people

were in the habit of referring it to electricity also

but that notion seems to have pretty well died

out.

Looking on steam-engines, high-pressure and

low, as the drudges and slaves of man, considering

the .facilities of wind power and water power,

the student when pondering in his own mind the

physical resources of nations, will arouse to the

conviction that the mere number of individual

a secondary matter in the estimate. The assertion

that England annually summons to her aid the

power of three millions three hundred thousand

men, each man pledged to work unceasingly for a

period of twenty years, might provoke a smile o]

incredulity; yet, see how the assertion is borne

out. Assuming (which is about the fact) each

acre of British coal-seams to present an average

thickness of four feet, and to yield one yard net of

pure fuel, then each acre of surface corre^ponds

with five thousand tons of coal, possessing a re-

serve of mechanical strength equal to the life la-

bour of one thousand six hundred men. Each

square mile of one such single coal bed contains

three million tons of fuel equal to the power o*^

one million men working through twenty years of

their ripe strength. Assuming, for calculation,

that ten million tons out of tiie present annual

products of the British coal mines—namely, sixty-

five million tons—are applied to the production of

mechanical power, then, England annually sum-

mons to her aid an army of three million three

hundred thousand strong nicn, pledged to exert

their utmost strength through twenty years : which

was the thing to be demonstrated.

A ciM to dili'j,ence andfailhj'alncss in the ivorh

of our da]).—Our Quarterly Meeting was by many

considered a favoured one. The gospel messengers

emin" sent with fresh messages, and commissioned

to conri'ort and to promise us " better times," as

relTas to warn us of the prevalence and effect of

xjsting and crying evils. There is certainly, not-

withstanding our manifold weakness and short-

comings, a promise of brighter days. Antichrist

may rage, and the brightness of our proiession

seem almost lost by unfaithfulness and indifference,

yet the faith of some is more and more strengthened

n the conviction that the time to favour Zion has

igain come. Doubtless it must be through sufter-

ni'. Our principles do not flourish in the sunshine

oAhe world. Those who maintain their posts, or

are raised up to stand in the breaches caused by

declension, mu.st know what it is to go down again

d aoain into suffering for their own and the

church's sake ;
must be willing to sit solitary, and

know indeed their dependence fixed on Him, who

alone can teach effectually and lead his followers

into straight and proving paths. If there was

among us more of this willingness to suffer, greater

acquiescence in the baptisms that cleanse the heart,

a readiness to be stripped of our own fancied pos-

sessions, even of everything beautiful and comely

in our own eyes, bow would the fruits of the spirit

manifest themselves in our every day conduct, and

clothe our spirits with a calmness and holy quiet-

ness that would preach effectual lessons. For the

want of this gathering to the abiding teacher with-

in our own bosoms, and with the life it would beget

within us, how painful, and unprofitable, and dry

as to spiritual consolation, do our religious

meetings often appear. How calculated to clothe

our hearts in mourning, and raise the inquiry,

" What wilt thou do for" thy name's sake."—-F/w»

an unimblished letter of a deceased Minister.

The Walrus.—T\i& chase of the Walrus is of

great antiquity. (Ether, the Norwegian, aboiit the

year 890, gave an account of it to Alfred the Great.

" Having," he says, " made a voyage beyond Nor-

way for the more comraoditie of fishing horse-

whales, which' have in their teeth bones of great

price and excelleneie," whereof he brought some at

his return to the king. In the present day the

sea-horses range the coasts of Spitzbergen almost

without molestation from the British. The whale

fishers rarely take half a-dozen in a voyage. The

Russians are their principal enemies, who, by means

of the hunting parties ant out to winter on the

coast, capture a considerable number. The flesh

of the walrus is found tolerably good by Europeans,

and affords a variety amid the ordinary sea fare

;

and there are few of the sailors who do not prefer

it to salt meat. Among the Chinese, the tu>ks are

employed for tho.se curious uses to which they so

wonderfully turn ivory, a»it is said to surpass that

of the elephant in hardness and permanent white-

ness ; and in most civilized nations it is extensively

used for the invaluable purpose of giving teeth to

the toothless.—iewowi from the Geogrophical

Distributio7i of A?iinials.
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have not tl

For " Tlio Friend.'

Spirit of Christ, he'

exceptionable, tliey are entitled to civil behaviour;
s and our influence with them is pronaoted by show
ing it. If we should think it necessary to manifest

There are two spirits abroad in the earth, and our disapprobation of their principles or conduct,
ly two, whereby the actions of men are charac- it should be done consistently with good manners,

as well as ]'terized—the one of Christ, and the other of anti-

christ—the one of love, and the other of enmity

—

the one of the world, and the other of Truth—the

one of alienation from God, and the other of unity

with, and dependence upon him, maintained by
humble prayer, and manifested by christian meek-
ness, patience, and charity; long suifering, forbear-

ance and forgiveness—by the exercise ofthat wisdom
which is "first pure, then peaceable, gentle, easy to

be entreated, full of mercy and good fruits, without

partiality, and without hypocrisy."

In the character and dealings of the true chris-

tian, there is nothing of tlie roughne.ss, stiffness,

coldness and distance, which are the fruit of a sel-

fish feeling of superiority, but all these are purged
away through submission to the humbling, refining

operation of the Holy Spirit, whereby the heart is

enlarged, and qualified to embrace all who love

the Lord Jesus Christ in sincerity ; and are seek-

ing, according to their measure of light and
strength, to follow him in the way of his leadings

;

even as Luther, who declared that " in whomsoever
I see anything of Christ, him I love."

" True christian love is of an enlarged, disinter-

ested nature. It loves all who love the Lord Je-

sus Christ in sincerity. When wo love our own
party exclusively, or persons of our own peculia

train of thinking, we love ourselves in them. Wi
see our own image and admire it. But when we
love those who differ from us in non-essentials, be-

cause we discover in them the humility, meekness,

purity, patience and benevolence of the Redeemer,
then our love is truly christian ; it is Christ in them,

whom we love."

And again it is said, " Christian charity increases

our own happiness with its own increase. A nar-

row, contracted spirit, under the influence of pre-

judice, and blinded by fond partialities, can never

enjoy the refined pleasures of christian communion.
Such a spirit chills and freezes the soul ; it checks

exertion, except when party is concerned ; and
looks shy on those, however excellent, who ' follow

not us.' Party spirit envenoms and contracts

many hearts, separates many families, divides

many societies, undermines real religion, incapaci-

tates for sweet communion with God, and encour-

ages self-confidence, and other evil passions.

"If Christians were fully subject to that Divine

power which would level their pride, abate tiieir

prejudice, and polish their roughness, their junction

with Him on whom depends the security of the

spiritual building, and their union one with another,

would be more complete than it is at present. The
holy temple would arise and spread its beauty and
harmony; and the inextinguishable flame of love

would diffuse a general glow of warmth and bright-

ness through the whole sacred edifice." If, in bear-

ing our testimony against wrong things, we were
governed more fully by the influence of divine

charity, which leads into an observance of the ten-

derness and courtesy which is due even to of-

fenders against the Truth, how much more open-

ness would be found for the extension and reception

of our labours, and how much more effectual would
be their result in correcting those evils and errors

against which they might be directed, and in pro-

moting the love and harmony which characterize

the Church of Christ

!

." Civility, or good manners, though one of the

niinor duties, is of no small importance in our pas-

sage through life. Even when our necessary con-

cerns lead us among persons whose characters are

nstian spirit. Indeed, if our
minds were imbued with meekness and humility
we should rarely, if ever, violate the rules of civi-

lity ;" for by so doing, how often has the way for

availing labour been closed up, and the minds of

offenders prejudiced, and strengthened in favour of

their own devious course. By the exercise of a

rough and ill-natured disposition, towards those

whose appearance, conduct or principles, may not

harmonize in all respects with the Truth, how often

have the feet of these been turned still further out

of the right way, from the giving and taking of-

fence !

The exercise of a christian spirit, which leads to

the observance of christian conduct and manner
has a gathering and uniting influence, while the
opposite tends to scattering and division ; as both
experience and observation do abundantly manifest.
The redeeming and saving power of the gospel, is

a power of love, whereby alone souls can be gath-
ered unto Christ, and we may seek in vain by any
other power or influence to promote the increase
and spread of his holy kingdom; for every opposite

power or influence is from the father of lies, who
is seeking to exalt the creature by will and wisdom,
and, as an angel of light, to teach the reverse of the
end of the Divine commandment, which is charity;

whereby we are led to do unto others as we would
that they should do unto us; " honouring all men,
loving the brotherhood, putting away all bitterness,

wrath, anger, and evil speaking, with all malice
;

and being kind one to another, tender-hearted, for-

giving one another, even as God, for Christ's sake
hath forgiven us.''

Light from Mag7iesium.—A foreign, scientific

journal gives an account of this celebrated light.

Magnesium is well known as the metallic base of

magnesia ; it is much lighter than aluminum, is of
a silvery whiteness, undergoes no change in the
dry air, and is subject to but slow oxidation in a
damp atmo.sphere, and that only quite superficially,

ay be hammered, filed, and drawn into threads.It

To obtain it pure is an expensive process; and
no practical advantage could hitherto be made of
it, no attempts were made to discover a cheaper
method of getting it. It was reserved to Bunsen
to perceive a new property in this metal, and to

suggest a practical application of it. Magnesium
takes fire at the temperature at which glass melts,

and burns with a steady and extremely vivid flame
In some photo-chemical investigations by Bunsen
and Iloscoe, experiments were made to test the
illuminating capacity of a magnesium thread, when
Bunsen discovered that the splendor of the sun's
disc was only five hundred and twenty-four times
as great as that of the thread. He also compared
the magnesium flame with ordinary lights, and
found that a burning thread of 0.297 millimetres
diameter produces as much light as seventy-four
stearine candles, of which five go to the pound. It

is plain that it only needs a mechanical device to

spin magnesium when heated into the form of a
thread upon spools, from which they can be run
off like the strips of paper in Morse's telegraphic
apparatus, to render it of practical use. Such a
magnesium lamp-wick would be far more simple
and complete than the preparations for the use of
the electric or the Drummond light. A spool with
ts thread, a clock-work to wind it off, with the
spirit lamp, would be easily transportable. A
rival, therefore, to the strong lights hitherto used

is likely to spring up in the magnesium lamp, in al

those cases where the item of expense is likely ti

be slightly regarded, as in extensive illuminations
light-houses, etc.; for extraordinary illuminationi
may be obtained by burning several of thesi

threads of large dimensions at once.

"JESUS, liy STRENGTH."

Jesus, my strength, my hope,
Ou thee I cast my care

—

With humble confidence look up,
And linow Thou hear'st my prayer.

Give me on Thee to wait
Till t can all things do

—

Ou Thee, almighty to create.

Almighty to renew.

I want a sober mind,
A self-renouncing will

That tramples down, and casts behind,
The baits of pleasing ill—

A soul inured to pain,

To hardship, grief and loss

—

Bold to take up, firm to sustain.
The consecrated cross.

I want a godly fear,

A quick discerning eye.
That looks to thee when sin is near.
And sees the tempter fly

—

A spirit still prepared.
And armed with jealous care

—

Forever standing ou its guard,
And watching unto prayer.

I want a heart to pray,

To pray, and never cease
;

Never to murmur at Thy stay.

On wish my sufferings less.

This blessing above all,

Always to pray, I want,

—

Out of the deep on Thee to call,

And never, never faint.

I want a true regard

—

A single, steady aim,

(Unmoved by threatening or reward,)
To Thee and Thy great name—

A jealous, just concern
For Thine immortal praise—

A pure desire that all may learn
And glorify Thy grace.

I rest upon Thy word,—
The promise is for me

;

My succor and salvation. Lord,
Shall surely come from Thee

;

But let me still abide.

Nor from my hope remove.
Till Thou my patient spirit guide

Into Thy perfect love. Charles Wesley.

Microscopic Fhenmnena.—Grains ofsand appeal
of the same form to the naked eye, but seen through
a microscope, exhibit different shapes and size*

globular, square, and conical, and mostly irregu-

lar
; and what is more surprising, in their cavities

have been found, by the microscope, insects ot

various kinds. The mouldy substance on damj
bodies exhibits a region of minute plants. Some-
times it appears a forest of trees whose branches
leaves, flowers, and fruits are clearly distinguished

Some of the flowers have long, white, transparent
stalks, and the buds, before they are open, are

little green balls, which become white. The parti

cles of dust on the wings of butterflies, prove by
"le microscope to be beautiful and well arranged
ttle feathers. By the same instrument the surface

of our skin has scales resembling those of a fish

but so minute that a single grain would cover two
hundred and fifty, and a single scale covers five

'lundred pores, whence issue the insensible pe
piration necessary to health ; consequently a singles t

grain of sand can cover one hundred and twenty-
five pores of the human body.
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Solected.

J li D Barclay.
" Oh ! it is good to trust in the name of the Lord,

repose in Lis arm of strength, his parental teu-

rness and compassion. It is good to have our

my strongholds invaded, our misplaced confi-

Dce unhinged, our secret props strucli away; that

may more closely cling unto that, which is not

ourselves, nor of our brethren, but comes only

im the Source of all might and of all mercy,

i! it is good to have all sense of hope and of

Ip withdrawn ; to be laid low in the dust with all

r pride and selfishness, that we may feel that

lich is good to flow in upon us in the Lord's

'n time as an unmerited gift, and thus be enabled

give the praise to Him alone, from whom comes

ace and glory, and every good thing. Oh ! how
eat is my desire, that the Lord would rather

re mo darkness and distress; than that, enjoying

3 favour and blessing, I should be unmindful of the

ver, or grieve him by saying or doing anything

3onsistent with his blessed will concerning me.''

" Mymind hasbeenmuch burdened, and weightily

Fected with the present aspect of things, relating

the growth and prosperity of the ever blessed

•uth : and not only do I allude to the low state

things within my own bosom, and in the circle

our privileged Society, but also in the world at

rge. Under a very humbling sense of the infinite

ndescension, which still spares us from day to day,

id from year to year, and of the unfathomable

mpassion which still pities, helps, preserves, and

ovides for us with paternal tenderness, I am ready

cry out,— ' who will not love, and fear and obey

ee, ! Lord ; and give themselves to be moulded

to accordance with thy blessed will V But oh

e ravages, the desolations, which the enemy hath

fccted on the face of all the earth ; how hath ho

ighted the blooming bud, and blasted the richest

ain, and parched up the fruitful field
;
so that

e time of harvest is become the hour of dcsol

)n and darkness ! Here and there, through the

oom of this vast howling wilderness, a patch of

een revives the drooping eye, and cheers the de-

rt scene; here and there amidst the straw and

abble in this great field, the earth, a few single

.rs are to be discovered raising their heads ; and

just sufficient to show what the glory of the crop

id of the harvest would have been, had it escaped

e destroyer's hand, and not been tramped down

I the wild beasts." l»n.

Dr. Livingstone's Eipiorations.

THE VICTORIA FALLS.
' The members of the Royal Geographical So-

sty met in Loudon, to hear papers read contain-

w the latest intelligence from Dr. Livingstone and

o" party in Central Africa. R. Murchison, the

ice- President, acted as Chairman.

I
Dr. Livingstone's first letter to Roderick

iurchison is dated from Sesheke, September 10,

!60. He states that, feeling in honour bound to

ke the Makololo back to their own country, the

irty started on the 16th of May from Tette, and

three months accomplished a distance of some

I hundred miles. In the great valley of the

akololo, when within twenty miles of Victoria

ills, they could see the columns of vapour with

aked eye. The second letter, which is dated

ette, November 26, is a continuation of the for-

er, and in it he thus described these remarkable

alls :

The river was so low, we could easily see the

iltom of one-half of the fissure which forms Vic-

i Falls ; and, indeed, people could wade from

north bank to my Garden Island, to form a

ockade for fresh seeds. The depth is not 100

feet, but 310 feet—probably a few feet more, as

the weight attached to the line rested on aslope near

the bottom. The breadth from bank to bank is

not 1000 yards, as I conjectured in 1855, but be-

one statute and one geographical mile—we
say 1S60 yards, to assist the memory, but it is a

"ttle more, yet not quite 2000 yards. The lips of

the crack at Garden Island may be more than 80

feet, as we could not throw a stone across, but the

sextant gave that. Now, come to the other, or

south-eastern, side of the crack, and the fissure,

which, from the upper bed, looks like the letter L,

is prolonged in a moot remarkable zigzag manner.

The water, after leaping sheer down 310 feet, is

collected from both ends to the upright part of the

letter as the escape, and then flows away on the

zigzag part. The promontories formed thereby

are flat at the top, and of the same level as the

bed of the river above the Falls. The base of the

first on the right is only 400 paces from the Fall

fissure, and that on the left about 150. Their

sides are as perpendicular as the Fall, and you can

walk along among the trees, and by a few steps

see the river some 300 or 400 feet below, jammed
in a space of some 20 or 30 yards, and of a deep

green colour. As a whole, the Victoria Falls are

the most wonderful in the world. Even now, at

extreme low water, or when it is two feet lower

than we ever saw it, there are 800 feet of water

falling on the right of Garden Island. And the

two columns of vapour, with the glorious rainbows,

are a sight worth seeing. A fall, called Momb:
or Moamba, below this, is interesting, chiefly be

cause you look down it from a height of some 500

feet. It is really nothing after Mosioatunya
" We visited the river twice on our way down to

Sinamanes, and found it in a very deep crack

The boiling point gives 1600 of descent from tht

Falls to Sinamanes. — Mofi'at informs me that

all the rivers in Moselekatze country run north-

west, or north north-west. They enter the Zam-

besi above Sinamanes, and above a remarkable

mountain, which possibly was the dam that shut

in the waters of the ancient lake, before Mosioatunya

was made. They are therefore not where, from

oral information, they have been put in the map.

The whole country below and around the Falls

has been the scene of comparatively recent volcanic

operations. Some parts look as recent as Aden
;

some are of frothy lava, and all present a burnt

appearance like cataoaumene in Greece. A con-

jecture that the calcareous tupa of Sesheke valley

was emitted from a volcano like that which covered

the cities of Pompeii and Herculaneum does not

account for the roots of reeds therein, nor the

bidental saurians of the ancient lakes ; and I ques-

tion if a volcano ever threw mud over 200 miles

square, as this lakehasdone. Wherever we have had

igneous action in this country, we have had large

quantities of tupa bearing water after it. I can-

not account for the enormous quantity of gravel

and shingle below the Falls. The bed of the

river, and country generally, are covered with it

to a considerable depth. There is none above the

Falls, and none below Chicova.
" We purchased canoes and dropped downstream

in order to examine all at low water. Kansalo is

no difficulty. Kariba, a few miles below it, is a

basaltic dyke, stretched across the stream, but it

has a wide opening in it, dangerous for canoes, the

gunwales of which were only six inches above the

water. At Vurumas there is a rapid of about one

hundred yards in length, which runs at six knots an

hour. This is the most rapid part we have seen

in the whole river. On arriving here two days

ago, we had travelled from Linyauti and back,

some fourteen hundred miles—the greater part on

foot. We have thus kept faith with the Mako-
lolo."

Dr. Livingstone speak of the discovery of a large

and extensive seam of tine coal, and says, the only

real difficulty in the river is Morumbua, and that

that could be passed in full flood. In his letter he re-

ers to the death at Linyauti of six out of the party

of nine connected with the London Missionary

Society, and, supposing that fever was the cause

of their death, notices the efl'ectual cures wrought

by the medicine which he himself had recourse to

some years ago, observing that the proper ingre-

dients for this powerful medicine were found by
him in the wagon, which had been carefully guarded
for seven years, within a few hundred yards of the

graves of the missionary party.

An interesting paper was also read from —
Charles Livingstone, brother of the Doctor, written

rom Kongone, mouth of the Zambesi, so lately as

the 14th of January in the present year, relating

to the Batoka country, in Central Africa, which

lies between the 25th and 29th degrees of east

longitude, and the 10th and 18th of south latitude.

Sandstone is the prevailing rock, and beds of shale

and seams of coal crop out from the banks of some
of the small streams which flow into the Zambesi,

while north and west, granite, resembling the

Aberdeen variety, abounds. The broad elevated

lands, from 3500 to 5000 feet above the level of

the sea, have a fine healthy climate, well adapted

to the European constitution. Fever is unknown.

But a few years since, these extensive, healthy

highlands were well peopled by the Batoka ; nu-

merous herds of cattle furnished abundance of milk,

and the rich soil largely repaid the labour of the

husbandman. Now enormous herds of bufi'aloes,

elephants, antelopes, and zebras, fatten on the ex-

cellent pasture which formerly supported multi-

tudes of cattle, and not a human being is to be seen.

The ruined sites of villages were frequently met

with. The Batoka people were driven oud of that,

the choicest portion of their noble country, by the

invasion of Sebitane. Many were killed ; and the

survivors, except those around the Falls, plundered

of their cattle, fled to the banks of the Zambesi

and the rugged hills of Mataba. Scarcely, how-

ever, had the conquerors settled down to enjoy their

ill-gotten riches, when they themselves were at-

tacked- by small-pos, and, as soon as its ravages

had ceased, by the fighting Matibele compelled to

abandon the country, and seek refuge amid the

fever swamps of Linyanti.

R. Murchison spoke highly of the value of

Dr. Livingtone's explorations, and summoned up

all by remarking that, if honesty was the best

policy, then Livingstone was the very best consu-

lar a^ent our Government could have sent to the

regions watered by the Zambesi and its affluents.

—Fresbyterian.

A door of evil.—In the meeting for ministers

and elders, my companion (John Churchman) ad-

vised some to search deeply, and see if something

had not dimmed the beauty with which the truth

arrays her children ; and if it was found that life

and zeal were in measure lost, to apply unto Him
who can, and is willing to, restore. He showed

Friends, in the wisdom of Truth, the door by which

undue liberty and corruption have crept into the

church, and laid waste the beauty of the truth in

many in this nation, Ireland to wit, by elders

and heads of families conniving at weaknesses in

their children, so that by degrees, one evil after

another prevailed.

—

John Pemberton.

Linger not in dilatory preparation till the door

of opportunity be shut.
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Selected from " Menioriala of Friendflj" 1S43.

David Ferris.

(Concluded from page 299.)

Whilst he resided in Philadelphia, he was en-

gaged in teaching the learned languages, and other

branches of a liberal education ; but, on removing

to Wilmington, he embarked in trade, in the pur-

suit of which he evinced much watchfulness, and

christian self-denial. It pleased Divine Providence

to bless his temporal concerns, and, as he grate-

fully acknowledged, to grant him plenty and

peace.

About a year after his admission into member-

ship with Friends, he believed it to be his duty to

speak as a minister in our religious meetings ; and,

^s he expresses it, " to excite the careless to a con-

sideration of their latter end." But it appears

that, although he had been enabled, by closely

adhering to the power of Divine grace, to renounce

the pleasures, the profits, and the friendships of

this world ; and was made willing to become as a

fool and a by-word amongst his acquaintance, yet,

at this requisition of his Lord his faith failed. He
suffered a slavish fear, and the reasonings of fallen

nature to prevail ; and notwithstanding that the

Divine will was, with remarkable clearness, and in

a variety of ways, manifested to his mind, he con-

tinued to resist the impression. His disobedience

caused him, he says, to be " full of sorrow, trou-

ble, and pain of heart;" and this increased until

he was on the very brink of despair. Respecting

his spiritual condition at this time, he writes, " I

was so ungrateful to my heavenly Benefactor, that

it is a wonder I was ever restored. And 1 have

no doubt that thousands, through negligence, even

after they have been called out of the world, and

have run well for a season, have been finally lost

This I have written for a warning to others."

The compassion of the Almighty was long ex-

tended to his soul, and the Holy Spirit continuec

to strive with him. " I then clearly saw," says

he, " that if I were forsaken and left to myself,

the consequences would be death and darkness

forever! At the sight of the horrible pit that

yawned for me, if I continued in disobedience, my
body trembled like an aspen leaf, and my soul was

htrmbled within me ! Then I said, ' Lord ! he

am I ; make of me what Thou wouldst have me to

be; leave me not in displeasure, I beseech Thee
After a time of great anxiety and distress of mind,

the Lord was graciously pleased to look upon

with compassion, and again offered to make m
pillar in his house ; and I felt a renewed concern

to appear in public for his name, and in the cause

of Truth.'

He first spoke as a minister in 1755, in the

forty-eighth year of his age. "At that time," he

remarks, " I was made a real Quaker, and was not

ashamed to be seen trembling before the Lord
Under a sense of so great and merciful a deliver-

ance, I saw and felt ample cause for it. It was
with me as with Israel of old, when the Lord
caused their captivity to return ; saying He would
build them as at the first ; and they should fear

and tremble for all his goodness, and for all the

prosperity He would procure for them. My soul

ejoiceo the Lord, and I magnified his excellent

name, who is worthy of all honour, glory and re

nown, forever.

" It appeared to me wonderful, that I should

thus be lilted out of this horrible pit of my own
digging; and I was so absorbed iu the love

mercy of my heavenly Benefactor, that I was filled

with thankfulness and praise, attended with a

f-ire that, in future, I might diligently watch
wait for the pointing of his holy finger, to every

service He might be pleased to allgt me; that

henceforth no opportunity might be lost of mani- is now about forty-five degrees above the horizon le

festing my gratitude by obedience to his will." a bright circle of light extends entirely round thi

During the remainder of his life, he sought to heavens, parallel icitli the horizon. Within thi;

approve himself a diligent and faithful servant. He circle are four mock suns, one of each occupying

performed severa} extensive journeys, in the service

of the gospel ; and by certificates produced on his

return home, it appeared that his conduct, conver-

sation, and labours abroad, were exemplary and

edifying, tending to the advancement of truth and

righteousness. He was very serviceable in meet-

ings for discipline, which, with other meetings, he

diligently attended ; not sufi'ering his outward af-

fairs to obstruct the fulfilment of this duty to God.

He was hospitable and liberal in entertaining

Friends, and remarkably charitable to the poor
;

freely administering to their necessities. Bodily

kness attended him during the last three years

of his life, which he bore with much patience. A few

months before his decease, he made the following

very instructive memorandum :

"1779. I am now drawing towards the conclu-

sion of life ; being, this day, seventy-two years of

age. For the encouragement of others, I will now
briefly recapitulate some of the kind dealings of

Providence towards me. The God of my life, my
Maker and Preserver, has been propitious to me
from youth to old age. The fear of the Lord,

which preserves from evil, was placed in my heart,

when I was but eight years old ; so that I was

afraid to ofiend Him. In the twelfth year of my
age, I was mercifully visited, and called out of the

vanities of the world ; at which time I received a

promise, that if I sought first the kingdom of God,

all other necessary things should be added ; and I

have found the promise true, for I never have

wanted any of the good things of this life. I

have been blessed with sufficient for myself and

friends, and something to spare to the poor ; and

I esteem it a great favour, that I received a dispo-

sition to communicate to those who stood in need.

If all men would seek first the kingdom of hea-

ven and the righteousness thereof, ' and carefully

attend to the leadings of the Holy Spirit, with

which all might be favoured, I believe they would

be blessed with a sufficient portion of wealth.

Oh, that mankind were wise I and would early seek

2}recisehj a point— in the north-east, north

south-east, and south-west. On each side of tht^

sun, and passing through the two most southerlj

mock suns, are two luminous arcs, at the culmina.

tion of which, in the zenith, there is a short anh
of most brilliant rainbow hues, with its convex sidi|e

toward the sun. The mock suns are all too brig^

to be looked at steadily but for a few seconds ll

Altogether, this phenomenon seems to be worthi

of record ; and I should like to learn over how ex

tensive a region of country it has been observed le

The weather is intensely cold, and growing coldei ii

The sky is clear in the east, but hazy in the west

whence the wind is blowing.

From " The Leisure Ilour

The KiDg and the Goose-Herd.

" Cobbler! stick to thy last."

Most, if not all, our readers have heard thi.

proverb applied, when some one his attemptecjii

what was out of his province. But, assuredly, nom
of them ever saw it so royally exemplified

was in the true history I am about to relate, thffe

principal actor in which was no less a personage

than Maximillian Joseph, of Bavaria, the grand

father of the present king of that country, and on(

of the most loving, as well as one of the most be-

loved monarchs, that ever wielded a sceptre. Oi «

one hot summer day, King Maximillian, clad ii

very plain habiliments, had gone out alone, (as wa^ w

his wont,) to walk in the fine park which surroundi

his castle of Tegernue, and after a time, drew 8

volume from his pocket, and seated himself on i

bench to read. The sultriness of the air, and thi

perfect stillness of the place, made his eyes heavy

and laying down bis book on the bench beside him

the monarch fell into a dose. His slumber did

last long, however, and on awaking he rose to eon

tinue his walk, but forgot his book, and left it lyin;

on the bench. Wandering onwards, from one di

vision of the extensive park to another, he atlengtl

passed beyond its limits, and entered on thi

that treasure which cometh from above ; and which grassy downs which stretch down to the margin o.

neither moth Bor rust can corrupt, nor thieves

break through and steal,' and may we all beware

of loving the world ; and living at ease, in the en-

joyment of its good and pleasant things! Even
those who have been favoured with remarkable

Divine visitations, and have been put in possession

of the ' upper an-d nether springs,' have great need

to be on their guard. When we enjoy health and

plenty, and all things seem pleasant around us, we
are prone to forget the Lord, and neglect those
' things which belong to our peace.'"

Near the close of his days, he was much afflict-

ed withsickness, which he bore with patience ; often

expressing his prospect of his approaching end, and

resignation therein ; saying, "All is well." Several

friends being present, after a time of silence, he, in

a very lively manner, repeated the expression of

the apo.--tle, " To me, to live is Christ, and to die

is gain."

He departed this life, the 5th of the Twelfth

mouth, 1779, aged upwards of seventy-two years,

a minister about twenty-four years.

Beautiful Celestial Phenomenon.—Dr. E. Kir-

kup, writing from Fort Atkinson, Iowa, January

24, 1861—12 M., says : I have just witnessed the

most gorgeous display of the Parhelion or Mock
Sun, that it has ever been my fortune to behold.

The time is noon, the sun, of course, being midway
in the heavens. From the body of the sun, which

the lake.

All at once, the king remembered his book, am
the possibility that it migbt be seen and approp

ated by some stranger passing by. Unwilling ti

lose a book he valued, and equally unwilling to

trace the way he had come, while the lake path tc

the castle lay temptingly before him, the king lookec

round in every direction, for some one whom he coul

send for the volume ; but the only human beinj

within view was a boy, tending a large flock

geese. The monarch, therefore, went up to him

and said, " Hearken, my lad ; dost think thoi

couldst find for me a book I left lying in such ano

such a part of the park ? thou'lt get two ' zwanzi

gers' for bringing it to me.'"

The boy, who had never before seen the king

cast a most incredulous look on the corpulen

gentleman who made him so astounding a proffer

and then turned away, saying, with an air of comi

cal resentment, " I am not so stupid as you takt

me for."

" Why do you think I consider you stupid ?'

asked the monarch.
•' Because you offer me two zwanzigers for

trifling a service ; so much money cannot be earnec

so easily," was the sturdy reply.

" Now, indeed," said the king, smiling good

humouredly, " I must think thee a simpleton ! whj

do you thus doubt by word ?"

" Those up yonder," replied the boy, pointing ii
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e direction of tbc distant castle, " are ready
lOUgh to make sport ef the like of us, and ye're

le of them, I'm thinking.''

And suppose I were," said the king ;
" but see,

ire are the twozwanzigers ; take them, and fetch

s the book."

The hcrd-boj's eyes sparkled as he held actually

his hand a sum of money nearly equal to the

ird coin of his summer's herding, and yet he

sitated.

" How now," cried the king, '• why don't you
t off at once ?"

" I would fain do it—but I dare not," said the

)or fellow ;
" for if the villagers hear I have left

e geese, they will turn me off, and how shall I

trn my bread then ?"

1 " Simpleton," exclaimed the king, " I will herd

e geese till you return."
" You /" said the rustic, with a most contemptu-

is elongation of the pronoun ;
" you would make

pretty goose-herd
;

you are much too fat, and

uch too stiff: suppose they broke away from you
)W, and got into the rich meadow yonder, I should

ive more trespa.*s money to pay than my year's

ages come to. Just look at ihe Coia-i Gardener

ere, him with the black head and wings; he is a

gular deserter, a false knave; he is for all the

Drld one of the court trash, ^nd they, we all

jow, are good for nothing. He would lead you
ifine dance ! Nay, nay, it would never do."

The king felt ready to burst with suppressed

ugbter; but mastering himself, asked with tolera-

e composure, " Why, can I not keep geese in

der, as easily as men '! I have plenty of i/tem to

ntrol."

" You," again said the boy, sneeringly, as he

easured the monarch from head to foot ;
" they

ust be silly ones, then! but perhaps, you're a

hool-master? Yet, even if ye be, it is much
.sier to manage boys than geese; that 1 can tell

" It may be so," said the king; " but come, make
ort work of it : will you bring the book or will

lu not?"
" I would gladly do it," stammered the boy,

but "

" I'll be answerable for the geese," cried the

ng, " and pay all damages, if such there be."

This decided the question, and so, after exact-

g a promise that his substitute would pay spe-

ll attention to the doings of the stately gander,

3om he designated as the " Court gardener,"

id pronounced an incorrigible breaker of bounds,

id prime seducer of the iiock, he placed the whip

the king's hands, and set off on his errand.

But scarcely had he run a few yards when he

i*ed back again.

" What is the matter now ?" called out the king.

" Crack the whip," resounded in return. The
onarch swung it with his best effort, but procured

I sounding whack; " I thought so !" exclaimed

e rustic. " A schoolmaster, forsooth, and cannot

ack a whip !" So saying, he snatched the whip

3m the king's hand, and began, with more zeal

an success, to instruct him in the science of whip-

acking. The king, though scarcely able to con-

in himself, tried in right earnest, and at length

cceeded in extracting a tolerably sharp report

Dm the leathern instrument of authority ; and the

ly, after once more trying to impress the duties of

s responsible office on his temporary substitute,

n off at full speed in the direction the king had

dicated.

The monarch, who could now indulge in a hearty

ugh, sat himself down on a tree stump which the

lose-herd had previously occupied, to await the

turn of his messenger. But it really seemed as

if his feathered charge had discovered that the whip

was no longer wielded by their accustomed prompt
and vigilant commander, for the treacherous
" Court Gardener" suddenly stretched out his long

neck, and, after reconnoitring on all sides, uttered

two or three shrill screams; upon which, as if

tempest had all at once rushed under the multitude

of wings,- the whole flock rose simultaneously into

the air, and before the king could recover from his

surprise, they were careering with loud screams

towards the rich meadows bordering the lake, over

which they quickly spread themselves in all possi-

ble directions.

At the first outburst, the royal herdsman called
" half," with all his might ; he brandished and tried

hard tocrack the whip, butextracted no sound which

could intimidate the Court Gardener. He then

ran to and fro, until, teeming with perspiration,

and yielding to adverse fate, he reseated himself

on the tree-stump, and, leaving the geese to their

own devices, quietly awaited the return of his mes-

sengert
" The boy was right, after all," said he to him-

self :
" it is easier to govern a couple of millions of

men than a flock of geese, and a court gar-

dener can do a deal of mischief."

Meanwhile the boy had reached the bench,

found the book, and sped back in triumph, little

dreaming of the discomliture his substitute had ex-

perienced. But when, on coming close up to the

king, he looked round in vain for his charge, and

still worse, when their vociferous cackling led his

eyes in the direction of the forbidden meadow, he

was so overwhelmed that, letting fall the book, he

exclaimed, half crying with grief and vexation,

" There we have it ! I knew how it would be ! Did

I not say from the first you understood nothing ?

And what is to be done now 1 I can never get them

together by myself. You must help, that's a

fact."

The kino- consented ; the herdboy placed him at

one corner, showed him how to move his out-

stretched arms up and down, whilst he must shout

with all his might ; and then the boy himself set

out, whip in hand, to gather in the fart'nest scattered

of the flock.

The king did his best, and after terrible exer-

tions the cackling runaways were once more con-

gregated on their allotted territory.

But now the boy gave free vent to his indigna-

tion, rated the king soundly for neglect, and wound

up all by declaring, " Never shall any one get my
whip from me again, or tempt me, with two zwan-

zigers, to give up my geese. No ; not to the king

himself!''

" You are quite right there, my fine fellow,"

said the good-natured Maximillian, bursting into

a laugh ;
'" he understands goose-herding quite as

little as I do."
" And you laugh at it, to the bargain !" said the

boy in high dudgeon."
'' Well, look ye now," said the monarch, " lam

the king !"

"You?" once more reiterated the indignant

goose-herd, " I am not such a flat as tn believe that

—not I. So, lift up your book and get along with

you."

The king quietly took up his book, saying, as he

handed four additional zwanzigers to the astonished

lad, "Don't be angry with me, my boy; I give

you my word, I'll never undertake to herd geese

again."

The boy fixed a doubting gaze on the mysterious

donor of such unexampled treasure, then added,

with a wise shake of the head, " You're a /dud

gentleman, whoever you may be ; but you'll never

make a good goose-herd 1" •

The principles jtrofesscd by our Society.—Nur-
'tured in the pure principles of gospel Truth, the

unsophisticated religion of Jesus ! my heart, my
understanding, my every faculty is satisfied with
the pure principk-s professed by the Society, in

their first powerful promulgation, and as I now be-

lieve them to be held by the honest, simple and
pure in heart, and the faithful in word and deed,

among us. To be united in such a Society ; to

know the Foundation and living Corner Stone! ah !

my soul, what is there comparable to this; not the

increase of corn, wine or oil, or of any worldly
possessions.

—

Mary Capper.

Clieap and Excellent Ink.—We like ink that is

as black as midnight, and glossy as a raven's wing.

Bad ink is a decided nuisance. There is scarcely

anything more undesirable than to receive a long

letter with bad spelling and worse penmanship, on
another man's business ; but the annoyance is

greatly aggravated if written on dull blue paper
with ink about the colour of muddy water.

Good ink may often be had by paying a good
price for it, say about fifty cents per quart ; but

after the manufacturer has got up his reputation,

he is tempted to sell a cheap and miserable article.

The best way is for all to make their own ink, and
save at least one thousand per cent., as ink is com-
monly sold at retail, between first cost and final

price. But how shall we make it easily and cheaply?

rhus, buy extract of logioood, which may be had
for three cents an ounce, or cheaper by the quantity.

Buy also, for three cents, an ounce of bi-chromate

ofpotash. Do not make a mistake and get the

simple chromate of potash. The former is orange

red, the latter clear yellow. Now take half an
ounce of extract of logwood, and ten grains of bi-

chromate of potash, and dissolve them in a quart

of hot rain water. When cold, pour it into a glass

bottle, and leave it uncorked for a week or two.

Exposure to the air is indispensable. The ink is

then made ; and has cost five to ten minutes' labour,

and about three cents besides the bottle. This ink

is at first an intense steel blue, but becomes quite

black. We have recently given this ink a fair

trial, " and know whereof we affirm." So far as

we know, it is new.— Country Gentleman.

THE FRIEND.
SIXTH MONTH 1, 1861.

A communication from a valued Friend in the

country, has been received, with the heading " Un-
seasonable Sacrifices." The author, under a deep

feeling of sorrow for his own mistakes, and in order

that others may escape " the affliction," which had

come upon him, thus exhorts each one to "offer

thy gift when required of thee, otherwise thou

mayest not be able to deliver it to thy own com-

fort, or the benefit of those for whom it may be in-

tended."

It appears that during our last Yearly Meeting,

his mind was brought under exercise on account

of manifest departures from our te.stimonies to sim-

plicity and plainness in dress and address, and that

he believed it was required of him to express his

concern on the subject, but that under a desire that

older Friends should do the work, he withheld any

remarks, until the proper time had passed by.

Sorrow attended his mind for the omission of what

he believed to have been a duty required at his

hands, and to relieve himself from the feeling of

disquietude, he at an unseasonable time undertook

to speak on the subject, when neither himself nor

the meeting were properly prepared therefor.
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" Confusion covered me, so that I spake in no wise

as I bad before felt." " That the words, which

only brought darkness and distress upon him who
uttered them, may not have proved injurious to

others, is the earnest wish of an oft erring brother,

who sincerely desires the growth and establishment

of our Society, upon its primitive and well tried

foundations. Having in early life felt it my duty,

I trust, under the influence of restraining grace, to

throw off fashionable attire, and to adhere to the

language and distinguishing badges of our Society,

and being sensible that they have been as a hedge

round about me, I often desire to press their

importance on the rising generation. They are as

a shield and safeguard against many of the tempt-

ations, which assail us in this trial-state of exist-

ence."

In giving place to the concern of our Friend, we
have entered into sympathy with him, and are

sensible of the great importance, of each one keep-

ing his or her place in the church militant, and of

offering no unseasonable sacrifice therein. Matter
good in itself, and which, spoken at the right time

and under right authority, might have proved ser-

viceable to a meeting, we have heard uttered at

seasons, when, from the assembly being engaged in

the consideration of other subjects, it has proved
burdensome, and a real disadvantage. Any offer-

ing iu religious meeting not delivered under a pre-

sent feeling of duty, is an unseasonable sacrifice,

let the concern be ever so good, and the language

in which it is clothed, be ever so well adapted to

the matter intended to be conveyed. A speaker

should feel assured he has a right authority for

what he is about to say, and also that it is the

right time for him to give it utterance.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

The Great Rebellion.—It is still difficult to ascertain

what forces the Southern Confederacy have actually in

the field, as well as their condition in other respects.

Some reports represent that there are only about 30,000
troops distributed over the whole of Virginia, while
others increase the number to 50,000 or 00,000. They
were constantly arriving from the more southern States,

at the rate of about 4000 per week. It is confidently

asserted that there is no want of provisions or muni-
tions of war anywhere in the seceded States. Several
privateers which wene fitted out in Ne* Orleans, are

said to be crui.^ing in the Gulf. They have already
made some valuable captures of Northern ships. The
British government has made a qualified recognition of
the validity of the letters of marque issued by the au-
thority of the Confederacy, hence the maritime feature

of th* contest will probably be more serious than was
at first anticipated. The New York Tribune expresses
the opinion that the struggle on the part of the South
will be desperate, having no parallel in any war on the
American continent, during this century. President
Davis, in accordance with the recommendation of the

Congress, has appointed the 13th of Sixth month as a
day of fasting and prayer throughout the Confederate
States.

Virginia.—On the 25th ult., early in the morning, the

city of Alexandria was occupied by several thousand
federal troops from Washington. They met with no re-

sistance, and the city was taken without bloodshed.
Col. Ellsworth, of New York, was soon after shot dead
by a man, from whose house he had just removed a se-

cession flag. A company of thirty-five horsemen were
taken prisoners ; the other Virginia soldiers made good
their escape. Martial law has been proclaimed, but the
citizens are assured that they will be protected in their

persons and property, including slaves. Gen. Sanford,
in command of the department of Fairfax, issued a pro-
clamation to the inhabitants of the county, informing
them that all of its Inhabitants may remain in their

homes, and continue their usual pacific occupations in

peace and confidence. Strong and extensive intrench-
ments have been made by the U. S. troops on the Arl-
ington heights opposite Washington; they have also
destroyed the bridges on the road, from .Mexandria to

Leesburg. Up to the 25th, about 6000 U. S. soldiers

had arrived in the neighbourhood of fortress Monroe.
The town of Hampton, near the mouth of James river,'

was occupied by them. At the election on the 23d inst.,

a number of the western counties of this State gave
heavy majorities against secession. The Richmond Ex-
aminer says, that President Jefferson Davis, who was at

Peusacola, would come to Richmond, as soon as his bu-
siness at Pensacola was concluded ; that Gen. Beaure-
gard had been ordered to the command at Norfolk, and
Gen. Johnston to the command of the forces at Harper's
Feri-y.

Kentucky.—The recent intelligence from this State
appears to indicate that it will not be drawn into the

whirlpool of secession. The Senate, before adjourning,
passed resolutions declaring that Kentucky will not
sever her connection with the national government, nor
take up arms for either belligerent party, but will arm
herself for the preservation of peace within her borders,
and will tender her services as a mediator to effect a just

and honourable peace. An act was passed by the legis-

lature, amending the militia law, and requiring the State
guard to take au oath to support the Constitution of the
United States, as well as that of Kentucky.

Missouri.— In this State, also, the secession movement
has been checked, at least for the present. Geueral
Harney, commander of the United States troops, and
General Price, of the Missouri militia, have come to a

mutual understanding and amicable agreement, by which
the latter pledges the loyalty of Missouri to the general
government, and both resolve to maintain peace, and
enforce order in common. In accordance with this

treaty, the Missouri State troops at Jeflferson city, 4000
in number, have been disbanded by order of Gen. Price.

Maryland.—AU appearance of opposition to the go-
vernment has disappeared. U. S. troops pass over the
State freely, without molestation by all the usual routes.

A quantity of muskets, pikes, powder, ball, &c., which
had been collected by the secessionists of Baltimore, has
been seized by the U. S. military, and conveyed to fort

M'Henry. Tliey were secreted in the northern part of
the city, and were sufficient in quantity to load thirty-

six wagons.
Fort Pickens.—Lieutenant Slemmer and the original

garrison have been released and conveyed to New Yoik
They were worn out with the long labour and suspense
endured previous to their reinforcement. The fort has
been so strengthened that the secession army is deter-
red from attempting its capture. Gen. Bragg had about
7000 men under command, and was engaged in the con-
struction of additional biftteries. Many of his men had
become tired of the long inaction, and were returning
to their homes. The harbour of Pensacola is strictly

blockaded.

The Southern Mails.—The V. S. Postmaster General
s issued an order- discontinuing the transmission of

the U. S. mails in Virginia, and other seceded States,

annulling all contracts for the same. Western Vir-
ginia is excepted from the operation of the order, and
also Tennessee, as that State has not yet formally se-

ceded. This course of the Postmaster General is under
le act passed at the last session of Congress.
United Stales Loans.—The bids for the $8,994,000 go-

ernmcnt loan were opened on the 25th, at Washington
The bids ranged from 84 to 89, the principal amount;
)eing offered at 85 a 86. Those at 85 and upwards were
ccepted, and the remainder was awarded to the bidders

for treasurv notes at or above par.

The Telegraph.—The U. S. Marshals in Philadelphia
New York and other Northern cities, have taken posses-

ion of all the telegraphic messages sent from the offices

n those cities since the 18th of First month last. This
was done by order of the U. S. government, to discovei

vhat treasonable communications had been sent South
The Blockade.—A number of vessels have been cap-

ured by the Atlantic blockading squadron ; amougthem
re several British ships laden with tobacco, which were
aptured, when endeavouring to elude the cruisers.

Prize Commissioners have been appointed to investigate

each case, and determine it upon its merits. Some of
)rizes have been sent iuto New York, and others to

Philadelphia.

North Carolina.—The convention passed an ordinance
of secession on the 22d, by an unanimous vote.

Steamship Great Eastern.—This " monster of the seas"
led on her voyage from New York to Liverpool, on

the 2Dth, with passengers and a cargo of breadstufi's,

provisions, &c.

Mormon Immigratim.—An emigrant ship arrived at

;w York last week, with 618 Mormons from Scotland
and the north of England. They reported that there

;re about 2000 more of their people yet to come from
e districts mentioned.
Philadelphia.- 'S\0T\.t).\\iY last week, 247; of scarlet

fever, 35 ; small-pox, 13 ; diptheria, 8.

FoiiE*N.— Liverpool dates to the 15th ult. The Bri-

tish government had issued a proclama.tion, waruing its

subjects against engaging in the American war. Th
proclamation declares the int*ntion of the governmen
to maintain a strict and impartial neutrality betwee
the United States and the Southern Confederacy. 1

notifies British subjects that if they enter the mi
service on either sidje, or join the ships of war or trans

ports, or break or endeavour to break any blockad
lawfully established, or carry soldiers, despatche

any material contraband of war for either party, the.

will be liable to all the penalty and consequencL'S, ani

will do so at their peril, and in no wise obtain protec

tion from the government.
Lord Wodehouse stated in Parliament, that Spain, a

the request of the inhabitants, had accepted the annexa
tion of the eastern portion of St. Domingo, and givei

assurance -that slavery would not be re-establ'

there.

The cotton growiiig company of Jamaica has a

mined to plant several thousand acres forthwith.

It is asserted that negotiations for the withdrawal o
the French troops from Rome approach a conclusion

Spain has ordered the construction of six screw fri.

gates of the first class.

Count Teleki, it is ascertained, committed suicide

though the first impression was that he had been a

sinated.

The schemes for establishing steamship lines betweei

Liverpool and New Orleans, and Liverpool and Ch;

ton, find but little favour in England. It is said tha

not a single share in either line had yet been takei

The .Manchester advices continued unfavourable, al

the markets being dull. The Liverpool cotton marko
was I-I61?. a \d. lower. The breadstuffs market n
firm, with a partial advance on all qualities. The sh;

raents of gold to the United States were quite lar:

the export of two days amounting to £548,000 sterling

The steamship Etna, on her late voyage to New York
brought nearly §1,500,000 in gold on freight.

The Grain Market of New York.—The following wer
the qnotatidns on the 27th nit. The wheat market firm

sales of 137,000 bushels, at SI. 07 a $1.15 for Chicagi

spring; $1-26 a $1.28 for red State, and $1.60 a $1.71

for white Michigan ; oats, 31 cts. a 33 cts. for Western
and 33 cts. a 34 cts. for State ; sales of 150,000 bushel

corn ; 44 cts. a 45 cts. for new mixed Western, and 4(

cts. a 47 cts. for yellow. On the same day, the P
delphia quotations were as follow. Prime red w
$1.36 a SI.38; white, $1.45 a $1.60; rye, 67

prime yellow corn, 58Jcts. a CO cts.; oats, 30 cts.

FRIENDS' INDIAN INSTITUTE, TUNESSASSAH.
A man and a woman Friend are wanted to aid in con

ducting this Institution. A man and his wife would b'

preferred, one of whom should be qualified to teach ii

the school. Apply to Ebenezee Worth,
Marshalton, Chester Co., Pa.

Thos. Wistar,
Fox Chase, Philadelphia Co., Pa.

Joel Evans,
Oakdale P. 0., Delaware Co., Pa.

Philad., Second mo. 5th, 1861.

Died, on the 12th of Fourth month,
dence in Philadelphia, after a long illness, SAMUE|r]

Bettle, Senior, in the eighty-seventh year of his age

He had been for many years an esteemed minister of th

gospel of Christ, and was regarded as one well •••#

quaintedwith the discipline and usages of our religiou

Society.

, at his residence in Moorestown, N. J., on th

1st of Fifth month, Thomas Comfort, aged fifty-twi

years. During the latter part of h protracted illness

the Divine arm was plainly manifested in his support

and a clear evidence of his heavenly Father's love am
acceptance, mercifully granted.

, on the 21st of Fifth month, after a lingering in

disposition, in this city, Ann W., wife of Joshua H
.Morris, and daughter of Thomas Wistar, in the thirty

eighth year of her age. Of a retiring disposition, sh

entertained a low opinion of herself, and expressed bu
little during her sickness ; but, on being queried with b,

a beloved friend on the evening previous to her depar

ture, whether heaven looked like home, she replied, "

trust it is my resting-place. Oh, the quietness, th

quietness I feel." To the question, if her hopes were
Jesus, she replied, " nothing else, nothing else, nothing.

Nothing in my hands I bring
Simply to thy cross I cling.

PILE A M'ELROY, PRINTERS,
Lodge street, opposite the Pennsylvania Bank.
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The Appalachiaa Sloiintain System.

(Continued from page 306.)

' In the Adirondack group I have cited only the

it elevated point. Mount Tahawus or Mount
rcy, which is the only one of the great peaks

ch I have as yet measured. I found its height

'9 feet. This height differs from that of Red-
i given in the geology of the State of New York,
67 feet,) and from" that of Prof. T. Benedict,

41.) But it is to be remarked that the heights

en lay the first are all too great by reason of

defective nature of the instrument employed, as

avo had occasion to convince myself; and also

t Prof. Benedict, although provided with a

nten barometer, was only able to make use of

responding observations made at a considerable

iance. From Tahawus the height of the peaks

linishes both towards the north, and towards the

th, and the chains dwindle away before they

ch Lake Champlain or the Mohawk river.

'In the southern part the law of gradual in-

ase is still more regular. It can also be exhi-

;tl at the exterior base of the mountains, along

Great valley, and in the principal chains which

der it. I have already said that the interior

der of the Atlantic plain rises gradually from

to 1200 feet, from New Jersey to the upper

jc>n of the Catawba, near Morganton. The
,ai of the railroads gives us in the Great valley

eries of significant points :

Great valley at Easton, on the Delaware, in

Pennsylvania . . . 165 ft.

" " near the Scliuylldll, Penn. . 2:.0 "

j

" " at Harrisburg, on the Susque-
hanna 328 "

" at Cbanibersburg, Penn. . 60U "

" near Staunton, south fork of

Shenandoah, in Central Vir-

ginia 1261 "

" at Salem, in the upper valley

of the Roanoke . . . 1014 "

" Newbern, in the Va,lley of New
River 2065 "

" Mt. Airy Ridge, highest point
ne.ir the sources of the

Holston .... 2595 "

" Abingdon, in South'n Virginia 2071 "

" Bristol, on the northern boun-
dary ot Tennessee . . 1678 "

" Greenville, Tennessee . . 1581 "

" Knoxville "
. . 898 "

" Chattanooga " . . 675 "

" The principal chain along the eastern border

of the Great valley under the name of Blue Bidge,

Iron, Smoky, and TJuaka Mountains, presents in

the same manner an increasing altitude."

liiue llidge, in New Jersey, about lOOO to . 1500 ft.

Peaks of Otter, in Virginia, the highest . 3993 "

White Top, on the boundary of Virginia, North
Carolina, and Tennessee . . .5530"

Bald Mountain, west of the Black Mountains . 5550 "

Smoky Dome, Clingman's Mountaiu, eulmiuat-

ingpoiutinthechainofthe Smoky Mouutnins 6G60 "

Thundcrhead, in Smoky Mountains . . 5520 "

Great Bald, highest peak, in Smoky Mountains,

near the cut of Tennessee river . . 4722 "

Hangover, highest peak of the Unaka Moun-
5600 "

in Tennessee, highest

3d of the System . 4226 "'
Great Frog Mou
peak near the s

These are of course only a very few of the peaks

that have been measured in this chain, the object

being merely to exhibit the gradual increase of

elevation to a certain point. A large number of

altitudes have been determined by Prof. Guyot, and

among them we find some twenty summits of over

6000 feet elevation, between White Top, (the cor-

ner-stone of North Carolina and Tennessee,) and

Mount Buckley. Three-fourths of these are be-

tween Bald Mountain and Smoky Dome. Mount
Buckley is but a short distance south of Smoky
Dome, and is but 61 feet lower, (b. i-ht 0.599 feet.)

The Blue Ridge of North Carolina is, as has

already been stated, an off-shoot or branch of the

main range of that name, the bifurcation being in

the neighbourhood of Christiansburg, in Montgo-

mery county, Virginia. Although an irregular and

broken chain, it forms the barrier between the wa-

ters that flow directly to the Atlantic, and those

that reach the ocean through the Mississippi. In

Virginia, it does not appear to attain a greater

elevation than 4500 feet. In North Carolina, how-

ever, the peaks are much higher, while further

south, in Georgia, they gradually decrease again,

as will be seen by the following

:

Grandfutbcr Mountain, at the sources of Yad-
kin, Watuga and New rivers, measures . 5897 ft.

Graudmolher Jlountain, in the immediate
neighbourhood of the last . . . .5787"

The High Pinnacle, which touches the Black

Mountain 5701 "

Great Hogback, at the sources of the Tucka-
segee 4792 "

White Side, near the sources of the Chatooga 4931 "

Mud Creek Bald, nt-ar the head of the Little

Tennessee, GeorRia 4705 "

Tray Mounlain, In Georgia, at the sources of

the Hiwassee river 4426 "

It appears, therefore, that this eastern branch

attains its greatest elevation at a point somewhat

further north (about two-thirds of a degree of la-

titude,) than the culminating point of the western

or main range, namely at Grandfather Mountain,

from which point southward the altitudes gradu-

ally fall off again.. It is between these two chains

that that elevated mass of mountain peaks called

the Black Mountains, is situated. We have 'termed

it a mass of peaks ; it is more properly a continuous

mountain rida;e, consisting of some fifteen peaks

with but slight depressions between them, as will

be seen by the following table, which contains all

the elevations given by Guyot in the main chain

of the Black mountains :

feet.

" Potatoe Top •
. 0393

Mt. Mitchell -Jo^J

Mt. Gibbs 6591

Stepp's Gap, the cabin 6103

Mt. Hallb.ack (or Sugarloaf) . . . . 6403

Black Dome (or Mitchell's high peak, or Cllng-

mann of State map) G707

Dome Gap 6352
Balsam Cone (Guyot of State map) . . 607l

Hairy Bear 6610

Bear Gap 0234
Black Brother (Sandoz of Stale map) . . 6619
Cattail Peak GliU

Rocky Trail G;ip 6382

RockV Trail Peak 6488

Cattail Gap 5720

Deer Mt., North Point 0233

Long Ridge, South Point .... 6208
" " Middle Point .... 6259

" North Point .... 6248

Bowlcn's Pyramid 6348"

Five of the above altitudes are of the gaps or

depressions between adjacent peaks ; and two of

these gap<, it will be observed, are higher than the

summit of Mount Washington.* This ridge, from

Potatoe Top at the south end to the summit of Bow-
lcn's Pyramid near the north end, is about- eight

miles and a half in length ; it is slightly curved near

the southern end. About a mile beyond Bowlen's

Pyramid is Grassy knob, the north end of the

ridge, the altitude of which is not stated by Guyol.

This Black Mountain chain branches off from the

Blue Eidge at High Pinnacle in the latter. The

connection between Potatoe Top and High Pinnacle

forms Toe River Gap, the altitude of which at the

lowest point is 5188 feet.

We return now to the remarks of Prof. Guyot,

respecting the general configuration of the system.

He says:
" The law of g.^neral increase of altitude towards

the south-west in all parts of the southern section

of the Appalachian system, is thus fully establish-

ed ; but it is to be remarked that the different ele-

ments of which it is composed, do not arrive to

their maximum of altitude in the sauie locality nor

in the same latitude. The bottom of the Great

valley reaches its greatest elevation near the

sources of the Holston, at about 37° N. lat. The
mass elevation, or terre-plein, culminates in the

* In compiling the introductory remarks to this ar-

ticle, some of the ffa/is whose altitudes are given in

Guyot's tables, were inadvertently reckoneil as peaks
;

and inasmuch as between the compiler and the printer,

several errors occurred in that paragraph, we will here

give the passage in Its corrected form, as follows:

Here, within a territory of one hundred and twenty

miles in length, from norlh-east to south-west, and

some forty miles in breadth,—extending from the ex-

treme sources of the New River to the passage of the

Tennessee through the Smoky Mountains and Blue

Ridge,—there are, according to the table of altitudes

published by Prof Guyot, no fewer than twenty-six peaks

more elevated than Mount Washington, and some thirty-

two other peaks or ridges that overtop Mount Adams, the

second In altitude of the White Mountain group. Of the

twenty-six peaks higher than Mount Washington, eleven

are arranged nearly in a straight line of about nine

miles in length, forming the maiu chain of the Black

mountains.
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vicinity of Grandfather and Big Yellow mountains.

The isolated groupa and intermediate chains, cul-

minate in the Black mountains, a little south of

36^ N. lat., although, in this region, the principal

chains on the two sides do nowliere rise to 6000

feet, while these last, the Blue Eidge and the Smoky

Mountains, reach their greatest mean and absolute

heiaht at the north of 35^ N. lat., between the

valfeys of the French Broad and Little Tennessee,

in the northern part of Haywood and Jackson

counties. Although the high peaks of the Smoky

Mountains are some fifty feet lower than the iso-

lated and alaaost exceptional group of the Black

Mountains, yet, by their number, their magnitude,

the continuity and general elevation of the chains,

and of the base upon which they repose, they are

like a massive and high citadel which is really the

culminating region of all the Appalachian systi

(To

Husings and M

OUR OWN FAULTS SEEN IN OTHERS OFTEN OF

FENSn'E TO US.

I have been led into a train of reflection, which

has resulted in the above motto, by some of the

prattlings of a little child not yet two years of

The child scarcely ever sees any kind act done for

another, but if the one receiving the favour does not

immediately acknowledge it, she will remind them

of what she considers as their duty, by looking up

at them, and saying " blige." It has been so

with her for a number of months past, during which

time she has been a faithful monitress to others,

yet has not always remembered to practise in her

own case, what she seems determined none other

in her company should neglect.

How few of us who are happily in the daily ex-

perience of kindnesses from the members of our

families at home, and from our friends and others

abroad, always remember to say "blige" for these

acts of love, which cheer our way. Sometimes it

is to be feared, we even forget to feel the emotion,

to which that short word in our baby's view, is the

proper utterance. If it be so with respect to the

actions which make the comforts of the home circle,

and give light and warmth to the affectionate in-

tercourse of friendship, we may be certain that a

still greater neglect will be found, in respect to a

grateful acknowledgment of the manifold mercies

and blessings showered down upon us from our

heavenly Father. Christians, consider this matter

seriously ! I ask not that you should recapitulate

every mercy received, and labour to return thanks

for each of them ; such an endeavour would soon

lead to a daily round of words in which there

would be a danger of settling into an unfelt for-

mality. But is your heart open to feel that the

Lord's mercy is being extended to you every mo-

ment, and is there dwelling in you a thankful feel-

ing, which is as unceasing incense of praise, as-

condiu" to Ilim, the great fountain of mercy and

love.

From such reflections my mind passed to consi-

derations awakened by the fact that the little child

forgets at times to say '' blige" on her own ac-

count, for kindnesses shown her. I have seen many

instances in my time, of individuals who were very

severe on others, for faults which were character-

istic ones in themselves ; noted fault-finders seri-

ously admonishing others for unchristianly judging;

proud ones, reproving the want of humility. Ah !

within the last forty years, how often have we

witnessed love and meekness publicly advocated, in

a spirit of censorious condemation. It is well for

us all to ponder the important question, " does my
practice keep pace with my profession?" "Am I

a living witness of the eflicacy of the Truth I uphold

in words?"

IN ALL THINGS INSTRUCTED.

Our blessed Saviour draws the attention of his

disciples to the liviug flowers around them, and

argues from the beauty with which God had

adorned them, that he would much more care for

his rational, intelligent creation. Flowers are

sweet proofs of God's goodness and wisdom, given

by him to beautify this earth for his children. The

Lord Jesus drew lessons from living flowers, when

personally on earth, and since then his Holy Spirit

has preached saving lessons from dead ones. Sa-

muel Bradburn, a remarkably useful, religious

Englishman of the last century, dates his first

soul-awakening vii^itation of Divine grace from his

musing on some decayed flowers. As he gazed

thoughtfully upon them, he felt his mind stilled into

a seriousness, which, through the retaining help of

the Holy Spirit, was not momentary, but of a life-

long endurance.

Flowers are pleasant objects to draw religious

instruction from, whilst living, or when their fa"

leaves give forth " a sweet, decaying smell." But

objects of far less beauty have given occasion for

the Holy Spirit, to operate savingly upon the heart;

of the children of men. Edward Andrews, when

a wild and wicked youth, was awakened to a

rious consideration, which, through the Lord's

mercy, proved enduring and soul-saving, by find-

a human bone. He thought it would be righ

for him to bury it, and after a time giving up to

this impression of duty, his heart thence became

more and more open to receive the instruction of

the Spirit, so that he grew in grace, and before

"ong was an able and fervent minister of the gospel

of Christ.

EiplflsioB of Kerosene Oil.

Serious objections to the use of Kerosene Oils

have lately arisen, on account of their explosive

qualities. Many cases of explosion have occurred

of late, and they are the more surprising as these

oils have been in use for some years with perfect

safety to the consumers ; and the use of these was

rapidly increasing, on account of their economy and

safety, and the intrinsic excellence of the light.

And inasmuch as these oils have been in use for

some years, without any instances of danger, or

any fear of it on the part of the consumer, it is im-

portant to ascertain the cause of this new difiiculty

and danger attending their use. Some suppose it

to be owing to the admixture of other and danger-

ous materials, to adulterate and cheapen the cost of

these oils ; but if so, then accidents ought to have

occurred before, say in 18.'j9, when the oils wore

scarce, and worth from §1 25 to §1 50 per gallon,

while now they are worth but 65 to 80 cents.

Some suppose it is owing to an admixture of fluid,

or alcohol, with the pure oil ; but these will not

mix or incorporate themselves with the oil ; others

imagine that camphine is used for a similar pur-

pose ; but the camphine would be easily detected

by the odor, and as but a very small quantity can

be incorporated with the oil, it would not become

explosive. And as no one wishes to introduce

agent into his family that will burn up, maim, or

disfigure his wife or children, it is well for the pub-

lic to be placed on their guard against such misfor-

tunes, and to know the true reasons of these explo-

sions which have been so numerous of late, by which

some precious lives have been lost ; and as these

oils evidently will not go out of favor, from their

economy and brilliancy of light, it is right to in-

struct the public into some safe and simple way of

choosing a safe oil for their household use. The

danger in the use of these oils does not arise frot,

their adidteration, but from their light gravitj

brought about in their manufacture, by the publi

demand for a ifliiie or colourless oil.

On their first introduction to the public, in 185'

by the Kerosene and Carbon Oil Co's, these oil

were either of an amber or dark lemon colour, an

consequence of the process of refining and purl

fying not being thoroughly understood, they wei

liable to change their colour to a darker hue, froi

presence of acid ; and also from the same cans

to lose their illuminating properties to some extent

and to develope an unpleasant odor. As the n
^j

finers learned the nature and management of th

oils better, they produced a superior and lighte

coloured oil, which being of a better quality, th
,,

publicgottojudging quality by colour(erroneously.''

and from these facts, resulted the demand for

ivldte oil, and with its production the oils necei

sarily became dangerous, and accidents and explt

sions were of frequent occurrence. The principi

cause, then, of the manufacture of explosive oils,'

the ready sale found for a white or colourless oi

and the oil refiners, ever ready to make that whia

sells best and for the highest price, have—with'

few praiseworthy exceptions—been making a whi(

oil, necessarily of an exceeding light gravity, vei

volatile in its nature, and consequently in a very big

degree dangerous to the consumer. The whil

oils are the first products from the stills, comil)
j

over at a moderate degree of heat, but extremi

'

lammable.

After the white flow, succeeds a lemon-coloure

oil, of a heavier body which, if properly mixed, !

it should be, with the white portion, makes a sa^

oil to consume, but of a light lemon colour; th

colour, unfortunately, does not coincide with tl

public taste ; and, although much more durable

economical for the consumer, and more cheapl

produced by the refiner, does not meet with read

sale, because the great demand is for white oil

hence the coloured and heavier portion of the disti

tilation, at least one half of the product, is, sul

raitted to chemical treatment, to deprive it of co

our, and is then re-distilled—the white portion sepi

rated as before, and so on— the result being geni

rally a highly inflammable product, colourless at

exceedingly dangerous to consumers. But tl

" lady of the house" loves to see it in her gl

lamp, although she exposes her family to death b

its use, and also finds it consumes away much £l

ter than the lemon-coloured oils. The writer hi

been informed by — Young, of Scotland, (a ma
of more experience than any other living,) tl

originator and patentee of coal oil making inGre.

Britain, where the oils have been in use sever

years longer than here, that the use of whiif^fl

has been discarded by the public, from such u:

having been attended with great and constant

recurring danger to the consumer from explosions

and he predicted the same results would follow

this country !

Now, the housekeeper asks, what shall I do

guard my family from this danger? One very ii:

portant protection will be, to use no more whi

oils ; and another, and most eS'ectual one will be

follows : pour a small quantity, say a teaspoonf

of oil, into a shallow vessel—like a saucer—lig

a match, and slowly bring it in contact with tl

oil ; if the m\ ignites almost or quite as soon

touched by the flame do not use it—it is dangc

oustodoso. If, on the other hand, you drop the bur

ing match into the oil and it lies there and bur

there until the oil becomes heated before it ignitf

it is safe to use, whether white or lemon coloi

All white oils may not be explosive, but should

tested in this way, and, as a general thing, i

\\
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rker tbo colour the more safe from explosion,

it the above test will infallibly prove whether
safe to use, h't the colour be what it may

; but
e greatest danger and the least economy attend

s Use of white oil.

—

Led^'er.

For " The Fl ieud.''

Died on the 12th of Fourth month, 1861, in the
;hty-seventh year of his age, Samuel Bettle

;

beloved niouiber and minister of the Monthly
;eting of Friends of Philadelphia.

Having bowed in early life to the convicting
d converting power of the Holy Spirit, he expe-
nced the great work of regeneration to be begun
d carried forward in his soul, by His transform
f power; gradually preparing him to renounce
Jependence on his own talents and acquirements,

d to wait to receive that ability from on high,

lich only can qualify for usefulness in the church
Christ. Submitting to the humbling baptisms

the Holy Ghost and fire, by which the heart is

pared to receive the Lord's gifts, and to occupy
m to his honour ; he was made an instrument

good to others; and became an eminent, minis-

of the gospel, in which service he laboured
igcntly. Being gifted with clear perception and
iound judgment, a mind remarkably well disci-

ned and balanced, and his natural endowments
actified by Divine grace; he was peculiarly fit-

I for service in the Society of Friends, to the
Ifare and interests of which he devoted himself

th cheerfulness and fidelity during a long course

'years. Self-possessed and calm amid surrouud-

\ excitement, with great aptitude for discerning

d embracing the proper moment for elEeieut ac-

n, he was, more than most, qualified to guide

rough critical emergencies, and through Divine

iistance was often made peculiarly helpful in

3h trying seasons.

In the use of the outward substance entrusted

him, he exercised true christian benevolence

;

ipensing his means with a liberal hand for the

mfort and a-sistance of others ; and often, so

ivately, that none but himself and the recipient

ew of the circumstance ; and in various ways he

voted a large portion of his means to promote
3 good of his fellow-ereatures.

For more than half a century, he filled with pro-

iety various responsible and important stations

the society of which he was a consistent and
;hly valued member; yet, as he approached the

ise of life, with great humility, and under the

ristian feeling that he was but au unprofitable ser-

ht, he remarked that he had no works of his own
trust to—nothing to rely upon but the bound-

^ mercy of God in and through Jesus Christ,

i iledeemer and Saviour, whose precious blood

lanses from all sin; and that his only hope of

vation rested on him. During a peculiarly pain-

and trying illness of more than two years' con-

uance, that blessed religion, in which he had
ig endeavoured to live, sustained his mind in

tience and composure, trusting in the Lord
;

d, though not addicted to speaking readily on

solemn a subject, there were times when he ex-

3ssed the humble assurance he felt that death

uld have no sting, nor the grave any victory,

pearing to be borne above all visible things, by
lope in Christ, full of immortality and of eternal

;. Love divine seemed to be the clothing of his

leemed Spirit, flowing primarily to his heavenly

ther, and embracing, in its expansive influence,

;ry rational soul, desiring the everlasting welfare

all. As the ravages of the afflicting malady
idually wasted his physical energies, he calmly

Bcended to the borders of the grave with holy

iignation; and that gracious and merciful Being,

in who.se sight the death of his saints is precious,

gathered him " as a shock of corn cometh in his

season," wu reverently believe, to join the just of all

generations in singing the praises of redeeming love.

iffc.To tiio top of T

It wasnow five o'clock, and as wc were already in

the shade, the air began to feel piercingly keen.
Pausing before we began the ascent to our proposed
resting-place for the night, we cast our eyes round
the vast panorama, bounded by distant rocks of
most fantastic shapes and of different colours, and
over the tops of those to the southward of us we
plainly discerned the summits of the island of Grand
Canary imbedded in wliite fluecy clouds.

And now we breasted our jaded beasts against

the steep side of the Peak, ascending by a kind of

sandy pathway, open on the left hand to a course

of old lava some depth below, black and rugged to

the last degree. The nature of the road, and its

great acclivity, necessitated our making very short

traverses, zig-zaging upwards for about half an
hour, when to our great content we reached a small
piece of level surface projecting from the side of

the Peak, with a few tall and unshapely black rocks

standing upon it; and this was the Estancia de los

lugleses, or Englishmen's resting place; where, at

an elevation of 9933 feet, we were to bivouac for

the night. Gladly did we all dismount and stretch

our limbs on the earth, admiring the novelty

and majesty of the scene beneath us, where the

plain we had toiled across was overshadowed by
our gigantic neighbour, while the encircling moun-
tains and more distant elevations yet glowed under
the departing sunbeams, as did also the summits
of Grand Canary, resting upon a bed of clouds

heaped side by side like flocks of wool of the purest

whiteness, shutting out the view of the sea.

Our muleteers, after unloading and securing their

beasts, had dispersed in search of fuel; and when
they returned with a sufliciency of retaraa to keep
up fires, night had closed in, and the full moon was
high above the horizon before all the arrangements

of our encampment were made. Ere these, how-
ever, were completed, one of our party was taken

extremely unwell with faintnoss, shivering fits, and
violent pains in his head ; we soon covered him
with blankets and cloaks, and raised a blazing fire,

by the warmth of all which, and ihe administra-

tion of a little spirits, he was partially relieved.

For a long time we reclined in the moonshine,

gazing with delight on the prospect, and chatting

over the incidents of the day ; but the hour for

thinking of our supper came round. Our two
watch-tires were blazing in rear of the upright

rocks, and a rude wall of stones, piled one on

another by the arriaros, confined their beasts to a

space separated from our supper room and dormi-

tory.

But it was now getting late, and we all huddled

ourselved together on the ground, muffled in our

cloaks and blankets, for the cold was very search-

ing, to prepare for the toil of the ensuing morning.

A short time, however, after getting a.sleep, my
right-hand companion roused us all with his com-

plaints of extreme cold, pains, and sickness of

stomach. Westretched him near one of the watch-

fires and gave him some warm brandy and water,

but had scarcely recomposed ourselves to rest when

y left-hand bed-mate was attacked in a similar

manner, and required the same treatment as the

first, i'hey both suffered violently from the incon-

venience that usually attends landmen in a gale at

sea ; and this is common to many travellers on the

Peak, some of whom attribute it to sulphurous

exhalations in the atmosphere ; but I conjecture

that it must rather be caused by the rarity of the

air. At all events, there was no odor of brimstone
perceptible to us. Out of our party of five, ruy

American friend and I were now the only ones who
experienced no other cause of complaint than that

arising from the hardness and ineijualities of our
eoucli, and, with the exception of some of the mules
breaking loose and getting into our camp, he and
I slept uniuterruptedly till about two in the morn-
ing, when we were called up to recommence our
journey.

The moon was now to the westward of us, and
the air most bitterly cold and light, Fahrenheit's

thermometer standing at 41 degrees. Our guides
informing us that we could ride yet a little further

up, and our throe sick men being now sufiiciently

recovered, we were all, shortly after, again in the

saddle, having previously filled the " alforjas"that

one of them carried, with provisions and a couple

of bottles of brandy. The other carried a staif,

with a flag attached to it, that we had prepared
i-n Port Orotava, and I took care to strap on my
own shoulders my little valise full of cotton, while

one of the muleteers volunteered to accompany us

to the summit with the box for specimens.

On leaving the Estancia, we commenced ascend-

ing a narrow and very steep pathway on light

pumice-stone and ashes, and before long lost the

benefit of the moonlight, which was intercepted by
the vast mountain before us, the acclivity of which
was here very great, and the turns in the pathway
extremely short. Our beasts frequently slipped

backwards two or three yards at a time, and, at one

particularly awkward angle, the mule of our Ame-
rican friend lost its hinder foot-hold, just where
the road bordered on a deep chasm in the bed of

lava, with a degree of peril to his life that we only

became aware of when we repassed the spot on our
descent by daylight. Without further accident,

ver, in about three-cjuarters of an hour, of

this unpleasant mode of travelling, we reached
' Alta Vista," nearly seven hundred feet higher

than the Eitancia, and from henceforward had to

trust to our own legs alone for the completion of

the ascent.

At this point the stream of lava rocks, that I

ave mentioned as descending all down to near the

Caiiadas, is joined to its source, if I may so term it,

for here we had nothing in view but a vast chaos

of black masses of every shape, and mostly from

three to five feet across, jumbled in the most won-
derful manner, one over another, without the least

particle of earth or sand being perceptible even in

the cavities where their angles, touching or rest-

'ng upon each other, leave fissures of a kind to

make one tremble at the thought of one's leg acci-

dentally slipping into any of them. This is the

Mai Pais," or bad country, as it is appropriately

named, and over this we had to climb and clamber,

ther than walk, having often to assist our progress

th our hands, and following closely on the track

of our guides, who steered their course by nothing

but small stones that had previously been placed

1 larger rocks here and there, to serve as land-

arks.

A strong wind was blowing with icy coldness,

and most of us felt a greater or less difficulty of

breathing ; but one, in particular, could not take

above eight or ten steps without stopping to rest,

obliging us to wait for him, and consequently ren-

dering our progress very slow. At last, however,

we issued upon a small plain of powdered pumice

d ashes, strewn with large stones and pieces of

lava. This was " La Rambleta," the elevation of

which is 11,6S0 feet ; and here we stopped to rest,

sheltering ourselves as best we might from the wind,

that blew extremely hard, and was quite benumb-
ing in its coldness.
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A short time before reaching this spot, we had
perceived the sky to the eastward assume a pearly

tint, speedily followed with brilliant streaks of

orange and pale red colour, that progressively

deepened in tone. Now, at about five- o'clock, the

sun burst in all its golden refulgence over the

horizon, which was hard to distinguish at that mo-
ment from the mist that mantled upon the sea.

From moment to moment the sugar loaf of the

Peak, at the foot of which we now stood, went on

glowing more and more under the first rays, while,

looking downwards from our perch, we saw the

whole remainder of the island yet wrapped in the

gloom of night ; and it was a very long time before

the valleys and glens, according to their greater or

lessprofundity, were illuminated by the coming day.

Baron Humboldt states the anticipation of sunrise

to be 12' 55" between the time of its being visible

on the Peak and on the plain, and is the greatest

the elevation of any mountain has been known to

produce.

Here, then, we stood, as I have said, on the lit-

tle plain out of which the sugar loaf, or final cone
of the Peak, rears itself. One effort more—its

height is but 512 feet from our present position

—

and we shall stand upon the summit, and crown
our expedition with success. Alack I it is a hard
pull upwards for men wearied with their travel

over the Mai Pais, and not a little out of wind.
Bat up we go, on the only practicable side of it, 'job that cost us infinite tr'ouble, and not entirely
(which is the south-east one,) following our guide devoid of risk ; for the stones were all moveable and

After well scrutinizing all these objects, three of
us left our guides and two remaining companions,
(who were knocked up,) and moved round to the

north side of the cone, from whence we saw Palma
separated from us by what looked like a mere
streamlet. Gomera seemed so near that wc might
almost have thought it touched this island ; and
little further beyond lay Hierro—all very distinct

and clear. The town of Garachico, and that of

Ycod, with its forests of pine trees, seemed directly

beneath us ; and as the sun went on ascending,

every point of view became more minutely distin-

guishable. We nest scaled the rocks on tCe north-

east side, which are the highest of the ridge, and
consequently stood upon the most elevated spot on
the Peak.

This mountain has been seen from a ship's deck
at 115 miles distance, and Humboldt says it is

visible from the south cape of Lauzarote at 153
;

but supposing we take the medium of 135 miles as

the distance at which, in clear weather, the horizon
can be made out from the summit of the Peak,
then, by walking round it, the eye can take in the

astonishing circle of nearly 800 miles of ocean—an
extent quite unrivalled by any other known moun-
tain.

Our first employment here was to plant the pole
and flag we had brought, to announce to our friends

in Port Orotava the completion of our journey
;

in Indian file, though with less success than
for, not so accustomed to the treacherous looseness

of the soil on this steep ascent, we often slipped a

couple of steps or more backward, though occa-

sionally meeting a firmer stepping-place on some
protruding piece of old lava. As we slowly worked
upwards, we noticed several jets of steam and va-

pour issuing from amongst the stones and sand,
and called by the guides " the Peak's nostrils,"

and hereabouts, certainly perceived a smell of sul-

phur.

After a number of short baitings to take breath,

we at last attained the summit, which we found
surrounded with a natural wall of large rooks,

thrown promiscuously over each other, but havino-

a small breach in the side we had ascended by.
Here the wind howled about us, and the cold was
not yet mitigated by the slanting sunbeams. Both
the guides advised us not to enter the crater, or, in

other words, not to cross the ridge of rocks so as

to come upon the centre of the summit, as, they
said, when the wind blows with so much violence

insecure, notwithstanding their weight (which, of

many of them, cannot be less than eight or ten

cwt.) The outer face of the cone is on this side

nearly perpendicular, while, on the inner, the stones

are high enough above the crater, or cald'ron, to

make the possibility of a fall on either side a rather
unpleasant idea. Add to this the violence of the

wind, which in one or two gusts I really thought
would have carried us bodily away, and the force

with which it flapped the flag about while we were
securing the stafi, which, though formed of two
stout chestnut poles, nailed and lashed together,

was springing nearly to the earth and up again,

during these squalls.—" Sixteen Years of an Ar-
tist's Life in Morocco, Spain, and tlie Canary Is-

lands."

The great work of the Ministry.—This is the
great fundamental, that God is light, and in him
is no darkness at all, 1 John i. 5, and the great
work of the ministry is to show men whore this

light is, and to turn men from the darkness, wherein
asit then did it forms eddies in the hollow, which, i,°(i,e power of Satan, unto this light, and wherein
if indeed not dangerous, are at least alarming and
uncomfortable. They themselves lay down on the

lee side of the rocks, wrapped in their blankets,

and we stretched ourselves beside them long enough
to contemplate all the features of the wondrous
view below us, for the day had become delightfully

clear and bright. Almost due south of us. Grand
Canary still overtopped a bank of clouds, with a
small blue circle of the sea visible round its entire

outline ; more to the eastward, and at a greater
distance, we perceive Fuerteventura, like a dark
streak on the ocean, which was there quite free of

even a haze, and could plainly make out the ris-

ings and higher parts from the remainder of the
land ; while yet beyond that, and less distinct, we
discerned Lanzarote. As to our own island, the
greater portion of it was, when we ascended, hid

by clouds ; but as the morning advanced, they be-

gan to dissolve, and we discovered the Villa, with
Port Orotava below it, apparently almost under
our feet. Further off, we could only trace the

boundaries of the island by the fringe of white sea-

foam all round it.

is the power of God, Acts xxvi. 18. And he that
comes into this light, and into this power, is owned
in the light and in the power, wherein is the life of

all the saints, and the true fellowship both with the
Father and the Son, and one with another, John
i. 3, 7. And the true trial of spirits is not by an
assent to doctrines (which the hypocrite may assent
to on the one hand, and the true believer may startle

at on the other hand ;) but by feeling of them in the
inward virtue of the light, in the spirit and in the
power. This was the apostle's way of trial, 1 Cor.
iv. 19, 20. 1 will know not the speech of them
which are puffed up, but the power; for the kingdom
of God is not in word, but in power. A man may
speak high words concerning the kingdom, and get
all the doctrines about it, and yet be a stranger to

it, and quite ignorant of the power; and another
may want divers doctrines concerning it (perhaps
some of those which men call fundamentals,) and
yet be a citizen of it, and in the power.

—

Isaac
FcningtoH.

The more we fear God, the less we shall fear man.

1 KINGS, CH. XVII.

A handful of meal and scant oil in a cruse,
With the blessing of God, did sufficient produce,
For the wants of the prophet, the widow and son,
Till the days of sore famine their period had run.

We need in our famine of spirit and power,
Such barrel and cruse even down to this hour; .

To yield us, from day unto day, a supply.
Lest we eat our last portion in secret, and die I

Oh, fountain of blessing ! dispense to my heart.
The gifts of thy spirit true food to impart I

Then, though small be my portion, if given by thee,
Through the days of earth's famine, sufficient 'twill be

Though hungry.and needy, I toll here below,
Uubounded thy treasure, dear Saviour, I know I

And the future, with plants of abundance is sown,
For I serve a rich master, who loveth his own.

I feel, whilst thanksgivings and praises, arise.

Thy treasure-house open with needful supplies,
To strengthen and cheer till earth's famine is o'er,

And we enter thy gates, where they hunger no mc

Selected.

"ETERNAL BEAM OF LIGHT DIVINE."
Eternal beam of Light divine.

Fountain of unexhausted love,

In whom the Father's glories shine
Through earth beneath, and heaven above I

Jesus, the weary wanderer's rest,

Give me Thy easy yoke to bear

;

With steadfast patience arm my breast.
With spotless love and lowly fear.

Thankful I take the cup from Thee,
Prepared and mingled by Thy skill

—

Though bitter to the t.aste'it be.

Powerful the wounded soul to heal.

Be thou, Rock of ages, nigh !

So shall each murmuring thought be gone I

And grief, and fear, and care shall fly

As clouds before the mid-day sun.

Speak to my warring passions,—Peace I

Say to my trembling heart,—Be still I

Thy power my strength and fortress is,

For all things serve Thy sovereign will.

Death ! where is thy sting? Where now
Tty boasted victory, Grave 7

Who shall contend with God ? or who
Can hurt whom God delights to save?

Charles WeUey.

Tea-growing in Brazil.—Between Santos ai
San Paulo, near San Bernardo, in Brazil
large and productive tea plantations. Tea is raise

from the seed, which, being preserved in brownsi
gar, can be transported to any portion of the coui

try. These little teaballs are planted in bed;

then, in the manner of cabbage plants, are tB»Sl*

ported to the field and placed five feet apart. TI
shrubs are kept very clean by the hoc, or by tl

plough, which, though a recent introduction, has (

some plantations been eminently successful for th

purpose. The shrubs are never allowed to atta:

a height of more than four feet ; and the leaves a
considered ready for picking the third year aftc

planting. The culture, the gathering, and tl

preparation of tea, are not difficult, and childn
are profitably and efficiently employed in the v
rious modes of arranging it for market. The app
ratus used is very simple ; consisting of—1, ba
kets, in which the leaves are deposited when collects

2, carved framework, on which they are rolle

one by one ; 3, open ovens, or large metallic pat
in which the tea is dried by means of a fire beneat
Women and children gather the leaves and car:

them to the ovens, where slave men are engam
in keeping up the fire, stirring, squeezing, and re

ling the tea which operations are all that itrequir
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truth, to the help of the great cause ; that they

might in soQie measure make up for the mournful

deficiency of standard-bearers apparent among our

, even by such a steady, firm, consistent life

and conversation,—by such an abiding in the blcsa-

d life and power and strength of the gOJ^pul, as is

now too rarely to be discovered amongst ub.

Tenth month, 1817.

fore packing it in boxes for home sale or for ex-

rtation to the neighbouring provinces. The tea

a.nt is a hardy shrub, and can be cultivated in

most any portion of Brazil, though it is perhaps

tter adapted to the South, where frosts prevail,

id which it resists. If left to itself in the tropics,

will soon run up to a tree. There are not many
rieties of the plant, as is often supposed ; black

id green teas being merely the leaves of the same
ee obtained at different seasons of the year. The
ivour is sometimes varied, as that of wines from

e same species of grape grown on different soils.

-Kidder and Fletcher's '' Brazil and the Bra-
llia?is."

Selected.

John Barclay.

' When the Lord turned again the captivity of

ion, we were like them that dream. Then was

ar mouth filled with laughter, and our tongue

ith singing; then said they among the heathen,

16 Lord hath done great things for them. The
lOrd hath done great things for us, whereof we are

lad. Turn again our captivity, O Lord ! as the

reams in the south. They that sow in tears,

ball reap in joy. lie that goeth forth and weepeth,

earing precious seed, shall doubtless come again

'ith rejoicing, bringing his sheaves with h

)h ! the precious applicableness to my present

tondition, which my soul perceives, and warmly
'3els in the above written Psalm. I seem as though

dare not omit testifying of the abundant riches of

lis mercies and of his grace, which the Lord hath

irofusely shed upon me to the joy of my heart, to

he very lighting up of my countenance. Weeping

uay endure in the night season, but joy cometh in

he morning, when the Sun of righteousness ariseth

vith healing in his wings, and gladdens the face of

ill things, making the whole heritage of God shout

or joy. My soul did, during the several oppor

unities which were permitted us through this

IJuarterly Meeting, earnestly crave and wrestle for

I blessing, even for the slightest token of the Lord's

iompassionate regard ; and oh ! how sweetly he

las condescended to answer my petitions, my cries,

ny longings for a little of the living bread,—that

jrecious power and presence, which is only of and

rom him, and is in his wisdom allotted or with-

leld.

Much instruction and comfort were also ver-

bally conveyed at this time ; and I was rejoiced to

iee some young persons, who appeared to have the

3auso of Truth and righteousness at heart, as well

IS their own individual advancement and preserva-

iion in the strait and iiarrow way in which they

bave happily set their feet. Yet, alas ! what a

,\';mber of this class seem to be ready to leave us !

I believe with some confidence, that but few of those

who do leave our religious Society, truly thrive

in a spiritual sense : not that I confine true reli-

gion to our own profession by any means ; but that

I believe that there is that grace and truth to be

met with, in a diligent and patient waiting for the

teachings of the heavenly Guide, which they who

leave us are in great measure unacquainted with,

or do not much regard or value. This I have

found to be the case, even with some of the few

who profess to leave us on conscientious grounds.

But oh ! if all left us only for something, which,

after solemn inquiry, they believed to be nearer

the Truth, how few should we have to lament

loss of. I was very earnestly desirous for our dear

young Friends, during our sitting together in the the locomotive advances, and deposits in eac

Youth's Meeting, (appointed at the request of of moulds exactly material enough to fill thei

Mary Dudley,) as well as during the first sitting proceeding regularly from one end of the bench

for worship that they might come up, in the strength the other. After a suflioient time has elapsed to

and power of the living principle of grace and, allow them to cool, preparations are made to with-

draw them fr<

Black at the Heart.—A large oak-tree was re-

cently felled on my place, near the centre of which

was found a small nail, surrounded by twenty-nine

cortical circles, the growth of as many years. The
sap, in its annual ascents and descents, had carried

with it the oxide from the metal, until a space of

some three or four feet in length, and four or five

inches in diameter, was completely blackened.

It was, I thought, a striking illustration of the

effects of sin cherished in the heart. There may
be no outward token of the corrupting influence

within ; the outside may be as fair, the reputation

as spotless, as the heart is black. " Is it not a little

one V the man may say, when he first begins to

love the forbidden thing, and then before he is

aware, it has become a pQwer in him, poisoning the

stream of his life, and spreading desolation in his

heart. To the world, indeed, there may appear to

be growth, but the world only sees the bark

There are concealed doors in the chambers of his

soul, of the existence of which none but God and

himself know, and which many times, perhaps in

the agony of remorse, open and disclose to him the

dire consequences of that single cherished sin.

Perhaps he may have become so accustomed to

deluding others, as insensibly to delude himself—

to look with complacency on the sepulchre beplas

tered with good works, forgetting that within it is

" lull of dead men's bones and of all uneleanness."

When he is cut off from the world, there may b

no indication of the blackness and hoUowness of

the heart ; he may go down to his grave attended

by all the trappings of a death of respectability

obituaries may laud and magnify his good works

the funeral sermon may hold him up as a bright

example of a consistent walk with God; pious

friends may dry their tears in hope of a gloriou

resurrection. But there is a time when he who
" had a name to live and was dead" shall be ex-

posed, when the secrets of all hearts shall be re-

vealed, and man shall stand naked and open be-

fore the eyes of him with whom he has to do.

" For God will bring every work into judgment,

nith every secret thing."— T/ie Ejjiscopal Re-

corder.

their moulds. This is done in a
very ingenious manner. In an apartment close at

hand, an iron boiler of great thickness is fitted

with highly compressed air, by means of a pump
worked by a steam engine

;
pipes from this power-

ful motive communicate with every distinct caudle

mould, and convey to it a pressure of air equal to

forty-five pounds to the s(iuare inch, about the

surface of the diameter of a candle. Those candle

moulds and the air pump constitute an immense air

gun, containing thousands of barrels, each barrel

loaded with a caudle. The turning of a cock, by
boys in attendance, lets ofl' these guns and ejects

the candles with a slight hissing noise.

Concerning Faith.—The true christian faith,

by means of which the Lord's children are enabled

to lay hold of his great salvation, is thus briefly

and forcibly described by Edward Burrough.
" Faith is the gift of God, and by it Christ is

received and enjoyed. It is the substance of things

hoped for, and the very evidence of things not seen.

It gives the creature to believe God in all that he

hath promised. All that is acted and spoken in

it, is well pleasing unto God, and that which is

done without it is sin. It is the strength of the

creature to act for God, in all things. It is that

whereby the world is overcome, and all the powers
of hell and death. It is the armor against the

devil, and the defence of all the children of God.
By it they overcome all their enemies, and through

it they reign over all the world. It carries through

all sufi'eriugs and tribulations with joy and pa-

tience.

" Faith is an act of God in the creature. Through
it peace and righteousness, and the crown of lite,

are received from God. By faith all things are

received, that are received of God by any of his

children. He that hath faith, sees and feels the

Lord's presence at all times, and through faith we
do and suffer gladly for the name of Christ in all

things. This is our testimony given by the Spirit

of the Father, of those things of which we have

received the knowledge from God, who hath given

us his treasure ; and we have this treasure in

earthen vessels, even the knowledge of those things

which are eternal, which is not our own, but the

Lord's to give forth according to his movings, and

of those things have we handled, tasted and felt."

Stearic Candles.—One of the most remarkable

establishments in England, or indeed in any coun-

try, is that where the improved description of

stearic caudles are now manufactured. An im-

mense room is fitted up, throughout its entire extent,

with parallel benches, runnirg from one end of the

apartment to the other. In these benches, ranged

close together in a perpendicular direction, are the

candle moulds; which, viewed from above, their

open mouths present the appearance of a vast honey-

comb, commensurate withthesize oftheroom, itself

Along the top of each bench, one hundred and four

feet in length, there runs a railway, and, workinj

on this railway, is what may be termed a candh

locomotive—a large car, running on wheels, con

taining hot candle material. The wicks havini^

been adjusted truly in the long axis of the moulds,

the locomotive advances, and deposits in each

Tlie Great Fastern.—This steamer made her

late voyage to New York in nine days and thir-

teen hours. The passage, it is stated, would have

been quicker by about half a day, but for a severe

gale encountered on the 6th ult., which compelled

her to abandon her direct course for a time. The
average speed, however, during the voyage, ap-

pears to have been very nearly what she was ori-

ginally intended to accomplish, and what has al-

3 been expected by the builders. The follow-

ing table gives the distances made each day, the

reckoning being made up from the noon of the

preceding day to that to which the number of

miles is assigned : Filth mo. 2d—211 miles; 3d
—336 miles; 4th—340 miles; 5th—338 miles;

6th—344 miles ; 7th—224 miles ; 8th—320
miles; 9th—348 miles; lOtb—2S8 miles; 11th

—344 miles—3093 miles. The consumption of

coal during the voyage was from 159 to 295 tons

per day.

The Lord sometimes feeds his people wi*h hun-

ger, and makes them spiritually fat with want and

distress.

In the morning think what thou hast to do, and

at night ask thyself what thou hast done.
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exercise. The meetings were mostly, what I call,

Extracts from the Letters and mmorandums o/ hard meetings. The spirit of the world, it
oar Late Biend, II. Williams.

^^ „,,., iu many places is drinking up the spirit of
" Seventh mo. Wth, 1847.—On Sixth day I the man. I should be glad to have a more bright

went to see our friend; he was pleasant in couver
sation on many subjects, but seemed tried when on
that of the two bodies in N. E. I wish he could
leave it, for an overruling Providence will certainly

direct. Turnings and overturniugs we must ex-

pect ; for, as a society, we deserve scourging and
sifting, and none of us will stand unless our names
are found written in the Lamb's bools of life.

"Have I used an inappropriate text? it presented
at the moment; we know, 'as the tree falls there it

shall be.' I feel very jealous my every-day life is

not pure enough."
" Ob, how I do long that we might have full

confidence one in another, through our highly
favoured society. Let every one ' dwell low in the

feeling state,' as Nicholas Wain once said, then I

believe we should get along more comfortably
and more consistently ; we should be careful to

avoid whispering ;
' A whisperer separateth chief

friends.'"

"14th—I cannot tell thee, dear Sarah, how much
I was disappointed on Sixth and Seventh day eve,

(2d and 3d of this month,) that you did not make
your appearance amongst us; I had been bearing
you steadily in mind, not without some fears lest

at the end_ of thy journey thou would hardly be
able for the Norristown meeting, but hearing noth-
ing, we still looked for you. I hope it may teach
us all a lesson (who had any hand in turning you
from the course) that when Friends are out and
have their work before them, not to reason too

much on consequences.

"Well, what is past cannot be recalled. If the
Great Opener of all right concerns should afford

thee a little ability to come over and have that
meeting, and thy friends bear thee company in it,

ere thy certificate is given up, I for one would re-

joice ; I think our Heavenly Father has sheep in

that place who are not of this fold, and them also
our Saviour said, I must bring, and they shall hear
my voice, and there shall be one fold and one
shepherd. I would be glad to hear how thou art,

and how thou fared in thy travel, and whether the
' penny' is in possession, as dear Richard Jord
once said, though of this I have no doubt, as far
as the trials of the day will admit : It is good
often to remember the ' Tower' unto which we may
flee." Reply to the foregoing.

16th.—My beloved friend,—Thy kind little re-
membrancer found me in my room, thouo-h not en
tirely confined to it, or to my bed. But I have
been very poorly at times, with my old complaint,
ever since we were at Stroudsburg : I have been
making use of some simple things and feel more
comfortable. But, dear Hannah, whether I shall
ever again be well and strong enough to visit the
people of Norristown, is not known "by me. Am
sorry that any of my friends should h.avd unneces-
sary trouble or anxiety about the meeting. I be-
lieve my friends at home are quite free that I
should retain my minute for a while, to see if I
shall be able to attend to it. The impression
made upon my mind some months since, in regard
to that place was very similar to what thee ex-
presses. And that my way should have been made
so open and unobstructed, in such public opportuni-
ties, has many times been a wonder to myself!
The gift has had more ' free course,' than even
among ' mine own people,' so that were it not for
the remembrance of the past, many a time would
my heart have failed me. Thou wouldst like to know
how I fared in my travel; I can assure thee it was
no time of rejoicing, but rather of sore travail and

view of things, but depend upon it, the Quaker is

very low in the world just now. I try to rcmem
her the ' Tower,' for I do know there is no lack of
strength within it, and that by it there may yet be
raised sons and daughters unto Abraham. Oh,
then, let me not be found among those who have
lost faith. S. E.
How often do I think of dear ; have re

joiced over her as over a newly born babe : may
she keep her eye steadily upon the star and it will

always lead her to the spot. Ah, dear H., thou
mayst be comforted in the midst of thy 'poverty
and discouragement;' there are precious children
left yet, who are preparing to strew branches of
palm trees in the way for their dear Redeemer, and
although thou mayst have to partake of the bread
of adversity and to drink of the water of astonish-
ment, yet the 'true bread' will be given thee, I
verily believe, and thy waters shall be sure.

S. E.
" 25th.—Labour while it is day, for we know

not when the season may come, in which no work
can be done; and I more fear a spiritual death,
than the death of the body; so dear

, be faith-

ful to all right openings ; after trying the fleece wet
and dry, a true judgment may be come at by the
sincere in heart. Thy work seems given out in

small portions, adapted to thy strength and circum-
stances

;
I look at it as being in great wisdom. I

hope to enjoy sitting down with you in your com-
fortable abode, but I have great bodily weakness
to labour under.

Eighth mo. 1 Wi.—l have thought frequently of
-'s account of her father's firm and unalterable

way of rearing and training his apprentice lads

:

It ought to be held up as an example : for I fe

as a society, we have slidden back : so many futile

excuses for short-coming, by heads of families,
" 27th. s' services at our meeting yesterday

were remarkable; (they came in upon us very un-
expectedly,) if I could see it in print or manuscript,
word for word as they spake, I would value it as
much as the ' document,' because it was our own
bread, our own state opened ; and the way by
which we would be helped was shown us, and also
the way by which there would be more and more
outgoing was shown : it is the work of our
versary, persuading us to press on and get more
and more of the world's goods and wealth col
lected; engrossing the mind and pursuing the

of time until there is no room left for the

for the blessed Truth. I cannot give it in his lai

guage, but this was part of the substance, and coi

responded with dear S. Emlen's view and servie

when at our meeting. He also told us, making
profession of the Truth and holding sound doctrinsi

and going to meetings and thinking of these thing

on First day, would not do: nothing but coming t

the Truth and minding its pointings and motion
in our hearts; doing justly, loving mercy and walk
ing humbly before our God day by day : thougl

we had Abraham to our father, and we were th
children and grandchildren of faithful, worth-
Friends, who had stood upright and firm in thei'

day, and had entered into their rest, yet this wouh
not avail us; the work was an individual work, am
each must do it for his or herself. I never hean
so close a communication ; there was nothing lef

only to name us one by one, yet without this beinj

done, each I would fain hope, knew his and her owi
part, and all now that remains is that we mind ant

be more in earnest, and show a right, heart-felt con
cern for ourselves and those under our care of everi

description. As for 's discourse, I cannot givi

it, it was an address to the 'poor in spirit;' sup-

plication followed for all states, even those wh
were secretly and covertly enquiring how thej

should do to add to what they had already ac-

quired, and increase their gains. To be thus re

membered and invited and helped, is no light fa-

vour : I desire their labour of love may be blessec
to us."

" Ninth mo. \lth.—I was glad to hear our friends

got off, they have a long journey ahead; my
has been sad ever since they returned from -

and then their troubles at Ohio, methinks a pres-

age of no better times yet ; well, let all, old
young, who have known the Truth whether

rl

better work; nor did he fix all the enemy's strata
2ems on a worldly spirit; but those who were poor
and had but little he, the enemy, would sink d.

into degradation, and fall from a care, and trust,
and reliance upon best Help ; that some who had
begun well and run well for a season would fall

away : he told us the same thing that kept our
early forefathers in the Truth would keep us, even
a faithful attention to the pointings of the spirit of
the Truth in our own hearts, daily and hourly;
this watchful, waiting state, would keep us from
overreaching, and we would grow in grace from
that of a little child to the state of men and wo-
men, fathers and mothers in the church ; though
we were in imminent danger, yet he seemed to have
a view that some would stand and be found in their
ots and places when the fathers and mothers were
removed

; that the day would come when the
^arts of sons and daughters would be touched,

—

those of the highways and hedges,—and finding
some with whom they could unite, they would join
to, and so there would be raised faithful witnesses

greater or less degree keep to it, and it will keep
them."

" Tknth mo. 2~th.—If you are not in the way
of it already dear

, I think it would be right

to have some suitable time for reading in the scrip-

tures
; some good book, interesting journal, (some

one of Friend's journals, which perhaps you may
not have read.) I have had great satisfaction at
times, particulary in reading with our family gath-
ered; even when we have had company with us, if

our time for reading came, I have mtutioned our
practice, and they have approved, and it seemed
to add weight: 1 mention this in freedom, not
knowing but it may be your practice. If hurried
or pressed with business, remember the prophet
ordered the woman to bake the little cake for him
first, when she thought she had nothing to spare,

yet by her obedience how the little increased."

How Swiss cheese is viade.—The manner ru
which Swiss peasants combine to carry on cheese
making by their united efforts deserves to be noted.
Each parish in Switzerland hires a man, generally
from the district of Gruyere, in the canton of Frey-
burgh, to take care of the herd and make the
cheese

;
one cheeseman, one pressman or assistant

and one cowherd, are considered necessary for

every forty cows. The owners of the cows get
credit in a book for the quantity of milk given by
each cow daily. The cheesemen and his assistants

milk the cows, put the milk altogether, and make
cheese of it ; and at the end of the season each
owner receives the weight of cheese proportionable
to the quantity of milk his cows have delivered.
By this co-operative plan, instead of small sized,

unmarketable cheeses, which each owner could
produce out of his three or four cows' milk, he has
the same weight in large marketable cheeses, supe-
rior in quality, because made by people who attend

no other business. The cheeseman and his as-
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5tants are paid so much per head of the cows in

ODcy or cheese; or sometimes thoy Lire the cows,

id pay the owners in money or cheese. A simi-

r system exists in the French Jura.

—

Notes of a

'ravdler.

A Terrific Cavern.—J. W. Atkinson, f. r.g.s.,

ilivered a lecture lately, when he described a fear-

1 cavern which he had met with in the course of

s travels. While travelling along the steppe,

irthe footofthe Alaton mountains, he said he came
the brink of one of the dry river beds frequently

and in those regions. This was the evident trace

the sudden disruption of a mountain lake by a

arful earthquake at some period. Travelling

jng the bed of the stream he came to a deep

Hey, about fifteen miles long and four miles

ide, surrounded by mountains varying from 5000
000 feet in height. This had been a deep

ountain lake, proved beyond all doubt by the sand

d shells spread over its bed. " I also found,"

mtinued — Atkinson, " the water-line on the

fiFs, showing that the depth was 5G0 feet. Nearly

iposite to the gorge by which we had entered,

ere was another in the mountains, to the north.

reaching it I found this was also a deep and

irrow ravine, and no doubt formed by the earth-

iiake ; through this the water had rushed, drain-

ig the lake, and had formed the great watercourse

|) the plain. We shortly entered the chasm, which

found was about 120 yards wide, covered with

,llen rocks, among which a torrent was foaming

ith great fury. Our way was a rough and dan-

irous one ; sometimes several hundred feet above

le' stream, and then descending nearly to the level
' the water. At last we reached a spot beyond

hich, to all appearance, we could not proceed,

/'e were now a little above the torrent, which was

idden from our view, and close in front of us

16 rocks rose up like a wall to an enormous height.

. loud roaring of the water was heard, which in-

uced me to suppose it was rolling over a deep fall,

he old guide told me it was Shaitan's Cavern,

vallowing up the river. The mouth of the cavern

as formed by a rugged arch, about fifty feet wide

ad seventy feet high. The river entered this

Dening by a channel cut into the solid rock; it

as about thirty feet wide and ten feet deep. A
dge of rocks, about twelve feet wide, formed a

irraco along the edge of the stream, and just above

le level of the water. When my astonishment

ad somewhat subsided, I prepared to explore the

ivern by placing my packet of baggage and my
ifle on a rock, and the two Cossacks followed my
sample. The guide watched these proceedings

ith great interest, but when he beheld us enter

i\ cavern ho was horrified. Having proceeded

bout twenty paces, the noise caused by the falling

ater was fearful, and a cold chilling blast met us.

'rom this point the cavern extended both in width

nd height, but I could form no idea of its dimeu-

ons. We cautiously groped our way on in the

loom for about eighty yards from the entrance,

'hen wo could see the river bound into a terrific

byss— ' black Erebus'—while some white vapour

ame wreathing up, giving the spot a most super-

atural appearance. Few persons could stand on

be brink of this gulf without a shudder; the roaring

f the water was dreadful as it echoed in the lofty

ome. It was impossible to hear a word spoken,

or could this scene be contemplated long ; there

'as something too fearful for the strongest nerves

'hen trying to peer into these horrible depths.

Ve turned away and looked towards the entrance;

jr a distance the sides and arch were lighted up,

ut the great space and vast dome were lost in

arkness. I sat down about fifty yards from the

entrance, and in the twilight made a sketch of the

scene. Having emerged from the ravine, we looked

down on the last low ridge ; this appeared about

three miles across, and at a short distance beyond
we saw the fire of our companions blazing brightly."—Leisure Hour.

Te7ider advice, caution and cou7iselforouryoung
Friends.—Dearly beloved youth, lay to heart the

great slackness of zeal which appears in too many
;

the dimness, flatness, and painful gloominess,

which spread over our as.semblies in this day, hard
to break through, many times depriving us of the

heavenly places in Christ Jesus our Lord ! It is

not of him that we are in this condition, but it

certainly is our own fault, because wrong things

are suii'ered to prevail. Oh ! that our youth may
be stirred up in a godly zeal to cry out fer-

vently with the prophet Elisha, " Where is the Lord
Crod of Elijah?" and to be vigilant in ardent en-

deavours to be endued with the same spirit, to

succeed those honourable worthies who are removed
from works to receive a blessed reward. Consider

that the business of your day is to come up in a

faithful succession, maintaining the cause and tes-

timony of God, left with you by your ancestors.

Stand fast, therefore, in the liberty purchased for

you by great sufferings and the shedding of inno-

cent blood
; be afraid to trample thereon ; which

all certainly do who turn away from the Truth as

it was received, held forth and maintained by them.

May it be very precious in your eyes from genera-

tion to generation, until time shall be no more !

Those who lightly esteem it, turning their backs

upon it, violating the blessed testimony thereof in

its several branches, will, unless they repent, be

wholly rejected and cast off, as being unworthy of

so great an honour as that of holding forth a

standard of truth and righteousness to the nations;

and others will be called and chosen for that great

and glorious work. The Lord is able to raise up
of those who may be compared to the stones, and

to make them Abraham's children, by doing his

works ; while those who might have been the

children of the kingdom, may by disobedience pro-

voke him to exclude them.

—

Jolui Griffith.

Materials in their Invisible State.—If a piece

of silver be put into nitric acid, a clear and col-

ourless liquid, it is rapidly dissolved, and vanishes

from sight. The solution of silver may be mixed

with water, and, to appearance, no effect whatever

is produced ; thus, in a pail of water, we dissolve

and render invisible, more than ten pounds worth

of silver, not a particle of which can be seen. Not
only silver, lead and iron, but every other metal

can be treated in the same way, with similar results.

—When charcoal is burned, when candles are

burned, when paper is burned, these substances all

disappear, and become invisible. In fact, every

material which is visible, can, by certain treatment,

be rendered invisible. Matter, which in one con-

dition is perfectly opaque, and will not admit the

least ray of light to pass through it, will, in ano-

ther form, become quite transparent. The cause

of this wonderful effect of the condition of matter

is utterly inexplicable. Philosophers do not even

broach theories upon the subject, much less do they

endeavour to explain it. The substances dissolved

in water, or burned in the air, are not, however,

destroyed or lost ; by certain well-known means
they can be recovered and again be rendered visi-

ble ; some in exactly the same state as they were

before their invisibility ; others, though not in the

same state, can be shown in their elementary con-

dition ; and thus it can be proved, that matter hav-

ing once existed never ceases to exist, although it

can change its condition, like the caterpillar, which
becomes a chrysalis, and then a gorgeous butterfly.

If a pailful of the solution of silver be cast into

the stream, it is apparently lost by its dispersion

in the water ; but it nevertheless continues to exist.

So, when a buf^hel of charcoal is burned in a stove,

it disappears in consequence of the gas produced
being mixed with the vast atmosphere ; but yet the

charcoal is still in the air. On the brightest and
sunniest day, when every object can be distinctly

seen above the horizon, hundreds of tons of char-

coal in an invisible condition, pervade the air.

Glass is a beautiful illustration of the transparency

of a compound, which, in truth, is nothing but a
mixture of the rust of three metals. This power of

matter to change its condition from solid opacity

to limpid transparency, causes some rather puzzling

phenomena.—Substances increase in weight, with-

out any apparent cause; for instance, a plant goes

on increasing in weight a hundred-fold for every

atom that is missing from the earth in which it is

growing. Now, the simple explanation of this is,

that the leaves of plants, have the power of with-

drawing the invisible'charcoal from the atmosphere,

and restoring it to its visible, state, in some shape

or other. The lungs of animals, and a smokeless

furnace, change matter from its visible to its invisi-

ble state. The gills of fishes, and the leaves of

plants, reverse this operation, rendering invisible or

gaseous matter visible. Thus the balance in nature

is maintained, although the continual change has

been going on long prior to the creation of the

" extinct animals."

—

Presse's Laboralorijof Chemi-
cal Wonders.

Signature of tke Cross.—The mark which per-

sons who are unable to write are required to make
instead of their signature, is in the sign of a cross,

and this practice, having formerly been followed by
kings and nobles, is con>tantly referred to as an
instance of the deplorable ignorance of ancient

times. This signature is not, however, invariable

proof of such ignorance ; anciently, the use of this

mark was not confined to illiterate persons, for

amongst the Saxons the mark of the cross, as an
attestation of the good faith of the person signing,

was required to be attached to the signature of

those who could write, as well as to stand in the

place of the signature of those who could not write.

In those times if a man could write, or even read,

his knowledge was considered proof positive or pre-

sumptive that he was in holy orders. The word
ekricus or clerk was synonymous with penman

;

and the laity, or people who were not clerks, did

not feel any urgent necessity for the use of letters.

The ancient use of the cross was therefore universal,

alike by those who could and by those who could

not write ; it was indeed, the symbol of an oath

from its holy associations, and generally the mark.

On this account Charles Knight, in his notes to

the Pictorial Shakspeare, explains the expression

of" God save the mark," as a form of ejaculation

approaching to the character of an oath. This

phrase occurs three or more times in Shakspeare
;

but hitherto, it has been left by the commentators

in its original obscurity.

The hurt of many.—Beware of the world and

the people thereof; bo not in too much familiarity

with them, nor let in their spirit to mix with yours;

which has been the hurt of many who have made
a good beginning and been going on their way, yet

have erred for want of watchfulness, and keeping

to the guide of their youth, the light of Jesus

Christ, who is the way to salvation ;
and whoever

comes in any other way, is a thief and a robber.—

•

Elizabeth Slirredgc.
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Turning of the Divine hand.—It seems as if

the Divine hand was turned upon us as a people,

that the dross, the tin, and the reprobate silver,

may be purged away. This is the day which hath

for years been declared of, in the spirit of prophecy.

Yet will the Kefiner bring forth a remnant who re-

semble the gold, with its own lustre, and bearing the

inscription of "Holiness to the Lord."

—

Sarah
{l,ijnes\ Grubb.
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SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

Progress of Hostilities.—The recent movements of the

federal forces appear to be designed to compel an early

removal of the insurgent army from Harper's Ferry.

Troops, to the number of 10,000 to 12,000, have been

assembled at Chambersburg, Pa., and a large number of

the volunteers from Ohio and Indiana are approaching

Harper's Ferry from the West. The arrival of the West-

ern troops was hailed wilh enthusiasm in Western Vir-

ginia. Before crossing the Ohio, Gen. M'Olelian issued

a proclamation to the llnion men of Virginia, declaring

that the federal troops came as friends; that their

homes, families and property were safe under their pro-

tection, and that there would be no interference wilh

their slaves. The progress of the Western troops,

through Virginia to Grafton, a distance of eighty miles,

was effected without opposition. AtPhilippi, Barbour

county, they surprised a camp of the insurgepts, 2000

strong, and routed them, capturing arms, horses, provi-

sions, ammunition, &c. The secession army at Harper's

Ferry is strongly fortified in its position. The number has

been estimated at from 8,000 to 12,000 men. The U. S.

forces on James river had been increased to over 10,000

men. The insurgent array at Norfolk is said to number

7000, and about 4000 were posted at Yorktown on tlie

right bank of York river, eleven miles from its mouth.

About 200 fugitive slaves from the vicinity have taken

refuge in fortress Monroe. Their labour was needed,

and Gen. Butler had set them at work, and ordered

them to be supplied with the usual army rations. These

slaves had been led to think that Gen. Butler and many
of the soldiers with him, were coloured men. In the

vicinity of Washington and Alexandria, the advance of

the federal troops has led to several unimportant skir-

mishes, attended however with some loss of life, and

causing greater vigilance and increased exasperation on

both sides. The insurgent batteries at Acquia creek,

about fifty miles below Washington, were bombarded
by the Pawnee and other war vessels, without any very

decided result. At Fairfax Court-house, a collision oc-

curred on the night of the ciOth, between a company of

U. S. troops and the secession forces, in which some
lives were lost on both sides.

Fort Pickens.—Ihe costly dry dock at Pensacola has

been sunk, says the Mobile Tribune, in the channel be-

tween the navy-yard and fort Pickens. This will pre-

vent war vessels from entering the harbour. This dry

dock was constructed by the U. S. government at a cost

of a million of dollars. The Charleston Mercury advises

against the long threatened attack of fort Pickens,

says, the batteries erected against it are a mile and

third distant—too far to breach with certainty,

storming party would have to advance under the tire of

the fleet, the undertaking would be desperate, and un-

certain in the result, and could not fail to be attended

with great loss of life in any event.

The Southern Confederacy.—An act passed the South-

ern " Congress," previous to adjourning, prohibiting the

shipment of cotton from the Confederate States except,

through the seaports of the said States. The determi-

nation seems to be, that no cotton shall come north so

long as the Southern ports are blockad^ed; but as the

people of the South have little to sell except cotton, ne-

cessity will probably make them as anxious to find

buyers as the North will be to discover sellers. Jeffer-

son Davis, President of the Confederacy, arrived at Rich-

mond, Va., on the 30th ult. Gen. Beauregard has gon<

to Memphis, Ten'n., to take command of the Western di-

vision of the rebel array. New flour from this year's

wheat, has made its appearance in parts of South Ala-

bama and Georgia.

Virginia.—The post routes and- post-offices managed
by loyal citizens and in loyal districts in Virginia,

not to be deprived of the mail service under the recent

order of the department. If they should be suspended

temporarily by the general order, they will be restored

upon due advice of the facts. The port of Alexandria,

a new collector having been appointed, has been re-

opened to the commerce of the country, and therefore

vessels will be admitted as heretofore. lu the fulfilment

of the conclusion to make Richmond, Va., the capital of

the Southern Confederacy, the clerks of the departments
at Montgomery have been ordered to Richmond. From
6000 to 8000 Southern troops are said to be intrenched

at Manassas Junction, twenty-seven miles from Wash-
ington.

The Southern Army is probably composed of hetero-

geneous materials, including a large number of men who
have entered the service unwillingly, and who embrace
every opportunity to desert. The papers of that section

are filled wilh advertisements oS'ering rewards for de-

serters. The first regiment of South Carolina, now in

Virginia, is accompanied by two hundred negroes, w'ho

carried their masters' arms, knapsacks, &c., the guns
being strapped on the backs of the slaves. The actual

requisitions upon the Confederate treasury for army
purposes have, so far, not beeu heavy, the troops having
been equipped and supported mainly at the expense of

States or individuals.

Insecurity in the South.—A strong evidence of the

alarm which prevails in the seceded States, is found in

the fact that large sums of money have been sent from
them recently forsafe keeping in the Northern States, Ca-
nada, and perhaps Europe. Some of the Southern banks
have already, it is believed, quietly removed considerable

portions of their capital. A Louisville despatch of the

31 St ult. says, that the exodus of Southerners for the

North by railroad through Louisville, is unprecedented.

No boats were running in the Mississippi river.

The Blockade has not yet been rendered effective at

all points, but measures are in progress, it is stated, for

making it so within the present month. The prize com-
missioners have released several of the captured vessels,

it having been shown that they had cleared before the

fifteen days allowed by the President's proclamation had

expired.

The U. S. ^rmy.—According to the New York Herald,

there were recently 95,000 volunteers under arms at

the points designated, viz: on the south side of the

Potomac, 21,000 men ;
Washington, 22,000 ;

fortress

Monroe, 9,000; West Pennsylvania, 16,000; Ohio, 13,-

000; Illinois, 6,000; Baltimore, 5,000; Philadelphia,

3,000. There are various camps, barracks, &c., through-

out the north and west, at which volunteers are pre-

paring for service, not included in this enumeration.

John C. Fremont has been appointed a Major General,

and it is understood that he will be assigned to the

command of the Western division of the army to act in

the Mississippi valley. The government is preparing a

number of gun boats to operate on the Mississippi.

Missouri.—Although the secession movement has been

checked in this State, there is still great excitement and

ill feeling in some parts of it. In those counties in which
the terrorists have had full sway, from three to five thou-

sand Union men have been driven off. General Harney
was preparing to organize home guards at St. Joseph,

Hannibal and other places, to protect the Union men. A
portion of the St. Louis volunteers have occupied and
fortified Bird's Point, on the Mississippi river, opposite

Cairo.

Tennessee.—A letter from Tennessee states, that East

Tennessee is strongly in favour of the Union. Andrew
Johnson, U. S. Senator, has taken a firm stand against

secession. The legislature of Tennessee has passed the

following bill: Sect. 1. That no person in any non-

slaveholding State, or their agents or attorneys in this

State, shall have power to sue or collect any moneys
owing to or any property claimed by the citizen of any

such State in Tennessee during hostilities between Ten-

nessee and the federal government. Sect. 2. That it

may and shall be lawful for such debtors to pay such

moneys into the treasury of the State, which suras shall

be receipted for by the Treasurer, and shall be refunded,

wilh interest, upon the cessation of hostilities.

J/.yrv/((Hd—Several leading citizens of the State, of

doubtful loyalty, have been arrested by order of the I

government. Ex-Governor Pratt was arrested at Ar

polls,- and taken to Washington. John Merryraan, of

Baltimore, is under arrest, and confined at fort M'Henry,

In this case_ Chief Justice Taney granted a writ of

Habeas Corpus, but it was disregarded by Gen. Cadwa
lader. Several inhabitants of Baltimore county, wh(

are charged with aiding in the destruction of the rail

road bridges, have been placed under arrest, and con

veyed to York, Pa.
Death of Senator Douglas.—Stephen A. Douglas, of

Illinois, the distinguished politician and statesman, died

at Chicago, on the 3d inst., aged forty-eight years.

The U. S. Coinage, during the Fifth mouth, was as

>!l
aeg. laj

as 80 degJ
a was 6.d
ture of thj

is stated tj

follows ; At the mint in Philadelphia, 385,807 pieces 9,

gold, value $5,104,415; silver and nickel, $280,2l4l
total, §5,384,625. The deposits at the assay ofUce, N^i
York, during the month, amounted to $6,500,000. q|
the same period, gold bars were stamped to the amouai
of $3,250,952, and $7,777,640 were sent to the U. S
mint at Philadelphia for coinage. <

Taken by Pirates.—The New Orleans Picayune of tbf

27th ult. announces the arrival at that port of the pri-

vateer Calhoun having in tow the schooner John Adams
of Boston, and the brig Panama and the schooner Mer-
maid, of Princeton, Mass.

Louisiana.—According to the New Orleans Delta, thii

Slate had, in the field, on the 25th ult., 7350 me:
side a large number awaiting orders and others armec
and equipped for home protection. There is one regi-

ment of 1200 men, composed entirely of quadroons.
Philadelphia—UoTtahty last week, 283. The meaa

temperature of the last (Fifth) month was 59J deg. Thj
highest temperature, during the month, was 80 deg.'

and the lowest, 38 deg. The amount of rail

inches. The average of the mean tcmperat
Fifth month for the past seventy-two years
be 62.58. The highest average, during that entire pe'iu
riod, (1802 and 1826,) was 71 deg.; the lowest, 1848i

was 51.75.

New York.—Mortality last week, 391. The export!

(exclusive of specie) from New York, during the firsj

six months of this year, amounted to $52,453,289 '

the corresponding portion of 1860, the amount
$33,944,853. The number of foreign immigrants dur- «

ing the same period was 32,118.

Richmond Negroes.—The Richmond Examiner says,

that Richmond contains, at this moraent, not less than

five thousand unemployed negroes. The tobacco

tories are closed, or working short force. All the usual

occupations of manual labour are at a stand still.

FoBEiGN.—Liverpool dates to the 21st ult. The mar-
kets for breadstuffs and cotton were steady, without

much activity. The Bank of England has raised its rate

of discount from 5 to 6 per cent.

Cassius M. Clay, the American minister to Russia, has i

written a letter to the London Times on the A
struggle, in brief but decisive terms. He says that thelj

revolted States can be subdued, but it is not proposed

to subjugate them, but simply to put down their rebel

citizens. England's true interest is to stand by the

Union.
The French fleet was expected to sail on the 23d foi

Beyrout, to bring home the French army iu Syria.

The Belgian Chambers have voted a treaty of com-
merce with France.

The Queen of Spain has signed the decree for the an
nexation of San Domingo.

WEST-TOWN BOARDING-SCHOOL.
A Stated Meeting of the Committee to superintend

the Boarding School at West-Town, will be held there

on Fourth-day, the 19th of the Sixth month, at ten

o'clock, A. M.

The Committee on Admissions will meet at eight

o'clock the same morning, and the Commi
struction, at half past seven o'clock on the preceding

evening.

The Visiting Committee attend at the School on S

venth-day, the 15th of the month.

Sixth month 4th, 1861. Joel Evans, Clerk.

FRIENDS' INDIAN INSTITUTE, TUNESSASSAH.
A man and a woman Friend are wanted to aid in co

ducting this Institulion. A man and his wife would be

preferred, one of whom should be qualified to teach iu

the school. Apply to Ebenbzeu Wokth,
Marshalton, Chester Co., Pa

TlIOS. WiSTAK,
Fox Chase, Philadelphia Co., Pu

Joel Evans,
Oakdale P. 0., Delaware Co., Pt

Philad., Second mo. 5th, 1861.

Married, at Friends' Meeting-house, in Medford, on
Fifth-day, the 1 6th of Fifth month, George Hai.vi

Edith T., daughter of Samuel Engle.

Died, on the 1st ultimo, Jeffrey Smedley, aged fifly

years ; a member of Willistown Particular and Goshei

Monthly Meeting, Chester county. Pa.

PILE A M'ELROY, PRINTERS,
Lodge street, opposite the Pennsylvania Bank.
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The Appalachian Mountain System,

(Continued from page 314.)

' To complete this brief review, I ought to add,

it this increasing altitude towards the south,

ich is so well marked in the mountain zone of

i Alleghanies, is scarcely observed in the zone

the plateaus. A transverse section from New
rk to Lake Erie shows that the depression of

: system does not extend to the western zone,

ich preserves in appearance a height very nearly

form, from the plateau of Adirondack, in the

ite of New York, as far as to the Cumberland

untains, in Tennessee. There is here no well-

,rked region of subsidence as in the eastern zone,

; only a tendency to it which is slightly mani-

ted upon a line between the maximum of eastern

sression and Pittsburg. It is towards that een-

1 line of depression that the Alleghany and
mongahela rivers flow from opposite directions,

IS proving the existence of inclined planes, which

et about Pittsburg, forming a sort of shallow

ugh. North of this line the plateaus rise to the

trees of the Alleghany and Susquehanna rivers,

ere, as was said above, they reach an altitude

over two thousand feet; still keeping, further

rtb, on the table-land of Adirondack a mean
vation of 1500 and 1600 feet. Towards the

y.h also the pl-iteaus rise to the sources of the

)nongahela. In Virginia and Tennessee, they

pear to reach 2000 or 2500 feet, at least near

! mountains, but the measurements which I pos-

s are too few in number, and too uncertain to

ow me to speak with certainty on this subject.

" This remarkable depression of the Appalachian

item in the region noticed, of which the bay of

!W York is the centre, causes a great part of the

itinental plains, which form the natural base of

i mountain folds, to disappear under the waters

the ocean. The waters of the tide thus come to

(he the very base of the mountains, and the region

plains fades away on the frontiers of New Jersey

d New York, while towards the south the emerged

rtion enlarges gradually as it rises according to

! law of gradual increase indicated above, so that

reaches a breadth of more than 200 miles in the

roliuas. This depression seems to be due to a

lal subsidence of the earth crust at an epoch,

determined, it is true, but which must have been

sterior to the principal upheaval of the j\ppala-

chian mountains. A fact, the discovery of which
is due to the sagacity of Prof. J. D. Dana, seems
to give weight to this opinion. He demonstrated
by means of numerous soundings marked upon the

excellent marine charts published by the U. S
Coast Survey, the existence of an ancient channel,

a continuation of that of the Hudson river, which
goes out from the bay of New York through the

Narrows, and advances far out under the waters

of the ocean. It is not possible to suppose that

such a channel which is constantly liable to be ob-

"terated by sand banks formed by the motion of

tbe sea, could have ever been formed in its present

position. In order that the current of the river

bould excavate this channel, it is necessary to

suppose that the bottom of the sea has once occu-

pied a higher level, above, or very near the sur-

face of the ocean. The shallowness of the ocean

for a considerable distance from the coast of New
Jersey also indicates a prolongation of the conti-

nental plains under the sea, and the limit of the

deep waters is there found at a distance nearly

double that which is observed off the coast of the

Caroliuas. Moreover, the parallelism which exists

between the lino of coasts and all the great gene-

ral inflections of the Appalachian system, a paral-

lelism which is well-marked from Nova Scotia to

Florida, here undergoes a modification which is

well-explained only by a local depres.--ion of this

part of the system. The fact that all New Jersey

is now undergoing gradual submergence from Cape
May to the bay of New York, which is proved by

the numerous facts gathered by Prof. G. H. Cook,

the geological survey of the State ofNew Jersey,

is here not without signification.

" The disposition of the relief indicated above

would be readily accounted for by supposing that

t is the result of a tilting motion from the north to

the south, which, while depressing the northern

portion below the itean altitude, elevated the south-

rn region in the same proportion, the centre or

xis of the tilt being in the vicinity of Christians-

burg, near the great bend of the New River. As
the movement aifected more particularly the eas_t-

, or mountainous belt, and not that of the pla-

teaus of the west, the result of it was a twisting,

the effect of which was to raise, in the southern

part, the mass of the land on the extreme eastern

Border, and thus to produce an inclined plane to-

wards the north-west; while in the northern part,

the general depression of the laud along the At-

lantic, a depression not participated in by the pla-

teaus of the north-west, left to these latter all their

altitude, and produced an inclined plane from the

extreme western border towards the south-east. It

is then this particular disposition of these two gen-

ral slopes which gives us the key of the hydro-

graphic system of the central and southern divi-

sions of the Appalachian mountains, which at the

first glance appears so abnormal. In the central

section, as has been remarked above, north of New
River, the water-shed is situated along the edge of

the plateaus in the Alleghany mountain proper, in

Virginia and Pcnur^ylvauia, from which descend

the James river and the Potomac ; and still further

to the west in the plateaus of New York, from which

flow the Susquehanna and the Delaware, traversing

all the chains of the mountainous region to the

Atlantic. In the southern division, south of New
River, tbe water-shed between the Atlantic and

the Mississippi basin is situated upon the summit

of the Blue Ridge at the extreme eastern edge,

and the numerous tributaries of the Tennessee,

which descend from it also, traverse the whole

mountainous region, but in an inverse direction,

from the south-east to the north-west, and, united

in the Great valley at the very foot of the plateaus

of the north-west, flow down by the sole channel

of the Tennessee to the basin of the Mississippi."

In the prosecution of his labours, and in record-

ing his results. Prof. Guyot found, as may readily

be conceived, no little difiiculty and embarrass-

ment respecting the names of the mountains he

explored and measured. To many of the peaks he

had to give names of his own invention, either

from the fact of their having been previously

nameless, or in consequence of the impracticability

of identifying them with certainty. He niakes the

following interesting remarks on the subject of

mountain nomenclature :

'' It is a mistake to suppose that names have

been given to even the most prominent points in

the mountains of the Appalacbian system. Just,

in the wildest and most elevated regions, such as

western North Carolina, for instance, the great

majority of them have yet to be named. In a

country, without a regular chart, and in the midst

of forests rarely visited, far from any human habi-

tation, and in places where the primitive inhabit-

have disappeared, leaving scarcely a trace of

their traditions, it is not surprising that this should

be the case.

" The uniformity of physical configuration in a

;reat portion of the system does not favour distin-

;uishing difl'erent parts by specific names. Fre-

juently people are satisfied with giving a name to

a mountain range, or to a district of great ex-

tent. The observer who measures the height of

definite points, must do more. In order to make
his labours useful, he ought to designate them in-

dividually, and determine their position so that

they can always be identified, or afterwards traced

upon a chart. It is, therefore, almost a matter of

necessity for him to sketch such a map while pro-

ceeding, and to name, either ill or well, the points

determined by his observations. A good geo-

graphic nomenclature, however, is not an easy

thing; the chart of the United States proves this.

'The names of objects in physical geography, now
in use in this country, are essentially of three kinds.

The Indian names which have been bequeathed

to us by the aborigines, and are applied more com-

monly to the water courses and lakes, and espe-

cially to their towns or districts ; descriptive names,

as White mountains. Black mountains. Green

mountains, which designate entire chains or groups

of mountains ; and the names of men, which are

applied to all. These last are the more numerous.
" Wherever an Indian name is in use, it ought

to be preserved except where, as sometimes hap-

pens, its pronunciation is impossible for us. These

names, especially in the languages of the south, are
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often harmonious, and they are all significant, but

unhappily without meaning for us. In the south

they are rarely applied to mountains, although the

Indian name of a river which flows near, frequently

extends to a neighbouring chain of mountains.

Indian names, designating special mountain peaks,

are not common, perhaps because not preserved by

the white settlers, who did not live with, but suc-

ceeded the Indian population. The more modern

descriptive names have the defect of great simila-

rity, for in an extent of thirteen hundred miles the

topographical characters are singularly analogous.

The multiplication of the same name in all parts

of the system becomes here, as in political geo

graphy, a serious evil. Green, Blue, and Black

mountains arc found alike at the south, and at the

north ; White mountain. White face, White sid

&c., are also numerous. Chestnut, Oak, Pine

mountain and Laurel mountains are found every-

where. In the South, Balsam mountains occur at

every step from southern Virginia to Georgia

This name designates a mountain whose summit is

covered with Pinus Balsamifera, or with its ana-

logous species, Fi?uiS Frazeri^ which only grow on

heights, which exceed 5000 or 6000 feet. The

Bald mountains whose summits are destitute of

forests, a thing comparatively rare at the south,

are yet very numerous. It only remains for the

geographer, in order to avoid intolerable confusion,

to add to such names another name, or epithet, as

Kichland Balsam, Smoky Bald, and other similar

designations.

" These diificulties explain, and excuse perhaps

in part, the frequent use in America of names of

men to designate places, rivers, and mountains.

This course requires the least cSovt of the imagi-

nation. A river without a name commonly takes

that of the first planter, who erects there his cabin

or farm-house, and if there is a remarkable moun-

tain near, it is soon designated by the same name.

This is the origin of a great number of the name.";,

more convenient than elegant, of the mountains

and valleys of the Alleghanies. It is but recently,

since scientific measurements have been made, that

the names of men, distinguished either in the poll

tical or scientific world, have been given to promi

ncnt mountains in New England, in the State of

New York and at the south.

" The principles which have .seemed to me pro

per, and which have guided me in the adoption of

names of mountains, are to give preference to the

name employed in the immediate neighbourhood of

the point designated. When more than one name

has been given to the same point, as happens when

it is seen from valleys on two different sides of the

mountain, it seems proper for the observer to adopt

that name, which appears most natural or more

euphonic. When the choice lies between the name

of a man and that of a name, which is descriptive

and characteristic, I should choose the latter. In

regard to points without established names, but

recently named by scientific observers, and not by

residents of the country, the right of priority ought

to be respected, provided the identity of the points

can be sufficiently established, a matter by no

means easy, unless the positions have been deter-

mined by instruments, or otherwise, with consider-

able care. Bat it is evident that popular usage

will decide in the last resort, and that the name

universally adopted will, in time, become that

which geography ought to accept. When I have

myself given names to mountains, I have almost

always preferred a descriptive name to any other;

but I acknowledge that the invention of names is

a thankless and difficalt task. I have, therefore,

frequently had recourse to the names of neigh-

bouring rivers, or to a fortuitous circumstance, oi

to some little adventure, connected in my memory

with this or that point to designate it, without any

other object than that of distinguishing it from

every other, since here as elsewhere it is better to

accept almost any name rather than to leave it all

n confusion."
(To be concluded.}

For " The Friend."

Jlnsiogs and Memories.

TRUST IN THE LORD.

Paul Gerhardt, a religious man and poet, was

born in the year 1606, in Saxony. He held a

station in Berlin ; but, being honest in the expres-

sion of his religious opinion, he was deprived of his

appointment, and was ordered to quit the country

He had not accumulated property, and, whei

obliged to leave the home wherein peace and hap-

piness had been his portion, it was with a helpless

family, and destitute of the means of subsistence.

His faith, however, in his divine Master, was un-

shaken, and in full confidence that all his afilic-

tions had been meted to him in wisdom and mercy,

he determined to take refuge in Saxony, where he

ped he might find friends and some means of sub-

tence. The family had no meansof performingthe

journey save on foot, and when night came, Gerhardt

felt his firm believing heart almost fail, as he looked

on his weary, worn-out wife and children. They

entered a little village inn, and then his wife, un-

able any longer to restrain her sorrowful emotions,

gave vent toll flood of tears. Concealing his own

feelings, he endeavoured to comfort her with the

passage from the Scriptures, " Trust in the Lord

with all thine heart, and lean not to thine own

understanding; in all thy ways acknowledge him,

and he shall direct thy paths." These words

spoken by him for the comfort of his wife, took

hold of his own feelings powerfully, and retiring to

a little garden belonging to the inn, he composed

some lines, expressive of faith similar to that ex-

hibited in the verse quoted. A part of this com-

position has been thus translated.

" Commend thy ways, mortal

!

And bumbly raise tby sighs

To Him who, in his wisdom,
Rales eai-th, and sea and skies.

All means and ways possessing

Whate'er be does is right:

His every deed a blessing,

His steps one path of light

!

To thee it is not given

The tempest's rage to quell

;

God reigns supreme in heaven.

And all he does is well.

True, it may seem a moment.
As though thou wert forgot,

As though he were unmindful

Of thine unhappy lot

;

As though thy grief and anguish

Reaeheduol his glorious throne,

And thou wert left to languish

In sorrow and alone.

Yet if, though much should grieve thee,

Thy faith shall ne'er have ceased,

Be sure he will relieve thee,

When thou expects it least."

This little poetic effusion ends with the ascrip

tion of heart-felt praise to bis heavenly Father

Returning to the parlour of the inn, he was sitting

there with his sorrowful wife, when two men en-

tered, and soon commenced conversation with them

One of them said that they were on their way to

Berlin, to seek Paul Gerhardt, a deposed clergy-

man, by order of Duke Christian, of Blerseburg

The poor wife hearing this, was more overwhelmed

than ever, expecting some greater calamity was

about to befal them. Paul, however, was calm,

and full of confidence in the preserving power oi

his God and Father, although he knew not foi

what cause he was sought, told them he was the

person they were in search of The strangers then

presented a letter from the Duke to Gerhardt, in-

forminc him that in consideration of the injusticf

which had been shown him, he had settled a con-

siderable pension upon him. Great was the thank-

fulness of the pious couple. Paul turning to hii

wife, handed her the little poem he had just com

posed in the garden, and said, " See how God pro

vides I Did I not bid thee confide in him, and al

would be well?"

WHY MAY I NOT DO AS OTHERS.

This is a query, which in effect is put to man]

pious parents by their children, who wish to imi

tate the fashions and follies of the world aroum

them. Dr. Humphrey tells of a religious father o

acquaintance, who, refusing to grant his sot

liberty to go rambling about the country, with a hal

a dozen idle fellows, who had called to obtain hi

company, was asked by the son, Why it was tha

he was denied the privileges which other parent

readily granted their children ? To this the fathe

replied, "David, I have lived much longer in th

world than thou hast, and I see dangers whicl

thou little suspects. These young men are in

bad way. Such habits of idleness, and this goio;

about to frolics and horse-races, will ruin them,

David, satisfied of his father's better judgment

contented himself at home. In the course of 2

years, the young men above alluded to had all be

come of very dissipated habits, and soon squan

dered their estates. Two or three of them becam

inmates of the State prison, and one of them wa
hung.

Why may I not dress as others do ? This ques

tion is often put in substance to parents, wbils

their attention is drawn to the fact that the child

ren of some highly professing christians, dress in

way the questioners are not allowed to. Ah, sue

parents may say. Wait awhile. These young pec

pie now allowed such liberties, will not be restraic

ed from taking grjater. They will soon be scat

tered from the simplicity of the Truth in every

thing. The cross of Christ will be irksome to thos

whose wills have never been made to submit to th

wills of religiously minded parents, and unl

powerful visitation of Divine grace is granted then

they will turn to the world for comfort, and

course will be miserably disappointed.

Indulgent parents, I mean parents who indul

their children in that which they know is wron^

to purchase a little present sunshine, are laying u

heavy clouds to bring storms for their future livd

They are preparing their children for ministerin

affliction to their declining years, yea, some ai

nurturing them in that which will bring down the,

hoary hairs with sorrow to the grave. Parent

restrain your children according to the Truth, an

seek for the assistance of the Spirit, to qualify yo

to do it lovingly and yet firmly. Children, obe

your parents in the Lord, knowing that for tl

submission of your wills, even in bearing the cros

in your dress, you will receive a present rewai

of peace, and an increase of willingness to be:

other crosses which your heavenly Father ma
have yet in store for you. There are crosses, witl

out bearing which the crown of eternal glory wi

never be yours.

Babel has always had men for builders, but tl

kingdom of heaven hath over been made up

little children.
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themFrnm till' Brltiah Quart.Mly Ki^viow.

Iceland.

There is an island on the borders of the Polar

lircle where the Frost Giants and the Fire King

re engaged in perpetual conflict. Which shall

the mastery, is a question still unsolved,

hou^h centuries have been consumed in the strife.

Jo equally matched are the rival powers, that nei-

r of them can acquire any permanent ascen-

lency. From its proximity to the North, we might

xpeot that the furniture of this island would be

)f the wintriest description, and that its mountains

vould be covered with snow, its gorges filled with

'laciers, and its streams congealed into " motion-

ess torrents." But we find that some of its hills

smoking volcanoes, that others are fuming with

ulphur, that many of its plains were recently

aooded with molten lava, aud that the soil is

pierced iu all directions with pools of boiling mud,

ind fountains of scalding water.

If St. Helena has been styled a volcanic cinder,

[celand may be called a great volcanic block. Its

ihole substance has been poured out of the earth's

lowing entrails. There was a time when the sea

bung over its site ; but the bed of the ocean was

ruptured, and a huge mass of matter forced its

way upwards, spite of the enormous resistance it

had to encounter, until its steaming head was lifted

hiah above the waters. What a magnificent spec-

tacle this must have been, had mortal eye existed

to trace the grand acts of upheaval. In mod

times we have known rocks rise from the womb of

the deep, but who has ever witnessed any gigantic

feats of parturition like those which gave birth to

Iceland? In the year 1757 an islet, measuring

mile across, was thrown up about three miles from

Pondicherry. In 1811, Sabrina -was similarly

formed in the neighbourhood of St. Michael's

(Azores), amidst terrible convulsions of land and

ocean. Ferdinandea (or Graham's Island), near

the Sicilian coast, Joanna Bogosslowa, in the sea

of Kamtschatka, and several others, children of

the submarine volcano, have also sprung up in the

waters; but these have all been comparatively

puny in their dimensions, and after a short sojourn

at the surface, down they sunk into the depths

from which they were so strangely protruded.

At what period the foundation-stone of Iceland

was laid, aud how many successive eruptions oc-

curred before the whole forty thousand square

miles were upreared, are matters which belong to

the unrecorded past. But at no time could thi~

vomit of the volcano be regarded as a tempting

territory. Even at the present day not more than

one-third of the island is available for agriculture,

another third is fit only for the growth of heather,

whilst the remaining portion is filled up with moun-

tains, deserts, and lifeless tracts of lava. Looking

at the interior, with its surface pimp'.ed over with

rugged hills and volcanic cones, its sandy solitudes

where scarcely a blade of vegetation can be discov-

ered, its horrible plains where the molten effusions

of neighbouring craters have congealed in thi

wildest forms, like a raging sea suddenly struck

dumb, we should be disposed to say that, of all

regions on the globe, this had been selected as th<

great battle-ground between Frost and Fire.

Now, that man should ever dream of settling in

such an inhospitable place may well excite surprise.

As a penal colony,—an insular gaol,—good.
^

It

is just the grimmer regions of the globe which

ought to be set apart for the reception of rogues,

instead of spoiling some of the fairer spots by co-

pious importations of felonry. If the governments

of Europe had been in want of a nice little convict

isle, a cesspool for the overflowings of their scoun-

drelism, we fancy that Iceland might have struck

extremely eligible quarter for the pur-

pose.

But its destiny has been more fortunate. On
this forbidden soil men sprung up as if by magic,

and, instead of contenting themselves with a shiv-

ering sort of civ.'Iization, they laid it out as a kind

of literary garden, and stocked it with such flowers

of fancy that it became almost as gay and verdant

an academic grove. Not that its first visitors

were the most promising of personages. The dis-

coverer of Iceland was a freebooter of the name of

Nadoddr, one of those vikings who thought that

plunder was a part of the duty of man, and that

a descent upon an unprotected town was an hon-

ourable feat which would prove a sure passport to

Valhalla. Sailing towards the Faroe Islands in

the year 8G0, this marauder missed his mark, but

ame in sight of the land of Geysers, which, from

its wintry look, he christened Snow Land. There

being nothing to steal and nobody to slay, Na-

doddr returned to richer seas, and four years after-

wards was followed by a brother of the same craft,

Gardar by name, who explored the whole coast,

and repaid himself for his trouble by putting his

door-plate (so to speak) upon the island—from

thenceforth it was to be known as Garder's-holm.

Pirate the second was, however, speedily supplant-

ed by pirate the third—Floki of the Kavens, as

he was afterwards called ; for, having taken three

of these birds on board, he sent them out at differ-

ent times to guide him on his course, and at length,

reaching the isle, he gave it the title it has ever

since carried, and spent ten years in investigating

its shores. Was not this as rare an act of abste-

miousness in a man who lived by picking and

stealing, as it would bo for an Algerine corsair to

devote himself to a course of quiet geographical

research?

It was clear, however, that Iceland was no place

for men of buccaneering mould. Colonists of a

hitrher quality speedily followed. Just about a

thousand years ago certain Norwegians found

themselves uncomfortable in their native country.

Their king, Harold the Fair, had made himself

so troublesome to his subjects by his tyranny and

extortionate acts that many of them resolved to

seek an asylum beyond the seas. Whither was

the question ? It was rumored that far away in

the ocean there lay a peaceful little island wbere

they might hope to escape the attentions of his

troublesome majesty, and to live free, though self-

banished. Under the leadership of a nobleman

named lugolf, but doubtless with heavy hearts, the

exiles set sail in the year 874, and after a rambling

voyage of seven or eight hundred miles, performed

in slender skiffs, they reached what Arngrim Jonas,

one of their chroniclers, styles " the Canaan of the

North." A strange title to give to a country whose

plains were scorched with fire, and whose mountain

peaks were wrapped in snow. But an early visi

tor had told them in language worthy of a Soandi

navian George Kobins, that the streams were full

of delicate Mi, aud that the very "plants dropped

butter." Salmon and cod, indeed, they found in

abundance, but the pastures which were to serve as

natural dairies—the vegetables which were to churr

them butter for the asking—were not to be discov-

ered in any quarter of the island. Such, how-

ever was the charm of independence, that the Nor-

wegians flocked thither in troops, and at length

his° troublesome majesty, Harold forbade any 'fur-

ther emigration, being determined, like Louis XIV
on the revocation of the Edict of Nantes, that his

discontented subjects should neither enjoy peace at

home nor be permitted to seek it abroad.

It was in the year 874 (a. d.), then, that the

history of Iceland commenced. " History indeed,"

the reader will exclaim, " if such a functionary as

a state annalist exists on that volcanic mound, will

not his story be as brief as Canning's,knife-grind-

d his chapters as summary as Poutoppidan's

on the snakes? ^Vhat material could a Tacitus, a

Gibbon, or an Alison find for his pen in a country

hich has had no kings with a host of vices to por-

tray, and no warriors with a host of victories to

record ? What can a chronicler make of a region

which even at the present hour has no fortresses

to be taken by storm, and cannot boast of a sin-

civilized park of artillery ? A pretty place to

think of having any history at all
!"

Let us, however, overlook the presumption of

the natives in this particular and simply say, that

for about half a century after Ingolf's settlement

the colony subsisted under a species of patriarchal

rule; but about the year 928 changes ensued, and

the island was declared a republic. The new ar-

rangements were admirable. Laws were carefully

compiled ; literature began to flourish ; maritime

discoveries (America included) were effected, and

Christianity was established as the religion of the

country. This was the golden age of Iceland.

But, somehow or other a golden age never lasts.

In our weary world a lease of happiness, personal

or political, never runs long. In the present case

it was out in little more than three hundred years.

Perhaps this might be a fair spell of national bliss,

all things considered, but, at any rate, in the year

1261, King Hacon of Norway, who had frequently

cast a longing eye upon the island, contrived to

corrupt a number of its influental people, and to

bribe them into a transfer of their allegiance. What
wont men do to acquire a little gold or a little land ?

Verily, we believe there is scarcely an acre of en-

viable ground on the face of the globe which has

not cost a soul or two at some period of its history.

Handed over to Hacon in 12G1, however the island

remained in the possession of the Norwegian sov-

;ns until 1380, when it was annexed to the

crown of Denmark, and to the crown of Denmark
t has ever since belonged.

But it is with the physical curiosities of the coun-

try, rather than with its history or its inhabitants,

that we are now concerned. No sooner does an

inquisitive traveller approach its shores than he feels

an intense longing to visit its wonderful Geysers.

Landing at Reykjavik, he finds himself in one of

the funniest little capitals on the face of the globe.

Iceland must of course have a metropolis. Why
should it not, we 'should like to know? If it can-

not exactly indulge in a London, Paris, or a Yed-

do, there "is no reason why it should not have a

small chief town consisting mainly of two streets

—with a small cathedral, capable of holding

nearly one hundred and fifty persons—a small

governor's palace, originally intended for a prison

—a small house of parliament, of ample calibre

for nearly thirty senators—a small hotel, without

either signboard or name; and, besides a few

other public edifices, of a small number of private

residences which look like warehouses; and of

warehouses which look exceedingly like themselves.

Nearly all these tenements are made of wood cov-

ered with tar, so that the capital of Iceland ap-

pears to be in deep mourning. Internally some of

them are handsomely furnished, and Madame Pfeif-

fer discovered no less than six square piano fortes

in the place, but she maliciously surmises that

Liszt and Thalberg would never have recognised

their own music when executed by Icelandic hands.

Many of the houses possess small gardens where

small vegetables are cultivated ; but the botany of

the island is so wretched, that good turnips, ac-

cording to Sir W. Hooker, are about the size of an

apple ; and the largest tree in the country, ac-
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cording to Mr. Miles, was one on tlie governor's
premises, which did not exceed five feet iu heii'bt,

No monster gooseberries of course are ever pro-

duced (or rapturously reported,) and it has been
sarcastically affirmed that the gardens are kept
clean simply because the weeds wont trouble them-
selves to grow. This small metropolis, too, has its

small gayeties, for we hear of balls where the or-

chestra consisted of a violin, a rusty triangle, and
a " half-rotten" drum

; where men walked about
with tobacco-pipes in their mouths, and indulged
in what Sir George Mackenzie politely terms the
unrestrained evacuation of their saliva on tlie

floor; and where waltzes were performed in such
a funereal way that the spectators were reminded
of soldiers stepping along to the music of the Dead
March in Saul. Need we say further that the
population of Reykjavik scarcely exceeds that of
many a British village—consisting as it does of
about six hundred native residents, but increased
by Danish traders and summer visitors from other
parts of the country to about twelve hundred.

tTo bo continnedj

For "The Friend."

Tb the Association of Friendsfor thefree instruc-

tion of adult coloured persons.

The Managers report :—That nothing particu-

larly striking has occurred to characterize the pro-
ceedings of the session just closed. Blore than the
usual exertion was made before the opening of the
schools, to give wide spread notice of them, by vis-

its to the places of worship of the coloured peopl
a little before the time of their gathering ; by con-
spicuous cards placed in the public thoroughfares

;

and by the use of smaller cards, containing thi

time and place of holding the schools, which were
distributed extensively by the managers and teach-
ers, among the coloured population. This effort

appeared to be not without its effect, as the statis-

tics show a considerably increased averafo iu the
men's school over the previous year; and in the
women's department an average attendance which
is not only somewhat greater than any heretofore
recorded in the books of the Association, but also
greater in proportion to the number of pupils en-
tered. Notwithstanding this apparently favorable
account, the managers cannot but repeat the senti
ment which has been frequently expressed in their
meetings, that the male branch of our Institution
does not seem to be doing the full amount of good
of which it is capable, in failing to induce as large
a number to attend as could be comfortably a<
commodated.
The schools were opened at the usual time i_

the Tenth month last; when the names of 27 men
and 51 women were entered on the register, which
numbers were increased before the close of thi
session, to 131 men and 223 women, being 35
more of the former and 9 less of the latter 1;hai
were entered the previous session. Of the 131 men,
an average of 37 attended each school evening
during the winter, and of the 223 women a frac*^

tion oyer 65.

Nine teachers in all were engaged in the two
schools, William Smedley, Jr., having acted as
Principal of the men's and Sarah M. Alexander of
the women's department. To their faithfulness in
their respective stations the managers desire to
bear testimony, the position requiring patience and
kindness, which we believe were cheerfully afforded.

The exercises in the men's school have varied
little from the usual routine of Spelling, lleadin-r
Writing and Arithmetic, with some use of th°e
Outline Maps

; more attention has been recently
given in this room to Mental or Oral Arithmetic

with the design of rendering the scholars more
ready in the calculation of their every-day business
transactions. They appear to appreciate and
ter into it with energy and interest, and its benefi-
cial effect we think is apparent.

Similar exercises are in use in the female de-
partment; a very noticeable feature here, is the
greatly increased attention which has been paid to
the pursuit of Arithmetic, within the past two or
three years. Quite an ambition appears to prevail,
especially among the younger women, to become ac-
quainted with the science of numbers, and the time
of the principal and one or two assistants is pretty
fully taken up in satisfying their inquiries. The
writing from dictation is also a distinctive feature
in this school.

The following from a table prepared by S. BI.

Alexander, exhibits the classification adopted.
The first class, numbering 82, includes all who in
addition to Heading, Writing, Spelling, and writ-
ing Dictation, were engaged in cyphering; of those,
1 was in Practice

; 8 in Compound Reduction ; 11
in Simple Reduction; 5 in Multiplication of Fede-
ral Money

; 5 in Subtraction of Federal Money
;

9 in Simple Division ; 12 in Multiplication ; 14 iu

Subtraction, and 12 in Addition. The second
and third classes contained respectively 40 and
45 pupils, all of whom spell, read and write,
beside 56 in the class-room who had begun to
read, and to write upon slates, some of whom on
entering the school, were entirely ignorant of both
letters and figures.

Interesting lectures have been delivered in both
schools, upon such subjects as Physical Geography,
Intoxication, Volcanoes, Labour, Electricity, Gun-
powder, etc., &c., illustrated by appropriate appa-
ratus and diagrams, and clothed in simple lan-
guage, and delivered in a familiar style. A large
Magic Lantern, and collection of valuable slides,
were loaned to one of the managers, and exhibited
to both schools on separate evenings. All these
efforts to interest them were well received, and in
some instances, were verbally acknowledged. It
is believed they have the effect to encourage the
attendance, and to promote animation and in-
dustry.

The practice of visiting the schools frequently,
by committees appointed monthly for that purpose'
is still regularly adhered to ; and their minutes ex-
hibiting the state of the school, and any matters
of interest occurring during the month, come before
each stated meeting of the Managers while th
school is in session. From some cause the visits of
Friends, during the latter part of the session, other
than members of the Association, have not been
quite so frequent as was the case last vear, which
we hope does not indicate a decrease of the inter-
est heretofore manifested by friends of the Institu-
tion.

The schools were closed on Fifth day evenintr,
the 28th of Second month, when 41 scholars an'd
about 90

their children
; after which the schools adjourned

with very pleasant feelings.

By direction of the Board of Managers,
Geo. J. ScATTERQooD, Clerk.

Pbila., Third month 7th, 1861.

Visitors were present in the men's room.
After some of the usual exercises were gone through
with, quite a number of speeches were made by the
pupils, gcLerally expressive of gratitude to the
teachers, and to the members of the Association,
for the care and labour bestowed upon them dur-
ing the Winter. One hundred of the female schol-
ars assembled on the same evening in the u
room, am'

To the Association of Friendsfor thefree instruc,
tion of culult coloured persons.

The committee who have had charge, during the
past session, of the school for coloured men°and
women, in the vicinity of South Camden,
J., in presenting the report of their proceedi
although aware that the circumstances connected jlo

with the establishment of the school must still be
\

fresh in the recollection of most of our members,
'

yet deem it not improper briefly to rehearse them, .,

for the information of those who have contributed li

to its support.

About the close of the Tenth month of last year,
a coloured resident of South Camden, who was em-
ployed during the day in this city, acoidontallji
met with a card containing the usual announcement
of ourschoolson Raspberry Street. He, with some
others, having previously raised sufficient means
from private contribution to build a small school.^
house in Kaighnsville, near South Camden, for thef
benefit of the coloured children resident there,,jio
after observing this card, made application to a' l

member of our Association to provide means forjs
instructing the coloured adults of that neighbour-
hood, in the same building during the winte°r even-
ings, stating that he had already made one or two
applications to citizens of New Jersey, to the same
end, but without success. It being found, upon
examination, that this desire for improvement ex-
tended somewhat widely among his coloured neigh-
bours, subscriptions were obtained, partly in the
State of New Jersey, the school was opened on
the 4th of Twelfth month, and a committee con-
sisting of fourteen members, was set apart to attend
it semi-weekly, during the three months' session,
and have the proper oversight of its management.'

Three teachers were employed at the commence-
ment, and two others subsequently added, as the
number of pupils increased, all of whom have been
useful in carrying out the design of the school,
and have laboured, it is believed, with a lively in-
terest on behalf of their charge.

The names of 63 scholars were placed on the
ol

register the first evening, the number rising before
ji

the close of the session, to upwards of 140 of both |ii

sexes, with an average attendance for the whole
session, of about 40. The average was, however,

jii

much greater during the first two months of the
session, a report of a case of small-pox, near the
school-house, having afterwards operated to di-
minish it. The largest number of scholars in the

smallest

PPer
many visitors, home letters, selected

from a large number written by the scholars, ad-
dressed to the teachers, were read by the Principal,
expressive of their appreciation of the efforts which
had been used to instruct them, and of the benefit
which they had thereby received. They were en-
couraged to persevere in study, during the vacation
of the school, and to attend to the education of

The exercises, were cf course, simple in their
character, being mostly confined to Spelling, Read-
ng, Writing, and the rudiments of Arithmetic. 8i

The opportunity for improvement in knowledge,
was, however, eagerly seized by many, and some
instances of considerable advancement were re-
marked by the teachers. The committee in their
visits frequently addressed words of encouragement
to the scholars, and also gave them simple lectures
upon Geography, Galvanism, Electricity, Physi-
ology, &c., which were well received. It is with
feelings of much satisfaction that the committee
are able to state that they believe the expenditure
of time, means and labour upon this Institution,
during its three months' continuance, has been well
bestowed, and that it has never, in their experience

evening schools, been better appreciated than
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' the recipients in thia iustance. One or two ex-
aples may perhaps, be cited ; one of the scholars

IS engineer on a steamer, running to a Southern

;y; during the time that his vessel was laid up at

is port, he regularly attended the school, was
ry diligent himself, in application to his books,
id very careful of the young pupils, that they
ould be industrious, and not disturb their elders,

hen he was obliged to join his vessel again, he
pressed much re'gret, and said that he would not
rt with what he had acquired there, for twenty
liars. He purchased the books which he had
ed, and declared his intention of continuing his

idics while seated by his engine. Another, dur-

; a temporary suspension of the school, expressed
i willingness to pay his teacher to continue the

^ular instruction, that he might lose no time.

id, considering that the two hours session of the

bool, followed in most cases a day of fatiguing

30ur, and that the distance to be traversed in

iching the school-house, was in some instances

asiderable, it was matter of remark to the com-
ttee, how faithful and painstaking were the ma-
ity of the pupils, old and young, of both sexes.

Passages of Scripture, were read each evening
one of the teachers at the closing of the exercises,

d a number of Friend's Tracts, and copies of the

)ral Almanac were gratuitously furnished to the

lolars, and Testaments printed by the Bible
isociation, sold them at nominal prices. The
lolars mostly conducted themselves with pro-

ety, and were respectful to the teachers. They
need much gratification with the visits of the

nraittee, offering to have them brought in a car-

go from the ferry at their own expense, rather

in that the length of the walk should dissuade

im from coming to see them ; but the circum-
nce which gratified and animated the committee
ist,was the regular attendance and close application

many among them, which was the most conclu-

e evidence of the benefit of the concern.

Several of the committee were present on the

1 inst., the closing evening, when remarks were
,de by some of the men, and letters read from
pils of both sexes, thanking the teachers and
nmittee for their exertions, and expressing their

preciation of the opportunity which had been
arded them of adding to their stock of knowledge
i desiring that the school might be reopened
Dther season.

In conclusion, the committee would remark, that

lugh some labour and personal sacrifice are

jessarily involved in carrying on this school, we
ieve, that if the Association sees fit to reopen it

U winter, there is interest enough among its

mbers to render them willing to undergo thein-

ivenience attending its management.
Signed on behalf of the committee.

Wm. Evans, Jr., Secretary.

hila.. Third month, 1861.

OFFICERS OF THE ASSOCIATION'.

Secretary—J. Wistar Evans.
iPreasurer—John C. Allen,

^lanagers—JohnC. Allen, Samuel Allen, Samuel
olman, Joseph W. Stokes, J. Wistar Evans,
jrge J. Scattergood, William Evans, Jr., Isaac
r;;an, Jr., John E. Carter, Charles Albertson.

Waste of Life in War.—The great mortality

irmies, is not caused chiefly by the deadly, weap-
of enemies, but in far greater degree, by dis-

;s incident to the soldier's life, whether in the

ip or in the field. The British Army in the

aiea, lost 33,643 out of 94,000 troops. Of these,

p 2,658 were killed in battle, and only 1,761
1 of wounds. But 16,388 died of disease at

the seat of war, and nearly 13,000 were sent home
sick. Of the French army in the Crimea, about
50,000 perished of disease, and 65,000 more were
sent home a's invalids, while the slain in the field

'of battle numbered but 7,500 men. In the late

war of the United States with Mexico, it is as-

serted that only 1,548 of the United States

troops were killed or died of wounds in all the

numerous engagements which took place, but about
13,000 mendied of sickness, and as many more were
discharged from the army on account of ill health.

Of these latter many subsequently died, and others

yet survive with impaired constitutions.

regeneration, he endeavoured to strengthen them
in that day of war and commotion, in supporting
the testimony to the peaceable nature of the
Messiah's kingdom committed to us as a people to
bear. At a meeting at Deep River, on the 10th,
he was engaged to bear testimony to the goodness
of God as manifested in the works of creation, and
also in the work of regeneration. The rising of
the outward sun was emblematical of the rising of
the Sun of righteousness in the soul of man, which
not only brings light there, but healing also. The
spiritual doctrine of the gospel of Christ, as heart-
changing and renovating, was largely spoken to, and
the people urged not merely to be hearers of the word
but doers also. On the 1 1 th, was at lleedy Fork

;

from thence he rode to Eleazer Hunt's at New Gar-
den, where, on the 12th, he had a meeting. In this

meeting the condition of the true church was set

forth, and the primitive purity as typified by a woman
clothed with the sun, and with the moon under her
feet. In his comments thereon, he pressed upon
his hearers the necessity of having the blessings of
life and all temporal things under the feet, as ser-

vants, not as masters. A treasure not to be too
highly valued or even put in competition with our
christian testimonies, but to be given up cheerfully
rather than violate one requisition of Truth.
Joshua had a feeling that some present had not
been faithful in this respect, and his exhortation to

such was earnest that they might know the work

j

of reformation going on, and they restored to, and
deaf ear to the voice kept in their places, during the day of trial which

was now upon them. At Muddy Creek meeting,
on the 13th, he urged the necessity of a prepara-
tion for death; on the 15th, atone held at Tom's
Creek, he was deeply exercised under a persuasion

witnessed. I'he mercy and love of God was largely
!
that some there were depending on morality,—a mere

opened to them, in sending his Son to die for them,
' performance of apparent moral duties. They had

and granting also the visitations of his Holy Spirit the outward appearance of good, but were like

For "The Friend."

BIOCRAPlllCAl SKETCHES
Of Ministers and Elders and other concerned members

of the Yearly .Meeting of Fbiladelpbia,

(Continued from page 301.)

JOSHUA BROWN.

On the 1st day of the Fourth month, Joshua
Brown attended a meeting at llocky Eiver, wherein

the propitiatory sacrifice of the blessed Saviour was
treated on, the benefit men receive therefrom, and

also the work of the new birth unto holiness, and

that freedom from sin which those who walk in

humble obedience to the revelation of the Spirit of

Christ may attain. He also felt constrained to

treat on war. On the 2d, had a meeting at Holly

Spring, in which he was led to rebuke the stupidity

of those who were turning

of the Great Charmer, the Author of all mercy,

and the Giver of every good gift, and were passing

along unconcerned until the close of life was at

preparation for an awful eternityhand,

to renew them into his own blessed image. T
necessity of witnessing the new birth, Christ's in-

ward appearance, and the cleansing of the heart,

was also pressed upon them. The universality of

the love of God
visitation durino

reproved by our Saviour formerly, as paying
the tithe of the mint, anise and cummin, yet were
omitting the weightier parts of the law. He ex-

horted all to a close search into their own states,

ranting to all men adayofilest they should be deceived. After this close

hich, through submission to his [warning, he had a word of encouragement for a

awakening grace, they might witness the salvation! remnant in that place, who were faithful,

of their souls, was spoken to, and Joshua deemed I On the 17th, with some Friends who were going

it was a meeting to be remembered with thankful- south with him, he proceeded to the house of Jesse

ness by others as well as by himself. Riding to
j

Bump, where he had a meeting chiefly composed
the house of Cornelius Tyson, twenty-seven miles,

' of Baptiots. In this meeting he pressed the great

they had, on the 3d, a satisfactory meeting there, i need there was of all assembled, endeavouring to

and, returning to Cane Creek, was at the Monthly
' know that they were not deceived in a work of

Meeting held at that place on the 4th. Here he
j

such unutterable consequence as the salvation of

met with that able minister of the gospel, William i the never-dying soul. He showed the absolute

Matthews, with his companion. They both sat 'necessity of knowing the new birth unto righteous-

the meeting through in silence; but, on the next ness, and through obedience to the inward law, of

day, a meeting being held in the same place, becoming a spiritual people. He also treated on

Joshua was deeply concerned that the people might the baptism of John, as distinguished from that of

improve the day of God's merciful visitation to their the Saviour; the one ritual, the other spiritual,

souls. He says, he "'was much opened in love to the one with water, the other with the Holy Ghost

the people, desirous that they might put in prac- and fire. After meeting, he crossed the Adkia
tioe what they knew." river, and lodged on the floor of a very poor cabin.

On the 6th and 7th, he attended meetings at Their accommodations for man and beast were ia

Providence and Centre, in which the inward work
|
every way stinted, and it was not until after much

of purification was pressed on the people, and on I entreaty, that they obtained a little fodder for their

the bth, he was at one held at Back Creek. In horses even at a most extortionate price. Jour-

this, the peaceable nature of the religion of our neying southward, on the night of the 18th, they

Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ was spoken to, and 'lodged in the woods, and on the 19th, at an ordi-

the hearers were shown that they were not living nary, where they had very poor accommodations,

in the spirit of the gospel, unless the very spirit of On the 20th, they had no provisions for themselves

enmity was slain in them. This he notes as an |duringtheday,savesome they hadcarried with them

encouraging meeting. On the 9th, he was at from Tom's Creek, and at night they lay again in

Springfield meeting, in which he exhorted the tried the woods. One of the Friends that day was ob-

and afflicted to count it joy when temptation iged to leave them, his horse having given out.

them, as tribulation worketh patience, and On the 21st, the rest proceeding onward, crossed

patience hope, which maketh not ashamed. After the Catawba river and various of its branches, and

pressing on the hearers the all-important work of] at night had poor lodging at Broad River. On
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the 22d, about noon, they reached the dwelling of

Henry Millhouse, much worn down with fatigue.

Here, having once more got among Friends, they

rested until the 23d, when they attended Cane

Creek meeting, in South Carolina. The meeting

was a time of suffering to Joshua Brown, and yet

the doctrines of Truth were freely declared by

him, especially the universality of the offers of

salvation to mankind through Christ Jesus. He

showed them that election stands in obedience to

the manifestations of the Truth. On the 24th, at

a meeting held at Padger's Creek, he was led to

treat on the case of Naaman, the Syrian, and the

simplicity of the means made use of, first, in direct-

ing him to the prophet, through whom the Lord

would heal him, aud secondly, in the means em-

ployed. He then opened to those assembled the

simplicity, which characterized our blessed Si

viour's instructions to the people when personally

amongst men, and also, now in the cleansing ope

rations of his Spirit, perfecting.the new birth in the

soul. At the Monthly Meeting held ;^t Bush River

on the 25th, he was largely concerned that Friends

might keep in that time of commotion to their

peaceable principles, and that building upon the

sure foundation which the Lord Jesus has laid for

Lis church, they might not be shaken, whatever

might befall them. On the 26th, it being the first

day of the week, he was again at Bush River meet-

ing, and, on the 27th, was at one at Little River.

In the afternoon, whilst riding towards the dwell-

iniT of Richard Heuderson, at which place he had

appointed a meeting, he was stopped by the sol-

diers of the American army, near a little town,

called Ninety-six. After an examination had been

made of the persons and all the baggage of the

Friends, in which nothing was found to criminate

them, they were kept in custody at a tavern that

night. The next day, the 28th, the test oath was

offered to them, and because they could not con

scientiously take it, they were committed to close

prison in Ninety-six, by Adam Burk.

(To be continnedO

The Artesian Well at Groielle, Paris.—In the

year 1833, M. Mulot was charged by the Munici

pal Council of the City of Paris with the boring

of an artesian well upon the left bank of the Seine,

on the Place Breteuil, a vast space of ground ex-

tending in front of the Abattoir do Grenelle, not

far from the Hotel des Invalides. The workmen
commenced on the 24th of September, 1833, and

one may be able to form a notion of the innumera-

ble difEcuties that the skillful geological engineer

must have encountered when one knows that the

works of boring and tubage were not completed

till the 26th of February, 1841—more than seven

years of tribulations, accidents, and deceptions,

which would have disheartened most engineers.

But M. Mulot promising always success in a man-

ner so certain, and based upon serious geological

documents and calculations, the men betook them-

selves with vigour to the work, and the injplements

of their apparatus brought away successively the

different beds of earth marked upon the geological

map traced u priori. At last the green sand was
reached ; it was the last bed of earth, and the wa-

ter leaped up with impetuosity. The borer had

arrived at the extraordinary and predicted depth

of 1790 English feet. It was necessary to add to

this depth an ascending tube of 110 feet, so as to

attain the height the water was to reach—that is to

say, about 1900 feet from its starting-point. The
water is produced from the pluvial filtrations of

the lands of Champagne. In the centre of the

Place Breteuil, they are about to erect the foun-

tain from the designs of M. Ivon, the engineer.

In the centre of a circular stone basin, bordered

by a railing, raised upon a stone base, rises the

tube of ascent. Round this tube circles a

spiral staircase, consisting of 150 open steps two

feet six inches in width, which conduct to the plat-

form of the campanile, the terminal of which is

raised one hundred and thirty-nine feet eight inches

above the ground. The inclosure of the staircase

is of hexagonal form, and six feet ten inches wide.

Four external platforms, or balconies encircle the

monument, and project gushing sheets of bubbling

water.

The Jetcs ofMorocco.—The Jews are considered

by the Mussulmans of Morocco in the light of un-

clea'n animals and enemies of God ;
and if they do

not exterminate them, it is only because they are

useful, and because true believers have a right to

turn everything to account. Indeed, were the

Jewish population suddenly removed from the

country, such an event would be a public calamity

of incalculable magnitude ; for it is the Jew alone

who can mend a lock, build a house, make gold

and silver trinkets, coin money, decorate a room,

or weave silk, all such handicrafts being regarded

by the Mussulman with supreme contempt. Even

the Sultan himselfis obliged to have recourse to them

for the collection of taxes or negotiations with

Christians. Slaves in appearance, the Jews possess

n reality all that power which superior talent and

cunning can confer. Every night the Jews are

shut up in a particular quarter inclosed with a wall,

and it is only after sunrise, they are allowed to

enter the Mussulman town, where they have their

shops. The Jewish quarter is called " Mellah,"

which means a place of damnation. Tangier alone

has none, because that town is already " defiled"

by the presence of the Christian consuls. The Jew

is obliged to wear black clothes, that colour being

the emblem of misfortune and malediction. If he

passes before a mosque, a zaouia, or chapel, or if he

meet a holy man, a marabout, or a sheriff, he must

take off his shoes and carry them in his hand until

he has passed them. They are not allowed to

cross a Mussulman cemetery, and their women are

publicly flogged on the slightest pretence, by

Mussulman woman specially designed for this

function, and who is called the ahrija. If a Mus-

sulman strike a Jew, the latter is not permitted to

defend himself other than by flight or stratagem.

When the Sultan passes through a town, the Jews

have to offer him rich presents. Yet, with all this

burden of servitude upon them, they never abjure

their faith ; but this constancy, certainly commen-

dable in itself, is coupled with the grossest ignor-

ance and superstition. They hate the Christians

quite as much as the Mussulmans, although the

little protection they enjoy at Tangier is due to the

Christian Consuls. When a Christian enters the

house of a protected Jew, he is received with every

mark of hospitality ; but no sooner is his back

turned, than the glass out of which he has drunk

is broken into pieces, and everything he has touched

is subjected to a rigorous purification, performed

with many complicated ceremonies. A Jewish

servant will not eat the meat she has cooked for a

Christian, although bought at a Jewi?h butcher's,

because it has been cooked in Christian vessels.-

Revue Contcmporaine.

lad enjoyed in his company, told him he waj

hereby encouraged to ask of him a very great fa

vour. "I would take a pleasure in obliging you,'

said the ofiicer, " as I am sure you will not maki

an unreasonable request." " Then," said Wesley!;:

as we have to travel together sometime, I bej

that if I should so far forget myself as to swear oi

you will kindly reprove «i€." The officer immedi

ately saw the motive, felt the fcjrce of the requesl

d with a smile thanked Wesley.

;1

V
John Barclay,

I question whether they who go empty awa; «

from our religious meetings, or from those gathei i

ings of two or three in the name of the Lord Jesus n

where he himself is in the midst, ready to heajJ

each one of his diseases and infirmities; I questiojU

much, whether such as go home none the better fo

meeting with those thus gathered together, are ncfe

" rich" are not full, are not satisfied, confident
'

settled on the lees," sluggish and sleeping in fHf.

curity. We may remember there is a woe againi

those that are at ease in Zion." It is also worth

of remark, that all those that came to Jesus, whaL
personally on earth, to be cured of their maladiel

were in a very opposite state to that of those t

whom I have spoken above ; these were destitub
'
cted, forsaken, despised ; and what is still moP

they were sensible of their lamentable situatioi i

their helplessness and distress ; and they knew d

believed who it was that had power to stem tB '

torrent of their trouble, the tide of their calamitia

" Speak the word only" said one, " and my serval

shall be healed." " Believe ye that I am able \

do this?" said Jesus, to two, who answered, " Ys

Lord." " Lord, I believe," said another, " help thd
'

mine unbelief," so that the blessing which make*

truly rich, shall assuredly and inevitably com

down in abundance upon those, who with a hun

ble ard a contrite heart, wait upon the Lord, an

are exercised and engaged in truth and earnestnei
^

to seek Him. Oh ! what a rich reward of pea<

at times flows into the hearts of these true disciple

these poor publicans, these buffeted, bruised, bri

ken-hearted little ones ; whose help is placed, aii|ii

hope fixed upon Him that is mighty, the giver

glory and grace, and of every good thing, bl

whose hands are ready to hang down, their kn« li

to smite one against the other, and their hearts » It

fail, because they find not Him whom their s«

loveth, and feel not his aid, " who is able to sa|

unto the uttermost." Oh ! these are the poor

the everlasting kingdom, and are richer than t)

richest in outward mammon, or even than the rid i

est in good works, (though these also will not ) u

wanting herein,) because they are " rich in faitb
f

whom God hath chosen as heirs of the kingdoi

which he hath prepared for them that love him,

Eleventh month, 1817.

A Kindly Reproof.—John Wesley, having to

travel some distance in a stage-coach, fell in with a

pleasant-tempered, well-informed officer. His con-

versation was sprightly and entertaining, but fre-

quently mingled with oaths. When they were

about to take the last stage, Wesley took the

officer apart, and after expressing the pleasure he

" Crane" Wheat.—The Journal des Land| 1

records one of the results of migratory habitaj

'

birds. A farmer of Medoc, shot in 1860, a cr4 'i

on the wing southwards. Stored in its craw Wf
a supply for the voyage, which on scrutiny t

farmer found to be wheat of a superior and ra

variety. Sown in the spring of last year, it yield

so heavy a crop as to be now in great request i

seed. ____„.__
Our fear, one of another, is a great obstacle ll

friendship and freedom, and to religious ser^

generally.
_

Do good with what thou hast, or it will do tl u

no good.
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For "The Fiiuud."

Friends who contributed to tlie relief of the
.nsas suiFerers, through E. P. Morris and S. 11.

ipley, will fiud below the distribution of the

ds received by them. The articles of clothing

re forwarded to Thomas II. Stanley, of that ter-

)ry, and given by him to those in need. An
)lioation having been made by Friends in Iowa,
bags in which to send some grain to their suf-

mg neighbours in Kansas, they were procured
this city, and, through the liberality of the rail-

,d companies, were forwarded free of expense to

ponsible parties residing in Springdale, in the

mer State. We have since learned that upwards
a thousand bushels of wheat and corn were sent
ward in them.

Amount received, including a donation of fifty

lars from the Kansas Fund of Western District

mthly Meeting towards the purchase of the

;s above-mentioned, 8690.51, which was sent

below.

;0. Twelfth mo. 4th, to Thos. H. Stanlej',

Americus, Kansa's, $100.00
" " " Lindley Durham,

Ossawalimie, Kan. 156.00
Tbos. H. Stanlej,

Americus, . 19.80
Lindley Durham,
Ossawatimie, . 86.41

" 26tb, " Thos. H. Stanley,

Americus, . 14.55
Second mo. 12th, " Thos. H. Stanley,

Americus, . 7.00
" 23d, " Thos. H. Stanley,

Americus, "
. 52.00

" " " Samuel Hollad.iy,

Ossawalimie, . 100.00
Third mo. 7th, " Thof. H. Stanley,

Americus, . 52.00

500", 2 bushels each 102.75

$600.51

It is with great satisfaction we can state, that

m letters received from Friend Stanley and
,ers, it appears that the fund thus appropriated

i been the means of signal and efficient relief in

Elliston p. Morris,
Samuel R. Shipley.

hilad., Sixth mo. 10th, ISGl.

1. First mo. lyth,

2d,

ny <

Abstraction and Presence of Mind.—Minds
situally employed on deep theories and abstruse

culations must necessarily be often wrapt far

)ve the sublunary occurrences of every-day life.

. Stukeley once went to visit Sir Isaac Newton. He
s shown into a room, and there left. Time
ised on, and as the antiquarian was hungry, and
are how hopeless it was to get Newton away
m his calculations in any reasonable time, if he

ppened to be much absorbed, he quietly began
dinner upon a fowl that had been prepared for

friend, and speedily demolished the greater part

it. At last, the great astronomer came down
m his study, prepared for dinner; but, seeing

y the remnants of the fowl, was much surprised,

1 excused himself to the doctor by saying, " You
, doctor, how very abstract we philosophers are

;

eally imagined 1 had not yet dined !"

Dr. Adam Smith, the great economist, was ano-

;r very absent man. Among the anecdotes told

him in this capacity, is the following :
—" He

s a commissioner of the Board of Customs.

at board had in their service, as porter, a stately

rson, who, dressed in a scarlet cloak, covered

th frogs of worsted lace, and holding in his hand
staff about seven feet high, as an emblem of his

ice, used to mount guard before the custom-house

len a board was to be held. It was the etiquette

It, as each commissioner entered, the porter should

through a sort of salute with his staff of office,

and then marshal the dignitary to the hall of meet-
ing. This ceremony had been performed before
Adam, perhaps five hundred times. Nevertheless,
one day as ho was about to enter the custom-house,
the motions of this janitor seem to have attracted

his eye, without their character or purpose reaching
his apprehension ; and, on a sudden, he began to

imitate his gestures as a recruit does those of his

drill-sergeant. The porter, having drawn up in

front of the door, presented his staff; the commis-
sioner, raising his cane, and holding it with both
hands by the middle, returned the salute with the

utmost gravity. The inferior officer, much amazed,
recovered his weapon, wheeled to the right, stepping

a pace back to give the commissioner room to pass,

lowering his staff at the same time in token ot

obeisance. Dr. Smith, instead of passing on, drew
up on the opposite side, and lowered his cane at

the same angle. The functionary, more and more
bewildered, next moved up-stairs, with his staff

advanced, while the author of the ' Wealth of Na-
tions' followed, with his bamboo in precisely the

same posture, and his whole soul apparently wrapped
up in the purpose of placing his foot exactly on the

same spot of each step which, had been occupied by
the man who preceded him. At the door of the

hall the porter again drew up, saluted with his

staff, and bowed reverentially ; the philosopher

again imitated his motions, and returned his bow
with the most profound gravity. When the doctor

entered the apartment, the spell under which he
seemed to have been acting was entirely broken."

False suggestions and tem-ptations.—I have
found amongst many other acts and false sugges-

tions and temptations, which the enemy makes use

of to deter us from giving up ourselves to the guid-

ance of the Holy Spirit, one which is much talked

of and acted upon by many, through their own in-

experience, and the deceit of the prince of dark-

ness; namely, that these leadings and secret in-

fluences and inspirations, are not distinguishable

from the workings of our own mental or rational

powers ; and if they are distinguishable, that these

persons have not felt them or known them. Now
in answer to this, which has been my own delusion,

I may say, that any one who has for a long season

habitually stifled by disobedience this divine moni-
tor, cannot expect to hear or to understand so

plainly its voice, as those do -who have for a long

period listened to its secret whispers, aucl surren-

dered themselves unreservedly to its injunctions

:

these can testify, that they follow no uncertain va-

pour or idle tale ; but that its reproofs are to be

plainly perceived, and its incitements clearly to be

felt; and that the peace they witness cannot be

imitated, neither can it be expressed to the under-

standings, or conceived by the imaginations, of

such as have none of this blessed experience. Nor
let any poor, seeking, sincere or serious minds be

discouraged, that they do not upon submission im-

mediately or very quickly feel what they wait to

feel, even the arising of that secret, influencing,

actuating, constraining and restraining power or

.spirit of the Lord. Let them not be discouraged

if this be their case, nor be dismayed if even alter

some considerable sacrifices and trying testimonies

of sincerity, they find not that rich reward of peace

which they had expected. Let such remember, it

is written, " he that endureth to the end, the same

shall be saved."

—

John Bardaij.

Detraction.—He was so tender of the reputation

of all, that he could not take the liberty of express-

ing anything to lessen it, nor was he easy to hear

others in such a practice.

—

Memorial of Tliomas

&attei-good.

The Ilip-potanuiswilhllw. Toothache.—A letter
from A. D. Bartlett to — Buekland describes an
interesting, but dangerous operation upon a Hip-
popotamus, such as probably was never before per-
formed. The writer says :—" I had intended to
write to you before I left town, but could not find
time. You will be glad to know that 1 have suc-
ceeded in performing the largest, if not the greatest,
dental operation on record. Our male hippopota-
mus has been, as you know, suffering from a
fractured tooth, and fearing that the consequences
might be serious, I have had a strong oak fence
fixed between his pond and the iron railings, and I

then determined to remove the broken tooth ; this
I accomplished on the morning of Wednesday last,

but not without a fearful struggle. I had prepared
a powerful pair of forceps, more than two feet long

;

with these I grasped his fractured incisor, thinking,
with a firm and determined twist, to gain posses-
sion of that fine piece of ivory. This, however, was
not quite so easily done, for the brute, amazed at
my iiupiulence, rushed back, tearing the instrument
from aiy hands, and, looking as wild as a hippo-
pota BUS • nn look, charged at me just as I had re-

covered my forceps. I made another attempt,
and this time held on long enough to cause the
loose tooth to shift its position, but was an-ain

obliged to relinquish my hold. I had, however,
no occasion to say, ' Open your mouth,' for this he
did to the fullest extent ; therefore I h id no diffi-

culty in again seizing the coveted morsel, and this

time drew it from his monstrous jaws. One of the
most remarkable things appeared to me to be the
enormous force of the air when blown from the
dilated nostrils of this great beast while enraged.
It came into my face with a force that almost
startled me."

—

London pajjer.

Encouragement and Caution to lowlij, diffident

Mj«£/i.-:-With tender love 1 remember thee, and
think of thy lowly diffident mind. There is surely
a possibility of dwelling so much upon our own
weakness and unworthiness, as to overlook, or sink

below the heavenly gift of Divine grace, which is

given to every one to profit withal. " The Lord pre-

serveth the simple ;" and I do believe, dear friend,

that through merciful kindness, thou art one of the
simple in heart, desiring to follow a crucified Saviour.

Take courage, then, and think upon a Redeemer's
love more than upon thy unworthiness. It is not

because of our righteousness, but of mercy, that we
come to tnow the mind of Christ, and deliverance
from those thingo that grieve the Holy Spirit.

Take courage, I again say, my tender friend, and
give no place to distrust.

—

Letter ofMary Capper's.

The Congress of Verona.—Whilst looking at

the cluster of crowned heads, it was impossible not

to remark that the absolute lords of so many mil-

lions of men had not only nothing to distinguish

them from the common race of mankind, but were,
in appearance, inferior to what might be expected
from the same number of gentlemen taken at haz-
ard from any society in Europe. Nor was there

to be seen a trait expressive of any great or attrac-

tive quality in all those who were to be the sources

of so much happiness or misery to so large a portion
of the civilized world. Yet some of tho.se were
notoriously good men in their private capacity, and
scarcely one of them has been distinguished for

vices eminently pernicious to society, oV any other
than the venial failings of humanity ; or, as a wri-

ter of no democratic tendency says of them, " all

excellent persons in private life, all scourges of the
countries submitted totheirsway."

—

LordBrongh-
ton's " Italy.'''
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Philosophy of Rain.—To understand the na-

ture of this beautiful and often sublime phenome-

non, a few facts derived from observation and a

long train of experiments, must bo remembered.

1. Were the atmosphere, every where, at all

times, at a uniform temperature, we should never

have rain, or hail, or snow. The water absorbed

by it in evaporation from the sea and the earth's

surface, would descend in an imperceptible vapour,

or cease to be absorbed by the air, when once fully

saturated. 2. The absorbing power of the atmos-

phere, and consequently, its capability to retain

humidity, is greater in warm than in cold air. 3.

The air near the surface of the earth is warmer

than it is in the region of the clouds. The higher

we ascend from the earth, the colder do we dnd

the atmosphere. Henoe the perpetual snow on

very high mountains in the hottest climates. Now,
when from continual evaporation the air is highly

saturated with vapour, though it be invisible and

the sky cloudless, if its temperature is suddenly re-

duced by cold currents of air rushing from above,

or from a higher to a lower latitude, its capacity

to retain moisture is diminished, clouds are formed,

and the result is rain. Air condenses as it cools, and

like a sponge filled with water and compressed,

pours out the water which its diminished capacity

cannot hold.

Many liave desjnsed our testimony.—The testi-

mony given to us, as a people, in various branches,

hath been a stone of stumbling and a rock of of-

fence to many, who have wished for our crown

without our cross, and have overlooked and de-

spised the peculiarity of our testimony, or rather

the Lord's testimony through us. The language,

fashions, and customs of the world, though by many
deemed indifferent, are not so to us, but are a part

of the growth of that lofty Lebanon, which the

day of the Lord is to come upon, as well as the

cedars; and when that day comes, it will burn as

an oven, with prevailing heat, and leave them nei-

ther root nor branch. All who have entered into

fellowship with us, by the baptism of Christ, which

is the right door of entrance, have found it to be

their duty to attend to these testimonies, not from

imitation, but from conviction of their propriety.

—

Richard ShacMelon.

The enemy of souls never
'

a pretext for doing wrong.

without

THE FRIEND.
SIXTH MONTH 15,

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Progress of noslililies.^At the time of making up tliis

summary, no serious collisiou had occurred between tlie

hostile armies. The first brigade of I'ennsylvania troops,

under command of General Thomas, has been advanced
southward, in the direction of Hagerstown, Md. A for-

ward movement of the federal troops, in Virginia, under
Gen. M'Dowell, was daily expected at Washington; the
troops on both sides of the Potomac, it is stated, have
for some days, been kept always ready to march at an
hour's warning. Gen. Beauregard is reported to be with
the rebel forces at.Manassas junction, and Jefier^on Davis
still at Richmond. Reinforcements for the Confederate
forces continued to arrive—both it and the federal army
had been augmented in numbers during tlie past week.
It was considered doubtful among military men, whe-
ther the rebels would risk a battle either at Harper's
Ferry or at Manassas junction. At both these places,

they were strongly fortified, and, according to some re-

ports, able to resist any attack that could probably be
made upon them. There was no change in the position
of Gen. Butler's division, which remained near fortress

Monroe, in the peninsula, between James and York ri-

vers. The frigate Mcrriniac, which was sunk at Nor-
folk, when the public propel ty was abandoned, has

been raised by the Virginians, and her machinery found
to be uninjured. She was reported as ready for sea.

A Washington despatch of the lOlh states, that on that

day there was a movement of troops, in the direction

of Harper's Ferry, several thousand men having passed
through Georgetown. It was supposed their destination
was Edward's Ferry on the Potomac, equi-distant be-

tween Harper's Ferry and Washington.—Later advices
from fortress Monroe state, that the U. S. troops had
been repulsed in an attack upon the rebel entrenchments
at the village of Great Bethel, twelve miles from the

fortress. The loss of the federal troops was estimated
at thirty killed, and one hundred wounded.

The Finances.—The government has decided that it

U not accept any more contributions of money from
States ; and hereafter will obtain all the funds necessary
for the support of the government through the regular

channels. The revenue from duties on imports has be-
come very small.

Virginia.—The reports from the western part of the

.State continue favourable. Volunteers were being raised
for the government throughout the north-western sec-
tion of Virginia, and the people were friendly to the Ohio
and Indiana troops, of whom there were about 7000 in

and near Barbour county. Many desertions of Union
men had taken place in the secession army at Harper's
Ferry. Some of the companies, it is said, had lost half

their number. Many Virginians have fled to Maryland,
to escape being pressed into the Southern army. The
transfer of the Montgom.ery government to Richmond
indicates that the chief contest in the present campaign
will be in this unhappy State. The Richmond Whig of

the 5th announced that after that date no passports
would be issued to persons leaving the State, and that

no one would be admitted into it, except for reasons of

peculiar force.

Maryland.—Although the majority of the people are

supposed to be loyal, there is reason to believe the se-

cessionists are still secretly plotting and affording all

the aid in their power to the Southern cause. The three

citizens of Harford county, who were arrested by the

military, and taken into Pennsylvania, were released af-

ter a confinement of a few days, they first taking the

oath of allegiance to the United States. A gun factory
in Baltimore has been seized and closed by the U. S.

marshal, on suspicion that it was making arms for the

South. Gen. Cadwalader, in command of the federal

troops near Baltimore has been transferred to a com-
mand in the expedition to Harper's Ferry. Gen. Cooper,
formerly a senator from Pennsylvania, succeeds him.
On the 10th inst., the town of Cumberland, in the west-
ern part of the State, was taken possession of by a re-

giment of Indiana troops. A brigade of Pennsylvania
volunteers has been ordered to Frederick to keep the

secessionists in check.
New York.—Mortality last week, 395.
Philadelphia—UorisiWXy last week, 266.

Tennessee.—At the election on the 8th inst., the peo-

ple confirmed the ordinance of secession by a very large

majority.

Missouri.— Gen. Harney has been superseded by Gen.
Lyon. The alleged reason is, that the War department
had ordered the arming of the home guard of the Mis-
souri towns as U. S. reserves, but Gen. Harney took
ground against it, and had done nothing to protect the
Union men in those places. Since the superseding of
Gen. Harney as commander of the federal forces. Gen.
Price has published a letter at Jefferson City, which
shows that he himself deceived Harney when he made
the treaty, and that he was really plotting treason.

Kentucky.— .A convention of delegates from Missouri
and Kentucky was recently in session at Louisville. It

adopted addresses to tlie p'eople of Kentucky and of the
United States, expressing strong desires that the Union
should be maintained, but deprecating war and blood-
shed fur that purpose. Immense quantities of provisions
have of late gone south by the Kentucky railroads.
Their transit is now prohibited.

The Grain Markets.—The following were the quota-
tions on the 1 0th inst. New Tork—S:\\es of 200,000
l)u;hels of wheat, at $1.00 a §1.06 for Chicago spring;
$1.29 a SI 32 for red Western, and $1.53 a $1.62 for

white Michigan; rye, 67 cts. a 68 cts.
; oats, 31 cts. a

33 cts. Philadelphia—Red wheat, $1 33 a $1.36 ; white,
$1.40 a $1.48; rye, 65 cts.; Southern yellow corn, 54
cts.; Western, 48 cts. a 50 cts. ; oats, 30 cts. a 31 cts.

C(nc(«na/i—Markets very dull ; superfine flour, $4.40 a

$4.50.

The Southern Confederacy.—Soon after the arrival of
President Davis at Richmond, he issued a proclamation
ordering the federal troops to leave the soil of Virginia
within ten days. The much talked of loan of $15,000,000
at eight per cent, fur the Confederacy, has, it appears,
not actually been taken to any great extent. Parties in

New Orleans, who had taken fifty thousand dollars

the loan, were subsequently forced to sell it, and cou

obtain only five thousand dollars for what cost thei

ten times that sum. The New Orleans Bulletin say

that one of the most extensive and complete fouudri

the country has been established in that city, f

casting heavy ordnance. A large number of Americi

vessels have been taken into New Orleans as prizes '

the rebel privateers. There are several mouths or chi

nets to the Mississippi, and only the principal one 1

so far been blockaded. It will require a much larg

naval force than the United States now has to spare, i

make the blockade eflfective at all points. The Montgi

mery Mail says, that there is a number of privateers i

the service of the Confederate government, cruising o

the Gulf and Atlantic coast, all well armed and mannei
The sugar crop of Louisiana is said to be unusually pn

ising. In other parts of the Confederacy, the grai

id other crops gave prospects, it is said, of an abut
int harvest. A bank convention held at Atlanta, Ga
1 the 5th inst., recommended that all the Souther

banks, railroad and tax collectors receive the treasur

s of the Confederacy as currency, and the State:

cities and corporations, having coupons payable at Net

York, to appoint the place of payment south.

Foreign.—Liverpool dates to the 1st inst. In th

House of Commons, on the 30th, Lord John Russe
made a speech on American affairs. He deprecated tfc

exultation with which a member had alluded to

bursting of the bubble of democracy in America.'

common with the great bulk of his countrymen, b

(Russell) was deeply pained at the civil war, whiiji

broken out in the United States, and which arose froi

the accursed poison of slavery left them by England, an
which had clung around them like a poisonous garmei
from the first hour of their independence.

The House of Lords was debating the expediency
encouraging the cultivation of cotton in India.

Count Cavour had been dangerously ill, but at th

latest dates he was better.

Priuce Gortschakoff, the Governor of Poland,
tinguished military commander, is dead.

The Liverpool cotton market was well supplied, an
moderately active; sales of the week, 67,000 bale;

Prices favoured the buyers, except for good staple,

Orleans fair, 8^d. Mobile fair, 8^d. Stock in por

1,150,000 bales, including 900,000 American. The
ket for breadstufl's was generally unchanged. America
flour, 27s. a 30s.; red wheat, lis. a 12s. 9d. per 10

pounds ; white wheat, 12s. a 145.

Consols, 91| a 92. The bullion in the Bank of Eng
land had increased £172,000. The money market
unchanged, as regards rates.

The following were the quotations of some of th

American securities in the London market: Unite

States, six per cents. 80 ; five per cents. 70 ; Massac
setts, fives, 92

;
Ohio, six per cents. 75 ; Maryland,

Virginia, 45.

WEST-TOWN BOARDING-SCHOOL.
A Stated Meeting of the Committee to superint<

the Boarding-school at West-Town, will be held th

on Fourth-day, the 19th of the Sixth mouth, at

o'clock, A. M.

The Committee on Admissions will meet at ei[

o'clock the same morning, and the Committee on In

struction, at half past seven o'clock on the precedin
evening.

The Visiting Committee attend at the School on Se
venth-day, the 15th of the month.

Sixth month 4th, 1861. Joel Evans, Clerk.

For the accommodation of the Visiting Committee,
conveyance will be at the Street Road Station on Se
venth-day afternoon, the 15th inst., on the arrival of tl;

2 o'clock train, and on Third-day afternoon, the

inst., on the arrival of the 2 o'clock and 4J o'clock I

FRIENDS' INDIAN INSTITUTE, TUNESSASSAH
A man and a woman Friend are wanted to aid in co

ducting this Institution. A man and his wife would b

preferred, one of whom should be qualified to teach

the school. Apply to Eisenezek Worth,
Marshalton, Chester C3o., Pa.

Thos. 'Wistak,

Fox Chase, Philadelphia Co., Pa
Joel Evans,

Oakdale P. 0., Delaware Co., Pa.

Philad., Second mo. 5th, 1861.

PILE & M'BLROY, PKINTERP,
Lodge street, opposite the Pennsylvania Bank.
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The Appalachian Mountain System.
(Concluded from page 322.J

The interesting map of the Appalachian system
lich accompanies Prof. Gujot's article, was first

blished iu Ucrmany, in the summer of 1860. It
is drawn in Gotha, by E. Sandoz, from data
•nished chiefly by Guyot. Besides, a general
ip of the system, from Maine to Georgia, there
I chart on a larger scale of the White mountains
d vicinity, also, one of the Black mountain re-
)D.

The table of altitudes appended to the article,

bibits the elevation above the sea in English feet

347 points, in various parts of the system, em-
icing mountains, peaks, gaps, river-beds, lakes,
lages, &.C. Of these 347 altitudes, 278 were
rputed by Guyot from barometrical observations,

},
we believe, made by himself, except in four

tances; 33, (mostly in New Hampshire,) were
ained by measurements with a levellimr instru-
Dt, and are chiefly taken from railroad surveys.

Ititude is from the U. S. Coast Survey Ke-
and was probably obtained by trigono-

trical means; of one altitude the method of ob-
ning it is not stated, and the remaining thirty-

r were measured by Guyot, by means of a
ket level in the following manner, as described
himself. " Wishing to measure a mountain in

ht, at a moderate distance, and not exceeding
elevation the one on which I stand, I seek, with
nstrument in hand, a point on a level with the

umit of the mountain to be measured. Taking
at that point a barometric observation, I con-
the result, corrected for the curvature of the

th, and for refraction, as the height of the moun-
With an accurate level, a signal upon the

untain, and the knowledge of the exact distance
leasurement thus taken would stand the same
nee of accuracy as the former; but with a
ket level, without a telescope, the results must
considered as approximations which may be very
rly correct, but which also may, accordino- to

distance from which the observation was taken,

y by the height of a tree, that is to say from
ty to fifty feet. They are, therefore, only pre-
mary measurements which, while the country
laius comparatively unknown, have their proper
- in physical geography."

The 374 altitudes are distributed as follows :

White mountains and vicinity . .11(1

We have already quoted from this table some of
the more important altitudes in the southern sec-

tion
; we will now select a few among the White

the Green and the Adirondack mountains, coU'

fining ourselves mostly to those points that arc

familiar to tourists in these interesting regions.

WHITE MOUNTAINS AND VICINITY.

Western Slope— Valh-y of the Amomosuc.

Height
Connecticut river, at the mouth of Wells river . 40^
Bath village . . . . .521
Lisbon village . . . .

'.

hTi
Littleton, at the railroad station . . 811
Whitefield village . . . ! 051
Summit between Littleton and Lancaster . 1051
Lancaster village . . . .86'
Rcthlehem villnge .... 145C
Carrol House ..... 142f

irook's hotel .... 1551
Fabyan's hotel (old house, now burnt) . . 158J
Mount Deceptiou, near Fabyau's . . . 244t
Cherry .Mouut ..... 367(

Fran Group and Valley of the Pemigewasselt.

Eagle Cliff, facing the Profile house
Eagle Head, near the pond
Eagle Pond, foot of last peak
Lafayette or Great Haystack

South peak
Kinsman Mount (approximately)
Franconia village, iron foundry .

Gilmanton Hill, summit between Franconia an
Littleton ....

Franconia Notch, Profile house .

Franconia Notch, heigbt of land towards Frar
eonia .....

Echo Lake ....
Flume house, road in front of the hotel .

Thornton village, road opposite the post-office
Plymouth village, railroad station

Mount 'Washington chain, or the chain of t)
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For " The Friend."

Daiger of Departing from the Trsth.

The many proofs among us, of sliding from the

firm standiDg iu the Truth, which Friends were

brought into by the illumination and guidance of

the Holy Spirit, are causes of deep mourning to

the humble, steadfast traveller at the present day.

The divisions and vrant of unity, among some who
profess to love, and stand for the ancient testimo-

nies, are signs of great weakness, and must be se-

rious stumbling blocks in the way of many visited

young people, who are, in measure, brought to love

the Lord Jesus, and to desire to be made confer

mable to his blessed will. It is indeed our duty to

contend for the faith delivered to us, but this if

rightly done, will be under the putting forth, as

well as the restraints of the divine hand, in order

to convince and restore those who may have erred

from the right path ; and we shall feel the need of

being continually clothed with fervent charity and
christian love. If we dwell under the precious in-

iiuenee of the Holy Spirit, and are subject to its

guidance, we shall be enabled to act in the meek
ness of divine wisdom, being preserved from a re^

sontful spirit towards those who may differ from us,

and carefully guarding against the disposition to

promote alienation and division, or to form secti

and parties,—and without this godly care we can

not be living testimony bearers for the Truth as it

is in Jesus. The very essence of true religion is

love, and if we arc engrafted into Christ the Vine,

we must love and feel tender interest for each other.

Lot us then be increasingly engaged to labour after

the meekness, .humility and tenderness of spirit

which the dear Redeemer imparts to his simple

hearted, obedient, dedicated children, that th

blessed unity of the gospel of peace, may, in the

Lord's mercy and goodness, be known more
more richly to abound for our strength and comfort
in our heavenward journey.

There are other sorrowful evidences of a gradual
apostacy from the spirit and fruits of Quakerism
which is showing itself within different Yearly Bleet-

ings. Silent worship, it is lo be feared, has become
irksome to many unsubdued professors, who warmed
by a fire of their own kindling, would be preaching
and praying in their own will. It is hard for them
to comply with the divine command " Be still, and
know that I am God." " They that worship Him,
must worship Him in spirit and in truth ; for the

Father seeketh such to worship Him." We have
heard of meetings in several places held by Friends,

in which the forward will of man was, there is too

much ground to believe, not only unrestrained by
the solemnity of the Divine presence, but the com-
pany were openly urged to engage in public minis-

try and prayer. If men set themselves up for

heads of the church, to appoint others as ministers,

into what confusion and degeneracy may they not
fall, and finally land others. Such preaching and
praying may be adduced by its promoters, as in-

stances of religious revivals, but if the spirit and
practice spread over the Society, and those who
hold important posts are caught therewith, the
spirituality which has characterized Friends will

be lost, the light they have been enabled to hold
up to the world become dim, and finally set in

complete obscurity.

The First day schools of Friends, which of late

have become so common in various places, have we
fear, contributed in no small degree to these alarm-
ing innovations. If it be true that in these schools
the critical study of the Holy Scriptures is pursued,
and teachers and pupils undertake to expound
their inspired contents, without due reliance upon
Him who has the key of David, who can shut and
none can open, their influence upon the rising

generation, and through them, upon the society at

large, can scarcely fail to be highly prejudicial.

When young people pass through such a course of

professed religious instruction under persons whose

religion is mainly that of sentiment and opinion

—

for the true spiritual disciple whose delight it is to

sit patiently at the dear Redeemer's feet, waiting in

humility to be taught by his grace and good spirit,

—would hardly attempt such teaching, we need not

wonder they should be disposed to show their pro-

ficiency in meetings for worship, and be very easily

encouraged and urged to speak in them, by those

who not being rightly grounded in the Truth, love

an appearance of zeal and activity. In a little

time such may pass through a formal trial in their

select meetings, and be acknowledged as ministers

of the gospel, but Friends who are really alive, and

endued with right discernment, find their discourses

to be mere words, and like the gourd shred into

the pottage producing death, rather than life and

nourishment. Meetings for worship held in silence,

are considered as mere blanks, and as doing noth-

ing, by some modernized Quakers, and those who
cannot forsake the patient waiting for Christ are

contemned for their adherence to original convic'

tions according to the doctrine of our Savioui

and his apostles. We regard it as a peculia:

favour, to be liberated from the need of periodica

ministry and prayer, dependent upon a stated

preacher, and to be able without the fear of reproach

to assemble in solemn silence to wait upon the

Lord for the renewal of spiritual strength, to re-

ceive the teaching of the Minister of the Sanctuary

in our own hearts, and to witness every one for

himself, the bubbling up of the vpater of life, kno'

ing it to be in us a well of water, as Christ told

the woman at Jacob's well, springing up unto

everlasting life. Those who are thus instructed

will not require the aid of learned commentators to

give therri the right interpretation of the Holy
Scriptures, but will know Him, who hides the mys-
teries of his kingdom from the wise and prudent,

but reveals them unto babes, to open and apply

them to their condition, as He sees neeedful and
best for them.

One of large experience gives the following

sentiments on the subject of divine worship, which
we trust will ever be maintained by our religious

society, as they are still held by a large portion

of the members. " The nature, intent and benefit

of silent meetings is a great mystery, hid from the

eye of man, who is run from the inward life into

outward observations. He cannot see either that

this is required by the Lord of his people, or any
edification or benefit thereby. But to the mind
that is drawn inward the duty is plain, and the

building up hereby in the life of God, and fellow-

ship one with another therein, is sweetly felt; and
precious refreshment from the presence of the Lord
received by them, who singly wait upon Him, ac-

cording to the leadings and requirings of the

Holy Spirit. To know flesh silenced, the reason-

ing thoughts and discourses of the fleshly mind
stilled, and the wisdom, light and guidance of God's
spirit waited for, is a great thing. Man istoooiueinto

poverty of self, into abasedness, nothingness and
the silence of his spirit before the Lord

;
putting ofl

all his knowledge, wisdom, understanding, abilities,

all that he is, hath done or can do, out of this

measure of life, into which he is to travel, that he

may be clothed and filled with the nature, spirit,

and power of the Lord. Now in this measure
of life which is of Christ, and in which Christ is,

and appears to the soul, there is the power of life

and death
;
power to kill to the flesh, and to

quicken to God
;
power to cause the soul to cease

from its own workings, and power to work in and

for the soul what God requires,

table in his sight. In this, God
ad what is aecep

to be waited upoi

and worthipped continually, both in private and i

public, according as his spirit draws and teaches

In the breaking forth of that power, they ma;

pray, exhort, rebuke, sing or mourn, as the Spiri

teaches, requires and gives utterance. But if th

Spirit do not require to speak, and give to uttei

then every one is to sit still in his heavenly place

feeding upon his own measure, receiving into hi

own spirit what the Lord gives. His soul who thu

waits is hereby particularly edified by the Spiri

of the Lord ; there is also the life of the whole fel

in every vessel that is turned to its measure, a

the warmth of life in each vessel doth not onl

warm the particular, but they are like a heap c

fresh and living coals, warming one another, as

great strength, freshness and vigour of life flot

into all. If any be burthened, tempted, buffeto

by Satan, bowed down, languishing or distressei

the state of such is felt in spirit, and secret crial

or open, as the Lord pleases, ascend up to the Loiji

for them, and they many times find ease or relie

in a few words spoken, or without words, if it I

the season of their help and relief with the Lorl

Absolutely silent meetings, wherein there is

resolution not to speak, we know not; but we wa
on the Lord, either to feel him in words, or in e

lence of spirit without words, as he pleaseth. Gc
is to be worshipped in spirit, in his own power an '

life, and this is at his own disposal. His churc *

is a gathering in the Spirit. If any man speal i

there, he must speak as the oracle of God, as tl 1

vessel out of which God speaks, as the trumpet oi

»

of which he gives the sound. Therefore there is I i

be a waiting in silence, till the Spirit of the Loi

'

moves to speak and also gives words to speak. F(

«

a man is not to speak his own words, or in his o» ',

wisdom or time ; but the Spirit's words in the Spirit il

wisdom and time, in which he moves and gives I «

speak. Seeing the Spirit inwardly nourishes, wh{ s

he giveth not to speak words, the inward sense ai tl

nourishment is to be waited for, and received as-

»

was given, when there are no words. Yea, tl *

ministry of the Spirit and life is more close and in n

mediate when without words than when with word 'i

as has been often felt, and is faithfully testified I il

many witnesses. Eye hath not seen nor ear heai

neither hath entered into the heartof man, how ai J

what things God reveals to his children by hf
Spirit, when they wait upon him in his pure fe! i

and worship and converse with Him in Spirit, 1 t»

the fountain of the great deep is unsealed, and

everlasting springs surely give up the pure ^
living water."

It behooves Friends every where to be on the Bi

guard and watch diligently against the approach!':

of the enemy, who under various specious devii

adapted to our peculiar circumstances and situate

is busily at work seeking utterly to lay waste

Religious Society. May our dear friends, especi

among whom the symptoms of sad declension whi

have been adverted to, has appeared, be timi

awakened to a sense of their danger, and th:

the Lord's help, be enabled to come into a pra(

cal experience of the excellence of the pure aj|«t,

simple way of divine worship held forth by
society in the days of original brightness and pM
rity, and faithfully adhere to it under the anoisHi

ing of the Holy Spirit. Uc
.. 169

Measure of Specific Gravities.—A peculiar bS m
thcd of ascertaining and verifying specific gra fci

ties was a short time since laid before the Acadel III

of Sciences of Paris, by M. Meyer, and which 1 ipi

attracted considerable attention. The present n ilii

thods employed for ascertaining specific gravit ({1
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'c very exact, but complicated. Iq fact, the whole
insists in facilitating the moans of measuring e

itly the volume of water displaced by any given

)dy, of which the specific gravity is to be ascer-

ined. The problem, according to M. Meyer,
ay be solved in the following manner :—After

iving filled a vessel with water, place therein the

ng leg of a syphon. When the water is quite at

St, plunge the body of which the specific gravity

to be measured into the vessel. The water dis-

aced will escape by the syphon, and being caught
a receiver, will represent exactly the volume of

e body immersed. The arrangement here des-

ibed is found to be peculiarly applicable to the
easuring of minerals, and other substances which
iDnot be got into the hydrostatic balance.

From the Leisure Hour.

Highest Raiivfay in tiie World,

Though man has not yet stood on the top of the

sun tains, so as to surmount the highest points of

g present home, yet an advance considerably

ore than half way has been made to them. He
ay be said, in fact, to have risen above the level

the sea, by sheer pedestrianism, quite as far as

is worth rising, even if it were possible by trudg-

g to go up higher
; for nothing would be encoun-

red but snow, ice, sleet-storms, and rarefied air,

th the most extreme bodily exhaustion. It is not

ftain that we yet know the greatest elevation of

e terrestrial surface. This was long supposed to

Dhawalagiri, one of the Himalayas, 28,073 feet.

jen the distinction was transferred to the neigh-

uring Kunchinginga, which slightly exceeds that

ight. But about two years ago, it was satisfac-

rily ascertained that Blount Everest, in the same
nge, nearly due north of Calcutta, towers to

1,000 feet—very nearly equal to five miles and a

If; and perhaps still loftier peaks of that vast

otuberanoe may be determined. The butterfly

,s rambled up from the world below to 15,750
it, having been found fluttering over the bare

ad of Mount Blanc. Human footsteps have as-

nded 19,700 feet. To that height M. Boussin-

ult and Colonel Hall clambered on the side of

limborazo in the Andes—the greatest elevation

t attained by man, without leaving the surface

a balloon.

Many of our countrymen annually climb to the

p of Helvellyn, stand on the brow of Snowdon,
d scale the summits of Ben Lomond and Ben
;vis. Yet, as to permanent or frequent altitude

ove the sea-level, we are a very humble race

comparison with some of our continental neigh-

urs. The highest village in the kingdom, Lead-
Is in Lanarkshire, is at the elevation of 1500
it; and the highest house is 1700, Carour, a

nting-lodge in the Highlands. But at Madrid,

wards of 200,000 people dwell at the elevation

2200 feet, on a naked desert plain, chilled by a

;ing breeze for nine months of the year, while

iked by the sun during the remaining three,

lis is the highest of the capitals of Europe. The
ghest of its palaces. La Granja. the summer re-

lence of the Spanish sovereigns, is elevated 3940
tt, exceeding that of the summit of Vesuvius.

^e highest village, Soglio, in the Swiss canton of

^ Grisons, is 6714 feet; the highest fortress,

^t of the Fort de I'lnfernel, comprised within the

e of the fortifications of Briancon, in France, is

59
; the highest hospice, that of the Great St.

jrnard, is 7963 ; and the highest permanent habi-

fion, in the pass of Santa Maria, is 9272 feet.

I

the Andes of South America, where a tropical

aperature prevails, mankind dwell much more
ift than in Europe. Potosi, the highest city of

i globe, on the celebrated metalliferous mountain.

IS 1 3,350 feet above the sea ; a farm at Ancochal-
lani, in Feru, is, 14,683; and a post house at

Uumihuasi 15,540—but very little below the alti-

tude of Mount Blanc, on whose head uouc have
ever stayed except for an hour or two, and have
generally quitted it in less time.

But our special business is with roads, and, in

the literal sense of the phrase, with high-roads and
railways.

In the last century, Pontoppidan, the good Bi-
shop of Bergen, published an account of Nor-
way, in which, speaking of the deficiency of the
country in roads, he suggested laying them out on
the tops of the mountains, though it would be a
work of difficulty, he admitted, owing to the snow.
To readers unacquainted with the region, this

seemed a most preposterous idea. But the Scan-
dinavian mountains have a contour which goes far

to vindicate the bishop from having entertained an
extravagant conception. They present no succes-

sion of pointed peaks, sharp-backed ridges, steep

declivities, deep ravines, and narrow valleys; but,

after having risen precipitously on the side of the

ocean, their upper surface extends for miles and
leagues nearly on a level. Roads might be carried

for great distances upon them, without encountering

greater difiiculties in their level than in the plains

of England, the patches of snow over which they

would have to pass, even in summer, being the

only hindrances. But ordinary highland countries,

where the mountains are serrated ridges, present

ing yawning gulfs and frowning precipices, have by
engineering skill been intersected with highways
admitting of convenient transit across their Alpine
barriers. The loftiest carriage-road in Europe,
9174 feet, crosses the ridge of Monte Stelvio, one

of the Rhajtian Alps, a little way down the valley

of the Adige, and is a great thoroughfare between
the Tyrol and Lombardy.

Railways, at first thought to be only practicable

on level lowlands, when their practicability there

was admitted, are now rapidly taking possession of

the highlands ; and the locomotive already snorts,

screams and whistles, at an elevation about equal

to that of the highest point of the British Lsles.

In England, the summit level of the Cromford
and High Peak railway is 1290 feet; but that of

the line between A'ienna and Trieste, in the Soem-

mering Pass, is 3000. This is exceeded in Spain

by the line from Santander to Reynosa, across the

Austrian mountains, partly opened for traffic in

1857, which has two of its stations 3031 and 3053
feet above the mean tide of the Bay of Biscay. In

the United States, the locomotive has not been

carried up above 2700 feet, the summit level of the

Baltimore and Ohio Railway, in the pass of the

Blue Mountains; but in South America, on the

Copiapo extension line, it travels at the height of

4075 feet, which will be increased to 4479, when
two miles further are completed. This is, we be-

lieve, at present the highest railway in the world
;

and deserves notice not merely on that account,

but as traversing one of the most extraordinary

regions of the globe—a waterless desert teeming

with wealth.

Glancing at a good map, the port of Caldera

will be perceived on the coast of Chili, one of the

stopping places for the Pacific Company's steamers.

Ten years ago it was a most miserable spot, con-

sisting of a few fishermen's huts upon the beach.

But in the brief interval it has become a rapidly

rising town, with a good landing wharf and mole,

a custom-house, shops, hotels, machine-establish-

ments, and a convenient railway station, which

would do honour to the provincial town of any

state. From hence, a railway extends to the city

of Copiapo, fifty miles inland, where an excellent

station greets the traveller. The engineers arrived
from England in April, 1850 ; the fir.st sleepers

were laid in the following December, and the line

was opened for traflio towards the close of 1851.
It traverses a most hopeless waste, where there is

no vegetation, not a stream, rill, or spring; and
the whole of the water required by the engines is

carried along with them in tanks, every drop of
which is distilled from the sea at Caldera. The
entire country is bleached with saltpetre and other
salts, lying some depth upon the surface, and
forms the southern boundary of the terrible desert of
Atacama, which stretches for hundreds of miles to

Peru, between the coast and the snow-capped
Andes. Formerly, the journey occupied a Ion"
day, one of great sufl'eriug from the intense heat
and suffocating clouds of dust, far surpassing the
similar discomforts of the transit between Cairo
and Suez. It is now accomplished daily in less

than three hours.

The railway was constructed in order to bring
the two great mining districts of Chili into easy
communication with the coast, facilitate the trans-

port of provisions and water to the establishments,

where the price was enormous, with the conveyance
of the ores to port. The mines were originally

opened for copper, under the superintendence of
hardy Cornish miners ; and the ores had to be
conveyed to the nearest shore by mules, with great
difficulty, privation, and cost, to be sent from thence
round Cape Horn to thesmelting-works at Swansea,
in Wales. But now silver is the capital product.

No localities can well be conceived more arid,

verdureless, and repelling in appearance, than
those which are the richest in subterranean wealth
—sandy wastes, intersected by the most bare, rug-

ged, and forbidding-looking mountains. Apart
from the rising villages, and a few wretched wan-
derers hunting after treasure, who frequently per-

ish in the wilderness, there is scarcely a living

creature, animal, bird, or insect, except the far-

sighted vulture, soaring in mid-air to descry the

prey, which so surely and so often sinks with

fatigue and thirst in the plains below, or is perched
moodily on some adjoining crag, digesting its hor-

rid repast. In unfrequented places, human re-

mains are sometimes found, those of the "catea-

dores," or mine-hunters, in a wonderful state of

preservation, looking like fresh mummies, owing to

the dryness of the climate. The bodies of mules
are more frequent, some in the most striking posi-

tions, having died in the very act of leaning against

a rock for support, or while attempting to nibble a

last atom from, here and there, a miserable and
stunted thorn bush. Five years have sometimes
passed without a single shower. Hence the cost

of water, brought on the backs of donkeys from
many leagues distance, has formed a very consider-

able item in the accounts of the mines, amounting
in one instance to not less than £2000 annually,

A nine-gallon cask of brackish water has cost £1
12s.; the baiting of a horse or mule £3 ; and the

sum of £400 has been paid for a well of iudiflferent

water eleven feet deep. Yet in these inhospitable

regions there are stored incalculable riches, con-

cealed beneath the surface, but in many instances

cropping out. Besides copper, lead, iron, bismuth,

cobalt, antimony, arsenic, and quicksilver, veins of

the purest silver-ore intersect the sterile wilds.

From Copiapo, at the height of 1200 feet, an

extension railway, recently opened, proceeds to

Chanareillo—"stunted bush"—distant about fifty

miles to the south, where it attains the elevation of

more than 4000 feet. This place, now a town,

with rich silver mines, chiefly confined to a spur

of one of the mountain ranges, was thirty ycar.s

ago almost a perfect solitude. It happened on the
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18th of May, 1832, that a muleteer, Juan Godsi

reached the spot while hunting a guanaco. Hav
ing wounded his game, he pursued it till he was
so utterly overcome with fatigue and thirst, that

he could advance no further, and sank down on a

rock, trusting that on the returu of his dogs, their

mouths would show that they had come up with

their victim. In a very short time he found that

he was sitting on a rugged block of pure silver.

which had crested out from a vein immediately

beneath. From that moment, the fame of Chana^

reillo dates as a rich raining country. Immediately
afterwards, a poor peon slept beneath a projecting

crag, and in the morning found that his frugal fire

had brightened the wall of his resting place

That wall was the outside of an isolated mass of

silver, which, when cut out, yielded 2800 marcs to

the fortunate owner ; but there were no indication

whatever of a vein underneath. But others were
discovered, and successfully «orked, till the minors
came down upon a mass of hard rock, known in

the language of the country as a mesa de piedra,

or " stone table." Here the veins were lost, and
it seemed to be the limits of their course. But, en-

couraged by a beautiful old Spanish proverb,
" Tijda flor tiene su raiz"—" Every flower hath its

root," Don Jose Gallo resolved to attempt the p
sage of the barrier. Shafts were sunk ; fathom
after fathom was pierced ; but the " table" appeared
to be of interminable thickness. His means be
came so utterly exhausted, that his wife had to

keep a small school, and his sons to take to manual
labour in order to provide for their support. At
last, at the great depth of 266 feet, the barri

was cut through, when vein after vein, band after

band, of rich native silver rewarded the adven-
turer. Other proprietors then imitated his example,
with the like success. A second extension railway

from Copiapo is contemplated, leading northward
to Los Tres Puntos, three pointed heights in the

centre of an equally remarkable mining district, a;

well as a grand trunk line across the Andes, con
necting the shores of the Pacific at Valparaiso
with those of the Atlantic at Buenos Ayres.

Sck-cU-d for "The Friend,

Extracts from tfie Letters and Meniorandu77is of
our Late Friend, H. Williams.

" Tenth Mo. Z\st.—I received thy letter, its eon-

tents interested me. There must be good stirring

with you thereaway or disowned members would
' not care' to be reunited to society : I for one feel

great deficiency, but if we only do nothing against
the Truth where we can do nothing for it, it will

be something in our favour. In seeing the children
of those who have separated from us, my heart is

open towards them, and I do surely believe the
day will come, when there will be one fold and
one shepherd; this doubtless is the case now, where
the sheep hear his voice and obey it : but I think
there will be a coming to the one true standard."

" Eleventh Mo. 5/h.—I attended this week
Monthly Meeting, it is considered a weak Monthly
Meeting on the men's side, yet a little life seemed
to be stirring; toward the close of the last meeting
R. S. requested the shutters opened, and I thought
he was helped in the opening of Solomon's petition

;

the simplicity of it; seemed to think our petitions
were not answered on account of their being so
much in the mixture ; his discourse was of an°en-
couraging nature."

" 20th.—Oh that there were more nursing
fathers and mothers in the church : I do verily
believe our young friends would not scatter so,

and appear as sheep without a shepherd: but, the
world, the world and its attractions, have an influ-j

ence even on the aged in too many cases. * *
|

I wish to be found doing the little given me to do,

honestly."
" Twelfth Mo. nth.— I dined yesterday with

's family; poor S., he is under great depres-

sion and trial, yet he is (it seemed to me) in a

child-like state and innocent: I had for some time
a few hints for him, and though hardly expecting

the way to open, yet, as it 'did, I left them with

him and he received them and said he was obliged.

We are all very poor creatures, yet though weak, a

helping hand may assist a little."

" 15th. * * * it is not hard to see there

is great need that we be not stumbling blocks to

the honest enquirers after Truth : On First-day

week, too, there was a young woman from Norris-

town, the family she came with went to the ' other

meeting' and she came to ours; strangers, one here
and one there, may be compelled to come in and
fill up the vacant places of those to whom the in-

vitation has been extended, and they too much en-

gaged and seek to be excused. I consider tliis a

very interesting 'day' to us as a people; there will

be a dividing line, not by man, man looks on the

outward appearance, but there is one who looks on
the heart. I think I may say, our meetings lat-

terly to me have been marked with an unusual
degree of solemn feeling."

" 26//i.—This is the second time that I have had
paper before me to write unto you, but somehow
way did not open; I looked narrowly for the cause,

nothing but silence and sadness seemed to reign;

I looked at the quarter from which love springs,

and in that there was no diminution, so this being

the case first and last, shows it to he a low time

with us all, (I believe.) I am not without a desire,

and an earnest desire, according to my measure,

that patience may be maintained, and so try to

track on in our varied tribulated way, for the mat-
ter that tries one, may not try another ; and being
acquainted with each other let us yield our minds
in sympathy, bearing and forbearing and so fulfil

the law of kindness ; I know every word I say,

and should I fail in coming up in my place and
witness against me. So let us try tolot, thii

vanquish the sudden attacks of our adversary, by
cleaving to that grain of faith which is in mercy
now and then furnished. I do believe our case,

taking it altogether, is under the notice and control

of Him whose ways are not as our ways, nor his

thoughts concerning us as our thoughts, so let us
demean ourselves as humble servants, having faith

and patience. Lately I have had a fresh threat-

ening of the stitch in my side, it lasted several
days and considerably reduced my strength ; so

that feeling low in body and mind, have been ex-
ercised on my own account and felt sometimes it

reached to my own friends, among whom I esteem
you."

" 31st.—It seems too long not to hear from you;
1 miss thy letters more than thou thinks for, it

cannot be that very many years more will be al-

lowed us here, and it grieves me that the cumber-
ing cares, the daily occurences incident to time
and which often much affect us, should so inter-

fere with our comfort and rob us of that scrap of

social enjoyment, that we cannot even say ' how
do V these two words mean much ! to ask and
feel the weight of the enquiry, might mutually set

us to thinking, how we do ? as for myself, and I

expect thou can say the same, it has not been a
time of joying and rejoicing, yet mostly to feel

strength enough to keep quietly along with straight

faces, the sackcloth being underneath, having yet
some faith and some hope that when the winter is

over there will be a revival, the sap being in the
root; out of sight."

" We had a Monthly Meeting yesterday at G.,

the heads of our families were generally present

and some of the children; I could but think of tb

missing : E. C laboured with feeling and energ;,

in the line of the ministry ; he has lately had an
other serious attack of indisposition. We hawk
buried our aged friend ; many things in thti

j

remembrance of him give joy, while some giv

sorrow : may we all be mercifully dealt with aaiL
made mete for the Kingdom of rest when this lif

closes."

Statistics of Population and Religion.—Th
Director of the Statistical Bureau of Berlin fui

nishes the following curious statement :
—" Th

population of the whole earth is estimated to b
1,288,000,000, viz.—Europe, 272,000,000 ; Asia

755,000,000; Africa, 200,000,000; Americ^L
59,000,000; and Australia, 2,000,000. T^

|,

population of Europe is thus subdivided :—Ru?
sia contains 62,000,000 ; the Austrian StatesL

36,398,620 ; France, 36,039,364 ; Great Britai

and Ireland, 27,488,853; Prussia, 17,089,407
Turkey, 18,740,000; Spain, 15,518,000; tb

Two Sicilies, 8,616,922 ; Sweden and Norwaj
\^

5,072,820; Sardinia, 4,976,034; Belgium, 4,60'i

066 ; Bavaria, 4,547,239 ; the Netherlands, 3,481

617; Portugal, 3,471,199; the Papal State*
j,

3,100,000 ; Switzerland, 2,494,500 ; DeiimarJ

2,468,648. In Asia, the Chinese Empire contain

400,000,000; the East Indies, 171,000,000; tk

Indian Archipelago, 80,000,000 ; Japan, 35,008
o,

000 ; Hindostan and Asiatic Turkey, each 15,000
000. In America, the United States are computei

to contain 23^91,876 ; Brazil, 7,677,800; iAluxiec
si

7,661,530. In the several nations of the eartj

there are 335,000,000 of Christians (of who|
to

170,000,000 are Papists. 89,000,000, Protestantf

and 76,000,000 followers of the Greek Church!

The number of Jews amounts to 5,000,000
these 2,890,750 are in Europe, viz. :—1,250,00(

in European Russia, 853,304 in Austria, 234,24< it

in Prussia; 192,176 in other parts of Germanj
62,470 in the Netherlands, 33,953 in Italy,73,9a

in France, 36,000 in Great Britain, and 70,001

in Turkey. The followers of various Asiatic re
^

ligions are estimated at 600,000,000, Mahomedai^ |

at 160,000,000, and " Heathens" (the Genti^
proper) at 200,000,000.—Bulletin.

Zeal of the early Friends in keeping up theit

Meetings.—The behaviour of the Quakers wS *

very extraordinary, and had something in it tha ''

looked like the spirit of martyrdom. They met a fs

the same place and hour as in times of liberty ; anl «

when the ofiScers came to seize them, not one of thed *'

would stir; they went all together to prison
; the;^!

staid there till they were dismissed, for they wouh >j

not petition to be set at liberty, nor pay the finat

set upon them, nor so much as the prison i&

When they were discharged, they went to theil ii

meeting-house again as before; and when the dooB,

were shut by order, they assembled in great

bers in the street before the doors; saying, th

would not be ashamed, nor afraid to own th

meeting together in a peaceable manner to worshi]

God ; but in imitation of the prophet Daniel, th

would do it the more publicly, because they we
forbid. Some called thi.s obstinacy, others fir

ness; but by it they carried their point, the go'

ernment being weary of contending against a

u

much resolution.

—

Neale's History of the Puri^

ta?is.

Outward comforts are like the rotten twigs of ^ d

tree; they may be touched, but if they are truste^ ik

to, or rested upon, they will certainly deceive aiH

fail us.
] K
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For **TIio Friend."

Mnsings and Memories.

HUMAN LIFE SOON OVER.

How soon will the hour of death come, even to

lose who have the longest term of existence

ranted them in these mortal bodies. A merchant
ho had passed his life in the possession of all the

)mforts which wealth and a loving household could
2Stow, a few years since sank, by a not very painful

isease, to the grave, before reaching a period much
jyond what is called middle age. He was not re-

gned to death ; and a few minutes before bis close,

irning to his beloved wife, he ejaculated, " Is life

) soon over,—w it so soon over ?" He would wil-

ngly have given every thing he possessed in the

orld, if, as his young children testified, " he could
ily get well." But death may not be bribed to

epart from us, and neither will medicine protect

3 from his dart. Life seems brief to all ! Jacob
)uld say, " the days of the years of my pilgrim-

»e are a hundred and thirty years ; few and evil

ave the days of the years of my life been." How
appy will it be for those, who through the mer-
es of God in Christ Jesus, are permitted, as this

rief period of existence terminates, to feel the as-

irance, that a life of glory and happiness, which
laU never be over, is opening before them.

HOVF LITTLE \YE UNDERSTAND.

We drop a hard peachstone in the ground, and
)vering it with earth, leave it. We know that if

e crack it open we shall find nothing within but
kernel, with a reddish skin

;
yet, we confidently

cpect to see the following spring, a green shoot

lereing the ground where we have deposited the

one, which will, if left unmolested, soon grow into

tree. We cannot understand the process, yet we
ive an undoubted faith that it will be so, and
iture does not disappoint us. The stone and the

jrnel were red ; the soil whose juices furnish

uch of the nourishment to the young growth, is

dingy brown, or it may be dull yellow, yet the

)ung stem comes forth, of a bright lively green.

he most acute chemist cannot understand the

)erations of nature by which these changes are

Fected ; like the ignorant and the simple, he sees

id believes without comprehending. The plant

•ows on. A fresh crop of leaves are thrown forth

om the stem every year, and in the third and

urth spring, beside the green leaves, there shoot

it crimson blossoms, rich and sweet. The natur-

ist knows that this varied growth of leaves and flow-

's is fed by the same sap ; and whilst watching the

3auty and variety, he feels that the subtle chem-
try producing it, is beyond his comprehension,

efore him are the scentless green leaves, and the

agrant rose-tinted blossoms, from whose cups the

;es draw forth the clear honey, to store their

imb with sweetness. No one can tell the reason

by, though experience daily proves the truth of

,
that buds from many diilerent peach trees, in-

iculated into one, will always bear fruit of the

ind borne by the tree from which the bud was
Iken. I have seen and tasted many varieties,

[me sweet, some more lively, some even tart, all

rowing from one trunk, all fed from one fountain

sap. How much is there to admire in nature?

low much which we must believe but cannot

imprehend.

A little child can tell that the peaches grew
'% the tree,—he can eat them and be satisfied,

—

id a philosopher can do no more. So in a reli-

lous sense, we often find that very children, can

fel and feed on spiritual truths, when the wisest

Ither and mother in the church can do no more,

kving faith does not require great intellect in its

assessor. A man of wisdom is often coinpelled to

believe in spiritual operations which he cannot

understand, and well may it be so with the babes

in Christ.

When the blind beggar, as narrated in the New
Testament, called upon the Saviour to have mercy
on him, he was healed. His faith saved him; yet

he knew not even after the cure had been effected,

how the all-healing word and will had reached his

malady
;
yet he could say, " one thing I know, that

whereas I was blind, now I see I" Would that we
all, wise men and children, old and young, might

come to the same blessed experience.

HUMILITY SAFE.

Tbe little flower in cleft of rock
Unconscious of the storm may stay,

—

"Whilst the fierce tempest with its shock,

Tears the deep-rooted oak away.

Thus humble ones, to Christ who cling.

Shall find the tempestings of woe.
Destruction to the mighty bring,

Whilst they securely bloom below.

BE KIND TO CHILDREN.

Many individuals who are capable of doing ac-

tions, which require considerable personal sacrifice

as respects pecuniary matters, to benefit others, do

not understand how so to enter into sympathy with

them as to do nothing to wound their feelings.

Particularly is this the case with some, as respects

their intercourse with children. I remember to have

read of a case in which a poor child was taken by
a kind-inteutioned thrifty woman, from a home of

destitution and poverty, to bring up in her

family. The woman was very willing to take the

expense and trouble of giving her a good educa-

tion, both as respects school learning and house-

hold economy. The child was well clothed, well

fed, well cared for every way, but she had no one

who could enter into her childish feelings, and was
often rendered very sorrowful. One of her school-

mates had given her a broken doll, and one even-

ing, when endeavouring to arrange its dress, she

said to the woman who bad done so much for her,

"See, is not this pretty." The reply was, "Put
away that nonsense, and mind thy lesson, child."

Shortly after, she threw the poor child's doll into

the fire. The little one, heart chilled, said nothing,

for she did not dare to complain, but when laid

that night on her bed, she wept bitterly.

To be really kind to children, one must be capa-

ble of entering into sympathy with them. If we

cannot feel as they feel, we shall be continually in

danger of causing them sadness of heart, even when

we are doing them substantial kindness. Ah ! if

we would minister to their comforts, let us endea-

vour to look back to the days of our own childhood,

and remember how our feelings often suffered from

the harshness of those who surrounded us, and let

us look on them with tenderness and love, endea-

vouring to feel something of the spirit which dic-

tated the words, " Suffer little children to come

unto me, for of such is the kingdom of Heaven."

Migration of tlw Kritn Tartars.—The IMoscow

correspondent of the Nord refers as follows to the

emigration from the Crimea, on the authority of

M. Pogodine, whom he describes as " being too

competent for me to hesitate to call attention to

his remarks:"—" You know that the emigration

of the Tartars from the Crimea is still going for-

ward. M. Pogodine has just visited the Crimea,

has studied the movement, and writes thus to the

St. Petersburg Journal:—'The causes of the emi-

gration are not in the Turkish government, which

is too incapable, even in its internal affairs, of con-

ceiving a plan so vast. A new religious doctrine

must have sprung up among Mohammedans ; a

new Abd-el-Kader, Schamyl, or Kazy-Moulla,
must have appeared. A society or sect has pro-
bably been formed that has aroused the popular
fanaticism. The blood in the veins of this indomi-
table race has been brought to the boiling point,

and they have thrown themselves blindly forward,
headed by their clergy. ' The massacres in Syria
are but the prelude. A vast plot against the Chris-
tians was discovered at Constantinople last sum-
mer. In my opinion there is ground for lookin"
out for a grand slaughter. All Christians, whether
English or Greek, Russian or French, would do
well to be on their guard.'"

WEEPING MARY.
Mary to her Saviour's tomb

Hasted at the early dawn
;

Spice she brought, and rich perfume
But the Lord she loved was gone.

For a while she weeping stood,
Struck with sorrow and surprise,

Shedding tears, a plenteous flood

—

For her heart supplied her eyes.

Jesus, who is always near,

Though too often unperceived,
Comes His drooping child to cheer,

Kindly asking why she grieved.
Though at first she knew Him not—
When He called her by her name.

Then her griefs were all forgot.

For she found He was the same.

Grief and sighing quickly fled

When she heard His welcome voice
;

Just before she thought Him dead.
Now He bids her heart rejoice.

What a change His word can make.
Turning darkness into day I

You who weep for Jesus' sake,
He will wipe your tears away.

He who came to comfort her
When she thought her all was lost.

Will for your relief appear,

Though you now are tempest-tossed.

On His word your burden cast.

On His loTC your thoughts employ
;

Weeping for a while may last,

But the morning brings the joy.

John Newton.

Si-lectod.

GOD IN HIS WORKS.
There is a book, who runs may read.

Which heavenly truth imparts,

And all the lore its scholars need

—

Pure eyes and loving hearts.

The works of God, above, below,

Within us, and around,

Are pages in that book, to show
How God himself is found.

The glorious sky, embracing all,

Is like the Father's love
;

Wherewith encompassed, great and small

In peace and order move.

The dew of heaven is like His grace:

It steals in silence down
;

But where it lights, the favoured place

By richest fruits is known.

Two worlds are ours : 'tis only sin

Forbids us to descry

The mystic heaven and earth within

Plain as the earth and sky.

Thou who hast given me eyes to see

And love this sight so tiiir,

Give rae a heart to fiud out Thee
And read thee everywhere. John Kclle.

Suspicion is a shoal on which charity often strikes,

and is sometimes wrecked.

Unwarranted censure, and severe criticisms, often

deter the timid from the exercise of their public

duties.
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Extract from P. H. Gossc's "Eomanee of Natoral

History."

What is more interesting than an examination,

by means of a first rate microscope, of a tiny

atom, that inhabits almost every clear ditch,—the

melicerta ? The smallest point that you could

make with the finest steel-pen would be too coarse

and large to represent its natural dimensions, yet

it inhabits a snug little house of its own construc-

tion, which it has built up stone by stone, cement-

ing each with perfect symmetry, and with all the

skill of an accomplished mason as it proceeded. It

collects the material for its mortar, and mingles it

;

collects the materials for its bricks, and moulds

them ; and this with a precision only equalled by
the skill with which it lays them when they are

made. As might be supposed, with such duties to

perform, the little animal is furnished with an ap-

paratus quite unique, a set of machinery, to which,

if we searched through the whole range of beasts,

birds, reptiles, and fishes, and then, by way of

supplement, examined the five hundred thousand

species of insects to boot, we should find no pa-

rallel.

The whole apparatus is exquisitely beautiful.

The head of the pellucid and colourless animal un-

folds into a broad transparent disk, the edge of

which is moulded into four rounded segments, not

unlike the flower of the hearts-ease, supposing the

fifth petal to be obsolete. The entire margin of

this flower-like disk is set with fine vibratile cilia,

the current produced by which runs uniformly in

one direction. Thus there is a strong and rapid

set of water around the edge of the disk, following

all its irregularities of outline, and carrying with it

the floating particles of matter, which are drawn
into the stream. At every circumvolution of this

current, however, as its particles arrive in succes-

sion at one particular point, viz., the great depres-

sion between the two uppermost petals, a portion

of these escape from the revolving direction, and
pass ofi' in a line along the summit of the face

towards the front, till they merge in a curious

cup-shaped cavity, seated on what we call the

chin.

The tiny cup is the mould in which the bricks

are made, one by one, as they are wanted for use.

The hemispherical interior is ciliated, and hence the

contents are maintained in rapid rotation. These
contents are the atoms of sedimentary and similar

matter, which have been gradually accumulated
in the progress of the ciliary current; and these,

by the rotation within the cup becoming consoli-

dated, probably also with the aid of a viscid secre-

tion elaborated for the purpose, form a globular

pellet, which, as soon as made, is deposited, by a

sudden inflexion of the animal, on the edge of a

tube or case, at the exact spot where it is wanted.
The entire process of making and depositing a

pellet occupies about three minutes.

I say nothing about the other systems of organs
contained in this living atom : the arrangements
destined to subserve the purposes of digestion, cir-

culation, respiration, reproduction, locomotion, sen-

sation, &c., though these are all more or less clearly

distinguishable in the tissues of the animal, which
is as translucent as glass. For the moment I ask
attention only to the elaborate conformation of

organs, which I have briefly described, for the

special purpose of building a dwelling. No de-

scription that I could draw up, however, could
convey any idea approaching to that which
would be evoked by one good sight of the little

creature actually at work ;—a most charming
spectacle, and one which, from the commonness of

the animal, and the ready performance of its func-

tions under the microscope, is very easy to be at-

tained.

It is impossible to witness the constructive ope-

rations of the melicerta, without being convinced

that it possesses mental faculties, at least if we al-

'low these to any animal below man. If, when the

chimpanzee weaves together the branches of a tree

to make himself a bed ; when the beaver in concert

with his fellows, gnaws down the birch sapling,

and collects clay to form a dam ; when the martin

brings together pellets of mud, and arranges them
under our eaves into a hollow receptacle for her

eggs and young, we do not hesitate to recognize

mbid—call it instinct, or reason, or a combination

of both—how can we fail to see that in the opera-

tions of the invisible animalcule there are the work-
ings of an immaterial principle ? There must be a

power to judge of the condition of its case, of the

height to which it must be carried, of the time

when this must be done , a will to commence and
go on, a will to leave off, (for the ciliary current

is entirely under control;) a consciousness of the

readiness of the pellet ; an accurate estimate of the

spot where it needs to be deposited
;
(may I not

say also, a memory where the previous ones bad
been laid, since the deposition does not go on in

regular succession, but now and then, yet so as to

keep the edge tolerably uniform in height?) and a

will to determine that there it shall be put. But
surely these are mental powers. Yet mind ani-

mating an atom so small that your eyes strained

to the utmost can only just discern the speck in

the most favourable circumstances, as when you
hold the glass which contains it between your eye
and the light, so that the ray shall illumine the

tiny form, while the back-ground is dark

Address, k(.

At a Special Representative Meeting held in New
York 23d of Fourth month, 1861 :—The present
state of our beloved country, involved in strife

and civil warfare, claimed the serious attention

of the Meeting ; and in view of the trials to

which our members may be subjected, and the

temptations to unite with practices or to comply
with requisitions not in accordance with the

principles of the Gospel, it was concluded to

issue the following " Address," with the desire

to encourage Friends on every occasion, and in

every emergency, to conduct themselves as fol-

lowers of the Prince of Peace.

Dear Friends :—It is under a solemn sense of

the awfulness of the times in which we live, and
the momentous importance of correct action on our
part, that we feel constrained in the love of Christ

to address you.

We love our Country, and acknowledge with

gratitude to our heavenly Father the many bless-

ings wo have been favoured with under its govern-
ment, and can feel no sympathy with any who
seek its overthrow ; but in endeavouring to uphold
and maintain it, as followers of the Prince of

Peace, we must not transgress the precepts and in-

junctions of the Gospel.

The breaking out of civil war in our beloved
country has filled our minds with sorrow ; and it

needs that we carefully guard against the prevail-

ing excitement, lest we be led to participate in prac-

tices which our consciences entirely condemn.
Under the most severe trials we must ever re-

member that we are brethren by a more sacred
bond than that which makes us citizens ; and our
relationship as children of one Almighty Father,
and alike objects of the same Saviour's love, are

much more obligatory upon us, than as inhabitants
of one common country. If we would help and

s our country, it must be by seeking to bring

down the divine blessing upon it; and we knov t

not how successful our united and persevering
\i

prayers, offered in the name of Jesus, would be i

to avert those terrible calamities that are now im i

pending over it. i

The foundation of our well-known testimon] (

against all war, rests upon the plain and undenia i

ble injunctions and precepts of our Saviour, as wel
}

as the entire spirit of the Gospel. It was the say

ing of them of old time, " thou shalt love thi

neighbour, and hate thine enemy :" but the injunc

tion of Christ to his followers is, " love your ene

mies ; bless them that curse you ; do good to then

that hate you; and pray for them which despite ,

fully use you, and persecute you ; that ye may bi

the children of your Father who is in heaven,' ,'

presenting the divine example for our imitation—i

'

" for he maketh his sun to rise on the evil and ot
'

the good, and sendeth rain on the just and on th(

unjust." And again, our approach to our heavenli

Father for the pardon of our sins, is on the condi"
'

tion that we forgive. Our plea in that simple, ye
most sublime prayer, is this, " forgive us our debt|

as we forgive our debtors;" and this is acceptee

by Him who is the hearer and answerer of prayer 1

" for," He says, " if ye forgive men their trespassea ,

your heavenly Father will also forgive you ; but i
^

ye forgive not men their trespas.ses, neithef wi|

'

your Father forgive your trespasses :" and the na^

ture of this forgiveness must be such as we desiri

for ourselves when presented before the eterni^ .

Judge : how then can any one thus reading Script

ture, meditate the destruction of his fellow man !

The injunctions and precepts of our blessed Sa*

viour against both the spirit and practices of wait

were understood literally by those to whom thej

were personally addressed ; and they became th(

governing principle of their lives. It is recorded
"

of Marcellus, a Roman Centurion, that on becoming ',

a Christian, he promptly resigned his commissions

.

declaring, " that it is not lawful to bear arms fo

any earthly consideration."

Not one Christian was to be found in the Roma
[

armies when our Holy religion was extensive! '

,

spread in the world. On a convert being called
i

to be enrolled as a soldier, his reply was, " I am a i

Christian, and cannot fight." i

u

Ecclesiastical history records the fact that fo< u

the first two or three centuries of the Christian era)
oi

this course was faithfully maintained.
| n

Our religious society has always maintained)
pi

on the principles of the Gospel, a faithful testimoni
Ij

against all war ; either by being concerned in anj t

warlike preparations, in any manner openly oj
)[

privately aiding its promotion, or seeking or receiv- n

ing any profit or advantage under it; and the u

faithfulness of our heavenly father in protecting »

those who put their trust in Him, may be instriic*;]

lively seen in the History of Friends during th<
oi

rebellion in Ireland, in our own country during th4t

revolutionary war, and in that of William Penn'j
ij

government of Pennsylvania, as well as in manj n

other instances in which we are taught by examplSij

as well as precept, that it is " better to trust in thi
ti

Lord, than to put confidence in man."
j fj

Therefore we exhort you all, dear friends, aSig

you love your country, as you love your childreO u

and desire their present and future happiness, a^
oi

you value the pure and holy precepts of the Gospejin

:rjiil,profess, guard most watchfully against everji

temptation in any manner or degree to fostei

encourage the spirit of war and strife. And
earnestly and affectionately entreat all our deal

brethren and sisters, of every age, to be very care

ful in conversation upon passing events, both among
themselves and with others— that nothing be allowed

to escape their lips that may promote or counta
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ance an appeal to arms or reliance upon them.

iCt us demean ourselves in a Christian and peacea-

le manner, manifesting that we are the followers

f the Prince of Peace, desiring the increase of Ilis

ingdom. No good can result from a breach of

•iviue commandment, but if we build upon Christ
nd His teachings, and walk in His spirit, we build

pon a rock against which nothing can prevail.

Signed by direction and on behalf of the Meetin;

William Wood, Clerk.

'

Reminiscences of Jokn Randolph.—The fol

wing note is said to have been appended by John
,andoIph to the famous fifteenth chapter of his

)py of Gibbon's " Decline and fall of the lloi

mpire," and to have been found only after the

3ath of the orator of Pioanoke

;

" When the pencilled notes to this and the suc-

seding chapter were written (and, indeed, all the

3tes, one excepted on volume X., page — ), the

riter was an unhappy young man, deluded by the

yphisras of infidelity. Gibbon seemed to rivet

hat Hume, and Hobbes, and Bolingbroke, and
oltaire and others had made fast, and Satan 4. e.,

le evil principle in our (fallen) nature, had clinch-

1 ; but, praised be his holy name ! God sent the

iur:iof his sin, the arrow of the angel of death,

mless ye repent,' straight to his heart, and with
came the desire of belief; but the hard heart of

^belief withstood a long time, and fear came upon
m and waxed great, and brought first resignation

his will, and after much refractoriness, (God be
•aised, but never sufficiently, that he bore with
le frowardness of the child of An, whose wages
death !) after a longer course of years than the

rvitude of Jacob for Rachel, God in his good
me sent the pardon and the peace which passeth

love, which struck out fear. Allelujah !

" N. B.— I have erased more of the notes on
is and the next chapter. The rest I let stand

a merited shame for myself."

Migrations of the Buffalo.—There is a feature

the migratory character of the buffalo, not gen-

ally known, except to hunters, and that is, that

e vast body of the herd is never found iu the

me district of country two seasons in suooes-

)n. The buffaloes of North America form an
imense army, marching in one continuous circuit,

It perhaps three-fourths of the entire number of

lich are found within a range of from two to

ree hundred miles. Thus, where buffaloes are

luudant one year they are fewer the next, and
wer still the next, until the great body having
mpleted its circuit, again makes its appear-
ice. This circuit is completed in about four

lars. Its western limit is the eastern base of the

3cky Mountains, and its eastern is bounded by a

arginal outline of civilization, extending from the

ritish settlements on the north, to northern Texas
I the south. The range of latitude traversed has

r many years been about twenty-three degrees,

tending from the Cross Timbers of Texas to the

ibutaries of Lake Winnepeg on the north. The
.nd travel southward on the eastern line, and
rthward on the western, never crossing the Kocky
ountains. The comparative proximity of these

les, being at some points not over five hundred
lies, accounts for the presence of buffaloes, in

latively small numbers throughout the entire

ea embraced within the line of travel.

—

San
ancisco Atta Califoniian.

God's mercies are as cords to draw us to him
;

;t our sins are as sharp swords that cut those

For "The Frk-

The CaDsc ami the Remedy.

" The original cause of the cloud which covers
our once highly favoured but now afflicted society,

is disobedience and forgetfulness of God. We live

at a period when earthly prosperity furnishes the

comforts, and to a large number the luxuries of

life, in great abundance. With comparatively little

labour, the moans are obtained to gratify the a

tite for sensual indulgence, and in the enjoyment
of the bountiful provision of a gracious Creator, all

classes are prone to forget the great Giver, and the

solemn duty of constant reverent walking before

Him. Self-gratification is more the object of men,
than the daily inquiry, ' Lord, what wouldest thou
have me to do? What shall 1 render unto thee

for all thy benefits V In proportion as self-love

prevails, the love of God is forsaken, until it

rarely felt in the heart ; for if any man love the

world, to which pertain the lust of the flesh, of the

eye, and the pride of life, the love of the Father
is not in him. What then can wo expect, but that

we shall be left to our own choice, and that empti-

ness and confusion in principle and practice, will

come over us. Our perceptions and principles will

becQme perverted, blindness will prevent us from

seeing our conditions, and the plausible bai^s of

Satan. We shall come to false conclusions as to

the cause of our difiiculties, attributing them to

any thing but our own departure from the livin;

God, and to the pride and haughtiness, and cor

ruption of our own hearts. Could we be brought to

see our fallen and degenerate condition, in that

light which njver deceives, and thereby be humbled
under the hand of the Lord, so as from the depth

of sincerity to cry mightily unto Him individually,

to remove the plague of our own heart, the way
would soon be open for the restoration of that hu-

mility, self-denial and circumspect walking which
adorned us ' the beginning. True love—the love

of God shed abroad in our hearts—true unity

—

the oneness produced by the baptisms and birth

of the Spirit, would spring up in all the children

of the Heavenly Father, born of the same incor-

ruptible seed. This would bind us together as the

heart of one man, in serving and worshipping God,

nd his dear son, our Lord and Saviour Jesus

Christ, in the way of the cross, and in steadfastly

upholding the same doctrines and testimonies of

he Gospel, without modification, which our worthy

forefathers proclaimed in his authority to the na-

of the earth. Then again should we be a

people whom the Lord had formed for himself, to

how forth his praise, and to draw others to the

teachings of Christ in their own hearts; and such

a people he will have, though many may despise

their birthright, and be rejected. Others will be

brought in to preach the religion of the gospel in

all its perfectness, for the Spirit that actuated the

faithful in Edward Barrough's day will, as he says,

break forth and prevail in thousands."

The preceding just and forcible remarks are

taken from a communication which appeared iu the

' Friend" sixteen years ago. They are revived in

he belief that the truths set forth in them, are as

deserving now of the close and serious attention

of our readers, as they were at that time. Very
different views prevail, in regard to the proximate

causes of the difficulties and trials through which

the Society is passing ; nor have all the arguments

and discussions which have taken place, enab'ed

ds to see alike, or even make a sensible ap-

proach towards harmonizing their conflicting opin-

There are, however, certain great truths,

which are generally admitted, and if those who
subscribe to them would only go one step further

and make them likewise matters of living, heartfelt

experience, a brighter day would assuredly soon
dawn on our religious society. Its early members
were not more distinguished for pure simple views
of christian doctrine, than for their lives of self-

denying dedication. The precious truth that the
Lord teaches his people Himself, by the immediate
manifestation of his saving grace in the heart, be-
ing accepted and most surely believed by them, it

became their primary concern to keep a single eye
to Him, to wait patiently for the Holy Anointing,
and yield cheerful obedience to every divine requi-
sition. Having found acceptance and peace with
God through the sanctifying operation of the Spirit,

and obtained that faith which overcomes the world,
great was their care and travail of soul that they
might not lose this inestimable treasure. The
journals and other records of many of these devoted
worthies show that they lived above the world,
and that while passing through it, their affections

were set on things above, in the heavenly riches

that endure forever, and in the appointed time they
passed away in joyful hope to the better inheri-

tance, leaving an example which succeeding genera-
tions may wisely and safely follow.

Now, we too profess to believe in the same glo-

rious and all important truth, but do we (let all

inquire,) show the reality of our faith by a daily,

earnest, patient endeavour to draw near and wait
in solemn stillness of soul for the quickenings and
illuminations of the Holy Spirit? Bo we under a
sense of our poverty, weakness and destitution of
all good without His gracious help, watch unto
prayer, and seek to be continually clothed by the

precious covering of humility and holy fear, which
the blessed Redeemer imparts to his children, and do
we, like them, not only hear but obey his voice ? If
such were our engagement, the same fruits of the
spirit which dignified the lives and actions of these

servants of the JilostHigh, would be brought forth in

us, all the doctrines and testimonies of the gospel

which they unflinchingly maintained, would be
precious to us also, and the true unity which be-

comes brethren of the same household of faith, would
increase and abound. The growing prevalence of

fervent christian charity and love, would then
surely follow, enabling the honest in heart to see,

eye to eye, and no small part of the troubles and
difficulties which now rest as a dark cloud upon
the church, woiild, it may be hoped, in the divine

compassion and mercy, be dispelled like mists be-

fore the morning sun.

Sagacitij of Rats.—Incredible as the story may
appear of their removing hens eggs, by one fellow

lying on his back and grasping tightly his ovoid

burden with his fore paws, whilst his comrades drag

him away by the tail, we have no reason to disbe-

e it, knowing, as we do, that they will carry

s from the bottom to the top of the house, lift-

ing them from stair to stair, the first pushing them
up on its hind, and the second lifting them with its

fore legs. They will extract the contents from a

"ask of Florence oil, dipping in their long tails,

and repeating the manoeuvre until they have con-

sumed every drop. We have found lumps of su-

gar in deep drawers at a distance of thirty feet

from the place where the petty larceny was com-

litted ; and a friend saw a rat mount a table on

hieh a drum of figs was placed, and straightway

tip it over, scattering its contents on the floor be-

neath, where a score of his expectant brethren sat

watching for the windfall.

—

Quarterly Review.

Christian charity is a compound of active be-

nevolence and tender compassion, flowing from a

supreme love of Jesus Christ.
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Fresei'vntion ofFresh Flowers.—A scientific wri-

ter states, that " We may preserve flowers for a

long time in a fresh state by enclosing them in

sealed tubes. At the end of some days, all the

oxygen of the air confined in the tube will have

disappeared and become replaced by carbonic acid.

If we introduce into the tubes a little quicklime, it

removes from the flowers some of their humidity,

which facilitates their preservation. Lime also

takes up the carbonic acid, and the plant becomes

placed in pure nitrogen. All flowers are not alike

preserved by this process
;
yellow flowers are those

which are altered the least. It would be very

easy for botanists to forward thus fresh flowers

upon which they could verify characters diflicult

to observe upon a dried specimen."

T/ie j)urchase inoney.—How do a multiplicity

of things, pertaining to the present life, prevent a

full dedication of all to the Most High, that He
may work both to will and to do, of His own good

pleasure. No doubt the disposition is felt with

more than a few, which led one to enquire, " What
shall I do, that I may inherit eternal life;" but

when it is found that the purchase-money is their

all, then comes hesitation and sorrow.

—

Sarah
[LTjnes'\ Grubh.

THE FRIEND.
SIXTH MONTH 22, 1861.

The week before last we inserted some remarks
taken from the Ledger, on kerosene or coal oil. The
intention of the writer appears to have been to draw
the attention of housekeepers to the dangerous in-

flammability of some specimens of the oil sold, and

the proposed test recommended by him, is a good
one. We have since been informed by one inte-

rested therein, that the dangerous quality does not

arise from an attempt to over-refine or whiten

oil, but from the benzine, which is the first thing

which passes over in distilling the crude oil, being

allowed to mix with the subsequent distillations.

Benzine, which is always present in the crude oil,

is also largely present in many of the dark-coloured

refined oils as well as in whiter ones, and renders

them unsafe to use. Another reason for testing

the oil sold is, that many dealers adulterate it, by
mixing a portion of spirits of turpentine or burnin
fluid with it. The oil thus served is of a milky,

mottled appearance, and should always be rejected.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Progress of nostUilies.—The movements of the U.S.

forces towards Harper's Ferry, which were in progress
last wecli, rendered probable a contest at that point.
This was avoided by the retreat of the rebel army, on
the near approach of the federal troops. On the 14th
inst., the Confederate forces were hastily withdrawn,
and, it is believed, divided into two bodies, one of which
proceeded to Winchester, and the other, comprising the
main body of the array went southward, east of the
nioniitains, it was supposed to join the already formi-
dable army at Manassas Junction. Previous to evacu-
ating Harper's Ferry, the rebels burned the railroad
bridge across the Potomac, and seriously injured the
property of the Chesapeake and Ohio Canal Company,
by the wanton destruction of their dams. The total

loss to the two companies is estimated at about a mil-
lion of dollars. The government buildings were also
destroyed as far as practicable. A considerable quan-
tity of provisions, which the rebels were unable to take
with them, was destroyed, and great numbers of small
arms and military accoutrements were thrown into the
river. Some of the large guns were removed six miles
up the Shenandoah, and there abandoned. On the 15th,
Martinsburg, nineteen miles west of Harper's Ferry, was
occupied by a large force of D. S. troops. On the same
day, the advance guard of Gen. Patterson's army, consist-
ing often thousand men, was at Hagerstovvu, Md. A regi-

ment of Indiana volunteers proceeded from Cumberland,
Romney, in Hampshire county, Va., and there sur-

prised and routed a camp of 500 secession troops, some
of whom were taken prisoners. The large army, under
Gen. Butler, at fortress Monroe, has been inactive dur-

g the past week. The secession forces appear to be
so placed as to confine Gen. Butler's command within
.arrow limits. "Northern troops have continued to go

south, to fortress Jlonroe, and other quarters. General
Cadwalader's division of the Pennsylvania troops has
crossed the Potomac at Williamsport, and entered Vir-
ginia. A detachment of Ohio volunteers, which was
sent out on the Ale.'candria and Loudon railroad, on the

17th inst., for the purpose of protecting the bridges on
the line of railroad, was attacked from a masked bat-

tery at a place called Vienna, about twelve miles from
Washington. The volunteers sustained a loss of eight

men killed, beside a number of wounded and missing.
Virginia.—Ex-Governor Henry A. Wise has been ap-

pointed Brigadier General in the Southern army, and
assigned the command of the department of Western
Virginia. On the 11th inst., the Union convention as-

sembled at Wheeling. About 40 counties were repre-

sented on the basis of their representation in the legis-

lature. A resolution was adopted, declaring that Western
Virginia would never submit to the ordinance of seces-

sion. On the 17th, a protest and solemn declaration,

which had been under consideration for several days,
was adopted and signed by all the members. All acts

of the convention, legislature or others assuming to

act for the State, which tend to separate it from the
United States, or to make war against them, are de-
clared to be without authority and void, and the offices

of all who adhere to the said convention and executive,

to be vacated.

Tennessee.—At the recent election, East Tennessee
gave about ten thousand majority against secession,

but the vote of the entire State was overwhelmingly in

favour of going with the South. The Memphis Appeal
of the 14th says, a warrant is out for the arrest of Sena-
tor Andrew Johnson, for treason against the State of
Tennessee.

Kentucky.—The secession party in this State, though
restless and dissatisfied, have not ventured on an open
outbreak. Notwithstanding the prohibition, considera-
ble quantities of provisions go south from Kentucky,
via the Nashville railroad. A great exodus of Southern-
ers northward is taking place by the same conveyance.
These are doubtless persons who do not sympathize
with the secessionists.

Missouri.—Affairs in this State again appear ominous.
A large portion, if not a majority, of the inhabitants are
loyal to the Union, but the secessionists are active and
aggressive, and may precipitate civil war. Home guards,
for the protection of the Union men, having been or-

ganized in various places by authority of the federal

government. Gov. Jackson sought an interview with
Gen. Lyon, and demanded that they should be disarmed,
and that the federal government should pledge itself not
to occupy with its troops any localities in the State
not already held by them. He promised if this were
done that he would disarm all the companies which had
been armed by the State, and that he would maintain a
strict neutrality during the contest. Gen. Lyon not ac-

ceding to this proposition, the Governor issued his pro-
clamation calling fifty thousand of the militia of the
State into active service for the purpose of driving out the
U. S. troops. Gen. Lyon lost no time in taking active

measures to thwart the Governor's movement. He had
thirteen regiments in Missouri, and there were other
troops in Illiuois aud Iowa, whose aid could be had if

needed. Attempts have been made at St. Louis for

several weeks past to enlist men for the Southern army,
and the U. S. authorities there were aware of the fact.

In consequence they have made a number of arrests for

treason.

Maryland.—At an election for members of Congress
held in this State last week, the candidates of the Union
party were nearly all elected by large majorities. The
only doubtful member will, it is stated, support the U. S.

government in whatever measures may be deemed neces-
sary for its defence.

Pennsylvania.—The bids for the State loan of three

millions of dollars were opened on the 13th, and more
than a sufficient amount was found to have been offered

at par. The loan was all taken by citizens or corpora-
tions of the State.

Southern Items.—The expectation of capturing fort

Pickens having been abandoned for the present, a part
of the besieging force (about 2800 men) have been sent

to Virginia. More U. S. troops have been landed on
Santa Rosa Island.—The blockade of New Orleans was
still incomplete, vessels going to sea occasionally with-
out hindrance.—It is reported that several steam tow-

boats were being prepared at New Orleans for privateera
and a large floating battery was getting ready to gc
down with a flotilla, and attack the U. S. ship Brooklyn

•The privateer Savannah, which was fitted out ai>

Charleston, S. C, captured the brig Joseph of Portland
Me., from Havana for Philadelphia, with a cargo oi

sugar valued at $30,000, and sent her prize into George--

town, S. C. On the same day, the U. S. brig Perry fel:

in with the privateer, and captured her. The vessel was
sent to New York, and the officers and crew were put

iu irons, and confined on board the U. S. ship Minne-
sota.—The Savannah papers of the 12th announce th(

landing of a large force of federal troops on Hilton Head
an island near the southern end of South Carolina, and
a short distance from Savannah. The object of the

movement was unknown, but it had occasioned much
alarm at Savannah.—Intelligence from New Orleans re-jjji

presents its society in a sadly demoralized condition,

and the city in a state of bankruptcy and anarchy. The
N. 0. Delta of last week says, " Personal security is faal

becoming a matter of doubtful assurance. Men of higli

and low estate are met upon the street, assaulted, and
in many cases murderously used, with an insolent dish

regard for law, which argues au expectation of escapa
|,

from punishment."
Philadelphia.—Mortality last week, 233.

Wreck of an Ocean Steamer.—The steamship Canadian
from Quebec for Liverpool, struck on the 4th a field o)

sunken ice, near Belle Isle, and went down in thirty-five

minutes. There were about 200 persons on board
thirty-six of whom were drowned.

Eniigralion to Utah.—More than a thousand Mormoni
recently passed through Chicago, Illinois, on their fvaj

to Great Salt Lake City. These recruits for the Mor-

mon settlements were gathered in this country exclu-

sively, and chiefly in the cities of Boston, New York, ami

Philadelphia. A large proportion of them were young
girls and small children.

Capture of a Slaver.—The ship Nightingale whict
sailed from Kabenda, Africa, with a cargo of nine hun
dred and fifty negroes, was captured off the coast on th«

23d of Fourth month, by the U. S. sloop of war Sara-

toga, and taken into Monrovia, where the negroes were
landed. One hundred and sixty of the wretched crea.

tnres died on the passage from Kabenda to Monro-
The slaver has arrived at New York, in charge of a prize

j,

crew.
Foreign.—Liverpool dates to the Gth. The British

government having decided to maintain the strictest '

neutrality in the war between the United States and 11

the so-called Confederate States, has issued an ordei

interdicting the armed ships, and also the privateers o;

both parties from carrying prizes made by them into th

ports, harbours, or waters of the United Kingdom, or (

any of the British possessions abroad.

Count Cavour, the eminent Sardinian statesman, it i

dead.

The integrity of the Papal territory will, it is said, be

guaranteed by the Great Powers.
It is proposed to establish in Lebanon a christian gO'

vernment, the chief of which shall be of the religion o

the majority of the inhabitants, and directly dependen
on the Porte.

The Liverpool cotton market was moderately active

Breadstuffs generally dull and declining.

FRIENDS' INDIAN INSTITUTE, TUNESSASSAH.
A man and a woman Friend are wanted to aid in con

ducting this Institution. A man and his wife would hi

preferred, one of whom should be qualified to teach ii

the school. Apply to Ebenkzeii Worth,
Marshalton, Chester Co., Pa.

Thos. Wistar,
Fox Chase, Philadelphia Co., Pa.

Joel Evans,
O.akdale P. O., Delaware Co., Pa.

Philad., Second mo. 5th, 1861.

Died, at the residence of her son, Benjamin J. Crew,

in Philadelphia, on the 30th of Fifth month, 1861,

Elizabeth M. Parsons, relict of Samuel P. Parsons,

late of Richmond, Va., in the seventy-fourth year of hot

age ; a member of the Northern District Monthly Meet-

ing of Friends. During a long confinement to the house

under much bodily infirmity, she evinced by her iC'

signed, patient spirit where her trust and confidence

were placed, though unable to give much expression to

her feelings owing to the peculiar nature of the disease ,

—paralysis
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Iceland.
(Contiuued from jiage 324.)

Having thus taken a hasty glance at tho capi-

,
let us start for those glorious steam-fountains

ich, were they transferred to British ground,
uld be sufficient to turn the head of the best
glish county. In Iceland you cannot hire a

), coach, cart, or other vehicle, for the simple
.son that there are none to be had. Nor can
1 travel on foot, for that would be considered
lost as foolish as to proceed on all fours. Your
n is to purchase hor.ses—some for yourself, some
the guides, and others for the baggage. There
ng no Golden Lions or Royal Hotels in the
mtry, itis advisable to carry a tent, and to look
er the commissariat as narrowly as if you were
)ut to traverse the Great Desert. Milk may be
icured

; but as you may have to proceed fifteen

twenty miles without seeing a cottage, the best
icy is to victual the expedition at the outset,

lugh it involves you in the expense of a complete
avan. The difficulties of travel, indeed, are great,
e country is such, that neither General Wade nor
. Macadam could have tamed its rugged paths

easy turnpikes. In some places the road is

e the bed of a Highland watercourse, in others
ir route might as well run through a stone
irry. Too frequently, the traveller picks his

y over a sheet of lava, stretching for miles, un-
ieved by trees or vegetables, except a few sickly

ihes, which have found a nest in some hollow
ere the wind has deposited a handful of soil.

finds that (his lava is broken up into sharp
cks, or gashed with fissures which are so toas-

;

that constant attention is required to prevent
lidents. Or he may have to cross swamps and
rshes, where the yielding nature of the ground
scarcely less trying to the temper; and if en-
nbered with much baggage, the beasts of burden
!d constant supervision as well as their apathetic
des.

Approaching Thingvalla, on his way to the Gey-
s, the visitor is startled by arriving at the edge
a precipice. A deep but narrow chasm, extend-

:

to a distance of more than a mile, suddenly
wns before him, as if the ground had been torn
;n by an earthquake. No warning is given him
its vicinity until he finds himself standing and

shuddering upon the verge of the abyss. This is the
famous ravine of Almannagia, which is justly con
sidered to be one of the most remarkable .spots in

Iceland. Its depth is about one hundred and
eighty feet, its width may bo the same in soni

parts, but in others it diminishes to a few fathom;
How to cross it is the question for the traveller.

Told he must descend to the bottom, and, someho
or other, contrive to reach the opposing bank, he
shakes his head, and thinks it a feat for a goat but
not for a man. There is no help for it, however.
Dismount, and you will find a sort of natural stair-

case, which conducts you giddily to the bed of the
rift.

" Colossal blocks of stone, threatening the un-
happy wanderer with death and destruction, hang
loosely, in the form of pyramids and of broken col-

umns, from the lofty walls of lava which encircle

the whole long ravine in the form of a gallery.

Speechless, and in anxious suspense, we descend a
part of this chasm, hardly daring to look up, much
less to give utterance to a single sound, lest the vi-

bration should bring down one of these avalanches
of stone, to the terrific force of which the rocky
fragments scattered around bear ample testimony.
The distinctness with which echo repeats the soft-

est sound and the slightest footfall, is truly won-
derful. The appearance presented by the horses,

ch are allowed to come down the ravine after

their masters have descended, is most peculiar.

One could fancy they were clinging to the wall of

rock."

Not far from the village of Thingvalla, the vale

of which is unrivalled in Iceland for its beauty,
lies the most sacred spot in the whole country.

This is the plain where the Althing, or General
Parliament, held its annual sittings for nearly nine

centuries. Here national affairs were discussed,

public justice was administered, strangers met from
all parts of the island, friendships were formed,
arriagcs were contracted, quarrels were settled

originated, females convicted of child-murder
sre drowned in a neighbouring pool, and culprits

sentenced to be decapitated lost their heads on a

"ttle isle in the midst of the river. But in 1800
the Althing was abolished, or rather transferred

to Reykjavik, and now this venerated seat of law
consists of "a mere farm, and contains two huts
nd a very small church."

Two or three days are occupied in your jaunt to

the Geysers. The scenery is singularly diversified,

for there are charming meadows, and pleasant

shrubberies, and beautiful lakes on the route, as

well as frightful fissures and rugged tracts of lava.

At last turning the flank of a mountain, you
observe big clouds of steam curling into the air at

a distance of about three miles; and if your pulse

breaks into a transient gallop, how can you help it

when told that you are now within sight of one of

the greatest wonders of the world ? Scampering
across bog and stream, you arrive at the foot of a

liill about three hundred feet in height, and find

yourself amongst a colony of boiling springs and
pour fountains. Upwards of one hundred of

esc arc collected within a space of little more
than fitty acres. There is no difficulty in recog-

nizing the chieftain of the group. Upon a mound
seven feet in height there rests a basin which at

first appears to be tolerably circular, its diameter

being fifty-six feet in one direction and forty-six in

another. The interior, from three to four feet in

depth, is smooth and polished, and at the moment
of your approach may be partially filled with

water in a highly heated condition. Through tho

clear crystalline fluid a funnel in the centre of this

gigantic saucer may be perceived. Its breadth at

the top has been variously estimated at from eight

to sixteen feet, but as it descends it narrows its

bore, and when sounded—your time for this tick-

lish opperation being just after an explosion—the

pipe may be traced to a depth of sixty-three feet.

It may be necessary, however, to wait some time

before the Gusher or Rager—that is the meaning
of the word Geyser—will do you the honor to play.

His movements are very fitful, and twenty or thirty

hours frequently pass, nay as many as three days

have been known to expire, without any hearty

and emphatic eruption. Upon the curious traveller

this interval of suspense has quite an exciting ef-

fect. When Sir George Mackenzie lay down for

the night he could not sleep for more than a min-

ute or two at a time, his anxiety compelling him to

raise his head repeatedly to listen, and when the

joyful notice was given up he started with a shout,

and L,''"'i'ed across the space which separated him

from "
f'^^r,?yser. And what a spectacle it is when

the explosion does commence! With a roar and

rush which are deafening—the earth trembling

beneath you as if it were about to open and give

birth to some strange monster—the boiling water

is driven aloft in a huge column, which breaks into

different ramifications, and then drooping as its

petus is lost, each separate jet falls back in

graceful curves to the ground. At the lower part

the ascending stream may appear to some eyes

to be blue or green, but at the summit it is torn

nto the finest, snowiest, spray. Volumes of steam

accompany the discharge, and roll away in great

clouds, which add to the sombreness and majesty

of the scene. After thus raging grandly lor a

few minutes, the-Geyser relaxes its fury, and then

ceases to eject either water or vapour. The fluid

the basin rushes down the well in the centre,

and slowly but surely this magnificent hydraulic

machine begins to prepare for another eruption.

Very difi'erent heights have been assigned to the

jets. Olafson and Paulson, for example, estimated

them at three hundred and sixty feet. Lieutenant

Ohlsen took the measure of cue by the quadrant,

and found it two hundred and twelve feet ; whilst

Henderson saw some which he computed at one

hundred and fifty feet; but other travellers have

cut them down to one hundred tifet at the utmost,

and Forbes averages them at seventy or eighty.

So much for the Great Geyser. About one

hundred and thirty or one hundred and forty

yards to the south you will meet with, and might

very possibly walk into, another of the principal

fountains. This is the famous Strokr, or Churn,

that native name implies. Unlike tho former,

it has neither mound tior basin, and might easily

be mistaken for an ordinary well, were it not for
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the furious bubbling of the water in its shaft.

This shaft is about sis feet in diameter, according

to Forbes, with a depth of about forty-eiglit feet ;

'

but it is very irregular in its bore, and contracts

^

considerably: it is also bent in its course, and|

therefore, as Mr. Miles suggests, resembles the

Irishman's gun, which had tlie faculty of " shoot-

ing around a corner." The ejections of the Churn
are more numerous than those of the R;iger, occur-

ring at least one or twice a day, and though its jets

are less voluminous, they last for a longer period,

and radiate in a still more tasteful manner.

Now Strokr possesses one interesting property.

He may be made to discharge almost at pleasure;

and not only so, but you may force him to extra

activity, and extort an eruption of a much fiercer

character thau is his natural practice. The way
to accomplish this is very simple. Collect a quan-

tity of stones or sods, and shovel them into the

pipe of the Geyser. Down they go, splashing into

the fluid, which instantly ceases to boil, as if Strokr

were astonished at your impudence. And well he

may, for stones and sods are things he abominates

to such a degree that, collecting all his strength,

he soon vomits ihem forth, and hurries them aloft

iu a pillar of water, which sometimes appears to

reach to twice the ordinary elevation. Henderson

who stumbled upon this discovery, states that some
of the jets rose to a height of two hundred feet, and

that fragments of stone were propelled to a still

greater altitude, the column of water being suc-

ceeded by a column of steam, which lasted for

nearly an hour. This experimentalist narrowly es-

caped punishment for his temerity ; for, whilst ex-

amining the pipe, the insulted spouter, boiling with

rage, shot up into the air a hissing torrent, which

swept within an inch or two of his tormentor's

face. Need we be surprised if prankish visitors

can hardly resist the temptation to tease the Cey-

ser? Spite of the grandeur of the spectacle?. «s>u feel

a strong propensity to laugh at the idea o^ ^^'^j?

Strokr, and throwing him into a profounl.'^pusjion.

— Miles literally "made game" of the spring,

and when the exasperated phenomenon sought to

relieve himself, was quite delighted to see his

waters—stained and blackened with the clods

—

rising wrathfuliy to a height of one hundred and
thirty feet. Commander Forbes subjected poor

Strokr to a still greater indignity, for he compelled

the Geyser to cook his dinner. Having invited

the neighbouring cure and farmer to a meal, he

packed up a piece of mutton in the body of a

flannel shirt, and a ptarmigan in each sleeve, and

then flung the garment into the Churn, which was
previously primed with a quantity of turf For

some time Strokr took the transaction in such high

dudgeon that he refused to eject; but finding that

preparations were making for another dose of sods,

he launched his waters into the air with unwonted
fury, and the traveller soon beheld his shirt flying

upwards, " with the arms extended like a head
and tailless trunk," on its descent to the ground it

proved to be in such a scalding state that it was
necessary to wait a quarter of an hour before din-

ner could be served, and then it appeared that

though the mutton was done to a nicety, the birds

were torn to shreds. The Churn, in fact, was a

sort of Papin's digester, where the very twigs of

turf received such a soaking of caloric that they

came out in a sodden condition. A drunken man
once fell into the spring—so the legend runs—and
after seething for a short time was thrown up in a

spray of human fragments.

(To be continued.:

John Barclay.

I can look back upon many a favoured season,

many an availing prayer,—sometimes a single sigh

after what was good,—sometimes the mental eye

turned inward during a few spare minutes of in-

termission or leisure from the hurry of business,

when in my father's banking-house ; sometimes as

I went and returned to and from town, but espe-

cially before dinner. At that particular time, 1

was in the regular habit of secluding myself for a

short season in private, and either devoting that

opportunity to reading the Scriptures, or more
commonly to silently seeking the Lord, and wait-

ing upon him for support, strength, and sustenance,

and whatever he saw needful for me. After this

period, the efiioacy of the same spirit of depeu
deuce and reliance, which the Lord had begotten

and kept alive in me was striking; and it has been

memorable to me since, when I was engaged in the

business of an attorney's office, and lived at lodg-

ings. There the same power, as I was concerned
to keep close to it, preserved me through all the

difficulties and trials that were strewed in my path

Oh ! what sweet First-days have I spent at a disa

greeable dull lodging; what meetings have I had
what sweet meetings iu the middle of the week,

when I gave up everything that stood in the way,

and thus procured liberty to attend them. What
sighs, what cries unto the Lord in secret corners,

when a few minutes could be spared in the midst

of the bustle of wordly engagements; when walk
ing through the noisy crowded streets, what song:

unto the Lord of all tender mercies, who over

shadowed me;—and when occasionally an after

noon was allowed me, wherein to be absent from
business, what sweet contemplative walks in the

meadows and country, a few miles out of town
But how shall I stop, or where shall I end, ii

speaking of Him, who regard's the prayer of the

humble, under many circumstance which I have
not nii'ntioned. How has the Lord ever had
eye upon and over nie, to turn all to good, as long

as I have regarded, trusted in, resigned myself unto

his preserving power; when I have been enabled

to say, "I am thine, do with me what thou wilt.'

So that surely we may never doubt but that "who-
soever calls upon the name of the Lord shall be

saved."'

Twelf.h Mo. lOtb, 1817.

Caution in the use of positive expressions, ii

great preservation against rudeness of manners.

Dress of the Japanese women.—The dress of

the Japanese women is simple, but graceful. The
robe which crosses the breast, close up to the neck,

or a little lower, according to the taste of the

weartr, reaches nearly to the ground, and
loose sleeves leaving the wrist free. This robe is

coufiiied round the body by a shawl, which is tied

behind in a bow, the ends flowing. Every thin

in Japan, even in dress, is regulated by law ; and
the sumptuary laws have been very strict until

lately, when contact with Europeans appears to be
bringing about a slight relaxation. The colour

worn by all classes of men in their usual dress

black, or dark blue, of varied patterns; but the

women are allowed, and of course" avail them
selves of the privilege, to wear brighter dresses

yet their taste is so good that gaudy colours are

generally eschewed. Their robes are generally

striped silks, of gray blue, or black, the shaw,'

some beautiful bright colour, Crimson, for instance

and their fine jet-black hair is tastefully set of

by having crimson crape, of a very beautiful tex-

ture, thrown in among it. Of course we speak

of the out-door dress of the women; their full

dress within doors is, we believe, far more gay
Cruise in Japanese Waters.

Oa Speaking in Meetings for Discipline.

As I was deeply exercised in my mind about

the things of the living God, and the holy ordei

of the blessed Gospel of the Lord Jesus, it was

opened to me that all concerned Friends that

ak in men's meetings ought to wait for a due

inward feeling of the heavenly gift, and as that

gave an understanding, then speak and minister in

the order of Jesus, which is holy, and all that 1

they speak will be for promoting the way of Truth,

and keeping all the professors thereof in faithful'

ness and true obedience to the Lord. I being

thus in travail of spirit, the state of men's meet-

ings, as they now are, was set before me, and ]

saw three sorts of men speaking, and they were in

three paths: one sort was on the right hand, where

they ran on in their own wills, and were very fierce

for order, but not in a right spirit ; they were the

cause of long discourses, and greatly displeased '.

the Lord and his faithful people. I saw anothei

path to the left hand, and there was a great dark-

ness, and a stifi'-necked people, that were for break-

ing dawn the order and good rules that the Lord
has established in His Church ; then my soul was

filled with sorrow and cries to the Lord, .seeing

the danger both these were in. Then the ftivH '

was pleased to show me a middle path, and the

Lord s people were in it, and had the strong line

of justice and true judgment; the Lords llolj

Spirit and power is iheir guide. I am moved tc

warn you all that are stifi' and steady in your own
wills, to stand still, and turn in your own minds

to this Heavenly gift; in it is the true wisdom and

blessed knowledge, and you will learn to know
what the good and acceptable will of the Lord is;

and if you speak in the meeting, it will be to please

God, and for His honour, not your own ; for you

strive for honour in a carnal mind, and seek not

the honour of the Lord, but are in great presump-

tion.

—

From a M. S. by Thomas Wilson, an em-

inent Minister amongtarly FriendsJound among
his papers.

Bookuwms.—In paper, leather, and parchment

are found various animals, popularly known
" bookworms." The larvae of Cranibus pingui-

Jialis will establish themselves upon the binding

of a book, and spinning a robe, will do to it little

injury. A mite i^AcariLS cruditus) eats the paste

that fastens the paper over the edges of the binding,

and so loosens it. The caterpillar of another little

moth takes its station in damp old books, between

the leaves, and there commits great ravages. The
little boring wood-beetle also attacks books, and

will even bore through several volumes. An in-

stance is mentioned of twenty seven folio volumes

being perforated in a straight line, by the same
insect, in such a manner that, by passing a cord

through the perfect round hole made by it, the

twenty-seven volumes could be raised at once.

The wood-beetle also destroys prints and drawings,

whether framed or kept in a portfolio. The
" death watch" is likewise accused of being a depre-

dator of books. These details were collected by

the experienced keeper of the Ashmolean Museum
at Oxford, in 1841.

Tlie exercise of charity and forbearance neces-L

sary to convinccment.—"I have known instanceal

wherein meekness and forbearance, and charity,

and brotherly love, have reclaimed a wanderer

from his way of error ; but no instance has yet

reached me of fierceness, and intolerance, and

charitableness, and apparent hatred, ever having

convinced the judgment, or won over the affections

of an offending brother."
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From •' The Leisuru Hu

lloyJ'

Everbody has heard of " Lloyd's." Everybody

las sccD the word a thousand times ia the news-

lapers, and of all familiar names known to us in

ornection with commerce, whether at home or

broad, none is more familiar than this. Yet few

leople, comparatively, have any definite idea of

?hat is comprised under this significant mono-

yllable, or of the real nature of the establishment

which it gives a name, and which is almost as

rell known among the merchants of every com-

aercial country in the world as it is in London.

Near the eastern gate of the Royal Exchange,

here is a rather confined area, from which a spa-

ious winding flight of stops leads up to a sort of

nte-chamber of no great dimensions. Up and

lown these stairs, between the hours of eleven or

o in the forenoon, to five in the afternoon, there is

. constant ebb and flow of business faces—not par-

icularly jolly or merry faces at any time, but faces

fith a responsible expression about them, and of

he reflective and calculating character. They are

iways going up and down, one current meeting

he other, and passing, with few words of greeting

ind no delays. Arrived at the top of the stairs,

f';'->,re in the presence of Gibson's grand marble

tatue of Huskisson, the effect of which is more

ban half lost, from the disadvantageous position

t occupies. Then there is a statue of the Prince

3onsort, by Lough, much better seen, but, as a

vork of art, not so well worth seeing; besides

vhich, there is Lyddehker's memorial, and that

landsome tablet in the wall, placed there as a

estimouial to the " Times'' newspaper, in com-

nemoration of the exposure by that journal of a

jigantic commercial conspiracy, which threatened

^he ruin of the whole of the trade of London.
1^ _»l.;o_.,„to_^liQi>.kor Qrp tlip pntr.inofts. triiard-

id by liveried functionaries, to the subscription-

•ooms—for the chambers of Lloyd's are only open

the subscribers, or to those who have business

vith them. We are sufi'ered to pass on, however,

ind the next minute are in the underwriters' room.

I'his is a lofty apartment, about a hundred feet in

ength, and some fifty wide. There is nothing

particularly striking in its appearance. A number

ff large tables and seats, ranged down each side

Ind along the centre, with books, papers, and
vritiug materials, present nothing extraordinary;

iud yet if you reflect for a moment, that here

billions of money are literally at stake every hour
—that not a breeze can blow in any latitude, not

torm can burst, not a fog can rise, in any part of

'he wide ocean that girdles the world, without re-

ording its history here, in such characters as tell

•f loss, discredit, perhaps utter ruin—you may well

iiold your breath, and acknowledge that, common-
lace and matter-of-fact as are the details of the

pot, it is yet a centre of veritable and profound

iterest. For it is here that the business of ma-
ine insurance is transacted—a busiuLSS the rami-

cations of which reach all round the world, and
rhose operations are so essential to the maintenance

f the world's commerce, that were it to come sud-

enly to a stand-still, one half of the existing trafiic

f the nations would be paralyzed. Lisurance is

outinually the basis of credit, even on shore. If

u could not Insure your life, you would hardly

ise a loan on your personal security ; and if you
ould not insure your house, the mortgagee would
ot lend you nearly the amount upon it which he

ow does. But at sea the risks are beyond all

omparison greater, and the necessity of insuring

gainst them, of course, correspondingly so. Every
rudent man, therefore, who has capital thus en-

angered (unless it be such an amount as he can

aff"ord to lose, and he is inclined to speculate)

injures it against loss ; if the vessel which is, or

which contains, his venture be lost, ho recovers his

capital because he has insured it; if it escape the

perils of the sea and make a prosperous voyage, he

can easily spare to pay the premium out of the

profit. The _insurers, or underwriters, must of

course be men, or firms, who have large capital at

command, and they ought to be men with sufiiciont

prudence and integrity to restrain them from in-

curring liabilities which they are unable to meet.

We need not say that the underwriters of Lloyd's

stand pre-eminent throughout the world for these

indispensable qualifications.

Those huge books on the tables near the bar

contain daily entries regarding vessels at sea. The
one on the right is filled with safe arrivals at the

destined port—while that on the left records every

species of accident, disaster, and loss, as soon as

these casualties are known. There was a rather

spiteful gale in the Channel for several entire days

last week ; and in consequence you see gloomy,

prophetic faces bending over the " casualty book,"

looks ominous of disaster, and unfortunately not

a few faces which tell that the omen has been ful-

filled.

Cast your eye round the room, and you may see

transactions of marine insurance actually negotiat-

ing in your presence. Yon sexagenarian, for

example, sitting at the corner of that table, his

chin resting on his clenched hand, and his eye-

brows somewhat studiously knit, is listening to the

under-toned but emphatic talk of the slim, wiry

figure standing by his side. The latter is a ship-

broker, who has come to effect an insurance for a

few thousands on the " Betsy Jane," which sailed

for California, round Cape Horn, four months back.

She was spoken in latitude 3.5^ south, and longi-

tude 40° west, all well, seven weeks out. The
broker offers a certain per-centage fur tha risk ; but
the underwriter does not seem fascinated with the

premium proposed, and keeps a rather stolid coun-

tenance while the other talks on. He knows the

" Betsy Jane" to be A 1 on the list, and he knows
too that she was spoken with, as the broker says,

for that fact is duly recorded in the " books ;" but

it is a long while since that news came, and the

last accounts from Valparaiso said nothing about

her. The good ship, in all probability, is perfectly

safe, and may be even now entering the harbour
;

but also, she may have gone to pieces on the South

American coast, or on some coal reef in the South

Seas, or she may have met with ice in beating

round the Horn and foundered. Who knows?

Such are the elements which an underwriter has to

take into consideration in calculating the probabili-

ties which guide his transactions. The "Betsy

Jane" will be insured, notwithstanding, for the

averages and the chances are all in her favour ; but

the broker will have, to come down with a higher

premium than he has offered.

To assist such calculations as have reference

chiefly to the risks on our own and neighbouring

coasts, there is at the end of the room a curious

piece of mechanism, called an anemometer, or wind-

gauge. This instrument is so contrived as to

register, by means of pencilled records of its own
writing, the force of the wind as it is exerted

against a large fan on the roof of the Exchange,

during both day and night, from one year's end

to another. We know not what may be the actual

utility of this instrument as yet. When the courses

and revolutions of storm-circles are better known
— when the phenomena of air-currents can be de-

lineated on the chart with something like certainty

—when that science of which Lieutenant Maury
is head and chiefshall have been thoroughly thought

out, and its results fairly mastered—it may be that

then every fitful mark of the anemometer may be

fraught with sound knowledge, and form a key to

the law of storms all the world over. In that case,

whenever that time shall arrive, we may feel

assured that the risks of navigation will be less,

and the costs of insurance in proportion.

(To be coucluded.j

A Waroin^ to tlie People called ([uakcrs.

" Yet once more saith the Lord, I shake not the

irtli only, but also heaven. And this word once

more, signitieth the removing of those things that

re (or may be) shaken, as of things that are made,
that those things which cannot be shaken may re-

main." This testimony has been upon my mind
for some time to deliver, and as I sat waiting and
considering, the most proper method seemed to me
to commit it to writing for divers reasons, some of

which follow. First, I take it to concern the Church
in general. Secondly, It is more apt to be forgot,

if delivered by way of Testimony. For these rea-

sons and some others not mentioned, I commit it

to writing, and leave it as a warning to the people

called Quakers, both young and old, for it is my
firm belief, the Lord will try the foundation of

men of all sorts and professions : Yea, He will

fulfil his word—yet once more I shake not the

earth only but heaven also—there will be great

tribulations and trials upon the inhabitants of the

world, and all the foundations will be proved, for

the Lord is grieved with the wickedness of the peo-

ple; with the pride, covetousness and hypocrisy of

those who profess his name and truth ; and he will

shake all their false trusts and confidence in which

they have been securing themselves, both in tempo-

rals and spirituals, and none will be able to stand,

but such who are on the rock Christ : all people

will be proved, even the very elect ; and they will

suffer loss who are not upon the true foundation.

I therefore warn you all. Friends, unto whom
these may come, to take heed to yourselves, and
see what foundation you are upon, for it will not

serve your turn, to make a profession of the Holy
Truth ; if you are not established upon it, you will

certainly suffer loss : therefore I entreat you to ex-

amine your own hearts, and see to your standing.

See what you are settling upon, what you are mak--
ing your chieftest delight, and as it were, your

Heaven, your joy and confidence in which you are

trusting, for you will be shaken out of it, if it be a

false rest—whether it be in temporals or spirituals

—former experiences, self- righteousness or what-

ever else is not on the right foundation, how fair

and plausible soever it may appear, will be re-

moved, and you will bo stripped of all, and left

empty, poor and miserable. Wherefore look to it,

and take warning and do not slight this exhorta-

tion, because it comes by a poor instrument, for I

assure you, it has been a burden upon my mind
for several months past. I have weighed it, and
as Gideon did, entreated that I might be permitted

to prove whether it was really from the spirit of

Truth, or only an imagination. And I have been

favoured with a sight and sense in such a manner
that I now no longer dare to doubt, it is now so

fixed and .sealed upon my spirit, that I can no lon-

ger forbear acquainting you, lest the blood of any
should be required at my hand.

The Lord Almighty if it be his blessed will, make
this warning and exhortation effectual to the bring-

ing many of his people near unto himself, is tha

fervent desire of his humble and afflicted servant,

and a true well wisher to his church.

Bexjamin Padly.
Third month, 1738.
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Masings and Memories.

POOR PREACHING AND POOR HEARING.

I have somewhere read an essay in which the

author, probably a preacher himself, after stating

that he had heard much about poor preaching,

gives it as his opinion, that there is also a great

deal of poor Iteariiig. He enumerates first drowsy

kearing^ the hearers being evidently dull and

sleepy, if not soundly asleep. The second is in-

attentive hearing, when the mind is wandering,

and taking little or no heed to what the preacher

is saying. The third is ai-ptioiis liearing, when

the listener keeps his attention alive only that

he may find fault. He is a fisherman always on

the alert to catch bad fish, and in this business be-

ing very expert, he is seldom without success. The
fourth specimen of poor hearing of which he speaks,

is hearing for oilier jxople. The hearer is apt to

say to himself, whilst dissecting the sermon he is

listening to. Ah, this fits John, tha* is well adapted

to Stephen's case, and thus whilst looking round

the assembly, is distributing all the advice and the

reproof to others, being far too generous to keep

aught so unpalatable for himself. This the author

referred to deems a certain way of " offering the

sacrifice of fools."

Poor preaching there will ever be, as long as

the professed ministers of the gospel trust to their

own wisdom, and the knowledge obtained from

study as the fountain from which to draw their

.sermons. Poor hearing will always be found, un-

less those assembled are really craving spiritual

food, and desiring to be fed by the Lord Jesus

Christ himself. If they are seeking instruction from

him, without placing their trust and confidence in

man, their hearts will be open to receive the in-

struction the Lord may give to his anointed ser-

vants to distribute, and they wi 1 prove good hear-

ers, thankfully taking whatever of reproof or con-

solation the Holy Spirit may show them is fitted

to their state.

If the ministers of the gospel do indeed dwell in

their services under the influence of the Spirit of

the Lord Jesus, and draw their supplies of doc

trine and of power from Him, they will at times

experience through his assisting grace, ability

given them to arouse the drowsy, to draw the

attention of those of wandering minds, to cause the

captious to forget his criticisms, and even so to

turn the attention of the hearer for others to him-

self, as that he may forget that there are others

present to whom the words of the preacher may
be applied.

Reader, be not thou one of the hearers who
are drowsy in spirit, or inattentive, or captious, or

one who listens merely for others. If the ministry

under which thou art sitting at any time, has

dent tokens of Divine authority, do thou, with a

lively spirit and an attentive mind, give it kindly

entrance, and be sure in the first place let it have

a self application.

BE YE NOT CONFORMED TO THIS WORLD.

Ko-san-lone, a convert to Christianity from

amongst the Chinese, some years since, visited

America. He was much surprised, at observing the

fashionable style in which many professing chris-

tians lived, and the little difference to be observed

between them and the people of the world, in man-

ners, customs and mode of life. He was distressed

and perplexed at it, and one day alluding to it, he

made a wide sweep with his arms, to give greater

emphasis to his language, and said, "When the

disciples in my country come out from the world,

tlui]l come clear out."

How is it with thee. Reader? Hast thou come

clear out of the world, its ways, its fashions, its

honours, its compliments ? Do.4 thou seek for the

approbation of thy divine Master in thy walk
amongst men, not esteeming in comparison there-

with, the condemnation or praise of the worldly-

minded as of any moment ? The inquiry is worthy
of thy most serious consideration.

THE WAY HEDGED UP.

Reader, is thy way hedged up ? Are the inward

trials and afflictions dispensed to thee of so trying

and peculiar a character that thou canst not see

how thou art to hold on thy way in patience and
resignation any longer ''. Or, is thy pecuniary con-

dition, owing to thy own heedlessness, the impro-

vidence or dishonesty of others, with the peculiar

financial difficulties of the present time, so involved,

that it appears to thee that the way is completely

hedged up ? Whatever thy situation, whatever the

peculiar trials which beset thee, and appear to

hedge thy way, remember if thou art a believer in,

and a true-hearted lover and follower of the Lord
Jesus Christ, all thy trials, all thy difficulties, nay,

all thy bereavements, are in mercy, according to

the declaration, " all things work together for good
to them that love God."
A christian narrates that on a certain occasion,

when his trials and afiBictions were so great that

he thought it almost in vain to endeavour to bear up
under them, he was returning towards his house in

the evening, and found a mass of thorns laid in

his way. As in the dark he could not .see to

penetrate them, he tried to walk round them, but
found thorns had been placed all across the road.

He concluded some enemy had placed them there;

but as he found it impracticable to pass, be turned

backward, and, trying another way, was soon

safely in his own house. In the morning, he went
to the place that he might understand why the

path had been W-A-gai. »g<»;,.ot tJru. drcai wa^

his thankfulness when he reached the spot to those

whose kindness had induced them to place so thick

a fence of briars as to baffle his attempt at passing.

From a quarry by the road-side, a passage had

been made, and stone taken from under the road,

and the top had recently fallen in, so that had he

passed on, broken limbs, or even loss of life might

have ensued. His heart being filled with grati-

tude, he could lift up an offering of praise to his

heavenly Father, whilst he acknowledged it had

been a friend and not an enemy who had hedged

up his way.

This occurrence led him to a consideration of the

manifold trials which then beset his path through

life, and he felt an inward assurance, that in these,

also, the hand of a Friend had been at work. He
was led closely to inquire, Am I in my proper

path ? Does my heavenly Father, by hedging my
nay with thorns, seek to turn my feet from certain

danger, from probable or positive destruction?

This is a question which may profitably engage all

of us, when our way is hedged up. Is my being

here in my heavenly Father's direction ? Has my
steppings which have brought me here been taken

in his fear ?

Instinct of figcons.—I have been led to these

remarks on the instincts of birds, by the communi-

cations of two kind friends, John Richardson and

Alfred Newton, on the same subject, and I give

here, by permission, that of John Richardson in his

own words :
" With respect to Sir John Ross's pig-

eons, as far as I can recollect, he despatched a young

pair on the Gth or 7th of October, 1850, from As-

sistance Bay, a little to the west of Wellington

Sound, and on the 13th of October a pigeon made
its appearance at the dovecote in Ayrshire, from

whence Sir John had the two pairs ofpigecnswhi
he took out. The distance direct between the t'

places is about 2000 miles. The dovecote w
under repair at this time, and the pigeons belongi

to it had been removed ; but the servants of t

house were struck with the appearance and n
tions of this stranger. After a short stay it we
to the pigeon-house of a neighbouring propriett

where it was caught and sent back to the lady w
originally owned it. She at once recognised it

one of those she had given to Sir John Ross ; but
put the matter to the test, it was carried into t

pigeon-house, when out of the many niches

directly went into the one in which it had bei

hatched. No doubt remained in the mind of t

lady of the identity of the bird." By what extr

ordinary power did this interesting bird fi;

way, and by what route did it come?"

—

Yarre
" History of British Birds."

MOR.VING DISCIPLINE.

When first Ihine eyes unveil, give thy soul leave
To do tlie like; our bodies but forerun

The spirit's duty
;
true hearts spread and heave

Unto their God, as flowers do to the sun
;

Give him thy first thoughts then, so shalt thou keej

Him company all day, and in him sleep.

Yet never sleep the sun up : prayer should
Dawn with the day ; there are set awful hours

'Twixt heaven and us ; the manna was not good
After sun-rising ; far day sullies flowers :

Rise to prevent the sun ; sleep doth sins glut,

And heaven's gate opens when the world's is shut.

Walk with thy fellow creatures ; note the hush
And whisperings amongst them. Not a spring

Or leaf but bath his morning hymn ; e.ich bush
And o;ik doth know I AM.—Canst thou not sing'

Oh leave thy cares and follies I go this way.
And thou art sure to prosper all the day.

Serve (

The whole unto him, and remember who
Prevail'd by wrestlmg ere the sun did shim

Pour oil upon the stones, weep for thy sin,

Then journey on, and have an eye to heaven.

When the i ~,rld
'

jp, and every : abroad.

Keep well thy temper, mix not with each day;

Despatch necessities, life hath a load

Which must be carried on, and safely may;
Yet keep those cares without thee ; let the heart

Be God's alone, and choose the better part.

Imported Rabbits.— Since the passing of tl

amended tariff of the late R. Peel, the rabbit trad

of Belgium has been gradually increasing froi

year to year. The " Journal de Bruges" has th

following paragraph on the subject ;—" There ca

be no doubt whatever of the increasing importane

of trade in Belgian rabbits. Flanders, where thi

industry is most flourishing, exports to England i

an average 50,000 rabbits per week, or 2,600,00

in the year. Tho.se quadrupeds are principall

reared in the districts of Ghent, Eccloo, Thiel

Ruysselede, etc. Twice every week, namely, o

Tuesday and Friday, wagons filled with rabbit

discharge their loads at the station d'Aeltre, to b

forwarded to London. The city of Eccloo contr

butes to the total amount of the exportations

contingent of about 78,000 rabbits."

—

£rig. papa

As the sun ripens and sweetens fruits by shinin

upon them, without which they would be sour an

unsavoury ; so it is the sunshine of God's love an

favour that sweetens all earthly blessings, withou

which they would be but crosses and curses

them that possess them.

As Noah's dove found no footing but in the ark.

so a Christian finds no contentment but in Christ;
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From the Leisure Iluur.

Sappers and Uincrs of (he Insect World.

The singular habits of the termites have given

se to uiauy fabulous accounts concerning them
;

lit it is certain that the actual facts which inves-

gatiou has brouj;ht to our knowledge, are not less

larvellous than the errors devised by the imagina-

on of travellers. The best account of these in-

sets is contained in a paper of the Philosophical

ransaclious, for 1781, given by Mr. Smeathman,

n Engli.^h naturalist.

They have generally been called " ants," proba-

ly ou account of the siinilarity of their manner of

ving, and their skilful and diligent labour ; but

ley are by no means the same kind of insects.

Ley certainly not only equal but excel ants, bees,

asps, and beavers, in the art of building ; and if

e take into account the comparative size of the

rchitcets, we find, on comparing the hillocks con-

Tucted by these insects, with the mo=t colossal

orks of man, that the result is calculated to

waken in us sentiments of humility. The great

yramid of Cheops, in its original state, before the

ise became covered by the accumulation of sand,

as about 480 feet in height. It was, therefore,

bout ninety-six times the height of a man, assum-

i;r the average stature of Africans to be five feet,

he hillocks which the termites raise are about a

lousand times higher than the insects which con-

ruct them ; so that these edifices of the white

Dts are, relatively, many times higher than the

iftiest of our monuments.

These artificial mounds are surprisingly strong

;

ley are but of small circumference, compared with

leir heiglt, and when finished are puinted at the

op, so that you might imagine, to look at them

ley could be blown down by a violent wind ; but

I reality, they are proof against most assaults

i'V.;io tliov nrp still in the course of construction
nd when their domes are accessiDle lo lue wuu
uUs, these animals may often be seen standing on
3eir summits, as sentinels to the rest of the herd

nd — Smeathman assures us that he and hi:

ompanions were in the habit of climbing up them
,1 order to survey the surrounding country. In

ome regions, their magnitude, regularity, and
umbers make them resemble an assemblage of

egro huts. "They rise from eight to ten feet

igh, with a smooth surface of rich clay, excessively

ard and well built." Situated in the centre of

le ground worked by each colony, these edifices

y be said to constitute the capital of the com-
muity ; and, like our own large cities, they have

leir public streets and squares, through which a

umerous population is constantly pas-~ing to and
their magazines always well filled with pro-

ns; their nurseries, in which new generations

reared by the care of the community; and
istly, the palace of their sovereigns, who are, in

uth,-the actual father and mother of their subjects.

This description applies to the nests of the

reimes beUiconus, which is the largest of the spe-

cs observed by— Smeathman. It would appear,

om the memoirs of various authors, that there

sist at least twenty-four difi'erent species of these

isects, nine of which belong to Africa, nine to

merica, two to A=ia, and two to Europe. All

le various species are miners, and most of them,

loreover, are architects. Some among them build

leir nests on trees, around a large branch, which
ley carefully preserve, when it suits their pur-

Dse. These ueots are often as large as a sugar-

arrel, and though exposed to the storms of the

opics, and composed entirely of small pieces of

ood, glued together by means of the gums of the

istrict and the juices yielded by the workers

lemsclves, they are never torn away.

Almost all the various species work out of sight,

constructing, above their subterranean galleries,

buildings which contain their nurseries and store

houses. Two kinds are found to erect column-

haped nests, surmounted by a roof or dome,
fhich projects on all sides; they are generally

about three-quarters of a yard high, and a quarter

of a yard wide. They are formed entirely of clay,

tempered to surprising hardness, so that it is easier

to tear one of the columns up from the base than

to break it off in the centre. Nest after nest rises,

the colony increases, till at length the whole

resembles a bed of gigantic toadstools.

Like the majority of insects, the termites pro-

ceed from an egg, and pass through various stages

before attaining perfection. In every nest there

found larvas, nymphs, and perfect insects, ac-

companied by an immense number of neuters.

The latter filfil the functions of soldiers, and are

exclusively occupied in watching over the common
•afety, as well as in maintaining good order. The
larvas and nymphs are by no means idle during

their transition states, but perform all the labours

required in the community. In fact, they build

the dwellings, dig the excavations, amass the pro-

visions, and attend upon the common mother,

whose eggs they receive and take care of. Though
so much work devolves upon them, they are of

very small size. The workers of the Tenncs

LeUtcosus are not larger than our common ants,

which they so much resemble that the Creoles and

most travellers still call them by that name. Their

whole body is of such extreme delicacy that the

slightest touch crushes them ; but their head is pro

vided with sawlike mandibles, olsostrong and horny

a substance as to enable them to attack the hardest

bodies, excepting only stones and metals.

The soldiers are about twice their length, and

weigh as much as fifteen of the workers. This
HuigiiL Is unlug lu tLoif ot.ormous horny heads,

which are much larger than their bodies, and
armed with sharp pincers, true weapons of oSeuce

quite unfitted for the purposes of ordinary labour.

These preserve, through the whole of tlieir lives,

the characters and attributes which have obtained

for them the name of soldiers. Although they

hardly number one hundredth part of the wholi

insect population, they constitute a distinct class,

which may be compared to the nobility of a mon
archy, while the larvas may be looked upon as the

plebeians of the community. At ordinary times,

they live in idleness, merely keeping guard, or

watching the labours of the workers, over whom
they evidently exercise authority. In times of war
they show the utmost valour, attacking the enemy
and ready to sacrifice themselves if needful, for the

common safety. No sooner is the first blow struck

against one of their edifices, than the nearest senti-

nel is seen to hurry forward. The alarm is given

and in an instant a ciowd of combatants hasten to

the point of attack, moving their heads in all di

rections, and opening and shutting their forcep:

with a loud noise. When once they have fixec

these formidable weapons into any substance, no

thing can make them loose their hold. They will bt

torn piecemeal without unlocking their jaws; and

woe betide the unfortunate hands and legs which

are unprotected from their gripe. They at once

draw blood ; so that the negroes, who are without

shoes and only half-clothed, are soon put to flight

land even Europeans, who venture to assail theii

strongholds do not come off without formidabb

wounds.

While they are thus engaged in fighting, th«

'soldiers, with their forceps, strike the ground from

'time to time, and this well-known sound is imme-

Idiately answered by the laborers, who reply to it

with a sort of whistling or hissing noise. As soon

as the attack ceases, the fighting men retire, and
the masons comes out in crowds, each bringing in

his mouth a piece of clay, ready prepared. Each
in turn applies his portion of mortar to the place

hat needs repair, and then makes way for another,

who does the same ; and thus the breach is repaired

in a surprisingly short time. While this is going

the soldiers remain in the interior, excepting

one or two to every thousand labourers. One of

them appears to be charged with the superintend-

ence ol the works, for during the building of a wall

he stands at his post, slowly turning his head in

11 directions, and striking the dome rapidly every

few minutes with his forceps, which produces a

sound somewhat louder than the ticking of a watch.

This is responded to by a hissing noise, which

seems to resound from all sides of the building,

and is invariably accompanied by signs of increased

activity among the labourers.

If the attack be renewed, instantly the workmen
disappear, and the soldiers replace them in a

twinkling, contesting their ground with the utmost

tenacity, and defending it inch by inch. Nor are

the labourers meanwhile unoccupied ; they block

up all the passages audgalleries which lead to the

various apartments, especially the royal chamber,

which they do so artfully that Smeathman, on

reaching the centre of one of these edifices, was

unable to distinguish it from a shapeless mass of

clay. The vicinity of the palace is betrayed, how-

ever, by the great crowds of faithful lieges who
collect around it, and who allow themselves to be

crushed rather than abandon their charge. They

even permitted themselves to be taken captives

with the royal pair, and when placed in a large

glass bowl, were seen incessantly engaged about

the person of the queen, giving her food, and re-

moving her eggs, which they carefully piled up in

some corner, or retired part of the vessel in whicli

tliey were imprisoned.

{To be concludedj

Tlie light of Christ within.—Friends are wit-

nesses, and many could seal it with their lives, that

there is no other way nor means appointed by God,

to come to sit down in the kingdom of heaven, and

to attain everlasting salvation, but by believing in

the power of God, in the light of Christ within,

to which our minds have been directed. Indeed,

among the many sects in Christendom, there are

divers other means and ways invented and set up;

but we know them all to be vanity. We have

tried and proved them, and know there is nothing

of worth in them. We are now come to the true

and living way, the ancient path in which the

righteous in all ages have walked. Now this re-

mains that we always feel our hearts engaged to

walk in this way, and to keep sensible of that

power which saveth from evil, that we may adorn

our profession, for if those that profess this ever-

lasting way enter into temptation, or commit evil,

they do not adorn their profession, but are a scan-

dal to it, and lay a stumbling-block in the way of

others who are where we were when wandering in

desert places. The day of such will be turned into

darkness, and the curse due to him that lays a

stumbling-block in the way of the blind, and that

leadeth him out of the way, will fall upon them.
— TV. Shewen.

The beginning of Wisdom.—Oh that the youth

may be so thoroughly experienced in an humble

walking before the Lord, that they may be his

children; and know Him to be their safe unfailing

refuge, through the various dangers of this uncertain

state of being!

—

Julm Woo/man.
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For " The Fiiend,

To the Members of this Meeting, who reside at

distance, and remote from anj meeting of

Friends.

Dear Friends,— In the course of our attention

to the concerns of the church, our minds have
been turned, with affectionate interest and solici-

tude, toward those members of our Monthly Meet-
ing who reside at a distance from us ; and in the

flowing of christian love, we feel engaged to ad-

dress you, desiring that you may witness grace,

mercy and peace to be with you, from God our
Father, and the Lord Jesus Christ.

Many of you have probably removed from among
us to the place where you now reside, under an
expectation of more readily obtaining the means
for a comfortable subsistence ; and separated from
the friends and the associations amid which you
may have grown to maturity, are exposed to trial;

and perhaps to temptations, which you could hardly
have anticipated when leaving the paternal roof.

Though it is long, since we have had the oppor
tunity of counselling with you personally, your
absence has not lessened our interest in your wel

fare ; and under the promptings of a measure of

. christian love, we earnestly request you to give

due place to the following important considera

tions.

The religious Society of Friends, of which you
are members, was raised up by Divine power to

bear testimony, in a peculiar manner, to the spi-

rituality of the christian religion, and to the neces

sity of a thorough change of heart by the inward
operation of the Holy Spirit; in contradistinction

to a system of outward forms and observances,

and mere moral rectitude of conduct. While hold

ing in all their fulness, the great fundamental
doctrines of the Deity and manhood of our Lord
and S.iviour Jesus Christ, his propitiatory sacrifici

on the cross for the sins of all mankind, his me
diation and intercession with the Father on behal

of lost man ; and that salvation is only to be ob

tained in and through Him ; they were engagec

earnestly to recommend to all, the indispensable

necessity of submitting to the heart-changing pow-
er of the Spirit of Truth, and obeying it, as the

daily guide and governor of their lives ; this being

the only means whereby we can be brought from
under the power and dominion of sin, and realize

in ourselves the unspeakable benefits of the com-
ing, sufferings and death of the dear Son of God,
even the salvation of our souls.

Dear Friends, we would tenderly entreat you as

fellow pilgrims towards an endless eternity of hap-

piness or woe, seriously to examine how far this

f^reat work of redemption from sin is accomplished

in you; and should you find that it is behind-

hand, turn, we beseech you, to Him who died for

you, who is striving with you by his Spirit, and
who will help and strengthen you in your weak-
ness, to resist and overcome the temptations which
may beset you.

Faithfulness in little things is the way to grow
in tliat which is good ; and, as we seek for strength

to take up the daily cross to our own wills, and to

every improper desire, watching unto prayer, we
shall know Christ's yoke gradually to be made
easy to us, and his burden light, and be permitted

to partake of the precious rest and peace which He
only can give.

Our religious Society has always held that the

Scriptures of Truth were written by holy men as

they were moved by the Holy Ghost; and that

they are of Divine authority and obligation to all.

We desire to commend them to your special at-

tention, as " profitable for doctrine, for reproof, for

correction, for instruction in righteousness, that the

man of God may be perfect, thoroughly furnished We crave your encouragement in the worl
unto all good works." Be diligent in the daily, true religion ; that as our days are swiftly pass
serious perusal of them; and those of you that 'away, and hastening us to the final reckoni
have families, frequently collect them arouua you,
and read a portion of their precious contents with
minds turned toward the Lord for his help and
instruction; and we believe, as you do so iu sim-

plicity and sincerity, you will find comfort and
strength in it, and a blessing will rest on the en-

deavour.

Separated from the society, as most of you are,

with no opportunity to enjoy the privilege of mect-
'ng with Friends for Divine worship, we feel sym

both you and we may, through the Lord's ass

ance, experience a daily increase in meetness
the heavenly kingdom; that, being washed, i

sanctified, and justified, in the name of the L'

Jesus, and by the Spirit of our God, we may i

with Him in glory, when time to us shall be no mc
Finally, dear friends, we commend you to

grace of God, which bringeth salvation, and wh
hath appeared unto all men, teaching us, t;

denying ungodliness and worldly lusts, we shoi
pathy with you under so great a privation, which, live soberly, righteously and godly in th

without great watchfulness and care on your part,

will be productive of serious loss in best things

We tenderly entreat you, to spend the first day of

the week in a n^anner suitable to its importance.
Gather your families, where you have them, and
where you have not, retire alone, and wait upon
the Lord for ability to worship Him in spirit and
in truth. As this is done in sincerity, though it

may be in great weakness. He who regardeth his

lonely and solitary children, will, we believe,

openly reward the secret exercise of your spirits.

Avoid all improper associations, rambling about,
or seeking pleasure or amusement, and pass the
day in retirement and suitable religious reading.

Experience largely confirms the maxim, that
evil communications corrupt good manners, as well
as good principles. Many, through association with
persons of corrupt views, or wrong habits, have
gradually been led away from the good they once
knew, and been drawn into evil practices^ until

they have at last been brought to ruin. Be vii'i-

lantly cautious in forming acquaintances, and
rather be contented with few or no associates,

than to be familiar with those whose influence and
example may lead from the paths of virtue and ious fratcrnit
religion.

Strive to become acquainted with the Lord
Jesus as your friend ; and in quiet, inward retire-

ment of spirit, as at His feet, to hold communion
with Him. You will find this to be precious and

consolatory, in whatever situation you may be

placed ; and it will remove the desire for much
company, and give you a relish for the society of

the righteous, and ibr that only. He teaches as

never man taught; and though you may be far

from your tenderly concerned friends, and without

the help of their example and counsel, yet He is a

teacher and a comforter that cannot be removed

from you, but by your own neglect and unflithful-

ness.

In the ordering of Divine wisdom, several pre-

cious christian testimonies have been committed to

our religious Society to uphold before the world.

We would earnestly exhort you, in love, to strive

to maintain them with honest faithfulness, and you
will find a reward in so doing. Our testimonies

against wars and fightings, oaths, slavery, hireling

minijtry, and the vain fashions and customs of the

world, in dress, language and living, have lost none

of their value or importance ; and we commend
them to your serious attention and careful observ-

ance.

Another important testimony, which Friends

have scrupulously borne, is that in favour of truth-

fulness and strict integrity in all our transactions

among men; in accordance with the great moral

precept of our blessed Saviour, which is of univer-

obligation :
" Whatsoever ye would that men

should do to you, do ye even so to them." The
care of religiously concerned Friends, in the fulfil-

ment of this command, gained them a high repu-

tation for honesty and truth ; and we desire it may
be diligently and scrupulously practised by all.

presi

world
; looking for that blessed hope, and i

glorious appearing of the great God and our !

viour Jesus Christ, who gave himself for us, tl

he might redeem us from all iniquity, and put
unto himself a peculiar people, zealous of gc
works.

With the salutation of love, we bid you farewi

and are your friends.

Signed on b :half and by direction of the Monti
Meeting of Friends of Philadelphia, held
month 29th, 1860.

Wm. L. Edwards,
Eebecca M'Collin,

Clerl;

Scarcity of Books.—The statutes of St. Mar
College, Oxford, in the reign of Henry vi, sh
' ow great must have been the inconveniences a
injpediments to study in those days, from

ircity of books :
" Let no scholar occupy a bo

the library above one hour, or two hours at mo
that others shall be hindered from the use

3 same." Still there was a great number
books at an early period of the church, when o
book was given out by the librarian to each of a reli

nity at the beL'innins of TiPnf tn \\o re
aiiigenny a uring the year, and to be read during t

following Lent. Books were first kept in ches

and next chained to the desks, lest their rarity ai

value might tempt those who used them ; and

was a very common thing to write in the first le'

of a boik, " Cursed be he who shall steal or te

out the leaves, or in any way injure this book

an anathema which, in a modified form, we ha

seen written in books of the present day.

—

Fro
Timbs's " School Days of Enmient Men.'"

The Learned Stlden.—Selden, some days b

fore his death, sent for Archbishop Ussber ai

Dr. Langbaine. Amongst other matters, he to

them that he had surveyed most of the learnii

that was among the sons of men; yet he could n

at that time recollect any passage, out of all 1:

books aud papers, whereon he could rest his sol

save one from the sacred scriptures, which 1

most on his spirit; it was this: "The grace

God that bringeth salvation hath appeared to ;

men, teaching us that, denying ungodliness at

worldly lusts, we should live soberly, righteous!

and godly in this present world; looking for th

blessed hope, and the glorious appearing of tl

great God and our Saviour Jesus Christ, who gai

himself for us, that he might redeem us from a

iniquity, and purify unto himself a peculiar peopl

ious of good works."

Not in word, but in power.—.Y a.%t is the diffe-

ence between fine speaking and that humble, lowl

self-denying life, shown forth in the silent perS'

vering example of a meek, consistent walk, as i

presence of the Holy One.

—

Mary Capper.

To endeavour to make our fellow creatures hapf

the way to render ourselves happy.
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'Blind to ilie Glories of Sunset.—At the recent

iivcrsary of the St. Martin's School of Art,

Cowper, M. P., the chairman, remarked how very

' persons there were who looked much at those

geous sights which were constantly to bo seen

-,he skies ; even when the most glorious sunset

i taking place, persons for the most part passed

dlessly along the crowded thoroughfare; and

number of those were hut few who raised their

's from the level of the pavement to notice what

9 going on above their heads. Rogers, the poet,

was remarkable for always indulging his son-

ents of the beautiful in this respect, was in the

lit of walking up and down in the Green park

evening when the sunset was taking place ; and

bnjoytd the sight so much himself, that he used

itop persons, and invite them to look up into the

•, and share with hira the magnificence of the

ht. But he used to say that he could not find

! person in twenty who took the slightest inte-

t in what he was pointing out, and that they

y looked on him as a troublesome, strange old

Itleman, who was trying to point out something

!ch was not in the least worth seeing. Num-
less are the beauties which persons lose by

er having trained their powers of observation.

Our peculiar uork.—That which God hath

en us the experience of (after our great loss in

literal knowledge of things), and that which

hath given us to testify of, is the mystery, the

den life, the inward and spiritual appearance of

' Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ, revealing his

i?er inwardly, destroying enemies inwardly, and

rking his work inwardly in the heart. Oh! this

5 the joyful sound to our souls, even the tidings

;ho arising of that inward life and power which

.Id do this. Now this spiritual appeirance of

> was after his appearance in the flesh, and is

standing and lasting dispensation of the gospel,

n the appearance of Christ in his spirit and

ver inwardly in the hearts of his. So that in

iding this, and being faithful in this respect, we
ad our peculiar work, and are faithful in that

ich God hath peculiarly called us to and requir-

of us.

—

Isaac Poiington.

Freoentioii of Damp in Ground-floors. — A
y few years back, no provision was made to

ird against the absorption of moisture in the

ndation walls of a house ; latterly, every work-

bricklayer knows that by the use of a single

er of slate, (fixed in cement,) ever so little above

ground range of a foundation, the rise of damp
walls is repressed. What a catalogue of evils

ivoided by this simple provision ! The servants

an establishment are saved from all the penal-

1 which damp walls are sure to entail upon the

upant of a basement story ; all the aches to

ich the human constitution is subject are at once

dated ; and apartments which, built on the sur-

e, were formerly damp some two or three feet

ward, or if sunken only four feet below the level

re damp to the ceiling, are now perfectly dry,

3 fit for sleeping-rooms.— TIte Builder.

When once poisoned with prejudice, we can find

.Its in the best characters.

THE FRIEND.
SIXTH MONTH

LONDO>f YEARLY MEETING.

The accounts of the proceedings of this body,

en in the British and London Friend, are very

voluminous, and our readers will probably be satis-

fied with extracts from those accounts setting forth

the most important transactions, especially such as

relate to the changes made in the discipline, and a

brief outline of the rest.

Fifth montli2'2,nd, Fourth-day.—The Meeting

assembled at 10 a. m., this day. After about three-

quarters of an hour, in which time seven Friends

were heard in ministry, and three others in prayer,

the clerk read the opening minute." Certificates for

some individuals in attendance were read, and then

the epistles from the American Yearly Meetings.

Josiah Forster then spoke of the trying condition

that Friends in America were now placed in, and

a committee was appointed to prepare an epistle to

them of sympathy. They then admitted to sit

in the Yearly Meeting, a man named Mariano

D'Ortes, his wife Cecilia being also admitted to sit in

the womens' meeting, neither of them being mem-
bers of the religious society of Friends. It appears

that in Calcutta, a number of individuals meet to-

gether who have embraced some of the views of

Friends.* The London Friend says " ten of them

Lave pretty fully adopted ourprofession, and from ten

to twenty others have, as we understand, partially

done so. The couple now in this country were de-

puted to come over in order to gain further infor-

mation respecting Friends, and finding our Yearly

Meeting about to commence its sittings, tliey had

expressed a great desire to attend them." '' Much
interest was expressed in the case on all hands,

but not a few seemed to fear that a precedent might

be created for infringing a wholesome rule, and a

still larger number that the effect of introducing

the parties to our deliberations might tend to un-

settle rather tban to edify them." The objections

however, were overruled. In a note to the account

in the Loudon Friend, we are informed that during

the di.'rcussion, allusion was made to a letter from

this littlebody in Calcutta, expressing"theirearnest

desire that they may be favoured with a visit from

a missionary of our society, who, ' after consulting

liim, the Lover of Souls,' might undertake the ser-

vice. Such a visit they believed would be of great

benefit to their little community, in settling their

faith and practice on a sound and scriptural basis.

About thirty persons frequently attend their meet-

ings."

Afternoon sitting.—The British Friend says,

"agreeably to recommendation o*^K7st year, the clerk

was allowed to read the opening minute before

any one addressed the meeting. The epistle from

Dublin was then read, after which the answer to

the queries from some ofthe Quarterly Meetings, and

testimonies on behalf of Sarah Squire and Alexander

Dirkin. The last was objected to on account of its

great hngth and some expressions concerning other

religious societies, but it was admitted to be instruc-

tive, and one Friend thought it particularly valua-

ble, because of what it-contained in regard to plain-

ness of speech, behaviour and apparel."

On Fifth day morning the answers to the que-

ries from the remaining Quarterly Meetings were

read, and a discussion of some length ensued as

to whether the expression of a member, that

" the best way to preserve peace was to be

prepared for war," was a sufficient ground for

a Quarterly Meeting to make au exception in

respect to the maintenance of the testimony against

war. The conclusion arrived at justified the meet-

\na in sending up the exception. A number

of testimonies for deceased ministers were then

read, and the British Friend says, " more or less

* Their knowledge of Friends' principles, it isst.ited,

was derived from books, principally Barclay's Apology,

Clarkson's Portraiture, Ihe life of J. J. Gurney, and

Gurney's Essays.

comment was made upon each of these documents,
several Friends expressing their belief that the
time had come for a change of practice regarding
them, on account of their tendency to perpetuate
an undesirable distinction of a sort of clergy and
laity, which was at direct variance with the society's

principles."

Report was then made that 59 persons had been
received into mcmber.'-hip amongst Friends the past

year in England, and 8 in Ireland.

Fifth day afternoon, the state of society was
considered. The London Friend says, " in the de-

liberation which followed, and on which from thirty

to forty Friends expressed themselves more or less

fully, some variety of feeling was manifested, but
with the exception of perhaps half a dozen speak
ers, who appear but rarely able to see with their

brethren, the views expressed harmonized well with

one another. The tendency, 07i the whole, was to

take an encouraging view ot the state of our society

in this country." " Cautions were given by several

valued Friends, in regard to what they considered

the prominent dangers of the present time— as intel-

lectual pride, the tooeagerpursuitof wealth, and the

want of a due appreciation of the spiritual and non-

hierarchical character of our principles." It was
then concluded that a general epistle should be
prepared, embodying the concern which had been
manifested.

Sixth day afternoon.—The clerk having, when
the state of society was under consideration, in

.speaking of recent endeavours used to undermine
the authority of the scriptures, quoted the passage

"If the foundation be destroyed what can the

righteous do T' now rose to explain, that " he did

not intend the word ' foundation,' should be con-

sidered as applying exclusively to the scriptures,

though it had been used in connection with his

speaking of them," he believed that Christ was the

alone sure foundation of the christians' hope. One
Friend in commenting on the increasing deficiency

manifested, respecting bearing a faithful testimony

against ecclesiastical demands, expressed his be-

lief " that the acknoM ledgment of priestly authority

was incompatible with Quakerism."

The reports of the several boarding schools were

then read. Respecting that concerning Ackworth
the British Friend says, " it appeared that one death

had taken place there, that of a girl after a short

illness, arising from an inflammatory disease.

With the view of ascertaining if the standard of

education came up to the average in other institu-

tions, the committee had engaged William Davies,

B. A., an inspector of the British and Foreign

School Society, to ascertain this point; and his re-

port was stated to be very satisfactory. He had

also given a variety of suggestions, of which the

committee had availed themselves, and found them
useful." In all the schools the expenditures had

exceeded the income.

On Seventh day morning, a Friend spokelargely

against a publication entitled Essays and Reviews,

because of the infidel sentiments contained therein.

Some persons thought that the writers of this pub-

lication advocate similar views to those which

Friends held on the doctrine of the inward light, but

it was " enlightened reason,"to which they referred.

He thought the time had come for Friends to give

up the term inward light, which was not a scripture

term. " The great doctrine intended to be asserted

by the term was clearly set forth by the early

Friends, they stated that by it, they meant nothing

more than the light of the spirit of Christ." The
introduction of this subject to the attention of the

Yearly Meeting, was disapproved by some, but

many others expressed their unity with his remarks.

The committee appointed last year on the subject
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of missions, made a report, and " produced a min-
ute for the adoption of the Yearly Meeting, if ap
proved of, in reference to that branch of the queS'

tion which relates to the ignorant and depraved of

our own land ; together with an address to Friends,

which they submitted for the Yearly Meeting's ap
proval, in regard to evangelizing of the heathen.'

The London Friend says, " the address on foreigi

efforts of a missionary character, is a sound anc

judicious document, embracing the grounds on which
the obligation to such exertions rest, and showing
how fully this obligation is recognized in the scrip

tures and in the epistles of George Fox. In contem.

plating enlarged and varied action by Friends in

this direction, it was observed that some external

arrangements might be found desirable, and that

it might be well that funds should be raised with

the view of aiding the operations, both of our own
members, and, so far as we could unite with them
those of others also ; but in no case was any course

of action recommended that would in any way in

fringe on acknowledged principles. It was not

proposed to interfere at all with the present func-

tions of Monthly meetings, in liberating ministers

to preach the gospel, but in case any Friend should

feel called to other service partaking of a mission^

ary character, he was invited, for the present, to

communicate with the meeting for sufferings. Two
or three words in the address were objected to by
a few Friends, but only one of them, that of " pas

toral" applied to some of the epistles of Georgi

Fox, was expunged, and the address was finally

adopted with considerable unanimity, thankfulness

being expressed that the society had seen it to be

its duty, not only to recognize, but also to stir up
the gifts of its members. Subsequently James
Backhouse reported that a fund with which he

had been entrusted for the purpose some years since,

had been expended in printing 5000 copies of the
" Scripture Lessons" in the Bochuana language,
which had been distributed among the various

missionary stations in South Africa and had proved
very acceptable."

CTo be continuedj

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Progress of Hostilities.—According to a statement fur

Dished by the Secretiiry of War to the President of lh(

United States, about two hundred and twenty-five thou
sand volunteers are now mustered into the Uiiitei

States service. About 100,000 of these are, it is sup
posed, in Virginia, or on the coniines of that Slate
The movements on both sides are miirlsed by great can
tion. In the vicinity of Washington, the piclcets of the
rebels, and those of the regular army have, at times,

been almost within hailing distance, but no hostilities

beyond unimportant skirmishing had occurred during
the week. The Pennsylvania troops, under Gen. Cad-
walader, which crossed the Potomac into Virginia, had
been ordered back into Maryland. At the latest ac-
counts he was stationed at Williamsport, with 6000
men. A large part of the rebel force which retreated

from Harper's Ferry, was encamped near Winchester,
Va. Harper's Ferry had not been occupied by the fede-

ral forces, though large bodies of them were in the vi-

cinity.

Southern Items.—The report at Savannah, Ga., that
U. S. troops had been landed at Hildreth Head, near
that city, proved to be unfounded. The wooden dry-
dock at Pensacola, which the rebels attempted to sink
near the entrance of the harbour, was recently observed
to be afloat. It was secured by Col. Brown, the com-
mander effort Pickens, and made safe under the gnus
of the fort. Letters from army olJicers now holding
commissions in the rebel army, to their late comrades,
state, it is said, that Jelfersnn Davis' opposition alone
has prevented the secession forces in Virginia from as-
suming the offensive, and marching upon Washington.
The accounts respecting the growing cotton crop, are
generally favourable, but the yield of that staple and
of tobacco would be smaller than usual, whiie larger
crops of grain were being raised. A body of 1500 free

negroes in New Orleans have been armed and subjected

to a daily drill. They were enlisted for general service.
Slaves, too, were being armed in many cases. The
financial resources of the "Confederate States" being
inadequate to meet the demands of the war, an agent
has been appointed to receive subscriptions of cotton,
rice and other produce " for the defence of the country."
The rebel government will accept all produce so ten-
dered, and give in exchange its bonds promising to pay
eight per cent, interest. It is stated that a number of
wealthy planters have offered to subscribe one half of
their incoming cotton crop, and a few have even offered
to contribute three-fourths of their crops.

The Doubtful States.— .Missouri has been a point of
special interest for the last two months. The Governor
of the State having finally thrown off the mask,
attempted to assemble the State troops at BooneviUe, fur

hostile purposes, (ien. Lyon, the U. S. comniandei
made a rapid movement upon that place, and routed th

rebel army. The secessionists were, however, still ac
live and determined, and were gathering their forces ii

various places. They expected aid from Tennessee an,

Arkansas. A number of lives had been lost in petty
conflicts between the rebels and Union troops. The
federal forces, under Gen. Lyon's orders, consisted ol

about 12,000 men, which could be increased from the

nei.fhbouring camp, in Illinois. St. Louis and all the
most important points in the State, were held by them
—The Legislature of .Maryland, in session at Frederick

passed a resolution declaring that the acts of the

general government are unconstitutional and tyrannical
and in favour of the immediate recognition of the South-
ern Confederacy. Another resolution of the Maryland
Legislature declares the debt now being incurred by tl](

general government in prosecuting the war, is unconsti
and of no binding force upon the States, whici

do not consent thereto, and that Maryland will not hold
itself bound for any portion of its payment.— .'\.t the re

cent election of members of Congress in Kentucky, th(

Union candidates were elected in nine out of the ten
districts. An agreement is reported to have been m
between Gen. iM'Clellan, and the Kentucky authori
by which the latter engage to protect the United States
roperty in the State, enforce the laws of the United

Slates according to the interpretation of the United
States courts, and enforce all obligations of neutrality
IS against the Southern States. Gen. M'CIellan agrees
:o respect the territory of Kentucky, even though South
;rn armies occupy it. In such case be will call upoi
the Kentucky authorities to remove the Southern forces
Should Kentucky fail to do this, he claims the sam
right of occupation as given to the South ; and also i

Kentucky is unable to remove the Southern forces, shi

will call for the aid of the government troops, and if

successful in removing them. Gen. M'CIellan agrees
withdraw. If the administration adopts a different

policy, Kentucky is to have timely notice, and if Ken-
ky changes, the same notice is to be given by this

agreement.
Virginia.—Oa the 23d, Gen. M'CIellan was at Grafton,

in the western parfc.^f the State, with a considerable
body of U. S. troops. The secession forces have been

forced in Western Virginia. There was a camp of
3500 men at Romney, and numbers in other places.
They were resorting to a guerilla warfare, to the great

noyance and injury of the loyal inhabitants. It was
2sumed Harper's Ferry would be occupied by the fe-

ral troops, but the government has possession of the
telegraph, and allows nothing relative to the movements

that vicinity to be transmitted by it. A State con-
ntion is in session at Richmond. An ordinance has
en passed by it, adopting the Constitution of the Con-

federate States. The New Virginia convention which
has lieen in session at Wheeling, has taken measures for
the organization of the State militia, for the disburse-

U of the public revenues, providing for the appoint-
)t of various State officers, fi.\ing their salaries, &c.
ry officer of the State, as re-organized, is to be ob-
d to sweiir allegiance anew to the United States, and

to repudiate the Richmond convention. On the 20th,
ank H. Pierpont, of .Marion county, was elected Pro-
5ional Governor, by an unanimous vote of the con-
ntion. When inaugurated, he delivered an address
ging a vigorous prosecution of the work of redeeming
e State from the hands of the rebels.
Philadelphia.—Mortality last week, 266 ; scarlet fever,

; small-jiox, 24.

Foreign Immigrants Returning. — Large numbers of
Irish and Germans who have failed to obtain employ-

here, are now returning to Europe. The New York
packets take them for $25 and $30 each.

Icebergs.—Vessels from Europe report immense quan-
ties of ice on the banks of Newfoundland. Some ships
ave been obliged to go hundreds of miles out of their

way to avoid them. The icebergs are said to be sef
this season in a much lower latitude than usual.

Great Influx of Mormons.—The civil war has probab:
appeared to the Mormon rulers a favourable opportunii
for sirengthening themselves in Utah. Large nu
of these deluded people have recently arrived at Ne
Vork. One ship from Liverpool landed no fewer tha
nine hundred and forty-nine, all, it is said, in perfet
health. Another ship which arrived. Fifth mo. 23i
brought 628 Mormons, and one, on the 14th, 379, malt
ing altogether about 2000 in three vessels.

Aerial Reconnaissance.—A balloon, under the managi
ment of Professor Lowe, is employed near Washin
for the purpose of making an examination of the h(

camps in the vicinity. By means of a telegraphii
paratus and wire, the result of his observations is com
municated to the commander in chief.

Foreign.—Liverpool dales to the 13th inst. The Bri
tish government has determined to send three regiment
of soldiers and sufficient artillery and muuitions ol

to reinforce the British North American garrisons. Th
troops were to be sent in the steamship Great Eastern
which was expected to sail for Quebec on the 24th
The P.iris Moniteur publishes the declaration that th

Emperor Napoleon intends to maintain the str

neutrality in the .\merican war, enjoining all Fr
men not to violate that neutrality, by engaging i

vateering, or enrolling in the army on either side, at th
risk of forfeiting all claim on the French governme
Turkey has consented to complete the union of Mol

davia and Wallachia. The International Confe
will meet at Paris for a satisfictory settlement of (h
question. The International Conference of Const;
liuople resolved that the Governor of Lebanon sho
be appointed for three years, and could not bedismissec
without a previous understanding between the Port
and the great Powers. The Governor may be chose
from the Christian subjects of the Sultan, in anj
viuce of the empire. The Beys of the provinces refus
to recognize the concessions made to the Christia
Omar Pasha's proclamations, as being opposed to th
Koran.
The English and French embassies have been estah

lished at Pekin. The Chinese government has resolvei

to establish an English school at Pekin.
Japan was quiet.

The war in New Zealand terminated by the uncondi
tional surrender of the natives.
The Liverpool cotton market unchanged. BrcadstuB

dull, and prices falling.

Received from N. K., for Aaron Sharpless, Pa., $:

vol. 34, for Lydia C. Hughes, $2, vol. 33 ; from Isaa

Huestis, agt , O., for Jesse Hyatt, $2, vol. 34.

ADELPHI SCHOOL ASSOCIATION.

A Stated Meeting of the Philadelphia Associati
Friends for the Instruction of Poor Children, w
hehl on Second-day evening. Seventh mo. 1st, at eigh
o'clock. Edward Richie, Clerk,

FRIENDS' INDIAN INSTITUTE, TUNESSASSAH.
A man and a woman Friend are wanted to aid in con

ducting this Institution. A man and his wife would b
preferred, one of whom should be qualified to teach i

the school. Apply to Ebenezek Worth,
Marshalton, Chester Co., Pa.

ThOS. WlSTAR,
Fox Chase, Philadelphia Co., Pa.

Joel Evans,
Oakdale P. O., Delaware Co., Pa.

Philad., Second mo. 5th, 1861.

Marrieo, on Fifth-day, the 20th inst., at Friendf
;eling-house, 'Stroudsburg, Monroe county, Pc

Dr. N. Newlin Stokes, of Moorestown, New'jersc
Martha E., daughter of Stogdell and Eliza E. Sto'kes
of the former place.

Died, on the 17th inst., after a short but severe ill

ness, Hannah M. Gibbons, aged fifty-nine years ; a me
thern District Monthly .Meeting, Philad

PILE A M'ELROY, PRINTERS,
Lodge street, opposite the Pennsylvania
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From tho British Quarterly Review.

Iceland.
{Continued from page 338.)

Still further to the south—about one hundred
d six yards from the Strokr—jou arrive at the

ttle Geyser. It has a shallow basin like its big

other, but its pipe, thirty-eight feet in depth, is

y thing but uniform in its shape. In the days
Mackenzie this fountain was not accustomed
cast up its contents to a greater altitude than
ir or five f,et, but it made amends for its poverty

flight by spouting for an hour without intermis-

'U. When visited by Henderson the little fellow

d raised his leaps to ten or twenty feet, and went
rough his gymnastics about twelve times in the

urse of the day. Pliny Miles (in 1852) found

at he had shortened the intervals between his

rformances, and was then in the habit of exhibit-

j every half-hour, though the spectacle was limited

five minutes at a time, and the column did not

ceed eight or ten feet in height.

These are the principal springs at Haukadal,

it the ground is pierced in all directions, and
Iffs of steam, jets of water, and pools of seething

lid tell the visitor that he is standing on a great

Idron, the crust of which might be torn to frag-

3nts in a moment, were the riotous vapours de-

ed the means of escape. He feels that hundreds

safety-valves are at work around him, and natu-

illy wonders whether Iceland would not burst

ce a boiler should these be clogged or destroyed.

The larger fountains generally give notice of

eir intention to play. This is only reasonable, for

herwise a curious traveller, venturing too near the

iisin, might be drenched with scalding water by
Idden eruption ; or, worse still, whilst peerin^

i)wn a tube might receive the jet in his face, and

Icoil parboiled at a blow. The New Geyser, bow-

er, declines to give any intimation of his move
ents, and therefore, as Sir George Mackenzie re

arks, it is necessary to deal cautiously with him,

iless assured from a recent outbreak that his hour

not yet come. The notice served upon the public,

cases where due warning is given, consists of a

ries of detonations, which break on the ear like

e report of distant artillery. The Head Geyser

akes the ground quiver under your feet, as if an

fant earthquake were gambolling below. Gun
ter gun is thus fired at varying intervals, as much

as to say that a grand p^ormance is just about to

commence, and then the water begins to bubble in

the pipe or to heave in the basin. Very frequently

however, the visitor, who rushes up, panting and

agitatcfl, on hearing the rubicrranean signals, U
doomed to disappointment, for, after rising a few

feet, in a column, the liquid retires into the well,

and leaves the spectator to ascertain (if the point

is not already settled) whether patience is one of

the virtues he really enjoys.

In other respects, too, as well as in the hours

of display, these thermal fountains are somewhat

capricious in their proceedings. The quantity of

water ejected, the height to which it is propelled,

the mode of evacuation adopted, diifer according

to circumstances which cannot be accurately ex-

plained. The Geysers, in fact, are rather whimmy
phenomena. Gradual changes must necessarily en-

sue from the violent wear and tear to which they

are exposed, as well as from the deposit of siliceous

matter, and since earthquakes are incidents of com-

mon occurrence in Iceland, it is natural to suppose

hat their under-ground mechanism will frequently

)e disordered. Prior to 1789, there existed a lively

rattling fountain, known as the Koaring Geyser,

bich flung out its contents every four or five min-

utes with unspeakable fury; but several shocks

being experienced in that year, the Ror.rcr was die-

bled, and in course of time subsided into a mild,

tranquil pool, from which no noisy jet ever presumes

to ascend. Sometimes, too, a concussion will open

out new vents, as was the case in 1785, when thirty-

five fresh springs were established at Haukadal,

and the three leading performers began to play

with augmented energy.

But how shall we account for the action of these

intermittent fountains? Formerly it was supposed

that steam was produced in certain subterranean

cavities, and that it accumulated there until it be-

came sufiiciently powerful to expel all the liquid in

the tube, and in the reservoir with which it was

connected. But this theory, which might have

suited a Geyser of regular habits, and with a cer-

tain amount of suavity in its manners, would not

account for the spasmodic proceedings so frequently

observed in the tribe. The underground boilers

were therefore abandoned. Professor Bunsen in

Germany, and Professor Tyndall in England,

have advocated a more probable solution. Under

ordinary circumstances, water flies ofi' in steam at

212° P., because its elastic force is then sufficient

to overcome the weight of the atmosphere. But

let the pressure upon it be increased, and its pas

sage into the gaseous state is proportionately re

s[J^ed^n fact if a quantity of liquid were enclosed

in a vessel of adequate strength, it might be heated,

under compulsion of its own steam, until it became

red-hot. The moment, however, that the fluid is

freed from this pressure, it will burst into vapour,

and as steam occupies seventeen hundred times

the space required by water, it will explode with

a degree of violence exactly corresponding to the

unnatural constraint it hcs endured—the same law

prevailing in mechanics or pneumatics which ob-

tains in morals and politics. Now, remembering that

a Geyser is furnished with a long shaft which

gradually fills with water, and that the pressure

on the fluid at tho bottom of this tube must there-

fore become very considerable, we have only to

suppose that a large amount of heat is brought to

beu.' upon the lower portion of the pipe, when the

following consequences may be expected to ensue.

A quantity of liquid will receive a much higher

charge of caloric than it ought to carry. Some of

this liquid, rising in the shaft, must flash into steam

hen it reaches a point where the pressure is suf-

ficiently relaxed, and hence the excitement in the

basin, and the abortive eruptions which so fre-

quently tantalize the traveller. But when, in con-

equence of the increase of the temperature—the

tube being now full—the fluid below can no longer

restrain its gaseous propensities, it explodes vio-

lently, and drives the superincumbent water before

it with resistless impetuosity. And as the declin-

ing pressure releases more liquid from its bondage,

jet after jet is produced until the aparatus is

ptied for the time, or until the falling floods

! so cooled in their rush through the air that

they check the further developmcut of vapour for

the time. The Geyser, in fact, is a species of

steam-cannon, which fires round after round of

iquid missiles, just as Mr. Perkins' steam-gun did

eaden pellets. Professor Miiller of Freiburg, con-

trived a little instrument which may serve as an

artificial "Eager." Procure a metallic tube at

least six feet in height, and surround it at the foot,

and again at some little distance up the shaft, with

wire cages capable of holding burning charcoal.

The lowest cage should be the largest Then fill

the tube with water, light your fires, and in due

time you will have a pretty little eruption from

your minature " Gusher." A basin attached to

the top of the instrument to receive the liquid and

return it to the pipe, will ensure a succession of

discharges, and save you the trouble of a voyage

to Iceland. So a cork lightly fastened into the

mouth of the tube, and afterwards blown out by

the steam, will qualify you to talk of Strokr as if

you had dosed him with sods and stones in person.

All modern accounts seem to agree that the

reputation of these fountains has not been over-

rated. Travellers of every temperament are as-

tonished at the giant gambols of the Geysers, and

some resign themselves at once to literary despair,

as if conscious that no language, however vivid,

could adequately represent the magnificence of

the scene. Even Pliny Miles declares that

the first view of the Great Gusher excited him so

much, although then in a quiescent state, that he

shall never forget its appearance " whilst memory
holds her seat," and that when in action, the spec-

tacle was such that no words can describe, adding,

that it even surpassed the Falls of Niagara in

grandeur. But, alas I speedily relapsing into the

dollar state of mind which is so characteristic of

some Americans, he begins to speculate upon the

uses to which all this native steam-power might be

put, and wishes that Barnum "could collect the

Mammoth Cave of Kentucky, the Niagara Falls,

the Natural Bridge of Virginia, Fingal's Cave, and

the " Icelandic fountains within one fence," and
" fury ! what a show-shop he would open!"
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Upon one race of people, however, the Geysers

seem to make little impression. These are the

natives themselves. Few of the inhabitants ever

visit the fpot, and those who live in the vicinity

treat them with a nonchalance which is quite dis-

gusting. Keversing the well known Millerism, the

miserable creatures refuse to exhibit any feeling

because they do belong to the parish of the phe-

nomenon. The Great Geyser is no hero to his

Icelanders. He has not even a staff of showmen,
a troop of parasites, to fatten upon his glories. It

is singular, too, that all the early annalists of the

island are silent on the subject, though the first his

torian of the north, Ari Frodi, was educated al

most within reach of their spray (1075.) The
most ancient notice of them is supposed to be that

of Saxo-Grammaticus in his History of Denmark

;

but this a mere curt recognition of their existence,

such as an English topographer might vouchsafe

to the hot springs at Eath, or the dropping well at

Knaresborough. Great alterations will, of course,

have occured in the course of centuries ; but as in

Iceland the "pot" is always "kept boiling," spout-

ing springs in different localities must have long

been amongst the prominent marvels of the region.

In other parts of the island as well as Hauka-
dal, boiling springs abound. In the valley of

Reykum, or Reykir, about forty or fifty miles from

the metropolis of the Geyser system.

—

vallisfon-

tibus fervidis ahundans—upwards of a hundred
may easily be counted within a circumference of a

mile and a half. Some of these are, of course,

mere Lilliputian pools, but many are caldrons of

considerable bulk, from which the traveller may at

any moment receive a scalding shower-bath, the

water being occasionally spirted up without the

least notice of coming hostilities. One of the head
fountains in this region the Little Geyser, was ao

customed to erupt nearly every minute in Sir John
Stanley's time ; but having grown weary of this

feverish work, it now contents itself with a blow
up every three hours, or, according to Madame
Pfeiffer, only twice or thrice in a day. Another
the Badstofa, plays every five or six minutes, thi

jets lasting for about a minute; but as they issu(

from beneath a shelving rocl^they assume an ob
lique direction, like an arched fan, and produce ;

magnificent effect.

(To be contianed.3

For "Tlje Friend."

Masings and Memories.

PROVIDENTIAL PRESERVATION.

A young Cornish miner, who had been savingly

reached by Divine grace, was on his knees iu pray-

er, in the mine in which he worked, when three

large stones fell out of the roof above, striking the

floor around him, without touching him. Imme-
diately after, before he had time to rise, a lartre

mass of the rock settled down on the stones which
had previously fallen, and which alone prevented
his immediate death. The large mass was only

about four inches above his head as he knelt, and
had he been standing up, he must inevitably have
been crushed. He was so closely hemmed iu as to

be unable to rise from his kneeling position until

the mass of rock which rested above him, had been
removed. This young miner was afterwards, for

many years one of the most effectual labourers

among John Wesley's coadjutors, throughout Corn-
wall, Wales, and Oxfordshire, working through
the blessing which attended his labours, a great

moral reformation throughout a very benighted

region. Labour for the good of others was in

store for him, and the Providence which had as-

signed him further work in his cause, cradled him
in his hand of safety as effectually and easily,

amidst the falling of mountains, as it would have
done, had he been threatened by nothing more
ponderous than flakes of fleecy snow, or the settling

of dew upon him.

Providence has preserved every one of us, who
have reached maturity through perils, seen and un-
seen. How many times have we been where the

pestilence which walketh in darkness, and the de-

struction which wasteth at noon-day, have seized

on others, our companions and acquaintance, whilst

we yet have been spared. Do we inquire for what
service ? Are we, throiJ^h obedience to the Lord's
good Spirit, prepared to take up the cross, and d
the work of our day, as he makes it manifest to us

Our late Friend, S. B., during the prevalence of

yellow fever in this city, in 1793, was taken down
with the prevailing disease. He was severely held,

and at last to all appearance, he sunk to his last

repose. His nurses considered him dead, his phy-
sician also, and the coffin was prepared for his

burial. During a few hours in which he lay in

apparent death, although incapable of voluntary
motion, and though all perceptible respiration had
ceased, and all circulation also, he was yet per-

fectly conscious. At last he found ability to speak,

which he exercised to the great fright of his at-

tendants, and soon after strength began to return,

and convalescence set in. The coffin which had
been brought to the house for him, was needed to

contain the body of his father, who soon deceased.

About twenty years after this event, S. B. was
called to the ministry, in which he was exercised

bout forty-seven years. He told the writer of
ais, that many years after the strange event above

related, in passing through a crowded market, a

hand was laid on his shoulder, and a voice whis-

pered, " I once made your coffin. I thought you
were preserved for some good purpose."

Through many dangers we all, dear readers,

have been preserveil to this day. Not of such
striking nature, perhaps, yet we must all, if we are

possessed of sound minds and thankful hearts, feel

that a preserving h^iud of Providence has been
about us. Well, then, let us inquire and consider.

For what have 1 been preserved ; For what good
purpose have I lived in safety to this day ? Have
I fulfilled the end of my being, the work of love,

whether it has been more active, or passive, for

which the merciful protection of the G9d and
Father of all goodness has been powerfully and
efficiently around me ? The query is an important
one, and deserves serious and frequent considera-

tion.

POLITENESS.
On an occasion in which many children were

gathered together, amongst them was one, a bash-
ful, timid little girl. She was rendered awkward
by her bashfulness, and her embarrassment was
not diminished to hear herself called silly by some
who had never suffered from timidity, or had for-

gotten how they had felt, when enduring the pains
of bashfulness. In the company, there was one
kind-hearted, really polite boy. He felt for her in her

found courage to thank him for his kindD(

whilst she gladly accepted the fruit.

Some one has said that politeness is " kindm
kindly expressed." The boy, though he could

probably have given a good definition of it, had
instinctive perception of what it was, and practi;

it. A recent writer says, " some people th

politeness can only wear fine clothes, and
"

grand houses. Never was there a bigger mista

The best teacher is kindness, and she is a teacl

who keeps a free school. All may come
learn.''

The same writer, in speaking of christian poli

ness, after quoting the saying of our blessed

viour, " Whosoever shall give to drink unto one
these little ones a cup of cold water in the name
a disciple, verily I say unto you he shall

wise lose his reward," adds these remarks
" cA/-ji?m« politeness ? Yes. Politeness is she

ing kindness for kindness' sake. Christian poli

ness is showing kindness for Christ's sake, doi

kind acts from the love you bear your Savio'

and a desire to honour Him, whose whole life

earth was a life of love. Such a value does he
upon ' little deeds of kindness,' that the giving

a cup of cold water is not overlooked or forgott

by him."

FULFILLED DUTIES

On, trembl

-DIMINISHED SORROWS.

distress, and without appearing to notice her fright,

he took a book to her, showed her the pictures,

talked to her very pleasantly, and took care not

to ask questions which would render it necessary

for her to answer. Her fear soon passed away,
and the intelligence of her mind was soon mani-

on her countenance, showing that the term
silly did not rightfully belong to her. When fruit

was handed round, he selected a fine apple, and
whilst the others were busy in ministering to their

own selfish appetites, he carried it to the little girl,

called her by an endearing appellation, and told

her he bad selected it for her. A smile of grati-

tude spread oyer her face, and in a low voice she

g christian, struggle on.

And win tlie gOiU before tliee,

Wlio bears the cross, shall wear the crown.
The humble take the glory.

Sit not in sorrow down to sigh,

Oh, weak one, bowed with trouble !

To him, who counts his misery.

It. ever measures double;

\Yhilst still to hira who in the path
Of duly, strives to press on,

The store of sorrow which he hath.

Will daily seem to lessen.

Hard Butter without Ice.—To have delightful

hard butter in summer, without ice, the plan
commended by that excellent and useful publicatic

the Scientific American^ is a good one :—Put
trivet, or any open flat thing with legs, in a sauce

put on this trivet the plate of butter; fill the sauc

with water ; turn a common flower-pot upside doi

over the butter, so that its edge shall be within t

saucer and under the water
;
plug the flower-j

with a cork, then drench the flower-pot with wate
set in a coal place until morning, or if d^

breakfast, the butter will be very hard by
time. How many of our town boarding schc

girls, who have been learning philosophy, asti

noniy, syntax and prosody, can write an explan

tion of this within a month?

Tlie true bond in religious society.—Our soi

ety will no longer remain in a safe state, th

whilst the members are concerned to adhere to t

principle of divine grace which is manifest for o

instruction and support. If we go from this,

shall be in danger of fulling into wrong practici

and thus the bond of society being lost, a decle

sion will follow, even as to numbers, and coldm
and slackness in our religious duties. As we \

came a society on a religious foundation, which
the love and iear of God, how can we be support

in any other way ? or how can it be otherwise thi

that the society must decline if it goes from th

from whence it took its rise.

—

John Kendad.

The great, the only effectual antidote to

love, is to get the love of God and our neighbp}

firmly rooted in the heart.
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Lloyd's.

(Coucluded frum page 322.)

The reading-room, which is next to the unJcr-

iters' room, is supplied with the commercial

rnals of all nations ; and here may be seen from

\o to time the merchants of foreign lands, as well

lOur home capitalists, gleaning from unnumbered
Buments, written and printed, the information

ly want. An orderly, almost perfect silence,

ivails, and waiters, who only whisper, are ever

the alert to supply the lists as they are called

, and the very last intelligence from any and

ry port on the seas, at an instant's notice. For

this spot is concentred all that is positively

)wn concerning every civilized venture afloat,

m whatever port it may have sailed and to what-

r region it may be bound. Sail from whence

Vill, a vessel may be insured at Lloyd's, and in

Ictice there is hardly ever a barque sailing from

Jhristian country that is not so insured in whole

in part. This is managed by the medium of a

t system of agency, which is ever active among
maritime peoples—the agents of the United

agdom amounting to a hundred and fifty, and
' foreign agents nearly doubling that number.

IS from these a'gents, who write by every mail

1 telegraph every serious casualty, that that vast

ss of intelligence is received which renders

)yd's the never-failing source of information on

marine matters.

rhe merchants' room, which is frequented by a

ferent class of subscribers, not insurers, is under

: management of a master speaking several

guages ; is supplied with duplicates of the

ooks,'" and with the English and foreign news-

jers, and is the centre of various mercantile

nsactions other than insurance. I he captains'

an, to which the readiest access is by the cap-

as' entrance on the north side of the Exchange,

or the transaction of captains' business by ap-

ntment with their owners, and for sales and

nsfers of ships and ships' stores. It is, further,

;ommodious coffee and refreshment room, where

! viands are supplied at moderate price. On the

jr above the subscription rooms are the chart-

tm, the committee-rooms, and the various domes-

offices.

The above is about as much as can be learned

a casual visit to this unique establishment, which

•tainly never had its like in any other age or

intry. It may be regarded as a colossal institu-

n for rendering the destructive forces of nature

rmless against the enterprise of commerce. In

3 respect it does this, for it prevents the diminu-

n ot what is literally " floating capital," and

eps the keels of commerce for ever gliding in

jir ocean path. But there is another and a

im side to this bold picture. Yon moneyed arbi-

• may underwrite the " Betsy Jane," and if

s is crunched to atoms by the grinding ice-drift,

founders like lead in the bosom of the tempest,

may set her duplicate afloat with timbers as

lud and a cargo as rich. But what of the thirty

3n and seven or eight boys, who started so merrily

their voyage four months ago—now perished

: ever in those dismal gulfs ? Can he underwrite

em ? can he set them afloat once more, and

lench the mothers' sobs, and dry the widows'

irs? It is a ghastly thought that the increase of

r commercial marine is marked by concurrent

crease of death by drowning and the horrors of

ipwreck. The proof of this is afforded by the

loks of Lloyd's, whose evidence is not to be gain-

id. We >peak within the mark when we aflirm

at the loss of life by casualties at sea, re-

irted at Lloyd's, averages not less than twelve

hundred men and boys per year. Of these as

many, probably, as four to five hundred forn

the crews of vessels sailing from our island ports

every year, which are never heard of again ; for it

is a fact that fifty vessels on an average annually

leave our harbors, which never arrive anywhere,
and the cause of whose total destruction remains
for ever unknown. The nexl most fatal class are

those which founder at sea, leaving survivors to

tell the sad history of loss and suffering—and
those amount annually to about two hundred and
twenty. Almost as large a number are every year

abandoned by their crews, who take to their boats

to save their lives if possible. Those totally

recked in the same space of time are about five

hundred and seventy; while those driven ashore

and partially wrecked are over twelve hundred.

Serious damage by collision, in which vessels only

save themselves from sinking, by running into the

nearest port, occurs six hundred times, while var-

ious other casualties of less frequent occurrence,

including casualties by fire, by ice, by pirates, etc.,

etc., raise the whole list to no less than three

thousand in a single year, in sailing vessels alone.

\mong steamers the loss and damage, proportiona-

bly to tonnage, is not nearly so great, but still the

array of accidents is" a gloomy one.

The question naturally arises, rn contemplating

!h a portentious list of calamities, what class of

vessels is most liable to them ? Out of the three

thousand casualties recorded in Lloyd's books in

a year, not more than sixteen are set down against

vessels of seven hundred tons burden and upwards.

The rule would appear to be, that the larger the

vessel, or the more valuable the venture, the less

able it is to suffer wreck or accident. Not that

there is any protective property in the mere ele-

ment of size, but because in large vessels there

will be found a well qualified commander and an

efficient crew, while smaller vessels are often kept

weak-handed from false notions of economy, and

thus in the hour of storm and peril they are wrecked

from want of sufficient skill and strength on board

to navigate them safely. It is of course impossible

that the whole of our mercantile marine should con-

sist of large vessels of great tonage ; in such

vessels many branches of commerce could only be

carried on at a ruinous loss, if at all. There must

be small vessels for the coast, the European and the

Mediterranean traffic ; but there is no reason why

they should not be as well manned and commanded

as the monster merchantmen that trade with China

and the Indies. We hold that a vessel of four

hundred to five hundred tons, fairly manned, and

free from the incubus of a deck cargo, inasmuc'

as she is more manageable, is safer in the narrow

seas than one of two thousand ; but the mischief is

that such vessels, being mostly commanded by met

who are part owners, and who, heedless of their

responsibilities, are interested in saving expens

seldom are fairly manned, and carry very little of

the science of navigation on board. These are

conclusions which, however unwilling we may be to

arrive at them, we cannot escape, for " Lloyd's

List" brings them home to us with irresistible force

speaking in facts which cannot be tampered with

or eluded. The remedy, then, so far as a remedy

is obtainable against the overwhelming loss of lift

at sea, annually suft'ered by this country, will

come with a better educated class of sea captains,

and crews of well-trained, disciplined, and well-

paid seamen.

The total loss, either of life or property, cannot

be accurately arrived at by the information con

centrated at Lloyd's, as casualties mu-t occasion-

ally happen which do not get reported in their

books. As to life, we have given an approximation

above; as to property, it has been calculated that

about 2.00,000 tons of shipping are lost every year.

At the cost for building, of £10 a ton, this would

give j£3,.'J00,000 as the money loss incurred by
owners, or by the underwriters in the case of such

vessels as are insured, every year for the vessels

alone. If the value of the cargoes amount to only

as much, then £.5,000,000 sterling in value of the

products of human industry are swamped in the

fathomless ocean, and lost to the communities for

whom they were designed. Verily there is room
for underwriting, and reason enough why the

underwriter should not feel himself on a bed of

But," say.s the reader, " who is, or was,

Lloyd, the founder of this responsible and ubiqui-

tous institution ? you have not introduced us to

him after all." Well, that is rather a difficult

question. We can get at nothing like a detailed

account of the man. Some two centuries ago he

was described in a title-page as a " Gentleman

well known for obliging the Public with the

Freshest and most Authentic Ship News;" and

forty years before that, he, or his progenitor, was

mentioned in the " Tatler;" and again, ten years

before that he was referred to in a poem which had

but an ephemeral existence. All search for him

previous to the date of 1700 is vain, and who he

was cannot be told at this time of day. The man
iiself has been forgotten for many a long year

;

but slat nominis umbra—the shadow of his name
does indeed stand, a beneficient power looming

over land and sea ; and it may be said, in poetical

phrase,

To brood o'er the waters wherever they roll.

From the d.iy-dartiug zoae to the night shadowed-
pole."

The safe jnitli to walk in.—I cannot say that

none of the things brought upon us at the present

ay, move me; in measure 1 think I participate in

the clothing of sackcloth and mourning
;
perhaps

it is a sign of life, to mourn with those who rightly

mourn for the desolation spread among us. For

my own part, I dare not step out of the strait

and narrow way, which I believe is cast up as a

safe path for me to walk in, by faith in the re-

deeming power of a crucified, glorified Saviour,

manifested in the humbled soul, as the true light

and life, which opens the blind eye and leads in

the way of salvation.

—

Mary Cajiper.

An Oregon Woolen Factory.— It is interesting

to note the establishment of the more important

branches of manufacture on the shores of the

Pacific. An Oregon paper states that the Willa-

mette factory at Salem, Oregon, is in successful

operation ; running at present 720 spindles. There

are 32 hands employed, making 2000 yards of

cloth per week, and consuming 150,000 pounds of

wool per annum. The manufacture comprises

blankets, cassimeres, tweeds, flannels, pilot cloths

and other goods.

Tlie earth sIimU be full of the knoivledge of ilte

Zard.—The kingdoms of this world seem in an

unusual ferment, and the bottom on which the false

religions of it are founded, is altogether slight,

precarious, and uncertain. Who knows how near

the hour may be when it shall please the Omnipo-

tent to rend the vail, which obscures the spiritual

sio-ht of mankind, and to reveal himself to the

human species in a more general way, saying, as

at the beginning of creation, " Let there be light,

and there was light."

—

Richard Shackleton.
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For "The Friend

hicli receive honour one of

uaoiir that Cometh from (Jod

" How can _ye believe,

another, ami seek not th

only."

At this time, when tuere is apparent so manj
deviations from our testimonies, and such mani
fcst alienation from the christian principles com
miited to our religious Society by the Head of

the church to walk in and maintain before the

world, testimonies and principles which our forC'

fathers faithfully upheld, nobly stood forth in sup-

port of, and unflinchingly suflFered for, I have

believed it would be salutary to have revived

amongst us the testimony of Robert Barclay, con-

tained in the fifteenth proposition of the Apology
concerning Salutations and Kecreations, &c. Per-

adventure the careful and serious reading thereof,

with minds directed to the alone Helper and

Instructor of his people, with desire that he would
give ears to hear, and hearts to understand, and
clearness of judgment to search and try their ways,

might incite many to turn back into the path in

which they were called to walk, but from which
they have strayed, and recur to those precious

principles from which they have departed, which
their eyes were once anointed to behold, as spring-

ing from the Truth, and laid upon them to cleave

to, ex^plify and uphold, through good report and
evil report.

One testimony, for which our ancient, faithful

standard-bearers suifered much to support and
maintain, was the keeping on the hat before all

whether king, ruler or subject, not regarding the

uncovering the head to man, to be offering any
real honour or respect, but a mere conformity to

the lusts and fashions of this world which pas:

away. If, as Robert Barclay says, kneeling,

bowing, and uncovering of the head is the alone

outward signification of our adoration toward;

God, and therefore it is not lawful to give it unto
man, he that boweth and uncovereth his head to

the creature, what hath he reserved to the Crea-

tor? The taking off the hat in honour to one
another, not only before the world, but also in

companies of members, at meeting, funerals and
other gatherings, stands prominent, I believe, as

being practised in violation of our profession, and
in disobedience to the command given to us as a

people to hold fast and fulfil. This is especially

prominent as regards our young men. Many are
often pained, and go sorrowing on account of these

things. Oh, that all those who have given up to

follow the fashions and customs of this world
would examine in the light of Truth that they may
know whether they are not of those which receive

honour one of another, and .seek not the honour
that Cometh from God only. I should be gratified

to see the whole of the fifteenth proposition of
Barclay's Apology published in " The Friend."

B.
Fourth month, 1861.

[The Proposition referred to will be commenced
next week.]

Tlie Cities of Earojie.—The present population
of some of the chief cities of Europe are said to be
as follow—London, 2,950,000 ; Paris, 1,525,525;
St. Petersburg, 494,656 ; Vienna, 476,222 ;' Ber-
lin, 438,961 ; Naples, 413,920; Madrid, 301,660;
Lisbon, 275,286 ; Brussels, 263,481 ; Amster-
dam, 248,756

;
Home, 180,359; Turin, 179,653;

Hamburg, 171,696; Copenhagen, 118,636; Ve-
nice, 118,172; Dresden, 117,750; Munich, 114,-

734; Stockholm, 101,502. London, Paris, New
York and Philadelphia are the largest cities in the

world, exclusive of those of Asia, some of which
contain immense numbers of people.

From tlie Leisure Hour.

Sappers and Miners of the Insect World.

(Concluded from page 341J

Without destroying their works, it is scarcely
possible to get a view of these insects, as they in-

variably keep below ground, save on peculiar occa-
sions; all the nests having subterranean galleries,

which radiate in all directions, and often to very
considerable distances from the point of their origin.

Even the tree termites construct a long tube which
reaches to the ground, and serves as the centre of
their covered roads. All the species, too, have the
same habits, and their innumerable hosts are in-

cessantly on the watch for some substances on
which to prey. It is this instinct which makes
them so formidable to many, that Linnaeus did not
hesitate to designate them as " the greatest scourge
of the Indies." Hidden from the view of those
whom they threaten, the termites undermine the
very walls of store-houses and dwellings, and make
their way up into the interior. Some attack the
wood-work, others the furniture, and provisions of
every sort, whilst others demolish the floors and
roofs

;
but, being always careful to avoid the light,

they never work their way to the surface of the
objects they consume, but content themselves with
gutting the interior. Their work of destruction
progresses with such amazing rapidity, that one
season suffices for the entire destruction of a Euro-
pean house, while a negro village completely dis

appears within the same period. They have been
known to penetrate, in a single night, through the
foot of a table, and, ascending the leg from the
ground upwards, to attack a box which stood upon
it, and so completely to destroy the contents, that
next day not an inch of the clothing it contained
remained intact, and even papers and pencils, in-

cluding the lead, had all disappeared in the same
ae.

So skilfully do they leave the upper sheets and
the margin of each leaf entire, that the eye is pe:
feotly deceived, and a mass of crumbling substance
has the appearance of a pile of papers in perfect
order. In the same way the whole interior of oak
posts will crumble under the touch, while externally
they look perfectly sound, the layer left untouched
by the termites not being thicker than a sheet
of paper.

The marching termites are no less curious than
the warlike species. They seem to be much scarcer
and larger than the other. Our traveller was
fortunate enough to see one of their armies march
by him. He says: ''One day, on my return
through the thick forest, suddenly I heard a loud
hiss. This noise cause me to move a {^^ paces
from the path, where, to my great astonishment
and pleasure, I saw an army of termites cominf
out of a hole in the ground, which could not be
above four or five inches wide. They came out in

vast numbers, and seemingly as fast as they could
possibly march. In less than a yard from the place
they divided into two columns, composed chiefly

of the labourers, twelve or fifteen abreast, and
rded as closely as sheep in a drove, going

straight forward, and among them, here and there,

a soldier was to be seen. While these were has-
tening along, agreatmany soldiers appeared, spread
about on both sides of the two lines of march,
some a foot or two distant, standing still or saun-
tering about, as if on the look-out for any enemies
who might assail the labourers. But the most
extraordinary part of the march was the conduct
of some of the soldiers, who, having mounted the
plants which grew here and there, had placed
themselves on the points of the leaves, which were

'sed ten or fifteen feet from the ground, and
overlooking the army marching below. Every

now and then one or other of these would be
with his forceps upon the leaf, making a noi

.

similar to that described among the warrior speci
This signal produced the same effect upon t

marching white ants; for instantly the whole arr
returned the noise, and obeyed by increasing thi

pace with the utmost haste. At length the t-

columns united into one, and then descended ir

the earth by two or three holes. They continu
marching by me for above an hour, as I stood a
miring them, without any diminution of their nui
bers."

Towards the beginning of the rainy season, the
insects attain their perfect state. Their foru
size are then much altered, and they are furnish
with four large transparent wings, with which
wing their way in search of a new settlemei
Sotue stormy evening is usually selected for
period of their flight, when they issue by millio
from their subterranean retreats. Their aerial 1

is, however, of very short duration, for, after a fi

hours, their wings wither and fall off. On thefe
lowing day the earth appears thickly strewn wi
the bodies of these helpless insects, which then 1

come a prey to innumerable foes. Only a sm
number escape, and, reaching a place of safe!

form the foundation of a new community.
AH travellers speak of ants being used by ce

tain nations as food : but this is only the case wi
reference to the termites; and there is no dou
that these insects are eaten by the natives of Afric
as well as by the Indians. However strange
may appear, this extraordinary kind of food seei

to be relished even by Europeans, and travelle

agree in describing it as savoury and agreeabl
resembling in flavour sweetened marrow or creai

Smeathman pronounces them a delicate, nouris
ing, and wholesome food, and he seems even
prefer them to the famous palm grubs, which,
the West Indies, are brought to the tables of tl

rich as an exquisite delicacy. Surely the ridd
of Sansom aptly applies to these destructive insect
" Out of the eater came forth meat."

THE DEATH OF THE VIRTUOUS.
Sweet is the scene when virtue dies I

When sinks a righteous soul to rest.

How mildly beam the closing eyes,

How gently heaves the expiring breast 1

So

So

away,fades a summer c

ks the gale

gently shuts the eye of day,
"es a wave along the shore.

Triumphant smiles the victor brow,
Fanned by some angel's purple wing;

Where is, Grave I thy victory now?
And where, insidious Death ! thy sting ?

Farewell, conflicting joys and fears.

Where light and shade alternate dwell

!

How bright th' unchanging morn appears;

—

Farewell, inconstant world, farewell 1

Its duty done,—as sinks the day.
Light from itsjoad the spirit flies

;

While heaven and earth combine to say,
" Sweet is the scene, when virtue dies I"

Barbauld.

Obedience to vjliat is made hnoncn.—The choic

is left to us all—none will be forced into the pat

of happiness : but as the awakening attractive infli

ence of divine love is yielded to, and the ligl

which maketh manifest obediently followed, tb

work of transformation will advance; the new ma
which after God is created in righteousness

true holiness, will strengthen and mature, unt

there is a reaching to the fullness of the statui

mercifully designed.

—

Mary Dudley.
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I

Jehu Barclay.

I

The true authority as well as beauty of our re-

jgious meetings, iu which I cannot exclude these

Lr the right ordering of the affairs of Truth, stands

[pon and consists in that without which the very

(jrni is a mockery, though the best of forms. It

;i not age, it is not any station in the church, it is

jot an outward knowledge or experience in the

ptter of those laws, which the spirit of Truth has

id our forefathers to adopt,—much less is it any
epute among men grounded upon outward posses-

ions—which will make one living stone for the

laster's use in the building up of his beautiful

ity, the new Jerusalem. Now, if auy man build

lith the straw and stubble, or even with that which

ppears like gold or silver, "every man's work
hall be made manifest of what sort it is, for it

hall be revealed by fire, and the day shall declare

;." How much need then is there for all amongst

s, who fill any of the offices in the church, and

ven for such as may be in the highest stations,

,nd may have been made of eminent service there-

Q, yet again and again to wait upon the Lord, yet

.gain to bow down their souls; so that every high

hing, that would exalt itself within them, may be

.based, under the humbling influence of that pow-

:r which bruiseth and breaketh in pieces, which

iringeth us low, and keepeth us low, even as

hildren and babes, willing to be led about and

nstructed, and ready to esteem another better than

lurselves. Now, as individuals are brought into

uch a feeling, tender state as this, they become
(ualitied to take those places which the master

milder ordereth for them in his house, in his fam-

ly, in his vineyard. They thus receive capacity

ind authority to labour for the great cause, and in

he name and power of their leader ; they have

;trength to bind and to loose, to help and to heal

he weak and the wounded ; and they have the

ipirit of patience and of pity given them, to plead

vith and to pray for the tempted, the tossed, the

,ried. And oh ! the tenderness that is shown by

iuch as these, in behalf of their poor fellow crea-

ures, who may be overtaken or overcome of evil

)r error ; knowing that they themselves stand

|)nly through the mercy of the Most High.

t

Fourth mouth l7th, 1818.

From Iluut's Magazine.

The Fnfare Supply of Cotton.

The future supply of cotton throughout the

world is one of the most important of the com-

iiercial questions of the day. England, injustice

;o herself, and to make her mills and macbinery

ndependent of any one source of supply, has been

"or years using strenuous exertions towards extend-

ng the area of cotton cultivation.

We now have recent information from the East

Indies, Africa, &c., which shows that these exer-

;ions will lead to important results. This is a

matter of vital moment to England. In the year

IS39 there were iu Great Britain, 1,819 cotton

Factories; worked by horse-power of steam, 46,827
;

and of water, 12,977 ; and by persons of all ages

and both sexes, 259,38.5.

The census of 18.51, and careful inquiries in

185G, show the rapid consumption of cotton in

that country. The following table gives the fig-

ures for 1850 and 1856. They are taken from

returns made to Parliament.

sS fad £•! S.S iSi^ OS c?
1850 1,932 20,977,017 248,027 330,924 71,005 11,550

1850 2,210 28,010,217 298,847 S97,213 88,001 Qjl.'Jl

In 1850 the whole value of the cotton manu-
facture did not exceed £45,826,000 ; in 1856 it

was £57,074,000 ; in 1859 nearly £72,000,000;
now it must be much nearer £80,000,000 than

£70,000,000. If this be borne in mind, it will be

at once perceived how very much the present con-

dition of affairs must exceed the statements for

former times. About a sixth of the number of

persons employed are children, or very young per-

sons, and it was estimated in the beginning of last

year that the number of persons employed in the

manufacture could not be under 500,000. On the

whole, if we add five or six hundred to the number
of factories of Great Britain returned in 1856, and

augment the other items of the account in propor-

tion we shall possibly not be very much ia error

as to the present dimensions of the trade.

Looking at the statistics of the supplies from the

different sources during the last seven years, we

find that England has received the following num-

ber of bales from each source

:

1854 1,667,902 107,037 8,225 81,218 308,184 2,172,593

1855 1,626,086 134,528 6,708 113,961 396,027 2,277,310
1850 1,758,295 121,531 11,323 113,111 459,508 2,463,768
1S57 1,481,717 168,340 11,467 75,598 680,466 2,417,588

1858 1,855,340 108,886 6,867 101,405 350,218 2,422,746

1859 2,086,341 124,837 8,338 99,876 509,0«8 2,829,110

1860 2,580,843 103,050 9,956 109,985 562,852 3,366,686

England pays annually from one hundred and

sixty to one hundred and seventy millions of dol-

lars for cotton from all parts of the world, and

after producing goods for the consumption of her

own people, exports to foreign countries over fifty

millions sterling in cotton goods. The profits to

England on the manufactures of cotton goods may
be readily estimated at nearly three hundred mil-

ions of dollars. The following statements embrace

learly all the facts reported by the Manchester

Supply Association :

\.t the last annual meeting of the Manchester

Cotton Supply Association, it was moved by lord

Alfred Churchill, M. P., seconded by T. G. Baring,

Esq., M. P., supported by Hydur Jung Bahadoor,

J. Lyons McLeod, Esq., the Kev. George Pritch-

ard, the Hon. Algernon Egerton and Edwin A.

Hickey, Esq., and passed unanimously :

" That as the opening up of new sources for the

supply of cotton has become a question of great

national interest, it is incumbent upon all classes of

the community to support the movement now in

progress for promoting the growth of cotton in

Africa, Australia, South x\merica, the West Indies

and other countries; that as the development of

the resources of India is of vast importance to this

country, it is the bounden duty of Her Majesty's

government to give every encouragement to th

unfettered action of private enterprise and public

companies, whether for the cultivation of cotton,

the opening of river navigation, the construction of

canals or other public works, calculated to facil'

tate European intercourse with the natives, or ii

crease the productive powers of our Eastern En
pire. And this meeting especially urges upon the

spinners and manufacturers, as well as upon all

other interests, directly or indirectly concerned

the cotton trade, to assist in the work of creating

that healthy competition among many markets,

which alone can obviate the evils arising from our

present position of dependence upon one main

source of supply."

The committee, in their annual report, say, that

their continuous and persistent labours have al-

ready resulted in direct benefit to the cotton trade

of England, and the prospects of ultimately realizing

the great aims of the Association arc daily assum-

ing a more encouraging and hopeful aspect. During
the brief period of its existence, the Association

has succeeded in making known in all parts of the
world the urgent need for increased supplies of
cotton, to meet the expanding power of consump-
tion ; and has enlisted both in their own colonies

and in foreign countries, a wide range of active

and practical support in furtherance of its designs.

The "cotton question" has now ceased to be a
local topic, circumscribed within the limits of the
trade. Its vast importance, as embracing so many

iried interests of capital and labour, and involv-

g the prosperity or decay of more than one-third

of British commerce, has drawn around it the sup-
port of a large number of the influential journals of
the country, has enlisted the advocacy of numerous
members of both Houses of Parliament, and ob-
tained for it the assistance of the chief departments
of Her Majesty's government.

The resolute determination of the trade, as ex-

pressed by the formation of this Association, to be
no longer mainly dependent upon one source for its

supply of raw cotton, has undoubtedly stimulated

the American planter to put forth those extraordi-

nary efforts which have resulted in the enlarged

growth of the past year. This result has afforded

temporary relief to the trade, and enabled the

country to meet the unusual demand for goods and
yarn in the Eastern empire and elsewhere. But
the committee fear that this unusual and con-

strained effort may, as in the plentiful year of

1845, in all probability be followed by a serious

relapse.

And, if further confirmation be needed, they
point to the fact that although in 1840, the crop

of the United States was 2,177,835 bales, and in

1860 it reached 4,500,000 bales, the growth has
only been doubled in twenty years, while the num-
ber of spindles employed in England and on the

Continent, in 1840, was 27,266,000, but in 1860,
69,642,000. In other words, while the increase

of growth has been doubled, owing to the high

prices of an almost exclusive market, the increase

of spindles has more than doubled by the enor-

mous addition of 15,110,000, reqairing an addi-

tional one million bales to give them employment.
The position of the trade is, therefore, in 1860, so

far as America is concerned, worse by one million

bales than it was in the year 1840. But this is

not the whole evil. It is estimated "that at least

one million bales out of the present crop will class

ordinary/ or below ;" and further, " that the crop

has been materially increased by the quantity of
low, trashy and dusty cotton which planters have
thought it their interest to scrape together and send

to market. The dangers of our present dependence
upon the United States thus grow more apparent

every year, and the committee are of opinion that

now, in a season of comparative prosperity, it be-

comes the trade to unite for a few years in the

steadfast and needful determination to aid this As-
sociation iu realizing the brightening prospects that

now open before it."

During the past year the correspondence of the

committee has been greatly extended. Cotton gins,

cotton presses and other machinery have been
shipped to Cyprus, Larnaca, Cavalla, Larissa, La-
taka, Alexandria and Morocco; to Sierra Leone,

Liberia, Cape Coast Castle, Accra, Cameroon?,
Bulama and the Bijonga Islands, Lagos, Abbeo-
kuta and Benin; to the Governor of Cape Colony
and Natal ; to Peru, Maracaibo and Ecuador : to

Sonsonate, Trinidad, Demerara and Honduras; to

the Governor-General of New South Wales and
Port Curtis; to the Feejee Islands; to Batavia
and Arracan; to Bombay, Calcutta, Madras, Ah-
medabad, Chynepore and Lucknow, in India; in
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all, 254 cotton ging, besides cotton presses and
driving machinery.

Cotton seed, varying in quantities from a few
pounds to five tons, have been shipped to Athens,
Volo, Latakia and Alexandria; to Madeira, Lagos
and Abbeokuta, Benin and the Cameroons ; °i

Cape Colony, Ecuador, Tobago, Jamaica, Trini-
dad, San Salvador, San Miguel and Sydney, (New
South Wales;) to Bombay, Calcutta, Madras and
to Batavia, besides various other places ; in all

591 barrels of seed and numerous smaller parcels!

Thirteen barrels of guano and one barrel of nitrate

of soda have been sent to each of the Chambers
of Commerce at Bombay, Calcutta and Madras,

The seed thus distributed has been sufficient for

sowing many thousand acres of land, and the com-
mittee are in possession of letters received from a
great number of their correspondents, which show
that hundreds of landed proprietors and farmers
have commenced cotton cultivation in numerous
regions of the world, and time and encouragement
only are required to develope from among these
new sources a steady and ample increase to the
supplies for Europe.

But the committee especially call attention to
the fact, that in countries such as India and Africa,
where cotton is already grown in great, if not su-
perfluous, abundance, all that is needed is a supply
of suitable, inexpensive cotton gins for cleaning,
presses for packing, and agencies with capital for
the purchase of that cotton. The committee have
therefore devoted much labour and attention to
these important requirements. They have now
succeeded, by the ofl'er of prizes, in obtaining suit-

able hand-gins adapted to the wants either of the
ryot of India or the native African farmer. These
giushave been highly appreciated in those countries
to which they have been sent. They clean the
cotton without injury to the staple, and greatly en-
hance its value, as compared either with the use of
the saw-gin, the Indian churka, or the ruder pro-
cess of the African, who cleans his cotton either by
hand or with the aid a rude hand-comb. It has
been estimated that the extensive introduction of
these simple gins among the ryots of India will in-

crease the value of his cotton at least 10 to 15
per cent.^ This difference, calculated upon the
last year's exports from Bombay, would give an
aggregate advantage to the ill-paid ryots of In-
dia of half a million steriing per annum. The
saving in cost of carriage effected by the use of
these hand-gins in countries where raw cotton now
travels long distances over bad roads, will afford
an ample margin to stimulate the growth.

CTo be coDtinned-J

Jesus, who judged of the gift, not by the outward [to him more interesting to the public. The reform
cost, but the inward motive of the giver, saw it of i was tried, but the income from the Almanac was.
inestimable value, enriched by the humble, dedi- so dimiuished, and, consequently, the revenues ol
cated

For " The Friend."

The Widow's Mite.

And Jesus went into the temple, "and saw the
rich men casting their gifts into the treasury; and
he saw also a certain poor widow casting in thither
two mites. And he said, of a truth I say unto you,
that this poor widow hath cast in more than they
all. For all these have of their abundance ca;t
in unto the offerings of God ; but she of her penury
hath cast in all the living that she had." She
was not unnoticed by the Son of God. He knew
the sincerity of her heart and that she had given
willingly all she had. It is not the greatness of
the gift, nor the outward importance of the act, that
gains the approbation of the most High, but the
motive which prompts, and sincerity with which
the gift is made, or the action done. The poor
widow little expected when she cast in her two
mites, that she was to receive honour even in the
sight of men for her gift, without doubt the smallest
that day received into the treasury. The Lord

spirit of the poor widow.

For " The Friend."

Meteorology.

The first portion of an article on Meteorology,
by Professor Joseph Lovering, of Harvard Univer-
sity, is published in the last number of the Ameri-
can Almanac.
We propose to transfer the greater part of it to

our columns ; and as the weather is a subject of

the Academy were so enfeebled, that it became
necessary to return to the former errors, and tc

give, again, predictions in which the authors them-
selves did not believe.'

" Similar columns are filled up, now-a-days,
without regard to any better rule than that of se-

lecting words just long enough to fill all the unoc-
cupied space. Is it because they sell better, that
barometers continue to be stamped with the words,
Fair, Cloudy, Rain, &c., as if the conditionour columns; ana as me tveatner is a subject ot J^air, vioudy, Kavn, &c., as if the condition of the

universal interest and attention, we presume the weather depended on the absolute height of the
facts and speculations which the writer has col

lected will interest many of our readers. For the
convenience of those who may not wish to read the
whole, we have divided the article into sections
with an appropriate heading to each.

PROGRESS or THE SCIENCE.

" The distinguished meteorologist, Kaemtz, has
remarked, that although meteorology is one of the
oldest, it is also one of the least advanced sciences.
Various causes have conspired to produce this result.

Meteorology is not a simple, but a highly complex
science. No phenomenon, and no force, is isolated

;

but all the physical forces of nature—gravity, heat,
electricity, and magnetism—act together on the
same arena, and are not easily distinguishable in

the miscellaneous facts which strike the senses.

"Oersted has asserted, that little has been done
in determining the laws of meteorology, because
men have sought to discover the first initial change
in the atmosphere ; and because they have had an

erstrained regard for some comprehensive prin-
ciple, instead of carefully collecting facts, and
tracing the proximate causes. De Luc's theory,
for example, was received with favour, because it

embraced the entire mass of phenomena. Misled
by this false ambition to grasp everything, and
even to predict the future, as in astronomy, upon
the unwarrantable assumption that a perfect dy-
namical theory had been made of the movements
of the air, as of the movements of stars, the
proud science missed of the humble truths which
it might otherwise have grasped. Moreover in its

earlier years, meteorology was studied with poor
instruments, and by illiterate persons, who came,
therefore, easily to the conclusion, which Humboldt
mentions, that the sun gave to negroes their sooty
appearance, and crisped and curled their hair."

ON PROGNOSTICS Or THE WEATHER.
" Meteorology was once valued chiefly as furnish-

ing prognostics of the weather. ' It is but a few
years ago,' says Capt. W. H. Smyth, 'that the ed-
itors of the well-known Moore's Alma7iac attempt-
ed to discard the monthly column, containing the
moon's supposed influence on the several members
of the human body, as legs, arms, eyes, nose, kc.

;

and, as an experiment, to ascertain the feeling of
the public on the occasion, printed at fir.-t, only one
hundred thousand copies. But the omission was
speedily detected, and nearly "the whole edition was
returned on their bands, whence they were obliged
to reprint the favourite column. And yet we boast
of the march of intellect.'

Lagrange related to Arago the following anec-
dote :

' The Academy of Berlin derived formerly
its principal revenue from the sale of its Almanac.
Ashamed at seeing figure in this publication pre-
dictions of every kind, made by chance, or which
at least were not founded upon any acceptable
principle, a distinguished savant proposed to sup-
press them and to replace them by clear, precise,

and definite information upon objects which seemed

mercurial column, and the same height predicted
the same weather at all places, whereas, at the
city of Mexico, for example, the mercury would
never rise above rain-water mark, and all such lo-

calities would be doomed by tlw barometer, to per-
petual showers?

"At the present day, prognostics fill a subordi-
nate place in meteorology. Thompson, in his work
on the general subject, can only afford one short
chapter for this special topic. If the barometer
changes suddenly, it indicates a quick but brief
change in the weather. A more gradual movement
of the mercurial column points to a more permanent
change of weather. The actinias, or sea-anemones,
have sometimes been called animal barometers, on
account of their susceptibility to changes of at-

mospheric pressure.

"Dr. Arnott, in his Elements of Physics, relates

the following incident. ' The watchful captain of
the present day, trusting to this extraordinary
monitor, is frequently enabled to take in sail, and
to make ready for the storm, where, in former
times, the dreadful visitation would have fallen

upon him unprepared. The marine barometer has
not yet been in general use for many years, and
the author was one of a numerous crew who prob-
ably owed their preservation to its almost miracu-
lous warning. It was in a southern latitude. The
sun had just set with placid appearance, closing a
beautiful afternoon, and the usual round of the
evening watch was proceeding, when the captain's
order came to prepare with all haste for a storm.
The barometer had begun to fall with appalling
rapidity. As yet, the oldest sailors had not per-
ceived even a threatening in the sky, and were sur-

prised at the extent and hurry of the preparations;
but the required measures were not completed, when
a more awful hurricane burst upon them than the
most experienced had ever braved. Nothing could
withstand it; the sails, already furled, and closely
bound to the yards, were riven away in tatters;

even the bare yards and masts were in great part:

disabled
; and at one time the whole rigging had i

neariy fallen by the board. Such, for a few hours,

,

was the mingled roar of the hurricane above, of:

the waves around, and of the incessant peals of;

thunder, that no human voice could be heard, and,
amidst the general consternation, even the trumpet
sounded in vain. In that awful night, but for the
little tube of mercury, which had given the warn-
ing, neither the strength of the noble ship, nor the
skill and energies of the commander, could have
saved one man to tell the tale. On the follow-
ing morning, the wind was again at rest, but the
ship lay upon the yet heaving waves, an unsightly
wreck.'

(To be continued.)

A jnofbssion of religion only is ivori/i but little.

When we consider what must be, and ever is,

the condition of those who follow not the Lamb in

the leadings of his pure light, and that it is said
of them that love the world and the things of it. »
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hat the love of the Father is not in them,—that

he friendship of the world is enmity against Him
—with many other such truths ; what shall we
hink the fair profession of many is worth, in the

light of the Searcher of hearts. How glorious a

;hing, to be daily growing in grace, daily receiving

leavenly bread, daily partaking of the divine bles

•ing, and in that, moving and acting towards others

n our several duties.

—

John Barclay.

Commercial Value of Insects.—Insects play an

mportaut part in the operations of commerce, as

veil as in the economy of nature. More than

1,500,000 human beings derive their support from

he culture and manufacture of the fibres spun by
he silk worm, and the annual value of silk manu-
actures of all kinds is estima'ed at about §200,-

)00,000. There are no means of ascertaining the

yearly value of the products of that indefatigable

vorker, the bee ; it is known, however, that in

England alone, §500,000 is spent every year in

he purchase of foreign honey, while the value of

hat produced on the island is not mentioned,

^bout one million of dollars is paid annually by

Jreat Britain, for the dried bodies of the tiny

lochineal insect, which are brought chiefly from

central America. The shellac produced by another

nsect peculiar to India, is scarcely less valuable,

ind of no small importance are the gall nuts used

'or dying and making ink. On the other hand,

he power for mischief of some of these humble
jreations of the Omnipotent hand defies all calcu-

ation ; take for instance the hessian fly, which,

vithiu the last century, has committed such ravages

ipon the wheat crop, in various portions of the

Jnited States.

THE FRIEND.
SEVENTH MONTH 6, 1861.

LONDON YEARLY MEETING.
(CoutiDUcd from page 344.)

Seventh-day morning, Fifth mo. 25lh.—The
jiext subject brought under notice, was the altera-

j.ions made since the previous Yearly Meeting, in

'Devonshire House, where men Friends held their

sittings. Very great changes had been made at a

jiost of X2800 or about eleven thousand dollars.

Che London Friend says, " A few Friends objected

,0 what they de-cribed as the decorative character

)f some portions of the present room, but most

eemed to think its appearance unobjectionable.

I)ne Friend thought that it was a correct type of
he present state of our Society, and us such, was
luite suitable."

Seventh-day afternoon.— The British Friend

says, " The first business was reading additional

Binutes of the Meeting for Sufferings, embracing
ihe correspondence with Friends in the southern

lemisphere, in reference to a disciplinary counec-

;ion between the meetings there and this Yearly
Meeting; as also in regard to the settlement of

b>iends emigrating— all claim upon the meeting in

phis country ceasing with the i.ssuing of the certi-

ficate of removal. The meetings in Tasmania,
Victoria, and South Australia, had had certain

:egulation3 submitted to them by the Meeting for

Sufferings, providing for the holding of the meet-

ngs there in somewhat the same way as in this

Jountry. Victoria and South Australia have ac-

3epted these regulations ; Tasmania is also expcct-

;d soon to do so, though tlie great distance between
:hcse colonies obviously presents a serious obstacle

;o the observance in part of the regulations which

have been provided." The part referred to, as

presenting difficulties, we learn from the London
Friend, was the proposition that, "if feasible, a

General Meeting should be established, having the
same relations to the three meetings for discipline

and to our Yearly Meeting, as Quarterly Meetings
here have to the latter and to their Monthly Meet-
ings." "The Yearly Meeting adopted the plan
proposed by the Meeting for Sufferings, so far as
consented to by the Australian meetings."

The report of the Committee on Accounts sug-

gested the discontinuance of the book and tract

depository, the lease of which expires next year,
" and it is thought by some that the amount of

books sold scarcely warrants its renewal.'' No
action was taken on the proposition, but some
thought it very undesirable that the society should
be left without a depository. The question of dis-

continuing the registries for men and women in

want of situations was discussed, the expense be-

ing very great in proportion to the benefit derived

therefrom. The registry for young men had in-

creased in usefulness, and Friends were not pre-

pared to discontinue it, but to reduce the expense,

the registry of men and women is to be kept by
one person. " The committee which for some time

has had charge of the arrangements for conduct-

ing the business of the Yearly Meeting, presented

a report, in which they submit a series of resolu-

tions calculated to facilitate the despatch of the

Yearly Meeting's business." The London Friend

gives a condensed statement of these, "It proposed,

1st. That the committee of representatives in pro-

posing Friends as clerk and assistant clerks to the

Yearly Meeting, should not in future be limited in

their choice to representatives or correspondents,

and that they should, when meeting for such ap-

pointment, consider also of Friends suitable for

clerk and assistants to the large committee to be

proposed to the latter body at its first sitting. 2d.

That the clerk should be at liberty to send into

the women's meeting any documents received from

the Meeting for Sufferings, without waiting until

they had been read in the Yearly Meeting." The
3d merely relates to the reading of the names of

correspondents, and the 4th, to the appointment of

a committee to have the general epistle printed,

and referring the revision of all other documents
to the Printing Committee of the Meeting for Suf-

ferings. Certain propositions laid over from last

year, were then considered. One of them directs

Monthly Meetings " to make a tabular return of

the number of their overseers, of members, and
attenders of meetings, additions to the society by
convincement or otherwise, decrease by removal,

resignation, disownment, &c." The British Friend

states, " With some alterations, and after consid-

erable diversity of opinion had been expressed, the

several propositions were at length agreed to, and

minuted, by way of trial for one year." After

this, the committee from whom these propositions

emanated, and which was appointed in 1858, was

released.

Second-day moirning, Fifth mo. 27th.—The
British Friend says, " The clerk then resumed the

reading of the minutes of last year, the first of

which was that referring to the Meeting for Suf-

ferings, together with representatives to be ap-

pointed by the Quarterly Meetings, the revision

of the Book of Discijjline. The meeting so con-

stituted presented a report, which was read, nar-

rating that they had given much time, patient at-

tention and serious thoughtfulness to the subject of

their appointment. The report also gave a con

statement of what had been accomplished, and

what they recommended for the adoption of the

Yearly Meeting. The labour of the conference

was found considerably simplified by reason of the
alterations which had recently been agreed to on a
number of questions, as the rules for abitration,

marriage, settlements, &c., and had mainly con-
sisted in a revision of the minutes of Advices. It

had been the aim of the conference to improve
these by excluding such as were in part repetitions

of others, while they have introduced additions
from such minutes and general epistles of the Yearly
Meeting as appeared applicable to present exigen-
cies. A better arrangement of the contents seeming
called for than the present alphabetical one, the
report states that it is proposed to divide the work
into three chapters: 1, Christian Doctrine; 2,
Christian Practice; 3, Christian Bi.-cipline— the
latter to be subdivided into sections; and the pre-
face in the present edition, treating of the origin of
the society's discipline, is to be transferred to the
third chapter, as its more appropriate position in

the new edition. The work is recommended to be
printed in two different forms—one in quarto, like

the present edition, and one in cheaper, more port-

able shape, to make it more accessible to our mem-
bers generally, as well as more adapted for circu-

lation among others. In submitting the various

changes for the sanction of the meeting, the con-
ference suggests that what has been retained, as

also that which has been introducedfrom already
sanctioned documents, need not come under dis-

cussion. As the conference, however, in addition

to what has just been mentioned, had prepared
sundry minutes for incorporation in the volume,
these, together with a schedule specifying the al-

terations, were presented along with the report,

and came in part under consideration at this sit-

ting, after a minute had been made accepting of
the report itself. Before proceeding with the con-

sideration of the various details, several Friends
expressed their desire that the charity, forbear-

ance, and brotherly condescension which had
marked the previous sittings, might continue to

prevail." The London Friend says, " The confer-

ence had deputed Samuel Fox, Rickman Godlie,

Edward Smith and Joseph Spence, to give such
explanations as might be desirable during the con-

sideration of the subject, and those Friends ac-

cordingly took their seats at a table placed near

the clerk's. A discussion arose on the propriety

of taking the course advised by the conference,

viz : that the altered portions of the text should

be read in the meeting with such additions as had
been previously adopted by the Yearly Meeting,

but that the portions of the old edition which it

was proposed to omit, together with additions

from epistles of the Yearly Meeting of more recent

date, should not be read. E. Smith gave a clear

and comprehensive statement of the motives which
induced the conference to counsel this course, re-

minding us that the body had consisted of about

one hundred and fifty Friends, one hundred of

whom or thereabout were members of the Meeting
for Sufferings, and that they had devoted some
twenty-six sittings to the subject. The discussion

then proceeded, a great majority of the speakers

being in favour of the conference recommendation,

and a minute was finally made adopting the re-

port."

The British Friend says, " The first of the mi-

nutes referred to as prepared by the conference, is

entitled ' Meetings for worship, gospel ministry,'

&c. After it had been read, it was stated on be-

half of the conference, that while sentiments in

entire accordance with that minute were inculcated

in the edition about to be superseded, there seemed
a propriety in showing that at the date of revision,

no change had taken place in the views of Friends

on these important topics. With little or no alter-
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atioD, the minute was adopted, though some Friends
thought the conference was not justified in intro-

ducing anything of their own production. Another
minute is on the subject of ' Religious Instruction,'

and encourages rightly concerned Friends to con-
vene meetings for reading the Holy Scriptures in

a reverent, devotional spirit, but to be quite dis-

tinct from the ordinary meetings fcr worship, such
meetings aflFording opportunities for illustrating the

accordance of the society's faith with the Scrip-

tures. A long discussion ensued thereon, a very
considerable number of Friends disapproving of

the proposed meetings, because calculated, as they
thought, to foster a reliance on a knowledge of the

mere letter of Scripture, acquired by intellectual

study and research ; by which means the sacred
contents were not to be savingly known, but ra-

ther through the enlightening of the Holy Spirit,

which dictated them to holy men of old ; all obj

tions, however, were overruled, and the prevailing

feeling of the meeting being favourable to the pro
position, the clerk minuted its adoption."

The London Friend says, " Among those averse
to it were S. Alexander, C. Thompson, W. Bing
ham, J. Sergeant, G. Danson, W. Bennett, J.

Armfield, C. Wilson, and others. It was favoured,

however, by much the larger number of speakers,

including A. W. Bennett, J. J. Fox, T. Binns, W.
Ball, Joseph Shewell, Isaac Robson, Jonathan
Priestman, VV. Burgess, J. T. Shewell, J. Wigham,
Isaac Brown, and others. Richard Fry approved the
minute

; but, in view of how much depends on the

spirit in which those meetings are conducted, pro-
posed to insert in it the words, 'not in a critical

spirit.' This was concurred in by many Friends,

but by still more it was thought that the minute,
as brought in, was sufficiently guarded, and that

the words proposed might be misunderstood to ex-
clude the exercise of a healthy criticism."

CTo be continned.)

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Progress of Hoslilitifs.—The general aspect of .affairs

has changed but liille during the week. The federal
forces, in and near Washington, have been increased to

a very large number, but the rebel armies near them are
perhaps nearly as strong, and, it is supposed, better sup-
plied with cavalry and artillery. Their actual condition
is, however, not known with any certainty. In Western
Virginia, the rebels have concentrated under the com-
mand of Ex-Got. Wise, to the number of five thousand,
well armed, posted and supplied. Gen. M'Clellan has
about seven thousand of the Western volunteers, in the
same vicinity. The advance body of the Soutliern army
near Washington is encamped, from Springfield to Fair-
fax Court-house, and their scouts frequently api)roach
within a few miles of Alexandria. All the farms, within
the reach of the rebels, are visited, the grain seized, and
no equivalent rendered. The main body of the rebel
army which withdrew from Harper's Ferry, remains near
Winchester. The plan of Gen. Johnson.the rebel com-
mander, seems to be to draw Gen. Patterson's column
into Virginia.

Southern Items.—The annual appropriations of the
rebel Congress for the army are officially given in the
Richmond Examiner, viz:—Pay of 100 regiments of in-
fantry, $29,132,000 ; artillery, cavalry and voltigeurs,
$550,000; transportation, &c., $5,500,000; ordnance,
machinery, &c., $4,500,000 ; medical department, $329,-
000 ;

total, $40,011,000.—A special despatch to the New
Orleans Delta, from Mississippi City, on the 25th, says
that a steamer anchored off the point, had captured five

schooners, with which she sailed eastward. The block-
ade at this point, the same paper states, has been per-
manently instituted, and that the Mobile mail boats have
been discontinued.—The Picayune, of the 25th, says
that a U. .S. sloop of war, with eight guns, is anchored
at Atchafalaya bay, thus intercepting communication
via Barwick bay with Texas.—A collection to be taken
up in the churches, for the benefit of the Confederate
States, is recommended in Charleston.—An advertise-
ment announces the re-opening of the Confederate loan
at several places in Georgia, and says that only eleven
out of the fifteen millions have been subscribed for.

A British ship, it is stated, recently arrived at New Or-

leans, having eluded the blockade, and landed 20
stand of arms and a gieat quantity of powder. Many
vessels have been captured by the U. S. cruisers, and
sent to Northern ports.

New York.—Gov. Morgan has issued a proclamation,
forbidding any more regiments of volunteers to be raised
in the State for the present. He states the cost of troops,
including the contributions by the State, by the city of
New York, and by other cities and individuals, is esti-
mated to have been about $10,000,000. New York has
furnished 50,000 volunteers, about 30,000 of whom have
eft the State.

Mart/land.—The legislature, in which the secessionists
have a majority, has adjourned to the SOtIi inst. John
.Merryman, who has been for some time past a prisoner
at fort M'Henry, has been presented by the grand jury
of the U. S. District Court for treason. On the 27th,
George P. Kane, the marshal of police of Baltimore, was
arrested at his house, by order of Gen. Banks, and con-
veyed to fort M'Henry. The reason assigned for the ar-
rest is, that Kane was known to be an aider and abettor
of persons in armed rebellion against the government.
Gen. Banks has suspended the powers of the police com-
missioners, and appointed John R. Kenly as provost-
marshal to superintend the police force of Baltimore
On the day after the arrest, the marshal's office and the
various station houses were searched, and a large quan-
tity of arms and ammunition was found secreted in and

them. In pu ance of rders from Washinglo
all the members of the board of police commissioners
except the mayor, were arrested before day-light, on the
1st inst., and sent to fort M'Henry. It is said that i

plot had been formed for an outbreak by the secession
ists. To prevent any attempt of the kind, Gen. Banks
has placed, temporarily, detachments of troops in va-
rious parts of the city.

Virginia.—The whole number of troops in Virginia
by rebel estimate, is 80,000, of which 55,000 are armed
and may be considered reasonably effective, but not over
25,000 of these can be concentrated at a given point
Their largest number now at any one point is abou
18,000 at Manassas Junction. Of the whole number o
troops, at least one-third are mounted men, well appoint
ed and valuable. They are quietly and secretly concentrat
ing troops at Yorktown, where ihey have already a body
of 9000 men. The number at Richmond does not exceed
6000 ; Norfolk is regarded as impregnable. The
avow their purpose not to have any considerable action
in Virginia, but rely mainly upon worrying out the pa-
tience and endurance of the North in a protrac
struggle, barren of results, not harmful to them. The
administration has recognized the new provisional go-
vernment at Wheeling as the State government of Vir-
ginia, and opened official intercourse with Gov. Pier-
pont, in relation to the representation of Virginia in the
thirty-eighth Congress. The convention at Richmond
has passed an ordinance forbidding the payment of in-
terest upon such of the State bonds as are held by the
United States, or by corporations or citizens thereof,
during the continuance of the war.

Kentucky.—The reported arrangement between Gen.
M'Clellan and the Kentucky authorities is denied by the
former. He had an unofficial interview with Gov. Mag-
offin's agent, but disclaimed any power to act beyond
the orders of the governmeht, and made no engagement
as to the future. The only result of the meeting, ai

Gen. M'Clellan considers, was a voluntary promise ot

the part of the governor that he would not permit Con
federate troops to enter or remain in Kentucky.

Tennessee.—According to the proclamation of the go-
rnor announcing the vote on secession, there wen

104,913 votes cast for separation, and only 47,238 against
The latter were chiefly in the eastern part of the

State, where there is still a strong feeling of attachment
to the Union. The Post-office department, in consider-

an of the loyalty of the citizens of East Tennessee,
! made arrangements for furnishing them with iu-
ased postal facilities. The mails will hereafter be

sent thither by way of Cincinnati, instead of Louisville.
missioners from East Tennessee have been sent to

uie legislature in session at Nashville, to propose a
peaceable separation from the rest of the State.

Missouri.—Although there is much excitement and ill-

feeling in this Stale, the power in Gen. Lyon's hands
appears adequate to keep the secessionists in check. No
provision has been made for the payment of the half-
yearly interest on the bonds of the Slate. It is even
said the school fund has been appropriated for secession
purposes. The governor is now a fugitive from the ca-
pital

; the State Treasurer, State Auditor and Register
of Lands have taken oaths of allegiance to the United
States, and resumed their official duties. The Attorney-
General declined to take the oath, and is held by Gen.
Lyon as a prisoner.

Texas.—Al\ the crops of the season are said to be t
usually good. A movement is reported to be on foot
separate Western Texas from the rest of the State, ai

erect it into a Union State. It is settled largely by G(
mans, and the German press warmly urges the mt
sure.

Philadelphia.—Mortality last week, 289
; scarlet fev

,

36; small-pox, 20. The coal trade of the Schuylk
and Lehigh regions for the first hatf of this year, amout
ed to an aggregate of 3,186,753 tons, a falling off
compared with last year of only 80,000 tons.

Baltimore and Ohio Railroad.—The loss inflicted c
this company by the rebels in the wanton destruction
bridges, locomotives, cars, &c., it is estimated, excec'
two millions of dollars, in addition to the loss of a, yeai
business.

The Cherokees.—John Ross, principal chief of tl

Cherokees, has issued a proclamation urging his peop
to be true to their treaties with the United States, at
to take no part in the war.

Massachusetts Ice.—The exports of ice from Bostc
this year, to Sixth mo. 1st, amounted to 60,948 ton
against 74,717 tons in the same period last year.

The Slave Trade.—A. late despatch from the Engli;
commissary. Judge Crawford, Hava a, just presentt
to both Houses of Parliament, states " that the sla'

trade continues to be carried on from this Island up(
the most extensive scale, and that, so far from it havi
become odious in the opinion of the public, there a
more persons, even of capital and influence, engaged
it than ever."

Decline of Imports.—The receipts at New York fro

customs, during the past month, amounted to $460,
against $2,753,933 for the corresponding month la

year.

The New Congress.—An extra session of Congress
to assemble on the 4th inst. In the Senate, but fort;

six members are left since the secession of most of ti

Southern States. The number of members of the H
of Representatives will be reduced from two hundrt
and thirty-seven to one hundred and eighty.

The Mint.—The coinage at the U. S. mint in Ph
delphia, during the Sixth month, amounted to $9,647
100, viz: gold, $9,267,000; silver, $377,100; coppe
$3000.

Foreign.—Liverpool dates to Sixth mo. 19th. Tl
weather in England was very warm, and all the cro)

were making rapid progress. The departure of tl

Great Eastern with the British troops, had been pos
poned to the 26th ult. The House of Commons has
jected the bill for the abolition of the church rates

the casting vote of the Speaker. The London Time
opposes the shipment of troops to Canada, and saj

there is no apparent reason for it, and the United Stat
is more likely to regard it as a challenge than as a pr
caution.

The Liverpool cotton market was steady. Breadstul
dull and declining.

It is asserted that the recognition of the kingdom
Italy by France is an accomplished fact, bat there is i

official announcement.
Some disturbances had occurred in Syria, on the d

parture of the French troops, but they were quickly su)

Spain will preserve a strict neutrality in the Americs
war.

The Pope was seriously ill.

The plan for establishing a telegraphic line connec
ing Europe, through Siberia, with the Pacific ocear
has been undertaken by the Russian Ministry of Marin;
It is expected that the entire line from St. Petersburg
the Pacific will be completed in five years.
The telegraph cable between the island of Corsica an

Toulon has been successfully laid.

It is stated that the Russian Emperor has issued
decree granting reforms to Poland. The reforms a
said to make satisfactory concessions to that country.

FRIENDS' INDIAN INSTITUTE, TUNESSASSAH.
A man and a woman Friend are wanted to aid in co
ucting this Instituliou. A man and his wife would I

preferred, one of whom should be qualified to teach
' e school. Apply to Ebenezek Worth,

Marshalton, Chester Co., Pa.
Thos. Wistar,

Fox Chase, Philadelphia Co., Pa.
Joel Evans,

Oakdale P. 0., Delaware Co., Pa.

Philad., Second mo. 5th, 1861.

PILE A M'ELROY, PRINTERS,
Lodge street, opposite the Pennsylvania Bank.
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Iceland.
(Coutiuued fiom rage 310.)

Again,—Iceland has its springs of mud as well

of water. The fluid which darts from the Gey-
rs is generally limpid, and has frequently excited

tonishment from the fact that it contains a large

lantity of silica in solution. How such a refrac-

ry substance as flint could be dissolved, and then

ecipitated on the simple cooling of the liquid,

IS considered a kind of chemical puzzle. It is,

wever, well ascertained from the experiments of

'. Fuchs, M. Kuhlman, and — Ransome, on the

oduotion of water-glass, that if silica is fused

th potash or soda, under certain circumstances,

will readily dissolve in boiling water, or if flint

exposed to the action of a strong solution of

iher alkali in a boiler, under high pressure, it

regoes its right to be regarded as the emblem of

iduracy.

From Dr. Black's analysis of the water of the

reat Greyscr,* it will be seen that silica is the

rgest mineral ingredient, and that soda exists in

mndance both in a free and a wedded condi-

)n. When, however, the fluid cools, the flinty

atter is deposited in the basins and channels,

bere it forms incrustations which are generally

mpared to cauliflower-heads of exquisite beauty.

)t only stones but twigs, grass, mosses, and other

licate objects receive such a coating that they

jpear to have been perfectly fossilized.

In some cases the fluid of these wells is still more
ngularly charged. What does the reader say to

;s of soda-water ? Such there are in various

irts of the island, but one of the most celebrated

at a spot about two miles to the north of Rou-
melr. The liquid there occupies two cavities in

e ground, and is kept in a state of constant ex-

tement by the bubbles of carbonic acid which are

ways ascending. Frisky and pungent, it is tol-

ably agreeable, and from the stimulant powers
' the gas, the place is known as the 01 Kilda, or

le Ale Well.

Frequently, however, as already stated, mud is

18 only liquor in which a spring will deal. And

*He found that a gallon contained 31.58 grains of si-

a, 5.5G of soda, 14.42 of muriate of soda, 8.57 of sul-

late of soda, and 2.80 of alumina.

some of these mud springs profess to a little busi

ness as Geysers. Very clumsily and uncouthly,
without doubt ; for how can we expect a thick
pasty fluid to shoot aloft in graceful columns, or to

fall in light, elegant spray? jS'ear the sulphur
banks of Krisuvik, for example, there is a preten-

tious spring of this description, which Pliny Miles

describes as "an enormous kettle, ten feet across,

sunk down into the earth, and filled within six feet

of the top with hot boiling liquid. There it kept
boiling and spouting, jets rising from its pudding-
like surface ten and fifteen feet, and is kept con-

stantly going." It was into a vile caldron like this

that a horse once fell, and was never seen or heard
of again. Still more striking are the mud springs

in the neighbourhood of Mount Krabla, in the

north-eastern corner of the island. Dr. Hender-
son suddenly came upon the brink of a precipice,

where he perceived below him a row of large cal-

drons, twelve in number, which were splashing,

iug, and thundering in such a hideous manner
that he stood for a quarter of an hour as if petri-

fied. The boldest strokes of fiction, the strongest

flights of imagination, could not, in his opinion,

describe half the horrors of that fearful spot.

There are places, too, where pure steam is enjit-

fed instead of water or mud. Amongst other cu-

riosities of this kind, near Krisuvik a torrent of

vapour, twenty feet in length, gushes out of the

rock in a slanting direction, witli a roar which may
be compared to that of some monster locomotive

when retiring from the toils of the day. Seen by
— Miles in 1852, and collated with the description

given by Sir G. Mackenzie in 1810, this jet did

not appear to have changed its physiognomy in the

'east, though for two-and-forty years it had proba-

bly been playing without intermission. At llvera-

vellir (famous for its thermal springs) there is a

'rcular mound about four feet in height, from

which a current of steam " escapes with a noise

louder than that of the most tremendous cataract,"

and with a force i-o great, that stones thrown into

the aperture are shot out to a considerable height,

as if fired from a mortar. The natives call it with

ju.-tice the Roaring Jlount.

Scarcely less striking than the boiling springs

are the sulphur mines of Iceland. There are

places where you seem to have literally strayed

into a region of fire and brimstone. The most

celebrated of these spots is a mountain about two

or three miles from Krisuvik. T'he ascent has its

own troubles. Toiling up a slippery bank of c ay

and sulphur, almost stifled by the exhalations

which the wind probably sweeps full in your face,

you arrive at a great hollow, where the banks arc

ered with a fine yellow crust or powder. The
ground is pierced with holes through which steam

and smoke are constantly ascending. To walk

over this treacherous surface is a task of consider-

able peril, for if the coating gives way the travel-

ler's feet may sink deep into the hot clay or scald-

ing mud. — Bright suffered much pain from an

accident of this description, and Dr. Hooker

plunged up to his knees in a half-liquid mass of

sulphur and clay, and was only saved from further

immersion by throwing himself upon the ground,

and stretching out his arms over firmer .soil. In
the basin of this valley lies the great caldron al-

ready mentioned, which is filled with blue mud
always on the boil, and always emitting a thick
noisome vapour. Hot springs and steam jets

abound in the mountain. The place, indeed, is

prolific in horrors. " What between the roaring
of this caldron," says Commander Forbes, though
not in the choicest language, "the hissing of the
steam jets, the stink of tbe sulphur, the clouds of
vapour, the luridness of the atmosphere, the wild-
ness of the glen, and the heat of the soil increas-

ing tangibly at every inch, I could not help occa-
sionally glancing round to assure myself that his

Satanic majesty was not present."

Extending over a space of twenty five miles in

length (to say nothing of the soufrit^res and solfater-

ras at Namufiall, Jlount Krabla, and in other north-
ern parts of the country), it will be seen that Iceland
pos.sesses in this region one treasure of very salable

importance. Living as we do in a world whore a
mixture of saltpetre, charcoal and brimstone is

the grand specific for all political diseases (coupled
with copious bleeding), sulphur must of course
take high rank among the necessaries of human
existence. Talk of dispensing with it altogether;

Certainly not ! How could we carry on the busi-

ness of the globe for a single year without the
help of Schwartz's potent and persuasive com-
pound? Surely, then, there is no probability that

our stock of these ingredients will ever run out?
Many a good Briton, moved by patriotism and
fine grandfatherly feeling, becomes quite uneasy
when he asks himself whether our coal may not

possibly be exhausted in the course of a few genera-

tions, and whether the day may not arrive in which
no steam-engine can be kept in fuel except at a

ruinous price. But imagine the horror of a man
like the first Napoleon, or of any other owner of

a fire eating army, were he told that, in a few
years, the supply of nitre or brimstone might
wholly cease. VVMiat groans that individual would
utter !—what wailing there would be amongst his

troops! Would not the poor planet, in their opin-

ion, become quite bankrupt in glory? With our

rifles all unloaded, and our cannon virtually spiked,

should we have any more history worth narrating?

It is difficult to believe. But let no hero despair.

The military mind would make itself quite com-
fortable on this point could it survey the vast de-

posits at Krisuvik, and observe how the precious

exhalations stream from the ground, as if there

were a boundless magazine beneath. There is

enough brimstone at this spot alone to fight filty

thousand battles. Such, indeed, are the sulphur-

ous resources of Iceland, that it could supply all

the armies of Europe, and enable them to take

every town in the world if they liked.

Now considering the commercial value of this

mineral, it is surprising that the mines have been
so languidly worked. The difficulty of transport,

and the want of enterprise on the part of the na-

tives, may, indeed, explain their indiS'erence; hut

the Danes, who know more of the merits of gun-
powder, might have been expected to turn the sub-

stance to lucrative account. A French traveller,
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M. Kobert, not long ago called tbo attention of hia

countrymen to the subject, and binted that it would

be well to keep these valuable localities out of the

bands of the British, lest they should furnish us

with one of the great munitions of war. But, alas

for poor M. Robert, Commander Forbes, inform

us that an Englishman, — Busbby, has already

purcliased the sulphurous sublimations of the south

ern district, and obtained the refusal of those ii

the north.
(To becontinned.)

Robert Barehj's Preposition XV.

Concerning Salutations and Recreations^ ^-c.

Seeing the cbief end of all religion is to redeem

men from the spirit and vain conversation of this

world, and to lead into inward communion with

God, before whom if we fear always we are ac^

counted happy; therefore all the vain customs and

habits thereof, both in word and deed, are to be

rejected and forsaken by those who come to thi:

fear; such as taking off the hat to a man, the bow-

ings and cringings of the body, and such other salu-

tations of that kind, with all the foolish and super-

stitious formalities attending them ;
all which mar

bath invented in his degenerate state, to feed his

pride in the vain pomp and glory of this world

as also the uuprofitable plays, frivolous recreations,

sportings, and gamings, which are invented to p;

away the precious time, and divert the mind from

the witness of God in the heart, and from the liv

ino- sense of bis fear, and from that evangelical

Spirit wherewith Christians ought to be leavened

and which leads into sobriety, gravity, and godly

fear ; in which as we abide, the blessing of the Lord

is felt to attend us in those actions in which we are

necessarily engaged, in order to the taking care for

the sustenance of the outward man.

§ I. Having hitherto treated of the principles of

religion, both relating to doctrine and worship, 1

am now to speak of some practices which have t

the product of these principles, in those witnesses

whom God hath raised up in this day to testify for

bis truth. It will not a little commend them, I

suppose, in the judgment of sober and judicious men,

that taking them generally, even by the confession

of their adversaries, they are found to be free of

those abominations which abound among other pro-

fessors, such as are swearing, drunkenness, whore-

dom, riotousness, &c., and that generally the very

coming among this people doth naturally work such

a change, so that many vicious and prolane persons

have been known, by coming to this truth, to be-

come sober and virtuous : and many light, vain,

and wanton ones to become grave and serious, as

our adversaries dare not deny :* Yet that they may
not want something to detract us for, cease not to

accuse us for those things, which, when found

amoniT themselves, they highly commend ; thus our

gravity they call sullcnness ; our seriousness, me-

lancholy ; our silence, sottishness. Such as have

been vicious and profane among them, but by com-

inf to us have left off those evils, lest they should

commend the truth of our profession, they say, that

whereas they were profane before, they are become

worse, in being hypocritical and spiritually proud.

If any before dissolute and profane among them,

by coming to the truth with us, become frugal and

* After this manner the P.ipists used to disapprove

the sobriety of the Waldenses, of whom lleinerus, a Pop-

ish author, so writeth :
" But tliis sect of the Leonists

hath a great show of truth
;
for that they live righteously

liefore men, and believe all things well of God, and all

the articles which are contained in the Creed ; only they

blaspheme and hate the church of Uome."

diligent, then they will charge them with covetous-

ness : and if any eminent among them for serious-

ness, piety, and discoveries of God, come unto us,

then they will say, they were always subject to

melancholy and to enthusiasm : though before,

when among them, it was esteemed neither melan
cboly nor enthusiasm in an evil sense, but Christian

gravity and divine revelation. Our boldness and

Christian suffering they call obstinacy and per-

tinacy ; though half as much, if among themselves,

they would account Christian courage and nobility.

And though thus by their envy they strive to read

all relating to us backwards, counting those things

vices in us, which in themselves they would extol

as virtues, yet hath the strength of truth extorted

this confession often from them, That we are gen

er.ally a pure and clean people, as to the outward
conversation.

But this, they say, is but in policy to commend
our heresy.

But such policy it is, say I, as Christ and b:

apostles made use of, and all good Christians ought

to do; yea, so far hath truth prevailed by the

purity of its followers, that if one that is called a

Quaker do but that which is common among them,

as to laugh and be wanton, speak at large, and
keep not his word punctually, or be overtaken with

hastiness or anger, they presently say, Oh, this is

against your profession I As if indeed so to do

were very consistent with theirs ; wherein though
they speak the truth, yet they give away their cause.

But if they can find any under our name in any of

those evils common among themselves, (as who cau
imagine but among so many thousands there will

be some chaff, since of twelve apostles one was found

to be a devil,) oh, how will they insult, and make
more noise of the escape of one Quaker, than of

hundred among themselves

!

§ II. But there are some singular things, which
most of all our adversaries plead for the lawfulnei

of, and allow themselves in, as no ways inconsistent

with the Christian religion, which we have found to

be no ways lawful unto us, and have been com
manded of the Lord to lay them aside; though thi

doing thereof hath occasioned no small sufferings

and buffetings, and bath procured us much hatred

and malice from the world. And because the na-

ture of these things is such, that they do upon the

very sight distinguish us, and make us known, so

that we cannot hide ourselves from any, without

proving unfaithful to our testimony ; our trials and
exercises have herethrough proved the more nume-
rous and diiEcult, as will after appear. These I

have laboured briefly to comprehend in this pro-

position ; but they may more largely be exhibited

"n these six following propositions.

I. That it is not lawful to give to men such flat-

tering titles, as Your Holiness, Your Majesty, Your
Eminency, Your Excellency, Your Grace, Y'our

Lordship, Your Honor, &c., nor use those flatter-

ing words, commonly called YCompliiyicnts.']

II. That it is not lawful for Christians to kneel,

or prostrate themselves to any man, or to bow the

body, or to uncover the bead to them.

III. That it is not lawful for Christians to use

superfluities in apparel, as are of no use save for

ornament and vanity.

IV. That it is not lawful to use games, sports,

plays, nor among other things comedies among
Christians, under the notion of recreations, which do
not agree with Christian silence, gravity, and sobri-

ety : for laughing, sporting, gaming, mocking, jest-

vain talking, ka., is not Christian liberty, nor

harmless mirth.

V. That it is not lawful for Christians to swear

at all under the gospel, not only not vainly, and in

their common discourse, which was also forbidden

under the Mosaical law, but even not in judgmei
before the magistrate.

VI. That it is not lawful for Christians to resi

evil, or to war or fight in any case.

Before I enter upon a particular disquisition i

these things, I shall first premise some general coi

siderations, to prevent all mistakes ; and next ad

some general considerations, which equally respe.

all of them. I would not have any judge, thi

hereby we intend to destroy the mutual relatic

that either is betwixt prince and people, master an

servants, parents and children ; nay, not at all

we shall evidence, that our principle in these thinj

hath no such tendency, and that these natural r
lations are rather better established, than any wa_'

hurt by it. Next, let not any judge, that fro:

our opinion in these things, any necessity of leve

ling will follow, or that all men must have tbinj:

in common. Our principle leaves every man i

enjoy that peaceably, which either his own industr;

or his parents, have purchased to him ; only he
thereby instructed to use it aright, both for his on
good, and that of his brethren; and all to the gloi

of God : in which also his acts are to be voluntar

and no ways constrained. And further, we say nr

hereby, that no man may use the creation more <

less than another : for we know, that as it hal

pleased God to dispense it diversely, giving

some more, and some less, so they may use it ai

cordingly. The several conditions, under whic
men are diversely stated, together with their cduoi

tious answering thereunto, do sufficiently show this

the servant is not the same way educated as tl

master; nor the tenant as the landlord ; north
rich as the poor; nor the prince as the peasan
Now, though it be not lawful for any, however grei

abundance they may have, or whatever their edv

cation may be, to use that which is merely supei

fluous
;
yet seeing their education has accustome

them thereto, and their capacity enables them
to do, wiihout being profuse or extravagant, the

may use things better in their kind, than sue

whose education hath neither accustomed them t r

such things, nor their capacity will reach to coir n

pass them. For it is beyond question, that what i

ever thing the creation affords is for the use of mai
and the moderate use of them is lawful

;
yet, pe

accidens, they may be unlawful to some, and nc

to others. As for instance, be that by reason c

his estate and education bath been used to ea

flesh and drink wine, and to be clothed with th

finest wool, if his estate will bear it, and he use i

neither in superfluity, nor immoderately, he ma
do it ; and perhaps, if he should apply himself t

feed, or be clothed as are the peasants, it might pre

judioe the health of his body, and nothing advanc
his soul. But if a man, whose estate and educa
tion had accustomed him to both coarser food

raiment, should stretch himself beyond what he had
vere used to, to the manifest prejudice of hi

family and children, no doubt it would be unlawfu
to him, even so to eat or be clothed as another, ii

m it is lawful ; for that the other may be

much mortified, and have denied himself as mucl
in coming down to that, which this aspires to, as he

in willing to be like him, aspires beyond what hi

either is able, or hath accustomed to do. The saf

place then is, for such as have fullness, to watcl
^,

' themselves, that they use it moderately,

rescind all superfluities
; being willing as far as the;

^
can, to helj) the need of those to whom Providenci

hath allotted a smaller allowance. Let the brothe;

of high degree rejoice, in that he is abased ; am
such as God calls in a low degree, be content will

their condition, not envying those brethren wh(
|,

' ave greater abundance, knowing they have re

ceived abundance, as to the inward man; which

i
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ihiefly to be regarded. And therefore beware of

uch a tetnptatiou. as to use their calling as an en-

;ine to be richer, knowing, they have this advan-
age beyond the rich and noble that are called, that

truth doth not any ways abase them, nay,

lot in the esteem of the world, as it doth in the

ither ; but that they are rather exalted thereby

D that as to the inward and spiritual fellowship of

he saints, they become the brethren and comp,

Dns of the greatest and richest ; and in this respect,

et him of low degree rejoice that he is exalted.

These things premised, I would seriously pro-

ose unto all such, as clioose to be Christians in-

ced, and that in nature, and not in name only,

hether it were not desirable, and would not greatly

ontribute to the commendation of Christianity, and
) the increase of the life and virtue of Christ, if

II superfluous titles of honor, profuseness and pro-

igalityin meat and apparel, gaming, sporting, and
laying, were laid aside and forborne 1 And
hether such as lay them aside, in so doing, walk
otmore like the disciples of Christ and his apostles,

nd are therein nearer their example, than such as

them ? Whether the laying them aside would
inder any from being good Christians ? Or if

hristians might not be better without them, than

"th them ? Certainly the sober and serious among
II sorts will say. Yea. Then surely such as lay

lem aside, as reckoning them unsuitable for Chris-

are not to be blamed, but rather commended
)r so doing : because that in principle and prae-

they effectually advance that, which others

cknowledge were desirable, but can never make
fifectual, so long as they allow the use of them as

wful. And tied hath made it manifest in this

ge, that by discovering the evil of such things, and
jading his witnesses out of them, and to testify

gainst them, he hath produced effectually in many
hat mortification and abstraction from the love and
ares of this world, who daily are conversing in tbi

rorld (but inwardly redeemed out of it) both ii

wedlock, and in their lawful employments, which
ras judged could only be obtained by such as were

hut up in cloisters and monasteries. Thus much
1 general.

j

CTo becontinnodj

For " Thii Friond."

I Prices of Flour since 1796.—A published state-

ment of the average prices of flour, in the Fifth

Donth, for the last sixty-six years, shows that the

)rioe has fluctuated from 84.00 to §14.25 per

)arrel. There were seven years in which the

)rice was §10 and upwards, viz: 1818, .§10.00;

811, .310.25; 1855, 810.75; 1801, 811.50;
805,811.75; 1796,814.00; 1817,814.25. In
ixteen years, out of the sixty-six, the price fell

lelow 85.00, viz: in 1821, it was 84.00; 1853,
14.18; 1852,84.20; 1826,84.25; 1851,84.26;
846,84.31; 1843, §4.33; 1853, 84.44; 1845,
>4.45; 1844,84.47; 1820,84.62; 1840,84.62;
828,84,75; 1849, 84.68; 1841, 84.86; 1830,
14.75. There have been thirteen years in which
he price ranged from 85.00 to 86.00, and only

ifteen years during the whole period in which the

irice exceeded 88.00 per barrel.

A safe and quiet habitation.—By humility and
jwlinessof mind, many temptations are avoided, and
ncumbrances escaped. It is a safe and quiet ha-

itation, into which the devil cannot enter, and his

mlssaries view the dwelling with derison, and turn

rom it in contempt. So the heavenly guest has
Liore free admittance, and uninterrupted abode;
nd the bread eaten in secret adnlini^ters invisible,

ut efl'ectual support.

—

Richard ShucLkton.

How delightful the society and influence of the

odly man, who to brotherly kindness adds charity!

Mclcorology,

CCnntimio.l fium pagi. 350.)

" A writer in the United Service Journal gives

another example of the use of the barometer in pro

phesying the weather. 'In October, 1820, whilst

standing for Marseilles, the atmosphere was so very

transparent as in itself to be of a suspicious cha

acter, but that the peculiar beauty of the romantic

hills before us, the glorious sun above, and the

glistening ocean around, lulled apprehen.sion. At
about three o'clock in the afternoon the lieutenant

of the watch entered the cabin with ' Sir, a light

breeze is springing up, shall we set top-gallant

studding-sails?' 1 had that moment looked at the

barometer, and finding it had suddenly fallen three-

tenths of an inch, with a surface extremely concave,

replied, 'No, turn the hands up, shorten sail, and
we'll get the top-gallant masts on deck.' This an-

swer surprised him, but all my oiEcers were well

acquainted with the reliance I placed on my men-
tor, both from experience and reason ; and although

there was no discernible appearance of a gale when
we commenced reefing, we had scarcely got the

hip under reduced canvas, before a gust rushed so

furiously upon us, that had we made sail, instead of

shortening it, the masts must have gone, as the least

possible accident.'

Prognostics of the weather are drawn not from

the barometer merely, but from the appearance of

the sun, the moon, the stars, from the twilight, the

clouds, the mists, the rainbow, the winds, from

looming, from the vegetable, animal, and even tb(

anic kingdoms. Thompson relates that Chi-

minello constructed a hygrometer with the barrel

of a quill, and that the extreme sensibility of bird

to hygrometric changes has been ascribed to the

expansion and contraction of their quills, under the

influence of moisture. He also states that in thi

Polish mines of Viclizka, near Cracow, a large

block of rock-salt, called Lot's wife, indicates to

the miners the hygrometric condition of the atmos-

phere above.
" The Foreign Quarterly Review, in a learned

article upon Calendars and Almanacs, gives the fol-

lowing remarkable anecdote illustrating our subject

:

—
' Quatremar Disjonval, a Frenchman by birth,

was adjutant-general in Holland, and took an ac-

tive part on the side of the Dutch patriots when they

revolted against the Stadtholder. On the arrival

of the Prussian army, under the Duke of Bruns-

wick, he was immediately taken, tried, and, having

been condemned to twenty-five years' imprison-

ment, was incarcerated in a dungeon at Utrecht,

where he remained eight years. Spiders, which

are the constant, and frequently the sole companions

of the unhappy inmates of such places, were almost

the only living objects which Di-jonval saw in the

prison of Utrecht. .Partly to beguile the tedious

monotony of his life, and partly from a taste which

he had imbibed for natural history, he began to

seek employment, and eventually found amusement
in watching the habits and movements of his tiny

fellow-prisoners. He soon remarked that certain

actions of the spiders were intimately connected

with approaching changes in the weather. A vio-

lent pain on one side of his head, to which he was

ubjeet at such times, had first drawn his attention

to the connection between such changes and corres-

ponding movements among the spiders. For in-

stance, he remarked that those spiders, which spun

'arge web in a wheel-like form, invariably with-

drew from bis cell when he bad his bad headache
;

nd that these two signs, namely, the pain in his

head and the disappearauceofthespiders, were as in-

variably followed by very severe weather. So often

headache attacked him, so regularly did the

spiders disappear, and then rain and northeast

winds prevailed for several days. As the spiders

began to show themselves again in their webs, and
display their usual activity, so did his pain gradu-
ally leave him until he got well, and the fine

weather returned.
" 'Further observations confirmed him in believ-

ing these spiders to be in the highest degree sensi-

tive of approaching changes in the atmosphere, and
that their retirement and reappearance, their weav-
ing and general habits, were so intimately connected
with changes in the weather,—that he concluded
they were of all things best fitted to give accurate
intimation when severe weather might be expected.
lu short, Disjonval pursued these inquiries and ob-
servations with so much industry and intelligence,

that, by remarking the habits of his spiders, he was
at length enabled to prognosticate the approach of
severe weather, from ten to fourteen days before it

set in, which is proved by the following fact, which
to his release.

' When the troops of the French Republic over-

ran Holland, in the winter of 1794, and kept push-
forward over the ice, a sudden and unexpected

thaw in the early part of the month of December
threatened the destruction of the whole army unless
it was instantly withdrawn. The French generals
were thinking seriously of accepting a sum offered

by the Dutch and withdrawing their troops, when
Disjonval, who hoped that the success of the repub-
ican army might lead to his release, used every
exertion, and at length succeeded in getting a let-

ter conveyed to the French general in January,
1795, in which he pledged himself, from the pecu-
liar actions of the spiders, of whose movements he
was now enabled to judge with perfect accuracy,
that within fourteen days there would commence a
most severe frost, which would make the French
masters of all the rivers, and afford them sufEoient

time to complete and make sure of the conquest
they had commenced, before it should be followed

by a thaw.
" ' The commander of the French forces believed

his prognostications and persevered. The cold

weather, which Disjonval had announced, made its

appearance in twelve days, and with such intensity

that the ice over the rivers and canals became ca-
pable of bearing the heaviest artillery. On the
28th of January, 1795, the French army entered
Utrecht in triumph ; and Quatremar Disjonval who
had watched the habits of his spiders with so much
intelligence and success, was, as a reward for his

ingenuity, released from prison.'
"

"Before remarkable astronomical events, as

eclipses, were predicted by exact calculations founded
on the dynamical theory of the celestial motions, they
were foretold by the ancient astronomers, from the
well-observed order of sequence according to which
they were found to succeed one another. After one
Sara, which was a period of about eighteen years,

the eclipses of the sun and moon which occurred in

that period, amounting to about seventy, were re-

peated with slight modifications. The idea of old

philosophers, that after the great year {magnns
annus), which by some was lengthened out so as

to contain 300,000 common years, the world was
rejuvenated, and all events, in the material universe
at least, were encored in the exact order in which
they had before appeared, though a mere specula-
tive generalization, suggests one important truth in

meteorology, namely, that whatever periodicity may
exist, in the movement and phases of the unstable
atmosphere, will not be speedily discovered, but

follow, if at all, from a long and careful series

of observations, from which all extravagances and
excentricitieshave been eliminated by the vast num-
ber of single cases from which the averages are de-
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rived. So far as relates to tbe materials -vrhich

have been gathered hitherto, Kaemtz adopts the

language of Sir William Herschel, that the meteor-

ologist resembles a ' man who hears now and then

a few fragments of a long history related at distant

intervals by a prosy and unmethodical narrator.

In recalling to mind what has gone before, he may
occasionally connect past with present events ; but

a host of circumstances omitted or forgotten, and

the want of connection, prevent his obtaining pos-

session of the entire story.'
"

Although numerous and extensive observations

have been recorded and collected, forming a valu-

able fund for the meteorologist, yet, " after all which

has been done, or can ytt be imagined of future

achievement, the following confession, in the words

of Humboldt, must be extorted from reluctant

science :

—

"' The meteorological j'oi lion of the descriptive

history of nature, which we are now concluding,

shows, that the processes of the absorption of

light, the liberation of heat, and the variations in

the elastic and electric tensions, and in the hygro-

metrio condition of the vast aerial ocean, are all

ultimately connected together, that each individual

meteorological process is modified by the action of

all the others. The complicated nature of these

disturbing causes (which involuntarily remind us of

those to which the near, and especially the smallest

cosmical bodies, the satellites, comets, and shooting

stars, are subjected in their courses) increases the

difficulty of giving a full explanation of those in-

volved meteorological phenomena, and likewise

limits, or wholly precludes the possibility of that

predetermination of atmospheric changes, which

would be so important for horticulture, agriculture,

and navigation, no less than for the comfort and en-

joyment of life. Those who place the value of me-
teorology in this problematic species of prediction,

rather than in the knowledge of the phenomena
themselves, are firmly convinced that this branch

of science, on account of which so many expedi-

tions to distant mountainous regions have been

undertaken, has not made any very considerable

progress for centuries past.'

" The shortcomings of meteorology, if the accom-

plishment of the science is contrasted with the

ardent aspirations of unreflecting devotees, has been
eloquently expressed by Sir David Brewster. ' In

the very atmosphere in which he lives and breathes,

and the phenomena of which he daily sees and feels,

and describes and measures, the philosopher stands

in acknowledged ignorance of the laws which govern

it. He has ascertained, indeed, its extent, its

weight, and its composition : but though he has

mastered the laws of heat and moisture, and studied

the electric agencies which influence its condi-

tion, he cannot predict or even approximate to a

prediction, whether on the morrow the sun shall

shine, or the rain fall, or the wind blow, or the

lightnings descend. ' The wind bloweth where it

listeth, and thou hearest the sound thereof, but

canst not tell whence it cometh or whither it go-

eth.' ' Never,' exclaimed Arago, ' whatever may
be the progress of the sciences, will the savant,

who is conscientious and careful of his reputation,

speculate on a prediction of the weather.' ' Quack-
ery,' observes Bory de St. Vincent, ' has too long

abused the public credulity upon this subject : for

it must be acknowledged, that these phemomena
are connected with a train of agencies whose very

existence we can never appreciate, and whose
powers are beyond oar means of calculation."

(To be continued.)

When a christian beholds a mote in his brother's

eye, he remembers the beam in his own.

For "The Friend."

Musings and Memories.

LITTLE DISHONESTIES.

How many acts are daily occurring around us,

of little dishonesties, and these exhibited in the 1

conduct of persons, who would be indignant at be-

ing charged with theft. Let me explain what I

mean, by giving some instances of conduct which
have fallen under my own observation. Reader,

]

let me put a question to thee. Hast thou in thy

possession a book, or any other thing belonging to

another, which thou borrowed long since, which
thou hast neglected to return? Thou, it may be,

often looks at it, thinks thou wilt return it some
day, art ashamed to acknowledge thou hast kept it

so long, and postponing the confession of thy fault

to another time, lets thy dishonest keeping of an-

other's property still continue. It may be, thou

owest another a small sum, and although thou at

times rememberest it, thou quiets thy conscience

with the conclusion that thou art ready to pay it

whenever thy creditor calls for it, and so it re-

mains unsettled. Thy creditor perhaps has for-

gotten it, or he may think thou certainly must re-

member it, and will, as an honest man, pay him
when convenient, and so it rests. "Whatever effect

thy remissness may have upon him, the influence

on thyi-elf is evil. Thy conscience will grow less

tender and sensitive if thou art still postponing

from time to time obedience to its requiriugs. In-

stances of this kind have often come to my know-
ledge. I have known persons who would scorn

the charge of dishonesty, through carelessness keep
books belonging to a library until a heavy fine was
due, and then taking them back, slip them secretly

in a window or other part of the room, and go
away, without speaking to the librarian about
them. This is as dishonest an act as open theft,

and there is a meanness about it, which renders it

even more despicable. Of the same class of little

thefts is the taking of pens and paper belonging to

others without leave, and appropriating them to

our own use. Nay, I may go still further, the

same spirit of taking for your own that which does
not belong to you, is manifested in the reading of

other people's letters without liberty, or even in

peeping in the ends of them to endeavour to

catch a few sentences of what may be therein.

Reader, hast thou an umbrella about thy house,

the ownership of which is not with thee, and which
might be found out with a little honest care ?

hast thou a borrowed book in thy possession which
ought long since to have been returned? Dost
thou owe rightfully fines to a library? Hast thou
been guilty of any of the small dishonesties hinted

at, or of any of the multitude of a similar kind
which may present themselves to thy thoughtful
musings ? Up, and in the strength of present con-

viction, clear thy conscience as far as thou canst,

by confession of the fault and reparation of the

injury.

I remember years ago passing along a side-walk
in this city, and seeing in the middle of the car-

riage-way a number of half dollars lying, which
some careless one had dropt without observing.

Some street cleaners had observed them also, and
grasped eagerly after them as I picked up one, and
passed on. An indescribable sense of discomfort

came over my feelings as I carried it ofi' in my
hand, and I could not place it in the pocket in

which I usually carried my own silver. I felt it

was not mine, and that as there was no likelihood

that the real owner would ever turn up, I should

have left it for the poor workmen. I tried to re-

cover my good opinion of myself, which seemed
unaccountably forfeited by my sudden action, by

wrapping it up in a piece of paper, with the detei

mination to give it to the first really needy perso

I met with. I then dropt it into my coat pocke

and believe never saw it again. It probably wa
drawn out with my handkerchief, and fell in th

street, unobserved. All temptation to make othe

use of this piece of money was thus removed, b(

from that day to this very moment in which I ai

penning these lines, I never think of the occuj

rence without an unpleasant feeling. It is a goo

rule never to do anything of which after calm ri

flection we feel ashamed. Ephraim Tomlinson,

valuable Friend, of New Jersey, on a certain occi

sion, passing through a neighbour's woods, observe

a thrifty young apple-tree, which had grown from

seed dropt there by accident. On considering ii

shapely appearance and vigorous growth, he coi

eluded to remove it to his own land. He careful!

dug it up and was conveying it home, when tb

sense of the dishonesty of the action took such hoi

upon him, that he could feel no satisfaction til

turning around, he carried it back to its nati\

spot, and replanted it there.

Reader, whether storekeeper, farmer, apprentic

the mistress of a family, or the maid of the kitche:

schoolmaster or mistress, individuals of large fo:

tune or of limited and straitened means, pondc

this circumstance ; bring the principle which
tuated Ephraim Tomlinson home to your own ai

tions ! Have all your dealings been governed b

such a nice sense of justice ? Has no one a know
or an unknown occasion to charge you with son

little act of meanness, some instance in which sel

interest, or thoughtless indifference of the rights

others has led you into the commission of th

which in the eye of the just Judge of all, may I

s dishonesty ?

WALK WITH GOD.

Come, let us walk wilh God
;

Ilis love is ever ne^ir,

To cbeer those on life's lonely road,

Who walk with Him in fear.

'Twas thus that Enoch walked.
In pure and heaveuly mood,

—

With God in inner musings talked.

And was by Him approved.

He walked with God below
;

Then through unbounded love,

He triumphed over death and woe.

And dwell with God above.

Poison in Finger Rings.—All visitors to Pari

will have noticed the shops of bric-abrac, or o\

jects of curiosity and vcitu, so numerous an

tempting in that capital. At one of these estab

lishments in the Rue St. Ilonore, a gentleman wa
engaged a short time ago, in examining an anciec

ring for sale there, when he accidentally gave hire

self a slight scratch in the hand with a sharp poit

of it. He continued talking with the dealer for

short time, when he felt an indescribable numb
ness and torpor taking possession of him, and pa

ralyzing all his faculties, and soon became so ill thi

the people in the shop hastened to call in a phys

cian. The doctor immediately declared that thi

gentleman had been poisoned by some powerfu

mineral substance, applied strong antidotes, an

and was fortunate enough to relieve the symptom
which had caused so much alarm. The ring wa
then examined by the medical man, who had sper

some time in Venice, and who found this old jew(

was what is there called a " death ring," a clas

of ornaments in frequent use in Italy during th

seventeenth century, when the habit of poisonin

was all hut universal. Attached to the part c

the ring intended to be worn inside the finger ar

two minute lion's claws, of the sharpest steel,
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ving clefts in them filled with a virulent poison.

a ball or other crowded assembly, the wearer

i
this fatal ring, wishing to exercise revenge on

;'y one present, would take the victim's hand, and
len pressing it ever so gently the sharp claw
i)uld be sure to inflict a slight scratch on the

iin, and the victim would be equally sure to be

'ad before the next morning. Notwithstanding

;s length of time which must have elapsed since

•3 poison was secreted in the ring in question, it

U still powerful enough to cause great danger,

has been seen, to the gentleman who had so un-

krily touched it.

—

Late Paper.

letter of John Barclay.

:It ia my belief, and I feel a freedom to mention

to thee, that there are or will arise, tho.se who
ill, in some sense, "build the old waste places."

live in the faith that the Truth shall spread ; and

16 number of those that are guided and governed

? the teachings of that Spirit, which leaduth into

1 truth, will be greatly multiplied. Surely there

le even now those that " are left of the captivity,"

ho "are in great afHiction and reproach;" we
ay also say, tliat, in some acceptation of the pas-

gc, " the wall of Jerusalem is broken down, and

le gates thereof are burned with fire." May I

>t also add, that there are, even in this day, those,

ao can in measure adopt a similar language with

at of Nehemiah,—" When I heard these things,

6at down and wept, and mourned certain days,

id fasted, and prayed before the God of heaven."

irely there are those that can say, " I arose in

e night, neither told I any man what my God
id put in my heart to do at Jerusalem ; then

jnt I up in the night by the brook, and viewed

e wall, and turned back ; and the rulers knew
it whither I went, or what I did ; neither had I

yet told it to the Jews, nor to the priests, nor to

e nobles, nor to the rulers, nor to the rest that

d the work." There are doubtless some that are

ady to laugh these to scorn, and to despise them;

id to say, " what is this thing that ye do?" and

judge there are those that can reply, " the God
heaven, he will prosper us : therefore we his

rvants will arise and build." To such as endea-

lur to entice the sincere-hearted, and to take them

f, by whatever specious pretence, from their

Itch and work, their unceasing concern and tra-

lil for the prosperity of the great cause ; 1 am
aarly of the mind that the reply should be, " I

n doing a great work, so that I cannot come
)wn ; why should the work cease, whilst I leave

and come down to you?"
Now the work that is wanted, as far as I have

this and some other favoured seasons had capa-

ty to see, is, a sinking down and bowing down
it lower and deeper than many of us have hitherto

ambled ourselves,—even under the government

id dominion of the holy Seed, Christ Jesus ; that

• we may, through subjection to Him, be led to

sease from our works," and to let Ilim do and

ork all things in us according to his own Divine

ill. Wherever this blessed work hath gone for-

ard with strength and beauty, wherein this con-

raining power has been fully and faithfully given

<i to, I believe a necessity has been sooner

ter felt, to make a full surrender and sacrifice

'erything, which the law written in the heart may
ill for. _
Wild Beasts in India.—Owing to the peculiai

itural features of the country, and in part, per-

ips, to the feeble and apathetic character of the

iople, who inhabit it, animals dangerous to man
ill abound in many parts of India. The govern

ment pays yearly a considerable sum for the de-

struction of wild animals, but their nuuiLers do
not seem to diminish. In 18G0, the number re-

ported killed was 2080 wolves, 350 bears, 1G3
leopards, and 35 tigers. The greatest destruction

of human life is caused by the wolves. In the

Punjaub alone, where this animal is numerous,

about one thousand children, beside a large num-
ber of grown persons, have, it is stated, been killed

by them within the last two years.

LOSSES.

Upon the white sea-sand
There sut a pilgrim band,

Telling the losses ihat their lives had known ;

While evening waned away
From breezy cliff and bay,

And the strong tides went out with weary moan

One spake, with quivering lip,

Of a fair freighted ship,

With all his household to Ihe deep gone down
;

But one had wilder woe

—

For a fair face, long ago
Lost in the darker depths of a great town.

There were who mourned their youth
With a most loving ruth

For its brave hopes and memories ever green
;

And one upon the west
Turned an eye that would not rest,

For far-off hills whereon its joy had been.

Some talked of vanished gold.

Some of proud honours told,

Some spake of friends that were their trust no mo
And one of a green grave
l^eside a foreign wave.

That made him sit so lonely on the shore.

But when their tales were done.

There spake among them one,

A stranger, seeming from all sorrow free

:

" Sad losses have ye met.

But mine is heavier yet;

For a believing heart bath gone from me."

"Alas!" these pilgrims said,

" For the living and the dead—
For fortune's cruelty, for love's sure cross.

For the wrecks of land and sea 1

But, however it came to thee.

Thine, stranger, is life's last and heaviest loss."

Francis Browh

Selected.

Like to the falling of a star,

Or as the flights of eagles are.

Or like the fresh spring's gaudy hue.

Or silver drops of morning dew.
Or like a wind that chafes the flood.

Or bubbles which on water stood

—

E'en such is man, whose borrowed light

Is straight called in, and paid to-night.

The wind blows out, the bubble dies,

The spring entombed in autumn lies.

The dew dries up, the star is shot,

The flight is past—and man forgot 1

North Pacific Whale Fisheries.—According to

a published table, it was in the year 1839, that

the Right Whale Fishery in the North Pacific

commenced, two vessels having in that year ob-

tained 2800 barrels of oil. In the year 1840,

three vessels obtained 1761 barrels. The next

year there were twenty whale ships in these wa-

ters, and the business grew rapidly until 1846, in

which year the number of ships was 293,, and the

yield 253,800 barrels. The best year's business

appears to have been that of 1852, when 275

ships obtained 337,124 barrels. Since then, the

business has been declining ; that of 1 86.0, employ,

ing only 132 vessels, and the total yield falling to

63,950 barrels.

Slighted convictions, aye trou,blesomq death-bed

companions.

llie ivay to he made a vessel of liotioitr, and
cadij devotion very ucccptaOle unto the Lord.—
Deborah Dell was born at Dradford, in Yorkshire,
and being carefully educated in the way of Truth
by her pious and faithful parents, she sought the
way of the Lord, and the knowledge of his blessed

truth, when very young, and was mercifully favour-

ed to partake of that virtue and divine goodness,
which maketh fruitful towards God, as she fre-

quently expressed herself. In her minority she
often earnestly desired that the Lord would be
pleased to enable her to come up in doing his will,

and that in all things she might be perfectly re-

signed to answer his holy mind and requirings, and
be fully given up in heart in all sincerity, and by
his grace devoted to serve and obey him, accord-
ing to the ability received. He, in mercy and
loving-kindness, heard her humble petitions, and
granted the early visitations of his love and good-
ness, in the pourings forth of his Holy Spirit, and
gradually, by the work of his own divine power, .so

prepared and sanctified her heart, that she was
made a vessel of honour. * * » #

Towards the latter part of her time, being often

infirm, she frequently rejoiced in the Lord, aud
expressed the great comlort, peace, and satisfac-

tion which she had in having devoted her youthful

days to his service, and being freely given up faith-

fully to obey his calls and holy requirings, whilst

a degree of health and strength was granted, and
she was able to undergo such service, often say-

ing an early devotion was very acceptable to God,
and the strength of youth could never be so well

and profitably employed, as in faithfully serving the

Lord in humility and sincere obedience in whatso-

ever work he in his wisdom may be pleased to

qualify them for, and call them into. For where-
soever it happened that any such lived to be at-

tended with the infirmities of old age, the comfort

and peace they would enjoy, would be abundantly

more to them than all the comforts of this life; for

she could, by living experience, say, that nothing

in this world was worthy to be compared with it.

She often earnestly desired the sense thereof miffht

lay hold of our youth, that they ;up their

inds to seek the Lord early, and devote the

strength of their time to his service, that in the

end they might be made partakers of the comfort

and peace, which was her greatest joy and real

cause of rejoicing, aud became more and more so.

as she drew near her conclusion. This I publish

for their perusal, that if by any means they might

be prevailed on, and stirred up to consider how
necessary and truly profitable it is to begin early

in that great duty recommended by the wise man,
" Remember now thy Creator in the days of thy

youth, while the evil days come not, nor the years

draw nigh when thou shalt say, I have no plea-

sure in them."

—

Frain a Memorial ofDeborah Bell.

Five New Planets.—The discovery of Asteroid

No. 66, (Maia,) on the 10th of April last, at Har-

vard College Observatory, has already been an-

nounced. On April 17th, No. 67 was discovered

at Madras, India, by W. R. Payson, lately ap-

pointed director of that Observatory. It was then

of the 11th magnitude, aud has been named Asis.

On April 29th, No. 68 was first seen by Luther,

at Bilk, Germany, and named Lato, the Greek of

Latona; an the same day. No. 69 was discovered

at Milan, by Schlapatelli, and on May 5th, No.
70, at Paris, by Goldsohmidt, and named Hcsperia.

Thus has the existence of five more asteroids been

made known in less than four weeks.

—

Ledger.

It may be presumed that no man was ever

sQoldud out of bis sins.
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For "The Friend."

A Corions Epistle.

The following curious letter, received some forty-

five years ago by a merchant in Philadelphia, fur-

nishes an interesting illustration of the diiEeulty

which foreigners must have in learning those deli-

cate shades of meaning which guide us in the

choice of the proper word, to express the particu-

lar idea present in the mind—a difficulty so great

as scarcely to be overcome, except by a long and

intimate acquaintance with the language. An ex-

ample of the kind of mistake often made, is found

in the anecdote frequently quoted of the French-

man, who, being accidentally in dangerof drowning,

and calling out for assistance, is said to have ex-

claimed, " I u-ill drown, nobody shall help me,"

—thus inverting the proper order of " will" and
"shall."

My own business frequently brings me into con-

tact with German mechanics, many of whom speak

our language but imperfectly, and the manner in

which they frame their sentences, especially in using

the smaller connecting words, is often quite amus-

ing.

In recently looking through " Sprague's visit to

European Celebrities," I met with several passages

illustrating the same subject. He says, "An emi-

nent man, with whom I was conversing, speaking

of a crime which had been committed in Switzer-

land not long before, by a Catholic priest, remark-

ed, that " He tried to steal (hide) his crime, and

that he was afterwards kunged." The celebrated

Neander, in a note inviting Sprague to dinner, ad-

ded, "It would be a great disgust to me not to give

you the occasion of making the acquaintance of

my dear friend Dr. Twesten."

But to return to the letter

—

"Calcutta, the 15th December, 1815.

"My Good Sir,—I beg leave to inform you, and

the reason of my taking the liberty of thus in-

truding on you, merely for the expectations of a

regular correspondence to be taken place between

you and myself, bordering reciprocally the infor-

mations of the markets, which will enable us to

capitulate our business in order to derive out some
advantages.

" Allow me to state you my present occupation,

that I am to be the principal manager of Ram-
dullol Day, also professioned by the different kind

of merchandizes and likewise my conduct had the

good fortune to always be employed by many
Americans, and the Commanders of the British

ships, these circumstances I have no doubt to be

related to you should you be pleased to inquire

from my American friends and at tie same time I

hope to be gratified with your kind indulgences, I

shall esteem your particular favour to honour me
with a part of your commandment at this country,

which to be faithfully executed.
" In respect the transactions of the American

Supercargoes, those that are at present in Calcut-

ta, purchasing Piece Goods, at a high price, in

consequence the scarcity of that article, but it

gives me room to believe that in the next season

who will come out for that purpose, will gain very

much, when the importations of Piece Goods will

be very plenty in the market. The enclosed Price

Current will denote you the state of this market.
" Believe mo my good Sir, your most obedient

h'ble servant,

"RUMNARAIN GhOF."

Direction of tlie Light tieccssary in temporal
as well as sjiiritual concerns.—"When the prophet
Isaiah had uttered his vision, and declared that a

time was coming wherein swords should be beaten

into plough-shares, and spears into pruning-hooks,

and that nation should not lift up sword against

nation, nor learn war any more ; he immediately

directs the minds of people to the Divine teacher,

in this remarkable language, " house of Jacob,

come ye, and let us walk in the light of the Lord,"

Isaiah ii. 5. It is necessary to wait for the direc-

tion of this light, in all temporal as well as spirit-

ual concerns; for if in any case we enter lightly

into temporal afi'airs, without feeling this Spirit ofi

truth to open our way therein, and, through the

love of this world, seek for gain by that business!

or traffic which " is not of the Father, but of thej

world," (1 John ii. 16,) we fail in our testimony to|

the purity and peace of His government ; and get

into that which is for chastisement.

—

Jokti Wool-

The bitterfruits ofself delusion contrasted ivith

tlie true •peace consequent upon the subjugation oj

the heart and will.—The secret language and as-

piration of my spirit is, Oh ! that our youth, enter-

ing the field of faith and of responsibility. Oh ! that

they may be kept from the strange disputations .of

this day. But why think it strange? Look at

the history of mankind from the fall of Adam
;

disobedience has marked every succeeding genera-

tion ; subtle device or open rebellion has drawn
aside thousands, and continues, in various ways, to

allure and deceive the children of men. The na-

tural, uncontrolled, active mind, delights in doing

something that shall appear goodly; yea, can

make sacrifices in its own will and way, and is

gratified in self-complacency, and it may be ap-

plause; yea, in external acts of religious worship.

My long life and observation, tossed and sifted as

I have been, have given me a measure of experi-

ence in the delusions of self. Oh ! how different,

how widely difi'erent, from the lowly, humble wait-

ing at the feet of Jesus, the highest Teacher, as

with our mouths in the dust; feeling our own im-

potency, our own blindness ! Here is subjugation

indeed; bearing the true cross. Ah 1 my dear, say

not in thine heart, " Who shall show us any good ?"

who shall ascend, or who shall descend, to bring

our best Teacher? Believe me, He is nigh thee;

the living Word ! writing the new covenant on the

tablet of thy heart. Believe and obey this, and

thou wilt be led gently along, as thou canst bear

it. When we are faithful in the little, the way is

made for farther manifestations of the Divine will

concerning us. Avoid speculations, and vainly

exercising thyself in things too high for thee. If

I know anything of true peace, it is in simple, child-

like obedience to the still, small voice of the good

Shepherd, who instructs the lambs and sheep of his

fold ; a stranger's voice they will not know nor

follow.

—

Mary Capper.

THE FRIEND.
SEVENTH MONTH 13, 18G1.

LONDON YEARLY MEETING.
(Continued from page 352.)

Sccond-daij afternoon.—The British Friend says,

" The next minute prepared by the conference, is

on ' Spiritual Gifts and their exercises;' the cri-

ticism upon which, being almost entirely verbal, it

was speedily adopted. The attendance of meetings

for discipline is the subject of another minute, in

which those upon whom the duty of sustaining these

meetings chiefly devolves, are encouraged to en-

deavour to make them more interesting and attrac-

tive ; such also as may be representatives, are re-

commended not to content themselves with simply

reporting their having attended, but to make thi

respective constituencies acquainted with the bn

ness which had been transacted in the meetii

which they had been deputed to attend. T|«

other minutes followed, and were agreed to—

o

on ' Private Retirement,' and the other relates

the privileges of membership by birth, which ga

general, if not entire, satisfaction, because of t

explicit statement, that, while the children of me i

bers are allowed to enjoy all the benefits of chut i'

fellowship, they are not to be esteemed of the tit

Israel until they have witnessed a being born agaj f

" The schedule of alterations was then taken \

and con.siderable progress made. First comes t 1

change in the title, which it is proposed shall

as follows : Extracts from the Minutes and Ep
ties of the Yearly Meeting of the Society of Frien

held in London, from its institution to the prese

date, 1861. Fourth edition.

" The preface to the present edition having bei f

inserted by the Meeting for Sufierings, and not be «

sanctioned by the Yearly Meeting, objection w
taken to it as not coming within the title of t

volume. Extracts from the Yearly Meeting's R
nutes and Epistles, ij-c. This prevented it bei

passed without being read, which some tboug

might be dispensed with ; it was therefore re:

and adopted, and is to precede the chapter
' Christian Discipline,' under the title of ' A H
torical Sketch of the Origin of the Discipline in t

Society of Friends.' Some omissions have be

made, and a brief addition appended, to Geor
Fox's letter to the governor of Barbadoes. T
alterations proceed regularly, taking the subjects

they stand in the present edition. Those upon t

General Advices, Appeals, and Books, were consi

ered and agreed to at this sitting. The headi

of the General Advices which directs their bei

read once a year, at the close of a meeting \

worship, again gave rise to the expression of d

approval of the practice, on the part of a f(

Friends ; but there was a very decided feeling

its favour, so that the reading of the Advices

made imperative, and not left merely permissive

some suggested."

The London Friend says, "A slight alterati

in a portion of the latter [Advices] was decided c

at the suggestion of Josiah Forster, and a pai

graph in them as to our younger members, is wit

drawn to form a new query. Under ' Appeal
an alteration in the rule empowers the committ

on an Appeal to proceed notwithstanding any
formality by either party

;
provided it be the jud

ment of four-fifths of their number that such i

formality does not afi"eet the merits of the cai

Under ' Books,' two paragraphs are omitted, a;

in their place permission is given to the Meeti

for Sufierings to print and distribute such wor
as it may deem advisable, provided that it

' clearly understood that the society is not there'

committed to everything contained in such work
This important proviso passed with scarcely a

dispute." The two paragraphs omitted are in t

"Rules of Discipline," numbered 5 and 6. T
6th says, " It is agreed that the Meeting for Si

feriugs do distribute in such manner, and to

parts of the world as they think proper, the a

proved writings of members of our Society ; ai

such other works as accord with our religio

principles, and which that meeting may think

desirable to circulate." In the 5th is a passa

which allows Friends " to reprint and distribi

works which have been approved by the morni

meeting.''

The London Friend continues, " An alter

paragraph on defrauding the government by pi

chasint; contraband goods, &c., after receiving soi
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iDtion, vfas withdrawn altogether,* it being

ught that the querj ou that head sufficiently

ifies the coneuru of the society. A slight al-

ition is made in the paragraph respecting clcc-

is, and the advice against accepting the office

magistrate, is replaced by an invitation to

ends seriously to consider the grave difficulties

ifhich such acceptance may place them."

Before the adjournment of the meeting, a Friend,

British Friend informs us, adverted to "' the

barrassed condition of North Carolina Yearly

eting, with the heavy debt of some 23,000 dol-

s upon their boarding school."

Third-day morning.—The London Friend says,

L power to purchase was added to the clause

peeling books adopted yesterday, in connection

h the Meeting for Sufferings ; a Friend men-

ning that that meeting had lately purchased

copies of S. Grellet's memoirs, for presen-

ion to public libraries, &c. A paragraph

;htly altered from that in the old edition, was

,d and adopted, on the observance of the First-

jT of the wcck.f In connexion with it, John

ase called attention to the desirableness of

ends when choosing their places of residence

isidering what opportunity they would have of

ending both meetings for worsijip ou First-day

Hanbury would have liked some allusion in the

ragraph to the keeping of that day as commc
rating our Lord's resurrection."

At this point of time, application was made to

[nit A. Kloster, of Stavanger, in Norway, to sit

h Friends assembled. He is one of those who
that country profess with Friends ; but not be-

; in membership, could not sit in the Yearly

leting without permission, which was " cordially

mted." The London Friend thus continues

lount. " A long paragraph in the present book

extracts on proceedings in cases of defamation,

s then read, and it was agreed to omit it in the

N edition. Portions of the paragraphs on music

i emigration are also to be omitted. A slight

eration in the rule respecting gravestones,

ickly a.ssented to, but a considerable discussion

»se on the question as to the power of Monthly

etings to prevent such stones being placed in

iir grounds when they were desired by the re

ives of Friends interred there. It seemed clear

it according to the proposed minute, such <

wer would be still posses.-^ed. Several speaker

laded for its continuance, but a much largei

mber were of opinion that it should terminate,

d eventually a modification of the minute

Dpted by the meeting, with a view to the latter

ult." The British Friend says, that those

(ends who wished Monthly Meetings still to have

1 power to prevent such vain monuments in tl:

;n grave-yards, " ultimately gave way, and the

graph was further altered so that any Friend

y now avail himself of the right granted by th

The paragraph first altered and then omitted alto

!r, ran thus—"As our testimony hath ever beet

. still is, against defrauding the king of any of hi

toms, duties, or excise, buying goods reiisunably

pected to be run, or doing any other thing whatso

tlie injury of the king's revenues, or of the com-

n good, or to the hurt of the fair trader; so if any

Dr persons under our name and profession shall

known to be guilty of these, or any such crimes and

nces, we do earnestly advise the respective .Monthly

itings to which such offenders belong, that they re-

hend and, if needful, testify against such offenders."

s query thought to cover the ground is this, " Are

ends clear of defrauding the king of his customs,

ies, and excise, and of using or dealing in goods sus-

ted to be run ?"

The paragraph altered was the 25th, under the head

conduct and conversation in the old book of disci-

le, and was on the proper occupation of the First-day

,'cek.

Yearly Meeting, though still as to the details, un-

der the direction of his Monthly Meeting. The
alteration suggested by the conference, was simply

How the stones to be placed beside, or over the

grave, but the uniformity every way is to be pre-

served ; that is, the stones in such burying-ground

arc all to be laid over, horizontal, or all erect.'"

The London Friend adds, " The question of inter-

ments in public cemeteries was raised, and it was

derstood that the same regulations apply to any

portions of these latter set apart for the use of

Friends, and under their control."

The British Friend says, " The wearing of

mourning and providing of new garments for fune-

rals was also advised against."

" The chapter, under the title of ' heathen names

of the days and months,' came next under review.

The proposal of the conference was, to retain only

the first paragraph, and to omit all the rest ; which

explains the reasons why Friends have refu.sed to

employ the heathen names in designating the days

of the week and the names of the month. Both

paragraphs having been read, considerable oppo-

sition was manifested to this omission
;
partly, be-

cause, in the paragraph retained, there is no rea-

son assigned for the refusal to designate the days

and mouths by their heathenish names, as well as

because it seemed a retrograde movement, and a

condemnation of the practice of our predecessors.

A number supported the recommendation of the

conference, by attempting to show the untenable

nature of the ground on which the refusal in ques-

tion was based." The London Friend furnishes

the reasons of Thomas Binns for advocating the

striking out the matter referred to from the disci-

pline. " The arguments employed in it were, he

said, quite untenable, being founded on passages

in the Old Testament, directed against idolatry,

and the application of these made in the articles

was not sanctioned by the usage of the sacred

writers themselves. The New Testament writers,

Paul especially, did not scrupulously disuse the

names and allusions connected with heathenism,

but took them as they existed, and, as it were,

christianized them. James Backhouse spoke in

support of the same view, adducing the word

Belial and Mammon—the latter used by our Lord

himself—as instances. He had, when in South

Africa, found the advantage of being able to a

peal to the common names of the days of the

week, as of lieatlien origin, when reraonstratinn

with the colonists in their treatment of the abori-

gines." Before giving the close of this discussion,

it will perhaps enable our American readers more

clearly to understand the matter, if we give the

parts which those who advocated the proposed

change, made the object of their censure.

" And we think it may be useful and expedient,

on the present occasion, to revive in your remem-

brance some of the motives which induced our an-

cient friends to forbear the appellations of thi

months and days, and to observe in their convcr

sations and writings such names as were agreeable

to scripture, and the practice of good men therein

recorded.

"The children of Israel, the people whom G
chose out of all the families of the earth to place

his name among, and to make himself known unto,

were strictly commanded, not only to abstain from

the idolatrous practices of the nations, in the midst

of whom they dwelt, but were enjoined to be cir

cumspect in all things that the Lord commanded;

and even to make no mention of the name of other

Gods, neither let it be heard out of their mouth

This injunction was not relative to any legal or ty

pical rites, external ceremonies, or institutions of

the law, peculiar to the Jewish nation, but was a

perpetual command and standing ordinance, re-

specting the honour of the (Jne Almighty Being,

the same yesterday, to-day and forever, and as

such, ought to be regarded by us, and by all the

generations of those who with the heart believe, as

well as with the tongue confess, ' that the Lord ho
is God' and that 'there is none else beside Him;'
who hath declared ' I am the Lord ; that is my

; and my glory will I not give to another,

neither my praise to graven images.' Convinced
of this great and everlasting truth, both by the

testimony of the Holy Scripture, and the manifes-

tation of that divine principle, which leads those

who are faithful to its teachings, from all that

would dishonour the name of God, either in word
or deed, our ancient friends were conscientiously

concerned to refrain from the use of those names
of months and days, which had been ascribed by
way of honour to the idols of the heathen, and in

conformity to their false worships : this concern

ted upon them from a firm persuasion, that the

glorious gospel day and time was come wherein

the Lord was fulfilling his covenant with Israel,

viz : 'I will take away the name of Baalim out of

his mouth, and they shall no more be remembered

by their name.' " After giving the origin of the

common names of the months of the year and
days of the week, they added these remarks. "In
the ages of Popish superstition, not only the use of

such heathenish names and customs was indulged,

but also other unsound and unscriptural practices

in religion were invented and introduced. For
when the profession of the Christian religion be-

came national, multitudes of the heathen priests,

whose interests lay in the performance of rites, cer-

emonies, and sacrifices, embraced prevailing Chris-

tianity, with selfish views ; and laboured early,

with too much success, to find employment for them-

selves, by imposing on the people a new set of cer-

emonies and sacrifices, bearing some resemblance

to those, which in their former state of heathenism,

they had been accustomed to. From this corrupt

source sprang the Popish sacrifice of the mass, the

celebration of which, at particular times, and on

particular occasions, gave rise to the vulgar names
of Michaelmas, Martinmas, Christmas, and the

like. Since therefore that these appellations and

names of days, months and times, are of an idol-

atrous or superstitious original, contrary to the

divine command, the practice of good and holy

men in former ages, and repugnant to the chris-

tian testimony borne by our faithful friends and

predecessors in the truth, for the sake of which

they patiently endured many revilings ; let neither

the reproach of singularity, nor the specious rea-

sonings of such as would evade the cross of Christ,

turn you aside from the simplicity of the gospel

;

nor discourage you from keeping to the language

of truth, in denominating the months and days

according to the plain and Scriptural way of ex-

pression: thereby following the example of our

worthy elders, and coming up in a noble and hon-

ourable testimony against these, and all other re-

mains of idolatry and superstition."

Having seen what was proposed to be omitted

we will return to the account given in the London

Friend. " Thomas Chalk proposed to retain about

half of the present article, which after some

hesitation was read. It evidently contained almost

all that was objected to, and of course those op-

posed to the retention of the whole, were also

averse to that of the part. T. C.'s proposal was,

however, supported by many Friends, but a far

greater number were in favour of omitting the

whole of the article ; many, probably most, of

those would have omitted the shorter paragraph

also, seeing that the groundsfor its recommcndu-
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tion had been cut away ; but tbe meeting followed

the example set by tbe conference in condescen-

sion, we believe, to tbe feelings of bigbly valued

Friends, wbo were not prepared to omit the

subject altogether, from tbe new edition." The

British Friend after stating that some were pre-

pared to have dispensed with the first paragraph,

adds, " Some of the arguments for abolishing the

entire chapter were well replied to by Josiah Fors-

ter, but with little apparent impression. At length,

on its being stated by the representatives of the

conference, that the first paragraph had been re-

commended to be retained out of condescension to

the conscientious scruples of a comparatively small

number of dissentients, the meeting agreed to that

recommendation."

The paragraph, all that is retained of more than

five quarto pages on this subject, and only that

kept in out of condescension to the conscientious

scrupks of a comjiaratively small number^ runs

thus:—
"It is the advice of this meeting that all Friends

keep to the simplicity of Truth and our ancient

testimony, in calling the months and days by scrip-

ture names, not by heathen. 1697.'"

CTo be cbntiDuod.)

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

Affairs at Washiiiffton.—the extra session of Congress

commenced on Ihe 4th inst., quorums being present in

botb houses. Thirty-nine Senators were in attendance,

aud one hundred and fifty-seven members of the House

of Kepresenlatives answered to their names, including

live from Virginia. Galusha A. Grow, of Pennsylvania,

was elected Speaker of the House at the first ballot, and

Etheridge, of Tennessee, was chosen Clerk. The Pre-

sident's message, which was laid before Congress on the

5lh inst., is perhaps the most important paper of the

kind ever sent to that body. The message begins with

a reference to the situation of aflairs at the period of the

present administration cominfr into power, and the pro-

gress which the rebellion had already made in seizing

forts, obtaining possession of public arms, withholding

public money, and other unlawful acts, in furtherance

of the design to destroy the Union. Though embar-

rassed by these acts, the President forbore to e.\ercise

any but peaceful means for the restoration of the autho-

rity of the laws, and announced there would be no con-

flict unless the Stales in rebellion were the aggressors.

The attack on fort Sumter, the preliminary history of

the events wliicli led to it, being related concisely in thi

message, commenced lliis aggression, and forced upoi

the government Ihe necessity of taking np arms in it

own defence. This issue the President regards as em
bracing the question whether a Constitutional Republii

can maintain the integrity of its own territory agains

its domestic foes, and no choice was left but to call out

the war power of the government for its own protecti(

This call has been responded to by all the free Stat

none of the States commonly called slave States, except

Delaware, gave any troops to the defence of the Union,

though a few regiments in some of them have been

raised by individual enterprise. At first the governmen
called for 73,000 men for three months, but the progres;

of the insurrection induced it to call for volunteers fo;

three years, a measure the legality of which seems to bi

doubted ; but induced by necessity, he expects Congress

to ratify it, as nothing has been done beyond its Con
tutional competency. The President instances some of

the great benefits which the national Union has conferred

upon the people of the United States, and asserts they

have as strong motives now fc.r preserving as they once

had for establishing the government of tlie Union. He
argues strongly against the doctrine of secession, and

asks Congress for four hundred thousand men, and four

hundred millions of dollars to enable the government
effectually to crush the rebellion.—The reports of the

Secretaries of the Treasury, of War, and of the Navy
are important documents, but our limited space admits

of only a brief reference to some of their statements.

The Secretary of War estimates the expense of all the

new regiments, regulars and volunteers at over $185,-

000,000 for the present year. The Secretary of the

Navv says, $.30,690,000 will be required for that branch
of the service, in addition to $13,168,000 already ap-

propriated. The Secretary of the Treasury says, that

about three hundred and twenty millions of dollars will

be required for the fiscal year ending Sixth month 30th,

1862. The duties on imports for the last quarter of the

iscal year just closed, were only §5,527,246. Some
mprovement in the revenue from that source is, how-
ver, anticipated, and the Secretary thinks changes may
be made advantageously in the present tariff. He re-

commends that a duty of 2i cents per pound be levied

on brown sugar, 3 cents per pound on clayed sugar, and
4 cents a pound on refined sugar, of five cents a pound
on coffee, of fifteen cents a pound on black tea, and

ty cents a pound on green tea. By means of these

and other changes, he thinks, the revenue may be made
reach $57,000,000. He advises that about twenty
llions should be obtained by direct taxation of real

d personal property, and a small excise duty on dis-

tilled liquors, tobacco, ale and beer, bank-notes, plea-

sure carriages, &c. It is suggested that the treasury

nay receive aid from the property of those engaged in

nsurrection, if Congress will provide for the forfeiture

of the whole or part of the estates of the offenders.

Retrenchment of the ordinary expenses is recommended,
reduction of postal expenses, the abolition of the frank-

ing privilege, and a general reduction of the salaries

wages paid by the government. After all this is

done, it will, however, in iiis opinion, be necessary to

hundred and forty millions of dollars by loan

tbe extraordinary demands of the present crisis.

He recommends that subscriptions should be opened for

I national loan of not less than $100,000,000, to be
ssued in the form of treasury notes of $50 to $5000-
ach, payable after three years, and bearing an interest

of 7 3-10 per cent. An issue of seven per cent, bonds
large amounts payable in thirty years, is proposed,
d also treasury notes of $10 and $20 each, payable

one year after date, to an amount not exceeding in the

aggregate $50,000,000. The present funded debt of the

United States is $90,867,828; at the same period last

year, it was $64,769,703.
Army Movemenls.—General Patterson's corps, consist-

ing of 16,000 men, entered Virginia on the 2d inst. They
crossed the Potomac at Williamsport, and advanced to

.Martinsburg, meeting with but slight opposition fronc

the rebels, a large body of whom were posted atHaines-
ville, eight miles from the crossing. On the approach
of the federal troops, the rebels retreated in good order,

and fell back on the main army, under Gen. Johnston,
at Winchester. Reinforcements have been sent to this

point from Manassas Junction, to enable Gen. Johnston
to maintain his ground. There was a skirmish at Haines-

ville, in which about fifty men were killed and wounded
on both sides.—The main body of the rebel forces, in

Western Virginia, have been concentrated in Barbour
county, under the command of Gen. Wise. Beside nine
thousand soldiers at the principal camp, there were also

troops at Beverly, Huttonville and other points. The
federal forces were chiefly at Philippi and Clarksburg,
at no great distance from tbe Southern army.—On the

3d inst.. Gen. Lyon, with upwards of 3000 men, left

Booneville to attack the rebels in South-western Mis-

souri.—No importaut movement has occurred in the

vicinity of Gen. Butler's command near Norfolk.—The
rebels at Manassas Junction have encumbered all the

roads and field routes between Fairfax Court-bouse and
the Junction, with heavy fallen trees, to binder the ad-
vance of tbe Northern troops.

Missouri.—The Secretary of Gov. Jackson has called

a session of the Missouri legislature to meet at Sarcoxie,

for the purpose of passing an ordinance of secession.

The rebels of western Missouri were concentrating at

that point. Great exasperation prevailed, and the re-

bels had bung Dr. Wilson, Dr. Selman and other lead-

ing friends of the Union. Gen. Lyon, who has showr
much promptitude and vigour in keeping down the se-

cessionists in Missouri, has been promoted to a Major-

Generalship.

Tennessee.—The rebels have taken possession of Cum-
berland and Wheeling gaps, in order to prevent th<

federal troops from sending assistance to the Unior
men of East Tennessee. By this movement all tbe mails

to and from East Tennessee are cut off for the present.

Arkansas.—Tbe State convention which recently ad-

journed, passed an ordinance confiscating money due,

and property belonging to citizens of the non-slavehold-

ing States. By this ordinance it is made the duty of all

persons owing such debts to report them under oath to

the auditor of public accounts. The military board b

called out 10,000 men to repel invasion of the feder

troops through Missouri. '

Virginia.—Tbe legislature of the re-organized State

met on the 2d inst., at Wheeling. Gov. Pierpont'

message which was sent to both houses, was accom
panied by a document from Washington, officially re-

cognizing the new government as the legal government
of Virginia. The message recommends an energetic

operation with the general government.

Southern Items,—The " Montgomery ConfederatioS-

says that the people of Alabama, through their coii

gressional representatives, will subscribe freely in i

towards the $50,000,000 loan. The " Augusta Coil

stitutionalist thinks it certain that the Confederat
Constitution will be defeated in Georgia. Tbe N.

^
Picayune of the 3d says that the Confederate shipt

Sumter ran the blockade a day or two previous^!

and got safe out to sea. She was manned by eigh^
'

ife men. One of the Georgia banks having deposi*
quantity of bullion in the United States mint at T'

delphia, and drawn for the value thereof, tbe

Secretary of tbe Treasury has ordered the superintend

t not to pay for it until the State of Georgia shall a<

owledge her allegiance to the Union.
Philadelphia.—HoTlaXily last week, 282. The mea

temperature of tbe Sixth month was 72.50 deg., th

lighest temperature being 89.50 deg., and the lowey
)3 deg. Tbe amount of rain for tbe month was 3.8

aches.

Boston.—On the 4tb, a terrible conflagration occurrj
n East Boston, destroying nearly one hundred
ngs, many warehouses and much properly of vario

iinds. Total loss, about $500,000.
Foreign.—Liverpool dates to Sixth mo. 27th. OSio

iespatcbes have been received at Washington, giviq

assurances that tbe English and French government
II fully respect the blockade of tbe Southern port

and also that they heartily sympathize with tbe fcden

government.
A great fire had occurred in London, the most disai ''

trous for many years. Immense piles of warehouses o

the Surrey side of London bridge, had been destroye

th their contents. The loss exceeded £2,000,0C

?rling.

Tbe population of England, according to the censi

of this year, is 20,223,746, being an increase of 2,169

76, in tbe last ten years.

The Sultan of Turkey died on tbe 25tb ult., in lift

39th year of his age. He was succeeded by bis brothe
^

AbduI-azis-Khan. Everything was quiet at Constat

tinople.

A recognition of the kingdom of Italy by Fr
been formally announced. Diplomatic relations betwee

e two nations would soon be established.

The agitation in Hungary was reported to be increai

g. Tbe funeral services at Pesth, in honour of Com
ivour, were interdicted by an order from Viei

Tbe Liverpool cotton market was firm ; breadstul

ill and declining. Red wheat, 10s. 6tZ. a 12«

12*. a 13s. 6d. per 100 pounds.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM.
Committee on Admissions.—Samuel Settle, Jr., No. 1<

N. Tenth street; Charles Ellis, No. 724 Market street

William Settle, No. 426 N. Sixth street, and No
S. Third street; John C. Allen, No. 335 S. Fifth sti

and No. 321 N. Front street ; Horatio C. Wood, No. 61

Race street, and No. 117 Chestnut street ; John M. Wh:
all. No. 1317 Filbert street, and No. 410 Race stree

Wistar Morris, No. 209 S. Third street ; Nathan Hilh

Frankford; Elliston P. Morris, Germantown, and N
805 Market street.

Visiting Managers for the month.—Nathan Hilles, Si

muel Alorris, and David Scull.

Physician and Superintendent.—Joshua H. Worthini

ton, M. D.

FRIENDS' INDIAN INSTITUTE, TUNESSASSAH.
A man and a woman Friend are wanted to aid in co

ducting this Institution. A man and his wife would I

preferred, one of whom should be qualified to teach

the school. Apply to Ebenezer Worth,
Marshalton, Chester Co., Pa.

Titos. Wistar,
Fox Chase, Philadelphia Co., Pa.

Joel Evans,
Oakdale P. 0., Delaware Co., Pa.

Philad., Second mo. 5th, 1861.

DiEu, on the 2d of Sixth month last, at his late res

dence, Germantown, Penna.,- Richard Williams,

seventy-fourth year of bis age; for many yei

esteemed member of the Northern District Month
.Meeting of Philadelphia. Though suddenly remo

from works to rewards, bis friends have the consol

belief that through watchfulness and prayer, bav

constantly in view the uncertainty of life, be was pr

pared for the final change, and that through the me
cies of a holy Redeemer, who had been bis suppc

through a long and checkered life, he was permitted

join the spirits of the just made perfect.
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Iceland.
CContiuucd from page 351.)

lut, in speaking of Iceland, it is necessary to

k of Hekla. This mountain is the Hamlet of

island, and must, on no account, be omitted

1 any survey of its pbysicial phenomena. Ou
ground of stature it can make no great pro-

ions, as it is only about 5,700 feet in height;

in regard to personal appearance, travellers

3times feel unable (o conceal their vexation at

fant of majesty. But its northern position, its

anic vivacity, and the peculiarity of its erup-

L have combined to bring it into sinister re-

Planted at a distance of about thirty miles

the southern coast, it forms a hill twenty

s in circumference at the base, and is crowned

three blackened peaks, which are sometimes

ted, sometimes covered with snow.

reach these is a task of difficulty. From
rcholt, the Chamouni of the mountain, to the

init, is about seven miles, of which nearly

may be performed on pony-back. At first,

canter very pleasantly through green patches

asture; then, threading a narrow gorge, yi

a great, silent, secluded amphitheatre, which

s, according to tradition, a gateway to the re-

1 of perdition ; for it is beneath this volcano

Hela (Death) torments the spirits of the lost;

bere, time after time (if the peasantry may be

:ved,) she has been seen driving the souls of

3ead, particularly after some bloody battle h

fought. Next, passing over a long slope of

anic sand, you dismount from the ponies, which

[celanders tie head to tail, so as to form a
"

t;ircle, and then address yourself to the real

ships of the ascent. Sometimes scraujbliug

the hard, sharp lava, which cuts the hands ot

s like a knife; sometimes trudging, ankle deep,

ugh the fine black sand and loose ashes:

times struggling over the slag, which slip:

beneath the foot at every step, you reach the

;r, which was scooped out of the mountain

ag the eruptions of 184-5-6. As seen by Pliny

s, its aspect was worthy of the grim goddess

is rrputed to haunt the volcano :

—

What a terrible chasm! Indeed, it seemed

bell itself,— fire and brimstone literally—dark

ng smoke, yellow sulphur, and red cinders ap

pcaring on every side of it. The crater was fun-

nel shaped, about one hundred and fifty feet deep,

;ind about the same distance across at the top.

This was one of four craters where the fire burst

out in 1845. After the eruption they had caved

ind remained as wo now saw them. In a row
above this one, extending towards the top of the

mountain, were three other craters, all similar in

ippearauco. Our progress now was one rf great

langer. At our left was the north side of the

mountain; and for a long distance it was a per-

pendicular wall, dropping off more than a thousand

feet below us. A large stone thrown over never

sent back an echo. The craters were on our right,

nd between these and the precipice on our left we
threaded a narrow ridge of sand not wider than a

common foot-path. A more awful scene, or a more
dangerous place, I hope never to be in. Had it

not been for my long staff, I never could have pro-

ceeded. The dangers and terrors of the scene

were greatly increased by the clouds and cold wind

that came up on our left, and the smoke and sul-

phurous stench that rose from the craters on our

right. One moment we were in danger of falling

the perpendicular side of the mountain on

the one hand, and the next of being swallowed up

the burning crater on the other. Our path was
eeedingly steep, and for nearly a quarter of a

mile we pursued it with slow and cautious steps.

Old Nero saw the danger, and set up a dismal

howl. A few moments alter he slipped, and was

near falling into the fiery pit. In five minutes an

aal or a man would have been baked to a cin-

der. Pursuing our way by the four craters, our

path widened, and half an hour more brought us

to the top of the mountain. Our purpose was ac-

complished—we stood on the summit of Mount
Hekla."

The view from this elevation is undoubtedly one

of the most remarkable on the face of the globe.

Such a mixture of beauty and desolation is not,

perhaps, to be witnessed from any other mountain-

top. Painted before you, as in a colossal panorama,

lie green valleys threaded by silvery streams

—

plains speckled with peaceful lakes—slopes cov-

ered with purple heather—snatches of dark-look-

ing shrubberry which represent the forests of the

land—to the south, the rippling ocean, from whose

bosom the tall cliffs of the Westmann Isles rise

perpendicularly to a height of two thousand feet;

whilst to the north, the eye wanders over an ex-

panse of volcanic cones, smoking craters, domes of

ice, fields of snow, hideous tracts of lava, streams

of stones which once flowed like rivers— in fact,

over a region so withered and shattered that it

looks the picture of a " chaos in creation." It is

here, indeed, that the giants of frost and the spirits

of fire seemed to have joined battle, and fought like

the Berserkers of old, until exhausted by fury

they laid themselves down to rest for a season,

their weapons still in hand, and wrath, inextin

guishable wrath, yet raging in their hearts.

The eruptions of this volcano have been chroni

clcd since 1004 (a.d.) Twenty-four black-letter

years appear in its calendar. There have 1

intervals of seventy-four, seventy-six, and seventy-

seven years between its paroxysms; but few Icc-

nders who attained the ordinary term of life could
expect to do so without hearing more than onco
that the terrible mountain was in labour. In 1300
the annalists assert that Hekla was rent in its

gony from top to bottom—yes, down to its very
centre, they say; but the awful gash, now marked
by a deep ravine, was partially healed by the col-

pse of the rock and the falling in of stony mas-
s. During the convulsions of 1766, Sir Joseph

Banks states that ashes were carried to a distance

of one hundred and eighty miles, that the cattle in

he neighbourhood wore either choked by the

noisome vapours or starved for want of food, and
hat when the stouiachs of some were opened,
hey were discovered to be full of volcanic dust.

Besides Hekla, however, there are many burning
mountains in this island, and some of them have
played a still more mischievous part. From Kra-
bla a stream of molten rock was ejected between
the years 1724 and 1730, and rushed into the lake
Myvatn, where it killed the fish, dried up the

waters, and continued to burn with a blue flame
for .several days. But there is no eruption so

darkly renowned in Icelandic history as that of

Skaptar Yokul in 1783. Skaptar is a mountain
in the south-eastern quarter of the island, or rather

a part of a cluster of mountains which seem
to lay their heads together to bear up a huge
snowy field apparently inaccessible to human foot.

From an account published by Chief-Justice Ste-

phenson, who was sent by the Danish sovereign, to

liold an inquest, as it were, over the disaster (though

his narrative has been charged with some exaggera-

tion), it appears that throughout the syssei, or

county in which this Yokul is situate, the ground
was seized with shivering-fits on the 1st of June,

which increased in intensity from day to day, and
seemed to forbode some hideous convulsion. On
the 8th, pillars of smoke were seen to shoot up
amongst the hills, and speedily formed a great

black bank in the air, from which sand and ashes

fell so profusely, that at Sida the light was quite

obscured, and the ground in the neigbourhood cov-

ered to the depth of an inch. Terrible were the

subterranean noises which were then heard. The
sounds were like the thunder of meeting cataracts.

The inhabitants loft their houses in affright, and
pitched their tents in the open fields. On the 10th,

jots of firo were observed amongst the peaks to the

north, and then a torrent of glowing lava burst

from the volcano. Hushing in a south-east direction,

it approached the river Skaptar, and dashed into

its bed. Imagine the conflict which ensued between

the two streams! The struggle was fearful, but,

hissing in his death-throes, the river god at last

succumbed. In less than four-and-twenty hours

that rapid torrent, swollen as it was, had ceased to

exi.st. Its place was taken by the fiery invader.

The lava not only rapidly filled the gorge through

which the river ran, though in some places the

banks were nearly six hundred feet high and two
hundred wide, but flooded the adjoining lands,

and at Aa swallowed up pastures and houses with

merciless voracity. Sweeping along the channel

of the stream with awful impetuosity, the molten
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matter issued from amongst the hills, and seemed

as if it would deluge the ivhole plain of Medal-

land.

Fortunately, a great lake, or, as some say, an

unfathomed chasm in the river, lay across its path.

Into this it poured with a horrible noise for seve-

ral days in succession ; but when this reservoir

was filled to the brim, the burning flood resumed

its progress, and dividing into various currents,

burned up a number of farms and woods as it ran

its mad but magnificent race. Now and then it

spread over certain ancient lava tracts, and pene-

trating every fissure and cavern, produced the

strangest effects ; sometimes driving out the air

through the chinks with a horrible whistle, some-

times melting and firing the old dcpo•^it3, and not

unfrequently blowing up the crust and hurling

great masses of rock to a considerable height.

Huge blocks of stone, torn from their site and

heated till they became red-hot, were seen floating

in the stream. The water which eame down from

the fountains of the Skaptar, and from the melt

ing snows, was intercepted on reaching the lava

and, boiling, overflowed many pastures and wood-

lands which the molten deluge had spared
"

aides the river, numerous brooks and streams were

dammed up by the torrents of lava, and man}

farms and buildings were consequently submerged

At Skal the people had seen the fiery tide approach,

and waited breathlessly to learn whether it would

be necessary to flee. To their great relief, it pass-

ed at a short distance; but on the 21st of June,

the rivulets, which were distended by rain

denied their usual outlet, attacked the church and

village, and next morning the steaming waters were

surging with violence over the drowned hamlet

In its attempts to reach Skal, the lava ascended

the slope of the hill to some distance, rolling up its

covering of moss as if it were a large piece of cloth

folded by human hands. Numerous eruptions from

the volcano, between the ISth of June and the

13th of July, fed the fire-streams with new mate-

rial, and as the older effusions were now becoming

stiflfer and more consolidated, the fresher currents

were seen rolling above them, until in tome places

the lava attained a thickness of six hundred feet.

The Stapafoss waterfall on the Skaptar river was

dried up ; but the molten matter came down in its

stead, and swept over the precipice in a splendid

cataract of fire, filling up the enormous cavity at

its base before it proceeded on its deadly way. At

the commencement of August, the lava, which had

now choked up the Skaptar river, and swamped

the neighbouring grounds, struck ofi' to the north-

east, and poured into the Ilversfliot— a stream

almost equal in size and nearly parallel in course.

Great was the consternation of the people who

lived on its lower banks to see it begin to fume, to

find it grow excessively hot, and then to observe it

disappear altogether. What could they expect?

They knew what had happened in the adjoining

district, and gloomily awaited the appearance of

the enemy. Down he came. Heralded by light-

nings and thunders, signalled by pillars of tire and

smoke in the distance, he dashed furiously along

the bed of the river, streaming over its banks, and

then, Laving reached the open country, spread his

glowing waves across the plain to the distance of

four miles within the sp;ice of a single evening.

Continuing to flow until the end of August, the

invader licked up some farms, drove the inhabit-

ants from others, and spread devastation wherever

he appeared. For several years afterwards the

vapour still arose from particular spots, as if the

fury of the intruder were even then unsatiated.

It was not until February, 1784, after ejecting a

prodigious (luaiitily of lava from its eutrails, greater.

perhaps, than ever issued from volcano before, that

the mountain returned to its ordinary condition.

tTo btt contiuueJ.)

Musings and Memories.

A EIGHT TOINKINO MAN.

I have read somewhere, that ortliodoxij is our

own doxy, and heterodoxy, the doxy of those who

differ from us in judgment. This is a true de-

finition, as it is to be found written in the mental

dictionaries of most men, women and children.

Our own view of what is truth, of course, more

or less, controls our judgment of the opinions we

hear expressed, and actions we perceive accom-

plished. Self-interest is generally in some shapt

or other actuating us in our praise or condemua

tion of those around us. If we know them to

uphold some favourite doctrine and policy of ours

if we feel that we have benefited pecuniarily or

otherwise, through their personal kindnesses, reli

gious movements, or political practices, we almost

unavoidably feel disposed to magnify their virtue

and diminish their frailties whilst giving an esti-

mate of their characters. Old Mose, a female

cake baker and confectioner of Hanipstead, Eng-

land, in rendering her reason for judging an indi-

vidual to he a right thinking man, very honestly

acknowledges the influence of selfish motives in

prompting her favourable judgment. She had long

been tlie confectioner of the town, but a person

from London had entered into competition with

her, and many of her customers led ofi' by the fine

appearance of the new shop, and deeming it more

genteel, perhaps, to patronize the new comer, had

deserted the simple, old fashioned Mose. This

conduct gave great trouble to the plain, substan-

tial cake baker, who perhaps trembled lest she

should not have enough business left to enable her

to make both ends meet. The noted writer, Joanna

Baillie, who patronized the old woman, calling on

her one day to order a cake for supper, found her

in great distress, because of the death of Chief Jus-

tice Tindal. " Oh," said the mournful woman,
" What a loss 1 what a heavy loss to his country !

for Justice Tindal was a right thinking man."

Joanna quietly replied, " He was indeed an ex-

cellent man, but I don't quite understand what you

mean by a right thinking man." " Just a right

thinking man," returned her neighbour Mose,

man that took up with no new fangled notions,

always ordered his mince 2>ie^ here at Christmas."

Many a man has been highly praised for no

better reason than because he had his mince pics

made by the eulogizer. It is true. Chief Justice

Tindal was a man of note, and no doubt had his

praises uttered by many a legal brother, for le;

ed decisions displaying a clear knowledge of the

intricacies, as well as the noble principles of law;

but the cake baker knew nothing about such kind

of things. What was the upholding the Consti-

tution of England to her, in comparison with the

keeping up with reputation her old established con-

fectionery shop ? IIow could any right thinking

person in Hanipstead have holiday pies, sweet

cakes, hot mufiins, or even candies for their child-

ren, which had not been compounded after the

true orthodox manner at her shop ?

Well, if we were all fairly to examine our opi

nions of those around us, I doubt not but that

many of them would be found to have a very

trifling foundation ; not a whit more substantia'

than cake making Mo.se's judgment of Tindal

Individuals for whom we had great esteem, and on

whose judgment we have set a high value, often-

times sink very low in our view, and even become

objects of our suspicion, merely from a sentiment

differing from our own, having been expressed

them on a point which we have had very much
heart. Few persons in our religious Society,

have attentively and with serious thoughtful

considered what has been going on around th

during the past few years, without bavin,

abundant evidence of the facility with which sob

people change their opinion respecting the prom

nent persons on the field of action. We hai

heard an individual express a total want of cffl

fidence in another, because of some expressioii

unguardedly uttered it may be, at any rate not-

accordance with the opinion of the condemner, an

in a very short time thereafter, have listened
!

the late fault-finder declaring with great satisfS

tion that they never would doubt that person agai

The great change of judgment in his favour, ha

ing been all brought about, by his h

matter of some importance, coincided in judg'

with his late oppOser. Our estimate of the

raeter of those around us, ought to be formed w
so much care, as that it would not be very ma
rially shaken by an inadvertent expression, whi

may not be in accordance with the general curre

of their actions.

H

Liberian Cotton.—We have examined a snu

lot of cotton grown upon the farm of Samuel

Gr. Sharp, in Bassa county, Liberia. It is v

clean and white, of good staple and strength,

experienced manufacturer of this city pronouni

it " an excellent article—equal to good Georgia

Florida cotton." One of our oldest cotton brob

says such cotton would sell here at seventeen

per pound readily. S. H. G. Sharp emigra

few years since from Haddonfield, N. J., and as

is believed that he has no practical acquaintaj

with the cultivation of cotton, the sample before

is probably produced from the native African se^

and without much, if any, culture or attenti

Africa will soon yield a vast supply of cotfc

That already grown is reported to be of longer a

firmer staple, more like our Sea Island cotton, tb

any raised in India. Every year sees an incre

of arrivals in English ports of West African cott

Ten years ago but 235 pounds were shipped
;

18.59, the quantity exported was 700,000 pouD ',

The plant is perennial, and consequently the

hour and expense of replanting are saved. Ls

can be procured almost for nothing, and an abi

dance of free labour can be had, not exceeding

half the interest per annum upon the average c

of a field hand at the south. Competent and

piring persons of African blood have, in west(

Africa, a field for the untrammelled employm

of their powers. They can also there developi

sentiment of negro nationality, looking to the c

lization of their ancestral continent. The comn:

cial importance of this movement should not

overlooked, as affording a profitable market

our cotton gins, agricultural implements and i

nufactories. Let us bind Liberia to Amerieap

ties of generous sympathy. It appeals strongly
j,

philanthropy and to christian feeling, for its i

cess effectually annihilates the slave trade, :

proves the wedge for the christianizing of Afi

by native agencies.

—

Ledger.

Learninc gives us a fuller conviction of th

perfections of our nature; which, one would thi

might dispose us to modesty : for the more a r

knows, the more he discovers his ignorance.

Thou must hold communion with God, or

soul will die. Thou must walk with God, or Ss

will walk with thee. Thou must grow in gracip

thou wilt lose it.
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" The Futare Supply of Collon,

The following is a summary of what lias bi

iomplisbcd during the past year by the efforts

the Association :

Europe.

Turkey.—In European Turkey, through the in-

3nco of Her Majesty's consuls, many of the ua-

8 cultivators have commenced the cultivation of

ton; but little progress has been made, owing to

! existing oppressive system of taxation and of-

al exactions.

Greece.—The Home Minister of Greece has,

ring the past year, introduced the cultivation of

aerican cotton, from seed sent out by this Asso-

tion, into the departments of Argolide, Argos,

uplis, Attica, Livadia, Thebes, Eubuie, Scopelos,

alcis, Ageon, Sleron, Caristion, Distion, Erpso-

Caristeon, Achaie, Patras, Laconic, Gythion,

msee, Boion, Epidaurus, Monombatia.

Oyjjrus.—In the Island of Cyprus an effort is

ng made for the cultivation of cotton upon an

ite of 80,000 acres of land. A merchant has

t out machinery, at considerable cost, for the

ining and packing of cotton, the produce of a

je quantity of seed supplied to him by the com-

tee.

Asia Minor.—Within the last few weeks Sir

cdonald Stephenson, engaged upon the railway

p in progress from Smyrna into the great Val-

of the Meander, has tendered his services to

committee, by the distribution of seed among
farmers of Asia Minor stating that " the re-

rccs of the country are almost inexhaustible."

Africa.

Egypt.—A report is now in the press, and will

rtly be published by the committee, giving the

;in, progress and present extent of cotton culti-

ron in Egypt, with many valuable suggestions

;o the means by which the committee may pro-

be an increase of growth in that fertile country,

M its present annual average of 100,000 bales

1,000,000 of bales. Funds for this purpose

1 be required, and the committee have every

'fidence that their efforts in this quarter will be

lously seconded by the trade.

^ru?iis.—The progress of the experiments which

[e two years since begun in Tunis have been

'brtunately checked ; but the committee has

b assured that His Highness the Bey of Tunis

esolved that no means shall be left untried to

per his territory a source of cotton supply.

!ly impressed with the great advantages which

e accrued to Egypt from cotton agriculture, he

imated with a disposition to give the utmost

ouragement to its introduction among his own
pie.

ladcira.—In the Island of Madeira, and at

ania, one of the Bijonga Islands, containing

DO inhabitants, cotton is being grown.

'iitrra Leone.—At Sierra Leone, an English

ler is commencing the cultivation, and an intel-

nt native merchant is introducing cotton gins,

cleaning the native cotton, which he will pur-

se and send to England.

Vierbro.—Her Majesty's Consul of the Sherbro

nty, lying to the south of Sierra Leone, and

1 an English merchant at Sherbro, are now cn-

;d in making arrangements for the export of

native African cotton which may be purchased

e in large quantities.

jiberia.—The President of Liberia is taking

It interest in the introduction of cotton cultiva-

among the free coloured population of his re-

lic. An agent has been sent through the coun-

try calling the attention of the people to the value
of cotton as an export. Prizes, consisting of mo-
ney, medals and cotton gins, have been offered.

One farmer has cleared fifty acres for cultivation,

and a number of others have also various quanti-

ties of land employed in growing cotton. An an-

nual fair is held, at which the products of the

country are exliibited and prizes awarded. The
committee hope that merchants and others will

second these laudable efforts by sending out orders
for the purchase of all the cotton which the people
of Liberia can raise. Encouragement in their first

efforts is needed to create a permanent export cot-

ton trade.

The Gold Coast.—No part of Africa offers a

finer opening than this splendid region. The Gold
Coast is under Briti.sh rule. The governor of the

colony is deeply interested in the promotion of the

growth of cotton, and has promised to aid the ef-

forts of the committee to the utmost of his power.

Two agricultural societies have been formed, one

in the eastern district at Cape Coast Castle, and a

branch in the western district at Accra. An ar-

rangement has been made with the natives by the

government for the payment of the poll-tax in cot-

ton. The Agricultural Society at Accra, in con-

junction with a Lancashire firm, are purchasing

this cotton at -^d. per lb., in the seed, and after-

wards cleaning and packing it for shipment. ' Many
tons of cotton have been thus accumulated, and

several shipments which have reached Liverpool

have been sold at 7d. to 7^d. per lb. An agent

has been sent into the interior to advise the people

to extend their cultivation, and there is now no

doubt that, with the co-operation of the colonial

government, an extensive export trade in cotton

will spring up. The agent who was sent into the

interior reported that in one district alone 70,000

people were already engaged in growing, spinning

and weaving cotton. The whole line of the west-

ern coast of Africa is studded with towns, many
of them containing 100,000 inhabitants, in which

regular cotton marts are established, and from

which unlimited supplies may be obtained. There

are many millions of Africans whose labour may,

in this way, be actively employed in the service of

the cotton trade, and among whom manufactures

would find an inexhaustible market.

Elmina, Benin, Old Calabar and the Came-
roons.—At all these places the committee are in

communication with traders or missionaries who

have been furnished with cotton gins, seed or other

assistance in aid of their first efforts.

LagoSj Abbeokuta.—From Lagos the bulk of

the present African supplies are obtained; several

traders have here entered more largely into tlie

trade, and a considerable amount of machinery for

cleaning and packing cotton has been sent out dur-

ing the past year. During the twelve months pre-

ceding March, 1859, 1,800 bales were imported

from the west coast of Africa into London and

Liverpool; the greater part of which was imported

into London. From March, 1859, to March, 18G0,

nearly 1,600 bales have been imported into Liver-

pool alone, and 1,847 bales into London. From

the West Coast the exports have therefore risen

from 1,800 bales, in 1858-9, to 3,447 bales in

1859-60, or nearly one hundred per cent, in twelve

months.

A treaty has been negotiated with the chiefs of

Abbeokuta, by an exploring expedition connected

with the African Civilization Society of New York,

for the allotment of lands to be devoted to cotton

cultivation, by a colony of free colored people from

the United States. 'They will commence with a

farm of 500 acres. A company is in course of

formation to assist this movement—one gentleman

In London offering to take Xi.OOO worth of shares.

This project opens a new feature, by the introduc-

tion of Africans, trained to the sy.item of cottou

cultivation in the United States, and may ultimate-

ly exercise immense influence upon the destinies of

tlie native population as a means for the suppres-

sion of the .slave trade.

Tlie River Niger.—The committee have had
their attention directed to the importance of en-

couraging the establishment of trading stations

along the banks of this river. They have memo-
rialized Her Majesty's government on the subject

of giving effectual protection to traders. A cotton

trade is about to be established at Onitsha, under
the auspices of an industrial institution in London.
Sample bales of cottou have been received from
Onitsha and from Ilabba, valued from 6d. to 8d.

per lb.; and it is afiirmed by Dr. Baikic and Lieut.

Glover, of the Niger expedition, and also by
McGregor Laird, of the African Steamship Com-
pany, that immense quantities of this cotton may
be bought in the seed at -^d. per lb., or at 2d. to

3d., ready cleaned. The committee feel justified in

asserting that great progress has already been

made along the entire west coast of Africa, in ex-

tending and giving permanence to the cotton cul-

ture and export of these extensive regions.

Angola.—This country situated more to the

southwest of Africa, possesses great natural ad-

vantages for a large export cotton trade. It is

under Portuguese government; but it has been
found, from the import of twenty-six bales by a

firm who are members of this Association, who
made a trial shipment, that at present the means
of communication with this country are two infre-

quent and costly to render it profitable. The Por-

tuguese are, however, likely to import considerable

supplies from this quarter into Lisbon for their own
consumption, and they are making efforts in this

direction. This will again relieve the Liverpool

market to a certain extent from the demand for

Portuguese consumption.

Natal.—The government of Natal has during

the past year ordered a considerable supply of seed

for distribution among the Zulus under British rule

;

and steps have been taken to arrange the payment
of the hut tax in cotton. Numerous farmers have

begun to grow cotton from seed sent by this Asso-

ciation, and one proprietor has cultivated cotton on

a fair scale. A sample bale sent by him was sold

on his behalf by the committee, worth 9d. per lb.

In one of his letters he reports that he had already

100,000 lbs. of cotton on hand, which he was pre-

paring for shipment to England. The committee

are of opinion that Natal offers eminent advanta-

ges as a cotton-growing country, and they are de-

sirous of doing all in their power to aid in their

development.

CajK Colony.—The Grahamstown Agricultural

Society have applied to the committee for cotton

', which is now being sent out. They state that

" Wheat is ill-adapted for growth in this colony,

ig liable to attacks of rust. This year the

crops have been destroyed by that disease. Many
farmers are hence looking out anxiously for some

less precarious method of employing their capital

and skill, and cotton seems of all other tilings the

most promising. Some years ago cotton was tried

ivith excellent res>dt<, but an irruption of the Kaf-

firs put an end to the attempt."

The discoveries of Dr. Livingstone have prompt-

ed a movement, in conjunction with the Oxford and

Cambridge Mission, ibr establishing a European
colony in the valley of the Shire, a branch of the

River Zambezi. An industrial department con-

nected with this mission will send out agricultural

plemcnts with machinery suited for cotton culti-
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vation, cleaning and packing, and there is every

reason to hope that great results will accrue from
this movement, providing the experiment is judi-

ciously and energetically carried out. Lyons Mc-
Leod, Esq., lately Her Majesty's consul at Mo-
zambique, leports that he has seen cotton abun-
dantly grown at Inhambane, and numerous other

parts of the East Coast of Africa, as far north as

Mozambique.
(To be continued.)

Jobn Barclay.

The following memorandum is without date.

" We are placed here on earth only for a sea-

son ; like travellers at an inn, we are permitted to

take shelter for a night in this frail habitation : it

is a strange place, and has but temporary and
middling accommodations ; and all the comfort it

aifords, is far inferior to the abundance, which we
expect will be dealt to us in our Father's mansion,

our heavenly home. None of those numerous ob-

jects which we see around, rightly belong to us;

they are not our property, strictly speaking ; but

are lent to us for the supply of our necessities, for

our comfort, for the right enjoyment of them. 1

have often wished that this view of life might occa-

sionally occupy our minds. Lot us consider what
would be some of the consequences of taking such

a view of life, as I have ventured to point out.

Let U3 see what ought properly to follow, from the

establishment of such a principle as this, that the

earth we inhabit is not our rest, that we are but
pilgrims and wanderers upon the face of it, that

none of those things which our senses can perceive,

are our own ; but that we are only for a time

permitted the use of them. IIow could we, with

this principle in sight, abuse those innumerable
blessings, which the great Giver of every good and
perfect gift, has been pleased to bestow ; how could

we do otherwise than apply all those natural things,

which are in mercy provided for us, to the pur-

poses for which they were intended. Then, among
many other good cifects, there would be no sei

and degrading obedience to custom and fashion

;

but such simplicity in our way of living, such
denial of whatever is superfluous, expensive, use-

less, or productive of injury to the mind, as is now
scarcely thought of or understood."

sound forth notes of faith,

lid woe, and want and death,

Sjieaking full-voiced of heave

MUSINGS IN VIEW OF THE ATLANTIC OCEAN.

The breakers' distant roar

With soothing mellowed voice,

Steals softly from the shore,

And bids m}' sonl rejoice.

Not with exulting thrills

Of rapture, wildly bright,

But the deep peace which fills

With thankful calm delight.

Sea-birds with tuneless throats,

Flash by on rapid wing,
Whilst loud accordant notes
For them the billows sing.

Mute are sweet warblings found,
Where voice of surge is high.

Yet, 'mid its power of sound.
Is heard the sea-birds' cry.

They utter calls of joy,
Whilst breasting breeze and wave,

And loving voice emj)loy
When billows loudly rave.

No lengthened song to swell,

Wild ocean notes above;
But clear glad sounds to tell.

Of active life and love.

Oh, ocean ! how I love

To gaze upon thy face
;

Howe'er thy waters move.
They speak of power and grace.

The notes thy waves impart.

Which evermore they raise.

Like love in ransomed heart,

Breathe ceaseless peace and praise

I watch each billow rise,

To break and rise once more.
Still onward till it dies

In beauty on the shore.

They type life's fleeting day
;

My eyes are filled with tears,

As loved ones jiast away.
Come back from parted years.

Children once by my side,

A fair and precious band.
Thrown wave-like from life's tide,

To break on death's cold strand.

Though lapsed from loving sight,

Not lost are they to me,
I know them swelling bright,

On Life's eternal sea.

I sorrow not for them,
Safe gathered in their youth.

White-robed, with diadem
Of spotless grace and truth.

Now thoughts of parents come,
Whose full day's work was done,

When mercy led them home
With crowns of victory on.

I saw their lives of love,

Closed by sweet deaths of peace.
And know their joy above.

In life and love
"

Thus thankful thoughts arise,

E'en from the ocean wave,
With soft, sweet memories.
Of loved beyond the grave.

God in his works I trace.

They power and wisdom prove.
With the all-crowning grace.
Supreme all-gathering love.

Billows! whose white caps raise,

And break on yonder shore,
Ye give me voice of praise.

Ye bid me God adore.

Clap ! clap your hands ye waves,
Shout ye to God above

;

Let every wind that raves
Proclaim his sovereign love.

Where'er the sea and earth.

Is arched with starry skies,

From all his works sent forth.

Let Hallelujahs rise.

Had we but hearts to know.
E'en to our senses dim.

Would come in ceaseless flow.

Thanksgiving's glory Hymn.

A Comhinatio7i against Tobacco.—An anti
tobacco organization is now forming throughout
Prance, and the men that give tone to society there
belong to it, such as physicians, lawyers, savans,
state councillors, &c., all resolved to wage un^
ceasing warfare on that enemy to the health and
pocket of man. If these reformers curtail its con-
sumption, the result will be felt in the public re-

venue of France, for the annual income from the
government monopoly of tobacco amounts to nearly
840,000,000.

David's pen never wrote more sweetly than
when dipped in the ink of affliction.

For "The Friend

The Why—Butter was Harilcncd vrillioBt lee.

In view of the almost absolute want of the pr;

tice of considering the reason why? that previ

amongst many young persons,—and of the neglc

in too many instances, of teachers to instil a sp;

of inquiry into the minds of their pupils, it is !

much to be wondered at that the editor of "1
Friend" should have doubted, as it appears he d

the ability of many boarding-school girls to so

in a month the query, (about cooling butter.)

must be acknowledged that the business and dut

to which most young women are accustomed in i

household at home, are not greatly calculated

develop the powers of their minds; and this n:

serve as an excuse for the small show of philo

phical reasoning to be observed in the sex, ui

direct education has brought it to light. That >

partment, therefore, of the duties of teachers h

ing in view the awakening of the dormant fac

ties, and applying them to solutions of the ordin;

phenomena of nature, cannot be too carefully ii

patiently studied. And in connexion I woi

suggest, as (he product of much experience, that

method of presenting directly to the view and .

servation of young persons many of the operatii

of business, such as the various arts, trades, mai

factures, mining, &c., present, is an efficient me;

of calling up inquiries, such as why I what k
&c. At the same time, such occasions afford

vourable opportunity for the intelligent teacher

challenge an investigation of the processes a

principles involved in the art or business um
observation ; or it may be needful he should t;

a leading part in the investigation himself. Tea-

ing should not be the art of explaining the boo .

so much as cultivating by observation and inqu

a knowledge of the workings of nature's laws

the outward visible world, and also in world

mind. T. C
Some of my pupils have offered the enclo:

solution of the butler question^ which with the

marks above, are submitted.

To the Editor of " The Friend."—YisL^xug :

ticed a question in thy last number, in regard

which a doubt was expressed whether any of i

boarding-school girls could answer it in a month
with great respect for the judgment of the editor

we venture to offer the following simple, exte

porary solution, in which at least a dozen of

fellow pupils concur.

If water is thrown over unglazed earthenwa

it, being very porous, will imbibe a portion, wl

evaporating, will carry off the heat from the

within it, and its mouth being under water,

outer air is excluded, and as- the water evapora

from the pores it steals away the heat from

confined air, and then from the butter, which gr

hai-d in consequence.

West Grove B. S., Seventh mo. 8lh, 18G1.

A Tekgrapliic Feat.—The President's mess:

to Oflngress at the opening of the extra sessi

which was lianded in at the Washington ofl

of the J^merican Telegraph Company at 2 o'cli

and twenty minutes P. M., was transmitted

telegraph, and the whole, amounting to sixty-th

hundred words, placed in the bands of the age

of the Associated Press at New York, Philadelp

and Baltimore, at 3 30 p. m., thus consuming i

" our and ten minutes in it^ transmission. Thiijlj

the greatest feat of telegraphing on record. |||,

Wealth is a rank soil, in which, unless careful

anaged, the weeds will quickly spring up, ov jll

top the plants and choke the grain.
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J Stlecti'd.

i| fiobeit Barclay's Proposition XV.

iljl (Contiuued from page 3j5.)

M§ in. As to the first we affirm positively, that

!:j is not lawful for Christians either to give or re-

ive these titles of honour, as Your Holiness, Your
ajesty. Your Excellency, Your Eminency, &c.

Eirst, Because these titles are no part of that

)edience which is due to magistrates or superiors
;

ither doth the giving them add to or diminish

cm that subjection we owe to them, which con-

sts in obeying their just and lawful commands, not

titles and designations.

Secondly, We find not that in the scripture any
ich titles arc used, either under the law or the

)3pel : but that in the speaking to kings, princes,

: nobles, they used only a simple compellation, as,

I
King! and that without any further designation,

ive perhaps the name of the person, as, U King
grippa, kc.

Thirdly, It lays a necessity upon Christians most

equently to lie ; because the persons obtaining

less titles, either by election or hereditarily, may
equently be found to have nothing really in them
eserving them, or answering to them ; as some to

hom it is said. Your Excellency, having nothing

P excellency in them; and he who is called Your
race, appears to be an enemy to grace ; and he

ho is called Your Honour, is known to be base

ad ignoble. I wonder what law of man, or what

atent ought to oblige me to make a lie, in calling

ood evil ; and evil good? I wonder what law of

lan can secure me, in so doing, from the just

idgmeut of God, that will make me account for

very idle word ? And to lie is something more,

urely Christians should be ashamed that such

iws, manifestly crossing the law of God. should

e among them.

If it bo said, we ought in charity to suppose that

bey have these virtues, because the king has be-

towed those titles upon them, or that they are de-

jended of such as deserve them

;

I answer, Charity destroys not knowledge : I am
ot obliged by charity, either to believe or speak a

ie. Now it is apparent, and cannot be denied by
,ny, but that those virtues are not in many of the

lersons expressed by the titles they bear ; neither

fill they allow to speak so to such, in whom these

irtues are, unless they be so dignified by outward

irinccs. So that such as are truly virtuous, must

lot be styled by their virtues, because not privi-

eged by the princes of this world ; and such as

lave them not, must be so called, because they have

ibtaiued a patent so to be : and all this is done by

hose, who pretended to be his followers, that eom-

Qanded his disciples, not to be called of men Mas-

er; and told them, such could not believe, as re-

ceived honour one from another, and sought not the

lonour which couieth from God only. This is so

ilain, to such as will indeed be Christians, that it

leeds no consequence.

Fourthly, As to those titles of Holiness, Emi-

lency, and Exellency, used among the Papists to

be Pope and Cardinals, &c., and Grace, Lordship,

ind Worship, used to the Clergy among the Pro-

estants, it is a most blasphemous usurpation. For

f they use Holiness and Grace, because these things

lught to be in a Pope, or in a Bishop, how come

hey to usurp that peculiarly to themselves ?

Dught not holiness and grace to be in every Chris-

ian? And so every Christian should say. Your
loliness, and Your Grace, one to another. Next,

low can they in reason claim any more titles, than

vero practised and received by the apostles and

irimitive Christians, whose successors they pretend

hey are, and as whose successors (and no other-

vise) themselves, I judge, will confess any honour
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they seek is due to them ? Now if they neither

sought, received, nor admitted such honour nor
titles, how came these by them ? If they say they
did, let them prove it if they can : we find no sueh
thing in the scriptures. The Christians speak to

the apostles without any such denomination, neither

saying, if it please Your Grace, Your Holiness,

Your Lordship, nor Your Worship ; they arc nei-

ther called My Lord Peter, nor My Lord Paul
;

nor yet Master Peter, nor Master Paul ; nor Doc-
tor Peter, nor Doctor Paul ; but singly Peter and
Paul

;
and that not only in the scripture, but for

some hundreds of years after : so that this appears
to be a manifest fruit of the apostacy. For if these

titles arise either from the ofiice or worth of the

persons, it will not be denied, but the apostles de-

served them better than any now that call for them.

But the case is plain, the apostles had the holiness,

the excellency, the grace ; and because they were
holy, excellent, and gracious, they neither used, nor

admitted of sueh titles; but these having neither

holiness, excellency, nor grace, will needs be so

called, to satisfy their ambitious and ostentatious

minds, which is a manifest token of their hypo-
crisy.

Fifthly, As to that title of Majesty, usually as-

cribed to princes, we do not find it given to any such

in the holy scripture ; but that it is specially and
peculiarly ascribed unto God, as 1 Chron. xxix. 11.

Job, xxsvii. 22
; Psal. xxi. 5, and xxix. 4, and

xlv. 3, and cxiii. 1, and cxvi. 6 ; Isa. ii. 10, and
xxiv. 14, and xjvi. 10; Ileb. i. 3 : 2 Pet. i. 16

;

and many more places. Hence saith Jude, ver. 2.5,

to the only wise God our Saviour, be glory and
majesty, &c., not to men. We find in scripture the

proud king Nebuchadnezzar assuming this title to

himself, Dan. iv. 30, who at that time received a

sufiicient reproof, by a sudden judgment which came
upon him. Therefore in all the compellations used

to princes in the Old Testament, it is not to be

found, nor yet in the New. Paul was very civil to

Agrippa, yet he gives him no such title : neither

was this title used among Christians in the primi-

tive times. Hence the Ecclesiastical History of the

Reformation of France, relating to the speech of

the Lord Kochefort, at the assembly of the estates

of France, held under Charles the Ninth, in the

year 1560, saith, that this harangue was well re-

marked, in that he used not the word [Majesty]

invented by flatterers of late years. And yet this

author minded not how his master Calvin used this

flattering title to Francis the First, King of France

;

and not only so, but calls him Most Christian King,

in the epistle to his Institutions ; though by his daily

persecuting of the reformers, it was apparent, he

was far from being such, even in Calvin's own es-

teem. Surely the complying with such vain titles,

imposed and introduced by antichrist, greatly

tended to stain the reformation, and to render it

defective in many things.

Lastly, All these titles and styles of honour are

to be rejected by Christians, because they are to

seek the honour that conies from above, and not the

honour that is from below : but these honours are

not that honour that comes from above, but are

from below. For we know well enough what in^

dustry, and what pains men are at to get these

things, and what part it is that seeks after them,

to wit, the proud, insolent, haughty, aspiring mind.

For judge, is it the meek and innocent Spirit of

Christ that covets that honour ? Is it that Spirit

that must be of no reputation in this world, that

has its conversation in heaven, that comes to have

fellowship with the sons of God ? Is it that Spirit,

I say, that loves that honour, that seeks after that

honour, that pleads for the upholding of that hon-

our, that frets, and rages, and fumes, when it is de-

nied that honour ? Or is it not rather the lordly
insulting spirit of Lucifer, the prince of this world,
he that of old afi'eeted and sought after this honour,
and loved not to abide in the submissive low place '!

And so all his children are possessed with the same
ambitious proud mind, seeking and coveting titles

of honour, which indeed belong not to them. For
let us examine,* who they are that are honourable
indeed! Is it not the righteous man? Is it not
the holy man? Is it not the humble-hearted man,
the incek spirited man ? And are not such those
that ought to be honoured among Christians? Now
of these, may there not be poor Men, Labourers,
silly Fishermen ? And if so, how comes it that the
titles of honour are not bestowed upon such? But
who are they that generally receive and look for

this honour ? Are they not the rich ones, such as

have abundance of the earth, as be like the rich

glutton, such as are proud and ambitious, such as

are oppressors of the poor, such as swell with lust

and vanity, and all superfluity of naughtiness, who
are the very abomination and plague of the na-
tions ? Are not these they that are accounted hon-
ourable, that require and receive the titles of hon-
our, proud liamans? Now whether is this the

honour that comes from God, or the honour froui

below ? Doth God honour such as daily dishonour
him, and disobey him ? And if this be not the

honour that comes from God, but the honour of

this world, which the children of this world give and
receive one from another; how can the children of

God, such as are Christians indeed, give or receive

that honour among themselves, without coming
under the reproof of Christ, who saith, that such

as do cannot believe? But further, if we respect the

cause that most frequently procures to men these

titles of honour, there is not one of a thousand that

shall be found to be, because of any Christian vir-

tue ; but rather for things to be discommended
among Christians : as by the favour of princes,

procured by flattering, and often by worse means.

Yea, the most frequent, and accounted among men
the most honourable, is fighting, or some great mar-

tial exploit, which can add nothing to a Christian's

worth : since, sure it is, it were desirable thero

were no fightings among Christians at all ; and in

so far as there are, it shows they are not right

Christians. And James tells us, that fighting pro-

coeds from the lusts. So that it were fitter for

Christians, by the Sword of God's Spirit, to fight

against their lusts, than by the prevalency of their

lusts to destroy one another. Whatever honour

any might have attained of old under the Law this

way, we find under the Gospel Christians com-
mended for sufl'cring, not for fighting; neither did

any of Christ's disciples, save one, ofl'er outward

violence by the sword, in cutting off Maicus's ear
;

for which he received no title of honour, but a just

reproof. Finally, if we look either to the nature

of this honour, the cause of it, the ways it is con-

veyed, the terms in which it is delivered, it cannot

bo used by such as desire to be Christians in good
earnest.

The Crop of Maple Sugar— Sorghum.-^
Hunt's Merchant's Magazine estimates the crop

of maple sugar for the current year at 23,000

tons. The trees are tapped in February to obtain

the product, and the process is usually completed

by the end of March. An intelligent judgment

Hicrom, in liis epistle ^o Celi^nt, admonislietli lier,

tli.ii !.' V. i^ I:, !, |.i. III ;! J 10 none for her nobility, for

tlir I I;
: ; :iii not of ri'Spcct of persons ;

iirii .med because of their oiit-

\v;ii I r.iili: hiii, ii,ii :i: iinliiig to the ilisposition of the

iiiind to be esleenu-J either noble or biise ; lie that obey-
etli not sin, is iVee ; ft ho is strong iu virtue, is noblts

Let the Epistle of Jamcs be read.
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may therefore be fairly formed at this date, of the
aggregate yield, by the aid of careful comparison
with the ascertained products of former years, and
accurate observers generally concur in the opinion
that the foregoing is a moderate estimate, viz: 28,-
000 tons, or 62,720,000 pounds. Maple sugar al-
ways command a higher price than cane su^ar of
the same relative grade, and may, in the present
instance, be fairly quoted at eight cents per pound.
The aggregate of this current crop, is hence §5,-
617,600. The hahlUd of the sugar-producin''
maple {Ai:er Saccharinum) docs not extend far

south of Indiana, Ohio, and northern Pcnusylva-

For " The Friond.'

Meteorology.

(Coiitiu)ied from page 356.)

ON METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS.

"A series of observations, amounting to 54,750
was made at Stockholm, extending over a period of
fifty years. Dr. Daltou observed^in Great Britain
for fifty years, and gathered together 200,000 ob-
servations. Dr. Holyoke of Salem, Massachusetts
observed for forty-three years, and amassed an
immense capital of observations. But such indi-
vidual efi'orts, however extraordinary, and such
limited co-operation, were not sufficient for the ex-
igency. I he directors of astronomical observato-
ries slighted the claims which meteorology mifht
have even on astronomy, not considering "that the
last refinements in the construction of in'strument?
the most solid masonry used in their foundations'
and the greatest pains taken to neutralize the per-
sonal equation of observers, may be nullified by a
little strangeness in the atmospheric refraction of
the light, caused by an abnormal density or humi-
dity which careful meteorological observationswould
have indicated. The French astronomer, Lalande,
complained of the neglect of meteorology at the
observatories. ' Well-placed weathercocks,' he
says, ' are very rare at Paris. There is none at
the observatory, though I requested one on being
appointed director ; and I have thanked in th'^

name of all observers, citizen Bois, tinman, who,
having built a house on the Quai Des Augustins'
has erected there a lofty and very movable'weath
ercock, with letters indicating the four cardinal
points, which will be on a line with a meridian I
have traced out on the quay. Astronomers, when
they go to the Institute or the Board of Longitud.,
will have an opportunity of seeing conveniently the
direction of the wind ; and the same advantage
will be enjoyed by the inhabitants of that vast quay
of the Louvre, and the surrounding houses.'

" To economize the pcrso7inel of the equipment
required for a well-appointed meteorological obser-
vatory, various mechanical methods of^aking the
observations have been devised. It was proposed
to get an exact average of the mean temperature of
a place by the mean rate of vibration of an vneom-
pensating pendulum; and to find the mean baro-
metric pressure by the inean rate of a coi/ipensati/ig

pendulum, subject only to the variable resistance
of the medium, the mean density of which it was
designed to measure.

" A ihermo?neter-^er>diu][im was constructed upon
this principle in 1825, by Professor Grassmann, of
Stettin.

_
He also proposed to attach a mercurial

or an air thermometer to the escapement in place
of the common pendulum. The transfer of the fluid
under the changes of temperature altered the centre
of oscillation, and hence the rate of vibration. The
comparison of the daily rates of such a clock and
of an ordinary one, would supply the moans of cal-
culating the mean temperature of a day.

" Brewster called a contrivance of his own for

measuring the mean temperature, an atmosplierical
clock.

"In 1S39, Jules Jiirgensen, a watchmaker in

Copenhagen, constructed an instrument for exhibit-
ing the mean temperature of a day, a month, or a
year. It is a watch, in which the two metals of th

balance-wheel are so adjusted as to exaggerate the
efi'ects of a change of temperature instead of com-
pensating them, as in the usual construction. Ths
more expansible metal, brass, is the interior lining,

and the less expansible, platinum, the outside. To
the free ends of the arcs of the balance-wheel, other
compound arcs of similar composition have been
attached, so as to multiply the effect still more.
The result is that a change of temperature of 1°

Cent, alters the rate of the chronometer 32 second
in 24 hours. One of these watch thermometers wa
presented through Arago to the French Academy
in 1841, which was so sensitive that the change of
1° Cent, made a difference of 41 seconds durin:
24 hours.

" Self-registering thermometers, not only of the
mean, temperature and the maximum and min
imvm temperatures, but of all the details, have
been .suggested since the invention of photography.
The light acts upon a movable surface of sensitive

paper, from which it is screened, partially, by the
thermometer tube ; the variable height of the
opaque mercury being indicated by the division
line between that part of the paper which the light

has changed, and the part which has escaped."

DIVISION OP THE SUBJECT.
" Upon a review of the manifold phenomena pre-

sented in the earth's atmospbore, the subject natur-
~lly divides itself under these heads :— 1. of tem-
perature

; 2. of gravity or 1:

3. of humidity ; 4. of motion
electricity

;
and 7. of magnetism. An eighth di- 1 ,„^ y^i^ y,;," ^^^ d7t7iVi

situated 12^ or more from the geographical po!

is as low as zero. But the daily and yearly rai

of the thermometer at some places is very gri

In India it may be zero before sunrise, and It

Fahr. at noon. In the interior of great contine
the climate may be what Buffon calls excessive,

thermometer remaining in summer at 88^, and sh

ing in winter to —4°. In addition to this rang«
the mean temperature of opposite seasons, then
a still wider range in the possible temperature
single days. In July, 1848, the ships of the Brit

Expeditition, under Capt. Boss, were moored to

ice-field in the north of Greenland. But he write
' It will, perhaps, surprise you when you hear ;

state that it has been so warm during our stay he
that the men have been all working in their shir

that is, without jackets or waistcoats, a la Mei
terranean.' The thermometer in Boston may,
the same year, rise to over 100^ in summer, a'

sink to several degrees below zero in winter.

(To be continnedj

For " The Friend.

Tlic Power of Trnfh inirardly Eevealed.

The following extracts are taken from an cpist

by Stephen Crisp.

Except ye be born again, ye cannot see t!

kingdom of God; and if ye cannot see that, wh
availeth it what else you see? For all sight, ^

siou, and opening of things will not save or deliv

your souls in the day of trial that will come upc
you for the trial of your faith. If your faith 1

such a one as stands in words and terms, thou£
never so true, yet it will fail you in that day,
you will not be able to stand.

Therefore, dear Friends, sink down in lowli
larometnc pressure

; ,„d humility, and wait to feel the power reveale
,

o. ot ligiit, b. or, in yo^, ^-ijich was revealed in us in the beginniD'
sm. An eighth di-'

"

ght be added including what Kaemtz callsvision

problematic phenomena.''

TEMPERATORE AND THE SOURCE OP HEAT.
" The grand source from which the earth derives

its heat is the sun. Therefore, astronomical con-
ditions, relating to the various positions of the earth
in its orbit, exercise a controlling influence upon
the distribution of heat. The yearly excursions,
which the sun appears to make from tropic to tropic,
on account of the inclination of the earth'

in a living faith, th;

you may come to experience its condemning powe
to judge every vain thought and exalted desire, an
every idle word and evil action; that so by the pu
judgment of Truth you may come to witness
cleansing and a subduing of that nature that lusl

eth unto disobedience of the righteous law of Go
in your hearts. As that nature is kept under th

daily cross, it will weaken and die daily in you
and the weaker it is made, the more you will fee

of the powerful quickcnings of the word of Go
in your souls, and a tender life will .spring up i

you, to your great comfort, that will be tender c

(that is, th
lines of equal summer and winter heat), and
sufficient to prevent the last two sets of lines, if not
the first also, from conforming to parallels of li

tude."

ON LOCAL

equa-
tor to the plane of its orbit of revolution, make it

necessary to distinguish between the isothermal. - , _
'ines (the lines, that is, of equal 7nea7i temperature)] S'°''3'

o* God, and of the honour and reputatio

ind the isotheral and isochimenal lines (that is, the
°^ ^'°"'' Profession.

As you join herewith, you will be acquaints
with the travails of the true Zion, the mother o

us all, who brings not forth but through deep
ercises ; and although this will take you ofi" fi

the delights and pleasuies, and loftiness of thi:

world, yet the end will repay all your sorrow
travail, for this will bring you to know the word o

Truth, and teach you to set a value upon it, anc
upon every testimony of it, beyond all transitor)
and fading things, whereas others who have lightl\

come by their profession, will lightly esteem it, and
lightly let it go again,

Therefore, my travail and cry is, that you might
be wise unto salvation; and for that end do I
this to you that ye might be brought to try your
foundations, every one in yourselves, before it be
tried for you, for then it will be too late to come
to the true foundation, or at least it will be through
greater hardship. When the cry at midui,

heard, and the time of entrance cometh, it will be
too late to buy oil to your lamps, and then such
have a lamp and no oil, will be shut out. There-
fore prize your time, and examine yourselves, what
reason you have in yourselves, to make profession

NFLUENCES, AND ON EXTREMES OF
TEMPERATURE.

" The elevation of places above the sea-level, the
topography of the country, the humidity, the dis-

tribution of land and water, and the prevalent
winds, are among the local iufluences which inter-
fere with the free operation of the astronomical
conditions above mentioned, and give still greater
complexity to those lines which represent, in a
graphical form, the distribution of heat. A change
of wind may alter the temperature by 40° Fahl-.
in less than a day. In midsummer, winter may be
found, in a few hours, by ascending, and the slope
of a mountain presents, in miniature, the changes
of vegetation which, on the earth's surface, are ex-
panded over the six thousand miles of distance be-
tween the equator and the poles. The mean tem-
perature of the thermic equator is between 81° and
84° Fahr.: that of the thermic jioles {vi\\\c\\ arc
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the name and way of God, more than that you
educated therein, and brought up to it by

ir parents, guardians or masters.

iave you ever felt the heavenly virtue of it

rshadowing your souls? and if you have, do you
lin and keep the savour of it still upon your

Do you feel yourselves possessed of that

3, fear and reverence of the Lord's presence,

the Lord's people felt in the beginning of their

!, and the faithful do still feel? Is the inward
oyment of the life of Truth a greater joy to

than all your outward enjoyments? If so,

you will not sell it, or part with it for any-

;
in this world. The testimonies which such

ive for the Truth, will not be traditional, but

m a sensible conviucement in themselves, so that

ill be able to say, these things have we re-

red from the Lord, and they are the testimonies

God manifested to us in the light of his Son

rist Jesus, in whom we have believed.

Therefore,. my dear Friends, trust not to the re-

ations of your own spirits, without a sense of

power, nor to a receiving the Truth by your

loation, but all wait to be made living and true

es of the rising of the power in your own
irts, and the carrying on of the power in your-

res, regenerating you, and bringing you to that

th that trusfeth in nothing but in the Lord alone,

1 hath him for its support in the greatest exer-

Then shall ye stand and remain, and be a

leration, chosen of God, to bear his name and

timony, and to commit it to the next generation.

THE FRIEND.
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cmplary in their conduct and conversation amongst
men, and coming up in that plainneso of speech,

behaviour and apparel, which highly becomes
those in an especial manner, who are concerned in

managing the affairs of the church."

We continue the account from the London
Friend. "The Yearly Meeting of Ministers and
Elders is in future to meet at 5.30 p. ,m., on the

Second-day before the meeting at large, instead

of at 11 A. M., as hitherto. The subject of the

constitution of the Yearly Meeting was then intro-

duced by John Pryor, the conference not having

proposed any alteration therein. J. 1*. thought

that all members of any Quarterly Meeting in

Great Britain should also be considered members
of the Yearly Meeting. The consideration of this

view occupied most of the remainder of the sitting.

It had been suggested, it appeared in the confer-

ence, but had not obtained much attention there

;

t being thought that some difficulty might arise as

to the position of Irish Friends in our Yearly Meet-

For some time during this afternoon's sitting,

opinions on the subject seemed very evenly ba-

lanced, and the clerk was once about to proceed

with other business; but subsequently there was a

large preponderance of feeling in favour of the

proposed recognition of membership. The relative

positions of Dublin and London Yearly Meetings

entered largely into ihe deliberations. Some speak-

ers appeared to consider the former as occupying

a position similar to that of our Quarterly Meet-

ings, instancing its sending representatives, and a

summary of its answers to the queries, &c. They
thought that its members should, therefore, be on

equal terras with those of our Quarterly Meetings,

in regard to membership of the Yearly Meeting.

The prevailing view, however, was that the inde-

LONDON YEARLY JIEETIxXG.

(Coutinuod from page 30O.)

Third-day afternoon.—The first subject on the

edule was that of marriage. Our readers may
neraber that changes had recently been made
this subject by London Yearly IMeeting, which

1 account for the slight alterations proposed this

The London Friend says, " The proposals

the conference were mostly of a verbal charao-

and their tendency was towards a lenient pro-

lure with delinquents. The declaration against

; marriage of first cousins is retained, but in a

)rter form. In the course of the. discussion, a

estion was asked as to whether the word ' deal-

;' implied disownment. It was determined that

lid not of necessity do so, but was applicable

nerally to Monthly Meeting actions in cases of

linqueney. Isaac Robson referred to the objec-
'

'e practice followed, he found, by some

lends of late— that of the bridegroom placing a

ig on the finger of the bride during the perform-

ce of the marriage ceremony. His remarks were

ncurred in, and strong disapprobation was also

ressed of the costly display which too often at-

Qds the weddings of our more wealthy members.

Iterations, mostly verbal, or intended to bring

wording of the printed regulations into con-

mity with recognized practice, were then adopt-

under the heads ' masters and mistresses,' and

leeting for Sufferings.' The special qualification

r membership in the latter of ' coming up in plain-

of speech, behaviour and apparel,' is omitted,

it conformity is required to our religious views

d practices." The paragraph, as it stood before

e conference altered it, closed thus " That such

ly may be nominated as are faithful in the S'

branches of our christian testimony against

hes, bearing arms, and oaths, and are also ex

was considered rather hasty, and the expression
was defended by several Friends, who were anx-
ious it should be restored, which it was considered
inexpedient to accede to, as a departure from order,
the alteration by the clerk being held to have been
settled. The next paragraph was that relating to

the lending of Friends' meeting-houses to other
denominations, which has not heretofore been al-

lowed. It is proposed now to recommend Monthly
Meetings to exercise a wise discretion both as to

the lending and the refusing to lend their meet-
ing-houses. The circumstance of the forms and
ceremonies, in the manner of worship of other pro-

fessors, was not thought a sufficient ground for re-

fusal. A number of Friends objected to the pro-

posal, but the prevalent feeling of the meeting was
in its favour, and led to its adoption." The pas-

sage, as it stood in the rules before the proposed
change, was this, " It is the judgment of this meet-

ing, that our meeting-houses be not lent for the

purposes of worship to those who make use of

modes and forms, from which we are religiously

restrained."

We continue the account from the British Friend.
" The manner of granting certificates to Friends

travelling in the ministry occasioned not a little

discussion. As the rule now superseded stands, it

was necessary that a Friend intending to visit Ire-

land, should have the concurrence of his Quarterly

Meeting. This was deemed unnecessary ; and ex-

cept in the case of a minister visiting Scotland, and,

besides the meetings of Friends, having a view of

holding meetings with other professors, (when the

concurrence of the Quarterly Meeting is recom-

mended,) the certificate of his Monthly Meeting

(of men and women conjointly), signed by the

clerk, is to be sufficient. Some expressed a pre-

pendent legislative powers which the Irish meeting fcrcnce for certificates being signed by Friends

possesses, give it quite a diiferent character from

our Quarterly Meetings, and that its peculiar ' al-

liance' with the London Yearly Meeting is suffi-

ciently recognized in its right to send representa-

tives, coupled with that possessed by all its mem-
bers to attend and express their sentiments in our

Yearly Meeting. The paragraph on the constitu-

tion of the latter meeting, as finally adopted,

makes therefore no change in the privileges of

Irish Friends, but recognizes as members of the

Yearly Meeting all those who are members of

Quarterly or General Meetings, in Great Britain."

The subject of the pecuniary embarrassment of

Friends, in Carolina, in relation to the debt on their

boarding-school, was again introduced, and some

further information relative to their condition was

given.

Fourth-day, Fifth mo. 20th.—In the morning.

generally, but they gave way to the predomuiating

feeling, as already indicated." The London Friend

says, " The new recommendations as to the testi-

monies [memorials] of ministers then came on.

They clearly lay down that Monthly Meetings are

not to feel themselves obliged to issue such docu-

ments in all cases, and give Quarterly Meetings

power to alter, to replace them with a document
of their own, or to altogether withhold them. They
also give liberty to Monthly Meetings to prepare

and send up testimonies concerning any Friend,

though not a minister, whose services have been

specially valuable to the church. Many Friends,

among whom were J. Grubb, T. Pumphrey, S.

Bewley, B. Charleton, J. Ford, and 0. Kemp,
would have preferred that such testimonies should

cease to be sent up altogether ; but the larger

ber of speakers, including G.Cornish, G. Kemp,

meetings for worship were held as usual, and in|E. G. May, John Pease, I. D. Bassett, and W.
the afternoon the Yearly Meeting met at 4 o'clock, [Matthew, favoured the continuance of the prac-

thc British Friend says, " Commencing with a tice, although many of them thought that greater

paragraph under the head ' Quarterly Meetings,'

the continued consideration of the schedule of the

conference occupied this sitting for upwards of

four hours. The paragraph in question had ne-

cessarily to be altered in consequence of the change

in the queries, and caused little remark."
" Next came the chapter titled ' Monthly Meet-

ings,' in which several paragraphs were brought

under review. The first was in reference to the

acknowledgment of ministers by Monthly Meetings,

in which the words ' wisdom of truth' were em-

ployed, as in the present edition of the rules. A
Friend [John Bright] objected to the phrase on

account of its conventional signification, and as

being unintelligible beyond the limits of the society.

On looking at the paragraph, the clerk thouglit

the words might be spared without impairing the

sense, and he erased theiu. His doing so, however,

care was needed in the preparation of such docu-

ments—that they should be shorter, and less ex-

clusively eulogistic. II. Charleton thought the

sending up of testimonies for others than ministers

would produce increased inconvenience, both from

the difficulty it would entail on Monthly Meetings

in selecting the individuals to be testified of, and

from the additional time required for reading the

documents in the Yearly Meeting. The recora-

meudations were substantially adopted as they

came from the conference. A question then arose

as to printing the testimonies sent up this year, and

after much deliberation it was concluded not to print

thenj. The future practice in this respect remains

undecided, also the question whether any individual

or meeting has power to publish a testimony which,

when sent up, the Yearly Meeting has declined to

print. Some alterations of a verbal character were
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adopted in the paragraph on elders and overseers."

" Two recommendations were proposed and adopt-

ed in regard to the membership of young persons.

By the first, Monthly Meetings are empowered, in

case of parents ceasing to be members, and there

appearing no probability that the children will be

brought up as Friends, to discontinue the latter as

members at any time before they are fourteen years

of age. By the second, it is in efi'cct provided

that where both parents were members at the time

of their marriage, and the children are likely to

be brought up as Friends, the latter shall be ac-

counted members."

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

Congress.—A bill has been passed to enforce tlie col-

lection of llie revenue nt the Soiitbern ports
;

it is sub-

stantial!}' tlie bill of 1833, with some additional pro-

visions. A bill autborizing the Secretary of the Trea-

sury to borrow $250,000,000, passed the House of

Kepresentalives, by a vote of 149 to 5. He is aiuho-

rized to issue certificates of stock, and treasury notes in

various forms and denominations, both with and with-

out interest. The Senate, by a vote of 32 to 10, has

expelled all the Senators from the seceded States, whose
terms had not already expired. It has also, by a vote of

35 to 5, admitted W. B. Wiley and .J. S. Carlile as Sen-
ators from Virginia, in ])lace of Mason and Hunter, to

fill whose places they have been cliosen by the legi»la-

ture of ihe re-organizcd State. A bill has also passed

authorizing (he President to accept the services of such
number of volunteers, not exceeding 500,000, as he may
deem necessary for the suppression of insurrection, and
protecting the public property. The volunteers are to

serve three years if required. The House of Represen-
tatives has passed a bill, making appropriations for the

army and navy, amounting in the aggregate to §191,-

000,000. A bill to define and punish conspiracy against

the U. S. government, also passed the House with only

seven negative votes. A resolution pledging Congress
to vole any amount of money, and any number of men,
which may be necessary to insure the effectual suppres-
sion of the present rebellion, and the permanent restora-

tion of the federal authority everywhere within the limits

and jurisdiction of the Cnited States, passed the House,
by nearlv a unanimous vote.

Anni/'Moremenls.—rhe federal forces in western Vir-
ginia have thus far kept the rebels effectually in check.
An engagement took place on the 11th inst., at Rich's

mountain near Tieverly, in which the rebels sufi'ered

severely, a large number of them being killed and
wounded. A body of 600 of the rebel troops subse-
quently surrendered themselves prisoners. Gen. M'Clel-
laa had taken in all nearly 1000 prisoners. On the part

of the federal troops, 1 1 were killed, and 35 wounded.
The rebel army, under Gen. Garnet, immediately after

the battle, retreated eastward, being closely followed by
a column of the federal forces. The Southern army was
overtaken about eight miles from St. (Jcorge, in Tucker
county, and again defeated. Gen. Garnet being among
the killed..

—

A. severe engagement took place near
Carthage, Missouri, between a part of Gen. Lyon's troops
and a large body of the rebels, in which the latter lost

several hundred men ; that of the U. S. troops is stated
at 57 in killed, wounded and missing. The secessonists
were in arms in various parts of Missouri, and collisions

with the Union forces attended with bloodshed, were of

frequent occurrence.—The secession army, under Gen
Johnston, at the last accounts, remained near Winches-
ter, Va. ; it had been increased, as was supposed, to

over 30,000 men. Gen. Patterson's army remained at

Martinsburg; it had been reinforced, and numbered
about 25,000 men. More Northern troops had arrived
at Washington, and a number of additional regiments
had crossed into Virginia. Nothing of moment had
transpired in the neiglibourhood of Norfolk. The inci-

dents of a state of civil war are sufficiently painful, even
as thus slightly sketched, but it should not escape our
notice as a remarkable fact, that the ravages attending
it, have, so far, been very small indeed, compared with
the warlike preparations on both sides.

Netv J'or/f.—.Mortality last week, 565. Of these, 16G
were adults, and 399 children. The New York banks
hold about $45,000,000 in specie.

Pldladelpliia.—MortaVHy last week, 406. Cholera in-

fantum, 53; consumption, 40; debility, 27
; scarlet fever,

24; convulsions, 23; small-pox, 21.

Southern Privateers.—The privateer " JeflF. Davis," for-

merly the slaver Echo, has recently captured five North-
ern vessels, and the Sumter of New Orleans, which
lately eluded the blockade of that port, and got to sea,

has taken, in a short cruise, no less than eight vessels,
seven of which were run into the port of Cienfuegos,
and one, a large ship, was burned off the Isle of Pines
after being plundered. These last captures make a
total of forty-one vessels, which so far are known to
have fallen into the hands of the rebels. Commodore
Stringham has issued a letter of instructions to ship-
masters, which advises such as are coming from the
West Indies and the Gulf of Mexico to keep on the outer
edge of the gulf-stream, believing they would run much
less risk of capture. The U. S. Secretary of State has
made a reclamation on the Spanish government for the
surrender of the vessels carried into Cienfuegos by the
pirate Sumler, and no doubt is entertained of their re-

lease with their cargoes, and of the prohibition of the
entrance of the Confederate privateers into Spanish ports
hereafter.

Southern Post Routes.—It appears from calculations at
the Post-office department, that the yearly income from
postage in the seceded States amounted to only §900,-
000, while the expenses exceeded this sum about $3,-
000,000, all of which is now saved to the United States.

Tobacco and Cotton.—The staples of the South, says a
late number of the Indianapolis Sentinel, are arriving
in quantities at this point daily, ordered for Eastern
shipment. On a single day one hundred and six car
loads were despatched, leaving seventy loaded cars for

the train of next day.

Government Loans.—The Secretary of the Treasury
having last week applied for a loan of five millions of
dollars, in exchange for treasury notes of short date, the
whole amount was taken in New York, at par and within
forty minutes after the books were opened. The loan
was taken by about forty subscribers, principally by the
large banks.

The Markets.—The grain markets in our seaports have
fallen to a low figure. The following were the quota-
tions on the 15th inst. Neiv IVA:—White wheat, $1.13
a $1.18

;
red Western, $1.04 a $1.10 ; spring wheat, 70

cts. a 85 cts. ; oats, 29 cts. a 3U cts. ; mixed corn, 41
cts. a 44 cts. ; white round, 47 cts. a 50 cts. Philadel-
phia—While wheat, $1.18 a $1.25; Pennsylvania red,
$1.10 a $1.13; prime corn, 53 cts. ; mixed, 48 cts. a 49
cts. ; oats, 28 cts.

7'ennessee.—The legislature refused to take any action
upon the memorial of East Tennessee, in favour of a
separation from the rest of the State. Troops have been
sent from the western part of Tennessee to prevent fur-
ther movements of the Union party in the east.

The Blockading Fleet is said to consist of 37 regular
men of war and 39 steam gun-boats, with a total arma-
ment of 720 guns and 10,113 men. The extent of coast,
and the number of ports, to be watched, is however so
great, that it is impossible wholly to prevent the entrance
and departure of vessels.

Foreign.—Dates from England to the 3d inst. The
great fire at London had not been extinguished.

The Liverpool cotton market was active, with a small
advance in rates.

The Manchester advices were favourable. Breadstuffs
steady, with a fair demand. In wheat, a slight advance
in best qualities. Consols, 89J a 89J. The London
money market was active.

The French harvest would be completed by the mid-
dle of the month. Letters from Algeria say, that the
grain crops have been totally destroyed in some dis-
tricts. Thirty-five glass furnaces at Charleroi had been
stopped, in consequence of the cessation of orders from
the United States.

It had been definitely resolved at a cabinet council
at Vienna not to accept the Hungarian address. A
royal rescript had been sent to the Hungarian Diet, in

which the address is stigmatized as disloyal and hostile
to the rights of the crown. The Diet was requested to
alter the form and contents of the address, and will be
dissolved if it refuses.

An English frigate had anchored at Constantinople,
after obtaining from the Porte the firman required by
the convention relative to the straits of the Dardanelles.
The Sultan had introduced great reforms in the im-

perial household. Five hundred servants were dismissed,
and the civil list greatly reduced.

RECEIPTS.
Received from Asa Garretson, agt., 0., fur Joht

Doudna, $5, to 39, vol. :-5, for Barclay Smith, $2, tt

45, vol. 35
; from E. HoUingsworth, agt., 0., for Johr

Burgess, $2, vol. 33.

FRIENDS' SELECT SCHOOLS.
These Seminaries will, it is expected, be re-openS'

after the summer vacation, on or near the 1st of Nim
month next, the Boys' school being situated on Ches

;t, west of Eighth, and the Girls' school on Severn
street, between Cherry and Race streets.

The Course of Instruction now adopted in the Boj
school, embraces, besides the ordinary branches, a sele

tion of more advanced mathematical, scientific ai

issical studies, on the satisfactory completion of whii

the pupil will be entitled to a diploma, or certificate

scholarship.

During the winter months, lectures on scientific sul

jects are regularly delivered, illustrated by appropria
apparatus and experiments.

The Course of 8tudy at the Girls' school embraces,!
addition to the elementary branches—Algebra, Geoin
trv, Historv, Natural Philosophy, Chemistry, AslronoaJ
Physiulogy, Natural History, Botany, Physical Gel
graphy, .Mental Philosophy, Etymology, Rhetoric, a^

Conipuiition. Instruction is also given in Trigononi
try. Mensuration, and the French and Latin language
As the proper classification of the scholars, early

the session, is important, it is desirable that those wl
intend to enter pupils for the coming term; should do
as early in the session as possible. Application may 1

made on the opening of the schools, to Joseph W. Al:

Ricn, the Principal of the Boys' school, and to Margabi
LiGHTFOOT, the Principal of the Girls' school. .

With the present arrangements, it is believed th

these schools offer unusual advantages to Friends, i

the liberal education of their children, and at a very mL
derate cost. Their attention is also invited to the pi

ary schools in the Northern and Western District

here provision is made for the careful elementary i

struction of children loo young to enter the priucip

hools. On behalf of the Committee,
Jou.v Carter, Clerk.

Philad., Seventh mo., 1861.

friends; INDIAN INSTITUTE, TUNESSASSAH.
A man and a woman Friend are wanted to aid in co

ducting this Institution. A man and his wife would
preferred, one of whom should be qualified to teach

the school. Apply to Ebenezeb Worth,
Marshalton, Chester Co., Pa.

Thos. Wistar,
Fox Chase, Philadelphia Co., Pa.

Joel Evans,
Oakdale P. 0., Delaware Co., Pa

Philad., Second mo. 5lh, 1861.

Died, on the 25th of the Fourth month last, i

Stroud ;
an esteemed member of Wilmington Month

.Meeting, in the seventy-fourth year of his age.
", on the 21st of Sixth month, 1861, at the rei

dence of her son-in-law Thomas Wickersham, Elizabe'

Jones, widow of the late Joseph Jones ; a member ai

overseer of New Garden Monthly .Meeting, aged sevent

one years. Her meek and upright deportment endear

her to a large circle of relatives and friends, who ha

the consoling evidence, that their loss is her etern

gain.

, in Philadelphia, on the 6th inst., after an illne

of only four days, Elizabeth Taylor Troth, in

twenty-fifth year of her age ; a member of Burlingti

Monthly Meeting, New Jersey, and widow of the la

John T. Troth. This dear young Friend had, from
child, been much attached to the doctrines of the Sill

ciety of Friends, and derived great enjoyment frO'
|

perusing their writings. Since the sudden death of

beloved companion in the Eleventh month last,

health, which had always been delicate, was evident

becoming more feeble, and her mind more serious, %

Holy Scriptures and other religious books being h

frequent companions. The love expressed for her S
viour a few hours before her close, together with tl

quiet, peaceful and resigned state of her mind, was e^

dence to those who stood round her bed, that her chan
was a happy one.

, on the 12th inst., at Rahway, N. J., at the re;

dence of her father Joel Wilson, Mercie W. Towxsen
wife of Joseph S. Townsend, in the thirty-first year

her age; a member of Rahway and Plainfield Month
Meeting of Friends. She bore an illness of sever

months with patience, and was enabled to give the co

soling evidence, that her end was peace.

PILE A M'ELROY, PRINTERS,
Lodge street, opposite the Pennsylvania Bank.
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Iceland.
(Continued from page 362.)

e effects of this calamity were terrible. The
sphere was so filled with smoke, sulphur, and
that it was difficult for the healthy, and for

latic persons almost impos.sible, to breathe,

heavy rains which fell became charged with

us materials, and incrusted the fields with an

coating which poisoned the grass and polluted

treams. Vegetables of all kinds withered,

)ecame so friable that they fell to powder with

The mortality which ensued amongst
attle of the island, not only in consequence of

scarcity of fodder and the fouling of the

ige, but also from the putrid state of the at-

: was prodigious. In the course of 1783
1784, it is calculated that 129,947 sheep, 19,-

horses, and 6,801 horned cattle fell victims to

icrrible volcano. The fish in some of the fresh

r lakes were destroyed, and cast up dead on

each, whilst those at sea were driven from the

. Certain birds, swans amongst the rest, were

led from the country. To the inhabitants the

ts were equally disastrous. Many fearful dis-

ers arose, and among.st these was one which

iced swellings in the limbs and contractions

B sinews, so that the sufferers became crooked

rson, the teeth grew loose, and the gums mor-

; the throat was covered with ulcers, and

times the tongue rotted entirely out of the

h. In this, or in other ways, not less than

thousand persons are supposed to have bee

lered by Skaptar YiJkul.

it the mountains of the island sometimes pour

ater as well as fire. Clothed as many of theii

lits are in snow and ice, vast glaciers occupy

heir ravines, it is evident that if the subter

in fires should grow unruly, the overlyini

es will melt, and there will be a rush of wate

the hapless plains beneath. The volcano o

ugia (to the south-east of Hekla) is famous

lie floods it has discharged. On one occasion

deluge of water, bearing huge blocks of ice

stone on its foaming tide, swept away the

es of Hijfdabreka, and carried the wooden
ch out to sea, where it was seen floating for

! time before it fell to pieces. On another, all

inhabitants in the immediate vicinity except

two were destroyed by a fearful inundation. The
most appalling, however, of these eruptions occur-

red in 1755, the year of the great earthquake

which overthrew Lisbon, shook a large portion of

Europe, upset towns in Africa, and even propa-

gated its throes to Asia auu Auierica. From ihe

17th of October to the 7th of November the Yij-

kul was in a state of tremendous excitement, pour-

forth streams of hot water, which hurried ice

and rock before them into the ocean, where the de-

posit become so great that it extended to a distance

of more than fifteen miles, and even rose above the

es in some places, though the sea was previ-

ously forty fathoms deep. Mixed with these vo-

. of water were vomits of fire. Red-hot globes

were hurled to a groat height, and then shattered

into a thousand pieces. The air was occasionally

so darkened with smoke and ashes that a man
could not see his companion's face at the distance

of a yard, whilst at other times it was so brilliant-

ly illuminated by columns of flame that midnight

appeared to be turned into midday. The ground

frequently rocked, and the unearthly noises which

proceeded from the Yokul appalled the stoutest

hearts. Fifty farms were laid waste during these

id other eruptions which happened in the follow-

g year, and, to crown all, the mephitic gases dif-

fused through the atmosphere brought on a fright-

ful mortality which ought to have .Tppeased the

wrath of the mountain demon for centuries to

ine.

Occasionally, too, the Yokuls give rise to what

ly be called travelling fields of ice. These

move slowly forward, encroaching in many cases

upon lands wbich were once cultivated, and even

devouring a parish now and then, as if to emulate

the appetite of the volcano. Sometimes they re-

trogade at certain periods, and afterwards advance.

The Southern Skeidara is said to move backwards

and forwards alternately for the distance of half a

mile, and in 1727, during an eruption in the neigh-

bourhood, it was seen to oscillate, whilst numerous

streams suddenly started from its base, and placed

the spectators in great jeopardy. The Briedraark

YOkul, however, affords the most remarkable sam-

ple of an itinerant field. Twenty miles long, by

fifteen broad, with a maximum height of about

four hundred feet, it covers what was once a fair

and fertile plain. How was it formed? Not like the

glaciers of a Swiss or a Norwegian scene, for tbere

there are no burning mountains or scalding-hot

springs to produce great floods of melted snow and

carry down big lumps of ice. But in Iceland this

does happen, and it will be seen that the block

wbich are thus discharged into the valley will ac

cumulate, whilst further accessions from the same

source will gradually add to the extent of the

sheet, and then the slope of the ground, the con-

stant pressure n tergo, the lubricating of the soil

by the snow streams, combined with other causes,

will probably explain why the mass glides so reg-

ularly, with its stealthy ghost-like step, towards

the sea.

But as our space is diminishing faster than the

soil over which the icy wanderer is creeping, we

must now be content to note a few more points of

interest connected with the island in mere descrip-

tive short-band. Iceland has its Surtshellir caverns,

extending for upwards of a mile underground, with

chambers where beautiful stalactites, formed by the

once fluid lava, or still superber icicles formed by
the dripping water, hang from the roofs in the most

"curious and fantastic shapes;" and from this cav-

ern, which few natives will dare to enter, the peo-

ple believe that Surtur, the enemy of the gods,

will one day issue to set the universe on fire. Icc-

"and, too, has its huge lava bubbles, which were

produced in the material whilst plastic by the ex-

pansion of the gases, and now constitute caves

—

some fifty or one hundred feet in diameter—where

frozen and vitrified pendants adorn the domes as

hey do in the Halls of Surtur. It has horrible

)asses also, like that of Bulaudshbfdi, where the

track runs along the face of a nearly perpjudicu-

ar mountain one thousand feet above the sea which

is roaring at its base, and the traveller seems to

cling like a fly to the side of the clift'; or a;;ain,

at Ennit, he must creep along at the bottom of

frightful rock two thousand five hundred feet in

height, but on^y at low water, and with the chance

of being crushed in a moment by the fall of great

tones from the side of the precipice, numbers of

natives having already been killed in the perilous

passage. Iceland, again, is peculiarly a land of

f^nrtbquakcg, and during the paroxysms mouatains
have been cleft to their foundations, boiling springs

have spouted from the soil, the wells have become
white as milk, men and cattle have been tossed

nto the air, the darkness has become so great that

ill travelling was impracticable, the quiverings of

the ground grew so incessant that service in the

churches was suspended for weeks together, and in

1784 not less than one thousand four hundred and
fifty-nine houses were overturned, whilst five hun-
dred and thirty more were greatly damaged. The
'nhabitants, too, are seized upon by various forms

of disease. Owing to their fishy food, scanty sup-

ply of vegetables, want of cleanliness, and many
local disadvantages, they suffer severely if any
epidemic should be abroad.

In the year 1707, sixteen thousand individuals,

more than one quarter of the whole population,

perished from the small-pox. In 1797, six hun-

dred persons were sent to the grave by that infan-

tile complaint the measles. The natives arc pecu-

liarly liable to the itch, and keep up a terrible

scratching, though there is sulphur enough in the

island to cure the whole human race, if it were thus

vilely afflicted. But the most horrible of their dis-

tempers is the Icelandic leprosy, which converts

the sufferer, with his seamed countenance, scaly

skin, ulcerated body, fetid breath, and haggard
looks, into a living corpse, too loathsome for his fel-

low creatures to approach, and almost too burden-
some for himself to bear. The climate of the

country is not so harsh as its latitude might implj,

though the summer is short, and during the long

winter a native rarely travels further than his

parish church. For eight months Dr. Henderson
never ventured more than a quarter of a mile out

of the capital, except on one occasion, when he

paid a visit to a neighbouring scat. Fortunately,
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Ihe rigors of an arctic position are moderated by
the beneficent Gulf Stream, which breaks uponi

the island, and, dividing into two branches, leaves

it a grateful legacy of warmth. It is in a northern
{

locality especially that we can best appreciate the

generosities of that noble ocean-river ; for, as the

polar currents bring down such a quantity of ice

(with a few bears occasionally for passengers) that

it has been known to form a belt thirty miles in

breadth, and the whole space between Iceland and

Greenland has even been filled with frozen masses;

so, but for that stream of heated water, the atmos-

phere of the country would be sadly lowered in

tone, and the sea would be so cooled that the fish-

eries, on which the natives depend for subsistence,

might be destroyed. Nor is this great current

less remarkable for the drift-wood which it kindly
conveys from other quarters and depo.-its on the

Icelandic shores. Without it the inhabifents would
be sorely distressed for fuel. Coal like ours they

have none themselves. Beds of Surturbrand ex-

ist, but these have probably been formed of drifted

timber. Forests in this country are such ridicu-

lous affairs, that it is difficult to contemplate one
with a serious countenance. The trees may be
about four or five feet in height. Some may reach

six ; Mackenzie mentions a few which ranged from
six to ten; but where will you find many which
can overtop a very tall man. A traveller feels

quite merry when he discovers that he can crash

through, stride over, or even trample an extensive

wood under fuot, as if he were a Gulliver in a corn

field, or an elephant in a shrubbery. A boy who
has often smarted under the rod would feel per-

fectly enchanted when he saw that the troubler of

his soul—the tree from which the disciplinary

twigs are always gathered—was here stripped of

its strength, deprived of its pungency; and tamed
down from a goodly piece of timber to a poor
dwarf of a vegetable. It is the absence of wood,
indeed, which gives a particularly naked look to

the country, as if it were all shaven and shorn,
and consequently, in the highest degree forlorn.

Iceland, further, is a land whose interior is so lit-

tle explored that the people believe its deserts and
glacier regions are occupied by a race of outlaws;
and though no traces of these Utilegu-menn have
been discovered, yet their existence is assumed from
the fact that multitudes of sheep vanish from the

high pasture grounds, coupled with the circum-
stance that sometimes wanderers who have ven-
tured too far into the bowels of the country have
never returned.

(To be concludedJ

Selected for " The Friend,

EztrcKts from the LeUers and Memorandums of
our Late Friend, H. Williams.

(Concluded.)

"1st 7no. 18th, 1848.—I cannot well forbear
acknowledging the great kindness of thy letter last

evening, and that excellent ' testimony,' how fully

could 1 take it in and own it. It is encouraging
truly, and my concern long has been that sound
friends, in our highly favoured Yearly Meeting,
may be able, through best help, to see eye to eye,

and act in true unity : none reaching forth a hand
unbidden, ' The work is the Lord's,' and it seems
to me. He will take care of his oicn, and his owd
cause ; while the servants wait in patience, bearing
and forbearing, eyeing their blessed holy Leader.
My indisposition up till now, kept my pen quiet,

and yet am hardly able to write; this is to encourage
you to come up to-morrow : my love to friends who
ask for me, not forgetting yourselves and that

clever little ; may he always be so, is my
wish and desire."

" 2rul mo. Aili.—It is with pleasure and grati-

tude that I am able to address thee myself, with

pen and ink, and inform thee I am a great deal

more comfortable than a little time back, cannot

say exactly how long, as time slips around, I can

hardly number days and weeks. The doctor

has been favoured to find what has helped me,

and, as yet, I do not regret calling on him. He
docs not come often, but keeps sight of my case.

I want thou should not be very anxious about me
;

when the weather settles fine, expect to ride out

;

that, I trust, will improve my strength. M. D. is

very ill, but a little better to day, has made her
' will,' and settled her outward affairs, I understand

she is herself and very composed. So, dear chil-

dren, both of you together, try with your mother
to hold on, in the best way we can, then I trust at

the end of the race a blessing will be given. Our
Monthly Meeting was yesterday, many of our

friends called to see me : they had an interesting

meeting : I think there is a little life stirring more
than some weeks back ; somehow I feel more en-

couraged in the spirit of ray mind."
'^ 13th.—Thy comfortable letter I received last

evening, it read like old times with thee, which did

me good, but then it some scared me that my
awkwardly worded ' concern' should be read by

. I remember it was not worded well, though

I hardly know what I did say, but great responsi-

bility does rest on them, and hitherto they have

been helpi-d through when in a great straight; we
may go back as far as our other troubles and see.

We now are walking as on a sea of glass mingled

with fire, here and there one in a covert manner
undoing the religious standing of Friends, some in

particular. This is done by whispering to such as

open their ear to it. Do not thou be one to listen

to tales ; if a Friend has slipped, it is not the way to

help him or her, and if tbey are past hope, time

will make it appear. Give an erring one time to

recover. * * * * I often think I cannot be

thankful enough for the kindness of my great

Caretaker, every way. I have not been out for

some time, yet am so well off at home I care but

little about it, only as meeting is so near, would be

glad to go."
" 25th.—We had a very comfortable visit yes-

terday from . She is a very pleasant friend,

midway between old and young in her manners
and in her concerns : some meeting matters rested

with her to say to me ; I told her I had not lest my
interest in all that concerned our meeting, though
not with them. The Friends who are around visi-

ting meetings,—we shall look for them till we see

them, and are, I trust, prepared to receive them
in the way of their coming. * * * * jjy
flesh has wasted till it surprises me, but my spirits

are pretty good, and through favour, my mind
much stayed."

" 3rd mo. 2nd.—At home! not with our family

at Gwynedd Monthly Meeting. As I lay awake
early this morning, my concern and care was that

our folks should provide themselves warmly, for a

colder time we have not had. Then I thought of

you, and did feel sympathy for you, dear cljildren
;

the distance you were from your meeting, the ex-

ercise of faith and patience called for; was con-

cerned you should not forget whose subjects ye
are. Not the subjects of one who cannot pay, but

of Ilim who often suddenly enriches from his in-

exhaustible store-hoase, filling our hearts with love,

which makes hard things easy, bitter things sweet,

and that which is crooked straight."

Alluding to the sudden decease of a Friend, she

says, * * * * " £jig sljort but full, counsel

to his children, who I understood were all present,

is what they may easily remember, and I hope all

children will practice upon it, 'Dear children

what is right.'
"

"lli/i.—I have been sick all winter, onlj

twice since about the middle of Twelfth mo
am gradually weakening. If it be not the wi

Providence to renovate my wasted frame and h(

generally, I may not be long here, but I am th

ful I can say 1 am resigned to his will, either

or death."

The 2nd of 1st mo. 184B, was the last met

our friend, H. W. attended, and the last of

being out, except a visit to a relative, and an

pointed meeting for , on the 28th of 2nd
which seemed too much for her in her enfee

state. Her love for assembling with her frie

for the purpose of Divine worship, lived after

bodily powers failed, and oiten when very fe

would she rise above her weakness and go to n

ing, thus evincing her love for her dear Lord
Saviour. When the time came that she c

thus mingle no more with us, she cheerfully
j

up, remarking on her family's return from met

one day, " I have given up the idea of ever occi

ing my seat there again ; am entirely resigned
;

so easy and peaceful, can but compare my i

to the peaceful ocean ; I fear sometimes I an;

easy and comfortable."

16th:—She expressed the desire she felt

patience might be given her to bear whatever m
be laid upon her, remarking, I hope I shal

favoured with patience to bear my affliction,

that we may be supported and sustained in

trying hour, adding '• I believe it will be the cr

2nd mo. Gth, she had a slight hemorri

from the lungs, after which observed, " It se

to remind me how slender a thread binds m
time." And on hearing of the decease of a fri

remarked, "so it is we pass away, no fixed

here."

Although she had given up the idea of ever

cupying her place at meeting again, on the St,

3d mouth feeling a little better, and the wea
being very fine, she remarked, " I think I ca

to meeting to morrow, if the day be as pleasar

this," that night, however, her cough allowed

very little rest, and the morning proved

rainy; on this she observed, "my plans seem

were, written on the sand, a wave comes

washes tbem away."
12th.—She said, " It seems as though a ]

respite had in mercy been allowed, that I m
finish what yet remained to be done :" "I do

feel as if any great service v/ould be require

me, but some little matters rest with me, whi

hope to have strength to perform." This she

favoured to do, having private opportunities

several persons, the import of which was know
them and her alone. After attending to a 1

matter in the writing line, which had been on

mind for some days, remarked, " How much b(

I feel when I do my duty," " How comfort

and happy I feel," " Am sure you could not

to have me well again, I am so happy."

heart seemed to overflow with love and gratit

often contrasting her comforts with others ui

affliction. Nothing she so frequently desired as s

ness, " now let us be still," was a remark she c

made, and also " may I be preserved in patiec

Truly it may be said she was most exemplar

patience, quietness and resignation. She

quently spoke of her death with the utmost c

posure, giving directions relative to the artich

dress needed; "that there might be no confu

at the time." A new feature in the disease

pearing, she remarked, " Do not be troubled,"

again, " It is only the flesh that is wearing aw

It seemed to be her desire to strengthen not
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ti those about her. Her wonted placid cheer-

ss continued, and she often entered into plea-

,1 and instructive conversation. Notwithstanding

1 was generally favoured in so remarkable a

ner, with peace of mind and holy confidence,

|shc had seasons of close proving; remarked at

time, " I have felt tried and proved this morn-

had to remember a remark of a dear friend,

I
deceased, " that the enemy is permitted to

ue us to the very threshold of eternity,"

however, soon favoured to centre down in

ble quietness and calm dependence.

h mo. V2tk.—Had a sufiering time from a

re stitch in her side, on which occasion she re-

ked, " do not be too anxious," my case is iu

i hands, " I do not feel uneasy." Daily she

aed endeavouring to prepare those about her

Ihe time of trial, expressing the desire she felt

quiet might be observed, and that things

ht be done decently and in order.

Qlh.—On being fixed for the night she said,

Qe thing more 1 want," being queried with

.tit was, replied, " An evidence that allis right."

Ut.—She said, " There was a passage of scrip-

! unexpectedly brought to my remembrance

morning, which I hardly knew how to apply,

was feeling desirous ability might be afforded

)okintomy own state," when this was presented,

ame not to call the righteous but sinners to

>ntance.' " It was observed to her, she might

3 comfort in it, " Oh, (she replied,) I never

Id class myself with the righteous."

tk mo. lltli.—She said to a relation who was

b us, " Is it not the practice of Friends in the

bow their shutters after the decease of a

nd," being told it was, continued, " If you could

easy to omit in this case, I should be glad."

I had previously spoken on this subject, and

I she " believed there was great inconsistency

Imends doing so."

Itli.—After passing a trying nigbt,she remarked

the morning with great sweetness, " Through

goodness and mercy of a kind Providence, I

a little better." Had a call this day fron-

3 of her beloved friends, members of her meet

after they left the room she observed " how

II they looked" adding " but I would not '

inge situations with them, and have again to

itend with the conflicts of time."

l2//t.—This morning after the doctor had gone

; of the room, she said, " doctor sees he cannot

anything more for me." Shortly alter, on of-

ing her her usual medicine, she calmly but ear-

5tly remarked, " These things will not keep me
" you must let me go." Toward evening

fering from pain of body, she earnestly desired

it her understanding mii;ht not fail her, and

jrtly after put up a short but fervent petition to

throne of grace " that a little relief might be

brded," which was mercifully the case, after

lich she observed, " I shall not be here long."

great tenderness she then bade some present

ewell; after which she was very quiet, her

k appearing to be done, she gently breathed

Drter and shorter, until her purified spirit de-

rted. Those who were left had the consoling

lief that her robes were washed and made white,

he prepared to join the just, in ascribing glory

d honour, thanksgiving and praise to Him who

teth on the Throne, and the Lamb forever."

Her remains were interred in Friend's burial

ound at Plymouth, on Second day the 15th of 5th

Dnth, 1848.

liie

From Ilulif

['iilurG Siijiply of Coltuu.

If a forbearing temper should be maintained

wards the irreligious, how much more by the

•ofessora of religion towards each otJier.

The West Indies" and America.

C/iUi.—At Havana, an Anglo-Spanish Cotton

Company, capital four million dollars, has beenes-

tablished for the extension of cotton cultivation in

Cuba.

Jamaica.—The British Cotton Company are

steadily pursuing their initial experiment, and, as

we are informed, with the most gratifying results,

both as to the quality of cotton which has been

raised, and as to benefit to the shareholders. It

is thought that ere long this company will receive

that support in Lancashire that will enable it ex-

tensively to widen its basis of operations. As the

first company started in this country it deserves the

special attention and encouragement of the trade.

Tobago.—Barbadoes.—Several land-owners in

these islands have planted areas of a few acres

each.

British Honduras and Guatemala.—Experi-

ments are being made in both these countries to

introduce the cultivation among the people.

Peru.—In the north of Peru the proprietor of an

extensive estate has let out portions of land to

four cotton-growing companies, three of which are

raising 200,000 plants each, and one 100,000

plants, in all 700,000. The estate is capable of

growing at least 14,000,000 cotton plants. A
large number of small farmers in the same district

are also stated to be growing cotton on portions of

their farms to a greater or less extent. Two
landed proprietors, also in the province of Chiclago,

have began to grow cotton ; oue of whom has re-

cently visited this country to purchase machinery

for a cotton plantation in Peru, and he has engaged

a shipload of two hundred and fifty Spanish emi-

grants, who have set sail for that country, where

they will be solely employed in the raising of cotton

and its preparation for export. He has constructed

a canal, thirty-nine miles in length, to convey

water from the Andes to his estate, for the purpose

of irrigating his lands. This canal was beg

about three years ago, without any idea of cotton

cultivation. The operations of the Association

having come to his knowledge, and finding that

the soil is splendidly adapted for cotton planting

they are going into the cultivation with good earn-

est.

Venezuela.—New- Granada.—The committee

have furnished machinery and cotton seed to be

employed at Maracaibo, Baranquilla and Sabinilla

where effort is being made to promote the growth

and export of cotton, with fair prospect of success,

British Guiana.—In Demerara a missionary

of the Church of England has recently been i

plied with cotton seed, which he will distribute

among the resident farmers. He purposes making

a tour and lecturing iii different towns and villages

on the advantage of cotton cultivation.

East Indies, Australia, Ceylon, kc.

Batavia.—A member of the committee has

ceived information that an extensive proprietor in

Batavia has a large extent of land under culti

tion. From New-Orleans seed he has raised a crop

of 272,000 lbs. of cotton, and from Palembang

seed nearly 1,000,000 lbs. Arrangements have

been made by this proprietor with the laborers on

his estate to contiuue the cultivation for five years

The land is well suited to the plant, and as the

natives find the cultivation profitable, they hav

planted largely.

Java.—Cotton seed has been supplied by the

committee for planting on an estate in this island

Feejee Islands.—The committee have received

through the Foreign Office five descriptions of in-

digenous cotton which are reported by Consul

PiUTCHARD to grow wild in these islands. The
plant yields without intermission for ten, twelve or

fifteen years. The values of the several samples aro

7d.,7id., 8d., 9d., Ud., Is. and Is.O^d., per lb.

About 60 to 100 of these islands are inhabited, the

total population being 200,000, 50,000 ofwhom have

n converted to Christianity. One-half the area

of one of these islands would grow three to four

lillions of bales of cotton. In view of these facts,

ud being informed that an offer had been made
by the native king and chiefs of the cession of

hose islands to the British Crown, the committee

felt it to be their duty to represent to Her Majesty's

government the suitability of the native Feejee

cotton to the wants of the trade. The question of

annexation was one into which it was not in the

province of the committee to enter. It was never-

theless their obvious duty in the interest of the

cotton trade, and in view of a faithful discharge of

their duty as your executive, to see that a just re-

presentation should be made of the utility of such

in addition to our sources of supply. From no

ingle quarter of the world has such a collection of

graduated qualities been received.

Australia.—To Sir William Denison, the

iovernor-Gencral of New South Wales, and also

to Sir George Bowen, the Governor of Queens-

land, the best thanks of this Association are due

for the zealous and active interest they have taken

in furtherance of the objects of this Association.

A considerable quantity of cotton seed, with cotton

'ins, have been forwarded to Sir William Dexi-

SON, at Sydney, who has taken steps for the dis-

tribution of the seed among the farmers. More

than fifty settlers have been supplied with seed,

and one gentleman of large property has disposed

of a quantity of seed among the tenants on his es-

tates, to whom, aided by the women and children

of their families, it is expected the cultivation will

be profitable. Several bales of Sea Island cotton

have been received from Australia by the commit-

tee during the past year, which have sold from Is.

8d. to 2s. per lb. One settler at Port Curtis,

writing to an Australian paper, says: "I think I

shall have this year cotton enough to plant 1,000

to 1,500 acres." A sample of his cotton has been

valued in Manchester at 3s. per lb.

Accompanying a copy of a despatch just re-

ceived from Sir George Bowen, on the subject

of cotton cultivation, the committee have received

a copy of a prospectus of a company now formed

for the growth of cotton in Queensland. This

company will commence operations upon one hun-

dred acres of land.

A landed proprietor from Australia is now in

this country endeavoring to form a company to

coirftnence with the cultivation of 1,000 acres of

land. He is prepared to place 1,000 acres of his

own estates at the disposal of such a company, and

to become a large shareholder in the undertaking.

He has already sufficient labor upon his land for

the cultivation of 1,000 acres, together with suita-

ble buildings and steam power. The rent he pro-

poses to take out of the profits of the company.

There are ten to twenty millions of acres of land

suited to the growth of cotton in that part of Aus-

tralia where be proposes to commence operations.

He has already grown both Sea Island and New-

Orleans cotton upon his estates; and the land,

which has a depth of soil of twenty feet, will grow

600 lbs. of clean cotton to the acre. Should thii

scheme prove successful, and only one third of our

emigration be annually diverted to the Australian

cotton fields, England would soon be placed iu

I

safety as to her sources of supply of cotton. The
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committee eannot but regard such efforts with
great interest, and they will be prepared to ren
der their utmost aid within the limits of the
rules of this Association to every well-considered
and practicable scheme, having for its object the
establishment oi cotton-growing in Her Majesty'
colonies.

Ceylo?i.—The Kandy Agricultural Society an
endeavouring to extend the cultivation of cotton ii

this island, and have made application to the gov
ernor, Sir H. G. Ward, to encourage the inhabi
tants favourable to its growth, by granting them
permission to pay for a certain period a portion of
their taxation in cotton. The committee are in

formed by the Kandy Agricultural Society that
"there are thousands of acres well adapted for

cotton cultivation," and they trust hereafter to re-

port that the culture has been extensively entered
upon.

CTo be continued.;)

llnsings anJ Memories.

THE LOVE OF MOiNEY—THE ROOT OP EVIL.

I have recently read a narrative of a person,
born in the north of Europe, who, in his youth, left

the place of his nativity, the place where he had
many privileges and christian and social advan-
tages, with the determination of acquiring wealth.
About forty years since he settled in the State of
Pennsylvania, and with good business habits, he
soon began to prosper, as the world terms the' ac-
cumulating of riches. After a time he became a
contractor on one of the large railroads then con-
structing, and, by inducing his workmen to buy
rum, brandy and whiskey at his store, which for
that purpose he kept open on the first day of the
week, he succeeded in absorbing nearly all their
wages, and, at the finishing of the road, found
himself a man of wealth. Wealth brought distinc-
tion, and from a military ofiice he held, he was
known in all the neighbouring parts as Colonel
I" • How many of his workmen had been
utterly ruined by the facilities he had furnished
them for obtaining intoxicating drinks, the world
did not know, nor did it care to inquire. He was
rich, the owner of several of the finest estates in
the county in which he resided, and being looked
up to as the great man, in- the liUle world in
which he mingled, was very popular there. Such
was he for years. The object to which he had
devoted himself in childhood, had been obtained,
and forgetting how much had been lost in the ac-
quisition, he doubtless endeavoured to think him-
self, as he was deemed by the world around him,
a fortunate and successful man. What had he
lost? Why, the very remembrance of the reli-

gious instruction received in youth had almost
passed away from him, with all the controlling,
restraining influences of the correct habits then ac-
quired. God had not been in all his thoughts.
Gold had become his idol, and he lived to serve
it alone. He did not marry, or perhaps in a wife
and family he would have found some scope for
the kindly affections, which might have weaned
him in measure from his worship of Mammon. At
this period, looking over his acquired wealth, con-
sidering his projected plans for the further increase
of his possessions, he, without doubt, felt like the
king when he said, " Is not this great Babylon
which I have builded ?" But a change came. His
plans, made with all the worldly wis°dom he pos-
sessed to gather more, failed of success. It seemed
as though a special providence blasted them all.

Nay, more, the hoards already accumulated were
jIso swept away, until little remained of that which

property was more than the mind of this devoted in gratitude to heaven for the many blessings-
wor.h,pper of gold could bear, and he became in-, which he was surrounded, and the happy hom.sane. A writer says, " When I saw him in 1853,

j
which hi

. ' .. ^ .

I'l'^ ™
he was sitting in the .street—crazy, pickin;
pebble* out of the dirt.

Having no one to take care of him, he was re-
moved to an insane asylum, where a few months
afterward he died.

When Baron Kothschild, on a certain occasion,
was dining at the house of Fowell Buxton, his whole
discourse was of money, of the art of making or
preserving and increasing an estate, and the man-
ner io which he had trained up his children to fol-

low his footsteps in this respect. His hostess ven-
tured to express a hope that he did not allmv them
toforget that never-ending life so soon to begin, for
ichich also preparation must be made. He re-
plied, " I could not allow them to think of such a
thing. It would divert their minds from business.
It would be fatal to their success. To get and keep
a fortune is a very difiicult thing, and requires all
one's time and thoughts:' Baron llothschild has
passed away from all his enormous wealth. Time
to him is over, and he now is realizing, and must
forever realize the awful infatuation of employing
every energy in accumulating an immense estate, o1'

which a small portion could only be used during
the brief period of his earthly existence, and
ing no provision for an eternity. In the parable
of our Saviour, it is said, " The rich man also died

d was buried, and in hell he lifted up his eyes
being in torment." Ah, his dream of enjoyment
ended in an awakening into horror and agony unut-
terable !

HEAVEX—HOME.
I was much interested in a remark made by a

young daughter of a rich man. His fither being
ill, and likely soon to die, was, by word of mouth,
apportioning his estate amongst his children, which
perhaps he had neglected to do in a proper man-
nei- by will. As she heard him saying, that he gave
this house to one, and that house to another, she
inquired of him, if he had any house where he was
going 1 Perhaps she did not fully herself feel the
tremendous importance of the query. But it is

one that the rich and the poor of this world are
alike interested, in asking themselves. Hast thou,
dear reader, a sure and certain inheritance in
heaven?—a mansion of glory which ever endureth,
made thine through faith in the Lord Jesus, and
that new birth unto holiness by which thou hast
become an heir of God, and a ioint heir with
Christ ?

When Baxter was dying, to an inquiry as to hi
condition he could joyfully say, "Almost well
and nearly at home!" One who was made l
martyr for the word of God and the testimony of
the Lord Jesus, on being asked, as he approached
the stake, how he felt, answered, "Never better;
for now I know that I am almost at home." An-
other religious man, near his close, said, " I am
going home as fast as I can, and I bless God that
I have a good home to go to."

Oh, to feel heaven is our home ! that a mansion
has been prepared for us therein ! what happiness,
what inexpressible peace and thankful love it must
beget in the soul. The return to our earthly
homes, if we are blessed with sociable feeling.s,
and a loving circle of dear ones there await us.'^is

a cause of happiness to the heart. In the life of
the late Patrick Tytler, this passage relative to his
father is introduced, "In those days when we
knew my father was to be detained in town till

late in the evening, we always placed a candle in
thi^s window. Often did he remark that he never
gained

was returning." Such feelings
the arise spontaneously in the heart of every

• v,.,gious, home-loving wanderer, as he drew,
the termination of his journey, and how m
stronger should the emotions be in the boson
the christian who feels himself rapidly draw
near to the blessed home, prepared for him in I

vcn! Ah! he may see with the eye of faith
indeed the twinkle of a feeble light through a
litary window, welcoming him to the ende^rmc
of his household, but the love of Christ giving fc

such a brightness to his everlasting home, as t

it needs no light of the sun to lighten it, whilst
the depth of his humble heart, he can catch sc

whispers of the cheering welcome, " Come,
blessed of my Father, inherit the kingdom

'

pared for you."

For "The Frieni

For "the Cliildr

To-night I heard a little girl say to herbrotl
" Charley, won't thee carry my umbrella homi
It was said very gently and sweetly, and Sallie 1

her little sister to lead, and some books to can
and so you will think, of course, Charley, lib
good, kind little boy, took the umbrella. Ah,—with an ugly shrug of the shoulders, he excla
ed in a rough voice, " Indeed, I won't, then
Charley! what a disposition was that? not k
and loving ! Not such as the dear Saviour
love and bless ! Charley forgot, as he stood th.

looking so self-willed and careless, that his h(

was open before an eye that was reading all

feelings, and was grieved at the wrong spirit tl

led him to speak so. He forgot the golden rul

" Be you to others kind and true,

As j'ou'd have others be to you."

Now, children, I want to ask you one questii

Why ought we to be good ; that is, to do right ?

it to please father and mother ?—To be happy

!

To keep from being punished ?—So as to be
warded ? These are all motives, but not the o^l

great motive. The one first and great motive
please our heavenly Father. How many ways 1

He taken to please us
;
giving us such a beauti

world to live in, such kind friends around us, a
so many blessings every way. We ought to thi il

a great deal about how very kind He is to us, a: n

this will help make us want to please Him
There is one way of pleasing Him that vefci

little children may take, aud that is by being kit
and you never can know how much good you m
do to others and to your own little hearts,
being kind. I know a dear little boy that ii

bright and happy child, very busy with his o'

thoughts, and plans and plays. But if his raotljO,

or any one is sick or in pain, little Ettie leav
all to come, stand by her, and wsit on her.

he looks so much sympathy, and asks so gently, "

it any better?" that it is a real comfort to ha
him near; and it is because the love in his hea
makes him kind, that he knows how to be kin ii

Now, when any one tries to be good, they mu «l

expect to have a little trouble with an enemy th k
lives very near them, and sometimes gets right in ini

their hearts. His name is " I-don't- want-to.'
don't look so very bad at first sight, but he's detc
mined to keep you from being kind to others aita

doing things for them, if he po.ssibly can. Bfti
don't let him speak; make him '^ hz/sh I" the r

nute he opens his mouth. Then he'll get tired

trying to hinder you from being good, and doii

good. He may come back again, and sometimp

t» Li„ .„ ..eo„e .«.,„e«.. T.eT.3, .fif. ?,WI&Lti.'Z^tli^JLStiS ^SS'J't?"Sf^^£^:%%

lu
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ing enough to drive him out, and keep Lim
, Every enemy we Lave that tries to hiuder

From pleasing our heavenly Father, is an enemy
lim, and little children must seek him for lielj)

jonquer. He says, " They that seek me early

11 find me," and the Lord Jesus says, "Ask and
sliall receive j seek and ye shall find." Oh,
at good encouragement to seek Him for help to

3 Him. What a kind and patient friend He
He not only tells us what to do, and how to

»ood and happy, hut He helps us by his Holy
rit in our hearts, if we seek for it.

The more we do right the easier it is. When
try to be kind, we soon learn how. When the

irt is loving and willing, 'tis wonderful how
ny ways it finds, how easy it grows " to flunky
not always easy and pleasant at first, but this

now, children, it is always sweet and pleasant in

end. " To be good is to be happy." Every
J " I-don't-want-to" is turned out of the heart,

indness," with a smile like a rainbow, comes
and the reason " Kindness" wears a smile, and

ks so happy, and makes us so happy, is just be-

she is a good servant of our heavenly Father.

! ought to love her very much, and take great

never to drive her out by cross feelings,

hildren, will you have gentle " Kindness" for

ir friend, to live in your hearts, to grow up with

to make others happy, to help make you

5py, and above all to help you please your Fa-

ir in heaven ?

What a Yolcano can do 1—Cotopaxi, in 1738,

ew its fiery rockets 3000 feet above its crater,

ile in 1744 the blazing mass, struggling for an

let, roared so that its awful voice was heard a

tance of more than 600 miles. In 1797, the

iter of Tunguragua, one of the peaks of the

ides, flung out torrents of mud which dammed up
ers, opened new lakes, and in valleys of a thou-

id feet wide made deposits of six hundred feet

ep. The stream from Vesuvius, which in 1737

d through Torrel de Greco, contained 33,600,-

lO cubic feet of solid matter ; and in 1794, when

)rre del Greco was destroyed a second time, the

jss of lava amounted to 45,000,000 cubic feet.

1679, Etna poured forth a flood which covered

1 square miles of surface, which measured 100,-

10,000 cubic feet. On this occasion the scoriae

rmed the Monte Rossi, nearNicolosi, a cone two

lies in circumference and 4000 feet high. The

earn thrown out by Etna in 1810, was in motion

the rate of a yard per day for nine months after

e eruption ; and it is on record that the lava of

e same mountain, after a terrible eruption, was

it thoroughly cooled and consolidated ten years

ter the event. In the eruption of Vesuvius, A. D.,

), the scoriaj and ashes vomited forth far exceed-

[ the entire bulk of the mountain ; while in 1660

tna disgorged more than twenty times its own

ass. Vesuvius has thrown its ashes as far as

jnstantinople, Syria and Egypt ; it hurled stones,

ffht pounds in weight, to Pompeii, a distance of

s miles, while similar masses were tossed 2000

et above its summit. Cotopaxi has projected a

ock of 109 cubic yards in volume a distance of

ne miles, and Sambawa, in 1815, during the

ost terrific eruption on record, sent its ashes as

r as Java, a distance of 300 miles surface, and

it of a population of 12,000 souls, only 20

caped.

—

Recreative Science.

Tlie iVay of the Cross.—He that will foil

hrist, must take up the daily cross, even that

OSS which God daily lays upon him, who will still

3 requiring somewhat which is contrary to his own

3shly part, and contrary to the fleshly part of

those with whom he converses. And as this cross

is taken up, the worldly part is offended, and the
life grow.s, cutting down worldly interests and ways
of religion daily; but as worldly interests are fol-

lowed and kept up, the fleshly part thrives, and
the life decays and suff'ers, even till at length it

come under death, and then death hath the domi-
nion.

—

Isaac Fcninston.

A LITTLE WHILE.
Bcj-ond the smiling and the weeping,

I shall be soon
;

Beyond the waUing and the sleeping,
Beyond the sowing and the reaping,

I shall be soon.
Love, rest, and home I

Sweet hope I

Loid, tarry not, but come !

Beyond the blooming and the fading,

I shall be soon
;

Beyond the shining and the shading,
Beyond the hoping and the dreading,

I shall be soon.
Love, rest, and home 1

Sweet hope I

Lord, tarry not, but come!

Beyond the rising and the setting,

I shall be soon
;

Beyond the calming and the fretting,

Beyond remembering and forgetting,

I shall be soon.
Love, rest, and home 1

Sweet hope I

Lord, tarry not, hut come !

Beyond the gathering and the strowing,
I shall be soon

;

Beyond the ebbing and the flowing.

Beyond the coming and the going,
I shall be soon.

Love, rest, and home!
Sweet hope

!

Lord, tarry not, but come !

Beyond the parting and the meeting,
I shall be soon

;

Beyond the farewell and the greeting,

Beyond this pulse's fever-beating,

I shall be soon.

Love, rest, and home

!

Sweet hope !

Lord, tarry not, but come !

Beyond the frost-chain and the fever,

I shall be soon
;

Beyond the rock-waste and the river,

Beyond the ever and the never,

I shall be soon.

Love, rest, and home !

Sweet hope !

Lord, tarry not, but come !

Seventh mo. 7th. H. E

THERE BE THOSE.
There be those who sow beside

The waters that in silence glide.

Trusting no echo will declare

Whose footsteps ever wandered there.

The noiseless footsteps pass away,
The stream flows on as yesterday

;

Nor can it. for a time be seen

A benefactor there had been.

Yet think not that the seed is dead,

Which in the lonely place is spread
;

It lives, it lives

—

the spring is nigh.

And soon its life shall testify.

That silent stream, that desert ground,
No more unlovely shall be found

;

But scattered flowers of simplest grace

Shall spread their beauty round the place.

And soon or late a time will come
When witnesses, that now are dumb.
With grateful eloquence shall tell

From whom the seed, there scattered, fell.

Bernard Barton.

For "The Friend."

Meteorology.
(Co„tii,ia-,l from p^ige 3i;0.)

" The greatest heat and the greatest cold which
have ever been experienced by man, though not at

the same place, are also worthy of being mentioned.
By guarding the heat, received from the vertical

rays of the sun, as when a thermometer is placed
inside of a blackened box, covered with glass, and
urrounded by sand, the mercury in it sometimes
rises so as to indicate 240°. Such an experiment

made by Sir John Herschel, while at the Cape
of Good Hope in 1837. He remarks: 'As these

temperatures far surpass that of boiling water,
some amusing experiments were made by exposing

gs, fruit, meat, etc., in the same manner, all of
which, after a moderate length of exposure, were
found perfectly cooked,— the eggs being rendered
hard and powdery to the centre ; and on one oc-

casion a very respectable stew of meat and vegeta-

bles was prepared, and eaten with no small relish

by the entertained by-standers.' Capt. James C.

Koss cooked eggs in New Zealand by putting them
in holes dug in the ground.' Captain Sturt in the

description of his experiences in Australia, says .•

' The thermometer, in the shade of a tree, rose to

127°, after which the bulb burst from the expan-
sion. The ground was almost a molten surfiice

with the heat, and if a match accidentally fell upon
it, it was immediately ignited.' Grifiiths has ob-

served the thermometer in the desert, near the

Euphrates, rise to 132° Fahr. in the shade, and to

156° in the sun. On the other hand, Capt. Back ob-

served the thermometer at Port Keliance, January
I, 1834, as low as—70°, Gmelin the elder re-

corded the temperature in Siberia, at the foot of

Kiringa, in December, 1838, at —120°. Capt.

Lyon observed one singular effect of these extremes

of temperature. He says :
' There were two or

three others, equally insensible to the cold as myself;

but the change of climate had an effect on me,

which, I believe, was not experienced by the rest,

and which was, that the hair from my head regu-

larly moullcd, if I may be excused the expression,

ind was renewed two or three times; even in the

ummer following, and this second winter, the pro-

cess still continued, although in a slighter degree.'

He describes the degree of cold thus :
' Our stove-

funnels collected a quantity of ice within them, not-

thstanding fires kept up night and day, so that

it was frequently requisite to take them down, in

order to break and melt out the ice, as it collected

in the same form as the pulp of a cocoanut lies

within the shell.' Erman lost the skin of his fin-

ger by touching the screw of an instrument. The
sailors in Arctic expeditions, where the mercury is

frozen for weeks, amuse theuiselves by firing mer-

curial bullets."

HAS TOE CLIMATE OF THE EARTH OR OF ANY
PART OF IT CHANGED ?

" The question is often asked, whether from any
cause, local or cosmical the climate of the same
place has undergone, or is likely to undergo, mate-

rial changes with the lapse of time. We may look

at this question, first, under the light of facts, and

then under the light of theory. Individual ex-

perience is not adequate to settle the inquiry, be-

cause the cycle of the weather is too large t) be

embraced by the longest life of man, much less to

repeat itself within the memory of the same person.

Extraordinary degrees of heat or cold, extraordi-

nary storms, or any other extraordinary phase of

the climate, occur at long intervals, and produce a

deep impression on the observer, especially in early

life. If the same thing does not occur again for a

century, it is natural to conclude that nature has

degenerated, without remembering that such events
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were as extraordinary when tliey occurred last,

they would be now, and have never been witnessed

except on rare occasions. Besides other writers, to

whom we shall refer more particularly, this subject

has been discussed by Buffon, Hume, Abbe du
Bos, Pelloutier, Dr. Robertson, Gibbon, Dr. Wil-
liams, Jefferson, Volncy, Holyoke, Noah Webster,
and Dr. Forry.

" It has been a common opinion that the climate

of the whole earth has undergone, within historical

times, a gradual amelioration. It has been thought
that in America the climate has grown milder,

even since the first European settlements were made.
The argument of Barrington, Mann, and others is

this. Herodotus states that in the European part

of Scythia, (the Palus Moeotis.) the winter lasted

eight months in the year, and with almost intolera-

ble severity, and that the countries farther north
were uninhabitable on account of the cold. The
Sacred Scriptures speak of hoarfrost in Palestine
and Egypt, where there is none now. Livy en-

larges upon the cold winters of Italy, when the
Tiber was frozen, and armies crossed it, and tells

us, that the Eoman soldiers complained of \Wma
in tents in winter, on account of the cold. Juvenal
states that the congelation of the Tiber was frequent
in his day. Virgil directs the farmer to put straw
under the sheep and goats to protect them from the
cold

; and he speaks of the freezing of the rivers in

Calabria, in the southern part of Italy. Horace
alludes to the Acres Hyemes. Passan-es in his

Odes imply that the streets of Rome are filled

with snow and ice. Juvenal, in his sixth Satire,

remarks, that the freezing of the rivers afforded
the ladies an opportunity to show an extraordinary
degree of deference to the commands of the Egyp-
tian priests, in the performance of their ablutions :—

'Hibernum fracta, glacie descendet in anmem
;

Ter matutino Tiberi mergetur,' &c.

" In ^lian, instructions are given for catching
eels when the water is covered with ice. Ovid,
banished to Tomosfor seven years, inveighs bitterly

against the cold of that place, though the latitude
was only 44°.

" It is said that in the year 271, b. c, the winter
was so rigorous and so long in Italy, that the
snow remained in the forum, at a prodigious height,
for forty days : the Tiber was frozen to a great
depth. Livy relates that in the second Punic war,
while the Romans, under the command of Scipio,
besieged a city of Spain, situated near the mouth
of the Ebro, the ground was covered with snow, to
a depth of 4 feet, for 35 consecutive days.

CTo be conannodO

my

CLristi cannot Fight."

At a time when war is actually doing its deadly
work in our late happy country, and the antichris-
tian spirit whicli it begets, and in which only it can
be carried on, is overspreading the community, it

is well that we should call to mind, the straight
forward and unflinching conduct of the early lis-
ciples of our Lord, when placed in circumstances
somewhat similar to their successors of the present
day. It is a fact well worthy of notice, that let

us search as we may the records of those primitive
times, when love, and purity and fidelity to the
blessed cause marked the believer—we shall not
find among all their writers, one advocate for war;
but on the other hand, that they bore an unwaver-
ing testimony to the peaceable character of the
Messiah's kingdom. It is believed that for the
first two hundred years, not a christian soldier is

recorded, as prominent in the annals of the church;
and this fact is the more noticeable when we re-
flect, that those were times of great commotion,

when war was held to be essential to the very ex-
istence of the state, and claims to precedence, de-
pended mainly upon military achievements. While
on the other hand, the maxims of that semi-bar-
barous age, were not slow in bringing the pressure
of the prison, the torture and the stake, to bear
upon the scruples of the believer, when urged to

comply with the requisitions of his government.
Under such circumstances, how artless, how com-
prehensive, yet what innocent boldness in his re-

ply, "I am a Christian, and cannot fight."

There is much to be said and very forcibly, as
to the important consequences involved in the un-
happy struggle in which our government is at pre-
sent engaged

; the necessity for all loyal citizens
to rally to its support, lest anarchy overspread
the land; and finally, that it is the only course by
which the very serious questions at issue can
met. The writer is fully aware of the force of
these arguments, yet it is to him equally apparent,
that upon one and perhaps but one ground, can we
maintain our testimony as "Friends." That tes-
timony has its origin in the spirit and precepts
and example of the founder of the Christian reli-

gion, and those of His immediate followers. When
we reflect upon the peace and good-will to men,
which breathe throughout the whole history of the
blessed Saviour, from the ushering in of the new
Dispensation at Bethlehem, to the closing scenes at
Calvary, there would seem no other course left to
His followers in all succeeding ages, but in meek-
ness to tread in His steps. Yet as if forseeing the
departure to which they would be liable, how im-
pressive the declaration he has left us—" if

kingdom were of this world, then would my
vants fight." Here then is the reply, ever ready
and unanswerable, to the strongest reasonings
which can be opposed to the advocate of peace,
through every age and generation. It admits of
no examination into the merits of the case in
hand, however pressing it may be, and the conse-
quences of his course he must be willing to leave
with Him who has declared "vengeance is mine, I
will repay."

In endeavouring thus to bear a faithful protest
against all wars and fightings, it has seemed to mi
hat the subject is divested of many of the difiScul

ties which naturally present to a thoughtful mind,
if we can regard the course which may be proper
for us individually, as altogether apart from the
action of the government under which we may live

;

and while the latter has undoubtedly a moral cha-
racter and responsibilities to sustain, we may re-
member that we had nothing to do with its forma-
tion, or the continued line of policy which may
have resulted in war ; and that therefore as indi-
viduals, we cannot be held accountable for its er-
rors. On the one hand, we see the government
based fromits very existence upon the assumption,
that war is justifiable and necessary. When
therefore in the exercise of the right thus claimed,
the state puts forth at its discretion, its military
power, it is only pursuing a course consistent with
its fundamental principles. On the other hand, it

is self-evident, that war from its very necessities,
can only be carried on in opposition to the spirit
of the gospel and by setting at nought almost
every precept of the blessed Saviour of men. The
practical question presented to the consistent
Christian must therefore be, whom shall I serve?
and we hold as a society, that he can only obey
the commands of the powers that be, in so far as
they do not conflict with his duties to the divine
Law-giver.

It is evident that the great mass of mankind, or
even of professing Christians, are not prepared to
receive many of the truths of the Gospel in all

their fulness. Nor can we hope that governme»
will see differently upon the important subject*
der consideration, until the very hearts of men i

changed by the softening influences of the reli^
of Jesus. Until then, a line of demarcation t&
exist between the consistent follower of the Savij
and those who practically, if not professedly, d^
His right to reign in their hearts and lives. H
nothing new in the history of the church, f|

those who are endeavouring to maintain its di

triues and practices in their primitive purity, ha
found themselves apparently alone and powerli
to stem the tide of opposition to those testimoni
which were laid upon it in the beginning,
which must be maintained from age to age,
in the fullness of time " the kingdoms of
world" shall " become the kingdoms of our Lo
and of His Christ."

Sad and disheartening as the present aspect
affairs throughout our favoured land must appe
to those who may have hoped for better things,

is cheering to discern through the gloom, traces
the softening and humanizing spirit of the Gosp
as shown in the forbearance of our governme
toward those who have so wantonly sought
overthrow it ; in the great reluctance to the she
ding of blood, which from the first has been
fest among those, who do not feel restrained frc

taking part in the strife ; and in the earnest desi

of the great mass of our fellow-countrymen, th

the contest may be a short one. May we not he
see the happy result of those Christian septimen
which have been cherished during a long period
peace and pro>perity

; nor can we doubt that mu
has been owing to the influence exerted by o
religious society, which for two centuries, has bor
before the world its consistent testimony to i.

peaceable nature of the Christian Dispensation.
I believe it is especially important, when war

exerting its baneful influence over the whole coi

munity, that those who cannot under any circui

stances lend their aid or countenance to it, shou
be found faithful to their convictions. We ci

never perhaps fully appreciate the good which mi
result from the steadfastness of " Friends" at tb

critical period of our country's history. Let
not then be too much cast down at the discourao
ments of our day, but while some are trusting "

chariots, and some in horses," may our confiden
be renewed in the Lord alone, who can make ev(

"the wrath of man to praise him." In this sit

pie, humble trust, we shall be kept above slavis

fears, and a willingness will be begotten to endu
reproach and loss and suffering—if need be—

i

prove our steadfastness in "the faith once deli-

ered to the saints."

Dear Friends, the standard of Truth is higl

and may we ever beware of seeking to lower it,

:

order to meet the exigencies of the times, llathi

let us, notwithstanding the lukewarniness and dd

clensions within our own borders—and which ma
perhaps too much oppress us—be found still read
to maintain our ancient protest against war in an
shape

; that so, let the present calamity be longe
or shorter, our hands may be "clear of the bloo
of all men." And while we thus honestly diffeF
from our fellow christians around us, let us remem

'

ber that the truths of the Gospel can only b
rightly advanced by those who are actuated by it

"i"

spirit, which is "first pure, then peaceable,' gentl
and easy to be entreated." As we live under thi

'^

restraining influence, I believe we shall be kcp
out of the sectional feelings and prejudices whici
are now so rife, and into which our natural sym
pathies would lead us, while we should thus in ou
daily lives and conversation practically illustrat

the principles we profess.
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Friends" have already been, and probably will ! vineyard, where he " hath need of us." Then, aa

inue to be pressed to aid in the military pre-
j
we abide in llim, from whom we derive our

tions which are going on around them, and in strength and vigour, we shall bring forth much

h they cannot consistently take part directly fruit, not only to his praise and our own peace.

directly; but should we, in time of weakness

enipted to baulk our testimony in this respect,

recall the honest, and noble reply of the

litive disciple
—" I am a Christian, and can-

fight." ^^^^^
Vhat Iiijlucnccs the Clhnnte of Great Britain.

cannot omit directing the reader's attention to

nfluence which the far-distant barrier of Central

irica has upon the climate of Great Britain.

posing yon narrow belt of land to be suddenly

Imed by the ocean; then, instead of circuitously

lini' round the Gulf of Mexico, the heated wa-

of the equatorial current would naturally flow

the Pacific, and the Gulf stream no longer ex-

We should not only lose the benefit of its

n current, but cold polar streams, descending

her to the south, would take its place, and be

nately driven by the westerly winds against

coasts. Our climate would then resemble that

lewfoundland, and our ports be blocked up du-

many months by enormous masses of ice.

er these altered circumstances, England would

3nger be the grand emporium of trade and in-

ry and would finally dwindle down from her

irial station to an insignificant dependency of

3 other country more favoured by Nature.

twig's Sea aiid its wonders.

but to the edification of the church and to the

comfort of its living members.

Eiglith month 2litli, 1818.

Wc wanted iJie powerfrom on high.—Quest.

—

But some may say, what appearance of the great

God and Saviour did ye want? Ans.—We wanted

he presence and power of his Spirit to be inwardly

manifested in our spirits. We had (as I may say)

what we could gather from the letter, and endeav-

oured to practi-e what we could read in the letter,

but we wanted the power from on high, we wanted

life, we wanted the presence and fellowship of our

Beloved, we wanted the knowledge of the heavenly

seed and kingdom, and an entrance into it, and the

holy dominion and reign of the Lord of life over the

flesh, over sin and death in us.

—

Isaac Fenington.

Strive to recommend religion by the courtesy,

civility, and condescending character of thy conduct.

THE FRIEND.
SEVENTH JIUNTH 27, 18G

LONDON YEARLY MEETING.

(Continned from page 368.)

Fifth-day morning, Fifth mo. SOth.—The Bri-

tish Friend says, " met at half-past nine, when the

sitting of four hours was taken up with the schedule

from the conference, and the alterations on sundry

chapters adopted, consisting chiefly ofomissions, with

a few substitutions under the heads ' Meetings for

Discipline,' ' Preparative Meetings,' and 'Ministers

iind Elders.' A lengthened discourse arose in connec-

tion with the subject of impartingadvice to ministers,

opinion being much divided as to the proper instru-

mentality for the purpose. Some Friends were of

letter of John Barclay,

believe there may be much show and appear-

e of excellent dispositions in some, who have

had any call to service in the line which they

Y have set their feet in, as well as in some that

not abode long enough under the refining

d, which was fitting them for their allotted post

ay talk of the degeneracy in the faith or

ctice of others who profess with them, and may
lent, or seem to lament the innovations or back-

ings

within the limits of consistency, ^ , -;. • • u,

actions of those, whom they apprehend to re- 1 who felt uneasy with the services of a minister ought

Q something of primitive zea'

lie also of these may, in the he„.
, , .

, ,
- , „

the sparks which they have kindled, and from the elders, &c., which latter mode of proce-

ss of their fellows ; and they may for a time
|

the judgment, that it ought to be through the elders

within the limits of consistency, imitating I or overseers, while others thought that any one

pprehend to re- 1 who felt uneasy with the services of a minister ought

ind uprightness.
]

to communicate such feeling to the party in the first

leat and warmth 'instance; afterwards, if necessary, asking assistance

,h which they have compassed themsel

the work of reformation, or rather set about

I their own wills, and after their darkened ap-

dure was agreed to.

" A minute having been previously adopted, in

reference to overseers, providing for a periodical

3hens.ons; and when they see their endeavours [revision of the names under this appointment,

owned nor seconded so readily or quickly as like measure with regard to those in the station ot

y deem them worthy, (for the faithful cannot elders, appeared equally desirable. Accordingly,

n them,) then it sometimes happens that these on being informed that the question was now before

rits burst out into open variance with the body;
I

the meeting, the measure was advocated at con-

d so manifest their foundation to the faithful, siderable length, as well as with great torce and

clearness, by John T. Grace. Ho asked the at-

tention of the meeting to the mode of appointment

for the station of elder, which, being for life, did

not, he considered, operate to promote the best in-

terests of the Society.

lie had hoped to hear from the conference a

proposal for the periodical revision, perhaps trien-

nially, of the appointments in each Monthly Meet-

ing ; and as this had not been realized, he alluded

to the very cumbrous machinery required for the

selection and appointment of elders under our pre-

sent regulations, which could hardly be_ much

simplified, unless the service were for

period.
" He briefly mentioned the objectionable nature

of life appointments in general ; and thought the

ich'thin^^ls^ar'e" best "for'V'to" know runtil it'experience of many present would point to some

lease the Lord to dispose of us in that part of his leases in which Friends, who might have good

[lose eyes the Lord opens to see and discern the

od, from that which only appears to be so. Such

one, if he is ever favoured to see the error of

way, and to turn from it, will have to aoknow-

ge, that all his stirrings, strivings, willings, run-

gs, his labours and services, even to promote

lod, were out of that Spirit, whereby alone good

discovered, embraced, or promoted in his

'vn heart, or in the hearts of others. There is

'en great need for all, to wait upon the Lord, to

'el his power discovering the evil and the good in

3, raising up the one, and enabling us to over-

)me the other ; and as we continue faithful to

iese discoveries, we shall be made partakers ol

lOre of his gifts, and grow in a living experience
"
his Truth, and in a lively understanding as to

limited

service as elders at one period of life, were less

ligible or altogether disqualified at another ; in-

stancing the entanglement of the world, and the

absorption of mind in business pursuits, as well as

personal reasons of advancing age, and mental

or bodily infirmity, which might occur.

" The tendency, too, of the present system to

raise up and perpetuate a>i order amongst us, was,

he considered, objectionable, and calculated to dis-

courage the services of these serious andjudicious
Friends not under appointment, to whom the Yearly

Meeting had just adopted advice on the care and
admonition of ministers.

" Whilst disclaiming any intentions to reflect on

the services of the present elders, whose faithful

labours he highly appreciated, he entreated these and

other Friends seriously to ponder this question in its

various aspects; and expressed the opinion that the

periodical revision would strengthen the hand of

the elders, by assuring them, from time to time, of

the continued unity of their friends, by securing to

the church a greater variety of gift, and by deepen-

ing the authority and place which their services

ought to have with all those in the ministry.

" His arguments appeared to meet with a favoura-

ble reception. The question, however, appearing to

have a variety of bearings, and the time of the

meeting being much pre-engaged, the discussion

was postponed for the present."

The proposal of the conference with respect to

the chapter entitled, ' the Morning Meeting,' occu-

pied the attention of the chief part of the sitting.

This proposal was to abrogate that meeting en-

tirely, and to provide for part of the functions

which it had heretofore exercised, in another way.

This was followed by a minute from the Yearly

Meeting of Ministers and Elders, introducing a pro-

position submitted to that body by the Morning

Meeting, to the effect that, instead of coming to-

gether monlldy, it should be quarterly, viz: in the

Second, Fifth, Eighth, and Eleventh months ; also,

that instead of that meeting consisting exclusively

of ministers and elders within the compass of Lon-

don and Middlesex Quarterly Meeting, those

Friends in the same stations resident within the six

adjacent Quarterly Meetings, should be added to

the constituency.
" A member of the conference committee having

been requested to become its expositor, supported

the recommendation of that body, demouftrating

in a lucid and convincing manner, that the services

of the Morning Meeting would be much better dis-

pensed with than retained, especially as regards

the revision of manuscripts intended for publica-

tion. A few other Friends thought it was unde-

sirable that important works on christian doctrine

and practice should be published, without Friends

being able to say that such works had the sanction

of the society. There, was, however, a much

larger expression of coincidence in the view which

had been advocated by the member of the confer-

ence committee. One Friend was especially strong

n his condemnation of a system which Friends

have always protected against iu other professors,

that of an ecclesiastical hierarchy, but which bad

insensibly grown up and been cherished in our

midst ; and it was because of his attachment to the

original principles of the society, that he wished to

see^o objectionable a machinery abolished. This

he would consider a step in the right direction, we

had of late taken several similar steps, but a num-

ber more yet remained before we come back to

original simplicity."

The London Friend says, " after much pre-

liminary discussion as to the course which the de-

liberation should take, it was concluded to consider

in the first place, the general question of the revision
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of manuscripts. With the exception of W. Brown
and G. Dawson, and J. F. Forster, (who bad, how-
ever, no strong feeling on the question,) the expres-
sion of opinion was clearly in favour of doing away
with all such revisions by a public body, and the

clerk was soon able to announce this conclusion as

adopted. The liberation of ministers for foreign

service, was then considered. T. Binns spoke
strongly on the evils which he had long deplored,
springing from the hierarchical element in our So-
ciety. He rejoiced that the recent course of our
legislation had tended to weaken that element, and
proportionately to restore to the structure of our
Society its beautiful simplicity, by clearing away
the rubbish, and divesting it of the scaffolding;

which had gathered about it. He strongly disap-

proved of obliging a minister who had already the

consent and unity of his Monthly and Quarterly
Meetings, to obtain that of a select and unrepre-

sentative body, whether it were the Morning Meet-
ing, or that proposed by the conference.* H(
thought with E. Smith, (who had given his own
opinion when explaining the subject,) that the

Meeting for Sufferings would be the proper body
to determine on the religious concerns in ques-
tion."

Fifth-day afternoon.—The British Friend says,

"After the reading again of the propositions from
the conference, and from the Morning Meeting, the

first Friend who spoke, said that the proposition

of the Morning Meeting should be adopted. An-
other followed at some length, recommending an-

other course, which he thought more constitutional,

and that was to confide the matter to which the
proposition of the conference referred—viz., the

granting of certificates to ministers going abroad,
to the Meeting for Sufi'erings. The view which a
Friend in the forenoon took of the Morning Meet-
ing as being a ' hierarchy,' found no favour at this

sitting from any one who spoke on the subject ; in-

deed, quite a number of Friends were satisfied that
there was no ground whatever for the imputation.
So far from the members of that meeting consid-

ering themselves as lords over God's heritage, it

was rather the fault, or weakness, of those to whom
they ministered, to look too much up to them, and
thus to constitute them, in some degree, a superior
and separate order. The suggestion to transfer th

business on hand to the Meeting for SuflFerings,

was favourably received by a few Friends, but the

proposal of the Morning Meeting, as already de
scribed, met with a greatly larger share of appro-

bation, and was agreed to. Some were of the

judgment that it was to the Yearly Meeting itself

that ministers going on foreign service should come
for the threefold sanction deemed nece.^sary, rather
than to the Yearly Meeting of Ministers and Ei-

ders, or to the Morning Meeting ; those entertain-

ing this opinion were, of course, prepared to refer

the granting of certificates to the Meeting for Suf-
ferings when the Yearly Meeting is not in session.

The rule, however, in cases of Friends going abroad
on religious service, now stands thus; beside a
certificate from their Monthly and Quarterly Meet-
ings, they are to have the concurrence of the Yearly
Meeting of Ministers and Elders, if it can conveni-
ently be obtained ; otherwise the Morning Meeting,
as it will now assemble only quarterly, is to be
convened at the instance of any three members,
and consisting of its enlarged constituency—viz.,

* The conference bad proposed that the liberation of
ministers for foreign service when not performed by the
Yearly Meeting of Ministers and Elders, should be con-
sidered by (I special meeting summoned by the clerk of
the Yearly Meeting of Ministers and Elders, consisting of
Friends in the latter station in London and Middlesex
and the six adjacent Qnarterly Meetings.

the ministers and elders of London and Bliddlesex
Quarterly Meeting, and of the six adjacent coun-
ties—is to grant certificates in the cases supposed."
The proposition from the Morning Meeting, with
the exception of the part relative to the revision of
manuscripts, which was stricken out, was accepted.
A number of small alterations and omissions were
then agreed too of little moment, and the London
Friend states, "A small but not unimportant
change was, however, made under the last of them,
by the change of " the ininciple of Truth" to "the
principles of Truth." After some remarks on the
poor, the meeting adjourned."

(To becoiitinned.J

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
The. First Great Battle, between the Federal forces and

those of the " Confederate States," tools place on First-
day, the 21st instant, near Manassas Junction. The
troops, under the command of Gen. M'Dowell, to the
number of about 50,000, had been advanced in that
direction during several of the preceding days, meeting
without no serious opposition until they arrived at a
small stream called Bull's Run, about five miles fron
the Junction. Here formidable masked batteries wer<
encountered, and one of the advancing columns was re-
pulsed on the 18th inst., with a loss of perhaps 150 men
(Jn the morning of the 21st, an attempt was made to
carry the batteries, and drive the rebels back toward
Manassas Junction. A terrible conflict ensued attended
with tearful slaughter on both sides, but resulting finally
in the complete defeat of the Federal army, wl"
compelled to retreat towards Washington. It is said
that only 25,000 of the federal troops were actually
gaged in the battle, and of these not more than 15,000
at any one time. The contest, which continued during
most of the day, was decided towards evening; proba''
biy, by the arrival on the ground of a large body of
tresh rebel troops, threatening the flank and rear of the
assailants. Portions of the army were seized with sud-
en panic, and commenced a disorderly retreat, which
Don became general, thousands of the men throwino-
way their arms in the haste to escape. The field
overed with dead and wounded men, was abandoned
) the rebels, together with many pieces of artillery,
baggage wagons and supplies of various kinds. At the
time of making up this summary on the 23d inst, the

;ained by the Federal army, was not known with
any certainty. It was vaguely reported at 3000 in kill-
ed, wounded and missing.
Armij Afoi:emenls.~Gen. Johnson commenced moving

toward Manassas Junction on the 18th inst., with 30°
000 men, arriving there in time to secure the defeat of
the Federal forces. Gen. Patterson's army which was
intended to hold Johnson's force in check, entirely failed
in its object. Gen. Patterson has been relieved from his
command, and Gen. Banks, of Massachusetts, has been
appointed to sncceed him. Gen. M'Clellan has been
summoned to Washington to take command of the army
on the Potomac. Gen. Rosencranz takes his place in
Western Virginia. After the disastrous events of the
2

1 St, the Federal forces returned to the entrenched posi-
tions which they occupied previous to their advance
Many additional regiments hare been ordered to Wash
ington, and no serious fears were felt for its safety. Ii

is, however, now believed that the strength of the re-
bels in Virginia has been greatly under-rated, and thai
their main army is not only under able command, bu
is very formidable in numbers, and especially strong in
cavalry and artillery. Gen. Scott, it is stated, had mis
givings when the recent advance into Virginia was or
" red, but yielded his better judgment in deference to
the President and Secretary of War.

Congress.—The Committee of Ways and .Means h;

repared a bill providing for a direct tax and inter
uties. The bill imposes a tax of $30,000,000 on real

estate and slaves distributed through the States and
tories, the proportion of New York being §3,905

The bill also proposes a tax on spirituous liquors often
cents a gallon, and on fermented and malt liquors five
ents a gallon. All vehicles, except those used exclu-

sively for the transportation of merchandise, are to be
and also the stills, boilers and other utensils used
lling. The new tariff bill which has passed the

House of Representatives, imposes a duty of 2 J and 3 cents
pound on brown sugar, 4 cents on refined, molasses

5 cents a gallon, teas 15 cents a pound, coffee 5 cents
mnd, salt 18 cents per 100 pounds. The duties on
y other articles have been raised with a view to in-

creased revenue. The Senate has passed a bill provid-

ing for the confiscation of the property of rebels foi

in arms against the government. One of its clav
provides that any person held to service or labour

(

ployed in any manner in aiding the rebellion, shall
forfeited to his master.

The "Southern Confederacy."—The news of the del
of the Union forces near Manassas Junction has cau
great rejoicing in the South. The rebel Congress
sembled at Richmond on the 20th inst. The inmu'ii
message of Jefferson Davis congratulates the CuuTrr
on the acquisition to the Confederacy of three ni-

sovereign States. Others, he says, would have iinii

with the Confederacy, had they not been restiaineJ
the actual presence of large armies, and the suliveisi
of civil authority. He denounces the war waged by i

United States upon the South, as an act of folly, equi
led only by its wickedness, and which must fail in
object, while its dire calamities will fall doubly sev(
upon the United States. The large military operatic
which the U. S. Congress have authorized, will, he sai
oblige a corresponding increase of the Confederate forc(
The crops of the present year are stated to be the mc
'undaut ever known in the South. "Many believe ti

pply adequate to two years' consumption. Our cil

US manifest a laudable pride in upholding their i

dependence unaided by any other resources save thi
own, and subscription to the loan proposed by the gover
ment cannot fall short of §50,000,000, and will probab
exceed that sum." The Governor of Virginia has issui
a proclamation calling to arms nearly the entire mil
tary force of the State. The two principal ports
North Carolina, Wilmington and Beaufort, have not bei
and are not now under blockade, and an active trade
carried on in the export of naval stores and the impo
of provisions.

Neu! IV*.—Mortality last week, 532. The specie
the New York banks, on the 20th inst., amounted
$46,602,295.

Philadelphia.—HoniiVity last week, 36T
; of cholei

infantum, 71.

Missouri.—The secessionists in this State being i

many places determined to resist the authority of tl

government, frequent collisions with the Union force
and bloodshed still take place. On the 22d, a Sta.
convention of the Union party assembled at Jeffersc
City.

FoREIG^f.—Liverpool dates to the 11th. The Repul
lican outbreak in Spain has been totally suppressed, an
nearly all the leaders are in the hands of the troops.

It IS reported that the Emperor of Russia was treatei
with great indignity at Moscow.
The bark Flight, of Boston, was captured by a B

tish vessel on the coast of Africa, with 500 slaves
board.

Lord Palmerston had received a deputation in rel^l
tion to the slave trade. He stated that the rebuke Ul

d administered to the Spanish government had in
duced them to send to the coast of Africa-a number c

isers. The government of the United States wer
now doing more than they ever did before to suppres

lave trade.

is reported that the new French minister to Turiii
be Benede"- -- ^- ' - -

- '!

edetti, who is said to have the stronge^
sympathy with the Italian cause. i

Mazzini has published a manifesto, lamenting th^
present state of inaction, asserting that Italy and Eu<
rope, during the last six months, have lost, rather than
gained ground, and calls on the government to give 1

new impulse to Garibaldi's moveme '

The Liverpool cotton market was tirm at previoi
rates. Breadstuffs were generally quiet, and price
steady. The weather in England had been favourabl
tor the growing crops.

RECEIPTS,
Received from Isaac Cowgill, 0., per Jos. Cown-ill |S5

to 52, vol. 34. ° '

FRIENDS' INDIAN INSTITUTE, TUNESSASSAH.
A man and a woman Friend are wanted to aid in con-

ducting this Institution. A man and his wife would bt
preferred, one of whom should be qualified to teach ir
the school. Apply to Ebenezek Worth,

Marshalton, Chester Co., Pa.
Thos. Wistar,

Fox Chase, Philadelphia Co., Pa.
,

Joel Evans,
Oakdale P. 0., Delaware Co., Pa.

Philad., Second mo. 5th, 1861.

PILE & M'ELROY, PRINTERS,
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Robert Barclaj's Proposition XV.

V. Now besides these general titles of hon-

hat gross abuses are crept in among such as

jailed Christians in the use of compliments,

ein not servants to masters, or others with re-

to any such kind of relations, do say and
to one another at every turn, Your humble
nt, Ynur most obedient servant, &c. Such
:d customs have, to the great prejudice of

accustomed Christians to lie ; and to use

is now come to be accounted civility.

1 apostacy ! for it is notoriously known, that

se of these compliments imports not any de-

)f service, neither are any such such fools to

so ; for if we should put them to it that s.ay

ey would not doubt to think we abused them
;

would let us know they gave us words

s, and no more. It is strange, that such

nd to scripture as their rule, should not be

Bed to use such things; since Eiihu, that had

be scriptures, could by the light within him,

'i these men think insufficient,) say, Job
21, 22, Let me not accept any man's per-

either let me give flattering titles unto men
know not to give flattering titles; in so do-

y Maker would soon take me away. A cer-

ancieut devout man in the primitive time

ribed himself to a bishop. Your humble ser-

wherein I doubt not but he was more real

our usual complimenters ; and yet he was
ly reproved for it.*

t they usually object, to defend themselves,

Luke saitb. Most Excellent Theophilus; and
it Noble Festus.

Lnswer; Since Luke wrote that by the dic-

of the Infallible Spirit of God, I think it

; doubted but Theophilus did deserve it,

iis history is reported by Casatiboiuis, in his book
nners and Customs, p. 16U. In this last age he is

an uncivil man, who will not either to his in-

or equal subscribe himself Servant. But Sulpi-

erus was heretofore sharply reproved by Paulinus,

of Nola, because in his epistle he had subscribed
his servant, saying, Beware thou subscribe not

f bis Servant who is thy Brother; for flattery is

1 testimony of humility to give those honours
ich are only due to the One Lord, Master, and

as being really endued with that virtue : in which
case we shall not condemn those that do it by the
same rule. But it is not proved that Luke gave
Theophilus this title, as that which was inherent to

him, either by his Father, or by any patent Theo-
philus had obtained from any of the princes of

the earth; or that ho would have given it him, in

case he had not been truly excellent: and without

this be proved (which never can) there can nothing

hence be deduced against us. The like may be
said of that of Paul to Festus, whom he would
not have called such if he had not been truly no-

ble ; as indeed he was, in that he sufiFered him to

be heard in his own cause, and would not give way
to the fury of the Jews against him ; it was not

because of any outward title bestowed upon Fes-

tus, that he so called him, else he would have
given the same appellation to his predecessor Felix

who had the same office ; but being a covetous

man, we find he gives him no such style.

§ V. It will not be unfit in this place to say

something concerning the using of the singula]

number to one person ; of this there is no contro-

versy in the Latin. For when we speak to one

we always use the pronoun [TU,] and he that

would do otherwise, would break the rules of

grammar. For what boy, learning his rudiments,

is ignorant that it is incongruous to say [vos ama
legis,'] that is [you lovel^t, you readest,] speak

to one? But the pride of man, that hath cor-

rupted many things, refuses also to use this

plicity of speaking in the vulgar languages. For
being puffed up with a vain opinion of themselves

as if the singular number were not suflicient for

them, they will have others to speak to th

the plural. Hence Luther, in his plays, reproves

and mocks this manner of speaking saying, Mi
gisler vos es iralus : which corruption Erasnjus

sufficiently refutes in his book of writing epistl

concerning which likewise James Howel, in his

epistle to the nobility of England, before thi

French and English Dictionary, takes notice, That

both in France, and in other nations, the word

[THOU] was used in speaking to one; but by

succession of time, when the Roman commonwealth

grew into an empire, the courtiers began to ma
nify the emperor, (as being furnished with power

to confer dignities and_offiees,) using the word

[You,] yea, and deifying him with more remark-

able titles; concerning which matter, wo read in

the epistles of Syramachus to the Emperors Theo-

dosius and Valentinianus, where he useth these

forms of speaking, Vestra ^ternitas, Your Eter-

nity ; Vestrum Numcn, Your Godhead; Vestra

Seretiitas, Your Serenity ; Vestra Clenieiitia^ Your

Clemency. So that the word [You] in the plural

number, together with the other titles and com-

pellations of honour, seem to have taken their rise

from monarchical governments ; which afterwards,

by degrees, came to be derived to private persons.

The same is witnessed by John Maresius, of the

French academy, in the preface of his Clovis: Let

none wonder, saith he, that the word [Thou] is used

this work to Princes and Princesses; for we use

the same to God : and of old the same was used

to Alexanders, Cwiars, Queens, and Empresses.

The use of the word [You,] when one person is

spoken to, was only introduced by the base flat-

teries of men of latter ages, to whom it seemed

good to use the plural number to one person, that

he may im.igine himself alone to be equal to many
others in dignity and worth from whence at last it

came to persons of lower quality.

To the same purpose speaketh also M. Godeau,

in his preface to the New Testament translation

:

I had rather, saith be, faithfully keep to the ex-

press words of Paul, than exactly follow the pol-

ished style of our tongue ; therefore I always use

that form of calling God in the singular number,

not in the plural; and therefore I say rather [Thou]
than [You.] I confess indeed, that the civility

and custom of this world requires him to be honour-

ed after that manner; but it is likewise on the con-

trary true, that the original tongue of the New
Testament hath nothing common with such man-
ners and civility; so that not one of these many
old versions we have doth observe it. Lot not men
believe, that we give not respect enough to God,

in that we call him by the word [Thou,] which is

nevertheless far otherwise ; for I seem to myself

(may be by the effect of custom) more to honour

his Divine Majesty, in calling him after this man-
ner, than if I should call him after the manner of

men, who are so delicate in their forms of speech.

See how clearly and evidently these men witness,

that this form of speaking, and these profane titles,

derive their origin from the base flattery of these

last ages, and from the delicate haughtiness of

worldly men, who have invented these novelties,

that thereby they might honour one another, under

I know not what pretence of civility and respect.

From whence many of the present Christians

(so accounted) are become so perverse, in com-

mending most wicked men, and wicked customs,

that the simplicity of the Gospel is wholly lost; so

that the giving of men and things their own names

not only worn out of custom, but the doing

thereof is accounted absurd and rude by such kind

of delicate parasites, who desire to ascribe to this

"attery, and abuse the name of civility. More-

over, that this way of speaking proceeds from a

high and proud miud, hence appears; because that

men commonly use the singular number to beggars,

and to their servants; yea and in their prayers to

God. Thus the superior will speak to his inferior,

who yet will not bear that the inferior so speak to

, as judging it a kind of reproach unto him.

So hath the pride of men placed God and the beg-

gar in the same category. I think I need not use

guments to prove to such as know congruous lan-

guage, that we ought to use the singular number
peaking to one; which is the common dialect of

the whole scripture, as also the most interpreters

do translate it. Seeing therefore it is manifest to

us, that this form of speaking to men in the plural

number doth proceed from pride, as well as that it

is in itself a lie, we found a necessity upon us to

testify against this corruption, by using the singu-

"ar equally unto all. And although no reason can

be given why we should be persecuted upon this ac-

count, especially by Christians, who profess to fol-

low the rule of scripture, whose dialect this is; yet
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it would perhaps seem incredible if I should relate

how much we have suffered for tLis thing, and how

these proud ones have fumed, fretted, gnanhed their

teeth, frequently beating and striking us, when we

have spoken to them thus in the singular number:

wherebj we are the more confirmed in our judg-

ment, as seeing that this testimony of truth, which

God hath given us to bear in all things, doth so

vex the serpentine nature in the children of dark-

ness.

§ VI. Secondly, Next unto this of titles, the

other part of honour used among Christians is the

kneeling, bowing, and uncovering of the head to

one another. I know nothing our adversaries have

to plead for them in this matter, save some few in-

stances of the Old Testament, and the custom of

the country.

The first are, such as Abraham's bowing him-

self to the children of Heth, and Lot to the two

angels, &c.

But the practice of these patriarchs, related as

matter of fact, are not to be a rule to Christians

now ; neither are we to imitate them in every

practice, which has not a particular reproof added

to it : for we find not Abraham reproved for tak-

ing Hagar, &c. And indeed to say all things

were lawful for us which they practised, would

produce great inconveniencies obvious enough to

all. And as to the customs of the nations, it is a

very ill argument for a Christian's practice : we
should have a better rule to walk by than the

custom of the Gentiles ; the apostles desire us

not to be conformed to this world, &c. We see

how little they have to say for themselves in this

matter. Let it be observed then, whether our

reasons for laying aside these things be not con-

siderable and weighty enough to uphold us in so

doing.

First, We say, That God, who is the Creator of

man, and he to whom he oweth the dedication both

of soul and body, is over all to be worshipped and

adored, and that not only by the spirit, but also

with the prostration of the body. Now kneeling,

bowing, and uncovering of the head, is the alone

outward signification of our adoration towards

God, and therefore it is not lawful to give it unto

man. He that kneeleth or prostrates himself to

man, what doth he more to God ? He that boweth,

and uncovereth his head to the creature, what hath

he reserved to the Creator? Now the apostle

shows us, that the uncovering of the head is that

which God requires of us in our worshipping of

him, 1 Cor. xi. 14. But if we make our address

to men in the same manner where lieth the differ-

ence ? Not in the outward signification, but mere-

ly in the intention ; which opens a door for the

Popish veneration of images, which hereby is ne-

cessarily excluded.

(To be continued.)

The CJiristimi's strength.—Whoever gives up to

the drawings of the good spirit of God that moves

in them, and in obedience thereto, do deny them

selves of their own wills, and lusts and evil desires

and pleasures, such want not power, but feel Him
near them, who works the willingness Jint, and

tlien the deed according to his pleasure : and so the

glory alone comes to be His. Then thou knowest

the mystery of the cross, and how it is the poivtr

of God, which all who reject the cross, complain

for want of. Thus, so long as thou livest in the

cross, thou livest in the power, and thy obeying is

easy, and all things are possible through it, and as

long as thou art dying daily to that which is cor

ruptible, thou feelest the more life, and joy, and

pleasure in that which is everlasting.— Steph

Crisp.

For " The Friend.'

Trouble

" Neither dotli trouble spring out of ihe ground." Job,

V. 6.

" Every trial w.is a fresh incitement to give myself up
wholly to the service of God, .and I found no helper lilie

Him in times of trouble.'^—John Woolman.

Various indeed, are the uses of trouble ; and so

surely is it the allotment of man, that it is recorded,

" Man is born to trouble, as the sparks fly upward."
" The heart knoweth his own bitterness," is a

familiar proverb, and they who impose upon the

ignorant by a pretense of " fortune- telling," take

advantage of this law of life, and win their credulity

by telling them "they have seen trouble."

We may look around upon those apparently free,

but we can see but in part, as many a smiling face

covers trouble that has sunk too deep in the heart

to disturb the placid surface: and many a heart,

in very self-defence, conceals its grief.

We might call up many reasons why the disci-

pline of trouble is a good discipline ; for the ill

weeds of self-satisfaction are uprooted by it, and

larger sympathy for others is begotten ; but the

lesson it best teaches is not merely moral and social,

but religious. By religion, do we not mean,
" Love to God," and that love to man and love

for goodness, with all their practical developments,

that spring therefrom, as a plant grows from its

root ? And all imbued with this quickening influ-

ence, must feel that the high use of trouble, is, in

thehandsof the Merciful One, to draw His children

to know his love. Wonderful indeed, is it, that

those who stand off in prosperity—who live without

Him in ease, when humbled by trial, should find

Him near unto their call; yet in his infinite, incom-

parable mercy, how often is the chastening sent

that they may be induced to call upon Him ; how
often " He wounds" that he may " heal."

Various as are the sources of trouble in our pre-

sent life, just so various are the consolations of re-

ligion and the promises that lure the heart of the

believer, to look toward the peace and rest of

heaven, instead of dwelling, as our nature is prone

to do, on the corroding tribulations of the earth.

The poor, whose heritage is toil, who are ha-

rassed by many things of which those more bounti-

fully blessed, can scarcely think, may turn to Him
who is riches in poverty, feeling by that/aiZA which

is the beginning and the fulfilment cf all knowledge,

that He can "supply all their need," and feeling

too, that their very poverty makes them peculiarly

His, " who hath chosen the poor of this world,"

and whose compassions fail not. Very bright ex-

amples of faith and dedication have been found

among the very poor, who being heirs of God and

joint heirs with Christ, have their hopes, which

have little hold on the present, jfaierf on that un-

changing inheritance where they shall " rest from

their labours," where they shall " hunger no more,

neither thirst any more, neither shall the sun light

on them, nor any heat, for the Lamb that is in the

midst of the throne shall feed them and shall lead

tbem to living fountains of waters, and God shall

wipe away all tears from their eyes."

Physical suffering is a furnace wherein so many
hearts of gold and silver have been purified of dross,

that it seems especially blessed of the great Befiucr.

Ah, it may do for the learned to trace out the

beautiful chain of causes and effects, and prove

that suffering is the result in so many cases, of

violation of natural laws. But it is nevertheless a

choice instrument in His hands, who works by
means, and whose laws are his hidden levers for

his own proposed changes. The check that throws

the eager convalescent back into his old resting

[place—the will of God,—may indeed come through

some thoughtless disregard, in fancied needlessn

of restraint ; but if the check came, with its les

of still greater caution, to "the hidden life,"
_

when needed, was not the wise Power dealing \

that priceless germ, working through his phys

laws ?

How many, many suffering ones, have loo

forth with songs of praise from the furnace of

fliction ! indeed, praise seems to arise horn afflict

as incense ascends only when fire sets free

clouds of fragrance. And of all the many varie

of affliction, none but that most certain sound

the trumpet—the removal forever of the beloved

seems so to withdraw the soul from outward in

ences, so tenderly to enclose it with the love of G

as continued physical suffering. It brings eter;

so near, the narrow chasm that is the separa'

therefrom, seems so close, the summons to pas3(

may be so immediate, that the " Border Lai

becomes, not the Red Sea nor the wilderness,

Mount PisgahjWherefromtheeye offaith clearly

cerns the promised land. " That Promised La
" where none can say I am sick," " where there a

be no more pain," but " God himself shall be \

them, and be their God."

While such dispensations as come more dire

from the Wise Father of all, may well be ca

trials, there is another class which may be ca

troubles. Just as good a discipline, these doubt

are, if meekly accepted a^such, and_/ro»i Him
numbereth every hair of our heads ; but coming

directly from Him, it requires more faith, n

child-like love, and more mature patience to aci

them as the chastening of the Father. Such is

wrong doing of the near and dear, the wicked:

of evil men, the falsity of friends, the frailti

those highly esteemed, the loss of estate, the

moil in the political world, the dissensions in

universal church of Christ, and the many d

cares and troubles, and even petty vexations, i

crowd the pathway of some, and are perhaps n

or less felt by all. But there is a sun can si

into the most tangled intricacies of life, and it is

sun of Faith. If we humbly trust " our Fatl

with the ordering of our lives, take up daily

portion given with the day, with simple patit

and reliance on Him, however hard and trjiii

may be, we may be sure it is just what we ne

and being so, however, bitter its lessons, they

be sweet to us, however others may err, in His cr

ble of power, and love, and wisdom, it will be tr

formed into good to us.

If no other good sprung from living religion,

this resting in the will of the Most High, this ai

ing faith, practically owned and felt, that '

things sha/l work together for good to them i

love God," is not this enough? It is security ai

insecurity, good out of evil, comfort in suffer

peace in turmoil, triumph in defeat. All this

the present, and for that future, whether of tim

eternity, which sometimes hangs as a dark cl

before us, nothing can happily dispose of its g
unreality, h\xtfaitli. Bravery may face it bol

unbelief may affect to scorn it, thoughtlessness i

heed it not, but faith alone can crown the joy

the present with the unseen future, faith, alone

the substance of things hoped for, the evidenc

things not seen." All the temporal future is

certain, but he who rests in " the good and ace

able, and perfect will of God," feels no sha

from that trouble, for to him, this tcill is

body of hope, and love and joy.

A great step is gained when a child has leai

that there is no necessary connection between

ing to do a thing and doing it.
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From tlio Briti^Ii Quarterly Review.

Iceland.

CConcluded from page 370.)

Truly a wretched island !" many of us cosily

ated Englisbmen may be disposed to exclaim.

3 a place where no corn is regularly produced,

in iNIadame Pfeiffer's time, only one bakehouse

ted in the country. The natives live chiefly on

and their principal beverage is milk ; so that,

lid the fisheries prove bad, or the hay season

ivourable, a famine is almost certain to ensue,

ible to raise sufficient supplies, even for the

ity population, a war which should cripple their

imerce for a few months, or simply cut off their

orts of fishing-hooks, would reduce them to a

e of lamentable destitution. There, if a peas-

is ill, and needs a medical man, he may have

seek him at a distance of fifty, eighty, or one

dred miles ; and in winter it may be requisite

open a road, and pioneer for the doctor with

vels and pick-axes. If a man wishes to attend

ine worship, he may have to ride many miles to

lurch, twenty or thirty feet in length, which is

1 as a lumber-house by the incumbent, and as

hotel by travellers, the latter spreading their

s on the floor, and sometimes taking their meals

a the altar ;
and when service is performed, it

be by a well-educated clergyman, who con-

rs himself passing rich on ten to two hundred

ins a year, and who shoes horses or makes hay,

1st his lady milks cows and tends sheep.

Jut the Icelander will tell us that his country

some splendid negative advantages at the least,

las no forts, no soldiery, no policemen (worth

itioning), no custom-hou.se officers, no income-

gatherers, and happily for its peace (so the gen-

public may say), no professional lawyers I

ther has it had a single executioner for some

past, for it is remarkable that no native could

found to undertake this odious duty ; and con-

uently, it has been necessary to export malefac-

to the mainland, in order that they might be

patched. He will tell us also,—such is the

no- attachment which man naturally conceives

his native spot, however uncouth and ungenial

hat though his country is blistered with lava

1 blanched with snow, though its hills may be

bout verdure, and its valleys without corn,

ugh its atmosphere reeks with sulphur, and its

ams may flow from boiling fountains, though he

Iks on a nest of earthquakes and sleeps amongst

lost of angry volcanoes, and though to all ap-

irance, his little island might at any moment be

1 up into the air, or let down into the sea

;

fter all, in his opinion, Iceland is the very

est spot on which the sun shines."

till, even liere, content can spread a charm,

tedress the clime, and all its rage disarm.

ough poor the peasant's hut, his feasts though small,

Ic sees his little lot, the lot of all;

no contiguous palace rear its head,

shame the meanness of his humble shed
;

lo costly lord the sumptuous banquet deal,

o make him loathe his poor and scanty meal

;

lira, and bred in ignorance and toil,

iach wish contracting, tits him to the soil."

IJust one point more. At the present moment

[iland possesses an additional feature of interest

bne which may possibly render it of great ser-

|e to the New \Vorld as well as the Old. The

Eculties of laying an electric cable across the

lantic, and ot" working it with the requisite vigor

len laid, have made it expedient to break the

igth of the journey by establL-^hing several inter-

idiate posts. By fixing upon three stcpping-

)nes, as it were, the ocean may certainly be over-

iped by the galvanic fluid without much sense of

listancc. Of these Iceland must be one. We

conclude by giving Commander Forbes' opinion on
the subject, at the same time expressing our obli-

gations to him for his lively and interesting work.
It is sketchy in character, and scarcely fulfils the

expectations which its title and appearance excite.

Nor is the language at all eminent for its polish
;

but taking it as a sailor's narrative, purposely writ-

ten with a free-and-easy pen, the reader will find

much in its pages to entertain and instruct.

" The manliest advantages of a North Atlantic

telegraph would be, that four electrical circuits

would be obtained, none of greater length than six

hundred miles ; and as submarine telegraphs now
working at greater lengths demonstrate the possi-

bility of complete insulation and retardation up to

that distance, whereas, when we get beyond the

thousand miles, all is doubt and conjecture, to say

nothing of the hazard attendant on the enterprise,

and the advantage of having to relay a portion in-

stead of the whole length of the line, in the event

of a fracture, the superiority of this route cannot
fail to command attention. The honour of origi-

nating the North Atlantic line belongs wholly to

Colonel Schafi'uer, of the United States, who, in

1854, obtained a cession from the Danish govern-

ment of exclusive telegraphic rights in the Faroes,

Iceland, and Greenland. His proposed route is as

follows : From Scotland to the Faroes, two hundred
and fifty miles ; from Faroes to Iceland, three hun-

dred and fifty miles; from Iceland to Greenland,

five hundred and fifty miles ; from Greenland to

coast of Labrador, .six hundred miles. Now with

regard to the objections that may be advanced

against this line there are only two worthy of no-

tice
; namely, the icebergs of these northern coasts,

and the submarine volcanic line of the south-western

extreme of Iceland. The latter may be easily

avoided by landing the cable on any of the many
eligible spots between Portland and Cape Keyki-

anoes, and thence carrying the line across the

country to any part of Faxe Fiord. All this por-

tion of the coast is free from icebergs, and the

shore- ice occasionally formed in the winter is incon-

siderable ; and besides it has been already demon-

strated in the Baltic and American lakes that shore-

ice does not interfere with the workings of subma-

rine lines. With regard to any local electrical

difficulties to be surmounted, it must be remembered

that, as far as our present knowledge goes, they

are only conjectural ; and when it is added that

the bottom in these regions is, for the most part,

composed of sand and mud, and nowhere of a

greater depth than two thousand fathoms,* the

only wonder is that this North-about route was not

first adopted."

Speed of the Reimker.—Cassell relates that, at

the Palace of Drothingholm, in Sweden, there is a

portrait of a reindeer, which is represented to have

drawn an officer, on an occasion of emergency, with

important despatches, the incredible distance of

SOOEnglighmilesin forty-eight hours. The event is

stated tohave happened in 1669, and tradition adds

that the deer dropped down lifeless on its arrival.

M. Pictel a French astronomer, made some ex-

periments in the year 1769, in order to ascertain

the speed of the reindeer when exerted to the full,

for a short di.^tance. Of three deer yoked to light

sledges, the first performed three thousand and

eighty-nine feet eight inches in two minutes—that is

at the rate of nearly nineteen miles an hour ; the

second did the same distance in three minutes, and

the third in three minutes twenty-six seconds.

* The expedition since employed to sound this line

found much less depth of water than had been anti-

cipated.

For '•TIiBFriuud.'

llusiii"s and Jlcmorics.

iSUSTAINlXO GRACE.

I have been led into some pleasant musings on

the goodness and mercy of God, and that grace

through which he brings salvation to his humble,

trusting disciples, by reading a portion of a letter

received about nine years ago. The letter described

the severe illness of a faithful servant of the Lord
Jesus Christ, who, in her household, in the commu-
nity in which she dwelt, and in her station in the

church militant, had been a useful labourer for the

truth, by precept much, but more by example,

pleading the cause of righteousness on the earth.

The writer then speaks thus of the husband of the

sick Friend, who was a minister of the gospel, and
in many ways a suflferer for the testimony of Je-

sus. " Her dear husband is sustained by Him
whom he has long endeavoured to serve. Last

First-day he gave us a very sweet discourse, con-

cluding with, ' I have so felt the love of God in my
heart, to flow towards you this morning, that I

feel ready to adopt the language of the apostle,

"The grace of our Lord Jesus Christ, the love of

God, and the communion of the Holy Ghost be

with you all." ' He had adverted to this passage at

the commencement of his sermon, and said, this

grace was the great end and sum of the christian's

attainment. He dwelt on the eflectual change

wrought by it on the character of Paul, who from

a hater and persecutor, came thus to breathe the

language of good will to men. He spoke of the

sufficiency of this grace to all those who received

it, and added, 'though afiliction may befall them,

for that is the common lot of all men,—though

temptations may assail, and weakness oppress,

—

yet they have a place of safety.' After meeting,

mother said, the discourse reminded her of a cir-

cumstance which she had heard related by Dr.

Robinson, our old family physician. He said, at

one time his father awaking in the night, saw a

sea-captain, a near neighbour of his, walking back-

ward and forward across his apartment. Surprised

at his appearance there, he inquired why he visited

him at such an unseasonable time. He replied,

' the grace of God in the soul, at such an hour as

this, is worth millions of worlds,' and immediately

vanished from sight. It then occurred to Robin-

son, that his neighbour was at sea, and feeling much

impressed at the occurrence, he rose and noted

down the time. He afterwards learned that, at

the very hour this appearance took place, his friend

was knocked overboard from his vessel, and was

drowned.'"

Ah ! when death stares the christian in the face,

when he sees there is no escape, but that for him,

a few more swiftly passing moments only are

allotted in this world, how sweetly comforting to

feel the grace of God sustaining the soul. To him,

it is worth indeed millions of worlds. The death-

bed of that ancient labourer in the gospel of Christ,

Richard Hubberthorn, now comes to my remem-

brance as a fitting illustration. His natural dis-

position was meek and lowly, and he loved peace

amongst men ; but when through the tender mercy

of the Lord, he experienced the converting visita-

tions of heavenly love, we are told, " he went

through great afflictions, through the dispensation

of the'' grace and spirit of Christ Jesus, until such

time as the same power that killed did make alive,

that wounded, also healed." Being raised up by

the holy spirit of the Lord, he was made a minister

of the everlasting gospel, and accordingly went forth

in the name and power of the Lord Jesus Christ,

and travelled to and fro in the nation for the space

of nine years, and thousands were as seals to the
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power and verity of bis ministry, and of his faith-

fulness among the churches of Christ. " He was
very wise, and knew his season when to speak and
when to be silent. When he spoke, it was with

such discretion and plainness of words, that reached

perfectly the matter intended ; and his speech being

with grace, and his ministry savoury, God made
him and his service a blessing to many. He was
not easily moved into grief by adversity, or into

joy by prosperity ; a faithful contender for the liv-

ing faith once delivered to the saints, which stands

in the power of God, and worketh by love."

So he lived faithful to God ; and being impri-

soned for attending a religious meeting, he sealed

his testimony with his blood, dying in the thronged

and foul prison-house of Newgate. God, whom he
had served, was with him through the valley and
shadow of death ; and that grace which he had
preached unto others, gave great comfort and sweet
support, as the end of his earthly course drew near.

He told his friends, " There is no need to dispute

matters. I know the ground of my salvation, and
am satisfied forever in peace with the Lord." The
longing after immortality in him seemed to increase,

and on the day of his departure he said to a Friend,
" Do not seek to hold me ! It is too strait for me !

Out of this straitness I must go." And so trusting

to the grace of God, and supported by the God of

Grace, he went to his heavenly home rejoicing in a
sense of acceptance.

How does the power of divine grace pour into

the souls of some, rich streams of consolation when
the hour of death and the pains of a dissolving

tabernacle is upon them. Thomas Loe, an able

gospel minister in his day, very powerful in con-
founding opposers of the truth, and yet remarkably
pleasant and sweetly agreeably in conversation

;

full of kind sympathy for those in alflictioD, to

whom he was qualified to speak encouragingly from
experience, closed a life of dedication to the Truth,
and suflfering for its support, by a death of unusual
comfort, yea, glory ! In an outburst of heartfelt

adoration and praise he exclaimed, " Glory to thee,

God, for thy power is known. God is the Lord."
Then addressing William Penn, who had been
convinced of the Truth through his ministry, he
said, " Dear heart, bear thy cross ! Stand faithful

for God, and bear thy testimony in thy day and
generation, and God will give thee an eternal crown
of glory, that shall not be taken from thee. There
is not another way than that the holy men of old
walked in, and it shall prosper. God has brought
immortality to light, and immortal life is felt:

Glory, glory, for He is worthy. My heart is full,

what shall I say ? His love overcomes my heart

;

my cup runs over, my cup runs over! Glory, glory
to his name forever. He is come. He has ap-
peared, and will appear. Friends keep your testi-

mony for God ! Live with Him, and He will live

with you."

_
So expressing his gladness to see his friends, and

his sense of the Lord's mercy, and declaring of the
glory of the Holy One, which he had been permit-
ted to see that day, he closed with ascriptions of
praise to the Lord, saying, " Glory, glory to Thee,
forever." So, warmed with love and devotion to
the yery close, participating even here in the blessed
employ ofredeemed souls in glory, he was permitted
in great joy, to pass the gates of death, to praise
the Lord God and the Lamb, in that city, where
there is no more death, neither sorrow nor sighing.

From social inteicoursc are derived some of the
highest enjoyments of life. Where there is a free

interchange of septiroent, the mind acquires now
ideas, and by a frequent exercise of its powers the
understanding gains ffesh yigoHr,

For " The Friend."

Meteorology.

(Coutiuued from page 374.)

"C£esar,Yirgil, Ovid,Strabo, Seneca, Pomponius
Mela, Pctronius, Pliny, Justin, Statius, Herodian,
Justin, and Diodorus Siculus refer to the intolera-

ble cold of the winters in the countries situated

between the parallels of 44° and 50°, and which
extend from Gaul to the Euxine. The description

which they give of these countries would not be
unsuitable now to Norway and Sweden. As if

two thousand years ago the climate of the region

bordering the rivers Don, Dnieper, Danube, and
the lihone was one only realized now in Lapland,
Siberia, and the neighbourhood of Hudson's 13ay in

America. Plutarch asserts that the pressure of

the enormous masses of ice, in the Euxine, against

the sides of vessels, crushes them to pieces. ]5oth

Virgil and Ovid mention the fact that the inhabi-

tants of Thrace, and near the Danube, cut their

wine with axes, and distribute it in solid pieces :

—

' Udaque consistunt form.ira seryantia testa?,

A'ina nee hausta meri, sed data frusta bibunt.'

" The hair and beards of the men were often

covered with frost :

—

'Caeduntque securibus huraida vina,
Et tota; solidam in glaciem vertere lacunaj,

Stiriaque impexis indurunt horrida barbis.'

" Ovid also :
—

' Saepe sonant moti glacie pendente capilli,

Et nitet iuducto Candida barba gelu.'

" Tacitus describes the prodigious force of the
winds in Gaul and Germany, which uprooted trees,

transported the roofs of houses, and carried away
men. Virgil and Ovid relate, that in their day
there were bears in Thrace, which are now found
only very near to the polar circle ; and that the
inhabitants lived under ground part of the year, as

the Laplanders now do ; and that they wrapped
themselves in skins, and left nothing but the mouth
and eyes exposed. An argument, used by Buffon,
is, that the deer, which cannot live 7iow south of

the Baltic, and is found in Spitzbergen, was, in the
time of Cwsar, a native of the Hercynian Forests,

which then overshadowed a great part of Germany
and Poland.

" Hence it has been concluded that the soil and
temperature of all the lands from Spain to India,
and from the ridge of Mount Atlas to Lapland)
have, in the course of ages, since the period of the
oldest historical monuments, been gradually sub-
jected to a complete change, viz., from an extreme
degree of moisture and cold to the opposite extreme
of tieat and aridity.

" To neutralize the force of the evidence derived
from instances of extraordinary cold in the ancient
winters of Europe, Arago has laborously con-
structed a catalogue, displaying the years in which
the rivers of Europe have frozen ; and he finds that
this happened to the Seine in 822, 849, 1218,
1307, 1325, 1408, 1422, 1430, 1433, 1480, 1565,
1616, 1657, 1658, 1663, 1677, 1726, 1743, 1744
1748, 1755, 1757, 1763, 1766, 1767, 1768, lllG,
1789, 1795, 1799, 1800, 1803, 1813, 1820,'

1821, 1823, 1829, 1830, 1838, 1841, and 1854,'
to the lihone, in 400, 822, 860, 893, 1216, 1234,
1302, 1305, 1323, 1364, 1460, 1565, 1568, 1603
1766, 1776, 1789, 1820, 1830; to the Tiber, in

396,B. c, 271, B.C., 1009 (?), 1334; to the Po, in

1082, 1133, 1216, 1234, 1334, 1503, 1594; to
the llhine, in 874, 880, 1076, 1077, 1124, 1288
1292, 1594, 1767, 1801, 1802; to the Meuse, in

874, 880, 891, 1338, 1513, 1565, 1635, 1636
1798,1799,1801,1802, 1803, 1809, 1810,18n'
1812, 1818, 1819, 1822, 1823, 1827, 1829, 1830;'

to the Danube, in 462, 559, 822, 1430, 1458,
1460, 1624, 1788, 1789; to the Black Sea, 66 b.'

c, 400, 763, 801 ; to the Nile, in 1829; to

Adriatic, in 822, 1234, 1709, and to m.
ports of the Mediterranean, in 822, 1507, 16
1709.

" In the year 66 b. c, a battle of cavalry
fought on the ice in the northern part of the Bl
Sea, by one of the generals of Mithridates, wb
six months before, he had had a naval com.
In 299, A. D., an immense quantity of Germ
passed the Rhine on the ice. In 462, Theoda
traversed the Danube with his army. In 14
an army of 40,000 men was encamped upon
Danube. In Padua, not far from the villa

Mantua, where Virgil was born, there fell in ,

ary, 1608, such a quantity of snow, that the )

of many houses could not bear the weight, i

were crushed, and the wine froze in the caves.'

the year 173, the snow in England covered
ground for thirteen weeks. In the-winter of 16
84, the French academicians saw the wine frt

in ten or twelve minutes. In 1688, Charles
of Sweden crossed the Baltic with his army.
1779-80, horse and artillery were transported c

the ice in the harbour of New York, between
city and Staten Island. In 1642, the harbo:
Boston was covered with ice, so that teams co
pass from one Island to another. In 1696-
loaded sleds passed on the ice from Boston toN
tasket. In 1780, the Chesapeake was covered v
solid ice from its head to the mouth of the Poton:
In 1835, the harbor of Boston was closed dowi
Fort Independence, and those of Portland, Ni
buryport, New Bedford, New Haven, Philadelpl
Baltimore and Washington were frozen over

;

Potomac, at Washington was frozen so firmly t

carriages might cross on the ice.

" The astonishing fall ofsnow atBoston, in Feb
ary, 1717, when the inhabitants entered the str

from their chamber windows on snow-shoes, i

when sheep were not extricated from the snow
twenty-eight days, is as wonderful, though pro
bly no less unusual, than that which Livy deseri
as occurring near Barcelona in the second Pu
war. On the contrary, in January and Februa
1755-56, troops were transported by water fr

New York to Albany. On Christmas day, in 17i

ladies walked upon the battery in New Yo
•without shaivls.

" Thompson has collected the following catalog

of remarkable frosts :
—" From October, 763,

February, 764, a frost continued at Constantinopi

both the Euxine and Propontis were frozen <

hundred miles from shore. In the year 860,

;

Rhone was froaen. On midsummer day, in lOJ

the frost was so severe in England that fruits wi

destroyed. In 1063, the Thames was frozen
fourteen weeks. In the years 1149, 1263, a

1269, it was again frozen. In 1294 and 13S

the Baltic was frozen. In the year 1334, a ft

of two months and twenty days' duration froze
j

rivers of Italy and Provence.
was again frozen. From
February 10, 1414, the

Gravesend. In 1426
locked in ice. In 1507,
was frozen over. In 1515, carriages crossed (

Thames upon the ice from Lambeth to Westnu
ster. In 1544, and previously, in 1468, wine v|

cut by hatchets in Flanders. In 1548, the Ball

was fro2en over. In 1564, from December |
to January 3, 1565, the Thames was covered wi|

ice. In 1565, loaded wagons passed over |

Scheldt. In 1594, the Scheldt, Rhine, and seq

Venice, were frozen. In 1607, fires were kind)

on the ice upon the Thames. In 1622, ma
European rivers, thcZuyder Zee and theHellespc

were frozen. In the years 1657 a«d 1667, t
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lie was frozen. In 1658, the Baltic was frozen

|r, and Charles X. led his whole army across

Iq Holstein to Denmark. In 1683-84, the

limes was frozen eleven inches deep. In 1708,

I

ice was twenty-seven inches thick in the harbor
Popenhagen, and in April, 1709, people pa.ssed

the ice between Schonen and Denmark ; both at

loa and Leghorn, the sea was frozen. From
member 24, 1716, to February 9, 1717, the

imes was again frozen; fairs were held and
n roasted. In 1740, it was again covered with

and festivities held. In 1783, frost was ob-

?ed in June. 1 u 1788-89, the Thames was pas-

le on the ice opposite the Custom-house, from
fcniber to January. In 1794-9.5, Pichegru's

:y was encamped upon the ice in Holland. In

.3-14, the Thames was again frozen, and booths

e erected on the ice ; the frost was intense in

land. In 1823, that river was once more locked

(To be continued.)

Thefaithful, and those ivho hianble tlwinselves

tlie dust.—Whatever may be the good pleasure

Him, who raided us up by the breath of his

rd, with regard to our undisturbed enjoyment
those sweet privileges of fellowship together, as

isibly distinct body, of which we have so 1

I so unworthily partaken, it is more and more
ir to me, that the faithful, and those that hum-

i

themselves in the dust before Him, will never

i utterly forsaken or forgotten; that these will

krbe altogether disappointed of their confidence

lUgh they have the bread of affliction and water

[idversity administered for a long season am
Ige measure :—the Lord will still have a people

luliarly formed for himself, who shall purely

iw forth his praise, and be enabled to lift up his

indard to the nations. Those who love our Lord

lius Christ in very truth, not feignedly, and who
proof thereof are given up to follow him in the

|eneration and daily cross, I trust will not be

Imitted to be moved by afflictions, nor carried

ay by delusions, nor exalted by abundance of

lelations, nor turned aside by the business or the

lasures, the cares or the riches of this life, or by

le of other things ; but these are concerned to

low before the Lord, and to be crucified with

rist : that so they may say in truth " I live, yet

l I, but Christ liveth" and moveth and reignetb

V me."

—

John Barclay.

Wlial the Spirit of Truth leads into.—Jh

re love and fear of the Lord, accompanied my
rit, and through the divine appearance of light

|1 grace, I was led in a close walking before h;

7 understanding was opened to have a sight of

f
many things, which the Spirit of Truth lead

p ; some whereof were plainness in speech and

thing, few words in conversation, watchful:

i prayer, choosing rather to be alone, thai

i company of those whose discourse and talking

re out of the fear of God.

—

Daniel Stanton.

{Profession not Practice.—Profession is only the

dge of a christian, belief the beginning, but

ictice is the nature, and custom the perfection.

ir it is this which translates Christianity from a

re notion into a real business, from useless spccu-

ions into substantial duties, and from an idea

the brain, into an existence in the life. An up-

ht conversation is the beginning of the general

Borems of religion, into the particular instances

solid experience. The grand deciding question

the last day will be, not. What have you said ? or

hat have you believed I but, What have you done

)re than others ';

Scloctcd.

TO NIGHT.
Mysterious Night! when our first parent knew
Thee from report divine, and heard thy name,
Did he not tremble for this lovely frame,
This glorious canopy of light and blue?
Yet 'neath the curtain of translucent dew,
Bathed in the rays of the great setting flame,
Hesperus with the host of heaven came,
And lo I creation widened in man's view.
Who could have thought such darkness Lay concealed
Within thy beams, Sun I or who could find,

While fly, and leaf, and insect lay revealed,
That to such countless orbs thou mad'st us blind I

AVhy do we, then, shun death with anxious strife?
\i Liyhi cau thus deceive, wherefore not ii/e.*

Blanco While.

From Hunt's Mugazine.

The Futare Supply of Cotton.

(Concluded from page 372.)

Peg?(.—The attention of the committee has re

cently been drawn to an entirely new cotton field, by
Captain Richard Sprye. This gentleman advo-

cates the opening of a now line of overland com-

munication with the interior of China. He pro-

poses the construction of a cheap single line of rail

trayfor coimnerce from Rangoon or Negrais, in th(

Bay of Bengal, through Her Majesty's territory of

Pegu, and thence through a portion of the Bur-

mese Territory to Esmok, in the Chinese province

ofYunna. Rangoon is distant from Esmok 500
miles. The southern provinces of China are densely

peopled, and abound with most valuable raw pro-

ducts. Situated 3,200 miles from Pekin, the peo-

ple are more free and open to foreign intercourse

than the more exclusive populations of the north

They offer, therefore, an enormous market for Brit-

ish manufactures. The soils of Pegu and Burnial

are admirably adapted to thegrowth of cotton. Cap-

tain Sprye states that when " Dacca was in times

past the great muslin-making place of the East, con-

siderable quantities were sent from Burmah to thai

city, for the manufacture of those exquisitely fine

muslins which were formerly made there;" and

that, " under proper cultivation, with such a soil

and climate, adapted to the growth of cotton, his

belief is that Pegu, Burmah, and the adjacent Sh

territories east of them, could produce annually all

tlie raw cotton that England requires, and

whole of superior quality." The Chinese at the

present time employ caravans, numbering 40,000

ponies, for carrying on trade with these regions

A railway, such as Captain Sprye describes, would

at once open a considerable source for the supply

of cotton. Through its terminus, at Esmok, Brit

ish merchandise would gain ready access to that

vast network of water communication which inter-

sects China, and in lineal extent reaches 15,000

miles. The opening of such a commercial artery

into China, with her four hundred millions of pop-

ulation, would be a great gain for our manufac-

tures ; and if at the same time so ample a cotton

growing region could be laid under contribution.

Captain Sprye's scheme would be worthy of im

mediate adoption by capitalists, as a hopeful source

of gain.

India.—Among the numerous regions to which

the attention of the committee has been directed,

none have presented so vast or hopeful a field for

their labours as that of India ; and while the difEr

culties they have had to encounter have been of

more than ordinary magnitude, the success they have

met with has proved tbe most encouraging for per-

severance. The Chambers of Commerce of Bom-

bay, Calcutta and Madras, and the Agri-Horticul-

tural Society at Calcutta, have alike rendered in-

valuable ai(l to the operations of the committee,

and to whom the best thanks of the Association are

justly due.

I

S ?^

1
i
2
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of raw cotton, together equal to 652,127 bales of

cottoD, or fully one-third more than the increase

in the exports from America ; fortunately for th

trade, England has received in the latter period au

increase from other countries of 210,000 bales

Make straight fatlisfor yourfeet.—The several

dispensations which we are under in our religious

pilgrimage, may be compared, I think, to the

rious turns, roads and lanes in a journey. I am at

present, and have been for many years in one long

lane ; when I shall get out of it, I know not. The

believer is not to make haste. The great point is,

to make straight steps, and keep steadily, right on

our way in the right road, without loitering, looking

unnecessarily behind, or in the impatience of our

own spirits, pressing too hastily forward. Indeed

I find the road of this life so bestrewed with diffi

culties and dangers, and myself so exceedingly

weak and unable by my own powers to preserve

alive my own soul, or even to succeed in my tempo-

ral transactions by reason of my peculiar incapacity,

that under this sense I cannot but commit me and

mine with great earnestness to the protection and

help of Divine Providence.

—

Richard Shackleton.

Deem every day of your life i

tory.

leaf ir your hiS'

For " The Friend.'

The Great Comet of 1S61.

On Third-day evening, the 2nd of Seventh

month, this interesting visitor was first seen by
most of the inhabitants of this neighbourhood, and
probably of the United States generally. It had
been noticed by a few in the early morning of the

same day, and on the two preceding evenings,

(6th mo. 30th and 7th mo. 1st,) it was seen at

Atlantic City, New Haven, and we believe also at

Pittsburg. The prevalence of clouded sky had pre-

vented its being seen more generally on these two
evenings. On Seventh-day evening, (Cth mo.

29th,) it is reported to have been noticed at Co-

lumbus, Ohio, at Christiana, Penna., and by one
individual in this city. On the same evening

several individuals at New Haven, observed in the

north a bright streamer rising to a great height

above the horizon.

Of its appearance at New Haven, Conn., and
Cambridge, Mass., we have a full account in an ex-

tra, just issued from the office of Silliman's Jour-

nal, from which we condense the following :

On the evening of the 30th, between 8 and 9

o'clock, " there was observed at New Haven, in

the northern part of the heavens, in an opening

between the clouds, and at an elevation of about

ten degrees, a nebulous body of unusual brilliancy.

Its appearance was similar to that of the planet

Jupiter shining through a thin mist ; and it was
nearly as conspicuous an object in the heavens as

Jupiter, although this was due not wholly to the

intensity of its light, but partly to its extent of

surface, its apparent diameter being about equal

to that of the full moon. It was at once suspected

that this body was a comet ; but this conclusion

was adopted with some reserve, on account of the

unusual brilliancy and sudden apparition of the

meteor. This light was soon concealed by a cloud

;

but about half an hour later, a larger opening in

the clouds, disclosed the tail of a comet, in the

form of a bright streamer, with sides nearly straight

and parallel, and pretty sharply defined. The head
of the comet was now invisible ; but a little later,

both head and tail were seen simultaneously, form-

ing together one of the most brilliant comets of the

last filty years, and astonishing every one, by the

suddenness of its development." By marking the

position of the nucleus upon a star-chart, its ap-

proximate position at a quarter before nine o'clock

was obtained as follows: Right ascension 108°

declination 47° North. It may be remarked that

when first seen at Atlantic City (on the evening of

the 30th,) it was through a break in the clouds,

the sky being overcast there as well as at New
Haven.

Second-day night was cloudy at New Haven as

well as in this vicinity, but on Third-day evening,

the 2nd of the month, the sky there, as here, was
mostly clear, and the comet very conspicuous ; al-

though it was thought that its head was not as

brilliant as on the preceding evening. At 9 h.

31 m. P. M., its right ascension was 130° 15' and

its declination 63° 5' North. Seen through a tele-

scope of five inches aperture, with a power of 55,

the head was fully 30' in diameter, or about the

size of the moon. The nucleus was near the cen-

tre of this nebulosity and was very brilliant, with a

luminous sector or brush of light extending one

fourth around it and reaching about 2' from the

nucleus.

On the evening of the 3rd the sky was again

clear, and " the comet was observed to great ad-

vantage, but its brilliancy had palpably declined"

since the 30th. At 9 h. 5 m. p. M., the nucleus was
in right ascension 148° and declination 66° 10'

North. Seen through the telescope, the coma or

head " had about the same extent as on the pre-

ceding evening, but the luminous sector already

mentioned, had changed very noticeably." Be
yond it "there was a dark arch or band concentric

with the nucleus, and beyond the dark band a lu-

minous arch or envelope, faint and misty, the mid-
dle line of which was 2' 56" from the nucleus.

Beyond this there were faint indications of a se-

cond envelope, with an intervening dark arch, the

whole forming a series of nearly concentric light

and dark arches, similar to those ob.served in Do-
nati's comet in 1858 and in Halley's comet in

1835. The tail of the comet could be traced

through an arc of 95°, and the deviation of its

axis from the position of direct opposition to th

sun was about 12°, and toward the east, the axis

produced cutting the ecliptic about 8° behind the

sun's place." At about 20° from the nucleus, the

tail proper suddenly became narrower, and from
that point it " continued as a much fainter milky
baud, decreasing very gradually in luminosity, and
varying but little in apparent breadth. This

breadth was less than one half the breadth of the

extremity of the brighter portion, which was about
3o_ » # » # rpjjg

decreasing light of this

stream vanished in the immediate vicinity of the

Blilky Way, to the east of Beta Ophiuchi. The
extreme length of the tail was about 95°. The
train of the comet was apparently made up of two

distinct streams of luminous matter, differing great-

ly in width and length. The northern edges of the

two were in the same line, but the extreme breadth

of the shorter stream was much greater than that

of the other. Its southern edge was badly defined,

and somewhat concave outward. A very faint

difi"used light, rapidly widening out, could be

traced far beyond the point where the sudden fal-

ling off of brightness occurred. This diffused light

extended on the evenings of the 4th and 5th,

to the vicinity of Corona Borealis, or more than
40° from the nucleus, and attained to a width of

12° or 15°. Its southern edge passed just to the

north of the star Theta Bootis. The breadth of

the tail, as distinctly seen, at its broadest part,

was about 3°." Since the 5th, the tail has de-

creased in brightness as well as in length and

breadth.

At the Observatory of Harvard College, Cam-
bridge, the comet was first seen in the early twi-

light on Third-day evening, the 2nd of the mo
the sky having been clouded on the two preoei

evenings. On Seventh-day evening, (6th

29th,) " the air was hazy, preventing the n
sweeping for comets, although observations i

the meridian were prosecuted until 11 P. m. Ij

the sky been clear, the tail of the comet W(

probably have been seen. A day or two previ i

the western twilight had been explored withi

opera glass, but at this time only the upper
] |

of the tail could have been in sight, and it n

have been too faint to attract notice." [This wc
appear to be an oversight, as the comet set be
the sun previous to the 29th.]

" The condition of the theory of comotary
malion, makes it very desirable that astronon

should devote more attention than they have hiti

to been accustomed to do, to the accurate d

neation of the curve of the tail among the

The present opportunity has been improved at

Observatory of Harvard College, by making car

tracings of the boundaries of the rays through tl

entire extent upon star charts. The Uranome,
Nova of Argelander, was found to be especi;

convenient for the purpose, both from the exacti

of the projection and the care taken in giving

proper magnitudes to the stars, which greatly

cilitates their identification. An uninterrupted

rios of clear nights from the 2nd of the month
the present time has very much favoured us

preserving the continuity of the phenomena, wl:

is a condition of the utmost importance for tl

future discussion."

(To be continued.)

THE FRIEND.
EIGHTH MONTH 3, 1861.

LONDON YEARLY MEETLNG.
(Continued from page 376.)

Sixth-day, Fifth mo. SUC—The London Fr
says, " an addition was adopted to the first pa

graph under Queries, to the effect that it is

outward arrangements, but Christian faithfulne

that must lead to real religious progress. Mi
interchange of sentiment took place on the advi(

as to answering the Queries, from which a lai

portion of old matter is omitted ; especially that

the subject of exceptions, adopted by the Yea;

Meeting in 1856. The latter has been understc

to imply that exceptions are not to be noticed i

less officially before the meeting or overseers. I
new paragraph on this point is pretty much limit

to advice against bringing forward an exception

the Meeting, the truth of which had not been p
viously ascertained ; some Friends thought tl

the course pointed out by the Minute of If"

was the correct one, and others took a very diff^

ont view, and thought such a course inconsistt

ith truthfulness. T. B. thought the difficulties

making or not making exceptions in the answc

were sufficient to justify the abandonment of su

Queries as created them, in which sentiment,

D. expressed his concurrence. A proposal of t

clerk to retain a portion of the old advice w
considered but finally negatived, and the pai

raph as brought in by the conference adopted,

was arranged that the Query on Meetings \

Worship should stand first in order, that t

second should be that on love, tiie third

reading the Scriptures, and the fourth on a

gious life and conversation. A paragraph on f

care of our younger members is withdrawn frc

the General Advices and formed into a fourth u
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wered Query, to this effect,
—

' Do you exercise

dicious religious care over your younger mem-
I, njanifestiug an earnest concern that tlirough

power of Divine Grace, tbey may all become
blisbed in the faith and hope of the Gospel?'

unanswered Queries are to be designated in

ire as 1st, 2nd, 3rd and 4th, instead of by let-

as at present." " During the deliberation, a

nd enquired how the Query as to ecclesiastical

ands was to be understood, some considering

latter term to include such payments as fines

the renewal of lives, &c. It was thought unad-

ble to open the subject, though J. B. gave his

lion that such payments are of the nature of

t, and cannot properly be refused. The order

the women's queries was then altered so as to

respond with that of the men's. An addition

posed by the conference to that Query* to Min-

rs and Elders, which respects the occupancy of

r gifts, viz., ' With singleness of heart as ser-

ts of Christ,' was rejected in favour of the

ds ' to the honour of God.' Before passing

Q the queries, S. F. stated that the answers to

ers of inquiry sent to Friends in all parts of

kingdom as to the new queries, had been fa-

rable, with very little exception. An altered

agraph on the burial of non-members in our

unds was then adopted, rescinding the advice

to hold "meetings on such occasions, and leav-

this to the discretion of the Monthly Meeting,

prohibition of printed forms for certificates of

val is withdrawn, and the signatures of the

ks to such documents is to sufiice, without that

sther Friends."

rom the British Friend, we extract some ad-

onal information. " A paragraph under the

d ' Oversight,' came under review, making the

ice oi general rather than of limited application,

reference to the means of admission into the

istian Church, viz., baptism ; and what this

is, the paragraph defines as the washing

regeneration and renewing of the Holy Ghost."

chapter subjected to the greatest amount of l

ision is that on ' Tithes and Sufferings,' and gave

to a great amount of discussion. Many para-

phs are entirely omitted, but with what has been

lined and introduced, the conference considered

t the testimony of the Society on this important

stion, is maintained in its original fulness and

rity. A Friend, who was the principal dis-

tient, thought the meeting had gone as far as it

med capable at present, but a few years would

ng about another advance, which he evidently

led, in the belief that this testimony and some

mportant peculiarities, as he viewed them, in-

fering with individual liberty, had greatly helped

3iminish the Society : and its downward progress

med to him inevitable, so long as these restric-

is were made matter of rule. He appeared to

isider it was quite enough to protest against an

or, but that all were to be now at liberty to disre-

rd such protest, and not be amenable to the disci-

e. In reply, the clerk was very explicit in show-

that unfaithfulness in regard to this testimony

linstanunscriptural usurpation and infringement

the right of conscience, subjected the party to ad-

c, and it might be to dealing, the same as any

ler departure from consistency, though it was not

him to lay down the extent of such disciplinary

ion."

The London Friend, although expressing the be-

f that the testimony of the society against tithes is

II retained inthe discipline, says that the tendency

the omissions is '' to render the regulations

It had been one of the advices to ministers, hut is

r made, with the addition stated above, one of the

bearing on delinquents of a still less stringent cha-

racter." " J. Forster spoke at some length on the

subject, appearing to fear lest our testimony might
be weakened. Some Friends united with him

;

others thought that our views on the subject were
as dear to Friends as ever, but that the Tithe

Commutation Act had materially altered the charac-

ter of the chiefdemand for ecclesiastical purposes. E.
C May twice enquired, whether in the case of a

Friend not only paying church-rate, &e., but openly

advocating such payments, a Monthly Meeting was
not at liberty to disown him. The meeting, how-
ever, declined to consider this question, or to point

out what should be the specific action of Monthly
Meetings in any such case." "Before the sitting

closed, J. J.Dymond proposed the re-insertion of the

words ' in the wisdom of truth," expunged on

Fourth-day, from the directions as to the acknow-

ledgment of ministers. Blany Friends concurred,

and as the objection to them was mainly to their

phraseology, not to the meaning as understood by

Friends, the meeting pretty readily consented."

Sixth-day Afternoon.—The London Friend con-

tinues, " The meeting proceeded with the schedule,

and adopted the alterations under ' Trade' and
' Trust Property,' by which, as regards the latter,

much space will be saved in the new book. The
proposal to omit paragraph 18 in the present

advice, under war, produced some discussion. Seve-

ral Friends thought it too valuable to be omitted,

at least altgether, but a still larger number objected

to it, both as having been inserted under special

circumstances, and as liable to misconception from

the way in which it spoke of the results of war, as

of the judgments of the Lord. It was finally

omitted. The concluding paragraph of the book

was next considered. That now proposed to su-

persede the old paragraph, is taken mainly from the

Epistle of 1857. Two or three slight verbal al-

terations were proposed in it, and the discussion on

these was accompanied with an expression from

several, of their preference of the old minute.

Finally, after perhaps half an hour's deliberation,

the meeting adopted the minute selected by the

conference, without any alteration."

A minute was then made " recording the com-

pletion by the Yearly Meeting of the revision of

the Book of Extracts, and gratefully acknowledg-

ing the help that had been granted to proceed in

it with brotherly love and forbearance." The

printing of the revised discipline, was confided to

the Meeting for Sufferings, and it was agreed that

the new rules should come into operation First

mo. 1st, 1862.

The general epistle to Friends in America was

then read, and after an omission, was adopted.

On Seventh clay morning, \st of 6t/i mo.—
[British Friend.] " The forepart of this sitting was

occupied with reading the answers to the different

epistles from America, also from Ireland. On
these being concluded, a number of Friends took the

opportunity to advert to the present state of our

religious society. Samuel Marshall, in particular,

said he considered it in a more hopeful condition

than at any previous period within his recollection,

and his observation extended to about fifty years.

He felt encouraged and full of hope for the future,

for, though there were some things which he would

wish to see otherwise, he believed there was among

our younger brethren, that evidence of a love to

Christ, attachment to our principles, and devotion

of their talents for the good of others, which show

that there was life at the root, and if that was sound,

the branches would aUo, as faithfulness was main-

tained, in due time bring forth fruit to the power

and the glory of God. Many Friends expressed

their concurrence with the view which Samuel

Marshall had taken. Josiah Forster, however, did
not appear altogether to unite with him, though he
did not seem insensible of healthful indications,

particularly on the part of some of his younger
brethren ; he was not without his apprehensions

;

at the same time, he was desirous as had been re-

commended, of cherishing a hopeful mind." Win.
Thistlethwaite,*" did not attach so much importance
as some of his Friends, to the influence, either for

good or evil, of the changes lately made in our rules

and advices, but he did attach much to the pre-
valence amongst us of a religious life. He alluded
to the exercise of the ministry, desiring that some
whose services in this way had been recognized, and
properly recognized, by the church, should revert

to the feelings of dependence and brokenness which
had attended them, when first called to the work,
that they would not seek for an enlargement of

their gifts in the use of many words, but would
often recur to the day of their espousals,—to those

times when the utterance of a few broken senten-

ces was followed by an effect which might be des-

cribed by saying that ' the house was filled with
the odor of the ointment.' He would also ten-

derly caution his younger brethren, who might feel

themselves called to minister in our meetings,

against suffering mere intellectual exposition to in-

trude into services where it had no rightful place.

Several Friends afterwards expressed their sense

of the value of W. T.'s remarks. T. Puniphrey,

said he had been much relieved by some of the

preceding communications, and added histestimony

to what he believed the improved state of things

amongst us. Whatever objectionable there might

still be among our young Friends, he believed that

the amount of it was much less than it was but a

few years since. He noticed, as a token for good,

the seriousness and earnestness manifested in their

meetings for the reading of the Scriptures, and the

anxiety they evinced—sometimes he thought in

an undue degree—not to appear better than they

were, nor profess where they did not really possess.

Young persons would occasionally come to him with

their doubts and difficulties, fearing apparently

lest they might be deemed, should he say, heretics

or skeptics, but on finding that he had himself once

known something of a similar experience, would

freely unbosom themselves and gratefully accept

any counsel or assistance which he might be enabled

to impart. Josiah Forster desired to cultivate a

cheerful spirit, and wished to take a hopeful view

of things amungst us, buteonfessed to some thought-

fulness and anxiety on the subject. Joseph Arm-

field sympathized with the mourners, and desired

theirsupport and encouragement. Joseph Shewell

had, as we understood him, attended the Yearly

Meeting, with but one exception, for fifty years,

and thought, on looking back to former occasions,

that there was much ground for encouragement on

the present. J. Ford and E. Smith, expressed a

similar feeling, the latter adverted to the increased

seriousness visible at these tinjcs in the deportment

of our young men. Thomas Chalk wished to re-

collect that we are enjoined to ' rejoice with them that

do rejoice,' but that it is also said, ' blessed are

they that mourn.'

"

The report from a committee to visit Lincolnshire

Quarterly Meeting was then read, and the com-

mittee was continued. Smith Harrison then called

the attention of the meeting to the necessity of

providing better accommodations for the women

Friends. The meeting concurring with him, the

Quarterly Meetings, and private individuals, were

recommended to make collections towards defray-

ing the expense. Some minutes of the Meeting
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for SufferiDgs were approved, among which was a

memorial to the Emperor of Russia, expressing the

satisfaction ofFriends with the liberation ofthe serfs in

his dominions. Some papers were not read for

want of time, among which was a narrative ofJames
Backhouse's recent visit to Norway, and another of

Robert and Sarah Lindsey's religious services in

the South Sea. The only business for the last

sitting was the General Epistle, which being ap-

proved, the meeting concluded.

We have this week concluded our account of

London Yearly Meeting. We know that some
Friends have been burdened with the space devoted

to it, yet in view of the great importance of the

changes that body has made in its discipline, we
think a pretty detailed statement necessary. Our
aim has been so to select from the two descriptions,

one in the British and the other in the London
Friend, as to give our readers as clear a view of

what has been done as we could. We shall have

some remarks hereafter to offer on the changes

already made, the present position of the body,

and the further alterations which some plainly

indicate they intend the Yearly Meeting to make.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

The Late Battle.—The facts which have come to light

within the last week make it obvious that the attack

upon the Rebel entrenchments near Manassas Junction

would not have been hazarded had the Federal com-
manders known the actual condition of affairs. The
IT. S. troops took eighteen large pieces of artillery' into

action, but the Rebels are said to have about two hun-
dred guns, of various calibre, in position at the several

entrenchments, while their superiority in numerical

strength is so great that they would probably have re-

pulsed even a more formidable and better directed assault.

The Southern newspapers carefully refrain from giving

publicity to any information regarding their military

preparations which might be prejudicial to the rebel

cause ; while every item of intelligence respecting th

northern army and even the movements of each regiment
is published in the newspapers of the northern cities,

and soon reaches Richmond and 'the rebel camps.
The Loss o/Li/e.—tio clear and reliable statement of ihe

losses on either side has yet appeared. On compa
the various reports it seems probable that at least 2,000
of the Federal troops, and nearly an equal number of the

Confederates were killed and wounded in the acl

The Prisoners, ^c.—According to the accounts forwarded
to Richmond from the battle field, more than 1000
prisoners includingfO officers, and a memberof Congress,
remained in the hands of the rebels, who had also cap-

tured 7000 muskets, all the artillery, 200 horses, 150 wa-
gons, 5000 blankets, &c. The reports state that the

wounded prisoners were receiving the same attention

that was given to their own wounded.
Warlike Measures.—Vigorous measures are being

adopted by the War Department for a thorough and
complete re-organization of the army, and the providing
of reliable officers. To this end the Secretary of War
has issued a general order, that all ofiBcers of regiments
will be subjected to examination by a board of military
officers, to be appointed by the Department, with the
concurrence of the Commander-in-Chief, as to their fit-

ness for the positions assigned to them. Those found in-

competent will be rejected, and their positions will be
filled by competent officers, that may have passed an ex-
amination of the Military Board. The services of 80
additional regiments to serve for three years, have been
accepted, many of these have already arrived at Wash-
ington and others are on the route. The three months
volunteer are being discharged as fast as their time ex-
pires

;
they generally return to their homes, though it is

expected most of them will re-enlist for the three years
term. The Navy Department has been making great
exertions to get enough armed vessels afloat to consti-
tute an effective blockade and suppress privateering. It

is said that probably fifty vessels of various sizes will

be ready to sail within two weeks, provided men can be
obtained for them. Fourregiments have been withdrawn
from Gen. Butler's command, and ordered to Washing-
ton. No offensive operations in that part of Virginia,
seem to be contemplated. An order has been issued
by Gen. Butler to the inhabitants of Hampton to remove,
it beinghis determination to withdraw the troopsand burn
the town, in the event of its being attacked by the rebel

forces. Gen. Banks' command has been reduced to

10,000 men,inconsequenceofthethreemonths volunteers
having returned to their homes. It had been withdrawn
to the Maryland side of the Potomac.

Southern Items.—The Petersburg, Va., Express, says
that the number ofConfederate troops now in Virginia and
under arms, is estimated at 170,000 men. There is also a
large enrolled force not yet equipped. It is said that the
Virginia militia left at Winchester by Gen. Johnson when
he moved to Manassas Junction, have since been dis-

banded. Many of them were sick. Batteries, it is an-
nounced, will soon be placed on the Potomac at points to

command the channel. Thecotlon Factors in New Orleans,
in view of the interests of all parties, recommend to their

various customers and correspondents not to ship any
portion of their crops of cotton to that city, or to remove
it from their plantations, until the blockade is fully and
entirely abandoned. The Legislature of Tennessee has
passed an act " for the relief of volunteers," which au-
thorizes the governor to impress into the army all the free

negroes of that State, between the ages of fifteen and
fifty years, being sound in mind and body. These ne-
groes are to perform such menial services in the camp
as may be required, and to receive therefor regular ra-
tions, with eight dollars per month as wages. It is

stated that large bodies of the Confederate troops will
shortly occupy north western Virginia.

Missouri.—The Union Convention in session at Jeffer-

son havevarious important measuresunder consideration
One of these proposes to declare the offices of Gover-
nor, Lieut. Governor and Secretary of State vacant, and
provides that these vacancies shall be filled by the con-
vention, and that the officers so appointed shall hold
their positions until the 8th mo. 1862, at which time
it provides for a special election by the people. It is

also proposed to abolish the present State Legislature.
Major General Fremont to whom the command of mili-
tarys operation in the Mississippi Valleyhas been assigned,
has taken up his residence in St. Louis. The rebels
appear to be gathering in great strength in southern
Missouri. The secessionists were also disarming the
Union men in the north-eastern portion of the State.

Oonr/ress.—The Senate has passed a bill to indemnify
the States for expenses incurred to defend the Government,

ther, to define and punish conspiracies, and also, a bill

to provide for the suppression of the rebellion. A bill

has also been passed appropriating §2,000,000, to fur-
nish arms and munitions of war to the loyal citizens of
the rebel states, and to provide for organizing them into
regiments. Another bill has been passed to refund the
duties on arms imported by the loyal states. The joint
resolutions approving the acts of the President, have
been under debate. They were opposed by Breckenridge
of Kentucky, and supported by Johnson of Tennessee, Tn
an earnest and able speech. A bill was reported by
the Committee on Finance, and passed, which providi

for a board of commissioners to examine into the con
pensation of all officers of the Government, with a view
to equalize and regulate the compensation of the govern
ment employees. Both Houses have agreed that the
regular army shall be increased to 40,000 men, to be re-

duced to 25^000 men, at the end of the war. The direc:

tax bill has met with strong opposition. It finally passed
the House of Representatives by a vote of 77 to 60, after

President'smessage had been received, and was various
commented on by the press. The Times says, that
altogether confirms the impressions produced Ijy his fii

message. An obstinate struggle is predicted, but whii
will result, the Times says, in the recognition
Southern independence, after the North has been su
jected to infinite loss and humiliation. Other pape
view the matter differently, and commend the cour
proposed to be pursued by the U. S. Government.

During a debate in the House of Commons, on a rum
of the possible cession of the Island of Sardinia to Franc
Lord John Russell said that such a scheme could notl
permitted, and would terminate the alliance of Englai
and France. He did not believe that the Italian Go
ernment contemplated such an act.

The King of Prussia was fired at on the 14th, at Bade
by a young student, named Becken, who was arreste
The ball slightly grazed the king's neck.

Lord John Russell is to be created a peer.
The Steamer Great Eastei n is to be employed regular

between Liverpool and New York.
The Irish census shows a decrease of 12 per cent,

the population in the last ten years.
Political matters in Russia, appear to be in an unsa

isfactory state. Symptoms of discontent with the gO'
ernment were manifesting themselves in different qua
ters. There was also a severe commercial pressur
The national bank at St. Petersburg, has raised thera
of discount to seven per cent. Gold was not obtainabl
Orders had been given for the issue of small silver at
copper money for a large amount.

Accounts from India are more favourable respectit
the districts which have suffered from famine. Copioi
rains had fallen.

The sales of cotton in the Liverpool market, for tl

previous week, were 113,000 bales. Fair Orleans 8|
middlings, 8|. These prices are a small advance on pre

vious quotations. Stock in port, 1,053,000 bales, inclm
lug 795,000 bales of American.
The Manchester advices were fiivourable, holders d(

manding an advance in prices.

The weather in England was favourable for the crop
Breadstuffs dull, and previous quotations barely mait
tained. American securities were unchanged. Coi

being reduced i %a modified i veral respects
By the act to authorize a national loan of §250,000,000
it is made optional with the Secretary of the T
either to issue coupon or registered bonds, or Treasui"y
notes, in such proportions of each, as he may deem a

'

visable. The Treasury notes may be issued from $
upwards, and paid out for salaries and supplies.

The liich Mountain Prisoners.—The seven hundred
prisoners captured at Rich Mountain, and those taki

by General Morris, all,—excepting Lieut. Col. Pegram-
gave their parole not to bear arms against the gover

ent, nor to give aid or information to the rebels during
e war, and were then released.

New York.—Mortality last week, 530
; of the deaths,

i3 were under ten years of age.

Philadelphia.—}AortA\\ly last week, 380 ; of Cholera
fantum, 71; of debility, 25; marasmus, 27; scarlet

fever, 30; adults, 95; children, 294.

The Sumter's Prises.—-All the vessels captured by the
rebel privateer Sumter, and sent into Cienfuegos have
been released by order of the Captain General of Cuba.

The Grain Markets.—The following were the quota-
tions, on the 29th ult. New York.—Sales of 170,000

hels of wheat a 87 a 94 for Chicago Spring, and
$1.11 a $1.14; for red winter; western oats, 32 a 33J;
sales of 129,000 bushels of corn a 42 a 45, for mixed.
Philadelphia.—UeA wheat, $1.12 a$1.15; white, $1.17 a
$1.20 ;

oats, 29J- a 30
;
prime yellow corn, 52.

FoREiG.N.—Liverpool dates to the 21st ult. The

Received from Asa Garretson, Agt., 0., $1, and for Joi
Wilson, $2, vol. 33, for Israel Wilson, $2, vol. 34.

FRIENDS' SELECT SCHOOLS.
These Seminaries will, it is expected, be re-openec

after the summer vacation, on or near the 1st of Nint
month next, the Boys' school being situated on Clicrr
street, west of Eighth, and the Girls' school on Seveut'
street, between Cherry and Race streets.

The Course of Instruction now adopted in the Boyi
school, embraces, besides the ordinary branches, a selec
tion of more advanced mathematical, scientific an.

classical studies, on the satisfactory completion of whicj
the pupil will be entitled to a diploma, or certificate
scholarship.

During the winter months, lectures on scientific su
jects are regularly delivered, illustrated by appropria
apparatus and experiments.
The Course of Study at the Girls' school embraces

addition to the elementary branches—Algebra, GeoL
try. History, Natural Philosophy, Chemistry, Astronomy
Physiology, Natural History, Botany, Physical G
graphy. Mental Philosophy, Etymology, Rhetoric,
Composition. Instruction is also given in Trigom
try. Mensuration, and the French and Latin langu: _
As the proper classification of the scholars, early

the session, is important, it is desirable that those wht
intend to enter pupils for the coming terra, should do si

as early in the session as possible. Application m.ay bd

made on the opening of the schools, to Joseph W. Ald-
RICH, the Principal of the Boys' school, and to MargarM
LiGHTFOOT, the Principal of the Girls' school. I

With the present arrangements, it is believed tba
these schools offer unusual advantages to Friends, fl
the liberal education of their children, and at a very ma
derate cost. Their attention is also invited to the pri
mary schools in the Northern and Western Districts
where provision is made for the careful elementary ini

struction of children loo young to enter the principal
schools. On behalf of the Committee,

John Carter, Clerk,
ilad., Seventh n

PILE & M'ELROT, PRINTERS,
Lodge street, opposite the Pennsylvania ]
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Secondly, Men being alike by creation, (though
leir being stated under their several relations re-

aires from them mutual services according to

iose respective relations,) owe not worship one to

iother, but all equally are to return it to God :

^cause it is to him, and his name alone, that

•ery knee must bow, and before whose throne the

ur and twenty elders prostrate themselves.

iL^.v-ioie for meu to take ttiis one from another,

: to rob God of his glory : since all the duties of

,lation may be performed one to another without

esc kind of bowings, which therefore are no es-

ntial part of our duty to man, but to God. All

len, by an inward instinct, in all nations have

;en led to prostrate and bow themselves to God.
nd it is plain that this bowing to men took place

|om a slavish fear possessing some, which led

;em to set up others as gods ; when also an am-
tious proud spirit got up in those others, to usurp

)e place of God over their brethren.

Thirdly, "We see that Peter refused it from Cor-

blius, saying, he was a man. Are then the popes

ore, or more excellent than Peter, who suffer

en daily to fall down at their feet and kiss them?
ihis reproof of Peter to Cornelius doth abundantly

low, that such manners were not to be admitted

inong Christians. Yea, we see, that the angel

fice refused this kind of bowing from John, llev.

,x. 10, and xxii. 9, for this reason. Because I am
ly fellow-servant, and of thy brethren ; abun-

antly intimating that it is not lawful for foUow-

irvants thus to prostrate themselves one to an-

ther: and in this respect all men are fellow-ser-

fints.

If it be said, John intended here a religious

iorship, and not a civil

:

I answer; This is to say, not to prove: neither

\n we suppose John, at that time of the day, so

l-instructed as not to know it was unlawful to

orship angels; only it should seem, because of

lose great and mysterious things revealed to him

y that angel, he was willing to signify some more
lan ordinary testimony of respect, for which he

as reproved. These things being thus considered,

is remitted to the judgment of such as are desi-

to be found Christians indeed, whether we are

worthy of blame for waiving it to men. Let those

then that will blame us consider whether they
might not as well accuse Mordccai of incivility who
was no less singular than we in this matter. And
forasmuch as they accuse us herein of rudeness

and pride, though the testimony of our consciences

in the sight of God be a guard against such calum-
nies, yet there are of us known to be men of such

education, as forbear not these things for want of

that they call good breeding; and we should be
very void of reason, to purchase that pride at so

dear a rate, as many have done the exercise of

their conscience in this matter; many of us having
been sorely beaten and buffeted, yea, and several

months imprisoned, for no other reason but because

we could not so satisfy the proud unreasonable hu-

mors of proud men, as to uncover our heads, and
bow our bodies. Nor doth our innocent practice,

in standing still, though upright, not putting off our
hats, any more than our shoes, the one being the

covering of our heads, as well as the other of our

feet, show so much rudeness, as their beating

and knocking us, &c., because we cannot bow
to them, contrary to our consciences : which cer-

tainly shows less meekness and humility upon their

part, than it doth of rudeness or pride upon ours.

Now suppose it were our weakness, and we really

under a mistake iu this thing, since it is not alleged

to be the breach ot any Christian precept, aio we
not to be indulged, as the apostle connnanded
should be done to such as scrupled to cat flesh ?

And do not persecuting and reviling us upon this

account show them to be more like unto proud Ila-

man, than the disciples or followers of the meek,

self-denying Je^us? And this I can say boldly, iu

the sight of God, from my own experience, and

that of many thousands more, that however small

or foolish this may seem, yet we behoved to choose

death rather than do it, and that for conscience'

sake ; and that in its being so contrary to our na-

tural spirits, there are many of us, to whom the

forsaking of these bowings and ceremonies was as

death itself; which we could never have left, if we
could have enjoyed our peace with God in the use

of them. Though it be far from us to judge all

those to whom God hath not shown the evil of

them, under the like hazard; yet nevertheless we
doubt not but to such as would prove faithful wit-

nesses to Christ's divine light in their consciences,

God will also show the evil of these things.

§ VIL The third thing to be treated of, is the

vanity and superfluity of apparel. In which, first,

two things are to be considered, the condition of

the person, and the country he lives in. We shall

not say that all persons are to be clothed alike,

because it will perhaps neither suit their bodies

nor their estates. And if a man be clothed so-

berly, and without superfluity, though they may
be finer than that which his servant is clothed with,

we shall not blame him for it: the abstaining from

superfluities, which his condition and education

have accustomed him to, may be in him a greater

act of mortification than the abstaining from finer

clothes in the servant, who never was accustomed

to them. As to the country, what it naturally

produces may be no vanity to the inhabitants to

use, or what is commonly imparted to them by
way of exchange, seeing it is without doubt that

the creation is for the use of man. So where silk

abound.--, it may be worn as well as wool ; and were

we in those countries, or near unto them, where
gold or silver were as common as iron or brass,

the one might be used as well as the other. The
iniquity lies then here. First, When from a lust of

vanity, and a desire to adorn themselves, meu and

women, not content with what their condition can

bear, or their country easily affords, do stretch to

have things, that fron> their rarity, and the price

that is put upon them, seem to be precious, and so

feed their lust the more ; and this all sober men
of all sorts will readily grant to be evil.

Secondly, When men arc not content to make a

true use of the creation, whether the things be flue

or coarse, and do not satisfy themselves with what

need and convenieucy call for, but add thereunto

things merely superfluous, such as is the use of

ribbons and lace, and much more of that kind of

stuff, as painting the face, and plaiting the hair,

which are the fruits of the fallen, lustful, and cor-

rupt nature, and not of the new creation, as all

will acknowledge. And though sober men anioug

all sorts will say, that it were better these things

were not, yet will they not reckon them unlawful,

and therefore do admit the use of them among their

church- members . but wc do ajcou'ji tiiem alto-

gether unlawful, and unsuitable to Christians, and

that for these reasons

:

First, The use of clothes came originally from

the fall. If man had not fallen, it appears he

would not have needed them ; but this miserable

state rnade them necessary in two respects: 1. To
cover his nakedness; 2. To keep him from the

cold ; which are both the proper and principal use

of them. Now for man to delight himself in that

which is the fruit of his iniquity, and the conse-

quence of his sin, can be no ways lawful for him :

so to extend things beyond their real use, or to

superadd things wholly superfluous, is a manifest

abuse of the creation, and therefore not lawful to

Christians.

Secondly, Those that will needs so adorn them-

selves in the use of their clothes, as to beset them

with things having no real use or necessity, but

merely for ornament's sake, do openly declare that

^he end of it is either to please their lusts, (for

which end those things are chiefly invented and

contrived,) or otherwise to gratify a vain, proud,

and ostentatious mind ; and it is obvious these are

their general ends in so doing. Tea, we see how
easily men are puffed up with their garments, and

how proud and vain they are, when adorned to

their mind. Now how far these things are below

a true Christian, and how unsuitable, needs very

little proof. Hereby those who love to be gaudy

and superfluous in their clothes, show they concern

themselves little with mortification and self-denial,

and that they study to beautify their bodies more

than their souls; which proves they think little

upon mortality, and so certainly are more nominal

than real Christians.

Thirdly, The scripture severely reproves such

practices, iDoth commending and commanding the
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contrary ; as Isa. iii. how severely doth the pro-

phet reprove the daughters of Israel for their tiuk-

ling ornaments, their cauls, and their round tires,

their chains and bracelets, &c., and yet is it not

strange to see Christians allow themselves in these

things, from whom a more strict and exemplary

conversation is required? Christ desires us not to

be anxious about our clothing. Mat. vi. 25, aud to

show the vanity of such as glory in the splendour

of their clothing tells them, That even Solomon, in

all his glory, was not to be compared to the lily of

the field, which to-day is, and to-morrow is cast

into the oven. But surely they make small reck-

oning of Christ's words and doctrine that are so

curious in their clothing, and so industrious to deck

themselves, and so earnest to justify it, and so en-

raged when they are reproved for it. The apostle

Paul is very positive in this respect, 1 Tim. ii. 9,

10. I will therefore in like manner also that wo-

men adorn themselves in modest apparel, with

shame-faced ness and sobriety, and not with broi-

dered hair, or gold, or pearls, or costly array, but

(which becometh women professing godliness) with

good works. To the same purpose saith Peter, 1

Pet. iii. 3, 4. Whose adorning let it not be that

outward adorning of plaiting the hair, and wear-

ing of gold, or of putting on of apparel : but let

it be the hidden man of the heart, in that which is

not corruptible, even the ornament of a meek and

quiet spirit, &o. Here both the apostles do very

positively and expressly assert two things, First,

That the adorning of Christian women (of whom
it is particularly spoken, I judge, because this sex

is most naturally inclined to that vanity, and that

it seems that Christian men in those days deserved

not in this respect so much to be reproved) ought

not to be outward, nor consist in the apparel.

Secondly, That they ought not to use the plaiting of

the hair, or ornaments, &c., which was at that tim,e

the custom of the nations. 13ut is it not strange,

that such as make the scripture their rule, and pre-

tend they are guided by it, should not only be so

generally in the use of these things, which the

scripture so plainly condemns, but also should at-

tempt to justify themselves in so doing ? For the

apostles not only commend the forbearance'of these

things, as an attainment commendable in Christians,

but condemn the use of them as unlawful; and yet

may it not seem more strange, that in contradiction

to the apostles' doctrine, as if they had resolved to

slight their testimony, they should condemn those

that out of conscience apply themselves seriously

to follow it, as if in so doing they were singular,

proud, or superstitious? This certainly betokens

a sad apostacy in those that will be accounted

Christians, that they are so offended with those

who love to follow Christ and his apostles, in

nying of, and departing from, the lying vanities of

this perishing world ; and so doth much evidence

their aifinity with those who hate to be reproved

and neither will enter themselves, nor suffer those

that would.

CTo bo continned.)

The power of God xcitldn man.—Man reasons,

errs, and mistakes too nearly continually ; but I

am firm in the faith, that he who keeps closely to

what he feels of the power of God, submits wholly

to it, ;ind resigns his human faculty of reason to

its rectification, will be conformed to all the

of God respecting him j whether he is able,

rational creature, to demonstrate the truth of every

proposition in Euclid, or unable to comprehend the

simplest among them.

—

Joh Scotl.

Those that serve God, must .serve him with

they have.

CotUnized Flat—Fibrilia.
The importance of Recent Discoveries to the World.

— II. Lyman's New Process.—III. The adaptation of

Flax as'a Paper Stock.

Among the processes recently applied to the dis-

integration of flax, hemp and other fibrous plants,

d the preparation of the product for textile pur-

poses, the most efficacious, and by far the most

economical, is that discovered by A. S. Lvman,
of New York, and lately patented in several Euro-

pean countries and India, as well as in the United

States. The principle of this invention consists in

a highly ingenious application of the explosive power

f steam to the separation of the fibres of all vege-

table materials. In all fibrous plants, such as flax,

hemp, cane, &c., when freshly cut, sap, or, if dry,

after being soaked a short time, moisture is found

to be minutely distributed throughout the entire

structure of the plant. This simple element it is

which is converted into an agency of immense but

easily regulated power, for the complete disintegra-

tion of fibrous plants of any and every descrip-

tion. The modus operandi consists in the use of

a strong iron cylinder, say twelve inches in diame-

ter and twenty four feet long, having a valve at

either end, carried by an arm moving on a centre,

so that the end of the cylinder can be thrown open

to its full area. This cylinder being more than

half filled with flax or hemp recently cut, or charged

with moisture by being soaked for a brief period,

the valves at the ends of the cylinder are closed,

being made steam-tight, and by means of a pipe

from a boiler, steam is supplied to the cylinder of

any required pressure to the square inch. In a

few minutes the moisture in the hemp or flax is

raised to a temperature above that requisite for be-

coming steam, but it cannot be converted into steam,

being controlled by the pressure of the steam which

already fills the whole available space for steam

within the cylinder ; the valve at the mouth of the

cylinder being now let loose, the confined material

is discharged from it with a loud explosion, and

being suddenly projected from the cylinder, where

it was under a pressure of 200 lbs. into the atmos-

phere at a pressure of only 15 lbs. to the square

inch, the heated moisture within the fibrous mate-

rial instantaneously flashes into steam, rending and
disintegrating the material as completely and mi-

nutely as the moisture was distributed throughout

its fibrous structure.

In the case of flax and hemp it is found that this

process of blowing separates in the most complete

manner the fibre from the shove or woody portion

of the plant, from which it is then freed by being

passed through an ordinary burring mill; and being

afterwards washed in a mild alkaline solution, it

can be carded and used in combination with either

wool or cotton, or both, and as well for felting as

for spinning purposes. In this condition the fibre,

thus simply and inexpensively prepared, is applica-

ble to many uses—taking tbe place of wool with

equal utility and at not more than one-third of its

cost—and of cotton, in those fabrics in which it is

combined with other textile substances, with equal

advantage and at a very large reduction on the

cost of cotton. When, however, the flax fibre is

subjected to a second blowing process, it is found to

be minutely subdivided in a natural manner into

its ultimate or component fibres, which are ascer-

tained to be of tbe length of from one and a half

to two inches. By means of a simple and econom-

ical process, applied by the inventor, the commi-
nuted fibre is bleached, any remaining gum is re-

moved, and it is reduced to a condition in which it

can be made capable of being spun alone, in the

same manner as cotton. Although experiments on

a large scale, in this respect, have not yet been made,

there remains little doubt that, with some sli

modifications of machinery, which experience i

ingenuity will easily supply, this cottonized flax^

and will be used and spun by itself, in the so

,

manner as ordinary cotton, while by this proces

can be manufactured at half the cost of cotton.

For textile and felting purposes, in combiijat

with wool and cotton, or with both, and e-i.ici;

as a substitute for wool, its value and great eeono

,

are already established, and for all such combi

tion purposes it cannot fail henceforth to cornel

extensive use. Specimens of felted cloth, half w
and half flax ; of stockings in the like proportio-

of felt hats, one-third flax and two-thirds wool, £

other fabrics are exhibited. Thread or spun go

cloth are being made, all of which articles ma
facturors pronounce to be improved by tbe adtr

fure of flax, but, as first samples, are greatly ii

rior in quality, they say, to what will be produc

One peculiar advantage of the Lymax proc

is, that by means of it no single particle of the

is wasted or becomes refuse ; but every pari

equally valuable for the highest uses. By
process, moreover, the fibre of heinp can be m
equally available with flax ; and it is speci:

adapted to the treatment of jute and numer
other fibrous plants in like manner.

The first application of this most ingenious inv

tion has been to the disintegration of fibrous mi

rial, and its conversion into paper stock, for wb
uses it bids fair to supersede, in economy of p

duction, any existing agency. In the treatmeu

the hemp plant for this purpose its results are i

striking. But its future value to the manufacti

community will be chiefly in the economical pre

ration of flax for textile pnrposes. To the agrii

turist it presents a powerful inducement for turt

to profitable account the vast area of western 1

specially adapted to the growth of flax and h^^

while it furnishes facilities for utilizing the in:

thousands of tons of flax straw which hereto!

have been, and still are, left as usele.ss to rot u

the ground, after the removal of the seed.

The cost of the apparatus for working Lyju
process is very inconsiderable, when contrasted ^

its produce ; while hardly any skilled labou

required. A battery of three guns, of the contt

of forty cubic feet each gun, with steam bol

tubing, &c., can be set up for a cost in all not

ceeding $6,000. In Illinois and Ohio, whose

is specially adapted to the culture of flax and he-

coal costs not more than two, in many places

one dollar per ton. The shove or boon of the 1

will furnish a large portion of the fuel for woiL

flax. Farmers in Illinois will contract to del

hemp, with the seed on it, at 85, or before the i

ripens, at S3 to 84 per ton; and flax can be

abundantly, we learn, at SO the ton. In the

of hemp for paper stock the woody part or shov

equally valuable with the fibre ; and from accui

trials made it is ascertained that a ton of hen;;

2,000 lbs. will yield 56 per cent., or 1,120 Ib^

bleached paper stock. Each gun is capabK

blowing 14,000 lbs. of hemp, producing 7,840

bleached fibre per day of 20 hours.

Of flax it is found that one ton of 2,240

yields 324 lbs. of pure bleached fibre, and a la

proportion of materiel for fuel. Hemp or flax

quires to be in the gun only from five to six

utes, and two minutes suffice for loading. 'J

admits of eight and a half charges per hour ; se

may be safely counted on.

From results already obtained a bleached pt

stock, from hemp, ready .to be run ofi" into paj

can be produced at a cost not exceeding three c^

per lb., worth fully seven or eight cents, and wl

can, at a further cost of not more than one cent
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verted into paper of different qualities, worth,

an average, not less than twelve cents the lb.

3 manufacture already, to a considerable extent,

paper from the cane rccd, shows results nearly

ot equally as promising as those from hemp. It

bowever, in the application of the process in ques-

1 to the preparation of flax, hemp and other

ous plants lor textile purposes, as a substitute

or supplement to cotton and wool, that it is, at

present time, especially interesting. The Ly-
N process, at once simple and economical, and

on fibrous plants in a manner peculiar to

ir natural construction, by one stroke, supersedes

laborious, tedious and expensive processes of

integration heretofore in use. It is this which

to it its peculiar character and value ; and

tines it to fill a highly important function in the

nomy of one of the most valuable and essential

nches of human industry.

[n view of the lamentable political disturbances

ch now agitate this country, and of their dis-

ous consequences to the manufacturing industry

Europe as well as America, it is not easy to

r-estimate the importance of the application of

h inventions as the one in question to the de-

opmcnt of a substitute for cotton. The uueer-

aty of the duration of the impending civil war

ich already carries dismay to many a humble

ne on the other as well as on this side of the At-

tic, and the prospect of a very great diminution,

ndefinite interruption of the supply of an article

ucb prime necessity as cotton, furnish the most

iverful stimulus to the discovery no less of other

rces of supply, than of some other suitable tex-

material which may serve as a substitute for it.

Let it be remembered that cotton owes it vaunted

^ereignty as much to the ingenuity of Whitney,
to the peculiar fertility of Southern soils. Con-

st its history since the discovery of the cotton

th that of the preceding period, and the ex-

it of its obligation to that invention is manifest,

requires but the application of mechanical inge-

ity to the treatment of flax, a plant indigenous

almost every soil and climate, to adapt it to all

practical utilities of the cotton plant. This

nderatum we believe to be substantially supplied

the simple and efficacious invention of A. S.

fjMAN ; and it can hardly be doubted that in an

remarkable for mechanical ingenuity, any re-

isite supplementary appliances will be forthcom-

; in the progress of this new and most interesting

anch of industry.

—

Hunt's Magazme.

In a meeting for discipline my mind was op-

essed under a sense ofsome present not sufficiently

teeming the sufferings of Christ without the gates

Jerusalem, nor having fellowship with Him in

3m : also of a dark libertine spirit, that would

imple upon those precious testimonies of the cross,

'ivcrud 40 George I'ox and others, against hat

nour, the heathenish appellations of days and

onths, the unchristian language of You to a sin-

person, and calling men master, contrary to

express prohibition of our blessed Lord. Be
I not called of men master, for one is your mas-

even Christ." Some well disposed Friends

ay, perhaps, have strengthened these libertines

f laying too great stress on externals; for "in

hrist Jesus, neither circumcision availeth, nor

icircumcision, but a new creature; " but if those

died Quakers, walked according to this rule, they

ould neither wear gay clothing, nor give flattering

ties to men. Much expense in dress, sumptuous

5uses, and costly furniture, comport not with the

cample of a crucified Saviour, who was the most

jrfect pattern of plainness, and had not whereon
i lay his head.

—

Sat)il. Scott, 1781.

" READY TO BE OFFERED."—PALL.

What a blessed condition the apostle had attained

to. He felt that his sins had gone beforehand to

judgment, and that through the mercy of God in

Christ Jesus, they had all been blotted out and a

free pardon granted him. In this assurance, he

knew that there was laid up for him a crown of

righteousness. Yea, he already felt in the inward

comfort of the Holy Ghost, a foretaste of the joy

which should afterward in its fullness be revealed.

To him, to depart and to be with Christ, was far

better than to remain toiling in his earth work, yet

for the love which he bore his Divine Master, he was
willing to continue in his prison-house of flesh, just

solong as that All wise, and all loving One should

see it was best. Yet he was ready to be oflered.

He had nothing further to do, but in holy trust and

confidence, whilst performing present duty, to wait

the moment of his dismissal from time. How dif-

ferent his condition from that of the fearful, doubt-

ing ones, who know not whether they are accepted

of God, yea or nay ! How still more widely differ-

ent from those, who feel they have not the .love

of God in them, that it is not, and has not been as

their meat and drink, to do his will? Such often-

times have a vague hope, that through the mercy

of God in Christ Jesus, they shall somehow or

other, find a rest with the righteous, although they

have not whilst on earth, followed the dear Saviour

as cross bearing disciples. No cross no crown, is

plainly inscribed over the portal, which admits the

true christian into the narrow way, which loadoth

unto life. I have stood by the dying bed of a hum-
ble christian, who looking at the close of his earthly

pilgrimage as imminent, could say, in sweet trust-

ing faith in his long loved Redeemer, " though I

enter the valley of the shadow of death with awe,

I can truly say, it is not with dread." He believed

that his sins had been blotted out, and he lay per-

fectly resigned, let the parting moment come when

it might. Nay, he could have exclaimed, had he

not deemed quiet, patient waiting, was his duty,

" Come, Lord Jesus ! come quickly ! thy servant is

ready."

I have read an anecdote related by an attorney,

to this import. He had a ease, in which the whole

estate of a client was at stake ; on the result of

which his future affluence or poverty depended.

On the morning of the day in which the lord chan-

cellor was to deliver the judgment, he called on his

attorney in a state of great excitement. His case

was to come up, was every thing ready ! The deep

feeling evident in the client, struck the attorney

withfear for theresult. Learned counsel had given

a favourable opinion of his cause, but the attorney

it appears had doubts, and the chancellor decided

adversely. Of the poor client, the attorney writes,

" never shall I forget the agony of despair depicted

in his countenance at that moment, as, rushing

from the court, he hissed into my ear, the fearful

words, ' Oh ! I am undone.'

"

The attorney, himself, moralizes on the case,

comparing it to that of those who are about closing

their earthly accounts, and know that their case is

to be called up that day, or at least in a very short

period. As death leaves us, judgment will find us.

There is no place for pardon, or repentance, to

those whose day of life has closed. Their case is

then forever fixed. If they have gone down to

the grave trusting in any thing short of being born

again, renewed in Christ Jesus, through the cleans-

ing baptisms of his spirit, and a free pardon through

his grace, their doom is fixed forever, where th»!

worm dieth not, and the fire is not quenched. In

vain may friends, like the learned counsel in the

poor luan's case referred to, give favourable opin-

ions. God, who seeth the heart, giveth a final de-

cree, according to the blessed counsel of his im-

mutable justice, in accordance with the precepts

and declarations ho has given unto men, through

the gospel revelations of his dear Son. Sympathiz-

ing and loving ones, may bid them confide in the

mercy ofGod in Christ Jesus, priests may undertako

to make good any defect in their heavenly title, but

the fond w'ishes of the one sort, and the pretended

absolution of the other, are equally unavailing.

To the unrenewed soul, the issue of the case will

be, " Depart ye cursed, into everlasting fire pre-

pared for the Devil and his angels."

How soon death may call our case up for final

decision, we none of us know, but it must be in a

little while, to the longest liver ; it may be very

.soon to some of us. We cannot tell but our case

nuuj come on this day, nay, we know not but that

before the hour we have now entered on shall be

finished, our condemnation shall have been forever

settled. It behooves us, dear reader, to be in earn-

est in our inward aspirations after a clean heart

and a right spii-it. Our God, though he be rich

in mercy, and ready to forgive the contrite in spirit,

will surely punish the rebellious and backsliding,

and every son and daughter of Adam, who do not

come unto him, through Jesus Christ, out of whom
there is no salvation, must expect no mercy.

Annie of Astria, is reported to have said to

Richelieu, that wicked ecclesiastic, " My Lord Car-

dinal, God does not pay at the end of every week,

but at the last he pays." What a lesson this lan-

guage ought to have been to the proud priest. He
was a professed minister of the gospel of Christ, but

his heart, his affections, were all fast wedded to

the earth. He might from time to time, turn away
his thoughts from consideration of the sins he was

living in the indulgence of, but there was One who
did not forget them. His iniquities were ever re-

corded against him, and whilst turning away from

the secret convictions of the Lord's Holy Spirit,

which would have administered some present pun-

ishment in mercy, to awaken in him a fervent de-

sire to escape through repentance and amendment

of life the wrath to come, he was but increasing that

payment, awfully sure at last. " God does not

pay at the end of every week, but at the last he

pays." How consolatory this thought to the hum-

ble tribulated christian. Trials may be his portion

on the earth, his heavenly Father may see meet to

lead him through many sorrows on his way to the

kingdom, yet at last he pai/s all his true followers

with the riches of his glory and grace.

SifelT/ in Immility and stillness.—Sat with a

young woman to whom tender counsel was given,

with sincere desire that she might be preserved

from the strange notions of liberty, and of aliena-

tion from the cross of Christ, which seem to abound.

Our safety is in humility and in stillnes ; that we may
be taught to know ourselves, and often to resort to

the place where secret prayer is wont to be made,

where the simple-hearted wait for an increase of

understanding, to know and to keep in the paths

of uprightness, that they may be at peace. These

read the holy Scriptures with reverence and lowli-

ness of mind, that they may come unto the Light,

the Life, and the Way, whereof the Scriptures do

testify, even Christ the hoti.—Many Capper.

The idle should not be classed among the living ;

they are a sort of dead men not fit to be buried.

He submits to be seen through a microscope wha

suffers himself to be caught in a passion.
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Meteorology.

CContinuod from page 3S1.)

"At a time when the opinion was almost universal

that the winters at least, had grown milder in Eu-
rope, Dr. Noah Webster undertook to disprove it

with great research and ingenuity. He points out

the distinction, formerly existing as now, between

the climate of the hills of Judaia and Syria and of

the plains. He calls notice to the severe winter in

Syria of 1741-43
; to that of 1756-57, when the

mercury sunk into the bulb of the thermometer at

Aleppo, and multitudes of vines were killed, as

were olives that had stood filly years. He quotes

from Arthur Young's Tour in Italy, in November
and December, 1789, who then found the hills

covered with snow, and the streets a sheet of ice,

and says that on the 29th of November, Cyprus

wine was frozen, and milk burst the vessels in whicli

it was put. Young crossed Mount Cenis on the

21st December in ten feet of snow. He thinks the

quotations from the classics point not to average

winters, but to hard winters, such as those of 1642,

1709, 1741, and 1780. Dr. Webster also quotes

a passage from Lady Montague's letters, who tra-

velled along the Danube in 1717, and describes

Mount Hoemus and Kodope as always covered uitk

snow. These are \\° south of Tomos, the place

of Ovid's banishment.
'' Dr. Webster refutes Gibbon's statement, that

the ' Rhine and the Danube were frequently frozen,

and capable ofsustaining the most enormous weight.

The barbarians often chose the winter to transport

their armies and cavalry over a vast and solid

bridge of ice. Modeon ages have not presented an

instance of a like phenomenon,' with the remark

that both the Rhine and the Danube have, within

three centuries, been frequently covered with ice

suflttcient to sustain the largest armies that ever

issued from the north. In 1795, the French troops

crossed the Rhine into Holland on the ice. ' This

event happened so opportunely for the purposes of

the French, that even atheist were disposed to

admit the existence of a God, for the purpose of

arranging this event among the interpositions of

heaven in their favour.' Dr. Webster explains the

migration of the deer, not by the change of climate,

but by the retreat of the forests under the axe of

the emigrant. Dr. Webster regards it as a capital

fact, that he does not ' find in history any evidence

that a change of climate, generally, has carried any

of the delicate fruits into latitudes where they did

not thrive in the earliest ages.' Dr. Webster dis-

cusses next the evidence adduced by Jefferson and

Williams to prove a change of climate in the United

States, and he arrives at this conclusion upon the

whole subject :
—'From all I can discover in regard

to the seasons, in ancient and modern times, 1 see

no reason to conclude, with Dr. Williams, that the

beat of the earth is increasing. It appears that all

the alterations in a country, in consequence of clear-

ing and cultivation, result only in making a differ-

ent distribution of heat and cold, moisture and dry

weather, among the several seasons. The clearing

of lands opens them to the sun, their moisture is

exhaled, they are more heated in summer, but more

cold in winter near the surface ; the temperature

becomes unsteady and the seasons irregular. This

is the fact. A smallerdegrceof cold, if steady, will

longer preserve snow and ice, than a greater de-

gree under frequent changes. Hence we solve the

phenomenon of more constant ice and snow in the

early ages ; which I believe to have been the case.

It was not the degree but the steadiness of the cold

which produced this effect. Every forest in Amer-
ica exhibits this phenomenon. We have, in the

cultivated districts, deep snow to-day, and none to-

morrow ; but the same quantity of snow, falling in

the woods, lies there till spring. The same fact,

on a larger scale, is observed in the ice of our riv-

ers. TLis will explain all the appearances of the

season, in ancient and modern times, without re-

sorting to the unphilosophical hypothesis of a gene-

ral increase of heat.'

" Prof Schow read a paper before the royal So-

ciety of Copenhagen, ' On the supposed Changes in

the Meteorological Constitution of the different

Parts of the Earth during the Historical Period.'

In the absence of the thermometers and hygrome-

ters of modern science, the result of the inquiry will

depend on the answers to the following questions

:

1. What animals lived, and what plants grew in

the country spoken of; have they been the same

that now live there, or have they been such as re-

quire a more or less warm, a more or less moist at-

mosphere, than those that now live in these spots ?

2. At what time of the year have the inhabitants

in former times begun and finished their crops of

hay, corn, or other cultivated plants ? 3. Have the

effects of meteors upon inorganic nature, which

suppose a rather fixed temperature, as, for example,

the freezing of lakes and rivers, the fall of snow,

changed ? Are the masses of snow and ice on the

mountains now greater or smaller than they were

formerly ? 4. Have the customs and business, which

more or less are dependent upon the climate,

changed; for example the use of artificial heat,

dress, navigation, &c. ?"

To settle this question, Schow would rely mostly

on writers upon natural philosophy and natural

history ; though he would not overlook historians,

geographers, or even poets. Dut in every case he

thinks the most rigorous criticism is needed

account of the varieties of plants or animals which

ay go by the same name ; on account of the flue

in its mean, its annual, or its monthly temperatui
" Arago has discussed at great length this qn

tion of the secular change of climate, and with

usual ability and learning. He begins with t

remark, that, as the thermometer was not int;

duced until the end of the 16th century, the qu'

tion can be discussed only in reference to what'

know of the state of crops, and other natural pi

nomena, as the congelation of rivers and seas. ]

then argues, that the date will not ripen unless t

mean temperature comes up to a certain standar

the vine will not produce grapes fit for the man
facture of wine if the temperature exceeds by mu
the above-named limit. Whenever we find a cou

try in which both the date and the grape ripen i

as well as formerly, we may conclude that the c

mate has not sensibly changed. From this arg

ment, applied to Palestine, he concludes that t

climate of that country has not altered since

time of Moses.
(To be continued.)

Tlie wisdom of tins worUl isfoolishness v

God.—What shall I then say to you, who are lo

ers of learning and admirers of knowledge ? W
not I also a lover and admirer of it, who al

sought after it according to my age and capacit

But it pleased God in his unutterable love, eat

to withstand my vain endeavours, while I was j

but eighteen years of age; and made me serious

to consider, (which I wish also may befall other

that without holiness no man can see God,

that the fear of the Lord is the beginning of wisdo:

and to depart from iniquity a good understandin

and how much knowledge puffeth up, and leade

away from that inward quietness, stillness, and L

mility of mind, where the Lord appears and 1

heavenly wisdom is revealed. If ye consider the

- - things, then will ye say with me, that all tl

tuation of successive years ; on account of the broad
, learning, wisdom, and knowledge, gathered in -tl

distinction between such phenomena as are usual f^Ug^ Qat„j.e, is but as dross and dung in compa
and such as are extraordinary

;
and on account of ^^^ gf tjje cross of Christ ; especially being des

the frailty of human memory, which recollects so j^te of that power, life, and virtue, which I p£
much better the wonderful than the commonplace, cgj^ed these excellent (though despised, because
Applying these principles to the comparison of the [iterate) witnesses of God to be filled with. Ai
ancient and modern climates of Palestine, Egypt, therefore, seeing that in and among them I, wi
Arabia, Greece, and Italy, Schow maintains that ^^any others, have found the heavenly food th

been no considerable ^change ; and that gj^gs contentment, let my soul seek after tl
„,„

^ earninii, and wait for it for ever.

—

Robert Ba
there h

the account which the Abbe Mann has given of

the transition in the climate of the countries border-

ing the Black and Caspian Seas, viz., ' that the cli-

mate there was such as is now hardly found in

Sweden and Norway, but must be sought for in

Lapland, Siberia, or in America, to the north of

Hudson's Biy,' is irreconcilable with the accounts

of northern travellers, who state that olive-trees,

fig-trees, and bay-trees continue to grow there.

Malle presented a memoir to the French Acad-
emy in 1848 on the change of climate in Italy,

in which he gives his evidence for the conclusion

that the time of cutting the first hay occurs in the

same decade of the same month now as it did two
thousand years ago. He quotes from Virgil the

description of the ancient fertility,

' Bis gravida pecudes, bis pomis utilis arbos,'

which some commentators had explained away as

a figure of speech (though Pliny and Varro confirm

it;) and remarks upon it, that he had himself eaten,

in 1811 and 1830 pears and apples of the second

crop. Malle concludes his discussion in these

words :
' I end by declaring that the epochs, or at

least the limits of the different agricultural labours,

and the several phases of vegetation, are for the

same localities and the same altitudes, identical

ancient and modern Italy ; and finally, that, from
the age of Augustus to the present era, the climate

of Italy has not undergone any sensible modification

clay.

The Best adortiing, atid only riglit qualific

tion of gospel jueackers.—Poor as to this worl

and loarely acquainted with the very rudiments

learning, the word of God's wisdom, the word

faith, dwelt richly in him ; and his understand!

being much enlarged in heavenly experience,

brought forth, as a faithful steward, the good thin

committed to him, to the great refreshment of t

Lord's heritage, and to the building up of many
the Truth. As none could justly blaffle the u

right, even tenor of his conduct, so was he, throu;i

watchfulness, preserved and directed in the ext

else of his ministerial gift; nor could any critic

opposer, it is said, ever find Lim wrong in a

On the other hand, many persons would conft

their admiration at the excellent matter, utteran'

and pertinent connexion observed in the

monies of one, so devoid of acquired learning, a

yet, so thoroughly furnished in all respects unto 1

holy calling. Thus, in this instance, was ve

clearly held up to view, what it is that constitui

the best adorning of gospel preachers, and what

the only right qualification for speaking " as t

oracles ofGod."

—

From an account ofGeorge Grc

When shall we be able to do business with I

world without catching the spirit of the world ?
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For "The I'rieDd."

Reflutions iu the Country.

ho blessings of a bounteous Providence are

liired out upon us with an unsparing hand. How
ch there is to call forth heart-felt gratitude, and

jiew the daily sense of man's dependence upon a

icious God. Observe the luxuriance of the fields,

genial warmth, to hasten the growth of the

its of the earth, and the bright skies, enabl

farmer to gather them safely in their best con-

ion. Note also the fresh-springing verdure after

> harvest has been gathered, the sweet quiet

ead over hill and vale, while the husbandman

oys a season of comparative rest, and, if he be

umble Christian, is clothed with calm serenity

d gladness in lifting up his heart with thankful-

i for all the goodness of the Creator, who places

bow in the cloud as a token that summer and

iter, seed time and harvest, shall not fail while

i earth endures. All classes of the people are

>ply interested in the products of the soil, and

! success of the agriculturist. If the crops fail, are

ghted or destroyed from any cause, all would

fer, but where prosperity rewards the toil of the

Itivator, town and country may rejoice together,

d unite with grateful hearts in returning thanks

Him, who maketh " his sun to shine on the evil

d on the good, and sendeth rain upon the just

d on the unjust."

Not only should we be thankful for all our bles-

igs, but we should show our sense of obligation,

fruits of obedience to the Giver, endeavouring

life and conversation, to honour him, and do

od to our fellow creatures. He who is a Chris-

deed, must keep the diviue laws : " Thou

alt love the Lord thy God with all thy heart, and

th all thy soul, and with all thy mind ; and thou

alt love thy neighbour as thyself." If this love

evailed and ruled in the heart, men would

tly, love mercy, and walk humbly with God.

liey could do no injury to one another, but
'

dance with the golden rule "all things whatso-

er ye would that men should do to you, do ye

en so unto them," their conduct in life would

ow forth the fruits of strict justice, of mercy and

brotherly kindness, leading to acts of charity and

nevolence, and works of righteousness and

ace. In this way, the knowledge of the glory of

,e Lord would spread, until it covered the earth

the waters cover the sea, and the kingdoms of

s world wou'd finally become the kingdoms of

ir Lord and of his Christ. The evangelical pro-

becy would be fulfilled, "and he shall judge

the nations, and shall rebuke many people,

nd they shall beat their swords into ploughshares,

nd their spears into pruning hooks ; nation shall

ot lift up sword against nation, neither shall they

sarn war any more." But alas, how remote now

ppears the realization of these blissful anticipa-

ons. Slavery, the guilt and shame of our highly

ivoured land, after being long prolific of bitter

ruits, has at last brought on discord, rebellion and

ivil war. The iniquities of the people have been

(lade their own chastiseu)ent, and a fountain of

luman blood has been opened, which the interpo-

ition of an Omnipotent and merciful benefactor

one can close. Oh, what a loud call there is, to

he professed followers of the Prince of Peace, to

eek to be clothed with his pure, gentle, loving

irit, enabling them to put up acceptable prayers

the Father of mercies, that he may pity and

are his erring and rebellious children, soften

leir hearts towards each other, and bring them to

jause and reflect upon the awful consequences of

the course they are pursuing

Jonah said of the Lord, " I know that thou art

a gracious God and merciful, slow to anger and of

great kindness, and repentest thee of the evil."

On his mercy and protecting care, his humble de-

dicated children may safely rely, whatever calami-

ties and sorrows his all-wise Providence may per-

mit, and they can rest in the assurance that all

things will work together for good to them that

love and fear his great and adorable name. They
have a hiding place and sure refuge, and as they

cast their cares upon Him who ruleth over all, will

bo enabled to witness the unfailing truth of the

ripture declaration—" Thou wilt keep him in

perfect peace whose mind is stayed on thee ; be-

cause he trusteth in thee."

Seventh mo., 18GI.

The Cl

For ' Tl.o I

ISfit.at Comet of

(Contiuued from page

' The suddenness of the apparition of the comet

in northern latitudes, was one of the most inipres-

of its characteristics. On the 2nd, after the

ght had disappeared, the head, to the naked

eye, was much brighter than a star of the first

magnitude, if only the efi'ective impression be taken

into account, although as to intensity it was far in

ferior to Alpha Lyrae, or even to Alpha Ursae

Majoris." G. P. lioud, from whose account we

are now quoting, says that he considered ike liead

as nearly equal in brightness to that of the great

comet of 1858, as the latter appeared between the

30th of the Ninth, and the 5th of the Tenth month
" It should be considered, however," that the pre-

sent comet was better situated, from its higher

position above the horizon."
" The aspect of the tail suggested a resemblance

to the comet of 1843. It was a narrow, straight

ray, projected to a distance of one hundred and

six degrees, (106") from the nucleus, being easily

distinguishable, quiteupto the bordersof the milky

way. The boundaries for the most part were wel

defined, and easily traced among the stars. It

was not until after two or three hours of observa

tion, that I could gain a clear comprehension of

the structure of the tail or tails, as they presented

themselves to the naked eye, and through a small

opera glass. It was then evident that a diffuse,

dim light, with very uncertain outlines, apparently

composed of hazy filaments, swept off in a strong

curve, towards the stars in the tail of Ursa Major,

the southern edge directed as low as towards

Mizar. This was evidently, a broad curved tail,

intersected on its curved side, at the distance of a

few degrees from the nucleus, by the long straight

ray, which at the first glance, from its greatly

superior brightness, seemed alone to constitute the

tail. The two were, in fact, counterparts of the

principal tail and the supplementary rays of the

great comet of 1858, with this remarkable differ-

nce, that in the latter the straight rays were so

far inferior in brightness to the curved tail, as to

have been recognized at only three observatories,

those of Poulkova, Gottingen, and Cambridge, U.

S., while with the present comet, the predominating

feature was the straight ray, to which the curved

tail seemed scarcely more than a wisp-like appen-

dage.
" On further scrutiny with the aid of an opera

olass, two sharply cut and very dark channels,

bounding the principal ray, could be traced for ten

or fifteen degrees from the nucleus; while outsid-

of them, on either side, were two additional faint

rays. The whole issue of nebulous matter, from

the nucleus, far into the tail, was curiously grooved

and striated. It was noticed that both the princi-

pal ray, and the dark channels, penetrated within

the outline of the curved tail, the latter being clearly

separated from the principal ray, even to the naked

eye, by a dark cleft just above their intersection.

The well-defined margin of the principal ray ad-

mitted of a very exact delineation, even as far as

Alpha Ophiuchi, 100° from its origin.

' On the 3d, the bright rays, and dark channels,

re traced to a distance of 40° from the nucleus,

the principal ray to nearly 100°. Five or six

alternations were distinguished, besides the hazy
filaments constituting the curved tail. Some of the

streaks could be traced quite up to the nucleus.

The rays were not only separated by the dark
channel, parallel to their axes, hut they were dis-

connected at intervals, in the direction of their

eugth.

"On the 4th, there were two or more regions of

contrary flexure on the north, following the margin

of the ray, which, in a theoretical point of view,

are of very great interoat, when taken in connection

with the direction of the ray, almost precisely in a

great circle from the sun continued through the

nucleus. This peculiarity presented itself still

more decisively on the 5th, when the tortuous path

of the ray could not be overlooked.
" The very singular aspect of the northern edge

of the principal ray, for the first thirty or forty de-

grees of its course, attracted particular attention,

and the charts were revised with all possible care.

The sky was perfectly clear, and the outlines so

distinct that there could be no room for doubt, as

to the reality of the reflesure of the_curve. Sub-

sequently, on projecting an arc of a great circle

from the sun, through the nucleus, it was found to

lie clearly within the margin of the ray, as fur as

a distance of thirty degrees (30°,) from the nu-

cleus, and there was still haziness beyond it, almost

to the distance of sixty degrees, (60°.) The charts

on other dates, indicate similar results, but the

data cannot be properly discussed, without requir-

ing more labour than can be, at present, devoted

to them." " The nucleus was throughout brilliant,

and to appearance, solid, with a diameter of from
2" to 3"." It " admitted of very precise observa-

tions ; indeed it is a curious fact that it would be

quite possible by means of proper comparisons

with neighbouring stars, to obtain the differences of

terrestrial longitudes of the principal points at

hich it was observed, with a degree of precision

only surpassed by the more refined methods known

in astronomy."

From the observed place of this comet, as taken

at three or more difl'erent times, the elements of

its orbit have been calculated by astronomers,

three separate determinations of which nearly

greeing with each other, are published in the arti-

cle from which we have been extracting. We
thus learn that the comet passed its perihelion, or

he place of its nearest approach to the sun, on

the nth of Sixth month, at 43 minutes past 6 P.

M., (Washington time,) that its heliocentric longi-

tude was then 248° 52', its distance from the sun

about 78 millions of miles, and from the earth53^

millions. It was at that time, some 40 millions of

miles south of the plane of the earth's orbit, to

which plane, the plane of its own orbit is nearly

perpendicular, the inclination being about SS^ de-

grees. At 2 o'clock in the afternoon of Sixth month

28th, or about seventeen days after it passed its

perihelion, it crossed the plane of our orbit towards

the north, and from that time, its apparent place in

the heavens has consequently been northof the ec/«/;-

tic. When it crossed the plane of our orbit, it was

about 13i millions of miles from us, and nearly

this di>tance—say about 13 millions of miles

—

nearer to the sun then we were, the lines drawn

from the sun to the comet, and to the earth, form-

ing an angle of only 2 degrees. The angle at the

earth, formed by the lines drawn to the sun and

the comet, was 12i degrees. As the comet's place

I
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in the ecliptic was then this much behind the sun,

that is to say, to the westward of it, it must have
set before the sun on that evening. Taking into

account its motion in longitude and latitude between
2 o'clock and sunset, it must have set on that

evening, (Sixth month, 28th,) some 10^ westward
of the suu, more than half an hour before it, and
at a point iu the horizon, some 2^ north of sunset.

On that morning it must have risen about three

quarters of an hour in advance of the sun, and
ought to have been visible where the sky was clear.

On the 29th, it rose more than an hour before the

SUD, and set about half an hour after it
, so that on

that day, under favourable circumstances, its tail,

if not its body, might have been seen, both in the

morning and evening. This was also the case on
the 30th, as it rose about an hour and a half be-

fore the sun, and set about two hours and a half

after it.

CTo be continaed.)

Selected for " The Friend."

Epistle from the Yearly Meeting of Philadelpliia to

its Members.

Dear Friends:—In this day of commotion in

our country, when many are departing from the

law of righteousness, and seeking to lay waste the

peace aud happiness of civil society, while others

are striving, under various specious pretexts,

draw the unwary into things incompatible with
our views of the spirituality ol the religion of Christ

we feel engaged to address you in sympathy and
brotherly love, in order, if we may be so favoured

to strengthen your faith and allegiance to the God
of our fathers, and your steadfastness iu maintain
ing our Christian principles and testimonies, and
to encourage you to put your trust in Him who h;

ever been the refuge aud defence of the righteoi

iu all their afflictions, as they have endeavoured to

do His will.

It has always been the belief of Friends, that
our Religious Society was gathered by the Head
of the Church, through the power of His Spirit,

operating upon the hearts of the members, to unite

them in showing forth by precept and example, the

pure and spiritual nature of the Gospel dispensa

tion. Those who had experienced the washing of

regeneration, and were baptized by one Spirit into

one body, were bound together in the love and fel-

lowship of the Gospel, speaking the same language
and minding the same thing. They denied self,

bore the cross, followed their dear Redeemer in the

way of His leading, and relied upon Him for the

unfolding of His wdl, and for wisdom and strength

to do it, both in their individual capacity and as

His Church. There has been no change in the

doctrines and heavenly fruits of the religion of our
Lord Jesus Christ, nor in His gracious designs con-

cerning His humble, faithful followers. He still

leads them iu humility and holiness, sustains them
by the bread and water of life, dispensed by Him-
self to their souls, and as they obey Him, they
grow in grace, aud in the knowledge of God and
of His dear Son. Those who pass through this ad-

ministration of the Spirit and maintain their alle-

giance, will be grafed into Him as branches of the

true Vino, and members of His spiritual body.
They will severally receive gifts according to His
will, to be occupied for His honour, the salvation

of their own souls, and for the gathering of others

to serve Him.
As they live and walk in the Truth, bringing

forth the fruits of the Spirit, they become lights in

the world, and as a city set on a hill that cannot
be hid, that others seeing their good works may
glorify their Father which is in Heaven. It is

only in continued watchfulness and prayer, serving

the Lord, that any of us can be preserved from the

temptations which surround us, and be instrumen-

tal in upholding the testimonies of this Gospel day,

which Christ has opened to us in the light, and re-

quired us to bear to the world.

Many sons and daughters in our Religious So-

ciety have been brought into this day, and been
instrumental in spreading the truth as it is in

Jesus, who died in the faith, leaving us an example
that we should follow them as they followed Christ

;

walking by the same rule which made them honora-

ble, and prepared them for an inheritance with the

saints in light. Great is our responsibility for the

multitude of the Lord's mercies and favours ex-

tended to us, and it remains to be the travail of the

rightly exercised, that all the members of the So-
ciety may be quickened to a lively sense of their

respective duties, and, turning the back upon the

love of the world, enter more fervently into the

work of their own salvation, and into a living con-

cern for the dominion of Christ's kingdom among
men.

The present is a period of much unsettlement in

both civil and religious society. Many conflicting

opinions on subjects of great importance, and affect-

ing the highest interest of men, are pressed upon
our notice with earnestness and plausibility. Where
the natural inquisitiveness of the human mind is

not regulated by the restraining influence of th

Holy Spirit, it is liable to be drawn into reasonin;^

upon religious truths, the tendency of which is to

perplex and bewilder, to unsettle the mind in what
it was once rightly established in the belief of, and
thus to produce a state of doubt and dimness of

spiritual vision, which expose it to tho adoption of

serious errors.

While laudably engaged in the proper cultiva

tion of the intellectual powers, it becomes us to re-

member that there is a " knowledge which puflFeth

up," and that if we employ it, with the unaided
and unsanctified mental faculties, in the investiga-

tion of religious truths, we shall be led astray.

We believe the only place of safety, amid the pecu-

liar trials and temptations of the present time, is

in quiet inward retirement, and humble waiting

upon the Lord. In the simple trust and ready

obedience of little children, we shall not only be
taught in the school of Christ those things that

belong to our soul's peace, but receive strength,

from time to time, to fulfil all the good pleasure of

His will. In this state of reverent dependence
upon God, a holy stability will gradually be at-

tained, in which we shall not be " tossed to and fro,

and carried about with every wind of doctrine by
the sleight of men," but shall be enabled, with

magnanimity and firmness, to uphold those Chris-

tian principles and testimonies, which the adorable

Head of the Church has called our Religious So-

ciety to show forth to the world.

Not only are we called to purity of life and con-

versation, but also to manifest our love to God and
our dependence upon Him, by regularly assembling

at our stated meetings, to worship Him " in spirit

and in truth," waiting for instruction and Divine

nourishment from the Shepherd and Bishop of souls.

Our Religious Society has been favoured with clear

openings into the inward spiritual worship, peculiar

to this last and glorious dispensation, and through

faith in the manifestations of the Holy Spirit, has

been enabled to renounce all reliance upon man,
his talents and learning, however great, and in the

silence of all flesh to wait for the arising of the life

d power of Truth in our religious assemblies
;

that we may know Christ to be in the midst, solem-

love, and

the ministry, as He sees fit to put forth io that st

vice. L'et us remember that we have a cunniu

deceitful enemy, who would draw us away from

steadfast waiting for Christ, by presenting world

cogitations, stupefy with a drowsy spirit, or, inti

appearance of an angel of light, would kindle up
false heat, and lead us into acts which may flatt

the creature, but, being destitute of the author!

of Christ, we shall lie down in sorrow if given wi

to, and neither be benefited ourselves nor bene!

others. It is our desire for Friends everywhei
that nothing may be permitted to alienate us fro

our simple mode of worship, but that through tl

Lord's goodness, and obedience to Him, we u

not be ashamed of the cross, in patient silent wai

ing upon Him, but faithfully maintain ourChristit

'testimony and practice herein.

In the teachings of our blessed Redeemer c

Divine Worship it is observable that He prescribi

no form nor outward act as necessary, but repr

sents it as wholly a spiritual engagement. " Tl

hour Cometh and now is, when the true worshippe:

shall wor,-hip the Father in spirit and in truth, f(

the Father seeketh such to worship Him. God
a spirit, and they that worship Him must worshi

Him in spirit and in truth." It is important, the;

we should constantly bear in mind, that acoordir

to the doctrine of Christ himself, there can be i

true worship but that which is performed in spir

and in truth, by each one for himself; and thi

though the most pleasing and exciting forms ma
be practised, or the most sound and weil-prepare

discourses are delivered, yet there may be no wo:

ship. They are but as sounding brass and as th

tinkling cymbal, where the Spirit and the Trut
are absent. It was the deep conviction of this in;

portant doctrine which led our first Friends to s

down in solemn silence, and endeavour to wa
upon God, in order to experience a qualificatio

from Him to perform this spiritual and acceptabl

worship.

(To be continned-J

Ftdbj satisfymg to every Faculty of the Soid-

Well, dear John and Sarah Grubb, is it not

marvellous mercy, that, as a people, we are nc

forsaken ! Prophets and prophetesses are yet raise

up amongst us. Blay these go on in the strengt

of the Lord. Accept this my poor ofi"ering of at

fection, in the seventy-eighth year ofmy pilgrimage

and permit me to add, that with reverence an'

heart-contriting thankfulness, I acknowledge th

mercy that united me to a religious people, whos

genuine principles of faith in Christ Jesus, as

Mediator, a sacrifice for sin, and reconciler to Goi

the Father, through justification and sanctificatior

is fully satisfying to every faculty of my soul, i

the glad tidings of salvation.

—

From a letter ,

Mary Capper.

Ancient and standing testimony of Quakerism

—That which Friends lay down as a main funda

mental in religion is this, that God through Christ

hath placed a principle in every man to inforn

him of his duty, and to enable him to do it, anc

that those that live up to this principle are the

people of God, and those that live in disobedient

to it are not God's j)eople, whatever name the;

may bear, or profession they may make of religii

This is their ancient, first and standing testimony

with this they began, and this they bore, and d(

bear to the world. By this principle. Friends un

derstand something that is divine, and though ir

,
yet not o/'man, but of God, and that it cauKnizing our hearts, comforting us by hi _ ,

enabling us to oflfer acceptable worship to the ^0™ Him, and leads to Him, all those that will

Father of Spirits, and qualifying for the work of led \,j \i.—William Penn.
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Better times ahead.—Some, in this day, are

most ready to adopt the language of the prophet,

Oh ! that my head were waters, and mine eyes a

actuin of tears, that I might weep day and night

the slain of the daughter of my people!'' lor

lly there is that among us which lays low the

innocent life, that ought to be in the ascen-

iDcy. Yet my faith is that better times will come,

en to our Keligious Society. There is, I do be-

ve, a living remnant left, who being preserved

rough the shaking which has come upon us, will

ine forth by and by, even as the light, and many
11 come to its brightness, so that there will be

takers still, those who hold the precious testimo-

of the Everlasting Grospel in their primitive

nplicity and unmixed purity. And surely it is

)to the Truth, as it is in Jesus, that the nations

ust come, in the fulfilment of the prophecy, " The
ngdoms of this world shall be the kingdoms of

d, and of his Christ.— Sarah \^Ly7ies\ Grubb.

Justification.—In a word, if justification be con-

lered in its full and just latitude, neither Christ's

)rk without us, in the prepared body, nor his

)rk within us, by his Holy Spirit, are to be ex-

ided, for both have their place and service in

complete and absolute justification. By the

opitiatory sacrifice of Christ without us, we, truly

panting and believing, are, through the mercy of

id, justified from the imputation of sins and
msgressions that are past, as though they had
:Ter been committed, and by the mighty work of

irist within us, the power, nature, and habits of

are destroyed, that as sin once reigned unto

ath, even so now grace reigned through right-

usness, unto eternal life, by Jesus Christ our

d. And all this is effected, not by a bare or

ked act of faith separate from obedience, but in

obedience of faith, Christ being the author of

lernal salvation to none but those that obey him.

Ridiard Claridge.

The violet grows low and covers itself with its

)rn tears, and of all flowers, yields the sweetest

agrance. Such is humility.

There are those whom from youth and fortune

ive all the pleasures of the world at command,
t whose piety leads them to a very abstinent use

them.

THE FRIEND.
EIGHTH MONTH 10, 18G1.

We have, from year to year, expressed our dis-

pproval of the changes which have been made in

be discipline and advices of London Yearly Jleet-

Dg, and our fears that the alterations already

ade, were but manifestations of a spirit of aliena-

ion from primitive principles, which would continue

) crave, nay, demand, greater and greater liberty

1 profession and in practice. The proceedings of

he last meeting confirm all our anticipations, and

all for a few remarks in addition to those already

ffered.

It was comparatively of little consequence, that

eligiously enquiring individuals, not members of

he Society of Friends, should have been officially

ermitted to attend its sittings, yet we can well

ndcrstand the fears expressed by some, that it

night not tend to the edification of those admitted.

Che first important alteration, advance we suppose

he advocates of the new movements considered it,

ifas the adoption of a minute, inciting the members
,0 labour for the benefit of the depraved and igno-

rant at home, and an address inciting to efforts for

the evangelizing the heathen abroad, both intro-

duced from a committee appointed last year on
missions. Whatever tends in anywise to engage
people to labour in such services, who have not
been specially called, qualified, and prepared by
the Holy Spirit, is in itself, so diametically opposed
to the spirit of old fashioned Quakerism, which we
believe to be genuine Christianity, that we doubt
whether they can bo reconciled by all the quotations
from George Fox, which can be extracted from his

Epistles. That George Fox did strongly set forth

the necessity of all who were convinced ofthe Truth,
being faithful in their day, contending for the ever-

lasting way of life and salvation, athome, or abroad,
as the Holy Spirit led them, we well know. He
felt the Sowings of Gospel love to all mankind,
and earnestly desired the gathering of every pre-

cious soul to the teachings of the Lord Jesus,

and to the spiritual fold of peace and salvation.

If the Lord should call any in this day to the

work of visiting heathen nations, in the work of the

Gospel ministry, or in instructing them in the prin-

ciples of Christianity, he will without doubt, furnish

ibility for the work and open the way. Yet we fear

he result of this address and minute. The desire

of distinction animates man and spurs him to ac-

tivity. He longs to be engaged in some great

work, and he may think, what can be greater than
the evangelizing the world. How sad it will be, if

self-prepared, and self-called labourers, offer them-
selves to the Meeting for Sufferings in England, for

foreign missions, or zealous youth unskilled and
unlearned in the school of Christ, enter into servi-

ces at home, which will assuredly prove to their

own serious, spiritual disadvantage, and be of little

benefit to others.

By the new rule, those set at liberty to travel as

ministers of the gospel among the heathen, must
obtain certificates as heretofore, but those entering

on other services of a missionary character, are to

apply to the Meeting for Sufferings.

At the Yearly Meeting last year, the Meeting
for Sufferings were directed, with representatives to

be appointed by the several Quarterly Meetings,

to revise the " Book of Discipline." This was
done and many changes were made, to a few of

which we shall refer. One new minute prepared

for insertion, is on " Religious Instruction." This

encourages rightly concerned Friends " to convene

meetings for reading the Holy Scriptures, in a

reverent, devotional spirit, but to be quite distinct

from the ordinary meetings for worship." The
plea offered in favour of the holding such meet-

ings was, that they would afford " opportunities

for illustrating the accordance of the Society's

faith with the Scriptures." A strong but unavail-

ing protest was made against this innovation on

primitive practice. How impossible would it be

for any one when collecting a meeting for reading,

to know that there would be a really reverent, devo-

tional spirit among those to be assembled. How
impossible even to know that he may himself be

furnished by the great Head of the Church, the

alone dispenser of spiritual gifts, with the ability

to offer the incense of prayer, or praise. We can

understand that when a truly anointed minister

of the Gospel feels a religious concern to appoint

a meeting for divine worship, he should, if his

Friends have unity therewith, attend to his appre-

hended duty, trusting that He who calls to the

service will quality him for it, whether his portion

of labour be in silently waiting on the Lord, or

vocally labouring in his blessed cause. But if a

meeting be convened for the purpose of reading,

their work is laid out before thenj, endeavours will

beused beforehand, to store the mind with the know-

ledge to be derived from Biblical critics, which they
deem the proper preparation for expounding the
portion of scripture chosen for that day's examina-
tion. Here the way is opened for the will and
wisdom of man, to work in seemingly religious

matters. It is a work peculiarly dangerous for a
member of our religious society to engage in.

Those who do so, become qualified by study and
practice, to .'peak fluently on religious subjects, and
they will find in the facility offered by the or»ani-
zation of our Society for the exercise of spiritual

gifts, a great temptation to enter on services to

which they have no divine call. The danger of
giving the wisdom of man too much room to work
in the church, is evidently very much increased by
these proposed meetings, and it certainly is not in

anywise lessened by the minute which advises

Friends to endeavour to make their meetings for

discipline, " more interesting and attractive." If
Friends dwell in that which alone can give ability

to fill up their respective services in the church,
they will be enabled to do their duty to the comfort
and instruction of others, and the meetings for

business will be interesting and attractive, even to

the children, who are seeking after spiritual good.
Among the changes which mark the decline from

primitive views, and which we fear will ultimately

work evil consequences, is the striking out the

part of the discipline recommending "the observ-

ance of the ancient and approved practice of our
religious Society, of submitting manuscripts which
relate to our christian principles and practices, to

the Morning Meeting." There is now to be no
judgment given by the society on any of the pub-
lications of its members, no control over even their

extensive doctrinal writings. Every man may
publish as he pleases, respecting the faith of the

society, and the Meeting for Sufferings may print

and distribute books written by members or others,

at its pleasure, with this proviso, that it be " clearly

understood that the society is not thereby commit-
ted to every thing contained in such works." In
other words may publish and circulate some doc-

trines which the society have been called to testify

against. Where can such allowance end, but in

confusion and anarchy? Its tendency certainly

must be to foster rather than suppress religious

reading amongst our members, calculated to un-

settle their faith, and to make them think that di-

versities in doctrine are of little account."

In respect to gravestones. Monthly Meetings

hereafter are not even allowed the privilege of

keeping their own burial ground clear of such vain

monuments, but are compelled to allow any indi-

vidual wishing it, to place them over the remains

of their friends. The striking out all the argu-

ment against the use of the heathenish names for

the days and months, the omitting from the qualifi-

cations for membership in the Meeting for Sufferings,

the " coming up in plainness of speech, behaviour

and apparel," the allowing Monthly Meetings to

lend their places of worship for those who use forms

which Friends cannot unite with, arc proofs too

palpable to be refuted, that at least some of the

views held by our forefathers in religious profession,

are not according to the taste of those who are at

present ruling in London Yearly Meeting.

During the discussion which these alterations

occasioned, it was said that in the brightest days

of the society, there were none of these rules and

regulations which they were endeavouring to lay

I

waste, in force; and one of the supporters of the

• changes ventured to rejoice that the society by its

1 recent legislation, was restoring its beautiful sira-

'plieity, by clearing away the rubbish. It is true,

that when the Lord led the sincere-hearted lovers

of the Truth in the rise of our society, to congrc-
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gate as a religious commuuity, they had no rules

and regulations but the precepts of Holy Scrip-

ture and the directing, enlightening influences of

the Holy Spirit. But that spirit wlaich had gath-

ered them together, gave them to see the necessity

of uniformity in principles and practice, and in the

establishment of order and rules. From time to

time regulations, which the Spirit of Truth opened

in the minds of the faithful standard bearers, and

to which in the hearts of others there was a con-

current testimony, when they were promulgated,

were adopted by the society. Very different in-

deed would the state of our religious society be,

from its condition in the beginning, if all the rules

given it to bear by the great Head of the Church,

were now in its own will abrogated. In the nature

of things, rules were not adopted by the church until

circumstances arose calling for them, but having

been once made under the same Divine influence

which called that church into being, thoy cannot

be set aside wilhout calling in question the very

ground of its first gathering, and the doctrines

and testimonies it then suffered in the support of.

We have received a notice of the death of J.

Whitall Reeve, at his residence near Americus,
Kansas, aged about 60 years, but no information

of the time of his decease.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Proceedings of Congress —It is impossible in our limited

space, to give a clear outline of all the importaut mea-
sures discussed and acted upon at the e.\tra session.
These include a new taritf, the various modes of borron--
ing money on loan, the imposition of a direct tax, a tax
on incomes, &c., the whole being intended to supply the
Treasury with the funds required to meet the enormous
expenditure of the year. The tariff, as finally adjusted
between the two Houses, imposes a duty of 2 to 4 cents
per pound ou sugar, according to grade, of 4 cents per
pound on cottee, 15 cents a pound on tea, and 5 cents a
gallon on molasses. The personal income tax is fixed at
three per cent on all incomes over S800, whether arising
from salary, rents, dividends, interest, or profits of busi-
ness. The income derived from Government securities, will
betaxedonly IJ- percent. Incoraesoupropertyheld in the
United States by citizens residing abroad, "are taxed 5
per cent. The tax collectors are authoiized to examine
tax payers under oath, as to iheamount of their incomes,
and to commit to prison for refusal to answer. An im-
portant change in relation to the custody of the public
funds has been made, virtually repealing the Sub-Trea-
sury law, which had been in operation for more than
twenty years. According to one of the provisions of the
Loan bill, the proceeds of the loan of §250,000,000, in-
stead of being immediately paid into the Treasury in gold
and silver, as now required, the money derived from the
loan may remain in solvent banks until it shall be drawn
out in pursuance of law. It appears, by an examination
of the two volunteer bills, (one being supplemental to
the other,) that the President has the power to call one
million of men into the field, allhough that extent of au-
thority was not, itis believed, designed. It is not thought,
therefore, that more than 500,000 will be accepted.
Among the bills passed, was one prohibiting the punish-
ment of soldiers by flogging, and one totally prohibiting
the sale of intoxicatingliquors to them, any where within
the District of Columbia.

The U. S. ^7-7ny.—Since Gen. M'Glellan assumed the
command at Washington, rigorous measures have been
taken to introduce more efficient discipline, and put the
men under proper control of the officers. All civilians
and strangers have been excluded from the encampments,
and men and oflScers alike, are required to keep within
the lines. It is designed as quickly as possible to in-
crease the artillery arm of the service until, at least,
two hundred rifled cannon are in the field. The three
months volunteers are generally going home, and being
replaced by regiments enlisted"for the war.

Missouri.—Oa the 30th ult., the State convention, in
session at Jefferson City, declared vacant the offices of
Governor, Lieutenant Governor, and Secretary of State,
by a vote of 56 to 25, and the seats of the members of
the present General Assembly were vacated by a vote
of 52 to 28. On the next day the convention elected
Hamilton R. Gamble of St. Louis, as Governor of

Missouri, by 68 votes, Willard P. Hall, Lieutenant
Governor, and Mordecai Oliver, Secretary of State, all

Union men. The convention then adjourned until the
Twelfth month next, unless sooner called together. Gen.
Fremont is said to be diligently engaged in efforts to

maintain the authority of the Union in Missouri. The
Federal troops consisted mainly of the three months vol-

unteers, who have nearly all returned home. The rebels

have large bodies of men under arms on the borders of
Arkansas, and Gen. Pillow has invaded the State from
Tennessee. He had, it was supposed, about 5,000 men at

Bird's Point, ojiposite Cairo, and 12,000 at New Madrid.
Greatnunibers of persons were daily arriving in Missouri,

who have been driven out of Texas and Arkansas by the
rebels.

iVe!!) York.—Mortality last week, 585. The week was
a disastrous one among the merchants and commission
houses, the failures having been very numerous, and
some of them for heavy amounts, including one firm with
reputed liabilities of two millions of dollars. During
the year 1860, the number of new buildings erected in

this city, was 1653. For the first six mouths of the pre-
sent year, the number was 597.

r/iiladelp/iia.—MoTtantj last week, 414; adults, 118;
children, 296

;
under one year, 167. The mean tempera-

ture of the Seventh month, according to the record kept
at the Peona. Hospital, was 75.63 deg., the highest be-
ing 93.50, and the lowest, 58. The rain of the month
measured 2.56 inches. The average of the mean tem-
peratures of the Seventh month, for the past seventy-two
years, is stated at 75.55 deg. The highest during that
entire period, (1793 and 1838,) was 81°, the lowest (ii

1816,) was 68°.

Money Cost of the Revolulionar;/ War.—The entire ex
penses of the Revolutionary War were stated in the repor
of Alexander Hamilton, Secretary of the Treasury, ii

1790, to be $135,000,000. The debt which was left for

posterity to pay was §75,000,000. The cost of the pre-

sent rebellion has already far exceeded that of the entirf

war of the Revolution.

CoUon Statement.—According to the Charleston Cou-
rier's weekly cotton statement, the total receipts at al

the ports for the present season are 3,487,783 bales,

against 4,431,509 bales the same time last year ; decrease
043,726 bales. The total exports to foreign ports are
3,101,458 bales, against 3,680,298 bales last year; de-

crease 578,680 bales, and the total stock on hand and or
shipboard is 71,875 bales, against 234,954 bales. las'

year.

The California Steamer Northern Light, from Aspin-
wall, with $2,128,000 in specie, has reached New York,
having escaped the rebel privateers which were on the
look out for her.

Minnesota and Wisconsin.—The St. Louis Democrat,
states that there is a great deficiency of farm labourers
the present season, in both of these States. An increased
breadth of land had been put in grain, and when the
crops were ready for gathering, many thousands of the
active men, who usually assisted at harvest, were absent
with the army.

Virginia.—The rebel nrmy under Gen. Wise, which
was designed to occupy the valley of the Kanawha, fled

on the approach of the Federal "troops, leaving behind
them about a thousand muskets, and a few kegs of pow-
der. The western part of the State is now nearly free

from the secession forces. Gen. Wise has demanded re-

inforcements. In Eastern Virginia, the militia have
been ordered to repair to the Court Houses of their res-
pective counties without delay, in order to be drafted
into th'.- army of the Confederacy.

Texas.— It is reported that Fort Fillmore, Tesas, has
been reinforced by ten companies of Federal troops, and
that measures have been taken to capture Fort Bliss,

now held by the Texans.
South Carolina.—Marshall Parks, agent of South Caro-

lina at Portsmouth, has transferred to the Confederacy
a fleet of five steamers, already manned and armed.

Kentucky.—\l the recent election for members of the
State Legislature, the candidates of the Union party

b generally elec.ed, in some instances by large ma-
jorities.

FoBEiG.v.—Liverpool dates to the 27th ult. Lord John
Russell has been created a peer, and will enter the House
of Lords as Earl Russell. A writ had been issued for the
election of a member of the House of Commons for the
city of London in place of John Russell.

he pope had received fresh assurances that the French
y will remain at Rome. In the Consistory at Rome,
he 23d, the Pope announced a short allocution, in

the course of which he declared himself grateful lor the
ntinued occupation by the French troops.
The minimum rate of discount in London, was 5^ per

cent. The London Deposit and Discount Bank and Fire

Insurance Company, a new and weak affair, has stop]

payment, with a deficiency of £300,000. This susp
sion will entail much misery on the poor depositors.
The Liverpool cotton market was active, with an

vance of ^- a J d. Breadstufi's dull.

An abstract of the Irish census for 1801 has b
published. The total population enumerated on the
of Fourth mo. last, amounts to 5,764,543, being 2,804,
males, and 2,959,582 females. The census of \i
showed a population of 8,175,124, and that of IS

6,552,385, being a decrease in the last ten years, of 1

842, and in twenty years, of 2,410,581. With the
population of the island, the misery and wretchedn
which once abounded, hiive been greatly diminist
Thus the number of poor-house and work-house
pers, is found to be only one-fifth that of 1851. Enquii
were made as to the " religious profession," of the p
pie, from which it was found that 4,490,593,
Roman Catholics, and 1,273,960, were Protestants, be
about 22 per cent of the whole. The members of
Established Church, numbered 678,661; Presbyter
528,992

;
Methodists, 44,532 ; Independents, 5,002 ; 1

lists, 4,165, Friends, 3,812; Jews, 421. The numbe
inhabited houses in Ireland, is 993,233, and the decre
since 1851, is 52,990. By the report of the emigrat
commissioners, it appears that 1,230,986 emigrants b
left Ireland the I years.

RECEIPTS.
Received from Amy C. Hoopes, Pa.. $2, vol, 34; fi

J. P. Edge, Pa., $2, vol. 34.

WEST-TOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.—VISITINi
COMMITTEE.

The committee to superintend this Institution, at
stated meeting iu the Fourth mo. last, adopted the
lowing proposition contained in a Report of a sub-ci
mittee, on the mode of conducting the examinations
the course of study, &c., viz :

'- That there be three
aminations in each session, two of them to commence
2nd day following the third First day, in the :

6th, 8th, and 12th months, the committee as now,
tending the meeting on First d.ay, and proceediugin
examinations on 2nd day and 3d day, devoting one
to each side of the house, and hearing the recitation
the respective school rooms. Those in the 12th
6th months, to embrace the studies gone over si

the opening of the session, and those in the 2nd and
months, to be upon those learned subsequently to

previous examination. One week previous to these
aminations, to be devoted by the pupils to re

their lessons. The other two examinations to be 1

at the same time as they now are, and to embr
the studies pursued during the session, three weel
vious, being allowed the pupils to review then
these occasions the scholars will assemble in the coll

ing room (except the primary school,) under the (

the writing teachers, or any other, if more convt
who are to remain there during the school hours,
have the oversight of the scholars, sending out '.he c

as they are wanted in the respective school rooms
writing books to be examined as now. The pu
the primary school to be examined in their own ro
and when not so engaged to pursue their studies
usual. Arrangements to be made by the visiting ci

mittee, so that some of their number shall attend
meeting for worship on First or Fifth day, once :

if practicable."

In accordance with the above arrangement, the Vi
ing Committee now under appointment, will meet i

school on Seventh day the 17th of this month.
Joel Evans, Clerl

Eighth mo. 6th, 1861.

Died, suddenly ut Shelby, Orleans Connty, Nei
on the 9th of Seventh mo., 1861, Ann'E. Tutsi
THWAiTE, wife of James M. Thistlethwaite, aged 3

Although comparatively young, her attacbmen
the doctrines and testimonies of Friends, was fi

unwavering; having a cultivated mind, her
was confined to works of an instructive and subsl
tial character, and she was in the frequent prac
of retirement and the private perusal of the Scriptu
of an obliging and cheerful disposition, she was ni

endeared to her family and friends, who in her sud
removal, have the consolation of believing, that it

long been her concern in health as in sickness, to

found daily living agreeably to the injunction, " Let y
loins be girded about and your lights burning."

PILE Jfc M'ELROY, PRINTERS,
Lodge street, opposite the Pennsylvania Bank.
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Robert Barclay's Proposition XV.

(Continued from page 3S6.)

^VIII. Fourthly, Let us consider the use of
lies, sports, comedies, and other such things,
nmouly and indifferently used by all the several
ts of Christians, under the notion of divertise-

nt and recreation, and see whether these things
consist with the seriousness, gravity, and Godly
,
which the gospel calls for. Let us but view

I look over the notions of them that call them-
pes Christians, whether Papists or Protestants,

see if generally there be any difference, save
mere name and profession, from the heathen
h not the same folly, the same vanity, the same
ISO of precious and irrevocable time abound?
3 same gaming, sporting, playing, and from
nee quarrelling, fighting, swearing, ranting,
ellingT Now how can those things be remedied,
ODg as the preachers and professors, and those
are the leaders of (he people, do allow these

ags, and account them not inconsistent with the
fession of Christianity? And it is strange to

that these things are tolerated every where

;

inquisition lays no hold on them, neither at

me, nor in Spain, where in their masquerades
manner of obscenity, folly, yea, and Atheism
;enerally practised in the face of the world, to

great scandal of the Christian name : but if

man reprove them in these things, and forsake
r superstitions, and come seriously to serve
and worship him in the Spirit, he becomes

r prey, and is immediately exposed to cruel
erings. Doth this bear any relation to Chris-
lity ? Do these things look any thing like the
rches of the primitive Christians? Surely not
ill. I shall first cite some few scripture testi-

aics, being very positive precepts to Christians,

then see whether such as obey them can admit
;hese forementioned things. The apostle com-
ads us. That whether we eat or drink, or what-
r we do, we do it all to the glory of God. But
udge none will be so impudent as to affirm,

It in the use of these sports and games God is

rified : if any should so say, they would declare

1 neither knew God nor his glory. And expe-
ice abundantly proves, that in the practice of

36 things men mind nothing less than the glory
God, and nothing more than the satisfaction of the care of their souls their least busines;

their own carnal lusts, wills, and appetites. The
apostle desires us, 1 Cor. vii. 29, 31, Because the
time is short, that they that buy should be as
though they possessed not; and they that use this
world, as not abusing it, &c. But how can they
be found in the obedience of this precept that plead
for the use of these games and sports, who, it

seems, think the time so long, that they cannot
find occasion enough to employ it, neither in taking
care for their souls, nor yet in the necessary care
for their bodies; but invent these games and sports
to pass it away, as if, they wanted other work to

serve God in, or be useful to the creation? The
apostle Peter desires us. To pass the time of our
sojourning here in fear, 1 Pet. i. 17. But will any

y. That such as use dancing and comedies, card-

g and dicing, do so much as mind this precept in
the use of these things? Whore there is nothing
to be seen but lightness and vanity, wantonness
and obscenity, contrived to draw men from fear or
being serious, and therefore no doubt calculated
for the service of the devil. There is no duty
more frequently commanded, nor more incumbent
upon Christians, than the fear of the Lord, to
stand in awe before him, to walk as in his pre-
sence

; but if such as use these games and sports

will speak from their consciences, they can, I doubt
not, experimentally declare, that this fear is for-

gotten in thfcir gaming: and if God by his light

secretly touch them, or mind them of the vanity of
their way, they strive to shut it out, and use their

gaming as an engine to put away from them that
troublesome guest; and thus make merry over the

Just One, whom they have slain and crucified i

themselves. But further, if Christ's reasoning be
to be heeded, who saith, 3Iat. xii. 35, 36, That
the good man, out of the good treasure of the
heart, bringeth forth good things; and an evil

man, out of the evil treasure, bringeth forth evil

things, and that of every idle word we shall give

an account in the day of judgment, it may be
easily gathered from what treasure these inventions

come; and it may be easily proved, that it is from
the evil, and not the good. How many idle words
do they necessarily produce? Yea, what are come-
dies but a studied complex of idle and lying words?
Let men that believe their souls are immortal, and
that there will be a day of judgment, in which
these words of Christ will be accomplished, answer
me, how all these will make account in that great
and terrible day, of all these idle words that are

necessarily made use of about dancing, gaming,
carding, and comedies acting? And yet how is it

that by Christians not condemning these things,

but allowing of them, many that are accounted
Christians take up their whole time in them, yea,

make it their trade and employment? Such as

dancing-masters and comedians, &c., whose
hellish conversations do sufficiently declare what
master they serve, and to what end these things

contribute. And it cannot be denied, as being ob-

ly manifest by experience, that such as are

masters of these occupations, and are most de-

lighted in them, if they be not open Atheists and
ates, are such at best as make reliofion or

Now

if these things were discountenanced by Christians,

as inconsistent with their profession, it would re-

move those things ; for these wretches would be

necessitated then to betake themselves to some
honest livelihood, if they were not fed and up-

holden by those. And as hereby a great scandal

and stumbling-block would be removed from off

the Christian name, so also would that in part be

taken out of the way which provokes the Lord to

withhold his blessing, and by occasion of which
things the minds of many remain chained in dark-

ness, and drowned in lust, sensuality, and worldly

pleasures, without any sense of God's fear, or their

own soul's salvation. Many of those called fathers

of the church, and other serious persons, have sig-

nified their regret for these things, and their desires

they might be remedied ; of whom many citations

might be alleged, which for brevity's sake I have

omitted.

§ IX. But they object. That men's spirits could

not subsist, if they were always intent upon serious

nd spiritual matters, and that therefore there is

cod of some divertisement to recreate the mind a

ttle, whereby it being refreshed, is able with

greater vigour to apply itself to these things.

I answer; Though all this were granted, it

would no ways militate against us, neither plead

the use of these things, which we would havo

wholly laid as'iv^'.. For that meu should be al-

ways in the same intentivcness of mind, wo do not

plead, knowing how impossible it is, so long as we
are clothed with this tabernacle of clay. But this

will not allow us any time so to recede from the re-

membrance of God, and of our soul's chief con-

cern, as not still to retain a certain sense of his

fear; which cannot be so much as rationally sup-

posed to be in the use of these things which we
condemn. Now the necessary occasion in which

all are involved, in order to the care and sustcnta-

tion of the outward man, are a relaxation of the

mind from the more serious duties ; and those are

performed in the blessing, as the mind is so leav-

ened with the love of God, and the sense of his

presence, that even in doing these things the soul

carrieth with it that divine influence and spiritual

labit, whereby though these acts, as of eating,

drinking, sleeping, working, be upon the matter

one with what the wicked do, yet they are done in

another Spirit; and in doing of them we please

the Lord, serve him, and answer our end in the

reation, and so feel and are sensible of his bles-

sing: whereas the wicked and profane, being not

come to this place, are in whatsoever they do
cursed, and their ploughing as well as praying is

Now if any will plead, that for relaxation of

mind, there may be a liberty allowed beyond these

things, which are of absolute need to the susten-

ance of the outward man, I shall not much contend

against it; provided these things be not such as

are wholly superfluous, or in their proper nature

d tendency lead the mind into lust, vanity, and
wantonness, as being chiefly contrived and framed
for that end, or generally experienced to produce

these effects, or being the common engines of such

are so minded to feed one another therein, and
to propagate their wickedness, to the impoisoning
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of others : seeing there are other innocent diver-

tisements which may sufficiently serve for relaxa-

tion of the mind, such as for friends to visit one

another; to hear or read history; to speak soberly

For " The Friend."

Meteorology.

CContiiiued from page 3SS.)

" Arago quotes the memoir of Edward Biot, pre-

of the present or past transactions; to follow aftersented to the French Academy in 1841, to p
gardening; to use geometrical and mathematical! that the climate of China had not altered between

experiments, and such other things of this nature, ancient and modern times. Biot inferred this fact

In all which things we are not so to forget God, in! from the plants cultivated there, from the times of

whom we both live, and are moved, Acts xvii. 28, arrival and departure of birds, and the time of

as not to have always some secret reserve to him, emergence of silkworms. The climate of Greece

and sense of his fear and presence, which also also has not changed, as it still lacks the little ad-

frequently exerts itself in the midst of these things ditional heat which the old botanist, Theophrastes,

by some short aspiration and breathings. And describes as wanting in his time to make the date

that this may neither seem strange nor troublesome, ripeii fully. Arago arrives in a similar way to

I shall clear it by one manifest instance, answera- the conclusion that the climate of Home has not

ble to the experience of all men. It will not be
|

sensibly changed since classical times. In 1828,

denied bat that men ought to be more in the love Libri discovered at Florence a chest of instruments,

of God than of any other thing; for we ought to | among which were some old thermometers. The
love God above all things. Now it is plain, that comparison of these with modern instruments en-

men that are taken with love, whether it be of wo-

men, or of any other thing, if it hath taken a deep

place in the heart, and possess the mind, it will be

hard for the man so in love to drive out of his mind

the person or thing so loved
;
yea, in his eatincf,

abled Libri to affix proper values to the ob;

tions made, under the direction of the Academy of

Cimento, by Father Raineri, in the convent of

Angeli in Florence; from which it may bo inferred

that the winters in Tuscany are iiot quite so cold,

drinking, and sleeping, his mind will always have and the summers not so warm, as in the times of

a tendency that way ; and in business or recrea-

tions, however intent he be in it, there will but a

very short time be permitted to pass, but the mind

will let some ejaculation forth towards its beloved.

And albeit such a one must be conversant in those

things that the care of this body and such like

things call for
;
yet will he avoid as death itself to

do those things that may offend the party so be-

loved, or cross his design in obtaining the thing so

earnestly desired : though there may be some small

use in them, the great design which is chiefly in his

eye, will so balance him, that he will easily look!

over and dispense with such petty necessities, ra-

ther than endanger the loss of the greater by them.

Now that men ought to be thus "!-. love with God,
and the life to come, none will deny; and the thing

is apparent from these scriptures. Mat vi. 20. But

lay up for yourselves treasures in heaven. Col. iii.

2. Set your affection on things above, etc. And
that this hath been the experience and attainment

of some, the scripture also declares. Psalm Ixiii. 1,

8. 2 Cor v. 4.

And again. That these games, sports, plays,

dancing, comedies, &c., do naturally tend to draw
men from God's fear, to make them forget heaven,

death, and judgment, to foster lust, vanity, and
wantonness, and therefore are most loved, as well

as used, by such kind of persons, experience abun-

dantly shows, and the most serious and conscien-

tious among all will scarcely deny ; which if it be

so, the application is easy.

Old Age ivithout Religion.—Alas ! for him who
grows old without growing wise, and to whom the

future world does not set open her gates, when he

is excluded by the present. The Lord deals so

graciously with us in the decline of life, that it is

a shame to turn a deaf ear to the lessons which He
gives. The eye becomes dim, the ear dull, the

tongue falters, the feet totter, all the senses refuse

to do their office, and from every side resounds the

call, " Set thine house in order, for the term of thy

pilgrimage is at hand." Thy playmates of youth,

the fellow-labourers of manhood, die away, and

lake the road before us. Old age is like some quiet

chamber, in which, disconnected from the visible

world, we can prepare in silence for the world that

is unseen.— Tholuck.

It is not knowledge, but love, that distinguishes

eainis from sinners.

Galileo. Arago finds evidence satisfactory to him
that in England and in parts of France the sum-

mers have lost apart of iheir heat, and the winters,

possibl//, a portion of their severity. The Journal

of the lloyal Institution contains a dissertation,

designed to show that the summers of the British

Isles have deteriorated. Once the vine was culti-

vated, and wine manufactured there. Now even

the apple threatens to desert the orchards where

once the giape flourished. 'It is sad to think,'

deplores the author, ' that one day our posterity

may be deprived of cider, as we have been of wine,

and that the apple will only ripen in hot-houses, to

decorate the tables of the rich.'

"TheeasterncoastofGreeulandwasdiscoveredby

the Icelanders at the close of the 10th century;

the Norwegians established themselves there; and

in 1120 the colony was numerous and flourishing,

and had considerable commerce with Norway and

Iceland. But in 1408, when Bithop Andrew (the

seventeenth since its colonization) went to take

possession of his see, he found the coast blockaded

with ice, and he could not approach it. This state

of things continued until 1 Si 3-1 4, when an im-

mense breaking up occurred, and the eastern coast

of Greenland was again free. The whalers reported

that two hundred square leagues of ice disappeared,

which had not wholly melted away before reaching

the tropics.

" In the United States, and perhaps in the whole

of North America, it has been observed that the

temperatures of January and July have approached

each other since the European settlements began.

The rivers do not freeze so thick, or so long, as

they once did. When Philadelphia was first set-

tled, the Delaware was covered with ice as soon as

the first of November. Now it is rarely frozen at

all. Hudson River is open a month longer in the

winter than formerly. When New England was

first settled, the winters set in regularly, continued

for three months without interruption, and broke

up at nearly the same time, as is now the case in

Canada and Russia. The snow
the period of sleighing is less. The changes of the

seasons are all of them less sudden and uniform.

As early as 1749, — Kolm was told that the win-

ters at Quebec were milder than they once were.

In Boston, the change in the mean temperature of

winter amounts to 12°. It is also affirmed that

there has been a great alteration in the prevalent

winds. The force of the west wind has abated,

while the east winds are increasing in frequency

and extent. A century ago, they did not penetrj

more than thirty or forty miles into the eountr

now they reach seventy miles from the sea-shor(

" Notwithstanding these alleged facts, Dr. Eno
Hale gives the result of his careful discusbion

the Meteorological Journal of Dr. Holyoke, kept

Salem from 1786 to 1821, as follows: ' It thus a

pears that this Journal does not support the op;

ion that there has been a progressive increase

the temperature of our climate, in regard to t

wholp j'car. If we compare the spring months

the diflerent years, we find the results nearly t

same, both in respect to the whole spring, and

the months of March and April ; thus showing tl

the opinion is equally unfounded, which has oft

been maintained, that the spring advances m(

rapidly, in proportion to the temperature of t

whole year, than it did formerly.' The me
temperature of the first ten years is 48°.77, of t

last ten years 47°.85; the highest year of all w
1793, the temperature being 50°.96 ; the lo

est 1812, the temperature being 45°.28. It t

pears from the published observations made at B
ton, by Jonathan P. Hall, from 1821 to ISt

that the average temperature of the whole ye

during that period of thirty-six years, was 48°.(

The warmest year was 1S28, the temperature 1

ing 51°.78 ; the coldest year was 1836, the te

perature being 45°. 34. As the observations of

P. Ilall are not strictly comparable with those

Dr. Holyoke, because the places were ten mi

apart, and the hours and instruments also differe

we may compare the observations of Hall

each other ; and we find the mean temperature

first period of nine years 49°. 36 ; for th

ond, 47°.76; for the third, 49°.01
; and for!

fourth, 48°.54. The inontidy temperature, «

rived from J. P. Hall's observations and from 1

Holyoke's whole series, which extended for for

three years, from 1786 to 1828, are as follows ;

Jan. Feb. March. j\pril. May. June. Ji

Hall, 25.59 27.75 35.38 46.02 56.84 67.19 72

Holjok.e, 27.03 27.61 35.52 45.74 56 37 66.43 71

Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. . . Y'

Hall, 70 53 62 96 51.34 39.96 30.29 . . 48

Holvoke, 67.24 62.00 51.08 40.40 30.58 . .

" The mean annual temperature of Sale

pears to have fluctuated irregularly to the ext

of 5°.68, and that of Boston to the extent of 6°.

From the observations made at the rooms of

Royal Society of Loudon, from 1775 to 1842

appears that the mean annual heat wasgreates

Loudon in 1822, and smallest in 1814, the

being 5°. 9, but without any progressive increase

decrease. From the observations made at

Paris Observatory from 1304 to 1853, it is s

that the warmest year was that of 1834, and

coldest that of 1829, the range being 5°.
8,

without any regular law of change. From the

servationsmade at Orange, by Gasparin,from If

to 1653, it is found that the warmest year

1822, and the coldest 1827, with a fluctuatioi

the mean annual temperature of 4?.7. From
observations madeatChalons-sur-Marne, from l'

to 1848, it appears that the warmest year was t

of 1822, and the coldest that of 1812, the range

ing 5°. 8. From the observations made at Stc

diminished, and I
holm from 1758 to 1807, by order of the Acad,

of Sciences of Sweden, it appears that the wan
year there was that of 1794, and the coldest I

of 1805, the range being 6°. 8. At all these pi;

the years in which the summer has been the hot

or the winter the coldest, are very different f

those in which the whole year has been the hot

or the coldest. Moreover, the single days or u
of excessive heat or cold are almost entirely

guised, when they are neutralized by the geq
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aperatureof thewlioleyear. 'In the year 1788,'

?s the late distinguished meteorologist, Daniells,

16 cold was so unusually severe that the Thames
3 passable oa the ice, and yet the mean tempeva-

e of that year was 50'^.6 ; within a small fraction

a degree of the standard. In 1796, when, it is

d the greatest cold ever observed in London oc-

red, the mean annual temperature was 50^.1.

the severe winter of 1813-14, when the Thames
1 other large rivers of England were completely

n over, the mean temperature of the two years

9 49^, being little more than a degree below the

ndard. And in the year 1808, when the sum-
was so hot that the temperature in London

s as high as 93°.5, the mean temperature of the

ir was 50°.5'

Dr. Hugh Williamson attributes the change of

ate, which he thinks has taken place in the

;ed States, at least in the neighbourhood of

iladelphia, to the settlement upon the soil and
cultivation. When the settler enters the new
ntry, the trees disappear, the sun strikes down
;hc surface and penetrates the upturned soil, the

inage is perfected, and evaporation and cold

linish in the winter. The laud becomes more
,ted than the water, and the sea-breeze, which

ore scarcely passed the edge of the coast inland,

makes farther and farther inroads. The sum-

s will be less overheated, and the winters will

be so excessively cold as before man began his

tivation.

Arago would explain the change in the climate

France in a similar way. He says :
' Ancient

ed with the existinjj France,

state of the earth, and which produce much influ-
ence on the value of the temperature.' "

(To bi. cvutiuaodj

" Every extraordinary occurrence in our lives
aflords us an opportunity to learn if we will, some-
thing more of our own hearts and tempers than we
were before aware of. It is easy to promise our
selves beforehand, that our conduct shall be wise
or moderate, or resolute on any given occasion
But when that occasion occurs, we do not always
hud it easy to make good the promise : such a

differouoe there is between theory and practice,
Perhaps this is no new remark; but it is not a whil
the worse for being old, if it be true. A sensible
man's true glory should be, to do his business well,

and say little about it; but he disgraces him.self

when he puffs his prowess as if he had finished his

task, when he has just begun it.''

For "Tlio Friend."

lusiujs and

T/iee and thou to one person ; or obedience i,

liltle tilings.—Parents should train their childrei

up in the way of truth, and keep them out of th

beggarly rudiments of this world, that they may
grow up in plainness, and keep to the plain lan^

gu:ige, both you and they, which is become a very
indifferent thing amongst many of the professors ol

truth. In the beginning we went through great
exercise for that very word, thee and thou to one
person. For my part, 1 had a concern upon my
spirit, because I shifted many times from that

I would have said any word, rather thanrd.

.nee, as comparea witn tne existing r ranee, pre-
1 ^

ts an extent of forests incomparably greater;
-i f n

untains almost entirely wooded ; interior lakes, f,^
lollowin.

thee or thou, that would have answered the matter
concerned in, but still I was con

^Lc^.uo ...... ^..„ ^.....^. .,^^^^^ .^.^,,^, ,„ac,3 - ^ .

I '^^s iiot clear in the sight of

ls,'"maVh7srinnumVrabl7;7rvers,7hroTerflow- ^°^' '"^
Y''^

"''^^ \icdg<tA up with thorns, I could

of which is not restrained by any artificial S° °?
''^'''^'r'''

"""1 ^ ^''^ J^'-'l^'e'^ obedience unto

es; immense fields, which no plough had ever ^^^ '""® ^^'^g^- ^_^^^
owed. Thus, the cutting down of large areas _,, .

""'

hng the forests, the almost disappearance of stag- ^
^'"' '^'^orkmg icomen oj Pa«s.—The census of

t waters, the clearing away of vast plains which ^^•'} ™'^''<^ ^'°°"'" ^''^ fact that among the 1 12,000

ir but little from the i*/;;;fi of Asia or America, work women in Pans, there are at least 60,000

uch are the principal modifications Tvhieh the
! J!''°

apply themselves to various kinds of sewins;.

Face of France has undergone in the lapse of I

^°°**^ ^"° ^"''^ ^' ^^'^^ *°™ t^l^e most numerous

f^pjgg
' class, and it is also the most unhappy. What do

Those who think that facts warrant the belief ''''^i'
''^'°

• ^^^^ ^° 'l^^y I've? The income of the

the climate of Southern Europe has become j^l-'O""' according to the estimates of 18.51, was

excessive, during the last one or two thousand 144,146,640 francs, yielding for each one 391 franc:

rs, find an easy explanation of it upon similar P",^"°"™' °^^. .'"^°° ''"^ ^ centimes per day for

iciples. They say that, in the time of Julius
*"" ""

iar, the whole of Germany and Sarmatia was
with forests. The Hercynian forest was

y days' journey in length, from Belgio Gaul,

h Germany and Poland. It has also been

gested that the falling of the innumerable leaves

lid form a thick covering to the ground, which

lid be impervious to the internal heats. By the

iking and softening of the earth's surface, the

imer rays enter deeper, and escape more freely

k into the atmo.-ipbere, to alleviate the cold of

ter. But the beneficial effect is not limited to

spot. The fierce winds from the north are no

;er felt in Italy and Greece. The draining of

waters in Gaul, and the felling of the trees in

aria, will explain the alleged change in the cli-

e in Italy, although itself may have been better

ivated in the Augustan age than it is now.

rier remarks :
' The establishment and progress

junian societies, and also the action of natural

IS, may change considerably, and in vast coun-

, the condition of the surface of the ground, the

ibution of the waters, and the great movements

ae air. Such effects are adapted to producing

ations, after the lapse of many ages, in the

temperature ; for the analytical expressions

lain co-efficients which refer to the superficial

twelve hours of labour.

Christianitij in Practice.—Some thirty years

ago, there was a drygoods firm who made the

sands of dollars every year by selling a certain kind

of fine cloth used only for covering billiard-table;

After a time, one of the firm said to the other

—

" How do you feel about telling goods for such

a purpose ?"

" 1 am not satisfied- about it," was the reply,
" and I think we had better give it up."

"Agreed," said the first; and from that day,

notwithstanding the large and certain profits made
on the article, not another yard was sold by them.

Tli£ Peaceful Fruits of Pain.—There are les-

sons of patience and submission, yea, and of grati-

tude, which are best learned when the head is low.

There is a mellowing of the man which is the cloudy
autumn weather of weakness or decline— a softening

of the spirit, an enlargement of experience, a meeker
waiting on God, a weaning from the world, and a

ripening of faith ; in short, the whole of that ma-
turing process which, in believing men, constitutes

the meetness for glory. If you cannot be thankful

for the pain, the sickness, the restraint, be thankful

for the peaceful fruits.

KINDNESS REWAUDED.

Kind acts are often recompensed, even in this

life, yet the Christian is to do good, hoping for

nothing again. Doing his works of charity for the
dear Masters sake, and out of Christian love for

his fellow creatures, his reward is in the Master's
favour, and in feeling that his own heart docs not
condemn him. He has not turned a deaf ear to

the sorrow of those around him, and he knows that
the dear Master, not because he has had compassion
on others, but of his own mercy, will show every
kindness to him.

I remember to have read an anecdote of the late

George Whiting of New York, a worthy, consistent,

tender hearted Christian. About thirty years
since, he received the agency in this country for the
Edinburgh Encyclopedia, and had at times largo

numbers of those costly volumes in an attic over
his oflice. One day a poor man applied to him
for work, and looked so distressed when informed
that he had none for him, that George was satisfied

he was in great destitution. Remembering that ho
had at that time a large number of the Encyclo-
pedia's lying loosely, he took the poor man into the
attic, and told him if he would pile them up neatly
he would pay him for his labour. The man gladly
undertook it, and George rejoiced that for the work,
which really seemed unnecessary, he could pay
him that which would send him home comfortable.

In the course of a few weeks after this, the build-

ing was destroyed by fire, and these volumes were
all swept away. There was an insurance on them,
but as George was unable to specify the number
of the volumes and the amount consumed, the com-
pany refused to pay, and in the prospect of a loss

of the whole insurance, he was dispirited and per-
plexed.

Still he endeavoured to fill up his duty towards
others, and whilst engaged in a Christian work of
benevolence, he observed a poor man, sick and
confined to his bed, gazing on him intently. It was
the poor man who had piled up his books. The
sick man made himself known, and George then
told him of the disastrous fire, and enquired of him
if he could remember distinctly the number of
books he had handled. As it proved, the man
had marked down on a piece of coarse paper, the

number of books he had piled, and the number of

volumes in each pile, and he had still the paper in his

posses.-ion. By the aid of the sick man's testimony
and the list he had preserved, George Whiting's
evidence of his loss was completed, and his insur-

ance was paid to him.

WANT OF PROPER THOUGnT.

" Why, Charles, how many vegetables have gone
to waste in thy garden which would have been a
great comfort to thy poor neighbours over the
road ;" " True enough, cousin, and they would
have been very welcome to them, but I never
thought of making thcui the offer." " Ah, Charles,

if we only had thoughtfulness enough, we might
relieve many a one with things which we permit to

go to waste. Remember the surplus produce of
thy garden next year. A sick neighbour might be
benefitted by a few of the fine Lawton Blackberries,

beside being comforted and cheered, by thinking

that thou had a kindly feeling for him. A few of
the spare bunches from those long trellises, might,
"u their season, be messengers of pleasure to others.

Thou dost not need to sell it, let thy surplus pro-
duce then, be for the sick and the poor."

" What did the little girl give thee, Ann?" "Ob,
nothing but this bunch of common field flowers ?"
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" Didst thou tell her thou felt obliged to her for the

kind thought which prompted her lo gather them for

thee?" " Why do, to conft-ss the truth, 1 never thought

ofit!" " I supposed it was so, fori saw a tear in her eye,

which showed that her feelings had been hurt. The
poor little thing felt love for thee, and as she loved

flowers, she thought that which pleased her, must

please thee, and therefore gathered these. She had

no hot house to go to for a fine bouquet. She could

but give those her own toil could gather. Remem-
ber, my dear friend, never receive any intended

kindness from the young or poor, without an ac-

knowledgment. This is often neglected for want

of thought, and want of true kindly thought often

occasions great sorrow, and is the source of much
of the distress with which this world abound;

" John, I understand that our old friend and

school-mate after a long illness, has been released

from his sufferings. He was very much resigned

to his situation, yet he often felt lonely, having uo

near relatives about him, and he did very much
enjoy the visits of bis friends, didst thou often call

upon him." " I am sorry to say, I never thought

of it, I knew he had sufficient pecuniary means to

pay for the necessary nursing, and although I at

times regretted that such a valuable man should be

called away from us so early in life, some how I

did not think of visiting him." " Well, it is a pity.

He would have been rejoiced to have seen thee,

and thou, might have derived both comfort and in-

struction from his quiet, resigned state of mind, and

the cheerful piety which seemed the constant cloth-

ing of his spirit. Ah, John, I sometimes fear this

want of Christian tboughtfulness, is one of the

greatest causes of hardness of heart. Our friends

are sick and in trouble, we sometimes amid the

bustle of business give them a passing thought, but

few think of what they can do to alleviate their

suffering or sorrow, by a visit of love, a letter of

friendship, or such other kind act as lies in their

power."

USE OF AFFLICTION.

Bow to tlie grief which breaks thy will,

Good shall spring forth from thy distress,

We crush the apples in the mill.

Before the cider thence we press,

From trodden grapes alone, we know
The sweet clear juice doth freely flow.

So many leaves may crowd the tree,

The sunbeams cannot reach the fruit,

Then the keen pruning knife must be,

Laid freely upon leaf and shoot,

The close-clipped wounded vines produce.
The purest grapes of sweetest juice.

Frequent waiting in stillness on the Lord for the

renewal of strength, keeps the mind at home in its

proper place and duty, and out of all unprofitable

association and converse, whether amongst those

of our own, or other professions. Much hurt may
accrue to the religious mind, by long and frequent

conversations on temporal matters, especially by
interesting ourselves unnecessarily in them, for

there is a leaven in that propensity, which being

suffered to prevail, indisposes and benumbs the soul,

and prevents its frequent ascendings in living as-

pirations towards the fountain of eternal life. 1796,

There is indeed a mighty work to be done ere

we die, that of resisting the desires and the habits

of nature, till they are at least vanquished, if not

exterminated ; that of transmuting the character of

earth which we have at the first, into the character

of heaven which we must acquire afterwards, else

heaven we shall never reach. The distance, great

as it is, between the two states, must be traversed

on this side of death, or we shall never attain a

state of blessec^ness oii the other side of death

Oe

For "The FiieDd."

The Great Comet of ISfil.

(Concluded from page 390. J

Second-day morning, 7th month 1st, the

comet rose some three hours before the sun, nearly

in the north, and has not been below the horizon

since, as its north declination on that day became
greater than 50^, the complement of our latitude.

The article in Silliman's Journal, from which we
have chiefly compiled this paper, states that the

comet was seen between one and two o'clock on

the morning of the 30th, by Dr. Briinnow, at the

Observatory of Ann Arbor, Michigan. If this

is correct, and if he saw the head of the comet,

then the ephemeris given in the same article, (from

which we have deduced the foregoing statement,)

must be erroneous. Probably it was on the niglit

of the 30th, early in the morning of 7th mouth
1st, that Dr. Briinnow saw it. The. tail, however,

he may have seen at the time mentioned, for at

half past one on the morning of the 30th, the tail

would extend very nearly vertically from the hori-

zon towards the zenith almost due N. N. E.
If it be asked why this comet burst so suddenly

upon us, the answer is, that owing chiefly to the

high inclination of the plane of its orbit to the

plane of the ecliptic (802°,) it swept across the

latter plane at a high angle, and therefore passed

rapidly from south to north in its apparent position

among the stars. It appeared too at a time when
our nights were the shortest; at its perihelion the

comet was 27° south of the equator, while the sun

was 23° north of it; hence the comet was then but

eight hours above the horizon, while the sun was

fifteen, and the comet's position was such that it

was above the horizon in the daytime only. This

state of things gradually changed as will be seen

by the following statement, which, it should be

premised, is a rough approximation, hastily ob-

tained. It is for the latitude of Philadelphia, say

40° North.

its path among the stars, and to obtain appros
mately the time of its rising and setting, as ah
the probable direction of the tail.

nate. Kiiiht Aa- Declination. Distance fr.

6th r

16th,

20th,

24th,

28th,

7th mo. 2nd,

. 3rd, 10.1

4th,

5th,

71 57
85 18

132 16

3 45 "

27 42 N.
63 34 "

66 16 "

66 53 "

64 45 "

50,000,0

39,500,0
i

29,000,0

19,500,0

13,200,0

15,150,0

ate.
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Selected for " The Friena."

lectinj of Pbiladclpliia to

mbers.

(C^Jiitinued from page L90.)

When we consider how large a portion of
_

ising Christians are taught to believe that the

ited performance of a prescribed round of scrvi-

3, all dependent on the presence of one man for

eir efficiency, constitute worship, and that where

ere is no minister there is to be no worship ; and

ntrast it with the teachings of our Lord, and the

actice and precepts of holy men of old, we feel

at it is especially incumbent upon us, faithfully

id practically, to uphold the value and comiort

'cut waiting upon, and worshipping God in

lint and in truth for the renewal of strength ; that

hole company of true believers is a royal

iesthood, a holy and peculiar people, each one

whoii, in this state of humble silent waiting, may
^ve access unto God through Jesus Christ, our

orious Mediator; and without the intervention of

ly man, or a necessary dependence upon anything

hich one man can do for another, may offer up

)iritual sacrifices, whether silent mental adoration

rayer, or praise, thanksgiving, or the public minis-

y of the word, as the Holy Spirit may direct,

hich will find acceptance with God through Ch
'

esus. These noble Christian views of the precious

•ivilcges of the true believers in these Gospel day

iving been unfolded to us as a people, great is our

sponsibility, and weighty the obligation which

sts upon us, to uphold them in all their fullness

Qd integrity, and not to suffer the love of sh

fascinations of melody, the itching car, o

)ndness for eloquence, to draw us into any act

hich would compromise or weaken our

lony.

We feel tenderly for our beloved Friends who
leet weekly in very small companies, where reli-

ious meetings are generally held in silence, and

seldom are cheered by the visits of their con-

erned Friends. We doubt not that such often

their discouragements, and their faith at times

lay be closely proved. We would affectionately

ncourage them to look to the Lord Jesus Christ,

nd lean upon Him alone, whose consoling language

;,
" Where two or three are gathered together in

ly name, there am I'm the midst of them." Dear
'riends, strive earnestly to realize in yourselves

his precious privilege, for if you have Hi?}i, what

3ore ean you desire ? To the humble and sincere

worshippers. He will make Himself known as their

hepherd to feed them, their Prophet to teach them,

nd their compassionate High Priest to sympathize

fith them, and to present their spiritual offerings

the incense of His own intercession. Thus
your hearts be comforted, and the gracious

iromise be fulfilled in your experience.: "They
at wait upon the Lordshall renew their strength."

A pure Gospel ministry without money or price

3 of as great moment now in the church of Christ

IS when he gave the injunction to the primitive

ninisters, ^ Freely ye have received, freely give.''

a testimony which our forefathers were called

o revive and to uphold, and in maintaining it un-

finchingly, they suffered great persecution. As
riends keep to the living Spring of all gospel

ninistry and worskip, their example will tend to

Iraw others to the teaching of the same Spirit of

Cruth in the heart, and to promote the spread of

rital religion in the world. Let others do as they

nay, it is our duty to follow the Lord Jesu;

,be way which he casts up for us to walk in; and

ve believe that gratifying the curiosity in running

o iiearpreachers whorcly on their studies and learu-

g to qualify them to deliver discourses, ia the

iharacter of Gospel ministry, is a violation of our

Christian principles, and unsettles, and may scatter,

those members who give way to it.

Those who desire to shun the offence of the cross

are assiduous in their efforts to bring into disesteem

the testimony which our Keligous Society has always
borne against the pride, luxury, changeable fash-

, and insincere language and customs of the

world. This Christian testimony has lost none of

its value or of its obligation. It is founded on the

declarations of Holy Scripture, and on the teach-

ings of the Spirit of truth in the heart, by which
many visited minds have been constrained to bow
to its requirements, as the only path to substantial

peace. Many are the instances in which it has

proved as a hedge around the young and inexpe-

rienced, sheltering them from the assaults of the

worldly-minded, and from corrupting and danger-

ous allurements ; and as they have humbly sub-

mitted to the restraints and crosses which it occa-

sioned, they have found them a salutary discipline,

subduing the natural will and inclinations, and

preparing the mind, in lowliness and docility, to

receive further instruction in the way of life and

salvation.

While we mourn over the departure of many
from plainness of dress, manners, and languagi

we are comforted in the evidence that there is

body of Friends preserved who are conscientiously

bound to this Christian duty, both in their

particulars and in the education of their children.

Some may make light of this duty, but if we in-

vestigate the subject, we shall find that this concern,

in our Religious Society, ever accompanies those

who are walking in the Truth
;
and where parents

discharge their duty in training their children con-

formably with the simplicity which the Truth

leads into, standard-bearers are often raised up

among them, and a blessing attends them, as it

did the household of Obededom, where the ark

rested. A plain garb may be worn by those who

have not the life and power of godliness ; but where

this divine life and virtue rule in our members,

uch will feel constrained to show it in their attire,

language, and bumble walk in life. They will not

be conformed to this world and the fashions of it,

but will prove what is the good, acceptable, and

perfect will of God concerning them in this and

other respects. This is a subject which wc would

affectionately and fervently press upon all Friends,

as we believe that if it is abandoned, and they go

back into the habits and spirit of the world, they

must lose, not only the appearance and character

of real Friends, but also the influence we have had

in the world, and finally cease to be the Society of

Friends. We tenderly desire, in the feeling of af-

fectionate interest, that our beloved young Friends

may be willing patiently to bear the yoke, and to

conform to the plain dress, to the Scripture li

guace of thou and thee to a single person, the

numerical distinction of the months and days of

the week, to avoid theempty and unmeaniugcompl

ments and titles in fashiouable use, and stbadily

adhere to the simple habits which have always dis

tinguished consistent Friends ; in which we believe

they will find safety and an ample reward.

Amidst the commotions which unhappily prevai

in our favoured country, and which we believe have

their origin in the unsubjected will and pa.ssions

of men, it is the privilege, and it should be the aim

of every sincere Christian, to seek to be gathered

into the quiet habitation, out of the excitements

of party spirit, and the jarring controversies which

agitate the men of the world ; where the mind can

calmly repose in humble faith upon the assurance

that " the Lord reigneth ;" and that, however lie

may permit the people to rage and to imagine vain

thincs, " He sitteth king upon the flood," -and will

not only cause " the wrath of man ultimately to

praise Him," but " the remainder of wrath He will

restrain."

How unspeakably precious to the dedicated fol-

lowers of Christ is the promise, " I will be to them
a little sanctuary in the places where they come."
May it be our increasing concern, dear Friends, so

to live in the daily fear of God, wherein is strong

confidence, that in seasons of trial and shaking we
may be favoured to have Christ Jesus for our sanc-

tuary and hiding-place ; thus fulfilling the counsel

given by our Society in early days, viz :
" All keep

and walk in Christ Jesus, the sanctuary ; for in

Him are peace and safety. He destroys the des-

troyer, the enmity and the adversary. Christ is

your sanctuary, in this day of storm and tempest,

in whom you have rest and peace. Whatever
storms or tempests arise, within or without, Christ

your sanctuary is over them all, who has all power
in heaven and earth, and none is able to pluck his

lambs or sheep out of His Father's or His hand,

who is the true Shepherd. Neither is any able to

hurt a hair of your head, except it be permitted by
His power for your trial. Therefore rejoice in His

power, the Lamb of God, who hath the victory

over all, both within and without." 1683.

CTo be continued.)

A Stirring brotlierly invitation.—Mourning and

heaviness are the present covering of my mind,

arising from fear and jealousy on my own account,

which produce a like feeling on account of others
;

lest the day's work should not be keeping pace

with the day of merciful visitation, and that woful

night of darkness overtake any of us, when the

Spirit of God ceases any longer to strive with hi*

creature man. "How often would I have gathered

thy children together, as a hen doth gather her

brood under her wings, and ye would not," was
the language of our ever-blessed lledeemer, when

lamenting over the inhabitants of Jerusalem; and

such was his unutterable love and compassion for

the rebellious children of that city, that on be-

holding it, he wept ; saying, "if thou hadst known,

even thou, at least in this thy day, the things which

belong unto thy peace; but now they are hid from

thine eyes." By this, it doth evidently appear,

that we may withstand the continued offers of di-

vine love and mercy, until we are left desolate,

and the day of our visitation is passed for ever

away. " If the tree fall toward the south or

toward the north, in the place where the tree

filleth there it shall be." As death leaves

us, judgment will find us; "for there is no work,

nor device, nor knowledge, nor wisdom in the

grave," whither we are all hastening, and some

of us apparently with lengthened strides. Whilst

reviving these awful and momentous considerations,

I feel their vast importance, and therefore long to

impress others with a sense of the necessity there

is for us without procrastination, (for we know not

what a day may bring forth,) to " use all diligence

to make our calling and election sure," before we

go hence ; that so we may be amongst the happy

number, who have an entrance ministered abun-

dantly into the everlasting kingdom of our Lord,

and Saviour Jesus Christ.

—

Daniel W/ieekr.

New Mineral Discoveries in California.—

A

recent number of the Aka Gili/or?iia furnishes ac-

counts of new and extraordinary rich veins of gold

and silver ore that have lately been brought to

light in the eastern slope of the Sierra Nevada

range. Mines that bid fair to equal, if not sur-

pass, any thing known in the history of California,

are now being opened up in Mariposa and. Tulare

counties, in the southeastera section of the state.
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In the Coso district, in the eastern portion of Tu-
lare county, the gold and silver ores have assayed
at the rate of §1,500 to §6,000 per ton, from pieces

chipped off from the weather-worn outcroppings

with sledge-hammers, crowbars, &c. But as if

this were not enough to excite the cupidity of lucre-

loving humanity, a startling discovery of gold and
silver bearing antimonial ore has recently been
made, specimens of which have been assayed at

San Francisco, and yield the astonishing amount
of more than sixteen thousand dollars to the ton

This extraordinary "lead" is in the hands of pai

tics who, naturally enough, do not court publicity in

regard to the locality of their splendid prize. Be
sides these dazzling discoveries, the Mono Lake
district, which is located at the junction of Calave
ras, Mariposa and Fresno counties, is known to be

a prolific field for mining operations, both in sil'

and gold : while it has been demonstrated that the

vast mountains of quartz which comprise the great

portion of Mariposo county, known for their pro-

lific gold yield, are even richer in silver. A richer

vein of silver has been traced across the north

eastern section of Mariposa county, on both sides

of the mountain range, which leads to the belief

that it is the initiative of a vast bed of silver ore

on the west side of the Sierra. In Calaveras
county numerous discoveries of extraordinary rich-

ness have been made, and it is further stated that

discoveries have been made as far east as the Mo-
have and Colorado rivers, which promise to be of

vast importance.

The silver lead in Mariposa county has a some
what romantic history as told by the Alta: "This
silver lead, it is stated, was discovered in 1856,
but the discoverer was unaware of its nature until

last winter. In his wanderings about Mariposa,
where he mined, he at different times prospected

carefully marking the rock he returned with. In
1856, while hunting, he discovered what he thought
to be a lead mine. He pocketed the prospect, but
thought it of no value in comparison with gold.

In l^iSS he went east to visit his relatives, taking
with him his collection of minerals and gold spe-

cimens. Last February he saw a specimen of
Washoe ore at W. T. Coleman & Co.'s, in Wall
street, and remarking the resemblance to his lead
specimen, procured a piece to compare with his

own. He was so well satisfied that they were iden-
tical in nature, that he had each assayed, and his
' lead specimen' proved to be rich silver ore. Keep-
ing his own counsel he returned to California last

spring, and has spent the intervening time in re-

tracing his footsteps over the chemical and cha-
parral hills of Mariposa, and his investigations have
resulted in his discovery as above named."

Mining and scientific parties are now engaged
in exploring these new mineral regions, and the
stream of adventurers is already setting eastward
across the Sierras, from the southern country, and
next spring and summer that whole region will be
filled up with eager treasure-hunters.

From these new discoveries California derives ad-
ditional resources and importance. Fresh streams
of emigration will pour into the state, and new and
increased impetus will be imparted to its industrial
and commercial activity, while the commerce of the
\yorld will be stimulated by the increased produc-
tion of the precious metals.

—

Hunt's Magazine.

Selected.

letter of John Barclay.

As to religious instruction, it consists, if I mis-
take not, in bringing up children in that nurture
a.nd admonition which is of the Lord, as saith the The time of sickness is seldom the season for re-

Scripture. Now, how can any bring up children in ligious improvement. It should be done in health
the Lord's nurture and admonition—in the Lord's! if well drjne.

ordering in his counsel, direction and teaching, I

say how can this bo righ^-ly and effectually done,

except the parent or teacher stand in this counsel

himself, and abide himself under this best direc-

tion ? How can he be instrumental to instruct,

help, and lead forward, if he be himself out of this

counsel,—if he be not under the ordering of that

which is meek and lowly in the heart—of that pure
principle, which is said to lead into all truth, as it

is heeded, waited on and submitted unto, in its

simple, silent instructions? How needful it is for

a master or parent to be brought to see that that

which is to be known of God is manifested in man;
and that there is no really knowing the thiugsof God,
but by his light and spirit in the heart,—as said

an eminent minister and messenger of the gospel,

George Fox,— '' no knowing the Son, nor the Fa-
ther, but by the revelation of the Holy Spirit; no
knowing the Scriptures but by the same Holy Ghost,

that moved the ho'y men to give them forth ; no
calling Jesus, Lord, but by the Holy Ghost; no
true wisdom, but from above; no true receiving it,

but in the fear of the Lord; no true understanding
of spiritual things, but what Christ gives; and no
true love to God, but what he sheddeth abroad in

the heart."

1 firmly believe, that as the deficiency complain-
ed of in our children, chiefly arises from a want of

true, living Christian concern in the minds of pa-

rents and masters for their religious welfare, so

they ought not to be put upon, or to put them-
selves upon any contrivances which best Wisdom
does not lead them into, and control them in th(

use of; but they must come to that, which alone

can quicken and raise up in them a living concern
for the religious welfare of their charge ; and they
must yield themselves as obedient children to its

teachings. Thus will they come to know some
thing of an establishment in the Truth, and i

growth in living experience and substantial know
ledge of the principles and precepts of the gospel,

which is the power of God. Thus furnished, thus

fitted to take the charge of youth, under a sense of

duty, and above all inferior views, the master will

be a blessing to his little ones. He will want no
catechism to instruct them in, no creed to examine
them by; he will not think of making them givi

confession of their faith ; but his watchful eye wil

be continually over them for good, his patient ex
ercise will be great on their account, his prayers

will go up acceptably for them, not as a matter of

habit but as it is put into his heart by his heavenly
Master, who knows what he has need of before he

asks. Opportunities will often occur of giving them
counsel or reproof, of opening and explaining the

Scriptures of Truth, of informing them respecting

our religious testimonies and principles; but above
all, directing them to turn and keep their minds
inward towards God,—showing them the place of

true waiting, the source of true wisdom, and both

by precept and example, as was conspicuous among
early Friends. O ! here is the truly religious in-

struction
; a bringing up young people in the fear

of the Lord, and in his new covenant of life

;

lerein it is said, all are to be taught of Him,—
I are to know him from the least to the greatest

:

and here is a building up in the true faith, of which
the Lord, not man, is the author and the finisher.

1818.

God openelh many hearts with gentle picklocks,

while with others he useth the crowbar of terrible

judgment.

—

Sjmrgion.

A
In looking over an old book of records, of fifty

and sixty years ago, I was particularly intcrestec

!

in the following report of the Monthly Meeting; o '

Chester, to the Quarterly Meeting, respecting Pheb(
Emlen, an Elder, aged only 35 years.

"Phebe Emlen, of Chester Monthly Moetit
departed this life, after a short illness, on the 25tl
day of the 10th mo. last, aged about 35 ye
She was a Friend who was adorned in an emineni
degree with humility and meekness: through th(

effectual operations of Divine Grace she experi-

enced preservation under the various trials of
militant state ; maintaining an inward watchful
frame of mind ; very exemplary in the dischar<fe

of her religious and social duties, of a solid and
weighty spirit, and her words few and savory."
As the power and mercy of our God is the same
that ever they were ; and as He is continualN
watching over his people for good, yea even c

the rebellious also, may we not hope that there will

yet be raised up from among our dear younoj
Friends, those who will be like unto her, adorned
with humility and meekness, with weightiucss oi

spirit, and their words few and savory.

The authority of 7)ieetingsfor discipline.—In

meetings for discipline, there are those, who know-
ing much of the outward rules which Truth has

led our society to adopt, are not sufficiently careful

to act in the life, in the liberty, in the sweetness, in

the dignity of it; but suffer their mere adherence

to rules, without subjection to the power in which
they were set up, to mar at times the beauty, the

benefit, and the glory of these meetings, and would
often be made meetings of worship, to those whose
minds are rightly engaged. Surely the authority

of these meetings is not the mere Book of Extracts

;

nor does their excellency consist in a mere mechan-
ical compliance with what is there laid down, nor

does much talking in favour of any point, prove

that the sense of Truth is that way, though it may
prove that the sense of the majority leans so.-

John Barclay.

Flax Cot/on.—The Fibrilia Feltifig Company,,
organized under the general laws, have issued theiw
legal notices, from which we condense the folio

ing : This corporation is formed to carry on the

business of manufacturing flax, hemp, jute, China
grass, silk, wool, cotton and like fibrous substances

in the various forms of manufacture necessary
for yarns, cloth and felt, as well as the bleaching
and colouring; the same. The capital stock is

$10,000, which has been paid in, and has been
expended in the purchase of machinery, patent
rights, &o., for carrying on the business. The par
value of each share is 81 00, and the business is

carried on in Winchester, Middlesex county.

Stephen M. Allen is President, Geo. L. Fall is

Treasurer ; and they with S. P. White, are the

Directors.

—

Hunt's Magazine.

It has long been my judgment, that circulating

reports, which in anywise have a tendency to de-

preciate others, is inconsistent with our christian

duty. To mortify our natural propensity in that

respect, is certainly a branch of the cross of Christ,

and consonant with his spirit and precepts. Groat
indeed, even in this particular, is the prevalence of
" the law in the members," against the divine law
in the mind, and of corrupt propensity over a more
rightly informed judgment. 1781.

—

S.Scott.

" We may compare the soul to a linen cloth : it

must be first washed to take off its native hue and
color, and to make it white ; and afterwards it

must be ever and anon washed to preserve and
keep it white."
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iilencc in Counccti 's Situation

BI. JLeverrier on Hie Conut.—In a sitting recently

the French Academy of Sciences, M. Leverricr

pressed himself as follows :
—" We do not know

is comet ; it is the first time it visits us, and those

10 have endeavoured to predict its course, dcter-

ne its distance from the earth, and measure its

1, have either deceived themselves or the public,

iree elements are necessary to calculate the orbit

a comet : first, the exact position of the star

;

in its velocity ; and lastly, the variation of ve-

ity produced by the mass of the sun. I caused
! comet to be observed on the 30th of Juue, and
in on the night of the 1st and morning of the

of July, in order to determine the variation of

ocity. These three observations would have fol-

pcd too closely upon each other for the calcula-

a to be attempted, were it not that the comet
ves very rapidly. On the 3d of July, at ten

lock, A. M., M. Levy brought me the result of

calculations, and we then obtained an insight

) the orbit of the comet. — Hind has since

t me the orbit calculated by the English as-

nomers, which perfectly agrees in all but two
Qutes with our results.

•' It is now positive that this is not Charles the

fth's comet; and, moreover, it resembles none
;hose already observed. This circumstance will

itribute not a little to throw confusion upon the

le we know of these erratic bodies. I cannot
I say whether this comet is periodical or not ; its

lit has up to this day been too cursorily deter-

ued to enable us to pronounce it elliptical, para-

ical, or even hyperbolical. At any rate, appear-

;cs are against its return, for the orbit is nearly

pendicular to the plane of the ecliptic, while

se of periodical comets usually form a very small

jle with that plane. It is only now we can de-

mine the distance of the comet from the earth,

\ the length of its tail. On the 30th of June,
line joining the centre of the sun with that of

comet made an angle of four degrees with that

ling the centres of the sun and earth, the length

which is known. The angle which this line

med with the visual ray, drawn from the eye simple and sublime fact still

the observer to the centre of the comet, was
|

us, and places us. In the language of scripture,

nty-four degrees. Thetrianglethus formed may, " A man's heart deviseth his way ; but the Lord
refore, be calculated, and it gives us the d,h-\(/irectet/t hisstcps." The hand of a higher power has

ce of the comet from the eartb, amounting to; marked out the lines of our habitation. He builds

ween six and seven millions of leagues (about up one, and casts down another. * * In every

euteenmillionsofmilesinEnglish.) Thelength of arrangement which he makes, his aim is our high-

tail might be similarly calculated. The comet e^t good; but whether it will result in our highest

apidly moving away from us, and it is, there-
1

good, depends upon the spirit in which we accept

* * It is one of the first principles in the doc-

trines of holiness, that men should remain patiently

and quietly where God has placed them, until they
receive from himself the inlimations of departure.

It was thus that Jesus grew up in the humble re-

tirement of a carpenter's family, a brother among
brothers and sijters, obeying his parents in love,

eating and drinking at their common table, sym-
pathising in their joys and sorrows, labouring
daily with those who were brought up in the same
form of labour, and regarding the yoke of his

earthly position as entirely light and easy, because
it was the yoke of his heavenly Father's providence.

He remained there till that unerring Providence,
arranging around him other circumstances, and
arousing within him desires corresponding t(

those circumstances, led him forth from the quie

home of Mary and Joseph, to the trials and dutiei

of a new position,—to persecution and death. How
difl'erent was his conduct from that of the rebel

lious and unhappy youth, of whom he has given

an account in one of his affecting parables! The
prodigal son, in the pride of self-wisdom and self

will, demanded his share of his father's goods be

fore the time, which was rapidly drawing nigh

when the arrangements of Providence would have
freely offered them. As he went forth in violatio:

of the providential law, which required him to wait

till a later period, he went forth without the pre-

sence and approbation of the God of providence

and found in the famine and wretchedness of e

distant land, that sure retribution which always
follows any movement made in our own strength

and choice.

* * Men are often disposed to quarrel with God's

providential arrangements. And the reason is,

that the doctrine of providence implies that, in all

situations, there is a God above and around us.

But however humbling the doctrine of special pro-

vidence is to human pride and human reason, the

d sublime fact still remains, God makes

,
not surprising that its brilliancy has dimin

d. On the lOt'h of July it will be equally dis

t from the sun and earth
; we shall soon lose

It of it, and astronomers only will be able to

ow it for about a month longer. It presents a

;ular peculiarity. M. Chacornac has studied

nucleus with one of M. Foucault's telescopes of

iameter of forty centimetres ; instead of its be-

hollow like the half of an egg-shell, like most
the comets already observed, it presents the

learance of a sun, the bent rays of which are

d in the same direction. Bloreover, the

let has not drawn nearer to the sun. 'rhe--e

all circunistances calculated to introduce great

plications into the theory of comets."

low bravely a man can walk the earth, bear

heaviest burdens, perform the severest duties,

1 look all men square in the face, if he only bears

bis breast a clear conscience, void of offence

ard God and man. There is no spring, no spur,

inspiration like this. To feel that we have
tted DO task and left no obligation unfilled,

; fills the heart with satisfaction and the soul

1 strength.

He never violates our moral liberty; and if in

the exercise of that liberty, we put our thoughts

and our feelings in his keeping, he will give a

heart so correspondent to our habitation, that our

cottage will be beautiful in our sight as a palace,

and the darkness of our dungeon as bright as the

open day. * * Keep with God in God's place, and

thou shalt not only find inward riches, but inward

and outward safety. The lines drawn around us

by the providential law, constitute a "holy city,"

a "new Jerusalem," to those who dwell in it by

faith, and who take God as their everlasting light.

To such, contented with their allotment, whatever

may be its temporal aspects, God uill neverfail

to yield Ids presence and protection.

" Only believe" * * In early life I was ac-

quainted with a woman, a resident of the village

of my youth, whose memory is recalled by these

considerations. In her earlier, I will not say her

better days, she held a leading position in society,

to which she seemed to be well entitled by great

excellence and intelligence of character, as well as

by wealth. In the alternations and reverses of the

times, her property was entirely lost; her husband
died; all her near relatives died also, or were

scattered abroad, and she was left entirely alone.

She was supported in her old age at the public ex-

pense ; but, out of respect to her character, the

town authorities permitted her to occupy a single

room in the house which she had formerly owned.
At the time I became acquainted with her, she was
nearly seventy years of age, and had long been
unable to leave her room without assistance, liut

she was far from supposing that God, in depriving

her of Iriends and property, and in confining her iu

her old age to these narrow limits, was unkind. Her
constant companions were the liible and a few old

books on practical and experimental religion. She
had faith. No complaint escaped from her lips.

In the walls of her little room she felt herself far

more closely and lovingly encircled by the arms of
her heavenly Father, than if she had been left in

the greatest enlargements of society. A plant in

the Lord's garden, closely hemmed in, but dili-

gently nurtured, she resembled that patriarch, who
is described as ''afruitjul bouglt, whose branches
run over the wall."

The Bible is full of instances and illustrations

of the subject. The patriarch Moses, in particu-

lar, furnishes us a lesson in relation to it. Such
were the arrangements of God's providence, that

he found it necessary to quit the aspiring hopes

which he had once entertained ot being the imme-
diate deliverer of his people, and to flee from the

splendid court of Pharoah into the deserts of

Arabia Petrea. For forty years he tended his

flocks in the vicinity of Mount Sinai, exchanging

the palaces of Egypt for a rude home in the dis-

tant and solitary rocks. Undoubtedly it seemed
very mysterious to Moses that he should thus be

dealt with. He did not then understand that God, in

thus leading him into the wilderness, and making
him acquainted with the vast desert, was prepar-

ing him for the dangerous task of being a leader

of his people through these very deserts and moun-
tains.

But this was not all. His manners and intellecfc

had been trained in the court of the Pharoahs :

but he who is a greater teacher than kings, saw it

necessary that his spirit should be disciplined and
trained in the wilderness. It was there that he

learned more than he had understood before, the

lesson of a present and special Providence; and
that it is man's great business, submitting on reli-

gious principles to the arrangements of Providence,

to harmonize his i7Vward state with his outward

situation.

And, besides that, he needed all this time, and

all this solitariness of place, in order to break up
his unfavourable associations, to chasten and sub-

due his natural pride, and to imbibe that wise and

tie quietude of spirit which is one of the surest

signs of a soul that dwells with God.

It was in the prisons of Egypt that Joseph re-

ceived that discipline which fitted hiui to be the

great Egyptian ruler. It was when he was tending

his father's flocks in Bethlehem, or when he was
driven into mountains and cuverus, that the hand
and soul of David were trained and strengthened to

the great task of holding a nation's sceptre. Daniel

was taught of God in the Lion's den ; and Paul was
aided in learning the great lesson of entire depen-

"ence, when he could find no escape from persecu-

tion and perhaps from death, but by being let

down by a basket over the wall of Damascus.

—

Ujihnm.

No man is so happy as a real Christian, none so

rational, so virtuous, so amiable. How little vanity

I he feel, though he believes himself united to

God ! How far is he from abjectness when he ranks

himself with the worms of the earth.
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A cheap Christianity the too prevailing si/s-

tem.—There are too many Christians, who while

they speak with reverence of Christ as the Saviour

of sinners, do not enough consider him as a deliv-

erer from sin. They regard him rather as having

lowered the requisitions of the law, and exonerated

his followers from the necessity of that strictness

of life which they view as a burdensome part of

religion. From this burthen they flatter themselves

it was the chief object of the gospel to deliver them

;

and from this supposed deliverance it is, that they

chiefly consider it is a merciful dispensation. A
cheap Christianity, of which we can acquit our-

selves by a general recognition, and a few stated

observances, which require no sacrifices of the

will, nor rectification of the life, is, I assure you,

the prevailing system ; the religion of that nume-

rous class who like to save appearances, and to

decline realities ; who expect everything hereafter

while they resolve to give up nothing here; but

who keep heaven in view as a snug reversion, after

they shall have squeezed out of this world, to the

very last dregs and droppings, all it has to give.

—

Hannali More.

True governvient in the church.—The spirit of

the prophets is subject to the prophets. Here is

the government, here is the law of rule and sub-

jection in the lite. Every one feeling a measure of

the Spirit in himself, is thereby taught to own and

be subject to greater measure of the same Spirit in

another. He that hath no measure of the Spirit

of God, he is not of God, he is none of Christ's :

and he that hath received a measure of the Spirit,

in the same Spirit feeleth another's measure, and

owncth it in its place and service, and knoweth its

moving, and cannot quench it, but giveth way to

it with joy and delight. When the Spirit moves

in any one to speak, the same Spirit moves in the

other to be subject and give way : and so every one

keeping to his own measure in the Spirit, here can

be no disorder, but true subjection of every spirit

and when this is wanting, it cannot be supplied by

any outward rule or order set up in the church by

common consent: for that is fleshly, and lets in the

flesh, and destroys the true order, rule and subjeC'

tion.

—

Isaac Peninsjon.

Clouds.—We often live under a cloud, and

well for us that we should do so. Uninterrupted

sunshine would parch our hearts
; we want shade

and rain to cool and refresh them. Only it be-

hooves us to take care that whatever cloud may
spread over us, it should be a cloud of wituessess.

And every cloud may be such, if we can only look

at the sunshine that broods behind if.

To think of religion in any other sense, than as

a state of self denial, is knowing nothing at all of

it, for its whole nature is to direct us by a light,

and knowledge, and wisdom from God, which is

all contrary to the darkness, ignorance, and folly

of our natures.

THE FRIEND.
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THE COMET.

In this number, having concluded the interesting

account of the recent visitant amongst the celestial

bodies, furnished by our correspondent, we have in-

serted a description of the same comet, as it appeared

to the learned observers ip Europe. We shall re-

turn to this remarkable stranger at some future

day, when astronomers, after a careful examination

of observations made in divers places, shall have

come to some definite judgment respecting its orbit,

the probability of its ever having visited this por-

tion of creation before, and whether it is likely

again to enlighten the inhabitants of this earth, in

some far distant period of time.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

Congress.—The resolutions endorsing and approving

U the acts of the President in relation to the rebellion,

•ere debated earnestly in the Senate before the final

djournment, and rejected by a close vote. His suspen-

sion of the Habeas Corpus Act was condemned by many
f the Senators. Nearly all the civil appointments re-

eived the sanction of the Senate. It appears from the

ata of the committee of Ways and Means, that the total

mount of the appropriations at the recent session was

bout S275,000,000. Of this, 5197,000,000 are for the

rmy, $35,000,000 for the navy, and the remainder for

other purposes.

The Bailie at Manassas.—According to the official re-

ports, the loss of the Federal army in killed, wounded,

ud missing was 2708. That of the rebel army is stated

by the Richmoud Despatch to have been 3100, in killed

and wounded.
Virginia.—The State Convention re-assembled at

Wheeling on the 7th. The principal subject before the

Convention is that relating to the division of the State.

It is proposed that the new State shall consist of that

portion of Virginia lying west of a line running from the

northeast corner of Tennessee, along the top of the

ies to Maryland. The division is strongly op-

posed by a part of the Convention, but the majority ap-

pears to" be in its favour. The limits proposed will in-

clude thir'y-four counties. The town of Hampton, near

Fortress Monroe, has been burned by the rebel forces, to

prevent the Federal troops occupying it for their winter

quarters. The town consisted of 500 houses, the greater

part of them built of wood.

Missouri.— .\t the latest dates. Gen. Lyon wag at

Springfield, in the southwestern part of the State, with

3,500 Federal troops. In a partial engagement on the

1st inst., the rebels lost 40, and the U. S. troops, 10 men.

The Confederate array near Springfield was said to num-
ber more than 20,000, and Gen. Lyon was in daily ex-

pectation of an attack. A collision took place on the

5th at Athens, in the northeastern part of the State, I

between the rebels and the Union troops, in which the

former were defeated with considerable loss. Governor
Gamble has ordered an election to be held in the Elev-

enth month for Governor, Lieutenant Governor, Secre-

tary of State, and members of the Legislature, and for

taking the sense of the people upon the recent action of

the State Convention.

Arm;/ Moremenls.—So'much embarrassment and incon

venience has been caused by the injudicious publication

of matters relating to the army, that it has been found
necessary by the Government to instruct its agents to

withhold from transmission by telegraph, any despatches

that may allude to army movements, or the contemplated
plans for the prosecution of the war. The correspon-

dents of the press will, however, doubtless continue to

collect such information and forward it by mail, regard-

less of the consequences.

The Southern Privateers.—In consequence of the inef-

ficiency of the blockade, a considerable number of rebel

privateers have- succeeded in getting to sea. In a late

paper, the names of ten steamers and five sailing ves-

sels thus employed are given, and besides these, four

others have been seen, wliose names are unknown
These privateers are for the most part vessels of light

draft, which, when in danger, enter the inlets along the

coast where ships of war cannot follow them. These
piratical crafts are known to have captured upwards of

fifty vessels, and have probably plundered and destroyed
many others. Of the privateers only two have yet been
taken or destroyed Recently, one of them named the

Petrel came out of the harbor of Charleston and boldly

attacked the U. S. frigate St. Lawrence, mistaking her
for a merchantman. The privateer was sunk by a few
shots from the frigate, and thirty-six men out of the

crew of forty-four, were rescued by the boats of the St

Lawrence. The prisoners have been sent to Philadelphi;

for trial.

Keto York.—Mortality last week, 698.

Philadelphia.—.Mortality last week, 428.

FouEiGN.— Liverpool dates to the 2nd inst. The stock
of cotton in port was 1,020,000 bales, including 738
bales American. Prices continued to advance. The
quotations for fair New Orleans were 9J ; Mobile, S

Upland, 8J. The market at Manchester had aa upward

1 correspoj

nited actit

by sea al

the piobaJ
Herald d^

tendency. The market for breadstuffs was
prices steady. Flour, 24s. a 28s. ; red whea
Us. 6(7. ; white, 10s. Qd. a 13s. Gd.

The bank rate of interest has been reduced to livf p
cent.

The weather in England has been very fine.

The Times announces that Lord Elgin succeeds Ca(

ning as Governor General of India.

It is said that the British Government is in correspo|

dence with that of France, in order that united actij

may be observed towards the United States

land during the present conflict.

The London Journals are speculating on the

fate of the American loan. The Times ;

countenance the negociation of it in England.

In the House of Commons on the 25th, Sir C. Woo
made some financial explanations relative to India, an

asked for discretionary power to borrow five railliol

sterling for railway purposes. He believed, at the eg

of the present year, the Indian expenditures and incou

would be balanced. He said the Government bad i_-viuce

great anxiety to develope the resources of Indians a col

ton-producing country. He believed the result woul

be that, ultimately, England would be rendered iiidipet

dent of America for cotton. This year the stiiipiy i

cotton from India would be about 300,000 bales, moi

than ever before.

in the House of Commons, on the 26th, BustMii ralle

attention to the increase of the Cuba slave tr:nlr, an

the importance of supplementing the exertions oC tl

naval force on the African coast by other nieasurcf, ei

pecially by the re-appointment of a Consul at .Muzan

bique.

A general debate ensued, in which the Eniporor N^i

poleon's free emigration schemes were denouucei

some of the members contending that the iutroductid

of coolies into the French Colonies might become wuq
than the slave trade.

A protest by the people against the French occupatic

of Rome, was receiving a vast number of signatun

throughout Italy.

The SulLan of Turkey continues to efi'ect reforms. E

has reduced his own salary from $5,000,000 to $2,000,00

He has an American Secretary.

Mexico.—The advices received by the Governmei

from Mexico are most unsatisfactory. Rebellion 4
anarchy are again rampant in nearly every State iu la
republic. M
The Juarez government is entirely powerless, an^

liable to be overthrown at any moment. '

FRIENDS' SELECT SCHOOLS.
i

These Seminaries will, it is expected, be re-open

after the summer vacation, on or near the 1st of Nil

month next, the Boys' school being situated on Che
street, west of Eighth, and the Girls' school on Seve

street, between Cherry and Race streets.

The Course of Instruction now adopted in the Bi

school, embraces, besides the ordinary branches, a se

tion of more advanced mathematical, scientific ;

classical studies, on the satisfactory completion of wl

the pupil will be entitled to a diploma, or certificati

scholarship.

During the winter months, lectures on scientific a

jects are regularly delivered, illustrated by appropr:

apparatus and experiments.

The Course of Study at the Girls' school embraces
addition to the elementary branches—Algebra, Geoi

try. History, Natural Philosophy, Chemistry, Astronoi

Physiology, Natural History, Botany, Physical G
graphy. Mental Philosophy, Etymology, Rhetori(

Composition. Instruction is also given in Trigo

try. Mensuration, and the French and Latin languaj

As the proper classification of the scholars, earl;

the session, is impcrliint, it is desirabie that those

intend to enter pupils for the coming term, should i

as early in the session as possible. Application ma
made on the opening of the schools, to JosEru W.
men, the Principal of the Boys' school, and to MARGi
LiGHTFOOT, the Principal of the (Jirls' school.

With the present arrangements, it is believed

these schools offer unusual advantages to Friends

the liberal education of their children, and al a very

derate cost. Their attention is also invited to the

mary schools in the Northern and Western Distr

where provision is made for the careful elementarj

struction of children loo young to enter the princ

schools. On behalf of

Philad., Seventh mo 861.

he Committee,
John Carter, Cler;

PILE A M'ELROT, PRISTERS,
Lodge street, opposite the Pennsylvania Bank.
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Robert Barclay's Proposition XV.

(Continued from page 394.)

X. Fifthly, The use of swearing is to be con-

red, which is so frequently practised almost
Dg all Christians ; not only profane oaths

|ng the profane, in their common discourses,

reby the Most Holy Ka>ne of God is in a hor-

: manner daily blasphemed ; but also solemn
;s, with those that have some show of piety,

teof the most part do defend swearing before

magistrate with so great zeal, that not only
' are ready themselves to do it upon every oc-

5n, but also have stirred up the magistrates to

ecute those, who, out of obedience to Christ,

r Lord and master, judge it unlawful to swear;

1 which account not a few have suffered im-

bnment, and the spoiling of their goods.

|ut considering these clear words of our Sa-

r. Mat. V. 33, 34. Again, ye have heard that

lath been said by them of old time. Thou
t not forswear thyself, but shalt porlbrm unto

Lord thine oaths. But I say unto you, Swear
at all, neither by heaven, &c. But let your
;munication be yea, yea; nay nay; for whatso-
' is more than these cometh of evil. As also

words of the apostle, James^v. 12. But above
things, my brethren, swear not, neither by
fen, neither by the earth, neither by any other

i; but let your yea be yea, and your nay, nay,

ye fall into condemnation. I say, considering

e clear words, it is admirable how any one that

fesseth the name of Christ can pronounce any

I with a quiet conscience, far less to persecute

jr Christians, that dare not swear, because of

r master Christ's authority. For did any one
pose seriously, and in the most rigid manner,
Drbid any thing comprehended under any gen-

, can they use a more full and general prohi-

3n, and that without any exception ? I think

For Christ, First, proposeth it to us negatively,

!ar not at all, neither by heaven, nor by the

;h, nor by Jerusalem, nor by thy head, &c. And
in. Swear not by heaven, nor by earth, nor by
other oath. Secondly, he presseth it affirma-

ly, But let your communication be yea, yea,

nay, nay ; for whatsoever is more than these,

leth of evil. And saith James, Lest ye fall

I condemnation.

Vhich words both all and every one of thcni

do make such a full prohibition, and so free of all

exception, that it is strange how men that boast

the scripture is the rule of their faith and life, can

counterfeit any exception ! Certainly reason ought
to teach every one, that it is not lawful to make
void a general prohibition coming from God by
such opposition, unless the exception be as clearly

and evidently expressed as the prohibition : nei-

ther is it enough to endeavour to confirm it by
consequences and probabilities, which arc obscure

and uncertain, and not sufficient to bring quiet to

the conscience. For if they say, that there is

therefore an exception and limitation in the words,

because there are found exceptions in »he other

general prohibition of this fifth chapter, as in the

forbidding of divorcement, where Christ saith. It

hath been said. Whosoever shall put away his

wife, let him give her a writing of divorcement

:

but I say unto you. That whosoever shall put

away his wife, saving for the cause of fornication,

causcth her to commit adultery ; if, I say, they

plead this, they not only labour in vain, but also

fight against themselves, because they can produce

no exception of this general command of not swear-

ing, expressed by God to any under the new cove-

nant, after Christ gave this prohibition so clear as

that which is made in the prohibition itself More-

over, if Christ would have excepted oaths made
before magistrates, certainly ho had then expres-

sed, adding, except in judgment, before the magis-

trate, or the like ; as he did in that of divorce-

ment by these words, saving for the cause of for-

nication : which being so, it is not lawful for us to

except or distinguish, or, which is all one, make
void this general prohibition of Christ ; it would

be far less agreeable to Christian holiness to bring

upon our heads the crimes of so many oaths, which

by reason of this corruption and exception are so

freqaent among Christians.

Neither is it to be omitted that without doubt

the most learned doctors of each sect know, that

these fore-mentioned words were understood by the

ancient fathers of the first three hundred years

after Christ to be a prohibition of all sorts of oaths.

It is not then without reason that we wonder that

the Popish doctors and priests bind themselves by

an oath to interpret the holy scriptures according to

the universal exposition of the holy fathers ; who
nevertheless understood those controverted texts

quite contrary to what these modern doctors do.

And from thence also do clearly appear the vauity

and foolish certainty (so to speak) of Popish tradi-

tions ; for if by the writings of the fathers, so call-

ed, the fiiith of the church of those ages may be

demonstrated, it is clear they have departed from

the faith of the church of the first three ages in

the point of swearing. Moreover, because not only

Papists but also Lutherans and Calvinists, and

some others, do restrict the words of Christ and

James, I think it needful to make manifest the

vain foundation upon which that presumption in

this matter is built.

§XI. First, They object. That Christ only for-

bids these oaths that are made by creatures, and

things created ; and they prove it thence, because

he numbers some of these things.

Secondly, All rash and vain oaths in familiar

discourses; because he saith, Let your communi-

cation be yea, yea, and nay, nay.

To which I answer. First, That the law did

forbid.ali o'ltbs made by the creatures, as also alL^
vain and rash oaths in our common disfour!<dH«"

commanding that men should only swear by the

name of God, and that neither falsely nor rashly;

for that is to take his name in vain.

Secondly, It is most evident that Christ forbids

somewhat that was permitted under the law, to

wit, to swear by the name of God, because it was

not lawful for any man to swear but by God him-

self. And because he saith, Neither by heaven,

because it is the throne of God; therefore he ex-

cludes all other oaths, even those which are made

by God ; for he saith, chap, xxiii. 23. He that

shall swear by heaven, swearcth by the throne of

God, and by him that sitteth thereon: which is

also to bo understood of the rest.

Lastly, That he might put the matter beyond

all controversy, he adds. Neither by any other

oath : therefore seeing to swear before the magis-

trate by God is an oath, it is here without doubt

forbidden.

Secondly, They object. That by these words

oaths by God's name cannot be forbidden, because

the Heavenly Father hath commanded them; for

the Father and the Son are one, which could noli

be, if the Son had forbid that which the Father

commanded.
I answer. They are indeed one, and cannot con-

tradict one another : nevertheless the Father gave

many things to the Jews for a time, because of

their infirmity under the old covenant, which had

only a shadow of good things to come, not the

very substance of things, until Christ should come,

who was the substance, and by whose coming all

these things vanished, to wit, sabbaths, circumcision,

the paschal lamb : men used then sacrifices, who
lived in controversies with God, and one with an-

other, which all are abrogated in the coming of the

Son, who is the Substance, Eternal Word, and Es-

sential Oath and Amen, in whom the promises of

God are Yea and Amen : who came that men
might be redeemed out of strife, and might make
an end of controversy.

Thirdly, They object. But all oaths are not

ceremonies, nor any part of the ceremonial law.

I answer. Except it be shown to be an eternal,

immutable, and moral precept, it withstands not;

neither are they of so old an origin as tithes, and

the offering of the first fruits of the ground, which

by Abel and Cain were offered long before the

ceremonial law, or the use of oaths; which, what-

ever may be alleged against it were no doubt cere-

monious, and therefore no doubt unlawful now to

be practised.

Fourthly, They object. That to swear by the

name of God is a moral precept of continual du-

ration, because it is marked with his essential and

moral worship, Deut. vi. 13 and x. 20. Thou
shalt fear the Lord thy God, and serve him alone;

thou shalt cleave to him, and swear by his name.

I answer, This proves not that it is a moral and

eternal precept ; for Moses adds that to all the
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precepts and ceremonies in several places; as Deut.

X. 12, 13, saying. And now, Israel, what doth the

Lord thy God require of thee, but to fear the Lord

thy God, to walk iu all his ways, and to love him,

aud to serve the Lord thy God with all thy heart,

and with all thy soul; to keep the commandments
of the Lord, and his statutes, which I command
thee this day ? And chap. xiv. 23, the fear of the

Lord is mentioned together with the tithes. And
so also Levit. xix. 2, 3, 6, the sabbaths and re-

gard to parents are mentioned with swearing.

Fifthly, They object, That solemn oaths, which

God commanded, cannot bo here forbidden by
Christ; for he saith, that they come from evil:

but these did not come from evil ; for God never

commanded any thing that was evil, or came from

evil.

I answer, There are things which are good bo-

cause commanded, and evil because forbidden

;

other things are commanded because good, and

forbidden because evil. As circumcision and oaths,

which were good, when and because they were

commanded, and in no other respect; and again,

when and because prohibited under the gospel,

they are evil.

And in all these Jewish constitutions, however

ceremonial, there was something of good, to wit,

in their season, as prefiguring some good: as by

circumcision, the purifications, and other things,

the holiness of God was typified, and that the Is-

raelites ought to be holy, as their God was holy. In

the like manner oaths, under the shadows and cere-

monies, signified the verity of God, his faithfulness

and certainty ; aud therefore that we ought in all

things to spc:ik and witness the truth. But the

witness of truth was before all oaths, and remains

when all oaths are abolished ; and this is the mo-
rality of all oaths; and so long as men abide

therein, there is no necessity nor place for oaths, as

Polybius witnessed, who said, The use of oaths in

judgment was rare among the ancients; but by the

growing of perfldiousness, so grew also the use of

oaths. To which agreeth Grotius, saying. An oath

is only to be used as a medicine, in case" of neces-

sity : a solemn oath is not used but to supply defect.

The lightness of men, and their inconstancy, begot

diffidence; for which swearing was sought out as a

remedy. Basil the Great saith. That swearing is

the cfiect of sin. And Ambrose, That oaths are

only a condescandency for defect. Chrysostom saith,

That an oath entered when evil grew, when men
exercised their frauds, when all foundations were

overturned : that oaths took their beginning from

the want of truth. These and the like are wit-

nessed by many others with the fore-mentioned

authors. But what need of testimonies, where the

evidence of things speaks itself? For who will

force another to swear, of whom he is certainly

persuaded that he abhors to lie in his words ? And
again, as Chrysostom and others say, For what end
wilt thou force him to swear, whom thou believest

not that he will speak the truth?

[To be continnedj

May a frequent and customary speaking of the

Divine life and power which gathered us to be a
people, never be substituted instead of the thin

itself; it being as possible to adopt a roaded use of

such a mode of expression, as of any other
; but

may it be really the crown aud covering of our
assemblies at all times and our glory forever.

—

S.

Scott. 1781.

To be always intending to live a new life, but
never to find time to set about it, is as if a man
should put off eating and drinking from one day to

another, till he is starved aud destroyed.

For " The Friend."

meteorology,
(Continued from page o9o,)

ARE TUEEE ASTRONOMICAL CAUSES IN OPERATION
TO PRODUCE A CHANGE IN THE EARXh'S TEM-
PERATURE ?

" The uniformity of the mean temperature (except

so far as it can be explained bj local causes) for

twenty-three centuries is important, as showing

that the radiating power of the sun is to all appear-

ance unimpaired. Arago says, that the demonstra-

tion of this proposition could not be sustained by

too much evidence, since astronomers have observed

that stars, which are in fact remote suns, have

waxed and waned, and in some instances disap-

peared utterly. Still, it is an interesting inquiry,

to ascertain to what extent any slight changes of

mean temperature which have been observed, or

any difl'erenee between the mean or extreme tem-

peratures of the northern and southern hemispheres,

may be referred to an astronomical origin.

" We may consider, first, whether the jmsition,

d, secondly, whether the Jorm, of the earth's

orbit are exposed to changes which would influence

the climate.

The seasons are caused by the inclination of the

earth's equator to the plane of the ecliptic ; in other

words, to the want of paralle'ism between its mo-
tions of rotation aud revolution. The effect of

this inclination is to make the sun run higher, and

keep above the horizon longer, in the summer hall

of the year than iu the winter half. If this inclina-

tion increased or diminished, the seasons Would

become to a corresponding degree more excessive

more moderate. This angle has one of those

magnificent oscillations known in physical astronomy

as secular variations, but the limits of it are very

circumscribed, and its influence, within the histori-

cal period, must have been inappreciable. Poisson

estimates the change in this angle too small, and

too sloio, to produce that increase in the descending

strata of the earth's crust, the explanation of which

he seeks in the changing temperature of the space

traversed by the solar system.
" The earth, when inthe perihelio?i of its orbit, is

nearer to the sun, by 1-30 of the mean distance,

than when in the aphelion. Hence the heat re-

ceived at the former point is 1-15 greater than at

the latter point. The perihelion is reached by the

sun about the first of January, and the aphel'

about the first of July. The effect would seem to

be a diminution of the summer heat and the winter

cold in the northern hemisphere, and an increase of

both in the southern hemisphere, so that thi

sons of the latter would be more excessive than

those of the former. But Sir John Herschel re

marks, in his Outlines of Astronomy, [although hi,

argument is open to objection as will be seen pre

sently,] that ' the elliptic form of the earth's orbi

has but a very trifling share in producing the varia

tion of temperature corresponding to the difference

of seasons, on account of the greater velocity of

the earth in the January half of the orbit, which
shortens the time required for its passage by eight

days, when compared with the period of describing

the other half. Therefore, the northern hemis-

phere receives as much heat in its long summer as

the southern hemisphere in its short one, though
the latter is more closely exposed. And again,

the southern hemisphere receives as much heat iu

its prolonged winter as the northern hemisphere in

its short winter, though the momentary effect of

the sun's rays is greatest for the northern winter.

This reasoning would be satisfactory if all the heat

received was retained. But radiation from the

earth is always wasting the heat received from
the sun ; from the autumnal to the vernal equinox.

ev(

hi!

the nights are longer than the days, and the earth !

loses more heat by night than it receives by day; i

aud the southern hemisphere has eight more ofi

these disadvantageous days than the northern hemis-

phere. Humboldt pointed out this defect iu the

argument of Mairan to prove the equal advantage
!

belonging to the two hemispheres ; an argument
adopted, as we have seen, by Herschel, if we under-

stand by his expression of ' very trifling,' that the

distance of the earth from the sun is wholly bal-

anced by the duration of the exposure. Humboldt
says, in his Blemoir on the Isothermal Lines,

The southern hemisphere receives the same quan^

tity of light [?] ; but the accumulation of heat

it is less, on account of the emission of the radial

heat, which takes place during a long winter
' ht have added, that the summer heat would \

greater, beoau-e, though no more heat was receive!

it was received in a shorter time, during which 1

would be lost."

This subject is more involved than might at fit

thought be supposed. It is manifest, howevi

that so long as the sun is north of the equal

the northern hemisphere, taken as a whole,

ceives, during every twenty-four hours, more
from the sun than the southern hemisphere does,

and loses less, and this for two reasons: l^t, be-

cause the days in the north are then longer than

they are iu the south, while the nights are shorter:

2ud, because a larger portion of the northern thaii

the southern hemisphere is exposed, at any one'

time, to the blaze of the sun, the north pole and

its vicinity being for a long while in continual sun-

shine, while the neighbourhood of the south polo

is iu shadow. It may be questioned, howLver,

whether these two reasons are not essentially one,

being merely two methods of viewing the same

effect. Of course the contrary of the above takes

place while the sun is south of the equator.

Now, inasmuch as the sun is north of the equatoi

about eight days longer iu every year than it is

south of it,* it is evident that so far as this circum^

stance is concerned, the northern hemisphere de-

rives more heat and light from the sun than the

southern. The illuminated half of our globe in-

cludes the north pole, during I865 days of every

365; while the south pole is included only during

the remaining 178| days. Now, in the northern

hemisphere, the greater nearness of the sun iu win-

ter co-operates with the effect of the short/ttss of

this season, (as compared with the southern wiuter,]

in rendering it milder ; but in summer the greatet

remoteness of the sun counterbalances, or proba-

bly more than counterbalances, the effect of the

greater length of our summer. In the south-

ern hemisphere, however, the greater remoteness

of the sun in their wiuter, co-operates with the

greater length of that winter in increasing its se-

verity ; but the shortness of their summer counter-

balances, in part at least, the greatei

the sun in that season. We conolud

the effect on the seasons occasioned

ticity of the earth's orbit, acting in

manner, is, iu some small degree to mitigate the

winters of the northern hemisphere and to ren-

der those of the southern more severe ; while on

the summers of both hemispheres the effect is in-

considerable either way, being very nearly neutral-

ized ; if there is any excess, it is probably to lesser

the heat of the northern and increase that of tk

southern summers. The reasoning of Herschel a;

to the effect of the greater velocity of the earth it

the perihelion half of its orbit, is, we think, falla-

tlie sun is north of llie cquatJ
till. 40m., A. M., to Niiitli ml

nuking laG days 11 hours. *

k
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ous. It would answer for a body completely

ivelopcd in the solar influence, or for oue that

IS always the same side turned towards the sun:

it to the case under discussion it appears inap-

Cible.

We will now return to our extracts from Pro-

isor Lovering's article.

" In 1835, Prof. Ladame published a memoir

3 the ' Formation of the Actual Surface of the

obe,' iu which he discusses the suu's action in

le distribution of temperature. Adopting the law

f cooling of Dulong and Petit, he first proves, by

themalical analysis, that the mean temperature

ills, if the daily increase of temperature becomes

ircer. Hence, the mean temperatures diminish

ith an increase of latitude, beyond what might be

cpected merely from the change in the inclination

' the sun's rays ; because the farther north the

losition on the earth, the greater the difi'erence

om winter to summer. ' Another consequence to

derived from the preceding calculation refers to

le temperature of the two hemispheres. In fact,

1 the present condition of the elements of the earth's

lotion, the northern summer corresponds to the

phelion, and the northern winter to the perihelion,

bus the burning heats of summer and the rigor-

us colds of winter, are moderated, and this cir-

umstance elevates, other things being equal, the

lean temperature of the northern hemisphere,

his is what experiments made in the two hemis-

heres to determine the mean temperature of dif-

:rent places, the limit of trade-winds on each

de of the equator, and the relations of terrestrial

lagnetis-m to heat, (relations which M. Duperre

las disclosed,) fully demonstrate. However, we

Ire not to see in the eccentricity of the earth's orbit

be only cause of this fact ; the distribution of conti-

lents and seas is incontestably the most active;

levertheless, we should not set aside the former

?or, before the appearance of the laud above the

vater, that alone survived to produce differences in

he superficial temperature, and the increase of the

;rust over different points of the earth's surface.

'

" Although there may be a residual effect de-

pending on the shape of the earth's orbit, it willbe

3crtaiuly less than would result from the reasoning

ofiEpiuus upon the subject iu 1761. He gav
Full weight to the influence of the longer summer

and the°shorter winter iu the northern hemisphere

as compared with the longer winter and the shor-

ter summer in the southern hemisphere, without

allowing any force to the partial compensation

which the southern hemisphere would receive from

the shorter distance of the sun during its summer.

Buffon makes a similar mistake.

" If the position of the perihelion of the earth's

orbit is of any importance, then the shifting of this

point, by which it is gradually carried forward

from one month into another, becomes of some

moment in the explanation of the changes of climate.

If this consideration is of any value in the study of

the earth's climate during the vast periods con-

templated by geology, it has none in relation to

the alleged changes which have been assumed in

the temperature of certain spots of the earth, within

historical times, because the perihelion has moved

within these times only by about 30^, and the

time of the earth's arriving at it has only shifted

from about the 24th of November to the 1st of

January.
" Js the/o?-»t of the earth's orbit subject to any

variation which would influence the climate ? As-

tronomers have demonstrated that the mean dis-

tance of the sun is unchangeable, but that the shape

of the orbit is exposed to fluctuations. Sir J
Ilerschel has proved that this invariability of the

mean distance will not secure the permanence of

\

the amount of heat received from the sun ; that this

amount will increase as the shorter axis of the

earth's orbit becomes less, and decrease as the

hovtor axis of the orbit becomes greater, and the

orbit approaches more nearly to the form of a cir-

cle. Kow astronomers have demonstrated that

the planetary disturbances are bringing the earth's

orbit nearer and nearer to the circular form, and

hence diminishing the amount of heat which the

arth receives from the sun. This influence, bow-

ever, Arago declares to be a pure abstraction. For

in 10,000 years it would barely become percepti-

ble, and in historical times it is wholly insignificant.

" Herschcl conton)plates the possibility of the

earth's orbit, after becoming a circle, relapsing

gain into an eccentricity as great as that'of Pallas,

or 5 of the semi-transver»c axis of the ellipse, or of

having been of this shape formerly. But such a

change iu the shape of the orbit would alter the

whole amount of heat received from the sun in a

year, by only three per cent. Though the mean

temperature would not sensibly alter, the summer

and winter temperatures might. For the heat at

the perihelion would (other things being equal) ex-

ceed that at the aphelion, in the ratio of 3 to 1. It

would then be of vast importance whether the peri-

helion corresponded with the summer solstice or the

winter solstice. In the former case, the midsummer
heat and midwinter cold would be as intensified to

one hemisphere as if there were three suns in sum-

mer and only one in winter. However interesting

such discussions may be in the study of the meteor-

ology of geological eras, it does not concern his-

torical meteorology. For such changes as are here

supposed in the earth's orbit could not take place

in less than six hundred thousand years, and carry

us therefore so far back into the past or forward

into the future."

Aretve Scholars in Christ's School.—The school

of Christ and his teachings are within, as saith the

apostle, " That which may be known of God, is

manifest in man ;" there it is, that he teaches his

people himself. The more we keep inward to this

school, the more we learn of Christ, and the less

we keep inward, even when about lawful things,

the less we learn of Christ. Oh ! read, you that

can read in the mystery of life : there is no safety,

no preservation, no growing in the Truth, but in

true humility, keeping inward to the gift of the

Holy Spirit of Christ, continually watching in the

light, against the temptations of the enemy. There-

fore the earnest breathing of my soul to the Lord

is, that he may be graciously pleased to preserve

me in watchfulness to the last moment of my life,

for I well know I cannot preserve myself, nor think

a good thought, nor do the least good thing, as our

blessed Lord said, " Without me, ye can do noth-

ing.'' But the Holy One of Israel gives strength

to the poor and needy in spirit, by whom alone

they stand, and not of themselves : all might,

majesty, power, and dominion, be ascribed unto

him, who lives for ever and ever.

—

Joscjih Pik

The wages that sin bargains for with the sinner

are, life, pleasure, and profit, but the wages it pays

him with are, death, torment, and destruction. H
that would understand the falsehood and deceit of

sin, must compare its promises and its payments

together.

Beautiful rejily.—" What are you doing?" said

a minister as he one day visited a feeble old man

who lived in a hovel, and was sitting with a bible

open on his knee. " Oh, sir, I am sitting under his

shadow with great delight, and his fruit is sweet to

my taste."

Kor "Til" Frk-nd."

Musings and Memories.

liE FAITHFUL To TIIK 1 Ml'IlKSSION.S UF UUTY.

Bichard Williams the surgeon, who is noted as

the devoted missionary iu Patagonia, had a very

severe struggle to encounter in giving up the use

of tobacco, wliich sacrifice he believed was required

of him. He knew that a profession of religion,

without so dwelling under its power as to be willing

to give up for the sake of peace of mind, all gratifi-

cations which he felt to be wrong for him to indulge

would be unavailing. Yet he found it no easy

thing to give up one practice which had enslaved

him, and he thus describes in his journal hisstrug-

[;les in the conflict and the final breaking of the fct-

Ters.

" This has been a day ever to be remembered.

The light of the Lord's countenance has broken

upon me, after having severely felt that clouds of

darkness were around me. For more than a month

before leaving England, I had given up the prac-

tice of smoking and taking snuff. The former

habit I had practised for seven or eight years, the

latter only occasionally. In fact, it was in conse-

quence of leaving off smoking that I had recourse

to a pinch as an occasional substitute. At various

times I have been under strong impressions that I

ought to leave it off, and have felt dissatisfied with

myself for the self-indulgence. But the cravings

after it were become so strong, and the will of the

flesh so urgently demanded it, that it was no easy

task to overcome the propensity. There is a charm

in tobacco powerfully beguiling to the senses.

Whether this arises from its soothing and sedative

quality, or from its being generally associated with

self-indulgence, serving as a plea for idleness, and

for a general relaxation of the whole man,—body

and mind—certain it is, that tobacco has the power

of enslaving its votaries to a remarkable degree.

No onehasever been morecnslaved than I have been;

yet many times has my conscience smitten me,

and frequently whilst in the act of smoking, 1

have been obliged to lay the pipe aside. At times

I thought I would leave it oft' altogether ; accord-

ingly 1 have given away or burnt the stock of to-

bacco I had in hand, broken my pipes, and for

days essayed to do without it. What cravings

—

what a sense of bereavement have I felt ! None

but an old smoker can Lave any idea of my misera-

ble longings. I have envied the hodman and the

meanest person with his short black pipe. The

very perfume was a treat,—to inhale it a respite.

Painful were the eff'orts thus made, a toothache,

some bodily disease, or the persuasion of others,

induced a renewal of the habit, and its bond be-

came stronger than ever. But the fiat had gone

forth, ' crucify' the flesh with its affections aud

lusts, and blessed be God, there was One in mc
greater than all that were against me. Conscience

became more and more severe upon me. At length

I resolved to leave it off, and happily succeeded,

without experiencing any uncomfortable effects.

This was six weeks before leaving England. Dur-

ing that time I kept ray firm resolution, though,

in lieu of smoking, 1 had recourse to snuff. Some of

my friends, who thought I was going to unneces-

sary lengths of self denial, would put up for me,

amongst the equipments for my voyage, tobacco,

cigars, and a canister of snuff, and they made me
promise topurchase ameerschaum. Well, I thought,

circumstances may possibly be such as to render

it desirable to have them ; so I yielded to their

wish. On board, I could not resist the temptation

of taking a cigar, such was my weakness
;
giving

them freely away, and smoking them daily, my stock

was soon exhausted ; but all the cravings for to-



were re-acquired. I took to the meerschaum.
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but with the indulgence ca.e the ^on^n^o^^J^ ^St^^^ Zfl^y^d"!J^:^^^'
sowing?

jellow

My conscience would not allow mo to continue, so DidV" VeVTe: a f rm:r p an" and .I gave the canister of snuff to the captain of the Down in the moist earth Joes thsfed and veliow

?o^;e?1ir""h f' " ^^"'" f'°'''^- Captain corn grain by grain, littl 'by 1 tt e God se'es hCooper,
1
kewise had my meerschaum, on condition farmer at his lork and knows full well that he

: "//l."r;:T^-i'!l^l"- 7^--/°-.^^^^ has done what he could; soT ^XseiSftSpassed without having recourse to him for it, but
never did I suffer such cravings after it, my stom-
ach became affected, and my spirits so depressed,
that I was compelled to ask for it again. With a
sense of bodily relief and comfort, I smoked it

;

but, alas ! my condemnation was great. Hurriedly
opening a book in my hand, the question of the
Psalmist was presented to my eye, ' Lord who .shall
abide in thy tabernacle ! who shall dwell in thy
holy hill? He that sweareth to his own hurt, and
changeth not.' These words were applied to my
mind most forcibly. I was condemned. But now
I knew my duty ; and suffer what I might, I re-
solved to give up the practice in all its forms.
Having sought mercy and forgiveness with the
Lord, and his grace to help me, I gave away, in
good earnest, all my tobacco, my pipe, and my
snuffbox, and I threw overboard the small quantity
of snuff I had reserved. Thus a clear riddance
was effected."

Eichard Williams was comforted in thus giving
up to what he believed was required of him, and
well will it be for all, who, whenever they are
conscious that any of their ways are not well
pleasing in the Divine sight, do turn therefrom, and
stand firmly in their duty, humbly relying on the
Lord's sustaining strength.

INFLUENCE OP TRIFLES.

gentle rain, drop by drop, to the
wheat.

dly sends the

tiny grain of

Oft in God's providence below,
Great change from trifling causes flow,
'Tis so in nature, and in grace,
From smallest seed great growth takes place.
And when Christ's blessings on them rest,
Our words and actions may be blest.
A warning word in meekness spoken,
A sinner's peace has sometimes broken •

Urging kis soul, ^Yhilst Jesus drew, '

With cords of love and mercy true'
Through humble penitence to know.
The peace He only can bestow.
The blessed Saviour deigns to take.
The humblest means the soul to wake.
A word of childhood, era thought,
From passing crowds at random caught

;Yea, sometimes, truths by sinners said,
Through Christ, the soul has comforted

;Whilst those who spoke them never knew.
The peace which others from them drew.
Thus ice, in cold transparence bright
May so condense the solar light,
'Twill kindle up a fury flame.
Which many waters cannot tame
Yet the ice-lens we may behold,

'

In its own nature hard and cold.
Lord I if thou make use of me,

First let me thy salvation see I

Let me the bread of Life partake,
Ere I for others dare to break.

T/ie only True iJeW.-l-Christ died to save us
from our sms, and not in them. Oh, the impor-
tance of every heart coming to know Jesus, in his
spiritual appearance, sitting as a refiner with fire
and as a fuller with soap ! It is mournful that many
religious professors seem to remain at ease in a
nominal profession, with but little of that sense of
sin, in all its deceitfulness, which is discovered by
the shining of the true Light in the heart. Many
seem content to be thought moral and respectable
but this falls far short of coming unto Him whose
gracious, consoling invitation stands on Scripture
record, " Come unto me, all ye that labour and
are heavy laden !" with the precious promise, that
t^ey shall find rest. All other rest is polluted.—
Mary Capper.

Well, there is nothing impossible with him
when the rain-drop has done its errand, a spark of
life shoots out from the very heart of the tiny grain
which is dead and buried, and little by little it

makes its way out of the tomb, and stands a sinMe
blade in the warm sunlight. That is nobly don"

;and if our heavenly Father pleased, he could make
that little blade strong and fruitful in a sino-le mo-
ment. Does he do this? No. Little by little
does the stalk wax strong ; and its leaves grow
slowly, leaf by leaf.

Is it not so with every thing that is good ? Should
we like another way better? Impatience would.

It was only a few days ago that I heard a little
girl say :

I am tired, tired, tired! Here is a whole
stocking to knit, stitch by stitch! It will never be
done."

'But was not this one knitted stitch by stitch?"
sked,_ taking a long one from her basket, and

lold ing It up.

" Well, that is done,

The little girl was counting, instead of knitting,
her stitches. No wonder that she was tired

See a mason building a house of bricks. "Poor
man!" Impatience would say; "what an undertak-
ing, to start from the earth, and go on so far to-
wards the sky, brick by brick !" Who ever saw a
patient, persevering person try, and not succeed at
last ? So, then, step by step, which is God's way
must be the best way.

'

Let us see that we do every day what we can.
Any little boy or girl who, in looking back upon a
day gone by, can say, "I have done one thina
well,'' may be happy with the thought that one
step in the way of wisdom has been taken. But
remember one thing, dear little friend, the buried
grain of wheat would never start into life if God
did not send it help ; and it is by the sa
that it increases day by day.
As the little rain-drop—God's beautiful messen

ger—descends into its tomb, so, in the darkness
and death of sin, the Holy Spirit comes to us. If
he breathe upon our hearts, we live to do good

help

letter of John Bartiay.
I have been often instructed very deeply 1

these expressions ;—" but we have this treasur
(that is, the Light shining in our hearts,) in carth(
vessels; that the excellency of the power may]
of God, and not of us;"—"always bearing aboi
in the body the dying of the Lord Jesus, that tl
life also of Jesus might be made manifest in oi
body." I think Penington says, that we are bi
vessels, wherein the pure, excellent oil may appei
or disappear, and some one says, these vesse
must be emptied, before they can be clea7isedhiK
any dirt or sediment, which they may have coi
tracted whilst in use in this filthy world. 1 n
member John Churchman wrote, that the vesse
in the potter's house, were to be set on the shelf (

dry, after they had been formed on the wheel, aij
tlien to be baked in the fire. Much more, of tb
nature, passes through me, unsought and un'studie
in times of retirement, which are seasons of n
freshment to me oftentimes; and in them

'

think, I have learnt more effectually, and bee
strengthened more availingly, than in any othf
way. I begin to see the necessity, and som«
what ofthe beauty of those deep baptisms, and desii
greatly, that dear may bear me company

jcoming and keeping under them, this being tl
true way of the cross. For a cross that bears att
marks of being our own manufacture will never da
so at least I have been favoured clearly to see-

j
'= "" cross at all in reality.

'

The mind a very active, busy part, and if i

without him we do nothing good. Let us obey this
Spirit, and all good will be ours at last, though we
gain it little by \\ii\e:—Early Days.

Man's Immortality.—The immortality of the
soul IS a subject in which we are all so deeply and
intimately concerned, that it argues the most stupid
insensibility not to make it the constant object of
our reflections. All our actions and all our
thoughts must take such different directions, ac-
cording as we cherish or reject the hope of eternity
that It is impossible to act or determine rightly'
unless we regulate our conduct and decisicns'by a
continued reference to this main and primarv
question.

—

Pascal.
^

The moral warfare which every rational and ac-
countable creature has to sustain, pre<»nant with
consequences which reach to eternity, possesses an
intrinsic and essential importance, totally indepen-
dent of the magnitude of the events, or the pub-
licity and splendor of the scenes to which it is at-
tached.

be at any time quickened into a sensibility and ad
miration of what is excellent, unless kept down ii

the true subjection by that which quickened it, i

will speedily put itself forth, and rush into sucl
actions, or words, or thoughts, as it apprehends t.

be of a good tendency or nature, and is very read'
to hope and believe that these things are required*
forgetting that that which quickens in us the first
spark of good, and raises up the least desire aftei
It, the very same must preside over all our step
pings, the last equally with the first stepping; the
very same must strengthen us to choose the good
and follow it, which gives us ability to refuse and
shun the evil. In this way self is cast out, and th«
principle and power of Truth alone exalted, and
then theSeed reigns and is over all, as G. F. says,
for that is to govern, guide and go before, in thii'

stops
gospel day, and that is to lead, and when it

we are to stop and stand still, and when it goes
forward, we are to move with it and in it, as Israel-
ites indeed.
Twelfth mo., 1818.

" Alas
! what is the wisdom of man, especially

when he trusts in it as the source of his confidence!
God will honour himself by bringing human glorJ
to shame, and by disapproving the expectations oi
those whose trust is in creatures. When God iss

forgotten, hisjudgmenU are generally his remem-
brancers."

Prayer is the soul's discourse or conversatioii
with God. Now, seeing God knoweth all thin^sl
and discerneth the secret thoughts of our hearts,
it is a thing indifferent in private prayer, whether
we use words or not. For the soul may discourse
and converse with God, as well in silence as with
words, nay, sometimes bett«r. In short, my judg-

,
that in respect to God's hearing us, it is all

one, whether we use words or not, either in public
or private.

—

John Bunyan.

Oh, the vanity of ambition, and the worthless-
ness of the noblest talents, except as they are used
to promote the glory of God.

/l
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SWEET IS THE PLEASURE.
Sweet is the pleasure

Itself caunot spoil I

Is not true leisure

One witU true toil ?

Thou that wouldst taste it,

Still do thy best;

Use it, not waste it

—

Else 'tis no rest.

Wouldst behold beauty
• Kear thee ? all round ?

Only hath duty
Such a sight found.

Rest is not quitting

The busy career
;

Rest is the fitting

Of self to its sphere.

'Tis the brook's motion,

Clear without stiife,

Fleeing to ocean
After its life.

Deeper devotion

Nowhere hath knelt

;

Fuller emotion,

Heart never felt.

'Tis loving and serving

The highest and best!

'Tis onwards ! unswerving

—

And that is true rest.

THY FAVOUR IS LIFE.

BY HORATIO BONAR.

Fade, fade, each earthly joy
;

Jesus is mine.

Break, every tender tie
;

Jesus is mine.
Dark is the wilderness :

Earth has no resting-place;

Jesus alone can bless;

Here would I ever stay
;

Jesus is mine.

Perishing things of clay

Born but for one brief day.

Pass from my heart away
;

Jesus is mine.

Farewell, ye dreams of night

Jesus'is mine.

Lost in this dawning bright

Jesus is mine.

All that my soul has tried

Left but a dismal void

Jesus has satisfied
;

Jesus is mine.

Farewell, mortality;

Jesus is mine.

Welcome, eternity

;

Jesus is mine.

Welcome, loved and blest

!

Welcome, sweet scenes of rest;

Welcome, my Saviour's breast

;

Sile?ice of greatforces.—In the Divine economy

11 grand forces are comparatively gentle and silent.

he shallow rill, that is dry on the mountain side

alf the year, brawls more noisily at times than yon

lighty river. The boy's sparkling rocket makes

louder demonstration in the night air than all

de starry constellations. And yet, in the silence

f their sublime manifestations, how eloquently do

bese great forces of the universe witness for God

Rabbi Eliezer said, " Turn to God 07te day be

are your death." His disciples said, "how can a

aan know the day of his death?" lie answered

hem, " You should turn to God to-day, perhaps

ou may die to-morrow ; thus, every day will be

mployed in returning."

Episllc from the Ye

Solectea for " Tho Frk-na."

ly Meeting of Philadelphia to

its Members.

(Concludml from page 397.)

We tenderly desire for our beloved young Friends

that they may thus come unto Him, and be kept in

a watchful retired state of mind, endeavouring to

know their spirits daily seasoned with Divine grace

and clothed with the meekness of heavenly wisdom.

Thus will they be kept from having their attention

unduly taken up, and their time and thoughts en-

grossed, with politics and political aifairs. They
will find that there are themes for contemplation,

and objects upon which to employ their energies

more noble and improving than these, which will

not only yield them the calm enjoyment which i

the present reward of doing good, but will alsi

afford matter for peaceful retrospection in a futuri

day.

Friends have ever believed civil government to

be a Divine ordinance, and that active or passive

obedience to the laws is an incumbent duty. While

holding these views, we wish also to encourage and

to strengthen our members faithfully and firmly to

uphold the plain Scripture testimony against all

ars and fightings, whatever it may cost them

;

]d to be on their guard how they strike hands

with those whose spirit and actions are in direct

opposition to it ; or advocate a policy which, if

carried out, may end in strife, and possibly in blood-

shed. Consistency is not only an invaluable orna-

ment of the Christian life, but it cogently recom-

mends it toothers ; and we are enjoined by inspired

authority so to walk, that others, " beholding our

good works, may glorify God in the day of visita-

tion."

It was the testimony of that honorable elder,

George Fox, respecting himself and his fellow-

believers : "We are nothing—Christ is all;" and

to every true Christian the Lord Jesus is still the

All in all; the Alpha and Omega in the work of

salvation. While mankind'Vere lost in sin and

without strength, in due time He died for us, that

we might be saved. Through the Eternal Spirit

He offered himself without spot unto God, a sacri-

fice and propitiation for our sins ; and He now

comes into our hearts by the visitations of the same

Spirit, to awaken us from spiritual death, and to

ive us light to see our lost estate and the exceed-

ing sinfulness of our sin. As we turn unto Him,

in faith and obedience, enduring all the dispensa-

tion ofcondemnation, we receive the gift of repen-

tance, and through the baptism of the Holy Ghost

and fire the heart is purged, the chaff consumed

new life unto righteousness is created in us, and all

our past transgressions are forgiven and done away

for Jesus Christ's sake. It is only by the cleansing

operations of this inward baptism that we can ex

perience that thorough change of heart which

makes us partakers of the great salvation He pur

chased for us ; and without this baptism, our pro^

fession of faith in Him will prove unavailing.

If we desire to have a solid hope of being found

among the number of Christ's companions, we must

receive Him into our hearts and submit to the gov-

ernment of His Spirit there, by which the loftiness

of man is laid low, the lust of the flesh, the lust of

the eye, and the pride of life are done away ; His

yoke and cross laid upon the natural will and in-

clinations, and the soul daily conformed to the ex-

ample of Him who was meek and lowly in heart,

holy, harmless, undefiled, and separate from sin-

ners.

We desire, earnestly and affectionately, to press

upon our beloved Friends the vast importance of

striving diligently to experience this inward heart-

changing religion, in which Christ will be made

unto them of God wisdom, righteousness, sanctifi-

ation, and perfect redemption ; and not to rest

in an outside profession, in a compliance with the

duties of morality, or in the most active and en-

larged benevolence. These, excellent as they are,

will, without the inward work, be found to be short

of the mark for the prize of our high calling of

God in Christ Jesus.

Our worthy predecessors saw in the Divine light

that the dependence on outward rites and ceremo-

nies that had crept into the professing Christian

churches in the night of apostasy, obscured the

brightness and purity of the spiritual religion in-

troduced by our blessed Lord ; and which, as con-

fessors of his name and believers in his power as

the Lamb of God which taketh away the sins of

the world, they were bound to show forth. They
were convinced that the Holy Scriptures nowhere

enjoined any of those ceremonies as of lasting obli-

gation ; and they were faithful in upholding the

completeness of Chri.-t's religion as a spiritual work
without them. Those among us who in any wise

turn back to the ceremonies and forms out of which

Friends were thus divinely led, so far as their ex-

ample may have influence, are obscuring the light

we arc called to hold up to others, balking our

testimony to the Lord Jesus as the alone and all-

sufficient Saviour, and leading back into bondage

to rites dependent upon and performed by man, as

necessary to salvation.

Our standing is one of great seriousness, and it

becomes each one honestly to inquire how far he i.a

ip to the measure of Divine light with which

favoured, and fulfilling the high and impor-

tant trust committed to us as Friends. If we have

known the blessed efficacy of the one saving bap-

tism of the Spirit, even " the answer in us of a good

conscience towards God by the resurrection of

Jesus Christ," our souls will be nourished and

strengthened by that spiritual communion with

Him which he promised, when he said, "Bshold

I stand at the door and knock ; if any man hear

y voice and open the door I will come in to him,

and will sup with him, and he with me." Thus,

coming to partake of the living heavenly substance,

shall have no desire for the shadows, which

cannot nourish the life of God in the soul.

Here there will be no disposition to pry into

things beyond our religious growth, nor to resort

to book-learned commentators, or to humanly

taught and critical expounders of Holy Scripture,

to explain the mysteries of salvation, which remain

to be hid from the wise and prudent ; but, keeping

at the feet of Christ, and humbly waiting as little

children to be instructed by Him, who still teacheth

as never man taught. He will unfold to the mind

such things as He sees are necessary for it to know,

fulfilling in its experience that precious promise

made to his Church :
" All thy children shall be

taught of the Lord, and great shall be the peace

of thy children ; in righteousness shalt thou be es-

tablished."

Finally, beloved brethren and sisters, of every

age and class, let us all more and more earnestly

seek to be clothed with the humility, the meekness

and gentleness of Christ, and to have our hearts

and all our actions imbued with that love which is

" the bond of perfeetness," and will endure forever.

This will make us kind to one another, tender-

hearted, forbearing, and forgiving one another,

even as our heavenly Father has long borne with

us and forgiven us for Christ's sake. Everything

that would hurt, or rend, or divide, will then be

ca*refully avoided , the natural brittlenessofour spirits

will be softened and subdued ; and watching over

ourselves first, and over others for good, it will be

our living travail and concern that, through the
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baptism of the Holy Ghost, the body may be more
and more closely knit together in Christ, " keeping

the unity of the Spirit in the bond of peace."

Thus the blessed design of religious association

will be answered, which is the mutual encourage-

ment, help, and strength of the members, in their

heavenward pilgrimage ; endeavouring to cheer and
animate one another in pressing after entire dedica-

tion of heart to the Lord ; to comfort the aiHicted,

support the feeble-minded, and to revive the droop-

ing spirit, bearing one another's burdens; and,

when necessary, speaking in tenderness a word of

counsel, admonition, or reproof; and all done under
the leadings of the good Shepherd, as members one

of another, and of His body ; answering the glo-

rious end for which He, the ever adorable Head,
prayed :

" Holy Father, keep through Thine own
name those whom Thou hast given me, that they

may be one as we are. That they may all be one

as Thou, Father, art in me, and 1 in Thee ; that

they also may be one in us, that the world may
believe that Thou hast sent me."

We trust it is under the influence of a measure
of this love that we cordially salute our dear

Friends, and bid them an aifectionate farewell
;

desiring that the God of peace who brought again

from the dead our Lord Jesus, that great Shepherd
of the sheep, through the blood of the everlasting

covenant, may make us all perfect in every good
work to do His will ; working in us that which is

well-pleasing in His sight, through Jesus Christ; to

whom be glory, forever and ever. Amen.
Signed on behalf and by direction of the Yearly

Meeting aforesaid
;

William Evans,
Clerk this Year

Selected.

Dr. Livingstone's African ExpeiiitiGu.

The following interesting communication h
just been received by William Logan, Glasgow,
Scotland, from Charles Livingstone, brother of Dr.

Livingstone :

Pioneer, off Johanna, (Comoro Islands,)

April 22d, 1861.

3Ii/ dear Friend—We have been up the Rovuma
about thirty miles in the steamer. The appearance
of the banks showed that it had fallen recently

four or five feet, and while cutting wood on the

15th and 16th of March, it fell seven inches i;

twenty-four hours. This was rather a serious

matter in an unknown river. We had Bishop
McKenzie and one of his clergymen on board, and
the others were waiting at Johanna. We began
to fear that if we proceeded much further up the

river the Pioneer might be unable to get down
again before the- rainy season in December next,

which would delay the missionary party nearly a

whole year. So we determined to return to the

sea at once, take them up the Shire, and thence

explore Nyassa and the Rovuma.
We have great hopes that the Rovuma will be

the path into the lake. The natives all say that

it comes out of Nyassa, which is a month beyond
the highest point. A few days further up than

the Pioneer went, at the town of Donde, chief of

the Makonda, the river, they say. becomes narrow
and very deep, flowing between high rocky banks.

Some affirmed positively that a canoe could go up
all the way, and into Nyassa. The river bottom,

like that of the Zambesi, appears to be a succes-

sion of great sand-banks. The main channel flows

on one side of the sand-bank, then along its lower
edge, and diagonally across the river. The chan-
nel, or Kivete, as the Zambesi canoe-men call it,

is in general pretty well defined. In calm weather
there is a constant boiling up of its w:itcr. With

a light breeze, the Kivete assumes a peculiar rip-

ple, and when a strong wind blows up stream its

waves are larger than those of the other parts of

the river, and a line of small breakers marks the

edge of the shallow bank just above the Kivete.

The hippopotamus shows its sagacity, in select-

ing for its sleeping place by day the lower end of

the shallow sand banks, near the middle of the

river, with the deep Kivete close beside, into which
it instantly plunges on the approach of danger.

The scenery on the Rovuma much surpasses that

on the lower Zambesi. In an hour after leaving

the mangroves we enter a charming country, with
a beautiful range of well wooded hills on eithi

side of the river. These ridges are, perhaps, two
hundred and fifty feet high near the sea, becom
ing higher as they stretch inland, until about thir

ty miles from the coast, they attain an altitude of
nearly a thousand feet.

There is an abundance of the valuable woods,
as ebony, the largest we have ever yet seen, and a

hard, heavy wood resembling mahogany. We saw
some fine species of the fustic dye-wood. A num-
ber of cultivated patches appeared on the tops of

the hills, but the lovely savannahs, so admirably
adapted for the sugar cane, were uncultivated.

No produce, except perhaps slaves, ever goes
down the noble river. The first man we met told

"he knew the English, had visited one of their

ips : they were very good people—always had
plenty of money, cloth, &c., to buy things with.

They did not like the slave-trade, and he did not

like it either, and had never engaged in it." They
are a blackguardly-looking set of half-caste Arabs
near the coast, and reminded us of the slave-trad-

ing party we met at the foot of Lake Nyassa. We
nearly got into a row with a large body of them,
armed with muskets and spears. I went on shore

with the Makololo to cut wood. The rascals seeing

us unarmed, became rather troublesome, and, al-

though we did our best to maintain good humour,
began to hinder the work, some even attempting to

take pieces of wood from our men. Seeing that

matters were drawing to a crisis, I told the engi-

neer to go on board for our revolvers, and the

muskets of the Makololo. When the boat return-

ed, the Makololo caught up their arms, and ram-
med down a full cartridge each. While seeing

them pile their arms in order to proceed with their

work, I heard a sudden rush, and looking round,

saw a confused mass of turbans, woolly heads,

bare arms, &c., dashing through the long grass

and up the hill-side, pursued by Mobita, one of

our head men, who, with a boarding-pike, was
making a Balaklava charge on them. Uf course,

1 stopped him as soon as possible, and then all the

Makololo burst into a loud and derisive laugh at

the ignominious flight of those who had been talk-

ing so big but a few minutes before. We called

the rascals back to get the goods which, owing to

the hurry of their precipitate departure, had been
left behind. Loaded revolvers and the pluck of

our men had an excellent effect. They were re-

markably civil ever afterwards. The best way to

avoid collision with the natives is always to treat

them fairly and honourably, and at the same time

let them see that you are perfectly prepared to

defend yourself, and resist any of their nonsense.

The people improved as we got away from the

coast, but were poor, and evidently oppressed by
the Arab half-castes. Their language is similar to

that of Senna and the Manganji people.

While getting ready for sea at the mouth of the

river, the bishop made his first personal acquaint-

ance with African fever. He worked very hard
while we were on the river, and once, to our utter hor-

ror, gave a Rovuma alligator an opportunity (the like

of which no alligator ever had before) of
Italizing itself by devouring a live bishop! Po
nately, the mon.ster was not ambitious of such

On the day we put to sea all the Pioneer's ci

ofiicers and men, except the two quartermasl
were down with fever, and the bi=lrop, wlio 8

recovered, and the original Zambesi Espedi:
viz: Drs. Livingstone and Kirk, with myseli

leading stoker, and a sailor—had to steer, ste

keep watch, &c., until the others recovered,

ruary, March, and April, are the fever months
lu a few days we reached Mohillay, one of

Comoro Islands. This, like the others, is of ^

canic origin, a mass of mountains and hills, frig

fully scarred and furrowed, but covered will

dense green vegetation. The inhabitants are

mixed race of Arabs and their conquerors,

natives of Madagascar. The Queen an inte

gent lady, speaks French fluently. The inha

tants are Mahommedans. We were gratified

find schools in Funibone, the capital, in which gi

as well as boys, were learning to read. The teaci

is paid by the job—ten dollars for teaching a ch

to read. The clever ones, he said, learn to re

in six months, but the dull ones take two yea
Two French Agents, who were formerly in Mac
gascar, are now residing in the capital. The pi

pie are afraid of the French. One of the Quee
councillors, who speaks tolerable English, sa

" We see English man at Johanna. Engli

man grow rich, Johanna man grow rich, all gp
rich together, but in Mayotta," (one of the Islar

taken by the French in 1842,) " Mayotta ni

work, work all day, and all poor. French no p:

All same here if French come.'' They want
Englishman like— Sunley our consul at Johani
to come and live on their island. Excellent suo

cane grows, and abundance of rice, the dry kit

sweet potatoes, etc. They export rice, cattle, she(

and goats. They are a sober race, as appe;

from the remarks of one of our quartermasters,

old man-of-war's man, who went on shore o

afternoon, •' Well, it's the first place I ever was
where I could not buy grog. I've been on Sob
Island—on two or three sober islands, and I cou

always manage io gei some somewhere; but he

I could not get a drop for either love or money.'

Yours, Charles Livingstone.

Neglect of the Sutd.—" Two things a mast

commits to his servant's care," saith one, "
tl

child and the child's clothes." It will be but

poor excuse for the servant to say at his mastei

return, here are all the child's clothes neat ai

clean, but the child is lost ! Much so will be tl

account that many will give to God of their sou

and bodies at the great day. Lord, here is n
body, I was very careful of it, I neglected nothis

that belonged to its content and welfare ; but, ft

my soul, that is lost and cast away forever,

took little care and thought about it.

Never too Late to Mend.—As it is never too sod

to do good, so it is never too late to amend. I wi

therefore neither neglect the time present nor dei

pair of the time past. If I had been sooner goo(

I might, perhaps, have been better, if I am longt

bad, I sh^, (1 am sure,) be worse. That I hav

stayed a long time idle in the market-place dcserv(

prehension ; but if I am late sent into the viu(

yard, I have encouragement to work, " I will giv

unto this last as unto thee."

IIcw tender is that admonition, how forcibl

should it affect our hearts, "Grieve cot the Hoi
Spirit of God."
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leadings of the Holy Spirit would not have hurt
us. It is also clear, that if no one presumed in his

proceedings of the late Yearly Meeting inj own will to bring forward propositions to change
1, the various alterations in the Discipline, or destroy the di'^cipline of the society, those who

e Society, and the arguments by which they are concerned for the Truth, and that aloue, would
have nothing to fear; if no one took a part in

Meetings for Discipline but those who were rightly

qualified by religious growth and experience, and
these only when they were required, we should

better day dawn upon the Society. Truth
would again reign in dominion over all in our

meetings, the light of Christ would shine forth

with brightne.ss, and the salvation of God become
conspicuous as a lamp that burneth.

\n earnestness in this matter has drawn much

been advocated and supported, must tend

much to confirm those Friends in the validity

solidity of their concern, who for so many
i have .seen the approach of them, and have
concerned to caution and to warn their breth-

md sisters of the dangers to which the Society

exposed. These changes appear to be the

to be expected from what is understood by
3rm " Blodern Quakerism," which, when carried

natural results will be found to diflfer but little

imo important respects, from Episcopalianism.

be writer has long felt, that to this cause must be

red nearly all these tendencies to lay waste and

3stroy the distinguishing characteristics of our

3ty, and it would have been far better, perhaps,

3tead of attempting to graft these lower views

ivine Truth upon Quakerism, and to hold on

le skirts of the Society, to take away the re-

ch, some had left us and gone to other bodies

armony with them. If this thing is

id to its root, by those who arc the chief

ers and instigators of it, they must if honest

lemselves acknowledge, it is standing upon a

rent foundation from true Friends, and that their

even to the chri>tian character, rests upon
her basis. They are not in the state of those

have drank of the cup the Saviour drank of,

been baptised with the baptism that He was
tised with ; they do not with the great a

w Him, (Christ,) and the power of His resur-

ion, and the fellowship of Ilis sufi"erin

le conformable unto Ilis death. They are nol

ied with Him by baptism into death, that like

hrist was raised from the dead by the glory of

Father, even so they also should walk
i of life, as the fruit and proper effect of such

eriecce. This was and must be in mea?ure the

erience of all the living members of the Church
Body of Christ, but alas, it is to be feared, and

t upon good grounds, that at the present day,

1 is the extent and prevalence of the influence of

odern Quakerism, "that not a few are introduced

he station of elders, and others are admitted

ministers, who have not come in by this door,

effects of whose influence in the further develop-

iit of these principles will probably be seen.

bre are, doubtless, some in London Yearly

;eting, who are now mourning over the present

idition of things, who, nevertheless arc not alto-

'her clear of having imbibed some of these views,

J who have also been instrumental in bringing

th and nursing into activity a class never rightly

alified or authorized to take a part in the disci

ne of the Church. There is, doubtless, room in

i church for the exercise of every spiritual gift

der the guidance and direction of its Holy Head
t there is no room or place for any thing else,

cl the idea that human reason, highly cultivated

)ugh it be and well dispo.'ed, is sufficient to

ginate, debate, conclude, and settle matters re-

ing to religious truths or church government,

rts the very life of it and destroys its authority
;

J Church, like Samson of old, is thus shorn of her

ength, and becomes like the world.

It would appear, after all that may be said or

itten upon the subject, that all the troubles of

r Society have had their origin in a departure

im, or acting without the Life and Power of

•h. If authors had been careful to keep to its

Mning and restraining influence, it is proba-

would have been written, and we may be

'cd that what proceeded from the pure

A Christian is strong in resolution, fervent in his

desire of holiness, and makes the moststrenuous ef-

forts to attain it ; but, at the same time, knows that

absolutely out of his own power ; and therefore

depends upon God for support, and keeps close to

him in prayer for constant supplies of light, grace,

and comfort.— T. Adams.

There is nothing sub.stantial and satisfactory

but the Supreme Good: in it, the deeper we go,

nd the more largely we drink, the better and
happier wo are; whereas, in outward acquire-

nts, if we could attain to the summit and per-

fection of them, the very possession with the cn-

joyn;ent palls."

censure upon Philadelphia Yearly Meeting, and it

may be well for the rightly concerned seriously to

reflect, that this has been the sole cause and ground
of it; although in the progress of events compli-

cations may have arisen which may serve to divert

the attention of the undiscriminating and superfi-

cial. But the extremes of individuals should never

be allowed to destroy the testimony of Truth, and
will never rightly cover us in turning our backs

upon it. It would be cause of great regret that

any of our dear Friends, while feeling deeply on

these subjects, should sufi'er their own minds to re-

ceive hurt,—through a false zeal diminish, if not

wholly destroy their own usefulness, and frustrate

the designs of the Great Head of the church re-

.-^pecting their service, and thus commit a right

hand error. * * How especially needful is at-

tention to the injunction of the Saviour, " What I

say unto you 1 say unto all, watch, watch and

pray, lest ye enter into temptation." Is there not

a danger of forgetting that the cause belongs to

Chrirt, and that with Him is the power and the

wisdom, and His the kingdom and glory both

now and forever; that even if we could have our

own desires carried out to the letter, we should be

nothing, and that the will of man is not to rule

the church on whichever side it may claim or

usurp authority.

In proportion as Modern Quakerism prevails, so

will the influence of the Society be lost in the world

and the place designed for it be left unfilled. It

is equally clear that our own safety as individuals,

or in a collective capacity as a Yearly Meeting,

must depend upon our keeping our right places

while endeavouring to shun left hand errors

;

watching over our own spirits, and seeking in all

humility of mind to avoid going off to the right.

It may afford relief to some, to be informed that

it is believed there are not a few yet remaining in

London Yearly Bleeting, rightly concerned and

deeply tried, who, nevertheless for reasons which

might be explained, are unable to stem the tide

which has set in ; and it aUo appears that nearly

all the changes which have been proposed and

adopted, have had their origin with a class of

Friends whose religious experience has not been

great ; but who unhappily have attained to sta-

tions and positions of influence in the Society, and

given rise to trouble and mischief. "The wise wo-

man buildeth her house, but the foolish plucketh

it down with her hands."

The writer is desirous of offering a word of en-

couragement to the rightly concerned everywhere,

and would revive the language, Be steadfast, im-

moveable, always abounding in the work of the

Lord, forasmuch as ye know that your labour is not

in vain in the Lord ; at the same time reminding

them of the wise admonition of the apostle James,
" Let patience have her perfect work."

Those who abuse the grace of God, and resist

His Spirit, find it diflicult to repent when they will.

THE FRIEND.
5IGUTU MONTH 24, 1861.

Wo insert this week, a communication from a
Friend, relative to the proceedings in London
Yearly Meeting, which may excuse us from offer-

ing at this time, many remarks of our own.

With deep sorrow of heart, the faithful sup-

porters of the doctrines and testimonies committed

to our Keligious Society to bear by the Great Head
of the Church, have watched the gradual unfold-

ings of the spirit which is striving to lay them
waste,—and fervent have been their cries to the

great Controller of all things, that he would spare

his people, and not give his heritage wholly to re-

proach.

For the last thirty years, from time to time,

faithful men and women, many of whom have

been, during that period, gathered in mercy from

the Church militant, have borne a faithful testi-

mony against this changeable, retrograde, worldly-

compromising spirit; and the Yearly Meeting of

Philadelphia, by its epistles and other documents,

has endeavoured to stay the progress of change in

doctrine and departure in practice. To London
Yearly Meeting, in annual epistles and epistles

from the Meeting for Sufi'erings, many and fervent

appeals have been made, to awaken its members
to a consideration of their situation, the weak-

ness they were falling into, the causes thereof, and

the necessity of discountenancing departures in

doctrine, and that assimilation with the spirit of

the world, which was gradually dimming their eyes

to the true spirituality of our religious profession.

The fruits of this religious concern on behalf of the

Truth as it is in Jesus, has not been as apparent as

we could wish, yet as a part of the allotted duty

of individual members, and of the church in a col-

lective capacity, we doubt not, it has been accept-

ed by Him, who apportions the services for his

faithful ones to perform in his cause, and blcsscth

them in his own way and time. Let every one of

us, see that we endeavour by our lives and conver-

sation—by the conformity of ourselves and of our

families to the consistent practice which the Truth

leads into, to show that we are faithful believers in

primitive doctrines and principles, and know them

in the openings of the Holy Spirit, to govern us in

our intercourse in the world. Then shall we be

prepared, yet again and again, as the Lord anoints

and qualifies us, to stand forth as the advocates of

his spiritual kingdom and blessed cause. All oc-

casions of stumbling to others in our actions being

removed, we shall, when the Lord sees that the

time of rebuilding the waste places has come, be

prepared, having seen that portion of the wall over

against our own dwellings completed, to assist in

building in other places, and in setting up the gates

with thanksgiving and praise, to the Lord our God,
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the repairer of breaches and the restorer of paths
to dwell in.

SUMMARY OF ETENTS.
The National Loan.—Iha U. S. Secretary of the Trei

Eury has made an arrangement with the banks of Bosto:
New York and Philadelphia, for the immediate purchase
of §50,000,000 of the 7 3-10 Treasury notes, at par. The
banks stipulated for the privilege of taking a like sum
on the 15th of Tenth mo., and another on the loth
of Twelfth mo. next. The subscriptions are to be
divided among the banks in proportion to their respec-
tive capitals. Books of subscription to the loan will
soon be opened in all the principal cities and towns.
During the negotiations with the select committee of
the banks the Secretary of the Treasury stated that the
expenditures of the Government now averaged about
$1,000,000 a day.

Non-intercourse.—VIk President has issued his procla-
mation declaring a complete non-intercourse with all the
rebel States, by land and sea, the forfeiture of the goods,
wares, merchandize or vessels passing into any^inter-
course with these States, and ordering the speedy arrest
and punishment of all persons engao-ed in it.

The Indian Territonj.—There is no longer any doabt
of the fact that the Confederates have m^ide trea'ties of
alliance, offensive and defensive, with the tribes of the
Indian Territory, excepting the Cherokees, which tribe
has so far been kept out of the alliance by the prudence
of their Chief, John Ross. The Choctaws, Creeks, Semi-
noles, and Chickasaws, who have thus been induced to
join the rebellion, will doubtless be treated as traitors
by the U. S. Government, and their annuities and allow-
ances of all kinds be stopped.

Kentucky.—The secession party is not strong enough
in this State to give serious trouble at present. At the
late legislative election there were chosen, for the Sen-
ate twenty-two Union and two secession candidates, and
for the House of Representatives, 59 union and 14 seces-
sion members.
Mssouri —Clnihovne F. Jackson, who was deposed

from the office of Governor by the late State Convention
has issued a "Declaration of the Independence of the
State of Missouri," in which he declares the connectioi
of the State with the Union sundered in virtue of thi
discretionary authority conferred upon him by the Legis
lature. The Federal forces having been temporarily re-
ducid by the return of the three months volunteers be
fore the arrival of others to succeed them, this circ'um.
stance has enabled the rebels to present an overwhelm
ing force m the southern part of the State. On the 10th
inst., the e-xpected engagement between the Federal
forces under Gen. Lyon and the Confederate armv
commanded by Gen. M'Cullough and Gen. Price, took
place near Springfield. The Union troops numbered
5,200 men, and the rebels from Tennessee, Arkansas and
other States, more than 15,000. The battle raged fiercely
for SIX hours, when the Federal army remained masters
of the field, but having had upwards of 800 men killed
and wounded, and lost their commander. Gen. Lyon, who
fell early in the action, it was found necessary to retreat
next day, in the direction of St. Louis, to reach some
point at which they could safely await reinforcements.
Gen. M Cullough claims a victory, but gained at a heavy
loss. He says the Confederate loss is from 200 to 300
killed, and 400 to 500 wounded, but these fi.'ures are
probably much below the truth. In southeastern Mis-
souri also, there is a large rebel force threatening Cairo
and St. Louis

; Gen. Fremont has declared St. Louis
under martial law.

Affairs at Washinffton.-Tbe rebel forces in Vir<rinia
having for some time past been gradually advancino- tow-
ards the line of the Potomac, it is believed to be" their
design to invade Maryland with a view of supportin.^
the revolutionary spirit in that State, and finallv gettincr
possession of Washington, In order to meet the appre'^
hended danger, an order was issued from the War De-
partment on the 18th inst., addressed to the Governors
of Pennsylvania, New Jersey, New York, and seven other
States, urgently requesting them to forward immediately
to the City of Washington, all volunteer regiments or
parts of regiments, whose services have been accepted,
whether such volunteers are armed, equipped, uniformed
or not. Arms and equipments, it is stated, will be fur-
nished at Washington, to those who are unprovided.

Ex-Minister Faulkner, of Virginia, who recently re-
turned from France, has been arrested and placed under
confinement. It is said he is held, rather as a ho«ta.'e
for the security of our Congressmen now in prison °at
Richmond, than because of his complicity with the rebelsA correspondence is ^m in progress willi the Govern-
ments ol France and Great Britain, upon the ouestion of

blockade, with a view of inducing them fully to respect
the rights of the United States.
The St.ate Department has issued the following orde

—Until further notice, no person will be allowed to go
abroad from'S port of the United States without a pass-
port, either from this Department or countersigned by
the Secretary of State

; nor will any person be allowed
to land in the United States, without a passport from a
Minister or Consul ofthe United States—or, if a foreigner
from his own government, countersigned by sucl
Minister or Consul.

It is stated that about one hundred and fifty vessel;
have been sent to sea by the Navy Deoartment within
the last ninety days, yet this large force has i

been able to suppress privateering or render the blockade
absolutely complete.

tia.—Bodies ofthe Confederate troops are aga
appearing in the western part of the State. It is rumored
that preparations were making at Norfolk for an early
attack upon Fortress Monroe.

Southern Items.—A late number of the New Orleans
Price Current states the total number of vessels in port
to be twenty-eight, twelve of which were under seizure
The number of bales of cotton on hand, was 9,804
More of the new crop was coming forward. The crops
of cotton and corn are said to be heavy, and the corn
promising. The new Custom House at New Orieans has
been converted into a cannon foundry.

dates from New Mexico state that a large number
of Texan troops were on their way to seize Fort Stanton

ny Government property they can find. Fort
Fillmore was garrisoned by thirteen companies of reo-u-
lars.

°

Col. Van Dorn ofthe Confederate army, was recently
El Paso with 1300 men en route to subjugate Lower

California.

The indianola Couriersays saltenoughcan be gathered
on the Texas coast and marshes to supply the whole
Confederacy.
The Houston Telegraph says Texas has made wheat
nd corn enough in this year for two years, enough wool

to clothe half the Confederacy, and will make half a
million bales of cotton.
The Attakapas Register says her sugar crop is better

than ever before.

The Confederate Congress has passed an act ordering
the expulsion from the S^th of all sympathizers with
the Union, under penalty of imprisonment.

NeiD York.—Mortality last week, 548.
Philadelphia.—Mortality last week, 377.
The Grain Market.—The followingwere the quotations

ontbelOthitist. iVw rori.-White wheat,$1.33a $1 40-
red western, $1.24 a §1.28; springwheat, 98 a $1.15 ;

ye]'.
low corn, 52 a 53

; oats, 33 a 34. Philadelphia.—lied
wheat, $1.22 a $1.25

; white, $1.32 a $1.35
;
yellow corn,

52 a 54
; oats, 29 a 30, for new Delaware.

The Privateers.—The Jeff Davis has made several more
captures in the West India seas. The Sumpter, it is I

heved, has been taken by the U. S. Frigate Niaga
near Curacoa.
Foreign.—Liverpool dates to the 8th inst. The ne

of the defeat of the Federal forces at Manassas Junction
was received on the 4th inst., and caused a profound
sensation.

A Paris letter says that the success of the Southern
ers has powerfully operated on the opinions of thi
Parisians in favour of the secessionists.

Pariiament was prorogued on the 6th inst., and the
Queen's speech was read by a commission. It states
that the foreign relations are friendlv and satisfactorv
and trusts that there is no danger of disturbances to the
peace of Europe. It notices the consummation of the
kingdom of Italy, and hopes for the happiest results.

In relation to American affairs, it says : The dissen-
sions which arose some months ago in the United States

ve unfortunately assumed a character of open war.
r Majesty, deeply regretting this result, has determined
common with the other powers of Europe, to observe
itrict neutrality between the coutending parties. It

refers to a settlement of affairs in Syria, and hopes the
rrangements will secure henceforth internal tranquillity
t rejoices at the prosperity of India.
On the last day of the session of Pariiament, Lord

Palraerston slated his views on the blockading question.
He said in effect that if the blockading force should allow
one ship to enter a blockaded port by payment of duties,
from that moment the blockade is raised". A belligerent
may seal up a port, but if he lets one vessel in, hisrio-ht
is gone. "

It follows, therefore, that when a Federal cruiser wil-
lingly allosvs a ship to pass info the blockaded port, upon
payment of customs, the blockade will be at an end.
The comments of the English press npon the blockade.

show that it is regarded as a very important measni
and fraught with injury to British interests.

In the late great fire in London the loss of the ins
ranee offices was estimated at £1,000,000, besides sevei
hundreds of thousands of pounds' worth of uninsar
property that was destroyed. The whole amount of t

premiums received by all the London and country offic
for risks incurred within the metropolis was only £350 0'

a year, so that one fire had swept the whole amount-,
2i years' premium.
The Danish Government hag granted an importa

modification in Shaffner's North Atlantic Telegraph co
cession, extending the time until 1874, and returnii
the caution money.

It is rumored that a conspiracy has been discoren
at St. Petersburgh, to put aside the Emperor and famU
and to give a constitution to Russia.
A further advance of Jrf. in cotton had taken place.
The Manchester advices were favourable.
Breadstuffs were also advancing. Flour is quoted!

25«. a 28s. 6d.; red wheat, 9«. 4d. a Us. 6d. ; whii.
wheat, 12s. a 14s. 6d. ; corn, mixed, 30«. a 31s. : trhx
31s. a 34s.

The work on the Suez Canal was progressing. Mat
of the labourers employed were brought to the spot k
force, but their labour was paid for.
A new law, now enforced in Cuba, requires all Cool

labourers, at the expiration ofthe seven years' apprei
ticeship for which they are imported, to choose betwet
an immediate return to the'
ship for life.

qative country or apprentic

RECEIPTS.
0. 1 7th. Received from Job Hue.'

Omitted, Seventh m
tis, 0., $2, vol. 34.

Received from Edward Healey, N. Y., $2, to 32, i

34 ;
from Jesse Hall, agt., 0., for Peter Thomas, Sen

$2.33, to 52, vol. 34; from Jehu Fawcett, a>rt., Q
for Saml. Hollingsworth, Wra. Leach, M. Ashton° The
Heald, and Benj. Harrison, $2 each for vol. 34, for 1
Warrington, and C. Allen, $2, voL 33, for E. Fo<^<r, an
N. Armstrong, $4, each, vols. 33 and 34, for°llvir
Hall, $2, to 35, vol. 35, for Ruth Stanley, $2, to
vol. 34, for Christopher Allen, Jr., $2, vol. 35.

FRIENDS' SELECT SCHOOLS.
The Primary Department of these schools, for th

Western District, will be re-opened on the 2nd of Nint
mo., by Rachel E. Baldekston, in the
ooms adjoining Friend's meeting house on Twelft
treet, entrance on Clover street. In this school yc
hildren of both sexes are instructed, and well groiindec
1 the elementary branches of education, so as to prepar
them for the higher departments of study: while thei-
moral and religious welfare is carefully reo-arded.

Phila., Eighth mo., 1861.

FRIENDS' SCHOOL, GERMANTOWN.
Since the opening of this School, in Ninth Month, 1858

the buildings have been enlarged and improved, for th
accommodation of Friends' children, and others
conform to the regulations of the School. The sitnatioi
:s pleasant and healthful, adjoining and communicatinj
with Friends' Meeting-House premises, on Germantowi
avenue. The course of study embraces the usual branch
es of a good English Education ; also, the French am
Latin Languages.

Terms for Tuition.—Frcm $8 to $20 per Session of fiv."

months, according to the ages of the pupils, and thi,
branches taught,—French and Latin, $8 each per Term
—Application m.ay be made to Alfred Cope, Ezr;
Comfort, John S. Haines, Lloyd Mifflin, Samuel Mor--
Ris, George Jones, Elliston P. Morris, or to Amy ant
Sabah H. Albertson, at the School. Eighth mo., 1861

N. B.—A limited number of scholars can be accoramo
dated with board in the dwelling on the premises
Access may also be had by the Scholars to a valuabh
library, belonging to the Preparative Meeting.

Died, at Key Port, New Jersey, Seventh mo. 31st
1861, of a lingering illness, which he bore with Chris-
tian patience and resignation, Edward Healy, in th(
sixty-second year of his age. His family and friend;
have the consoling evidence that their loss is hiseterna
gain.

—
,
near Americus, Kansas, on the 18th of Seventl:

last, J. Whitall Reeve, a member of Cottonwoo
Monthly Meeting of Friends, aged about sixty years.

PILE A M'ELROT, PRINTERS,
Lodge street, opposite the Pennsylvania Bank.
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Robert Carcla;'s Proposition XV.

(Coutinnedfrom page 402.)

jXir. That then which was not from the bc-

ning, which was of no use in the beginning,

ich had not its beginning first from the will of

d, but from the work of the devil, occasioned

m evil, to wit, from unfaithfulness, lying, deceit;

i which was at first only invented bv man, as a

tual remedy of this evil, in which they called

in the names of their idols; yea, that which, as

srom, Chrysostoji, and others testify, was given

the Israelites by God, as unto children, that

y might abstain from the idolatrous oaths of the

ithens, Jer. xii. 16, whatsoever is so, is far

being a moral and eternal precept. And
tly, whatsoever by its profanation and abuse is

uted with sin, such as are abundantly the

ths of these times, by so often swearing and for-

earing, far differs from any necessary and per-

tual duty of a Christian : but oaths are so

;

refore, &c.

Sixthly, They object, That God swore, therefore

swear is good.

I answer with Athanasius; Seeing it is certain it

proper in swearing to swear by another, thence

ppears, that God, to speak properly, did never

ear but only improperly : whence, speaking to

n, he is said to swear, because those things

ich he speaks, because of he certainty and im-

tability of his will, are to be esteemed for oaths,

mpare Psalm ex. 4, where it is said. The Lord
I swear, and it did not repent him, &c. And I

ore (saith he) by myself: and this is not an

th; for he did not swear by another, which i.s

property of an oath, but by himself. There-

•e God swears not according to the manner of

neither can we be induced from thence to

ear. But let us so do and say, and siiow cur-

ves such by speaking and acting, that we need

oath with those who hear us; and let our

rds of themselves have the testimony of truth
;

we shall plainly imitate God.
Seventhly, They object, Christ did swear, and

ought to imitate him.

I answer, That Christ did not swear; and al-

it he had sworn, being yet under the law, this

uld no ways oblige us under the gospel ; as nei-

r circumcision, or the celebration of the paschal

b. Concerning which Hicrom saith. All things

\\

agree not unto us, who are servants, that agreed

unto our Lord, &c. The Lord swore as Lord,
whom no man did forbid to swear; but unto us,

that are servants, it is not lawful to swear, because

we are forbidden by the law of our Lord. Yli,

lest we should sufl'er scandal by his example, he

hath not sworn, since he commanded us not to

swear.

Eighthly, They .object. That Paul swore, and
that often, Eom. i. 9, Phil. i. 8, saying. For God
is my record. 2 Cor. xi. 10, As the truth of Christ

is in me. 2 Cor. i. 23, I call God for a record

upon my soul. I speak the truth in Christ, I lie

not, Rom. ix. 1, Behold, before God I lie not. Gal.

i. 20, and so requires oaths of others. I obtest

thee (saith he) before God and our Lord Jesus

Christ. 1 Tbess. v. 27, I charge you by the

Lord, that this epistle be read to ail the brethren.

But Paul would not have done so, if all manner of

oaths had been forbidden by Christ, whose apostL

was.

To all which I answer. First, That the using of

such forms of speaking is neither swearing, nor so

esteemed by our adversaries. For when upon oc-

casion, in matters of great moment, we have said.

We speak the truth in the fear of God, and before

him, who is our witness, and the searcher of our

hearts, adding such kind of serious attestations,

which we never refused in matters of consequence;

nevertheless an oath hath moreover been required

of us, with the ceremony of putting our hands

upon the book, the kissing of it, the lifting up of

the hand or fingers, together with this common
form of imprecation. So help me God ; or so truly

let the Lord God Almighty help me. Secondly,

This contradicts the opinion of our adversaries, be-

3ause that Paul was neither before a magistrate

that was requiring an oatb of him, nor did he him-

self administer the office of a magistrate, as offer-

ing an oath to any other. Thirdly, The question

not what Paul or Peter did, but what their and

our Master taught to be done ; and if Paul did

swear, (which we believe not,) he had sinned

against the command of Christ, even according to

their own opinion, because he swore not before a

magistrate, but in an epistle to his brethren.

Ninthly, They object, Isa. Ixv. 16, where, speak-

ing of the evangelical times, he saith. That he

who blesseth himself in the earth, shall bless him-

self in the God of truth; and he that sweareth in

the earth, shall swear by the God of truth; because

the former troubles are forgotten, and because they

are hid from mine eyes. For behold I create new

heavens, and a new earth. Therefore in these times

we ought to swear by the name of the Lord.

I answer, It is ordinary for the prophets to ex-

press the greatest duties of evangelical times in

mosaical terms, as appears among others from Jer.

xxxi. 38, 39, 40. Ezek. xxxvi. 2.5, and 40, and

Isa. xlv. 23. I have sworn by myself, that unto

me every knee shall bow, every tongue shall swear.

Where the righteousness of the new Jerusalem,

the purity of the gospel, with its spiritual worship,

and the profession of the name of Christ, are ex-

pressed under forms of speaking used to the old

Jerusalem under the washings of the law, under

the names of ceremonies, the temple services,

sacrifices, oaths, &c. Yea, that which the prophe-

tpeaks here of swearing, the apostle Paul iutert

prcts expressly of confessing, saying, Rom. xiv. 11,

For it is written. As I live, saith the Lord, every

knee shall bow to me, and every tongue shall con-

fess to God : which being rightly considered, none

can be ignorant but these words which the pro-

phet writes under the law, when the ceremonial

oaths were in use, to wit, Every tongue shall

swear, were by the apostle, being under the gos-

pel, when those oaths became abolished, expressed

by Every tongue shall confess.

Tenthly, They object, But the apostle Paul

approves oaths u.-icd among men, when he writes,

Heb. vi. 16, For men verily swear by the greater,

and an oath for confirmation is to them an end of

all strife. But there are as many contests, falla-

cies, and diflferences at this time as there ever

were ; therefore the necessity of oaths doth yet

remain.

I answer ; The apostle tells indeed in this place

what men at that time did, who lived in controver-

sies and incredulity; not what they ought to have

done, nor what the saints did, who were redeemed

from strife and incredulity and bad come to Christ,

the Truth and Amen of God. Moreover, he only

alludes to a certain cu.~tom usual among men, that

he might express the firmness of the divine promise

in order to excite in the saints so much the more

confidence in God promising to them ; not that he

might instigate them to swear against the law of

God, or confirm them in that; no, not at all : for

neither doth 1 Cor. ix. 24, teach Christians the

vain races, whereby men oftentimes, even to the

destruction of their bodies, are wearied to obtain

corruptible prize ; so neither doth Christ, who is

the Prince of Peace, teach his disciples to fight,

albeit he takes notice, Luke xiv. 31, what it be-

hoveth such kings to do who are accustomed to

fight, as prudent warriors therein. Secondly, as

to what pertains to contests, perfidies, and dif-

fidences among men, which our adversaries affirm

to have grown to such a height, that swearing is at

present as necessary as ever, that we deny not at

all : for we see, and daily experience toacheth us,

that all manner of deceit and malice doth increase

among worldly men and false Christians ; but not

among true Christians. But because men cannot

trust one another, and therefore require oaths one

of another, it will not therefore follow that true

Christians ought to do so, whom Christ has brought

to faithfulness and honesty, as well towards God

as one towards another, and therefore has deliv-

ered them from contests, perfidies, and consequent-

ly from oaths.

Eleventhly, They object. We grant that among

true Christians there is no need of oaths ; but by

what means shall we infallibly know them ? It will

follow then that oaths are at present needful, and

that it is lawful for Christians to swear ; to wit,

that such may be satisfied who will not acknow-

ledge this and the other man to be a Christian.

I answer. It is no ways lawful for a Christian to

swear, whom Christ has called to his essential

truth, which was before all oaths, forbidding him
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to swear; and on the contrary, commanding him
to speak the truth in all things, to the honour of

Christ who called him
; that it may appear that

the words of his disciples may be as truly believed

as the oaths of all the worldly men. Neither is it

lawful for them to be unfaithful in this, that they
may please others, or that they may avoid their

hurt : for thus the primitive Christians for some
ages remained faithful, who being required to

swear, did unanimously answer, I am a Christian,

I do not swear. What shall I say of the heath-

ens, some of whom arrived to that degree ? For
Diodorus Siculus relates, lib. 16, That the giving

of the Kight-hand was, among the Persians, a

sign of speaking the truth. And the Scythians,

as Qu. Curtius rentes, said in their conferences

with Alexander the Great, Think not that the

Scythians confirm their friendship by swearing;

they swear by keeping their promises. Staboeu

Serm. 3, relates, That Solon said, A good man
ought to be in that estimation that he need not an
oath

;
because it is to be reputed a lessening of his

honour if he be forced to swear. Pythagoras, in

his oration, among other things hath this maxim,
as that which concerns the administration of th

commonwealth : Let no man call God to witness

by an oath, no not in judgment; but let every man
80 accustom himself to speak, that he may become
worthy to be trusted even without an oath. Basil

the Great commends Clinias a heathen, That he
bad rather pay three talents, which are about
three thousand pounds, than swear. Socrates, as

Staboeus relates, Serm. 14, had this sentence, The
duty of good men requires that they show to the

world that their manners and actions are more firm

than oaths : The same was the judgment of Iso-

crates. Plato also stood against oaths in his

judgment de Leg. 12. Quintilianus takes notice,

That it was of old a kind of infamy, if any was
desired to swear; but to require an oath of a no-

bleman, was like an examining him by the hang-
man. The Emperor Marcus Aurelius Antoninus
saith in his description of a good man, Such is his

integrity, that he needs not an oath. So also some
Jews did witness, as Grotius relates out of Mai-
monides, It is best for a man to abstain from all

oaths. The Essenes, as Philo Judseus relates, did

esteem their words more firm than oaths; and
oaths were esteemed among them as needless

things. And Philo himself speaking of the third

commandment, explains his mind thus, viz. It were
better altogether not to swear, but to be accustomed

The Footprints.

" These are they which came out of great tribulation,

and have Washed their robes and made them white iu

the blood of the Lamb."—Key. vii. 14.

Nothing is more common than for the Lord's

people to be tempted to think that their troubles

and trials are peculiar. But a careful perusal of

Scripture, and communion with the Lord's people,

will soon convince them that this is a mistake. All

the Lord's family have gone home to heaven by

the same road, and have all experienced more or

less the same trials. All have to endure a conflict

within, and a rough road without. Look at the

prophets : theirs was a most trying path. Hence
says the apostle, " Take, my brethren, the prophets,

who have spoken in the name of the Lord, for at

example of sufi'ering affliction, and of patience."

Just so the Corinthians ; they fancied that their

trials were singular, therefore Paul wrote them :

" There hath no temptation taken you, but such as

is common to man, but God is faithful, who wili

not sufi'er you to be tempted above that ye are able,

but will with the temptation also make a way to

ei-cape, that ye may be able to bear it." Just S(

the Master also, " He was in all points tempted lik(

as we are;" and "in that he himself hath suffired

being tempted, he is able also to succor thum that

are tempted." Tried Christian, thou art in the

footsteps of the flock, look attentively at thy road

and thou wilt discern the footprints of the Great

Shepherd, and also of his little flock. It is of the

path of trial that Jesus says, " This is the way :

Ik ye in it." Cheer up, then, for present trou-

bles lead to future glory. The weary way will

sweeten the rest at the end. The horrors of the

wilderness will make Canaan appear more lovely

and pleasant. Press on, for home is just before

you.

"Knowing that the same afflictions are accomplished
n your brethren that are iu the world."— 1 Pet. v. 9.

—Prysbyterian.

For " The Friend."

Meteorology.

(Continued from page 403.)

ON THE INTERNAL HEAT OF THE EARTH.

" If the earth depended on the sun exclusively for

heat, calculation shows that at a certain depth

(about 100 feet) the temperature would be inva-

riable throughout the year, though its value would

vary with the latitude. All this accords with ob-

ation. But it appears that this constant tem-
Iways to speak the truth, that naked words might jperature of the earth's interior mass increases with

ave the strength of an oath. And elsewhere he the depth of the place examined (as is found by

experiments in artesian wells,) at the rate of aboutsaith. It is more agreeable to natural reason alto-

gether to ab.stain from swearing; persuading, That
good man saith may be equivalentwhatsoever

with an oath.

Conscientious obedience.—There is but one
community of Christians in the world, and that

unhappily, of all communities one of the smallest,

enlightened enough to understand the prohibition

of war by our Divine Master, in iis ]ylai7i, literal.,

and undeniable sense
; and conscientious enough

to obey it, subduing the very instinct of nature to

obedience.— Southey's History of Brazil.

"It is the greatest madness to be a hypocrite in
religion. The world will hate thee because a
Christian even in appearance; and God will hate
thee because so only in appearance; and thus,

having the hatred of both, thou shalt have no
comfort in either."

Religion presents few difficulties to the humble,
many to the proud, insuperable ones to the vain.

ened the day by 1 yji, seconds, in conformity w
the ordinary laws of the moments of rotation. I

the comparison of ancient and modern astronomi

observations do not warrant the admission tl

the length of the day has been changed, since

Alexandrian school of astronomy, by the -^^-^ c

second. Therefore, the supposition even of a chat

of yjg of a degree (Centigrade) is inadmissil

And even if the average law of contraction for (

earth's materials were very diff'erent from that

glass, the conclusion would be substantially (

same.
" The importance of this interior source of hi

has been very little during historical times, wh;

ever it may have been at earlier and geologii

epochs. Mairan, Builon, and Bailly made an
aggerated estimate of it, which for France amount
to almost five hundred times the heat which tl

country received directly from the sun in wint

and even twenty-nine times all it received in mi

summer."

BUFFON'S REVERIES.

1° for every fifty-five feet. Hence the supposition

that the earth was once much hotter than at present,

an incandescent, molten mass, acquiring its present

form under the action of the centrifugal force

gravity, as the clay of the potter under its rotation

becomes a figure of revolution ; that the earth is, in

fact, an encrusted sun, the central heat of which

may be invoked in any exigency of science. This

result of positive science harmonizes with the specu-

lations of the Plutonic school, and with the imagina-

tions of Descartes and Leibnitz. If it were known
how many thousand years ago the earth began to

cool, then the rate of cooling could be calculated.

If, on the contrary, the rate ofcooling could be found

by direct observation, then it would be possible tore-

cover the date of the commencement of the process,

and hence the niiHimum age of the planet. It has

been concluded that the mean temperature of the

earth's mass has not sensibly altered for two thous-

and years. If the same average law of contraction is

assumed for the earth as for glass, a change of

temperature of 1° (Centigrade) would have short-

speculations in regard to the interr

heat of the earth were built upon his cosmogony
the solar system

; viz. that the earth and the oti

planets were fragments of the sun, struck from tl

glowing orb by the blow of a comet. Original!

therefore, the earth was a melted mass of matte

and has been gradually cooling from this exct

sively high temperature. Guided by experimei

which he had made on the cooling of iron bal

Bufion calculates that the earth would cool doi

to such a point as to be solidified to the centre

2,936 years ; that its temperature would sink

such a point that animals might touch it with ii

punity in 34,270 years; that it would reach its e

isting temperature in 74,832 years, and that

would descend to one twenty-fifth of its prese

temperature in 168,123 years. Asimilar comput
tion was also made for all the other planets

satellites then known, and for Saturn's rings,

these computations allowance was given for tl

ufluence of the sun's rays, and those of the plane

and satellites upon each other, as also for the di

ferent density of the various bodies. The smal'

bodies cooling with the greatest rapidity, and v

ersa, Jupiter, the largest of all, would becon

solidified throughout in 9,433 years; cooled so

to admit of safe contact in 110,118 years;

would arrive at the existing temperature of tl

earth in 240,451 years (or 165,619 years from tl

present epoch ;) and descend to one twenty-fift

of the existing tempera'ure of the earth not unt

483,"121 years after the time when it was chippe

from the sun. Buffon drew the following importai

conclusions from the results of his calculations

That the fifth satellite 'of Saturn was the first 1

in the solar system which cooled down to a ten;

perature which made it inhabitable. This bega

4,916 years after the origin of the planetary sys

tem and continued till 47,588. But as the systci

is now 74,832 years old, that satellite became to

cold, thousands of years ago, for the existence c

organized beings, such as we are familiar with i

the present time. Our moon came next, and ha

a career of organized existences for 60,000 years

but it was all frozen out 2,318 years ago. Oi

Mars, also, life has become extinct. On the othe

hand, Jupiter still remains, and will continue fo

35,000 years longer, too hot to be touched witl

fety by plant or animal, though a career of near);

400,000 years awaits it in the future. In all th

other bodies of the solar system then discovered

ganized life is in the ascendant, though it begai

at very difi'erent periods, and is destined to enjo;

longer or a shorter future, according to the indi
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ual peculiarities of each planet. Buffon esti-

tcs the mean effect of the sun's rajs upon the

th's superficial temperature at the present time

equal to only one-fiftieth of the effect which

,es to the surface from the fires below. Formerly,

sun's influence was coiuparalivdy less ;
herc-

r, it will be comparatively greater, as the in-

lal heat diminishes. But its accumulated power

inly able to increase the period of the earth's

abitability (which without it would be 148,000

,rs) by about 20,000.

'But as soon as Fourier subjected the problem

rigorous calculation, he found a relation between

excess of the total temperature of the earth's

face above what it receives from the sun, and

increase of temperature at different depths

;

I from this relation he proved that the earth's

face was indebted to the interior for only .}^ of

Jentigrade degree. However great the tempera-

and its changes which still prevail in the cen-

1 parts of the earth, and however important

h changes may have once been at the surface,

s of little moment to those who live now upon

surface, even if the internal fires were wholly

,iuguished ; and, as Arago remarks, the frighful

ture drawn by Buffon of a vast planetary conge-

"on, when the interior source of heat is exhausted,

only a reverie of his own brain. The centre

ilf would lose its heat only at the rate of jgjgj
a second in a century."

mensious of the earth's orbit are too small, com-
pared with the distance of the stars, to give any
nfluouce upon the seasons to this variable tempera-

ture of space. Yet the grand march of the solar

system through space may be sufficient to make the

mean temperature of the earth experience a sensi-

ble change from this cause in the course of ages.''

(To be continued.)

letter of JuLn Barelav.

The hearing of your late bereavement has af-

fected my heart, but to hear that you are, or have
beeu supported in calmness, is no surprise. Nor
do I think to add any thing to this gift and quali-

fication,—a resigneduess to do and suffer whatever

is, iu the ordering of the Divine will, meted out as

your lot in life. But as we may be animated and

comforted by the mutual faith one of another, it

seemed as though it would be so to me, to address

thee at this time, even iu the love of our common
Father ; who brought us acquainted with each

other, and who knit us together in his blessed fel-

lowship, and bath preserved us in the Truth to this

day, so that we are members one of another. I

am persuaded, that nothing shall be permitted to

shake our faith, or separate us from his love, as

we continue to be concerned to cleave to it, in the

heights as in the depths ; but that in the end we
shall be more than conquerors through him who
gave himself for us, and is very tender of us. And
though we are appointed unto such afflictions, there

is a time when the eye of the soul can see in these,

far more of the compassions that fail not, and of

the gende leadings of the Shepherd of Israel, th

in seasons of prosperity and ease. It is in the

afflictions, that we see how in love and in pity he

redeems, bearing the lambs as ever in his bosom :

so that under a sense of these things, we are con

strained, like the prophet, to " make mention of the

loving kindnesses of the Lord and his praises, ai

cording to all that the Lord hath bestowed on ui

and his great goodness." Dearly beloved, what a

fine thing it is to be able to look beyond all out

ward things, and to feel that our rest is not in this

frail passing scene, but that we are bound for

glorious state, and are continually wrestling for ;

advancement in the way which leads to it : none

of the tribulations wo meet with, can then move us

away from the joyful hope set before u-i, nor de-

prive us of that, upon which alone we can place

our hearts. This is the language and experiei

of the faithful in all ages, and what is taught the

east scholar in the school of Christ. And though

there may be many, many seasons, when we can-

not sensibly get at this measure of experience
;
yet

the lowest, smallest grain of true faith, that was

ever yet permitted or dispensed to the upright,

brings with it a sufficient "evidence of things not

seen," to support and preserve from condemnation

and despair.

Many, no doubt, continue to be thy discourage-

ments, independent of this late source of trial

;

Ohl dear brother, be animated,—puton strength iu

the name of the Most High God ; who is surely

with thee, and will help thee in every hour of need,

and enable thee to rise over all that would keep

thee down,—over all that would oppress his own
precious life in thee. There is work for such

thou art, up and down id the earth, and in this

part too, where there is much seed sown, and in

ground prepared for its reception. I hope you

and others, often strengthen one another's hand

the Lord, and in his work and service; for the time

is but short, at the longest; and it is good to work

while the day lasts, and to glorify the great Name

render unto, or do for Him, who hath done so much
"or us.

I reii

dividu

For '•Tho Friend."

isings anil Ucmorics.

OUR PAST LIVES.

to have read the experience of an

EMPERATURE OF SPACE.—FOURIER S VIEWS.

"In 1824, Fourier introduced a new element

the theory of climate, viz. the temperature of

3 interplanetary spaces, as it is produced by th<

Dss radiation of countless stars. Looking at the

te of diminution in the heat of the atmosphere as

trata become higher and rarer,—a diminu

)n so rapid, that even under the equator the

mntains are covered with everlasting snow at the

ght of three or four miles,—meteorologists had

ucluded that outside of the atmosphere the tern

rature would be excessively low, hundreds and

ousands of degrees below the ordinary zero of

ermometers. Fourier subjected this opinion to

rigorous examination. He found that upon thi

pothesis the polar regions would be subject to

enormous degree of cold, much more excessive

an observation indicates, and the decrease of tern-

rature between the equator and the poles would

vastly greater than is observed. The change

lorn day to night would produce consequences

marked than any which are noticed. ' The

rface of bodies would be exposed suddenly, at the

iproach of night, to an infinitely intense cold,

nimals and vegetables could not resist so power-

1 and prompt an influence, which would act again

a contrary direction at the dawn of day.'

" Fourier comes to the conclusion, that the tem-

erature of space through which the earth pursues

track is only about 00° or 70^ below the zero

f Fahrenheit. It hasbeen thought thata remarka-

le confirmation of Fourier's calculation was fur-

1 by Svanberg, who found the temperature of

pace to be about 58° or 59°, from the capacity of

he air for caloric and on the assumption that thi

bsorption of heat by the different strata of air was

roportional to the absorption of light, as given by

ambert's experiments.

The immense number of bodies which contri-

utc by their united rays to the general temperature

f space, will compensate for any individual irregu

arities, such as the observations of astronomers,

ipon the teniforary, periodical, and Jluctaating

ght of certain stars, would lead us to anticipate.

fhe temperature of space may not be the same in I in the way of his own leadings; on which his bles-

'e different redons of the universe. But the di- sing abundantly rests as ever! Ah! what can we

niLcr

1 who in imminent danger of what ap-

peared a certain death, seemed to see at a glance,

spread before his mind, as on a map, his whole life

from his youth up. He lived to record the fact,

and I think, gives it as an instance of the extreme

rapidity of thought in moments of peril. What
a succession of scenes of sin and weakness, dear

reader, would some of our lives present, were they

spread before us in all the darkness of the truth. If

ght spot appeared, it would be where Divine

grace had been manifested for our deliverence from

bling us to take up the cross and to follow

the dear Saviour, iu some degree of faithful dedica-

tion.

I lately met with this passage, "A few years ago

I was travelling in South America. As I ap-

proached the base of a mountain, which lay in my
route, I found it covered with what I supposed to

tie an undergrowth of weeds. But I pressed my
way onward, and climbed up its sides, till I had
reached the summit. When I had gained the top,

I gazed around me with delight, and happened to

look back upon the winding way in which 1 had

ascended, and,lo! my whole path was clearly marked

out to the very foot of the mountain ; I found it was

caused by my having walked through a growth of

the sensitive plant, as it is familiarly known to us,

which grows indigenous there. It bad left all my
way plain before me, so that I could trace my
footsteps in all their curves and deviations, as I had

struggled up the sides of that beautiful mountain."

Our every action has left an enduring impres-

sion, more tangible to Omniscience, than the sensitive

plant record to the eye of the traveller, of his every

turn on his upward path. How many curves have

we made, dear reader, through weakness, or falter-

ing from the straightforward, upward track. Look
back over thy past life ! Was there not often a

turning to the left or right for a little relaxation 1

Time is yet allowed us for amendment of life. The
record of our sins may be blotted out, if through

faith in the Lord Jesus, and a patient submission

to his purifying' baptisms, we come to know a being

washed and made clean in the laver of regenera-

tion. Blessed are they whose sins go beforehand

tojudgment. Against such, whatever the darkness

of their past lives, whatever the wandering serpen-

tine course of their earlier days may have been,

there stands no record of guilt, but the words of

glad welcome await them, " Come, ye blessed of my
Father, inherit the kingdom prepared for you."

No matter how high our profession has been,

—-no matter how pure the doctrine we may have

advocated, or the precepts we may have inculcated,

if we have not witnessed that real change of heart,

which our Saviour terms '' being born again," we
are not in a state of acceptance, and our sins of

omission and commission, stand in terrible distinct-

ness against us. If iu this condition, our past lives

should be brought; before us, through all their

courses, great would be our horror and anguish of

t-pirit. We may have led outwardly moral lives,

—-we may have borne excellent characters amongst

men, yet our path has been trodden in the natural

will ol man, which is ever opposed to God, and never

having experienced reconciliation through the blood

of the cross, which subdues the old enmity, wc are

aliens from the covenant of promise, and cannot in-

herit the kingdom of heaven. Let us see to it
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whilst time is allotted us. Let us look over the
paths of our lives, aiid whilst in deep sorrow of

heart, lamcnling our wasted years, let u« seek to

the Lord Jesus for purity, pardon, and peace.

These may yet be our portion, if in unreserved

sincerity of heart we turn to the Lord, and let him
rule and work in us that which is well pleasing in

his sight. Then will the retrospect of our past

lives, whilst humbling us to the dust, cease to bring
horror and remorse, for we shall feel that though
less than the least of all saints, yet grace has been
given us to draw near to the Lord Jesus who has
said, he that cometh unto me I will in no wise cast

out.

THE AFFLICTIONS OF THE CHRISTIAN ALL PER-
MITTED IN MERCY.

When that good old man, Abel Thomas, ex-

claimed, that he had been " mercifully favoured
with many losses," he, without doubt, felt that his

Heavenly Father had meted them all out to him
for his everlasting good, and he could feel that

they had been productive of blessed effects, in

humbling the heart, strengthening the faith, and
leading the afBicted spirit to rest more entirely on
the Lord Jesus for comfort and support. It was
a sense of the saving, soul-quickening manifestation

of the Lord's mercy, often extended through earthly

trials to those whom he is fitting for his blested

home above, where there is neither sorrow nor
sighing, which induced the honest hearted old

Mennouist thus to address his dear friend George
Dillwyn in a time of difficulty and affliction,

" Georgey, I heard de was in drouble, and I was
very glad of it."

I remember to have read an anecdote of a reli-

gious man, who returning on horseback to his own
home, with a very considerable sum of money, was
overtaken by a violent storm. As he felt that his

clothing was all beingwetthrough,he wasa little im-
patient, and some murmuring thoughts stirred in his

mind. In the midst of the storm he approached
a forest, when, to his great consternation he per-

ceived a robber by the roadside, with a gun, at-

tempting to shoot bim. The rain, however, had
completely wet the powder in the pan of the gun,
and it would not take fire from the sparks of the
flint, and before the robber could replace it with dry,
the horse of the merchant, encouraged by his spur,

had carried him to a place of safety. Ashamed of

his late murmurs, he said, "how wrong was I not
to endure the rain patiently, as sent by Providence.'

If the weather had been dry and fair, I should not,

probably, have been alive at this hour, and my
little children would have expected my return in

vain. The rain, which caused me to Uiurmur, came
at the right moment to save my life and preserve
my property. It is often thus, without doubt, that

the afllictions and cross occurrences which beset the

pathof the Christian, save him from greater sorrows,
temporal as well as eternal.

Toplady tells a story of Doctor Guyse, a very
learned man, who, through a sudden affliction, and
God's assisting grace, was made on one occasion at

least, an efficient minister of the Gospel. He was
in the babit of writing out his sermons, which beiniJ

prepared very carefully, and read with due em-
phasis, fell pleasantly upon the ear, amused the

understanding, and were very useless in reaching
the spiritual condition of his hearers, or quickening
them in the Divine life. After many years of un-
successful labour, he one day being in the pulpit,

with his sermon properly prepared on paper, was
suddenly stricken blind. He had finished the usual
prayer, when this affliction came upon him, and as

the time to commence the sermon had come, he
preached for the first time trusting to the Lord.

His hearers did not know what had befallen him,
but they felt he had never preached such a sermon
before. He was listened to with deep attention,

and through the accompanying influence of the

Holy Spirit, some were convicted of sin, and in

aftertime, some really regenerated ones traced

their conversion to that opportunity. When the

service was over he was enabled to find his way
down, and began to express his deep sorrow for

the great loss he had sustained. After hearing
him and finding what had happened, an honest
hearted old woman said bluntly, " Doctor, we have
never heard you preach like this before, and if that

is the result of being blind, it is a pity you were
not blind twenty years ago."

Probably, Doctor Guyse learned more of Divine
truth by the deprivation of his sight in one hour,
than he would have attained by his intellectual re-

searches in many years.

Depth of Mines. Tlie working of the English
Mines.—An English journal, after valuing the to-

tal product of the mines of Great Britain at £41,-
491,102 per annum, and computing that England's
supply of coal will last at least seven hundred
years longer, at present rates of consumption,
gives the following account of the depth to which the
bowels of the earth have been pierced in England :

"The depth to which we mine for coal is al-

ready great. The pit at Duckenfield, in Cheshire,
is 2,004 feet below the surface to the point where
it intersects the 'Black Mine Coal,' a seam which
is four feet six inches thick, and of the best quality
for domestic and manufacturing purposes ; from
this point a further depth of 500 feet has been at-

tained by means of an engine plane in the bed of
coal, so that a great portion of the coal is now
raised from the enormous depth of 2,504 feet. At
Pendleton, near Manchester, coal is daily worked
from a depth of 2,135 feet ; and the cannel coal
of Wigan is brought from 1,773 feet below the
surface. Many of the Durham collieries are
equally deep, and far more extended in their sub-
terranean labyrinths. Some of these, and others
in Cumberland, are worked out far under the bed
of the sea ; and on both sides of the island we
are rapidly extending our sub-oceanic burrowing.

" Dolcoath tin mine, in Cornwall, is now work-
ing at one thousand eight hundred feet from the
surface, and is rapidly sinking deeper. The depth
of Tresavean, a copper mine, is two thousand one
hundred and eighty feet. Many other tin and
copper mines are approaching these depths ; and
under the Atlantic wares, in Botallack, Levant
and other mines, man is pursuing his labours daily
at half a mile from the shore. To aid the miner
in these severe tasks, gigantic steam engines, with
cylinders one hundred inches in diameter, are em-
ployed in pumping water from those vast depths.
Winding-engines, which are masterpieces of me-
chanical skill, are ever at work raising the mine-
rals from each dark abyss, and ' man engines,' of
considerable ingenuity— so called because they
bring the wearied miner to the light of day, saving
him from the toil of climbing up perpendicular
ladders—are introduced in many of our most per-
fectly conducted mines. Our coals cost us an-
nually one thousand lives, and more than double
that number of our mctaliferous miners perish
from accidents in the mines, or at an unusually
early age—thirty-two—from diseases contracted
by the conditions of their toils. By the industry
of our mining population there is annually added
to our national wealth considerably more than
thirty millions sterling. This when elaborated by
the process of manufacture, is increased in value
tenfold.

" While we are drawing upon these hoarded tres
ures, and thus constantly adding to the natio)
wealth, we should not forget how much of meni
toil and muscular power is expended, and h(
many human lives are annually sacrificed in the
pursuits. Surely in this age of enlightened benev
lence nothing practical should be left undone whi
will tend to ameliorate the hardships of the mine
lot and diminish the dangers to which he is unavoi
ably exposed."

Tlie Work of Religion in the Morning of Li—I feel a desire which words cannot fully exprei
that my dear young friends may be entreated
engage in this work of such great and individu
importance. A sacrifice in the morning of life

made with much less difficulty, than if deferred t

the day is more advanced, and the mind incumber!
with the things of this transitory world. The
are many things which, although harmless aij

lawful in themselves, indispose the mind for tl

simplicity of the Gospel, keep alive the evil pr
pensities of fallen nature, and if suffered to occuf
that time and those talents afforded in tender men
for the most noble purpose, will have to be remeu
bered at a future day, with " vexation of spirit
Be willing then, my beloved young friends, to r
tire more frequently than the returning mornin.
from the perishing things of time and sense, to tl

precious "gift of God" in the heart; and althoug
you may have to descend again and again into tl

humiliating depths of painful reflection, there 1

willing to abide. It is in the deep, that " tb
mighty works of the Lord" and his wonders ai

beheld. It is here that the mind can clearly di,

cern those things which serve God, and those whici
serve him not; and here, under the weight of trot,

ble and affliction for the past, and anxiety for tli

future, the acceptable cry is raised unto Him, whj
delivereth out of every distress. The Lord alon
is exalted in that day, and the creature brougl,
low and reduced to that humble childlike statu

wherein only, the knowledge of" Him that is froi

the beginning" is revealed. Without this savio
knowledge, the ever blessed name of Christ ca
only be mentioned from hearsay or report, bu
with it, you will be enabled to say from heart-fel
experience, that "Jesus is Lord," even your Lore
and that "by the Holy Ghost." "This is lit

eternal, that they might know thee the only tru
God, and Jesus Christ, whom thou hast sent,
" who is the beginning and the end, the first an
the last."

—

Daniel Wheeler.

From '• The r,amily Treasury."

Wanderings over Jiible lands and Seas.

Solomon's gardens, hebron, and bethlehem
On Tuesday, June 17th, we set ofi' for the hilj

country of Judea, Hebron, and Bethlehem. 1

was to be a three day's excursion, and much fq

us depended on the way in which it was carriei

out, as the success of this expedition was to decidi

whether we should afterwards attempt the longe
tour through Northern Palestine. We started i;

excellent spirits, although not with the best horse
in the world. The master of our hotel was oii

dragoman. The air was light and fresh with t9
ure morning breeze, and all promised well. 1
We walked to the Jafl'a Gate by Miss Cooper

industrial school, where we saw her Jewesses seatei

on low divans round the rooms, happily occupiei
in sewing, weaving, and making twine.

At the Jaffa Gate we met our horses, muleteers
and baggage, with the English Consul and Mrs
Finn, who had very kindly undertaken to introduce
us to Solomon's Gardens at Urtass— a place ii

which they took especial interest, on account of thi
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el farm lately commenced there with the object

ffording employment to Jewish converts.

{e. were entering David's country. The inci-

ts of his life, with its strong contrasts of lowli-

aud grandeur, joy and .sorrow, were entwined

I the name of almost every town and village, hill

valley, cave and desert we saw. We were

ing Jerusalem, where the words and deeds of

e years, and more especially the words and

ds of three days, made all other associations

; into insignificance, except as connected with

n, for a portion of the Holy Land rich in Old
tament memories, but linked to the New Testa-

it only by the sacred name of Bethlehem, and

journey of the virgin mother to that hill-country

fudea which we were now traversing.

iVas Hebron, the Levitical city, the City of

Fuge, the home of Zacharias and Elizabeth ?

BD the footsteps of Mary must have passed across

ery hills. Alone, in the guardianship of

1 and his angels, with the hope of the world in

heart, she crossed these hills, lonely, no doubt,

n in many places, though not with the dead

tude of to-day, to meet the one other woman
Dm God gave her to share the wondrous secret

er joy.

k\\ along the solitary way her lowly and happy

il magnified the Lord, and her spirit rejoiced in

3 her Saviour, Well, indeed, may we in these

er generations call her " blessed" for from the

ivens where she rests the word comes back to us

the lips of her Saviour and ours—comes back

ividually to each one of us who love him, sealed

h a richer beatitude than even hers as his

mother—sealed with a " yea," and multiplied

ha" rather :" " Yea, rather, blessed are those

o hear the word of God, and keep it." And
king around about on the disciples, with

nprehcnsive, yet most individualizing glance

ich Mark records, he said, " Behold my mother

3 my brethren."

That morning ride across the breezy hills was

ry inspiriting. We crossed more than once one

Solomon's aqueducts, a covered channel which

Qveyed the waters from the neighbouring hills

Jerusalem. In many places the stones which

of the channel are broken in, and the shepherds

iter their flocks at the stream which still flows

3re.

We passed one of the many places in this country

alike to Jew and Mahommedan, and fraught

th a tender interest to the Christian,—Rachel's

mb. It is now a massive, solitary mosque,

alously guarded from intrusion ; but below it is

cave—probably the original cave-tomb of Rachel

to the interior of which you my peep through a

aall opening, although you may by no means enter,

xcept for its desolation and melancholy solitude,

lere is little in it to harmonize with one of the

Inderest histories of human love and sorrow in the

Id Testament. How close home to the heart that

^rrative comes amidst all the old-world historic

f violence, and feuds, and petty warfares between

^ibes wich were the germs of nations I Amidst so

inch that is foreign to our life and thoughts, this

5story is fresh and heart-touching as if it had hap-

lened in the immediate circle of our friends. It is

s if amidst one of the old, deseited, giant cities.

4th their massive walls and Cyclopean temples,

nd traces of war and savage worship, we suddenly

ame on a home strewn with the traces of recent

veryday occupations, household vessels, children's

oys, pillows retaining the impress of the head that

ay there yesterday, and wet with the tears of

Qourners. It is the one sanctuary of uncalculating

md self sacrificing affection, unsullied by the low

nd covetous aims which debased so much of Jacob's

life. The seven years of service seemed nothing to

him for the love he had to her. It was an intense

personal affection, independent of all cost and all

consequences. Dearer to him alone than all on
earth beside, her children seem to have been dear

to him more for her sake than even for their own.
" He alone is left of his mother, and his father

loveth him," was the plea for Benjamin with Jo.seph.

Then what could exceed the pathos of llachel's

own history, the southern fervour of her character,

the death caused by the very fulfilment of her pas-

sionate desire ? And afterwards the dying mother's

name of sorrow changed by the father into the

name of tenderness, the son of her anguish into the

son of his right hand ; the tender minuteness with

which, long years afterwards, Jacob digresses from

the blessing of Joseph's children to the mother's

death :
" And as for me, when I came from Padan,

Rachel died by me in the land of Canaan, in the

way, when yet there was but a little way to come
unto Ephrath ;" the kind of fond, moUitiiij pride

which made the father clothe the motherless boy

in the coat of many colours ;—all these tender

touches which linger around every memory of the

beloved wife, do they not show that God melted

Jacob's heart through human love as well as by

divine revelation ? The angel who was more th

angelic surely wrestled with Jacob at other places

besides Peniel, and has given divine strength to

many since Jacob, by that very touch which seemed

to take all strength away. Surely that death and

that tomb by the wayside brought the bereaved into

the presence of God as well as Bethel and Peniel

;

and He whose love includes in its depths all that

is highest and tenderest in the love of father

mother, or husband, taught Jacob much through

that love and sorrow.

It seemed a cold and lifeless monument to such

a history, that shapeless, solitary building. A
mound of earth, or a tree, which spring would have

renewed every year, and made the cradle of flowers

the home of birds, would have seemed more in

harmony with that simple narrative of love, and

life, and death.

We reached Urtass before midday—the valley

of Solomon's Gardens, As to the economical

alue of this farm as a missionary experiment I can

ffer no opinion, but its value to us was very great

as a restoration of the Bible pictures of the Holy

Land in its days of glory and beauty. Such as

this valley is, the whole land in its peopled and

cultivated portions must have been—a land not only

flowing with milk and honey from the upland pas-

tures and the breezy, thyme-scented hills, but " a

and of wheat, and barley, and vines, and figtrees,

and pomegranates— a land of oil-olive"
—" a land

of fountains and depths which spring out of valleys

ud hills"—a " land of hills and valleys which

drinketh water of the rain of heaven."

The farm-house (Meshullam's) was situated in

a quiet nook, low in the valley. We had our cold

luncheon on stone seats in the shade of a tree out-

side the house, which was not unlike an Italian

farm-house. Our friends guided us up the hill-sides,

which were very steep, but irregularly terraced.

Every level bit was covered with vines. The bright,

fresh, green of the luxuriant vine-leaves was very

refreshing to the eye after the brown, burnt up hills

around Jerusalem. These vines need no artificial

watering. The rains of the rainy season, and after

wards the heavy night dews of the dry season, keep

them juicy and vigorous. At we climbed the hills

we continually came on ihe roots and stumps of

old oaks, terebinths, &c., sprouting healthily with

fresh leaves. These, with fig-trees and vines, grov

to the summit of the hills. The improvident pea

santry think nothing, we were told, of destroying

trees to make charcoal, and thus the country is

steadily laid waste. But the old, gnarled roots

were there to tell their tale of noble trunks and
canopies of leafy branches, once filling the valley

with the music of leaves and birds, blending with

the voice of a stream which still flowed below j the

stately forest-trees, and fruit-trees large as forest-

trees, no doubt festooned with clusters of golden and
purple grapes.

The productions of the level base of the little

valley were more prosaic, except for their sugges-

tions of home comfort, which give their own pecu-

liar charms to kitchen-gardens, and for the beautiful

ttle stream which eddied and prattled along its

stony channel. At the head of the valley is an

ancient rock-hewn tank, filled with fresh water

from a stream which flows into it through the

arched entrance of a cool, subterranean chamber.

The fountain-head is at some little distance, and the

water is conveyed into the valley through an an-

cient excavated aqueduct. From this tank the

stream falls in a cascade to the lower level of the

valley, by the side of which it flows with the inimita-

ble music of abundant water. The channel is

rocky, and overshadowed in many places with steep,

wild crags. At the head of the dell, near the tank,

some fine old fig-trees cast their broad, thick folds

of green shade, which is met at its edge by the

delicate shadows of pomegranates, then glowing

with scarlet blossom. This was quite a bower of

shade. Below is a garden of herbs, fruit, and

vegetables, planted in little spaces, each isolated by

its tiny water-course. These channels are filled

every eight days by the gardener's removing with

his foot the little earthen dyke which closes them.

It is replaced and the channel cleared in the same

way. By this care two or three crops are obtained

in the year. Probably without this " Egyptian"

method' (I'iWeDeut.xi. 10) abundantordiuary crops

might be procured. These vegetables, herbs, and

fruTts help to supply the Jerusalem market, as pro-

bably, in old times, they supplied Solomon's royal

table.
(To be continued.)

A mind leavened by tlie Spirit of Truth.—In

this state the mind is tender, and inwardly watch-

ful, that the love of gain draw us not into any

business which may weaken our love to our heav-

nly Father, or bring unnecessary trouble to any

of his creatures. And thus the way would gradu-

ally open to cease from that spirit which craves

riches, and things fetched from afar, and which so

mix with the customs of this world, and so intrude

upon the true harmony of life, that the right me-

lium of labour is very much departed from. If

he minds of people were thus settled in a steady

concern, not to hold nor possess any thing but what

may be held consistent with the wisdom from

above, they would consider what they possess as

the gift of God; and would be inwardly exercised,

that in all parts of their conduct they might act

agreeably to the nature of the peaceable govern-

ment of Christ.

Such a life is supported with little ; and in a

state truly resigned to the Lord, the eye is single

to see what outward employ he leads into as a

means of our subsistence; and a lively care is

maintained to hold to that without launching fur-

ther.

—

John Wool/nan.

We may, like Adam, have recourse to evasions

and palliations, as though we expected to hide our-

selves from the All-seeing eye.

A Christian must be a man of faith every step

of the way, and one whom the world knows not,

though he so well knows the world.
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Tlie Puzzled TVre?i.—I was sitting one morning
at the open window of a pleasant country house,

when I observed a busy wren flying back and forth

through the thick boughs of an English cherry
tree, bringing bits of wood and grass to the little

round hole which she had made in the bottom of

the tree, for a place, I suppose, to hide her nest in.

After a while she came lugging a burden that

looked heavy enough for two wrens. She had
been to the wood-pile and picked up a stick longer

than she was, and I watched her as she flew up to

the hole with it, and attempted to go in just as she

had done with her other sticks and bits. I laughed
to see how puzzled she was when her burden but-

ted against the sides and pushed her back from
the entrance. She tried it again and again with
the same result, fluttering up to the hole, knocking
the stick against the sides, and then obliged to flut-

ter back again. It was very rude in the ungainly
twig, she seemed to think, and the little bird ac-

tually looked as if she felt insulted. I almost ex-

pected to see her give it up; but no. Fastening

her feet firmly on the edge of the opening, she

placed the stick perpendicularly, and tugged with

all her might to thrust it through, but in vain

;

then she turned it and tried it horizontally, but it

would not go in. At last she tried it endwise, and
I could not help clapping my hands as it slid to

the bottom of the nest, and the little bird hopped
in after it with a kind of provoked triumph in her

manner, as if she said, " What a fool! Why didn't

I know that before 1"

For " The friend."

Go not to BabyloD.

It was in view of the degeneracy of the people

of Israel, and of the iniquity abounding amongst
them, that the prophet Jeremiah exclaimed, " Oh
that I had in the wilderness a lodging-place of

wayfaring men, that I might leave my people,

and go from them !" In looking at the state of

our religious Society, I seem at times as though I

could adopt the same language, yet feeling an ar-

dent concern that the testimonies of Truth which
our forefathers, through the enlightening and
strengthening grace of our Lord Jesus Christ

lifted up as an ensign of peace and purity to the

nations, may not through unfaithfulness fall in this

day, I greatly desire that all the lovers of the

Truth may do as the same prophet did, who went
not to Babylon, for ease and earthly comforts, but

remained at his post, sharing the afflictive dispen-

sation meted out to the remnant of his people. II

we, dear friends, keep our places, in this day ol

declension and gloom, it may please the great

Head of the Church to turn his hand upon us, as

a religious Society, and in mercy, through the

spirit of judgment and of burning, purge away
our dross, take away our tin, and even reflne our

reprobate silver. Because backsliding and iniquity

abound, let not our love to the dear Redeemer
wax cold, but let us trust in Iliui with all our

hearts, exercising great care that we obey his will,

and in labouring in his cause, lean not to our
own understanding. We shall then certainly know
" His going forth to be prepared as the morning,

and as the early and latter rain." If in the Lord's

leading, we rally to the primitive standard, raised

by our early Friends, we shall not follow the ex-

ample of some bearing our name on the other

side of the Atlantic, who appear by the boasted

exercise of human intellect, to be endeavouring to

remove the ancient land-marks. Land-marks,
which, through Divine mercy and under Divine di-

rection, our forefathers in the Truth were made in-

strumental to revive and set up. To all these in-

novations on our principles, the declaration of our

Lord is applicable, " Whosoever drinketh of this

water shall thirst again, but whosoever shall drink
of the water that I shall give him, shall never
thirst, but it shall be in him a well of water spring-

ing up unto everlasting life." These who drink of

the streams which flow from the understanding of

the unregenerate man, will never be refreshed

thereby, or strengthened to comprehend the mys-
teries of the heavenly kingdom, which to the babes
in Christ, the humble waiters upon him, are re-

vealed by the openings of his Holy Spirit. Who-
ever undertake to expound and inculcate the doc-

trines of the Christian religion, without the en-

lightening and directing influence of this unerring

Guide, will be to those they seek to instruct but

as blind leaders of the blind, who must fall into

confusion.

Dear friends, let us be deeply engaged to seek

for true wisdom from the alone Fountain : Then
through the Lord's assistance, we shall be qualified

t) labour for repairing the waste place of Zion,

and rebuilding her walls j though it may be in

troublous times, yet shall we see in measure, the

desire of our souls in her increase satisfied, and
He will enable us to fill up our own places in the

militant church. J. B.
Washington county, Ohio., 8th mo., 1861.

In the present critical time, when our once high-

ly favoured country is involved in civil war, with

all its attendant horrors, let us evidence by our

conduct that the weapons of our warfare are not

carnal, but spiritual. The article in "The Friend,'"

page 374, under the title of "I am a Christian,

and therefore cannot fight," was relieving to the

mind of the writer. May the principles therein

inculcated be put in practice, is my fervent breath-

ing at this time.

Selected.

Keligion for the Times.

We want a religion that goes into the family,

and keeps the husband from being spiteful when
the dinner is late, and keeps the dinner from being

late—keeps the wife from fretting when the hus-

band tracks the newly washed floor with his mud-
dy boots, and makes the husband mindful of the

scraper and the door mat—keeps the mother pa-

tient when the baby is cross, and keeps the baby
pleasant—amuses the children as well as instructs

them—wins as well as governs—projects the hoa-

ey-moon into the harvest moon, and makes the

happy hours like the eastern fig tree, bearing iu

its bosom at once the beauty of the tender blossom

and the glory of the ripened fruit. We want a

religion that bears heavily not only on the " ex-

ceeding sinfulness of sin," but on the exceeding

rascality of lying and stealing; a religion that

banishes small measures from the counters, small

baskets from the stalls, pebbles from the cotton

bags, clay froui paper, sand from sugar, chiokory

from coS'ee, otta from butter, beet juice from vine-

gar, alum from bread, strychnine from wine, water

from milk-cans, and buttons from the contribution

box.

The religion that is to save the world will not

put all the big strawberries at the top, and all the

bad ones at the bottom. It will not offer more
baskets of foreign wines than the vineyards ever

produced bottles, and more barrels of Genessee

flour than all the wheat-fields of New York yield,

and all her mills grind. It will not make one half

of a pair of shoes of good leather, and the other

of poor leather, so that the first shall redound to

the maker's credit, and the second to his cash. It

will not put Gouvin's stamp on Jenkin's kid gloves,

nor make Paris bonnets in the back room of a
Boston milliner's shop, nor let a piece of velvet

that professes to measure twelve yards, come to

untimely end in the tenth, or a spool of sewi:.,

silk that vouches for twenty yards, be nipped
the bud at fourteen and a half, nor the cottii

thread spool break to the yardstick fifty of tl

two hundred yards of promise that was given

.

the eye, nor wide cloth measure less than thirti

six inches from selvedge to selvedge, nor all ww
delaines and all linen handkerchiefs be amalg
mated with clandestine cotton, nor coats made
old woolen rags pressed together, be sold to ti

unsuspecting public for legal broadcloth. It do
not put bricks at five dollars per thousand in

chimneys if contracted to build of seven doUi
materials, nor smuggle white pine into floors thi

have paid for hard pine, nor leave yawning cracl

in closets, when boards ought to join, nor dan
ceilings that ought to be smoothly plastered, ni

make window blinds with slats that cannot stand tl

wind, and paint that cannot stand the sue, and fas

enings that may be looked at, but are on no accoui

to be touched. The religion that is to sanctify tl

world pays its debts. It does not consider fort

cents returned for one hundred cents given, is a>

cording to gospel, though it may be according
law. It looks upon a man who has failed in trad

and who continues to live in luxury, as a thief,

looks upon a man who promises to pay fifty dolla:

on demand with interest, and who neglects to pa
it on demand, with or without interest, as a liar.

Qaietness in the Storm.

"Be still, and know that I am God: I will 1;

exalted among the heathen, I will be exalte

among the nations of the earth." The forty-sixt

Psalm evidently assumes tribulation and warfari

in the midst of the world ; and points the Christia

to his refuge, his safe and blessed retreat, amidi

the war storms gathering from the distant horizoi

God is not only our refuge, but he is also with

"He maketh wars to cease unto the end of th

earth; he breaketh the bow, and cutteth the spea

asunder ; he burneth the chariot in the fire."

God is thus the source of victory, if the battl-

not to the strong nor the race to the swift, t i

"be still;" do not be alarmed, agitated and vexec

but be satisfied of this, that God will be exalted

the earth. Fear not for his kingdom, be i

alarmed for his cause ; not a hair of the head c

his saints shall perish. Be still, and know that Hi

is not man to repent, nor a creature to fail; hv'

the mighty God, the same yesterday, to-day, aui!

forever.

This prescription is suitable to the age in whie

we live, in scenes that are opening on the world]

What are some of the grounds of disquiet i

minds of true Christians 'i Why is it that we
the prescription, "Be still T' We answer, fin

from the imperfection of our knowledge. We
but a fragment of God's procedure: we cannot

that out of evil he still brings good. When
behold overshadowing error, we think it will deepei

and darken till the whole sky is overcast; where

as by and by it is dissolved, and truth shines fortl

with all the sploador of the sun, and the momen
tary cloud seems to have only increased the in

tensity of the glory that succeeds, and follows it

We hear of divisions and disputes among Chris

tians; we think the Church is going to pieces; bu

that is because we see but a part, we do not se

the whole. If we saw the whole, we should dis

cover that the momentary discord is only prepara

tory to lasting harmony; that the dispute of a da_

precedes the peace that will prevail through age

to come. We see through a glass darkly; we d,

not always recollect this; and because we forgetJ
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n fancy that we can see more clearly than is the

», wc arc troubled and disquieted. Because wc
sfbliud, we think the world is going to pieces, and

God has left it to itself.

—

Cummiiig.

'''all of a Singular Aerolite in England. To
Editor of the London Times.—I was this day
ritness of the fall of an aerolite of, I believe,

recedented size. As I was driving my wife

children in the vicinity of my house, a rush

sound, gradually increasing in intensity, made
If heard, until at last, with a roar and a scream

ch still seem to ring in my ears, a flaming r

iged itself into the road at the distance of a lew

ds fron) my pony's head. My wife and two
dren were naturally much alarmed, so I directed

aymakers who were at work in an adjoinint

i to dig for it, while I drove to a friend's housi

8 by. The pony broke out into a profuse per

•ation, trembled all over, and showed every sigt

he greatest terror. On my return to the spot

r an absence of about twenty minutes, I found

t the labourers had succeeded in disinterring

it proved a most magnificent aerolite, of such ;

and weight as I do not believe to be on record

shape is an irregular ellipse, the major axis

)g Hi inches, the minor axis 7| inches; the

ght is 83 J pounds. The men who dug it up
cd nie that it had buried itself nearly 6 feet

he ground, and was red-hot when they reached

Indeed, wh(?n I returned, it was too hot to be

ched with impunity by the naked hand. \Vh
ing, the crystals assumed, while constantly

inging, the most beautiful prismatic hues. Its

cific gravity I have satisfactorily ascertained to

greater than that of iron, but from the imperfect

of testing at my command, I am unable to

ermine the exact ratio. At the moment of its

the sky was perfectly cloudless. A strong-smell

sulphur was diffused immediately after the de-

nt, and I have found several crystals of that ele-

ut in the cavities on the upper surface, which

?e escaped abrasion from the soil. Perhaps s

your numerous scientific correspondents will be

e to state whether I am right in my opinion as to

)eiug the largest on record, in which case I will

isent it to whatever museum may be deemed the

ist appropriate; otherwise I shall deposit it in

! library of the Mechanics' Institute at Lancas-

I remain, your obedient servant,

Augustus H. Denham.
Jhorley Kector, near Lancaster, Aug. 1.

Selected.

Joy and Praise,

What was the spirit of the Gospel as it exisi

|the experience of believers in the apostolic age?

was preeminently a glad and joyous spirit

ley had received by faith a gospel which brought

;m glad tidings of great joy, and their daily

,1k was in the fear of the Lord and in the com-

•ts of the Holy Ghost. A natural, and with

3m, the /;a6i<2<a/ expression of this joy was praise.

) sooner was the Lord parted from his diiciples,

d carried up to heaven, than they returned to

rusalem with great joy, and " were continually in

J temple praising and blessing God." Praise

,s a part of the daily expression of that pente-

ital gladness with which thousands of new cou-

rts at Jerusalem received the first great outpour-

; of the Spirit. " And they did eat their meat

th gladness and singleness of heart.praising God."

midnight, in the inner prison at Philippi, two

"oners with their feet fast in the stocks, were

srheard praying and singing praises to God. The
ice which passeth all understanding kept their

irts, and One who never sleeps, and who has

^raised never to forsake them was near. Both

they and their companions in the faith were often

in tribulation ; but as the sufferings of Christ

abounded in them, so their consolation also

abounded by Christ. They knew how to be abas-

ed, and how to abound ; how to be full, and how
to be hungry ; and in whatsoever state they were,

therewith to be content. Whether they were in

tavour with all the people, or were led forth to

prison and to death, they went out with joy and

were led forth with peace. They knew not what
a day would bring forth; but they were careful

for nothing, casting all their care on Him who
cared for them.

Death as a Regulator.—As we once walked the

streets of one of our cities with a Professor of a

well known College, the subject of death became
the theme of our conversation, " The prospect of

this event," said he, "does much to regulate my
speech. If I am tempted to utter any thing that

is slanderous, irritating, offensive, or unjust, I im-

mediately check myself by the recollection of a

line in one of our hymns— ' Let me think if I was
dying,' " Well would it be for men generally to

apply this test to themselves. How much would

then be left unsaid ! We forget that we are mor-

tal, and thus are we often led to unkind and se-

vere remarks which never would have escaped our

lips, had the solemn truth been present to our

minds—" The Judge standeth at the door." Fre-

quently is this true in public assemblies. Unholy
motives operate, the crowd excites, listening mul-

titudes stimulate, personal ambition urges on, and

thus are men induced to say what, if they knew
there was but a step betwixt them and death, they

would have carefully suppressed, and rejected even

as a suggestion to their winds.

—

Late imper.

Dew.—There is dew in one flower and not in

another, because one opens its cup and takes it in,

while the other closes itself and the drop runs off.

God rains his goodness and mercy as wide-spread

as the dew, and if we lack them, it is because we
will not open our hearts to receive them.

THE FRIEND.
EIGHTH MONTH 31, 1861.

This number of The Friend closes the volume.

Probably very few, if any of those who assisted in

starting the publication in ] 8',27, expected it to con-

tinue long after the trials which then assailed the

Society of Friends should have subsided. But now,

in completing its thirty-fourth year, we know not but

that it may yet be a welcume visitant at many a

fire-side for a long time to come. Great changes

have taken place amidst the baud who first asso-

ciated to contribute for its pages. Death has taken

some from us, and various causes have combined

to deprive us of the aid and assistance of most of

those who are yet alive. But fram time to time,

our ranks have received addition of such as were

willing to lend eflicient aid, so that at no time since

the establishment of the paper, has the editor been

left to bear the burden alone.

Great care has been exercised in endeavouring

to prevent the admission of aught into its pages,

which would tend to corrupt good morals, or to

conflict with any of the doctrines of Truth, which

the Society of Friends have received from the

Great Head of the Church, to exemplify in life and

conversation, and to uphold and promote, as he

gives ability, by tongue and pen. It may be that

some things have had publication therein, which,

weighed in the true balance, might be found want-
ing, as to the fulness of Gospel clearness and
spirituality, and sometimes the truth m.ay have
been supported in language too forcible and earnest,

— with more zeal than caution,—yet we believe, that

of the few published sentiments, which during the
past years have been condemned by some, most of
the supposed errors was in the spirit in which
they were judged. No writer, who clearly and
emphatically, states the truth and condemns error,

can pos.sibly enunciate his sentiments so clearly, but
that one of a jealous, over-sensitive spirit, may con-
strue cither the principles he lays down, or the

judgment he gives, into an intended attack on his

sentiments, or his actions, or on doctrines he holds
to be correct. To enforce charity, may give offence

to some who feel they have given way to fierce

zeal in defending what they thought was truth ; to

advocate an unflinching support of the right,

strongly and earnestly, has often been esteemed by
the lukewarm, marks of an unchristian and illiberal

spirit. Yet charity, every one must allow to be a
necessary, a never failing accompaniment of a
truly christian spirit, and an earnest defence of the

Truth to be a duty devolving upon all whom God
has blessed with a soul-saving knowledge thereof.

For the future, we may express the hope that

our journal will continue to defend the Truth when
necessary, and to furnish interesting examples of

those who have proved its eflicacy amid the trials

and temptations of life, and its support in the hour
of death. We live in days of commotion and trial.

The religious community is in agitation, the country
around us is engaged in war. In the midst of all

this tumult, the winds of controversy, and the waves
of aflliction roaring, let us endeavour to possess our

souls in patience, remembering that " the Lord
on High is mightier than the noise of many waters,

yea, than the mighty waves of the sea." In the

world, as of old, his children shall have tribulation,

but He has overcome the world, and in him they

shall have peace.

The departure of many who hold conspicuous

stations in the religious Society of Friends, from

some of the principles and testimonies which, from
its first rise have been most surely believed in and con-

fessed by it, is cause of deep aflliction and sorrow of

heart to all, who loving the truth, have observed

and understood the signs of the times. But the

Great Head of the Church will take care of his

own ; and if those who are favoured to see things

as they are, in the light which he gives, will only

be obedient to him, and devoted to do his will, a

better day will come, and perhaps sooner than our

faint-hearted faith can believe possible. Let every

one abide in humility and the obedience of faith,

doing his allotted work as the Lord gives ability,

with faithfulness and integrity. Then will the

favour of the dear Saviour, his love and grace, give

brightness and sweetness to their way, and the

light of many dedicated sons and daughters will,

to the Lord's praise, give lustre and glory to his

church militant. The day of redemption from its

declension will then come, and the time beheld in

prospective vision by holy men and women, of the

building the walls of Ziou, and the enlargement of

her borders, will open upon u^, and spiritually

throughout her courts joy and gladness will be

heard, thanksgiving and the voice of melody.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

Affairs at Washington.—The number of Government
troops in and about Washington has been largely in-

creased, and stricter discipline is enforced. There is

d to be very little sickness among them. The line of
the upper Potomac is now will guarded, and there is less

robability of the rebels iavading Maryland. The .Mayor

of Washington has been arrested on suspicion of treason
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and sent to Fort Lafayette near New York, for safe keep-
ing, in which place a number of suspected individuals
are confined. Several women, of high social position, in
Washington, who have been communicating with the
rebel leaders have been placed under arrest. The trans-
mission by mail of newspapers of secession tendencies
has been absolutely prohibited, and all communication
by letters or papers, heretofore carried on with the re
States, is henceforth prohibited. The excuse for th
rigorous measures is to be found in the formidable
character of the rebellion.

Missouri.—This State is now the field of an arduous
and doubtful struggle. Its great importance in a m
tary point of view has induced the rebels to make strei
ous efforts to secure it for the South, and the southern
portions of the State are overrun by large bodies of
armed men from Tennessee, Arkansas, Louisiana, and
Texas, with some of their Indian allies. In the south
eastern p:irt of the State the secession forces are com
manded by Col. Hardee, and are said to be numerous,
well armed, and disci]>lined. His advance is opposed
by Gen. Prentiss, with the volunteers from Ohio, Indi-
ana, and other States. The main body of the rebels
under Gen. M'Cullough was moving towards Jefl'erson
City, to which point strong reinforcemi nts have been sent
from St. Louis. Gen, Fremont has telegraphed to Indi-
ana for all the available troops in that State that can be
spared, to be sent to St. Louis as speedily as possible.
Governor Gamble has issued his proclamation calling
into the active service of the State, for six months, 42,000
of the militia, viz., 10,000 cavalrv, and 32,000 infantry,
to act against the rebels. The 'battle near Springfield
was even more sanguinary than at first reported. The
Federal loss is ofiScially stated at 223 killed, 721 woun-
ded, and 291 missing. Many of the wounded have since
died. The rebel loss, according to their own statement,
was 265 killed, 800 wounded, and 30 missing. In a late
engagement between 450 U. S. troops and 700 rebels, in
the northern part of the State, the latter were routed
with the loss of 52 killed, 90 wounded, and 50 prisoi
and in another near Charleston, 40 rebels were killed
and 17 taken prisoners. In both these engagements the
loss of the Federal troops was very small. These are
some of the horrors of civil war.

Virginia.—The convention recently in se
Wheeling passed the ordinance for the division of the
State by a vote of 50 to 28. The new Slate,
to be named Kanawha, will include 39 of the western
counties, and the ordinance has a provision permitting
certain adjoining couuties to come in, if they should de-
sire by an expression of a majority, to do so. An elec-
tion is to be held on the twenty-ninth of 10th month
next, at which the people will vote for or against the
establishment of a new State. Some of the ablest and
firmest friends of the Union opposed this measure as
contrary to the express letter of the Federal Constitution,
and as being calculated seriously to embarrass the U.
S. Government in its efforts to put down the rebellion.
The proposed formation of a new State is not approved
at Washington. The U. S. forces in Western Virginia,
are under the command of Gen. Rosencrans, and those
of the Confederates are commanded by Gen. Lee. Ac-
cording to rebel reports the latter had an army of 40,000
men. At the latest dates he was advancing slowlv and
cautiously into the region from which the rebels' were
recently compelled to retire.

Southern /^fm«.—Information from the rebel States has
been very meagre of late. It is reported that there
a great deal of sickness in the rebel camps in Virgin
and that at least 5,000 of Beauregard's army are in the
hospitals. The prevalent diseases are small-pox, mea
sels, and fever. The Memphis Appeal calls earnestly fo
contributions of flour and blankets for the rebel army
Every family is urged to give up a part of their blankets
for the tioops, because the supply from the north is c
off, and blankets in their dwellings are not so indispe
sable as they are to soldiers in camp. Tea and coffee
have already become scarce. The Raleigh (N. C.) Stan
dard recommends the use of the leaves and twigs of th(
Yopon as a substitute for the former. The Yopon is ai
evergreen which grows spontaneously on the coast of
North Carolina. The Charleston Mercury says, the fol-
lowing prices were obtained at a sale of slaves in that
city, on the 2nd inst. "Tenah, an elderly woman, a
child's nurse, sold for $240, cash

; Binkey, aged woman
for $3G5, cash

;
Celia, a woman about 27 years old, lame,

for $605, cash; Grace, about 30 years old, with her child
7 years old, for $1170, half cash, balance in one year;
Eliza, 28 years old, with five children, oldest 8 years,
youngest 10 months, at $2600, half cash, balance in one

and that this fact is significant of the future purposes of
the French Government.

The Southern Privateers.—The reported capture of the
Sumpter was incorrect. When last heard from she was
off Laguyra, where she had captured two American ves-
sels. She was forbidden to enter that port by the Vene-
zuelan authorities.

The Charleston papers advertise shares for sale-in the
privateer Beanregard. There is no want of material^
for privateers in the southern ports. In Charleston alom
there are three large steamships and five sailing ves
sels.

The Division of Virffinia.~The whole population of
the State by the census of 1860, was 1,593,199, includ-
ing 495,826 slaves. Not more than 10,000 of th(
were in the counties now embraced in the proposed State
of Kanawha, the total population of which is 281,786, so
that the new State will include more than one fourth of
the white inhabitants of Virginia.

The Blockade.—The mouth of the Mississippi is block-
aded by four vessels of war, with 88 guns, the ports of
Charleston and Savanah by five, with hO guns ; Key West
by two vessels

;
Fort Pickens by six, with an' armament

ot 102 guns
;
Mobile by three

; Hampton Road by eigh-
teen ships of war, wiih 232 guns ; Potomac river by six
essels, and several were cruising along the coast. In

all, forty-six vessels, with an aggregate of 595 guns, are
stated to be engaged in the blockade service.

i\'6?c Tor/c.—Mortality last week, 552.
The banks of this city according to the last report,
d $46,119,481 in specie on hand. There has been a

partial revival in business, and rather more activity in
the money market. Cotton goods are advancing in con-
sequence of the high price and scarcity of cotton. The
demand for army cloth has put a number of mills into
operation. Large shipments of breadstuffs and provi-
sions to Europe continue weekly. The exports from New
York between First mo. 1st, and Eighth mo. 24th
amounted to $81,716,273. In 1859, for the same period'
they were $41,650,344.

Brooklyn.—Mortality last week, 171.
Philadelphia.—Mortality last week, 343. Adults 96 •

children, 247. '
'

Foreign.—Liverpool dates to the 16th inst.
The London Times, in an editorial, shows the finan-

cial difficulties which the Washington Government will
have to encounter.

The Times

FRIENDS' SELECT SCHOOLS.
These Seminaries will, it is expected, be re-opeaei

after the summer vacation, on or near the 1st of Nijt
month next, the Boys' school being situated on Chen
street, west of Eighth, and the Girls' school on Severn
street, between Cherry and Race streets.
The Course of Instruction now adopted in the Boy,

school, embraces, besides the ordinary branches, a sel«
tion of more advanced mathematical, scientific an
classical studies, on the satisfactory completion of whic
the pupil will be entitled to a diploma, or certificate c
scholarship.

During the winter months, lectures on scientific sob
jects are regularly delivered, illustrated by appropriut
apparatus and experiments.
The Course of Study at the Girls' school embraces

ii

addition to the elementary branches—Algebra, Geonft
try, History, Natural Philosophy, Chemistry, Astronorar
Physiology, Natural History, Botany, Physical Geo-
graphy, Jlental Philosophy, Etymology, Rhetoric, am
Composition. Instruction is also given in Trigonome-
try, Mensuration, and the French and Latin languages
As the proper classification of the scholars, early in

the session, is important, it is desirable that those who
ntend to enter pupils for the coming term, should do bc
IS early in the session as possible. Application may be
made on the opening of the schools, to Joseph W. Ald-
RiCH, the Principal of the Boys' school, and toMARc.viiKi
LiGHTFOOT, the Princijial of the Girls' school.
With the present arrangements, it is believed lliat

these schools offer unusual advantages to Frien.ls, for

il education of their children, and at a very mo-
derate cost. Their attention is also invited to tli'c pri-
mary schools in the Northern and Western Districts

ere provision is made for the careful elementarv ii>

struction of children too young to enter the priii- ipal
schools. On behalf of the Committee,

John Carter, Clerk,
lad.. Seventh mo., 1861.

Th<

Iso publishes another letter from Russell
is generally discouraging for the North.

'

King of Sweden has arrived in England, on a

I daily engaged with the Ameri-

The Richmond correspondent of the Memphis Appeal
says that French agents were in that city buying tobacco.

visit to the Queen.
The English papers

can question.

The London Globe, denies, by authority, the statement
that Admiral Milne has reported the blockade of the
Southern ports ineffective, and says that no general re-
port on the subject has been officially received.
The weather in England had been warm and the harvest

was progressing rapidly.

The harvest in France was progressing satisfactorily,
but the wheat crop will be deficient.

The position of Austria and Hungary was daily be-
coming more alarming.
There was a renewal of the troubles at Warsaw, and

affairs wore a threatening aspect.
The Liverpool market for breadstuffs was declining.

American flour was quoted, a 2is. a 27j, 6rf.

The stock of cotton had been reduced to 944,000 bales
including 500,000 American. New Orleans fair 91 • Mo-
bile, 8|.

•

'

The troubles in the United States have injuriously
affected the trade of France more than that of England
as the demand for a great many articles of luxury
formerly supplied to the United States by France, has
been greatly reduced. The French circulars all state
that trade is dull throughout the country. There is no
demand except for articles wanted for immediate use
and there is, consequently, very much uneasiness pre-^
vailing among the manufacturing population.

FRIE.NDS' SELECT SCHOOLS.
The Primary Department of these school

Western District, will be re-opened on the 2nd' of Ninth
,
by Rachel E. Balderston, in the comniodioi

rooms adjoining Friend's meeting
street, entrance on Clover street '

children of both sexes are instructed
in the elementary branches of education, so as to prepare
them for the higher departments of study: while Iheir
moral and religious welfare is carefully regarded

Phila., Eighth mo., 1861.

in the comniodioiB

g house on Twel»
In this school youi§

^d, and well groundeflj

FRIENDS' SCHOOL, GERMANTOWN.
Since the opening of this School, in Ninth Month, 1858,

the buildings have been enlarged and improved, for the
accommodation of Friends' children, and others who
conform to the regulations of the School. The situation
!s pleasant and healthful, adjoining and communicating
with Friends' Meeting-House premises, on Germantown-
avenue. The course of study embraces the usual branch-
es of a good English Education

; also, the French and
Latin Languages.

Terms for Tuition.—From $8 to $20 per Session of fire
months, according to the ages of the pupils, and the
branches taught,—French and Latin, $8 each per Term.
—Application may be made to Alfred Cope, Ezra
Comfort, John S. Haines, Lloyd Mifflin, Samuel Moa^
Ris, George Jones, Elliston P. Morris, or to A.my and
Sarah H. Albertson, at the School. Eighth mo., 1861.

B.—A limited number of scholars can be accommo-
dated with board in "ihe dwelling on the premi-r^
Access may also be had by the Scholars to a valu.ible
brary, belonging to the Preparative Meeting.

RECEIPTS.
Received from Chas. Cooper, Pa., $2, vol. 34

; from
Jas. Austin, Agt., Mass., for E. F. Gardner, and Ed
Mitchell, $2 each, vol. 35 ; from Elisha Hollingsworth
Agt., 0., $1, and for Jesse Deweese, and Richard Pen-
rose, $2 each, vol. 34; from James Bowman $4
vols. 34 and 35, for C. Fowler, $3, to 52, vol. 34 ; 'from'
Ann Sheppard, Pa., for N. K,, $2, vol. 34 ; from Jesse
Hall, Agt., 0., Eleventh month 1st, 1860, for Samuel
Smith, $4, vols. 33 and 34, for John M. Smith, $2, vol
34, for Jos. Wilson, $2, vol. 33, and of A. G., Seventh
month 26th, for Jos. WjMI, a/^ojg^, jt^xd of vol,
33, as mentioned in No

Died, on the 7th of Eighth month, 1861, at her resi-
dence in Rahway, N. J., Margaret H. Parker, «i,low
of Jacob Parker, in the eighty-sixth year of her age, a
beloved minister and member of Rahway and Plainlidd
Monthly Meeting. Her circumspect walk, and the inno-
cent cheerfulness and humility of her spirit, had long
endeared her to a large circle of relatives and frien.ls.
A living exercise for her own preservation in the truth,
as well as that of others, was a marked trait in her re-
ligious character. It is believed that it may be truly

PILE A M'ELROY, PRINTERS, 1
Lodge street, opposite the Pennsylvania Baafc. I














